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; 1532 Unitersity Averme 
te ¥ December 2, 1937 

>) Dr. WB. Bell, Onief re 
; Diviston of Wildlife Research : 

: ; Bureau of ee Survey. x 
a Meshingtoa, DG. heat : 

Fe eve no travel fund and hence, to my 

regrat, gannot woet you in Ann Arbor, I am glad, 

-» shewever, that there is © chance of your personally : 

. , sising up the Long question. ¥ 

if Be as See _ Youre sincerely, bast 

; eer way Aldo Leopold 
c ‘ ess ae ‘ _ Professor of Game Management ee, ;
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

‘ BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

ire eran November 26, 1937. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: s 

I am glad to have your letter of November 17, commenting fur- 
ther on Mr. Long and the character of the work that he is carrying 
one 

I think you can rest assured that participation by the 
American Wildlife Institute is not exerting any undue influence on 
the research program of the Biological Survey in the matter of 
"short-term, quick-turnover" projects to the neglect of fundamental 
scientific work. We are continuing the basic research program that 
the Biological Survey has stressed throughout its history but are, 
of course, endeavoring to speed it up and modernize it to meet 

present day conditions, 

In view of the past lack of effective work in applying re- 
sults of research to stopping the downward trend of our wildlife re- 
sources and with a view to effecting a complete about-face in the 
public attitude toward wildlife restoration and Management, we are 
endeavoring to carry the research work and thinking through to the 
point where the results will be employed to improve practices. This 
is merely in line with the present day tendencies to make results 
of research useful rather than ornamental. TI shall send you, as soon 
as we can get it mimeographed, a copy of our research program for the 
current fiscal year that I hope will be reassuring to you as showing 
something of the scope and direction of our research activities. 

I am fully in sympathy with the thought behind Long's study. 
I would like to get to know Long personally and to go over his 
equipment and program with him on the ground and with others inter- 
ested in the work that he is doing. I am well aware that the situa- 
tion appears to be quite critical so far as the University is con- 
cerned in enabling him to carry on. From what I have been told, 
it would appear that he has some real faculty for work of this kind. 
The chief objection to his work appears to be that it has not been 
very carefully directed or supervised, that he is so largely a free 
lance worker and lacks a lot of the basic training that is needed to 
enable a man to properly appraise and present the results of his 

studies,
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A. Le -2- November 26, 1937. 

We have been negotiating with Director Osborne of New York 
with a view to possibly getting work of this kind started in that 
State. Just at present they seem to be somewhat stalled up there 

and are endeavoring to reallign their program with a view to taking 

advantage of the offer of cooperation that we have made them. So 

matters are hanging fire just a bit at the present time so far as 

this work is concerned and that more or less ties up the necessary 

funds. Anyway, I think we will have to cut through the "Gordian 

knot" pretty soon and figure out some way by which a real test can be 

made of Long's effectiveness and ability to turn out worth while 

results along lines that I have previously suggested to yous. Do you 

think it worth while for a few of us who are genuinely interested in 

this matter to get together at Ann Arbor to look the ground over, 

size matters up, and figure out a working program to take care of 

the situation? I think I shall arrange to make a trip out there for 
this purpose at an early date. 

Sincerely yours, 

LEAP TELEC 

W. B. Bell, Chief, 
Division of Wildlife Research.
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i © {nstitute Technical Gommittser 424 : ae ¢ 

eer : Dana ‘ ; . 1532 University Avenue ~ tl | oS eeien Noyember 17, °1937 roe 

a top w. Bhat Sd ee aie 
; 2) UES. Blological Survey peewee s 

: ae Washington, D..0. : 3 wi ee : , 

Bae. eeae Dro Belt 2 tate : : “es Be abies oer < 

ee eo css Dawe just Wad-a chance to discuss the work of the: ° ‘ 
: foe "Nine Units" with Mr. Couch. By accident I have also just received , i 

je ae Se > Sam Dana's: letter to“you about ‘long's physiological work. Also by Psa 

: / saceident,-I haye had a chance to'question Wight about Long's work, ie eae 
: ‘and find he gives it his unqualified 0.K.0 9. eth tas 5 ee 

me Poe ag Nae gaat: The three incidents ‘raise in my mind this ‘question; : 
Sg ha - Is the acceptance of industrial funds through the Institute tending : 

‘eZ > 2 “to-force. the Biological Survey's research program too exclusively . 
e. o ) 0s into "practical" quick-turnover projects; to the neglect ‘of founda- gee 

4 : Fee eh tional scientific work? ; ee ee Say ee io * 

AS ae ae eee . ~The Long project may, for any present: purpose, be ee ‘. ¥e ie 
pane a - regarded as.a straw to show which'way the wind. blows. If, as Wight .- 

ee ie: “i>. ‘claims, there are no weaknesses in the Long set-up, then it ought eh aa 
aS go So to Be & Valid straw. pe tee ae : meee 2 : : 

pees te IEEE / Making stock of the field nentally, es Green's work in pipet BA 
h ; » Minnesota ‘and the Botulism project would seem to be ‘the only going a 

OS oS work inthe same category. ; 2 ee OF coh ea a 

a ees Ticantt speak for ‘the rest of the Tnsti tate Committee, ~ sp eae a : 
"os 55-8 “but Towould like for my part to raise the question of whether it is.” Tee ee 

oo advisable to establish mew standard units to embark on. new under-" Eos 
; 2s talsings, ‘when going work like Long's, of a Kind needed to balance’. | z 

ree % oe the program, is allowed to starve out: I for one have doubts about it. i ; 

Agere ie oe 3 i ae ‘Yours sincerely, y Re: } a 

En eee Es Ge Age ee a Weonot a, Gnade tte csieretees 
es 5 Oe ‘Institute Technical Committee :
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1334 White street 
4nn Arbor, Michigan 
November 9, 1937 

: Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

. I regret very mch that I will be unable to present 
a physioldgical paper at the Conference. I have bem 
working day and night for the past weer trying to assemble 
a comprehensive discussion of starvation am the physiological 
action of cold on game birds, it also included the setting- 
forth of probable explanations why ice was formed umier the 
wings, on the nostrils and eyes of game birds when exposed 
to low environmental temperetures, I had planned to present 
experimental evidence shwwing reasons and causes for these 
things. : 

The task of getting out the mper in & short time was 
just to mech for me, I could'nt do it in the style I 
prefer hence it bett@ be passed-by for the time being, I 
have about 12 pages completed but I have about 8 more to ao, 

Nevertheless, I will complete the paper shortly and 
them get in touch with you about the matter, I am ashamed 
because I have not published long ago some of my f indings. 
Thope to rectify this situation vey shortly. 

Would it be asking to meh if when the time comes on 
the program for my paper you would talk for a few minutes ; 
about the necessity for physiological investigatims in 
wildlife management practices? Stressing the fact that they 
have not altogether been neglected through the efforts 
I have put fofth since 1934 on this gubject. 

ProfessorsWight ani O'Roke are coming to the meeting 
a‘ I wish that I had the money to put-out for carfare, etc, 
so that I might also be present. No guch luck, 

Sincerety ymrs 

William H, long, &.
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1532 University Aveme 
October 29, 1937 

Mr. William H. Long, Jr. , 
1334 White Street 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Long: ; 

Yes, I am glad to write the Civil Service Commission. 

# Re I am also glad you are writing a paper, but I am 

afraid I will have to fall down on your request to return 
the photostats. I send these to the Institute or to Dr. Bell 
at the time I was trying to interest them, and they did not 
come back. At this date I would not even know whom to ask, 
since I did not keep files copies of all correspondence. 

5 Yes, I will be glad to read your paper at the ; 
conference. I will just explain that you could not get here 
and had asked me to read for you. 

I am sending you a couple extra copies of the 
quail paper. I am sorry that your name got on my mailing 
list only recently. If there are any other back papers 
you want, please speak up. You will get them from now on. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



1532 University Avenue 

October 29, 1937 

U. S&S. Civil Service Commission : 
Washington, D. C. 

Gentlemen: 

Mr. Wm. H. Long, Jr., 1334 White Street, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, took your examination for Wildlife Research Biologist 
#61 some time ago. I have recently had occasion to learn some= 
thing about Long's research work, and hence I am writing you to 
express my opinion of his abilities. 

Long has done his work in Michigan and I have been able 
to appraise it only at a distance, so I am unable to offer any ~ 
testimony except as to the quality of the ideas embodied in it. 
These ate, without any question, pioneering ideas which would 

seen to reflect intellectual qualities far above the average. 
I have reason to believe that he not only originated the ideas 
himself, but that he carried out his researches on them with so 

'14tt1é cooperation from the University of Michigan as a whole 
that it might almost be said helms accomplished something despite, 
rather than because of, his environment. I do not know how often 
that Icing of man takes Civil Service examinations, tut I know 
that if I were grading papers I would not overlook the chance to 

' get that calibre of man-power. 

If you are interested in just whet Long has done, I ¥ 

might say that he has pioneered the physiology of wild birde, 
a subject never heretofore studied, and has designed and used his 
own apparatus for reducing the subject to a basis of quantitative 
measurement. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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1334 White st 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
October 20, 1937 

Dr. Aldo Leopola 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I first want to thank you for the interest you 
have taken in promoting my researche§ with respet to the 
physiology of wild game birds. Even though nothing has 
happened up to date I feel confident that MORE interest 
hes been stimulated thrmgh the pressure exerted through 
yourself, 

The chapter in your text on pame management ana 
the physiology of game species certainly hits the nail 
on the head- wherein you state-" we know very little about 
the physiology of game birds, etc.” The fact ig I mst 
give credit partly to those words as providing the stimlus 
for my subsequent work, 

There is one more way in which you may be able to 
assist me, Sometime back I mmtioned taking the Civil Setvice 

(quart erly )}—> examination- Biologist No, 61- They have witten toa 
Tithe Camnwlen number of people has T gave as references as to my research 

users, ability , etc., and I am led to understand that all reports 
dif V°6/- have been in my favor. At the t me the examination was sent in 

; Idid not give your name since you knew very little about me 
and my endeavors, Perhaps at this time you know® little more, 
On the strength of what you do know- could you possibly see 
your way clear to write a letter to the Civil Service Commission 
application section with respet to the above examination taken 
by me- offering an additional reference with respect to my 
researches and their importance in the wildlife fiela? 

Tt is my opinion, that if I @o obtain e favorable rating 
under this examination my path is made more clear with respect 
to the Biological survey under whose direction the examination 
was given back in 1935, My @isability obtained in France 
entitled me to take this 014 examination, otherwise there woulé 
have been no way at the present time to get a rating under the 
Surv ey. 

Inasmuch as I am now writing for publication @ paper 
dea ling my apparatus, etc., I am in need of the several photostats 
I sent to you last summer, Will yo kindly return these as soon 
as possible as I wish to include them in the data, I also 
would appreciate receiving a copy of your last paper concerning 
bobwhite during the winter of 1936. I was very much interested in 
reading the copy loaned me by Mr. Gerstell (who by the way will 
be in Ann Arbor in the near future, )
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Someweeks ego Dr. & Charles Kendeigh came over to see me 
and we certainly had an extremely beneficial visit together.From 
then on we agreed to wrk in closer harmony with respect to 
our various physiological investigations. 

I had a notice froma Mr, D. BE, Wde with whom undoubtedly 
you @re acquainted, He wanted me to give a paper at the Midwest 
Wildlife Conference in lmadison November llth. concerning studies 
of the physioltgy of the pheasant, After due consideration I 
am afraid that I will be unable to do this because all of my time 
is now being taken with getting out two papers- one on the wild 
turkey investigations and one on the apparatus, While I have 

| some information and data on that subect, It wold require som 
| little time to gather it together for presentation, 
é 

On the other han@- I will be able more readily, using the 
data from your bobwhdte publication as the background, to assemble 
a short paper (with your assistance) concerning the physiology 

\ of the situation ag observed in the fiela,both by yourself 
\ am from my ow deta, 

‘ I would be unable to present the gaper in person but either 
_ yourself or some one else could read it. I could assemble the 

_ data from my point of view and present it to you for an additions 
- you cared to mke. Since you perhajs were the first to stress 
_ the importance of pame physiology, in my opinion it woulda be 

_ your due to be associated with the first actual discussion of 
| the mtter in the field of wildlife management. 

May I hear from you with respect to the above mtters. 

Sincerely, 

William H. veal



es ae Copy to Mr. Long 

1532 University Aveme 
' September 9, 1937 

My, J, Clark Salyer é 
YJ. 8, Biological Survey 

‘ Washington, Dd. o i 

Dear Clarkt ; 

I have recently tried to stir up some support for Long 
at Amn Arbor, I got no encouragement from either President 
Ruthven or the Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory, but Dr. Bell of 
ee ee eee 

going, : ; 

T a not sare, thouchy tah oveteyboty in the Survey 
realizes the importance of Long's work, but I think you do, 
particalarly his work on such questions as the reproductive 
efficienty of birds starved during the winter. If you could pat 

: in a good word with Ur. Bell, it might halp. 

Incidentally some of the hurdles seen to be removed 
because I understand long took a biologist's examination in 1935, 

I am powerless to do anything throuch the Institute 
because vo haven't a penny not already committed, 

With best regerds, : 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



1334 White Street 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

: September 2, 1937 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have received your letter of August 26, also copy 
of letter; to Dr. Bell and President Ruthven's reply to your 
letter. 

With respect to the latter, I have long been wondering 
WHY it has been impossible for me to obtain financial aid 
from the School of Forestry and Conservation. I assume that 
Dean Dana has written to you concerning these reasons. Neturally 
they must be reasons that deal with policy and general admin- 
istration of the University. 

While your letter, in a way was somewhat discoureging 
with respect to the future it was highly inspiring to known 
that you are interested in my researches, This is very 
evident from the letter which you wrote to Dr. Bell. 

The extent of some of my investigations and my various 
problems are perhaps not new to Dr. Bell. We have corresponded 
at various times. 

My most recent contacts at the Bureau have been with 
Mr. F. C. Salyer, Chiéf, Waterfowl Division. He visited me 
some months ago and I believe he was intersted in my work. 
Perhaps a letter from you at this time addressed to Mr. Salyer 
would help promote the entire set-up. 

There may be some difficulty in obtaining aid from the 
Bureau due to my not being attached to the Bureau in some 

definite way. The right to give me assistance as a government 
worker might come about through the recent Biologist examination 
I have filed with the Civil Service Commission. It anpears 
possible that I may obtain a rating under the Bureau due to 
this examination. 

The examination I have reference to is not the recent 
Junior Biologist examination which was given but to the one 
given in 1935 calling for three grades-Biologist, Associate 
and Assistant. I was entitled to take this exam. due to 
certain qualification in application that I have. It would 
seem that if I do obtain a rating under. this examination, the 
way would be paved for the Bureau's assistance.
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There is a matter of some importance in connection with 
with my investigations that I did not mention in previous 
correspondence. I would like to place this matter before you 
for your consideration. i 

I have studied rather intensely the phenomenon of complete 
and incomplete starvation of certain of our game birds during 
the winter under different environmental conditions. 

One of my interests is concerned with the possible influence 
of different degrees of starvation on the reproductive cycle. 
This would mean a study of birds that have , through the lack 
of sufficient food, starved or intermittently fasted previous 
to the inception of the cycle. Are the reproductive organs 
injured and is the breeding-time retarded in birds that have 2 
been subjected to different forms of,starvations? Does this 
injury or retardation reduce the number of eggs produced? (etc) 

One way to get at these problems is through a study of 
the wstings of the different organs during starvation. My work 
has allowed me to compare the organs of game birds that have 
been starved with those of normal birds and then later to study 
the approach of the breeding season on a basis of behavior with 
both types of birds, i.e., normals and those that I had experimented 
with during the eens My wsults have indicated that we should 
and must considerin our population studies, This is one problem 
that I intend to stay with if I am given the opportunity. 

I wonder if you havé any field data which would throw 
light on the number of young raised or observed on an area of 
land where the winter population had been subjected to extreme 
cold and/or where the breeding stock had only a scant food supply 
during the winter? I am interested in information as to nesting 
activities, number of eggs laid, and young produced under 

. environmental conditions described above. 

Sincerely, 

Atlan ii gle 
William H. Going f



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

August 27, 1937. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Chairman, Technical Committee, 
American Wildlife Institute, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your note of August 22 enclosing copies of your 
correspondence with Doctor Bell reached my desk today, 
almost simultaneously with copies of your letters to and 
from President Ruthven. Naturally, I am delighted at the 
prospect of the Biological Survey's being able to keep 
Long's work going, even if only on a temporary basis at 
the outset, and am writing Doctor Bell of my desire to 
cooperate in any way feasible in making this possible, as 
you will see from the enclosed copy of a letter to him. 

So far as the University's relation with Long's 
work is concerned, we have, as you know, been suffering 
during the last few years from a drastic decrease in appro- 
priations, which has made it impossible to give him the 
support that I should have liked. Even now, in spite of 
considerable improvement of the situation, salaries of 
practically the entire staff are still less than prior to 

the cuts, and current expense money is way below normal. 
Under the circumstances, it has not been feasible to put 
Long on the regular payroll, although we have occasionally 
helped him owt by small payments, and have also invested 

quite a bit in the way of equipment. 

I have done my best, either to place him elsewhere 

in a position where his particular talents could be used to 

advantage, or to continue his work here under some sort of 

a cooperative arrangement. In addition to my talks with 

you, I have discussed the matter repeatedly with Bell and 

less frequently with Gabrielson; but it was not until 

Gerstell came across this summer with a small contribution 

for a cooperative project that I succeeded in prying loose 

any money. 

I want you to know how much I appreciate both your 

letter to President Ruthven and your other efforts to prevent



Mr. Aldo Leopold--STD -2- August 27, 1937 

at least the temporary abandonment of some work which I feel 
is breaking new ground and is bound to be of decided value 
in advancing the technic of wildlife management. If some 
such arrangement as Doctor Bell has suggested can be worked 
out within the next few weeks, I think that will be in time 
to insure the continuance of the work. I am keeping a copy 
of Doctor Bell's letter and am returning the original, on 
the chance that you may want it for your files. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Bo vay 

led 
Dem.



SENT FOR INFORMATION OF 

Ree eat Me a LO AH OPO Pas ese 
Professor H. M. Wight 

august 27, 1937. 

Dr. W. B. Bell, 
Chief, Wildlife Research Division, 
Bureau of Biological Survey, 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Doctor Bell: : 

Leopold has st b Rent to attention copies 
of his recent corresp¢ndehce h you concerning Long. You 
and I have discussed tha\sNuatibn so many times that I am 
sure you know Citt Qward him and his work. With a 
relatively weak dathor fn the basic sciences, he has 
had sufficient tion, initiative, and perseverance to 
develop himself i first-class investigator, and to make 
real progress on 8 important problems that have carried 
him pretty deeply into the field of fundamental research. 
His chief weakness has been a tendency to let his enthusiasm 
tempt him into trying to cover too much ground, bit his suc- 
cessful handling of the turkey study, om which he has been 
working this summer in cooperation with Gerstell of the 
Pennsylvania State Game Department, indicates clearly his 
ability to carry through a specific project. : 

As you know, I have felt for quite a while that 
Long has qualities that would make him a valuable men for 
the Biological Survey, if he could be assigned to the right 
type of work and under the right supervision. The suggestion 
which you ‘make to Leopold, therefore, seems to me an excelient 
one, both as a means of continuing his investigations in an 
important field in which I em sure he has much to contribute, 
and also as a means of satisfying yourself as to whether he 
would make a desirable addition to your staff. We shall, of 
course, be glad to cooperate in every way possible in the 
carrying out of any definite plan which you may have to pro- 
pose. While I am afraid we are not in a position to contri- 
bute to his salary, we can provide him with quarters, in case 
eos ry to have the work centered here at Ann arbor, 
nd also limited amount of such additional equipment as 

may be needed. Wight has been in intimate touch with Long 
from the very beginning, and the latter has established many 
other valuable contacts with investigators in other depart- 
ments in the University.



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

: SENT FOR INFORMATION OF 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Dr. W. B. Bell--STD “2- August 27, 1937 

I wish that you yourself could make us a little 
visit to get acquainted with Long and to go over his work 
with him in person. If this is not practicable, a visit 
from someone else in your office, such as Leopold suggests, 
would be the next best thing. My we concern is that some 
arrangement be worked out premptly 0 pich you can continue, 
for the present at least, hiscphysioldgical studies, while, 
at the same time, sati ne\yOurself ds to his personal and 
technical quelificati 4\yu can count on me to cooperate 
with you to that end wai }n my power. 

SS Very sincerely yours, 

Dean.



August 26, 1937 

Mr, William Lorgy._ 
Soil Conservation Service d : 
Colorado Springs, Colorado eee 

: Dear Long: 

i : I have recently hada chance to’visit with at least one : 

member of the Technics) Comittee on the possibility of support 

for your project. : ‘ 

His reaction was not as favorable as I had hoped. He 

was inclined to delegate fundamental work. of this kind to scientific 

foundations. : 

The suvoras from Peswtion Haliicin ok Prieithes, Resnoun 

were also discourageing. ; : 

I have not heard from the Biologics! Survey, but I have F 
some hope there. I am sending a copy of this letter to Gerstell. : 

ne Yours sincerely, : 

: Aldo Leopold 
: Professor of Game Management 

rf : : BSG



; a Angust 25, 1937 : : : 

Dr. we 3. Bell é 4 

Chief, Wildlife Research Div, : 
: Bureau of Biological Survey : : 

. Vashington, DC. : 

Dear Drs Bells 

I am moch encouraged by our suggestion that you might 
cooperate with Michigan to give Long a further try out. I hasten 
to send your letter to Dean Dana, and you will doubtless hear from 

. him shortly. ; 

echt Ul erat Santos Seana & new fic’ rent) ty to do succes: ly. 
‘ (At least hie:werk rates” with both the Zoological, medieal and game 

groups at Michigan), his field is one which is needed to balance 
the wildlife program. (Where would livestod: research be if they 
studied only foods and feeding, and nothing about the inner workings 

c of the animal?) His particular subject-matter deale with questions 
of utmost practical importance, (differences in reaction to stimuli 
of wild and sO+Called wild stock; effect of temperature on physical 

- a@tivity). His location is suitable for consultation on both the. 
9 physiologi¢al and management aspects of his subject, That a pity, 

‘then, to let this ork die when either the U528, or the Institute or 
; : somebody would have to reopen it somewhere, with green personnel, at 

se some early date? fm 2 ath 

" , fo save tine I am sending you a report:of Long's. work to 
date, Of course thie is necessarily a sketchy account. I hope the 
negotiations with Dean Dana can be conducted by your representative 
in person, so Long need not starve during o protracted correspondence. - ‘ 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management é 

rf ; 3 
. enel, :
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1334 White Street 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
August 25, 1937 

Dr. Aldo beopola 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Visconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

This acknowledges receipt of a letter written to you 
Aueust 14 by Dr. Kendeigh. I herewith enclose same for your 
files. 

In looking over my correspondence I find that my first 
communication with Dr. Kendeigh dates back to early 1932. Since 
then we have exchanged views and opinions with respect to our 
field of study, 

Indeed, Dr. Kendeigh has always been extremely cooperative 
am interested in my endeavors, Past circumstances, however, 
have been of such a nature that I could not avail myself of 
invitations extended to go to the Baldwin laboratory or to 
the University of Illinois, 

The fact of the matter is that I am apparently in the 
same financial position as Dr, Baldwin. A few years ago I 
was also financially well fixed- by this I mean there was 
no pressure exerted by the well known wolf. Today, however, 
the wlf howls day and night, 

Briefly stated, the future offers me about three 
roads of progress- Ist, to immediately hunt for one of the 
general run of wildlife management positions; 2nd. to receive 
@ reasonable monthly income in order to continue my physio- 
logical research; and 3rd, to discontinue my present wrk 
and spend 2 year writing & dissertation for the PhD, 

With respect to the first, I have had a great deal of 
scientific training both Im field and lgboratory in addition 
to about 5 years practical wrk. My academic training comprises 
nearly nine years of solid hard work, winter am summer. There 
certainly would be an opening someplace, 

With respect to the degree- I probably could have m4 this 
sometime ago had I not become So engrossed with research, There 

is, as far as I know, no reason why I could not get this degree, 
On the other hand- I have the interml desire to continue 
my present research and at thesame time become a wage earner.



2 

I have a letter from Mr. Gerstell today which informs 
me that it will be impossible for him to pursue any graduate 
work during the approaching college year. I hope that this 
does not have any immediate effect on the possibility of 
obtaining some financial assistaneée.for myself. 

In closing I wish to state that I am patiently waiting 
word from you with my fingers crossei- hoping for the best. 

Sincerely, 

William H. {loys 

P.S. I wold appreciate having you send me reprints of any 
of your latest publications inc Mding the 1935-36 study 
on Wisconsin quail. 

WHI.
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THE BALDWIN BIRD RESEARCH LABORATORY | ; fue4 sip | 

BIRD RESERVATION AND LABORATORY oe dyact UL ha ) yd 

HILLGREST FARM, GATES MILLS, OHIO 0. Ae Of 
S. PRENTISS BALOWIN é - 2 CHARLES KENDEIGH 

WILLIAMSON BUILDING (ADDRESS, JUNE TQ SEPTEMBER) © BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
CLEVELAND, OHIO August 14, 1937 ME pe 

Exper. Zoo. Lab. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, Wright and Healey $7 
Department of Agricultural Economics, Champaign, Illinois 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Dr. Baldwin has been very ill as the result of complications 
following an operation last May. Doubtlessly he will require some 
months yet for convalescence. He referred your letter of August 6 

to me for reply. 

I am very glad to see your efforts in behalf of Mr. Long, and I 
certainly hope that you are successful in finding financial aid for him. 
I have corresponded with Long off and on for the last five or six years 
and so am familiar with his work and some of his difficulties. He is 
working along lines that interest me very much, as I have been carrying 
on metabolism experiments with young birds and eggs for the last four 
years and my next step is into mtabolism of adults, which I hope to get 
started this winter. The problems I have in mind are very similar to 
those of Long except I will probably work more with passerine species. 

@ IT have appwoached Mr. Long at different times concerning the possi- 
bility of joining the staff of the Baldwin Laboratory and also of coming 
to Illinois to work with me. Apparently there were difficulties involved 

and I never learned how much financial aid he required nor to whom the 
metabolism apparatus actually belonged. There is no immediate probability 
of Dr. Baldwin aiding him financially to any great extent, both because 
of his illness and the late economic depression. Funds could probably be 
secured at the University of Illinois for apparatus but I am dubious 

; about getting them for the living expenses of an assistant. 

Sometime during the coming month I hope to have a talk personally 
with Long as to how we might best cooperate. If the Michigan people 
are not interested in his work and some outside funds do become available, 
I would be glad to discuss his possible transfer down to Urbana-Champaign. 
Is there any likelihood of such a thing occurring? 

Very truly yours, telagl



on? 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE )) 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY qe 

WASHINGTON, D. C. \9e 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

cl ; HIEF, POG LEA ee August 20, 1937. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Chairman, Technical Committee, 

American Wildlife Institute, 
1532 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of August 6, addressed to Dr. Gabrielson, has been 

referred to me for consideration and reply. 

A good deal of consideration has been given possibilities for 
employment of Mr. Long in some phase of our research program to which he 
might be adapted. There is no immediate prospect of our being able to 
place him at Beltsville as developments there are not yet such as to 
enable him to do satisfactory laboratory work. We do not know just how 
soon the laboratory may materialize as this is dependent upon the grant- 

ing of ECW funds. 

We appreciate the need for work along nutritional and physiological 
lines such as that Mr, Long is reported to have done. Unfortunately, I 
have not yet had personal cmtact with him. Some of the material that he 

hes sent in to us for consideration looks good though parts of it do not 

tally up very well. 

I have discussed the matter with Dr. Cottam and we are not in a 
position at this time to bring Long to Washington and I do not believe 

it would be a wise move under present circumstances to do this even though 

we had a place for him. We feel that we need further evidence of his 

ability to do a real job. Our thought is that it would be preferable, if 

it can be arranged, to have him tackle sane specific piece of research 

that we need to have done and to which we might contribute toward support 

of the work. 

In view of personality peculiarities that I understand are involved 

in this particular case, it seems to me that this is the only practical 

way of finding out whether he can buckle down and do an orderly piece of 

scientific work and carry it to a successful conelusion. If you think this 

is a good move and find, that it can be arranged to advantage with the Univer- 

sity of Michigan, perhap a@ cooperative piece of work, I think we can dig 

up a limited smount of funds for a try-out. 

Assuring you of my appreciation of your interest in the matter, I 

=m, 

Very truly yours, 
4 7 

¢ FILE 2 Ce. 
Chief, Wildlife Research Division.



i 1532 University Avenue a ar 
thio oe mie Amgnst 6.1937 2 EN 

his “Dr, Tra N, Gabrielson, Chief a Ws 
Bureau of Biological Survey . as ; 
U.S. Department of Agriculture : 

Ba Washington, D.C. * 

Dear Dr, Gabrielson: Cr ae ee coe x 
the ‘attached letter to President Ruthven of the University = 

i of Michigan will, I think, explain ftself to your mind, : 

ae | [understand that through J. Clark Salyer, a proposal 1s 
_ °° under consideration to move Long to Beltsville. From the standpoint. . =. 

t of the Institute thie of course would answer the same purpose as the ; as 
: "support of the project by the University of Michigan, However, if » gaa 

3 Long should starve out before you get ready to move him to Beltsville, . oe 
i Ps 8 he would doubtless have to accept some job irrelevant to his physio- : _ 

 Logheal work and hence might not be available, = ao 

is ee If Salyer, fubbe and myvelf have. the right slant on Long's ee 
ey abilities, then it would be e considerable set-back for you to have | eee 

Set eat to start with a new and untried man. I am wondering, therefore, © ; 
Py ‘ whether you cannot devise some way to keep him going until the .. 

Beltsville move can mature, If, for instance, there is a salary . ie 
available, could you not give Long an appointment and station him j 
at Michigan until you are ready to move hint _ BT Letty ’ 

Boi od Ado Leopold vs 
ee a = A pe inertia. Wialare Institute ye



ie an “Gory ae bes ais 

ove ge arene SSPE oe peed INS ROSY o 

> Professor Aldo Leopold; =. Se Cac 
University of Wisconsin, ~~ a : 

Ga eae : Madison, Wisconsin. — . te ‘ 

ly dear Mr. Leopold: ee 

es I have your letter in regard to Mr. Long ink ce ; ; 

e have talked to Dean Dana about it. The Bean has been Be 

pee : ‘ trying to find support for Long's work but he does 

Sie S og beh Levey oud X mgeee with bing :that. the: Wélversigy er 

# ean from its funda support the researches, I would | 

& - suggest that you write directly to Dean Dane fora Cae ne 

es as more detailed statement of his views, | 2 1 

Mer a bay a Sincersiy yours, p 

pre eee _ Alexander Gs Ruthwan eis ; 3 

: ee ee ea



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN to 
ANN ARBOR 

PRESIDENT’S ROOM eo 

August 14, 1937. Lie 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter in regard to Mr. 

Long and have talked to Dean Dana about it. 

The Dean has been trying to find support for 

Long's work but he does not believe, and I 

agree with him, that the University can from 

its funds support the researches. I would : 

suggest that you write directly to Dean Dana 

for a more detailed statement of his views. 

Sincerely yours, 

R
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1532 University Avenue 

August 6, 1937 

Dr. 8. Prentiss Baldwin 
Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory : 
11025 Mast Boulevard 
Cleveland, Ohio 

Dear Dr. Baldwins pies 

The attached letters to President Ruthven of the 
University of Michigan and Dr. Gabrielson of the U. 8. Biological ; 
Survey explain themselves. They are, as you will see, attempts 
to salvage a piece of physiological research work which seems to 
me to have great promise. : 

I am skeptical, however, of the ability of universities : 
and bureaus to perceive the importance of such a venture. I there- 
fore write to ask whether there wonld be any possibility of your 
taking on Long at the Baldwin Laboratory. 

I need hardly repeat what I have said several times in 
print: your laboratory opened up this field. I¢ is therefore 
natural for me to ask whether you are in position to salvage this 
particular venture. 

I will not attempt to explain by letter just what Long : 
is driving at, except to say that his work seems to me to bear 
on conservation with even more force than the Kendeigh experiments. 
If the thing is open to consideration at all in your mind, may I 
suggest that you call Long over to form your own appraisal of his 
work and its possible relation to your work? 

My excuse for intruding myself into this picture is two- 
fold. The Technical Committee of the Institute has a responsibility 
for promoting a rounded wildlife research program. In addition, 
however, I am hoping to initiate this winter some physiological work 
on deer which will roughly parallel Long's work on game birds. 
Richard Gerstell of Pennsylvania, who has been closely associated 
with Long and has fo mleated his ideas on deor with Long's advice, 
will probably come hers for the purpose of developing the deer 
experiments. I mention this merely to show that I am not overlooking 
the responsibilities of my own university in developing the physio- 

logical field. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Chairman, Technical Committee 
American Wildlife Institute
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1532 University Avenue 

dugust 6, 1937 

Dr. Alexander G. Ruthven, President 

University of Michigan ‘ 
Ann Arbor, Mighigan 

Dear Dr. Rathven: BY ge 

As chairman of the Technical Committes of the American Wildlife 
Institute, I am worried about a research project which ie being carried on 
jointly by your Zoology Department and the Sahool of Consarvation and con- 3 roe 
ducted by Mr. Long. - 

I have reason to believe thet the work Long is doing 4s of ne. 
Gritical importance to the wildlife conservation movement. I have had my _ Set 
eye on it for the last two years, and two other monbers of our committes, a 
Dr. Carl Hubbs and Dr. Gardiner Bump of the Now York Conservation Department, 
are sleo acquainted with it and sharo my opinion of it. j 

The University of Michigan, as I understand it, furnished space | 
and equipment and sowe valuable moral support, especially in the person of - 
Dr, Newburg, tat no funds. 1 have learned recently thet {f no funds are 
forthcoming, the work mst be given up or moved by September. 

I think there is a possibility of an ultimate contribution by 
the Institute, but et the moment the Institute is without funds. ‘The purpose 
of this letter is to ask whether the University cannot keep this thing going. 
wiedankiicimieteae committees to locate 
some help either in the Institute or elsewhere. 

aay Serene Sas, Oaanena eg, cok erasess Seveveeh aoe Saree #8 
follows: yen at tina Andis had ee There has 
been a» healthy growth of field techniques of an character and 

- tere recently an impetus to the land economic aspacts, but the physiological 
end psychological side has remained quiescent. As a result numerous blind 
alleys are developing which threaten te hold field techniques at a stand- 
still until the underlying physiological and psychological phenomena are at 
last partislly understood. The Institute is financing a lot of new work in 
field techniques. Our committee has told them that they will have to support 
® parallel development of fundamentals, but since we operate on industrial 
funds, this principle is not easily implanted. I¢ is clear, however, that 
the Institute Technical Committee has a responsibility in keeping physic- 

logical work alive until the time for its expansion hae ¢ome. Hence thie 
. inquiry as to possible University participation in the Long project. 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
Chairman, Technical Committee é 
American Wildlife Institute



Escanaba High School 

Agricultural Department 

R. E. Cheney, Superintendent Henry Wylie John Lemmer, Principal 

Smith-Hughes Instructor 

Escanaba, Mich. 

March, 12, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold a 

New Soils Building fia dl ‘hh - 

University of Wisconsin PO uaeer 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of March 9, I am in= 

closing an official transcript of my college credits for your 

files. This record shows a two credit course in Farm Forestry 

and a course in Physiography listea as Geology 5. We used Bow= 

man's Forest Physiography which I believe might be considered 

a course in Forestry. This gives me five forestry credits. I 

have done considerable work in Dendrology since graduation and 

I believe I could pass a thorough comprehensive examination in 

that subject. In addition, I have also spent considerable time 

on Forest Ecology and Forest Soils. 

I am very much interested in erosion. During the past 

winter I have accumulated all recent experiment station bulletins 

on the subject and have spent considerable time on this material. 

You mentiongéd erosion last fall, and I wanted to be prepared in 

case something might develop in that line. 

The position interests me a great deal, and I will be 

glad to come down and learn more about it any time you think it 

desirable for me to do so. Also, I will be glad to do any adq 

ditional work you might suggest which would enable me to add



Escanaba High School 

Agricultural Department 
R. E. Cheney, Superintendent Henry Wylie John Lemmer, Principal 

SmithHlughes Instructor 

Escanaba, Mich. 

to my qualifications for the work. I have also studied your 

Game Management and enjoyed it very much. 

I was very pleased to read of your appointment on President 

Roosevelt's Wild life Committee. Mr Duchaine, managing editor of 

our local paper, has kept me supplied with newspaper clippings 

referring to the work of your committee, There subbeanigan great 

deal of interest in Game Management, I hope your program may be 

carried out. 

Thank you again for keeping me in mind, 

Yours very sincerely 

P.S. I am afraid I could not make ea 00 

research assistantship much as I would like to apply for it 

H.W. :



- - Form 518—G 

MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE 
oF 

AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE 

EAST LANSING, MICH. 

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 

A complete transcript of the record of .__._.___Wy lie, . Henry= 8 lewer thi 0 

in the Division of Agriculture 0, together with credits presented 

at entrance from.____ Sparta High School, sparta, wichigan 0 = 

. Date of Entrance__Sept. 22, 1924 _-_ssdDegree Granted 5 Bek os Ser Rams AP 

Entrance Units Advance Credit 

a eS Subjects Units Subjects Units Subjects Credits 

English 4 Che mi stry x 
History, Anc. x Phy siography : 
Algebra at Phys iology 
Geometry, Pl. 1 Gom'l. work 1 

Geometry, Sol. t Ts r 
Prench 2 : 

Physics i 

Bo tany 1 . 

COLLEGIATE RECORD 

‘Term—Grade 

Course Deseriptive Title of Course oe Year 
; Fall | Winter] Spring} S. S. 

fn. Husb. la ypes of Live Stock | 2 D 24-25 

4n. Husb. lb Types of Market Classes of Horses, Swi 
and Poultry 2 D 

Botany 1 Plant Anatomy & Physiology 3 ce 

Botany 2 Morphology of the Lower Plants 3 D 

Botany 3 Systematic Botany 3 x 
Agriculture l Development of Agriculture 2 A 

Chem. 1 Gene ral 4 B 
Chemistry 2 Qualitative Analysis | 4 c 

Chemistry 3 Organic ; | 4 c 

Dairy Husb. 14 Elementary bairy Judging - ¢ 
English 2e, f, g Composition 23 c ¢;c 

Parm Crops 1 Cereal Crops 2 c 

Forestry 1 Farm Forestry 2 A 

Math. la Agricultural Math. 3 D 

Math. 2a Plane frigonometry 3 D 

Mil. Sci. 1, 2, 3 “2 c BY ¢ 

Phys.kd. 1, 2, 3 B Bi A 

Bacty. 1 General 4 B "25-26 

Cc. E. la Surveying & leveling 3 Cc 

English 3a Public Speaking 2 € 

Educ. 1 Psychology oe B 

Educ. 2 Science of Education 4 ce 

Hort. 2 Pruit Growing 2 c 

Botany 3 Systematic Fi F 

Botany 3 Systematic 3 3- Pe ec 

Econ. 1 Elementary Hcon. 3 B 

Entomology 1 Introductory 4 A 

Physics 1d General “ay 
Physiology 1 Anatomy & Physiology i 4 D 

Soils 2a, b Soils 2 D B 

Soils 4c Soil Classification & Mngt. | 4 c 

Geology 1 General : ce B : 

Mil. sci. 4, 5, 6 “2 c Bi D 

Phys. Hd. 4, 5, 6 Po B AIA 

Physics 1d General 4 Cc *26-27 

Chem. 5b Physical Chem. Ae 
Chem. 53 Chem. of Nutrition 3 c 

Total number of credits required for graduation ——— ________.. Total number of credits completed —— ———________ 

Marking System: Passing grades A, B, C, D. Condition, X; Failure, F. 

Transcript wsted see Signed 20005 oe ee ea eee 
Registrar 

Preserve this copy. Additional copies will cost $1.00 each.



2 2 Form 518—G | 

MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE . 
oF 

Page 2 AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE 

EAST LANSING, MICH. 

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 

A complete transcript of the record of. oe WELLO » HORnyRLOwOn Sh ee a 

in the Division of-____________Agriculture 00000 together with credits presented 

Gt entrance.) :0m EE. Eee 

Date ofelusrante so Degreesaranted te Date 

Entrance Units Advance Credit 

: er. 

eae COLLEGIATE RECORD 

7 Term—Grade 

Course Descriptive Title of Course Sr eiite | Year 
Fall | Winter| Spring] 8. 8S. 

Econ. 5b Accounting Technique 4\¢ 

Educ. 3 History of duc. 4 B 

Educ. 7 Educational Psych. 4 c 

Dairy Husb. 20 Elements of Dairying 2 ¢ 
English 2h Argumentation 2 ec 

Sociology 1 Principles of Sociology 4 c 
Farm Crops 7a Special Crops 2 B 

Hort. 18 Vegetable Gardening 2 B 
Geology 5 Phys iography | 3 |B 

Soils 6 Fertilizers | 3 /¢ ; 
Physics le Magnetism & Electricity | & ce 
Zoology 1 Introductory | 4 B 
Phys. Ed. 8, 9 ca Di hie 
Educ. 308 School Administration 4 /\¢ "27-28 
Educ. 406 Methods in Vocational Agr. 4 /\¢ 
Educ. 406a Practice Teaching in Agr. 4 e 
Bacty. 314 Sanitary Science 2 |¢ . 
Enty. 303 Farm Crops Insects Sk 
M. E. 131 Pattern Work ¢ 2 \8 
Soils 44a , |Soil Physics 4 1¢ 
Soils 4%b Soil Fertility & B 
Farm Crops 406 Seed Production & Marketing & Crop 

Imp rovement 4 B 

Farm Crops 408 Adv. Crop Project & Seminar f 3 B 
An. Husb. 304d Applied Feeding 3 B 

Agriculture 302 Farm Mngt. 3 B 
Sociology 202 Social Attitudes « Values 4 B 
Sociology 203 Social Evolution aah’. B | 
Agr. Engr. 410* Explosives 2 A 
Zoology 303 Ornithology | 4 A 

*Taken during Spring vacation 

Total number of credits required for graduation. 207... Total number of credits completed 2] ]- 

- Marking System: Passing grades A, B, C, D. Condition, X; Failure, F. 

an 7 Ff 
A. a 

Transcript issued __DeCe 8, 1935 Signed se key, 
; > / Registrar 

Preserve this copy. Additional copies will cost $1.00 each. {/



New Soils Building 
March 9, 1934 

Mr. Henry Wylie 

Escanaba High School 
Escanaba, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Wylie: 

Please sead me a short sketch of how mmch 
forestry you have had and whether you are especially inter- 
ested in erosion. ‘There is = possible position as coordin- f 
ator of the erosion-forestry-game angles of 8 CCC camps in 
western Wisconsin, Selary 2 little over $2,400. ‘thia is 
not straight game work, but might prove an entrance to it. 

This position is not a sure thing, so don't take 
its existence too seriously. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IBOPOLD 
In Charge, Geme Research 

AL/vh
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i : : ; February 27, 1934. ss 

ti. Phomas H. Beck, Chairman 
President's Joumittee on Wild Life Restoration 
Department of Agriculture i 
Room 207, Administration Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir: ER 

: Your undated letters to Messrs. Loutit and MoCourt have been referred 
: to this Division for i: There has been considerable delay in handling the 

information for a satisfactory reply on account of Director Hogarth's illness, 

rom your commmigations it appears that the Comuittes is most interest- 
; odin the restoration of breeding areas for waterfowl, although upland game will 

: be given some attention. Yor this reason we have given more attention to typical 
waterfowl breeding areas: than to areas primarily involving upland game. 

The Committee did not specify as to what character of data the Comnittes 
: _ @esired or how such data should be presented or in what detail. No definitions 

of State or Federal responsibility a8 to acquisition, construction, and/or main- 
tenance has been presented, or as to the policies under which the waterfowl res- 

; tovation should proceed. Without further detail, suggestions as to restoretion : 
ean be tentative only, a ms : % 

E48 also obvious that all water is not duck breeding ground, and sere 
: ‘tabulation of acreages cannot give any biologically sound index to the effective-. 

va ness of various areas suggested for restoration, — ; ; : 

‘ Tt is also obvious that complete engineering and ecological information 
is not available on anything like an adequate scale for many such areas. Approval . 
of sugh projects without such data cannot be economical nor often practicable. It 

: ie hoped, therefore, that your Conmittee will ingist on adequate information pre- 
sented by adequately trained personnel who will evaluate and compile the ecological 
and engineering information needed before any specific projects are approved, This 

: - is true in Michigan as elsewhere, but we wish to call your attention to the fact 
that our suggestions have been tempered because we realize how much must be Jmom 
before the practicability of various projects can be appraised. ae 

We believe, however, that the variety of supporting data available in 
Mgehigan cannot be overlooked and that it goes a long way to show the opportunities



Mx, Thomas H. Beek 20 February 27, 1934, : 

ag they exist. The fine cooperation between the staffs of the various research : 
and edugational institutions such as Michigan State College, University of Michigan, 
Conservation Department, ete., has already been tried and mach has already been : 
accomplished, : 

3 In this Department the park, state forest, and wild life activities 
are closely coordinated aud as a general thing contacts are good and stimulating, 

We have prepared a general statement concerning several typical projects 
which we hope will illustrate the information and variety of data that are availa- 
ble, something as to what is needed in the way of additional surveys before the 
feasibility of such projects can be determined, or before the relative opportunities - 
presented by different and perhaps eompeting projects ean be appraised. 

Although great concentrations of breeding ducks are not the rule in 
Michigan, or elsewhere for that matter, the breeding area is extensive and a large 
number of ducks are reared eash year in this state. One mst be very careful in : 
considering reports of breeding populations based on flocks of birds seen in early 
summer at our banding records have definitely proven that such estimates are un- 
reliable. lWon-breeding adults and young birds concentrate very early in the summer 
so that the only way to appraise the actual breeding populations of waterfowl is i 
by the nests and young birds actually present before the young are able to fly. 
Statements in regard to the muuber of waterfowl reared on private clubs and estates 
have often been exaggerated because the caretakers assumed that all the birds in 
early summer were reared on the place. This has happened in reports from Michigan 
areas but no more than in other estates, and we assume that your Committee will. take 
such things into consideration in appraising the reports from various sourees, To 
accept the reports of untrained observers as valid and of the same value as competent 
reports made by conscientious and trained ornithologists would be obviously unfair, 

We believe that the Game Division staff of this Department will compare 
very favorably with any similar group and that with the assistance available else 
where in the state, we do have the personnel to do as good a job of waterfowl } 
management as any State or Federal unit, end better than most of them, We do not 
have the personnel to handle enormous waterfowl projects quickly, adequately, and 
safely because such personnel is not available anywhere. Very largely any added 
men power must be trained on the job and this requires time, 

From our experience in acquisition of lands for refuges and publie hunting 
grounds over many years in this estate, we are firmly convinced that it is unwise to 
advertise the boundaries of possible acquisition projects in advance of actual 
optioning of lands. livery time the public has become acquainted with acquisition 
projects, the prices of lends have jumped accordingly. Because of this costly ex- 
perience which has occurred in Mjchigan, as well as other states, we believe it is 
very important to secure options on as much of every area as possible before any i 
advertising particularly where speed for acquisition is urgent. Newspaper reporters 
are useful, but this is one of the places in which they may cost the project money, 

While we have considered tentative boundaries on the projects suggested, 
we have not planned to send such maps, plats, ete. on to the Committee until you



Mr. Thomas H, Beck a3 Yebruary 27, 1934, 

. have definite need for them or unless you desire it. This is not beacause wo wish te 
withhold any information from your Comittee but we realize you must be besieged . 
by many delegations and that it may not. be practicable to handle the varied assort- s 
ment of maps, files, projects, reports, ete. at this time, As the procedures become 
better understood, you probably wili want details submitted in a uniform mamer to, : 
avoid confusion, so that resubmission of details would be desirable in any case. 
Under separate cover we are including sample of types of supporting data together 
with maps showing areas in the state where such data are available, 

Type A + Inland marshes, old giagial lake beds, wild land with low valuation, — 

le fype of project. Watefowl restoration, refuge, forest, upland game, 
farm shrinkage. 

-2e Surveys available: pao 

fa} Airplane photographs made in 1933 and mosaics. 
(o) Land Heonomie Survey forest cover, made in 1933, available as of 

July 1, 1934; now available in part. (All field work done). 
(c) Land Beonomie Survey detailed soil survey available July 1, i 

available in part now, (Field work done, drafting in process). 
(4) Land Hoonowie Survey surface geology map made in 1933 - (finished). 
(e) U. 8. Geological Survey quadrangle sheets showing vegetation type ‘ 

: (worked up from airplane photographs and supporting data). ; : 
(f) Michigan Conservation Department Forest Fire Protection plan, made 

in 1933, (two special men detailed for approximately two months). 
(g) Land Reonomic Survey game tallies showing gaixe seen during the . 

various surveys made in that county. 
(h) Bngineering levels obtained from land development companies which 

once undertook to drain the area - (not complete). 

3» hecation. é 

In the east centfal part of the upper peninsula of Michigan. ee 

4, Approximate acreage. 

: Total acreage ‘approximately 270,000 acres, of whioh approximately 
70,000 sares is marsh, 75,000 acres swam and marsh, 125,000 
aeres upland, of which perhaps one-third is hardwood and two-thirds 
ig pine lend, Of this land there are about 6,000 acres cleared land, 
the rest being uncleared out over area, At present the state owns 
nearly one-third of the tract. Within the tentative project there 
ave nearly 125 miles of stream, uearly 50 miles of ditches, and some 
15-20 lekes without counting the number of small ponds in the marshes. 

5.” Bobi. : 

-Thig area ie leke sand ever-lain with mok in the marshes, and with 
; ridges and island profusely scattered through the area, The marshes 

have a very satisfactory amount of water in spring, but the water 
avains off too rapidly through streams and drainage ditehes. ' 

: aa :
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= 2 6. The cover inemarshes. : _ mg 

|“ Blue-Joint, sedges, willows, cat-tatis, f : 

E 2 s 

Conifers, alder, poplars. A é % 

; Upland. : 

White, Norway, and jack pine, poplar, spruce, balsam, white maple, . 
yellow and white birch. : : 

: Te Cost of aequisition. 3 : 

It is estimated that the privately owned land, which ig not on water, 
: pte, “agement hpeingcte Ry art pty Bone ge lrtgany we 

neorer $1 average at the present time. A few swaps might cost more 
and water would run the average cost up somewhat. $1.50 as an average 

: is suggested. 

8 Present waterfowl conditions in the Area, - 

Between the numerous islands (formerly sand dunes) ol4 abandoned 
beaver dams hold bask the water in the marshes, often making small t 

: ponds from a few to perhaps one hundred agres. Those ponds do not 
ag ‘up entirely in sumer but due to leek of food supplies, the 

: beavers have left the area. Many of the dams have been abandoned : 
end washed through. Drainage ditches tend to lower the water table 
and permit more rapid run-off in the spring. Improveuents are need 

f ; ea to hold back the water in the dykes, to construct daus between ; 
: islands and possibly a few larger ones in especially suitable area, 

: Management of beaver supplies is suggested as offering practicable 
opportunities on some portion of the area. ‘ 

At present waterfow] breed in the area in fair numbers and according 
to reports of residents they were much more suitable before the 
area was drained and burned by man. The improvements would consist 
of a number of small dams for creation of beaver ponds in the area 
‘vather than a few larger dams to flood a great acreage. Management 
of the area would involve forest Oe Toads, and 
accessibility, as well as a system of dykes and dams. 

Prairie chi¢kens are plent?ful in mich of the area and it is used 
: ‘ extensively by deer in summer. Sand hill cranes are fairly plenti- 

ful and nest in the region, : 

It is believed that the character of the improvements is such that 
G. G. C. camp labor and heavy equipment can be used to advantage 
in constructing @ fireline road and dyke systea which will be 

: advisable in the area. s 

“Em p@dtion to waterfowl, the growing of timber on the uplands, and | 
the hunting of partridge, prairie chicken, deer, and snowshoe hare, - 
an gnittial crop of beaver and imskrats could be taken from the flood- 
ea aveas if the area were under gompetent state or federal management,
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7. Gy Add ttonal Surveys Needed, S 
While the presence of old beaver dams and ponds definitely signified Be 
that @mall dams can be erected and there is water enough te maintain ae 
these levele, additional surveying levels will need to be run in many Se 

. portions of the marsh to determine the feasibility of higher dykes 
and dams. Heological survey more complete than now, The complexity ae 
of the area, the intermingling of upland islands, grass marshes, ponds, 
and water holes is, of couse, the most desirable and most produstive 
breeding area for waterfowl and that the total peripheries are much % 
greater than where a golid sheet of water is held back by a single 
lerge dam. The size and diversity of the project makes it one which 

: ' involves a great many interests, : . 

Byve B - Single dan on stream - Waterfowl - Upland and big game flooding - Deer . 
yard - Northern upland game. an : 

Muskegon River Project, 

This projeat involves two adjarent areas shich should de aiuintetersd 
ic 

(3 The waterfowl restoration involving a dau on the Muskegon River 
(2) Upland game, including grouse, prairie ehigken, snowshoe hare, ete. — 

lL. ‘ype of project. Waterfowl restoration, roe , forest, refuge, park, deer- 
yard, publie hunting ground, submarginal farm and shrinkage. : : 

2. Surveys available: 

: bs Lend Beonowle Survey Forest cover for R@sconmon County. 
° (be) Land Beonomie Survey soil for Roscommon County. 

33 Reconnaissance cover map of that part of the project in Missaukes County. 
Detailed levels obtained from survey by Fargo caer Company of : 
Seekson, Michigan wade for Consumers Power in 1914, made for the i 
purpose Bad determing whether Houghton could be used as ‘an additional 
reserve 

(e) Reports and maps of the U. 8. War Departueat, Survey of the Muskegon 
River 1931, Document 143, 72nd Congress, 1st session House of 5 
Representatives. 

(f) Land surveys on the Dead Stream by Gane Division, Department of Con- 
servation, and Consumers Power Company, to determine the feasibility 
of waterfowl. flooding project. : 

(g) Beological survey as to waterfowl possibilities by Dr. M. D. Pirnie 
of W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary, - (formerly ornithologist, Game 
Division, iichigan Department of Conservation. ) 

(h) Ownership maps of the area. 

3. hoeation, 

Migsaukee and Roscommon Countiess This area includes approximately 10,000 
aeres of submarginal farm lands, 40,000 asres suitable for emall game : 
and waterfowl, and 23,000 seres of upland suitable for both small and 
‘large game animals, fur bearers, game birds.
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: 4, Total area. , 

The waterfowl project would involve approximately fiv: usand, five lundred 
acres of land of which a little over 2,000 could be Siete ke cater 
fowl. ‘The approximate total acreage for both projects would involve 
about bee aeres, estimated total cost abeut $400,000 (farm land 
estimated $10.00, wild lands $3.00 per acre). 

¢ 5e Character of Improvements needed. to get area going under new use. 

(a) iguaton fowl aren. Building dam on the Muskegon River, estimated coat 
: ‘ * : . 

(b) Much of the #111 needed for the dem has already been mae by railroad 
: : dam across river, flood gates, so that the old railroad fi11 reduces 

(e) Upland Game Improvement. Building of firelines, camping, park sites, : 
all makes layout possible, with keeper's residence, bunkhouse, park 

. improvements, ete. . 2 

‘ + Tnasmudh as this area has already been surveyed in detail and under con- 
sideration for some time it is in much better shape for imacdiate 
development both as to land acquisition and eetual construction of the 

Ke work than any area we have in mind. While the waterfowl area could be 
: obtained and administered entirely independent from the upland game 

project, its position and character mske it very desirable that those 
, two areas be administered together. 

Sype € + — stream valley in fair-to-good soil area, and settled agricultured 
eoun « 5 ‘& { 

le Type of Project. Waterfowl, fishing, upland gane bird, farm shrinkege 

eee Saginaw County, Michigan 
3. area. 

The proposed area involves about 44,000 acres of land of which about 
24,000 acres is marsh, either covered by cat-tails, willows, or "im, 
Upland and farm nearly 20,000 acres. 

: fhe topographic sheets and redonnaissance survey show the marshes, farm 
‘ lands, roads, etc. in the areas Detailed information as to existing 

land values, the cost of daus, of other improvement projects are not 
aVaileble, bub the possibilities of the project appear to be very good. 

.. Me Chaxacter of Improvenent needed, 

Dam ou, the Shiawassee River to stabilize the water level, raising it 
_ approximately to 565 feet contour is needed, This would involve buy-~ 
ing owt some farms with good soil, but which tend to be submarginal 
because the cost of construction and maintenance of dykes to keep out 
water in spring and summer eats out the profits. .
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Fishing on the area would be greatly improved so that a larger portion oy 
: of it would be very good bass and pike fishing, Since it is within. ho 
; thirty miles of Flint, Saginaw, and Bay City, it would be usable bya = 

large number of people. No estimate is being made as to cost involved ae 
‘ at the present time, but it would run higher per acre than the two pro- a 

' jects previously mentioned, (fype A and B well laid). : Ne 

In addition to the servicing of waterfowl, which is primary, it: is known 5 
that similar marshes in this vicinity produse a surplus erop of six to 
eight muskrats per acre when the water level is maintained, Sinee half d 
of this is profit, a net revenue of approximately $3.00 an aere from 
suitable marsh caused by flooding could be anticipated. This would go _ an 
far toward defraying the expense involved on the area, providing of st 
eourse, the efop of fur could be taken and harvested by the management - SEs 
of the project. 5 ae 

This area is in an established fly-way for waterfowl and there is no “ 
question but that it would be used very extensively by migrating flocks ‘ 

: during the shooting season as whll as by breeding birds during the spring 
and summer, Its closeness to large populations and in good farm country 
makes it particularly desirable for consideration, | f : 

A large mumber of projects bimilar to Type © have been suggested for con- - 
sideration, but only a few of them appear to offer as good possibilities — 

: a® the project listed in detail. Many of these projects involve lakes 
: and marshes located in the farm land of the southern half of the state 

which have been effected by drainage, The table below includes a partial : 
list of such projects which have been suggested, but it does not exhaust ‘ 
the possibilities by any means. Additional areas are being reported to 
our attention daily through our field men and private citizens. 

Name County Approximate acreage Present Data Kind of Improve- 
‘ : water-Marsh and Upland Total condition ments. 

1. @ilwaukee Bay-Saginaw 300 4oo 3400. + Partly stabilized-Topo- Dam on small 
by dykes graphie creek (dredged). 

L.3.8. to stabilize 
cover and water, 
8041 for 

‘ac hice gaa elicited ek cai papaya ica aa 

2. Barton Kalamazoo 1460 = - 920 2380 Partly drained Topographic Damon small ~ 
: stream. Stopping 

icine Sebi daccapaanasiitslcan seichpbitolscbaysigtcois a a A 

3. Mud Lake Jackson 1200. ~=—« 600 1800 Partly drained Topographie Filling in 
: : : ditehes and 

dam on Portage. 

4, Hamilton Lake Kalamazoo 1130 2190 3320 «= Partly drained Topographic Dam, Cover and 
: . * food for Upland —
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- + TABLO CONTENUMD oe a . 

Bame County ; acreage : oi ie 

Marsh, yo Upland Total Present Data Kind of improvements 
: : water condition ‘ oie 

5, Huron River Washtenaw 4870 | 9930 10,820 atural Yopographic Stabilizing, ac- 
‘ : quisition, cover — 

; = t improvement for ; 

6. Maple River Gratiot 2000 3u40 «SO... Natural fopographia Stabilizing dam 
; to floed streams 

; ; : : over marshes, which 

J. Fish Lakes Cass 2500 «1200 «3700 ~— shakes lowered, De hee 
' marsh too dry, . | Dam, where previows- 

ly the water was — 
: : : held to a satis-_ 

8. Pebobago Lake Grand Yraverse 400 600 1000 Drained lake Dam to stop drain= 
arising liebe henna cotmned Sencillo imi Nc 

9. Grass Lake Benzie «- Data not complete, 
a a ARREST acon eaasehtiesher anna taniniieieomnimisieaaeaiatiaetttianmtieninttinttiasnamsitieatiiili 7 

10. Howamavilie Cass = Wo field work done on this, 

Ll. Aticins © Calhoun - No field work done on thie, |. : é 

12, Corey - Glanten 2700 2100 4800 Marsh with  Topographie Dam on small 
‘ ; too little stream stopping 

13. Betey-Sheephead Chippewa 3600 6400 10,000 Natural 1.8.8. cover Retaining . 
Lake and ' ; and soil dams ; 

Luce 20» ‘i z ihiiansiaiai annotate tna etnninepennsenptsnr ners natsstninntsnerent trash cee 

14, Sheldvoke mee 600 5400 «6000 = Natural «=«« N.S. cover Dam on 

15. Hay Lake Mackinea 3260 12,360 14,720 Natural ‘Topographic Small 
Air photos dama, 

16, Black Greek Mackines 2000 2200 4200 Watural ‘Topographic Small. 

17. Blind Sucker luce 2700 7300 «(20,000 ‘Natural 1.2.5. cover Small 

18, Rush Lake Huron 1300 1200 2500 - Drained ‘Dam to stop 
' Jake, not drainage diteh. 

eT RCI a CN PN LI ior een Tene mente £ om = be . - cil pon ice ta rst
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A @onsiderable number of those projects would benefit fishing as well as 
f waterfowl and would be useful in upland game management, For the most : 

oe part they might well be a part of the Farm land shrinkage program and be ‘ 
: tied in with parks and other recreational opportunities and administration, —.- 

fyge D + Dyking to maintain stable water levels on marshes along the Great Lakes. 

, In a number of places such as at Lake St. Clair an’ St. Marys River, it 
would be possible to stabilize and maintain the water levels on consider- 

j ). @ble marsh area, by impounding the water flowing in from streame and keeping 
the water levels constant. For the most part such areas are proven . 
waterfowl breeding grounds, and have suitable plant and animal food tis 

‘ supplies for waterfowl. 

‘ The principal difficulty is one of engineering and costs, since satisfactory 
dykes would be expensive and would need to stand the ice and storms, and 
to have flood gates to control the water levela. : 

In some instances such projects probably could not be justified on the 
basis of wild life benefits alone, but might weil be considered in con- 
junction with other civil works projects, Stabilization of the 8%. Mary's 

; River levels for navigation by the Federal Governuont has been considered, : 
but this is a long time project involving both Mychigan and Canadian waters. 

In Lake St. Clair a public road to cottage sites on the "Flats" is being : 
agitated. If this should materilize, a combination road and dyke might be 

; ubtiliaed te stabilize the water levels and increase the water acreages in 
some of the St. Clair marshes. Various similar projects could be under- 
taken but they do not appear to be quick and ready types of restoration i 

- projects. % me : : ; 

Le ®hrovgh the use of GCC and CWA labor, waterfowl restoration has been initie- __ 
‘ ted in three areas. It is hoped that these will be continued without # 

: further assistance so these projects have not been listed. j 

a ; “We hope that the discussion and information given will illustrate the nature 
and something of the extent of waterfowl restoration opportunities in Mychigan. If 
additional information is desired concerning projects discussed, we hope you will in- 
form us as to the exact nature of the data desired, together with complete information — 
as to the procedure which should be followed in presenting projects for consideration. 

We also desire to know more definitely, and in advance of final action, as 
to the policies defining future administration and responsibilities pertaining to pro~- 
jects (both Federal and State) which are approved, and as to the financial set-up and i 
responsibilities underlying acceptance of such projects, Thies type of information f 
appear essential before any Department would care to approve projects for acceptance i 
since no one would like to accept contract responsibilities without full consideration ~ 
of all that may be involved in the procedure. ! ; 

’ i Yours very truly, : 

Re De Ruhl oa 
a ‘In Charge, Gane Division Ce
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et “  % 
Escanaba High School Sapa ye es 

oF acta Agricultural Department — 
R. E: Cheney, Superintendent Henry Wylie John Lemmer, Principal 

SmithzHughes. Instructor 

Escanaba, Mich. Jan, 23, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Game Manager 

Soils Building, University of Wis. 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr... Leopold: 

I am inclosing a list of references which 

you are welcome to use as occasion may arise. Should. the 

length of the list surprise you may I say that it represents 

the fifteen years work I have done since I started as a fresh- 

man at Sparta High School in September, 1919. 

I believe that Game Management offers more oppore- 

tunities than any other field at the present time and I have 

decided to "Shoot the Yorks" as the boys say. 

Yours truly, 

Henry Wylie .



For High School Work 1919 to 1923. 

Mr. O.E. Balyeat, Superintendent of Sparta High School 

Sparta, Michigan. 

For work as cow tester 1923-24 in Cass County,’ Michigan. 

Mr, A.C. Baltzer, in charge Dairy Extension, Michigan State College 

East Lansing, Michigan. (Formerly in charge of cow testing work in Mich, ) 

Mr. C.L. Nash, Extension Specialist in Farm Marketing, Michigan State Col. 

East Lansing,’ Michigan. (County Agricultural Agent in Cass County while 
I worked there). 

For work as student at Michigan State College, 1924-28. 

Mr. J.F. Cox, Chief, Replacement Crops Section, United States Department 

aX ng .c 
of Agriculture, (Dean of Agriculture while I was enrolled). 

Washington, D.C. 

For work in Crops. : 

' Professor Howard Rather, Head of Farm Crops Department 

Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michigan. 

For work in Soils. 

Dr. C.E, Millar, Head of Soils Department, Michigan State College 

East Lansing, Michigan. 

For work in Soils Department and on Soil Survey. 

Professor J.0. Veatch, Soils Department 

Michigan State College, Hast Lansing, Michigan. 

s For work in Ornithology. 

Professor J.W. Stack, Department of Zoology 

Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michigan. 

For General Information, 

Mr. Ralph H. Young, Director of Athletics, M.S.C., HE. Lansing, Michigan.



Dr. Morton Mason, Department of Biochemistry, Duke University 

Durham, North Carolina, 

For General Character, 

Dr. F,W. Chamberlain, Department of Anatomy, M.S.C., E. Lansing, Michigan. 

Professor Verne A. Freeman, 1 ” lamanned Horhanelry Bast " ” 

For summer work on Michigan Land Economic Survey. 

Mr. L.R. Schoenman, State Department of Conservation 

Lansing, Michigan. (In charge of Michigan Land Economic Survey). 

Professor Ed.Prophet, Department of Geography. (Also for General Character). 

Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michigan. 

For work as Agricultural Instructor in East Jordan, Michigan 1928-29, 

Mr. Howard Porter, President Board of Education, East Jordan, Michigan. 

Mr. Burton Mellencamp, County Agricultural Agent | 

Charlevoix County, Boyne City, Michigan. a 

Mr. A.J. Duncanson, Superintendent Sandusky High School 

Sandusky, Michigan. (Former Superintendent East Jordan High School). 

_ Mr. Robert Campbell, Cashier East Jordan State Bank, East Jordan, Mich. 

Mr. Richard Malpass, East Jordan, Michigan, 

: For work as Smith-Hughes Instructor at Escanaba 1929--- 

Mr. R.E, Cheney, Superintendent Escanaba Public Schools, Escanaba, Mich. 

Mr. William Duchaine, Managing Editor Escanaba Daily Press, Escanaba, Mich. 

Mr. Harold lindsay, Secretary Escanaba Chamber of Commerce, Escanaba, Mich. 

Dr. J.J. Walch, Physician, Escanaba, Michigan. 

Mr. Joseph Turner, Agricultural Agent of Delta County, Escanaba,! Michigan. 

Mr. Carl Wickman, Assistant Cashier State Savings Bank, Escanaba, Michigan, 

Mr, Walter Nelson, Delta Hardware Branch Store, Escanaba, Michigan, 

Mr, John Kroeber, Special Agent Blister Rust Control 

United States Department of Agriculture, Escanaba, Michigan.



aS i ; S 

Mr. George Ferrari, Forest Ranger, In Charge of Hiawatha National Forest 

Munising, Michigan. 

Mr. Jacob Groos, Farmer, Groos, Michigan. 

Mr. Alphonse Heirman, Farmer, Rock, Michigan. 

Me, Henry Granskog, Farmer, Stonington, Michigan, 

Mr. Clare Rood, U.P. Club Leader (In charge 4H Club vork in Upper Penin). 

Marquette, Michigan, 

Mr. J.G, Wells, Director U.P, Experiment Station, Chatham, Michigan. 

For professional work as an Agricultural teacher, 

Mr. E.E, Gallup, State Supervisor Agricultural Education, Lansing, Michigan. 

Professor B.A, Walpole, Department of Agricultural Edueation 

Michigan State College, Hast Lansing, Michigan.



Escanaba High School ule 

Agricultural Department 

R. E} Cheney, Superintendent Henry Wylie John Lemmer, Principal 

Smithe=Hughes Instructor 

Escanaba, Mich. 

Nov. 14, 1933 
Professor Aldo Leopold, Game Manager 
Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold; ; ‘ 

I am inelosing under separate cover a summary of 
my experiences to date. It does not contain any information on my 
agricultural work here in Escanabe. I will be glad to send you 
that if you care to see it. I am also preparing a list of refer- 
ences in case you should wish them. 

Concerning remuneration, we are very anxious to improve 
our financial condition as quickly as possible and#2000,00 or 
$2200,00 a year would be of great assistance to us. At the 
same time I would consider a much lower remuneration if it 
carried expenses in the field and would enable me to qualify 
for a Ph.D. in a reasonable length of time. 

Regarding openings for full time work that might occur 
before next summer, if you feel that I am qualified to do the 
work will you please. notify me and Iwill see what can be done 
about it here. If our schools should close because of lack of 
funds I will netify you as soon as it happens, 

If you decide that I am qualified to do research work in 
Game Management, and the replies to some letters I am writing 
are favorable I will consider it a privilege to do graduate 
work in your department next summer. ! 

Yours truly,



New Soils Building 
: 3 November 21, 1933. 

Mr. Henry Wylie f 

i Smith-Hughes Instructor 
Ese¢anaba,High School 
Eseanaba, Michigan 

ss Dear Mr. Wylies : 

ea Thanks for sending me the "pedigree." 

You may be assured that I would like to place you 
in game work and that I am merely waiting for the chance to 
finance such a venture. I will let you know about any open- 
ings at any salary that materialize, and you let me know 
about anyuhishaps to your teaching job. It 4s understood 
that you prefer to do research work on chickens. 

: I much appreciate your coming down. | j 

Sincerely yours, 

ALDO LSOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh



sie wom Rea ee 

Henry Wylie Escanaba, Mich., 
Nov. 14, 1933 

Born Oct. 8,1905, on farm near Sparta in Kent County, 
Mich. First eight grades in country school, then attended high 
school in Sparta, Mich. Graduated in June, 1923 at ege of 17. 

Recommended by K.K. Vining, Kent County Agricultural 
agent, for work as cow tester in cow testing association (Now 
called D.H.I.) Secured position as cow tester in Cass County 
Association, Cass County, Michigan at$80.00 a month. Worked on 
job from August 1, 1923 to August 1, 1924, 

Entered Michigan State College Sept. 20,1924 as an 
Agricultural student. Worked in dairy barns weekends and Sundays. 
Secured work as janitor in Home Economics Building after Christ- 
mas (Payed more and took less tine). Worked evenings, Saturdays 
and vacatiors in Home Economics Building next three years. Won 
numerals in half mile on Freshman Track team. Worked in Home 
Economics Building during summer between freshman and sophomore 

years. 

Particularly enjoyed Entemology and Geology in sophomore 

year, also elective course in Soil mapping and classification . 
under Professor J.0, Veatch. Grades showed considerable improvement. 
Won letter in eross country, and major sports letter in the mile 
run. Spent summer as soil's mapper on Michigan Land Economics Sur- 
vey in Chippewa County under L.R,. Schoenman, 

Decided to major in Soils and minor in Crops and Ag- 
ricultural Education at beginning of junior year. Enjoyed a course 
in Forest Physiography taught by Professor Berquist, and a course 
in Soil Fertility and Fertilizers by Doctor Millar. Started Ed~ 
ucation courses to qualify for Smith-Hughes certificate. Was 
married spring term of junior year. Elected cross coun*rv captain 
at end of fall term, and track captain at the end of the spring 
term, Spent summer as soils mapper on Land Economic Survey in 
Kalkaska and Crawford Counties, 

~ Flunked a course in Physical Chemistry fall term of 
senior year (Too much Trig. end Calculus). 

Finished all soils courses offered and all required 
courses for Smith-Hughes Certificate. Particularly enjoyed a 
course in Bird Study under Professor Stack and a course in Field 
Crop Insects from Doctor Pettit. Asked to teach in northern Miche 
igan so I might become better acquainted with the country. 

Awarded scholarship cup offered cross country runners. 
Received B plus average spring term of senior year, the best I 
had done in four years. Elected to Excaliber, mens senior all 
college honorary. Cross country team was undefeated, winning 
over Michigan, Notre Dame, Marquette University (iti iwaukee) and 
Central Intercollegiates, Team received maior sports letters in 
Cross Country. Received Athletic Council Medal awarded annually 
to student best combining athletics and scholarship. Ran a 4:22 
mile at Marquette University (Milwaukee) in spring term senior 
year. Also placed third in I.C.4A, meet at Harvard. 

satis ; Secured position as Smith-Hughes teacher at Hast Jordan, 
ica Charlevoix County, Michigan. — 4 

Graduated with B.S. in Agriculture, major in Soils, 
minor in Crops and Agricultural Education, College Life and Smith- 
Hughes Teaching Certificate, and plenty of debts. Spent summer as 
soils mapper on Land Economic Survey in Alger County. 

‘ Started teaching Smith-Hughes agriculture in East Jor= 
dan, Sept. 1, 1928, salary $1800.00, Also taught three classes in 
Chemistry. Reelected in spring for 1929-30, salary to be $1920.00. 
Spent part of summer of 1929 as crop inspector for Michigan Crop 

Improvement Association in northern part of lower peninsula. 

Offered position as Smith-Hughes instructor at Escanaba. 
Resigned position at East Jordan and moved to Escanaba Aug. 15, 
1929, salary $2200,00, !



Offered position as 4H. Club Leader in Iron County in 
spring of 1930 at salary of $2400.00 and expenses. Decided to stay 
in Escanaba, Salary 1930-31, $2300.00; salary 1931-32, Force ca. 
1932-33 salary dropped twice; present salary, 1933-34, $1760.00. 

I am teaching the regular Smith-Hughes courses, Biology 
(Two classes), Farm Crops, Horticulture (Forestry, Landscape, Vege= 
table Gardening), Animal Husbandry, Soils and Agricultural Economics. 
Also coach cross country and distance runners in spring track. Some 
of our college debts are still with us. 

I have reached the following conclusions coneerning my 
abilities, interests and ambitions. 

Interests:Soils (Plant nutrition and land use). 
aia Conservation and wild cooait 
eaching Biolo Especially Ecol “ ‘ 

High School ,College:or Beet oo : eee 
University Forestry. 

Public Speaking and Writing. 
Research work Politics and Government. 

Abilities:Knowledge of farm and city life (From experience). 
Knowledge of education and teaching methods (Five 
years experience), 
ce of technical agriculture (Experience and 
study). 
a of conservation problems (Experience and 
study). 
Knowledge of practical and theoretical Biology (Five 
years teaching and twenty years observation. Have al- 
ways been interested in birds, inseets and animals, 
and courses in various branches of Biology. 
As much experience in public speaking as I have been 
able to obtain. I enjoy it very much when I have 
something worthwhile to talk about. 
A little experience in writing (Would like to do 
more of it). 
Some experience in organizing various groups. 
Should have acquired ability to get along with people. 
Have the individualistic tendencies of most farm 
people, and group experiences which are secured in 
city, schools and colleges. 

Ambitions:To work for a Ph. D. in some branch of agriculture in 

which I can use my experience in Soils, Crops, Biol= 
ogy, Conservation, and where my agricultural and high 
school teaching experience will be of value. 
I enjoy public speaking, and will be especially inte 
erested in work which will be of interest to the 
general public. 
Will be glad to work on a new subject if my experience 
and judgment and that of some friends of mine tells 
me there will be a future demand for the work. 

Handicap: Still owe about fifty percent of our college debts. 
; Our recent salary reductions have slowed up our pay= 

ments on principal. 

In conclusion will add that I am 28, married, and we have 
two children. We have gained considerable financial experience in 

~ “trying to keep our ereditors satisfied in the face of reduced sal— saa 
aries and increased living costs, 

Any graduate work I do must either be done in the summer 
and be financed by my own salary or carry sufficient remuneration to 
enable us to live during the time I spend in preparation for other 
work. 

I have tried to make the above information as comprehensive, 
complete and critical as possible. Have attempted to include the achievee 
ments which seem to me to be worthwhile. Should a critical reader find 
evidence of conceit or unnecessary self pride I wish to say that it is 
entirely unintentional, and I regret it if it has crept in,
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MEMORANDUM REGARDING LAKE AMD STHEAM IMPROVEMENT WORK BY THE ¢.0.c. mm j 

aie : MicniGay 4)? ee ee e 

, e fn response to a number of inouiries from several states regarding the use” ae . 

fee of Citizen's Gnservation Corns in work to imrove fishing. conditions in Michigan ” / @ 

ele at ares and streams, we have draw up the following statewent as to the corrent aN a 

s ‘ . status of this work in our state. Mrs P..S: Lovejoy, Technical Qoordinator for | ; ey . 3 

; the Michigen Department of Conservation, has been consulted in the oreparation ae 

: of ‘this statement. ’ f fhe a 

ee x All of the lskes and streams on which such work is now actually dnaerway : ee 

oe in Michigan are publicly owned. On such lakes the state may own only a portion Ben 

ie of the shore-line, but that is considered by Michigan court decisions to figs 61 7: a 

+o public fishing right s over all the surface of such a lake, and this is in turn Sa Ta 

a i interpreted as sufficient to ‘permit imrovement work to be done by the Sette &. ae 

“Op the streams selected to date, mith two excentions tentioned below, a 

a ie ‘the work is planned only elong stete-omed frontage (\ichigan has as yet no leasing ag 

Hs system)y ea Sta ee eee ; ay ees 

a It soon became obvious in planning the Emergency Conservation york in Michigan, : 

o ‘ that suiteble state or federal-owned lskes and streams furnished an inademusate ee 

oo maniber. of projects for the imorovement vork. It appeared that the work would Wagan as 

baer : ‘ Die a are Gee cranes : : ae : ne _ 

wie: to be greatly restricted, unless it could be expanded to waters regarded as open a 

| t “> to Pjlic’ fishing, though bounded by private riparian holdings. It should be made 

& ¢lear in this connection that a Michigan Supreme Court decision has held that the. oe : 

Att public has the right of fishing in "navigeble™ streams, and that for such ‘purposes a “s 

el Oke "navigability" is defined as "streams which have been driven for logeing or are er 

a i Capable of supporting such use. ‘In verious varticulars, this decision is nob ase ‘ PS oe 
ae: ae : : : ; Ee ui or ee Poa Raye de 

aoe eas : Rs 3 ald ESR NING ES 92 laments a A gas eine re ae 
a 4b ane oe te esl N tay cae AP apie AD ai ea ate og gS nord avg nO ie ae Nats eee cu eee acai a aia wat



etry , : ; aa ee Soot ; uk. 

clear as desirable, and cases sre now pending which promise to result in farther ie 

Clarification of our public water er rabe ious But in the nehel ae the mxteithe 2 eE 

; decision seems to be considered by our Department of Conservation as fully adequate " y 

Ee to justify C.C.C. improvement are in such waters, ee in actual current facets ‘ 

: the riperian Seb are exvect ed to Saudelets by signing petitions Fommeapiae such ; ps \ 

work, If you are Ravencst df, copies of the petitions in present’ use may no doubt ‘be oe ; 

. secured from our Department of Conservation. ¢ cae Y ae : oe or 

Recently, two sacl stream faojeuts hive dou officially approved by the Siena é , 

poe Forester, ‘for controlling serious arostad and imoroving tie fishing conditions ony. ‘ os ‘ 

ce “sections of two oF ax Tareas trout streams. In approving these projects,, provision i fe 

has been made for supplying local. (i.e. State) supervision ‘suit ae & the Senaeaene 4 ) 

} sha suvplies, in’ pert at E.C.W. Bpedcay: In both instaneés, the riparian beheee oS ae 

have requested sy etal uiekc He foes Bate consented to the use: of their lands ‘ : ‘ i 

: : by kag 0:06; brane and to the. reasonable use by these peer of Shastesel oe materials: iy 

es on twei# Vande (logs, stakes, gtavel, stumps, ete.)» eile no specific written a E 5 iE 

acknowledgement «t¥on such - rides owners an such waters one public has beén eokedy ae 

Sot this + imlied by. the wording of the petition, and the Depart ment seems to consider , j e 

the Supreme Court dectatba cited as aaemate to sath ts that point for she tyve ’ : a 

; of waters from which the petitions ee being received. os : Ge ee 

pe It is our understanding thet Preai dent Roosevelt has faled thet the ¢.0.0. | cae 

; : : may te sed on private property, if the work will ueetk in obvious public benefits: ee : 

for instance, in the removal of slash to seateae fires which mizht spread in athor 4 

‘ properties. Michigan has aseotiod that’ this ae is being interpreted rather Pe . 

Liberati, wnen there is good showing of ‘euch public bensfite to result. | : ; z i 

ees Soi war init on in the duterosetette ad the wredi sontts ruling in different: 4 

gecti sn of the country, may be expected, pines: Wore ae the officials Wiel aiering a 

the B. GM have had little or no first-hena contact with the new loke and stream : 4 

improvement work, 4 3 ‘e = - : ae



5 . Since Michigan has no officially leased Waters, the question of whether such a ’ a 

Me leasing would be interpreted ‘as adequate basis for the use of the C.C.C. on such a ; e 

waters has not come io: in this state. the period of the leasé and ark Panne : 4 

2 : public benefits would no doubt need consideration. fy ; i 

i It is unfortunate fromthe, viewpoint of fish ond game administrators that Pia | 1 

and game int erest ¢ were not svécifically nent honed in the der creatine the Gonecrpation : 

oe ->. Corps. -Brosion ant’ finda control, yf a road bod path contruction, otek ; F , a 

were, so we are mgohaatatne in our proposed: bre decs thet the lake ioe stream ‘ morave= : 

sere: at woviinececlts ivolves these stendara items to a consi dereble degred. a bie ? oN 

(ean : We have had. pda and siearineee Pickvaseas however, that Forest Service hedde . = : 

oe cuarters in Yeshington wool sppbove 6f acceptable lelee and stream Tes etonent : _ 

: orojects, ont when these would ag for ie services of “ smalT proportion of tHe 2 oe 

mene aay yee OG Ox camp « It fg our didavarcudtnc thet af harass scale. Atal " 

ne Ee projects shonla' ve submitted, involving a lerge percentase of the weite of a cat , ve - 

es not on Lit wile our Regional Forester comsider it necessary to ‘submit the question ~ : : 

; to Forest headquarters in tdi nee: ‘but forther the U.S. Porester soit oe a Ee 

probebly feel obliged to refer the “qestion to Mr. Pechner cA the President... What ie ae , 

“ascision would ae we do wat Woes and we have rather taken pains to avoid raising : s 

(the issue, by Keeping nator improv nent projects celetively small, thouch teirly ic “ 2 3 

; -mumerous. ' ; we i ig & ee: Z 2 

oe : It is interesting to imow that emall 0.0.0. crews are now being used at several: a 

of ne i chigen fish hatcheries and rearing stations, improving the road, “grounds ‘ : 

j ee ete . es Gate A : ERG ae ; [ 

: I hope this information will be of interest or use to those woo have inouired | ‘ é f 

“regarding the u<é of the 0.¢.C. in lake ond stream inmrovenent Sn Wieden Stn : a 

: further details are aoettka, we suggest you addréss ur. Jo Re poeenns Coordinator ; y 

iS of ithe Sli Len: micncack?. Conservation Work or Mf. Ay Westerman, head of the . ” 

' hae Division, —both of the Devertnent of Conservation, Tonetne: Michigan. ¥ " oO s
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NORTHERN STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE j 

MARQUETTE, MICHIGAN 

Mr. “ldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsin. April 21/1981, 

My dear “r. Leopold; - 

Find enclosed the aoe pard fpr a copy 
of the "Repobt on a game Survey of the North Central “tates”. z 
have looked forward to this publication with a great deal of interest 

In the last tgw years I have made twe surveys 
of tracts of land for recre.tional purposes. One of these included 

22,000 acres of cut over land, and the other had some original hard 
wood and some of it cut over quite close. The purpose of these 

surveys has been #o inventory the natubal resources , improve the 
lakes amd streams where necessary thru the planting of aquatics and 
certain species of fish. ; 

Of course I do not get as much time as + would 

like for this work. Our teaching load is rather heavy so most of 

this work is done during my vacations, I am anxious to get at thiés 

type of work as a permanent thing, and not be side tracted with 

many other duties. I have kept up my reading and have done as much 

field work as I can get in. 

Had hoped that I would get to Madison before 

this and have chance to discuss with you the possibility of work 

ingame management. Should you hear of any thing that’ would prove 

interesting I certainly would appreciate your kindness, 

With sincere personal regards, 

ae ae ea 

Cordially 8, 

4 * LO Wy 
Head Yep f Natural -cience. 

A 
pi 
/ (V °
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March 27, 1931 

_ Mr. William’C. Adams, Director, 
Department of Conservation, 
20 Somerset Street, 

: Boston, Massachusetts. é 

Dear Mr. Adams: a 

Your letter of March 24 is here. 

Your comment on our recent Report of course pleases me a lot. é : 
One doesn't get many of those, or from people who are in position to 
comment with authority. Much obliged. 

As to our pheasant production costs. Our analysis was worked 
up by Martin Webb, of this office, who just now is out of town but due 
back directly. He put a lot of time on it and he will know as I don't 
the details of what was charged in or off, and how. I'm putting your 
letter and a copy of this on his desk and you may expect to hear from 
him before long. Since he will presently be starting in on the compila- 
tion of last year's costs, he will be interested in your methods and 
should be able to profit from yours, and from your comments on ours. 

I have little doubt but that the rearing field method will 
presently give way before more intensive methods but we have had too é 
much else to experiment with and so have preferred to let well enough 
alone - pro tem. With the bulk of our real pheasant territory already 
fairly well stocked with birds, which must outnumber our releases 25 to 
1, I am less and less interested in hunting which depends on constant 
artificial inflation, and more and more interested in cover-management : 
and finding out how to give the wild birds already on the job a good 
chance to do their stuff. If game supplies must be kept up with a 
pulmotor we have something not much different from a live-trap shoot.
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Mr. William C. Adams, Director -2- March 27, 1931 

Ever hear my plan for guaranteeing good hunting to everybody? 
Get a few small pieces of wildish land on good roads and call them : 
public hunting grounds. Rear halluva lot of pheasants at the state 
game farms and charge a special license to use the said public hunting : 
grounds. License holders draw lots for dates and hours. Opening day 

and every hour during season whistle blows and crowd changes. Game farm 
trucks then run in (behind a hedge so as to maintain local color of good 
old days) and turn loose another batch of birds. New batch of free and 

independent sportsmen meanwhile line up and check ih past guardhouse. 
As game-farm t ruck finishes dumping new batch of birds, whistle blows 

j and hunters charge the coverts again. When grass and brambles get tramped 
too flat to maintain customalty illusions and cigarette butts on ground 
reach a concentration of eleven per square foot, the operation is trans- 
ferred to another public bunting ground. Under this plan very large 
mumbers of hunters are provided with assured opportunities to enjoy their 
sport without being in trespass and Official Overhead is reduced to a 
minimum. Unshot birds are to be live-trapped by neighboring farmers and 
sold back to State at poultry prices except as canned for future reference. 

: Yours very truly, t 

P. & Lovejoy 

PSL:CH * Game Division
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March 27, 1931 

Mr. Leon C. Allyn, i 

67 Park Avenue, ‘ 
Rochester, New York. . 

Dear Mr. Allyn: | 

Your letter of the 24th is here. ; 

In Michigan for a good many years quail have been entirely pro- : 
tected and,in spite of the fact that the birds do not seem to have in- eg 
creased as a result of the protection, our sportsmen appear to have a 
forgotten that quail might be a game bird. As matters now stand nobody 
is even trying to praagate quail in Michigan except on a scientific basis j 
(testing food requirements at a poultry laboratory) and we have no ex~ 
perience in handling the bird. 

Various private parties and the State College poultry department : 
have tried to handle pheasant eggs in incubators, but with one exception 
the results have not been at all satisfactory. We know of nobody in . 
Michigan who has had any material experience with the use of incubators i 
for quail or Hungarian partridge. : 

In the Report, page 266, which is being sent you under separate 
cover, you will find our comments on incubators. At’ the state game farms 
we are still using hens only. Our Hungarian partridge eggs were all hatched 
under bantams, see page 273. 

Except for the state game farm in Oregon, we know of nobody else 
in America who has any Hungarian partridge hatched and reared in captivity. 

All of our surplus hand-reared stock has been loaned to the Wisconsin and 
New York state game farms for official propagating experiments, hoping that 
they can and will beat us to it in working out technic and getting results. 
Hoping also that by working with separate lots, if any one of us has bad 
luck, tHe others can loan foundation stock to get started again.



Mr. Leon C. Allyn =2- March 27, 1931 

We originally got going with eggs taken from the nests of Hunkies 
gone wild from previous importations and releases. Can't you get going in 
the same way? j 

As to how many birds to put down in a given release we have had ; 
little experience apt to justify any definite opinion bearing on your 
quail question. : 

I should doubt that anybody in America had tried it out and 
checked up on results so as to have any real basis for a judgment. 

My hunch is that 50 birds in a place this year, and 50 more in 
the same place next year, would be apt to work betterthan 100 the first 
year and none the next. : 

Nobody knows what weight to give to the mech-talked and little- 
tested "in-breeding” notion, tt aside from that it should be safer to keep 
hitting in the same place during several successive years. ‘The losses of 
birds after release are little known. The essential thing, evidently, is 
to "save" enough to insure mating and the successful rearing of enough to 
make a good “stand” and insure net increases. The losses in certain years 
may be serious where the next year in the same place they may be light, 
and for reasons unknown or unmeasured or beyond control. So, on general 
principles, I should prefer to bet on doing it with medium-sized releases 
repeated in the same place during several years, or until there was a good 

~ Seatch.* wes 

But that is just general principles. Much, no doubt, would depend 
on the objectives and means of the operators and on the quality and layout 
of the cover and the seasonal succession of natural food supplies. If the 
cover arrangement is bad there must be much shifting, and the more the ‘ 
shifting the greater the probable diffusion of the planted birds and the 
greater the chances that they will get spread too thin. 

On the other hand if the cover combination is favorable ani if 
there are enough birds to justify it, and chances for an immediate "catch" 

seem good, and if you are in a hurry, perhaps a very heavy initial plant 
will be wise enough. 

You mstn't take this dope very seriously. It is just ope," 
and without knowing aything as to your local conditions or objectives. 

Way don't you put it up to H. L. Stoddard, of the United States 
Biological Survey, Washington, 0.0.? He is just about the only fellow in 
the country who has proven that he really knows a lot about quail. But 
try Aldo Leopold, of the Game Survey, also. He has been doing a lot of 
checking up on such questions and will at least be interested. His address 
is 4ol University Aveme National Bawk Building, Madison, Wisconsin.
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Mr. Leon C. Allyn -3- March 27, 1931 

One way and another you ought to have a lot of fun getting the 
authorities all crossed up with each other. Having done that you can go 

‘ ahead peacefully with whatever plan you happen to prefer. I do hope, \ 
however, that you will make real efforts to find out just what happens 
after you have made your releases. 

The standard way, of course, is to buy and turn something loose ; 
somewhere and then let nature take its course. If it pans out all right 
you tell the world how easy it is if done your way. If it doesn't pan out 

. well you cuss out the State Conservation Department for not having gotten 2 
rid of “vermin,” or for allowing somebody to poach out the planting, or 
you fire your game-keeper and try one from England instead of from Scotland. 

I'll be glad to learn what you finally decide to do - and how it 
turns out. : : 

Yours very truly, 

P. S$. Lovejoy 

; Game Division 
PSL; CH
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421 Chemistry Building i 
Madison, Wisconsin ; 

; Jamuary 30, 1932 ne 

Mr. P. S. Lovejoy af 
Chief, Game Division ‘: 
Department of Conservation ca 

Lansing, Michigan ‘ a 

Dear P. S.: 4 

I have had my mind made up for some time that the ‘ 
cottontail is the next move in fellowshins, and Dr. Dice is 3 
the man to start it. My own allotment of fellowships, however, ae 
is exhausted, and the present hard times makes it impossible s 
to ask for more. ; 

I have been trying to think of some formula where- oe 
by private funds could be pried loose for the purpose, but so a 
far I know of none. Anytime you can think of a set-up which Be 
would offer a chance of private financing, I would be delighted ‘ 
to join you im trying it out. ; 4 

That I whole-heartedly agree with your statement of a 
the need goes without saying. 3 a 

Yours sincerely, * 

; a 

ALDO LEOPOLD oo 
In Charge, Game Survey ’ 

Be
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January 22, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

One of the obviously urgent needs in game management for Michigan 

and similar states is to develop data in connection with the cottontail 
rabbit and snowshoe hare. This problem seems to have several major phases: 
Records of distribution and populations; management of cover to get best 
stocking and therefore better hunting and utilization of supplies already 
present; the occurrence of tularemia and other rabbit diseases and parasites; 
damage by rabbits end hares and the control thereof. 

In this state at least, the gun-days of rabbit and snowshoe hunt- 

ing would probably outnumbe?, Other kind of hunting, if not the total of all 

other forms. 

With three scattered cases of tularemia in humans reported by, 
physicians in the state as originating in Michigan rabbits (some of those 

perhaps being open to question), newspaper rumors of the disease have been 
more or less common. Now many hunters no longer hunt rabbits because they 
have noticed tapeworm cysts, coccidia infections, etc. and fear tularemia, 
while other hunters disregard possible dangers of the sort. a 

Rabbit damage to horticultural and other crops in many areas is 
real, and the snowshoe has a distinct but not well measured effect upon 

natural reforestation of cedars in deeryards, and on pine plantations. Prof. 
Neilson, of the Department of Horticulture, Michigan State College, is now 
attempting to develop repellent sprays and similar control measures, using 
cottontails in outdoor paddocks. 

At various times local demands to introduce the European hare 
from Ontario or the Hast have arisen and requests for securing western Jacks 

for stocking have been sporadic but rather persistent. Horticulturists, 
health officials, and biologists were inclined to be very hesitant and to 
consider importations dangerous, but many of the sportsmen considered those 
opinions as open to question and no one was prepared to settle those differences 
on the basis of adequate informatione
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Mr. Aldo Leopold -26 January 22, 1931 

The State Health Department is interested in the distribution of 
tularemia in Michigan rabbits and hares and, in fact, has been quoted as 

saying that a year-round investigation should be made. About a year ago 
the Director of the Health Laboratories thought that special facilities 
should be set up separate from the regular health laboratory facilities 

and a parasitologist and a pathologist should be started on this work, 
with adequate housing, technical assistants, etc. He thought that the 

Conservation Department should arrange to collect live rabbits from every 
part of the state. If this were done it would be important to have a trained 
worker in the field investigating related problems at the same time, 

Other biologists and health authorities were evidently in doubt 
as to whether so elaborate an investigation would be justified and so far 
there has been only talk as to what might be needed and how to tackle such 
a job. 

I mean merely to sketch our local situation and to illustrate that 
many agencies are concerned with rabbit and hare problems. 

We understand that there is a possibility that a fellowship in rabbit 
affairs may be established. We hope that it may be and want to suggest that 
a logical place to locate it would be under Dr. L. R. Dice, of the University 

Museums, at Ann Arbor. His recent work on rabbit races and his effective co- 
operation with us in connection with various other problems, and the excellent 
facilities which the Museums can provide, and the exceptional facilities for 
getting material and data afforded by our location (Ohio on the south, Ontario 
and its introduced Buropean field hares on the East, cottontail country 
immediately adjacent, snowshoe country within ready reach) would seem hard to 
better. In addition I can certify that this Department will be anxious to 
cooperate in developing such a project and with Dr. Dice. 

We very much hope that some such arrangement may be arranged for 
in the near future. 

Yours very truly, 

?. 8. ejoy 

PSL: CH Game Division
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Ot wu OA j Hunter to Try It on Deer 
t ‘ in Michigan Woods. « a Nl chal eT Wa ae ; pr ogg pa hho “Van ALPENA, Mich., Jan. 14—(A, P,)— q a rose f The State Conservation Department 

| has engaged the seryices of a big 
game hunter to shoot a lot of deer 

> s Mf Capen tA in this section this winter, but the v on * hunter isn’t quite certain that ne 
can do the job. - hi 
The shooting is to be done with a se rifle or shotgun by Major Bennett 

Harris of Evanston, Ill, The catch . ee, fy is in the nature of the bullet that will 
S come out of the gun—it’s to be a 

i “hypodermic bullet’? of Major Har- 
ry . ris’s invention. It is a combination of 

the hypodermic syringe and an ordi- - mary bullet. Properly handled, Ma- 
jor Harris says, it will put the ani- f mal to sleep for a short time, and it 
will recover with no ill effects: 
Major Harris has ‘established a 

‘ 
camp near here and is making ex- 
periments, which he believes will es- 
tablish that the bullet can be used 

i Successfully. on a creature as deli- 
4s cate as the Michigan deer. The pur- 

pose of his hunting will be to remove 
the animals rendered unconscious to 
other parts of the State, where there 
is a good food supply.
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Nov. 12,1930 ce 

. “y 

: Mr. S. T. Dana, Dean 4 
School of Forestry & Conservation 
Ann Arbor, Michigan i 

Dear Samt as 
i 2 =f 

The Gonferences with M.A.C. concerning the Williamston as 
Project are what I referred to in the Game Survey Bulletin, xe 
and I am sorry I generalized too mich on my information. I aay 
simply assumed that a mutually satisfactory allocation of an 

functions with respect to the Williamston Project would more or : so 
less imply a start at least of allocation of functions in gen- es 
eral, ‘ me 

: #3 

As soon as I can get my mamseript on the press, I hope se 
to make a field trip in Michigan,and I would like to be of ser- oe 
vice to both institutions, if that is not presuming too mich, a 
in arriving at a plan. : ee 

Yours sincerely, i a : 

ALDO LBOPOLD ee 
In Charge, Game Survey eae 

x X =. 

\
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

November 6, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Wight has just called my attention to the paragraph in 

your Game Survey Bulletin No. 2 stating in effect that representa- 

tives of Michigan State College have been in conference with 

representatives of the University with a view to coordinating the 

proposed game course at the College with work at the University in 

order to avoid duplication of effort. This is real news to met 

The only conferences we have had with representatives of the College 

have been in connection with the Willismston Project and have dealt 

with the allocation of projects. They have been entirely cordial 

and have, I think, resulted in mutual agreement on a reasonably 

satisfactory division of responsibilities between the College and 
the University on this particular project. 

With respect to the proposed game course, I gathered 

through Doyle that the College is now planning to develop work in 

the Zoology Department which will lead to the master's degree in 

this field. The matter has not been discussed at any of the con- 

ferences relating to the Williamston Project and I have rather got 

the impression that Dr. Hunt, the Head of the Zoology Department 

there, does not care to discuss it with us at the present time at 

least. Graham, in talking informally with Dr. Hunt one evening, 

said half jokingly that he understood that the College was planning 

to inaugurate a course in game management. Dr. Hunt replied that 
everybody else seemed to know a good deal more about the matter then 

he did, and added in very general terms, that whatever the College 

might do they of course wished to avoid duplicating activities under 

way at the University. How such duplication could be avoided ina 

five year or even in a four year course in game management is beyond 

me. I still feel as strongly as when you were here that it would be 

unfortunate for the College to undertake the development of pro- 

fessional courses in this field, but do not see how I can well take 

the initiative in bringing the matter up for discussion.



> 

Mr. Leopold - 2 

We all missed you at the big conference in Lansing last 

d week which I thought was a most satisfactory one. I hope that you 

have now completely recovered from your recent illness and will have 

no relapses. 

With best wishes as always, I am, 

Most sincerely, 

De A Bias @ 
Dean
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN Cre 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION eh mice 
ANN ARBOR Fle 

November 5, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold:- 

This manuscript is being sent to the Auk, and 
probably it will be some time before it is published, 
therefore I am sending this COPY Ly Juv, 

Yours very truly, 

4 : ; fF ks 

V4 CLUE vee 4S 4 
Jf 

H. M. Wight,” 
Assistant Professor of Forest Zoology.



Quantitative Methods in 

Upland Game Bird Investigation*® 

HM. Wight 

The need of atandardized methods in field investi- 

gation hes been felt by many investigators and has been pointed 

out from time to tize. For instance Graham (1929) states that 

"biotic information to be of maximum velue, must be expressed 

in accurate compereble terms." One of the basic problems in 

geme mene gement is the development of methods by which a game 

census may be rapidly and yet accurately made. A satisfactory 

method must be both quantitative and standardized and the 

results should be expressed in birds per aere for each cover 

type and season. 

The need for such a method was keenly felt by the 

author when in 1928 he undertook an investigation of Michigen's 

privately owned state game refuge system; a study conducted by 

the Sehool of Forestry and Conservation, University of Michigen 

in cooperation with the Michigen Stete Department of Conser-= 

vation. Naturally an attempt was made to utilize any methods 

which had actually been proven in the field, but a search of 

the literature failed to reveal that a comperable problem had 

* Contribution No. 20, School of Forestry and Conservation, 
University of Michigan.
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been attempted previously. Several methods have been used, : 

however, in estimating the abundance of animels, for instance, 

various means of taking bird censuses have been followed with 

more or lese success, and these heave been quite fully discussed 

by Dice (1850), ‘The oldest of these consists of estimates 

indiceting whether the birds observed at any particular time 

were "rare," “occasional,” “common,” or "abundant." More in- 

tensive methods have also been used, such as that of Forbes 

(1907) which may be called the strip survey method; the methods 

of Grinnell and Storer (1024); Linsdale (1924); and Kashkarov 

(1927), all of whom in one wey or another have utilized the 

time unit es an indication of the abundance of various species 

ef birds. Graham (1927) determined the nesting birds on one- 

acre plots by the songs heard during the early morning, a 

method also advised by Cook (1925). Various investigetors have 

estimated bird abundence during the breeding season by locating 

the nests. 

It is obvious that none of these methods ere suitable 

to use in making rapid and yet accurate counts of uplend game 

birds. The first method of course is now antiquated. Guch 

terms as “rare,” “common,” and abundant’ have little or no mean- 

ing when used by more than one individual. The strip survey 

by man, as well as the quadrat, and the count on the besis of 

@ time unit, would prove entirely inadequate for this group of 

birds, beceuse of their peculiser habit of seeking cover and not
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readily flushing, and the nature of the nesting habits of 

all of our uplané geme birds precludes the method based upon 

@ count of the nests. The method of determining the nesting 

birds by listening to the early morning songs ia used suceess<- 

fully in @etermining the population of cock ring-necked 

pheasants during the breeding period, but will probsbly prove 

unsatisfactory for the other species of upland geme birds. 

Geme bird numbers may be determined during the winter 

months through « detailed examim tion of their tracks on a 

morning following a light snowfall, but this can be used only 

éuring the winter period and even then ideal days are too 

infrequent to make it reliable over extensive areas. The infor- 

metion required in this census was more comprehensive than 

simply teking e count of game birds, fer the activities of 

predatory animals, the weather ana soil conditions, the character 

of the type and density of the cover, proximity to ponds, 

streams and other waters, the economic end ecological trend, 

evidence of interest or lack of interest on the part of the 

owners, and many other factors, had to be taken into consideration 

and in addition it was necessary to meke a cover map of each area. 

The areas averaged ebout one hundred seventy acres in size and 

one hundred nineteen were investigated between February and 

August. Under such requirements every evailable expediency must 

be utilized to facilitate the work and yet maintain a reasonable 

degree of accuracy. These requirements compelled the development
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of a new census method that would be both expeditious and 

accurate; and it is the purpose of this paper to discuss the 

method that was developed. The game bird count wes made with 

the assistance of o bird dog,especially trained for the work, 

who combed the entire area. Records were kept of the hour 

when each observation was made, tempersture end general weather 

conditions, birds observed with number end sex when obteinable, 

type of cover, available food, and activity of birds and dog. 

From this information it has been possible to learn much regerd- 

ing seasonal cover preferences of the different species, and 

the birds’ reactions to various other environmental and physio- 

logical influences, all of which combined is, in the writer's 

opinion, the true function of e bird census. 

The use of a dog in this type of work has many very 

obvious adventages. All of the upland geme birds seek cover 

in which they quite succesefully evade observation by either 

remaining quiet or through which they just as successfully move 

out of possible vision. The bird dog's remarkable ability to 

scent game, however, is almost infallible in detecting the 

game bird's presence. As an indicetion of the effectiveness 

of the dog in this work we may cite « typical instance when 

during eight hours the setter used in this work, accompanied by 

@ pointer, hunted over a 2,000-acre plot and loested one hundred 

sixteen birds. At another time in two hours the setter, working 

alone, located thirty seven ring-necked pheasent end five sovies
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of bobwhite quail in cornfields and heavy marsh cover, where it 

is practically eertain that the writer working alone would not 

have flushed a single bird. iven under the most favorable 

eonditions a man alone could find only & small proportion of the 

birds on an area; and those which he does find may be driven 

before him into unfavorable cover before they are seen, thus 

making the determination of favored cover difficult. Because 

of the incompleteness of such observations, an accurate determi- 

nation of the size of flocks, the sex ratio, and the favored 

cover for each season is impossible by direct observation of the 

birds themselves. In using e dog for this work the birds are not 

driven out of their favored sreas end much time is saved which 

can be utilized in recording the environmental conditions under 

which the birds ere observed. 

In this particular study the areas were completely 

covered by the dog, while the writer counted the birds flushed, 

recorded the deta mentioned above and prepared a rough cover 

map of the area. Since the entire area in each case was covered 

in this manner this census may in a wey be considered e modifi- 

cation of the quadret method, in which the semple plots varied 

in size from ten acres to a thousend acres. It may or it may 

not have been 4 representative sample for Southern Michigen, 

as the work was done entirely on game refuges, but the work 

illustrates the general practicability of this survey method. 

: It has been suggested that instead of covering the
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entire unit, a dog could be utilized in a wide strip survey more 

quickly and with equally accurate results. A careful comparison 

of the two methods indicetes thet provided the sampling be 

carefully meade, that the dog be kept entirely within the 

designated strip and that the interpretation of the results tcke 

into consideration the relative acreage of each type of cover, 

both methods would yield approximetely the same result. But 

in omer for the dog to do satisfactory work in finding birds, 

he should possess the inclination to range wide coupled with a 

nearly infallible ability to locate birds. Such a dog will 

have a tendency to make wide casts carrying him fur from the 

belt laid out for him to follow. fhe tird dog's tendenoy to 

seek good gime cover would interfere materially with ea feir 

sempling end the number of birds located for the miles traveled 

would not be comparable with the birds per unit area represente- 

tive of the larger territory. Moreover the cross country method 

would take the surveyor fer from his car and the return to it 

would require additional time end energy with the extra expense 

involved. 

A practical application of this method may be made to 

smaller areas such es hunting preserves, experimental plots 

end geme sanctueries, or it may be used to estimate the geme 

bird population on larger areas, such as townships, counties, 

: or even the entire state. In the latter group sample plots 

would be necessitated and the population would be expressed in
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birds per acre of specific cover types, end converted into the 

* totel population in the aren depending upon the reletive 

acreage in various cover types. The population in the different 

types of cover would vary with the season in whieh the survey 

was meade. In the survey of Hichigan's privately-owned state 

game refuges during the winter period approximately sixty-eight 

per cent of ell pheasants recorded were observed in marshes 

end swamps, whereas during a summer study comparatively few 

were found in these cover types. 

It has been found thet the use of « dog is particular- 

ly indispensable in an intensive study of experimental plots, 

where the exact distribution of the birds must be known. This 

is well tilustrated by much work on 6n area where birds were 

numerous and yet a day's observation without the dog did not 

yield the direct observation of a pheasant, although the follow~ 

ing day's work ovex the same area with e dog yielded a total of 

sixty phessants and twenty-four quail. 

Any method chosen may have its weak points and the 

method that has been discussed here is no exception. if every 

dog could possess the same ability to locate the same number 

of birds on eny particular area, this method would probably meet 

any criticism that might arise, but such is not true. Dogs 

vary in their ebility to detect the presence of birds just as 

field workers vary in their knack of seeing the same thinge on
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an area, but the dog depends very largely upon one single sense 

to lecete geme, although several other factors mast be 

considered, which determine to some extent the difference be- 

tween a good dog and a poor dog. Fortunately this remarkable 

cheracteristic to find geome has been developed to such a high 

degree in the bird dog and over such a long period that it 

seems probable that the relative ability to find birds will be 

less variable in a bird dog than in man, and it appears thet 

the bird dog will provide 4 relatively constant and very useful 

instrument in measuring game bird abundance. 

It seems logical to advocete this method as a 

stendardized means of obtaining quantitiative information on 

the abundance of upland game birds, which can be expressed in 

comparable terma. In order thet the sampling may be representa- 

tive of the various types, it is advisable thet « cover map be 

prepared in advance of the census work. fFortunetely Northern 

Michigan is rapidly being provided such maps by the Land 

Economic Gurvey, and it is hoped that eventuelly Southern Michigan 

will be cover-mepped. ‘Yhen these become available the problem 

of sampling and finel interpretation of the results of a census 

for upland geme birds will be greatly facilitated.
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

October 1, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold:- 

I have been over the information that might be of 
assistance to you, and I find that owing to the fact that my 
work has kept me on the specific refuge areas, and because I 
made no effort to obtain a check on the distribution of 
pheasants that my information is not adapted to your needs. 
I would say from observation that it would be safe to in-_ 
dicate the pheasant population as scattering in southérn ~~ 
Lenawee and Hillsdale counties. I am not in a position to \ 
Judge for other southwestern counties. Yeatter should be : 
in a position to answer this better and probably you will \ 
get some information from Lovejoy. 

I have marked 2 failures in Crawford County. After 
looking over the map I prepared for you on the quail, you 
will be in a position to judge if similar information would 
assist you for pheasant. If it will help you I'll be glad 
to provide it, but it is not comparable to your data for other / 
states. he 

—— Zt uN Bac emer te 

I am not clear on one point, i.e. the differentiation 
between scattered range and established range. Michigan's hit 
or miss method of introducing stock in the past makes it al- 
most impossible to differentiate between these, unless we base 
the differentiation upon concentration. Lovejoy will possibly 
be able to give you information upon time and number planted. 
I have never been able to obtain such information. 

Sincerely yours, 

[airy at 

H. M. Wight, 
Assistant Professor of Forest Zoology. 
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RAY E. COTTON GEORGE R. HOGARTH, DIRECTOR HOMER S, MURPHY 
SECRETARY POLLUTION 

October 2, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

; I wrote you yesterday regarding the Hungarian partridge plantings 

and returned your Hungarian partridge table. 

I am enclosing the pheasant table to which I have added the total : 

of pheasants released in 1929 and the eggs distributed in 1929 and 1930. 
The pheasant releases for 1930 will total approximately 8,000,” but this 
figure cannot be givén with accuracy at the present time. 

Mr. Webb informs me that the pheasant costs as figured for 1929 

(including the various bfanch pheasant farms)give practically the same results 

as were reported for 1927 in the biennial report. Approximately $2,00 is the 

cost of each matured pheasant which has been liberated by the state during the 

past few years; but with various other experiments and projects sharing in 

the time and costs at the Game Farm, and as no charges were made for the use 

of the Vocational School and Prison Farm lands, it is impossible to arrive 

at an absolutely accurate cost per bird. 

In listing the total plants of pheasants for 1929, I have not made 

ih any allowance for the birds which resulted from eggs distributed by the state 

as this was not done in listing the totals of birds released in other years. 

I find no records to indicate that any private plantings of 
pheasants have had much to do with present stocking in Michigan; and, as you 

Imow, 191% is the date of the state's first serious planting of pheasants, 

and should evidently be given as the beginning. 

On your map I have located the larger pheasant farms as requested. 

We can give you additional data regarding them if you desire it. Some are 

shooting preserves, in fact, all except’ the one in Shiawassee, and this one 

operates to raise birds for shooting preserves. 

¢ 
The Secretary's ypffide revorts that back copies of the biennial re- 

oorts are not available.@ If at any time we know of additional copies, we will 

remember your request.
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I feel that the information we are supplying to you from pheasant 
plantings, pheasant cover, etc. will hardly seem to you worth while in pro- 

portion to the time we have kept you waiting for our replies. Nevertheless, 

our intentions were the best. 

I have been working on the map of pheasant distribution and find, as 
I kmew to begin with, that we are decidedly lacking in data and first-hand ob- 

servations, both as to cover and pheasant abundance; also such distribution 

data as is available does not seem to lend itself very well to your scheme of 
indicating, by counties, the "scattered" and "established" ranges of the pheasants 

in Michigan. 

I think the reason for this is that Michigan pheasant status is now 
far beyond the early "colonization" state; and while "established" and "scattered" 
may be the best terms to use in mapping pheasant distribution in Wisconsin or 

any other state just getting started, your classification does not apply so well 

to Michigan where the birds are already established in the suitable cover in such 

counties as Manistee and Oceana, although such counties should evidently be listed 

as "scattered" rather than as "established range." Likewise other counties, in 

relation to the best pheasant counties, would rate as "scattered range," even 

though the pheasant is definitely established in local areas in these counties. 

I am enclosing a copy of a map which I have prepared in an attempt to 
‘show which part of the state has a fairly solid blocking of pheasant territory 
and a fair pheasant population, and the areas in which the numbers of birds and 
extent of cover are so limited that we can perhaps refer to it as "scattered" 
range. Actually a few scattered birds are still present in the uncolored areas. 

A large part of Oakland county, the southeastern part of Lenawee and 

large areas in other counties at the Indiana line are perhaps deserving of being 

rated as "scattered range," as are also such counties as Huron and Oceana. Also 
Kalamazoo, Barry, Gratiot, and Genesee have large areas which are actually 

"scattered range." A large part of Montcalm county is as good or better than 
mach of the upper third of Kent county, and hence the difficulty of rating by 

counties. 

In brief I found it very difficult to use county lines in trying to 
map which areas are the better stocked pheasant areas and which have few pheasants. 
In attempting to cross hatch on your map of pheasant distribution as directed, 
I ran into considerable difficulty, much shifting and changing, but finally 

ended up about where you had ity with the exception perhaps of removing Huron, 
Bay, Saginaw, Gratiot,and Isabella from the established range (or important range) 

and classing them as | scattered. 

I considered trying to show the scattered pheasant distribution in the 

i ~~
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counties bordering Ohio and Indiana but had to give this up from lack of 

data, end since you want to record the distribution by counties. 

Owing to the imcompleteness of our data, I suggest that you go 
ahead on the basis of what you have already learned from your visits with 

Mr. Lovejoy and your own observations, and give little heed to my notions. 

My views are not yet well enough fixed nor well enough supported so as to 
: make me willing that you bank.too much on them, at least not in your published 

worke 

Very truly yours, 

M. D. Pirnie 

Ornithologist 

Game Division 
MDP: CH 
Encl.
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a October 1, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

On returning from my summer's work in the field 
I find on my desk your letter of August 2l1,addressed to 
Mr. Yeatter,and accompanied by a distributional map of 

oe predators in Wisconsin, Missouri, indiana, and Lowa. 
Mr. Yeatter has asked me to give you information concern- 
ing the gray fox, red fox, and crow roosts of which I may 
have knowledge in Michigan. 

The gray fox has practically disappeared from the 
state. I have been able to learn of ohly two or three 
occurrences of this species within the last ten years or 
so. The red fox has become scarce, rare, or altogether 
lacking in fully two-thirds of the Lower Peninsula of 
Michigan, and in nearly all of the Upper Peninsula of 
Michigan, excepting a narrow strip along the Wisconsin 
border. In the Lower Peninsula there are very few foxes 
south of Saginaw Bay. I am unable to give you any infor- 
mation concerning crow roosts in Michigan. 

Very sincerely yours, 

N. Dearborn 
Assistant Professor of Forest Zoology.
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SECRETARY POLLUTION 

October 1, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. : 

Dear Sir: : 

At Mr. Lovejoy's request I have been trying to assemble more 
accurate data as to the numbers of Hungarians and the years in which 
they have ‘been released in this state. Our records summarize as follows: 

W. B. Mershon, in a letter written to this Department August 
15, 1928, states that about 1910 or 1912 he bought two hundred Hungarians 
7? “ , ie > S 

Vv from Mackenson and planted them in central Michigan (Clare, Saginaw, and 
Huron counties). Although the birds are said to have done fairly well g 
in Huron county for two or three years they eventually disappeared. 

J About 1923 twelve pairs were planted in Cass county; but the 
planting is said to have failed. 

A group of Lansing business men released fifty-four Hungarians 
Vv in the southwest part of Shiawassee county in April, 1928. 

I suggest that you write to H. M. Jewett, Grousehaven Farms, 

Iupton, for his version of the Hungarian releases made by him in Ogemaw ‘ 

county. Our records show that he was given breeder's licenses covering 
wile from two hundred to five hundred Hungarian partridges in the years 1928 

and 1929; but we have no report as to the actual numbers which were liberated. 

In February, 192 in the presence of one of our conservation ce 3 & 

vv officers, at Arthur H. Buhl's estete in Oakland county one hundred end four 
of Hungarian partridges were released - Mr. Buhl also writes that Allen Sheldon 

yp Y - 2 - 7 A 
yw © * 2612 Buhl Building, Detroit, released o few pairs of Hungarians at his is a 

G place near Rochester, Michigan. i 

Vv In March, 1929, fifteen pairs were released in Branch county. 

In March, 1930, the state, cooverating with the Shiawassee Con- 

servation Association, liberated eighty-four Hungarians in Shiawassee county. 

(the oly gla phe or -)
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I am sorry that we have little definite report as to the success ‘ 
of any of these plantings. , In the case of the plantings in Branch, Ingham, 
and Oskland counties a few are reported to have»been raised the 
first year after the plants were made; but there is no evidence of what 
may be called successful establishment in any of these localities, so far 
as we have been able to find out. This summer some of the Hungarians have 
been reported as mich es five miles away from where ‘they were planted last 
spring; and several broods of young have been seen, 

I regret that the pheasant distribution deta which you asked for 
has been so long held up by my absencein the Upper Peninsula and the rush 
of other work since my return e week azo. Some sort of reply will be sent 
you within a couple of days at the longest. : 

4 , Very truly yours, i 

M. D., Pirnie 

Ornithologist a \ 
MOP; CH. Game Division 
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“+ @gurses for gane fatmers snd other conservation workeray = ees 

WP hawe sbuitted the proposed enrrioulwm tnsofar as it a kk 
ee touches game, and an unable to suggest any changes. I have some- Pe 

; tine ago, hovevor, arrived at the coneélucion thet the value of any wa 
_ @ourse of training to the stadent depends not so such on the labels Poe 

muaed to designste the enrriculum, tut rather on the content covered = | 
. By the lsbel. Courses in zoology, oevlogy, ani ornithology, for Ba 

we ‘4nstance, ans their content mtter, very from almost zero to. Bye 
_ almost 100 per cent in their value ac a basis for training a profes~- es 

ogee sional gome mate See et, ig ee EY: ae ae Yay 

Ke ea thie of evtrse te no neve to you ar an eduator, ‘the i. 
probléex boils down to selection of content ant personnel. I an a 

: afraid I can offer no ready-made forma for han@ling this vital part Sata 
ee of your organization problea. The only mecestions I-can make which =. = 

might possibly be of value are: (1) Lean strongly on Mr. Lovejoy's a 
~ adwiee; (2) Look over a text on game management which I hope to hove 2 ee 

on the press thin fall, = = ee 

: oo -< * Jhope to have an opportunity of visiting you after this Gs 
Ss §ext ds off my shoulders. Naturally I am intensely interested in the == = 

s success of your project. : é : ig 

; ' - Rnewering your specific mention ‘on the probable future ea 
ete demand for trained? ment It is my opinion that the same Ikind of tran- oe 

; sition from untrained to trained personnel 1s in prospect as that ‘a 

Ft gm a member of a Game Policy Comittee which dealeim 
i _ part with your subject. I am sending you a mimeographed copy of the ao 

present report and will send you a revision as soon as it is available. = 9



: Sept. 4.1930 : a 

; Dae Ba te Runt, Head Sele : ure 
Department of Zoology é ae ae 
 Wiichigan State College eens 

Pac East lansing, Michigan : : S 

I had already intended to send you a copy of the — ee 
_ duly 1 revision of the Game Policy when your letter of September 2 ae 

_ *. peaghed me. It‘ig inclosed herewith. Pee ox oe 

The best game survey Job adjacent to Michigan is that o 
. for Wisconsin. ‘This exist only in typewritten form ani I have no = ey 

: extra copies at the present moment, I will, however, put down your Las 
game on the list and lean.you a copy as soon as I can lay hands on 4 
one. If you wish to see it in-more of a hurry, lr. R. BE. Yeatter 

: at the Torest School in Aun Arbor can probably loan you hia. as 

ge : | The Toronto mecting of the Policy Comaittee somevhat ae 
: modified the recommendations of the report in that it recognized the. ~ ig 

we possibility of indirect compensation to farmers in the form of ser- : 
et vice as a means for establishing an incentive to manage came. As to ae) 

‘ 2 the main convention at Toronto, I did not hear enough of it to give : 
Suis you an intelligent. account. Its proceedings will doubtless by pub= . 

VMihele 5 ' os 

5 ‘Tt pleases me very rmch to note the agereasive interest — Be 
of your institution in the eee offered in the field of game. - =<. 

' I hope that it will bring this interest to the point of action. ghee 

aay With best wishes, ; ; 

se te Yours sincerely, 

a : soe In Charge, Geme Survey fe



MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE 

OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE 

EAST LANSING 

APPLIED SCIENCE DIVISION 

September 1, 1930 

. Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chem. Bldg. 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Would you kindly send me a copy of your "Report to the 
National Game Conference on an American Game Policy," re- 
vised July 1, 1930? Mr. Ruhl of the state conservation depart- 
ment loaned me the copy of your report which you sent to him. 
It contains so many good points bearing upon the conservation 
courses which I wrote you about lately, that I would like to 
have a copy of your report for myself. I understand that you 

likewise have reports on conservation conditions in several 
other states of the Ynion. I would be glad to get these for 
states adjacent to Michigan if you would kindly give me copies. 

What results came from the Toronto meeting? 

I am awaiting with interest your reply to my letter of 
August 27.in which I outlined my tentative ideas conserning 
courses in conservation and game farming here at the college. 

With thanks for any assistance you may give-me, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

H. R. Hunt : 
Head of Department of 

HRH:K Zoology



MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE Ye 
OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE 

EAST LANSING 

APPLIED SCIENCE DIVISION 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOO! August 27 f 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chem. Bldg. 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

' My dear Mr. Leopold: 

We are thinking of incorporating in our college curriculum, 
courses of study for persons who wish to become game farmers or 
conservation workers of various kinds. I have talked this matter 
over with Mr. P. S. Lovejoy, Director of the Game Division of the 
Michigan Department of Conservation, and with his assistant, Mr. } 
H. D. Ruhl. Mr. Ruhl has informed me that as a representative of 
the manufacturers of:sporting arms and ammunition, you are very 
much interested in conservation and game propagation. Our inter- 
ests, therefore, naturally coincide. 

So I am sending you a tentative outline of these courses of 
study, asking for your criticism of them. Should any thing be 
added? Should any thing be left out‘ What other suggestions do 
you have? 

It seems to me that there are three general lines of conser- 
vation work: first, conservation of minerals, second, conservation 
of forests, third, conservation of animal life. So the conserva- 
tion courses have been framed with this natural division in mind. 
I hope you will give this matter your careful consideration. I 
am asking the registrar to send you a copy of our catalog. If 
you will turn to page 86, you will find an outline of our Applied 
Science course. It is into this outline that the proposed courses 
of study must fit. A glance through this part of the catalog with 
even a hasty survey of the enclosed courses will readily show that 
our plans can be made to fit in the Applied Science Division with 
some modification. 

Hoping that we may hear from you soon, and with many thanks 
for your help, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

H. R. Hunt 
- Head of Department of 

HRH:K Zoology : 

Yn yoru pune Umut Uh ‘ dsm C4 ee 

i prem : UA oot Ok UNatruritium !



Course in Applied Biology for 

Fur and Game Farmers 

The primary purpose of this course is to train individuals for 

the successful management of fur and game farms. It will also pro- 

vide excellent preparation for those who intend to teach Biology in 

high schools, and may be taken by others whose main intellectual 

interest is in the field of Biology. The course is to extend through 

four years at the Michigan State College. Wo attempt is made here to 

indicate the collegiate year in which the various courses will be 

taken. The College is operated on the term plan--three terms a year. 

The list of proposed required and elective studies follows. 

Subject Term hours Subject ferm hours 

English Composition 9 Forest Vertebrates 3 

Introductory Mathematics 9 Histology 6 

Introductory Chemistry 12 Embryology 3 

Military Science 9 Pathology 6 

Physical Education 3 Hygiene é# fur bearing 
animals 2 

French or German 24 
Game farm management 2 

Introductory Physics 9 
Animal Parasitology 6 

Introductory Zoology 9 ? 
Organic Chemistry 3 

Introductory Bacteriology 6 ‘ 
Physiological " 7 

Introductory Botany 9 

Poultry Judging 4 
Introductory Physiology 6 

; Hygiene for poultry 3 
Introductory Genetics 5 

Electives (some to be 
Advanced Mammalian genetics 15 taken in Zoology) 27 

Ornithology 3 
Total 200
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Courses in Applied Biology for Workers in Conservation 

The following groupings of subjects for conservation workers 

are intended (1) to give general fundamental training in conservation 

problems, and (2) to provide special training in one of thee lines: 

conservation of mineral resources, of animal resources, or of forests. 

: The collegiate years in which the subjects are to be given are not 

indicated below. Credits are to be given in term hours because the 

Michigan State College operates on three terms a year instead of two 

semesters. 

I. Gourse of study for students intending to work on the conservation 

of mineral resources. The required and elective subjects follow. 

Subject Term hours Subject Term hours 
English Composition 9 Petrology 3 

Introductory Mathematics 9 Determinative mineralogy 6 

Introductory Chemistry 12 Economic Geology 6 

" Physics 9 Geography 6 

Military Science 9 Ornithology 3 

Physical Education 3 Forest Vertebrates 3 

French or German B4 Animal Ecology 5 

Introductory Geology 9 Forest Pathology 3 

® Zoology 9 Denérology 5 

¥ Botany 9 Silviculture 3 

" Forestry 2 Forest Conservation 3 

* Soils 5 Electives (19 of which 
must be in geology) 42 

Field Geology 3 Pa a 

Total : 200
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II, Course of study for students intending to work in the conserva- 

tion of animal resources, The required and elective subjects follow: 

Courses Term oredits_ Courses Term credits 

English Composition 2g Determinative minerology 6 

Introductory Mathematics . 9 Introductory Botany 8 

" Chemistry 12 " Forestry 2 

" Physics 9 ® Soils 8 

Military Setence 9 Forest Pathology 3 

Physical Education 3 Dendrology 5 

French or German 34 Silvicul ture 3 

Introductory Geology 9 Forest Conservation 3 

* Bacteriology 6 Electives 16 

: neslegy 4 Total 200 
Forest Vertebrates 3 

Animal Ecology 5 

Introductory Genetics § 

“ Ornithology 3 

Advanced Ornithology 15 

Histology 8 

Animal Parasitology 6 

Embryology 3 

Field Geology 3
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III. Course of study for students intending to work in the 

conservation of forests, The required and elective subjects 

follow: 

Course Term credits Course Term credits 

English Composition 9 Forest policy 
(Governmental ) 2 

Introductory Mathematics 9 
Forest valuation 5 

" Chemistry 12 Rslrpe’ Swat a 
Municipal Forestry 3 

. Physics 9 
Forestry seminar 2 

* Botany 9 
Forest conservation 3 

Military Science 9 
Elementary surveying 4 

Physical Education 3 
Ornithology 3 

Introductory Soils 5 
Forest vertebrates 3 

French or German 24 
: Animal Eeology 5 

Introductory Geology 9 
Forest Pathology 3 

® Zoology 9 
Field Geology 3 

" Forestry 2 
: Determinative Minerology 6 

Dendrolegy 5 
Electives 14 

Forest mensuration 8 seine 

Silvicul ture a2 Total 200 

Silviculture and lumbering 
met hods 3 

Forest Protection 3 

Porest physiogra phy 3
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; Mr. P. &. Lovejoy ' ; eae ae 

Ghief, Geme Division : ‘ ate. ae 
Conservation Department : ee 

- Dear PeSet sae Be ae serie ae 

Your letter certainly waa a contensed sumary of what's 
3 what in game research. 5 ee ae toes to Imow that M.S.0. 

Bee ie working oat Sees ee ftifes. This ought to ae 
be done thoroughly ond y by some veseovch (not producing) eo ae 

_ oro) Sneti tations and 1.9.0, is as good as any. Why don't you drop then ee 
Ca eal by prety mcamg Seay’ Ae to. seek funta for doing a good Job ae 

on this from the new Petts ie mente ies Ce: peggy. 205 Sant EO ie 

sioaiie petlary scavaekn tas aches. aa Gf tees Gat ame. engl afar please yy course Me oe ae 
_ around om meshanical methods of production until this problea ta ue ee 
Bhs worked out. ‘They of course have no facilities for working it ont te 

Eagle of the Chinton School an? myacl¢ have been oe 
pounding on the noceesity for this partiawler work ever singe last prelate 

. fell, end I om gure that elther one of us would give moral support ae 
to any ound proposal for getting it done. ; aa 

on policy, and that is brought out in your vemaric that you may have 
Joureel? find out vhat game 4e associated with the typos which you 

a and Maturry have ee ake that the University does not yot ee | 
see this point, my would be to pound something until they ae 
would, whereas your trenl is to do it yourself if necessary. Of Se 
eource you have a perfectly good argument on your sie, — ; a eae 

| (MAH Dest reeante, as
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Taly 17,°1930- 

Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co., ey ae 
Negaunee, Michigan. 

. 

Gentlemen: ‘ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, in charge of the Game Survey kee. 
} conlucted by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Wanufacturerst S 

Institute, hae written us inquiring &f there are any. A 
raffed grouse (or partridge) om Grand Island; and if not, 
were they previously present on the island? copa 

- We will greatly appreciate whatever information 
: you can give us in answer to his inquiry. rt 

; Very truly yours, \ ; ‘ 

" * " R D. Pirnie j 

Ornithologist : 
Z Geme Division 

MDP: CH j 

Ce Aldo Leopold ples
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COMMISSIONERS HUGH E. GREEN 

& ws. H. Lourir STATE OF MICHIGAN GENEVIEVEECANN) 
GRAND HAVEN, CHAIRMAN PETTY CHIEF CLERK 

HAROLD TITUS Pa P. J. HOFFMASTER 
‘TRAVERSE CITY Pe, C3 PARKS 

icon , rary Manco 
y ‘ah, R. A. SMITH 

oy Bela p> oo 
LEE J. SMITS es SS FOREST FIRE-LANDS 

oe Ses raen,f, Srarias 
Uo Bowasiag DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION i eRmeln 
E. C. VOGHT L. R. SCHOENMANN P 

ESCANABA LANSING LAND ECONOMIC SURVEY 

EDWARD A. HYER 

RAY E. COTTON GEORGE R. HOGARTH, Director HGHES SINGRBHY 
SECRETARY POLLUTION 

Dear Leopold 

Your note and check for $50 to cover my Waltonian trip 
are here and I am truly obliged to you. Hope you have better 
luck in collecting than I did. You must let me know if you 
don't. 

We don't know about ruffed grouse on Grand and other islands 
but the rumpr is that spruce hens are on Drummond but no ruffed. 

Pirnie is writing to see what is known or reported and you will 
hear from him later. 

One new devolopment. The over-crowded deer yards near 
Alpena and finding pneumonia in most of the dead ones and the 

“  loeal demand that the Dept buy and put out feed and that everything 
is our fault (even most of these deer never get out of wired 
Club territory), has set the local people to locking at and 
wondering about deer as never before. 

The Turtle “ake manager told me in May that he couldn't 
understand why So many of "his" deer were shaggy and lean so 
long after the country had greened up. They hadn't shed and 
hadn't fatted up right and no matter how hungry they might have 
been during the winter they didn't look right for the time of 
year. : 

I sent Cahalane up to take a look and if facts as reported, 
to kill and go through some. He found nose-fly larvae, some 
well advanced. At the suggestion of some of our scientists at 
the U of M Biological Station Chalane put some of the elder 
larvae into forest loam and they burrowed right in, evidently 
ready to pupate. The box of dirt and worms is in the insectory 
at the Biol station with three Profs watching to see what sort 
of fly comes out. - I'll bet the technical notes begin to fly 
before long. Meanwhile we are doing some wondering. 

“ews also conerning the Hunkies. Of the 6 hens and 2 cocks 
which we hand-reared last year from wild eggs, 2 pairs mated 
and we mated the remaining 4 hens with imported cocks, and gave 
each pair a separate breeding pen. The hens with the imported 
cocks immediatly got wild and nervous but the pairs of hand-reared 
birds remained almost as quiet as bantams. 

First the hand-reared pairs and then the others began to make 

eggs and we've taken about 150 and about 40 from 1 hen.
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f Simpson in Oregon had a gocd hen but her éges weren't fertile. 
Ours are and we're hatching them separatly and have the chicks 
marked. Maybe we'll devolop a tame and fertile strain. 

We have also several settings from the wild nests in oes 
and they have hatched out well so we have about 150 chicks and more 
coming. | They have started off well enough but the 3-weeks birds 
do not lock just right and Lamont thinks its diet and suspects 
they need more insect stiff but doesn't know just what to do or 
try. With the few birds he worked last year he had no trouble 
with the feed, 

Our pheasants are doing well but one field devoloped "leg- 
weakness", evidently richetic. Bugs, greens, sun and all? It 
happened with us once before and we have no dope. College says 
try cod-liver oil and we are and the trouble is slowing up but 
losses real and nobody seems to know what it is about. College 
pathologists and O'Roke have been working the dead and sick ones 
and agree that it is physiological. Veficieney of some sort. 
My guess is that the ratio of calcium and phosphorus is wrong, 
or something like that. 

Meanwhile the farro (Pillsbury). laboratories near Yetroit got 
600. pheasant eggs to experiment with incubators| and brocders and 
artificial feeds. No details yet but not muc | guecess to date 
and they got some more rickets. | 

Poultry Yept at MSC got some 4,000 eggs and /incubated them 
and got poor results. They thought humidities’ too 1@w and ran 
them up to or near saturation. And got worse results. ‘Some 
variable not taken care of. “aybe it is the cooling off of the 
eggs as the hen leaves the nest to feed and dust. Lamont thinks 
that important. Sounds OK to me. College will probably try it. 

The chicks hatched by the college and turned over to us, went 
into the rearing fields with our hen-reared chicks, but marked. 
Lamont thinks the incubator birds lack vitality and gimp and that 
the end of the season will prove it. 

The chicks hatched and kept by the College for feeding 
experiments seem mostly to have went haywire. Rickets etc. They 
tried various. mixed feeds and.batteries and I suppose we will 
sometime get a report of what and the results. “ain thing is 
that they were interested enough to try, failed mostly, and.seem 
more than ever interested and-inclined to keep on trying. The 
College, in general, is working with us better than the U of M 
put I judge the U is coming - and it has always been OK in spots. 

MeMurry's detailed cover-survey in pheasant territory is in 
maps now and most interesting but not yet compiled tec show 
percentages of each type. And we can t seem to locate a zoologist 
at all interested in finding out for us what wild life is associated 

with and actually present in each type-combination. Guess we'll 

t have to do that for ourselves, directly. 

Every few days now we get petitions from upper west-side county 

supervisors to close or keep their counties closed on deer. Lake 

County with lots of deer, is due to open directly and is protesting 

enormously and campaigning and getting ready to raise cain in the 

legislature. :
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Commission will probably take the position that it has no 
F authority to continue closed seasons after game is plentiful enough 

to justify open seasons. ake county figures its deer are more 
valuable to.see and in relation to summer traffic, than for 
hunters, and refuses to consider that there may be plenty for 
voth. The east-side counties, long open to deer hunting, are 
bucking the contentions of the west-siders and the legislature 
will probably pass the buck back tg the Commission. eanwhile 
Vahalane is working all the Lower *eninsula trying to estimate 
the density of the deer population and map out the natural deer 
range units, 

At the two prison-farm pheasant rearing stations, things 
seem to be going very well with 3,500 eggs at one and 5,000 at 
the other, and chicks in proportion. Evidently entirely practicable 
if, and if. Mostly if the institutions really try and if there 
is as good a coach available as Lamont seems to be. 

The Shooting Preserve licenses are going out and not much 
inerease over last year is evident but expansions in the number 
of birds expected per place. OH the advice which the rich boys 
have accepted and the things some of them are doing! One fellows 
(poultry man) Keeper thinks that insects and green stuff gives 
parasites to otite birds and that sunlight is dangerous, so he 
feeds out of a sack and keeps the birds in the /shade. But not 
for long, I think. And several have not understood that the 
character of the cover makes any real difference and their places 
are located in dubious or worse pheasant territory where there 
will be little "catch" or increase from the released birds which sur 
vive the hunting and where the operation of the license will not 
materially benefit the neighborhood as it is supposed to and as it 
would if located in really right pheasant territory. 

4nd so on. Front Office has been stealing our stenogs ete so 
I'm doing this myself and must go to work instead of reporting 
current events. 

Zon says you are writing two bocks and have been ruined (more 
or less) by inflated ideas as to what game can and will do. As 
a member of his official Advisory Council I replied that nothing 
of the sort which you or I could do would be so raw as what he 
is doing in allowing as how pine planting, as is, will result in 
pine forests. We had a nice fight and bawled out each other and 
the others "line" and so everything is OK again and when are 
you going to look us over again? 

Yvt 

PSLeyeJjoy



‘ UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

May 7, 1950. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
412 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

At the request of Dean Dana,I am sending 
you herewith prints showing the growth of two stands 
of spruce, one in the open and the other under 
black locust. Both of these stands are now fifteen 
years old. The pictures do not bring out the con- 
trast between these two stands quite so well as I ; 
had hoped, but Professor Wight and I expect to 
write a short discussion on the growth of spruce 
under these two conditions in the near future in 
which figures of growth will be given. 

Your's sincerely, 

oe ded 
Associate Professor of Silviculture.
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. UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

April 26, 1930, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of April 12 was avwiting me on my 
return from a trip to Washington, 

On going over our pictures of the plantations 
at the Saginaw Forest, we find that we do not have anything 
which shows to best advantage the comparison between spruce 
with and without locust. Young is therefore planning to 
take some more pictures in the near future and will send 
you a couple as soon as he has anything satisfactory. We 
have nothing with snow for a background and fervently hope 
that there will be no chance to get anything of the sort 
again this spring. Young and Wight are planning to prepare 
@ popular statement of] the influence of loeust for use in 
American Forests and Forest Life, and I hope that this may 
actually have appeared in print before you will want to 
publish the pictures yourself. 

With respect to your question concerning 
Wight's work, he authorizes me to say that he has no 
objection to your quoting from his preliminary report to 
Lovejoy, of course with due credit, and this is also satis- 
factory to me. I am afraid, however, that there is not 
very much chance of his compiling another progress report 
on this study in the near future. He has been pretty well 
swamped with various other things of one sort or another, 
and is anxious to obtain another summer's data before 
attempting to work up anything for publication, The 
collection of material necessarily comessomewhat slowly 
when one is teaching, particularly with wild life which is



Mr. Leopold - 2. April 26, 1930. 

not always to be found just when and where one wants it. 

I realize that you are not trying to crowd us 

in the matter and hope that, on your part, you will understand 
that we are not trying to hold anything back on you. Both 
Wight and I are quite willing for you to have any information 
that is available from here, but it hardly seems practicable 
to disrupt other plans for the preparation of special reports 
unless there is a really urgent need for them, Meanwhile, 
if you have any specific questions which can be answered 
without too much of an expenditure of time, he will be more 
than glad to do the best he can with them, 

In this connection you may be interested in the 
attached list of articles which Wight has already completed 
and which he has under preparation or consideration. At 
least two or three of those under consideration I hope that 
he may be able to work up during the coming year for publi- 
cation as University bulletins from the School. I hope 
you will be patient in case things seem to go a little 
slow, remembering that we are working with decidedly limited 
appropriations and with a fairly heavy teaching burden on 
all of the research force, 

It was fine to see you here, and we all greatly 
enjoyed the recent visit from Stoddard and Grange. They both 
seemed to be satisfied that Yeatter's work is progressing 

satisfactorily, which of course pleases us very much, 
Stoddard seemed very clear in the view that further studies 
of the life history of the Hungarian partridge in this 
general region would be very desirable during the coming 
summer, and that nothing would be lost by postponing until 
another year the proposed rather extensive survey. Naturally 
I am glad of this since I did not see how we could possibly 
finance the latter at this time. 

Very sincerely yours, 

AC Gag 

Dean,



H.M. Wight. 

Articles Completed to date. 

1. Methods Employed in an Investigation of Michigan's 
State Game Refuge System. Submitted to Journal of Forestry. 

2. The Utilization of a Bird Dog in Wild Life Investi- 
gation. Accepted by American Forests and Forest Life. 

3. The Use of Pole Traps on Game Refuges and Wild Life 
Sanctuaries, To be submitted to Bird Lore, 

4. A New Method of Preparing Mole Skins. Submitted to 
Popular Science Monthly. 

5. Breeding Habits of Townsend's Mole, To be submitted 
to The Journal of Mammalogy. 

6. Breeding Habits and Economic Relations of the Dalles 
Pocket Gopher. Journal of Mammalogy, Feb, 1930. 

Articles Under Preparation. 

1. Factors Determining the Distribution of the Ring- 
Necked Pheasant in Southern Michigan. To be submitted to Ecology, 

2. Breeding Habits of the Skunk. To be submitted to 
the Journal of Mammalogy. 

3. <A Method of Making a Quantitative Game Bird Census, 
To be submitted to The Auk. 

4. Max Berry, Conservation Expert. (Personality Sketch 
of a Bird Dog.) To be submitted through the University of Michigan 
News Service to the American Magazine. 

5. Animal Relations on a Wild Life Sanctuary. To be 
submitted to Nature Magazine, 

6. Refuge and Sanctuary Improvement. To be submitted 
to the Bulletin of the American Game Protective Associations, 

7. Methods Employed in Making an Intensive Investigation 
of a Wild Life Sanctuary. To be submitted to the Journal of forestry.
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Articles Under Consideration, 

These will be prepared as soon as time permits. 

1, The Wild Life Sanctuary system in State Game 
Management. 

2. Farm Practices in Relation to Game Birds, 

S. The Results of an Investigation of the Behavior 
of Crows in Relation to Pheasants. 

4, Food Successions of Various Predatory Animals 
on a Wild Life Sanctuary. 

5. The Nesting Habits of the Ring-Necked Pheasant in 
Relation to Increase and Management, 

6. Refuge and Sanctuary Management.
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March 26,1930 

Mr. P. 8. Lovejoy Game Division Department 
of Conservation Lansing, 

Michigan 

Dear P. 8.; ; 

I did not understand 
your turkey 

proposition. 
I 

remembered 
that it had been urged in the serub oak country 

south 
of Grand Rapids 

and it was that country 
that I was talking 

about, 
although 

I have never seen it and hence my suggestions 
may have 

been beside 
the point. 

I would have no confidence 
in a turkey 

planting 
pro- 

ject in the agricultural 
belt unless the swamps are very large, of 

suitable 
quality, 

and under intensive 
state patrol, 

if not ownership. Under such conditions 
it might be possible 

to establish 
some turkeys to look at, but hardly 

enough 
to shoot at unless 

the swamps 
aro very 

much larger 
than I imagine, 

My Missouri 
report may give you an idea of the maximum interspersion 

of fam lands which turkeys 
seem to endure 

in that state, 
fhe report 

containg 
not only a distribution 

map of turkeys, 
but agri- 

cultural 
maps of various 

kinds. This report 
will be ready in a few 

weeks and if you want me to loan you a copy, let me know right away 
pecause 

all the copies 
will be extremely 

busy for some time to come. 

Missouri 
tried both pure-wild 

and half-wild 
planting stock, the latter 

obtained 
by wild gobblers 

out of tame hens. ‘The 
two kinds were not banded or geographically 

separated, 
and I was 

wholly 
unable 

to untangle 
any positive 

evidence 
as to relative 

value. 
Phere is a widespread 

impression 
that the half+wild 

stock was infer. 
ior. 

As to food crops for the scrub oak country, 
I do not 

know the soil but I assume 
it is sandy. If so, I suppose 

buckwheat would be the crop, but as you say, it would have to be stacked 
in 

order to become 
available 

during 
snow. There would be no difficulty about the birds opening 

the stacks. 
Whether 

such food patches, 
if 

necessary 
with fertilizer, 

would be more expensive 
than straight 

importations 
is a question 

which the experiment 
might answer 

to the 
satisfaction 

of the public.
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You have no doubt heard that Wisconsin is planting turkeys 
in the Baraboo Hills in Columbia County, which is about two counties 
north of their former range. I think that success is questionable, but 
within the realm of possibility provided ample corn patches are made 
available. There is plenty of timber in these hills. 

There are so many"ifs"to this proposition that it will 
probably be difficult to understand each other without opportunity for 
personal conference. I hope to see you in Detroit at the I.W.L.A. 
meeting. 

: Yours as ever, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey :
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March 20, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Blig., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Your letter of March 17 is here but you have somewhat misaporehended 
the proposal as it is being urged upon us. 

The idea seems to be that we shall work with turkeys in the southern 
third of the State, within the pheasant district and in solidly farm territory 
where, it is alleged, various undrained swamp and swamp forest areas were the 

last hang-outs of the native wild birds. 

of i 
This would mean that the turkeys would get out,the swamp only into 

cultivated land where they would certainly be subject to the standard poultry 
diseases, to crossing with domestic birds, and to whatever poaching might occur. 

Also that any increase of the birds would be on wholly private land 

which is now under the owner's-consent law. - 

What do you have to say about such a proposition? 

Your letter dealt wholly with experimenting in the southern edge of the 

wild-lands and presumably in oak-scrub country. The southernmost of these lands 
are in Newaygo and Lake Counties where the Department now owns almost no lend and 
none at all so blocked up as to permit or justify refuge development. 

You are indefinite as to what crops you would suggest for such sand 
lands. With the exception of corn,I don't know of anything which would stand 

up above normal snows, and that material quantities of corn could be raised in 

such places seems to me very doubtful. If anything of the sort were to be attempted 
I should mich prefer to depend on artificial feed, but the whole thing looks to 

me dubious to the point of being preposterous and of 2 piece with the demand that 

we experiment with Capercailzie. 

I am, to tell the truth, surprised that you shovld be inclined to have 
us experiment with such a combination when there is so much thoroughly worth while 
work eching to be done in connection with standard soecies which we know are sub-
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Mr. Aldo Leopold -2= March 20, 1930 

ject to indefinite amounts of help and increase - such as ducks. 

What do you have to say concerning the possibility of getting suit- 
able wild breeding stock or as to the seriousness of the domestic strain 
mixed. with the breeding stock usually available? 

Yours very truly, 

Se P. Ss. : lovejoy 

PSL: CH Game Division
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Des Moines River Breaks  F. &C. Leopold 7 5 : 

Qhio : a 
Clerenont Riverbreaks Jos. Kirgan 9 Re 
Adams Hall «Horace Lytle 16 ae 
Defiance lakebed "Pred Stiver - 5 ie ey 

: os Greene Til Plain RB, Swing ¢ il te 

Madison? Riverbreaka HJ. Boman (27). Tm 1924." - 
3 Lawrence Riverbreaks D. R. Abernathy 13. Tm 1928 2 

- Marten ° | Raverbreaks 6. Ri Willer 8 10 a 
Winnebago Upper Migs. Jd, C. Williams cer, 

: Boone _ Till Plain W. Rowan 2 2g a 

- Phelps Ozark J.C.lyter 15 “i 
: : Callaway Riverbreak HN, Cave (10) Qpmen, 

: 3 dogs). 
: Phelps Ozark Cc. D. Via g ‘ 10 ee 

Buchanan Prairie J.H.MeCord,Jdr. < 2 3 he: 

Winona Upper Migs. ¥.8,Jamee (3) (9) (Used car © 
: ee : y | : to visit. © 

; : . Localities. 

| Mitensean Z| ; | 
Washtenaw Till Plain HM. Wight. a tae s 

Oohbee) HM Wiqut / laf oot) os 

, Note: This index ms tried out during the early stages of the survey, ag 
bat later abandoned when it became apparent that figures on actual 

: eovies per farm were more accurate and just as easy to get. ‘The if 
: above figures are offered, however, as of possible interest to dog {6g 

men, even though they are not regerded as a valuable index to abundance. ¥ 

. 4 
*Not sure if one dog. : 3
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March 17,1930 

Ur. P. S. Lovejoy ; 
Department of Conservation 
Lansing, Michigan 

Dear P. 8.3 

It is interesting to know that the turkey debate 
is still under way. 

It seems to me the best way to settle this would 
be to undertake an actual experiment as to what a food patch 
in the proposed turkey range would raise in the way of food 
and how much it would cost. You told me, of course, that it 
would require artificial fertilizer, but this in itself is 
evidently is not enough to prove that food patches are im- 
practicable. 

Why not pick out a piece of land that represents 
the best kind of food patches that might be purchased within 
the proposed turkey range, actually raise a crop on it, and 
then you would have an answer in terms of grain yield and pro- 
duction cost. It is conceivable that it might pay to cultivate 
such food patches provided the cost were low enough, and pro- 
vided each patch put a large area of turkey range into produc- ji 
tion. At any rate, the experiment would be a better answer to 
those who are boosting the project than anybody's personal | 
opinion. 

Sincerely yours, 

ALDO GSOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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March 13, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, . i 

421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. ‘ é 

Dear Leopold: que 

Here is a clipping from which you will see that 

your Mr. Feitz is strongly recommending that this Department 

_ get going with Wild Turkeys in southern Michigan - farm country. 

Some time after he had given out his views, as I 

gathered, he asked me "what I had against the turkey," but I 

was not entirely satisfied that he was listening while I 

recited the several considerations quite certainly involved. 

It happens that Ben Hast, the outdoor editor for the 

Grand Rapids Press and the Booth papers, from one of which the 

clipping is taken, is also a strong advocate of turkeys for the 

southern counties, and on up into the oak-scrub districts. 

“Don't oaks have acorns?" he asks use We answer, "Sometimes 

they do, and sometimes they don't; and then what - in a deep-snow 

country?", and await replies, but do not lack for editorials as 

per the attached. 

We are anxious to be well advised and reasonably sound 

in our conclusions. What do you edvise? If, for any reason you 

do not find your views in harmony with those of Messrs. Feitz 

(and East), what, if anything, might be done about it? We are, 

of course, anxious to avoid controversy, and anxious to develop 

sound procedure in game management. 

Yours very truly, 

P. 8. ihe 

PSL: CH Game Division 
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February 14, 1930 a 

ee eh 
Prof. H. M. Wight th 
School of Forestry & Conservation é eae 
Ann Arbor, Michigan : oe 

Dear Wights Ss 
I have not sooner replied to your welcome letter a 

of Jan. 29 because I wanted to look up the matter of budding vale 
ee by pheasants. . 2 

T have received from Mr. Otte Beyer, proprietor + : 
of the Otto Beyer Game Farm at Portage, Wisconsin, a specimen ie 

: of @ blackberry twig which he personally saw in process of ae 
‘ being budded by a pheasant. : ; Oe 

‘ The two pheasants which Cooke saw budding were not S 
in @ country inhabited by any grouse except possibly migratory 4 

5 prairie chickens in winter. Since Mr. Cooke, however, know a a 
great deal more about prairie chickens than pheasants, having ae ee 

: been raised among them in North Dakota, it is hardly Likely me 
that he wonld mistake ono for a pheasant. m : : 

I of course think you are thoroughly right in want- ee 
: ing to be shown on this matter, and it seems probable to me ae 

that the habit is occasional rather than regular. ven so, it i 
seems to be established as an occasional phenomenon. ; 

I have corrected the table in the introductory states se 
ment as to the supervision of the Michigen pheasant study and Mr. aoe 
Balxe's part in it. I cannot, of course, offer any lengthy ex- ie 
planation of the internal organization, since that would be out a 

é of place in a brief preface. At any vate, I understand personelly 
how the Michigan set-up is put together. : Cee 

You state that page 25 of the Report can be improved. , 
: If your thoughts on this are importent, I would appreciate your 

letting me have them. 

I naturally am very much pleased with your good opinion 
of the job as a whole, and appreciate your taking the pains to 
write me in detail about it. ; : 

Yours sincerely,
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: UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

January 29, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold:- 

Dr. O'Roke recently handed me your Report on the 
Game Survey of Wisconsin, and last evening I went through it with 
much interest. You are to be commended for the production of 
such a thorough investigation, made in such a brief period. As 
I read it I kept in mind constantly @ee discussion with Ruthven 

4 regarding methods of attacking a survey problem, You have dis- 
2 pelled any doubts I may have had regarding the value of such 

work, but I still believe that it requires much more training 
and ability to successfully and safely draw conclusions from 
this type of information than the young man usually possesses. 
The tact and sagacity demonstrated by you in the utilization of 
the information thus acquired is, I believe, unique. I'd like 
very much to suggest that your discussion of game cycles, is 
excellent and exceedingly stimulating, and may I add that yom < 
brief explanation of the status of the investigation at this 
time, much as you gave it at the New York Game Conference, 
might dispell criticism that you do not deserve. I feel that page 

Rew 25 ean be improved. You made a statement regarding pheasant's 
__- budding in trees that I feel is hardly justified in view of the 

Brad fact that only two men made the observation. They may be train- 
8; ed observers, but even then it is very possible that they over- 

looked the presence of some climbing seed bearing vine in the 
tree. Possibly they examined the tree and found buds removed, 
but this would hardly be conelusive evidence in so far as the 
buds might have been broken off by their feet. Is it absolutely 
certain that these two men did not confuse the pheasant with one 

a the grouse? 

Weng I would ae to correct one error that occurs in the 
preface for while it is,hinor matter it is a mistake. This per- 
tains to the nature of the cooperation between the School of For- 
estry and Conservation and the State Game Department. The coop- 
erative problem concerns pheasants only incidently, “2s the pro- 
ject really relates to Wild Life Sanctuary Management, The De- 
partment of Conservation pays for the field expenses, while the 
school pays all other expenses. It really is not under the su- 
pervision of the Game Division or Mr. Lovejoy as the School of 
Forestry and Conservation has had complete supervision of the
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work from the start. It is really personal research. 

: Paul Dalke is making a comprehensive study of the 
~ 52 food habits of the pheasant in Michigan and of cousse he is 

qu’ under the supervision of the School of Forestry and Conservation. 

I have the manuscript pertaining to the use of the 
bird dog in survey work nearly completed and if Mr. Errington 
still desires the information I'll Lier a copy of the manuscript , 
just as,soon as it is completed. De en iP 2 nT og of 

ease feel free to ask me for any assistance you 
feel I can render. I presume Stoddard has reported progress 
being made by Yeatter. I personally have much confidence in 
him and believe he will continually improve. His conelusions 
are very carefully drawn. 

Sincerely yours, 

Kaw iige ¢ 

H.M. Wight 
Assistant Professor of Forest Zoology.
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN “Wv MS 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

January 7, 1950. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold:- 

I hope I haven't kept this too long. It has been a 
bigger problem than you had anticipated, because I was forced 
before I could reach a conclusion that satisfied me, to deter- 
mine just what 4 acres of pasture per cow indicates. After my 
little investigation I have decided to swing most of southern 
Michigan into this class, although it is undoubtedly more or less 
spotted. 

I certainly believe, however, and Yeatter seems to agree, 
that southern Michigan is not grazed as heavily as Ohio. 

Young, who has very good knowledge of woodlots in general 
agreed with me on the general lines, but we were both uncertain 
along the line I have left dotted. Perhaps you will find a north- 
ern boundary line to be unnecessary, but I presume you will want 
to keep it consistent with Wisconsin and Minnesota. 

You may be surprised at the large area I have included 
in southern Michigan, but, I find that 4 acres of pasture per 
cow unit is not exceptionally heavy grazing in a dairy section and 
it may interest you to know that an appreciable percentage of wood- 
lots in southern Michigan, above first two rows of counties are not 
grazed. It was this factor that confused me, however, I found, 
using my area as a sample, that even with these deducted, southern 
Michigan will fall well within the class designated. 

One point is important. Even a grazed woodlot is better 
than no woods at all. 

Yours very truly, . 

W717), War 
H. M. Wight, CU 

Assistant Professor of Forest Zoology.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

I enclose a carbon summary of our recent deer tally which should 
interest you. The percentages were more favorable than we had anticipated: 
Practically 40% does, 40% fawns, and 20% bucks - and with relatively little 
variation between the several districts of the State. 

Your point that losses among the fawns may be serious and that the 

essential figure of increase should be the percentage of yearlings, may be 
correct, but we don't see how we are going to get at such a figure except as 

—“we establish a ratio of spike-horns coming across the Straits. That, as you 
a will see from the attached » came to 10% of the total, and succeed 

Oxo _£—-ing-years should determine whether that is normal, 

Meanwhile we have several hundred skulls at the University Museum, 
most of them from taxidermists and minus the antlers but with the antler tally 
attached, but some with the antlers attached and some does and fawns. These 
skulls we think will give us material to check the teeth against the antlers 
and anyway let us determine whether deer teeth follow the series worked out for 
sheep. The best sort of a chance at correlating teeth and age and antlers with 
teeth would seem assured and we are hopeful of getting it, at least so as to 
distinguish accurately between juvenile, middle-aged, and old bucks. Tallies 
at the Straits, year after year, should then give us a very dependable index 
as to the condition of the "herds." 

See any bugs in this? 

Now we are wondering how to recognize and get a real line on super- 
annuation of does. When does it occur; how long after it occurs does the doe 
live; how rapidly do dry does accumlate, and under what circumstances do they 
increase to the detriment of the herd in general - as for instance when winter 
feed is short and the dry does can and do eat what might otherwise be available 

for the young stock? 

See anything we might do to pry into the dry-doe combination?



d Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- January 4, 1930 

Have 3 men mapping again in the deer yards and trying to find yards 
which are really important, due to remain or increase in importance, and in 
jeopardy, as from heavy pulp and cedar cuttings - i.e., where somebody really 
should be "doing something." That sort of yard seems scarce. Only one such 

found to date. 

ow) eae. 

We are reorganizing. Andrews has quit to take over the West Coast 
timber inventory for the F. S. and his going leaves a horrid hole in the Depart= 
ment. Andrews was reorganizing our Lands Division as well as running Fire, 
Now I am supposed to straddle Game, Fire, and Lands. It will be interesting, 
no doubt, and there is a very exceptional chance to do something with Lands in 
particular. 

Ruhl is to take over the desk in Game, and to get a new man to break 

in on fur-farms, etc. 

We are proliferating more and more rapidly, I think, and are getting 
settled down into something like a proper angle and gait, but it is very like 
1910 in the Forest Service - and we're due to have a more or less painful grow- 
ing period for some years yet. But we certainly have the makings to work with 
and on, right now, so I expect to keep plenty busy and amused. 

How's things? 

Yours very truly, 

P. S. is 

PSL: CH Game Division 

Enclse ;
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
; LANSING 

GEORGE R. HOGARTH 
DIRECTOR January 5. 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. . 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of December 27th is at hand. As far as 
I know, no definite figures have been given to the public con- 
cerning the deer antler tally at the Straits. We have, however, 
worked up a little on the subject. With 14 heads discarded because 

of freakish or broken antlers, the total number of sets of horns 
calipered was 1,943. ‘The percentage of heads with a different 
number of points are: 

2 point - 10% 
3 8 = 
bee 
Dune ce: 5s 
6 4" = 9% 
oo Oe 

8 " = 30% 
9 " ss 84 

10 " = 13% 
DRS ae 
12) 8S) 38 

The spike horn bucks are thus less than 10% of the total 
number tallied and evidently the young stock is not being seriously 
depleted by hunting. 

I enclose a graph showing the results of these figures 
as drawn up by Mr. Bartlett. As we have only a couple of copies of 
this graph, I would appreciate having this one returned at your 
convenience. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Lisle No Cafhataue— 
Victor H. Cahalane 

VHC: CH Deer Investigations 

Encle
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September 27, 1929. POLLUHON 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldge, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

The best information which I can obtain as to the date 
the Hungarian partridge releases were made in this state is as follows: 

Ingham County, the winter of 1927-28, probably about 
February, 19283 

Ogemaw County, 1928; 
Oakland County, February, 1929, a little over 100 birds; 

Branch County, early spring 1929, either 15 or 30 pairs. 

ale Evidently the Ogemaw and Oakland County lots were kept in 
pens for a time, We have no new information as to the results of 

any of these plantings except a memorandum from Mr. Lovejoy to the 

effect that on the 19th of September he received information from J. 
Me Gardner of Coldwater, Route 6, Michigan, that at least five coveys 

of Hungarian partridges (consisting of 5, 7, 17, etc., averaging 
about 10 birds to a covey) have been located during the past two 
months - all the result of this year's planting in Branch County. 
I know you will wonder,~and so do we,whether birds from Indiana have 
come into Branch County. We intend to investigate this just as soon as 
possible but probably will not do much there until after the snow comes. 

Very truly yours, 

2 7%, : = A/-~ ~ 

Me D. Pirnie 

Ornithologist 

MDP: CH Game Division
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Occurence of Hungarian Partridges in southern Michigan 
‘ as reported by Ira Sabin who investigated for us in 

Lenawee co. for two weeks last December. 
a ; 
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oy 421 Chemistry Building : — 
\ September 24,1929 ee 

> Mr. Pe 8, Lovejoy Sane lf 
" Director, Gane Division : ae 

_ State Conservation Commission tea 
se Lansing, Michigan | ae 

an 

: Before I ever suggested to you the gathering of data on ae 
“deer horns I had weighed the question of loss of pointe through old f a 

ey age or lack of vigor. The eviience seemed to Indicate: that points ‘ ee 

are a rough indication of age up to about 6 or 7 years, after which ae 
they are entirely wireliable. This conclusion 1% based mainly on. Va 
the existence of sets of antlers shed by buck deer in captivity from Bo 
year to year. In these sets the nuaber of points increases always ee 
up to about the sixth year, although of course the old assumption ae 

that one point was added each year is a superstition. ‘ 

If it is true, as I believe it 4s, that the number of aie 
_ points is roughly proportional to age up to and a little beyond ma. ie ie 

:  turity, then I think for present practical adiinistrative purposes Joe 
we can ignore the errors which may be induced through superannuated a o s 
animals, for the reason that on heavily hunted ranges I do not bee pa oe 

; lieve many superannuated animals exist, not enough anyhow to throw ie. 
out the results of a tally, If you can work up a check through an rages 

ee examination of the teeth, so much the better, and I am heartily in he 
favor or research work to determine the correlation of tooth and horn les 
develoment with age. ; a 

If Mr. Wilkinson has conclusive proof of a 2syear-old buck bay Ce 
with 10 points, thea of course I am all wet, unless perchance the horns ROE 
were freaks rather than normal horns. Of course a freak or injured hoyn 
will take on almost anything in the way of points. i a 

é if a 
i I can cite you the references on the horn series which T ie sae 

mentioned and also aze of maturity if you need them, althouzh I would © eas 
‘ have to dig them out of my records. v tom 

With best regarde, " = 

i Yours sincerely, ae a 

ADO LEOPOLD, he 
; In Charge, Game Survey. i a
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University Museums 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN fe J 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, UsSeA. DP 

act 

Museum of Zoology 

; September 17, 1929. 

P.S.Lovejoy, 
Department of Conservation, 
Lansing, Michigane 

Dear Lovejoy’ 

The suggestion that the bucks ferried across the Straits of 
Mackinac be examined for age seems to me to have merit. It is quite 
true that the number of points does not indicate age with any 
certainty. A young buck may have many points and an old buck merely a 
spike. Perhaps this is correlated with vigor, as induced by food or 
other conditions, but it cannot be entirely due to these factors, 
otherwise, after a hard winter, all the bucks would have few points, 
while after a good winter all would have many points. Probably 
glands have a part here, but just how is not known. There seems to be 
a general agreement between age and number of points, but there are no 
statistical studies available so far as I know. It wuld be highly 
desirable to have some other means of age determination to check on 
points. For this purpose I think the teeth would be useful. But 
the correlation between age and tooth characters would have to be 

worked out, for nothing has been done with such a correlation for deer, 
to the best of my knowledges 

When Cahalane is here next time he might go over the few deer 
skulls we have and see if he can get any clues as to age from the teeth. 
Then he could station himself at the Straits and check the antlers and 
teeth this fall. In that way he would have an abundance of material to 
work upon. We have mostly doese Later he could check his tentative 
results with specimens. of known age, of which he may be able to find a 
few in the various museums. He would likely need to have some specimens 
to study more at leisure. These could be heads removed from illegially 

taken specimense 

Sincerely yours, 

ake Signed) Lee R. Dice P ‘ wh (Signed) e Dic 

y 
af ot Le ReDice 

gy” wn A 
qu
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September 13, 1929 

wre Victor He Cahalane, 

General Delivery 
Marquette, Mehigan 

Dear Cahalanes j 

Your weekly oumraries have been coming in but have not 
seemed to call for specific acknowledgement. 

ha other dey I wrote you and Bortlett rather at length and 
eo thought to get caught up to date with both of you. 

The nost important new notion was as to the tally of antler- 
tips at the Straits so as to get @etailed records on sowe 34,000 bucks. 
Leopold aseumed, I understood, that while there was no direct relation- 
ship between number of points ond age of en onimal, that in general the 
Ympoints would be younger thon 6 of. S-pointers, ani Sepointers would 
be younger than 10 or l2-pointers. So we could curve it out ond get a 
line on the distribution of age classes and be able to detect 1¢ promptly 
in case shortage in young stock might be developing. 

Yesterday one of the wardens (Wilkinson, District 15) in- 
sisted that this wouldn't work because the number of points depended 
wholly upon the vigor of the animal ("how he came through the winter") 
and that a 10-pointer this year might be a 6-pointor next year, etc. 
He said that he imew very certainly of a 2eyear-old Gn captivity) with 
10 points, end that the whole idea was certainly the bunk. He even dew 
nied that a epike-horn was norwally in his firet or second year. 

Here, obviously, ie something to check up on at once and be~ 

fore further plans are made for work at the Straits thie fall. ] 

yD I am sending a copy of thie letter to Dice and to Leopold and 
be (ihohen will send you their comment. YWeanwhile you should be considering, or 

; inquiring, how to proceed to assemble whatever dope there may be on the 
question. 

Yours very truly, 

P. S. Lovejoy 
PSleIS ec to & GaM® DIVI STOW pige & Leopold |
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September 10, 1929. 

Professor #. W. Wight 
Sehool of Forestry & Gonservation, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Dear Wight:= 

Last ore Stoll of the Detroit News asked 
us to loan him in to break in the keeper of a 
private estate near Detroit. We did this and Stoll 
brought in to me a list of "vermin" which he stated 
had been taken from less than twenty-five hundred 
acres oT the two months ending August 15th. 1 
know very little as to the location or character of 
these lands but Stoll pene the list was authentic 
and, if so, it would certainly seem that some manner 
of vermin control was in order on these premises. 

1 fox (red) bo erows 
—49 cates 29 Eng. sparrow 

139 skunk 18 etarling 
red sq. 2 great horned owl 

2 weasel 1 sharp shinned hawk 
11 house rat i. yellow belly wood pecker 
10 dogs 3h —v turtle 
= gar pike 

é mi 3¢ wood chuck holes gassed 

Yours very truly, 

Pr, ee 

; Game Division m Eee 

PSL/L : 
/ n Ve gin’ 

20 ee 
goo we \ ¢ p ‘ik de 

Leo Of 1 L 

Chal am
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September 3, 1929 . , 

Mr. M.D. Pirie : i 
Game Division Lae 
Department of Conservation | i 
lansing, Michigan ee 

Dear Pirnie: iN 

Be Thank you very much for your letter of August 15, “ o : 
transmitting the map of Hungarian range end Hungarian plant- Bae 

f ings, prepared by Ira Sabin. . ice 

I dislike to bother you again, but I would appreci~ 
ate it very much if you could give me the dates of the plant- — : 
ings in Ogemaw, St. Clair, Ingham, and Branch counties and, a aes 
if convenient, also the number of birds. By dates I mean ce: 

; simply the yoar. vee 

tn: I am still convinced that Mr. Sabin overlooked a Fas 
substantial range in St. Joseph County and possibly also a . 

i vange in Branch and Hillsdale. I personally worked in the | 
county below in Indiana and know that they extend across into | 
St. Joseph, I mention this simply for your own future infore - hs 
mation, — ‘ 

With kindest regards, e ; 

a Yours sincerely, a ’ 

ALDO LEOPOLD Ya 
In Charge, Game Survey oa 

a
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August 15, 1929 Muse: 

lire Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
421-Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr- Leopold:- 

Enclosed is a rough chart of Hungarian 
distribution so far as Sabin and I know as a result of 
his December observations and &@ short visit there last 
February. 

The Branch County plantings may prove to 
be a single planting of 15 pairs, but records which have 
been given us list this as two separate plantings. We 
know of no records in those counties along the Indiana 
ooundary, except the Branch County planting. 

Hunters from Lenawee County living at 
Adrian informed me two weeks ago that the Hungarians , 
had showed up this year in the more distine+ dheasant-dde 
cover toward the western part of Lenawee County. None 
of us have had the opportunity to check on this report, 

but will let you know as soon as we do. 

I am sorry that we did not have an 

opportunity for a better change to talk things over 
with you and Stoddard. 

Sincerely yours, 

SUT a 
M.D. aes 
Game Division 

MDP/ HH Ornithologist
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July 27, 1928 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ee al 
c/o Director Lake States Forest Exp. Station. ~ al oe 
University Farm, St. Paul, Minn. nee 

Dear Leopold: c 

\ ! p , m Vere 
our note of the 20th and card of the 22nd are here, 

We forwarded the blanks) eté., as aéked. / \/ 
\ f \ ' I \ f = 

I Will try to asthe’ with; Dr. defies. V 

The classification of official permanent State Game Refuges is not yet 
complete. We shall quite certainly have occasion to devise or recognize several other 
types, but at present the classification runs thus: (for deer-bear-partridge territory) 

l~ Indidental, as where a Refuge area is originally and dominantly a military reservation, 
state park or the like. The Refuge function in such cases may or may not be important, 
and we have all gradations. 

2- Standard, Approximating the official specifications (enclosed). 4-10 sections inside 
refuge, more or less surrounded with state-owned public Hunting grounds so located 
and blocked as to insure that private parties will be unable to acquire lands next 
or near the boundaries so as to exclude the public from free access to the first 
fruits of the refuge. 

In general these "stendard" units should be located in districts where there are really 
large areas of wild land so that there can and will be a ready and steady spread of 
game in all directions. Also an opposite concentration during the hunting season and, 
often, for wintering. (Such radial distribution and concentration, of course, applies, 
with us, chiefly to deer and bear.) 

My present notion is that such "standard" units should be located within 20 miles of 
each other, or less, and in a geographic pattern which should be carefully worked out 
in accordance with the types and patterns of the cover types and "breaks" such as : 
settlements, bare plains, large water bodies and the like, 

It will often be practicable and desirable to combine such units with State and 
National Forests, large State Park units etc. 

3- Local These should function in the same manner as the "standard" units but will, as 
a rule, be smaller, and will be fitted in to relatively small areas of wild land which
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tends to be over-hunted. It will be realized from the first that there can be no general 

4 or long-distance radial shifting of large game. 

4 Dodge-ins or Hide-outs These will correspond to the safety-zones and islands put in 
for humans where street traffic is heavy and dangerous. 

It will be realized, in advance, that during the bulk of the year the unit cannot carry 

much wild life. It may have no wintering facilities whatever. During the sumer 
season it may carry very few deer. But it will contain heavy cover of some sort, water, 
and some feed. In many cases such units will be located so as to utilize pine 
plantations 10-25 years old. 

Such units may well be a square mile or less in area and may well be spattered about 
between the "standard" units at intervals of a few miles, and the heavier the concen- 
tration of hunters, the more numerous the get-away places should be. Their function 
would be to insure deer with enough unhuntable and non-drivable territory to insure 
that in a given district the essential breeding stocks are not depleted below the safe 
or desired levels. 

In general such "islands" would hardly tempt private parties to acquire and post 
adjacent lands but where practicable the "islands" may best be located within large tracts 
of state-owned lands which are otherwise public hunting grounds. (Or in State or National 
Forests.) 

5- Sanctuaries These will have little or no relation to game and guns. Their function 
will be to provide typical areas of each important type of comtry or cover or habitat 
or of wildlife associations which may be kept, "forever" in status naturae - plumb 
wild and uncontaminated to the extent this may prove practicable. Ripe timber might 
rot under its moss, and foxes might eat rabbits undisturbed, and arbutus might wither 
unpulled . . . Units of this type would be "refuges" in a special sense but their prime 
function would be aesthetic and scientific rather than in relation to game management. 

The above definitions are not in any sense official, or an expression by 
oP from the Department. They represent merely my own, personal and rather off-hand 
phrasing of the types or refuges which we have at present or intend to experiment with in 
deer country. Waterfowl and ground-bird refuges will no doubt have their own types in 
due season, and may or may not closely parallel those for the deer cowmtry. 

Please do not give this letter or its definitions any considerable ol, 
formal publicity without giving me a chance to révise the copy. 

Yours 1 ae 

P. § oggsoys 

Game Division 
PSL: NW 

encl.1



a, DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STATE GAME PRESERVES 

t 

To be most effective and prompt in increasing the supply of game, the new 
state game preserves - 

1. Should be located in relatively large areas of wild land, having fair 

to good cover, so that the increase of game may spread out from the preserves 

and occupy the surrounding territory without difficulty or interference. 

2. Should be located on relatively fertile lands, carrying a variety of 
natural growth and capable of producing large quantities of wild-life food 

supplies, natural and introduced. 

3. Should be located so as to include a generous acreage of winter cover 

(usually cedar swamps) and, where practicable, they should have rough hardwood 

as well as pine land adjoining and easy available. 

4, Should contain generous supplies of living water, which is easily 

available. 

5. Should be so located and laid out as to make fire and other protection 

easily practicable at low cost (as for fire line construction, patrol against 

trespass, etc.). 

6. Should have, at present, at least a fair stocking with wild-life, 

especially partridge and deer, so that artificial stocking will not be necessary. 

7. A standard preserve should contain a centrally located, permanent 

refuge or sanctuary, with boundaries well posted, and further marked with a 

strand or wire. 

The refuge or sanctuary should contain four to ten sections (2,500 to 

6,500 acres, more or less). 

Surrounding the refuge there should be a zone of state-owned land to be 

used as public hunting ground, and at least a mile in width, so as to make the 

total acreage of a standard state game preserve (refuge and hunting ground 

together) 10,000 to 18,000 acres, more or less. 

8. To the extent practicable, lands already owned by the state should 

be used in building up the preserves. 

9. The first locations of new game preserves can best be made in counties 
covered by the Land Economic Survey, the maps of which show the full detail 

of cover, improved lands, assessed values, State ownership etc. 

10, Other things being equal, new game preserves should be located — 

a. Where they will serve most promptly and effectively in maintaining 

and increasing wild-life supplies. 

b. Where local cooperation, as from land owners, sportsmen associations, 

etc. will secure satisfactory lands, at low cost or by donation, so as to 

involve a minimum of delay and expense in getting title to the land and in 

getting the new preserves under active administration. 

11. When fully developed, each standard game preserve should have a 

resident keeper, a system of permanent fire-breaks, intensive vermin control, 

and such clearing and planting as needed in order to insure adequate wild-life 

food and shelter during all seasons of the year. 

Approved March 31, 1926
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Mir, Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

@ Your plans as presented to me today for the development of an 

extension program that will be of benefit especially to the holders of 

large areas of our Upper Peninsula forest lands and eventually to the 

entire territory, as relates to the conservation and propagation by 

natural means of our wild life and game, should be one that would be i 

especially beneficial to our territory and a plan that would fit in very 

nicely with other programs now on foot to conserve our forests and our 

wild life. 

During the past five or six years, a mumber of. tracts of land 

in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan have been acquired, largely by clubs 

for recreational purposes, and it seems to me they should all be interest— 

ed in the kind of advice and service you are in a position to give. ‘ 

I am attaching herewith a map of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan 

on which I have roughly indicated the location of these various projects, 

and I shall refer to them herein by mumber, 

i (1) The Huron Mountain Club owns about 22,000 acres of land. 

Mr. H. E, Perkins, of Marquette, is their Superintendent. He can usually 

be reached at Marquette, though during the summer time lives at the Club. 

(2) This is the private estate of Mir. L. G. Kaufman, consisting 

of about six or seven thousand acres. Already he has spent “some 

$5,500,000 in lodges, barns, buildings and roads, and I have no doubt but 

what he would take a special interest in the raising of game to replenish 

& his own lands.
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(3) In this area the Gogebic Company, of Ironwood, Michigan, , 

of which Mr. HE, C. Wilson, Iromvood, is manager, is operating. They 
own a hotel at the south end of Lake Gogebic and one at the north end, 

and I believe have, for a consideration, secured the right to use old 

logging trails through the country north of Lake Gogebic to the Porcu- 

pine Mountains - this area to afford them the opportunity for giving 
their guests opportunities for fishing, hunting, etc. This company is 

Puilding for the future and possibly they may be interested in your 

service. i 

(4) This area is controlled by the Great Northwoods Club, 
It contains about 22,000 acres. Mr. J, J. Herbert, of Manistique, 
Michigan, is affiliated with the company and information could be se- 
cured through him. E : 

(5) This area includes 30,000 acres. It belongs to the 
Wisconsin Land & lumber Company and is being developed by them into x 

a modern resort. ir. B. Harold Earle, Hermansville, Michigan, is 
the man in charge. 

(6) In this area, approximately, are to be found the holdings 

2 - of the Hiawatha Sportsman's Club. Dr. Wm. E. MacNamara, Lansing, Michi- 

gan, was the conceiver of the idea and I believe is one of the officers 
“ of the club. The area contains about 50,000 acres, and I believe they 

are interested in the propagation of game fish. 

(7) This area, containing about 28,500 acres, belongs to the 

Buffalonians, Inc., and I believe their plans for its development are ‘ 

not unlike those being used in the development of the North Woods Club 

south of Ishpeming. A letter addressed to the Buffalonians, Inc., Buffalo, 
NeY., would reach them. ; 

(8) This area represents a tract of 40,000 acres belonging to 
the North Woods Club - an outgrowth of the Hamilton Club of Chicago, and 

I believe they can be reached by addressing them in care of the Hamilton 3 
Club, Chicago, Illinois. They have been organized for two or three 

i years and have already made considerable progress in the stocking of 
* their holdings with game and fish, road improvement, new buildings, etc. 

4 (9) This area, consisting of approximately 9,000 acres, belongs 
to the Triangle Ranch, Amasa, Michigan, of which Mr, Chas. H. Schutz, is : 

manager. This project, in which Mr, Judson Rosebush is interested, is 

primarily interested in the grazing of beef cattle. During the past two 
or three years they have developed the "dude ranch" idea, and, consistent 
with this idea, I believe they are interested in the development of fish 

and game birds on their tract and in the adjacent territory. 

a : There may be other similar projects in the Peninsula that do not 
come to my mind at the present time. I suggest that as you approach any 

of the men I have mentioned herein, that you draw out from them the 

. location of additional companies and mgm who have a like interest. 

GEB:HW i Sh hush a ee
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN NEWS DISSEMINATION SERVICE 

FOR RELEASE FEBRUARY 5 

PHEASANTS INCREASED 480 PER CENT AT CUT COSTS 

Ayn Arbor, Feb. 5 - News for sportsmen and farmers is the report that low cost manage- 

ment practices carried out at the Williamston Wild Life Management Project,at Williams- 

ton, Michigan, have resulted in @ 480 per cent increase in pheasants, at a cost of 47 

cents a bird, as compared with the $2.60 which has been tentatively estimated as the 

cost of liberating each pheasant reared by state game farms. 

Actual increases on two saawe totalling 1360 acres were 480 and 443%, says Pro- 

fessor H. M. Wight,of the University of Michigan School of Forestry and Conservation, 

who is in charge of the Williamston project. Costs of the management practices for the 

past year were 5.6 cents per acre, plus 2 cents for initial costs prorated over 20 

years. Tracts left unimproved for comparison showed an increase of approximately 100 

per cent in the pheasant population. 

The aim of the project is to improve game range by well defined management prac- 

tices so as to bring about a marked increase in the wild stock. Incidentally practices 

that are used add to property value by increasing the recreational and scenic values 

and produce assets in the form of fence posts, Christmas trees, fire wood and saleable 

timber, states Professor Wight. 

Since the purpose of releasing birds in the fall is to increase the spring breeding 

stock, comparative costs of the birds reared by different methods which reach the breed- 

ing season should be of greater interest than the costs at the time of the fall release. 

Professor Wight has estimated from figures provided by various states and from the 

cost data derived from the Williamston Project that the fall released game farm bird 

that survives until spring, costs $4.50, while those reared under management practices 

cost but 60 cents. The Williamston Project, begun in 1931, has been sponsored by the 

Izaac Walton League, the Michigan Department of Conservation, co-operating local farm- 

ers, and other agencies. 

UNIVERSITY DORMITORY COSTS REDUCED 

Ann Arbor, Jan. O - Cuts of $10 a semester in room rent and 50 cents a week in board 

were made last week by the Board of Regents of the University of Michigan for all dor- 

mitories, and will take effect in the new semester beginning in February, it has been 

announced. The Lawyer's Club, not directed by the Regents, has taken the same action. 

Board in the University dining halls will be $6.50 a week. 

Photo-Lithoprinted by Edwards Brothers, Inc., Ann Arbor 

Rea



Williamston Tp. Mich. Cover Legend. Izaak Walton League Project 
in Game Management. By Dept. of Geography, U. of Mich. 

Upland Timber Associations 
Al. Oak, hickory, elm, basswood, white ash, cherry. 

wm A. Sugar maple, beech, oak, elm, hickory, white ash, cherry. 
AS. Oak, hickory, beech, maple, ironwood. 

Swamp and Semi-Swamp Timber Associations 
ae Elm, ash, silver maple, swamp white oak, aspen, tamarack, 

willow. : 
i Be. Tamarack, aspen, maple, willow. 

| BS. Elm, ash, oak, silver maple, sycamore, beech, basswood, wal- 

{ nut, butternut, aspen, cherry, cottonwood, tulip. 
\B4. Pin oak, white oak, elm, red maple. 

hrub Brush Associations 
Dl. Willow, aspen, birch, sedges. 
D2. Osier, huckleberry, ilex, tamarack, aspen, birch. 

@ (D3. Aspen, elm, osier, buttonbush, sedges (small pot hole ponds). 
D4. Oak, hickory, aspen, maple, sumach (second growth sprouts 

after cutting). , 
D5. Buttonbush ponds. 

arsh Associations 
Ml. Sedge, bluejoint. 

; M2. Cattail, sedges, sagittarie. 
PY (MS. Water Lily, sagittaria. 

M4. Lake Bullrush, 
M6. Leatherleaf, shagnum, blueberry. 
M7. Sedge, bluejoint, shrub willow, ositer, aspen. 

Non-cropped cleared lands 
-X Apparently abandoned or idle land. , 

G PP Permanent pasture. 
Wp Wet pasture. 

Cropped Lands 
W-wheat, C-corn, 0-oats, R-rye, Br-barley, B-beans, Bw-buckwheat, 
Be-beets, A-alfalfa, Cl-clover, T-timothy, Rt-redtop, Sw-sweet 
clover, Gr-garden, P-peas, Pot. Potatoes, Or. orchard. 

Timber sizes- 3-9, 9-12, etc. indicate average breast high diameters. 

Timber Stocking- ' -scattered stand, " medium stand, ''' heavy stand. 

Fence rows, indicated by waved lines- 
waved line- light and scattered weeds and brush 
with one mark- continuous but narrow strip of brush, trees, weeds. 
with two marks- " and heavy " " " " 

with three marks- " and very heavy " w " " " 
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LANSING, MICHIGAN 

MINUTES OF THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING 

WILLIAMSTON GAME PROJECT 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON - FEBRUARY 13TH, 1932 

DEAN S. T. DANA'S OFFICE - NATURAL SCIENCE BLDG. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ANN ARBOR 

The meeting was called to order at 2:30 p.m., by Dr. K. C. McMurry, 
Chairman. 

Those eee were: MEMBERS: Dr. H. R. Hunt, ir. P. D. Dalke, ifr. P. 
F. English, Dr. S.A. Graham, Dean S. T. Dana, Dr. BE. C. O'Roke, Dr. 
M.D, Pirnie, Dr. K. C. McMurry, Mr. H. F. Harper, Mr..Thomas ilacClure, 
Mr. A. D. Ruhl, Mr. David Damon} Mr. J. W. Stack, Ur. G. W. Bradt, Ur, 
H..M. Wight. Guests included: Dr. C. L. Hubbs, director of the fnsti- 
tute for Fisheries Research, University of Michigan; Dr. L. R. Dice, 
of the University Museum of Zoology; Mr. Trippensee, who is a Junior 
in the School of Pie & Conservation, starting a study of the 
cottontail rabbit; Mr. Wm. H. Long, who 1s working on the Williamston 
area, ba ba the effect of cover management on song birds; and iir. 
R. BE. Yeattor, who is conducting a study solely of Hungarian Partridge. . 

Dr. Graham submitted a report, which is attached, on the future pro- 
eran, as to the work and surveys to be carried out, this work to con- 
inue until 1934. His report and program was adopted upon motion 

made and supported. 

The matter of releasing cee i Ss on one of the test areas, 
to be studied and surveyed by Messrs. Wight, Dalke and English, was, 
subject to considerable discussion. On motion made and supported, LG 
was the sense of the meeting that this investigation and study be 
carried through; and the State Conservation Derr nea through Mr. 
ae Ruhl, promised to turn over a number of these birds at an early 
ate. 

A general discussion followed on the work that has been done to date 
on the Williamston Project, lead by Mr. Wight. 

Dr. Hunt reported on Mr. Damon's work on pheasants at the State Col- 
ae especially with regard to development of repellents and their 
effect upon pheasants. 

Informal discussion was carried on throughout the afternoon, the 
meeting adjourning at 6:00 p.m.
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WILLIAMSTON PROJECT 
prewate atus and Future Plans 

This memorandum attempts to outline briefly the present status and 
future plans for the work at Williamston. In order to make clear the 
significance of the eo ee and plans it will be necessary to 

ge the see a facts and principles on which the work is based, 
and the purpose of the project. 

Background of Facts and Principles 
; If we are to be successful in the Hanesenent of any animal, whether 
it be domestic, semi-wilc, or wild, or if it is to succeed without man- 
eet four fundamental requirements of the animal must be satisfied. 
These ave: 1. Food 

2. Shelter (protection from the elements) 
3. Protection from enemies (including man) : 

: 4, enor sane ty for successful gt debate 
It is essential that we keep in mind each of these requirements in any 
management project. 

If all these requirements are satisfied for any animal in ert giv- 
en place, then that animal will be successful. If they are not all 
satisfied the animal will tend to die out. The number of a certain 
animal which is normally present on any given area is an index of the 
degree to which these four requirements have been met; and since "a 
chain is no stronger than its weakest link,” the number of the animal 
that can live in any locality is determined by that requirement which 
has been most poorly satisfied. 

_ During two years protic: to the establishment of the Williamston 
Project, Professor Wight studied these requirements as a effected 
the pheasant and other forms of wild life on an area near Northville 
oe. In the course of this work he determined how and to what de- 
fo hese four requirements are satisfied under natural conditions in 
ichigan, and what rn raaeers mee ae improved_in order to obtain a 

larger population of desirable wild life, especially pheasants. 

He found that food, during the greater part of the year at least, 
was abundant. In fact, during the past few years, food nas never been 
a serious problem except in certain places. Frequently, however, food 
and shelter were not found close together and its Se err ET or 
the risk entailed in leaving their shelter to find food, helped to hold 
down the pheasant population. 

. He found that the number of nests in an area depended upon the 
size of the territory defended by one male, the crowing area, and the 
proportion of males and females. Under some arrangements of cover the 
crowing areas would be small and there would be room for more cocks in 
the same locality. If the hens exceeded the cocks in number, more than 
one nest might be made in a single crowing area, whereas if the sexes 
were equal only one nest per crowing area would be found. Thus, a pre- 
dominance of hens and a cover arrangement which permitted small crowing 
areas seemed to promise best results. 

He found how farm activities affected the pheasant and other ani-
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mals and how some of the unfavorable effects of these operations might 
be reduced, He found how the change of season affected the food and 
cover requirements of the birds, and how by management the requirements 
could be more satisfactorily met at different seasons. 

_ All these things which he discovered pointed to the possibility 
of increasing pheasants, or ai other form of life for that matter, by 
the application of sound methods of cover management. He developed a 
picture of how ideal pheasant cover should be arranged. 

_ He had reached these conclusions through study of natural condi- 
tions, but he had not found oy opportunity to attempt fs peda cover 
improvement operations. He had a clear idea of how an ideal area 
should be arranged, but there had been little or no To to test 
out various means of accomplishing the end desired, is was the next 
step planned and tentative arrangements had been made to carry on a 
series of tests at Northville. 

This was the situation when the Williamston Project began. The 
fundamental principles of pheasant management had been worked out, but 
the technic of management was in the formative state. 

The Purpose of the Williamston Project 
The re of that portion of the Williamston Project in which 

the University is taking part is to demonstrate the eee lity of 
handling wild life by cover management. If all the details of manage- 
ment technic had been puree worked out and tested, the project 
would have been ake simple. It would then only have been necessary to 
lay out a ip yy plan, seo be Pag the necessary fencing and planting 
operations, and keep a periodic record of pheasant abundance. 

! re ey this was not possible. It was first neccssary to 
build a working p an based rect gine | upon theory rather than experience, 
and then, when this theoretical plan was put into effect, to watch 
closely the results of each part of the operation upon the ore and 
Cy ge other forms of wild life. This was essential in order 
that we might know which operations produced the most satisfactory re- 
sults and which failed to produce the results desired, 

Organization of the Project 
It seemed obvious from the start that the intensive management of 

the entire area of Williamston township was too large an undertaking to 
ee Therefore, three areas of approximately a section each were 
selected and put under intensive management. The work involved in ob- 
serving original conditions, planning and carrying out the management 
program, observing the effects of each management operation upon the | 
pheasant, and the study of interrelations and indirect effects, made it 
necessary to have at least one man on the job throughout the entire 
year and at least three men during the summer. The aie ot Prof. 
light to the euyect and the fellowships and other assistance provided 
by the Izaak fal on League, made available this necessary man power, 
and made possible the improvement by planting and fencing according to 
the working plan. 

These mamagement activities were all placed under the immediate
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supervision of Prof. Werte who Be has conducted the work of 
cover improvement pe ation studies, and tests of the open range 
rearing a Phe ast mentioned item was conducted for the triple 
ad a of giving information on the requirements of poe, birds as to 
ood and cover under natural conditions, to show the reaction of young 

birds to the cover SEE Oy ene eh es and to increase the population quick- 
ly to near the saturation point on a poor stocked area, Incidental- 
ly it_will also help to demonstrate the effect of cover improvements 
in holding birds on an area. 

Observations on natural foods re eared to Paul D. Dalke, and 
observations upon the causes of oie at various times was assigned 
to P. F. English. The importance of both of these projects is obvious. 
si thoues the general nena ee eee was divided in this manner in 
order that each man should have certain definite responsibility, never~ 
theless each worker has by no means confined his activities to his ow 
limited sphere, but has, whenever the opportunity has arisen, made 
other observations. 

; In addition to the eo above listed, W. H. hone a student 
in the School of Forestry and Conservation, is studying at his own ex- 
pense the effect of cover management upon song and insectivorous birds. 

The importance of all this observational work in connection with 
a Beaeet such as this where the main oe is a demonstration of the 
effects of cover management, aay not at first thought be clear, but 
when we consider that the results of this preseees which has attracted 
national attention, are bound to be the target of criticism end that it 
will be impossible to answer criticisms if we do not know exactly what 
has been accomplished and how by each management operation, the need 
for complete records is apparent. 

Another angle of eure management by cover bp which is 
sometimes overlooked, but which should be seriously considered, is the 
by tale of saturation. In this connection the law of diminishing re- 
urns applies to pheasant production as in other things. We can in- 

crease aor by cover management with a only to a certain point. 
Beyond that point the expense entailed will be es popone by results. 
The studies at Williamston should throw light on this question and 
oe give us some indication of how far we can go in cover manage- 
ment. 

Aside from the management problems already discussed, observations 
are adding much to our knowledge of wild life, which should be of value 
in the development of future management plans both at Viilliamston and 
other places. 

Cover Improvements at Williamston in 1931 
In planning the covey improvements in 1931 the first consideration 

was to iano’ fhe bunienentas requirements of the birds. The plans 
were made with these RE ao pong: constantly in mind. If successful, 
these improvements would bring about an increase in bird numbers and 
improve hunting conditions. nother ee matter, that of harmon 
se cover improvements with farm practices, was continually kept in 
mind.
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One of the vie results of this project is that cover man- 

—_ tends to increase the hunting area ene the birds, 
whereas in an unmanaged tract the birds are likely to be concentrated 
in a few naturally favorable places. It seems obvious that if we can 
increase by oe the number of birds on a. given picce of land 
and at the same time scatter the birds more widely over the area, we 
shall not only improve hunting in terms of number of birds available, 
but also in terms of cate grounds as well. Under such conditions 
it can well be seen that both a longer season nt ee bia limits . 
might be possible, and the hunting preserve law might be extended to 
cover not oe those areas on which birds are liberated, but also 
those areas where the increase of birds is obtained by effective cover 
Management. 

The actual improvements to date on the Williamston area consist of: 
1. Strips of small grain. (Along field 
2. Strips of hay. margins for 
3. Strips of corn and soybeans. most part.) 
4, Fence row improvement by planting shrubs, vines and 

trees along the fences. 
5. Food and cover patches. 
6. Tree and shrub foe 
7. Fencing small patches to protect natural 

cover, especially nesting cover. 

During the spring and early summer of 1931 the following plentings 
and ae were made on the three test areas: 

43,000 trees and shrubs on areas ranging in size from 1 to 7% acres. 
20 miles of fence row improvement. 
2Q miles of cover and food strips. 
290 rods of woven wire fence. 
28 food patches ranging in size from 1/8 to 1 acre in area, 

The cost per_acre of these improvements was 124 cents per year, 
calculating the ple iiee of grains and other roe as an 
annual expense and the tree and shrub plantings as a capital invest- 
ment at 4% per cent to be amortized in 20 years. 

In general these plantings have been of distinct value, although 
some have not held up as well as others. The effects of the tree and 
shrub plantings cannot bd be seen except as the pe of these 
pieek ines has brought about the improvelient of natural vegetation, 
rom the Bere season's experience with annual plants, it will now be 

possible to improve decidedly the food end cover patches and strips an- 
other year. 

From the number of pheasants now on the area it appears that the 
i ay Mt has been materially increased on the test areas. With fur- 
her improvements in the choice of plants and the location of food and 

cover Bent hes, future Se should be still more effective. 
Furthermore, when the shrub and tree plantings have a on another sea- 
son or two of growth the possible population should then be still 
greater. 

Present Status of the Project 
Thus, much progress has been made in the cover management progren
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at Williamston and, although the poraaaene ur eroaeets in tree and 
shrub pleasing have not as hog made sufficient growth to show much ef- 
fect, the annual pape renee s already seem to have had an effect eer 
the pheasant population. ‘The results will be more evident after the 
winter check up, which is to be made soon. 

_ Another season will pergtt the correction of some of the mistakes 
in selection of pence which resulted fiom inexperience and should show 
still more valuable results. One more year should complete the study 
of natural foods, but the work on causes of mortality will require two 
more years. 

The mortality studies include observations on all factors which may 
result in death of poeeran se from the time ee hatch until they reach 
a ripe old age such as weather, diseases, predatory mammals, predatory 
birds, compe ition with other forms of Life, pane anong the birds 
themselves, ge One Taped activities, and hunting. Attempt will be made 
to determine the effect of cover management upon these factors in order 
that ee conditions for the pheasant may not be offset by increased 
mortality due to any of these causes. 

When all these studies are completed and when sufficient time has 
elapsed for the full effect of the cover inp oe to be manifest 
it will be possible to draw conclusions as to the effectiveness of the 
management program. Any conclusions drawn prior to that time must be 
regarded as tentative, and subject to modification as the work proceeds. 

Plans for the future 
_ Present pene contemplate the cere hee ot the project at the ear- 

liest possible time. This requires the continuation of Dalke's fellow- 
ship for one year from July 1, 1932, and of English's for a rae of 
two years from that date. The studies ayes which Prof, Wight is coe neee 
should be none in two years. Thus the project will be finishe 
by June 30,1934. In addition to salary and expenses the only necessary 
cost will be a relatively small expense for the annual plantings. The 
meee aes has been made that an aerial map of the township would be 
useful in connection with the pare but it is felt that this is one 
of the many desirable things which we can do without if necessary. 
Therefore it is not included in the estimates. 

Estimated Cost of Balance of Project 

University of Michigan 

Salary for Prof, ig i during sumaers of 1932 and 1933, | 
and from time to time during winters..............¢3, 900.00 

Field expenses for Prof. ie gaa a sats rake 1,000.00 
Field expenses for fellows during balance of present 

PAG VEAL ie Cia indoule lean dig ANE HEAMAIO TaN Niue Gsw'g oan 6 a's Moe Gigs eeCua 
GMA DUM ee oe ual ead asistoipiereyatinie/cisle(eyn conte rc ic's/ em gia eslee! UV OUUOU 
Glevical and sbenographic Services se. cees see eerceces  CUU.O0 
Poblacapion of SClentiiic! Vesn Ita ia ses be aed vie gee eUnOe 

$6,050.00
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Izaak Walton League 

Fellowships - i 
oe - balance of present fiscal year, 6 mo. 
@ P00 POF MO... scrsrsmecscsccsgncerorereevenens Pbyo00e00 

Dalke for fiscal year 1932-33 @ $2,400 per yr.... 2,400.00 
English - belance of present fiscal year, 

TOs (Gig OU DOr MOsasvchs ecu sree se aes ce siege) LoOueuU 
English for fiscal years 1932-33, 1933-34 
@ ia Dan AROUM saeuuiee ee mabas cues Ss 6 ¥en eis, een SOU 

Field expenses for fellows for 1932-33........+4 600.00 
Field’ expenses for fellow 1933-34... 00.06% .5.00% 300.00 

BOOd) SUITES TENG) DSECNSS ih a eielsigih siaiercialal ateigiiys «oie sie 'einle 400.00 

$10,900.00 

Summary of Williamston Project 

Lone Pasegreund of facts and Bae was developed through studies 
by Prof. Wight prior to undertaking the Williamston work. In. these 
previous studies he had determined the food, shelter, protection, 
and reproduction requirements of the pheasant, 

2. Thus the principles underlying cover pe had been worked out 
but the technic of management was in the formative state. 

3, Since the details of pinageneot technic had not been developed, it 
was et to construct the working plan on the basis of theory 
and a knowledge of agricultural practices... 

4, Because the plan was based on theory and because of the necessity 
of knowing se the results of each operation upon pheasant pop- 
ulation in order to demonstrate conclusively to the es the 
possibilities of cover management, it was necessary to have suffi- 
cient man power available to carry on the required observations. 

5. This need was met by the appointment of two fellows by the Izaak 
Walton League and the assignment by the University of Prof. Wight 
to the project. 

6. Prof. Wight was given the supervision of the entire project and 
with the assistance of the two fellows, has been pally conduc- 
ting the work of cover improvement, population studies, and cpen 
range rearing. Dalke was assigned for his special work a study of 
natural foods, and to English was assigned a study of the causes of 
mortality. 

7.. Cover ee: during 1931 consisted of planting: 
a. 43,000 trees and shrubs on areas ranging in size from 

1 to 7% acres. 
b,. 20 miles of fence row improvement. 
c. 20 miles of cover and food strips. 
c. 290 rods of woven wire fence. : 
e. 28 food patches from 1/8 tc 1 acre in area.
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8. The annual cost of such improvement over a period of 20 years, 

based on the cost in 1931, is 123 cents per acre per year. 

9. Any conclusions drawn now as _to the effect of this cover manage- 
ment preseee must be peas as tentative, since there has not 
been time for even the herbaceous plantings to show their full ef- 
fect, whereas one or two years of additional eros will be re- 
Mes to being the tree and shrub plantings to effective size. 
evertheless, there is now a heavier oe on the test areas 

than there was a year ago. The results to date are therefore very 
encouraging. 

10. If this demonstration of cover management works out as it now prom- 
ises to do, it will show not only that the pap yat age of birds on 
a geen area can be much increased by this method, but also that a 
better distribution of birds over the area will result, ‘Thus the 
land suitable for oengeng i will be increased, hunters will be more 
scattered, and there will be less likelihood of aes the birds 
pred from good cover than is the case on unmanaged lands wuere both 
birds and hunting are concentrated upon these areas which happen to 
be favorable. 

1l. Under such conditions it seems probable that a managed area would 
stand heavier hunting than unmanaged areas and that the hunting 
Pere law might logically be extended to include tracts where 
he pee of birds is being conducted by cover management as 

well as those where pen-raised birds are liberated. 

12.. The present plan is to continue the study for two more years from 
ee The study of natural foods will be completed one year 
Sarlien, (1.6. by dune 30, 1933. The oe of mortality factors 
must continue until - June 30, 1934, if complete results are to be 
obtained, 

13. The estimated cost of prey aae the oe to completion is approx- 
imately $16,950. About $6,050 of this will be carried by the tini- 
versity of ifichigan,, which leaves $10,900 to be taken care of by 
the League. 

14, It would lend much to the stability of the project if we could have 
definite assurance that these funds will be forthcoming.
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Azank Walton League of America 
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LANSING, MICHIGAN 

November 4, 1931 

Dear Sir: 

MR, WIGHT'S REPORT ON THE WILLIAMSTON PROJECT 

Herewith the first of a series of reports on 
the Williamston Wild Life eres being sent 
to Chapters of the League in Michigan, members 
of the National Executive Board, National League 
Headquarters, State Board of Governors, members 
:. the Project Committee, farmers of Williamston 
ownship and to a number of conservationists and 

scientists throughoit the United States. 

Other abi concerning the ovigin and develop- : 
ment of the project and its bearing on farm game 
powcr will be sent in due course, as well as 
reports on the field work of Messrs. Dalke, Damon, 
English end Long. 

Sincerely yours, 

2200 Cle? 

Earl ¢, i 
Executive decretary
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Wild Life Management Project - - Williamston, Michigan 

Progress Report for the Period June 15 to September 15, 1931 

by 
H. M. Wight 

School of Forestry and Conservation, University of Michigan. 

The personnel consisting of Wight, Dalke and Pie ee have worked joint- 
ly in their efforts to complete the program outlined for the summer 
period, each emphasizing his individual field of investigation. The 
cana has been to consider numerous diversified subjects, and only 

hrough extremely ma hours and consistent hard work, on the part of 
the complete personnel, has the following been accomplished. 

l. Laboratory Facilities 

The L at consisting of two rooms, of the old Van Ostran home site 
was made available at a nominal cost by Ml. L. Van Ostran; and by the 
addition of roofing, locks and lumber provided by League funds, the 
field force has been able to et tacmselves and ir. Damon with a bed 
adequate field laboratory Here the field equipment, preservatives, an 
other materials are kept. The laboratory is in constant use for pur- 
poses of analyzing, preserving and carrying on routine technique. 

2. Bcolozical Equipment 

The School of Forestry and Conservation of the University of Michigan 
has provided complete field equipment for ecological investigation. It 
consists of a neces ee neresh with a weather shelter, sling re 
meters, rain gauges, black and white bulb atmometers, poe er, 
and other equipment which will be provided to meet winter weather con- 
ditions. 

3. Ecological Stations 

To date the ecological set-up consists of the following: 
Station No. 1. ee the open hay field type, is located at the 

la Pon it consists of oe pee sling 
psychrometer, black and white bulb thermometers set for 
comparative data, rain gauge, and black and white evap- 
orimeter. 

Other stations carry the same equipment except that 
the hygro-thermograph and rain gauge are not used. They 
are located as follows: 

Station No. 2, Fence row type. 

Station No. 3. Herbaceous plant and black locust planting.
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Station No. 4. Cut-over woods. 

Station No. 5. Open grazed woods, 

Station No. 6. Dense spruce-tamarack and huckleberry swamp. 

Station No. 7. Sedge marsh typei 

A potentiometer station makes it, possible to read temperature simul- 
taneously at nine different points. ‘They represent: 

1. Dense coppice 64 Leatherleaf 
oe ee swamp 7, Open grazed pasture 
3. EY grazed woods a. Scotch pine planting 
4. Blue joint marsh 9. Nine feet high in open woods 
5. Dense marsh brush 

Another station is located in an crea where a Eaves number of pheasants 
roost each nite. Here temperature, light intensity and relative hu- 
midity are recorded. 

Readings are started each morning at oo sunrise and require 
about an hour's time for completion. By this pik pi} go the data 
that are gathered throughout the pour are kept relatively constant and 
are more Closely associated with the daily and seasonal activity of 
the pheasant than when a definite clock time is set for the readings. 

The information derived from this pert of the program is very hah ag 
correlated with each division of the pre ieeh It is the policy of the 
workers to attempt to analyze all of the factors that in any way affect 
distribution, mortality, food habits, development, population, etc. 

To illustrate the necessity of < propery conse analysis of the 
Feyeacel factors working on an area, mention will be made here of a 
ew practicel applications which we expect to make. 

1. In the management of the pogeecnt we wish to know why this bird 
chooses @ certain definite habitet ot different times pee | and se2son- 
elly, in order thet we may provide the conditions that real ily meet 
their requirements or develop phe of communication which meke such 
areas readily cvaileble without exposing the birds to unnecessary dan- 
ger. 

&. The phessent's cpproach to its roosting site or its time of leav- 
ing the roost in the morning is apparently closely connected with do- 
finite ee factors. These must be known eccurately as they cffect 
the health of the bird, in many woys. ungng tne imminent dengers, (1) 
weakening through insufficient food, (2 ye from enemies, (3) loss 
to the aree. of meny birds which do not find the right combination of 
fectors to meet their minimum requirements. 

Mcnagement serouars is to provide the essentials which will raise the 
naturel conditions to a point well above the minimum requirements, or 
to produce artificial conditions to meet the demend. 

2



3. We have elready derived information regarding the mortality of 
young birds as effected by definitely known precipitation conditions. 

4, The provision of suitable nesting sites is among the most reer 
of the aes problems. To date nothing is know regarding the be- 
havior reactions essociated with the selection of al sites or the 
relative Ate eee of these sites or the actual pares factors in- 
volved at different sites, The spring of 1932 should produce definite 
information on this subject. 

These are ay a few of the many problems associated with the proper 
utilization of ecological equipment. 

The Open Renge Pheasant Rearing Experiment 

fhe pheasant is one of the most difficult birds to observe in the wild 
state because of the tienen to successfully conceal themselves in the 
dense cover of their chosen habitat. For this reason an accurate ac- 
cumulation of a large amount of deta on many phases of their activity 
has been impossible in the Ett It wes obvious that if certain data 
were to be obtained it would be necessary, in some menner, to place 
the birds under more direct control, The methods employed, in rearing 
this bird in cee ee do not provide sufficiently similar conditions 
to those under which he pheasant naturally develops, to warrant a 
study of the bird reph in captivity. During 1930 the writer con- 
ceived the idea of liberating birds with a domestic hen in natural 
cover. This was tried with such success that it seemed feasible to 
pursue such a method on sn extensive scale. 

Through the assistance of the Game Division of the ete Department 
of Conservation 480 day-old gp re of four different kinds were. 
provided. These consisted o a Joe tae Mongolian, cross and versi- 
color. Full field equipment, including 30 hens, 30 oe 30 runways, 
30 shelters and the water dishes for both hens and chicks, was also 
prorat by the Department of Conservation. This equipment was de- 
ivered on Test Arca No. 2 by Mr. Lemont in nereon who has from the 

first cooperated whole-heartedly and whose advice has been exceedingly 
valuable. 

These birds were distributed in qreupe of 16 to a coop, as indicated 
upon the ae enn oe map. The distribution was too wide for efficien- 
cy end economy under the conditions which preveled, and the limited 
time availeble for their care. 

Among the various phases of the Pro sseEs thet of determining the fac- 
tors affecting saturation seems to be very important. During the pee 
few years en adequate study of this eran has not been possible be» .. 
cause of the comperatively et population of birds on any area loca- 
ted. It was, therefore, hoped that by introducing a comparatively 
large number of birds onto one area that the conditions would be pro- 
vided whereby saturation problems could be satisfactorily initiated 
another spring. | In the meantime, the additional birds would es 
material for an investigetion of the factors of sree food habits, 
the factors associated with dispersal, the reaction to the management 
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practices already established on the area, extensive information on 
rowth and epee al and direct observations on the habits of the 
ie from day-old pheasants on. Incidentally, it was hoped thet some 

definite information would be made evaileble on the efficiency and de- 
Sirability of the open renge method of rearing birds as ¢ genercl prac- 
tice. 

Procedure 
The efficiency of this method of handling pheasents hes not been defin- 
itely determined beccuse of the overlepping in the procedure followed. 
The work wes naturally divided into two fiélds, the actual cere of the 
birds and the much more time-consuming work of collecting the scientif- 
ic information. 

The hens with the young phecs-nts were liberated from the peas when 
the pheassnts were from one to four drys old, but He were shut in the 
coops each night. During the first wock ey were fed five times daily; 
Soe the second week taoree times deily, end during the third week they 
were Ted oy night end morning end only e smell emount of food. ithen 
four weeks old the young birds gathered prectic:lly cll their om food. 
The four o'clock feeding was kept up, however, to decoy them back to 
the coops, ‘iater has been provided then constantly as a means of lo- 
calizing their movemenis. 

The garaerine of the scientific data was not so simple, It cousisted 
of the following routine: 

1. Hach individual flock was checked at night as it was driven into 
the coop. Later, when they outgrew the tendency to roost in the coos, 
oe were observed on the roost and a description of the site was re~ 
corded. 

é,_ Bach morning they were counted as they left the coops. This pro- 
vided the sana accurate tally that it was possible to obtain, and so 
when they no longer returned to the coops only a partial daily tally 
was possible. 

3. Every observation on individual flocks was recorded throughout the 
day, ool yee 3 amass of information on their distribution in cover and 
their food habits, etc. 

4, The young birds were wing-banded when one week old and a week later 
they were leg-banded with various combinations of colored celluloid 
spiral bands. 

5. The losses within the individual flocks were recorded as completely 
as possible, Deeth was caused by 2 number of agencies in the fol loving 
order of occurrence, recorded here on the besis of cge: 

1. Death within the coop; probably by abnormally week 
birds being trampled by the hon. 

2. Leg weckncss. 
3. Lost from flock. 
4, &éverse weether conditions. 
os \ Predators. 
6. Fighting, (4) 
dre Teaadont,



Mention should be made especially of the early ae ae ech was ob- 
viously natural due to some inherent weakness. Jomparatively few 
deaths occurred from this cause that could bs accounted for, but very 
Preresy a certain percentage of those lost from the flock might have 
een in this group. 

6. The individual flocks were weighed weekly and certain measurements 
were taken. This was done early in the morning before they were liber- 
ated for the day. 

7, At the time of meting pnd measuring, a blood sample was taken 
from both the hen and the flock, and two series of droppings were col- 
lected from the coops for an examination for patholcgical condition 
and for the determination of food taken. The exact age of this mater- 
ial was definitely determined through a thorough cleaning of the coops 
on the previous day. 

This work was comparatively simple end certain during the earlier oges, 
but once the young left the coops permanently the work became extremely 
time consuming. : 

8. Each bird recovered dead end all thet were especially collected 
have been cared for as follows; ' | 

1. As accurate « determination of the factors ccusing the mortality 
as Was te recorded. : 

2. The bird was weighed ond the Pohang neon were teken: 
length, extent of wings, wing, tail, bill, eye, foot-body, tcrsus- 
toe, each toc, foot, spur, end oye patch as it developed. 

dee ae Sune was removed ond preperod for the plumage acvelopment 
study. 

4. The Danie wes thon given 2 preliminary exeminotian. end after 
the removal cf the crov and gizzcra was preserved for laboratory 
exeminetion of pathologicrl orgcnism. : 

5. The crop end gizzard were presc:ved for future enelysis of food 
contents end eee ae orgonism. i 

6. In mature birds the testes end ovarios heve been prescrved in 
speci:l fixetives for future cytologiccl study. 

Results to Dete of the Investigation of the Open Range Birds 

l. Food and Cover Studies 

Approximately seventy-five sets of crops end gizzards are now available 
from the young developing birds, This informetion is eee by 
a series of several hundred semples of eee he taken at known ages, 
and a eo mass of notes on the food habits of the birds 2s they are 
actually observed in their natural habitats. 

The eet yee of this meterigzl should provide the nee eee informa- 
ne on the food hebits of the young of any geme species thus far stu- 
ied. 

The value of this study is Seg ee enhanced by an enelysis of the 
prevailing available food on the — ed over by the birds previous to
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their collection. 

Supplementing this information are appro 40 sets of crops and. 
gizzards from wild pheasants collected within the township. A compari- 
son of these two groups should provide valuable information. 

2. Growth curves 

Weights of approximately 1,500 birds at ages ranging from one day to 
sorely two tye have been’ taken. This Ceeivies intone te 
oo curve for each of the four kinds of pheasants under investiga- 
ion. This is the most extensive material on any species thus far 

published. 

3. Measurements 

The pear number of measurements taken forms a mass of data yet to be 
analyzed. It is already obvious that the length of the spurs is a very 
reliable indication of sex and that the information will pone a 
ia pe of the foot, which will enable a comparatively accurate. 
etermination of the oge of poerrenty Do TOuss the measurement of their 

tracks. Undoubtedly much other practices] informetion will be obtzined 
from these records. 

4, Plumage Development 

The series of skins provide a permenent record of the trend in pro’ 
development, end we ape to be able to describe the process in detail. 
Such informztion is valuable to the investigstor of mortclity factors 
as a means of edge Pr 1 age_of birds or bird pat found in the 
field, ond the eee of birds collected for food habit study can quite 
accurately be determined by comparison with the skin series. 

2. Droppings «s_an Index to Age 

Measurements have been made of areppi nee collected weekly. From this 
data we have found that it is possible to ore a comparatively clear 
curve which will enable the field observer to determine the age of 
young pheasants by measuring the droppings left in the roost. 

6. Mortality Factors 

An attempt nas been made to check the death of each bird, and while 
this has, of course, been impossible, an unusually large percentage of 
the mortalities have been accounted for. 

A qualitative census of. the gh on the area has been made and the 
eae are areas noted, ‘To date the following animals have been 
identiil1ea: 

Hawks: Marsh, red-tail, Cooper's, sharp~sainned, and red-shouldered. 
Owls: Screech and barred. 
Mammals: Weasel, raccoon, skunk, house cat and dog. i 
Rodents: 4 field mouse census was taken in the surrounding groin 

fields through a count of mice located beneath tne shocks. 
This was done when the grain was bane pa haned onto the 
wagons. A comparatively light peels ion was found, in- 
dicating the results of 2 comparatively heavy hawk ond (6)
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weasel population. 

7. Pathological Factors 

beproxiintely 540 samples of droppings have been gathered from young 
pheasants of all ages. These have been carefully preserved for labor- 
atory analysis. 

Over 500 blood smears have been taken for an examination of blood para- 
sites. In addition, approximately 75 carcasses of pheasants, represen- 
tative of all ages, should give very complete information on any path- 
ological organisms present. 

8. Physical Factors 

A complete record of temperature, epeereticn. relative humidity 
light is end precipitation taken et verious locations and un- 
der rere habitat conditions provides pas information from which. 
t obtain date. regerding this group of factors in reletion to mortali- 
ye 

9. Biotic Factors 

Two mersa hewks' nests have been uhder observation :nd 2 totel of 126 
ae end es meny cercasses hove been collected from these birds. 

n analysis of these, coupled with a field observations, should 
eh information indicative of the status of these birds for the area. 

totel of 214 owl pellets has been collected and enclysis will be 
mede of their content during the winter. 

Field observ-tions on habits and eee aly the relation of hawks to 
pheasents will supply a velueble eddition to knowledge already known. 

Some very interesting ond surprising inform:tion has elready been de- 
termined through direct observation. Among the more yee: is that 
bearing on mortelity due to fighting cmong birds of different flocks. 

Insufficient information has as yet been obtained from which to draw 
any definite conclusions on this important ue but a good start 
has been made and a Cone eee heavy population of pheasants is now 
available on an area with which the workers are well acquainted and 
another season is most certain to produce a large mass of information 
regarding the mortality factors of the pheasant. 

Anong the important phases of the mortality study now initiated is the 
problem of determining some definite manner of making a quantitative 
census of the predators on the area, This group is so exce,tionally 
hard to locate that any means of determining their numbers by a direct 
count is out of the question. It is enay to specify these animals as 
present, common, abundant, etc., but such terms are without any ade- 
quate definition. The problem of determining some definite census on 
a quantitative basis is essential to this study. During the 1930 sea- 
son consistent results were derived from dust rings pee about ony 
pheasant nests. The various predators returned night after Deets The 
same scheme is now = utilized in an attempt to devise a method of 
censusing predators. This work i been turned over to tir. English,



who now has 30 such "dust_tallies" scattered Pree aoit vourcnentel 
aypes of cover. These will be at in operation throughout the year. 

é bait acting as a decoy, and at the same time as food, should not 
prove dengerous to bird HE Soquel The first light snow should pro- 
vide interesting information on numbers, dens, distances traveled, 
etc,, ond will yield the most accurate qucntitative census yet devised. 

Menagement Experiments 

1. The evergreen and shrub pee made during the spring of the 
to hove been under constant observ-tion. In spite of the dry season, 
he loss saRS the evergreen hos peen low end about normal for most of 

the shrubs. Growth has been good. With but one exception, each of the 
f a ong ereas utilized for tree end shrub plenting hss been protected 

rom grazing end the vegetative growth stends out in marked contrast 
to the surrounding grezed areas. Bach area now provides feeding , 
oe dust betis, retreats, ond roosting sites for pe ae This 
efinitely proves the expediency of such_e mexsure. Theso ereas will 

be posted sgcinst hunting during the fcll opon scason end should pro- 
vide a retreat for the hen pee ee oes Their value as winter cover is 
assured end we anticipate their utilization as nesting sites cnother 
spring. 

2. The food patches, erie slow in starting, hove made remarkable 
growth end there is a good stand in cech of the 27 plots. 

The proso end buckwneat proved to be excellent early foods, and have 
attrected some pheascnts snd many song birds to cach plot. 

The use of millet was questionable owing to the large amount of wild 
foxtail which et abundance of natural food. Fortunately, how- 
ever, the German millet has not matured eee for the seeds 
to become eee to the time when the foxtail seeds were peed 
shed. The German millet made remarkable growth even in the poorer an 
drier soils, and on the richer soils it peenopes heads 12 inches long 
and over an inch in diameter and completely filled with seeds. It 
stands up well and may provide a fair winter cover. ‘The Sudan grass 
forms dense cover with sufficient dry undercover to produce excellent 
roosting conditions. Some of the best Sudan grass is ee feet tall. 
It is readily wind blown and may not stand up. The sorghum has done 
well in most instances and its maximum growth is over ten feet. It 

a gai the best cover where it was sowed thick and grew about five 
ect, 

The sunflowers were sowed in every ferns of density desirable for ex- 
oe purposes. They have headed well and shouid be the heaviest 

ood producer of the entire group. 

The most veluable informetion to be derived from our food paren studies 
is thet provided by the various mixed combiictions. To dete insuffi- 
cient study has been iiade to warrent conclusions, and the lete fall 
ond winter studies of the different food 2nd cover combinations ore es~ 
ae before a finsl stctement regarding their reletive velue crn be 
made. 
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Buckwheat is nearly consumed by squirrels and birds and the stalks are 
so broken as to provide better cover. 

3. Food and cover strips adjacent to grain fields. 

arene the various plants used for this pes flax and field peas pro- 
duced the best results when planted with oats. ‘The flax appears to 
have been a marked attraction even when the pheasants were quite youne. 
It produced well and stands exceedingly well. oe succeeded in the 

det moist soils, but did not germinate well under the drier condi- 
ions. 

4, Fence row improvement, 

It is too early to obtain definite information on the results of these 
plantings. In some places the mountain ash is being severely cut by 
rabbits but the mulberry seems to be more rabbit resistant. The sweet 
clover has germinated quite eeehy and has made a good acne The 
vines have not as yet made sufficient growth to have any effect on 
cover, 

The marked influence of these phen ee has been very effective, how- 
ever, as areas) cutting and burning have been retarded ee eeeralty 
eliminated, producing a marked improvement in fence row conditions. 

Hach farmer has been visited for the purpose of arranging for penens 
for services rendered. The crane of cooperation has been remarkable, 
many refusing any payment, and the remainder placing the phere on a 
labor cost basis. Generally eee the improvements have demonstra- 
ted some vere) but winter utilization will provide the real evidence 
of their value. Pictures have been taken of the various ee 
and the series will be continued seasonally over a period of years. 

Bird Censuses 

W. H. Long, also a student of the School of Forestry and Conservation 
and working for credit through July and August, made a ay census of 
the song birds on Section 14: His census consisted of counting the 
birds on each of four improved areas and four areas of the same type 
which were not arrest and which were open to ge acl By this method 
any differences which exist through the influence of fencing and plant- 
ing are recorded for the first ee Naturally, such differences should 
increase annually, but already there is a marked pein toward a high- 
er population of both song birds and game birds within the managed 
areas. (His work was carefully planned and executed and his results 
are worthy of publication.). 

Game Bird Census 

During the latter part of August the semi-annual census was taken. 

The area directly south of Test Area No. 1 was chosen as a check area, 
it penne the only section that was comparable to Section 14. Table 1 
gives the results of census work. (9)
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Table I 

A's yr Intro Total A's per Hunt. 
Area Sect. Acreage No, Birds Bir Duced No.Birds Bir Conds. 

i 14 540 102 6.27 100 202 3.16 mentee 
e 

Bi 2y8510,0R 600 47 17.02 203 250 3.2 No 
eile Sept.15 Hntng. 

3 8,459,100 560 90 6.22 None 90 6.22 Re- 
stricted 

4 23 640 101 6.33 100 201 3.18 Re- 
Stricted 

2,640 340 7.76 403 743 3.55 
—aooaoaoaoaoaaaaTEEaEaaEaEaaoaoaoaeeEeEeEEaEaEa—————~=q— 

Special Stocking 

After careful consideration, it was decided that the utilization of 100 
versicolors each on Test Area No. 1 and on the check area would in no 
way interfere with the game management investigation under way and that 
the value of such planting would be as follows: ; i 
1. Increase the population sufficiently to make saturation studies 

possible over a larger number of acres during the 1932 season. 

2. Bnhance the food habit investigation. 

3. Enhance the mortality factor investigation. 

4, Provide more definite information on distribution. 

Oo. Determine the value of managed areas in connection with liberation. 

One hundred versicolor females were wing-banded eee eeaine and blood 
smears were taken, fifty of these birds were libera ed at the center 
of each of the selected sections on September 11. The points of liber- 
ation on both areas were of the same cover type, but two earn. aneeee 
fine food patches and seven acres of fenced marsh land planted with 
evergreens and shrubs differentiate the conditions between the two 
places of liberation. It is ee that the distribution from the 
ion of liberation will be much more rapid on the check area without 
hese special improvements. . 

The cock birds will be liberated during the week following the close of 
the hunting season. 

General 

arena ty one hundred and fifty visitors have been conducted over 
the area purine the pas June 15 to September 15. ‘Twenty-five con- 
ferences have been attended and talks have been given to four differ- 
ent groups, totaling approximately two hundred individuals. (10) i
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This preliminary report is naturally incomplete without mention of the 
work under progress and the arrangeinent for its continuance. lir. Eng- 
lish will return to the University for one semester, where he will be 
actively engaged in the ae of the material he has thus far ob- 
tained. He will engage in class work closely correlated with his pre- 
sent studies on the mortality factors and without which he would be 
unable to develop a complete treatise on the data he has collected. 
This siete nent is ideal insofar as he will be enabled to return dur- 
ing midwinter to continue his studies at the most critical period. g mid t t h tud tl t vical t a 

Mr. Dalke will continue his food and cover studies until the second 
semester, when he will return to Ann Arbor. Thus he is available in 
the field during the period when his subject can be pursued to the 
best advantage. 

The next report will deal very largely with the results obtained by 
Mr. Dalke during the period from September 15th to February lst. 

* as * * * * * cd 

LIST OF PERSONS WHO HAVE SERVED ON AND IN CONNECTION 
NL b Wi bULAROLON ii igs WITH THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE OF THE WILLIAMSTON WILD-LIFE PROJECT 

CHATRMAN: Dr. K. C. ny Prof., Geography, U. of il,, and chairman, 
Conservation Committee, Michigan Academy of Science. 

Mr. H. F. peter Pres., Mich.Div., Izaak Walton League of America. 
Mr. EH. C. Doyle, Exec.Sec'y., pean Division, I.W.L.A. 
Mr. HG. oe Pres., Progressive Hunting Club of Williamston Twp. 
Mr. Milo Clark, Director, " : ay u u 
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¢ ‘ : Lv By gn ConninL. tiie 

y Sone time ago the local committees selected threes test areas oF 
within Williamston Towiship, thése totalling 1900 acres. All cover ig 

: and food management work on the Township is now being confined to Sete 
these three areas, and generally to selected farms or parts of farms mie 
within these test tracts. <A general outline of the kind of work now ieee 
going on follow. f ; : - 

i Cover Management is. being undertaken in four ways (1) by fencing off — : 
iy. portions of pastures which are allowed to grow up naturally; (2) by . : 

definite plantings, generallyin conjunction with the feneed off pasture = 
plats; (3) by sowing and leaving certain erops, and (4) by preventing < 

The farmers have in all eases to. date donated the necessary land 
' for the consideration of the trees and shrubs which have been planted da 

es upon the selected small plots. So far.no cash payments have been ie, 
: Necessary. Fences are erected by the Project and’ labor needed in such 9 = 

: operations is paid for. In most cases the fenced off plots range from va 
one half an acre’to five acres, Attention has been given to selecting eae 

“plots in strategie locations as regards other cover, food, terrain, ete. ovine 

The plantings now total some 40,000 trees and shrubs, including ~. , 
“- « @he following (and many other) species: Douglas Fir, Stoteh Pine,  =§ 

: White Pine, Mountain Ash, Black Locust, Mulberry, Barberry, Snowberry, = 
‘ Highbush Cranberry, Rugosa Rose, Manchurian Bittersweet, etc. The fe 

: planting arrangement is solid stands of conifers surrounded by the > ou 

. ghrubs. . The planting work is very extensive. oe i o 

The planting and leaving of crops also is going on in a systematic 
way. Peas, rape, corn, millet, rye, rye-grass, canary grass, wild rice, 

: buckwheat, soybeans, sunflowers, sweet and pop corn, sorghum and other. 
gas erops are being experimented with on various soils and under different = 

conditions of moisture.’ A definite plan for connecting up thicket and © y 
; woods cover by strips and patches of planted crops is being followed fs Bie 

out on the basis of maps and field plans drawn on the ground, the idea ae 
being to provide both cover and food. © : : : ot 

Agreements are also being made with farmers to nreyent the burm~ > 
ing of marshes and woods cover; a favorable response is indicated. ; 

Increasing Food Supplies. : The work already mentioned will increase the =~ 
food supplies available to game. Last winter feeding also was carried . 
on extensively. I am told that approximately two carloads of grain : 

: were fed on Willianston Township. : ee : ‘



nie : 

e 

Census Taking and Banding: Preliminary census taking has been started, 
@ population of 1 Pheasant to about 40 acres being indicated. Banding | 

? . methods were being worked out at the end of the winter season when this 

: work was discontinued wntil fall. Various methods of trapping were 
tried but only a few pheasants were captured; I understand, however, 

. that a workable trap las now been found. 

Food Habits Study: Pheasant food habits are being studied by Mr. Paul 

Dahike of the University School of Forestry and Conservation, under one 
of the Izaak Walton League Fellowships. Several new details of method 
are being tried out experimentally. The main approach to the work 

; involves: (1), Collection and examination of crops and stouachea. It is 
desired to do enough of this work to cheek other results but still not 
enough to reduce unduly the numbers of pheasaits on the area; (2), — . : 
Hxanination of feces. Pheasant fecal specisens are gathered in the fiela 
in vials and taken to the laboratory where they are soaked in ee 

paradichloride of bengine; a few crystals being added to the water con- 
‘ taining feces. A few crystals may be used in the field on moist speci- 

mens, also. Dalilike has experimented with aleohol and formalin and has 
| found then inferior in that they take out gome of the color which aids 

in identification. ‘he fecal examination method gives qualitative 
results. No quantitative results are attempted. About twenty-five _ 
exadinatione can be made in a half day; (5), Quantitative analyses of 
sample food plots to give a basis for estimating available food in the: 

: field. Sample plots 2 feet square are selected and the seeds of all 

‘ Plants im this plot selected, cisaned by sieves and then weighed and ‘ 
A ; preserved. Several such plots taken from one field are expected to 

allow reagonably good calculations ag to the amount of various kinds of ~~ 

j food available to: game and song birds. ‘ i 
‘ fn extensive reference collection of seeds and fruits is being 

built up by.the University School of Forestry snd Conservation, which 
hag had filing boxes installed. Fruits are filed away in liquid : : 
(parddichloride of bengine is said to preserve fruits in fairly 

. natural color) in rather ‘large containers. Seeds are mounted upon : 
! slides, in balsam. The vial method of filing reference seeds is not mich 

used. : : eras : gee 
A further attempt to study pheasant food habits is planned for 

this suumer by the use of propagated birds. Day old pheasants from the 
State Gaus Farm will be brought on to the area and confined in brood 
coops with, domestic hens for a short time. The hens and broods will 
then be released and permitted to wander at will but an atteispt will be 
nade t6'coop them up each night. Specimens will be selected from time 
to time and the crop and stomaeh contents examined. Ne artifieial food 
will be fed, the young birds obtaining their living from the wild even 
though with the hen chiekem. The propagated bizds will be allowed to 
go free upon the Williamston area but the School of Forestry and Conser- 

; ‘ yation does not class the venture as other than a supplementary food: 

habits study method. ; ; : 

Organization: Thres fellowships have now been finanesé (by Harry Harper 
Personally), two at the School of Forestry and Conservation of the ; 
University and one at the Michigan State Agricultural College. » Dahlke, ei 

“of the University, is working part time and will soon go on full time. a 
zie ohee Sew aeiiint will start full time work soon. Exactly what each 

ese men is to study has not fully ° ‘ : : >, 
institutions anorinai af ny nines oT me Oo ue Mao see



, Prof. H. M. Wight, of the University, is continuing his field 
é _ + work and will shortly deyote approximately full time to it, ae 

Mr. King, the fariner representative, has been hired by the 
j Project and is devoting considerable time to the works el 

im “She State College activity in winter feeding and banding ma, 
of colrse; been postponed until fall. ; : : : 

: ~ Many individuals. have been and are contributing time. and effort 
: “tothe jroject, partioularly Earl Doyle on the ‘organization end of the  — 

San ae ‘ work. * : fi é ‘ i tong : 

_o fhe financial set-up, as nearly as I eam learn, ig aboutas =” 

Ae SN Pe ONES ee Dah ee. fellowship  $2400.00° Ue of Me 
ee Oo Balen 8400.00. Us Ob Me oe? 

- Damon 8000100. 6 Me Bete oe : 
: Oe he Wight (expenses) P< 4800000 2 Us: of Me 

ie peo)" Banding (estimate only) SOOO oO My BeBe 4 
; Mabon «. Winter’ feeding (estimate only) 1000.00°- M.S. 6... : 

; ms ‘ ii £88,000 trees and shrubs ne ne bers 

ie es oo © King (850 ? per month) S as wee 
eae On Sie werent Sporting Arms % A.M.I. 700,00 2 : j is 

= Mplinted os ea : 

oe ; : The above list is not presented as accurate. It seems safe to  _ 
: : 4. gay, however, that $10,000.00 and more is now in the Project, or agreed | : 

upon for it, Most of this has been made possible by Harry Harper of os 
Lansing. i a cies : : : 

ge ‘Reaction’ to the Project. My feeling about the Williamston Project is ~~ : 
, that the field work is now well starved and has progressed with rapidity fe 

: : ané with satisfactory results. The olanting program. and the plans for =~ 
eS leaving cover and feed erops ate of particular note. On soveral details 

i of the planting program, it may very well’ be that less costly methods _ 
ie ee could have becn used (from the standpoint of pheasant management only), 

; but in view of farmer relations, the present planting of conifers in . . : 
 .\« Lapga blocks is probably justified. The arrangement of plantings is = 

». \‘g¥eh that it will determine which combinations pheasants are partial to 
| and allow the refinement of planting methods sometime in the future. : 

: ; The one really important question at the presen} time, in my e 
ie ag opinion, is whethor the frictions between institutions and individuals , : 

is or may become serious enough to impair Williamston Projeet. A further —- 
ees question ‘is whether the rumors of farmer dissent indicate a real diffi-  . 

' oulty- Hea ae Cee yee 

a a In connection with the first mentioned frictions (between instim— 
, tions) the only suggestion I have is a plea that the original object of 

: the projeet, namely to determine whether or not pheasants can be 
: inoreased by managing Williamston Township, be kept closely in mind. 
2 : There seems to be a tendency to spread out into many related and involved 

fields not having a direct bearing on management and while everyone eas



Een 
k : ers 

* 2, : ‘ , 

agrees as to the ultimate value of such undertakings, 1% must be ’ 
remembered that unless the actual demonstration of pheasant increase 
is suceessful, future interest in the more fundamental research may 
be very seriously dampened. It would seem to me that the first. con- s 

3 sideration should be to increase pheasants on Williamston, depending 
upon the success 6f that venture to stimilate support of fundamental 
research. Specifically, there seems to be disagreement as to which 
institution should handle the farm-economics in relation-to-game study, 

: whereas as a matter of fact such study will in no way increase the ; 
Pheasants on Willismston Township and is really very much’ beside the ; 
point. My viewpoint may be considered narrow, or lacking in comprehen- 

* sion, but nevertheless it is my opinion that the general question of 
whether Universities and Agricultural Colleges ean deal with game 
problems in a practioal way is at stake, the answer to which depends : 
to a great extent on their ability to cooperate, . 

In connection with the rumors of farmer dissent, it is difficult 
to trace the matter dowmm. Tt would seem probable, however, that the 
farmers concerned must eventually be given a more definite incentive 

oa for cooperation with the profect. Particularly does this. seem essential 
as regards the extension of the Williamston idea, — : - 

A further suggestion would be that more pains be taken in keeping ; 
‘the cooperating agencies informed.of developments. The objectives of 

ie Williamston Project have changed so rapidly. 1% is aifrieult to follow. 
them and. from the standpoint of outside agencies such as the Biological ~ 
Survey, it would be desireable to have current information in addition 
to that developed by visits, particulerly if the Project is to retain 

: its national significance. . : oe Re 

Summing upj game management is actually under wey on dee : 
i Williemston Township and the:present activities show thet good judgnent — 

‘ ; is being used, The future of the project looks encouraging provided. . 
current frietions can be overcome and provided undue expansion into ‘ 

:  Felated fields can be. checked. © i : ae 

Bac " (Signed) Wallace B. Grange : i 
; Cooperative Agent - : 

CG to: Baril Doyle — ; 

: Dean Dana 3 . 
i Aldo Leopold : : 

Dr. Hunt 
Harry Harper 

W. B. Grange 4
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Neg. Ne. 3-57284 

a Williemston Twp., Inghem Co., Mich. 
Legend Marsh on Williamston Twp. 

© 
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Neg. No. B-37261 
Locality Williamston Twp., Mich. , ‘wegend Cover -deficient farm ig 

This photograph is the peoneoke of U.S. BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAl, SURYRY 
If used for Publicity purposes. proper 

credit should be £1vea or"! 
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Neg. No. B=37283 ’ 
Locality Williamston Twn., Ingham Co., “Lich, 

Legend "ae Fine ferm, where 32 hunters were seen at once 
on opening day, 1929 

Ow 
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ter 
Messrs. W. G. Walling Lise 

M. K. Reckord 3 
Aldo Leopold 

pe. H. B. Wara 

Gentlemen: 

REALIZATION OF LEAGUE AIMS 
In gonnection with the proposition which I have advanced that the 
Izaak Walton League of America adopt a polisy of projeot promotion \ 
based upon the experiengé we have had in Michigan, may I invite your % 
attention to aspéegts of such endeavor, which I believe, pertain to ae 
our national culture? I look upon Waltonism as a culture] mission. 3 
In this sense, culture is virtually synonymous with nationalism. poh 

Reference is made to an article in the New Republic for the week of % 
March llth, by George Soule, entitled, "What Planning Might Do". Ue 
He is writing about a planned economy which would embrace land and 
industrial economies under which the individual would have more se- ie 
curity and cENeshys May I state at thie point, that I firmly believe ; 
such planning to feasible and a very probable outcome of our pre= - 
sent evolving state of affaires? Such planning, however, gannot be é 
done out of hand, or by principle. It must be a growth. All that can . 
be contrived at ern is a greater degree of general interest in the ie 
undertaking and the shaping of public polisy to the end that such plan- o 
ning will get under way. What we need most. of all ie a realisation a 
that such planning is feasible. Me 

fhe partioular point about Soule's article which prompts mé to mention = 
it here, is his reference to outdoor recreation. The goneluding para~ ‘ 
groeph of hie artiole reads in part as follows: ae undersgoring is % 
mine) “If we do start to s there is no telling what the end may 2 
be, We may become more interested in the ee of our gatisfactions i 
than the quantity. We may want more besutiful communities in which to ‘ 
live, more ghanoe to get bask to the woods to have oomp fires, to swim, © 
to fish, to hunt. Expanded opportunities for recreation is already one - 
of the pr of 3 ages givilization: it may eventually become : 

ma anoe@s we may i to paint pictures, to act in plays, : 

@row gardens, to read, to make our own furniture. We may decide to eg 

decentralize our industry geographically, to have fewer Kinds of things 
made by maghine for everyone and more ghanoe to create varicty for our- 
selves. Discussions about such cultural question will become inoreag= 
ingly important, but the ohief oultural value of planning will remain, 
in my opinion, what it 4a at the start. Instead of being individually 
at war with society, instead of being baffled and burdened by an ee 
vant environsent of sooial forges, we shall be at work, through society,  — 

Hastortng our Lite and oreating it ag 2 whole. Weshall have a warm and” 
ve bond w our fellows. a ine 

Such gultural developments will be based upon greater eoonomie security 

and more liberty for the individual person. Soolety should then serve 

the individual. This is the antithesis of a sooialized state under ; 

which individualism would be stamped out under a regimented system. : 

Under such a system fortunes would still be made by persons gapable of }
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husbanding wealth. Others would climb to eminence through various 
endeavors. There would be, as Plato phrases it, men of gold, of 
silver, of brass and of iron. We might even evolve an indigenous 
arist ocracy . Government would become an art and an occupation for 
gentlemen. This would be withall a peaceful state. Nationalism and 
patriotism would cease to have a warlike significance. Nationalism 
would be the one and the same thing as an unfolding of the capabili- 
ties of the individual and a man on looking about himself would feel 
his own importance. An art would develop which even the lowliest 
would comprehend, even as the street loafers of Athens during the 
age of Pericles comprehended spontaneously the significances of the 
drama, of the architecture of the Parthenon, and the folk-idea ex= 
pressed in the sculpture of the times. 

National and race cultures are expressions of folk ideas in art, poli- 
tics, ecohomics and patterns of sogial behavior. Cultures are rooted 
in the soil. They grow upon a landscape even as the fauna and flora. 
Exotic cultures can thrive by transplanting, as in America so far, 
put an American culture will be native and unto itself. It will exe 
press the genius of the human part of the fauna of the land and will 
plend with the landscape. Not only will a man love his “native rooks 
and rills ", the "woods and templed hills", he will feel himself to be 
part of the scene. To fish, to hunt, to build campfires and enjoy the 
great outdoors will not be mere sport. It will be a form of self-ex- 
pression, a chance for unfolding of personality. In such settings will 
folk-ideas emerge to be expressed variously. Of such stuff will a 
national culture be made. 

fhe emergence of our new, native national culture has started with our 
economia planning. Please notice I say "has started". Que economic 
lanning is under way. It has begun here in Michigan with our first 

attempts to deal with our land economios. Michigan'has made a good 
though modest start with ite Land Economic Survey, which is now eight 

years old. Our Kalkaska Project and our Williamston Project are out- 

growths of this land planning movement. This movement itself is an ex~ 

pression of a folk-idea. I% fits into the same pattern as the rise of, 

the automobile industry. What ocourrence has worked so quickly suoh @ 

profound change over the face of the earth, as the massproduction of 

automobiles. What a daring comoeption it was that cars might be made 

for the multitudes. Ford and Durant did not rationalize that idea. 

They felt it. It is part of the idea of more liberty for the individual. 

Under it all is the notion that industry creates the means by which its 

products are purchased. What else is this, at bottom, but a notion of 

planned economy? This notion which Ford and Durant both had back in 

the early days of the industry, carries the assumption that national 

economy is mechanistic and subjeot to management. Concerted thinking 

through well formulated public policy is necessary for such management. 

i it ig worth noting in passing, that both the land economic plan = 

ting Tips and the automobile industry got under way firet and to the : 

greatest extent in Michigan. Also, I do not believe it is mere happen- 

5 tance that Mr. H. F. Harper, one of the industrial leaders of Michigan, 

has supported the project program of this organization to such extTa~ 

ordinary degree. His action fits into the pattern. These projects are 

outward expressions of unverbalized ideas pertaining to a ee os s. 

petter pla nned economy. Certainly the folk idea from which s plan:
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ning and this industry has sprung is native. It is an expression of 
the genius of a péople. The people of this seotion of America are : 
peoeasibly at this time more ‘uanually articulate" than the others. 
There is much to indicate, however, that this culture seed will thrive i 
tin all parte of this country. Ib seems there is reason to believe the 
Lend planning idea will osteh on. Such planning being literally and ee 
figuratively close to earth will in time offer a sound basis for man- 
aging a gnoother working industrial eoonomie mechaniem, which will of- 
fer greater @conomio security to individuals employed in industry. 
Sugh planning will not come altogather from the top down. It will not 
be done dogmatiaally. It will be done factually, as things work. 

Likewise with League policy. Projeote offer a way by whioh to. shape 
national and state policies. If we follow factual procedure in this 
way we will have great succesa. But if we try to follow the course 
of dealing with aonservation as a matter to be treated in pringiple, ; 
we will » pend great effort to little avail. © d ; 

. Furthermore, it is our mission to bring out at this time sush release 
‘of individual energy that there msy be much of value contributed to 
our evolving national culture. All this is part of the business of ‘ 
shapete public polioy. The qultural end shows us in what direction 

to guide state and national policies in conservation, The League ob- 
po to develop opportunities for outdoor dnjoyment for the multi- fe 

‘ude and for posterity is part of the great plan. It fits into the 
oe pattern of national policy. We shoulda be able tq get on ¥ell 

with our mission. ‘The time is right, the ideas for whieh our organi-+ 
zation stands are already emergent. What remains to be done is to a 
adjust our methods, and our technique. ; ? 

The project method is ae ene as the aafest and aurest way to further ou 
our program, It ie in this way, moreover, that the finances of the a 

League oan be improved, There is usually money available fer works, ee 

put little for ideas. If we hold to the project method and spread it i, 

about the country we will gather together more means wherewith to carry 

on gonstructive work. oo 

Fortunately, the Michigan Projeots have brought to light advanced and 

workable teahnique whigh a abort time ago we did not realize was in — : 
existence. ‘ : ee 

I gan report that there is more knowledge of how to condust cover man .. ; 

agement than had been generally supposed, even among the leading authori~ 

ties. Teohnique of natural propagation of fish life and upland game birds 

ig telatively highly advanced. We aan moreover, wake quick application 

of this knowledge. What ia best of it, it is easily workeble. 

; researches are at onee demonstrations in somection with the Wil- 

tiaaiien Project. Dr. H. iM. Wight, now in charge of the work on the 

test areas, is reagy to apply on the ground the technique which he has 

developed during his three-year project on the Northville area. Dr. 

Carl bh. Hubba has carried hie work in gonneetion with lake management, : 

to a point of ultra-pragtioal application. 

These tedinieal applications are available for use throughout the country — 

wherever the terrain ig a uitable. > :
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- IT am gonfident that new technique for other types of country oan be 
Teadily developed. There is much knowledge extant, though it is 
not mobilized. We have had some experienge in mobilizing such 
knowledge and in calling it out. : 

We must, I believe, beware of versions. Persone aré usualiy more 
mindful of having their particular versione sustained than in get- : 
ting astual results, And, so long as we attempt to solve problems 
logivally or on the basis of principle, who 1s to say whieh version 
is the better one? Ra Peis 

The project method offers geass facility principally beoause the 
method is fagtual rather than dogmetio, Under this method we deal 
“only with that which will work at the tine, and are not greatly con- 
eerned with eugh matters as to whom should bei title te wild life 
ox whether wild life should be produced as a gash orop. If faraers 
are will ong to cooperate in eeehee about an inerease of wile life 
and to sooept payment to defray the expense, well and good, That is 
nk Sarasa all we uty in deree & with here and now. Lit ogeate: tain — 

“ matters ag property in f£ ae 28 ee eo a9 8 o @rop to the ~ 
fubure. I think it ig more impor to ee ink seme faruera* ghil+ 
dred interested in nature observation at the outset than to further, 
a strioh economio program. The conservation of the aes theties of 
wild life resouress is as important te ve at thia time ag ecotomics. 

We must evolve a new system for wild life propagation. However, 
that system must suit the temperment and genius of our own people, 
No foreign system will do. Transplanting a foreign system would run 
counter to the development of Gt latibeunes sulture. In the enjoyment 
of wild life and outdoor scenes, our people must fing a mode of expres- 
gion for agpir ations coumonly held, Cee 

Gugh a system, it appeara, will develop itself if it io given a ohanee 
$o grow. Projects such as the one at Hillsdale provide avenues slong . 
‘whieh local interest can extent itself. The principal adver) one in 
such projest promotion ia that oli that is done songerns & particular: 
ieoe of ground. In thig way versions of what ought to be done are : 

5 brought down to earth. ‘ aie 

Back of the Hillsdale Projeat and the others which will shortiy spring 
up, ie impetus from the Kalkagka and Williamston Bentral Projects. 
Not only are local projects correlated in this way with eentral demon 

strations and sta te policy, but on account of the employment of the 

highest grade technical talent and use of ample funds for the central 

projects, there is a steady ree re upon legalities which will. 

tend to keep local interest and activity going.. 

igaoolated local projects tend to spend themselves, or to lend. to a 

coatih et of soe state affairs. Contentions over the U. S. 

Biological Survey are outgrowths of a negative and doguatio sonsepticn 

of national wild life policy. Looal projects of this Kind. ahould be 

g © directed ae to build up consistent public policy. 

The set up made for Michigan oan be duplicated or similar or gonparable 

ones ahn be devised for other states. Once set in motion they will 

tend to mollify disco rdant elements, and to wela them together. Ae : 

they produce reaults as they go, they Will enocurage the populace to 

believe desired ends can be achieved in our time. Ase it is, the 

people are pésaimistic about the future of ovr netural heritage. Such



Page #5 ~ Realization of League Alms 

pessimism is a weak besis for public policy. Strong public policy 
must be based on confidence and optimism, 

The Project Method is a magiho hat from which much may be drawn. 
Nothing works so well as factual procedure. By sticking close to 

. @arth our fond dreams can be made to come true. i 

kt bottom our suceess here is due ‘largely to the fact that: we have | 

 wtilized forees at hand. Sey sack 

: I woule ey thet on the whole, the situation is most promiosng, even 
though it is stated in the report of the Senate Committes on Wild 

«Mahe pormigeriens that our national etoek of wild life 1a de- ee 
a areasing fupidly. . pe NPE a Be ig hae 4 

However, if we are to meet the erigie in american wild life, new 
methods must be adopted. I recommend the project method ag on 
in thie etate during Mr, was ett presidency. If we make a general 

i application of it, we will, I am eonfident, actually achieve within 
a few years @ realization of League aime in a very grotifying degree, 

and we will foster the growth of a truly national gulture. : 

ee er tie re  Binoersly yours, foe pot 

f ce i Bart Oe Doyte ne : 

oo ~ Mr. H. F, Harper . Ry ee ak



My : : dan. 15, 1931 : 

“, fae (ol : 

Grange and I spent Jamary 9-12 inspecting the Wiliiemston project ‘ : 

and Jamary 13 at Aun Arbor discussing the Willfiaasten findings of the = hs 

university men. This was my first sight of the project. ao 

Finance. ‘this year's wuiget of the Teele Ae im Michigan (for year onling on x 

July 1, 1931) is roughly as followat ae 

a ie Bwpented —=s— Lda tties a 

- Pigh Fellowship, U. of % 41,800 «$2, 800 $3.600 oy 

Legislative activities = 0 1,000 Se 2 te 
eRe ee 4 Leneaseneenemend 4 eg 

: : Se B00 $11,100 aS 

the Tastitate 42,750 (for Dee. L-Suly 2 at $3,000 per yer) fs 
part of the $6,000 at the head of the second columns — 7 

: Next year's budget is to be uch greater antjas I understant it, => 

: is underwritten by Mr. Harper, but not yet by the Wolverine Chapter. : oa 

& Personnel, ‘he working fores 20 far authorized 1s aa follows (over and bn ee 

above Doyle as project leater ant secretary of the Michigan Division). 

‘ Cenms Wit Ue of Me” > at ce 
’ nglish Ue of Ife Full, on fellowship “e 

Cover & Sotl = Helturry U. of Me ) Field crew. Work ee 
Map 4 Veach MAC. } alrendy complete, 

: Study of Foots Talke = Mehele ee 15, full at se 
f on a ay 

Winter Feeding Bradt CAG. . UPS tine ie 
Banding & Stack Melee _ A/S time Leg 
Movements  * Poll time, on fellowship = 

Yammer Relations King TeWelshe Wall time all* yor = 

f Stations ee 

: ee ee



» F 

fotel 9 persons U. of Me = 3 Bqutvalent to 
Melee = 3 5 fall-tine men. 
T,Weleh. = “4 

1930 Hunting Season. ‘The fill statistics are not yet compiled due to the ii 

rabbit season being just over. It is understood, however, that the total 2 

angunt of hunting was 50 per cent less than before the farmera organized a 

ee and required lunters to get tickets. ‘There ms no paid patrol, bat in a 

‘ spite of this lack thers ms no tendency for lnters to bunt without a a 

oa Kills ran ag high as 100 pheasants.on farms haying budkwheat felts, 

| but averaged mmch lower, op tnttented by the following record of the hunters 
 wterting at the Harold King form: = oe oe 

Oe a 2 ‘ 3 i , es 3 a 0 Q Lea 

Boge 6 eo oe 9 ° 6% ° Os 
ss ee ee 7 S38 ee eee 

ae. Se SS Lee 

Lae the Hing: fares no swamp, hence its pheasants would tend to leave i 5 

: shen the shoot ing dogane “This may account for the high mmber seen the 3 ee s 

- . Sgmples of the "ticket" and hunters report card were obtained, = 

- "perfect (in 90 far as chm row be juiged) to very deficient. A 

The winter food everyehere @eficiont due to the universal absence 
of corn left in the oa



» . 

the feeding stations soaaed well run ant (conaifering the mild 

- Geammy burning and wollot erasing are conspteuously lees prevalent = 

there te a vosetbality of restoring quaile hoe 2 

. T would not tmow how to choose a batter place to Aewnstrate the 

o _ Tdoubt AF the area t9 now being overshot, elthoagh tna fow plete 

. Eamets! Viemoint. he King form, with a total of 15 muntors this year, 
(A the place shore 32 hunters wore seen tu one field on opening doy tee a 

(Am eran ot me cane Lam violations by resitente had Meoronsel 

he actual Initiation of winter fending by the TeMeleMe fe said to 

ave rool tad ta St afdttionat voluntary footing stations by fours, 
— Baghintesd Develomentae The cover ant mo%l nap, now complete, 1s ai pes 

3 | qxvetlent job. I unterstood 1% cost erounl 2f per scree 
_ Gatenstve census on 5 pormanest sume areas of about a half-section 

-—Randing (hy trapping or netting) 4 about to start, Colevet eelivletd = 

: km extrausly tuportant discovery hoe been mate by Wight in his phessant 
| awestigation at the University of Wichian. Me finte thet cover eulteble



>. ae a i, A Fs i Mine es ee PR ae eee on at Been eee Be oe ek: Se ee ees ee 
‘ hi <F go ees Bee Sera ages eT ete Pet Be anwar: ¥ a oe pera a2 9 ae ee 

F iy Ris Hees a was RE a eae a a ie wes tes eS ee Se hoes 
bh Gwe eta ot ae a Bea wake cee ose Rea enti te Sy See 

. Hee. se seat # Bes 1: et eh ees Se fap ate uneihe sty 3 ; Bae ee he Naat 

BESS eit eh eee ah ab Swit he a ota Pe Sse ete eee we eae € he 

te the game way that cover suitable for winterin: determines winter = = 

cae Pay : ree, es ye'5 oS Bsr ge z Ae ; : a. Taos ae ¢ en 
ie ag Pore = : ay r tae? © % Ss eat ar Rie . bis 4 os he AES 

BY Mee NaI ee Ee eas Figdegs ee Ses f aes oe PES Ya ot age: : % “4 ae ors H Aas aeons 

Eee Nia ae ee iia ed tig RE eee : M Se ES wees * 

eS Beng laid 5 . “hes Se *s , ak og In ray 3 > gS ea ee 

et uo a woe ae oes f 5 fae , - x eee 

oo) SRR Soca mony Se. Pe ees Daag i a woe " ‘ Rah e ape ‘ S ee 

2 PRE POTS SES i Sha rte wet Pons Pal seaiee Sage re eae ha crn ees OA SAU ee tie ? + mie “SaaS 

ich aie Me te eet ee ee 2 “y : gh Ben oe : Ae es Ra ee 7 £h Oo ye Ee 

Pe tie ste i : ae Sas. ae be Bey Bik 57% Sarat 3 eto 

Bie Fa TS POR Oe ta ah Rie ai Ee RP a a ee ge Ot a aE ey ee ee 

Tea Ng RRA on he Sere eee RPE ae PR Wate te ee 517 Sei eae Sake AS, Se aie Sos Seg Oe es oy eo naa 
Fe RP 3 A ae RD Ry Bes ie rath lhe nae ee tay Re FN EY BS ee * Sgt me, Sw ES Gee 

joes RN foe Se RE a A aa fin PR Te RE OC RE ea RN I “ts Shis so Me LE SESS . a Ve a ee 
ec act as ae ae Hs HI ly epee ee cattle tag Pe Se His cd Tae NE ah Shae SS ae eee af 

BE Ie ams ae OR ee ee BY Vat a tangs ge See Broa aaRe ON, ee Eck ema SS eee 
Bi as SR Bcd Bi RS tet nh tae, ane Ue age os Meer Sp asa ata eee 5 eet cat gee yy scar ae A 
ey i anes teens ARES a UR MMS, ees Fetee he ona aig ton te ERE ces SOE RNR RNG | haan; © COR oI Beh cles hea eames ese alt liek oa a a ge eae Ty RN eg Pe aa oc aie Mie ie ee Re dan Sl OM pyc ao eet, Sen oa ge age ee eat ee EE Nae 
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AG ion P onservation Fro STAM . 4,, 
me of 

Future of Michigan’s Outdoor Resources Awaits a Ore 
N 

Legislative Action 

By Earl C. Doyle 
Executive Secretary, Michigan Division, Izaak Walton League of America 

ONSERVATION is in the forefront of public business asthe policy. These projects are under the environmental control 

regular session of the Legislature and the new State Ad- method. One is the inland fishing project in charge of Dr. Carl 

ministration get under way. Forest taxation, administration L. Hubbs, of the University of Michigan; the other is in upland 

of abandoned lands and the problem of township tax income in game development, and is being carried on in Williamston town- 

wild-land regions where much land is in public ownership, or idle ship, Ingham county, in co-operation with the farmers of that 

in private ownership, will in all probability receive much consid- district and various state and national agencies. Most of the 

eration by the state law-makers. The relicted land subject andthe issues that will be raised over these several conservation mat- 

issues represented in the Collins-Gerhardt case will be reopened, ters in the Legislature are connected with management propo- 

along with other water rights matters that have engaged the atten- sitions, as distinguished from protective methods in conserva- 

tion of the courts for many years, tion practice. 

if the proposition is adopted to Management, as applied to fish, 

create a special commission, with = é game and forestry administra- 
appropriation, to draft a code of “There seem to be two sets of ideas with tion, is analogous to agriculture 

statutory law on public and pri- which to reason logically about conservation, and in the thoroughness with which 
vate rights in waters. It is pro- upon which to argue the merits of public policies. control over natural factors is 
posed that this code commission Protectionist ideas are oldest in the conservation sought. Conservation from the 

report to the 1933 Legislature. movement. At one extreme are the literal con- management or land economic 

The shooting preserve law will cae : ee e . viewpoint is husbandry that ap- 
¢ HES servationists who take their conserving ‘straight. : { 

furnish occasion for much heated ; plies to streams and lakes, wild 

debate, and will call forth repre- So far as srowmng wesourees are concerned, the and marginal lands and waste 
sentations from various organiza- conserving implication is just about wrung out of plots in farming regions. Fish, 

tions. It is probably the most the minds of management advocates, who stand game and trees would be pro- 
contentious issue in conservation at the other extreme. They think in terms of duced as crops suitable to other- 

affairs of the day. : A general abundance, while the protectionists think in wise unproductive areas or as 

fishing license bill will be intro- : 3 a additional phases of agronomy. 
ne ae s i terms of depletion prevention. s i 4 

duced and this finance measure Under this system, economic 

has an indorsement in principle factors are accepted whenever 

in a recent report of the Special they are actually present or 

Tax Commission. Probably the one subject in which the great- necessary for successful development. For example, eventual 

est number of persons are interested is the revision of the introduction of paid shooting is contemplated as a way to finance 

schedule of upland game hunting dates. Fish spearing is ex- upland game management, but sale of fishing privileges is not 

pected to cause much argument, there being a wide divergence seen as necessary for support of management methods in this 

of opinion on that subject. The proposition to fix a percentage connection, which can be adequately financed by a general fish- 

or certain sums of hunting license fee income, for purchase of — ing license income. Nevertheless, stimulation of the tourist and 

game refuges and public hunting grounds, will no doubt be urged _ resort traffic which already brings the state an enormous income 

again during this session by certain sportsman groups. The is an economic benefit which would be derived by the entire 

Conservation Department will have a few matters of legislation commonwealth from this application of the land-economic or 

‘on routine affairs to present, but will not sponsor matters of | management idea to inland waters. Management is more a 

general policy, such as the general fishing license. Commercial matter of technique than of economics, and is in no sense an 

fishing regulations enacted into law in 1929, in accordance with encouragement to “commercialism” of the kind which would 

the Great Lakes Code adopted by conferences called by former monopolize privilege and which has threatened to deplete or 

Governor Green, may be assailed from certain quarters, in which ruin natural resources in the past. Management ideas may 

case they will be defended by the Conservation Commission. revolutionize conservation practice, and certainly will exert 
The Izaak Walton League, which has a comprehensive legis- great influence upon public policy as procedure is worked out 

lative program, will have a full-time representative through by experimentation and proved workable. Presently the new 
Fred K. George, vice-president of the Michigan Division and methods are held back as questions are raised of need for such 

chairman of the legislative committee. The state League or- extensive developments as management advocates outline. 

ganization will sponsor a general fishing license bill and a water Numerous interests clash, combine and regroup in various 

code bill and will defend the shooting preserve law. The legis- ways over legislative issues, and the introduction of manage- 

lative committee will watch all measures put forth on forest ment policies. There is no determined resistance to applica- 

taxation, land policy and finance, with a view to supporting tion of management methods to inland fishing, but violent op- 

present policies of the Conservation Department, which are position has greeted the introduction of this method in game 

based on land economic considerations. On the strength of its conservation, as shown in connection with the shooting preserve 

two demonstration projects, the state League organization will law. The strongest defense and the most bitter opposition to 

urge incorporation of advanced management methods in State the preserve law, the principal feature of which is the reward
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of a longer season and higher bag limits altered the whole conservation set-up, this Outdoor Michigan 
in return for management practice, comes state should properly take the lead in 3 
from within the Izaak Walton League in developing abundant supplies of fish and (Continued from page 20) 

Michigan. Opponents of the measure re- game and in improving forests and scenic the dunes in the teeth of the brisk winds 
fuse to regard this reward as equitable assets under management technique. Park as if they enjoyed it. 
or fair, and behold it as a special privilege extension, stream purification and sane use Then there is the Hudsonian chickadee 
which is somehow denied to the majority of expendable resources is obviously a —Eskimo cousin to our own cheery little 
of hunters. part of such a program. _  black-cap. While the latter is black and 

There seem to be two sets of ideas with More than enough fish and game of gray, the northern chickadee is black- 
which to reason logically about conser- various kinds can be grown annually to throated only, as it is slaty-brown and 
vation, and upon which to argue the merits supply the residents of Michigan with 4 dull rufous brown in its body colors. 
of public policies. Protectionist ideas are fishing and hunting over longer seasons Jy the northern part of Michigan, he is 
oldest in the conservation movement. At and _ still provide enough to attract a quite common, particularly in severe 
one extreme are the literal_conservation- greater influx of visiting vacationists. In- Winters. The fluffy, downy plumage of 
ists who take their conserving “straight. crease of state income from this source the chickadees has much to do with their 
So far as growing resources are con- which is already in the hundreds of mil- — apitity to withstand the low temperatures, 
cerned, the conserving implication is just lions of dollars would justify the outlay 454 even the coldest day will find these 
about wrung out of the minds of manage- and comprehensive planning that would mites active and vociferously hunting for 
ment advocates who stand at the other be occasioned. Furthermore, such de- their daily stipend of insect eggs and 
extreme. They think in terms of abund- velopment will pay its own way, it is frozen Jarvae. The colder it gets eee 
ance, while the protectionists think in pointed out, and economic transformations ,Gunder and fluffier a chickadee Ries 
terms of depletion prevention. which the automobile industry has worked Bivens whe dées nae completely 

Foresee Resources Built Up Overs the country, generally can extend to freeze his bare and exposed toes is be- 
: eras . and work wonders with fish, game and 1 LeBel , di he thr 

Great achievements in improving the forestry development under management Y9?° mes Me occ ae apa 
natural-growth and scenic resources of methods. when the black bear is deep in sleep 
Michigan as one of the nation’s play- The management advocates in the Izaak his ae den. i is 
grounds are contemplated by the man- Walton League declare the only feasible There is a great difference in the ap- 
agement advocates. More and better fish- way to attain the idealistic objectives of pearance of the same birds winter and 

ing and hunting is promised to anglers the organization is to set about forthwith Summer. Go to your museum and search 
and nimrods, “one-gallus,” et al, with in- to develop abundant quantities of the Ut, @ set of birds, noting carefully the 
creased opportunities for other kinds of wild-life and aquatic species which are varied seasonal plumage. This may ex- 
outdoor leisure enjoyment, as a conse- adaptable to management methods. The plain why you believe birds to have 
quence of developing waste area resources primary League objective is stated in its disappeared, when as a matter of fact, 
into economic assets of one kind or an- constitution as follows: they have merely donned a new coat of 
other for the benefit of the commonwealth. “To develop opportunities for the en- different colors, and you do not recog- 
Even eventual alleviation of the state’s joyment of the great out-doors as an es- "Ze them. It is true that most gold- 
tax problems is seen as possible through sential part of the character building and finches leave Michigan for the winter, 
creation of more varied land uses. the spiritual and physical development of but there are always some hardy ones 

There is nothing to prove the protec- our people .. .” at aes bey People feito tee 
ae - Pepe ta epi a * rs n sur 5 ve a y ’ tit or venga method wold Daagye Ie a Pubic Forum grammer the, are, paltant ello 

conditions to preserve remnants of the Injection of realism in this manner to in winter, their brilliance has disappeared: 
primitive stock of forests and wild and attain ideals is resisted by various ele- a dull gray takes the place of the gay 
aquatic life, which was what the original ™ents, some of which are within the color, and only on the breast is there a 
conservationists had in mind, However, League. Competition in policy-making is suggestion of the former yellow. 

extensive use of automobiles made the thus promoted. All progress in govern- Builders’ Identity Challenges 

old “conservation” idea inadequate. In- ment or Do ere pera gabon 18 sas tear The best time to observe birds’ nests 
Foads supon the wild and ‘aquatic lite by et clashing :ideas Pegiclationis uct ale is in winter, when you disturb nothing 
the motoring public stirred many leaders Ways compromise. New programs of ac- aadhbave the eer 7 towlearn each 
of the present management movement to tion may be expected to emerge from this Hi oh fe the nee feos ae ve Shrubs: 
develop practice that would get ahead of Sort of competition. An organization en- | Se 2 Be 7 enna : s : Gratis: a and even on the ground you may find 
demand. Literal conservation policy has gaged’ in promoting conservation and out- Hecedcieets wvhict e the keenest eye 
actually broken down. %A start has ac- door recreation should. serve the public HIROSE TUES Met Ne ates 

} Perea rated ue among us could not discover last sum- 
tually been made toward the management imterest by being a public forum. er. Always, a winter nest challenges 
direction, but demand is still outstripping State League officers, however, are more seat an epecieshorebied Tce 
supply in many respects. Even present diseed ne silent fee ihrouen ee helt it " 2 i B 
day stocking methods are designed to ¢monstration projects than to doctrina A : i é : areene Besleuon? peer Hon an pro- dispute, though some argument in defense pe ie Bee ese ee oe oe the 
Muce-abundance: of measures and programs is unfortunately Nests of larger birds—those of the herons 

‘ unavoidable. Under the leadership of H. and eagles, to which their builders will 
Positive Measures Needed F. Harper, president of the Michigan return again next spring. Every nest 

Originally “conservation” had a totally Division of the Izaak Walton League of  '8 different in makeup, and even within 
negative meaning, which fitted in weil America, and a member of its national @ single species of birds, there may. be 

with protest and reform movements. The executive board, demonstration of the new 4 Very wide choice of nesting materials. 
whole trend of “protective” policy is nega- management technique is going forward Many species have “specialties” for 
tive and essentially pessimistic. The man- in the inland fisheries project, under di- which they show preference. For in 
agement conception is positive and opti- rection of Dr. Carl L. Hubbs, and upon stance, the wren prefers feathers; the 
mistic. Measures of a positive order are the 19,000-acre Williamston area, in Chipping sparrow, horsehair and roots; 
apparently necessary if conservation prac- which the League has the co-operation of | the snow bunting, fox hair; the worm- 
tice is going to keep pace with the modern the Williamston farmers’ association, the eating warbler, hickory and chestnut 
outdoor recreational movement of the U. S. Biological Survey, the American catkins. The well-known robin uses 
motoring public, which is one of the re- Game Survey, the State University, Col- grass and mud; the Baltimore oriole, 
markable developments of modern times. lege, Departments of Agriculture and milkweed bark, horsehair and long moss; 
Never in the world’s history has the pop- Conservation, and the Michigan Academy the humming bird, fern wool and red oak 
ulation of large cities gone “back to na- of Science. leaf down. The study of bird nests is an 
ture” as the American city-dwellers have Reliance is being placed upon demon- interesting winter hobby. It may be fol- 

been doing during the last few years. stration coupled with clear-cut definition lowed without the slightest injury to the 
It is pointed out by certain “optimists” of issues. An issue well defined is nearly birds, since the small nests will never 

among the management advocates, that solved, and the more facts that can be be used again. Winter, too, offers a 
even as Michigan has led in the produc- presented the more rapidly will suitable prime opportunity to get acquainted with 
tion of the automobiles which have been programs be advanced for the benefit of the birds themselyes—there are fewer 
instrumental in furthering the present-day all the people of Michigan and other species of them, and you may therefore 
outdoor movement which in turn has _ states. get acquainted with them readily.
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Williamston Tp. Mich. Cover Legend. Izaak Walton League Project 
in Game Management. By Dept. of Geography, U. of Mich. 

Upland Timber Associations 
Al. Oak, hickory, elm, basswood, white ash, cherry. 
A2. Sugar maple, beech, oak, elm, hickory, white ash, cherry. 
A3. Oak, hickory, beech, maple, ironwood. 

Swamp and Semi-Swamp Timber Associations 
Bl. Elm, ash, silver maple, swamp white oak, aspen, tamarack, 

willow. 
Be. Tamarack, aspen, maple, willow. 
BS. Elm, ash, oak, silver maple, sycamore, beech, basswood, wal- 

nut, butternut, aspen, cherry, cottonwood, tulip. 
B4. Pin oak, white oak, elm, red maple. 

Shrub Brush Associations 
Dl. Willow, aspen, birch, sedges. 
D2. Osier, huckleberry, ilex, tamarack, aspen, birch. 
DZ. Aspen, elm, osier, buttonbush, sedges (sma11 pot hole ponds). 
D4. Oak, hickory, aspen, maple, sumach (second growth sprouts 

after cutting). . 
D5. Buttonbush ponds. 

Marsh Associations 
Ml. Sedge, bluejoint. 
M2. Cattail, sedges, sagittarie. 
M3. Water Lily, sagittaria. 
M4. Lake Bullrush. 
M6. Leatherleaf, shagnum, blueberry. 
M7. Sedge, bluejoint, shrub willow, osier, aspen. 

Non-cropped cleared lands 
X Apparently abandoned or idle land. - 
PP Permanent pasture. 
Wp Wet pasture. 

Cropped Lands 
W-wheat, C-corn, O-oats, R-rye, Br-barley, B-beans, Bw-buckwheat, 
Be-beets, A-alfalfa, Cl-clover, T-timothy, Rt-redtop, Sw-sweet 
clover, Gr-garden, P~peas, Pot. Potatoes, Or. orchard. 

Timber sizes- 3-9, 9-12, etc. indicate average breast high diameters. 
Timber Stocking- ' -scattered stand, " medium stand, '!'!' heavy stand. 

Fence rows, indicated by waved lines- 
waved line- light and scattered weeds and brush 
with one mark- continuous but narrow strip of brush, trees, weeds. 
with two marks— " and heavy " " " " 
with three marks- " and very heavy " " " " "
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The American Fisheries Society pro- employed for the past two years, which 

gram will include papers by biologists en- includes visits to people who are working 
gaged in various phases of fisheries inves- with the eggs and chicks. A number of 
tigation, The Biological Board of Canada, difficulties are said to have been overcome./ 
the various universities and the federal A complete revision has been made in the 
and provincial fisheries departments will Division’s booklet on pheasant raising, | 
all be represented. The effect of pollution which warns: against wrong practices and 
on fish: life will be given special attention. suggests the right methods to be em- 
There will also be papers by members of ployed. 
the staffs of the United States Bureau of ; It is maintained that successful pheasant 
Fisheries, the various fishery departments / culture results in hatching about 80 per 
of the several states and a number of} cent of the eggs set and rearing at least 
members of the research staffs of state| 50 per cent of the resulting chicks, That 
universities, as well as practical fish cul- | is, if methods are followed which expe- 
turists. rience has taught are best for Michigan. 

As the meeting is being held north | “When less than 20 per cent of the eggs 
of the International Boundary, the pro- | ‘make’ birds, the operation is considered 
gram will be given a decided Canadian | hardly worth while except as the expe- 
flavor, though problems peculiar to the | rience challenges somebody to do a better 
United States will not be neglected. | job next time.” 
Among those who are collaborating on Game officials have charted the state 
the preparation of the program are J. A. into sections, according to their value as 
Rodd, director of fish culture of the De- pheasant producing areas, and have proved 
partment of Marine and Fisheries of the to their satisfaction that it has become 
Dominion of Canada; Prof. William J. K. quite certain that the pheasant will not 
Harkness of the Department of Biology take hold and maintain itself in the wild- 
of the University of Toronto, and H. H. land and deep snow districts. The further 
MacKay, biologist and director of the fish placing of birds and eggs in such districts 
culture branch of the Ontario Department would, therefore, be mere waste. In con- 
of Game and Fisheries. sidering applications for eggs, preference 

Attendance and participation in the is given to districts which have proved to 
meetings is not limited to members of the be good pheasant territory. Preference is 
two organizations, as information and | also given to groups of neighbors as 
counsel are sought from all who can aid | against scattered individuals. 
in the solution of wild-life problems. A new clause in the regulations reads: 

As the meetings are to be held during “I certify that none of these pheasants 
the Toronto Exposition, it is important are to be used in connection with any 
that hotel reservations be made as far in licensed shooting preserve or pheasant 
advance as possible. farm or for release on areas where a fee 

is charged for hunting privileges.” The 
NEW YORK LEADS IN applicant must also agree to provide the 

FORESTRY sort of equipment and to follow sugges- 
tions outlined by the Game Division in its 

eee greatest reforestation program circular of instructions, 
in the history of any state is being 

carried out this year by New York. A 
total of 15,000,000 trees. has been ordered 
by 2,500 individuals, municipalities, fish 
and game clubs, Boy Scout troops, 4-H 
clubs, farm bureaus, industrial concerns 
and other organizations. Shipments from 
the Saratoga nursery to fill such orders, 
had already reached 800,000 trees per day 
on June Ist. Shipments from Lowville 
and Norseheads nurseries were expected] 
to bring the shipments to a peak of 1,- 
500,000 trees per day. Plantings in county 

cc forests alone this year will call for over 
TA ¥~ 3,000,000 trees. 

7 New York State now has under option 
Sa ~— 8,500 acres of abandoned farm land to be 

i, » included in the new reforestation areas. 
Wade Orders for 2,700,000 trees have been placed 

a2 with the nurseries to supply planting stock 
fae in four of the reforestation areas under 

the so-called Hewitt Law, which provides 
for the purchase of abandoned farm land 
in areas of not less than 500 contiguous 
acres and the reforestation of the same. 

PHEASANT REGULATIONS 

REVISED 

is distributing free pheasant eggs| 
in all parts of the state for fifteen 

years, the Game Division of the Michigan 
Department of Conservation has compiled 
a code of regulations governing the dis- 
tribution of eggs, based on their long ex- 
perience, 

It is pointed out that extensive educa- 
tion in connection with egg distribution is 
the only thing that makes pheasant prop- 
agation a real success. Plenty of persons 
want to raise pheasants; but after they 
have been given the eggs by the state, 
many neglect to employ the right methods 
and technique in hatching and raising the 
young birds. 

A careful follow-up campaign has been
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WILLIAMSTON PROJECT COMMITTEE ORGANIZATION 

To facilitate business, a small group, consisting of four representa- 
tives from the Izack Welton League and the Progressive pa gee olny 
and one representative from each of the other agencies or institu- 
tions, hes been selected as the central committee. 

Chsirmen: Mr. Seth B. Gordon, Conservation Director, Izack Walton 
Tecgue of Americe. Address, 549 if, Randolph St., Chicogo, Illinois. 

IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE: 
Mr. H. F. Herper, piers iens of the Michigan Division and member of 
the nationel executive board; in general charge of the ae for 
the Izank Welton League of Americ, In charge of fincmce for nation- 
el end stete orgenizations, Address, P.0.Box 531, Lansing. 

Mr. H. M. Jewett, member of the boord of eoerner a Michigen Division, 
ond president of the Wolverine State ce er. Address, 617 Hcndrie 
Avenue, Detroit. Member, finonce committec. 

Wr. C. A. are proesaest of the Ingham oN Chapter. licmbcr 
finance committee. Address, 1316 N. Genesee Dr., Lansing. Phone 24758. 

Mr. Earl C. aye executive secretary of the Michigen Division, sec- 
retary, Bore committee end in charge of project ees adress, 
P.0.Box 531, Lensing. Phone, 21321. Residence, 410 Marshall 8t., 
East Lansing. Phone, 22438, 

PROGRESSIVE HUNTING CLUB: (Formers' cooperetive organization or Wil- 
; liam rownehips} ‘ 

Mr. Herold G. King, president. Address, Williamston township, rural 
route, Shaftsburg. 

Mir. Milo Clark, member, board of directors. Address, Williamston 
township, R.R. 

ir. Willicm Brennen, member, board of directors. Address, Williamston 
township, R.R. 

Hey Te A. soe member, board of directors. Address, Willicmston 
Enterprise, Willicmston. 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT: Lensing. 

Mr. P. S. Lovejoy, in charge of the game division. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN: nn Arbor. 

Mr. S. T. Dana, Ph.D., decn of the School of Forestry & Conservation,



MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE: East Lansing. 

Mr. H. R. Hunt, Ph.D., professor, zoology department. 

MICHIGAN ACADELTY OF SCIENCE: Ann Arbor. 

Mr. K. C. McMurry, Fh.D., professor, geography department, Univer- | 
sity of stig pa Ann Arbor; chairman, conservetion committee, Michi- 
gan Academy of Science. In charge of cover mapping. 

AMERICAN GAME SURVEY: 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, in charge of the game survey. Address, 421 Chemis- 
try Building, Madison, Wisconsin, 

U. 5S. BIOLOGICAL SURVEY: Washington, D.C. 

lr. W. B. Grange, field agent. 

Advisory Staff 
4 number of Pa many of whom are idee specialists in 
their respective fields, are associated with the project and have 
volunteered their interest and cooperation. ‘They constitute the ad- 
visory staff of the committee. 

University of Michigan, School of Forestry & Conservation, Ann Arbor. 

Mr. S. A. Graham, Ph.D., professor of economic zoology. 

Mr. H. M. Wight, Ph.D., pr teerey of forest zoology, in charge 
of census and related abservations. 

Mr. EB. C. OfRoke, Ph.D., pathologist, in charge of disease 
studies for the project. 

Mr. Dalke, B.S., instructor in zoology, assistant to Mr. Wight 
on the project. 

Michigan State College, East Lansing. : 

Mr. E. A. Bessey, Ph.D., dean of the graduate school. 

Mr. R. C. Huston, Ph.D., dean, applied science division. 

Mr. J. W. Stack, M.S., associate Feet caer oe department. 
Secretary, Inland Bird Banding Association; director, Michigan Audu- 
bon Society; in charge of bird banding for the project. 

_, Mr. G. W. Bradt, M.A., instructor in zoolegy. In charge of 
Winter feeding program. 

Mr. J. 0. Veatch, M.A., research associate in soils. In charge 
of soil mapping for the area,



Michigan Conservaties Department, Game Division, Lansing. 

Mr. H, D. Ruhl, mammologist 

Mr. M. D. Pirnie, Ph.D., ornithologist. 

EH. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Conservation Department, 

Mr, Earl Feitz, field representative, Detroit. 

Suggested *®ub-committee organization: 

Rural Affairs: Messrs. King, chairman; Brannan, Thompson and 
Triphagen. 

Technical Affairs: Messrs. McMurry, chairman; Lovejoy Dana, Hunt, 
Leopold, Grange and advisory staff, 

Sinancjal Affairs; Messrs. Harper, chairman; Jewett and Tripnagen. 

Suggested rules: 

The central committee chairman, chairman of the finance sub-committee, 
and secretary shall be ex-officio members of all special and stand- 
ing sub-committees, and the central committee secretary shall be 
ex-officio, secretary of all standing and special sub-committees. 

Committee members a be represented on the central or sub-committees 
by alternates, who shall have power to vote or otherwise act in their 
places, subject to approval by the central committee.
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FILE No. 204 

Introduced by Mr. Coates, March 25; referred to the Committee on Conser- 

i vation. 

Reported favorably, March 26, ordered printed and placed on the general 

orders. 

. To license and regulate the possession, propagation, purchase, sale, trans- . 

portation and use of wild birds and animals held or raised in captivity 

or imported into the state; to license the selling and serving of game for 

food purposes; to provide penalties for violation of this act; and to repeal 

Act No. 311 of the Public Acts of 1917 and Act No. 270 of the Public 

Acts of 1919. 

The People of the State of Michigan enact: ’ 

1 Section 1. The director of conservation is hereby authorized to issue 

2 licenses to cover the possession for propagation and the dealing in 

3 protected game birds and game and fur-bearing animals and the selling : 

4 and serving of game for food purposes. No such license or licenses 

( 

: 9 5 may be granted to any applicant who is not the owner or lessee of the 

6 premises to be used for the purposes covered by such licenses. All such 

7 licenses shall be non-transferable and shall expire on the last day of 

8 December of the year for which they are issued.



HOUSE FILE NO. 204 2 

1 Suc. 2. It shall be unlawful for any person to maintain in captivity 

‘ 2 or to propagate or sell any protected game birds or any game or fur- 

3 bearing animals, except as otherwise provided by law, unless he shall a 

4 first secure a license therefor: Provided, That public zoological parks 

5 shall not be required to secure such tee but that. they shall submit 

6 reports and otherwise comply with the provisions and regulations of 

7 this act relating to the sale and shipment of such protected birds and 

; 8 animals: And further provided, That these licenses shall not be re- 

9 quired of purchasers of any products sold under such licenses when such 

10 purchases are for personal use only and not for resale. 

; iL Sec. 3. The fee for such propagation or breeders’ licenses shall be 

2 determined by the director of conservation as follows: : 

3 (a) When it is practicable to count the stock, the fee shall be five 

4 dollars for a total number of birds and animals not ‘exceeding two 

5 hundred, and an additional fee of two dollars and fifty cents for each 

6 additional two hundred individuals or fractional number. thereof. 

: 7 (b) When it is impracticable to count the stock the fee shall be 

8 five dollars for forty acres or less which is to be used for such propaga- 

9 tion purposes, and two dollars and fifty cents for each additional. forty @ 

10 acres or fraction thereof; 

AL (c) When. the area to be licensed inyolves.a combination of (a) 

12 and (b) the fee to be.collected shall be the, larger one that can be
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13 charged for either (a) or (b); 7 

14 (d) The maximum fee for any single licensed area shall not exceed 

; o 15 fifty dollars. 

2 Sec. 4. Any person who has secured a license to propagate protected 

2 birds or animals, may possess, propagate, buy, sell, trap, kill, consume, 

3 ship or transport any or all of the birds or animals designated in such 

4 license, also their increase, products, carcasses, pelts or other parts 

: 5 thereof, as hereinafter provided. 

: it Sec. 5. All islands, enclosures and pens used for propagation pur- 

2 poses shall be of such character and location as the director of conser- 

3 vation shall accept as satisfactory to keep in complete and continuous 

4 captivity the birds and animals covered by the ‘license, and so con- 

5 structed as to prevent the entrance of wild individuals of these species: 

6 Provided, however, That pinioned or wing-clipped birds may be kept in : 

7 unroofed enclosures. : 

1 Sec. 6. When wild, state-owned game animals or fur-bearing animals 

2 are present on given land which is to be covered by a license under this 

3 act, the applicant may secure title’ to such animals by purchase from 

| 
} y 4 the state as hereinafter provided. The price to be paid for such animals 

5 shall be fixed by the director of conservation subject to the approval of 

6 the conservation commission, but such prices shall not exceed the market 

7 value of such animals for breeding purposes.
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; a Sec. 7. Game birds and game and fur-bearing animals covered by such 

2 licenses may be taken or killed in any manner and at any time, except 

3. that such licensed game birds may be shot only when it is impracticable @ t 

4 to take them by other methods, and a state conservation officer shall b 

5 personally supervise all such shooting. 

it Sec. 8. Any such birds or animals, and their parts or products, may 

2 be removed from licensed premises only when identified as the products 

3 of such licensed ime or fur farms by the use of seals and tags to be 

4 designated by and to be secured from the director of conservation at a 

5 cost of five cents for each such seal: Provided, That the use of such 

6 seals and tags shall not be required on consignments of birds or animals 

7 sent to the department of conservation or to other state institutions 

8 to be used for scientific purposes. ‘ 

af Sec. 9. Any dealer in meats, any hotel, restaurant, club or individual 

2 may secure a license, by payment of a fee of five dollars, to sell or serve 

3 for food such game birds and animals as may be lawfully imported or 

4 as have been reared in captivity under a breeder’s license. Any such 

5 licensee may possess and sell for food at any time and in any number any 7 

6 such birds and animals: Proyided, however, That there must be attached @ ; 

7 to each bird and animal a seal which shall identify it as having been ’ 

8 produced by the licensee under a breeder’s license, or purchased from a 

9 licensed dealer or breeder in Michigan, or lawfully imported from with-
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10 out the state: And provided further, That all shipments for food pur- 

11 poses, made by such licensee, shall be tagged as required by section eight 

t ® 12 of this act. It shall be unlawful for any person to sell for food purposes 

' 13 such birds or animals, or serve them as food, if a charge is to be made 

; 14 for such meals, unless at the place of such sale or in the a where 

15 such meals are served there is coed Henne a notice stating that 

16 such birds or animals are being sold or served under a license issued by 

17 the director of conservation. 

L Sec. 10. The director of conservation, with the approyal-of the con- 

2 servation commission, is hereby authorized to require such reports and 

3 to establish such rules and regulations as may be deemed necessary in 

4 order to protect the public Hahei and for the proper administration  , 

5 of this act. 

1 Suc. 11. Protected game birds and game and fur-bearing animals 

2 which are released or which escape from licensed premises shall become 

83 the property of the state. 

1 Suc. 12. All moneys received from the sale of such licenses under 

, ; 2 this act shall he credited to the game protection fund. 

@ z Suc. 18. Any license issued under this act may be suspended or 
, 

2 revoked after a hearing upon reasonable notice, when any operations 

8 under it fail to comply with the requirements of this act; and when- 

4 ever any licensee under this act shall be convicted of a violation of the
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5 game or fur laws of the state, his license may be revoked and the birds 

6 or animals held under his license may then be disposed of only in a 

7 manner acpi by the director of conservation. i j 

aL Src. 14. Any person violating any of the provisions of this act or any 

2 of the rules or regulations issued thereunder, shall be guilty of a mis- 

2 demeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall be subject to a fine of not 

4 more than one hundred dollars or by imprisonment in the county jail 2 

E 5 for a period of not to exceed ninety days, or by both fine and imprison- 

6 ment in the discretion of the court. 

1 Src. 15. This act shall take effect immediately for new applications, 

2 put licenses under Act No. 311 of the Public Acts of 1917, effective on 

. 3 the day of passage of this act, shall continue in effect until January 1, 

4 1930. : 

ef Src. 16. Act No. 311 of the Public Acts of 1917, insofar as the same 

2 conflicts with the provisions of this act, is hereby repealed. Act No. 

3. 270 of the Public Acts of 1919, is hereby repealed. 

e
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: HOUSE BILL NO. 355 

FILE NO. 204 

Introduced by Mr. Coates. 

A BILL to license and regulate the possession, propa- 
gation, purchase, sale, transportation and use of 
wild birds and animals held or raised in captivity 

\ or imported into the state; to license the selling 
and serving of game for food purposes; to provide 

penalties for violation of this act; and to repeal 
. Act No. 311 of Public Acts of 1917 and Act No. 270 

of the Public Acts of 1919. 

March 25, introduced and referred to the Commit- 
tee on Conservation. 

* March 26, reported favorably, ordered printed and 
placed on the general orders. 

: Passed the House. . Sai? Bieta eos. ot omd Oe S 

"Clerk of the House of Representatives. 

Passed the: Senate: 210503. icc es ives e wonwlne L929. 

"Secretary of the Senate.
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Members _ 
Piacete Hunting Club 
Williamston Township, Michigan 

Gentlemen: WILLIAMSTON NATIONAL PROJECT 

Progress Report - No. I. 

Herewith the first of a series of prae reports on our 
cooperative peoiee. for natural propagation of wild-life under | 
cover management methods. There is much to report; our project is 
going along very well. Splendid cooperation has been shown by the 
residents of the township and by all the persons who have been asked 
to help with the work. 

; It will not be possible to include all the items about the 
progres work in this report. However, others will follow soon. . 
his one is about the winter feeding and plans for spring planting, 

Purpose of the Project 

| 4 brief statement of the purpose of the project is no doubt 
in order at the beginning of this first report: 

The pareere of the Williamston National Project is to work 
out practical low-cost methods for natural propagation of wild birds 
and other desirable forms of ee improving cover, feeding 
and nesting conditions. This method calls for planting strips, rows 
and id aa of alfalfa, corn, buckwheat, clover, etc. alongside of 
thickets, swales and crop fields so as to balance up winter and early 
ore shelter, concealment and nesting cover in such ways as to let 
ature do her work better. As cover conditions are improved, the 

wild-life carrying capacity of the land will be raised. 

_ This method has one great advantage over the baton we and re- 
here method, in that cover eo agence will increase all forms 
of wild-life, including song birds, quail and partridge, etc, Under 
the cee method, wherein pheasants are reared in captivity and 
released, only that one species is increased. 

i This is the first project of its kind ever started in the 
United States. It is being watched by many persons in all parts of 
the country, and is regarded as the most promising ce ee in 
"creative conservation recently. Creative conservation begins 
where the old "protective" methods leave off. 

Combined with the Williamston plan of trespass control, our 
cover management project should go far toward solving the game
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conservation problems of this country. For this reason, the Izaak | 
Walton ene of America is regarding this undertaking as its most im- 
re national project. The project is also hailed as noteworthy 

y the American Game Protective Association. See its bulletin for 
February in FIELD & STREAM. 

How the Project is being Run 

The project is being run by a committee consisting of members 
of your club and of the League, and representatives of the state de- 
partments of conservation and agriculture, state college, and univer- 
sity, U. S. Biological Survey and American Game ae Expense is. 
being paid by the Izaak Walton League, and the several public pecocenn 
are contributing the time of their experts, many of whom are helping 
with the work. A complete list of the committee members and advisory 
staff will be sent along with a later report. ifr. H. F. ariet? pre- 
sident of the Michigan Bivision of the beaeue and member of the nation- 
al League executive board, is chairman of the project committee, suc- 
ceeding Mr. Seth Gordon who has left the League to become president of 
the American Game Protective Association, 

. Winter Feeding 

‘ As this report is written, there are Pare eren winter feed- 
ing stations set up and pins in the township. This is believed to be 
the largest number of such stations ever set up in one township in 
this state. In fact, it is doubted if there is another one in the 
United States that has gone at winter feeding so intensively. We can 
leave it to Seth Gordon to decide if we already hold the record for 
the United States. If we do not hold it now, we probably will before 
the month of January has passed. 

_ More stations are being set ap. All persons in and near the 
township line who are interested and desire to add to the number, are 
invited to join in. Feed can be obtained from H. G. King, telephone, 
Williamston, 177 - 5 rings. Mr. G. W, Bradt, of Michigan State College 
is giving his time to the winter aie work, Two tons of feed have 
been bought already, and more will be obtained as needed. 

Snow tracks show that pheasants, rabbits, Meer bluejays 
and many of the non-game birds that winter over in Michigan’ are coming 
to the stations. The wild creatures of Williamston township must think 
that times are py good, and that this part of Michigan is a good 
place to spend the winter. 

Probably they have not needed the food yey much as yet but 
they know where it is. They know where to g° if the snow ge s too deep 
for scratching after thornapples and dogwood berries and other natural 
food that has fallen on the ground, and later on when other kinds of 
natural food becomes scarse. 

Natural Food 

_., Through arrangements made by Mr. fave? with the University of 
Michigan, Mr. P. D. Dalke, of the School of Forestry & Conservation, 
has been engaged to make a thorough check-up on the natural or wild
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Food supe of the township. There is a large supply of natural food 
in the township. The wild fruit and berry ane was good this fall, 
according to persons who have compared it to other years and other 
places. pears ay berries and chokeberries are hanging on very 
well. Mr. Dalke will have some interesting reports to make soon, 
copies of which will be sent to you. 

No doubt you will see him from time to time at his work. He 
hopes to ee to know each of the farmers before long. fhen you meet 
him and other members of the committee, please report whatever you. 
can about the wild-life conditions of the area. at such information 
will go into the records and will be very useful. According to Cg 
sent arrangements, Mir. Dalke will continue his work until June 1932. 
During this time he will make a study of sone habits of the phea- 
sant. Wetll know exactly what praneanee eat and when, and what they 
do to crops and how long natural food holds out, etc. 

Spring Planting 
Plans for Spring Management: 

_ Three committees are at work on two sets of ee for spring. 
One is to set up if poet at least omeand possibly more than one 
area of perhaps a half-section, in which an elaborate plan of natural 
propagation may be followed out. This would be a test area. 

_In addition to having a few areas where elaborate ple can 
be carried out, it is denned to arrange for planting and oerte of 
oe rows, patches of corn, buckwheat and other feed to be left 
stan ine over next winter, in such ways as to balance up the food. 

va gh o equal the shelter and concealment cover of which there is 
much in the township, The League will pay for the planting and leav- 
at such feed. These peer es patches would take the place of ar- 
tificial winter feeding stations, and should raise the carrying capa- 
city of the thickets and swales. 

The committees are busy on these pies and you will no doubt 
hear from them soon. If you have plans which you believe should be 
tried out please get in touch with H. G. King, T. A. Thompson, or 
myself, or other members of the committee whom you may meet. Sugges- 
tions are invited, 

Reports 

With the working out of the preering plans it will be pee 
to pie reports of our work throughout the United States. I[llus- 
trated plans will be sent to chapters of the League throughout the 
country and will probably be priasee in national publications that are 
read by farmers, sportsmen and conservationists. It is a most encour- 
aging fact that numerous species of wild-life live on the farm in close 
companionship with man. Many of these species will thrive and in- 
crease if their coverts are worked in suitably with crop fields.
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This project is of interest to more than hunters. Cover 
management, of this kind is the hope of all nature-lovers who want 
our song birds and other wild creatures to remain in our country 
as under former conditions. 

_ Creative conservation of this kind is necessary if we ac- 
complish the objective of this League which is tersely stated to be: 

"To Restore the America of Our Ancestors." 

i Many national leaders in conservation predict this geet 
will go far toward promoting nation-wide interest in natural propa- 
gation of wild-life. 

: The next mee will deal with the soil and cover maps, 
bird banding, wild-life census and other methods of checking up on 
results, 

Sincerely yours, 

2 oe 2 
Fa ie < yey Ke 

Warl C. Doyle, Secretary 
Williamston Froject Committee 

aeEres to state and chapter 
officers and others.
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Progressive Hunting Club 
Williamstown Township, Ingham Co., Mich. 

’ Hunters’ Game Record For 
Department of Conservation, Lansing 

AE SEG 62) Is Soe ee eee Lae 

louns:Elunted: jc) ul ou cee Uns re 

WHEE S Warns S28 22 ee 

Cocks Hens Number 
Pheasants: 

seen seen bagged 

Number Number 
Rabbits: 

seen bagged 

Fox Number Number 
Squirrels: 

seen bagged 

Prairie Number Number 
Chicken: 

seen bagged 

Seen on water Number 
Ducks: 

or land bagged 

Please report other game such as woodcock, part- 
ridge, coots, mink, etc. on other side of card. 

NAM6® 2). 

PAGO reps (UT he ee i



Hunters: 

This information is essential in checking up the 

results of the Williamstown Township Project. 

At the end of each hunt, please fill out and return 

this card to the farmer, with your hunting ticket. 

Remarks:
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Gettin he Bottom etting to tne Bottom 
are : Va onservation 
Through the Williamston Wild Life Project 

By Earl C. Doyle 
Executive Secretary, Michigan Division, Izaak Walton League of America. 

NEW SPIRIT of romance and inspiration for achieve- coverts, in order to come to grips with conservation problems. 

ment has been injected into the Michigan conservation Economic and property right considerations must eventually be 
situation by the inauguration of the Williamston Wild dealt with before these problems are adequately solved. But 

Life Project in Ingham County and the Kalkaska County Fish- it is probable that these factors will not appear as bugaboos, as 

ing Development Project. Both demonstrations are being car- at present, once it is demonstrated that our lands and waters 

ried on by the Izaak Walton League of America. They are the can be made to furnish abundance of “gamey” wild life; and 

outstanding results of the two-year administration of H. F. that this kind of management will enhance the naturalness of 

Harper, prominent industrialist of Lansing, who is state presi-  wild-life settings. The Williamston and Kalkaska projects con- 

dent and a member of the national executive board of the tain the answers to problems that are distracting many of the 

League. An article on the Kalkaska project is planned for a sportsmen and conservationists at this time. 

following issue of The Magazine of Michigan. A project to propagate wild life in connection with farming 

These two projects represent a crystallization of a new idea, has been in the air for some time. The ideas represented in 
that of planning re-establishment of wild bird, animal and fish the Williamston project come from many sources. Definite 
life by starting with the land or water itself, rather than with plans were laid for it last August. A proposal was submitted 
the species. This means, literally and figuratively, beginning at to the farmers’ organization of Williamston township, Ingham 
the bottom by determining and improving the growth possibil- County, and accepted on September 20. A project committee 
ities and carrying capacities of areas and waters. This prac- was formed which met for the first time on October 28, since 

tice is being called “cover management” and “aquaculture” as | which date the project, over the 19,000-acre township area, has 
distinct from “game management” and “fish culture,” the sig- been formally under way. The work is being carried on by the 
nificance being that principal emphasis is put upon making the League in co-operation with the farmers of Williamston town- 

land or water produce life that is best adapted to the par- ship, with the technical assistance of many state and national 

ticular environment. Feeding, breeding and shelter habitat is | public agencies, including the Conservation Department, the 
improved according to the life-history needs of adaptable species. | United States Biological Survey and the American Game Survey. 

While it is, of course, recognized that a combination of legal Interest in the project is not limited to hunters. Cover man- 
regulation and artificial propaga- agement will bring about natural propaga- 

tion may well be practiced in con- : tion of many song birds and birds of plum- 

nection with habitat improvement, 3 <n age and will enhance the aesthetic qualities 

the belief is gaining ground that < g of the landscape. Many farmers who do not 

principal emphasis should be placed XS hunt, and who are not looking for economic 

on making the most of potential , ~ gain, are showing keen interest at the pros- 

productive capacities of waters and £ eauantta SCS —— pect of having wild life re-establishment. 

a ea T [i ‘ The first work done was preparation of 

; = ee N Le 7a two maps of the township, one for soil, 

- : Qs) ee ae Be ! + + + +) made by J. O. Veatch, soil expert of the 
Pw % rst; oe Pe “A Ae fi iN Gee E Experiment Station of Michigan State Col- 

‘ ° Aes Q2\. 8 " Lo lege; and a cover map, made by Dr. K. C. 
A oe tg Ae la ot 3 Ay McMurry, professor of geography at the 

: ae post ——_ Th 4 ge Me, o University of Michigan and chairman of the 
a : Ee] +) ee ah | thas LL conservation committee of the Michigan 

PM) Pin w p \ bi-pe ea Academy of Science, a pioneer of the “start- 
ie u oo" Torre at the bottom” idea in conservation. The con- 

= eee a Tai acer f sag servation committee of the Academy is 

iy Te Cc Ns rs H ¢ Above — Dr. K. C. the agency which first proposed the Land 

iy » gi-k QI] McMurry, of the Uni- Economic Survey which began its land 

Is AIn2 Cag he 3-9" ' ou” i versity) of Michigan, inyentory work in 1922, starting in Charle- 
. ~ a slash pew \ 97-2 q oz Mp 5 making a game cover  yoix County. 

as.) = . noe cer gi, oF map. Dr. McMurry is shown in the accom- 

Nae ue z Bor ~~ RF At Left—Part of panying illustration taking field notes for 

3" wn ae o “ yy es the map of William- the cover map, a portion of which is also 
iz a, “9 Pp 0) o “Lh . ston township, show- shown. One of the surprising features of 

S b2\ Ome Sy Tel ing in complete detail the map of this typical Southern Mich- 

y the various cover con-  igan farming section is the large amount 

ieee ATE ditions. (Continued on page 24)
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Even the deer country now faces aT > . 
the problem here king 

and Thomp- 
son, typica. 

Matters doubtless would have continued to roll along sn rons et 
in about the same fashion, with the Horton Act on the sit down to ; 
books as a threat but not often invoked, and with the Oe es 
hunters suffering some inconvenience but still not seri- e : 
ously handicapped and not badly displeased with the 
situation, had not the 1929 legislature spilled the beans a 
by proceeding to pass a “Private Shooting Preserve” law. 

This law was not unlike others that have been tried, 
and I am told are even tolerated, in other states. But \ “ao 
its passage proved pretty definitely that neither the - . 
sportsmen nor the farmers of Michigan are willing to ‘= “ oe 
sit quietly under something they really dislike, and also ~ .. >, 
proved that American principles of equality and fair play i . .- -* ee 6h6UVF ee 
are more than skin deep in the Wolverine state. The Right le ws | 
private shooting preserve law provided for the estab- lads like these [i _ Sa 
lishment of shooting preserves on which not less than pens a ae 
100 birds of any given species were to be released, full- Michigan i] a, se 
winged and free. Once this requirement had been com- Getting for Matec MM Mle 
plied with, the State Conservation Commission was given free hunting : SS & < 
power to fix the regulations under which the owner or —o  £“... 
lessee of the preserve, and his friends, could enjoy hunting. — ee 

— pe 

FoR the first season under the preserve law, 1929, the ee. Se a 
Conservation Commission decided to permit the killing ees on — 

: d Pg eo of 50 per cent of all birds planted on the preserve. Pre- oe eh 
serve hunters were held down to no daily bag limit, ‘ : 
although the game laws of the state fixed a daily limit 
of two, and a season bag limit of four for the general 
public, on ring-necked pheasants, the only game birds in Below—Get- 
Michigan suited to the preserves. Preserve hunters were Le 6 
allowed to kill cocks and hens, while common hunters farmer is not 
were restricted to cocks only. Preserve hunters were amoa tore 
allowed sixty days in which to man 
get their 50 per cent, against i . Se ss 
a seven-day season on pheas- | : — 
ants for the common Nim- ee) mi . — 
rod. (Continued on page 58) foe 5 ae - &. : 7 
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No hunter, ttes « 8 os rm pee 
pene Ue eee vs and take on avariety 

do about it He has a ticket, so the sign means nothing OF fornia 

here Shall \ Ve Hunt : 
By Ben East 

SZ GRAN 1927 the Michigan legislature passed the Hor- before the law went into effect, just before the opening 
as ton Trespass Act, and that year, for the first of the 1927 hunting season, hunters saw that a new 

peated time, the hunters of the state were confronted picture was on the screen. 
x3 Sm] with a serious threat against free hunting. Be it said to the everlasting credit of the sportsmen’s 
The Horton Act made it unlawful to hunt with fire- clubs of the state that they recognized, almost without ex- 

arms, dogs, or in any other manner, on farm lands or ception, the justice of such a law, and made little effort to 
farm wood lots, or on inclosed lands of any hunting club criticize or obstruct it. The first year hunters respected 
or game preserve, without the consent of the owner, and the Horton Law almost toa man. It was new and untried, 
provided a $10 to $50 fine for violators. On a second and possessed powerful possibilities in the way of a stiff 
offense the penalty was fixed at a fine up to $100, plus a fine. Farmers were known to be belligerent in many cases, 
jail term of not more than thirty and the small game army had no 
days. The author and sponsors of : wish to run afoul of the new statute. 
he Horton oc meant Sy In the Interest of Fair Play oe iran of the ee ac- 

rior to the passing o is law, corded it in the beginning, little at- 

trespass action in this state rested We asked Harry, Harper, meron tempt has ever been made to apply 
on proof of actual damage, and of the Michigan Division, ues Walton this trespass law by force. So far as 
farmers were just about helpless to pcnene te Api pare Be eeu eeo rene the records show, in the four hunt- 

detend ue Ce uabeders for publication in this issue. In ene ane ae since He Saciment of 
unless they chose to stand guar dheiexecutiveeecreties tthe Michigan the law, not a single arrest has been 
at the line fence with a shotgun or Division, Mr. Dovle, declined to sub- made under it. Neither the State 
a stout club. Under these condi- mit such an article, but did supply us Conservation Department at Lan- 
tions the hunters did about as they with a most complete and interesting sing, the headquarters of the State 
pleased. The decent element re-  32-page booklet entitled “Facts about Farm Bureau, nor the leading sports- 
spected the rights of the farmer, the) Shoo aae Laces ee Ne Wie men’s organizations of Michigan 
often asked permission to enter his ges t % vitae Saaniel: cc fal have any record of such an arrest. 
land, left promptly and without pro- See PO On Ac ae eee eat ots Nateee topic should secure and read that book- et 
test if ordered or requested to do ib which wo presume iGanebercbtaincd Tus does not indicate, however, 
So, and tried in every way to avoid from league headquarters, Box 531, that the law has been perfectly 
friction with the landowner in his Lansing. As we go to pe the Michi- obeyed by any means. As a matter 
own fields. : eo Prone mee ne o foes in of fact, when no arrests were made 
Bee same ee vee et eee Seen erie Mickiesd during the first season-or two, large 

ay Li ney, as we e admi eee aeeGheaee officials, including erste numbers of hunters came to pretty 
eir numbers were legion, and sti dent of the Grand Rapids chapter and much disregard the Horton Act, 

are—hunted where they pleased, and Ted Thompson, of Williameton Plan and they park their cars along the 
when, Ruoying taey vee ee eon fame, is organizing the opposition. road now and enter fenced fields at 
any real punishment. requently will, about as in the old days, and 
they defied the farmer to eject them, : : they seem to get away with it, too. 
if he protested their presence or actions. All too often But in the meantime the law has imposed consider- 
they added injury to insult by cutting his fences, shoot- able inconvenience on the decent element among the 
ing his stock, stealing apples from his orchard and chick- sportsmen. They will not enter land, posted or not, 
ens from his yard. Needless to say, the Horton Act was without permission, and that means calling on each 
sponsored by farm interests and drew unanimous farm farmer in the hunting area before the day is started, 
backing. ee : ‘ Otherwise the hunt is definitely limited by line fences. 

In the beginning, it was planned to require all hunters, I should pause here long enough to say that the tres- 
under this law, to obtain written permission before en- pass problem is acute only in about the southern third 
tering farm lands. This plan lost out, however, and the of Michigan. North of that section there are large areas 
hunter was, and still is, able to hunt on verbal permis- of wild land, and little farm game is found. It is in the 
sion. Nevertheless, the new law armed the farmers of pheasant counties, the farming districts, that the real 
Michigan with a real weapon against trespass, and even difficulty is experienced and the real problem met. |
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wd SAF Sy) T appears that between the Horton that his other hunting when done outside his better yet, I believe I can secure a club of five ~ . . 1s 2 | eet } ae the wealthy man’s trout and own property lines, shall be in accordance with or six fellows, who will pay you from $1.50 to San ee eercara oS ene ee as on, bho teas due to the leadership of Harold King, the ia | hunting preserve, the farmer, and the the regular hunting seasons as prescribed by $2.00 per bird for those that we kill right here eS lati g f ae Mate Andon ects Sain hee ron iahida president of the club. King was once a city 

=> sportsman, the smoldering embers state law. on your place. And, by the way, we would be |e | aca unaouing’ seeeves and more The radical devotions in the Williamston ™2™ and he knows the city man’s views and 
must eventually break forth into a flame be- We city sports must either buy a farm or Willing to allow Mrs. Bill a dollar or so if she especially since the enactment of Act 249, P. plan in Michigan hunting annals, lies in the 4/80 knows that the average city hunter is a fore this all-difficult question can be settled to quit expecting the farmer to provide us with would care to provide our dinners during the A. 1929, commonly known as the private pre- yellow tag that must be worn while hunting. Pretty. decent sort of a chap who resents the 
the satisfaction of those concerned. As every- hand-reared game. There's no use crabbing— Season. serve law, sportsmen throughout the state Each farmer in the club has four of these tags, ¢Ptedations of the hoodlum as much as does one seems to be tossing their hats into the  cither do our bit or quit getting sore at some- This will get under Bill's hide, in many cases have been inclined to look askance at any- no more. These must suffice for himself and the farmer. As a result, farmers are leaving 
ring, here goes mine—an old, faded felt one one who is. If we treat the farmer right, per- at least, but after he has tailed his cows and thing that comes out of Lansing, and they his friends or guests. He may give these tags 8" °ccasional cornshock for winter feeding, with trout flies and spinners decorating its haps he will grant us a few shots at the other turned his heels to the fire, he will chase the view with suspicion any new scheme relating to whomsoever he wishes, or keep them. The ® Corer of the wheatfield, and a bit of brush 
band and the inside showing signs of a pheas- 59 per cent of his game, and we should not proposition around in his mind a few times. to hunting which may have its origin in or wearer of the tag is privileged to hunt any or ‘™ the hedgerows for cover. : 
ant egg having been broken therein. expect this to be free shooting, either. Would The city sportsmen have hurt themselves near the capital city, Small wonder it is, then, all of the 20,000 acres included in the club’s In the Williamston area, all evidence of ill The bone of contention at the root of all we allow a farmer to come into our city home, _ with the farmer in a great many instances, by that on all sides we hear queries regarding membership, without asking further permis- feeling on the part of farmers toward city 
this evil appears to me to be pure distrust of or basement, and help himself to a half-dozen not acting the part of gentlemen. Just how the Williamston project, and it is not a bit sur- sion from anybody. His tag is his ticket of hunters, is missing. We were looked upon as 
each other. It seems that each of us is a bottles of home brew? Not hardly, brother. do you prefer to nae a man respect you and prising that with the sportsmen’s nerve on entry on all club lands. guests, entitled Kel coe ae hunters, 
waiting our chance to grab something that So let us consider the other fellow and the your property in the city? Well, sir, that is edge and shaky, they are condemning this ; i . in turn, appeared to feel that the farmers were 
isn’t ours, at least, not just yet. What I am position he is placed in. Just how Farmer Bill likes to be treated. If as ithseh: vie it proper heaving: Te amir fe i eh eee their hosts. I could not help but think that 
going to say is merely my own personal opin- Personally, I am in favor of encouraging all every city sportsman would cultivate the ac- Nevertheless, the Williamston plan had its to charge for tags. In fact, it is a by-law on if hunters had all and always demonstrated 
ion, and of course does not deprive anyone else the wealthy city men to buy up large tracts of (uaintance of a farmer, and take up the prob- birth under circumstance that sportsmen de- the books that these tags shall not be charged such a spirit, there never would have been a 
of the privilege of holding to his own convic- janq and call it their private shooting pre- lem of rearing game, somewhat along the light in—the plan was brought forth in an for, Therefore, the bug-a-boo of a fee system thought of writing the Horton Act! 
tions. Far too often the city sportsman cannot serve, or trouting property, whichever it may lines mentioned, I feel quite sure that the far- indignation meeting where sportsmen and far- does not exist in Williamston. As Harold Some sportsmen will naturally object to the 
get together with his brother, the farmer, or he, especially if they plan to propagate their ™er would come half-way. mers got together to denounce the private King expressed it, “I feel that if the hunter ticket feature of the plan, which, of course, does farm sportsman. The city man believes that own game or fish, which they do as a rule. But don’t ever get it into your mind that preserve law. is a guest, he will consider himself obligated to place upon the hunter the trouble of arranging when he has been required to pay his small ‘There is no use of us getting our hair raised any farmer is going to raise game or even To give the Williamston plan its proper set- he on his best behavior, whereas if a fee is for his ticket. From the farmers’ side, it must license fee, the state is then obliged to furnish against the rich man; far better for us, if we feed the state's game and allow us to wear ting, let us go back a bit. Some years ago, yequired, he will be more inclined to be care- be considered that the ticket is his method of 
him with his season’s sport, including, of would grip his hand and wish him well in his out our shoe soles hunting on his property Farmer Harold King went into his backyard Jess with the farmer’s property.” That this is control—the means whereby he limits the guns course, plenty of game and fish. The sooner undertaking, to join with him and give him a without reimbursing him, because he is not. and counted 42 pheasant hunters in one field 4 currect “hunch,” is proved by the fact that on his farm and bars the undesirable. 
he realizes that this is an utter impossibility, helping hand wherever possible, because he is Neither would I, and neither would you; and on the opening day of the pheasant season. ot a single bit of damage has been reported The Williamston farmers deserve every the sooner he will be able to comprehend the most certainly in a position to really put over further, if you think that your game and fish But that was not all. He went to the front since the plan has been in operation. credit for their unselfish recognition of the 
real light that reflects from the problem. what he undertakes, and it isn’t usually done department is going to put sufficient game in yard, and looking across the road, he counted If an offender is found, however, he is likely city man’s inherent desire for the wide open We must further admit that a farmer should jin any half-way manner, either. the field to furnish good sport without first 19 more there! Too much was too much, even to be “persona non grata” herastien A cen- spaces, They deserve praise for having opened 
be in a position to extend his jurisdiction over Many of us, you and I, will some day be glad _ getting the co-operation of Farmer Bill, Jones, for such a genial man as Farmer Harold King, Continitteonreseiven penorie man vay law. upianjayenne along Which the miareh on ees 
his entire property. It is private; it is his— to sit under this same wealthy man’s guard Smith, ete., you are wrong again, The land- and he began thinking that “this here pheasant violations or damages, and prosecutes them zation and increased population will not de- he bought it, and pays the taxes on it, just the fence and shoot a stray pheasant, partridge, or owner has the upper hand on this proposition, shooting” was getting to be too much of a good regardless of the identity of the offander. The stroy the opportunity to exercise this desire same as does the city man on his home. Fur- quail after he and his cronies have gotten them and I for one am glad it is so. thing. His fellow farmers shared this view— individual farmer no. longer needs to. press but have tried to balance the right of ria 
ther, if the farmer desires to purchase eggs stirred up. A wealthy man’s private preserve What goes for game in the above, also ap- only more so. Then along came the private his own charges. There is now pending a property in highly cultivated farm areas with 
or breeding stock for the propagation of pheas- is ninety times out of a hundred a game refuge _ plies to fish. Some believe it is the lowest and preserve act, which, under leave of the director hearing against a farm member who is al- the privilege of free hunting and the enjoy- 
ants and quail, or even ordinary leghorn chick- at large. There’s bound to be a leakage, and meanest thing that a rich man can do, to buy of conservation, permitted early shooting. leged to have hunted before the legal opening ment of all outdoors which has been a pecu- ens, he should be in a position to take and sell some day in the near future some of us will be property through which a good ous, stream That’s when things started to happen around ge iicsaaason P liarly American heritage. All the Williamston 
his products if he so desires. However, if the glad that we encouraged him to fill his refuge flows, and then proceed to post the property. Williamston. Little as the farmers liked to ; a il furmers asi for ie protection from damage— 
farmer accepts aid or stock other than that to overflowing, for if he had not, there would [¢ may be a fact, but I differ with them under have a surplus of hunters on their lands, they , The tag, which must be worn wa e hunting, in return; they are gind toishate there wood 
which he has purchased privately, the horse have been no leakage, no surplus, in that certain conditions, and they are this: The liked these pre-season gunners even less. Out- 18 returned to the farmer at the close of day, lots and hedgerows, their swales and thickets, becomes one of a different color. He then vicinity for us. sportsmen should’ see that there is always raged and indignant, they came together in and since the hunter parks his car in the far- withetheivod thoueh th : Z ivi i s ai ; ; mer’s yard, this should be no chore. Oppor- e nimrod, even thoug: ere 1s many should be allowed no greater privileges than Where can we expect to get on this conser- kept open a fair length of stream both above the Williamston meeting hall and stated their it vere t i ‘table thank 4 field. of whéat and\corn batavean! 
his city brother, only in so far as the trespass vation problem, if one of us wants one thing and below each such fishing preserve. If this ‘ Objection. Local sportsmen were there, too, ot y is ev or extending suita os en s 
law permits. I firmly believe that if some of and the other something else? Team-work is is done, I believe in encouraging a man of including Ted Thompson, publisher of The gis eaued serena ne: oe the deve jop- ie ey ee ee 
the abused city sportsmen would buy farms in what counts. I often think we would buckle means to go ahead and put in his hatchery, Williamston Enterprise and evangelist for the cae of ee oe ae : e farmer him- Aaa ; 
the country and endeavor to operate them, into the harness and pull together better if rearing pools, and other improvements, be- new plan. And out of all this, came the “Pro- S¢! fas Baw, our tags ih e ae season, And then two colored gentlemen were hunt- 
they would soon realize just what the farmer- some of us were equipped with blinders on our cause trout do not abide by a: wire fence parti- gressive Hunting Club,’ which, as far as I pee . sees to it that each tag comes i on the Tahquamenon near Newberry. sportsman has to contend with. eyes so we couldn’t watch quite so easily each tion any better than do pheasants or quail. have been able to find out, is pretty satisfac- 4c every day. — own the runway they were watching came I believe the farmer, or owner of farm prop- and every move of the other. When we city Thistwill, leavere lavce mtike ta tory to everybody concerned. After discovering that the lawless hunter, ze See timber wolf. One shot felled him 
erty, should be encouraged to propagate game sportsmen learn to drive out to Farmer Bill’s State fish to stock a tae ee cee To give the Williamston project a first-hand the hoodlum, and the destroyer seemed to steer aa ie a to his feet and charged the men. 
with the assurance that if it is all his own place and say, “Bill, you have some wonderful bacmune. of ectiae the exten eee peat » checkup, Ben East, Fred Travis, and I opened clear of this area after the new plan was in e@ was a most on top of them before he 
capital that is invested, he will be permitted game cover on this farm; why don’t you raise pantie: aia ane, Fl 0 Oi th a 4 7 the past pheasant season there. We, of course, effect, the farmers, too, began to take an in- dropped dead, his head full of lead. 
to hunt, take, kill, or capture 50 per cent of a hundred or so pheasants, and perhaps a few the eek » f . Beet = a a A ae. 5 must bear in mind that being newspaper men, creased interest in game. While formerly they When asked if they thought the wolf was 
all the game that he liberates each year. Fur- of the other game birds? Bill, if you will do oasauan tac ae De 5 ha. ae creas we may have been given a bit better than shared the views of farmers elsewhere, namely, attacking them, one of the colored gentlemen ther, that he may dispose of this game at any this, we city sportsmen will endeavor to see miteecae i ae mee boas “ill he ne ro average reception; certain it is that our news- “get the pehasants before the city hunter gets said, “Well, maybe it wasn’t going to attack 
time, or in any way, provided he is the holder that you are permitted by law to dispose of Ee ois boremen WELBaTe Detter paper connections helped us get tickets for the them,” they now seem to have a much more us, but we were afraid it might play pretty of a breeder’s license, with the stipulation 50 per cent of what you raise every year, or, (Continued on page 13) opening day. But aside from that, we will sympathetic attitude. No doubt, this is greatly rough!” 
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“Gentlemen, I am the district conservation ’ 
2 officer. Have been honestly interested in con- , t E h Cont’d from p. 11 

Two Old Fools (Continued from p. 7) servation for years. Thought I was one hun- por sman $ C 0° ag 
dred per cent, but have learned OuEES vee ict 
I am still in the kindergarten. It is late, bu , BE 

of fish and the hysterical attempts of man to before I leave, I have to requests to make. wieee little eee gone Be rents eee 
replenish. them in an unnatural way. Ducks, They are that you trying to forget what an \°U Gish Pee ai eee a La cushien 
partridges, and quail were abundant in those ass I made of myself tonight, and that you will fe A h ne ne i ioht eat ae a hae fee it 
days, as were their natural predators. let me come again tomorrow as a friend and ea then He nee SORE TER an ol one Pee 

“We drifted along with the rest, blaming convert. I know every foot of these woods is superior to the one he has, goes and cut that 
the lumbermen for something that with the for miles, and will gladly help while I learn down, while the other is left to be tossed about 
prevailing methods of taxation they could not more of your wonderful work.” by fhe wind. Then later, if he sees a very fine 
prevent, and accepting the man-made reason The Old Timer grasped the extended hand top of some full-grown ‘tree, he will climb it 
for scarcity of game and fish, putting the of the officer. “Supper will be served at seven and cut the top out, spoiling the tree for its 
blame onto their natural enemies instead of o'clock tomorrow evening,” he replied, “and value as welllas ais stately beauty. 
where it belongs. we will expect you to join us.” We cannot lay all this destruction to the boy “Then we got the notion that trees should “Don’t you dare fail us,” laughed the Judge either, for many a man does the very same 
be Planted I guess au was five years ago eet as he bade their new friend goodnight. thing. 
we helped in the planting of our first local when alone, the two friends stood by the fire : itati r0- reforesting project. Didn’t have much faith in for a moment, then both broke out into a ey ee pe ene a ieee 
the seedlings the Department of Coneete aoe hearty laugh. use. This, to me, seems very unjust, for if a 

anaes es ee sees ier “He’s a darned nice fellow,” remarked the land-owner wishes to raise and sell trees for 
ace pace er Nona ae feat high Judge between spasms of mirth. Christmas tree use, why shouldn’t he have the 
thousands of them. * — “Couldn’t blame him,” snickered the Old et to, ie as ae the calf pee of 

body must have had a lucid interval when the Yes,” broke in the Judge. “And who would Fist tl eae Tana ij ie f 
deer hound was outlawed, but the bird dog still Suspect two old fools like us of taking pictures ‘ e ee ra hae A in a Le g 
helps his master exterminate the birds that are in the moonlight? oe Beas 5 ene la aii By aun cen ane 
none too plentiful. We realized that the real ‘Moon, hell!” said the Old Timer as he threw ‘° St0P a eee f iow ae ae er is ia 
cause of scarcity of game was their human some water on the fire. aE areh ie Seon, ow ce ae ne a nee 
predator and a lack of natural food and cover. ‘{ wonder what we got on that plate,” re- Bee ce ee ie es The 1 eae aAt 
Feeding stations simply congregate the game marked the Judge as he folded it carefully in (vnorowill have to do his own sarlue it he 
where it frye ene, fat, end ey. To mabe black paper. cates Pp es 

i their st be placed where “ , Pra ‘ “ x 
eat bai fe So itis a wild a St eee as Bb eee B ue fy wet As we pass along the street on Christmas 

; , i ld, and ‘velop Some of them tomorrow night while oy. and look through the windows of the animals. If they are to remain wild, the officer is here and let him in on the real }, ly lighted i ti- healthy, they must be cared for in a natural 54,» ‘ouses, we see a gayly lighted tree in practi 
manner. : ee syery ee, eee ae meee 

i ; é F ib Rem, ae oe ut only for a short time. Soon the needles 
‘We started in on fishing. Our heavy tackle SS ee Se en erin a fall, and then it is thrown out into was discarded and trout rods used for lake the hack ward iw hatieniendl 

fishing. This gave the fish a chance and us a The Farmer and the Sportsman vanes ? ee hundred-to-one more sport. We didn’t get so Many of our tree-loving citizens have planted . 
many fish, but the real sport, which was what (Continued from page 8) a permanent tree in their yards, and each 
we went fishing for, was greatly enhanced. eee ik SOE Rea Se Vesa lI christmas Mae one Seay ae How 

“Then we sold our bird dogs and pitted our fishing. Therefore, don’t hammer and knock Sapled ne the Sande aide a te nite Be 
cunning against that of the bird. The results the wealthy man simply because he wants to snow where it is visible to all eyes, not to just were, less birds and more fun. Following this, purchase some property through which a trout 4 few indoors! Picture eee gat anne 

we started to organize groups of our fellow stream flows. Better you encourage him. beautiful city “with a beautifully decorated 
ae? and to convert them to our way of Some years ago, in a middle-west state, the Chirstmas tree growing in it. 

i sportsmen were up in arms because an indi- ‘ “A war was started on the polluting of our vidual bought up a section of stream to be coe MF tone Wee cee 
lakes and streams by private individuals and ysed for commercial trout rearing. After a the present and future Christmas tree rests corporations, which called for pictures. And while, a flood came and carried out this man’s with you. If it is your duty to see to the 
following the natural trend, the pictures were ponds, consequently letting vver a hundred trimming of the tree, it is also your duty to 
found a great help in educating the public, thousand ten and twelve-inch rainbow into the see to the planting of a permanent tree. It is especially the Kids in schools who are our citi- stream. If you can today find a sportsman your duty to stop your boy from wong forth 
zens of tomorrow.” living within fifty miles of there who will con- and stealing a tree just as much as it is your 

A muffled explosion interrupted the speaker demn a private fishery, I’ll buy you a frog-leg duty to stop him from stealing anything else. 
and a brilliant flash of light brought all three supper! Contrary to this, they are losing lots Let's not bring up our boys and girls to feel to their feet. On the face of the officer, who of sleep every night praying for another cloud- that the world was made for them alone but 
had been an attentive listener, came a look of burst, and who knows?—it may come. Con- rather bring them up with constructive spirit, 

wonder. trary to all general belief, the location of a something lasting. 

“We got something,” ejacualted the Judge Private fishery which rears its own fish on a jot every true citizen of our glorious penin- 
as he reached for his flashlight. “Come on, Steam, is an asset to us average anglers. Now qj, think it over, picture for youreslf a spruce- 
officer, and see the kill.” let the brimstone fly, because I have spoken less, balsamless, treeless desert. Think it over. 2 my little piece and do herewith duck under my . 

Following his lead, they found another cam- desk, but may venture out again when the —Mrs. A. C. Richards, Marquette. 
era placed in a thicket and the Judge pointed smoke has cleared away. ——0—____ i 
to a cord that extended across a path about ee ee 
twenty feet distant. This was attached to the - 
trigger of a flashlight gun. The camera had —————————________—_ 
Sa epee ie pee os oe was Get Acquainted with “Wiednian’s Fur Farmer” WHEN IN THE SOO’ I7T.S 
pabec rane cert One. le exposed plate was “The Magazine That Serves Bunny Breeders.” 
now Salis ey i” age a roe The Published po all ra breeders and THE OJIBWAY HOTEL 
gun was reloaded, string tied where some ani- fur farmers; 0 32 pages; subscription, $1.00 <i a 
mal had broken it, and the three returned to a year. Three months’ trial dabscripton. the oe Se RopT ae the camp fire. As they approached, the officer © WIEDMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY cuisine. A nebedts Hee ee EA 
said: 1616 Redfield St. La Crosse, Wis. \ : i 
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OUTLINE OF FARM GAME MANAGEMENT PROJECT 

It is proposed that the Izaak Walton League of America insti- 
tute, forthwith, a national demonstration project in farm-game manage- 
ment, to continue for as long as five years; and, that the project be 
conducted upon an area comprising a township or equivalent amount of : 
contiguous land, near Lansing, Michigan; that it be carried on in 
cooperation with the United States eee Survey, the American 
Game Survey, the Committee on Wild-life Policy of the American Game 
Conference, the Michigan Conservation Department, Michigan Academy of 
Science, the applied science division of Michigan State College at 

of East Lansing, and the School of Forestry & Conservation of the Univer- 
sity of Michigan; and, that it be supported in part by the Michigan : 
Division of the Izaak Walton League, and that it be sponsored by the 
Ingham County Chapter of the League and if possible conducted under : 
cy sponsorship by the Chapter and the Williamston Progressive Club. 

@ latter is the farmers’ organization whioh lately contributed the 
“Williamston Plan", which has been reported as a further development 
of the American Hunting System. 

The proposal is made that the National Executive Board and 
management of the League obtain and provide funds to defray the ad- 
ministrative expense of the project, and of related activities; that ‘ 
the Ingham County Chapter finance the cost of management methods and : 
hnpt ovenante upon thé area, and that the Michigan Division assume re- ‘ 
/syonsibility for such other expenditures in this connection as may be B 

/ fox the benefit of the state at large. : 
/ ; 

\ | ed 

\ | PURPOSES OF THE PROJECT 

The primary purpose of the project is to develop a working 
plan for cooperative action in farm-gamée management, between farmers, 
hunters, public and Quasi-public agencies, that may be generally ap— 

/} plied or adapted to similar or comparable situations throughout the 
farm-game regions in populcus sections of the country. 

It may be observed that the farm-game situation is the most 
complex of any in conservation, and that farm-game territories have 

: the greatest potential game carrying capacities; and, that improve- 
ment in this relationship will not only bring the quickest and most 
practical results in game restoration, but will most likely give im-= 
petus to the whole American movement for conservation and interest in 
outdoor life. 

Therefore, it appears to be warranted to bring to bear upon 
this project the prestige and resources of the Izaak Walton League of 
America, and of agencies and interests which may be disposed to co- 
operate with it.
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f And, it is furthermore suggested that by following factual 
procedure along lines of least popular resistance and in accordance 
with the prevalent trend of public interest, the hope may be justified 

that an emergent state of affairs may issue from the oe in which 
the prejudices and conflicting conceptions which abound in the exist- 
ing stalemate will be resolved. 

IMMEDIATE PURPOSES ARE: 

1. To follow out and further develop methods of hunter-farmer oo- 
operation which are already under way. 

2. To organize initiative and arouse incentive to engage in system- 
atio farm-game management. 

3. To work out procedure on which to base financing methods for 
farm-game management under private and public auspices. 

4. To find facts and to correlate and distribute information on 
which to base farm—game management practice in general and cover 

management in particular; and concerning biological and physio- 

graphical factors, agronomy, land economics and public relation- 
ships. 

It is further proposed: ; i ; 

Ls That gpecial emphasis be placed upon developing a method of farm- 

game "cover" management, that is, production of game species 
through systematic modification and control of environmental fact- 

ors effecting growth, and that this method be correlated with 
other conservation methods generally in vogue; 

2. That vigorous effort be made in connestion with the method of 
environmental control on this project to readapt to modern econ- 

omic conditions and strengthen the American Hunting System and 

the system of public ownership of wild-life; 

3. That the project be goupled with promotion of juvenile and ‘adult 

interest in nature through work with "4-H" Clube and otherwise;: 

B. That collateral attention be given to the aesthetics of conser- 

vation and to the economics of agronomy with respect to desirable 

: forms of bird and animal life other than game species; to preser- 
vation of scenic beauty and protection of waters from pollution 

and to prevention of.unwarranted drainage, 

Ultimate Purposes ce 

It is desired at the outset to draw a line of distinotion ‘be- 

tween the primary and immediate purposes of the project and the ulti- 

mate purposes which the project will serve. 

For this reason, considerable thought has been given in pre~- 

paring this outline to set up machinery which will serve the ultimate 

purposes. And, it is believed to be of utmost practical importance to
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begin to realize these ultimate purposes in ingreasing degree, starting 
forthwith. 

If we are going to ask certain interests to back this project 
with funds in substantial amounts we should spare no effort to bring 
about results of a remunerative nature within the shortest possible 
time. Having been reared in a business atmosphere, I incline to the 
belief that any project that involves economic considerations that is 
of real worth gan be made to pay out in a business sense. In other 
words, this Peg geo’ should cause an increase in hunting in the very 
near future. Owever, responsibility for such inerease depends on how 
the procedure of the project is applied. This is a job apart from di- , 
recting the project, and one which requires special attention. 

This project is one phase of a development which has come out | 
of the work of the Michigan Division under the presidency of Mr. H. F. 
Harper. The “cover" management or environmental control idea present 
in this project has been previously applied in a fish-life management 
project for which three $1,200-a-year fellowships have been established 
under auspices of the Michigan Division by Mr. Harper. f 

It may be observed both the fish-life and this game cover ‘ 
management projects involve a conservation method that is not being 
generally applied. Attention is invited to the fact that in their 
application a method is outlined which is supplementary to the two 
conservation methods generally applied to natural-growth resources, ‘ 
which are: (1) legal regulation of seasons, etc., and (2) planting of 
breeding stock reared under. artificial control. The method of re-for- 
éstation by planting seedling trees is an application of this second 
method, as well as use of fish hatoheries, rearing ponds, and opera- 
tion of game farms. The private shooting preserve law of Michigan is 
a phase of this same method. 

It is submitted that oocasion calls for extensive applica- 
tion of this third or "environmental control" method and for proper 
correlation of all three methods, in some cases in the same situation. 
One reason for the existing stalemate may be the lack of this third 
method and correlation with the other two. This deficiency gives rise 
to many psychological factors. One of the most interesting "by-product" 
experiments in connection with this project will be the attempt to 
change the psychological situation as it affects the public attitude 
toward the Michigan Conservation Department, its personnel, stability 
and freedom of action. 

The advisability of directing the principal effort of the 
League toward filling a nation-wide need for extending this third 
method to as many states and localities as possible and for correla~ 
tion of the three methods, and such other methods as may be developed 
in the future. 

Reference is made to the ultimate purposes sonneoted with this 
project and the possibility of getting quick practical results of a re= 
munerative nature for the interests which may be invited to take part 
in financing this project. : 

It is therefore urged that cognizance be taken of the ultimate
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purposes to be served by this project in the following respects: (1) 
in adopting a plan of organization, (2) in obtaining finance for support 
of the project and for the Izaak Walton League Foundation, and (3) in c 
planning ¢xpansion of membership. 

OUTLINE OF ORGANIZATION ; 
y 1 

National headquarters: 

1. Project and related activities to be carried on under general 
direction of the National Executive Board of the Izaak Walton 
League of America. 

2. Mr. Seth E. Gordon to head up project work and related activities. 
No doubt further division of the varied work would be necessary, 
but. project should be an activity of Mr. Gaden's department. As 
Conservation Director, he should be ghairman of the control committee. 

55. TO give the “ultimate purposes" definite status, it is recommended that 
a "goordination Division" be created as a part of the office of 
Conservation Director, and that the director of this project be 
nominally in charge of this. division. 

4, A small joint project control committee. 

5. A large committee to promote the application of procedure and the 
three correlated conservation methods. 

Project headquarters: 

6. To be in charge of a project "Director" with office in Lansing, 
Michigan. Title, "Director, Williamston Game Management Project". 

7+ A small joint control committee consisting of representatives of 
the farmers and Lansing Chapter. 

8. Technical committee. 

9. Field councils, (technical). 

10. Field assistants, vocational students, and research workers. 

11. Policy committee. Large membership, advisory functions, parallel 
to national League committee to apply procedure and correlated 
methods, parallel to Committee on American Wild-Life Policy, and to 
function in the place of the former Michigan Conservation Council, ig 
to include representatives of other conservation and sportamen's 
organizations. 

12. Michigan Division to have special committee of the Board of Gover- 
nors to work with national and local control committees with re- 
spect to finance. 

13. Public relations committee. To have charge of educational work “ 
with 4-H Clubs, eto., in Ingham County.
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14. Chapter field committees. All volunteers to be given opportunity 
to observe field conditions and to make recommendations. 

WORK OF THE PROJECT DIRECTOR 

In view of the practical importance of the correlation of 
the three conservation methods, it is believed that much of the time 
of the director must be given to matters beyond immediate scope of 
the project. Yet, virtually everything that will concern the director 
will have bearing on the project. 

These collateral matters being closely related to the project 
and being of direct concern to the "soordination division" of the of- 
fice of Conservation Director, it is believed to be proper to charge 
the entire expense of the project director's office to an account to 
be financed by national headquarters. 

Work of the director must be scheduled for two periods. The 
first period will continue until the adjournment of the next Legisla- 
ture, which will meet January 2nd. The regular session usually ad- 
journs about May 15th. 

During the time until May 15th, much attention must be given 
to legislative affairs. These relate entirely to correlation of the 
three conservation methods 

And, inasmuch as the correlation of this project with official 
administration and public policy is part of the experiment, the whole 
state conservation situation except Great Lakes Fisheries, oil and 
minerals, is directly connected with primary immediate or ultimate pur- 
poses of this project. 

At least ninety percent of the administrative affairs of the 
Michigan Division pertain to these very mitters. Therefore, it is be- 
lieved to be proper to combine the office'of project director and ex- 
ecutive secretary of the state division until adjournment of the legis- 
lature. However, membership work should not be attempted by th e ex- 
eoutive secretary, except as it may be a by- product of the project 
work, or a matter of an occasional circular letter. 

It is recommended that national League headquarters assign a 
field representative to Michigan to take charge of a membership campaign 
for a suitable time during the fall or Winter. 

Work during the Legislative period, 
starting forthwith and continuing until May, 1931. 

The Project: 

1. Organization of committees. Now going forward.
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2. Planning of finance of field assistant' course, now going forward. 

3. Preparation of vocational course. Now going forward. 

4, Seleotion of field assistants. Now going forward. It is planned 
to have four men and to divide the township equally between them. They — 
will make observations and inventory of wild-life during fall, winter 
and spring, under director of Mr. Glenn W. Bradt, instructor of Zoology 
at Michigan State College. He will conduot the vocational course. 

5. Mapping of the area. Combination contour, soil and cover map. Ex- 
pest to have thie done under director of Dr. McMurray of the University 
of Michigan, who has made several cover maps this summer for the Con- 
servation Department. Takes about three weeks for one man to map a 
township. This work is to go forward immediately. 

6. Preparation of reports for farmers to indicate gun-days and kill. 
To be collected after pheasant season October 25th to 3ist. 

7. Organization of chapter field committees. 

&, Plotting of cover patterns by technical committee. 

9. Field councils, to advise on improvements for typical cover combi- 
nations. : 

10. Planning of winter feeding operations by local control and techni- 
Gal committes, assisted by chapter field mmmittees. 

11. Start of field observations and inventory by November. 

12, Logal control committee to arrange with farmers for installation : 
of “permanent” cover improvements; legal instruments, etc., during win- 

ter. Improvements to be made in the spring at planting times. 

13. Joint meetings of control and technical committees during winter 
to consider reports on wild-life observations and inventory. -Field 
councils to meet one or twice during the winter, probably indoors. : 

14, Correspondence with members of technical committees, national and 
local control committees, and members of field coungils. 4 

15, Preparation of regular reports to be published. To go to farmers 
of the area and to members of all local, state and national committees. 

16. Organization of public relations committee, expect superintendent 
of schools in Williamston will take this over. , 

17. Occasional field trips and attendance at olassea. ‘ 

18. Monthly chapter meetings. Public discussion of such problems as 
predator control. 

19. Publicity to daily and weekly papers.
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DIVISIONAL ADMINISTRATION: : 

LL. Drafting of policy report to Governor and Legislators elect. To 
be submitted to chapters first. Basis of much newspaper comment and 
news stories. Will be center of debate. Will include correlation of 
methods and defense of private shooting preserve law as a going ex- 
periment. 

2.. State Board meetings. Appointments to conservation commission to 
be considered. Also retention of present conservation director, an 
issue bound up in the state program. 

3. Fall convention. 

4, Conferences with University and Conservation Gommission concerning 
the fish-life experimental project now under way. This is a conten- 
tious and important issue and checks back to lack of coordination of — 
methods and lack of understanding of the purposes to be served by of- 
ficial administration. 

5. Publicity for state magazines. 

LEGISLATURE: 

1. Drafting of bills. 

2. Daily contact with house and senate secretaries, accounting for 
bills and follow-up. 

3. Gontact with house and senate committees. Formal and informal 
conferences, attendance at hearings. 

4, Reports to constituents. 

5. Collaboration and reports to divisional legislative committees. 
Correspondence with chapters. 7 

6. Gonferences with Governor and Conservation Department. ' 

The work schedule is so heavy that it is apparent that good 
organization is necessary. Indications are that interest will run so 
high that committees will function more efficiently than committees 
usually do. Additional clerical work may become necessary. If so, 
cost will be defrayed by ‘state division. 

Make-up and Functions of Committees 

The following is suggested: 

1. National control committee. Chairman, Mr. Seth E. Gordon; Mr. 
Va Es SUR ney G. Walling; Mr. George E. Scott; Mr. H. F. Harper; Senator 
L. G. Bradford; Mr. M. K. Reckord; Mr. Aldo Leopold and Mr. Earl ¢, 
Doyle. Committee to have authority over the project.
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2, National “coordination" committee: to include National Executive 
Board, National Directors, state and regional presidents and secretaries, 
Arms and Ammunition Institute, Committee on American Wild-Life Poliay, 
American Game Survey, U. 8S. Biological Survey, Association of Fish and 
Game Commissioners, Societies of mammologists, ichthyologists and orni- 
thologists, etc. Functions: to apply procédures of project and to build 
league membership to carry out local and state programs in accordance 
with "correlation" principle. 

: 3- Teghnigal committee: This would naturally split up into groups as 
follows! pat those persons who live in Lansing; (2) those who live at 
Ann Arbor Univer aity) and (3) those in other towns and outside of the 
state. The local members will probably have most to do with the actual 
conduct. of the work. Membership: Staff of the Game Division, Michigan 
Conservation Department; members of the faculty of the Zoology Depart- 
ment, Michigan State College; members of the faculty of the School of 
Forestry & Conservation, University of Michigan; representatives of 
the U. 8. Biological Survey, probably Mr. Grange, Mr. Leopold and cere 
tain members of the Michigan Academy of Science. 

4, Field councils would include the same personnel as the Technical 
committee, along with the members of the national and logal control com-= 
mittees. Field assistants and research workers. 

5. State Policy committee to have large composite membership, to in- 

clude the technical and control committees. State division board of 
Governors, Institute of Fisheries Research, Fish Division of Conserva- 
tion Department, members of Conservation Commission and representatives 
of other conservation and sportsmen's organizations. This organi- 
zation would be parallel to the national Coordination committee, and to 

the gommittee on American Wild-Life Policy, and would function as an 
“advisory comservation committee", which is so highly desired. This 
would take the place of the former “Michigan Conservation Council", 
headed bb Herbert Stace. It is beli8ved best to tie up any state-wide 
council to definite projects. Otherwise this body might become more 
of a nuisance than benefit. 

POLICY REPORT TO GOVERNOR AND LEGISLATORS-ELECT 

This will be a sequel to the pamphlet entitled, "Miohigan's 
Game and Hunting Situation". ‘ j 

FEATURES OF THE REPORT CONTEMPLATED: 

1. Stabilization of conservation administration through retention of 
personnel and correlation of methods. Public acceptance of correlated 
methods necessary. 

2. Plea for faotual procedure and experimentation within well-defined 
bounds. Efforts will be made to head off "barber shop" biologists. 

3. Advocacy of a system of small well-distributed wild-life refuges 
throughout the farm-game territory to permit a 30-day pheasant hunting 
season. Conserypéaodoemed sea ar tgakergarensgutanrity to inaugurate a 
long season mB”
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4, Advocacy of employment of student assistants and for officlal parti- 
cipation in the "environmental control" method. 

PLAN FOR RUFFED GROUSE AND PRAIRIE CHICKEN PROJECT 

It is desired to support the School of Forestry & Conservation 
of the University of Michigan, which evidently can play only a secondary 
role in this project. 

Also, endeavor should be made to side-tract attempts to inveigle 
the Conservation Department into such hopeless projects as the propaga 
tion and distribution of "wild" turkeys and introduction of exotics, 
with consequent waste of time, money and effort. It is evident that 
we should endeavor to make the most of what we already have, notably 
native species such as ruffed grouse. 

Agcordingly, it is planned to promote a ruffed grouse and 
prairie chicken project through cooperation of the University, and De= 
partment and certain chapters of the Michigan Division. 

There is a 4,500 acre state game refuge near Midland, with 
which the Midland, Saginaw, and Bay City Chapters have had much to do. 

This refuge is not now being used for anything and does not 
fit into the northern system of refuges, but is in the “wild-land" 
territory. It contains beaver, muskrat, grouse and prairie chicken. 

There is a good house on the property, formerly used by the 
"keeper", - 

This location would be suitable for an experiment such as 
carried on now by Dr. Gardiner Bump of New York. 

It is proposed to have the Wolverine State Chapter and the 
Chapters at Pontiac, Flint, Saginaw, Bay City and Midland, and Grand 
Rapids, and such others as mgy want to join in, to finance two fellow- 
ships in the School of Forestry & Conservation for conducting a wild- 
land cover management project on the Midland refuge. This would be a 
state project, but would illustrate how the proeedure of this principal 
project can be adapted and applied. 

VOCATIONAL COURSE AT M. 8. ¢C. 

It is expected that the Wolverine State Chapter will finance the four 
scholarships for the vocational field workers. 

It is planned to use these four field workers in connection 
with extention of the "Williamston plan" and creation of a system of 
sanctuaries. 

These will be farm boys, with high school education, resident
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in Williamston township. 

Finanoing of their work in this connection will be saddled 
upon the Wolverine State Chapter, and may amount to a considerable 
item. Nig 

The schedule of work for the project director after May 
will probably be influenced by the Midland project and sanctuary 
plan. , ; 

Earl C. Doyle, Executive Secretary 
Michigan Division, I. W. L, A.
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= BUDGETS = 

(A) National headquarters: (first annual period) 

Salary of Director $ 5,400, 
Salary of Stenographer 1,300. 
Office rent 600. 
Field, office and travelling 2,700. 
expenses, publication of reports, $10,000 
mapping and equipment. » . 

It is suggested that Mr. H. F, Harper be made disbursing 
officer of the control committee. ; 

: €B) Ingham County Chapter: 

For cover improvements, 
$2,000 a year for 5 years $10,000. 

(¢) Michigan Division and Wolverine Chapter: 

Four scholarships for fall and 
winter vocational courses and 

ms for field work 2,000. ie 
: One field assistant to remain on 

project. Salary $150 per month for... |. % 
remainder of annual period 4, 200. 

ine $3, 200. ;



z Mile: Deer 

4/9/34 

Ross Stevens, who has beenwriking at a CCC camp in the Upper ; 
Peninsula of Michigan, states that the market price for a back in a 
1933 was $25, This refers to deor Mlegally killed by native for 4 
later sale to unsuccessful sportsmen during the deer season. The a5 

: maximum price for extra fine heads was $75. : E 

Tae practice of hanging up bucks for later sale to unsuccessful a 
sportsmen started in the upper peninsula about 20 years ago and has Es 
been growing steadily. ae



File: Michigan folder 
Moose folder ; 

CROSS REFERENCE 

"The Moose of Isle Royale" by Adolph Murie. Misc. Publ. 25, 

University of Michigan Museum of Zoology, July 7, 1934. Filed in Moose Box, 

.



Ege: _  Bigest of R. 8, Brippenses!s thesia a 

We - Umpubl, MSS, Univ, of Michigan, 1933, 

a? Pe 206 Surre of grants ont Length with age, GUY weeks, (Mature wt. of 1400 grams 
* retarded IS weeks dus to artificial food.) 

a Pe 25,  Noights. Feuales heavier and larger then males, e. 

Pe 30. Breeding Season. Jan, 15-mug, 15. 5 | 
: eg A De 31. Sex Ratio of 216 rabbits olleeted 49) female, Same in traps as in shooting, 

re ee ee Nesting materials carried as far as 50’, - eek 

pe Be Sag Ante, ce, Aver, 55 grams e0l44 food and 92 grans water, (thie ' oe 
eae |. apparently refers te drinking water.) ss Oboes 

es Spe ‘Dapupinen, Average 265 pellets per day, wt. 20 gr, per day, 

Se ae Dansky nity. Saginaw Forest eat, density 1 rabbit per acre, 69 ners, 
pee dea sr Weald Chee GO$ pe? sare ver year, ae pee et | 

aS p.50+51. f | Miebof rons Ba ag del bee cotta ABA 

: ae. ae Common Name 2 . ” Be Setentific Name eRe geo 3 

J ee. oo 
one Aspen, big toothed _. Bopulus grandidentats wichx. s 

ey etna. CT | 4 Mae omarioans Li, | : te 
ve ae. Bech | famas grenAigolin Warn, 

ls ae ; ug garolinian Lm 
Seat $. ? hey ES 07 4 : ee utes m3 chs baa é 

cee Catelps pete ee : Warder. oe | as | ee 
Pag woe Elder, box . is ae Ager lo Lie ; ee vee 

es eS 
 Hleteorys plemt glabra (ii11.) a 
 hgeany, bittermt eoriiforats Vang, X, Koch, oe Reauaaes ps : 

te ; Toeast, black ee ee x .



- < -~—2< ; Ruins Y é 

Maple, stlver Ager 34 he 
. Maple, striped Ager per eam Tis , 

2 ise gar 
ae akc, white : ao. ai eet ee 

poe Sloe; goat ad caleba Séhnota ? wo ine, corsican ; x hneid, : 
ee Pine, Japanese Sin. gate * ; 

as Pine; wostera yellow Ei i aandaranp Dovel. | a 
Rind, shite ao ‘atrous 1, 

ee aay Mea ere ‘felipifera lL. : 
* > Willow lack (Balke aaa Hare 
. e Uhueee _ Spruce, Norway (ouds) ‘Eigen ghey (i) Karst, Se ee 

Common Meme Se ees Selentifie tame ne! 

oe Dogwood a a 
Dogwood, red-oaier HE apes Michx, net 

ha eon Svouyms abromuroureug Jacq. 
Oe Grape, wild Sie 3 fe ak oe Se 

| iagkeeberry, low bush mp, BBE, 2 
oe Denner Lek: : Bee 2 Sedat (I) Moench, 

c we sires’ . Spires, ‘Bde Hs : . : ‘Wighshade, ee. ; 4 Solemn gp. de gis te ey 

ee _Ramberry, ret duns agueatiosima (0. Ay May) 

‘Smblax eae ae eo oe eis Bs a : pe Be 
be Sumac, staghorn Was wy Bug het sh é oe 

-.  Sumae, poison © 0 > Bae hye: 
Willow, besked oe en SR Seop. erly 
Willows paeny  « BAe hay 

| Pe 90, Balt. Captives showed no preference for salted baric, ; ~ i - | 

p. 54, Hater, Captives drank, tut no wild ones seen to drink or move to mter,



ceneae a =3« : eae Se eee 

: p. 56. ‘ fable 7. Wenn i ; ei 

Ghote of Leafy Fant Tanda! The foods in each grow are Listed : "iin onder of preference ag shown by the smounts eaten by rabbits in ~ a 
- ° “@aptivity where groups of two or more foods were placed in the gages, = 

Greatest aout eaten Next to greatest Teast smount eaten e 

Sow thistie art ta A ee = Red clover 

"Dandelion: > Mgt | Gamma thdetle. | Pendelion. = Goldenrod Raspberry sprouts 
 Bifelfa : . Broad leaf plantain coi aaah  Gaxwot top eee Me eae RSS a 

cs Gemma a OO eee 3S che ae Riga po OE ee es are eee 

Bidet | Bewley without heade ee : 
eee inte Oats without heads Bhi tes ve naet 

dand ¢). Lox | Barley sprouts 3 a hE - Dandelion — _ Same grass Be eae ee : ~~ Dandie? do: we Ss sohhes « apparently equelly desirable :



kind of bark eaten where meat kinds are eet, Score in per cent 
of total eaten, 5 o wiis tk 

> ae a “Shed 
Staghorm mmag See 

oS Gottonmot  =—s—i‘és , 189. 

mpl alee es Le NS ae 
a Cot tonrood ‘Bomukus deltoldes 5 oO ale! 
a Hawthorn i 2 ‘ aad Lm 
; Staghorn susae - Mis Booting we s 

Catalpa Las | eae Sa i Be 
ec Pantoled dogwood . Gemma ; | AS 

Black oh i aerobing = ma es fa. 2. 
Ba Ot A ee 

: Ea tagtepa pat leania aee ve ee 
ee 

el 
El eae able  Quewus yeluting = «—si“‘(ésé«G 

Witeh-hagel Romania yinsiakee stk or 

Se ie wale Sk aia a aes 
; Black walmt » duglens pier, ae 25.35 : 

Bluse beech. nen Mis Seroliniens = = © 192 Goa Mee el Teale aie 
S haat " Gorma atolonitere 5009 
3 aie ae Suse. 5 ie 5 

eee iss yon gg ee : 
aes Silver maple: ait Te ein 18 One 

eee Hawthorn mus typhina os 
Box elder aa oe Ss , ge cee a ee Black locust : paeudo~acacta pent



x es as . ~S* i 2 ° : ae 4 - 

A Malet alan 0 al ae ee ee eee 

eo ~ Black Locust  Robanda saiacin -  100)0 | 

re TE Blin of Ganka ania suntan tock of sine omtfers 
were placed In pots: in” to prevent the needles from falling, §.— : 

Lae The experimental animals were kept without food for twenty-four 
pipe » hears previous to placing the plants in the pen, The results ae 

a gel gethane of verkoun conifer transplants for food 

Ss Soxigen pine, Ein Blars Makarigg” MO 

Sees A Paaey a MAM ee. ts FECES ge 

i a : ihe Yeste nm, Ow 6, Bime py ‘ ‘ wate vat cam & # 4 

“5 Matte soruse, Eigen cousdeisip  =§ 8 OR eee ne 

Pe Wy “Gaile, “Tt avedds ateong amilight eonoieteatiy." (1) 
“) p, 105. Concentration, Treutaan took 77 rabwite from holes (by ferrets) in. 
oe 2 aeres of brash in Worrow.Co., Ohio, Woodelwex % amnk holes my be 

as 75g ae NO MNS SOME ES GN ee eee. wb ae 
; P, 124, Mty more rabbits tn alfalfa in summer then tn tome hay, grain, oF corn, 

222) ee Der aia fore deereanes as temperature inetenses, tye; bottom of form 

ee "Teantaan's conelusions on the relationship of rabbits to the © 
Je se of holes are as follows! Sei tag ke. ee aa Ns nd 

'. Le Tg-the footing is good, especially if ‘there is to snow, and 
_ the temperature above twonty degrees Fahrenheit, in general rabbits 

, sg will not hole up even when chased by 2 dog. Rigg tas Wet ; 
i hey 0 By With snow on the ground and the teuperature below twenty degrees «= 

. Pahvenheit, ‘rabbits use ground holes, preferably wodeltick dens which, © - 

} ema - > Jy Dering comtimued severe weather with snow the rabbits como out ~ 
; | only to defecate, and during prolonged gold periods, to feed, — a ee



“ “M.A higher percentage of fenales than males use holes, pe 
ee 5, Males where foreed to use cover will generally use hollow logs : 

or. trees whero such cover is available." : fa eRe 

: Dd. 125. odeine: holes tan be used by rabbite beemee the hibernating chuck — 
on is ina side-chanber, #0 the rabbit has free passage to both entrances, 

a ‘Bunting, Use of holes, as indieated by tracks on ashes, greatly increased 
; oo, Gaving hunting season but contimed even stronger efter the season. Nee 

: DP, 129. Hoar. “Cccasfonclly individuals (captive!) will dic from mo dther 
_ geagoh than sheor fright," No details given, — Eg : 

Tt Sis co 131, Saell. Rabbit placed near, bat ont of sient $4. e wink showed no alarm, © 
“ge _ Waough the wink seomed to mmell the rebbit, : 

Ae ee Santi Unpelatante foods showed a few tooth marks, indicating Aiserimination 
aera iy OE SUAVE TAU ON MOR ee ae ae 

. 2. 13%, opoeraphy. Rabbit released in unfsatiter territory jumped inte acre 

py. 1ST. Bightine., Captives strane to each other when confined together will = 
ms er Bes regardless of sex, snd the stronger will ueuelly tear all the hide 

oe we, Taung ner 2itter, Average of 27 litters was 5,04, ‘Taisks 2 litters common 
a Si coupe, sn nn ge so a Sh aE I 

ek Pe 180, Pembrey says mice ani rabbits take the tewersture of their sutroundings 
Cs dating first LO days of life, Marly litters freeret eh 

“> py 1534 Hewor eabbite tu 8. Wich, tn 1953 hen 1932 
Py NOs A mate eked 5 rabbits always Uy biting Left wide of nenky 
By ATE, Average 111 por mannday tm Wich, 1932,.2,5, 1955) 2.200 

2 P+ 188, Ieldg, Gross Isle, 1932; 600 acres in Jamary yielded 2092 in iG days or 
ey aes per rabbit Mie, Size of crew or residual population - us 

e . Kelloge Bird Sanctuary, 1932-33, 700 acres Lee 203, at odd times, 
beokr gawe Noveaber te February, or 3.44 acres per rabbit killed, Time per mnter ——. 

a, per rabbit 51 mimtes. Cost at 30¢ per hour 35¢ per rabbit, = =~ a 
= Ps . Willdemston area, farmers only, on 2910 acres, year not given, 

Pete keied a rabbit foreach 118 sores, ‘oe 

"By 203. Mice as Predators, quotes. Hitler as stating thet mi¢e kill yoing in nests, 

Cottontail (2) By a Oo au ears Ceara” OE aac 
oe es MMMM ee oe ge Oa ead GAC hee a Oe a tay aks Bees oe Be Ns Gees gh ce aie ta
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By THOMAS MACCLURE forts are then turned to producing the 
necessary game. Each bird and animal re- 

woh: Prey quires distinct methods to bring its num- 
Secretary, Michigan Division, le W. Le A. ber up to the carrying point of the estate; 

but all of these can be and are carried on 
[Continued from November Issue] simultaneously. 

One of the principal things—and this ap- 

HE cover having been established, as Vermin control cannot be overlooked at Plies to all kinds of game—is the elimina- 
well as possible for the time being, a any time of the year, on any land where '0n of all excess of old males and females 
vigorous campaign against all vermin is a large head of game is to be maintained. and the properly adjusting of the breed- 

started; but never with the idea of exter- On estates where there is laxity in this stock. . 
minating any species. The gamekeeper is branch of conservation, a rapid decrease Should the survey show a great scarcity 
always very careful to allow a certain num- of game life immediately takes place. The of young birds, with the old and barren 
ber of each type to remain in the covers to surrounding estates soon begin to feel the ones predominating, the following method 
maintain the proper balance, otherwise effects of this laxity and unless promptly is used to get rid of them and to secure 
serious complications will result. and effectively dealt with, their game suf- young healthy breeding stock for the com- 

During the examination and cover-build- fers severely, requiring exertion of the ing season. 
ing operations, every kind of vermin has utmost efforts to restore it to its former The cover and the food supply are 
been carefully looked for, its movements standing. brought up to the highest point of perfec- 
and haunts kept under close observation. A ays a tion to be inviting to all game. 
Each species has its distinct, individual cee wane peagione an For a month prior to the open season, 

tages and highlands another the tow and countless thousands of all kinds of game- SVG" uriven from: place to place bythe use 
flat lands, while another will frequent the destroying birds and animals, we cannot of the dogs, until finally they are driven 
wet trails, through swamp and swale and hope to Tere tanes Db RELEASE gue game over the boundary and off the estate and 
along the lake, river and stream bank. nor even keep what we have without seti- 56 not allowed to return. When the sea- 

The birds of prey also have certain sec- US thought being given and energetic, effi Soy opens, not a single bird is to be found 
tions of cover where they carry on most Sent and eteceual methods being applied on the estate,—or at least their number re- 
of their depredations, usually selecting 2 duced as low as possible. All during the 
some old stump or stub in each location The establishment of a vermin control open season not a shot is fired on the 
to which they retire to devour their prey. that will account for not only a few thou- _ estate, while on the surrounding estates the 
Each species has its master trail or line sand but for actually millions of vermin is guns are booming everywhere. The game 
of travel, joined at strategic points by in- absolutely necessary and without which we very soon learns that over the line there is 
tersections, all of which are known to are simply allowing our wild life to grad- quietness, excellent cover and an abundance 
the alert gamekeeper. F ' ually diminish to the point of extermina- of allusins food awaiting them and make 

The vermin campaign is started by plac- tion. every effort to get there. 

Pees wae one. ae co The cost and labor of producing birds hea were So en at aoe 
line, then a second line or inner barrier, end annals ead eee hem inte oe to the guns, while the young, speedy and 
gradually circling in until he reaches the aaa Sad hee eed y me fast-flying ones escape in large numbers to 
center of the estate. os : y : find a welcome haven awaiting them. 

At a great number of places “control” inte etse Isles, Bota Sime cent is When the season is over a excellent 
OF permanent sets are made. These con- SPeMt 10t Us purpose until the covers are ~— head of young birds is on the estate. No 
Golenes are on the trail point, or point Prepared to produce, hold, feed and protect shooting 4s annie this year and the birds 
which will be sure to be visited by any the game and the vermin reduced and con-  so0n become permanent residents. All of 
vermin ranging that section. Many of the trolled to assure the proper balance. the birds being new to the territory, little 
sets have been prepared and baited during When this has been accomplished the ef- fighting takes place, each pair being content 
the cover-building operations to settle down on a small 
and are in excellent natural 5 re [geo par part, assuring good returns 
condition, being now a_per- a _ oc aso the following nesting season. 
manent part of the woodland. eis a | et ‘i | The rabbits are netted by 
All that 1s required is the oe : ee he ao... “long nets” and “poke nets” 
placing of a trap. — and the oldest bucks and does 

The zepont tor he ast five | sale yee ygunest cae being 
years of the Argyllshire Ver- ratioed at one buck to five 

min Club, composed of 25 does. 
gamekeepers covering 900,000 ae i. The deer are also properly 
acres, shows that the amount i er oe a balanced. Where old heavy 
of vermin killed averages 24,- a ~~ ed EE. "ed stags hold sway they will not 
000 per year, or 1 to each ee coe P so /{_ allow any healthy young stags 
S7iavactesiof territory, | ll Pr Gi ro « to remain nor to enter their 

In Michigan at this ratio, Ce A . iF, Te  ™~ domain, but will carry a large 
nearly 1,000,000 head of ver- a Sm ee AY ‘ A A NN harem of hinds, many of 
min would be accounted for Pees Uli UF; | them being non-productive. 
yearly, instead of the few eS - es lhCUECUerr—r—«CidséiCizsc§ The old stags and the old and 
thousand now reported, = =f eel barren hinds are climinated 

continually carried on for imme = | = SSSCShtinds. Others will cross from 
centuries, but conducted and cS . (a ~~ the neighboring forests into 
regulated in a well-balanced ee ee = as nee this select ranging ground 
manner with no species being Isle Royale Moose. where they are not molested 
exterminated. © Frank M. Warren (Continued on Page 11)
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Game In Michigan and British Isles 
(Continued from Page 3) What of Next Year? 

a the old stags and where food is plenti- pe much weight and pital and pe not The joys of anticipation are rare- 
ul. the same resisting ability or heat producing ane , 

powers, also being more seeetitle to ver- Pe cluale da by, pee poe 
AFTER the balance is adjusted, it is kept min and disease. struggle for a goal is far more in- 

carefully regulated each year by the This system is also extensively used with teresting than the prize we may 
above methods and by artificial propagation. the wild birds, nesting in their natural state, win when we reach it. The imagi- 
Also by methods used by the gamekeeper and is of unlimited value to the mother nary delights of possessi d 
during the shooting season. He knows very _ bird, enabling her to leave the nest with a h i Boseccnicn) audiuse 
closely the producing percentage of each full brood at the end of fifteen days in a Cte stimulus that buoy us up 
species and regulates the “kill” accordingly, healthy and vigorous condition, fully capa- amid the difficulties that often seem 
leaving sufficient wild game which with those ble of caring for her offspring to the best insurmountable. The delights of a 
artificially reared will maintain the carrying advantage and assuring the maximum num- struggle furnish the real zest that 
number. Small refuge sections are located ber being reared to maturity. melt biti E 
at different parts of the estate upon which Both of the above methods are frequent- stimulates ambition and determina- 
no hunting is done. The game accumulate ly used in combination form, producing the tion. When the prize is won—an- 
within these refuges and assist in main- maximum number of birds at the minimum other step added to that ladder of 
taining the breeding stock for the follow- expense. : success—then, you have to set an- 
ing season. The wild birds’ nests are also given a other I af th hi 

In Michigan the establishment of certain great deal of attention, dummy nests being Set vetes cue Te be nopeone 
sections to form refuges would greatly made in the most suitable places. The bird dusts arabilions) must agzin be 
assist in the preservation of our wild life. searching for a nesting site finds one of aroused by greater ambitions and 

Tens of thousands of pheasant, partridge these, Out nests and ee ato. peer ries e greater prizes. 
and, on several estates, grouse, are yearly PRSt Heston arc heeagreceatOb in. Unsuit The past year has been a great 
artificially propagated. On the large rabbit able and exposed places and are shifted ear for C ; 
warrens thousands of rabbits are also ex- 07 else provided with sufficient and proper A a heen gece eae 3: : covering to guarantee their safety and sure for Waltonism. Many almost un- tensively produced by this method. hatching. believable thine b 

Upon the largest estates the rearing fields Few nests are ever destroyed by being plished. But Boe ee BEcOm) 
are scattered in widely separated sections exposed or by the farmer's wagon, plow, 1 1 c we cannot ive On past 
of the cover. This eliminates all handling, reaper or other implement. With the aurels. Each year is another and 
shipping, releasing and extending feeding proper cover provided it is not necessary a new reputation must be made. 
operations. The birds reared thereon are for the birds to seek nesting places out in The picturization of the joys and 
capable of finding their own food and car- the open fields where they will be destroyed benefits of ee 
ing for themselves at a much earlier age by agricultural operations. ene ore Breaten Outdoor Min- 
than if taken from a central rearing field, Fields suitable for agricultural purposes nesota is the great stimulus that 
released into strange covers and left to are not the natural nesting habitat of any should be encouraged. If one reaps 
shift for themselves. Otherwise, extensive one of our game birds, although Michigan satisfaction from anticipation of 
hand feeding must be carried on indefinite- pests are frequently to be found in such coming pleasures, think of reali 
ly to obtain the best returns. places and are often the victims of the Ta h mee Gees 

The birds reared on these auxiliary rear- modern machinery. Were a little thought Such a state of mind, and if 
ing fields are larger, more alert, also given to our covers, vermin eliminated and everyone would but adopt that 
healthier, wilder and much more vigorous nesting places provided, the birds would state, all would take advantage of 
than transplanted ones. They also scatter, not be forced to seek safety out in the opportunities that otherwise mi 2 * + ight range wider, populate the surrounding open fields and to nest where they will be not be ithi 
territory with greater rapidity, intermingle destroyed by the farming operations. Dé OF come within their range 
quickly with the wild production and make On a well-managed estate, the birds and of vision. The greatest of these op- 
an exceedingly more desirable addition, animals that are artificially propagated portunities is the Izaak Walton 
possessed with all the necessary sportive cost practically nothing to produce. The League. Many take advantage of 
qualities required in a first-class game bird. amount of game produced on the estate it—many more should. E aed 

“The Rides” in the covers are also ex- under natural conditions has a market . ae should.) Every little 
tensively, Gtili a value far in excess of those artificial bit of codperation strengthens the ly utilized for rearing purposes and ui iy a 2 
produce excellent results at the minimum reared. The cheapest methods possible are chain. Yours may be just that miss- 

cost. used and the first-class manager can pro- ing link. Add it to the rest. 
A system called “banking” is used by duce them for only a few cents each. 

several, in the production of game birds. wee . 
This system eliminates a large percentage of I Ny the Eesha Re ee tO Ae ls A. C. ANDREWS 

ths oHles cE the reonel aver these’ fey right the government exercises is to con- PRESIDENT ANDREWS Grain Co. 
: 8 y : trol the open and closed seasons. There is Min 

by doing away with many of the setting k cone . A NEAPOLIS 
hens, coops and much labor, which other- no bag limit on any game bird or animal. 
wise would have to be retained, handled THE OPEN SEASONS ARE: 
and fed daily for the balance of the in- : E 2 F. Peavey HEFFELFINGER 
cubating period. Pheasant—Oct. 1 till Feb. 1. Gen’L Mer. Monarcu Etev. Co. 

Under this system every nest contains a Partridge—Sept. 1 till Feb. 1. MINNEAPOLIS Beatie 
full clutch of 100 per cent fertile eggs and Grouse—Aug. 12 till Dec. 10. 
guarantees the maximum hatch and a be a mM 
larger production of strong healthy birds. ee ee 
The eggs containing weak birds, or show- Black game—Aug. 20 till Dec. 10. Jupson L. Wicks 
ing low fertility have been discarded pre- Wild turkey—Sept. 1 till Jan. 10. MINNEAPOLIS 

viously. Quail—Aug. 1 till Mar. 1. ‘ 

Another system that is used is one All migratory waterfowl—Aug. 1 till 
whereby each setting hen is only required Mar. 1. Cuartes K. BLANDIN 
to incubate the eggs for not more than Deer—No closed season. St. Paut, Minn 
fifteen days, when she will have a nestful Red deer—No closed season. : ‘ 
of healthy chicks. By this method much Roe deer—No closed season. 
labor, time, food and overhead expense is palow acer Ne poe, Baa Tei yate eC is 

. The hens, not being required to a son. "i Peat eeea erect MOM 1H OF LUT. 

weet" the full twenty-one to twenty-five *Brown hare—No closed season. es ee 
days, still retain their full strength and *Rabbit—No closed season. Station, F, Route 1, Minneapolis, Minne: 
vigor and make far superior mothers to All game can be sold to licensed dealers sota. 

those that are required to complete the *) - 
full incubation period. The latter one has Sona tat Be auage “ave scvecubens pay te
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% GAME CONDITIONS IN MICHIGAN 

What the Conservation Department thinks about | 
1932 game conditions in Michigan is contained in an 
outline report issued by the game division, and which 
lists briefly conclusions based on reports of field 

officers of the department, and on reports sent in by = 

hunters, trappers and other interested individuals. 
The report considers all of the birds and animals in 
which there is considerable interest in the state. The 
department’s conclusions are as follows: }9 32_ 

Deer.—The deer herd is holding its own or in- 
creasing. Only a few small localities have reported 

a decrease. 
Bear.—Have continued to increase slightly and in 

some localities have proved a nuisance. 
Moose.—Isle Royale moose increasing rapidly. In 

the Upper Peninsula slowly increasing, especially in 
Chippewa and Luce counties. 

Cottontail Rabbit.—Appears to be generally plenti- > 
ful in most southern counties. 

Snowshoe Rabbit or Varying Hare.—Continues to 
be locally abundant or plentiful throughout normal 
habitat. 

Raccoon.—_No marked increase in number. 
Muskrat.—Low water conditions of past two years 

have caused a noticeable shrinkage in numbers in a 
large portion of the state. 
Mink.—Continue to maintain themselves in fair 

numbers although less abundant than a few years 
ago. 

Skunk.—Continue to be second only to muskrat in 
importance as a fur-bearer in Michigan. 
Opossum.—A few years ago were rare in Michigan, 

but increased rapidly in southwestern section and 

in some places are reported as more abundant than 

raccoon. 
Red Fox.—Scarce in most counties and are only 

locally common. 
Otter—Showing marked increase but nowhere | 

abundant. 
‘x 

Marten.—Although once practically wiped out, are = 

occasionally reported from Isle Royale, Porcupine | 

: and Huron Mountain regions and along the Pictured | 

Rocks. 
Fisher.—Although unreported for years, may still 

exist in some of the larger wild tracts of the upper 

peninsula. 4 

Bobcat.—Has staged surprising comeback in the 

last two years. 
Lynx.—Although supposed to be extinct, each year 

brings scattered reports of one or two being heard 

or seen and tracks observed. 
Timber Wolves.—Scattered through upper penin- 

sula. Being kept well in check by state trappers 

Coyotes.—Although not numerous in any localities 

i are slowly spreading southward through lowe 

peninsula each year. 
Ruffed Grouse.—Steadily increasing in last few 

years. 
Ringneck pheasant.—Last two mild Winters have 

been favorable. General increase in abundance. 
Prairie Chicken.—Inceasing as in ruffed grouse, 

but at a slower rate. 
Spruce Hen.—‘“Fool Hen” staging surprising 

comeback, but are not plentiful. 

Quail.—Seem to show increase in last two years. 
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v: f a game bird indi- ages should be regarded as indicated 

| eae ce dificult . pick out By Ralph E. Yeatter rather then exact. It seems likely that 

any one season as the critical period School of Forestry and Conservation, the average of nests broken up, which 
in the life of the bird. Each season as University of Michigan. amounted to 65 per cent of the total dur- 

well as each year brings its benefits and Mine tollawines tau lomeivecuitescneasotedl| ie ae: ae 23 ie neta 

its dangers. It is evident, however, that esta: ine luded@ netic: study aehowine! he higher aa es ° * ae a 

the nesting period is one of especial im- percentage of nests found in each type a oe He dase a aoe ae nS 
portance. The dangers that operate dur- MEE toE: the fact that in the TRAJOTY of instances 
ing this period vary with the nesting : t desertion was due to activities connected 

habits of the species and with the condi- Hayfields ............. 33.8% with the observation of the nest, especially 

tions of environment. The present paper Fence ae eek To during the first season. 

is limited to aus atte of the his ae Se f ie e ‘ 68% ee ee eee a 
ing season and summarizes some of thi ? z 5 AG ably higher th orma 0 
aniens observations in connection with Sa ee eee aa that nests destroyed during haying were 
his study of the European Grey, or Hun- Ballow sis, 05 fen: nue lye more often seen and reported to the writer 
garian partridge, conducted at the Univer- Lanes. s::. je moe than nests which had hatched, although a 
sity of Michigan under a fellowship of Pasture .... pave AGG special effort was made to get information 

De Snoring aoa Ene oe eos Over half of the field nests lie within 0” all ne iee Each of the factors cons 
ufacturers’ Institute. During the seasons BO fcetiof the educs of the field. “When cerned in nest destruction will be con- 

PURSUE oa (ase att pie ave available, young thistles are favored cover Sidered in the following sections. 
been observed. 5 ‘ for field nests; in other cases the nest may Farm Machinery.—Nests in alfalfa 

The Hungarian partridge throughout its me placed close to a clump of alfalfa or fields are most eubject to damage from 

range pairs at an exceptionally early date between rows of grain. Fence row and farm machinery. During the past two sea- 
for a gallinaceous bird. Birds kept for roadside nests have rarely been found in sons first cutting of alfalfa has begun 
breeding at the Michigan State Game thick shrubbery. The nests are sometimes about June 10, and has extended over 
Farm were reported pairing as early 2S located in scattered growths of berry vines a period of about two and a half weeks. 
eo 2, nets oe Bora eae with one or two shoots for cover, but more Few clutches have hatched prior to this 
nal be L7e) Ue SORES ened eeu “P often in the open with a few reclining dead time and the period of general hatching into pairs during warm periods early in weed stems for overhead cover. is between June 15 and June 30. Thus the 
vo etn Es cee eae abtained The size of clutches has varied from 8 haymaking period coincides with, or 

fae Beaty Peg Ones 08 OBES NOTES to 25 with an average of 17.4 for 1930 and slightly precedes, the hatching period. 

during the last week of April for both 16.1 for 1931. The earliest hatching rec- inasals Hi re id 
years. The bulk of clutches, however, erdifor 1930: wastlunc iy andiiae 19a. neabing Up) 6) ungarian partri ge 
have been found to date from the first and June 10. | the mayuriey of cluveles arch ore ee oe occurs oe : 

second weeks of May. Thus for a period helweent Junesls/end yee 30: a ts — in pe site ic] higan Be 
of nearly three months previous to nesting Obcorvanonssonae cecrpiedenets inte oe a eee i he a par- 
the birds are found in pairs except during cate tat the female tales full veaconstlil: peers jes ie ater t : as ac) 

oie Stormy, pene thie Seo ean ity for incubation as well as for nest build- hyiaes the _ the: danger: 5 grt - ine 
they again draw together in flocks. shoe whilestHebnia le we teltvareamisreuaed 800 fatalities in clover fields are less fre- 
Southern Michigan, like the Corn Belt close tonne ice aD ineatliommencdeae quent than eels z i 

pecmcters ne eS foe Nene oviposition the eggs are covered with grass Possible injury by the mowing machine 

laces tle burda outdea grass mest ina or bits of vegetation when the female is is not limited to the clutch of eggs. On 
depression scratched in the pe me absent from the nest, but after incubation some occasions the female fails to flush 

OREO tn SerOnne ee eee noe Sa is started this practice is discontinued. from the nest in time to escape injury by 

andanithe eee nearly shrubless; gctice While incubating, the female is reluctant the mower knife. In three of eighteen 
rows characteristic of much of their range. Fo leaye le Hea LC DATING TEESE 

y oe er aes to come within a few feet of her. 5 3 ae eH : 
Bane Cee i Si ABN ; a ae hs es» if bs 

ra es a ON! we Losses During Nesting F he ‘ ips ae A aie PRD 

2 ae Baty ey sy Ks Lae : Observations indicate that heavy losses oa whl Sry Fae : AT * 
cen 4 ae eae, Vos me % occur during the nesting season. In fact - ea | Ne ale Aa ad a se y) 

Be is De an ye 58 per cent of the nests observed were un- My AL F “Be pe a 
pea Ses hie Rs Re % successful in 1930, and 71 per cent in 1931. ae Wei « ae, 

aS UVR pe S ee Ns Poys ae The following table lists the causes and P ae eg i Kd ioe a 

oe NS . se 7. We relative importance of the various factors: 4 a fa ® ike Boy ae 5 

GB CR ba yaa Dh Farm machinery Ss 89.5% 5 . eee ae 
YARN Es 8 ae Predators ................. 38.3% Sn ae 

a PS Siac Se ee Desertion ee 16 67% ag 
ae a Mo Lae Livestock or poultry........ 6.3% r : a 
ae ‘culled oie i ae bets Failure to hatch. . Sette (O90, s xt 

Ubeepartidee retemiead to Her necuatter Because of the difficulty of locating nests Grainfield_ lk ah vinopeedtensa from 

a mowing machine had removed all cover, in grain and hayfields, the above percent- enemies and m gm '



cases actually observed when nests were looking for nests early in the season it is in shaded locations in dummy nests during 

uncovered by a mowing machine, the necessary to use care not to flush the July were found to spoil within three or 

female was either killed or injured; in nine female as the nest is usually deserted if four days. A set of ten Hungarian par- 

instances the bird deserted the nest, and this occurs. Desertion of a clutch under  tridge eggs was deserted during laying and 

in six the bird returned to the nest to con- incubation sometimes follows an unusual left for three days in a partially shaded 

tinue incubating. In spite of the dangers disturbance, but is uncommon. Aside nest. These were then removed and used 

brought about by the exposure, five of these from disturbance by farm machinery, how-to replace the infertile clutch of another 

six females brought off their young. ever, females have been known to desert female partridge. The eggs were incubated 

During the grain harvest nests have been eggs which they were incubating only on by the female, but when next examined all 

less frequently destroyed than during hay- two occasions. proved to have spoiled. During a hot 

ing, since the early nests hatch before the Livestock and Poultry.—In two  in- period in late July a partridge laid a 
grain is cut. It seems likely that the ma- starices Wecerhoneat fete Hassheen atte: clutch of 8 eggs in a partially shaded nest. 

jority of nests destroyed in harvest are uted to close pasturing by livestock which Sometime during the laying period a ring- 

those of birds whose nests have previously jad exposed the nest with the result that neck pheasant hen deposited two of her 

been broken up during haying. Losses eggs in the nest. At hatching time six 

of nests through other farm machinery eggs, including both of the pheasant eggs 

are of minor consequence and will not be and four of the partridge, were found to 

discussed here. be rotten. Four eggs were pipped, but 

The flushing bar recently designed by only two of the chicks were able to emerge 

Mr. C. J. Peterson of Racine, Wisconsin, from the shell. The problem of deteriora- 

for attachment to the mowing machine, tion of eggs during the laying period in 

while not yet fully tried, seems to offer a Get hot weather needs further study. 

practical means of reducing hayfield losses si a ra Early vs. Late Hatching.—The study 
of incubating birds by flushing the birds ca Re 3 brings out considerable evidence in favor 

ahead of the mower. Thus the nest may ¢ of management practices which favor the 

be found before it is uncovered, which early clutches rather than depending on 

will make it possible to have an island of late summer efforts of the birds to bring 

uncut hay about the nest. This should off broods. The average size of clutches 
reduce considerably hayfield losses. hatching previous to July 1, in 1930, was 

Predators.—Destruction of nests by found to be 20.3 while the clutches due 
predatory mammals has been confined Much of the Hungarian Partridge Range to hatch after this date averaged 15.6 eggs. 

for the most part to narrow fence rows. is now low in natural cover. In 1931 the earlier clutches averaged 18 

During the early part of the nesting sea- eggs and the later ones 12.9 eggs each. 
son these strips along wire fences are the bird had apparently been driven away. It is evident that even the first birds to 

traveled and hunted over extensively by the In one instance a nest in wheat stubble — Jose their nests during haying will scarcely 

smaller mammals. Fifty per cent of the Was located and destroyed by chickens have time to complete another nesting at- 

fence row nests coming under observation ranging the field. In two other instances tempt previous to wheat harvest, with the 

have been broken by predatory animals. birds have been known to hold tenaciously result that their chance of losing the nest 

Field nests only a few feet from the fence to nest sites in lanes, in spite of pasturing for a second time is good. The number of 
rows have seldom been disturbed. A cattle, until the nests were found and late broods seen in the field during both 
total of only 9 per cent of field nests have broken up by predators. seasons has been smaller than anticipated 
been found by predators. Hatching Failures.—In midsummer in view of known early season losses. This 

The work of skunks and opossums has two females were found incubating full S°°™S to indicate high mortality among the 

been identified at these fence row nests, clutches of spoiled eggs. One had ap- late nesting attempts. In the late summer 

but it has not been proved that they are parently been incubating for some time of 1981 80 per cent of broods PEC naete 
the worst offenders. The identification of _ beyond the normal hatching time. Ap- estimated to have hatched in June and 98 

samples of hairs found in significant loca- parently no development had taken place per cent previous to July 15. 

tions at several 1931 nests, which is being within the eggs of either set, leading to the 

undertaken by the Food Habits Research belief that the eggs were infertile. It has Extent of Losses 
of the Bureau of Biological Survey, to- been found that nearly every clutch of eggs Population studies of the Hungarian 
gether with data on tooth marks in shells contains at least one or two rotten eggs at partridge have been conducted on a 

will doubtless shed considerable light on the end of incubation. In four out of 15 mapped area of three square miles at 

the responsibility for this activity. clutches the hatch averaged about 25 per  Blissfield, Michigan. The effect of nest- 

The destruction of two incubating cent, while the average for all 15 clutches ing season losses on the population of 
females at their nests during the summer was but 58 per cent. The size of broods young and adult birds on this area can 

of 1931 was quite clearly the work of found in the field indicates that these data therefore be estimated. 

housecats. Other females had also been may not be representative. Nevertheless, The population at the beginning of the 
attacked while on the nest, but escaped as failure to hatch is a factor of some im- ™ating season on February 1 averaged 35 
evidenced by numerous feathers about the portance. birds to the square mile. Allowing for 

nest. The tendency of the female to insane orstworcnses the death. of Gm. maximumeennoe losses and an excess of 

remain motionless on the nest at the ap- bryos has resulted from interrupted incu- males, the breeding population should 

proach of danger seems to make the cap- bation during haying. In the majority have been at least ten pairs per square 
ture of these birds fairly easy. In one of Paplstanoes shawever. ‘al suse fotieals mile. 

these instances the cover had nearly all pee fi ere eae The early September census showed a 
ure of development or death of embryos i 3 

been removed from a lane nest by the i population of 5.7 coveys per square mile, 
- could not be determined. é 

grazing of cattle. or less than 60 per cent of the possible 
Desertion.—The Hungarian partridge Warm Weather.—An interesting ques- number if every pair had nested success- 
has been found to desert its nest readily tion is how much excessively warm weather fully. Tallies of birds in coveys made in 

if disturbed during the laying period. In the eggs can endure. Poultry eggs placed the summer of 1931 indicate that about 20



per cent of the coveys represent a com- Summary Mowing machines and cats are the chicf 
bination of two broods. On this basis 5.7 Nestdvare hullbin depeessions scratched enemies of nesting birds. 

coveys would represent 6.8 broods, or 68 in the ground, and are located in hay- Mowing machines and predatory mam- 

percent ofthe! potential population.) On! | felds, grainfieldsjifence rows and some. tvs nome, uemmes OF nests: 
the basis of these data it appears that times grazed woodlots. The nest is built The alfalfa cutting season coincides 
almost a third of the mated pairs were un- of pieces of vegetation and grass found with the hatching season, 

successful in bringing off a brood. near the nest site. Desertion, livestock and failure to hatch 

Known losses which are assumed to First eggs are laid in late April and first #°© factors in failure of nesting attempts. 

represent failure to bring off a brood dur- hatching comes during second week in The chief activity of egg-eating mam- 

ing the season are approximately 11 per June. mals comes in May and early June and 

cent. These are summarized as follows: Dead vegetation is attractive to birds occurs along narrow fence rows where 50 
Female killed or injured by mower 4% for early nests and should not be removed P&T cont of the nests are das up. i 

Infertile eggs .................. 4% by burning. Grainfield nests are relatively safe if 

Female killed by cat ........... 3% Birds frequently desert the nest if incubation starts before June 10. 

mga flushed during the laying period. Indications are that permanent loss of 

Total .......-............... 1% They are very attentive to the nest after nesting attempts from various causes is 
This leaves a difference of 20 per cent jneubation starts and in a third of the about 30 per cent. 

which represents losses unaccounted for cases returned to nests which had been Management should aim to insure 

during nesting and juvenile periods. mowed over. hatching of early broods.
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MICHIGAN DIVISION 

Jzaak Walton League of America — ,). 

‘LANSING, MICHIGAN ee 

September 1, 1931 rd 

CHAPTERS 
MICHIGAN DIVISION 
IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

Gentlemen: 

The following report was prepared in answer to an inquiry by one of our members: 

Sunday Hunting Laws in Michigan 
Sixteen acts have been passed by the Legislature between 1905 and 1931 concerning ay hunting in this state, twelve of which are now in ef- fect. Four of these have been public a¢ts and twelve have been local acts. One local act was rejected by the voters and three acts will be referred to the voters at forthcoming elections. : 

Some of the acts are peony intended to be trespass laws, others are flat prohibitions of Sunday hunting, and others partake of both purposes. 
New Acts 

The Legislature in 193] enacted Sunday hunting laws for the following counties: Lenawee, Hillsdale, Clinton and Monroe. _The act for Lenawee county is eee one of the new measures that is in effect or will be in effect during the fall hunting season of this fost. This act was. ratified by the voters of Lenawee county and adopted at the last April election. 

gororatng to the provisions of the acts, those for Hillsdale and Clin- ton counties will be referred to the voters at the general election which is in November, 1932, and the one for ifonroe county will be voted upon in April, 1933. 

Old Acts 

Sunday hunting laws have previously been in effect in the ee counties: Huron, Lapeer Me Macomb, Oakland, Sanillac, Shia- wassee, Ot. Clair, Tuscola, Washtenaw and the townships in Wayne county which torder Oakland and Macomb counties. 

Migratory Water Fowl 

The hunting of eee water fowl on nee is specifically pers cked in these acts in the marshes of the Great Lakes and the connec ing wat~ ers thereof in the following counties: Huron, Macomb, Monroe, St,
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Clair and Wayne. 

Public and Local Acts 

Sunday hunting is regulated in Livingston, Macomb anc Oaklana counties 
end Wayne townships, by public acts. All of the other measures have 
been local acts which have been referred to the voters of each county 
for ratification. An act for Genesee county passed by the Legislature 
of 1929, was rejected. 

There follows a list of the several acts by order of date: P.A.273, 
ivingston ees P.A.621, Oakland (1905) ; P.A.295, Wayne twps. 
19074; P.A.8, Macomb (1928) § aed, Huron (1927); bade’, Lapeer 
1927); L,A.6, Shiawassee ( 927 7) DAs, duscola (1927 Fitts tes 
fashtonaw (1927) L.A.1, Genesee ea) L.A.4, Sanillac (1929); LA. 
5, St.Clair (1929); House Enrolled Act 100, Clinton (1981); H.B.A.99, 
Hillsdale o 31); Senate Enrolled Act 3, Lenawee (1931); H.E.A.13, 
Monroe (1931). 

Provisions of the Several Acts 

1. General and Qualified Restrictions on Sunday Hunting: 

In the following counties, hunting for ae on pea is prohibited "on 
the lands of another’ without consent of the landholder; Huron, Lapeer, 
Livingston, Macomb, Oakland, St. Clair and Wayne townships. 

These acts are virtually trespass laws. Evidently the framers of the 
acts for Genesee, Shiawassee, Tuscola and Washtenaw counties intended 
to check the influx of outside hunters on Sunday in those counties, be- 
cause they do not resort to the pacer oe trespass control as accom- 
eee in the earlier acts by the provision requiring consent of the 
andholder. phey flatly prohibit Sunday hunting, but the eee as- 
en of the old law remains, in that such hunting is prohibited on the 
ands of another. A land holder may still hunt on his own lands in 

those counties on Sunday. 

In the new acts, landholders and others are prohibited from Sunday 
hunting "on any lands or premises", These laws apparently have no re- 
ieee to eee control which is already covered by the Horton 
Trespass Law of 1927. 

Though the act for St. Clair county was passed by the Legislature of 
1929, two years after the Horton Trespass Law had come into existence, 
yt 18 goaded after the older laws. 

However, the same eee a? passed the act for Sanillac county which 
flatly prohibits Sunday hunting in that county "for the purpose of con- 
serving game." This act is virtually the same as the new ones in which 
the trespass control features have been entirely eliminated. 

2. HEyidence of Violation and Penalties: 

"Hunting for game with fire-arms or dogs or otherwise ee is pro- 
hibited in at of the acts, which thus oe a stop to “riding to hounds" 
as well as to shooting. However, in all of the acts, the ee of. 
fire-arms is stated to be prima facia evidence of violation. sunday is
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specified as the first day of the week. 

Penalties under these laws are ernen Ly fines of not more than aoe or 
Pare ows in jail, or both and costs, which are similar to that pro- 
vided in the Horton Trespass Law. ‘hen these earlier acts were passed, 
eee by hunters on Sunday was brought under the penal code. Under 
ini fh orton Trespass Law this feature was extended to each day of the 
week. 

3. Complaints and Arrests: 

In the laws for the following counties, See patel for violation can be 
made oy My the landholder on whose land the trespass occurs: Huron, 
Lapeer, Livingston, Macomb, Oakland, St. Clair and Wayne townships. 

Under these acts, officers of the law, including Conservation Officers, 
are authorized tO make arrests without warrant under the following con- 
ditions: te errene te persons violating the acts, (2) on re- 
quest of landholders on whose land the violation occurs. 

Officers of the law, including Conservation Officers, may make arrests 
without warrant on apprehending violators, without reference to land- 
holders in the aun ee counties: Sanillac, Shiawassee and Washtenaw. 
No mention is made in these acts of complaint by the landholder on 
whose lands the patie or trespass occurs. The rejected act for Gen- 
esee county was devised in this way. 

The new acts passed by the Legislature of 1931, for Clinton, Hillsdale, 
Lenawee and ifonroe counties, prohibit hunting by anyone for game on 
peace on any lands or premises in those counties. No mention is made 
of "the lands of another" or of landholders. lLandholders are included 
with other persons in the general prohibition. 

In these new acts passed by the 1931 Legislature “hunting for eon on 
at lands on Sunday" is prohibited. The law for Sanillac county en- 
acted in 1929, has the same general application. 

All of the counties for which Sunday ee laws are in effect, are 
in thickly settled agricultural counties and all are in the southeast- 
ern ae of the southern peninsula. With the exception of Genesee 
county they comprise a solid block extending south from the Thumb to 
and around Wayne fips Does the threatened closing of Clinton and 
Peneetete counties in 1932 portend a westward spread of Sunday hunting 
ans? 

Sincerely yours, 
ene ei a 

Fant C wg he 
Earl 0. veut 
Executive decretary 

E CD:P



File: Whitetail Deer 
Michigan  ~— 

: CROSS REFERENCE 

See "Age Classes of Whitetail Bucks Killed in Northern Michigan in 1929," 

by Victor H. Cahalane. Journal of Mammalogy, Vol. 12, No. 3, August, 1931, 

pp. 285-291. :
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smashing of the brain case was one in the parietal region, the thickened 

frontals remaining intact; while in the case of females, the frontal bones’ be— 

& ing thin, the cranium was broken through this region, or they were at least 

also broken in getting the brain out. So only in males are the front parts 

of the cranium preserved intact." id 
Another interesting feature of the deer crania is the,fact that the 

52 males had recently shed their antlers and had not as grown new ones. 

In other words, these deer were taken in the spring, wh#th probably indicates 

that the camps at the shell heaps were simply spring“camps, which also coin- 

cides with the best fishing season and is evidenc hat the shell heaps were 

made during periodic visits to these locations This may also indicate that 

this ancient race practiced one of the fundamfentals of game conservation by 

sparing female deer in the spring time, inorder to conserve these animals, on 

@ which their very existence depended. 

AMERICAN LEGION POSTS AND GAME 

More interest if game restoration is being shown by the American Legion 
Posts in Mississippi. Recently at a meeting of the county board of supervi- 

sors in Montgoméry County, the American Legion made proposals for a game pre- 

serve in th county which proposals were unanimously approved. Under the 

leadership“of Commander Jaco, the Legionnaires have been sponsoring a plan to 

set aside tracts of land as game preserves. The Board will now set aside a 

minimtm of 10,000 acres and will post the land for the next three years be- 

gimhing in March 1932. These posted tracts will be stocked with quail. 

N eieanten ) “gow” 
Pu e ut Keurd wr Ve YA ( 
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Nume 15%, 193 / FARMERS BAND IN NEW HUNTING CLUB 
/ ea erent ees stagnate meee nce ets 

% "With more than 400 farmers enrolled and others joining daily, 

the newly organized Farmers Hunting association, which was formed 

at a meeting held in Springport April 15, gives indications of be- 

ing one of the strongest organizations of the kind in the state. 

This association was organized to protect members against 
vandal hunters and at the same time to permit a reasonable amount 

of hunting on the part of those who obey the law. Enforcement of : 

hunting laws of Michigan, punishment of willful or negligent viola- 
tors of those laws, propagation of game and retaining of game cover, 

are some of the aims of the organization, according to B. G. Brown. 

: Unlike the Williamston plan the Farmers Hunting association 

does not allow its members to give hunters permission to hunt on 

@ the land of a neighboring member when the farmer has no game on 

ESTABLISHED 1802
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his own land. The Williamston plan limits the farmer to four hunt- 
ing tickets a day, while the Springport association does not issue 

tickets, but gives the farmer the right to allow as many hunters on 

his land as he desires. eG 

Under the Michigan law, hunters must obtain permission from 

farmers to hunt on their land but they often fail to do so. Other 

hunters, according to Brown, often carry wire cutters and cut wire 
fences to let themselves or their dogs through. Brown also recalls 

one instance of a hunter deliberately shooting a sheep on a farm 

where he was hunting. 

It is this class of hunters which the Farmers Hunting associ- 

ation proposes to prosecute. 
The matter of prosecuting hunters who violate the law will 

not be left in the hands of officers, but the association will have 

its own prosecutor, who will make complaints on affidavits of mem— 
bers and will see that the cases reach court. @ 

Instead of working any hardship on hunters the Farmers Hunting 
association will be of benefit to those who observe the law, say the 

organization officials, for it will not only try to increase the 

amount of game, but will work for longer hunting seasons if some of 

the members have their way about it. 
In commenting on pheasant shooting Brown states he is in favor 

of having farmers raise their own pheasants to stock their farms, and 

then to permit them to kill 50 per cent of the birds they raise each 

year." — The Grand Rapids Press, Michigan. 

L. 8, Tt. Waller, drs; 
— 

MULT Uraran, fe 

Director of Conservation
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or of happiness, is inclusive enough to take in all the functions 

of government. 

He The state of New York has embarked upon a program of making 

good use of good things that have been too much neglected in the 

past. Our state is a great factory of the implements of what we 

are pleased to call civilization. But we don't want it to be ex- 
clusively a factory. We want it to be a land rich in opportunities 

for joyful living. And we have found that there are no artificial 

joys to replace the natural benefits of wooded hills and fertile 

valleys, clear mountain air, forests peopled with protected wild 

life, sparkling lakes and rippling, unpolluted streams." - Every 

Evening, Wilmington, Delaware. 

nN 
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“a NN, 17 3/ DEER TRAPPING SUCCESSFUL ~~ 

"The first serious effort by the state to live-trap wild deer 
in Michigan has been completed, with 100 deer trapped and tagged 
and 96 removed to other locations by sleigh and truck. 

The Game Division of the Conservation Department, which made 

the experiment, feels that the first year's results have been suc— 

cessful enough to indicate the practicability of trapping deer in 

crowded winter yards and "transplanting" the surplus to areas where 

deer are less abundant. 
The experiments were conducted in the Fletcher Swamp on the 

north edge of the Turtle lake district in Alpena County. The man- 
agement of the winter deer herd in this swamp has become a serious 

problem because of the increasing number of animals crowded every 

winter into a small "yarding" area where lumbering operations plus 

browsing by deer has left less and less adequate supplies of 

natural feed within reach of the deer. 

Last summer this and the neighboring swamp areas were cover 

mapped in detail by the Game Division and in January experiments 

with live-trapping operations were started. Because of the excep- 

@ tionally mild winter the deer did not have to "yard up" as much as 

in normal seasons. 
A new type trap designed by J. H. Stephenson, Game Refuge 

Inspector, proved to be more successful than earlier models. 

Even with an open winter, 129 deer were trapped and several 
repeated a number of times so that the average catch was one deer 

for each trap every two days. 

The deer were marked with aluminum ear tags carrying a serial 

number and bearing the legend: "Notify Department of Conservation, 

Lansing." Ninety six deer were crated and hauled to other locations. 

Sixty five were taken to the Iosco State Game Refuge, 11 to the 

& Lunden State Game Refuge, 11 to Wolf Creek swamp and 12 to the 

Alpena State Forest. The rest were released again in the Fletcher | 

swamp. 

ai I> —___________—- 
ESTABLISHED 1602
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"The experiment was successful in spite of an unfavorable 

season for trapping,” the Game Division comments in a report on 

the experiments. "We now feel assured that with a normally 

severe winter and with enough of the new traps operating over a 

period of two and one half months we could reasonably expect to & 

take and move many hundreds of deer from such over-crowded yards. 
It seems quite sure that whenever it proves necessary we can 

capture deer in the over-crowded areas, transport them in crates 

and release them in places where natural feed is abundant." — 

Michigan Department of Conservation. 

ASK HUNTERS TO SOW SWEET CLOVER @ 

"One of the best and easiest ways for sportsmen to aid in 

feeding wild game is to scatter quantities of sweet clover seed at 

suitable places," officers of the Pennsylvania Game Commission say. 

Small patches of clover scattered through the forests in open 

places will provide food for game birds as well as grazing for 

deer, it was pointed out. . 
Acid soil of swamp lands or heavily wooded sections are not 

suitable for the growth of sweet clover, but in most forests there 

are sufficient open places to permit it to take root. The appeal 

of the commission to plant clover was directed to those hunters 

who also are trout fishermen and who will soon have an opportunity 

A to scatter seed during the open trout season." ~ The Conservationist, 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

STATE DECIDES TO PAY FARMER FOR GAME CROP 

"Game as a secondary farm crop, offering landowners a new 
field of revenue, is the most radical idea included in a five-year 
program of game restoration recently drawn up by the Wisconsin @ 

conservation commission. 
This makes the first state to base its plans for the future 

entirely on the American Game Policy, adopted by representatives of 

state game departments, conservation organizations and sportsmen's 

groups throughout the country at a conference in New York City last 

December, according to a bulletin of the American Game Association. 

"There is no question but that we must offer to the landowner 

remuneration of some sort if we are to interest him in propagating ‘ 

and cultivating game," the commission announced. "By this plan, 

private landowners, who are responsible for game and its proper en- 

vironment on most of the land and who are now causing wild life cover G 

to disappear, will derive sufficient returns from a game crop to 

become their own game breeders and conservation wardens."
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ISSUE 76,653 DEER LICENSES CUA 

"The 1931 season saw the largest number of deer hunters in 

Michigan's history. 

The Conservation Department today reported that 74,653 res- 

ident, non-resident and camp deer hunting licenses were sold last 

fall. It has been estimated that about one out of every four 

hunters got his deer. 

5 The number of deer hunting licenses issued last fall is an 

<< — increase of approximately ten per cent over the 1929 figure. In 

we that year the Department reported 68,011 licenses sold. 

Read Ee Deer hunters in Michigan has increased in number almost 300 

ceo ye per cent in the past ten years. In 1921 the Department issued 

3) Ais 28,102 licenses. Five years ago, in 1926, the Department issued 

Q Ce 48,102 resident and non-resident deer licenses." — Michigan Dept.
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| ail: the ~ Hunky  Meme@eeed 

in Michigan? | 
OME three or four years By JACK VAN COEVERING state, but to date little re- 

ago, Michigan hunters liable. information is avail- 

in Lenawee and Othe pisces mmeemees 2010 85 1to. whether these 1 

counties adjacent to Ohio yey Aegean 4 ISSEY plantings ar i 
Se ae. MWe Skee es gs are growing, mere- 

came back from their shoot- eo Ae AW CSN ly holding their own, or 

ing with tales of a new bird aos Bae tet se es BANNAN) «dying out. The efforts of 
f ere: z p patneramaeee, ee. 

they had seen. The bird was | es Bh oa } aes Sok Se the state have not been di- ‘ 
wt . 2 Foe Ce Ys EEA ee Ps 7 oh 

gray, smaller than a grouse, {7 “aad@es he = a SS renee "rected so much toward mak- 

larger than a quail. It was [| 42 alae RS rage al Py rny ing plantations of imported 

crafty, elusive, and gave the 4 bs Aa es Baia eh tn Ras, wi) birds as toward obtaining a 

hunters a merry chase. ee, We rf Nie RRS ae Dey bite breeding stock from which 

It did not take long to areal gigh + a a yon eVNia -. the birds may eventually be 
f : ‘ eee Waleess meng err Ny . . 
identify the foreigner as the eg FAS arr y FO ee IN ES ees produced in quantity right 

European gray partridge, “eh eS a oan ee ca eae Rue Cee oa) within the state. 

which had drifted over from ASSES Sewer seen cava! eee Toward fall of that year, 
plantings which had been ; : a group of sportsmen in 
hae iecverall years previ: Two of last year’s crop as they appeared in September Shiawncacomicaintys ratcen: 

ously in the state of Ohio. $400 out of their own pock- 

Because the first importations were Hunkies are - monogamous in their ets which they offered to the Conserva- 

made from Hungary, the partridge was habits. The aliens paired up poorly, and tion Department, with overtures re- 

named the Hungarian partridge, which the unpaired birds refused to nest. The questing a fresh importation of Hun- 

American love for brevity quickly game breeders were up against an ob- kies. Their money was matched by the 

changed to “Hunky.” While somewhat  stacle which eventually proved too much state, and last winter, when the 104 

a misnomer, it is quite sure that Eu- for them. birds arrived at Mason, the weather was 

ropean gray partridges will be “Hun- About one-half of the birds actually at its worst, and it was, thought unwise 

kies” in the United States just the same. paired off nicely, but contrary to ex- to liberate them immediately. Hence 

Southern Michigan hunters imme- pectation, not a single one of the hens they were kept at the state farm until 

diately became interested in this new laid. In the general runway, where the spring, and in the meantime kept under 

game bird. In the row of counties run- unmated birds were, about a dozen eggs very close observation, in order to build 

ning across the middle of the state, the were dropped by the hens. Toward the up a reliable fund of information about 

pheasant had been imported and _be- end of the winter, only four of the en- these aliens, of which so little was 

come the most popular of all game tire importation was left, and by spring, known. 

birds. In the upper part of the lower ¢Ven these had died. Thus came to an When the birds arrived, each one was 

peninsula, the ruffed grouse was begin- ignoble end, the first chapter in Michi- \eigned, charted and banded under the 

ning to “come back.” But the southern Balls es erences with ue Buropean qirection of Dr. E. C. O’Roke, bird 

third, with little cover of the sort re-  5™@Y Darare.. pathologist in the school of Conserva- 

quired for grouse and too intensely Cea ee had served to do one tion and Forestry of the University of 

farmed for successful pheasant culture, thing, and that was very important. Michigan. During that winter, there 

and the quail on the protected list and The interest of the sportsmen Was was about a 20% loss in birds, which 

likely to stay, seemed to be losing out stimulated to the point where they de- as not really greater than might have 

on its bird hunting. Hence the imme- manded further importations in spite of een expected. Hach dead bird was im- 

diate interest in the Hunky. 2 the bad experience. In the spring, ¢8€8 mediately forwarded to Dr. O’Roke, who 

In the districts where the Hunky was Were taken from the nests of wild birds j,omptiy diagnosed the cause of death, 

first found most plentiful, the land was in Lenawee county. Of the dozen eggs nq showed every enthusiasm in the 

Jevel, rich, almost wholly under cultiva- obtained, eight Hunkies were brought 44. parasites, abnormal feed, and 

‘eae Sf to maturity—six hens and two cocks. ¥ f 
tion, lacking in swales, brushy tangles, 

y a abits * Bac 

: iz - Renee eh During that summer, private plantings other causes incident to importation 

Reon Oe er aaa am were made in several counties of the naturally Jes used lo oeoearie wcoaths 

of good pheasant and quad territory. p were almost unbelievably caused. For 

ot call the i Maumee i oe < wise in the oesophagus, which brought 

ottom—an area whic grows arge, Ke * Ey = 

100% crops and where, as a conse- This gives the experience of the about muscle piioure and death. What 

g i ewe ‘ Biers : Dr. O’Roke did show was the almost 

quence, but little of the soil is untilled. State of Michigan in propagat- AO Mees : ; 
; . : ri : . limitless causes Which might bring 

Spurred on by the interest of the ing these immigrants, believed ; : 

sportsmen, the State Conservation De- 
about the death of wild birds. 

\ ; AD by many to be the fulfillment The worst scare that was had, how- 
partment saw a possible new game bird oh bird x 

for Michigan in the Hunky, and in Feb- of sportsmen’s hopes for a bir ever, came when it developed that sev- 
ruary of 1928, 100 birds arrived at the to replace our native quail and eral birds died from aspergillosis, a 

state game farm at Mason, a direct im- grouse under intensive agricul- fungus disease which works in the 

portation from Europe. They were kept tural conditions. lungs. Being a fungus disease and 

under wire, in the hopes that they therefore dust-spread, the Hunky quar- 

would pair and start 2St0Q COO _T_—_—< ters were immediately cleaned out; 
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} crates, etc., burned; and every precau- they will be easier to raise, one genera- which permitted the chicks to develop 

tion taken against its spread. It was tion after another.” more freely. The chicks were fed the 

feared that should the aspergillus spore Lovejoy points out that early game- same as young pheasants at first, but 

become prevalent, then each’bird would. keepers often talked about the difficulty tne Hunkies seem to require a diet 

be carrying the means of its own death, of rearing pheasants, while today pheas- different from that on which the ring- 

and it would be only a matter of time ants are among the easiest of game necks thrive. 

before this second importation would go birds to raise. He believes that, after Even when only a few days old, the 

the way of the first. Fortunately, noth- ten or twenty generations, the inherent Hunkies seem to prefer an insect diet. 

ing further developed, and in April, all wildness of the birds becomes toned Because the Michigan game farm has 

except four cock birds were released in down so that the chances of success of _ been used for rearing pheasants for a 

Shiawassee county, where they are be- rearing wild birds in captivity increase long time, with the result that the 
ing closely watched. Especially inter- with each generation, until finally one ground has been pretty well stripped 

ested in the Hunky is Ralph BH. Yeater gets a strain altogether suited to artifi- of insects, it was hard for the Hunkies 

of the school of Forestry and Conserva- cial propagation. to find sufficient insect food to their 
tion of the University of Michigan, liking. When ants’ eggs were supplied, 

whose work is being financed by a fell [| ~~ <j they proved to be a great delicacy to 

lowship of the Game Institute. Mr. the youngsters. Ordinarily, it was very 

Yeater’s work is largely in the field, and Fancy Pheasants difficult to approach the little chicks, 
when he completes his studies, his re- because of innate wildness, but when 

ports will include the most comprehen- By GEORGE BEEVER they were busy with ants’ eggs, they 
sive file of information ever compiled eiecreeeimneat interestingly and were oblivious to their surroundings, i 

in America on the European gray authentically the different spe- and one could approach them at will 

partridge. cies and varieties of aviary aud pos all the photographs one 
When this second importation ar- plcasantsand ahe pleasureland chose. This fondness for ants’ eggs 

rived at the game farm, there were two profit to be realized in their seems to give some clue as to what is 
cocks and six hens at the farm—product propagation. The first instal- necessary for their proper diet. 

of the wild eggs gathered in Lenawee ede Goblens and In the fall, 70 of the young Hunkies 
county the previous spring. Two of the riers cei lleappeariin had come through an unusually hot and 
hens mated with the cocks, which left the May issue. dry summer in great style. They were 
four unmated hens when the new ship- growing their plumage of maturity, and 

ment arrived. tthe «~outer tail feathers of both sexes 
These hens were given the opportu- were assuming the reddish-brown which 

nity to choose cocks from the new Hu- The six pairs of Hunkies which were becomes very noticeable when the birds 

ropean shipment, with the result that successfully mated at the state game are in flight. The plumage of the 

eventually every one of the “domestic” farm last spring have made a remark- MHunkies is mostly gray. On the lower 

hens was happily mated to an “alien” able record for themselves. The hens part of its breast, the cock has a mark- 

mate. It is this experiment that is one have averaged 33 eggs apiece, while one ing of dark brown feathers, often called 
of the most interesting ever made in hen, called “Queenie” by the caretak- a “horseshoe,” but this marking is 

Michigan. ers, took the prize by laying 52 eggs usually lacking in the hen bird. 

‘As soon as the four cocks mated with for the season. Strange to say, the hens On this band of 70 Hunkies rest 

the four hand-raised hens, an unex- mated with wild cocks laid eggs which Michigan’s prospects for raising them 

pected thing was seen to happen. The proved to be more fertile than those for distribution throughout the state. 

hens became much wilder than before. laid by the hens mated with the “tame” The ratio of growth for the present 

The suddenness and amount of this dif- cocks. stock is from six to twelve to seventy, 

ference in disposition was remarkable The eggs were hatched successfully and if the curve keeps on mounting in 

when contrasted with the two pairs under bantam hens. The period of in- this fashion, Michigan’s hunters may 

which were raised under wire. This has cubation was from 21 to 23 days, and see an open season on Hunkies sooner 

Jed to an interesting theory on the part after the little ones were hatched, they than they even hope for. 

of P. S. Lovejoy, head of the game divi- were confined to rearing pens, with It seems a good bet to say that Michi- 

sion. Says Mr. Lovejoy: their foster mothers. Later on, they gan will continue to raise Hunkies 

“Some birds are just temperamentally were turned loose in a larger pen, more and more efficiently. The pros- 

wild and won’t lay in cap- ° pects are that next year’s 

tivity. They will try to eel a Sara production will be better 

patter their way through ee at a eS than that of the past. Mean- 

the wire, and seem to resist ee Se ee while, definite information 
captivity. It seems to me @ a Se sill become available from 
that there is variation = ue — private plantings, and the 

among birds such as there ee 70 od infiltrations from Ohio 
is, for example, among ee Spank om : should continue to increase, 
horses. Some horses are sere aot Nae Se 4 4 since they enjoy complete 

outlaws from the very be- ve en —~y 2 | protection in Michigan. Par- 
ginning. SS aga ‘ Va ticularly, the southern coun- 

“If we can, by some hook L ) ) > Pa AP ties of Michigan have their . 

or crook, get a few genera- r fh a id A 4 data eyes on the Hunkie. It is 

tions of partridges under [| (oem A 0 Be not too much to say that 
the wire, there will be a ee ee ee ee ys these counties may eventu- 

very active selective process Ee = - c = : a US as a a ally boast of their own game 

at work, and in the end the § = ~~~ : i eee | sé ir, as the north does of its 
“domesticity” of the birds — 3 "grouse and the central belt 
will be increased, so that Survivors of the First Winter of its pheasant. 
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Pheasant Policy Circular . 

Three years ago the Commission ruled that vheasants and pheasant eggs 
should be distributed from the State Game Farm only to "oroven vheasant terri- 

tory." According to the Department's records the vheasant is now well es- 

tablished and furnishes at least fair ‘znting in most of the farm territory 
in the southern aalf of tae Lower Peninsula - rougaly, below:a line connect- 

ing Bay City and Muskegon. During recent years, tnerefore, preasant releases 
and shipments of eggs have been going into that vart of the state. 

The results of the Manistee ohneasant experiment and other observa~ 
tions in various of the more northern counties now snow quite conclusively 
that there is little likelihood of success with pheasants in tae wild land 

districts or in the deep snow areas. Most of the upper nalf of tae Lover 
Peninsula is wite certainly “out of the picture" so far as real and steady 
pheasant hunting is concerned. (For account of Manistee experiment see pages 

237-239 of tne 1927-28 Game Division report and page 270 of the report for 

1929-30). 

However, in a few localities norta of the 3ay City-Muskegon line 

pheasants from old vlantings have continued to furnish some aunting each 

fall. A few dirds have persisted even as far north as Charlevoix but only 
in the better farming sections and at lower levels waere even in January 

and February the snov is seldom more than a foot deep. 

We want, of course, to cooperate in develoving all real pheasant 
territory wherever it scems likely tnat our efforts will result in enough 
pheasant hunting to justify tne expense. Accordingly tae Commission has 
aporoved a change in pheasant policy to provide taat on the recommendation 
of district officers pheasant eggs may now be suoplied for use in northern 

areas where paeasants aave persisted from previous plantings or where dis- 

trict officers believe that furtaer trials snould be made. 

For handling pheasant egg apolications, tae Lower Peninsula das 

been divided into two districts - the northern and southern. The boundary : 

between these areas is a line drawn on the souta vorder of the following 

counties: Muskegon, Newaygo, Mecosta, Isabella, Midland, and Bay as far 

east as the Saginay river. Tae area south of this line includes the bulk 

of the territory in waich pheasants now occur in any numbers. Altaouga the 

northern district includes some proven and some doudtful pheasant territory, 

the bulk of the area is considered to be unsuited to these birds. 

SUMMARY OF THE NEY POLICY AS TO PESASANT BGG DISTRIBUTION 

1. Each applicant for free pheasant eggs snould receive and read the De- 

partment's circular on hatcning and care of pheasants. 

2. All apolications for eggs are to be made on dlanks furnished by tae 

Department.



ae 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT: 

Applications for eggs to be used in the "southern district" are to 
be sent directly to the Lansing office and without having to pass tarougn 
the hands of District Officers ~ exactly as during recent years, 

NORTHERN DISTRICT: 

1. Each application for eggs to go into the “northern district" is to be 
approved by the District Conservation Officer before it vill be consid- 
ered by the Lansing office. 

2. District Officers vill 0.K. applications for paeasant eggs only “hen 

they have assured themselves that the areas wnere tne eggs are to be 

used, and where the young birds are to be released, have cover and 
weather conditions distinctly favorable for pheasants, and that there 
is a local séntiment such as will insure that tue birds get a good 

chance to increase. 

3. District Officérs will not aporove applications for pheasant eggs for 
use in wild land or deep snor areas, such as experience has shown are 
not suitable for pneasants, 

4, Preference vill be given to commmities waich have sown effective in- 
terest in servicing the birds so as to provide continued pheasant aunting. 

5. Applicants in the "northern district" sho receive eggs will be expected 
to assist the local conservation officer. in determining the success of 

all releases and tueir. effect on local hunting. 

NOTE: Until further notice there vill be no caange in the present method 
of distributing pheasants from the State Game Farm, but later on, if and 
as the releases of locally hatched birds succeed so as to justify additional 

nelp, game farm birds will no doubt de available. 

George Rs, Hogarta, Director: 

Department of Conservation 
MOP;:.CH Lansing, Micaigan.
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of the State and Sportsmen” 

<a 1] WAS VERY MUCH interested in Lee S, It is an acknowledged fact. Anyone who is at 
oo | Smits’ comments in the February is- ays all close to the farmers, knows it. The Con- 
|ess| sue of The Northern Sportsman, un- servation Department knows it. Clark J. 
eae “| der the caption, “Make the Farmer a ed Thom pson Brodie of the Michigan State Farm Bureau is 
Partner of the State and of the Sportsman.” responsible for an identical statement to the 
I believe, with Mr. Smits, that “most of us writer of this article. The Michigan State 
are sincere,” and that “very few men are Grange officially went on record without a 
capable of deliberate allegiance to a cause - = dissenting vote, as being opposed to special 
that is against their reason and conscience.” ee privileges which are granted under this act. 
I believe that Mr. Smits is sincere and that he —  rrts—sCa P. S. Lovejoy of the game division of the De- 
is in earnest in his desire to see our game and ys a... partment of Conservation has admitted the 
our opportunities to hunt it preserved. Never- fe a rs fact repeatedly. 
theless, his comments have the appearanec of —rrr—~—r—COCON No one influence has caused more farm lands 
being most superficial, and would seem to evi- Le —,rrrC—C _ 2 to be posted against all hunting than has this 
dence but cursory investigation and no more oo  =S—is law. The farmer resents it. He feels, and 
than casual thinking along these lines. It is fee! +=—O_CM rightfully so, that by reason of his ownership 
obvious that, if he is sincere, and I believe he ge _— of land upon which the birds live, that by 
is, he does not know the farmer or the farmer’s rr —O*E reason of his providing food and cover for the 
sentiment in these matters, but, rather, has i birds, the year around, year in and year out, 
allowed himself to be carried away by the rrr he is entitled to just as much consideration as 
radical and enthusiastic arguments of aliens 8 any other person or group of persons who may 
to our American game policies. i§_ have raised a few birds and turned them loose. 

Riv) Senliee) deat Maver da duveie ae’ ob the i _ _ This resentment has resulted in the closing of 

word “make.” If he knew the farmers as I, rr many farms in Michigan to hunting. Although 
who have lived and worked among them for | put forward in the guise of a farm measure, 
nearly my entire life, know them, he would . Po _ ak the shooting preserve law has met with a most 

have very carefully avoided the use of this Po i. ff spontaneous and overwhelming opposition on 
terminology. If there is one thing which the se | the part of the farmer. I can recall no time 
average farmer resents, it is an attempt to ie when indignation has run so high and been so 
force him to do something. If Mr. Smits had y _ unanimous on the part of any group in Michi- 

said, “LET the farmer BECOME a partner of as | gan, : : 
the state and of the sportsman,” I would be : oo It is interesting to note just who has taken 
much more inclined to agree with him. fe advantage of the provisions of the shooting 

The pheasant, which is by far the most im- oe & ; preserve law. It apparently has had positively 

portant game bird in Michigan today, is essen- i ao | : f no appeal to the farmers. In a tract published 

tially an inhabitant of farm territory. Wild ‘ and circulated at the instigation of certain per- 

lands, as we have them in Michigan, are not The Author sons who are members of groups licensed un- 
congenial to his habits and his mode of living. der Act 249, or who personally hold such li- 
It is obvious, then, that whatever policy is censes, the following list is peryen Bs those’ to 
pursued with regard to the pheasant, MUST viding the land upon which the birds live and whom such licenses have been issued: A. H. 

accept the farmer as a most interested partner feed, he also buys his hunting license along pone E. L. Ford, H. M. Jewett and F. M. 
in the program, since it is on his property that with all other hunters who, on the average, Alger, J. B. and J. 1. Webber, and Wesson 
the birds live and obtain their food. It must contribute little or nothing toward the main- Seyburn, all of Detroit; W. S. Beden, Lansing 
also be rembered that whenever we hunt pheas- tenance of our game supply. I do not mean Club, and Chandler Recreation Club of Lan- 
ants, we do so solely through the courtesy of to say that the average non-agricultural ‘1783 Allan Sheldon, Grosse Pointe Shores; R. 
the land-owner who, in ninety-nine cases out sportsman is unwilling to do so; but he simply B. Kennedy, Jackson; S. 8. Stewart of Flint. 
of a hundred, is the farmer. With approxi- does not have the facilities. On the other This does not look like a very enthusiastic 
mately 400,000 small-game licenses issued an- hand, ninety-eight per cent of the farmers are "sponse from the farmers. sree ehecing 
nually in Michigan, over seventy per cent of interested in conservation of our wild life, and ,, Sportsmen’s organizations, seeing the injus- 
which without question are for hunting on they have the facilities—the land, which is the tice of the- present situation with reference to 

farm lands, the farmer has a most obvious and most essential factor, the cover, the food, ete. both farmers and unorganized eee and 

formidable interest in any policies which af- The question of game conservation on a state- having a desire to co-operate with the farmers 
fect such hunting. wide basis, in our farm territory, is entirely ‘ather than to antagonize them, have joined 

Mr. Smits’ second error is in making a dis- dependent upon the attitude of the farmer. He almost unanimously in their demands for a 
tinction between “the farmer,” “the state,” and controls the entire situation, by reason of his change in the law. roms udiet pone aout 
“the sportsman.” The farmer constitutes a control of the land, and upon his co-operation standing exception—the Se eee not 
very important element in the state, which is we must depend for maintenance of this type the Izaak Walton League, mf Ne os ears ed 

but another word for our body politic, the of hunting. « by the finances and eee o pee ore. 
public; and he has just as much interest in the The third fallacy under which Mr. Smits is interested in peepee atl ne are 
welfare and prosperity of the public as any laboring, lies in the application which he makes SCTV° Taw. Oniunejonner Mand, Su leee acer 
other of its elements. I might also add that of the premise with which he starts his com- of | the best chapters of ee peree yan in 

he is today just as well informed upon public ments. The one thing which the shooting pre- Michigan have repudiated oC ee the 
matters as any other important element in the serve law does NOT do and WILL NOT do, is state convention and are assisting in efforts 

state. to make the farmer a partner in conservation £0" repeal of the special privilege features of 
Moreover, most farmers hunt. There are matters, Nothing, in many years, has stirred Act 249, according ae last renors pom the 

very few farm homes where one will not find up the wrath of the farmers, as has Act 249, central committee which was voluntarily or- 

a gun and a box of shells. In addition to pro- P. A. 1929. This is no mere idle statement. (Continued on page fifteen) 
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conservation department think they can ever 
bring these animals back as they existed in 

e the west, when trapping brigades invaded 
that virgin territory and trapped the beaver 
wholesale, they have over-estimated their 

aap HERE HAS been much discussion and ability. 
$e P| wrangling here in Michigan, in the Asks C.. & PEC K It must be understood that at the time this 

Isenines oy last few years, in regard to the pro- 4 took place the entire country was a vast for- 

I_@_}} tection on beaver. Many believe that est; today, we are told, we have only about 

the season should be opened in accordance with f six per cent of the original timber stand left 

the law enacted by our last legislature pro- d@mages. If a person cuts a piece of bark in Michigan, plus a few thousand acres of 

viding an open season. I have talked with a from a tree, you can have him arrested; but a second growth. In many places, feed has be- 

number of legislators, and they interpreted the beaver can cut anything, anywhere, at any come very scarce, and if the fur-bootlegger 
law to mean just what it said. time, and everything is 0. K. The state is has had no mercy on these fur-bearers, it is 

Bem eovidedie denen season in 1980). 1 protecting this wonderful, industrious, fur- going to be just too bad. There is no question 

must, however, be remembered that the di- bearer about this unlawful trapping. There is some 
tector lof conservation. has . heen., given, the Many cases of trespass are prosecuted an- of it going on, and owing to, the ease of trap- 
power to reverse this action, if it becomes nec- nually against persons cutting timber on other ping these beavers, the longer they are pro- 
essary to do so to save the species. In other people's property; a beaver meets with no such tected, the more these unscrupulous thieves 
words, this power was granted as an emer- inconvenience. | Conservation officers are con- will continue their unlawful practices. 
gency measure. This has not been the case tinually receiving reports from people through- _ It has often been said that the trappers were 
as affects the beaver. They have continued to out the peninsula asking that nuisance beaver the ones who wanted the season opened. I do 
increase until they have, in many instances, be removed; in fact, we have men employed for not believe this is the case. I am convinced 
become great nuisances. Failure on the part that purpose, and I am advised that these ani- that many who own summer property on lakes 

BEAEhG conuniEaion ite enforce the: law.as\an- mals so caught are shipped to state parks in will welcome the taking of these destroyers. 
tended, has been strenuously objected. to. by Michigan. Well, I have this to say: If the Who can blame them? The position the sports- 
the Northern Michigan Sportsmen’s Associa- state parks look anything like many places here men take in this matter is well founded. Most 
ion and other crsaniearons)tariliae withthe in the peninsula, there will probably be some of them have first-hand knowledge of the situ- 
great amount of damage done by these animals. sudden changes in seasons on beaver. This ation and believe in asking for an open season. 

Considering the damage to the valuable tim- conservation idea, carried to the point of un- They are doing so in the best interests of all 
ber growth in the upper peninsula, the ques- fairness, is a simple case of injustice to prop- Michigan people. Transferring these nuisance 
Ben abieatced- Whichiaa athelinore, valuable, erty owners who are being damaged, whether beaver to Michigan state parks, will surely be 

Bneitinienion ihe heaven’ This can pecnbe cy individual or company. _ regretted, for these industrious fur-bearers 

answered by carefully weighing future results My years of observation and study of this will make these parks unsightly wastes wher- 
to be obtained by insuring rigid control of all _fur-bearer convince me that they are a most ever they assemble. The wholesale slaughter 
wild life considered destroyers of either timber destructive animal. They are seldom seen by of our forests by commercial interests should 
or ife! It vequires many years to grow much anyone in the daytime. If you have never be a lesson sufficient to convince all of us it is 

of the timber destroyed by these animals, while naa beaver in the co ae would ay ee time to ae ae sound vent < ne 
ae BA ze one when you did. ey are just a store a small part o: e former beauty o: 

Sormale beaver can reproduce her kind in one black spot on the surface. If members of the forests. Let’s call a halt on this wastefulness. 

I am not an exterminator; in fact, I am a 
lover of wild life and will do every reasonable 
thing to preserve it; but I certainly do believe 5 
in keeping these and all other destroyers un- : 

der control. The destruction caused by beaver Teach He Thy Songs By WILLIAM L. NORTON 
in this part of the state challenges the pres- 
ent program of preserving the natural beauty 

of our waters and woodlands. At the present ‘ Teach, O God, these blundering lips to sing, 
time you find these beavers in nearly every As Thy clean winds have taught the pines to croon 
stream, lake, and pond throughout the penin- Thy mystic symphonies, ; 

sula, They have laid waste to many acres of A happy paean to a northern spring; 
timbered lands, obstructed trout streams with A plaintive song to fragrant boughs that swing 

their dams of mud and sticks. This has in n peaidaats aris ns peers ‘ 
turn prevented the trout from migrating to The Tadohtesce Or aes shall ring 

the headwaters of these obstructed streams in As all night long above the lake and trees 
spawning season as their nature provides. His maniac mirth is chortled at the moon. 
These obstructions in the streams flood many 
acres of lowlands and as a result kill many Teach, O God, these feeble lips to say 
acres of valuable game cover. These thick- What Thy strong hills have whispered to the dark 
timbered areas adjacent to streams are ideal Th snd ee te even lews, 
winter cover for deer and other wild life, pro- ia Haig ina oO AIEtT erceveoUre eiaiCey Z 
viding, of course, that they are not -fiooded. Of silver streams; Pheinaied gay 

These unsightly panoramas of mud, upturned The frisky jay tells forest folk each day; 

tree roots, dry snags which were once healthy, The meaning of the bark 

green trees, tree stumps and lodged dead trees Of scarlet foxes, and the urge that woos 
together with ponds of stale water which Such haunting music from the meadowlark. 

should be running clear, would make a real ; : 

conservationist sick at heart. Stagnant ponds agaee Sonat rene Pees aun a 

are not conducive to rearing of healthy trout, To thirsty trees and flowers; ‘ 
for,as every fisherman knows, trout require The constancy of days that never fail 
cold, running water. To add new beauty to life’s magic tale; 

These deplorable conditions are not confined The freshness of the showers 

to wilderness landscapes alone; they often oc- Of dew from grass along the morning trail; 

cur along highways and railroads and often The arena of the plain | . q na 
cause much damage. Remember, the state a pene Norways flirt with winds in twilight hours 

pays no damages incurred by these gnawers. nd white pines dream of glory once again. 

If a bear breaks a limb off your apple tree, 
you can collect; but a beaver can lumber off 
your entire holdings and you cannot ask for 
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IS LUDINGTON’S GREATEST WINTER SPORT 

(a~¢5) ET OUT your red underwear, heavy baiting the hooks, or she will grab for one you 
Ie socks, and perch fishing tackle. The By have just put on. 
los | ice is eight inches thick at Hamlin,” Hundreds of men are enjoying this winter 
[oe] said Harry Schellenbarger from the c i LIND sport. Many own their own shanties. If you 
South Bayou over the telephone. Then added, > . do not like to stand out on the ice, ask any 
“Len Collins got fifteen yesterday.” fellow who owns a shanty for the use of it for 

The previous week’s cold snap certainly had, ; : me .. a day. You will enjoy this sport and regret 
started something. Sales of hooks and lines Yes,” replied the writer. “My heart is that you have put off going fishing during the 
at Charley Hansen’s caused the cash register beating like a trip-hammer right now.” About winter. 
to ring as though it were trying to help bring Fei time, I was spudding through the tenth [SS 
in the New Year. Young lads about town e fs ‘ , , A i 
began a crusade for aivais of lead. Mothers . Doc Switzer and his dog slipped into his Ishpeming Elects 
were annoyed by the lads melting lead on the Shanty, lit the oil stove, and in a few minutes Parkins Head 
cook stove to be molded into sinkers. Mer- ad his five lines baited and in the holes. Out- 2 
chants were besieged by men asking for veneer side we were now baiting hooks and adjusting TALKS by Peter Trudell, Jr., president of the 

« ” “ ” oe $ ong 
from packing boxes to be used in building fish bobbers. Mrs, Stolberg yells, “I got one, Northern Michigan Sportsmen 's Association, 
shanties: and with that she pulls up the first perch. Dr. John N. Lowe, biologist and instructor in 

Just that conversation over the phone She always does, and the most of them, too. the Northern State Teachers’ College, and 
brought moving day to all of Mason County. The minute your bobber goes down, you Walter Greis, commissioner of schools of Mar- 
You could stand at the First National Bank must be there to jerk the line and set the hook. quette County, featured the annual business 
corner, and whichever way you happened to If not, Mr. Perch gets the bait and out must meeting of the Ishpeming Sportsmen’s Club. 
look you would see a fish shanty being towed come the line. Bait three or four and your Kenneth Parkins was chosen president of the , 

behind a car headed for the lake. Fishing fingers are numb. Not a thing between you Club, succeeding Leonard Flaa, who served as 
through the ice makes the winter slip by as and the state of Wisconsin but a couple of head of the organization for the past two 
rapidly as a ninety-day note taken out the trees. The wind blowing from the Northwest years. Other officers who will serve during 
first of December. and ice forming in the holes as you bait an- tie nea are Kirl Bashers, Wess reeely: oo 

, other hook. Sure it’s fun. “Makes me think ter 1urino, second vice-president; Oscar Sten- 
: At the Old Stearns’ Dock, where we go. or of the season I trapped up in Canada, when Saas, third vice-president; Andrew Ree, secre- 

a poe ae &; ee sO es ae 5 it was forty degrees below,” says Hank Pew- tary; John McDougall, treasurer. 
eee ae ree eo eee Jaski. During the meeting, the annual awards for 
the flicker of a myriad of lights—lights of all thé lugeestla Killed, the 1 t fish ht 
descriptions. There are oil lanterns, gas lan- _ Evidently these are some of the reasons why a aa eal Atte a eae Ss bela ; 
terns, flashlights, and fires on the ice. Here Harry Stolberg gets so much fun out of fish- 9” b eS poe saa Bue acer Deane 
the boys and men gather to thaw out their ing through the ice in the winter. Time and eee Hess noe Sh Ay eee 
nearly frozen fingers. again, I have seen him pull up a nice big perch , - °C? *tudel, or, head ot the Northern 

‘ i and then talk to the fellow as though the fish Michigan Sportsman’s Association, told of 
“Try this hole—we got some big ones here . : ‘ pending legislation which will affect conserva- Saturday night,” offered a lad who looked as understood what he was saying. Harry swims onednrig on ehewg eee ine emereaiMon anton 

though he would have to stand on his tip toes ™ GEES WRN GUE eet Ss LN tant of the measures up for consideration is to see what was on the kitchen table. We Sibly it is then that he has struck up such an eae which conicmeline a a ea 
ileq acquaintance with them. Pin tee CAV ELE ION 0) per 

moved on to another hole, and as we uncoiled @Cd i cent of the license fees for the acquisition of 
the rope on our minnow seine, another boy said, Soon I pull one out, not quite so large. Some- ciate game. refuges and public. shooting 
“Nothing but perch bait in that one.” That is one starts to whistle for the seagulls. In an grounds. He said the association favors repail 
what we were after, so got to work. After a instant a dozen or more fellows are doing the of the shooting preserve law passed two years 

few slips on the ice, averting a cold bath in same and a number of gulls appear. Some of ago, andiis\ on record: in: favor. of continuing 
the hole, we managed to get our supply of bait. those boys can imitate a gull to perfection. fie tae: on game (preserves! and) game; faxmaa: 
As I looked around, it seemed as though every- The birds must understand, for they stay o¢ having the cost of predatory animals cone 
one was moving about. Some of the boys, I do around until you feed them some of your bait. trol borne by the general fund instead of by 
believe, tried their luck in every hole, and there There is a crippled, one-legged fellow who gets the game-protection fund; of declaring the 

must have been thirty to forty holes in all. all of the favors. house cat a predatory animal; requiring a gen- 

Get an early start for the lake—the fishing About eleven o’clock, the perch stop biting eral rod license of all fishermen; and opening 
in the morning is best. Again, you may need for a while, and that is the sure signal for the season for the taking of beaver early in 

the extra time, for all the holes in the ice are lunch. Soon as the fire is built upon the ice, April. The association also urges that the 

not for fishing through. “Ike” Stolberg found Harry gets the coffee in the pot and the “hot- training period for dogs be limited to thirty 
that out when we tried to drive onto the ice dogs” into the can. Before long we are gath- days prior to opening of rabbit season, and 
at Hamlin just yesterday. We pushed and we ered around the fire enjoying a hot cup of that deer and rabbit seasons remain unchanged. 

pulled, and the harder we worked, the deeper coffee. While doing so, Ed Rhomoser watches Dr, Lowe, a strong supporter of the game 

the car seemed to settle. Finally, Doc Switzer the lines and is rewarded with a nice one who refuge and public hunting ground plan that is 
offered to get out a tow line and give us a decided to lunch at the same time. in vogue in Pennsylvania, spoke briefly before 

lift. He did. The chains on his wheels spun Doc Switzer’s dog was along and had the the club members. Pennsylvania, the speaker 
around so fast they wore right through the time of her life. She eats minnows and enjoys said, now has 211,000 acres in game refuges, 
ice, and then we had two cars in. Sure it’s fun. them equally as well as the sea gulls do. Evi- most of which are small in area. He urged the 

“There is something about fishing through dently she is the original “fish hound” you establishment of at least one small game ref- 

the ice that gets you,” said Harry Stolberg. have heard tell of. You must watch her when uge in every county in upper Michigan. 
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FILLS A LONG-FELT NEED In my opinion, the matter of principal im- day for the warden in his work, saying noth- 
— portance is to get forceful, capable representa- ing of meals or lodging if he has to stay out 

Editor, Northern Sportsman: tion on the commission from the upper penin- over night. If the warden goes out for a trip 
I feel that The Northern Sportsman fills a Sula rather than the question as to what our of several days, it is absolutely necessary 

long-felt need for a publication to air the needs "epresentative shall be called, or whether we when he gets back to lay around town until his 
and feelings of the Michigan sportsmen. shall have an upper peninsula director. The expense money will allow him to go out with 

Please enter my subscription to begin with abandonment of land to the state in recent his car again. There may be some territories 
the February issue, also send the magazine to years calls for broad-gauge, high-grade, and a game warden would not necessarily have to 
the following: Louis Brown, 1350 Sigsby St., experienced business men on this commission. use his car all of the time, but in territories 
Grand Rapids; Pete Leutzinger, Moddersyille, —W. E. Davidson, Michigan Land Co., Ltd., such as there are in this part of the peninsula ' 
Mich.; Hugh Carpenter, Plainwell, Mich.; Ros- Sault Ste. Marie. it is absolutely necessary for a warden to use i 

coe Hill, Plainwell, Mich.—Ralph G. Youngs, ee his on to get out ~ rene BeOS A : 
Plainwell. ii ‘ private concern would not be long in finding 

; ———— 0 FLOODED WITH LETTERS” out that a condition such as this was an eco- ‘ 
i nomic waste and would find out some way of 

WE WILL WAIT WITH PLEASURE Editor, Northern Sportsman: remedying the situation. 
away Since the last issue of The Northern Sports- | understand from good authority that some 

Editor, Northern Sportsman: man has been distributed among the scores of of the directors of the Conservation Depart- 

I have thoroughly enjoyed the two copies of subscribers, I have been flooded with letters ment are very much in favor of putting the 
The Northern Sportsman that have come to asking me to keep up the battle against “odds.” law-enforcement division on a more efficient 
me. Your magazine should fill a real place of Seems as if every trapper in Michigan is a basis. They would allow each conservation 
usefulness in that great state that has always subscriber, and likewise a good supporter of officer expenses enough so that he could spend 
been such a paradise for sportsmen. I am glad decent game laws. Consequently a large num- his full time in patroling the territory. I have 
to note your efforts toward the preservation of ber of our lawmakers see the woods but little understood that the chief opposition to this 
these places of beauty that nature has so lay- but usually listen to the cut-and-dried talk of plan comes from the director of conservation. 
ishly bestowed upon northern Michigan. someone who has no respect for our wild life Possibly, his reasons for doing so are very good 

Your request for a story, under the title, in Michigan. But if some of those “birds” .ones, but until he has explained them, I fail 
“Michigan as I Remember It,” quite appeals take to the woods and see conditions as they to see where there is any economy in paying a 
to me. As the summer time approaches and really are, then there would be a different man full time for only putting in a part of his 
the pressure of my work is released to some Story. I could furnish the readers of the time doing the work he has been assigned. 
degree, I shall set my hand to this task and Sportsman more, but probably it would cause a The creation of such an office as this would 
submit for your consideration an article under riot. also offer another opportunity for internal 
that title. I am enclosing a letter I had a few days ago, strife in the department. For these reasons I 

With every good wish to you for the suecess from Mr. ———, a resident of long standing believe the best interest of conservation would 
of your periodical, I am very cordially yours— in Lainsburg. It is just one of the many let- be served by giving the present conservation 
Rey. Chas. R. Drake, Los Angeles, Calif. ters I have received, and you may return it if officers proper pay and with increased mileage ; 

a eee a een) as isu I nere Wet ne for patroling their territory. Surely if this 
large number by return mall about my recent was done, the present system could be made 

THE U. P. DISTRICT DIRECTOR IDEA article——George J. Peterson, Repultic. very much mene effective than it is now.— 
5 Oe =, ae Floyd W.'Marble, Marble Arms & Mfg. Co., 

Editor, Northern Sportsman: @ladstone. : 

Answering your letter regarding Conserva- ON LAW ENFORCEMENT s ——_o—___—__ 
tion Department, the advisability of having a , ” 
district director for the upper peninsula would Editor, Northern Sportsman: PRAISES COL. HOGARTH 

depend entirely on the regulations for the I have your letter of January 27, asking me Fa 
operation of this part of the state. If we had for an expression of my opinion regarding the Editor, Northern Sportsman: 
a capable, efficient director, such as M. J. Fox, appointment of a resident district department The Daily Globe has taken no editorial posi- 
whose name I have heard mentioned in con- director of conservation for the upper penin- tion for or against a resident district depart- 
nection with the Conservation Department, and sula. I have understood that Governor Brucker ment director of conservation for the upper 
he had sufficient authority, the plan would un- has proposed that such a position be created, peninsula. We have arrived at no definite 
doubtedly be of benefit. On the other hand, if but I have not seen an explanation of his conclusion respecting the matter. At best it 
the director was supervised too closely by the reason for doing this. In my opinion, I hardly is a debatable subject. 
lower peninsula, it would be of no benefit. In believe that such a step is necessary, as the The position of The Daily Globe has been 
other words, to really have a director would money used in creation of another high-sal- clearly defined with respect to the Conserva- 
be all right, but to simply have a man to pass aried office could be very well spread out tion Department in general. We believe it has 
the buck to, and to be a goat for all complaints among the conservation officers in the district done some effective work north of the Straits 
in regard to the upper peninsula, would be of with a view of obtaining greater efficiency in during the last few years, particularly during 
no benefit at all. their work. the administration of Col. Hogarth. There is 

The interest of the fisherman and hunter is, I am very firmly convinced that the law- room for much improvement, however, espe- f 
of course, important to the upper peninsula, enforcement division of the Conservation De- cially in the enforcement division, which, it 
but of far greater importance to the upper partment is not as efficiently managed as it strikes us, continues to operate too much along \ 
peninsula is the attitude of the Conservation could be. When you stop to consider that the political lines, f 
Department regarding the public lands. Their average game warden or conservation officer If the time ever comes when the upper pen- 
past attitude has apparently been that the receives $4.00 a day with an allowance of $2.00 insula is to get a resident director of conserva- 
upper peninsula should be one grand hunting in addition for the expense of running his car tion, by all means he should be an upper penin- 
preserve for the citizens of lower Michigan, and other necessary expenses while he is away sula man with more or less a free rein to recog- 
and their efforts have been directed toward from home, you can readily understand why nize the enforcement group in this section of 
getting as much land as possible in the hands the law-enforcement division is not efficient. the state. We don’t want a mere politician. 
of the state and off the tax rolls rather than The department figures that a conservation The subject of conservation in the upper penin- 
to keep it on the rolls to contribute to the officer could run his car for about 7 cents per sula is too vital to become a political football. 
support of our municipalities. mile. This allows a total of about 28 miles a —L. I. Noyes, Publisher Ironwood Daily Globe. 
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YOU CAN’T “DUCK” THE QUESTION prevent a closed season on duck shooting are: the Emergency Conservation Committee of 
Abolish shooting over “baited” waters, and New York, and other real conservationists, and 
abolish the use of live decoys. This no doubt write to your United States senator and con- 

Editor, Northern Sportsman: will assault the holy of holies of the wealthy gressman for support of that bill. Do it 
Ae tow iyeats apn l wroteiantarticle from sapped pa we can’t deny cet oe chou now!—H. W. TenBroek, Grand Rapids. 

California stating “Ducks will be next to dis- S200UDS over ited ig et 8 oe anu neous To anaes as $ i é than the trap shooting of live pigeons and that appear from the picture,” and it was lately <pantinie Ree stermination.” WE HOPE SO, TOO 
forcibly brought to my attention in a pamphlet 4 ng ie Reon 2 je at 

X issued by the Emergency Conservation Com- Baiting the water” consists of sprinkling oe 
mittee of New York in which a Mr. Irving Corn thickly over a small pond within reach of . : 

/ Brant writes as follows: “Carefully organized gunfire from several angles. The wild ducks Editor, Northern Sportsman: 
treachery to birds made tame and confiding by C@lled by the quacking of live decoys, congre- ] wish you would enter the following names 

\ periods of feeding and deceitful kindness, is te on this corn and the numerous sports (?) on your subscription list: Mr. Dell Phillips, 637 
r wiping out the last remnant of our wild fowl.” @%¢ ready to start a slaughterhoues. Prospect St., Grand Rapids, Mich.; Mr. Jos. R. 

Do you know, Mr. Duck Hunter, that there _ AS the birds get scarcer, baiting spreads. Tucker, 22075 Willmarth, Detroit, Mich.; Mr. 
are not enough ducks and geese alive in North Ten years ago, it was confined to isolated T. E. Pesha, 4809 Woodward Ave., Detroit, 
America to furnish the licensed hunters with Patches on the Atlantic and Gulf states. Now, Mich.; Mr. D. M. Marshall, 415 No. Central 
ONE DAY’S bag limit? There were last year it flourishes with deadly effect on the Illinois Park Blvd., Chicago, Ill; Mr. Floyd G. Arms, 
over 6,500,000 licensed hunters in the United River and is spreading up and down the Mis- c-0 Hugh Wallace Co., E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, 
States, and allowing fifteen ducks for a day’s S1SSIPP1. Mich. 
bag limit and suppose each one got his bag | You Michigan sportsmen who love to hunt These chaps are all good sportsmen and I 
limit, it would amount to 97,500,000 dead ducks, the duck should one and all support the Mc- know they will derive the same pleasure as I 
while the Biological Survey estimates the num- Nary-Haugen bill with its proposed amend- in reading your sports news. Wishing you 
ber of ducks and geese alive at eighty to one ments; stand shoulder to should with Dr. Hor- success, I am—W. J. Simeon, Secy., Corunna 
hundred million. The two things necessary to naday, Steward Edward White, Jack Miner, Board of Education. 
a a 

. . we finished, all that 

It Happened Thirty Years Ago ss eras sh pone We had left a bottle ° . 
¢ of bait at the mine on M h C ll 

(Continued from page four) our way in, and after 1c 1gan O ege 

‘powder had been spoiled by the rain. We had drinking the bait and . 
canned baked beans, fried trout, coffee, and having the wonderful of 

bread that we had to squeeze the water out of Supper of fried ven 
before it could be eaten. It kept raining stead- Fan and Sone aids 
ily all the time. out, we all felt fine. M d , T h ] 
Norman was never much of a warbler, but Next morning, we InIng an ec no ogy 

Budd and Jack and yours truly were regular went down to the adit 
nightingales. Every few minutes Budd would and got our fish and 
sing: had more fried trout, “Michigan Tech’’ 

“Said old Obadiah to young Obadiah, canned baked beans, 
Obadiah I’m so driah.” water - soaked bread, obs 

Jack and I would chant back: and coffee. After this Houghton, Michigan 
“Obadiah, you’re a liah.” breakfast we started 

We didn’t get much sleep, but we did keep for Ontonagon Tee 
up a fire all night. In the morning we had Pouring rain. We had 
more canned beans, fried trout, coffee, and been out for four days For nearly half a century the Michigan College of 
water-soaked bread. I remember that they but had a wonderful ee Ty A A 
were Schneider’s beans, and for a long time time in spite of rain. Mining and Technology has been educating engineers 
after that trip the name Schneider gave me a Little Carp Lake is to direct the world’s work. Graduates are in charge 
pain in the stomach and I couldn’t look a now privately owned < . A y 
baked bean in the face without getting mad. and closed to outsiders of many of the largest engineering and industrial 

Tn the forenoon, we caught all the trout we and you can’t get in| projects in the world. This state institution is located wanted and had dinner. After dinner we rolled there to fish, but I i pee : < Be 
; up our water-soaked blankets, made up the will say that if you in the center of Michigan’s copper and iron industry. 

packs, and started back for Carp Lake Mine. want to see the grand- Degrees ar ; in Mini . * 
c We found the boat where we had left it on est scenery in Michi- s CBNen i: aa aepellaeere Chemie 

Carp River and rowed back to the upper end gan, go to Carp Lake Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineering, also in 
of Big Carp. About half way up the hill from Mine on top of the * * 

4 the lake to the mining location, there is an old Porcupine Mountains. be esau and Geology. Catalogue and illustrated 
adit that runs into the side hill for several You can drive on good booklet will be sent on request. 
hundred feet. We went in there and put our roads to within three- 
fish on ice. The water in this adit freezes in quarters of a mile of 
the winter time, and I have seen ice there as the mine, but you will Address: 
late as August. have to climb about ’ 
When we got into the adit, we found a hind twenty minutes from | . 

quarter of venison, that someone had left for the end of the road. L. F. DUGGAN, Registrar 
us. They must have left it for us, because But you will find your j 
we had it for supper that night, and when efforts well repaid. 
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Mr. Smits C J r. omits Comes in 

For M Di 

AND THE JUDGE AND OLD-TIMER TALK IT OVER 

was] HE OLD TIMER and the Judge were what this act demands before birds can be “Possibly it was,” replied O. T. “There’s 
<i a seated in the “library” located in the released,” replied O. T. “Facilities for caring two things it was created for—to perpetuate 
GG attic of O. T.’s residence. They had for the pheasants must be provided and the the hunting for the average citizen, and start 
GI} been working on some plates for still cover be suitable for them. The better the the farmers to growing pheasants. Now, just 
picture projection and just started the fire in cover, feeding stations, and water supply, the figure out how many farmers could afford to 
the stone fireplace. The Old Timer was poking less liable the birds are to leave it. If they comply with the requirements of the law. How 
a log around in place when the Judge, who did, they would return when hungry.” many have land suited for it where cover, 

was seated near the table, picked up a copy “But he says they strayed to a distance of but they did—and by ‘they’ I mean their de- 
of the February Northern Sportsman and re- ffteen miles.” that the act does not mention ear but 
marked: “Probably thinks so,” broke in the Old does mention shooting preserves, specifying 

“Did you read this article on the shooting- Timer. “But how does he know the birds he See eee ie nC te carte Ae oe 
preserve act by Commissioner Smits?” saw were going from or coming to the pre- S'™2n¢ of wire, that the birds must be release 

“Uh-huh,” grunted the O. T. without look- serve?” full-winged, and tagged before) ‘they Bre aaa 
ing up. There was that characteristic twinkle “Well, let’s go on to this,” replied the Judge. an ie Ce Sy 
in the eyes of the Judge as he persisted es 1 1 the act carefully, Judge, you will find that i 

P HEE AR ns P c He states pheasants from Belle Isle have they were solely desirous of helping the aver- 
‘What do you think of it? art scattered many miles up and down the river age citizen and farmer, they forgot to put it 

The Old Timer gave the log a vicious poke, on the Canadian side.” in writing.” 
sending the sparks flying up the chimney. Then ‘Why not on the American side?” inquired ie : * H 
placing the poker carefully on its nail beside the O. T. J Gas an pes Wee tee oes be a 
the fireplace, he straightened up and faced his “Well, he mentions that the Canadian farm- e eee eo eee ee eae 
friend. After glaring at him for a few sec- ing country is particularly suited to them.” as been suggested by the opponents of the EG 

& ie 2 g ve 3 y . and goes on to state that you might campaign 
onds, he asked, “Trying to start something?” “Exactly,” broke in the Old Timer. “They Faetan CoGfialle. ldtlel edasonl Hoh chars beiy cn 

The Judge laughed. Reaching for the jar are going for food, not from it. The surround- 3 a x ng ¢ ¥ ee 
of tobacco on the table, he proceeded to fill ings at Belle Isle may not meet their fancy, ‘Atta boy! said the Old Timer, knocking 
his pipe as he replied, “No, O. e so they leave for a place that the ashes out of his pipe into the grate. “I 
T., I'm not trying to start fey oT does. When a man spends wonder if the commissioner. knows 4 of the 
something, but that article | | || : . several thousand dollars in a Pheasant condition in Dakota. They didn’t re- 
reads conscientious to me.” | =. += === *private preserve, he‘is going Sort to a special privilege act out there to 

“Y've been conscientious ina | | © = === | = = +| to see that the surroundings Obtain the co-operation of the farmer, and 
good many things and yet | | , = =. | suit the birds before he spends Private shooting Preserves are Oust evidence, 
lived to see I was mistaken,” | _, LL another thousand for stock, and but they did—and by ‘they’ I means their de- 
replied the O. T. a |... __| if it will hold those releases, Pattment of conservation—get the co-operation 

“There are those who say |) ee which he will be precious sure °f the farmers by showing them the advantage 
you are about this,” said the | | | it will, it will also attract na- of improving the small game hunting. They 
Judge. : | oo. tive birds who find things less encouraged them to grow corn and buckwheat 

“Are you backsliding?” in- a | to their liking on the other that was left for food and shelter. There has 
quired O. T. / | side of the wire.” been less pheasants released in Dakota than 

“No, not exactly. But let me - 7 heb Judeewnaie histan ears ay sepeneny oF fouperrauen be ne 

read some of the points he * a » | through his hair as he scanned -°, 8@Y oy Ing 0: ose liberated by private 
makes and you answer them.” = | the page. interests here. But there they prepared, a 

The Old Timer filled his pipe | ye feet oti Fs place for them, and allowed them to propagate 

at the bowl on the table, lighted | | / | e Staves he was present ‘naturally in closed territory until they had suf- 
A . > fe | when the act was drafted and ficient WILD BIRDS to stand hunting while it, drew a heavy Turkish chair |) 7 = | BO Ge t s 
around where ihe couldetace. |ama a a that the law was inspired here they release them and turn the hunters 

th the Jud, d the fi o ce | |) | solely by a desire to insure the Joose, with little or no protection.” 
bo Be UUs e yeu i. a : | 7 || small game hunting for the gps eA Pore eee ge ee 
seated himself, rested his fee ae | F | average citizen.” ow look here,” broke in the Judge, ey 
on the corner of a gonveniont i CS hel Ola /Timsé* packea! tne tell me foRy ie euihne shooting season and 
wood basket. Tilting back his [7 | 1€ large bag limit in Dakota.” 
head, he blew out a slow, even a A 4 7 ashes down in the bowl of his “They do, certainly they do. But it’s for 
cloud of smoke and said, “All SS a a pipe as he looked at the Judge everybody, not for a few, and it is longer and 
right, let ’er go.” ca _ — with a grin that conveyed any- Jarger in some townships or counties than in 

The Judge adjusted his nose |, 77 c6 - C7 thing but mirth. others. They have the intelligence to gauge 
glasses and read for a moment |, 7 7. eo “The average citizen.’ Just the length of season and size of bag limit by 
in silence. Then he said, “Well, | oo a a CT who is he? Those millionaire the number of available birds, not as a special 
here he states he has hunted on |» _ _ | |__| preserve owners just lie awake: privilege for some of those who were public- 
Harry Jewett’s preserve, that | 77 gj a "| nights worrying about the ay- spirited enough to liberate private stock.” 
pheasants have spread for a |. 79 | oo 7. | erage citizen. You know that, “Did private citizens liberate them there?” 
radius of fifteen miles from it, | = i | Judge, so let’s not get mad.” “T am told they did.” 
that there were none there |% 0 1s a. L “Allright,” laughed his “Where do they come in?” 
previous to Mr. Jewett’s re- | @ = |§ %'siy = | friend. “Here, then, he states “Why, with the rest of us. To a millionaire 
leasing them.” ee | the shooting preserve law is a thousand pheasants would not mean any 

“Well, before I can answer designed to induce the farmers more than a pair would to me. Should I have 
that, I must see that you know “The Judge” to propagate pheasants.” (Continued on page fourteen) 
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And Hiawatha ISS 
‘ F we — ee a ee 

— te . : a * 

Has a Forest C sen 
: ee SO es amed After Him @' ieee, a ERR ee i Se 
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[34>] HE CREATION of the young Hia- of Longfellow’s poem, ‘The Song of Hia- L Ue ae oe ‘ 
$4 | watha National Forest near Munising watha.’”” Whatever discrepancy may appear, ores . 8 2 oO ot 

Kee) by President Hoover this month, has however, is reconciled by the fact that the |= wy or 
[-G@_J) materialized the vision and rewarded forests are in the Agricultural Department, ee ot A ie aS Ce 
the work of many good northern sportsmen where tree crops will be cut when ripe, accord- oe, es ) SX cone 
and forest lumbermen in the upper peninsula. ing to the selective principles of the Lake [ig | # TAINS) ean aes 
Hiawatha and the other two new members of States Forest Experiment Station. The two- |e “<0 re ae 
the Federal Forest family—the Ottawa to the edged sword of publicity has already turned in | ¥ijgyggu. ee ee 
west in the upper peninsula and the Marquette many directions, aesthetically and economic- ee ee se 
toward Sault Ste. Marie—contain within their ally, and the weary, machine-turned vacation- ee ge - 
boundaries a total of 800,000 acres. They are ist will doubtless feel no less the romance of a a ae : 
carved, not like the other 149 national forests the forest— Fe SF 
of the United States and Alaska, out of the : 3 a 
public domain, but from the snags and stumps “All the lightness of the birch irae) [ee ee See fl 
of yesteryear. All the toughness of the cedar.” yh Pee ce ee ieee cee 

As early as 1924, such far-visioned men as _ Foreseeing a time when the great white und E. W. TINKER 

John M. Bush, of Negaunee, M. J. Fox, of Iron Norway pineries would come back to their own, Regional forester, examining natural 
Motntain, and J. S. Weidman, of Trout Creek, EK, W. Tinker, chief Lake states federal for- reproduction of Norway and white 
began to focus the rays of scientific forestry on ester, sees genuine history-in-the-making, with pine on the Hiawatha National Forest. 
the pine soils of the upper peninsula. During not merely millions, but tens of millions of (Photo by U. S. Forest Service.) 

the perenne preceding the Peo trees rising up to call this generation blessed. 
tion, G. E. Bishop, secretary-manager of the While there is a mother tree now and then, - : 

Upper Peninsula Development Bureau, Mar- artificial reforestation is the solution of the White and bt ay nee are eee 
quette, has “carried on” with the slogan, “A problem of bringing back the forest wealth, Lene Bra ae ca ie a Sane 
National Forest for the Upper Peninsula of exchanging taxes on fire-ravaged acres for va ass Pee ew 4 aah i ‘ ae at 
Michigan.” Today, the Forest Service joins income on summer homes and resorts, and 35 Hae oe a ae a aan nae ? 
with the forest-minded citizens of Hiawatha cents out of every dollar of forest receipts for ote aes i: ri Deere a 4 re earn 
Land in three cheers for three national forests. schools and roads in the counties within which Fie Ee ae 4 th fe oe i The Girl 

“No single feature of Federal Forest pur- each forest is located; in a word, “ashes to a oF f Cuiedes Re th a b a Ai 
chase work under the Weeks law or the Clarke- assets.” cata 8 Wee ae ave nee on Be i 

McNary law, is of greater interest to the Quoth Leslie S. Bean, first Hiawatha Forest ane hi bens i, ei ane an ioe a Ore 
members of the Forest Service than the estab- supervisor, with headquarters at Munising: fe " ie oy ve or ey al ae Prahee 

lishment of an adequate system of national “Qur aim is intensive management and devel- eee eee BELA a Laas oe ae ee 
ae in ue ae gpeioh veld E. = opment of every acre to its highest possible fol Ace OA Pa ety Cabs Soe ees 

erman, assistant forester, Washington, D. use. I feel that we have received an inheri- ‘ 2 eee . 
C., in the spring of 1927, in referring to “pos- tance from our pioneer foresters, and that ne Het a Mee) Ha peel en 
sible co-operation of the federal government there is no better place in the Unitd States for i Stee Boe Ma ore a I an Lannea 
in the stupendous task of restoring depleted the demonstration of the ideas they have s) 02+ where foresters-to-be learn forestry “ 
and denuded lands to a normal condition of worked out.” fae ae ce cee anal e ae oa iat 
productivity.” To Miss Elizabeth Strandness, a Nordic, who |) 4 ue eee Abee oe a ea Dene ee 

The christening of Hiawatha has run the received her training on the Superior National ae ae . 
official gamut, and the seal of the President is Forest, is entrusted the responsiiblity for While uate sintional Muinbering Steet nee 
set, with the understanding, however, that it is keeping allotments and appropriations within Claimed sthel veal aad onli euihene Heel Bune 
named for the “actual Hiawatha, a New York bounds. Ranger Albin Roemer succeeds R. B. antitavthical heros cf Pie Tdmberiacke oie 
Troquois, who taught his people agriculture and McKennan, who examined most of the Hia- z irit Heats agpethated aenuid diese rene 
the arts of peace, and not the fictional Hia- watha lands. Seid ie. Acces ‘johnny duleslineere 
watha, an Ojibway Indian, of Lake Superior The legal skill of Leland S. French, with ete eg pane ee he aia a dara 
and the mid-west forests, the legendary hero offices at Marquette, has read the titles clear “Sourdough Sam? hee toreo furthee afeld ae 

| oe peda ae ee his blueberries, for seedlings are now coming 
G : » , A ses “ 

Raise Rabbits For Us! and a few from “Sir Reginald, Solicitor, Crown ae ions, He veo ire ree Henn 
i f England.” ” sas A Write for our guaranteed to live, reproduce, is z é Ss Crosshaul,” who, according to Shot Gunderson, 

and buy back plans. We pay up to $10 each. This second generation forest as composed ‘knocked over a section of timber by one toot 
mainly of hardwood ridges, interspersed with of his horn,” would be astounded at this ma- 

JEFFERSON RABBITRY pine plains and spruce swamps—beech, birch, Giing ave of plantin: 
J-22 SMITHFIELD, OHIO | ™aple, Balm of Gilead, and aspen, the latter Re eee g- , f s : “ 

\ making a good protective cover for young (Continued on page fourteen) 
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. that grass fire we put out when we were fish- is a howl from the ‘average citizen,’ but money 

And Hiawatha Has a Forest ing on the Pine last spring?” and friends perform miracles.” 

“Yes,” responded his friend. “It was lucky “Well,” broke in the Judge, “you have added 

S s we caught it before it got into that second to your privileges, but just admitted that it 

(Continued from page thirteen) growth.” would make better fishing.” 

Young Hiawatha sets up business with not “Ys, it was,” replied the 0. T. “There is “Right you are,” replied O. T. “And it 

only an airport, but also supports “The Pines” Usually a time when anything can be stopped would also make a greater inducement for 

plantation, where motorists may see 700,000 easily, but if allowed to continue, it may be a more of my friends to buy preserves. Every 

seedlings flourishing on a thousand-acre plan- ™re Serious matter.” ee: pus bought would be that much less for the 

tation, grown from seeds from cones salvaged The Judge eyed him quizzically for a mo- ‘average citizen’ and the tourist to enjoy. We 

from the squirrels’ caches. ment; then asked, “Just what are you driving would have two sets of game laws, one for 

at now?” the rich and the other for the ‘average citizen,’ 

“No time to see, when woods we pass, “Oh, you said this special privilege act was and a line drawn between capital and labor 

Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass.” much ado about a small matter, and I agree just as they have it in Europe.” 

; : with you. Personally, I don’t care a rap about The Judge arose, and knocking the ashes out 

ee ee ao we ciepound their pheasants as long as they send out of the of his pipe, placed it in his pocked, and turned 

Wontes suas Dee Lake elaba; ‘ % IG ot state for them. They can kill all the day they to his friend. ° 

pHicisle that to keep (on i ropes Hee © arrive if they want to, for all of me.” “You are absolutely right, O. T.,” he said. 

2 P ii aE poe mankind, we Then why all this excitement?” inquired the “It’s better to put out the grass fire than it is 

Pare Ba ong es fa Ee ete _. Judge. to be forced to fight a forest fire.” _ 

HEGGstant Forester ae s i Lea _ “Did you ever hear of the Northwood hold- As the Old Timer followed his friend to the 

iHREAEAL Gowek of fofeatiiends se ae hh € ings at Grayling?” : door and they stepped outside into the moon- 

life Man eee ae 2 aah pee Tote ‘Well, yes. I was told they had about eight light, O. T. reached out and grasped the hand 

It liek F Heal e animals to a hundred acres fenced and owned about as of his friend. “Judge,” he said, and there was 

salt lick, to be cleansed of artificiality and much more.” a tremor in his voice, “wouldn’t it be heaven 

ee Certainly in this age of high pitch «yes, that’s what I understood. So there is here on earth if we could just eliminate selfish- 

ie eet uch we nog ihe alchemy of that much the general public and tourist can’t ness out of human nature?” 

chanee foe a eas age 2 a pines in €X- play on, and it’s darned good fishing and hunt- “It would,” replied the Judge as he opened 

. ae a q teste Ss ti Bsn tragedy jing territory, too.” the door of his car. “But I guess that can’t 

ac woods to miss a turn of a revolving door. “But what has that to do with the act in be done.” 
ile never to lose sight of the economic and question?” The Old Timer stood watching his friend’s 

a practical development, perhaps at — “Nothing, perhaps, and yet everything. Now, car disappear in the distance. Then he glanced 

this time of expanding leisure in a machine Judge, suppose I owned a private shooting up at the moon. For a moment he hesitated, 

abe, come of the north woods may render their preserve.” then opened the door to enter the house. “No,” 

eee Aeon ie the sreatest number in the ~ “It’s hard to imagine,” laughed the Judge, he muttered to himself, “it can’t be done, but 

ig run” by keeping men’s sympathies warm “pyt [’ll try.” the grass fire can be put out.” 
and their sentiments responsive. “And I was operating under this act,” con- ees 6 ee 

“What is this life, if, full of core, tinued O. T. “I own from one to four or five : 

We have no time to stand and stare?” sections of land which take in a part of one or Hudson Heads Shiawassee 

0. more trout streams, a small lake, and a lot of ra 

Pome eee ag a Se ee ee ood ‘second-erowth... A jnouse 4s, built for the ROBERT HUDSON has been elected presi- 

s x . overseer, a clubhouse for my friends, a line is dent of the Shiawassee Conservation Asso- 

Mr Smits In for Discussion run around the property and a cheap fence ciation to succeed Carl F. Wietzke, who be- 

_ sconstructed. The cover is studied and such comes the new secretary of that live-wire 

(Continued from page ten) changes made as will be needed to make a lower Michigan organization. 

paradise for upland game birds. I have a lot Other officers elected were Dr. G. L. Cramer, 

special privileges if I blew five dollars for a of money invested. Some of my friends have vice-president; W. F. Gallagher, treasurer; 

pair of pheasants and turned them loose?” preserves. I visit theirs and try to make mine and directors, Scott Rundell, Archie Beebe, 

“No, but—” better, the object being, of course, to make it and John Cameron. ; 
“There are no buts,” exclaimed the O. T. ‘If as near perfect as possible. Prairie chickens, On February 3, the association held its 

the millionaire is so penurious and mean that partridges, quail or pheasants can be grown twenty-fourth annual banquet, with Dr. J. 

he can’t help the state in which he has made under this law. I decide what it is best suited Preston Bradley of Chicago as the principal 

his millions to the extent of helping to rebuild for and go ahead. Years pass. I decide I speaker. Over one thousand persons were in 

our out-of-doors for all men to enjoy without would like to improve the fishing in my trout attendance, and in the audience were Secre- 

squalling around for his little pound of flesh, streams. The special act that allowed me to tary to the Governor Jack Lesia, Senator 

he should be ostracized from decent company!” populate my—oh, we will say, one thousand Chester M. Howell of Chesaning, Fred Wester- 

“Tut, tut!” said the Judge. “You're getting acres with upland game birds and enjoy a man and A. B. Cook, Jr., of the state hatch- 

excited. I guess it’s much ado about a mighty long season with large bag limit, does not help eries division, Dr. P. D. Pirnie, state ornithol- 

small affair at best,” he continued. on the stream, so it is talked over with friends ogist, Harry Ruele, of the state game depart- 

“The Old Timer smoked for some minutes in who also have holdings on trout streams and ment, and W. D. Edenburn. 

silence. Then he arose and filled his pipe from decide that if we are willing to grow and The Owosso high school band under the 

the bowl on the table. As he stood there pre- liberate five thousand trout a year, we should direction of Van Kniebes played during the 

tending to pack the tobacco in the pipe, he was be allowed to catch at least twenty-five hun- dinner, which was served by the American 

watching the Judge out of the corner of his dred of them. There would be a better argu- Legion Auxiliary. Invocation was pronounced 

eye. ment than there is for the present law, for it by the Rev. J. W. Frye, and J. Murray Acker 

The Judge appeared to be intent on his read- would be very hard to improve aquatic condi- led the singing. Carl Wietzke, then president, 

ing, but when the O. T. placed his hand on his tions in a stream to a point where the fish outlined the past year’s work. 

shoulder, he looked up into the eyes of his would mot leave it fOr mn | 

boyhood chum. The expression he saw there other equally as good 
brought a smile which found a ready response, conditions, but with WINTER RECREATION 

and O. T. said: the pheasants this is 
“Sometimes I think you get me to blow up comparatively easy, = at 

on purpose. You always did it when we were especially in a coun- e 

boys.” otntrals| Camp Rest-A-Bit 
“You mean you did it from boyhood,” broke adapted to them. So 

ee bee : we have the law Lodge and Log Cabins——-New 
e ‘imer resumed his seat, crossed his amended to cover fish, . a 

short legs, and smoked in silence watching the and while we are at BricesVery Reasonabl Comforaule 

dying embers in the fireplace. Finally, he it, we include small A. E. GLATUS, Munising 

spoke without looking up. “Do you remember game. Of course there (on 
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remained largely of a potential nature, and R 

Let the Farmer Be a Partner the act has remained largely unenforced, al- Very Attractive 

though there is scarcely a farmer who would INLAND LAKE FRONTAGE 
3 care to see it repealed. 

(Continued from page five) Under the Williamston plan, the farmer is ishi eon ne L : 
ganized for this purpose. With them are the Protected against the trespass nuisance. At Good Fishing and Excellent Location 

Michigan Conservation Congress, which is re- the same time, his lands are open to public | C. L. BAUMAN > Shingleton, Mich. 
puted to have more member clubs than the ene yea we aoe y property ae 
League has chapters, the Michiga teem Rene LAVA ONES PEVUCEES Bre ORs * 

iy League, ae Michigan ae ESE tained as easily in territory organized under Grand Rapids Club Elects Officers 
Protective Association, the Will H. Dilg this plan as in unorganized territory. And Sate. 

League, the Shiawassee Conservation Associa- best of all, so far as the sportsman is con- THE following officers have been chosen by 
tion, the Tri-County Conservation Association, Ce™med, a permit from one member bears with “ t4. Grand Rapids Homing Club for 1931: 
the Kent County Conservation Association, and it the right to hunt over the entire organized p,ecident, Harrison Usborne; vice-president, 
numerous other organized groups. rey No fees are charged, na eeer ies aig) Tanis; secretary, Robert ‘Dolliver; treas- 

While a few disciples of alien thinking have is satisfied with the protection of his property yrer, Ea DeYoung. s 
been attempting to transplant into our Amer: @8ainst the trespass nuisance. The club now has 18, active members. The 
ican economic, social, and legal structure As opposed to this plan, the shooting pre- bands used in marking pigeons this year are 
something which is entirely foreign to such serve law in its operation, as observed since lettered as follows: I. F. 81 G. R. M., Series 1 
soil and conditions, the farmers themselves it has been in force, definitely restricts hunt- to 10,000. 
have been working out the problem along ing. Groups which have taken advantage of Bird races for the club will start about the 

strictly American lines. Originating in Wil- the provisions of the act are essentially in the middle of May, beginning at Niles. The club 
liamstown Township, near Lansing, the so- nature of clubs. Hunting privileges are re- will fly the southwest course this season. 

called Williamston plan is spreading through- stricted to members or to members and their LLB S rig ea 

out the state and into other states. Mr. Smits personal guests. Moreover, resentment against PRIZE RABBIT 

charges that no other constructive plan is the special privileges granted to such groups, 
Pee as an alternative. Here is the an foie oe oe of acres to be closed to FLoyp HAMLET, of Elkhart, Ind., had 16 

The farmer wants no special privileges such The farmer will go more than half way every rabbits. Recently one rabbit gave birth to 

as are provided in the shooting preserve law. time when he gets a square deal. He is inter- 20 little rabbits. This is a record for one 

With such legislation he has no sympathy. He ested in the maintenance of our wild life and litter. The mother is a New Zealand Red. 

wants no financial incentive or remuneration. will do more to maintain it than all the special ——_—_—_—_—_—_—_——_—————————— 
He is interested in our wild life and is proud privileges which might be granted under the 

of it. But there is one thing which he does guise of “incentives,” IF he is approached in a 

want and will have: That is, protection of his spirit of co-operation. But he will not swal- HOTEL WHITING 

property against the trespass nuisance. The low anything as raw as Act 249 appears to 
Horton non-trespass act, passed in the 1927 him, nor will he submit to having anything oe eee ee 

session of the legislature, provided some meas- forced down his throat. He’ll close his lands S . 

ure of this protection. But the problems of to all hunting first, and end free public hunt- Rates: $1-25:52.50 On U. 8.-31 

enforcement are so great that its value has ing in farm territory forever. 

ee 

Petoskey Holds Winter Carnival 
pA ey 

faz ] URIOUS as it may seem to many, increasing interest in outdoor pastimes typical each year is sponsored by the Petoskey Cham- 
ie a Petoskey, center of northern Michi- of winter in northern Michigan, came the ber of Commerce and functions through a civic 
Hi Gd gan’s famous summer resort region, annual mid-winter carnival and frolic, now organization known as the Petoskey Winter 
| S@_]} has in a few short years become the held usually during the latter part of Febru- Sports Club, having a membership of 1,500. 
center of winter sports activities, and today ary of each year. Thrilling ski riding and jumping events are 
the period of ice and snow and cold weather is This comprehensive winter sports program arranged. There is a carnival with a corona- 

as eagerly looked forward to as 3 tion ceremony during which the 

were the haleyon days of Sum= Ses: Carnival queen is crowned. Then 
mer and autumn. Lo ee ee ———— there are special costume events. 

Not so many years ago, the Ur —r—“—i—O—_S Fox-hunting recently has be- 
coming of winter meant the | Iiesgssges gg... eo come a feature of winter sports 
closing of most highways by ee —— oe activities in the Petoskey region 
snow, and travel for long dis- oo oo | a while winter fishing through the 
tances was practically unknown Josey @t — - ice has many followers. 

4 a ee lh 7 7 : 
from December until May. To- ff “Aa; eee ee During the carnival held this 
day all that is changed. High- [i _ oe Om year, skating champions from 

Ce lll .t.rt—=“‘C i‘COCOC“CSRNCSCOC(;CRSCC 4 g 
ways are kept open throughout [)% . a rrrr—C Detroit, Lansing, and Ann Ar- 
the winter season, enabling mo-  . _ | oo | so a bor staged exhibitions of fancy 
torists to travel the length and i. Co o AY skating while still another group 

breadth of the state in but a _ | oo , hoes a) oy of skaters were entered in spe- 
fraction more time than similar -. a — cial speed events. Many noted 
trips could be made during the <2  _  —r—C ski riders were seen in the ski 
summer. ee i, a - jumping events, judged this 

With these added faciilties for J, le _ | year by Henry Hall, formerly 
travel, residents of the state no re |. rr holder of the world’s record. 
longer feared but actually came [RL —  — —. No longer do the rigors of 
to enjoy the advent of winter. _ — fe - : _ winter in Michigan hold any ter- 
Interest became awakened in | fg ~~ oo rors for the residents nor for 
new forms of invigorating out-  «z, Se ee be _ : visitors who may live miles 

door sport, including skiing, ski rl Ss . rr Cl away. Many other communities, 

jumping, skating, tobogganing, oe os . — : | following the example set by 
and hockey playing. SS |, Petoskey, are taking steps to 

Growing out of this rapidly Fe eOr nee | ALS develop similar winter sports. 
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Damp Weather Is ee 
FOLLOWING are extracts from a talk by 

e the Rev. Dr. J. Preston Bradley of Chicago, 

al id to H U Nn 1c rs before the Shiawassee Conservation Associa- 
tion: 

“J am interested in the conservation of 
America’s wild life and her streams and for- 

Says ests, not because I love to roam her fields and 

Ee wade her streams, but because conservation 
will save the soul of America, the soul that is 

W. a: Humph reys being slowly crushed by the present machine 
and materialistic age, in which we count our 

. . wealth by the number of tall buildings in our 

a i se eenenne eS cities and the size of our factories. The un- 

pardonable sin to the true conservationist is to 

EVERYBODY knows that perfectly dry hands the south, the air is going over the colder Fee te eds teen Oe 

placed on a dry surface do not leave any region and the tendency is for the lower sur- pas given us. : 

visible impression, but if the hands are damp face to be cool and the clouds will be lower “You can’t make people good by law, but 

they do leave an impression. and there is not apt to be vertical convection. oq by the divine clealiness of the outdoors 

When game animals are wet from the damp If the air is coming from the higher latitude ,,, Falsise men. I learned my religion from 

ground or from other causes, their exudations and going to a warmer latitude, the warming the lumberjacks of northern Michigan. A man’s 

adhere to the damp material they come in con- surface leads to vertical convection with re- religion is not to be judged by what he says 

tact with, and these animal odors are easily sulting dissipation of the scent. The ground is ae by how he lives. And I never heard of a 

detected by the dogs as they come along in the often dry under these circumstances. man being convicted of a major crime, who 

chase. But if the fox or other game are dry The same principle applies with respect to jovoq a dog, smoked a pipe, and loved By fish. 

and the ground and air are dry, there is no gassing in war time. The right time for gas- Fishing is ene only thing you can do all day, 

impression left in the air. sing operations is when there is not much wind catch nothing, yet come back at night atl 

Pet a dog in both dry and wet weather and blowing and there is an absence of vertical ‘cre dan ea went out with in the morning. 

you will find that difference in their scent in convection. The same weather principles ap- Cpyist delivered only two moral edicts under a 

the air, and it is the same principle with foxes ply there as apply in the case of fox hunting. yoof. Civilization is to be saved by realities, 

or other animals that figure in hunts. There It all relates to the same principle that odors anq nature is real.” 

is a great deal of scent when everything is wet. are carried Very much better in damp weather pen eS 2s US, 

ir is da: the wind is from than in dry weather. When the air is damp and the wind vy NEW PRESIDENT! 

CONSERVATION NOTES WILD CAT SUBDUED Rees Neem 

INES And Costs Amounting to more than ’ : eS 

F $91,000.00, were paid by conservation law WHEN Mr. Wildcat moved into the garage of Loe a 

violators during the first eleven months of Harold W. Douglas, of Grand Rapids, there fe : 4 

1930. There were also meted out to the vio- Was no reception committee to greet him. In — .. 4 

lators an aggregate of 17.7 years in various fact, he was asked to move along, but he = es 

hoosegows. Convictions numbered 3,998. Av- would not. All methods were exhausted, but ; ES 
erage penalty was $22.85. still Mr. Wildcat stayed. At last monoxide gas te e 

ee fumes from an automobile exhaust were ap- — S : 

PREDATORY Kill Total was increased by plied and the animal was captured. oe 

over 2,000 for fiscal year 1929-30, compared Pie va eae ee — 

with previous year. 7,410 predators taken in WHAT AM AN! ee 

1929-30 period, compared to 5,194 in 1928-29. ae e TS 

From July 1, 1928, to July 1, 1930, department : " a Be ee 

trappers took 1,273 coyotes and 104 timber YOU sportsmen who consider yourselves as a. 

wolves mostly in U. See ee ao. A 
peievneey Wane ee Me i ee observing the law, “don’t know nothin’,” if a pe ihe, ; 

Para. aon Ae eng ers EY newspaper report from Northport, L. IL, is to ee —— St 

\ be believed. What a conservationist this mar ll 

WHEN IN THE SOO, IT’S would make! Read for yourselves, folks, and ee a 

weep—for joy, or otherwise, as you will: eae 

THE OJIBWAY HOTEL “William Weyrauch was cleaning an old 

Near the world-famous Soo Locks. house, long unoccupied, in Northport, L. I. He Mr. Gordon took office January 1 as the 

Perfect appointments. Excellent ran across a bottle of old Scotch wiskey dated new president of the American Game Pro- 

cuisine. A Roberts-Deglman Hotel. 1842. Werauch destroyed it, as he was no tective Association. He is conservation 

lawbreaker.” director of the I. W. L. A. 

“Wild Game of a State belongs to the people, in their collective sovereign capacity, and is not the subject of 

private ownership, except in so far as the people elect to make it so and they may if they see fit, absolutely pro- 

hibit the killing of it, or traffic or commerce in it. That is taking possession and the disposition thereof is the 

subject of legislative enactment.” (U. S. Supreme Court Decision) 

“All wild animals and wild birds, both resident and migratory (native and introduced), found in this state, 

are hereby declared to be the property of the state.” (Act 366 PA Michigan 1925) 

“The establishment of game refuges surrounded by public hunting grounds should be provided by law. The 

Hunting License fees paid to the state must be used to inciease and protect game and to acquire public hunting 

grounds in order that the American system of free hunting may be maintained. We are for the established 

equity of all American citizens in any fish or game conservation program of State or Nation.” (N. M.S. A.) 
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(Copyright of Name Applied For) 

aoe A Herbert S. Case Publication badd 
Business and Editorial Offices at Munising, Michigan, “The Naples of America” 

Gentlemen, We Have With Us: 

FRITZ SKAGWAY, whose stories and articles of the outdoors are C. C. LIND, who is president of the Mason County Chapter of the 

© familiar to thousands about the country. Of course, “Fritz © Izaak Walton League of America, Michigan Division. The 

Skagway” is a nom de plume. The writer’s real name is— Mason County Chapter is one of the most active of the state 

well, we told you a month or so ago, so you can look it up. Waltonian groups, and because of the position he holds, it can be 

assumed that he is one of the most active members of the chapter. 

HARVEY N. GILLETT, who writes of thirty years ago in the Por- 

© cupines, and who “knows his woods.’ Mr. Gillett, in days “WHISPERING WIND,” who was so named by members of the 
gone by, drove the Ontonagon River and all its branches, as S hunting and fishing fraternity years ago. The real name of 

well as the Firesteel and Flintsteel rivers. He has worked in the this gentleman is E. J. Hartford, and by one name or other 

woods as a scaler, log buyer, and cruiser. He has been an outdoors- he is known probably the widest because of his activities in national 

man ever since five years of age. Helping to organize the Victoria trap-shooting events. Mr. Hartford lives in Detroit, and is secre- 

Rod and Gun Club, he was appointed a special deputy game warden tary of the splendid club of which he writes. 

for Ontonagon County. He was also justice of the peace there. Mr. ‘ : 

Gillett says he has “met face to face every wild animal that roams pe Ce LEDGER, of the firm of Sixma & Ledger, rabbit 

the U. P.” He is now in the insurance business in Laurium. ranchers, with branches at Howard City and Muskegon. Mrs. 

Ledger is a national licensed judge and registrar of the A. R. 

‘5 & C. B. A., and she is most frank in her discussion of this thriving 
TED THOMPSON, one of the “daddies” of the now famous Wil- industry. 

© liamston Plan, and a great outdoor enthusiast. Well known 

in state conservation circles, Mr. Thompson also publishes MARGARET MARCH-MOUNT, who is not a newcomer to these 

several lower Michigan publications. © pages. Miss March-Mount is with the U. S. Forest Service 
: ; headquarters at Milwaukee, but before being transferred 

C. C. PECK, who puts the question, “Why Such Waste?”, lives in there, she spent some time at Munising in connection with the a 
© Munising, and has long been affiliated with U. P. conservation three Federal Forest purchase units which have just been pro- 

i progress. He is one of the leaders in the activities of the claimed by President Hoover as National Forests. Miss March- 
Northern Michigan Sportsmen’s Association, Mount knows her Hiawatha Forest well. 

Adopted as the Official Publication of The Northern Michigan Sportsmen’s Association, The Shiawassee Conservation Association 

and twenty-three Other Sportsmen’s Organizations in the State of Michigan 

Entered as second-class matter, May 1, 1930, at the Post Office at Munising, Michigan, under the Act 
of March 8, 1879. Yearly subscription price, 20c. Single issue, 5c. Advertising rates on application. 
Published monthly at Munising, Michigan, corner of Munising and Elm Avenues. 

Pica nnp ame Mcp Ra oN Say deere TNE Ve esa 83: GANA BY Le hk a eee Ng eh sae ao ARR Se 

ARTICLES AND COMMUNICATIONS 

The publishers of The Northern Sportsman invite communications of any kind relative to Conservation, Touring, Resorting, Hunting, 

Fishing, or other matters pertaining to the Outdoors. Though not paid for, fiction ‘or articles on the above subjects will gladly be con- 

sidered for publication. 
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A A cea @ HE laws of nature are far more sensible, in the aggre- 

Magazine Aces re gate, than are the laws of man—and yet man is 
Published Zs 5 : : 
Monthly (CNRS continually attempting to pass more and more game 

in the ay conservation legislation in a futile attempt to secure 

Interest of re what he believes he wants. 
Conserva- 
tion and “Prohibit it by law!” cries man, forgetting that nature has 

Recreation taken care of the situation for hundreds of thousands of years, 

With and is still just as sensible as she ever was. 

a Bona Fide i 
Paid in Now, it seems, the favorite pastime is to find an animal to 

Advance put on the predator list, and have a law passed so dubbing him. 

Circulation 
Through- All this is really negative work! —in spite of the fact that 

: out Michi- those advocating such things are prompted to such action by what 

gan to they believe to be positive motives. 
Sportsmen 

Tourists We opine that if the effort expended to secure new game con- 

Rae ie servation laws, and the money spent in the attempt to enforce 2 

them (both negative), were all concentrated on a positive program 

of breeding and increasing the various species, we would be much ‘i 

farther ahead in a short time. 

That’s a big statement to make — but we believe it would 

work out with tremendous success. 

—_— rr 

9 YOU’RE NEVER TOO BUSY 

To Bank With Us! 
If you haven’t time to come to the bank, our good service will come to you through the 
mail box. 

Drop in or drop us a line and we'll explain how easily and satisfactorily you can bank with 
us by mail. { 

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK & TRUST COMPANY, Marquette, Michigan 

Organized January 22, 1864 Capital, Surplus and profits in excess of $400,000.00 Resources in excess of $5,000,000.00 
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[2] ENON the early dawn of history, the ESS! <I 

a) eminine yearning for furs has been 
| Sze | evident. The prehistoric woman of 
|X} the Neanderthal age was, in all prob- By FR I Ph SKAGWAY 

ability, the first to choose a pelt from a crea- 
ture of the wilds to keep her flesh warm. When 

the ice crept out of the north, mankind was 

swept south to warmer climes, But those who formerly an outlet for the Mississippi. A sunk in the nameless bayous where it never 
chose to remain at the edge of the ice sheet change of soil in the territory bordseine the could be found. But the en are law-abiding, 
perforce had to wear furs or freeze. Appar- Mississippi hems in the muskrat marshes on religious, and good citizens. It is not difficult 
ently there was plenty of game and fur in the west, dividing them from the orange grove to reach the trapping grounds. Less than an 
that distant age, for caves newly discovered districts which flank the west shore of the hour from Canal Street, New Orleans, your 
indicate the presence of mastodons, and other yiyer. Silt from the entire Mississippi basin car can carry you to the jumping-off place 
extinct animals roamed the region. The Cro- pyilt this muskrat paradise from its richest where the trappers go out into the swamp and 

magnon woman also wore furs. And so on ingredients. prairie in the parishes of Jefferson, St. Ber- 
oD eer ne ee fo ee arnt oe The Louisiana trapper is an excellent citi- nard, and Plaquemines. And all the way west- 
keani A beine d th ist a ea zen. Though his hands are rough and scarred, Ward from New Orleans along the Louisiana 

ping warm and being in the latest style. his frame wiry and tough as braided whip- coast, from Terrebonne and St. Mary along 
Today, the mainstay of the fur trade-in cord and rawhide, a warm, honest heart beats the line to where the wide, waste, watery 

America is the lowly muskrat found from the heneath his jacket. Though he never played a marshes of Cameron parish touch on the Texas 
frigid Arctic upper waters to the warm south- game of baseball in his life, he can take three coastal marshes by the Sabine River, there the 
ern bayous of the Gulf states. The muskrat’s of the pick of the big league teams out into trappers are working that the lady of fashion 
continued leadership is assured by the natural his native coastal prairies and wear them out May wear furs. 

beauty of its fur, its strong and serviceable yntil their tongues hang from their mouths and Before trapping season opens, they build 
pelt, and the abundance of. the supply. Musk- they are physically unfit at the end of the day, their camps of rough, wooden plank. They 
rat in its natural color is used to a great while he is ready to repeat the trip without a have a stove burning short lengths of wood. 
extent. The rich, varied coloring of the undyed qualm. Living in a camp in the marshes and In some, kerosene or gasoline stoves solve the 
fur can be worked up effectively into stripes working his line from a canoe for the most heating and cooking problem. Barrels of steel 
and designs in almost endless variety. Style part, he is a veritable water-rat himself. But traps and a stock of salt meat and flour are 
demand in America and Paris has caused the he means a lot to the south. And what he the mainstay, with canned meat and canned 
silyer muskrat” to leap into great prominence. means to the ladies of the north who walk in vegetables as variety. And coffee that will be 

This created a greater demand for the Louis- furs, is more. From Louisiana alone the aver- dripped “black as a darky’s heel, hotter than 
ike muskrat, for the light under parts or age fur take amounts to $8,000,000 annually. the hinges of hell, stronger than Arkansas re- 
belly skin,” which provide the “silver” fur, The trapipng season starts November 20th, ligion,” as one writer expressed it, is to be 

are found only on the rats trapped in that ending February 5th. found, with red beans and rice for more va- 

antes The peck a ene uCUeiana mie with The lowly trapper of the Delacroix marshes Tiety. On the opening day, they set their 
its one eh pan Peas guard halts, pro- i. as picturesque as the far north trapper of trap lines. Above the level top of the marsh 
vides ¢ a eige or “black muskrat” for gar- sition and fact. Hach day he runs risks of grass that stretches for miles along the sky- 
ments aie dtaiay sdacnteal in appearance with jis. and death without a comment. Only the line, you see thrusting here and there the tal! 
ius yogis pelt is. pee phere one veteran trained to marsh walking can pene- reeds, sometimes called “rozo.” This is the 

nea cat i Rea aoe ae ane 2 °F trate into some of the quaggy sections with- stuff that is thrust into the matted prairie veg- 

apnea ae NET YieSa and serv- out sinking in over his head to oblivion. And ¢tation and serves as an anchor and a marker 
Meese nt 28- jas the icy, gray ooze is seemingly bottomless. for the trap. In gas boats they penetrate al- 

The trappers of Louisiana are a hardy race. Qne has to be born and bred in this region to most inaccessible bayous and waterways where 

Their work is hard, but the returns are large. conquer it. The trappers are honest folk. the average man would be lost in a minute. 

But they earn their money. It is no fun to Never in the history of the fur trade has a But they know it like you know the driveways 

slip out of a warm bed, gulp down hot, black fur buyer, carrying much money, been troubled of your home town. Slim pirogues are towed 
coffee, and make your weary round of the py the natives. These fur buyers, stocked with behind or taken in later, stacked on the deck 
traps with the north wind cutting like a knife cash, go out into the marshes without police of the gas boat. From the pirogue the lines 
across the southern marshes. And it is cold protection. And that is taking a chance, for ave set and the harvest gathered. The trapper 

out there in the Louisiana coastal marshes that one could be murdered and robbed and his body (Continued on next page) 
stretch their brownish-gray monotony as far 
as the eye can see, studded with their spots of _——— nee eeeeeeSeSeSeSeeeeSE 

“terre tremblante” ready to engulf the un- 
wary. But there, some twenty thousand trap- WwW 

pers are making the rounds of their traps. INTER SPORTS 

Big business has taken over the industry of 1 

muskrat trapping and garment making. The EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS 

Delacroix Corporation alone owns 108,588 acres 
and controls an additional 26,652 acres on SKIS 5 SKATES E TOBOGGANS 

which their trappers gather furs. At Caer- 
narvon on the Mississippi River bank, is lo- WHEN NORTH, DROP IN FOR A VISIT 

cated the canning plant owned and operated The Rendezvous of Sportsmen 

by the same company. Here, from the bodies 

of the dead rats, is prepared animal relish > 

eaten by domestic cats and dogs. RICHARDS SPORTING GOODS 

Bayou Terre aux Boeuf, which twists its MARQUETTE 

way throusn-this wondenund of miarsh.twas Qo OE 
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LANSING, MICHIGAN February 19, 1931 

STATE & CHAPTER OFFICERS 

Gentlemen: 

Inclosed is a reprint of an article By Mr. Lee J. Smits, appearing in 
the February issue of THE NORTHERN SPORTSMAN. 

This is a fair sample of articles bearing on the legislative program of 
the Michigan Division, and public conservation issues of concern to the 
chapters of this organization. The magazine offers an excellent medium 
for exchange of opinion on various subjects. It has a very low sub- 
scription rate of 20¢ per year, and the publisher has offered a club- 
rate of 10¢ per year for each member, for chapters that subscribe to 
the magazine for their entire membership. Many of our chapters have 
already accepted the club subscription plan. 

Attention is invited beck Easy vie to the high point of Mr. Smits’ ar- 
ticle: "Michigan's Shooting Preserve Act was inspired solely by a de- 
sire to insure the future oF small-game hunting for the average citizen!" 
Mr. Smits is one of the editors of THE DETROIT TIMES, a sportsman and 
writer of reknown, and a member of the Michigan Conservation Commission; 
- &@ man in whom nimrods of Michigan may have full confidence. 

In the heat of controversy over the merits of this law, let's not over- 
look the fact that it can be pole tly with the cover management method 
beer worked out in the Williamston Project, in such aie as to ree 
stock our coverts and maintain long-season pheasant hunting throughout 
a great portion of this state. The law offers great facilities for the 
work of reestablishing upland game in farm land territory. 

The Williamston Project has Degereceed to the geo that the method can 
now be extended to other localities, I am ready to visit any chapter in 
this Division to help work out a new cooperative wild-life management 

et. which couples up artificial propagation, cover management, sanc- 
uary management and ol yearn juvenile interest with the cooperation of 

land owners, hunters and non-hunters. This pe meets all the require- 
ments pointed out in the report of the committee on American Wild-Lite 
Policy adopted by the 17th Dhevienn Game Conference, and at the same 
time conforms with the essential features of our traditional system. 

A gree deal of contention has arisen over the preserve law, unfortu- 
nately, but it is nore that this will not detract from the great work 
of reestablishing wild life which is before us. We have now an oppor- 
tunity to realize in increasing measure the avowed objects of this or- 
ap igi to develop opportunities for popular outdoor enjoyment, 
hrough reestablishing aquatic and wild-life resources. 

Sincerely yours, 

ee 
Incl, sarl 0. Doyle, Hxec. Decty.
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|) SB es 66 oo ake the Farmer eee 
CO ae 
poe Pe a ee Ce 

ae s Ea 

nd ot tne ortsman ee 

ge [aa] [) BELIEVE that most of us are sincere. —Says— Hon : r—COCzC 

nT ee Douce Vely, fey menvare capable \ 3. Smi Cant they | 
Zam of deliberate allegiance to a cause ee 
ee>| that is against their reason and con- ce . Smuts Nee a ae —  ., 
science. I believe that the opponents of Mich- Charman, Game Committee, ae is aed . = 
igan’s shooting preserve law are absolutely — Michigan State Conservation Commission —g._ pood rea- 2. 
sincere in their contention that it is a menace aie ee een.  . 2 
to public sport. ern 
will hae gentlemen, including my good of pheasants which eventually take up resi- cern himself Gs is 
friend, Jack Van Coevering, concede that I am dene on dang where sportsmen are bare with game . 

equally sincere if I enter into a personal dis- Cos ooting preserve law was sponsored, propagation oe es os 
cussion of my attitude toward the shooting Nt by millionnaire pheasant shooters, but by and shoot-  , 
preserve law? men who do not own or control one single acre ing, there ee Md 

I was born in Michigan. I have hunted since So net pera I was right there at Tee [ESE eine meee ao 

Es pane oats ana ve Hebd 6 ae or MICHIGAN'S SHOOTING PRESERVE more public 
Tobee PACAs ADEE ID Uae eee ey ae ee ee On WAS INGPER ED i OUMIY. BY. Ay shooting? Commissioner 
in two days of strenuous hunting on the ProP- DpstRE TO INSURE THE FUTURE OF If they are i erty of Harry Jewett in Ogemaw County. oy Lee J. Smits 

; ;. SMALL-GAME HUNTING FOR THE AVER- so agitated Ogemaw County is not good pheasant terri- ‘AGE CITIZEN! by the fact 

ee iniee ee che eee cet It is no alarmist theory that confronts the that the present law permits an extended! 
and they have spread out, through the farming small-game hunter in Michigan. At any time shooting season for those who contribute ma- 
country, for at least 15 miles from his grounds the action of farmers can completely bar terially to the state’s game supply, they might. 
I inieht say here that pheasants from Belle sportsmen from the pheasant grounds. campaign for an equally long shooting season 
Isle spread for many miles up and down the Small-game hunting in Michigan now entails and equally large bag limits for everybody. 

Canadian side of Detroit River where there is three factors: I don’t know how this would work out, but the 
farming country suitable to them. 3 The state, which has introduced pheas- one important thing is to MAKE THH FAR- 

hin ie Ini puewer toi dack’s Hee tan nae ants and which protects them by law; MER A PARTNER OF THE STATE AND 

planted pheasants are not likely to fly over the The sportsman, who pays a license fee OF THE SPORTSMAN IN SMALL-GAME: 
fences of the land on which they are released. and taxes and who has the chief interest CONSERVATION. . i 

Having admitted shooting three pheasants in the matter of shooting game; Until a better method of accomplishing this 
while a guest of Mr. Jewett, I shall proceed The farmer, on whose lands pheasants jis offered, I shall raise my voice as loudly and 
trusting that my friends the opposition, will must live and who is the most important as often as possible in favor of the present 
BR cc yi y plutocrat trying to Aa member of the trio, economically speaking. shooting-preserve law, although I am not a 
the rights of the common people. The shooting preserve law is meant to give pheasant-shooter nor a landowner. I am simply 

in the farmer an inducement to interest himself and sincerely interested in helping the other 
In Jackson County, more than 25 years ago, in propagation and protection of pheasants. fellow, particularly the youngsters that are 

hunting quail and rabbits, I began to see that The rights and interests of half a million growing up, to enjoy the sport with a gun and 

free hunting” was in jeopardy in the United small-game hunters must be contemplated in dog afield that has meant so much to me in: 
States. Farmers, in groups, were even then any plan to maintain or encourage small-game years past. 
getting together to bar strangers from their sport in Michigan. ik nly US Na 
lands. I recall entire half-days spent moving No other constructive plan is presented as 

from farm to farm, on foot, at the urgent re- an alternative by the opponents of the shoot- 
quest of the landowners. Later, in Illinois ing-preserve law. 

and in the great pheasant grounds of the west They profess to be ardently interested in the 
coast, Icame onto large areas absolutely closed rights and privileges of the average citizen. 

to public shooting by action of farmers. Can’t they see that these rights and privileges 
The pheasant is Michigan’s foremost game are absolutely at the mercy of landowners 

bird ang* isipre-eminently a bird of goodjcule (40 Ae Se 2 ee 
tivated farm lands. It can only be held in — Peelers y 
“wild” territory by dint of feeding and special SA 
protection such as Harry Jewett has provided CONSERVATION DIRECTOR ce p 
on the cutover lands of his preserve. The bulk HOGARTH SPEAKING:. Y 
of pheasant shooting is and always will be in eee y 
the intensively cultivated southern counties of “Unquestionably the outstanding de- 

Michigan. ‘ f velopment in recent conservation affairs 
Year by year the areas in these counties is the pronounced increase in the public 

which are closed to the public by farmers | interest in these matters. At no period 
increases. The farmer is rapidly coming to be in the history of the state has public 
as particular about his real estate as is the thought and effort heen more thoroughly ’ 
city man. The question has been raised, and turned toward all phases of conserva- 
logically, as to just how far the state is jus- tion.” 
tified in spending money for the propagation Wo
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true, the state might just as well |Lydell Chapter, Izaak Walton League |S°lution originated with those par-| Under the law, either male or f penne on the question are the Mich- | 1!'¥ Coneule 0? wey curtis chaptore (nae anouare foe ths beeen ee 
forget all about any attempt at con-/of America; Ben East, well known ties who are now enjoying and who | maje birds could be bageal bere *|igan State Grange, The Michigan | ‘* "8 significant that certain chapters |/the repeal of those features It is 
servation, except in so far as state | outdoor writer and newspaper man; | '@Present groups which are now en-| cent ruling of the c oe y rae Conservation Congress, The Michigan | 2 Michigen. have affiliated with the |trye that organized sportsmen and 

owned lands are concerned» And/and Jack VanCoevering, another |Joying the special privileges granted |jimitea them PAWEL cae, my nes Game ‘and = WishProtective “Associas|ooo ee Central Committee in/ conservationists, almost as a whole, 

even this would be of questionable | well known outdoor writer. In ad-| PY the above mentioned law, or who|t, male birds, though eel rie | tion, many other sportsmen’s and|it® Purpose to obtain the repeal of | are demanding the repeal also, but it 
value on account of the more or less | dition to this representative list, | MOSt obviously would be desirous of | err still reads as at firt Pers '*’/tarm organizations and some of the | ‘B® 14. or the discriminatory fea-|is the farmers, beginning with those 
migratory nature of all wild life.|there is a large number of other doing so. enjoying the special privilege oe local chapters ‘of the Izaak Walton | ‘™es of it. in the township of Williamstown, 

ae av aciule did not hold, “to | sport and organizations of both ear ere led under. this daw-are SEERA League. Sen aera Ingham county, whose wrath has 

state wou ave no more right to|/sportsmen and farmers who are | “Pp been the motivating force of the ; shoot 60. ver roponents of the preserve law 
tees apices by ene or pes backing the efforts of the committee. SPORTSMEN OPPOSE birds moines Mie icinc iat ten likewise are laying plans for a cam- FARMERS, HUNTERS campaign for repeal. 

or otherwise, than it would|The committee has opened head- i ; paign in defense of the measure,” EP 
to name specific da sex ratio of the birds released is 50 Fe, | 

erste cer re cetera te) PRESERVE LAW (resct maeeigircent reno(msacs eee eae] ARE INDIGNANE) oe ere tae 
ber of his chickens. In all justice, /ing h lunt Bane ae coer which we believe approximates the |!" the Grand Rapids Press. “Led by privilege. features 06 the. Shooting 
Phat oe ee . » | ing has volunteered to act as secre- - actual ratio in hatching, they could, president Harper of Lansing, him- Sh . P i I Preserve. Law will be introduced 

Bede asain a Het eee ae _ game aiihe Fr State Conservation Confer-|then, shoot all of the male birds self an operator of a private pre- ooting Preserve Law 1S|ecany in the legislature by Senator 
. no more e committee will also under- . serve, the Michi, i 5 * 

equal rights in the matter of shoot-|take to advise their constituents| CMC Favors Repeal. Farm When the state plants birds from | waiton ee ee as oe aio to a and et eee a ae ae ee 
ae wild game birds, than does the | how their representatives and sena- and Sportmen’s Or- “ater the sane bg eet to do 80 | to keep the preserve act on the books. unter Alike peal of the law. The committee is 
farmer who feeds the birds and pro-| tors vote on the a re © Hunting: season “ | 0 sides covarTor then the your Seca fet question in the leg ganiations Oppose lor in the spring. There is no such Fred K. George, veteran Grand thy dhe tall sot A989, apoutin two known as the Central Sportsmen’s 
Kian: . Present Law | protection, however, given the birds Rapids conservationist, has been Wieka: Nalore the opening aie Committee and has headquarters at 

Byielviie the inuiholdar on teens ae opposition to the demand for SP eaese |released on private preserves, and |!iTed by the Michigan Division as a Bheaanit measoni-acparty et eoccaliod 136 Division Ave., N., Grand Rapids. 

extra rights and interests in the a Soe wk ie, That the people of the state of | they are released just before the sea- eae. ae edde ee eats dea hunters in full regalia, and with full area ee ae 

birds released, then, it is obvious - ~| Michigan are waking up to the fact | 807 Pens, so as to produce more | i SRUTE eee an 0s LB ipment of do ete., sto Cee ea eee rer 
that the Shooting cceces Taw io-3 eh with posh money. and time at there is danger in discriminatory birds for more guns at once. Bad (ine eontes George will battle for er wiillamnetan ene a represent those who are interested 
definite step in the direction of the | ization ee one state organ- legislation is evident. It is inter-| What birds escape from the, boundar- | the. rentention of the preserve Las thelr car with eae aid: oll Due in retaining the special privileges 

European system, as opposed to the|same indi - . ominated by these esting to note there is only one or- ies of the preserve are subject to ae ate prevent’ form, He also will ing the process they boasted to the which they now enioy Mader ieee 
American System. According to the |< pe ie Ag vies pate of course, it ganization in the state which has ‘he suns of legitimate hunters on pe tby tora) Soneral enon Mcense and gas station attendant of the fact Sis comin tise se presents Ae USey 
Hatooeanvavateeh all “Wild lifebe: pected that in the main, placed itself on record as favoring neighboring. property during ‘the other measures in which the Mich- Aha sthey word con thels mayitoeeo. portion of the opinion of the sports- 

longs to the land, and may be taken these individuals are atthe present the game preserve law which grants, | ®@@¢ral season. And then many of igen Division ie intereated. heasant hunti “Oh no yo * men of ‘Michigan: The peractnal Of 
han annie tusiicnt halter seas At wae enjoying or represent those | under certain reuitreiients Epectal the birds are so young when the | “An amusing sidelght of the con- one Aceaia the Ertaane Cine ase the committee is most formidable, 

s c who are enjoying special privileges . bombardment starts th _|troversy is seen in the fact that | z ¥ y consisting of C. A. Justin, president 
without intervention of governmen-|ynder Act. 249 privileges to a few individuals, and . S that it is diffi | Geo + il ant season does not open until the) 
tal authority euch a agetenn Iie this 2 that’ that <(oreanizetion= “lachy «an cult for many of the less experienc- | { ree who w 1 lobby for the Mich- 25th.’ To this remark, the occu- of the Michigan Conservation Con- 

country would obviously give rise St || eas unanimbas in fie support. of ed hunters to distinguish the sex| oor, ivision, is a member of the pants of the car replied that they gress; Judge Willis B. Perkins, pres- 

to many and varie land is held by countless farmers|that law. We think it i and consequently many females are | DWisht Lydell chapter of the league i rmi ident Dwight Lydell chapter Izaak 
y d d most perplexing h: it is significant | (which i + had special permisison from the S jz 

questions. What of predators, for | With from 100 to 200 acres or less | that the Michigan Conservation Con- j Shot as well as males. Res is aecerely aoe the law) Conservation epaxtment at Len- Walton League of America; George 

instance? Would the land owner | Per farmer. gress, the Michigan Game and Fish| There is no provision in the lawl vatestayy to On Cie ene aS sing. A telephone call to the Dineen) aero peeslneny Went Machiget 

be responsible for their damage to But why . worry about one step | Protective Association, the Michigan | that the lands of the preserve must | (which was or uid ee tor of Conservation established the one oe ane hoe eer 
the neighbors’ game and domestic | toward the European System? Be-| State Grange, the Tri-County Con-|be supplied with adequate food or and eoidrain = th as ne ralize | ract that their statement was true. tion; Hester Walters; eg oo oF 

fowls or animals? If a farmer shot | cause there is in this country a cer-|S@rvation Association of the Upper | cover and it is to be expected that a many or, eateath : 5 rt oor Inside of a few hours the whole the: Michigan’ Sportsmen's League; 

a rabbit which crossed through a/tain group of wealthy sportsmen | Peninsula, The Shiawassee Conser-| considerable number of the birds will the NRGALIS a ee - ste oes countryside was aware of the sit- De a Eeguley precisent ene 

line fence before being  retrieved,|who now have on hand a fund of | Yation Association and every other| die of starvation oe exposure dur-| of governors of the Michi , Oi uation and up in arms over the in- See ee Sand 
whose rabbit would it be? On poeer. a million dollars in cold cash, |independent sportsmen’s or conser-|ing the winter months. Then it is | sion of the League, yes ON’ | justice of it. An indignation meet- pee = ee See. ae 
whose land was the rabbit raised and | so we are told by those persons who | Yation organization of which we|an admitted fact that predators will Mr. George is already at k ing was called and a representative | 1)" Ne ae acheter ts 
fed? And then, who would take/|are interested in retaining the | have been ‘informed, has distinctly take many of the remaining birds, are ies his o oa Pare of the Department invited to attend. thur G. Baumgartel, Secretary of the 

any constructive interest in con- | Shooting Preserve Law. This fund, | Placed itself on record as opposed to especially where cover is inadequate. | 2 pponents. Some 400 farniers and local. sporta: Dwight Lydell chapter Izaak wae 

. serving our wild life? Obviously the | we are told, they intend to multi- | the Game Preserve Law or those|It is a moot question whether any | Sportsmen’s and farm * men were present, as was also P. S. League of America; Ben East, well 

average farm owner or land holder | Ply several times and then use it for | features of the law which provide appreciable addition to the general | tions are uniting i Ba REG Lovejoy of the Game Division of De- Bpown Sutneor Wuler sank new 
could not afford to do so. Or if he|the sole purpose of saddling the |for longer seasons and larger bags|same supply is obtained through repeal of the edt sete teas partment of Conservation. A full |2°F ae ee ee 
could afford it he probably would; European System upon the people of ;f0T certain privileged individuals. |the operation of this law. At best, tates of the Bathe rosa Vv: o “*|explanation of the text and the pur- snot Se ee ee 

; not know how to go about it, if he|the United States. Because we have | Incidentally, the Progressive Hunting |it is a most inefficient means of ob- | Endorsing this ove i ee ported objects of the Shooting Pre-/&"4 member of alata sel nds 
could. And besides, what would be|right here in Michigan certain per-|Club of Williamstown township has taining it. Frankly, we would be ‘gaeb preanteatl GRETA oe serve law, namely Act. 249, P. A. nors of the state division of the 

his incentive in doing so, if his|sons with a like turn of mind—yes,| taken similar action favoring the|much more in sympathy with some OOH Ga Gane as ae ae eee @id sot du“any manner leaden | ean he Wao Lenene Oh Ree ay 
neighbor could shoot his birds as|some of them are operating now un-|TePeal of that law. : method of encouraging cover man- | gonse and Fish Pee - Renee (the wrath of this group. Mr. VanCoevering has volunteered 

they flew across the line fence? It|der the Shooting Preserve Law. Be-| The Michigan Division of the Izaak |®8@ment, so as to provide food for| wichigan State Bae Tri-County | Other outbursts of indignation fo Act ab sotretarsEo) lees ae 

is obvious, therefore, that the only |cause those persons who are so anx-| Walton League is in the unique po-|the birds and protection for them|Conservation Ass'n. of the U P. | followed, in all sections of the state Uber commibtes set To. UE eae nee 
effective method of conserving our|ious to retain the special privileges|sition of being the only organiza-|!T0m predators and from the ele-|anq other organizati di | where pheasants thrive. Since then whlohote cherie Aon ae 
wild life is through the authority of|of the Shooting Preserve Law are|tion of the kind which has officiatlly | ™ents- Eee = Subieebee eer the’ battle huscbeen tapings —Gonal yc what lt snd cmaste Spore 

the state, which must be maintain-|even now attempting to placate|endorsed the law as it stands, This, ———————"""UUUSPUUH letaton socvit ean oe ee pee Ne eee apace ek 
ed, free from an i -| th i ’ j eee 2 : . ation. In a oO 'Z 
Seca tegaten i ae Me ee eee os Se They Kee was taken only after a very|tion of the law. sportsmen’s organization to place | ganizations have taken up the cry,| tions “apravantad: on: this;committee 

aiertivenoaes Tt can ba clainis a Ito aiore Se So far as to ettomnt eate debate of some two hours du- : Last, but not least, it is even more|that organization on record as en: [820 with one exception, have unit-|ymerous other organizations ‘and 
Soe i cle Se eee ee es ae a een ar- ee in the state convention of significant that thle general conser-|dorsing the law. It is also interest-|ed in a demand for the repeal of the many individual sportsmen and far- 

te Whe fadentive te coaeevatioi ot aa diajot aan ee propagan- at organization at Lansing on De-| vation conference which was called |ing to note that those who supported |!@W or those portions of it which | mers are backing the work of the 
Sit cane ae ee ne el a. a og: pel ess sve cember 3, and only after strenuous | at the Capitol Building in Lansing on | the law in this conference were prin- | Provide for longer seasons and lar8-| committee. 
eutaven“or léawabiclé oy ms Th y are, at there is | opposition on the part of delegations |December 4, representing those in-|cipally those who are financially in- | &T bags for certain individuals. That It is planned to introduce a Dill 

er ia ih ie oe ts — v pe seeetn ia — between the from certain chapters of that organi- terested in various phases of conser-|terested in groups which enjoy the One exception is the state organiza- early in this session of the legisla- 

thei alsscas Tih shed ae eer oe * : ma 4 merican System. | zation. Since that meeting mem-/ vation from all sections of the state,|special privileges granted by the! tion of the Izaak Walton League of ture calling for the repeal of the pre- 

ee ee r : — langer in such talk.|bers of delegations which voted for|went on record as favoring the re-|law, or most obviously would be de- | America which is controlled by the/cerye act. Senator Earnest Conlon ‘ 
Siatadiacsltoce ander on oe re- fooneee . Saree principle for | the endorsement are reported to have peal of the law or such portions of it|sirous of obtaining such privileges. | money and personnel of a handful has indicated his willingness to in- 

dhla conditions. Saaieoe ea tee lis a = Lente toed - there ehanane their attitude. It is signi-|as provide for longer seasons and | We very strongly suspect too, that a | f persons who are themselves in the /troquce the measure, members of 
Miguk At isto etee Gat estas se pega a ae we —s - That|ficant also that an intensive cam-|larger bags. That there was much | large percentage of those who voted Main, interested in the retention of|the Central Committee report. 
GiAAs agen where the Nace ar a ner it es Ke ae doubt. |paign of propaganda and personal| opposition to this action, involving a]against the recommendation to re-|the special privileges which they hold The committee will also under- 

held by the nobility, but it certainly |lic aroused to its eridasigered Sec Geass eae ro on forjheated debate of an hour and /peal the law, are members of a cer-|under the Shooting Preserve Law. /take to advise their constituente 

has no place in our American social|is doubtful. It is at least o te by state ft ial soe h Se cote half we admit, thanks to the same/tain club which is operating under| A committee has been organized |how their representatives and sena- 
: e | by officials of the League who|individuals who had brought sufli-|this law, a few miles to the north of |for the purpose of co-ordinating the ion in the leg- 

and economic structure, where the! hoped so. had personal interest in th i i ae = tora.zote-on tp auvevon i= e Se ee ree ee a Ne eee meerene in tie (Feten-| clenk Drea mam bear upon one| Williamston. | efforts of those interested in the re-|islature. 

i >, : 7. ean Re Pe an ERE TN Ree Sega a ee a SE ee aes ak 
> . For Further Information Address Jack Van Coevering, Secretary Central Sportsmen’s Committee, 136 Division Ave., N., Grand Rapids, Mich. : 

Copies of your paper containing reference to the above question will be appreciated by the committee.



Hunters Propose Amendment | \ 
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TO PENDING GAME BILL 
(Senate Bill No. 91) 

The amendment providing “that 75c | represented: These delegates repre- | tive game conservation; that we shall have 
from each small game license and | sented the Hunters of Michigan—creat- | places where game can breed, around 
$1.50 from each deer license shall be | ors of the annual $500,000 license fund. | which there shall be places to hunt— 
credited to a separate fund to be | These delegates went into regular ses- | Game Refuges, Surrounded by Public 
known as the Game Refuge and Shoot- | sion with a delegate appointed by the | Hunting Grounds. It is up to the license 
ing Grounds Fund to be immediately | Director of Conservation presiding. The | buyer to bring the importance of this 
available to the Department of Con- | game bill was taken up section by sec- | amendment to his members of the legis- 
servation for the purchase, acquisition | tion, debated, voted on, passed or de- | lature. Write them telling them that 
equipment, maintenance, supervision | feated. Each section was approved or | you favor the amendment which divides 
and control of Game Refuges with Pub- | disapproved by well defined decisions. | the license fee; one part to be used to 
lic Shooting Grounds immediately | When the section relating to the use of | secure and operate Game Refuges, Sur- 
surrounding the same” has been intro- | the hunting license money was reached, | rounded by Public Hunting Grounds. 
duced as an amendment to the pending | the amendment above cited was placed | Remember this amendment was ap- 
Game Bill. | before the conference. The commission | proved by delegates from the Northern 

This is the same amendment that was | vigorously opposed it. One commission- | Michigan Sportsmen’s Association, the 
passed by the sportsmen at their con- | er asserted fhat they did not wish to be | Michigan Conservation Congress, the 
ference with the Conservation Depart- | “hog tied” by any such amendment. | Will H. Dilg League, the Holland Fish 
ment on Dec. 3rd and 4th | Though the amendment was opposed, it | and Game Club, the Owosso Conserva- 

The bill introduced in the Senate | was admitted on all sides that the Game | tion Club and other delegates, and that 
By the Department of Conservation | Refuge—Public Hunting Ground sys- | it has since been approved by the mem- 
(Senate Bill No. 91) ignores the amend- | tem was the proper system. The vote | bership of these clubs, and the Harbor 
ment made by the conference. It pro- | on the amendment showed a clear ma- | Beach Game Conservation Club, the 
vides “that the money derived from the | jority in its favor. Chase-Benjamin Gun Club of Alpena (one 
sale of hunting licenses shall be used to It now seems that the Conservation | of the oldest sportsmen clubs in Michi- 
pay the salaries of the Director of Con- | Commission reserved the right to accept | gan), and others. 
servation and his assistants together with | or reject the mandates of the game con- Write your Senators and Representa- 
the expenses of enforcing the fish, game | ference. If the ideas of the representa- | tives NOW. 
and fur laws.” We now have this same | tives of the sportsmen did not coincide The individual and collective support 
law, and always have had. After the | with those of the commission, such ideas | of this amendment by the sportsmen is 
constantly increasing departmental sal- | were to be thrown into the discard. It | justified and necessary. 
aries and expenses are paid, little re- | really perplexes one to understand what | 
mains for constructive game conser- | purpose this conference was intended to | 
vation. That is why a new deal is neces- | serve. If the commission is going to do | aaa 
sary. as it pleases anyhow, why take the trouble | 

The delegates attending the Game | to confer with the sportsmen. WILL H. DILG LEAGUE 
Conference came on the invitation of Our members of the legislature are the | DEVOTED To 
the Director of Conservation. Some of | ones who will make the final decision | PRACTICAL CONSERVATION 
them traveled seven hundred miles. They | They are our direct representatives, and | PARTICULARLY (OF (ISH: AND. GAME 
were from nearly every part of the state. | they have the power to say that our | Bo eS Ee ING 
The game areas were especially well | license money shall be used for construc- | DETROIT
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Williamston, Michigan V 
The Williamston Enterprise The Holt Independent 

Williamston’s Newspaper, 58th Year A Live Newspaper in a Growing Community 

‘The Webberville News The American Odd Fellow 
Largest Coverage in a Prosperous Community Official I. O. O. F. Publication in Mich. 

January 6, 1931. 
Dear Brother Editor: 

Re: Special Privilege Features of The Shooting Preserve Law. 

This is a personal letter, although, of necessity, a form letter. It is in regard to a mat- 
ter which I feel is vital to every community, and, therefore, of interest to every newspaper 
in Michigan, large or small. 

There is a question which will come before this session of the legislature which in- 
volves fundamental principles of our American institution of government, namely, the 
granting of special privileges to certain individuals or groups of individuals. The specific 

matter involving this principle is the Shooting Preserve Law, namely, Act. 249, P. A., 1929. 
Space does not permit me to go into the question in detail here, but the enclosed clip sheet 
will, I believe, give you a thorough analysis of the situation. ‘ 

The point is, that this law is coming up for repeal. Those who are interested in or- 
ganizations which are at present enjoying these special privileges, and who, incidentally, 
have ample capital at their disposal have hired a lobbyist in defense of the Shooting Pre- 
serve Law. This lobbyist is already at work and we feel that the public is entitled to a com- 
plete understanding of the situation. I realize that money talks, but I also believe that the 
people of the State of Michigan are sufficiently jealous of their rights as citizens to defend 
these rights—if they realize that they are endangered. I believe that it is the duty of the 
newspapers of Michigan to inform the people of such situations and to inform the members 
of the legislature of the attitude of their constituents regarding them. 

The enclosed clip sheet contains some material that I shall use in my own publications. 
Please look it over carefully, then use any or all of it, with, or without credit, or rewrite it, 

if you prefer. 

I have personally given this question a great deal of study during the past year or so 
and am thoroughly convinced of its paramount importance. That practicaly all of the farm 
and sportsmen’s organizations of the state are of the same attitude is evidenced by their 
official action upon the question, and by the resolution passed by the Conservation Conference 
at the State Capitol, Lansing, on December 4, favoring the repeal of this law or such por- 
tions of it as provide for longer seasons and larger bags. Further information will be glad- 
ly sent upon request to the Central Sportsmen’s Committee of Michigan, 136 Division Ave., 

N., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

If every member of the legislature understands the whole story, I have no doubt as 
to the outcome of the bill for repeal. 

Yours for equal rights for all. 

Editor Williamston Enterprise. 

P. S. I would appreciate your sending me a copy of any issue of your paper containing 

reference to this question.
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, Digest of 

@ "Wild Life of Lake Superior” : 

by Geo. Shiras 3rd 4 

National Geographic, August, 1921 

p- 114. Brown Water. “Hemlocks, the roots of which turn the streams 
into a deep wine color.” 

p. 119. “In the early days there were neither moose nor deer and very 
few caribou, compelling the aborigines to live largely on fish. . . 
from the Sault Ste. Mabie River." fe 

p. 120. "Trout, grouse and pigeons were abundant and many deer tracks," 

- at mouth of Huron River, 1869. 

p. 127. Salt Lick. Near Chocolay River, 1871. “Several natural salt 
licks were located beneath each bank forming the central points 

‘ of century-old gathering places of all the deer within a radius 
of 10 or 15 miles." 4 5 

f p. 130. "The whitetail, while now quite abundant, was unknown on the 
north shore . . in 1870." "80,000 deer were killed each year 
of 1879, 1880, 1881, and most of these were within 10 miles of 

z lake Superior." 

a p. 132. Market Hunting. Usual bag, 150 deer per season near Whitefish 
Lake. é 

p. 133. Migration. “On the south shore of Iake Superior, including all : 
of northern Michigan and Wisconsin, there once existed spring and 
fall movement of deer which possessed all the characteristics of 
a true migration . . . This habit was abandoned more than 35 
years ago.", Does arrived in May, bucks by early June. Does and 
young 1eft/Reust 15, bucks gone by October. “These migrating 
deer always travelled with the wind, never against it, and always 
in the daytime, usually between 7 and 4 o'clock. . Caribou in 
Newfoundland . . travel . . against the wind, except during 
severe weather." _ ; 

p-. 145. Phenology. “Does bear their fawns on the higher ground between 
May 25 and June 25 or 7 months after the rut." 

p. 150. Grouse and Water. “In the main forests and in localities where 
water was distant more than a quarter of a mile scarcely a grouse 
was seen." : : 

: Cyele. “The grouse of upper Michigan declined _to a point where 
extinction was imminent and appeared certain when two cold, wet 
springs occurred, and hardly a young bird survived. In 1917 the 
legislature closed the season for two years and the result exceeded 

a all expectations. The ensuing year showed . . scattered covies. 

The next they more than doubled, while in (192__)the birds were 

: found in numbers never known before in history. . They were brought in.



“ - 

“ P ‘ f 

. « by tens of thousands, exceeding a total of 100,000." (Area?) : 

@ "In Minnesota in 1920 . . the kill was unparalleled, with the 
i total exceeding 500,000 grouse.” : 

p. 152. Has seen grouse dive into and emerge from snow." 

p. 186. Shift of Moose. “About 1°85 a steady movement of moose westerly ~ 
from Quebec was cbserved, and a slower easterly migration from 
northern Minnesota. Eventually these animals commingled and took k 
pessession of the entire shore, later extending into the interior 
until they reached the waters flowing into Hudson Bay. Following 
the mocse came the whitetail deer and many timber wolves, when - 
the caribou began yielding the possession of centuries.” 

pe 191. Deer Foods. “In the order of choice, and somewhat determined by 
by the rate of growth, came the carrot and beet toys, lettuce, 

and new shoots of domestic raspberries, white clover, peas, 

; Brussels sprouts, and white and red cabbage, the last mentioned, 
by reason of its sweetness, preferred above all else. 

"None ever touched the leaves or products of the potato ; 

plant, tomatoes, squash, rhubarb, corn, cucumbers, asparagus, 
onions, or pursnips, and the escape ef the latter was inexplicable. 
Some seasons their attention was almost entirely devoted to the 
strawberry plants, and then the next year not a leaf or a tender 
runner would be touched." nie 

: : i



; Aldo Leopold July 81930 ‘ 

/ Digest of ot 
"Cooperative Investigation of Privately Owned State Game Refuges of Michigan" ee 

H. My Wight ee 
Feb. 1-dept. 15, 1928 i 

Pe3 Size. Average 179 acres in $. counties, 29% in N. eounties. Often Fea 
grouped in larger units of contiguous ground. Bs 

ourveyed 107 12 119 a 
Unsurveyed 58 17 175 og 

165 29 19% og 

ae 3 aestanee « 
otal 19h ~ 16s 32.672 nf 

ped | 4 

Seramp Yoodlot fi 

lake or Poni Border 20 Cleared, wa- * oe 
Farm & Woodlot 693 gultivated 77% in 

(fellew) 

p-¥5 Adaptability to Species, — | oe 
Snecies Baeellent Good Fair Not Good Poor Best Suited d 
Pheasant oh 20 10 is 9 6 Be he 
Bobwhite ah a 15 a e 30 a 
Grouse ane zn 810 2 hg 24 «i 
Pr. Chicken 6 a ee 2 . 
Duck 9 oe 9 Wg 
Rabbit 3 a 142 T t a 35 ue 
Yox Squirrel 7 32h 19 +2 §0 21 ‘ 
Mugicrat 4 is 19 5  & BB 5 a 

pelG Pheasant Cover. 62% in sedge marah, Feb.-May. When marshes wet and hy 
before grass starts are on upland in dead grass, weeds, & thicket. ta 
After grasa starts stay in grain and hay. After haying return to marshes, 
weeds, & shrubs. Seldom in dense woods except when hunted. a



Pe 53 Exaixie Sig Hone neen during murvey. Adaptability figures _ ne 

p+ 56 Hinton Tool of Gottantatl, See attached 11st. . 
Pe 80 Purpose of Omnsr in baking £ox-Hiatiee- Conservation 62%, improved 

ing 60), protection of property & stock 98%. 

"pe 88 Muunfange by Svegiog : 
; Present or Not Poorly 

Pheasant 9 iy 3 11 1s | 
Bobwhite z ee ee lore 
Pr. Chicken 0 7 65 30 
Grouse 0 2 18 52 2h 
Cottontail 1 31 #2 0 7 
Tox Squirrel. 1 % 0 19 
Husirat 1 46 26 35 

pe OL Bradators. Only 56 of omers could distinguish species of hawks. 

: . traps kept operating 8-13 ne 
oS Pela te fare? seis, Raat ciemadicke ce ney | 

“+ 2 gherpahin, 2 broadwing, 3 screech owls, 4 barred omls, 1 crow, ee 
9 song birds. uy : a 2 ‘ 

File Weak; [Saxte, ‘ag . : | : 

Ulod ieahak & ; : é : Le



be . Digest -Wight a 

Apple Pyrus Malus eo 
Basswood Tilia americana " i 
Ash Fraximus sp. : 
Blue beech ; Carpims earoliniana : 
Big toothed aspen Populus grandidentata 
Blackberry Rubus sp. ae 
Blueberry Vaccinium sp.. 
Black locust Robinia Psendo — Acacia se 
Black oak. Quercus velutina 
Bittersweet ‘ Celastrus scandens 
Choke cherry ; Pyrus ‘sp. : 
Cottonwood _ Populus deltoides 
Beech Pagus grandifolia 

Dogwood Red-osier | Cornus stolonifera ; 
Dogwood Flowering Corms florida 5 
Goldenrod Solidago sp. 
Booseberry Ribes sp. ‘ 

: Hophornbeam Ostrya virginiana . * 
Hard maple Acer saccharum 
Hawthorn . Grataegus sp. : 

: Hickory, shagbark — Carya ovata * 
; Honeysuelle Lonicera oblongifolia 

; Leather léaf Chamaefaphne calyculata 
Meadow-sweet . Spiraea © sp. ‘ 
Prickly ash ~~... ‘ Xanthoxylum americanun ; 
Quaking aspen ; . Populus tremloides ; 
Red’ oak ‘ Quercus rubra 
Red raspberries Rubus. sp. 
American elm Ulims americana ae 
Slippery elm Ulims fulva 
Smooth sumach . Rus glabra 
Soft maple F ‘Acer rubrum 
Spruce é Picea sp. 

eS White oak | Quereus alba’ 
Willow ate Salix sp. Z 
Wild cherries Prumus sp. 

; Wild grape Vitis sp. : 
Witeh hazel ~ Hemamelis virginiana j 
Yellow birch Betula lutea 
White pine Pinus Strobus " 
Norway pine oe _ ™  resinosa 
Scotch pine _™ sylvestris 

* Above from Gray. 

4 ; 7



‘ge Notes on H. M. Wights Report (unpublished) 

Private Game Refuges of Michigan, 1923, j 

P, 37. Red fox “fighting a losing battle for survival", se 

45. Adaptability of Refuges. Excellent Gooa ‘ 
Pheasant 24 20 o 
Bobwhite 2k 21 ‘ 

: Grouse 7 31 a: 
Prairie chicken 6 28 3 
Duck 9 12 A 
Rabbit 31 22 { 
Fox Squirrel 7 32 4 Muskrat 4 14 3 

46. Gover. 62% of 212 pheasantsu~ Feb-May flushed from sedge : 4 
marshes. Leave in April due to flooding, - go to upland 4 
weeds. Then stay on upjands till haying season when they i 
again seek the marshes, Do not use woods except when hunted. ‘s 

, Quail. Faret pairing March 26, a 
i Ruffed Grouse "extremely rare" in Southern Michigan. : 

Prairie Chicken. Wone seen, 3 : 

57. Cottontail. 42 species of food noted. a 

59. Size of refuges: half under 100 acres. 

69. Interest. 28 good, 23 maw, 13 poor, wninhabited aly, ot ss 

ho supervision 10, undetermined 12. e 

86. Burning not observed account of winter season. ; 

Moundant Common Present or Not Present Poorly Adapted 
Seclanetade |= een: aN 4 ee ate a Ghee io s 

Pheasant 9 17 35 11 18 < 
Bobwhite v4 ; 16 36 13 15 
Prairie Chicken 0 0 7 65 30 . 
Grouse 0 2 18 52 24 e 

Cottontail 11 31 oe 0 7 . 
Fox Squirrel 1 25 0 19 Pr 

4 Muskrat 1 9 46 16 35 = 

. ey



ie Pheasants. Abundant or common cases mostly east of a line from 

/ Saginaw Bay through O'Brien County. 

Prairie Chicken: Oakland, Ingham, Hillsdale, Kent, Allegan, Midland, 
Genessee, Washtenaw, Lenawee, and Jackson, Couhties, i 

Northern Part. 

p. 7 Crawford Co. out of pheasant range. 

Typical Refuge Study 
(Paul D. Dalke, 1923) 

Northville, Mich. Novi Twp. 563 acres. 

Pheasant. 35 - 40 birds wintered on 30 acre marsh. 10 - 12 stayed 
to nest - rest scattered to adjoining uplands. 

22 hens in 1 group (Feb.) Cocks in small groups, 3-4. 
Haymaking vegan July 10 with many hens still on nest. Hens seldom 
return to éggs if disturbed more than once. 

ae Rabbits. Low at present.
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“ee shows southern boundary of country having extensive grouse wover. 
wp shows scattered ee cover vatches in farming counties, where birds are 

still present.
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' \ ea Oh, Dear! WHAT 
Are the Deer To Dor e 

Two Sides of a Resolution on Game Refuges Which May Bring About a ‘‘Show-Down”’ | 

e Fi ° Tur SPORTSMEN’S VIEWPOINT THE Bureau’s VIEWPOINT 
By By 

GEO. J. PETERSON GEO. E. BISHOP 

Secretary, Republic Sportsmen’s Club Secretary-Manager, Upper Peninsula Development Bureau 

[2 A] OSSIBLY two of the most common questions asked by many | ({Z3™5] HE Upper Peninsula Development Bureau stands united in the 
a a) people every day who are following the work of the Upper ax KI conviction that the development of recreational areas such as 

ee Peninsula sportsmen’s organizations are: What is a game e| parks, game refuges, and public hunting grounds, is vital to 
EXD) refuge? What good do they accomplish? Lao | the present and future welfare of the residents of this state 
To answer these, one need only to say that a game refuge is the|as well as to the ever-increasing number of non-resident visitors who 

salvation of our rapidly decreasing supply of game, and in order to| annually seek the benefits and privileges of such developments in 

satisfy the outdoors man a large Michigan. So important is this’ 

number of game refuges must be matter considered that the Devel- 

established throughout the entire THIS opment Bureau, at its twentieth 

Upper Peninsula in the very near nace i 7 annual meeting at Escanaba, on 

future. CAUSED THE CONTROVERSY June 12th, unanimously adopted 

It is the ery of the organized — the resolution which appears on 

sportsmen in Michigan, for they “BE IT RESOLVED, that the Upper Peninsula Development this page. 

know what is needed not only to Bureau in annual meeting assembled, realizing today its income The importance of this question 

increase the game supply but to from the tourist traffic and recognizing that the development is further evidenced by the fact 

stop its continued decrease. The of recreational areas and public hunting grounds is of incal- that the Bureau’s action’ has 

game refuge system, for the pro- culable yalue in enhancing this trade, herewith heartily ap- brought forth widespread editorial 

tection of those animals that have proves of the various efforts being made by the state toward comment in the Michigan press. 

a season on their heads each year, the further development of recreational areas, and makes the This has led to a flood of letters | 

is the real sportsman’s method of following recommendations to supplement a continuance of the directed to the Bureau. Appar- 

preserving wild life and making present policy in inaugurating and rounding out game refuges, ently some misunderstanding as to 

better hunting for those that enjoy parks, forests, wild life sanctuaries and public hunting grounds: the Bureau’s position exists, and 

this sport. “1, The careful consideration of any proposal for the pur- it is the purpose of the writer to 

pus old Penn State has tried out chase of recreational lands that would result in the continued make the Bureau’s position clear. 

this system, and anyone famil- payment of taxes on those lands. Already two million acres have 

jar with that state’s work is also “2. The rejection of any system that would allocate a part passed to state ownership through 

familiar with the excellent results of the game protection fund for land purchases before those tax dee eae the next 

it has obtained. By this system it funds are actually accumulated, especially since this fund is ine ea ut oa eae . 2 

is impossible to kill off all wild life, subject to annual fluctuations. wa ae ie Pein Peele 

for only around and not in these “3. The retention of the policy of devoting the annual sur- a eae ae Etorershi 

refuges are there public shooting plus of game protection fund to the blocking of areas or ex- of 7 additonal nee to eight ad 

grounds for the hunters. A truly panding of operations when lands can be obtained at reasonable How -wcrte 
wonderful system. prices. ae + fee ‘i e 

_ Within these refuges no hunting “4, The retention of a’ policy of the Conservation Depart- the protection, administration 

is permitted, and the wild game ment in initiating and developing land projects in areas where A and utilization of these lands) 

Boom ecomen hy realize ee these large quantities of tax revertant land haye and are liable to constitute a naa function andy 
areas afford him protection. Within ‘oenur” responsibility of the Department of 

these refuges the game thrives and Si Conservation, no land acquisition” 

increases rapidly. Naturally the program requiring the expendi- 

overflow of the increase leaves the ture of public funds may properly. 

refuge and seeks other areas. But the refuge remains ever stocked,| lose sight of. these vast tax-delinquent areas. Referring to paragraph ' 

thereby preventing extermination. No. 1 of the resolutions quoted above, we raise the question: Is it 

The sooner more refuges are established, the sooner will there be] €avitable and in the public interest to require state lands—lands ac- 

more game for generations to come. And these refuges must be as- quired in the first place with tax money or through their inability to. 

sured by legislation that permits of no political juggling. produce taxes—to pay taxes of any kind, as is now being advocated, 

Michigan is now selling large tracts of lands yearly to individual other than the inevitable investments of public funds which must follow 

parties, which if continued will end with the result that the common their organization, protection, and development as forests, parks, game’ 

sportsman will have no place to hunt. The great majority of the|*efuges, and public hunting grounds? ste eae 

sportsmen in Michigan who love the outdoors are unable to afford such|_ The objectives of the sportsmen’s organizations of Michigan, of thy 

hunting, and it is for them, if only them, that the public shooting Department of Conservation, and of the Upper Peninsula Developmen! 

grounds must be securely established. Bureau are one. We cannot commend too highly the. splendid pioneer 

The sale by the State of Michigan of these lands gives us no privilege| ing work of the Northern Sportsmen’s Association in focusing state 

whatever, for all along the borderlines are posted “NO TRESPASS- wide attention towards the necessity for acquiring publicly owned 

ING—KEEP OUT” signs. These signs apply to you and me, and to recreational areas—primarily public hunting grounds and game refuges. 

scores of others who enjoy the thrill of the chase. 5 W HIE seemingly we are all agreed on the ultimate objectives to be 

Recently the Upper Peninsula Development Bureau went on record attained, there is a diversity of opinion as to the methods to be used 

as opposed to the system of game refuge and public shooting; ground] in attaining the goal. It is generally conceded that most of the money | 

purchase as has been advocated and fought for, for years, by the North-| required to finance such a land acquisition and development program 

ern Michigan Sportsmen’s Association, the Michigan Conservation Con- | will come from the Game Protection Fund. This fund in the main con- 

(Continued, on page 14) ~ (Continued on page 15) 
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e that was finally introduced organization of sportsmen known 
and became a law was dis- as the Shiawassee Conservation 

a 1 cussed by the Conserva- Association that numbers over 
tion Commission and some 1,000 members and is one of the 

e of the conservation mem- strongest of its kind in the state. 
bers of the senate and In October of last year, they held 

easant CO tin house of representatives. a meeting and the legislative com- 
e The reasons back of this mittee of the club was authorized 

act, as I have previously to ask the four attorneys who are 
stated, are few and simple. Members to study the law under 

By : “1, As applied to set- which hunting of pheasants on 

HOWARD BOWMAN tled farm land. I have leased game preserves was being 
never subscribed to the permitted for a period of 60 days. 

(Continued from last month) theory that the game be- It was about this time that the 

longs to the state. I will “public hunters” of the state dis- 

[a [=] ROM a bulk of correspon- chicks) and there are some 1,660,- admit that it is hard to claim own- covered there was a law that gave 

RA a dence which takes the po- 000 birds a year, In the open mar- ership of anything that travels the “private hunters a 60-day 

keg sition that Act 249 of the ket they cost between $2 and $4 around for its food, like game ani- edge on the “public hunter” who, 

#2} Public Acts of 1929 will each. Multiply it out and see what mals and birds do. by the general provisions of the 

really add to the increase of up- sort of bookkeeping it will take to “2. The average farmer consid- game code, was allowed but seven 

land game birds, I will attempt balance it up, and what sort of ers game a nuisance. This comes for shooting pheasants. 

to herewith set forth some of the license fees will be involved.” naturally from the idea of his feed- "THE Owosso Argus-Press came 

jdeas of those who believe that itis | Another: “Is it fair that the fel- ing the game and getting no reve- out with an article on the sub- 

right and proper for certain hold- low who has done a lot to increase nue from it. With the Horton ject under the heading: “Pheasant 

ers of game preserves to shoot the game supply of his neighbor- trespass act in force, many farms Season Opens But Not For The 

these birds before the opening of hood shall have no more chance at were completely closed to public Common Herd.” Then there was 

the general hunting season. it than the neighbors who have hunting, and some farmers leased ® rumpus. 

I might say at the beginning, done nothing to help increase the the shooting rights. The banging of guns in certain 

that in 1929 the state conservation game supply? But the brethren “3. Hunters of small game are portions of the county called for an 

commission permitted an open sea- cry out loudly about ‘special privi- continually increasing in numbers explanation, and it was discovered 

son of 60 days during October and lege.’ There is a special privilege and game is decreasing. that members of the Lansing Hunt- 

November, as the “open season” in it, of a sort, of course. The man “4, The state cannot distribute ing club were indulging in pheas- 

refers to land used under the pro- who pays his fee and who takes enough small game to satisfy the ant hunting on a 4,000-acre tract 

visions of this act, and the limit out a barber shop license also has demand. of land in Antrim and Shiawassee 

allowed was 50 per cent of the acquired a special privilege. Prob- “5. If some method could be townships, which they had leased 

birds released. ably it boils down to about this: devised by which individuals or from the owners. There was also 

Oné proponent of this new law The most which it will be practi- groups could be shown a profit, shooting in other game preserves 

asks: “Is there game enough to go cable for the state to do with and either in money or pleasure, in the in and near the county. One was 

around?” and then answers his for small game in farm districts private propagation and release of in Woodhull and Perry townships, 

question by saying: “There is not; will be entirely inadequate to meet game birds, we might get a start another west of the town of Perry 

hasn’t been for years, and nothing the demand.” on catching with the demand. in Clinton county, and still another 

yet proposed is calculated to pro- SENATOR Horton says: “There “This act is an honest attempt on the Chandler Marsh. There was 

duce enough game to meet a ma- are a few and I think very log- to reconcile the rights of property the same kind of hunting in many 

terial fraction of the demand.” ical reasons back of the upland and the pleasure of the hunter.” other points in the state. 

I quote again from correspon- game bird bill that I introduced in And as one member of a “group” “Why, we didn’t think the pheas- 

dence: “Can and should the state the last session of the legislature. or club that owns its own hunting ant season opened until the latter 

itself (through the Conservation ‘Phis bill passed and is known as ground puts it: “As the depart- part of November,” came a chorus 

Department) own or lease enough Act 249, P. A. 1929. I live in the ment of conservation says, ‘Wild of voices from those who knew 

land to assure the average hunter country and operate eight farms, pheasants and other forms of game nothing of Act 249, P. A. 1929. In- 

with a place to hunt and some- go [ have the typical farmer view- are, of course, a kind of a crop. vestigation disclosed that the Lan- 

thing to hunt?” Since the bulk of point on property rights sing club had released a 

the small-game territory is pri- and game. total of 856 pheasants 

vately owned and in farms, and “{ had always been of on their preserve some 

with the Horton trespass act in the opinion that hunting 80 days before they were 

effect, and since the farmer, as a on farms and_ privately What Do You Think? permitted to shoot them. 

rule, has less game on the place owned lands was a privi- The Argus-Press said: 

than he and his immediate friends lege to be granted by the “A number of the 

would be able to use, ste is evi- Jand-owner, either rural J UST what do you think about this hunters (on ae private 

dently only one answer to the ques- or urban, and not one to . : 5 ? preserve) were out 

tion. be taken by the benefi- question of pleasant reserves? bright and early Tuesday 

Another question and answer: ciary. The old trespass We would like to hear from all those (when the special per- 

“Is it practicable for the Conserva- act was hopelessly inade- in Michigan who have opinions on mits went into effect) 

tion Department, with hunters’ li- quate. The land-owner the matter. and bagged a few of them. : 

cense money, to rear and release was compelled to post his S The hunters must wear 

enough game to supply the demand land and a 6-cent fine the badge issued by the 

even though hunting grounds could was imposed for tres- © Q2—=— ————————______—_ hunting club while in the 

be supplied? The answer will de- pass on posted land. As field, and must not go 

pend in large measure on how ‘de- is always the case, a few inconsid- Like other crops, they must be over the boundaries of the preserve. 

mand’ or ‘enough’ is defined. But erate hunters brought about a de- grown before they can be har- Duane Keane, deputy game warden, 

the Conservation Department mand for more strict law. vested.’ But what farmer would be was on duty near the preserve 

yearly issues some 400,000 small “During the 1927 session I was foolish enough to grow a crop Tuesday to see that none of them 

game licenses. If half of them are requested to introduce a bill that when he had not the right to har- did get over the line. 

used for pheasants (the only bird would allow the private propaga- vest it? This Horton act provides, “The birds liberated on the pre- 

we now know how to propagate in tion of game birds and the leasing therefore, the only effective incen- serve were either bought by the 

quantity) and if the present limit of shooting rights and sale and tive to raise a crop, namely, those club members or were hatched by 

of four cocks is retained, then shipment of birds. This was too who raise it on their own initiative them from eggs obtained from pri- 

200,000 x 4 is 800,000, and as many advanced for the time and the bill and expense should have the right vate companies. The membership 

more hen birds must be reared (un- was not introduced. During the to harvest it also.” fee in the club is $50 a year. 

less we were to kill the female 1929 session this bill and the one Out in Shiawassee county is an (Continued on page 14) 
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THE GREATEST “JACK” his flying fists would carry the “That’s enough, Tim,” he said, as on private preserves, and‘thus will 
BATTLE OF THE AGES fight across the small circle to he drew the victor away from the act as keepers for these private 

Kaine, until he slugged his way gory Dugan, “you’ve got your re- preserves whose salaries will be 
(Continued from page 3) back to the center again. venge and plenty of it. Let him paid by the state, which, in such an 

watching the noon train pull in. _Dugan’s nose was now streaming alone or you'll kill him.” instance, means that the fees of 

The story of Tim’s long wait was blood, his clothes were torn, and “All right, Jerry,” Kaine panted, the small game hunters will really 
well known to his friends, and Hol- he seemed to weaken slightly. His as he turned away, wiped the blood be the money employed to pay 
land, seeing Dugan alight from the blows were beginning to miss their and sweat off his face, picked up those salaries. The public hunter 
steps, nudged Kaine. mark, and his roars were becoming his coat and walked up the street, will not be a hunter, he will be a 

“There’s the man you’ve been grunts of pain. He was knocked with the crowd at his heels. goat.” 

waiting for, Tim,” he said quietly; down or into the crowd repeatedly, Dugan struggled to his feet a One man quotes Act 366 of the 

and Kaine, his eyes lighting up and this brought on a desperate few minutes later and reeled Public Acts of 1925 which says: 

with a rage that had long been Yally, as every lumberjack fears toward the hotel, a beaten man “All wild animals and wild birds, 
suppressed, stepped up to Dugan, the consequences after he is off his both in spirit and body. Thus both resident and migratory (na- 

who was dressed in “city clothes,” feet. There were probably the ended one of the hardest fist fights tive and introduced), found in this 
and asked him if he was John Du- Memories of rough and tumble bat- on the streets of old Seney, stopped state, are hereby declared property 
gan, who had been there four years tles in which hob-nailed boots before it resulted, like so many of the state.” 
before. played an important part, and others, in loss of life. It has long The Northern Michigan Sports- 

“No,” Dugan replied, his face which. meant broken arms, legs been proclaimed the greatest and men’s association sets forth that: 
waitening a little as he recognized and ribs, and many times death. most terrific lumberjack battle of “The establishment of game ref- 

Kaine and realized that he was in _ This must have been what kept the ages. uges surrounded by public hunting 
for a battle. Dugan going, for he came uD from Tae sania ae grounds should be provided by law. 

“You're a liar!” Tim shouted, the dust of the street time and WHAT ABOUT THIS The hunting license fees paid to 
“and V’ll give you one minute to again, almost forcing the vengeful PHEASANT SHOOTING? the state must be used to increase 
get that hat and coat off and get Kaine to the ground by his mad (Continued from 12) and protect game and to acquire 
ready for the beating of your life.” lunges. Tim took a lot of punish- 3 ge public hunting grounds in order 

Though fights were a common Ment and bit the dust himself more _ Merrick Blair, a Michigan sports- that the American system of free 
occurrence at almost any hour of than once. There were times during man for many years, said: “We are hunting may be maintained. We 
the night or day, the crowd sensed the struggle when it looked as if headed straight for the old Euro- 2,6 for the established equity of all 
a real grudge battle between two Dugan might land a deciding blow pean laws, and if we keep on, the 4 merican citizens in any fish or 
noted fighters, and surged around When he got Kaine off his feet, as only persons who will be able to game conservation program of the 
the pair as they prepared for the he was slowing up after the terrific hunt will be those who have enough state or nation.” 
set-to. I was nearby and from my Pace, but Tim had waited long for money to join a private club. (Conclusion) 
vantage point could get a bird’s- this moment and be fell or oe Cramer, 9, Syed igo: pase See 
eye view of th2.whole proceeding. more an once under ugan’s wool outdoorsman, sald 0: e hunt- 

pale let fly a fist ther conmente rushes, he protected himself until ers on private preserves: “They OH, DEAR! WHAT 
with Dugan’s head, and took a he could get back up again. can shoot on their own preserve ARE THE DEER TO DO? 
vicious poke in return that would _I have seen a lot of fights, but until the season opens, killing off (Continued from page 6) 
have floored an ordinary man. This this was a battle to be remembered, their own birds, and then they can eee 
just served to warm up the battlers, for it did not seem possible that leave their preserve and shoot THE SPORTSMEN’S VIEWPOINT 

and they stood toe to toe, their two men could pound each other so ours.”” gress, and member clubs affiliated 
fists flying like four axes in a log- viciously and for so long a time, Blair is not the only one who with the big northern organization. 
chopping contest, and with just Without one giving way. As the attacks the law from the stand- TN turning over thoroughly in 
about as much force. fight went on, it was at once a point of savoring of the European our minds the Bureau’s action 

In the first minute or two, no fearful and wonderful thing to system where there is little or no anq looking at it from every angle, 
damage was apparent, but soon one watch, with two madmen flailing public hunting. The most familiar we sportsmen are of the opinion 
of Dugan’s eyes began to close cach other before a wild crowd. bit of suggestion seems to be: that there must bea “nigger in the 

from the repeated hammering, and _ Finally Kaine’s superior strength, “What is going to become of the woodpile’ somewhere. Why an 
cuts made by Kaine’s battering- backed by the rage of four years, hunter who cannot pay an entrance organization like the Development 

ram fists started to show up about counted—and a well-aimed blow fee to a hunting club? What is Bureau should oppose the sports- 
his face and neck. Tim also showed lifted Dugan off his feet and flat- going to become of the man who men’s needy wish and propose a 
signs of the terrific pounding his tened him, blood streaming from for years by his license fee money compromise, we cannot understand. 
former boss was administering, but his nose and mouth. This weak- has helped support the game pro- We always thought that the Bu- 
aside from that both seemed evenly ened Dugan, and though he got to grams of the state and whose reau had many good sportsmen 
matched. his feet, he was on the defensive money goes to pay the salaries of among its members, but with the 

I DON’T remember how long the and made futile attempts to protect the Conservation Department offi- unanimous adoption of such a res- 
fight lasted, but it must have himself. Tim, seeing that his op- cials and officers?” olution as went through at their 

been nearly an hour, and this, mind ponent was slipping, kept up his QNE hunter asks: “Is there not Jast annual meeting, we are in- 
you, with bare fists and no rests merciless attack and gave his op- enough state lands in Michigan ¢lined to reverse this thought. And 
between rounds. It was all one ponent smash after smash until he which the state might propagate that’s that! 
continuous round and a slugging Was practically helpless and, with upland birds, using the money, or he sportsmen’s organizations 
match from the go, with both put- head down, was swaying on his some of it, that comes from hunt- lost a bitter fight in the 1929 ses- 
ing every ounce of force into their feet. ing licenses for the purpose other sion of the legislature when they 
blows to make them count. There The crowd was in a frenzy. Du- than that of payment of salaries?” asked for the purchase of game 
were real men in those days, and gan, who was known to many, was Another suggests: “With such refuges and public shooting 
their bodies were as tough as the going down to defeat at the hands hunting permitted on private pre- grounds. Only a small portion of 
logs they felled. of Tim Kaine! They crowded in serves, the general game law code, funds was asked for, but our re- 

They broke away from each for the finish, which was due any so far as the so-called open season quest was squashed. The recent 
other now and again and bystand- minute. is concerned, will go into the dis- resolution of the Development Bu- 
ers who were crowding too close Kaine let fly an uppercut which card, for there will be no place for reau came as a complete surprise 
were knocked down unceremoni- connected and Dugan was flung the ordinary hunter to hunt unless to the sportsmen’s organizations of 

ously as the battlers lunged at each back against the crowd, with Kaine he be a man of means and joins a the Upper Peninsula in view of the 
other. At each lunge Kaine and right after him. Here the fiight club or owns his own preserve. fact that so much of the agitation 
Dugan would come together like might have ended seriously for Game wardens will be busy not for this program has come from 
two bull moose, the former in per- Dugan, who by this time was help- only watching that hunters do not above the Straits. 
fect shape, forcing his opponent less to protect himself against get off their private grounds—as But despite the Bureau’s action 
back into the crowd until he was Tim’s ferocious battering, but Jerry if they would care to do so when in an attempt to force a compro- 
almost on his knees. Then some- Holland, himself a big man and a they have thousands of acres fenced mise, the sportsmen of Michigan 

one would give Dugan a push up fighter, stepped in and caught in for themselves—but these war- will continue their battle for the 
and out and the force of that and Kaine by the arm. dens will be watching for poachers program they know is right, in the 
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1931 legislative session. tection, propagation, and mainte- x i i 
The organized sportsmen of the nance ange a fixed ae micgty a a aah oe. | a eae 

Upper Peninsula are a fighting against the Game Protection Fund. (Cotter Uaaeae >) reat ont be f tte z a ob 
group and they will not give up The Northern Sportsman’s Associ- the river merge, a more elaborate faine a by artif ial tri ring b ; 
the battle as long as they have ation and similar clubs in Michigan Conservation activity, fraught with re f Piiged’ thay : eng ri 
strength within their ranks. are advocating the setting aside of Potentialities, takes place each eohaition : las i: hat iam 
[TH sportsmen of Michigan are definite portions of the Game Pro- spring. There, the fish, all rain- )), Yiablishea eset “There nie eS 

paying plenty for their sport as tection Fund each year, to be used bows, giants up to twenty pounds, predators i hatcher ee 
far as licenses are concerned. In exclusively for the acquisition of ‘tap themselves. Aa ‘ 
fact, other states which boast of Public hunting grounds and game In the outlet of the “log-shoot,” Sueaee veage accu che ele 
better hunting, receive a smaller refuges. This they deem of pri- devised to permit stray logs and ape Monge SEs: wae the sag 
license fee from their hunters than Mary importance. The Department debris to pass over the dam, an Sere Pe per fee pase 
does Michigan. There are too of Conservation, on the other hand, improvised wooden screen with a that stage, the fry were planted in 

many sportsmen throughout this has maintained that due considera- funnel-shaped opening is placed, great sce o 40 Be Bae wales 
state who know that this is the tion has not been given to the Tefeated in their efforts to find a and the fish culturist considered 
plain truth without a string at- “fixed charges” against the game Passage upstream and over the his duty done, Today, we know 

tached to it. fund and the ensuing hazard to dam, the fish pass through the trap Ghee Ae arly peeun 
Michigan is making certain the entire conservation program @nd are taken by the hundreds. The newly hatched fry are care- 

strides in its conservation prob- which would result if the remain- thousands. The sloping concrete fully watched over for weeks in 
lems—but there is plenty being ing funds proved inadequate, tak- ‘aceway, at an angle of 45 degrees, the hatchery troughs until, having 
left undone. ing the position that the more nor- from the water level sixty feet absorbed the remainder of the egg- 

It is unfortunate that when the mal and proven activities of the above and over which a two-inch Sac, they are ready to feed. Shortly 
organized sportsmen ask for some- department are first and para- trickle of water is permitted to run, after they have started feeding, 
thing that will benefit all of Mich- mount. Both are right. resounds to the wracking bodies they are planted in rearing ponds. 

gan, some other organization The Upper Peninsula Develop- of the rainbows as they leap from These ponds may be artificial, or 
should foul them and attempt to ment Bureau has remained apart the level bottom of the| chute to they may be a section of a suitable 
blast their efforts. from this controversy, but it now slap ten, fifteen, perhaps twenty Stream, screened from adjacent 

But remember this! The Upper believes the issues at stake are so +¢¢t uP the slope, there to hang for waters, and cleared of all possible 
Peninsula sportsmen’s clubs, with vital and far-reaching that they a second or more, bodies vibrating life likely to be detrimental to the 

the help of their Lower Peninsula should be lifted above mere argu- with their effort to “make the small fish. In the feeding ponds, 
friends, will continue to fight for ment and settled in the light of grade” before they slide back into or rearing stations, the fish are 
an uncompromised program of facts. the pool below. held during the summer. As au- 
merrmareti cena nintn ai nec ce : ' .. From the trap, the fish, males tumn approaches they will have 
grounds whether or not the Devel- ba ae Be and females, “bucks” and “does” as reached the size known as “finger- 

opment Bureau or any other Of shard sonia camproniter tohsecare the local fish culturists term them, lings,” from two to three inches in 

ganization attempts to discourage the sportsmen’s objectives ae are taken to a Conservation De- length, able to care for themselves 
them, saith GeeoRNTtip Ther conseaye on partment field station, several hun- and ready to be released in “wild” 

ee believe in the refuge system program of the state roe dred yards downstream. This sta- waters. 

we have proposed or otherwi ; ts . tion consists of housin| iliti i 
wouldnle feht for it. aes Tate Woes ne Seeble ead in for the i, He an ee oe oo ee a 
have shown what it has accom- par ent of eonsciiee a i eS building, and a series of holding bow eggs, and annually the west 
plished, and Michigan can do as ee tion to Tore- ponds fed with a continuous flow lake coast hatcheries place in the 
Swell anidein Romeernecancce Deter ioe aU eee to legislation Pro- of water from above the dam. streams of Michigan elon of 

In many portions of the Upper ee y ide voce organi“ Into these ponds the trapped rainbow fingerlings, there to grow 
Peninsula deer are still plentiful, fee ores that such legislation rainbows are placed; feeding is un- and some day to tani tne the al- 

but with the increasing number of he Hcsa: a ed e ne to endanger necessary, as the fish will not feed most equal number of fishermen 
hunters, and improved roads to nae oe ¢ Te ae the Game immediately before their spawning who annually see in the sport of 
isolated sections, it means that an apiece Pa iG © ag) noW season. A week or more later, the rod an incentive to seek the 
iron-clad game refuge system is °V2)* ic or the acquisition of when the females are ripe—a fish out-of-doors; there to find, if th 
ssrential i we are Tint heres oa eee pees ond nubile ae culturist has his own way of de- experience ed observatians of me 
leer vanish as have the buffalo and a : termining the arrival of this time is typical. 

Q of huntin and other licenses. iy is typical, not so much the few 
oe Dessert pigeon. __ While the eat sum available Geen me sexes are separated into pounds of flesh that he or she may 

n conclusion, allow me to take Pesritocccun inavenactiaitmenn pens, the females stripped of their catch, which is but incidental, al- 
my hat off to the Bureau chiefs, {2 ood ae x eae MB Ley ay spawn, the males of their milt, the though of primary importance as * 
for they have started something ai : See ee a material goes fertilized, washed, packed in is the automotive self-starter, but 
that has affected every sportsman, ne a 7 cor ara, oe: be te cloth-bottom trays, and shipped to rather that ensciods or uncon- 
and according to the sportsman’s Dabs i 1s surplus nearby or distant fish hatcheries. i f i i ; u r : a proves to be too small to carry D scious sense of orientation, a deeper 

code, it will be a fight to the finish, <0 a land proor faces Thirty or forty days later, the significance and understanding of 
no matter if it takes years to offset 1. quires Dee alte eye a eggs hatch, and the hatchery the fitness of things, that eae to 
the attitude of the Bureau and ac- a bt S fa en's nod seense wi’ troughs become alive with hun- one who, be h he rich 
complish the legislation that we de- no doubt yield large, new funds. dreds of thousands of bab: i ea chedicee 
mand. It was with these considerations hows, One might ask ae nae YOunG (OF soon shed iia ie aia 

We feel, however, that it is dis- in mind that the members of the naturally, why all of this trouble? for heats seeks communion with 
tinctly unfortunate that it had to Upper Peninsula Development Bu- Won't nature do it better? Th ote eben ee 
he our’ own Devel ent. Buri reau unanimously adopted their Pati 2 hal copane oneee . self, a pee places and ee One: ‘ ‘ opm Urea ee oluti ‘ answer is “no.” Nature apparently simple things. Aye, this conserva- 
which has chilled the hearts of the ae intended the countless millions, bil- tion has its uses. 
Peninsula clubs. i ee puny has always attempted lions, trillions, of fish eggs annu- Aen ee 

There seems to be something '© keep its program sane and ally deposited in stream: 
router and TUeiente in Denmaee, poe?) ois provincialism and to ones more puree oe FLOYD JOHNSON SAYS: 

either. o foster an support only those of hatching int sh: : 

projects and issues on which all feed ) eee othe forts a Ce ee 
THE BUREAU’S VIEWPOINT our people are agreed. aquatic life; the same is true of is said everyone should have a 

_, (Continued from page 6) The question at issue affects af- the newly hatched fry—only a hobby. Most outdoorsmen would 
sists of the various license fees fairs vital to the state and particu- small per cent ever reach the “fin- gain breat pleasure out of a good 
paid to the state by the resident larly important to the Upper Pen- gerling” stage under natural con- library on the subjects in Sieh he 
and non-resident hunters and fish- insula. On the basis of the Upper ditions, and by the same token, is most hiseested A library of 
ermen, and in the nature of the Peninsula Development Bureau’s fewer still become adult; hence, the this sort provides a place where 
case such money is subject to an- resolution, an amicable settlement vast number of eggs deposited by you may hunt in summer and fish 
nual fluctuation. of the controversy would appear to each female. in winter without violating an: 

All annual costs of game pro- be entirely practicable. But in the hatchery and before, law. = : 
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Where Does Your M ? lo Mick ere Woes four oney GO: sAX! EP CAne 

Will Tell You Wher. 
[4 | WENTY per cent of all By the fiscal year 1928-29. This money 
Vall Ry) game law enforcement came from the general tax fund of 
Kae cost apparently can be BEN EAS the state, 
Ugo) fairly charged to the*trap- Of this sum, however, the fish di- 
pers fund. This amounts to $81,- OUTDOOR EDITOR OF THE GRAND RAPIDS PRESS vision was permitted by the state 
ik week taiee 3 score Coe ae board to spend only 

: eat ea ake 2 b140,000. » 
per cent of the game divisions’ conservation department’s own fig- Other items brought the total re- [In other words, in addition to 

operation costs are charged to the ures. ceipts of this fund to $272,482. $40,000 contributed by hunters in 
me x ae eee sg To learn what became of this to- Disbursements from this same the interest of trout, bass and pan- 
Pe aor Sareea ae ee tal surplus of $70,000 contributed fund, however, ran to $313,148, in- fish propagation, the taxpayers of 

> & val os; by small game hunters, deer hunt- dicating that $40,666 of hunters’ li- Michigan also were obliged to pay bursements from the trappers’ ers and fur t t ‘ 
fund $90,959. Cee r trappers, 1t 1s neceS- cense money was used to support $140,000 for this same purpose. 
ao % ge oes sary to examine the records of re- fish division activities that bene- ]T must be remembered, hi 
Having concluded a discussion of ceipts and disbursements of the fited trout, bass, and panfish an- I th sae > ROWS eu 

the receipts and disbursements of anglers’ and commercial fisher- glers. ; t Aa yee Bet ay gut fo Os the 
the hunters’ and trappers’ share of men’s share of the game protection = : OoR ever on: department. This use the game protection fund for the fund These disbursements include the of hunters’ license fees and general 

f ; a fe m 10 per cent of administration costs tax money in addition to fishi fiscal year 1928-29, tl co al 7 rs P : Bey, on! sane ates ioe ne lex fete _The first apparent fact is that not charged to. the hunters’ fund, license fees by the fish division of step is to learn the amount of the $70,000 of trappers’ and hunters . 

mone: went into totally unrelated oe ap) a0 pen cent: of al ey chee cena ancne a Mra by SEERA Sor VSP ETEIET INEST ee ae Pace y forcement costs, $163,265; 25 per the refusal of the legislature to 

THIS is the fifth installment e ‘ cent of general operations, $10,169; enact a general rod license bill of a series of articles written | LEE chief item in the anglers’ scientific investigations, $11,450; which would put game fish propa- ae a ies of articles written share of. the game protection hatchery costs, $86,324. Other mis- gation on a self-supporting basis. 
We ae ts fund is non-resident anglers’ fees, cellaneous items make up the total |. What the hunting and trapping 

VW _________/ which netted the sum of $193,756 of $313,148. fee done fo ea ie : : : ropagation and protection pay net surplus accumulated by these during the year under discussion. These figures do not mean, how- ; 

two funds and to answer what is L70ut licenses brought in $64,554. ever, that the fish division of the bate eal a6 en oe Fe 
probably the most important ques- Officers fees credited to the an- conservation department spent, Michican Mae *h 
tion that presents itself in a dis- ee Son were $3,182; sale of aside from commercial fishing Tis so aoa | 

cussion of the subject, whether Confiscate property, $1,002; sales propagation and protection, which 
hunters’ license money was used in Of equipment, including boats no will be considered later, only $313,- ASK 6-INCH TROUT 4 
fish activities. longer used by the department, $3,- 148. In addition to this amount, BE MADE LEGAL 

The amount spent for land pur- 800. Contributions made by power spent for the fisheries division out er 
i < nies for lifting fish over o: e game protection fund, the ICH. r ? chases during the fiscal year was ©°™P8 for lifting fish f th Pp fund, th MICHIGAN anglers won’t have to 

$107,697, as has been’ shown. dams and from similar sources legislature appropriated $180,000 throw back to die the six-inch 
The financial statement of the Betted the anglers’ fund $1,900. for the use of the fish division for speckled trout that get on their 

game. protection fund | published = 7 ee a ee hooks, providing; the newt meee 
earlier in this series shows that the of the legislature will act in ac- 
surplus on hand in that fund July cordance with a request that will 
1, 1928, was $401,495. The surplus y gepseo recesses rR — be made upon them by the Con- 
remaining June 80, 1929, at the end fgg 8 | servation Department, 
of the fiscal year under discussion, Pe CS ,rrrrr—sCi‘“‘SrssC‘ ‘RE The Commissioners of Conserva- 
was $348,650, indicating that $52,- Co oe &.._.._ | tion recently unanimously went in 
845 of surplus was used from the [Ras SF a = = iavor of making six-inch trout a 
game protection fund during that eo oo : - - — a legal catch. It was pointed out 

rae é is fair to assume that this ay . — So — poet prove ie iM pode Hie Dreamy su 5 fe as st—<“‘a_OCCCCis Ll  S{_ssevern-inch limit are plentiful, and 
mmount was oied for land! pix hs PC} that anglers, have been loath, to 
chases since it ha een accumu- [A ee row them back when they were 
lated from previously paid license a eee — . ee -—s caught. : 
moneys and could be most logically fe sgeasies oe a. | TT 
applied on such purchases. Uhl rrr t— CONTINUED CLOSED AREA 

This would indicate that $54,852 [Ae |e 8 8 rC ———- 
of the current surplus of the hunt- —yy a | a 3 i The two townships in the south- 
ers’ fund for the year must have Pees oS i — <<. | west corner of Roscommon county, 
aoe ead tot ot SOTO amis ing the original Houghton as up ie ae an nee oe fe  & a ee ee Stig one oe closed 1g 

e tote - EES ORS SRE UNC unting and trapping for another 
plus of that fund for the year was/is oo. ee Pe | five years at tier gale session of 
$104,417, according to the present oo or ee : : — the Conservation Commission. 
system of charging items to the [fj aes ee -— ee 

This leaves a surplus of $49,565  RUSRieSSe es ee ee 
of hunters’ license money for the A strip of grain near naturai 
year unaccounted for, in addition cover is one of the best methods of 
to a surplus of $20,554 from the The hunter seldom can get this close to them, which insuring better bird shooting for 
trappers’ fund, according to the ; makes the Canadian goose attractive game. 1931. 
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* : Pe ‘ 
If you like anything 3 We invite your com- 

we publish, tell us. e or Sm en S C O munications on any 
If, not, tell us. a Subject. 

Ne ea moe “ae eee EY 

TAHQUAMENON ROAD? the increase from 10 pairs. ens. Introducing capercailzie in amounts stipulated, provided such 
_ Mr. Williams’ fund of wolf lore Michigan. Introducing Hungarian funds are available. 

Dear Editor: is unexcelled by that of any man partridge. Tourist and resort as- Taxes on all lands taken over 
In looking through The Northern living. In his article in The North- sociations. State trapper system. for game refuges and public hunt- 

Sportsman for August, I find a ern Sportsman, he makes a very Season on fur-bearing animals. ing grounds shall be paid out of 
communication headed “Better significant statement to the effect Clam fishing. Fish refuges. Hor- the hunters’ license fund. 

Roads,” from L. A. Dann-Goode- that when the parent wolves are ton preserve law. Taxing game This proposed bill has been ap- 
moot, in which he urges the estab- killed, other wolves may find and preserves and land owned by hunt- proved by a number of sportsmen’s 
lishment of a road to Tahquame- care for the young pups in a den. ing clubs. The purchasing by the organizations, also by many sen- 

non ee 0 ue think ean ie sole wolf is the Haber i Bie soe A ainp of jaud eISne ce ators and representatives. 
ourists would prefer a road to the intelligence of any animal on this ain trout streams for use 0: e Note: $522,000 i Bis . 

falls to our present method of get- continent, and although its final public. Introducing wild turkey. ale he Pern ate 
ting there? We people here in extermination is inevitable, there Any delegate wishing to bring censes, 
Newberry are certainly interested will be wolves in Michigan for a up additional subjects will be priv- 
in the tourist business and are few years to come.—Conservation ileged to do so. Organizations not 7 

ready to advocate any plan that Commissioner Lee J. Smits, in The affiliated with the congress are ex- SURPLUS DEER 
would be to the benefit of our- Detroit Times. tended a cordial invitation to have A PROBLEM 
selves and our neighbors. The orig- Se a representative at this meeting. 

onservation ndividual sportsmen, as well as inal idea in keeping a road away Michigan Conservat Individual ii IN PENNSYLVANIA 
from the falls was to keep the . anyone interested in our natural 
falls in their undisturbed state as Congress Convention HS incea Vanecalsee nwitedl 

much as possible. We felt that if aa _  ZJEER have become so numerous 
a road were put in there, such a MHE annual meeting of the Mich- Proposed came eens Hunting in many counties of Pennsyl- 
road would be lined with road- igan Conservation Congress will eee ee dn vania that they are not only ravag- 
houses, hot-dog stands, etce., and pe held in the Fort Shelby Hotel, For the purpose of purchasing ing farm crops but destroying the 

the falls themselves would be com- Detroit, Oct. 7, 1930. Meeting will 422d maintaining game refuges forests, their own natural food and 
mercialized to a point beyond our pe called to order at 10 a. m. east- 2nd public hunting grounds, the cover of small game. Many does 

control. If, however, we are wrong ern standard time (Detroit time). following sums shall be used by are not breeding but require just 
we would be glad to have the ideas part of the program, according to the department of conservation to gs much food as those that are re- 
of others in this matter. Tam very Pres, C, A. Justin, is as follows: be taken from the hunters’ license producing. 
much interested in knowing what Appointment of credential, aud- fund: Year 1931, $50,000; 1932, ~ mi, surplus stock of deer re- 

é people outside of our town think iting, resolutions committees. $100,000; 1933 and each year there- sulted: from overs20 years of pro- 

about this matter. — C. P. West, Reports of president, secretary, after, $200,000. : tection of doevsand <awng Whe 

Secretary, Newberry Lions Club. and treasurer. Provided further that during the geer herds increased, but the food 
paar ar ee Luncheon, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. —_- year 1931 not more than ten per for them did not. 

STATE-WIDE INTEREST Reson om cendential auditing, cent of the hunters’ license fund vias 
De : z. : : * For two years the commission 

resolutions and special committees. may be used; during 1932, not ‘ 
itor: a f - has tried to reduce the surplus by 

Dear Editor: Discussion: Reforestation. Pro- more than 20 per cent of the hunt- Sa ahi : 
* iked Y ii permitting of killing does. This 

A long time ago, I saw and liked posed game refuge public hunting ers’ license fund may be used, and : : 
- : year the same policy will be pur- 

very much a copy of The Northern pyounds bill. Proposed season on during 1933 and each year there- . 3 
1 in lookin - i sued, and 100,000 special deer li- 

Spor: Meme, Heceny ysjn E \game: birds, Och) 1bito Oct, 81) in ‘atten nob more ‘than: 40) per cent censes will be offered for sale. 
over some papers, I found your jower peninsula. Tag system for of the hunters’ license fund may ~- >”. i oo) A 
letter of June 30. | partridge and pheasants. Propa- be used. Nothing in the bill shall This will be in addition to the reg- 

We wish to be regular subscrib- pating pheasants and prairie chick- prohibit the use of more than the ular licenses for antlered deer and 

ers for the magazine and ask that for a different season. It is ex- 

you kindly send bill for same.—T. pected that from 25,000 to 30,000 

F. Marston, E. Mich. Tourist Asso- 4 Z does will be disposed of in this 

ciation, Bay City. /  e Piet vs way. 
Boi seas At AS SOD Se = Some advocate the abrogation of 
THANKS, U. OF M. 5 Ee —E—————— the buck law entirely, but the com- 

panels a Pees Reo OS Se mission and most sportsmen of the 
. . . I enjoy the numbers of es re8 aS SSS '_ === ae = state do not approve. “The build- 

your “Sportsman” very much. They She pia. NS ing up of the Pennsylvania deer 
are both entertaining and instruc- 5 See | j Sg ee oa == Sas supply from practically nothing in 

tive. — W. B. Hinsdale, U. of M. Pee ee yes ee ons A 1907 to the present surplus stock, 
Museums. Sore Pe OC LY = is an unanswerable argument in 
a it a] Rep Re oes cr = * feiss favor of the buck law,” said Car- 

WILLIAMS AND WOLVES =a re "f d SR ee los Avery, president of the Amer- 
see ee Se FF ea te ce, - er S ican Game Protective Association. 

In The Northern Sportsman, Her- =e agua OE Fy ~ahe 2 i ——_—_—_—_—_—_—_—__——_— 
bert S. Case’s magazine of outdoor Sy im aw - Ess DUCKS SUFFER 
Michigan, there is an article by | 74 ie Pee fibre = 
Harry P. Williams, famous biolog- = = = ) eee = = area 

ical survey wolf hunter, whom the id } ee a In a wildfowl breeding area 300 

federal authorities assigned to a Se miles square in Back Bay, Va., and 
Michigan to supervise the state SS ae eee aaa Currituck Sound, N. C., there is 

war on predatory animals. =e 4 2 eee ey eS not one duck left alive today where 
Mr. Williams sticks by his orig- | See = 4 3 5 : aa Ber there were 10,000 before pollution 

inal estimate that there is a breed- See TH -n. Saris eee of the area by oil, sewage, and salt 

ing stock of not more than 20 or 25 ee ne pil 3 cee Se water began a few years ago. This 

adult timber wolves in Michigan. is epee cnt Bas re ce eg cas ee tery is the estimate made by officials of 
Last year 84 wolves were killed. ee mara rr = the United States Biological Sur- 

This number would not account for 1 Heat Ne ‘ vey. 
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E STOOD, I spoke of the great pine 4 
remember, on forests of northern Michi- 
a _wind-swept gan, Wisconsin and Minne- 
knoll in north- 2 sota as ‘‘inexhaustible.”’ 

ern France, in the midst of There was no end to them— 
what once had been a thrifty they would last always. 
forest. But not now. Two 2 They lasted less than fifty 
weeks of almost unceasing Oy Tom Z //] years. { 
bombardment had _ trans- An interesting half cen- 
formed those long lines of tury, when a great deal of 
beech, oak and chestnut into r America was still in the 
a shambles of twisted, broken snags and shattered f making. By 1880 the forests of the Northeast 
stumps. Even the sparse underbrush had been ey had been bled of the best of their timber, and 
beaten into the ground. Nothing lived there. 9 A el Michigan forged to the front as the foremost 
Nothing could live. It was desolation in- CH . eo lumber-producing State, to be followed a 
carnate. A te e% bi ; short time after by Wisconsin. In those 4 

After a long moment of silence my a Z he ae days, old timers will tell you, the twenty- 
friend shook his head. “Thank God, the hae Ae s ui mile stretch along the river from Saginaw 
old States didn’t have to take this kind i i, to Bay City was one continuous pile of 

of licking,” he said. ’ e ie lumber at the close of a summer’s log-  ~ 
And then twelve years passed. Once H 7 waa - ging. Whole forests must have been 

again, by some ironic gesture of fate, we ” ee #: piled up there—forests of such timber 
stood together among the ruins of what di Fs gis We that the world may never see again. 
once had been a forest, but this time the 3 ne hoa _ Great clear logs of white pine and red— 
oaks and chestnuts of France had be- i am he v logs without a blemish. Naturally all 
come the great pine lands of northern aa oo Gal” this timber cutting meant boom times 
Michigan. This time not the guns of ee a Ps re —only it didn’t last. Many towns that 
the Boche but axe and fire had created Pn eg had sprung up were able to thrive just 
the desolation before us. But the result le er ae 4 so long as the timber held out, but no 
was not far different. The destruction pee —— Ps Peek . longer. And while the towns prospered 
was just as complete. eo ee es a e the farmers themselves prospered, so 4 

My friend waved his hand slowly be- y OMe eae | es that practically all the settlers were de- 
fore him. ‘You just asked me,” I re- és ; BS = pendent on the lumber industry for their 
member his saying, “why the Legion gig eee — very existence. The only towns where 
posts through this country are pushing CO ae rads. a ee men could buy supplies or sell products 
for tree planting up here. There’s the Ee Ea A bY were the mill towns. Practically the only 
answer.” q eerie * Foe roads and railroads were those built to re- 

It was a grim enough answer. Mile after eae ees move the timber. As a result, all of the towns 
mile of unproductive waste stretched out ie al a and cities that sprang up, mushroom-like, 
across that sandy level plain far as the eye x Sete around the sawmills and the wood-factories 
could see. The thin grass that grew there was uae were doomed to decline and extinction with 
dotted by blackened trunks and stumps that the passing of the forests that supported 
bore witness to the existence of once-flourish- F t them. 
ing forests. The ground itself was caked and Joyce Kilmer was right, of After the pine was exhausted, Michigan 
hard, baked by countless suns and beaten by “0urse, about human inability to developed markets for its hemlock and hard- 
lashing rains. Here and there deep gullies make a tree, but Legionnaires all woods, but soon even this came to an end, 
gashed their way down slopes no longer pro- over the country are helping by and by 1923 not a single sawmill in the Sagi- 
tected by trees, and water courses were setting them out to bring back the naw Valley was cutting pine. Only a very 
carving this once fertile land into an everlast- grandeur and glory of a forests. few were cutting hardwoods. In less than a 
ing waste. One thought of China’s bare,  Fyyyp’s R. W. Nebel ‘of the hundred years over ninety percent of the 
parched hills. Wiech: ca Department, one of original forest had been destroyed. As a re- 

“There are over five million acres like this - A & e ae ea sult of all this, today Michigan has over five 
in our State alone,” he told me. ‘Once these tine most active conservationists million acres of desolate forest land, so closely 
very acres formed the foundation of the State’s cut-over, and so ravaged by fire, that future 
early prosperity—now they’re wasting liabilities and they’ll never forests are impossible unless planted by man. There is about 
be anything else until they’re planted and protected from fire.” the same amount of idle acres in Minnesota and probably seven 

That day I learned a great deal of what had happened to those million in Wisconsin. A vast area of desolation—a domain lying 
vanished forests of Michigan, of Wisconsin, and Minnesota, as __ idle, waiting for the hand of the planter—and the staggering total 
we rode slowly along. It is a story that stretches back more than _ of the trees needed to do the job reaches about fifteen billion. 
half a century to the years when the broad Au Sable River bore, My friend told me of one village that thirty years ago pos- 
with each spring flood, billions of feet of red pine and white, sessed a large wood-working factory and sawmill. Work was . 
driven down out of the dark forests to the world of men in the _ plentiful, and everyone prospered—while the forests lasted. But 
great days of Michigan’s lumber sovereignty. In thosedaysmen when the timber disappeared, the people themselves scattered, 
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2 aes 
Not northern France of 1918, but the remains of a great forest in this country after years of the axe and saw, 
plus one good fire. There are twenty million acres of denuded forest land in the States bordering on the Great 

Lakes, so the forestry development field is not overcrowded 

and business came to a standstill. The same tale quired to run the city government. Others had 
can be told of numerous other towns. The seen what France and Germany were able to 

farmers themselves, many of them, de- do with soil not so fertile and climate not 
pend on the forests for work in winter to : so favorable as is our own in the Lake 

tide them over the long unproductive States. They shad seen, over there, 

period between harvest time and : the possibilities of forestry. Many 

planting. Take away his winter of them, at the call of enlistment, 

activity and you condemn his : “td had come out of the woods, had 

farm to abandonment. That is 3 ha call ade ad made woods work or forestry 

one of the reasons why you see ae a a ae —  F. their profession, and when once 

ee ana ee , oe on ka iva = Me, 8 cde i ‘ wae they ae pace une 

these northern Lake States és pig Fi ee o resume their old calling. 
farms. 4 es wee gS But with a difference. This 

The war has made a differ- < "4 ag , Sate . time they looked on these 
ence in the public acceptance i ~ eh &, nee useless acres with new eyes, 

of that sort of thing. Before , s ne a ae jj for they knew now that some- 

the Big Parade we were in- lage Ge a REC GE iH é iy PN thing could be done to re- 
clined to look at forest de- RING 6 ag A i) a establish a forest cover and 

. i ‘ [POR TE, y RES. a Es ‘i 
struction with a shrug. There a E frail here islets OP | a a bring those barren stretches 

it was—a great waste, of \ Pe ae ne | . i back to productivity. And all 

course, and bad for the country, ON ae : eS y this is the reason why Legion 
—still, what could be done about Ce . Be ae posts throughout portions of 
it? But the returned soldier has RE ee oe c 3 ee Wisconsin and Michigan are tak- 

injected a new point of view. He eer ees et ers i ee ing the leadership in a great move- 
is inclined to the belief that a great “ en ee OF ad ey oP ment to cover the ground again with 
deal can be done about it. Since the < me Age cite trees. 
war there has been more agitation than nee There is another reason too. Tree 
ever before, more protests against this growing, like every other art, has its en- 

waste of millions of fertile acres that, if Tree planting crew getting ready to set thusiasts, and Michigan has good reason 

properly treated, would not only add to ees : B to be grateful to two Legionnaires who 
7 out white pine seedlings in the furrows. ‘ mes 

the resources of the nation, but would ; have devoted no little of their time and 
bring back the means of livelihood and The furrow helps hold the moisture effort to aiding their State to regain once 
prosperity that was once their heritage. and ee choking a a Jjoung tree more its leadership among the timber- 
Many were inclined to believe that money ; ay Ef ass ana weeas producing regions of this country. Up in 
spent to bring back those forests should be Munising, Michigan, is a member of Rod- 
looked at not in the sense of an expenditure which, once spent, is _ erick Prato Post—Richard W. Nebel. In his spare moments he Zi : P 2 Bene rae BI : 
gone, but in the light of an investment which, as the years pass, is a judge.of the Probate Court, an attorney-at-law, and leader in 
should yield increasing dividends. a number of public activities. His leadership in forestry matters 

And some of those returning veterans had seen what the little has gone a long way toward interesting in tree planting not only 

town of Zurich, in Switzerland, has done. Zurich owns a forest his own post and those of northern Michigan, but many of the 

that has been cut and regrown for more than six hundred years. _ posts of Wisconsin and Minnesota as well. Aman of vision himself, 

Year after year it has furnished timber and occupation to the he was unwilling to see this continued progressive wastage of 
- : 8 Oe 

people so abundantly that it pays every cent of the taxes re- valuable timberland. I remember once (Continued on page 59) 
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a Yi ee eee 
; “Oh, gee!” exclaimed John, “I got a down there! He must have been there M4 O U | a 2 D) 

commission. I got to be a second lieu- some time. I think I fainted Comune 
tenant, and I thought I’d come down and_ here. Could you send some stretcher ; Son ai ap 
surprise you. Then I couldn’t get leave bearers down there after him? He is Loner hetiisel it necasely $35.00 
that week and then not next week and _ beside the road that runs through the Veualiy alvetwaies heliloshies Insueance paperk: 
then it was a month and then I got woods. I'll guide them if necessary. as well as deeds, mortgages, private records and 
shoved up here with this John outfit, and “No, no,” said the general, “not neces- ley al eecaer, wre soce Wittig iaenine walle 
then I couldn’t write. Aw, but you sary. I'll look out for it. Send a first aid A personal vault... alongside your desk or in a 
shouldn’t have thought I was dead! Why team down to the road through the gul- commeron closer Dour valuables and records ts this 
would I be dead?” ley, Captain Marks.” Sire and protected bomalley esanatiaeds bacyours 

“Oh, why should you be dead? Why “Do you know,” smiled Rupert, tak- Three attractive finishes at no extra cost. 
should you be such a goddamned fool? ing his brother’s arm, “that I nearly Gree et bones and ontees depend on belinks 
I don’t know! Why should anyone be pulled out last night and let a Boche (ible sa te Walls Juat Hikes beillnle bullae she big coca, 
dead? Don’t people get killed in this counter attack roll your flank up? And if tasted. Plevey ol rocm ©. Get os heautedt Gnd eorily 
war? I had, they would have scuppered you placed. The price is exceptionally low. Shipped ina 

The general officer approached, fol- proper!” lest gout. Sead tar deecenve igure) 
lowed by his aide. “Umm,” replied John, sitting down Sales Representation Wanted—Sell Meilink safes 

“Are there any more wild men in upon the bank and lighting a cigarette, direct to users. Will not interfere with present sales 
5 ° “ connection. Good ter- 

those woods?” he asked Rupert, pulling “that’s a question. Dam’ fine company Re ate Bey ritory still open if you 
his white mustache. “If there are we I had there! And they had a dam’ fine | eee act at once.Liberal com- 

2 “| - * 7 ee at missions. No matter 
must take steps to prevent their break- company commander in me. Well, the ee what territory you 
ing up these negotiations!” _. war being over, and the world now safe ee gover tere ace plenty 

“There is no one there, General,” said for democracy, the burning question of ie ie +s. every ome and 
Rupert, getting to his feet. “Oh, by the _ the hour is, when do we eat?” : } ue cree erence is 
way, there’s a wounded American officer THE END ie sales plan. Saceeeatal 

| safe salesmen average 
Peres from $75.00 to $100.00 

oe omer 
€ now, and find out how 

Wanted: 15,000,000,000 Trees a 
. 3 ?, 2 THE MEILINK STEEL SAFE COMPANY 

(Continued from page 21) 1673 Oakwood Ave., Toledo, Ohio 

he showed me, south of Munising, the national planting went, even little Japan Sa AVE Vxol/, 
plains that stretch bleakly out over some was planting ten times as much as the ay 3 2 
two hundred thousand acres of cut-over entire United States Government. New aan iy Rory Brices Bata aetna 
pine land. York State alone was setting out more =, fdgifens 0 dage" FHUE teal Wear to Bag Sie 

“The stumps of these gigantic trees trees each year than Uncle Sam. Bod Customers: Poe. Gemantee, Geko ote 
always remind me of tombstones,” he In the summer of 1929, Roderick Prato ts BALAMATCO Stove CO.. Sr es. 
told me. “Some day, if I have my way, Post of the Legion of Munising began Sey Kalamazoo = Mich. 
this land will be planted to pine.” work to: provide'a definite system: Of te= |= 

Another Legionnaire responsible for a forestation for all the Lake States, and 
great share of this activity was Bill Slater, sought to have the Federal Government EN s§ 
who, as early as 1905, had been actively appropriate enough money to begin plant- Time counts in applying for patents, Don’t risk de- 
engaged in reforestation in northern ing on something approaching adequate THeTueciocel on Salt Ter Gena ee 
Michigan. He was himself a forester, scale. The Munising post laid out a thirty- Fen ING charte toe Sora eRe 

; and one of the first fire rangers of the year program for reforestation, and asked ceed, Communteations strletly confidential, Prompt, 
State. On his return from France he ad- posts throughout Michigan to back it. fend Hater Aneaay Mae eae aes 
vocated reforestation on Grand Island, The response was immediate and whole- BP Copimeralal Sg Butiaiag. | (dlrectly scrian 
with the result that some two million hearted. State Commander Kelley and | ——____________ 
trees are now growing thriftily on lands Adjutant Byers put themselves squarely | Pp oMQAe BD) AVAL @ DF MAKES 
that in the past were going to waste. For behind the drive. Meanwhile in Washing- DVN ar 
five years Slater has been spending much ton all this tree planting agitation had eM Mbit 3 = As 
time with Michigan’s Conservation De- crystallized into what is known as the 1 Carsbecomespatiediy GLEAN in oy! Ye oF 
partment, where he organized a forest Knutson Bill, sponsored by Congressman eqap ar preg.” Amazing Otlar to Agente ox is e 

ii * * eye sig profits. Send name and address iy Nines - fire protection system. Knutson of Minnesota, a bill providing | | # dems GOsteNoTHING: Oe. 
Legionnaires throughout the country for for a much accelerated program of plant- Dept. 5-32, Ampere, NJ. “on 

a number of years have been actively ing on the federal lands east of the Rocky ES a Rd 1007, 
pushing programs for tree planting along Mountains. Later its provisions were | ~~ q°—————————————____ 
highways and for memorial parks, as re- widened to include all of the National 
membrances of their comrades and bene- Forest land of the United States, and lied 
fits for the nation. But it has remained provided $300,000 for the first year, in- S So 
for these Michigan posts to sponsor a creasing over a period of five years, until eS Zs ea) 
program of tree planting for the Lake the sum of $2,000,000 a year is reached. ‘<2 )\ 
States that would cover not merely the Congress meanwhile is scratching its col- Nd fee _— hes 
two sides of a road or the restricted con- lective head over all that money. f ie === a +E 
fines of a memorial park, but all of the Meanwhile, Wisconsin Legionnaires are me 7 Ba] Pi 
millions of desolate forest lands that, for working up interest in reforestation and viii or = 
purposes of the public good, should be in forestry in their own State. In the - oe Ti CAL & 
growing trees. They felt that reforesta- spring of 1928 Engwald R. Moe Post in | Kq U.S. GOV Hl cvorpeeeo monte 
tion was one of the greatest services that Washburn County dedicated an area on | Py Railway Mail Clerk f | Base teapestee 
they could perform for the nation, and the county highway with a memorial | 4 B: 6 Laborer iBnvestigator) 
they set to it with a will. planting of Norway pine—one of the F no migrant Inspettor 

So far as the Federal Government is great lumber trees of Wisconsin’s past. | BY [ect ater G'S Border Patrol 
concerned, planting in the Lake States Legionnaires have since carefully guard- | {¢} | | Skilled Laborer See neat 
has been confined almost wholly to one ed this planting from fire, and now plan i>] aes lane Secretary, 
pores dg nornern Michigan, and een HY cel an SDELSPH Rie Taree within it. | FF RiatRuGTiGa DORAAU? 110-A St. Louls, Mo, 
ere the amount was not enough to swe! nly a few months ago the Legion post Send me particulars about positions marked ‘°x’'; 

any forester’s breast with patriotic pride. at Fox Falls dedieated municipal ‘crest es Te a 
Every forester knew that, so far as our to their city. ONE cya eee 

Addrees! vr ee ess 
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This clipping from the Times, Tustin, Michigan. vs, Md 

"Lansing - The State Department of Conservation has been authorized 

to spend $20,000 of its game protection fund for the purchase of 5,000 

acres of land in Otsego and Cheboygan Counties to block in the Pigeon River 

Forest and Otsego Game Preserve. The purchase of this land will give the 

department control of nearly 12 miles along the Pigeon River, one of the 

State's finest fishing streams. 

Lansing - Two deer yards, one of 40,000 acres and the other 20,000, 

were established in Upper Michigan recently by the Conservation Commission. 

There is still a considerable acreage within the boundaries of these two 

yards under private ownership and until the state is able to secure these 

holdings either by purchase or condemnation, announcement will be withheld 

as to their exact location."
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1. stocking of timber, and size same as L.E.S. ( M ike 

Upland Timber. 
Al -- Oak, Hickory, Elm, Basswood, White Ash, Cherry, etc. 
A2 -- Sugarmaple- es, oaks, elm, hickory, whiteash, cherry, etc. 

wamp imber. 
Bl-- Elm, Ash, Silvermaple, swamp white oack, aspen, tamarack,willow. 
B2-— Tamarack, Aspen, maple, elm, willow, etc. 
B3-- Elm, Ash, Oak, silver maple, Sycamore, Beech, basswood, walnut, 

butternut, aspen, cherry, cottonwood, tulip- Heavy wet soils. 
By Pin Oak, White Oak, Eln, Redmaple, mostly on wet soils. 

Swamp. 
Dl-- Willow, aspen, birch, sedges. 
D2-- Osier, Huckelberry, Ilex, tamarack, aspen, birch. 

Upland rush 
@ -- Small second growth brush, after lumbering- generally taken care 

of under timber types. 

Marsh. 
M1-- Sedge-bluejoint, shrub willow, aspen, birch, scattered tamarack. 
M2-- Cattail, sedges, sagittaria. 
= Water lily, sagittaria. 
M Lake Bulrush. 
M5-- Buttonwood ponds. 
M6-- Leatherleaf, sphagnum, blueberry. 

X -=- Unused cleared land( number of years abandoned indicated by numeral) 

PPp-- Permanent asture. 
SP-- Swamp *asture. 

: Crop Land. ( Letter enclosed in circle) 

C-— Corn. ‘ 
W. “heat. 
O Oats 
R. Rye 
Pot. *otatoes. 
BW- Buckwheat. 
B. Beans. 
P. Peas. i 
T. Timothy. 
Cl- Clover. 
A. Alfalfa. 
Br, Parley. 
Orch. Orchard. 
FL Farm lot. 
Other crops written in.
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Be Action On This | ! 
> [a ANY, if not most, of the Says which may be lawfully shot on said 

UM 400,000 small game hunt- premises under such license.” 
Kon, 3} ers in Michigan are Section Eight says: “The Con, 
Cars aroused over a bit of leg- HOWARD BOWMAN servation Commission is here 
islation enacted during the 1929 . . iven authority to make rules a 
session of the state legislature, Who says that special Game Bird Laws Pee latte to eS out the inte 
which, when put in operation, re- 1 and purposes of this act, includin: 
sulted in permitting a few to en- are unpopular with hunters. the time limits during which sai 
gage in hunting for 60 days prior < birds may be hunted, and the p 

to the regular hunting season on rector, operations under such li- designated agent, and a copy of centage of the birds released whic 
upland game birds. That the next censes will result in a net increase this record, under oath, shall be may be killed.” 

meeting of the law-makers at Lan- in the supply of the upland game filed with the director of conserva- Section nine prescribes the pen- 
sing will be attended by sportsmen birds * * * and will otherwise be in tion not later than June 30 of each alty for violation of this act which 
who will ask the repeal of this law, the public interest. A fee of $5 year, and no license shall be re- shall be a fine not more than $100 
is a foregone conclusion. Whether Shall be collected for each license newed until such record for the or imprisonment for not more than 
it will be repealed will depend, of when the area for which the license preceding year shall have been filed 9Q days or both, if the court might 
course, on how successful the fight is granted shall be 320 acres or with and accepted by the director: s9 decree. Under some cireum- 

against its retention will develop. less, and the fee shall be $10 when Provided further, That no game of stances the director of conserva- 
This new law which touches upon the area is in excess of 320 acres.” the species licensed under this act tion is permitted to revoke a li- 

the game situation in this state is _ Section Two stipulates that the shall be removed from the said cense. 
known as Act 249 of the Public license applicant shall own or have licensed premises until there shall further disbursements from the 

Acts of 1929, though it is apart the designated area under lease, have been securely attached to said hunters’ fund now will be consid- 
from the game code. At first some and that the boundaries shall be game a metallic seal, the type and ered, : 
were of the opinion that this pre- defined by “at least one strand of design of which shall be designated Of the cost of general operation 

hunting season law was Act 191 of wire and by such posting as shall by the director, and such seal shall of the department 75 per cent is 
the P. A. of 1929 which is “to reg- be prescribed by the director of remain attached to said birds until estimated by the department heads 

ulate the possession, propagation, conservation. Section Three stipu- they are finally prepared for con- to be fairly charged against the 

protection, sale, transporting and lates that the applicant must have sumption. Such seals shall be sup- hunters’ fund. This item amounts 

use of wild birds and animals,” but facilities for upland bird propaga- plied by the director at a cost of to $30,569. The remaining 25 per 

further along in the latest public tion “and shall propagate the same five cents each.” cent is paid from the anglers’ fund. 

acts it is found designated as “an on his licensed premises: Provided, Section Six says: “Of the species By general operations is meant 
act to authorize and provide for That if it is impracticable to Propa- licensed only dead birds which have the salary of license clerks who 

licensing the propagation, release, gate such birds, the applicant may peen killed by shooting shall be prepare and mail out hunting, 

shooting, possession and use of up- agree to obtain by purchase or yemoved from premises licensed un- trapping and fishing licenses, the 
land game birds, and for the estab- otherwise the number of birds nec- der this act, and it shall be unlaw- cost of expressing these licenses, 

lishment of shooting preserves, and essary to meet the requirements of ful to sell or attempt to sell or buy al] telephone, telegraph and ex- 

the regulation thereof.” There is this act.” or attempt to buy any such birds, press bills for the 10 divisions of 

a vast difference in these two acts. Section Four stipulates that not but nothing herein contained shall the department, save law enforce- 

The state conservation depart- less than 100 birds of each species pe construed to prohibit the leasing ment, which is charged directly un- 

ment and some of the hunters who licensed shall be “propagated, of hunting privileges on premises gey that head, and stationery and 

availed themselves of the provi- reared and released, or shall be jicensed under this act.” supplies for all 10 divisions 

.sions of Act 249 during the past otherwise obtained and released  gootion Seven says: “The direc- amounting to about $1,000 a year. 
season have taken the position that * * * and the total number of birds tor may authorize the capture on i ; 

this new law will act as a boon to so released full-winged and other- said premises of certain specified Next month there will be set 

the work of promoting the DESDE RSE of age and condition to £0 yumbers of birds licensed, if they forth the contentions of those 

gation of upland game birds, par- wild, shall be established to the are used exclusively for propagat- who approve the law as it 

ticularly the pheasant, which seems satisfaction of the director of con- aceemtenccestonl theseeid amemices: ivd’artisle Watlese 
to be the bird most concerned in servation * * *.” iat aitisuchebirds shall’ he released stands. A iat article wi 

the argument, while the hunter Unlawful to Shoot on said premises, full-winged and Press the opinions of those op- 

who has no private grounds on Section Five says: “Until the re- otherwise in condition to go wild, posed to the law. 
which to hunt feels a resentment Jease of said game birds shall have as soon as practicable after the 

over the fact Soa ne Paneue @ heen certified o. = ae season’s propagating operations Se 

private preserve, his hunting sea- the director, it shall be unlawful to have been completed, and such re- ; Ft jus' 
son is limited to the few days per- shoot, attempt to shoot, or to other- leases shall nae be counted when iyion einiber eee ee rerteae 
mitted by the general provisions of wise take any game on premises oomputing the number of birds deer and other game. 
the game law code. licensed under this act, but when a 

What Act Provides saidurelease shall:shave been so.cer-- = sya ee a ee 

Realizing that most, if not all, tified and accepted, and when such SS 

subjects may be argued from both pero ts ake otherwise devia ey DON’T MISS The World-Famous 

sides, I have endeavored to “get titled to hunt small game, the li- - x 

the whole case in” before attempt- censee and such other Lite te —Pictured Rocks Trip— 

ing to set forth the respective sides may designate, may hunt on the 

it the controversy, nd. to begin Heoaaea premises and shoot, have From MUNISING—“‘The Naples of America’’ : 

with, will quote from the essen- in possession, and dispose of by Travel by gas launch through gorgeous caves — spec- 

tials of the new act. gift, game birds of the species li- tacular! — thrilling! Launch “Shamrock” leaves daily; 

Section One authorized the di- censed. Provided, That a full rec- f ni enaihiock. OLalmband 2 a 

rector of. conservation to issue the ord covering each item of game rom municipa! ’ - Mm. p. m. 

licenses to propagate, shoot, etc., birds shot on the licensed premises CAPT. R. J. WEIKEL & SON 

when “in the judgment of the di- shall be kept by the licensee or his \_.__— 

Se
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NO. 59 GAME CONSERVATION NEWS JUNE 1, 1930 

DEER DIE FROM PNEUMONIA, AND WITH 

STOMACHS FULL OF GOOD FEED — MICHIGAN 

This was the way the Game Division summarized its findings in the recent 

investigation of deer found dead in the yarding areas near Alpena, in reporting 

to Director George R, Hogarth of the Department of Conservation. 

Nineteen dead deer were found in the woods by V. H. Cahalane, the De- 

partment's deer specialist, who was sent to Alpena a short time ago to find 

out just what had caused the deaths of deer in the woods. Many other carcasses 

could have been found, but of the 19 examined, two had met death by accidents. 
Sixteen carcasses were opened. All but one of these were of small fawns -- small 

in size and in frame as well as low in weight -- evidently the runts of the 
season's increase, the report said. 

All of the sixteen examined had full stomachs at the time of death and 
with one exception the stomachs were well filled with cedar browse -— excellent 

deer food. In only three cases was there an appreciable proportion of fir or 

balsam. All of these deer showed serious congestion of the lungs, indicating 

that pneumonia had been the cause of death. Local residents agreed in reporting 
a that just previous to the deaths of these deer, there had been warm weather 

followed by a sudden and severe drop in temperature -—- from barely freezing to 
many degrees below zero. 

Early in February local conservation officers were instructed to make 
an investigation along the Upper South Branch of the Thunder Bay River, north 
of the Turtle Lake Club Grounds. The field men reported that as usual there 
was a very heavy concentration of deer in these swamps, but that the deer were 
in satisfactory condition and that no danger from wholesale starvation was to be 
feared this winter. During this investigation hundreds of lively deer were 

seen and only two or three dead fawns were found. 

ae At the end of February, however, a local newspaper published statements 

that many starved deer were being found, that conditions were "pitiable" and 

that local sportsmen were organizing an investigation "to fix the blame." An- 

other local newspaper immediately published a statement to the effect that 
stories of starving deer were unfounded. 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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Statements received by the Conservation Department from various local people 

were also very contradictory. 

"The Game Division," the report said, "deciding to obtain some first 

hand information," sent Mr. Cahalane to investigate, and sent out letters @ 

asking that local people assist him in locating carcasses. Cahalane went 

into the swamps and with various cooperators, had no difficulty in find- 

ing dead deer, many of which he autopsied at once, 

"Since almost all of the dead deer were undersized fawns, and since 

right up to their final sickness they had been able to fill their stomachs 

with perfectly good deer food, there is no evidence that shortage of food was 

responsible for these deaths," the report concluded. 

"This is a fine example of the way game affairs sometime tangle up," 

P. S. Lovejoy, head of the Game Division said, commenting on the case. "The 

reports from our field officers early in February, were evidently correct @ 

and at that time the deer were not suffering from lack of food. Then came a 

_. Sudden drop in temperature and the weaker of the fawns died suddenly of pneu-— 
monia. This is probably a normal occurrence, which has happened thousands 

of times and which will probably continue to happen as long as there are deer 

in Michigan. Seeing these dead deer, many people jumped to the conclusion 

that they must have died of starvation. If it had happened in a wolf district, 

by spring there would no doubt have been stories of great damage done by 

wolves in the deer yards. Nobody would have been thinking of disease, and 

appearance would be deceptive as in this case it first looked like starvation. 

"All of our reports agree," Lovejoy said, "That in some of these swamps 

there is a heavy and increasing concentration of deer, and that in some places 

the available natural feed is getting very low. In genuine emergencies the 

feeding of hay is certainly justified, but as a yearly and long-time proposi- 

tion the feeding of hay is apt to prove an expensive and unsatisfactory prac— 

tice which only intensifies the trouble and postpones a real solution —— And 

hay will hardly prevent or cure pneumonia. 

"If the local people and land owners will cooperate, we should be able 

to work out ways of handling the increasingly common cases of over—concentra- 

tion in areas of limited winter food supply. Other states are facing the same 
condition. Pennsylvania and Arizona are in worse trouble than Michigan, and GS 

are experimenting; but so far no simple or easy answer has been found. 

"Live trapping to remove the surplus, scattering the deer early in the 

season so as to make some of them use neighboring and uncrowded swamps, the 

planting out of new stands of cedar, buying up yarding areas so as to prevent 

further cutting, and various other schemes may prove of value." -— Michigan De- 

partment of Conservation. 

‘ Prevent Fires — Everybody loses when timber burns. @
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May 1, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Enclosed is Table of Wild Land Areas 

open and closed to Hunting as requested in your 

letter of April 28 to Mr. Lovejoy. Enclosed 

also are copies of two news releases based on 

these data. 

Yours very truly 

Martam R. Webb 
a 

Gan Jivision 

Me. 

Encl.
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' THE DETROIT NEWS, THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 1930. 

Thousands of Wild Ducks 
Visit News Feeding Stati 

sven DETROIT NEWS wildfowl, “It’s a sight well worth traveling 

feeding station at Belle Isle is le ee Eee ane iv gat bod 
accountable for attracting the larg- cunial to get as a yh Hcus oaele 

est number of wild ducks that any| any of these fine spring mornings 

of us have ever seen in the waters | and see what The Detroit News has 
adjacent to the island,” said Ken-| accomplished,” concluded Mr. Tay- 
neth Taylor, zoo custodian of Belle | lor. 

Isle. Tac Maat (meen ace 
ects mening, the sight was an MRS. WOOD’S ATTORNEY 
inspiring one. ell over 2, jue- 000 

bills, canvasbacks, redheads and SUES FOR $10, FEES 
pintails could be seen feeding along} William O’Neil Kronner, former 
the north shore of the island from | attorney for Mrs. Grace M. Wood, 
the Detroit Yacht Club west for at| divorced wife of Ralph A. Wood, 
least one-half mile and many of the | wyandotte builder, filed suit Wed- 
birds had been lured up to feed on|nesday in Circuit Court against 
the shore.’ Mrs. Wood for $10,000 he says is 

According to Mr. Taylor, the best | que in attorney fees. 
time to eae birds is pe eee $$ 
break on until about 8 o’clock in the 7 ~ sone © ~piceemaeen 
morning. “After that time they are War E ASTER, ko 
likely to be disturbed by airplanes |) ~ ‘ 9 2& 
or motor boats and will take wing > Color Eggs With “e 
to Lake St. Clair,” said Mr. Taylor. Beautiful + Brilliant * Delicate 
“A few, of course, remain all day. : 
Yesterday about 200 refused to leave |} ss ICK Cay i 

the cafeteria and their numbers | CQ Cee 
were Bue mented by an additional |\. EASTEREGGDYE = g 
600 toward dusk.” Safes BS i 

The birds are eating spprox- | Safe + Harmless + a Use 
mately 15 bushels of corn, wheat, | BAAj} ry, ~ J ‘ 
rice and barley each day and will |ght\@ Modern COLOR sueers | 
be furnished all the grain they can 4 Novel SURPRISES @ 
on up each a HOE oe gs | 
advises those who want to see\the|qd fi 
birds to drive toward ise ace BA i) BL for Uy 
the island, then come down the|% 
north drive and when they are op- is Sree Tear, @ 
posite the feeding flocks to park ph camera Se ee, name, 
their cars on the roadway and re- W fm 9 4 bachage. 
main in them. Ta TARE CO. 

« “As soon as they see anyone get- Be) Dept, 175. 
ting out of a car they will swim at ee 
out to deep water and most of them =A ee 
temain there suntil ‘the’ ‘sightseers |< 
leave the ee They ane. taking no ol > \\ 
chances yet, but eventually we hope |’ Dagan 
to have them so confident that s 5a) ae SALAD | 
nothing is going to hurt them that a | 
they will remain within a few feet i DRESSINGS 
of the island eae he said. | 

“There are aS many wild ducks at | 
daybreak at this point as Jack are so much finer and 
Miner has in wild geese and I be- appetizing when well 
lieve they are just as interesting to BEY s 
watch, All of us over here have seasoned with 
grown enthusiastic over this new| — | | | | Cee Ronee 

| bird sanctuary, for in the beginning 
we doubted that many birds could ES mY &PERRINS 
be attracted, but each day seems to | [Bmmhemdaliisstaedllal | 
increase their numbers, and with a aa 
the height of the migratory flights § AUC 
north still to come we expert to see ew we . 
this area black with wilr 4.



New Predatory-Animal Vontrol District.--The Bureau has entered into an agreement 

with the Michigan Department of Conservation, effective March 1, to undertake cooperative 

predatory-animal work in thf State. H. P. Williams, who has been connected with the Bureau 

ar practically from the begining of its predatory—animal work, and who has had much experience - 

fin wolf-control, has been detailed to take charge. Outstanding among Mr. Williams's many 

ww accomplishments in predatory—animal work is the capture of the famous Custer wolf. Many 

ao notorious wolves hive been taken by him since he entered the service of the Bureau, ; 

quer the majority having bee:, killed with his rifle. He also spent nine months investigating 

Sure, “he relation of wolves to game animals in Alaska. For several years he has been assistant 

yeas le leader of predatory-animal control in the Wyoming district.
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MICHIGAN vale Mike 

Extracts from a report of our representative in Michigan. 

"The pheasant hunting was fair this year and will probably be better 

next year. The Conservation department did not release any birds until 

after the season was closed." 

- 6 = , 

"The duck season was far better than was indicated during the early 

season. I believe there has been the best flight of canvasbacks in many 

years." % 
"Last week in driving from Lansing to Saginaw I saw about one hundred 

0 grouse which was unusual. Grouse in this section had almost disappeared. 

% The season has been closed for the past two years."



From the Detroit Sunday Times "In the Open" page we quote. : \ } 

.HUNTING AFTER 2 P. Ww. BANNED Cade l | 

HOUGHTON LAKE RESIDENTS TAKE STH&PD TO KEEP HUNTERS OFF WATER 

"By means of placards which have been posted in conspicuous places 

@ll around the adjacent territory, parties living on or hear Houghton 

lake have advertised the fact that they are not in favor of shooting 

ducks on this great inland body of water after two o'clock each day. 

The residents believe that if hunters leave the ducks alone in the 

afternoon it will result in more ducks. With all the guns silenced 

for a certain period each day, the water fowl will have a chance to 

gain much needed rest and food. 

Parties at the lake who have made a business of towing shooting 

parties out to the weed beds frequented by the ducks have agreed that 

all crafts used in this enterprise will leave the grounds at 2.o'clock 

and tow all their boats with them. Inasmuch as there are comparatively 

few private parties on the grounds, this decision means that the birds 

will be greatly benefited." 

TTT 
REGUS pATOFe
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- - By Ben East 
[APY] ‘tom Jury 1, 1928 to Jane Hunters Contributed $544,052 to the Game Peckkcerer, financial clerk, the di- 
los Be , a a . e . rector’s and chief clerk’s stenogra- 

ard 80, 1928, with which this Protection Fund During Fiscal Year pher, four office clerks, the travel- 
——J] series of articles is to . 9 ing expenses of the conservation 

deal, small game license fees 1928-29; Trappers Share Was annisniohere in attending com- 
amounted to $407,622. It is at once $111,513. mission meetings—the commis- 

evident, however, that not all of sioners receive no salary — and the 
this was hunters’ money. the hunters’ share of the game pro- spent, exclusive of land purchases, cost of printing the minutes of the 

A small game license is required tection fund instead of the trap- $489,635 in ways that were directly meetings of the commission. 
to take any of the fur-bearing ani- Pers’ share because the entire cost of benefit to the hunter. These items are paid entirely out 
mals of Michigan. Consequently of the state trapping system is This money was disbursed as of the game protection fund. The 
some of this small game license charged to hunting license money. follows: present department officials, how- 
money must have been derived Sales from the game farm totaled Ninety per cent of the total cost ever, acknowledge there is need for 
from trapping licenses. Several $2,092. This was an unusually high of administration of the conserva- an adjustment of these administra- 
combinations arise in this connec- figure, owing to the fact that much tion department amounted to $28,- tion costs so that each division of 
tion. There are thousands of hunt- fancy stock was disposed of during 037. The remaining 10 per cent of the department may bear its fair 
ers who do not trap, thousands the year, including golden and sil- administration cost was charged to share and action looking toward 

more who both hunt and trap and ver pheasants and other species. the angler’s share of the game pro- that end doubtless will be taken at 

doubtless a small number of trap- The normal receipts from game tection fund which will be consid- the next session of the legislature. 
pers who do not hunt. At least farm sales are much lower, the ered later in these articles. Enforcement Cost Heavy 

the fur trapper has some equity in conservation department states. Game Fund Suffers The major item charged to the 
this small game license money. Sale of equipment and supplies It is important to note here that game protection fund is that of 

The fur division of the conserva- netted the hunters’ fund $780 and the game protection fund, consist- game, fur and fish law enforce- 
tion department, which doubtless miscellaneous receipts brought in ing of hunting, trapping, and fish- ment which probably may be fairly 

comes as close to being an author- $6,455, bringing the total including ing license moneys, was made to divided by charging 40 per cent to 

ity on the matter as any one, esti- license fees to $544,052. bear the entire cost of administra- game, 40 per cent to fish and 20 

mates that at least 10 per cent of The Trappers’ Fund tion of the conservation depart- per cent to fur. This leaves a 

the small game license money The trappers’ fund, which is not ment, which at present contains 10 charge of $163,265 against the 

should be credited to the trappers, suutilicaset Shs) Mee eect eee aeeotiam hunters eeund =fonuthemyesr Under 

aside from muskrat trappers who discussion. 

pay a special license. Beye je . : The cost of operating Patrol No. 

This would mean that during the This is the second installment of a Benes of articles 1, the department’s new boat for 

fiscal year under discussion of the written by Mr. East, who is Outdoor Editor of the the inspection of commercial fish- 

ee pag 2 in ema fens Be Grand Rapids Press. These articles are the result of ing on He ay Lae ere 

cense fees, the hunters contribute * + is not included in this division bu’ 

$366,860 andthe trappers 940,762, | ou of the most important studies made of how hunt- | j. “charged directly againts the 
Deer hunters that same year paid ing, trapping and fishing license money is spent in commercial fishermen’s share of 

in $152,350 to the game protection Michigan.—Editor. the game protection fund. 

fund. sigs ae 

This sienna total ot $519 210 SS ee eg me Thee are 
Nemes waidlante the game neta kept separate on the books under divisions of which the game and conclude the analysis of ex- 

a oe aS ae ee inenae the present law, is fairly easily fish divisions are only 2. penditures made from the 

separated by an inspection of the By administration costs are small game and deer hunters’ 

Cee Total Is $544,052 items, meant the salaries of the director share of the game protection 

= “ To it goes the $40,762 credited of conservation, the secretary and fund during the fiscal year un- 
Other sources of revenue fairly 8 ? 4 i A 

ered ted foots ‘hunters’ ehate of 22 the trappers’ share of the small chief clerk of the department, the der consideration. 

the game protection fund totaled 8m licenes fees. Special musk- 
$24,842, swelling this share to a rat licenses brought in $50,235 and 2 HE 

total of $544,052. ie i ei A alah leet R EVERYTHING FOR T 

This $24,842 was derived from '0t@! 0 pun Paid Sto Se OF - 

the following sources: Game breed- trappers’ fund in license money. OUT-OF-DOORS 
ers’ licenses, $1,048; special per- Miscellaneous credits swelled this FISHING TACKLE 

mits to hold game animals in cap- fund to a total of $111,513. CAMPING EQUIPMENT 

tivity, $252; conservation officers’ These items include the sale of -& TENNIS, BASEBALL, GOLF SUP- 

fees from court costs, $3,182. The confiscated property, officers’ fees PLIES a 

present law allows a fee of $3 to be and breeders’ licenses, and all of Jee 

added to the court costs on each sae Diagee! and jay ee be AGENCY FOR JOHNSON OUTBOARD 

case, this fee to be returned to the credited to the trappers’ fund, no 

game protection fund. Sale of con- to oe share of the game MOTORS AND BOATS 

fiscated hunting equipment netted Protection fund. 9 eH 

$8,706, sale of predatory fur, $2,- Of the $544,052 that is the hunt- RICHARDS SPORTING GOODS Marquette 

327. This entire item is credited to ers’ share of this fund, there was (Wn 

cee ee
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| SEVENTH ANNUAL 

CONVENTION 

Michigan Division 

Izaak Walton League 

of Michigan 

® 

Detroit, April 2-3, 1930 

Convention Headquarters 

BARLUM HOTEL 

Sessions at 

Detroit Chapter Club Rooms 

131 Cadillac Square



rn  ————————————————— 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2ND THURSDAY, APRIL 3RD 

12:00 Noon to 1:30 P. M. (All time given is eastern 9:30 A.M. 

Hn? Reports of Committees: 
Registration of Delegates at Detroit Riles 

Chapter Club Rooms, 131 Cadillac Sq. (No Fee.) Legislation 

1:30 P. M. Nominating 

Convention called to order by President H. F. Election of Directors 
Harper 

Welcome Address by Mr. Del. A. Smith, President 10:00 A. M. 

Pevelv chante ADDRESS by DR. CARL L. HUBBS, in charge of 
Roll Call of Delegates, as reported by Credentials investigation work, Department of Conservation, 
Committee. Selection of Permanent Chairman of Fish Division. Dr. Hubbs is Director of the 

the Convention A Institute of Fisheries, U. of M., and is an authority 

Announcement of Committee Appointments on fish subjects. His subject is: ny Ppa 
Increasing Inland Fishing in Michigan 

Address by President Harper i . 
General Discussion 

Reports of Secretary and Treasurer i 

Report of Executive Secretary 12:00 Noon, Adjourn for luncheon ; 
ADDRESS by, MR. ALDO LEOPOLD: ; 

“Fundamentals of Game Restoration’ 1:30 P. M. 

General Discussion Report of Committee on Resolutions 

Announcements, Miscellaneous Business Discussion, limited to five minutes, each speaker 

5:30 P. M., Adjournment Report of Committee on Constitution 

There will be no evening session. Discussion, limited to five minutes, each speaker 

Delegates and company can attend the Outdoor 
Show in Convention Hall, 4484 Cass Ave. 5:30 P. M., Adjournment 

UE EEA GE AE Se ARORA Si eos MeN C8 OL Ae OL Se



THURSDAY, APRIL 3RD 
(EVENING SESSION) 

Social Session at Detroit Chapter Club Rooms, 

131 Cadillac Square 

SETH E. GORDON, Conservation Director, 

IW.LL A. 

Mr. Gordon is a veteran in conservation work. 
Formerly with the Pennsylvania Conservation 

Commission, he has been director of conserva- 
tion activities in the National organization for 

the past three years and is in touch with con- 

servation matters throughout the United States. 

M. K. RECKORD, General Manager, |. W. L. A. 
Mr. Reckord will have some interesting things 

to tell us of the work of the National organi- 

zation.
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; Michigan hopes to have more pheasant “sy 

i ) ee i shooting for every one ia Ac ™ 

Ro By FRED A EU By Pate Nee 
ary *. : OG Re 
Oe ae Gee 

wi flay ee Canada te ; y So 
pe i I he. ce EE The point is that prior to the passage closed pens, or else have all birds on his 

NY io ae yh A Bi of this bill there was no incentive for the place marked and pinioned. These birds 
Be NY ety Shoot tos ‘ Me ij Michigan sportsman to propagate his own are for sale and not for his own sport. 
eR UCR EGY 49 ya Ps game-bird supply because, from a legis- This is an entirely different proposition 
ate Re fee oes lative standpoint, all game was looked from that contemplated by the Horton 
“See Be ML Ae pny . upon as the common property of the peo- Preserve Act, which covers birds on free 

° a ee ple. As such, the state has made rules and range to be retaken by shooting only and 
— regulations for the pursuit of this game not subject to sale under any conditions. 

CA in accordance with the best interests of When I speak of proprietary rights, 
the sportsmen at large. The individual therefore, I have in mind a sportsman’s 
sportsman, therefore, has had no direct rights in his. own birds released on free 
personal interest in propagation because range for sporting purposes only. 

N an effort to bring back our rapidly the existing state laws did not recognize _ A brief outline of the Horton Preserve 
disappearing upland game birds, the his property rights in such game as he Act is as follows: 
state of Michigan recently enacted himself might have propagated and re- Section 1. “The Director of Conserva- 
legislation which has definitely shifted eased, aside from the general rights con- tion is hereby authorized to issue licenses 

the emphasis from a negative policy of ferred by the regular game code. to allow the propagation, release, shoot- 
protection to a positive program of propa- ___In order to encourage game propaga- ing, possession and use of upland game 
gation. tion by the individual, it was first neces- birds, and shooting preserves, when in the 

It has clearly been demonstrated that sary to confer by legislative act a measure judgment of the Director, operations under 
the old protective measures will not, of of property rights in individually prop- such licenses will result in a net increase 
themselves, materially increase the pres- agated game. It is necessary to make a in the supply of upland game birds in the 
ent upland game supply in this country. distinction here between the rights of the State, and otherwise be in the public in- 
We are beginning to recognize the fact game breeder for commercial purposes ferest.” d 
that propagation rather than further re- and the propagation of game for the pur- Section 2, “No license shall be granted 
strictive measures is the sportsman’s sal- poses of sport only. z unless the applicant shall own or have 
vation. The trouble has been that the In Michigan, the commercial game under lease the area for which the license 
transition from strict protection only to breeder must keep his birds in totally en- is desired. . . ees z ; 
a positive program of propaga- Section 3. “The applicant 
tion on the part of the indi- Holding a wise old cock pheasant in a cornfield shall have facilities satisfac- 
vidual sportsman progressed : i tory to the Director of Con- 
so rapidly that proper legis- by servation for propagating said 
lative measures to foster and ov A fox § upland game birds, and shall 
encourage this new movement te i ea propagate the same on_ his 
have been lacking. We ‘poy, licensed premises: Provided, 

For the past twelve years ‘a | We 4 That if it is impracticable to 
the Michigan state game farm ‘ ¥ 0 ee “Hh propagate such birds, the ap- 
has been rearing and releasing VAY 1 pad plicant may agree to obtain by 
pheasants in this state. For the Sy, f| purchase or otherwise the num- 
past five years these birds have iN %: E a ; ber of birds necessary to meet 
furnished their quota of sport. : : fe i | the requirements of this act.” 
Propagation of game birds by ae A a f aoe 
the ates therefore, is nothing ay. Lb a Sf Z Ss TION 4. “Not less than 
new to the Michigan sports- ee ik Was i. ot Os. ks r one hundred birds of each 
man. But extensive propaga- Jf } Wa hs TP ey Ty eee ad ge) species licensed shall be prop- 
tion of game birds by the ie } BER eb sa AD alk ae ASL iy) pra asated, reared and_ released 
individual sportsman in a sus- , og he ey A a, f BS OY pee " 4 - - - and the total number of 
tained effort to improye local § Pee ig i Ney Py AN ANG tte WN birds so released full-winged 
shooting conditions is a brand- FAA ae La, Nh ; ey as wa FAS and otherwise of the age and 
new project. ee Gace) me A ee oe TE eae ik Bye) condition to go wild, shall be 

To encourage this move- o ) Cea ieee Oia se | F nad a established to the satisfaction 
ment, the Michigan Legislature () Misa —_.,.” Cae ae eee ) of the Director of Conserva- 
of 1929 passed a bill, intro- hy ees a Ane a tion and shall be certified under 
duced by Senator Horton, (x ~ Ae iS ee oath by the licensee. 
which is known as the “Hor- ae Vea & RY Nau oe : Section 5 provides that all 
ton Preserve Act.” The pur- (aaa ce VGA a Bie G4 % Os ame birds removed from the pre- 
poses of this bill were “To ANY Oe ae" H serve be sealed with a metal 
authorize and provide for oe a, ise ate s t seal, and that proper records 
licensing the propagation, re- gs gee ee Es be kept and filed with the Con- 
lease, shooting, possession and aaa, eget * is ee pe servation Department cover- 
use of upland game birds, and Story Pieb ean mes aie a i ing the activities of the licensee 
for the establishment of shoot- iad “y ee <¢ F each season. A ‘ 
ing preserves, and the regula- ae | / ee _ Section 6. “Of the species 

tion thereof.” Under this act, ‘ es - licensed only dead birds which 
recognition of the proprietary 4 eS have been killed by shooting 
rights of the sportsman in iu 3 shall be removed from premises 
game which he himself pro- licensed under this act, and it 
duced is acknowledged! shall be unlawful to sell or 
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The Horton Law : 

attempt to sell or to buy or attempt to over 3,500 birds were released in Michi- when there was no such thing as a “no 
buy @ny such birds...” gan covers which would not have been trespass” problem in Michigan. But with 

Section 7 authorizes capture of native there without the stimulus of the Horton a diminished and fast dwindling supply 
birds for breeding purposes only. law. This amount is equal to approxi- of native game birds, and at a time when 

Section 8. “The Conservation Commis- mately one-third of the total number of over 400,000 gunners take the field every 

sion is hereby given authority to make pheasants released by the Michigan state fall, the laws of supply and demand—in 

rules and regulations to carry out the in- game farm for the year 1929, and is more other words, the cost of game—must be 
tent and purposes of this act, including than the total number released from this reckoned with. 
the time limits during which said birds farm in 1928! I had the privilege of appearing before 
may be hunted, and the percentage of the the Conservation Committee of the Mich- 
birds released which may be killed.” Pea a of the 3,500 birds igan House of Representatives in support 

Section 9 provides specific penalties for released by individual sportsmen, less of the Horton Bill at the time it was in 
violating any of the provisions of the act. than 1,200 birds were shot. The answer is committee. We were discussing the matter 

The discretionary power of the Conser- obvious—2,300 birds left for seed to prop- of “special privilege.” I said: 
vation Commission, as outlined by Sec- agate and disperse themselves throughout “Gentlemen, this bill is not one of spe- - 
tion 8, is an important part of the act. the pheasant covers of the state. cial privilege in the sense that certain 
While acknowledging the proprietary in- Even on the basis of this humble be- classes of society are expressly prohibited 
terest of the game propagator, the state ginning, it is not improbable that within from qualifying under the provisions of 

has still not relinquished its inherent the next five years Michigan sportsmen the bill. Every one who is willing and 
rights to regulate individual action in ac- will get into game propagation on a big ready to fulfill its provisions is privileged 
cordance with the best public policy. The scale, and that they will be releasing at to shoot a longer open season and the 
administration of the law, therefore, has their own expense ten times the number same proportion of birds as anybody else. 
been placed within And in His country 
theregulatorypowers bropoyiry prep ye us PERS “ve J YR eH OPE Mm OnE we agree that a man 

of ihe Conservation “ig / MW Sao hl .% AD AH ce: 4 3 ‘ae ay He “te iY fis entitled to the 
Commission. Bey eo te ot BN i val, Ape > AN fy : / a, Y. fruits of his labor so 

In administering (4¥o\ + : be! At ~~ by ous. {Ry ( sh “long as such privilege 

the law for the sea- risa Arve \ Lh ae We Sante les Ay ¥ BY doesnot directly 
son of 1929, the ies * A ee] Pa be hee ‘ae k \ (\\ al % © jeopardize the lives, 
Commission fixed the RN atk #3 “a. i 4 es iI Lee | Te, PT Woke # «property and happi- 
open season on prop- ee ay ne ys a a ae § } bi ness of others. 

agated game qualify- * at. CN a MR Yad I oo fe ee ah 

ing under the act as ‘ PONG BRR a ON EE A WENN £7 : “FY RTE R- 

of October Ist to Awe Ny SAV Oe Cee ee MORE, you 
November 31st in- <q ARN ra tN ae Pe ee hy iy) know that the ten 
clusive, and the per-  jyegme 3 ag ee fee 3 ys a La te NVA \3 million acres of farm 

centage of birds to be 2 Be Ne’ me ae sk RS og ANA land territory in our 

retaken at 50 per « & ya Late Dei We came 4 Apis ot i state are already clos- 

cent of the total cer- # ii TIN Sed Bde, Ee i ed to public hunting 
tified release, either oe J) bes a By, oa x r Ae Pat by an act of the past 

cocks or hens. The SUMS A sRWGRO GMa ui ae Milur pane ef ee r Legislature. An act 
general open season ire gat Yea ony ny wee a Pra Pe ve i os + ia a ig was passed at that 
on ring-necked phea- igen nar ni he aaa 4 FE 62 3 session which _ re- 
sant in Michigan is . Bay ts abe aac i * at an % pe Bea fees, §=s quires consent of the 
October 25th to 31st bee cae Piet PT ihgeke OW | er ec ae PL eae eae landowner before one 
inclusive, with a bag [Rawls ae tg Ce Or re Si Pt ge Ks baie 3. = a can hunt on any pri- 
limit of four cock [iigae Scrat nal a Pore we vate farm property. 
birds per license. 4 oS RN Soy ee i ee oe ‘ re aes A a ade 7 By this act, farm 

tT ae NF nO Lo a ee EOL xt eM Ba Da: aa A ‘ A Bee In other words, ay es daa a big ite Cal pale ten ae lands in Michigan 
the state has said in [RRR Sous Pecan tee ee a BS gaia alee ae are in effect posted. 
effect: “If you PAE BES Geo) hl tile Bi ae aa eae if So-called free hunt- 
sportsmen are will- Se ee ing, or free right of 
ing to shoulder the A well-trained bird dog again has work to do in Michigan trespass for the pur- 
burden and propagate suit of game on the 
upland game at your own expense, and so of birds which the state game farm is farm land territory of Michigan, is, 
long as your activities are regulated in capable of producing and paying for from therefore, practically a thing of the past. 
the public interest, the state will encour- the limited funds provided by present Hence, this Horton Bill could not addi- 
age your assumption of this redhonsibility hunting license money. Since only 50 per tionally restrict lands which are already 
by providing: first, that you may retake cent of the birds released can be retaken, posted by legislative act. 
a fixed portion of the birds which you these releases have a cumulative effect. “It is useless to delude the shooting 
have propagated and released, without Obviously, such a program is bound to public further by pretending that the 
regard to the regular bag limit; secondly, provide more and better sport by the state can deliver four good pheasants each 
that you may retake these birds over a natural process of increasing the existing season in exchange for a gun license fee 
longer period of time than is now pro- game supply. of $1.25, when each bird costs the state 
vided for by the general game code. To In spite of this record of accomplish- between $2.00 and $3.00 apiece. A simple 
this extent we recognize your proprietary ment in game propagation, the Horton sum in arithmetic will demonstrate the 
interest in propagated game.” Preserve Act was severely criticized by futility of this program. During this past 

certain classes of sportsmen, politicians year the state issued over 400,000 small- 
Pees the sportsmen of Michigan and farmers as being an act of “special game licenses. To fill these licenses with 

were willing to undertake the prop- privilege.” The opposition developed argu- a legal bag limit of four pheasants would 
agation of their own game birds has been ments which those of us who have fought account for 1,600,000 birds. Multiply this 
proved even by the limited trial which for the game propagation program know by the cost price of each bird—say $2.50 
the act has had during the past season. so well. The main objections to the act —and you will find it would cost the state 
Although the law did not become were: first, that it was a special privilege $4,000,000 per year! This is eight times 
effective until late in the spring, and there toa select class of sportsmen who could the annual cost of operating the whole 
was little remaining opportunity for the afford to pay “big money” for their sport; Conservation Department of the state! 
individual or organized sportsmen to take second, that no true sportsman should “The trouble is that we’ve been too 
advantage of its provisions, a worthwhile want to be hunting while his fellow sports- busy trying to conserve a supply of game 
record of game propagation was estab- men were prohibited from doing the same; which is already entirely inadequate to 
lished. third, that rich sportsmen would buy up meet the demands now made upon it. What 

The following is a summary of activity all of the good hunting lands to the ex- we actually need is more production and 
under the provisions of the act: ctustonec tie rest of the less fortunately less Be aeeicuon: If every sportsman were 

. 5 situate ellows. a producer—game propagator—as well as 

Reber Oe aicenses Aste Ace mien Pea The opponents of the act were, no doubt, a destroyer, there wouldn’t be any neces- 
Total number of pheasants released 3,500 sincere in their opinions, but they have sity for shorter open seasons or any rea- 
Coe anes oe ee re One 1,200 simply elaborated on the old-time argu- son to cut down the legal bag limits, as 

has (ei ments about the “God-given right of free Legislature after Legislature has been 
hunting”—arguments which were true forced to do in the past. 

Although only eight licenses were is- enough, perhaps, when there was an un- “It’s time to give the sportsman his 
sued, due to the lateness of the season, limited supply of game for every one and chance. Turn him (Continued on page 78) 
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NT SAVE YOURSELF! ihe Eanes panier ae 

4 Dh 5 conducted at ashington a United 
é n et) ickel (Continued from page 73) States Public Health Service physician, 

‘| Ss , but reliance should not as yet be put on it. has given wide publicity to the treatment 
: | t at d s§ This, they say, is because antivenin throughout Latin-America. Here, it is 
: 2 still is largely in the experimental stage, stated, the treatment has been used suc- 
5 in place of at least as far as our snakes are concern- cessfully in removing the venom of 

. . ed. Even its producers say that for anti- snakes of several different species. 
“ Hooks will venin to be an assured corrective the When using the suction treatment, 
: virus must be made for the venom of the relief may be expedited in some cases by 
: not break particular kind of snake that inflicts the injecting into incisions a bit of water in 

injury. There is a polyvalent, or all-sery- Which table salt has been dissolved. This 
" (o} a bend ice, antivenin for pit-vipers, but Public has a washing effect. Its use is not essen- 
3 Health Service doctors do not regard it tial. SS : E 

s aa Cae ae eer ee ase now as sufficient. : Authorities differ as to the use of stim- 
“¢@ great improvement over the old What these doctors do cite as proven, Ulants as an auxiliary treatment, All hold 

S| Beret coset baacne and recommend as the main treatment in that whisky is no antidote for snake 
_ Pee at atig bee. all cases, is the suction method of extract- venom, but some say it may be of worth 
* ‘ed Crimped tongue makes ing venom. Their faith in this grows out in quieting a patient. These, however, ad- 

Pepe! ee of work done by Dr. Dudley Jackson of vise that aromatic spirits of ammonia be 
ss San Antonio, Texas, the results having used instead. One authority says that heart 

r 4 been demonstrated at the Public Health stimulants should be avoided, as these, 
ses. Service’s Hygienic Laboratory in Wash- in speeding up the flow of blood, hasten 

S D ington. 4 the distribution of venom. | 
No, 0122X—Chocolate Waterproofed Dr. Jackson is a surgeon and made his _ Strong coffee is probably the best stim- 

esther, deillined vanup, unlined quarters studies of snake bite as a side-line. He lant that can be used, unless or until 
AOE ABE Oe ene Witeec sea Seis was prompted by the large number of the patient collapses. 4 : 

Usgelly guste. book wearers. a lnineed cases occurring in his section of the coun- Although one may be bitten by a poi- 
leather heel Gan be had fom. My, try and the confusion in the minds of doc- sonous snake almost anywhere in the 

stock, sizes 5 to 12, C, Dand] G72} tors as to treatment. He found that, if United States, Public Health Service folk 
E widths, 16 inch height, E | 9 gone about promptly, venom injected into say that the danger of death or serious 

width, 18 inch height. Price | Wary animal tissues can be extracted by suc- injury from this cause in the open is a 
A200 en seen ay tion completely and quickly. matter largely of geography. The more 

ast 4h At the United States Hygienic Lab- southerly, the more deadly the venomous | 
g oratory, Dr. Jackson and Dr. W. T. Har- snake, as a rule. One reason for this is 

st J 1G} i) ay ] aN rison of the laboratory staff injected four that the warmer the climate, the larger 
Cetgad (> minimal lethal doses of rattlesnake venom these snakes become. 

into the leg of a dog, waited an hour and _, However, according to available statis- 
an fel SON S i oiner then, by suction treatment, saved the life of tics, the state of Pennsylvania is near the 

iu the animal. Some of the extracted fluid head of the list, which is topped by Texas, 
320 SOUTH LAKE STREET was injected into another dog which, with-in the number of reported cases of per- 

7 out treatment, died. Doctors of the South- sons bitten by poisonous snakes. Fatalities 
Fort Worth, Texas west have used this treatment successfully from this cause are rare in Pennsylvania. 

on a large number of human beings. It is proved, however—as by the case of 
The first steps are the application of a Charles E. Snyder, the reptile expert who 

[Re tourniquet and the making of incisions died from the bite of a rattler in the 
ry over the fang marks. These should go as Ramapo hills—that fatalities can occur in 

thes deeply as did the fangs. Suction may be northerly latitudes. . 
FR AF Jj u Lot by mouth, which is entirely safe if there Those familiar with the subject declare 

MAS) a i Nn Yi be no lesions in the mouth of the person that if the simple treatment devised by 
4. 9 A ES TTA 7th » | applying it. the Texas surgeon is applied promptly in 

ate pa) 4 SSS Dr. Jackson uses a small pump, con- all cases, fatalities will rarely occur any- 
Wy 4 y Se eating ot a suDeE bulb cae ges: tinue: where in this country. 

Te e has devised one specially for this use, 
= Sees ataietecee te for first-aid treatment of snake-bite. Pub- THE HORTON LAW 

ES lic Health Service physicians tell me (Continued from page 35) 
poaaiaee that an ordinary breast pump, purchase- . 

A SPORTSMAN’S DREAM | able at any drug store for a few cents, into a game producer; see that he always 
will serve the purpose. Use of the suction Produces more than he consumes, and we 

COME TRUE device, if available, is easier, quicker, will have game in abundance not only for 
safer and more dependable than mouth ourselves, but for our sons as well.” _ 
suction. Together with a sharp knife or Game propagation is no new. subject. 
razor blade, it is perhaps the best thing eat Aca islaive recognition of Dee 
a person desiring to be prepared for treat- Tights in such game 1s a very importan 

TOSTOP THEITCH ing snake-bite can ae along when go- matter for sportsmen at large to con- 
# - . ing into the open. sider. Several states, including New York 

All insect bites are quickly relieved and New Jersey, have for many years 
with this antiseptic created for Queen should be applied ten to fif- recognized the proprietary rights of cit- 
sportsmen by chemists at the di- teen minutes to the incisions over the izens who raise game artificially. All states 
rection of an angler who suffered fang marks. Then, if venom still seems to should. 
greatly from chigger, mosquito and be proceeding into the tissues—it ordinari- The futility of urging sportsmen to 
other insect bites. Protect your out- ly moves rather slowly, as it has to break propagate and release game in their 
ings and vacations with this non- down the tissues as it goes—what is called “home covers,” without at the same time 
poisonous remedy. Large bottle $1. a secondary, “bracelet” of incisions should providing some extra measure of benefit 
The Stich Co, BoxB0 Joplin Mo, [ (iyi) | be made around the place of infection, for the labor involved, is to assume a 
The Stitch Co., Box80, Joplin, Mo. i and suction applied. More incisions should Utopian view of things. Our Michigan Enclosed is (money order, Dollar Bill) ss A : Seas ' i tome 
for large size bottle of Stitch. ___ i\avrUie | be made and suction continued in line law recognizes this fact, and provides an 
Nino eres pee ee ASS with the movement of the venom if there effective incentive for a sustained effort 
Rilactn eee Nee be signs of wits continuing to proceed in game propagation by providing that 

Cy ees OR gia eat through the tissues. those who are willing to work for better 
ea eee ae meee This so-called mechanical suction treat- game conditions shall benefit in propor- 

i) 5 . ment has been used chiefly in cases aris- tion to the labor involved. This “extra 
inoc wae) is ela En i ing Bom the bis of rattlers found in neh is the bigger bag limit and a 

, SV - Over 200 Items the Southwest, the worst in this coun- longer open season on any upland game 
one y Catalog Au ee $1 to $205 | try, Public Health Service authorities bird that can be artificially reproduced. I 

| a al basetleh (il pue ska ee: * Feed tell me that they know of no reason why believe the Michigan law is by far the 
| euoouasses mean nd qictnerenct, Leet LA it should not be applicable in cases aris- best law of its kind ever considered. 
Jreusscore infomation [gx making choice best for your need. ‘No | ing from bites of any of this country’s In ‘game-preserve management, group 

q}\ leading Binocular Howe syreAmenss 1 poisonous snakes, except possibly those effort is the answer for the man who 
DU MAURIER CO, Derr. 28 ELMIRA,N.Y, | of the corals. cannot afford to maintain his own shoot-
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ing area, It is a simple matter for him x 
to get his friends together and organize 
as a club, formulate by-laws, pay regular N We d S h 

dues and elect competent officers. By pool- oO on er uc ce ® f 

ing the resources of a group, almost any as > pal 

man can afford what his share would cost. De endable De J i 

The trouble is, we have failed to recog- 0) } oy 

nize that it is going to cost at least a Y @ J 

reasonable amount of money for our hunt- @ He t A x i 

ing under present conditions in the well / ee / \ ® 

populated areas. A man expects to pay t WA % 

for his golf, and he expects to pay like- oe e ~ 

wise for the enjoyment he gets from other 4 

forms of recreation. But, strangely r u - ee \ ER oe ey 

enough, he still expects to get good hunt- Bah, ensilh cE oe Oe a 
ing in exchange for a meager license fee a TN gs \ 

of $1.25! The sportsman must face the a Vi i ae : =, 

fact that his field sports call for a legit- ff ee igen 4 

imate outlay of cash, just as do his other 2°... ea Se ma =~" 
recreational activities. a oe . St 7% : ee. 

gue | . 4 4 ee 

re ee ee oe 2 ee 
VEN so, game propagation is not ne- i bee, f 2 ‘Be Lo Pee [Pe ae a oo. 

I pee eee Eee The sports- y= & 4 Som oY. <a “SS 

man does not have to provide himself with : Reon 3 [~~ ee a a 

an expensive layout of equipment, a paid on. —s Sa ye % Lae r > 

game keeper, and all the other accouter- | jf eC a 4 ee 4 \ 

ments of a game farm maintained on a Sa | a we : Y & \S 

big scale. Rather as a pleasant hobby, a ee er eA et .. 

form of recreation, the outdoor man can 
derive unlimited pleasure in rearing his J “ There’s dozens of reasons for 

own game birds. Let him charge off the botany Caille’s outstanding depend- All Wear Parts 

expense item of his own time to the ac- «yn Pelee v ability —for the speedy, hour Triply-Guarded 

count of health recreation, and the actual «ita eae after hour of dependable per- 

cost of each pheasant or related small ¥ Sas formance you can expect, and on Cc A I L L E 

game is reasonably small. o | get, from every Caille Red 

After the law was in operation the first v4 Head! Every wearing part is RED HEADS 

season, it was decided that it was better 3 triply-guarded for long life. 

to open the shooting preserve season : a | New Red Head power head. 

on October 25th; in order to make the ih Full ball bearing construc- a = * 

opening date coincide with the general ae tion. Water-muffled exhaust. a 

seven-day open season in Michigan. This Y Performanceisquiet,smooth, é 

automatically eliminated much criticism. Sa powerful, See the UA Red Se 

The objection seemed to be against any Heads at your dealer’s, (NIDA 

individual shooting before the general CAILLE MOTOR COMPANY Ae! 

season opened. Strange as it seems, a great 6338 Second Blvd., Detroit, Mich. Write for 1930 Catalog 
many shooters felt that they were being 
deprived of a fair chance at the pheasant]~—_—S—<—~;C;*”C SS See he cee Se 

crop when the shooting preserve licensees 6 

opened the season ahead of the general INK LIFE SAVING WHITE’S OUTBOARD 

season on the 25th. As a matter of fact, KAN EQUIPM BOATS and CANOES 

the open-season hunter has a better chance v : a 

if the shooting preserves open ahead of Personal Life Guards Se 

the general opening date, because the birds  TomBuoy Pe ee | / 

are naturally driven off the preserve areas Piecccce ee. trom aneiety. cal yy 

and drift out into the open territory, where eae: Fa) "$0000 Avting RANDSINIE i? WHITE’S CRUISER—16 feet 1 

they are available for every one. When Ck STR aneake ee ye 

the two seasons open at the same time, = 0 eee bone ma- 

the shooting preserves serve as a refuge Xs eee {= y 

for the birds driven in by overshooting AS s Ss BP there, GUST Geis ek ad al 

iis 
= mark Pro Pr as 

on outside areas. . i oxo fe PS WHITE'S SPECIAL STEPPER—12 fect long 
enetiee ay fesulayon argues that sa ene eos Two of many WHITE models. Our complete catalog 

only cock birds can be shot on shooting Kapo Propucts COMPANY = f),_]| | tists them all, Offers. a wide variety. Every WITITIE 

preserves. This simply recognizes a prac- 143 SECOND ST,, E. CAMBRIDGE, MASS, Cea Fe Tae oe nr eae Goat and Canoe 

tice already adhered to by most preserves. Spr eee opi UNE FOSS hullgers, Priest een ne Tea Me: 

I feel that this Horton Act will be of : 
vital interest to allthe sportsmet: of this) | css —pcaecaec pense cena my a 
country. The success or failure of this law D BETTER BOATS iff 
in Michigan will unquestionably leave its Z 50: at Lower Prices / ij/ffz) 
mark on the future game legislative en- ATs =D Y oy 
actments of other states. The law itself, canced fi A 

or the rules for its administration, may Py PVRS = iy Folding Boats 
ees : ]) 

not be perfect. Adjustment may have to rat Lisa ed ‘Rowboats Vii i Toss onto shoulder. Carry on running 
be made. But at least it is a start in the eee ape! board. Transport’ enormous loads. 

right direction. It takes time to work these on TOW seat 1 pone wet very Tht nie Siege 

matters out, but so long as we know we Gutroora mater, ome 10 to. 20, years hard service, Great 

are on the right track we can look for- Ss poe Tee eta canine coat 

ward with confidence to the future. The BEST that mister Boats) ae builders sinve. 1880. Many. inodels. 
Properly supported by the public and Skill and Experience can Produce to this eee tatretiterat react te oper! arted | TWO BIG FACTORIES FBO) totay, for latest literature and New 

conscientiously administered by the Con- Our completeling ofzomudelscters aa FAY Low Pri ee ene 60. 
. : ou a Vv; * 

servation Department, this Horton Pre- | choose from. Prompt shisment from tactory to you, 81 Beck St. Miamisburg, Ohio 
serve Act should usher in a new day for | Catalog FreemSave Money—Order by Mail z 
the sportsmen of Michigan, It means more et as hea a. poe is which you are interested, Se 

birds—birds aplenty—this year, next year | 20, [QS ROS. BOAT MFG. CO, (20) a 7™™ 
y : a» BI SSS ZZ 

and the year after, an ever-increasing sup- WISCONSIN’ (eithorpiace) eT ean — = - 

ply. It means that the good bird dog gt |] AAA AAA 
again be worth his salt in Michigan, It <== geek Folding Puncture-Proof Canvas Boats 

means that you and I who enjoy our sport | ge" aaa Light, easy to handle; no leaks or repairs; check as baggage, carry 
afield will have it in abundance as long as | My ind or autos safe for family; all, sizes; fnon-sinkable, stronger, than 

the arm has strength, the eye glistens, and |“ “SU Mewm a0 Unligo'ana i Louls World's fates. ited for Outboard Afotor. Catalogue, 
the heart throbs. Lead on! ne Kalamazoo Canvas Boat Co., 691 Harrison St., Kalamazoo, Mich.



Be eas ‘ PARE NS SE Pee eS As RN age i Sd SAS Ne. Peach oa can ea BD aig he ar 
Be Percet CoP TABLE OF WILD LAND AREAS OFEN AND CLOSED 10 HUNTING IN COUNTIES NORTH OF TOM! 20 0 JULY 1, rc / Yc Pate yn a 
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wathes ’ 

(Dept. of Conservation Press Service) 

There are about 13,000,000 acres of land oven to the 

general public for hunting in Michigan north of Townline 20. This 

includes "exford, sdissaukee, Roscommon, Ogemaw, Iosco, and all the 

counties north of them. 

This acreage, computed by the Game Division of the 

Department of Conservation in an analysis of land status in the 

northern part of the state, includes all land not in cities or 

villages, not used for farm purdoses, not posted against hunting, 

not closed to hunting by the state, and not restricted by private 

hunting clubs. 

In the territory considered by the Game Division analysis 

there is a total of 17,742,240 acres and it is in this section of 

the state that most denn, bear, and partridge hunting is done. -Of 

this total, 14,000,000 acres, or about 80 percent is unopcupied 

"wild land." 

Of this total area of "wild" lands, less than one vercent 

is closed to all hunting. About 580,000 acres, or five percent of 

the area, is closed to public but is open to private hunting; prac- 

tically all of this is land owned by hunting clubs. Some 13,000,- 

000 acres or about 94 percent of all the wild land is open to the 

general public for hunting. Of this about 1,200,000 acres is state- 

owned and under the control of the Department. The balance is 

privately owned, but because it is not posted or otherwise re- 

stricted by the owners it is still available to the public for 

hunting purposes. ' 

(more) |
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All of the figures were as of July 1, 1929, and many 

changes have no doubt been made since that time, but hardly so 

as to affect the general averages. Club ownership is increasing 

rather rapidly, but state-owned land is also increasing. 

Approximately 200,000 acres have been turned over to the Department 

since July 1 and much additional acreage will be under the 

administration of the Conservation Department as soon as it is 

deeded over by the auditor general's office.



(Dept. of Conservation Press Service) 

Despite the rapid increase in private hunting club 

lands from which the public is being excluded, such lands, as 

yet, form but a relatively small percentage of the wild lands 

available for hunting purposes in the northern part of the state, 

according to figures gathered last year and recently compiled by 

the Game Division of the Department of Conservation. 

According to these figures there are approximately 

14,000,000 acres of "wild" land in Michigan, north of Townline 

20, which may be considered hunting territory. Of these 14,000,000 

acres, 94 percent is open to everyone, and the remaining five per- 

cent is restricted to private hunting only. Most of the land open 

to everyone for hunting is owned by private individuals or corpor- 

ations who have taken no steps to exclude the public. 

The figures of wild land "open to private hunting only", 

includes the areas actually posted against the public or enclosed 

lands owned or leased by individuals or clubs. Much more land 

was undoubtedly "posted" last fall after the figures were taken, 

but probably not enough to make any appreciable difference in the 

relative percentages. “ith statistics obtained up to July 1, last 

year, the total area closed to the voublic, but upen to vrivate 

husating in the upper peninsula was 175,827 acres or two percent of 

all the "wild" lands in that vortion of the state. In the lewer 

peninsula north of Townline 20, the area closed to the voublie but 

open to private hunting, amounts to 408,838 acres, or 9 percent. 

Marquette County has the largest area open to publie 

hunting. The figures show 1,032,337 acres or 95 percent of all 

(more) ‘
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wild lands in this county, to be available for this purpose. 

Roscomuon County, ith 47,285 acres, has the largest area 

closed to all hunting. Of this acreage, 43,835 acres is state- 

owned land closed to all hunting as game refuges and the like. 

Chippewa county has 110,655 acres of state-ovned 

land which constitutes public hunting ground. 

The state nov ovns 1,220,285 acres north of 

Townline 20, which are open to the oublic for hunting, and 

the total of state-owned lands is increasing by about 

200,000 acres a years
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CATCHING BEAVER ALIVE IN NORTHERN MICHIGAN 

For Restocking Depleted Streams 

Wild Life Conservation and Forest Zoology 
By Alvin G. Whitney, Assistant Professor of Forest Zoology in the ie 

ORESTS may properly be defined as aggrega- will evidently require the most intensive study and 
Fitess of plant and animal organisms in which experimentation to determine their interrelations 

trees or other woody plants predominate or and mutual influences. 
are a conspicuous part of the vegetation. While Wild lands of all kinds, and their included 
in the past in this country foresters have given waters, quite naturally are classed with woodlands, 
special attention to those aspects dealing with the in contradistinction to agricultural lands. In the 
production of timber and other wood crops, they absence of artificial cultivation they harbor origi- 
are now turning also to other resources of the for- nal, or only partly modified, plant and animal asso- 

est, notably wild life, which frequently is the most ciations; and aside from wood, their actual or 
valuable asset of all. The cutting and burning potential crops are similar to those of woodlands. 
of forests on a vast scale and the introduction of Their wild harvests are regulated by influences 
woodland pests have multiplied the problems of about which we know little. Yet these may be put on 
their regeneration and maintenance; and in an annual sustained yield basis almost at once, 
this matter many elements of our native fauna, while crops of wood require many years to produce. 
including birds and mammals and the microscopic The forest manager whose objective is the complete 

animals of the soil, exert an important influence. organization of his tract on a timber basis may 
Under certain conditions they may be the chief require a hundred years for the establishment, 
agents in the natural reproduction and extension upbuilding, and regulation of the forest: but mean- 
of forests. Arboreal rodents and birds are largely while, by judicious wild life management, he may 
responsible for the distribution of hardwoods and secure annual harvests of game or fur. On cutover 
often play a conspicuous réle in the planting of or otherwise denuded lands the wild life may 
coniferous species. Birds are among the chief reg- quickly be made their chief resource. 

ulators of forest insects and rodent pests. The 
minute animals of the forest floor promote the disin- Vie life conservation and management are 
tegration of the ground litter, and so ameliorate therefore closely identified with woodland 

and build up the soil. The interdependence of protection and regeneration, and silvicultural man- 
woodlands and their animal denizens is so pro- agement. In neither case is scientific practice well 

nounced that in many cases the successful produc- ~~ Wild life illustrations are from photographs kindly 
tion of either wild life or timber as perennial crops furnished by the U. S. Biological Survey.
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" too given a knowledge of the classifi- 
Ree <a cation and characteristics of the plants and an- ; 

ae is imals, the student of forest zoology must become 
Ls acquainted with their interrelationships, especially 

A with regard to food requirements of the animals, 
: z breeding places and shelter; and in the case of 

roa : woodlands, the means of seed dispersal and the 

pif i. r establishment of tree stands. This implies very 
a Wigyed | practical considerations of management, dependent 
3.404 a on the character of the desired crop on any given 

Ve tes & oh, ts i \ bl area. The crop may be wood, or venison, or furs, or 
cee os @ be aah e ey) \) forage harvested by grazing animals—wild or 

Sas: es : \ al rf i i ee domestic; or it may constitute some form of recre- 
jen ERP Aes EN Aire ation. Upon such practical considerations of char- 

end 5 Se 5 acter of crop, the diverse categories of wild land 
are : administrative areas are based. Thus we have Na- 

oe . tional and State Forests; National and State Parks; 
special federal and state wild life refuges; and 

FAWNS OF WHITE-TAILED DEER ON A finally, privately owned areas of many sorts—in- 
GAME PRESERVE cluding timberlands, exploited for lumber or pulp- 

4 wood; game preserves, where shooting is the pri- 
worked out: they are largely in the experimental ary object of the owners; marshlands, where musk- 
stage; but in the conservation and utilization of pats and other aquatic fur-bearers are the most valu- 
wild life many of the principles already applied to able crop; and lakes and streams, often periodically 
scientific timber growing may be adapted to this pestocked with fish, when sport or food is the prod- 
newer field. Just as the preservation of our remain- ct desired. In all these cases the wild forest or 
ing mature timber stands and their protection from other vegetation cover is the essential source of 
fire and other ehene centre DOW the ee essentials food, shelter, or other necessities of the animals we 
in a timber conservation policy, pending the slow hunt for food or sport, or for their pelts; or jour- 
establishment and growth of forests on devastated ney far to see for their beauty or intrinsic anterest 

land, so alf protection from fire and unnecessary __4 form of utilization that deprives no one else of 
slaughter are the chief necessities in the restoration jx opportunities. This latter use has given rise to 

of our depleted stock of wild life. To these may be ti] another administrative unit—the year-round 
added relief from drainage of marshlands, wooded refuge, sanctuary, or “wilderness area,” the neces- 

swamps, and natural lakes and streams harboring sity for which is becoming increasingly apparent as 
quantities of aquatic animals. Ultimately the man- yp wild life diminishes in many regions to the van- 
agement of wild areas of all kinds will be placedona j.ning point. Bases 
scientific productive basis, so that the term “waste anaenere diverse uses give rise to varied ad- 

land” will then be a EST at For so-called waste ministrative plans and regulations, based on special 
lands are areas whose potential uses may be of the legislation and the knowledge derived from scientific 

highest, but lie unperceived. With the extension of research. Thus the administration of a National 
wild land uses under the pressure of civilization, and Park requires a special organization and trained 

the close study of their possibilities, the problems personnel, quite different from that of a National 
demanding attention from foresters and conserva- Forest, because its uses are aesthetic and education- 
tionists will multiply rather than diminish, al rather than economic. In both cases, an intimate 

The School of Forestry and Conservation has knowledge of the reciprocal influences of wild land 
been established on a basis broad enough to cover ; 

all problems of wild land use. In Michigan, as_ , cE wcomess Se aera 
elsewhere, these are varied and pressing in the field pad Vets pee i) ineery a] NAA j 
of wild life conservation alone. This points to the [Mesut airund ah \ LL YY ih 1a tal 
need of training numbers of young men not only in’ § oe ‘ % t 4 i\ j Paintba | 
the usual forestry branches but also in a knowledge 4 wr ee. A ee a WAT 

of wild animals, their characteristics, associations mee NY = 
and life histories, their inherent values and possible & "3 hy = ae ty | 
uses, and their relation to their natural forest or PA jae a a 
other environment. The more thoroughly the silvi- | eo \ eee £ oo 

culturist or wild land manager knows the elements Wis. =o oo eS cans ae 
of the plant and animal associations and their : <4 oe ', 
mutual interdependencies, the more intelligently he — CS Pon fed ee he a 
can make or revise his working plan, favoring one oo See Ue ae ae Ef 
species or another, to establish or maintain an equi- RED FOXES AT THE GOVERNMENT EXPERIMENTAL 
librium of natural influences in his area. FUR FARM, SARATOGA, N. Y.
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A MICHIGAN BEAVER a9 BoE 
The Beaver from this State Produce Supe- : i : This Animal Is the Most Productive Fur- 
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rior Fur A BEAVER HOUSE 

On the Edge of a Northern Lake 

environments and their animal inhabitants is essen- unmodified regions. Only in this way can they re- 
tial to best administration. In the one we have, for construct former conditions in Michigan and visual- 
example, wild animal grazing, in the other, grazing ize the restored forests and wild life that are indis- 
by domestic stock, and the principles of handling in pensable. Special fields for summer activities are 
each case must be governed by an intimate knowl- thus indicated. 
edge and accurate interpretation of the character- ONCURRENTLY with the training of practical 

istics and requirements of both animals and forage C) Rete es a ae a as h 
plants inneerynecen oer conservationists and wild life managers, the 

School is planning comprehensive research along 
: s similar lines. For the present the projects being 

ae courses of study now being developed in for- undertaken comprise preliminary surveys and in- 

est zoology at the new School of Forestry and ventories of the remaining wild life stock in the 
Conservation are designed to give the student a tate and studies of conditions pertaining to the 
basis for intelligent handling of wild life problems \yi1q jands or denuded areas that will allow of 

of any area, depending on the objective of the owner. yostoration and restocking. Several public and 
They include the classification and life histories private agencies are cooperating with the School in 
of the forest vertebrates, their associations and in- this work. Basic surveys will be followed by more 

terrelations; the forms especially important in Na- intensive studies of selected areas where certain 
tional and State Forests and Parks, and on wild Hfe—-atrapte species can best be encouraged, particutar- 
refuges; the administration of wild lands and man- jy where forest management can be practiced simul- 
agement of fish, game and fur-bearers; and the de- taneously. The problems of local distribution and 
velopment of federal and state fish, game, and fur geological relations of animals in Michigan’s forests 
laws. To these will be added courses on game farm- nq other wild lands offer a very extensive field for 
ing and fur farming, fish culture, grazing, predatory investigation, leading to more practical and compre- 
animal and rodent control, wild life resources of hensive management. The fullest use, without ex- 

the federal reserves and their administration, and ploitation and consequent deterioration, should be 
the relation of birds to forests, marshlands, and {he end result. 
other wild areas. The student of forest zoology in Field research now being contemplated also in- 

addition to his regular courses should become in-  ¢lydeg studies of the more valuable game mammals 
formed in entomology, parasitology, animal phys- gnq game birds, and fur-bearing animals; surveys of 

iology and behavior, and geographical distribution {he game and fur farms and private preserves in the 
of animals; and in other fields, in such subjects as 7 
botany, silviculture, physiography and soils, ecol- Tan) 
omics, and sociology. For the student of grazing, oe : ee | 
courses in agrostology, animal husbandry, and the yl ae | 
ecology of range plants and animals, are essential. [7] jas Gg 7 : | 

Courses in forest zoology, as in silvics and —-rrrtrt—~™ ee he es 
other branches which deal direct with forest S.rrr—~—”s—™ A _ Ae Ce 
organisms and their natural surroundings, re- i gl ae ie P 
quire for best presentation ample material for eal fe : 
study. This may not be wholly adequate in a state aia 
like Michigan where scarcely any virgin timber re- . 
mains, where marshlands are progressively being de- ee pe ar ele 
stroyed, where some of our most valuable fur-bearers eo he ue si i 
are already exterminated, and where recurrent fires me hed eA ; Rae 

sweep great areas of wild lands annually. Our stu- meee Ng Ge: 
dents must look elsewhere for primeval forests and pero a = 
most of the larger species of wild life, and bring back A TYPICAL MUSKRAT HABITAT 

a knowledge of natural conditions and trends from On a Michigan Farm
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state; influence of forest fires on the land animal and for the guidance of game and fur farmers, for- 
population; investigation of fish and other aquatic est managers, and landowners desiring to make a 

. life in relation to forests, deterioration of cover, and valuable asset of the wild life of their lands and in- 

drainage; status of depleted areas, preparatory to cluded waters. It should supply scientific data for 
plans for restocking; relation of rodents to forest securing the preservation of our remaining native 
extension and regeneration; influence of foreign animals; for the restocking of depleted areas with 
species already introduced; parasites and diseases suitable native species; for the determination of 
of wild animals; the role of predatory animals; the what kinds, if any, are definitely harmful, and how 
relation of birds to woodlands and marshlands; and to control them; for the exclusion of non-native spe- 
genetic studies of wild life. cies, and the discouragement of the prevalent ten- 

Such a program of research may be expected to dency to mix strains from different regions; and for 
furnish valuable scientific results for public agencies the definite encouragement of wild life (in balanced 
whose function is primarily administrative, as for numbers) useful to silviculture, legitimate sport, or 
example, the State Department of Conservation; economic and aesthetic pursuits. 
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Northern Michigan Sportsmen’s Association 

At the conference of Michigan sportsmen, called by the Department of Conservation and held at Lan- 

sing on December 3-4, 1928, among the proposed measures approved was one amending the hunting license 

law whereby $1.50 from each deer license and 75 cents from each small game license should be immediately 

available for the purchase of game refuges and surrounding public shooting grounds, and for their main- 

tenance and supervision. 

The Department of Conservation 

Ignored Conference Recommendations, 

Senate Bill No. 91, as introduced by the Department of Conservation, indicates that the Department 

has ignored the amendment as recommended by majority vote of the sportsmen present at this conference. 

In support of the position taken by the sportsmen of Michigan in advocacy of the amendment, we 

submit the following information: 

FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
for the Two Fiscal Years—July 1, 1924 to June 30, 1926 

RECEIPTS EXPENDITURES 
Deer -Lileense S98 84 15 Predatory Animal Control ______--$ 48,280.20 

Se aan eee Eas SECIS ts as SRGT SOS Vga Ser 90 
Gun License ~---_---------------- 285,445.80 Game Farms and Refuges______-__ 33,738.22 

i Siso tenh can hastens TORR AR Se RO See 

$838,607.06 $183,361.93 
Anglers’ License ._.--------------$188,915.02 Fish Activities ___---__-- _--_---$109,378.18 

arte tee Sele ee teen ae ae eRe NOR LS ---------------------------- 27,635.72 

$377,480.45, $137,013.90 
: ae Patrol BO RS na ait OP BOO BD. 

piapftotinckaccan ig), OEE re aoeermneaes Naths 
$ 36,698.40 $ 40,706.89 

Miscellaneous .--------. ---------$ 28,283.66 Se ee ee 
eRe Oe Ak eles oe eg bee O16OH 198, PARSE Tio ee arene ee baa 

$ 1,321.20 

Fite. ;Protection. 4S $0493.89 
nes oa ge ee 

$109,554.41 

Administration —___..___________$297,071.20 
TE Eel Sean tt Ee EE OA OD COE 

$ 47,979.62 $620,424.07 

Appropriations Expenditures 

Forest Fire —~=_--- ~----$225,000.00 $340,568.80 
See eee aD UUO OU 244,040.34 

$475,000.00 $634,609.14 
ROtestry. <n er DAO O0) $110,386.12 

LOREAL OA 189, 0001200 100,449.89 

192,400.00 210,836.01 
Geological _..-.-. ~~.-$ 30,000.00 $ 33,109.73 
ee 27,346.80 

60,000.00 60,456.53 
Fish Division ~---. ~.--$190,000.00 $166,893.29 

SL aan SOOO RON OR 192,031.96 

$288,000.00 $358,925.25 
State Parks ~_..-------$ 75,000.00 $ 81,778.40 

Sait eccee d C5, 000000: $ 98,663.47 

240,000.00 180,441.87 
Lands. ss ---n=8 91,000.00) $ 21,777.53 

SeeaSeaad pacena= 2 25,000,500) 39,021.99 

62,000.00 60,799.52 
Economic Survey _-----$ 34,000.00 $ 31,253.98 ? 
Topography _...-- ---- 15,000.00 10,821.59 

49,000.00 42,075.57



An Analysis of the Figures. P 

It will be noted from this report that the combined revenues’ from the hunting license fees total 
$838,606.06. The amount of $71,719.85 for refuges anid game farms can be charged directly to the hunters’ 

account, also probably the $91,642.10 for predatory animal control, although it is believed that some of this 

has been expended in the patroling of stock farms. Therefore, it is obvious that the $620,424.07 for ad- 

ministration must come largely from the hunting license fees. We do not believe that this report is radi- 

cally different from previous or subsequent reports, except in increasing expenditures and revenues, also 

appropriations. 

The report shows appropriations for every Conservation activity except for the hunter, who asks for 

no appropriation, but does ask for the mere privilege of directing the expenditure of some of his own 

money. 

We submit further, that on the basis of hunting licenses issued in 1927 there would have been avail- 

able under the proposed amendment $311,988.75 for game refuges and surrounding shooting grounds, 

AND $241,305.00 FOR OTHER PURPOSES TO BE DESIGNATED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVA- 
TION OR BY THE LEGISLATURE. 

Why Object to Creation of Game Refuge 

and Shooting Ground Fund? 

The argument that the tax reverted lands coming back to the state will) be available for game re- 

fuges and surrounding shooting grounds will not hold up. Years ago some heavy timber suitable for refuges 

did go back to the state. No stretch of imagination can conceive of any timber or any duck marshes going 

back to the state in latter years. 

The Bulletin of the Department of Conservation of January 28, 1929, contains the following informa- 

tion: 
“The Department has learned from experience that the gift and tax reversion route 

is a slow and inefficient one. During the past biennium a small amount of money was al- 
lowed for the outright purchase of lands.” 

Then why, we ask, should the Department of Conservation object to the creation of a fund for 

refuges and surrounding shooting gounds? 

The statement has also been made that such a fund would create excessive land values. We believe 

that the spirit of competition exisits in the sale of lands, as well as in other business. This statement 
is at variance with the experience of the State of Pennsylvania, according to Mr. Conklin, Chief of Refuges 

and Lands, who states that while Pennsylvania woodlands have increased during the past twenty years, 

there has been no appreciable effect caused by purchases from their game refuges and shooting grounds 

fund. 

Hunters and Tourists’ Interests Are Not Antagonistic. 

Is there any other group in Michigan contributing anything approaching the sum of money paid in 

each year by the hunters of this commonwealth toward the maintenance of the state’s Department of 

Conservation? The sportsmen of Michigan are citizens of Michigan; and independently of their contribu- 

tion in the form of license fees, they are entitled to consideration from the taxpayer’s standpoint; there- 

fore they recommend that the administration expenditures of the Department of Conservation be met to 

some extent by legislative appropriation. 

The hunters of Michigan are among the highest licensed sportsmen in the United States, and they are 

justified in asking the State of Michigan for proportionate returns. Pennsylvania hunters pay $2 annually 

for the taking of all kinds of game, while citizens of Michigan pay $3.75 for the same privilege. If the 

tourist business of Michigan is of such vast commercial benefit, and if its financial returns are anywhere 

near the figure that is claimed, why should the hunters of Michigan pay practically all of the administra- 

tion expenses of the Department of Conservation? Game refuges mean more game, and therefore a con- 

stantly increasing tourist attraction. Our open game seasons come during the colder months of the year; 

hence the shooting ground areas would be available to everyone during the most desirable season for 

camping, fishing and other forms of outdoor recreation. 

Curtailing or closing of seasons and limiting of bags constitute only temporary relief. Refuges—and 

more refuges—is the answer to the demand for more game; but surrounding these refuges THERE MUST 

BE PROVIDED SURROUNDING SHOOTING GROUNDS to afford reasonable hunting for the public when- 

ever the game balance will permit. Shooting grounds are not intended to be shambles for the slaughter of



game. It must be kept in mind that the major portion of Michigan citizenry, who live, work and pay 

taxes in Michigan 365 days a year, cannot follow the seasons from Maine to California for their recreation. 

Pennsylvania’s Experience. 

Thirty years ago, Pennsylvania, had no game. The Keystone state secured its original stock of white- 

tail deer from Michigan for replenishing its forests; and today Pennsylvania maintains more than 100 

refuges and has seldom curtailed or closed a season in recent years, notwithstanding the fact that it has 

almost twice as many hunters as Michigan. 

This Eastern state has had almost uninterrupted grouse hunting for many years, while we have had a 

closed season in the Upper Peninsula for the past four years. Pennsylvania has had to open the season 

on does, because of the excessive herds. In short, Pennsylvania, with two-fifths more population than 

Michigan and one-fourth less land area than Michigan, has “come back,” and from this experience it 

should be obvious that the position taken by the sportsmen of Michigan is correct. It should be conceded 

that the hunters who pay the license fees should be accorded the right to say where at least a portion of 

this money should go. They are asking for nothing that is not just, and fair, and constructive. 

An Aid to National Defense Training. 

But hunting is not the only consideration. In speaking of Pennsylvania's program, John M. Phillips, 

of Pittsburg, one of America’s greatest conservationists, says: 

“We consider hunting a national necessity, since it trains men to take care of themselves in the 
in the outdoors and to become skilled with firearms—both of these factors being vitally necessary to 
our Nation in times of war. We hope to continue producing a sufficient supply of game to furnish the 
incentive to entice men into the great out-of-doors, there to secure much needed recreation, and at the 
same time provide a National Defense training which can be obtained in no other way.” 

The Michigan hunter is asking that a GAME REFUGE AND SURROUNDING PUBLIC SHOOTING 
GROUND PROGRAM BE FIXED BY LAW. He asks that the revenue for this purpose be made available 

FROM HIS HUNTING LICENSE FEES—AND ALSO FIXED BY LAW. Such a program must not be left 

to the discretion of any Commission, regardless of its efficiency and favorable sympathy. 

We need refuges for the preservation of Michigan game. We need surrounding shooting grounds to 

preserve the democracy of the American hunter. Not merely for his recreation, but more than that—to 

maintain the standard of American manhood that has made the United States the leader among nations. 

We submit this amendment and program for the consideration of the Legislature of the State of 

Michigan. 
: THE AFFILIATED CLUBS OF THE NORTHERN 

MICHIGAN SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION, 

CO-OPERATING WITH 

WILL H. DILG LEAGUE OF MICHIGAN, 

THE AFFILIATED CLUBS OF THE MICHIGAN 
CONSERVATION CONGRESS, 

wees ee COUNTY CONSERVATION ASSOCI- 

CHASE-BENJAMIN GUN CLUB OF ALPENA, 
AND 

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS. 
Negaunee, Michigan, February 19, 1929.
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Negaunee, Mich., M 27, 1928. 

The Conference of Sportsmen of Michigan, called by the Department of Conservation, was held in the Sen- 

ate Chamber in Lansing on December 3 and 4. Among those in attendance were delegates representing five of 

the affiliated clubs of the Northern Michigan Sportsmen’s Association. This delegation was composed of: C. C. 

Peck, of Munising; H. E. Perkins, of Huron Mountain; A.C. Richards, of Marquette; Floyd Marble, of Gladstone; 

and Peter Trudell, Jr., of Negaunee. 

Most of Our Program Adopted. 

It was thought best by the Upper Peninsula delegates in attendance at this Conference not to press the 

matter of a bond issue for game refuges and public shooting grounds, although the position of the Association is 

still unchanged regarding the necessity of such provision for the conservation of Michigan’s forests and wild life. 

That the delegates representing the Northern Michigan Sportsmen's Association were active, and that the 

sportsmen from the Lower Peninsula are square shooters, is reflected by the fact ‘that practically the entire pro- 
gram of particular interest to the Upper Peninsula, and as outlined at the Munising convention, was adopted by 

the Conference. 

Proposed Legislative Changes in Fish and Game Laws. 

Among the most important changes covered by the Conference and designed to be embodied in legislative 

enactments in the fish and game laws were: 

For the better conservation of fish, the division of the state into three zones, the Upper Peninsula to be known as the 
Northern Zone. 

‘i Lakes to be known as bass lakes, pike lakes and trout lakes, same to be so designated by the Department of Conserva- 
ion. 

Seasons will open in trout lakes May 1, in pike lakes on May 15 and in bass lakes on July 15, in the Upper Peninsula. 

Black bass limit, 5 in one day; 5 in possession; 10 inches legal length. 

Great Northern, pike and pike perch, 10 in one day and 10 in possession. 

Brook; rainbow and brown trout, 15 in one day and 15 in possession; legal length, 7 inches. 

The Conference voted for a general rod license for the taking of alll game fish and to apply to all persons 17 years of 

age, instead of 18, as proposed by the Inland Fish Bill—our Association delegates voting for the amendment. 

It was proposed by the Association’s delegates that the Upper Peninsula be designated as one of two or three zones 

and that such provision be incorporated in the General Game Bill, as in the Inland Fish Bill. However, this amendment 

did not carry. 

The Association, delegates proposed an amendment, which prevailed, that the rabbit season in the Upper Peninsula be 

from October 1 to January 31, instead of from October 15 to January 1, as proposed by the Game Bill. On this proposition, 

the sportsmen from the Lower Peninsula came through almost unanimously after the Upper Peninsula delegation had sub- 

mitted their arguments. 

We also secured an amendment making the partridge season October 1 to October 15, instead of October 15 to 30, and 
supported the amendment (which carried) for an open seasdn on beaver in 1930 in the Upper Peninsulay under season 

designation and restrictions to be fixed by the Department of Conservation. 

The Conference removed the fox from among protected animals and placed it in the list of predatory animals. The 

Upper Peninsula delegates aided in the adoption of a recommendation that the skunk be also listed as predatory. 

We supported the motion for the repeal of the law taxing public game refuges and shooting grounds and asked that 

they be placed on the same basis as other state property. The motion prevailed. 

Portion of Hunting Licenses to Go Toward 

Game Refuges and Public Shooting Grounds, 

The big step in the direction of game conservation, with assurance of reasonable hunting for all Michigan 

sportsmen, was the adoption by the Conference of the amendment by which $1.50 from each deer license and 75 

cents from each small game license shall be immediately available for game refuges and surrounding shooting 

grounds, and for adequate supervision and control of such areas. 

In 1927 there were issued by the Department of Conservation: 

304,153 Resident Small Game Licenses____-------------..-_ @ $ 1.25 

1,914 Non-Resident Small Game Licenses________---_-----. @ 10.00 

53,993 Resident Deer Licenses _-___----------_----------- @ 2.50 

366 Non-Resident Deer Licenses -__-_--------..-------- @ 50.00 

(Total revenue from above license fees, $552,393.75)
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What It Would Mean in Revenue. 

Had this amendment, as proposed by the Conference, been in operation in 1927, there would have been 

available from the $552,393.75 of fees, the sum of $311,988.75 for refuges and shooting grounds; and $241,305.00 for 

administration, protection, stocking, feeding and other purposes to be designated by the Department of Conser- 

vation. Even in the event of curtailed seasons, it is estimated that at least $225,000 would be available annually 

for refuges and shooting grounds, and more than $100,000 for other purposes. 

Is there any other group in Michigan contributing anything approaching this sum paid in each year by the 

hunters of this commonwealth toward the maintenance of the state’s Department of Conservation? The sports- 

men of Michigan are citizens of Michigan; and independently of their contribution in the form of license fees, 

they are entitled to consideration from the taxpayer’s standpoint; therefore they recommend that the adminis- 

tration expenditures of the Department of Conservation be met by legislative appropriation. 

Hunters and Tourists’ Interests Are Not Antagonistic. 

The hunters of Michigan are among the highest licensed sportsmen in the United States, and they are justi- 

fied in asking the State of Michigan for proportionate returns. Pennsylvania hunters pay $2 annually for the 

taking of all kinds of game, while citizens of Michigan pay $3.75 for the same privilege. If the tourist business 

of Michigan is of such vast commercial benefit, and if its financial returns are anywhere near the figure that is 

claimed (and it should be distinctly understood that the Northern Michigan Sportsmen’s Association approves of 

all possible encouragement for these tourists’ annual visits), why should the hunters of Michigan pay practically 

all of the administration expenses of the Department of Conservation? Game refuges mean more game, and 

therefore a constantly increasing tourist attraction. Our open game seasons come during the colder months of 

the year; therefore these shooting ground areas would be available to everyone during the most desirable season 

for camping, fishing and other forms of outdoor recreation. 

Curtailing or closing of seasons and limiting of bags constitute only temporary relief. Refuges— and 

more refugee—is the answer to the citizens’ demand for more game; but surrounding these refuges there should 

be provided shooting grounds to afford reasonable hunting for the American public whenever the game balance 

will permit. Shooting grounds are not intended to be shambles for the slaughter of game. It must be kept in 

mind that the major portion of Michigan citizenry cannot follow the seasons from Maine to California for their 

recreation. 

Pennsylvania’s Experience. 

Thirty years ago, Pennsylvania had no game. The Keystone State secured its original stock of white-tail 

deer from Michigan for replenishing its forests; and today Pennsylvania maintains more than 100 refuges and 

has seldom curtailed or closed a season in recent years, notwithstanding the fact that it has almost twice as 

many hunters as Michigan. 

This Eastern state has had almost uninterrupted grouse hunting for many years, while we have had a clos- 

ed season in the Upper Peninsula for the past four years. Pennsylvania has had to open the season on does, be- 

cause of the excessive herds; while Michigan—original home of the white-tail deer—is engaged in debate over a 

closed season in 1929 for protection of its diminishing herd. Pennsylvania, with two-fifths more population 

than Michigan and one-fourth less land area than Michigan, has “‘come back,” and from this experience it should 

be obvious that the position taken by the sportsmen of Michigan is correct. It should be conceded that the 

hunters who pay the license fees should be accorded the right to say where at least:a portion of this money should 

go. They are asking for nothing that is not just, and fair, and constructive. 

But hunting is not the only consideration. In speaking of Pennsylvamia’s program, John M. Phillips, of 

Pittsburg, one of America’s greatest conservationists, says: 

“We consider hunting a national necessity, since it trains men to take care of themselves in the outdoors and to be- 

come skilled with firearms—both of these factors being vitally necessary to our Nation in times of war. We hope to con- 

tinue producing a sufficient supply of game to furnish the incentive to entice men into the great out-of-doors, there to 

secure much needed recreation, and at the same time provide a National Defense training which can be obtained in no 

other way.” 

Other Organizations Represented and Individuals Present. 

The Izaak Walton League, Michigan Conservation Congress, Will H. Dilg League, and other organizations 

and individuals, as well as the Northern Michigan Sportsmen’s Association, were in attendance at the Conference 

at the invitation of the Department of Conservation. The proceedings were the result of a majority vote. 

The Northern Michigan Sportsmen’s Association endorses the program as outlined by the Conference. 

PETER TRUDELL, JR., President. 
M. G. DEGABRIELE, Secretary. :
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180 CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME 

MINNESOTA ADOPTS REFUGE it is hoped that through this work in- 
POLICY formation will be obtained as to where 

Minnesota in planning a system of game| the trout migrate from the place origi- 
refuges has determined upon the follow- | 2#lly planted; how fast they grow; how 
ing policy relative to them: many survive the dangers of wild life 

= in the creeks and rivers long enough to 
1. Available. reach legal size; and whether some of 
2. Of sufficient ae them starve bec. het d 
= ean ees liver has ed them and made th 

5, Rich in natural food conditions for unos er semeeves 
a varied animal life. MICHIGAN OPENS SEASON ON 

6. Must not be depleted of wild life PHEASANTS 
and breeding stock must be at hand. Will the ring-necked pheasant in Cali- 

7. Accessible. i fornia fail to meet the test? Wise use 
8. Must present coordinate effort look-| of a new resource will be necessary if we 

ing toward reforestation as well as wild judge by Michigan’s experience. The 
life conservation. opinion of the majority of Michigan 

9. Possibility of the reserve becoming} sportsmen who went afield in the south- 
self supporting or better. ern counties of the state during the 

The committee in charge also became} seven-day upland. hunting season which 
convinced that : ended at midnight October 31, 1928, is 

1. Game laws, even where well enforced | that this bird failed to meet the test. 
do not prevent game from disappearing ‘When the first season was opened on 
and becoming extinct. the ringnecks in the fall of 1925 it was 

2. Settlement interferes with breeding} generally believed that at last a variety 
grounds and cultivation of land destroys | of game had been found that would stand 
natural feeding grounds. the gaff of hunting by the army of nim- 

3. Large areas of unsettled land are|rods that takes the field each autumn 
ruined for breeding and propagation by| now in lower Michigan. 
ill-advised efforts to bring non-agricultural Due to the fact that they could be 
into agriculture, bred by the thousands on the state game 

4. State and national game preserves| farm at Mason, that eggs from there 
have demonstrated that when size, food | could be sent out for hatching under do- 
conditions, and freedom of range exist,|™mestic hens and the young birds re- 
the natural multiplication of wild life|leased by farmers and sportsmen, and 
not only fills the preserve but overflows | that the female could be protected, it was 
scattering wild life into adjacent areas| oped the pheasant would escape the for hundreds of miles, fate of the partridge under intensive 

5. Species threatened with extinction | ®¥2DIng- 
come back with the game refuge. This fall, however, reports from almost 

6. Finally—states provided with game | ¢Y¢TY section of the pheasant country in- 
refuges large in area and suitable in dicate the greatest scarcity of birds since 

nature protect their wild life while states they were placed on the open eee list 
not so providing must be content to read | Ut Seasons ago and there is every indi- 
or hear some old settler tell about fishing | “#410 that | the “mgneck plas | nets been 
in the Mississippi River, shooting deer in able fo ist ae Sioa es by 
Renville County, and hunting moose at Mie sees half million’) small game Pine City. hunters. 

WISCONSIN HUNTERS WARNED TO 
MICHIGAN BANDS TROUT BE CAREFUL WITH LOADED GUNS 

The state of Michigan is banding some A boy’s untimely. death, caused by a 
of the different species of trout planted | rifle which had been carried in a car in 
from their hatcheries. The tags are nar-|an illegal manner, and the arrest of 
row strips of noncorrosive metal bent in| scveral hunters within a week for the 
the form of a triangle. A small slot is|same offense, recently brought a warning 
punched in one end and the other end| from the Conservation Commission of 
forms a tongue to fit through this slot.| Wisconsin to hunters that it is against 
A special tool resembling pliers presses|the law in that state to carry guns in 
the tongue through the tail or fin of the|cars unless they are unloaded and 
fish and fastens it firmly in the slot, form-| knocked down, or unloaded and in a 
ing the tag into a long flat band. These | carrying case. 
tags are placed on fish which have at- An eight year old boy asked a passing 
tained a size of 73 to 9 inches as smaller | motorist for a ride. When he reached 
fish are unable to carry the tag success- | his destination and stepped off the car, a 

fully. loaded rifie which had been carelessly put



RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE NORTHERN MICHIGAN SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION 

AT MUNISING ON SEPTEMBER 24, 1928. 

The Northern Michigan Sportsmen’s Association, in convention assembled at Munising on 
the twenty-fourth day of September, 1928, recommend that it is still apparent that the State 
of Michigan cannot finance a real conservation program without an adequate and quickly 
available supply of funds for that purpose, and we again recommend a bond issue by the 
State of Michigan to the amount of at least $10,000,000 for conservation purposes in Michi- 
gan. The portion of such funds expended for purposes of game refuges and public shooting 
grounds to be payable from the hunting licenses that are and will be paid to the State by the 
sportsmen of the State. We maintain that the preservation of the Upper Peninsula deer herd 
depends on the preservation of heavy timbered areas for the protection of deer during the 

cold months of the year. 

We direct attention to the fact that the hunters of Michigan have placed themselves in 
the position of being among the highest licensed sportsmen in America and are justly entitled 
to proportionate returns. We recommend that the administration charges incidental to the 
maintenance of the Conservation Department of the State shall be paid from Legislative ap- 
propriations or in some other manner other than almost entirely from license fees received 
from the hunters of the State. We recommend that the deer license law covering the issu- 
ance of deer licenses be amended so that $1.50 of each license shall be immediately available 
for the purchase of game refuges surrounded by public shooting grounds. We recommend that 
75 cents of each small game license shall be available for the same purpose and that the 
law covering small game licenses be amended accordingly. We ask the general public to 
consider the fact that the establishment of game refuges means more game and therefore an 
additional incentive to the tourists visiting the State and a commercial asset to the State. Our 
game seasons are on during the colder months of the year so that public shooting grounds 

would be entirely available to the general public during the most desirable time of the year 
for purposes of camping, fishing and other outdoor recreation. 

We recommend a fair and intelligent system of taxation that will promote reforestation 
and conservation of timbered and recreational areas. All recreational privileges on areas 
covered by such tax shall be available to the general public under State regulation. 

We endorse the suggestion that the State be separated into three conservation zones and 
that the Upper Peninsula be one separate one. 

We commend the Conservation Commission for their comprehensive and effective Forest 
Fire Protection program and pledge our continued assistance. We appreciate the substantial 
assistance received from the Federal Government in Forest Fire Protection and in the estab- 
lishment of Federal Forests in the State of Michigan. 

We recommend that the rod license be amended to cover the taking of all fish and to in- 
clude all persons 17 years of age and over. 

We again recommend the establishment of a black bass hatchery in the Upper Peninsula 
and call attention to the hundreds of lakes in the Upper Peninsula that are barren of game 
fish and urge immediate attention to the need of stocking such lakes. 

We recommend that the open season for bass in the Upper Peninsula be amended to be- 
gin on July 15 instead of July 1. 

This Association is opposed to any change in the present trout season in the Upper Pen- 
insula of Michigan. Recommend that the limit be 15 in one day and 15 in possession. 

We again recommend that as a general rule all large streams be open to fishing during 
open seasons and that all feeder streams be closed. We commend the Conservation Com- 
mission for their co-operation in this direction. 

We recommend a creel limit of 25 pan fish as the limit for one day. 

We recommend that the present deer season be continued and oppose any change. 

We recommend continuance of protection on black bear in the Upper Peninsula with 
proper safeguards against depredations and that adequate compensation from license funds 
be given for damages proved. The black bear is a game animal in danger of extinction un- 
less given some degree of protection. 

We recommend that the open season for partridge and upland game birds in the Upper 
Peninsula be changed to begin on October 1st instead of October 25th and that the bag 
limit be fixed at 3 in one day and 8 in possesion and 15 during the season. We recommend 
consideration of a tag system to be used in connection with the taking of game birds. 

We recommend that an immediate survey be undertaken as to the advisability of introduc- 
ing the European Capercailzie, blackcock and other game birds in the Upper Peninsula in 
order to relieve the strain on our native stock. 

We oppose any change in the rabbit season in the Upper Peninsula. 

We oppose any increase in hunting or fishing licenses.
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INVESTIGATIONS OF DEER DAMAGE 

"Constant reports from many parts of the State that deer are 

€ causing damage to the crops of agriculturists has caused the Divi- 

sion of Fish and Game of the Department of Natural Resources to ap- 

point Gordon True, a graduate of the University of California, De- 

partment of Agriculture, to prosecute an investigation of ways and 

means to protect the interests of farmers. 
The work of investigating conditions will be carried on 

throughout the state and every known device which will serve to 
keep deer out of cultivated areas will be tried. A thorough test 

of all known repellants to wild animals, used in this state and in 

other states, will be made. 

According to the announcement of John L. Farley, executive 

officer of the Division of Fish and Game, True will cooperate with 

& land owners who are faced with serious difficulties growing out of 

abundance of deer and their activities in relation to farm crops. 

It is highly probable that some land owners have devised workable 

schemes to prevent damage and repel the deer. The information ac-— 

quired by these individuals would be of the greatest benefit to the 

Division at this time, and any information on the subject should be 

communicated to the operator in charge, at the San Francisco office, 

510 Russ Building." - California State Division of Fish and Game. 

A BUSY MAN HELPS THE OUTDOORS 

Information has been received from Tulsa, Oklahoma, of an excellent piece 
of work being done there by Judge Fred W. Kopplin in promoting the outdoors. 

Judge Kopplin is much interested in this work and devotes time to it in 

spite of the fact that he is apart from his legal activities President of the 

Tulsa Rotary Club and on the Board of Directors of the Tulsa Humane Society. 

Judge Kopplin conducts each Sunday an outdoors column in the Tulsa Tribune, 

which department consists of from 800 to 1000 words. Each Tuesday evening he 

broadcasts an Izaak Walton League Program over KVOO from 6:20 to 6:30, and is 

much pleased with the splendid response to his endeavors. 

In the words of Judge Kopplin, "this service is being furnished gratis 

@ in the interests of game conservation and propagation, and in the interests of 

preserving beauty spots hunting and fishing places, for the generations to come; 

and in addition to this, teaching a philosophy of a happy, normal life, a happy 

attitude toward game and its conservation, together with the enjoyment thereof 

by way of hunting and fishing." 

Fike Mi phe 

Pe Vi eat ee aa ec : 

Fon si Michigan Department of Conservation we quote the following: } 
f 

® LITTLE LAND POSTED IN MICHIGAN an 

"Despite the rapid increase in private hunting club lands from 

which the public is being excluded, such lands, as yet, form but a 

—_______— @i»—_——___—_—_ 
ESTABLISHED 1802
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relatively small percentage of the wild lands available for hunt- 

ing purposes in the northern part of the state, according to fig- 

ures gathered last year and recently compiled by the Game Division , 

of the Department of Conservation. 
According to these figures there are approximately 14,000,000 ce 

acres of "wild" land in Michigan, north of Townline 20, which may 

be considered hunting territory. Of these 14,000,000 acres, 94 per-— 

cent is open to everyone for hunting purposes; one percent is closed 

to everyone, and the remaining five percent is restricted to private 

hunting only. Most of the land open to everyone for hunting is 

owned by private individuals or corporations who have taken no steps 

to exclude the public. 

The figure of wild land "open to private hunting only," in- 

cludes the areas actually posted against the public or enclosed 

lands owned or leased by individuals or clubs. Much more land was 

undoubtedly "posted" last fall after the figures were taken, but © 

probably not enough to make any appreciable difference in the rela- 

tive percentages. With statistics obtained up to July 1, last year, 

the total area closed to the public but open to private hunting in 

the upper peninsula was 175,827 acres or two percent of all the 
"wild" lands in that portion of the State. In the lower peninsula 

north of Townline 20, the area closed to the public but open to 
private hunting, amounted to 408,838 acres or nine percent." 

The following taken from the "United States Department of Agriculture." 

BIOLOGISTS TO STUDY WILD LIFE IN FORESTS . 

"Two research specialists have been appointed to positions in 

the Bureau of Biological Survey, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
effective at the beginning of the year, in accordance with coopera-— 

tive plans to place qualified biologists at various experiment sta- 

tions of the Forest Service. These scientists will study the re- 

lation of wild life to the forests, as authorized by the recently 

enacted McSweeney-McNary Forestry Research Act. 
Thomas D. Burleigh, ‘for the last nine years head of the divi- 

sion of forestry of the Georgia State College of Agriculture and @ 

one of the appointees, has been appointed to the position of asso— 

ciate biologist and will be stationed at the Appalachian Forest Ex- 

periment Station, Asheville, N. C. He is a graduate of Pennsylvania 

State College and the University of Washington. He has devoted con- 

siderable time to the study of the bird life of Georgia. 

Oliver L. Austin, Jr., of New York, a graduate of Wesleyan 

University and who has done three years' graduate work in Harvard 

University, has been appointed assistant biologist to carry on 

studies of wild-life and forest relationships at the Lake States 

Forest Experiment Station, St. Paul, Minn. He spent the summer of 

1925 studying jungle ecology in British Guiana, South America, and & 
has made three trips to Labrador to study the distribution of the 

vertebrate fauna of the region. On his Labrador trips he did not- 
able work in bird banding, particularly with Arctic terns, in



NORTHERN MISHIGAN SPORTSMEN'S ASSOCIATION. 

e Negaunee, Mich., 
May 3, 1928. 

We are mailing this circular letter to our affiliated clubs for the 

purpose of answering some of the inquiries received regarding the attitude 

of the public with reference to the resolution sponsered by this Association 

at our last convention held at Calumet, September 28, 1927. 

THE RESOLUTION. 

WHEREAS, any program for the conservation and propagation 

of the wild life of the State of Michigan depends in the last 
analysis on the available food, cover and refuges that its 

forests afford to wild life, and since experience demonstrates 
that the conservation of the wild life of this State cannot be 
solved by closed seasons or limited bags and creels, and 

WHEREAS, the timber lands of this State are being cut, due in 

a large measure to tho high cost of taxation and incident 
earrying charges against timber lands, and as a result the 

food, cover and refuges are being fast eliminated, so that in a 

few years this protection on the wild life will be lost to the 

people of the State of Michigan, and 

WHEREAS, it is further apparent that no real program of 

© conservation can be carried out by the State without an adequate 
and quickly available supply of funds for that purpose, 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Northern Michigan 

Sportsmen's Association in convention assembled at 

Calumet, Michigan, on Wednesday, September 28, 1927, 

that the issuance of bonds in the srm of $10,000,000. 

by the State of Michigan for State Forest purposes be 
undertaken, partly payable by the license foes that are 
and will be paid to the State of Michigan by the sportsmen 

of the State. 

This resolution was endorsed by the Michigan Conservation Congress at their 

annual meeting held at Flint in October, 1927. 

NDVSPAPER COMMEND. 
CALUMET NEWS. - The proposal is sound * * Timbor tracts in the Upper 

Peninsula are rapidly being depleted ** Michigan can profit by following 

the steps of Pennsylvania * * 

S00 NEWS. - The Northern Michigan Sportsmen's Association is alive 
to the needs of Conservation ****Only valid criticism is that ton millions 

is not enough *** ; 

@ BESSEMER HERALD - While we are opposed to the issuance of bonds by 
city, county or state until old debts are paid, we recognize the force of 

the argument advanced by the Northern Michigan Sportsmen's Association ** 
Timber’ as refuges are essential to the preservation of Wild Life ***** 

Previous experience shows that Wild Life cannot be conserved through 

closed seasons or limited bags or creels.
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LEE SMITS IN DETROIT TIMES. There is one imperative duty facing the 
ere Department, the present Legislature and the State Administration.- 

to further with all possible speed the acquisition of game cover and fishing 
waters for the protection of game species and for the perpetuation of the 

rights of all citizens to hunt and fish. Every other Conservation issue is 
of subordinate importance. : 

MUNISING NEWS -_ The move is sure to draw a barrage of condemnatory 
fire from every part of the State but a bond issue appears to be the only 
logical method of solving the problem of saving Michigan's game. 

ISHPEMING IROMW ORE. - There is no secret about the way that our 

forests are boing depleted and the game cover gradually reduced *** The 
resolution passed at the Calumet meeting is moeting with favor throughout 

the Upper Peninsula, 

IRONWOOD TIMES. Again the Northern Michigan Sportsmen's Association 
comes into the lime light with the adoption at its recent annual meeting 
of a resolution asking the state for a bond issuo of $10,000,000, this 

money to be used for the purchase of forest lands which would be set aside 
as game refuges *****The proposition is, in our mind, one of the most 
practical we have yet heard for the preservation of our Wild Life and 
Forests. 5 

TRONWOOD GLOBE. The Northern Michigan Sportsmen's Association is 
alive to the nceds of Conservation, particularly as these nceds affect the 
Upper Peninsula to which the State must look in the perpetuation of Wild Life. 

6 EDWARD A. HYER IN GRAND RAPIDS PRESS. Ten million dollars for 
reforestation is not conscrvation but is excellent restoration and would 
enable us in some regard to restore the balance of nature. 

CHEBOYGAN OBSERVER. It is refreshing and hopeful to listen to or to 
read an out and out constructive program ***Proposes that the bond issue 
be partly payable by the license fees that are and will be paid. 

TRON RIVER REPORTER. It pays to know what you are talking about and 
then to be able to tell it to the public in a calm and sensible manner. 

GRAND RAPIDS PRESS - The Press is aware that antipathy exists among 
many Michigan people to the bond issue plan ****It is none too sure that 
the issue would not prove a positive earner for the state within a short 
term instead of a burden ***If there is another way to find the money, 
now is the time. 

NEGAUNEE HERALD. Michigan should have been one of the first 
commonwealths to conserve these natural resources ***The outlay will be 
worth while. 

HOUGHTON MINING GAZETTE.- The time has come when the state must give 
thought to the cstablishment of game refuges and adjacent public shooting 

- grounds **** A bond issue is needed to put such a policy into effect. 

© CRYSTAL FALLS DIAMOND DRILL. The action of this body is representative 
of the Peninsula in general ****It may appear that our sportsmen are 
pronotirg something that is out of the ordinary. It develops that but 
following the best line of thought in States where conservation of timber 
and wild life has been a problem much longer than it has in Michigan.
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@ HANCOCK COPPER JOURNAL. The proposal of the Northern Michigan 
Sportsmen's Association is not only reasonable but it is good business. 

ALBERT STOLL IN THE DETROIT LVENING NEWS - The suggestion is not ; 

without its wealness ***It would scem that the sportsmen themselves could 
well afford to pay for the acquisition through an increase in the present 

hunting license. 

CHEBOYGAN DEMOCRAT. The Upper Peninsula sportsmen in convention 
assembléa@ last wecsk passed a resolution requesting that the state bond 
in the sum of $10,000,000. * * * * The suggestion of such a thing is full 
of far fetched visions. 

GEORGE F. ROXBURGH, MASTER STATE GRANGE. There is one subject that I 
will Oppose to the bost of my ability and I believe the Grange will oppose 

it. That is any attempt to bond the state for conservation purposes. 

FRED A. GRIMES IW GRAND RAPIDS HERALD. Michigan's reforestation 
program has been limited because of the lask of funds but the indications 

are that the state will not in tho immediate future bond itself in the 

interests of the forests. 

LEIGH J. YOUNG FORMER DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION. Dolay to wait the 
accumulation of finds from histins License fees or biennial legislative 
appropriations will see the greater part of such lands acquired by 

e private clubs and the public excluded. i 

On the whole criticism has been very favorable and has far exceeded 
our expectations, We look to the Munising convention which is to be 
held next September to get behind the proposed bond issue in a manner 

that will leave no doubt as to our attitude, representative of those 
who realize the necessity for immediate action to preserve state forests, 
game refuges and shooting grounds. We do not wish to convey the idea 

that wo have covered all newspaper and other comment on this proposed 
bond issue. There are, no doubt, many newspapers who have given the 
bond issue some attention but their commonts have not been available to 
the officers of the Association. We appeal to the officers of the 
affiliated clubs to keep us posted. Newspaper clippings are particularly 
desirable. 

Peter Trudell, Jr., 

President. 

M. G. De Gabriele, 
Secretary. 
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RESOLUIIONS OF THE CONVEMPION OF THE NORTHERN MICHIGAN 
& SPORTSMEN'S ASSOCIATION HELD AT CALUMET ON WEDNESDAY, 

SEPT. 28, 1927. 

WHEREAS, any program for the conservation and propagation 
of the wild life of the State of Michigan depends in the last analysis 

on the available food, cover and refuges that its forests afford to 

wild life, and since experience demnstrates that the conservation 
of the wild life of this State camot be solved by closed seasons or 
limited bags ami creels, ani 

WHEREAS, the timber lands of this State are being cut, due in 
a large measure to the high cost of taxation and incident carrying 

charges against timber lands,and as a result the food, cover and refuges 
are being fast eliminated, so that in a few years this protection on 

the wild life will be lost to the people of the State of Michigan, and 

WHEREAS, it is further apparent that no real program of 

conservation cam be carried out by the State without an adequate and 

@ quickly available supply of funds for that purpose, 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Northern 

Michigan Sportsmen's Association in convention assembled 

at Calumet, Michigan, on Wednesday, September 28, 1927,  - Bay ee 

that the issuance of bonds in the sum of $10,000,000. Low 1, 500 
by the State of Michigan for State Forest Purposes be : 

undertaken, partly payable by the license fees that are YD 3 

and will be paid to the State of Michigan by the 

Sportsmen of the Statee 

Also adopted by Michigan Conservation Congress. 
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MICHIGAN NATIONAL FOREST 

THE NATIONAL FORESTS 

=. |HE national forests are lands that have 

T been set aside for growing timber, and for 

preserving the forest cover which regulates 

the flow of streams. They contain about 

159,000,000 acres, and are distributed in 33 

States, from the Atlantic to the Pacific Oceans, 

with two in Alaska and one in Porto Rico. 

In addition to timber and related resources, such 

a vast territory affords ideal conditions fer camping, 

fishing, and other forms of out-cf-docr recreation. 

The organization which administers these resources, 

so vital to the nation’s economic needs, is the Forest 

Service. Its aims in administration are to secure . 

the greatest perpetual use of all the forest resources 

consistent with the primary purposes of growing tim- 

ber and preserving the forest cover; that is, to make 

the national forests render the greatest possible serv- 

ice to the public. 
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The Michigan National Forest and its surround- 
ings, as viewed from an airplane, would lcok much 

like a great rug spread out below, with no topographic 
contours, and, strangely enough, no vast, deep green 

expanse of timber such as is generally expected in a 

forest. Alternating patches of many shades of green 
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interspersed with tan and yellow, make up the body 
of the color in our carpet, outlined and divided by 
the tracery of many fine lines. 

But why, in a forest, these many shades and colors; 

why the network of design? The tan and yellow 
are areas of grass land that have long lain idle, pro- 
ducing nothing.. The various shades of green are 

scrubby growths of jack pine and oak, with here and 

there a few white pines. Along the winding course 
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BEAL NURSERY AT EAST TAWAS TASER 

(Where all trees that are planted on the Forest are grown from seed) 

of some stream a darker shade of green indicates the 
presence of alders and spruce; while the character- 
istic, regular rows in many large square fields distin- 

guish the planted areas, a forest in the making. The 

many lines that cross and recross are roads—some at 
regular intervals along the section lines, others wind- 

ing at random—also telephone lines and firebreaks. 
This strange composite is largely the result of a 

type of forest use which was common in a day when 

the Lake States were the center of timber production 

for the entire United States. Timber was mined 

much as ore might have been mined from the earth, 
without the thought of a future crop. Nothing was 

(2)



left in many cases but slash and débris, which, because 

of their inflammability, led to frequent fires. This 

fire hazard was especially high during the fall when 
the woods were full of berry pickers. Not only were 

fires not avoided, but often they were encouraged, 
since it was commonly thought that frequent burn- 

ings benefited the berry crop. Whether it did or not, 

it certainly did not benefit the timber crop; for soon 

it became possible to drive over these areas and see 
in every direction for miles without any interruption, 

except an occasional pine or clump of oaks. As the 
land became completely cleared it was opened to 

homesteading. But it was not farm land, and the 
few attempts made to use it as such failed early when 

the poor, sandy soil refused to support crops under 
the bleaching midsummer sun. 
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HISTORY 

Since 1908 the lands comprised in the Michigan 
National Forest have been under the supervision of 

the United States Forest Service. The first duty of 

the service in taking care of this potential resource— 

for at the time it was taken over it amounted to no 

more—was fire protection; and during the 20 years 

of national forest administration this activity has re- 

mained continuously in first place among the jobs of 

the local officers. Meanwhile, with this protection, 

the jack pine, which is a prolific seeder, has been in- 

dustriously at work, with the result that many of the 
@)



open places have been seeded. No longer can a tray- 
eler in this region look out across the country for 
miles. His vision is abruptly halted by some nearby 

clump of this or some other thrifty species which, 
under protection, has made rapid progress toward re- 

claiming the land. These trees are even now pro- 

viding good fuel for local people, and promise in the 

future to yield railroad ties and some common grades 

of lumber. Unfavorable conditions, caused by re- 
peated fires in the past, will make it impossible to 
produce high grade timber on many portions of the 

forest for a number of years, but with the gradual 

reclaiming of the land, even by stands of inferior 

quality, conditions will be improved and will even- 

tually make possible the production of the class of 
timber that was once typical. 

REFORESTATION 

the 89,000 acres in the Michigan National 
ere remains about 60,000 on which destruc- 

e was so complete that natural reproduction 

be depended upon to regenerate the forest 

necessary to resort to planting. This is es- 

ue of some of the more valuable species, such 

ind Norway pine, which were killed out by 
more than the jack pine. Asa result of ex- 

[with many species, Norway pine has been 

the one which combines more desirable qual- 

anting than any other species. It requires 
the soil, is subject to but few diseases and 
ows rapidly, reproduces well, and yields a 

quality of product. 

planting stock for this work is raised in the 

ery at East Tawas. A little over 4,000,000 
rise the capacity of the plant, about one- 

hich are transplanted to the forest every 
ttaining the age of two years. Thus far 

0 acres have been planted to Norway pine 

gratifying results. The survival is about 
(@ per cent; but more convincing than figures 

ges is the sight of these young trees stretch- 
er row across land which was once barren 
romising to Michigan future resources in 

r and outdoor recreation. 
(4)
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RECREATION 

The Michigan National Forest affords special oppor- 

tunities to the public for outdoor recreation. On ac- 
count of its accessibility to motor cars and because of 

the fact that it is open to free travel and camping by 
the public, it is rapidly becoming a very popular vaca- 

tion ground. Seekers after recreation in this great 
outdoors will find their opportunity here with a mini- 
mum of restriction. Care with fire and essential sani- 

tation requirements are enforced by the Forest Service, 
but otherwise the recreationist is free to enjoy his own 

favorite vacation as he wishes. 
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WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE 

MICHIGAN NATIONAL FOREST 

Area: 170,172 acres (gross). (Acreage compiled 

June 30, 1926.) 

Location: Iosco, Oscoda, Alcona, Ogemaw, and 

Chippewa Counties. 

3 ranger districts. 

5 ranger stations. 
4 modern steel lookout towers. 
28 miles of standard telephone lines. 

36 miles of fire lines. 
343 miles of roads. 

5 improved free public camp grounds. 

Beal Nursery—A most modern forest nursery of 
approximately four acres in East Tawas where all trees 
planted on the forest are grown from seed. 

3,000 to 4,000 acres have been planted each year to 

Norway pine. 
Present plans call for a program of 5,000 acres per 

annum. 
Approximately 17,000 acres, total, now planted to 

Norway, white, and Scotch pine. 

50,000 acres in need of planting. 
The cost per acre for planting in the Michigan 

National Forest is probably lower than in any other 

place in the United States. 
The rate of survival among planted trees is a record 

for large scale planting in the United States. 

700 trees are planted per acre. 
The forest is situated in a region of very high fire 

hazard and care must be used by everyone to help 
keep fires from entering the forest. Observe the 

“Rules for Fire Prevention” outlined in this folder. 

Practically all parts of the forest can be reached by 

automobile. 
Roads are marked by direction signs to guide trav- 

elers through the forest. 
The historic Au Sable River borders the Tawas and 

Mio districts and is a remarkable fishing stream. 
Silver Creek, which is a very good trout stream, 

runs through the Tawas District. 
Forest supervisor's office, East Tawas, Mich. 
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SIX RULES FOR HEALTH PROTECTION 

|. Purification.—Streams will not purify themselves in a few 
hundred feet. Boil or chlorinate all suspected water. 

2. Garbage-—Burn or bury all garbage, papers, tin cans, and 

old clothes. 

3. Excretions—Bury a foot deep all human excrement at least 
200 feet from streams, lake, or springs. 

4. Washings——Do not wash soiled clothing, utensils, or bodies 

in streams, lakes, or springs. Use a container and throw dirty 
water on ground, away from water supply. 

5. Toilets——Use public toilets where available. They are 

properly located. Toilets should be at least 200 feet from streams 
and not in gulches. 

6. Observe Laws.—Observe rules and endeavor to have others 

do the same. National and State laws inflict heavy penalties for 
health law violations. Report all violations or insanitary condi- 
tions (including dead animals) to nearest health officer or United 
States forest officer. 
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IT IS EASIER TO PREVENT THAN TO EXTINGUISH 

FOREST FIRES. BE CAREFUL WITH YOUR CAMP FIRE, 

YOUR MATCH, AND YOUR CIGARETTE. 
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FIRE 

Fire in the past has exacted a heavy tribute from 
the area which is now the Michigan National Forest. 

In less carefully protected portions of the State it con- 

tinues to spread desolation. Although now this men- 

ace to the forest is combated by the suppression of 
individual fires as they occur, constant effort is being 

made to reduce losses through prevention, since prac- 

tically all of the fires are the result of carelessness and 
could be avoided. Please read and observe the fire 
rules. 
em a eS Se Ne reed 

| EVERYBODY LOSES WHEN TIMBER BURNS 
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“| NATIONAL FOREST 

SIX RULES FOR PREVENTING FIRE IN THE 

¥ FORESTS 

1, Matches.—Be sure your match is out. Break it in two be- 
fore you throw it away. 

2. Tobacco.—Be sure that pipe ashes and@cigar or cigarette 

stubs are dead before throwing them away. Never throw them 

into brush, leaves, or needles. 

3. Making camp.—Before building a fire scrape away all in- 
flammable material from a spot 5 feet in diameter. Dig a hole 
in the center and in it build your camp fire. Keep your fire 

small. Never build it against trees or logs or near brush. 

4. Breaking camp.—Never break camp until your fire is out— 
dead out. 

5. Brush burning.—Never burn slash or brush in windy weather 
or while there is the slightest danger that the fire will get away. 

A 6. How to put oul a camp fire—Stir the coals while soaking 

them with water. Turn small sticks and drench both sides. Wet 

the ground around the fire. Be sure the last spark is dead. 
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In The Applied Science Course 

The conservation of natural resources includes the conser— 

vation of forests, of wild animal life of economic importance, and 

of valuable mineral deposits. Students whose primary interest is 

in the preservation and propagation of forests should take the 

Forestry Course, described on page « The courses assembled in 

this series are designed to train young men to fill administrative 

and technical positions in the eyereexpanding field of wild game and 

mineral conservation, (and to train those who desire to propagate 

wild species for economic uses in those subjects which constitute a 

foundation for such work. ?) 

Freshman year. The requirements include all subjects prescribed 

for the Freshman year of the Applied Science Course, and in 

addition one year of French or Germen. If the student has 

passed two years of one of these languages in high school, 

he should take the other in college. 

Sophomore year. The requirements are in general accord with the 

regulations governing the Sophomore year of the Applied 

Science Course, and are particularly designed to prepare 

students for the more specialized work of the Junior and 

Senior years, The following subjects are required: Physics 

206d, f, and e; Geology 208, 209, and 210; Zoology 207, 208, 

and 209; Botany 101, 102, end 103; French or German, 3 terms; 

Military Science 204, 205, and 206, Those intending to 

elect the wild animal propagation group will take Anatomy 

403a (Histology) instead of Geology 209 in the winter term, 

and Anatomy 403b (Histology) instead of Geology 210 in 

the spring term,
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Beginning with the Junior year the prescribed studies in the wild 

animal conservation, mineral conservation, and wild animal propa-— 

gation groups differ from each other. Persons electing the wild 

animal conservation or propagation groups will major in Zoalagy; 

those following the mineral conservation group will major in Geology. 

Mineral Conservation Group 

Junior year 

Required subjects* 

Fall term: ‘ 

Civil Engineering 201b Surveying and Leveling 3 

Geology 328 Mineralogy > 

English 215a Fundamentals of Speech 3 

Chemistry 207 Quantitative D 

Required subjects 

Winter term: 

Zoology 304 : Forestry Zoology 3 

Chemistry 207a Quantitative a 

Geology 329 Mineralogy 5 

Geology 406 Economic Geology 3 

Required subjects 

Spring term: 

Geology 215 Field Geology 3 

Soils 201 5 
ozz3 ; Bs yoy Aol fuse cts 4 

Geography 205 Physiography of North 
America e 

*The following subjects are recommended as desirable electives: 
Bacteriology 201, 202, and 304th; Botany 314, and 328; Zoology 314, 

Ls
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Senior Year 

Required subjects 

Fall term: 

Economics 210a General 3 

Botany 307 Forest Pathology 5 

Geology 318 Paleontology 5 

Required subjects 

Winter term; 

Geology 314 Petrology 3 

Geology 319 Stratigraphic Paleon- 
tology 9 

Geology 407 Economic Geology 3 

Economics 210b General 5 

Required subjects 

Spring term; 

Zoology 303 Ornithology 5 

Geology 320 Stratigraphy 3 

Forestry 320 by cSameclas ys: co) 2 

Forestry 316 Forest Conservation 

Soils 4Ole Clessification and 
Mepping 4
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Wild Animal Conservation Group 

Junior year 

Required subjects* 

Fall term: 

Civil Engineering 201b Surveying and Leveling 5 

Bacteriology 201 General 2 

Bacteriology 202 Morphological and 
Cultural 3 

Geology 328 Mineralogy 3 

Economics 210a General Ecunomics S 

Required subjects 

Winter terms: 

Zoology 304 Forest Zoology 5 

Geology 329 Mineralogy 3 

Economics 210b General Economics 3 

Anatomy 403a Histology 5 

English 215a Fundamentals of Speech 3 

Required subjects 

Spring term: 

Soils 201 5 
Forestry 200 Si Sabine 3 
** Anatomy 403b Histology 3 

Zoology 303 Ornithology 5 

Entomology 201 Introduction 4 

*The following courses are recommended as desirable electives: 
Anatomy 404; Botany 307, 314, and 328; Animal Pathology 201 and 
20la; Economics 340; Soils 404e; Zoology 306, 

“*Required only of those stwients who plan to take Animal Pathology 
in the Senior year,
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Senior Year 

Required subjects 

Fall term: 

Zoology ee Advanced Ornithology 5 

Zoology 314 Ecology 5 

Boteny and Zoology 333 Elementary Genetics 5 

Required subjects 

Winter term: 

Zoology 423 Advanced Ornithology 5 

yr Forestry 4309 Wood Technology 3 

Zoology u— Game end fur industry 2 

Bacteriology 307 Parasitic Protozoa 2 

Required subjects 

; Spring term: 

Zoology 4eh Advenced Ornithology 5 

Forestry 318 Forest Conservation 3 

Geology 4ee Glacial Geology 3 

Bacteriology 308 Parasitic Helminths 2 

Wild Animal Propagation Group 

Junior Year 

Required subjects* 

Fall term? 

Bacteriology 201 General 5 

Bacteriology 202 Morphological and 
Cultural - 

Botany and Zoology 333 Elementary Genetics 5 

Animal Pathclogy 201 General > 

*The following courses are recommended as desirable electives: 
ft 217c; Economics 340; Farm Crops 303; Geology 422; 
Poultry 403,
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Required subjects 

Winter term: 

Physiology 205 Nervous System and 
Circulation 3 

Bacteriology 307 Parasitic Protozoa 2 

Animal Pathology 20la General and Systemic 9 

Economics 210a . General Economics 5 

Required subjects 

Spring term} 

Bacteriology 308 Parasitic Helminths 2 

Zoology 303 Elementary Ornithology 3 

Economics 210b General Economics 5 

Soils 201 5 

Physiology 206 Respiretion and 
Nutrition 5 

Senior year 

Required subjects 

Fall term: 

Chemistry 208 Organic 3 

Anatomy “ol Embryclogy 3 

Zoology 419 Advanced Genetics 5 

Hygiene 401 Poultry Hygiene and 
Sanitation o :
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Required subjects 

Wint er term 

Chemistry 221 Physiological 4 

Zoology 4H ; Game and fur industry 2 

Zoology 304 Forest Zoology 5 

Zoology 420 Advanced Genetics 5 

Hygiene 426a Hygiene of Fur Bearing 
Animals 1 

Required subjects 

Spring term 

Hygiene 426b Hygiene of Fur Bearing 
Animals 1 

Zoology 4el Advenced Genetics 5 

Poultry 404 Incubation and 
Brooding 4
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The Story of a Game Survey and Max Ot re eS 
i a . ie 

Berry, the Gordon Setter Who Se ae ay, ae 

Helped Make It ee oe £/ vs 
SG to 

Sty hg” Cae a 
By H. M. WicHT aad 

HE bird dog, faithful and favorite servant of the those conditions conducive to game bird welfare. The idea 

“Piast has joined the ranks of the conservationist. of utilizing a bird dog to assist in an accurate determina- 

So successfully has its intelligence, speed and endurance tion of the presence or numbers of game birds on the 

been used in taking a bird census in Michigan that “dog refuges was based on simple facts, that a game census 

sense” may assume an important place in wild life investi- depends upon the location of the game species and that the 

gations of the future. bird dog has for many years been trained and used specific- 

To Max Berry, a Gordon setter, goes the honor of estab- ally for this purpose. The choice and training of the dog, 

lishing for his kind an enviable place in wild life conserva- however, is highly important, for it is not logical to expect 

tion work. Trained especially for his unique career, Max that one trained after the usual method of developing a field 

has shown natural inclinations for the job and demonstrated trial winner would fit into this type of work. ‘The average 

the pessibilities of the successful use of a dog in game sur- grouse and woodcock dog would not prove at all successful, 

7 vey work. Following the commands of his handlers, he as a rule, and if it came to a choice between the two types 

worked fast and ranged far, committing himself commend- the wise selection would undoubtedly be made in favor of 

ably under all circum- the dog with the field 

stances. Aside from his ; 2 : < ane trial background. In 

remarkable —_ perform- na ‘BN Wiad. hy Mp f ben ed Sy N We either case considerable 
ance in “counting birds” x ve hs mig RY 8 aon f, } Ta. ‘ iy retraining would be ; 

the degree of safety in \ Va A) q 4 A 1 al ft a ' | me 5h necessary. The most suc- 

which he can be used in il m XS Ni bi2 ) ; TP p74 > A a me cess ful method, un- 

any place and underany Ae AY NOE NS 1 Neher H 4 *% i gy » = undoubtedly, is to care- 

condition has made him \ eae NOS aa r 7 a a oa ane 7 eA rg fully select and train a 

most valuable in con- As Last N 4 | Uae i a (sge ae pag: Py pi ae young dog especially 

tinued field work. ‘ AS p A 4 \ i L Fig ag . Ve for game survey work. 

Max’s career began = iy wie} ye fy Oe There is as much je 

in the winter of 1928 ve ff eK vey | 4 ce : difference between dogs 

when the writer under- §_ SAN ag? =, foal sy as between men, and 
re —,. me oe tae? , Sete uy 

took an investigation of G42 AA NG he rr Fea Nes aN the investigator should 

Michigan’s privately ws ! B ise 4 a rs cs : Sy use the same good 

owned state game ref- ie aN a < € 46 ae % s\) ay f judgment in selecting a 

uge system. The proj- Oo AY Bes give Ng ‘ a wi, young dog as he demon- 

ect was sponsored by , = RAB a ‘ lpre 4 BG strates in choosing a 
the School of Forestry p 7 af LS 7 A iN Saw bi field assistant. In fact 

and Conservation of YF eo . wy a ao < NP, ra hee : the characteristics are 

the University of Mich- _. ‘Fo = ae eS Toe all xX ra much the same for each. 

igan, and the Michigan a ee a ee SANA EH After several years’ ex- 

State Department of Photography by BJ. Biodsra 4" perience in) this work 

Conservation, and call- This indicates the difficulty encountered in locating game the writer feels that the 
ed for a survey of 118 birds, for their nests are cunningly placed where the sur- prime essentials for a 

refuges, scattered rounding growth thoroughly disguises and conceals them. good dog for investiga- 

throughout the lower tional work are 

peninsula of the state. The plan called for a census of game willingness to work constantly for long hours under the most 

birds on the refuges, for it was believed that this population trying conditions, endurance which permits a dog to stand up 

would provide an index to the ability of the refuges to supply under hard work and over long periods, and a high develop- 
sg 

ei Ei
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ment of dog sense. This characteristic will be demonstrated these natural inclinations. Max was raised on a small farm 
by the dog’s reaction to the demands in the field, and his abil- where he became accustomed to all types of domesticated 

ity to handle birds of various species and under diverse con- stock, including ducks and turkeys, and because of this early 

ditions in his own particular but satisfactory manner. In- experience he is a perfectly safe dog to release in a farmyard 

telligent independence of movement, industry and ability to or to run in any pasture. 

find game is essential. This of course, includes speed, nose, During 1926 and 1927 he traveled thousands of miles on 

the knack of locating the handler and reacting to his move- the running board of a car and thereby has become exceed- 

ments from a distance and especially a timely return from ingly skillful in the art. Too, 

the field. Tractable conduct in the field, car, city and on _ he is epecially success- 
farms is necessary in a dog which is constantly used for survey ful in caring for Pas. qty a 
work. Style is not necessary but is to be desired in a bird himself in ae af Pe? Paes 
dog at all times. traffic. These ze : Oy ie ERS tes 

These factors become pronounced only in the mature dog 27° Import: ay £ " eet we 
and are dependent to some extent upon the dog’s training, ant attri- Sa RS rh i é Ape te << eye, 
but it is obvious that a dog must have at least the essential butes, asa dog om: Wy t ge 8 } aN) ee 
qualities as potentialities, in order to mature the character- ot properly a ws den aE PA ee 
istics desired, and the problem presented in selecting a young experienced in mM Age ~ ei Se 

dog is that of determining his latent possibilities. these particulars Si Rg se rae 
Among the factors to be considered in the puppy are good might prove to be a 

breeding, desirable traits that are noticeable at an early period poe e ce 
and conformation which indicates intelligence, speed ‘f on a long period investigation, for much time as 

and endurance. rey well as mental and physical energy can easily 

Very little discussion is necessary re- " Fad 's be expended in hunting a lost dog, or in worry 
garding breeding, for too many a regarding his safety. To illustrate how valu- 

good family strains have * able Max Berry’s training in this particular 
been developed, re- has been, mention is made of the fact that the 

gardless of the <a / ay ; first day’s experience with a pointer, purchased from 
breed which ; : ony a well-known trainer in the South, caused more worry 

a rm i and fatigue than Max Berry caused in all our travels to- 
eis Vy gether over thousands of miles. 

A ‘ 5 ae f The pointer likewise illustrated better than words the 
; , | ‘aaa bs ena 4 é value of a dog that can successfully handle that illusive 
Fe =, WOR a oe, — \_ bird, the cock pheasant. Those who have hunted 

4 ce fe ey Poe) es 5 Wii i, this bird understand its exasperating habit of 
5 fea) ee eT niet oe EN fete i +e, running down a ditch or through heavy cover 

i Re bes 4 ‘ eS i ay ee see. se, until the boundary of the area is reached, 
yg ry ive 1 ae Ne ier ae be Sift See finally flushing well out of range. This 
BY rag Wie: eS fs ere a ae Ce pointer, trained on quail, would invaria- 

ees Pa a ea) Rees Ete WSs My ‘ bly stop on a beautiful point at the first 
ee See Bs = F nae yr fas ae PAS eh strong whiff of a cock pheasant and 

, , failed to move out and keep the bird 

Demonstrating his remarkable ability to scent game at long dis- located until it could be flushed. Max 

tances, Max Berry, traveling at full speed, cut across the alfalfa Berry would move in and honor the 
field and came to a steady point, which he held without devia- pointer beautifully, but with a certain 

tion until the bird was flushed. indication of disapproval of the method 

being used. Finally he would rush with 
one particularly favors, to cause any difficulty in making an a wide, sweeping movement far in advance and to one side 
intelligent choice. Among the individual traits which may and soon make game, locate the bird, and by quick, intermit- 
be mentioned indicating the dog’s future are aggressiveness, tent rushes finally flush it well within range. By this almost 
alertness, quick response to early training and a tendency to unbelievable ability Max Berry very seldom lost his bird 
hunt, although this last factor may develop at a later period. and usually it required but a few minutes for him to handle 

The dog used in this investigation, Max Berry, is a Gor- the wisest cock in this manner. 

don setter possessing much greater speed and ranging ability It may be of some value for those who in the future desire 
than the average bird dog shows. He has been trained to to use a dog for this particular type of work to learn the 
follow the movements of his handler and only infrequently method employed in training Max Berry. His training did 
goes beyond his control. It has, however, repeatedly been not start until he was about a year old. At that time he 
demonstrated that the characteristics to work fast and wide knew nothing of birds, and no attempt was made at first to 
are important factors in the successful use of a dog for game introduce him to them. Being a companionable creature he 
survey purposes and every precaution has been taken to retain showed no desire to leave his master’s side. He was kept
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out in front, however, by throwing clods of dirt which he wide casts at great speed, except that he frequently appears 

chased. These were thrown first to one side and then to to have sized the situation up completely before he moves off, 

the other. He was not permitted to return between the for he will start out in the direct line of a covey of quail or 

casts, and in this manner he learned to follow the motion of a flock of pheasants. This faculty of going directly to game 

the hand. A whistle has never been used on Max Berry, the may possibly be explained in two ways. First when moving 

dog being handled entirely by signals. He was trained to into the wind a bird dog undoubtedly has a remarkable 

come in whenever his master as- ability to scent game at long 

sumed a kneeling position. distances, and second, it 

Early in August he was taken Mr. Woodcock, Esq. seems apparent that the experi- 
into a big clover field where ; enced dog in some manner diffi- 

there was a flock of half-grown Dignified gentleman; very sedate cult to explain readily makes 

pheasants. He immediately made Seemingly careless of your fate, rapid choice of good cover. 
game and constantly crept nearer Calmly watching “Old Don” close in Some will doubt the dog’s ability 

until quite close to the birds. T'll bet a dollar I saw you grin. to see sufficiently far and well 
He then suddenly broke and to distinguish one cover from an- 

rushed in, catching one of the Scuffled leaves and the rustle of brush, other at a distance, but regard- 

young pheasants on the wing, Whistling wings in an upward rush, less of how well they may see 
which he retrieved dead. This Two clean misses-~left and right; the exact outline in detail, they 

did not worry the trainer and And the calm little gentleman drops from sight. must sense enough to stim- 

the dog was given the bird ulate them to activity in the 

which was taken home to his Long life and luck to you, direction of cover that is good. 
kennel. A few days later he Happy days and journeys too, To illustrate the dog’s ability to 

was introduced to his first full All in russet, black and tan scent game at long distances, 

grown cock. He worked up on Grinning little gentleman! mention will be made of one 

this bird as stealthily as a cat. —Joun Puetes. particular experience. A flock of 

Suddenly he settled himself for pheasants were known to fre- 

a spring which occurred simul- quent a certain second-growth 

taneously with the rise of the bird. He caught the cock by alfalfa field, and wishing to locate this flock two dogs were 

the base of the tail and held it until his trainer released it. sent in. Max Berry, traveling at full speed, head up, did 

For this rather uncommon stunt he received hearty commen- _ not hesitate a second but cut diagonally across this field, over 

dation, Probably these two experiences in his young career the fence and nearly across a second field out of sight. From 

were handled ideally, for later he was placed in a position a fencepost he could be seen on a steady point in the alfalfa. 

where his indomitable urge alone saved his reputation. The Upon coming up some scattered birds were flushed in front of 

next time he made game his trainer was close by and he was_ him. He did not break his point, but held until another 

carefully steadied to a point, and then taken out of it and bird was flushed. He then went a few steps, pointed again, 

led far to one side and allowed to return to the young birds and repeated this several times, until two flocks were flushed 

from the opposite direction. This was repeated many times, out, the second dog coming in to locate some of them. Max 

and finally when he became steady on point he would, when Berry then moved out to an adjoining field. 

sent on, break his point, make a side cast, not always sufh- This trait of picking up singles, illustrating the remark- 

ciently wide and far enough to head off his bird to be sure, able reaction a good dog has to a bird’s scent, was demon- 

but well enough to illustrate that a dog can be trained in strated in the late fall when the quail dog from the South 

this particular knack so valuable to the pheasant hunter. flushed a nice bevy. The pointer worked out two singles and 

Later when he took up self-hunting, he perfected this habit then was lost in a hunt for a single in a hedge. Max Berry 

which has meant so much in this game survey. came in and picked up single after single, working in a heavy 

Upon moving from Oregon to Iowa, Max Berry had a weed cover until twelve birds were individually flushed. 

new adventure with a pheasant which nearly proved to be Mention is made of this ability for three reasons: First, as 

his undoing. In northern Iowa pheasants are hunted in an introduction to a discussion of his inability to locate birds 

cornfields. During the first day of hunting there he pre- during the spring of the year; second, to indicate the feasi- 

ceded eight men through a cornfield which provided cover _ bility of utilizing this remarkable sense in game survey work; 

for a large flock of pheasants. He was nicely straightened and, finally, to allay any skepticism on the part of those who 

out on a point when the birds flushed and from sixteen to are inclined to believe that man can accomplish as much 

thirty shots rang out in rapid succession over the very head while making a game bird survey without the use of a good 

of the dog. This was too much for his sensitive nerves and dog. 

for months following this experience he was both gun shy It should be kept in mind that the location of game birds 

and bird shy. It is needless to mention that his master learned _ was only a small part of this investigation of the game refuges. 

a lesson never to be forgotten. A map was made, information was gathered on predatory 

Upon entering one of the refuges Max Berry always re- birds and mammals, signs were examined, and numerous 

mains at heel until he is sent out. Then he will move in other factors were considered simultaneously with the game
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bird census and for this reason the dog was left largely to ate a dog’s playing with a rabbit providing a bird does not 

himself, and he necessarily more and more became his own exist on the area. Max Berry spent considerable time hunt- 

handler, and day by day did better work. The distance he ing rabbits. There was no mistaking his puppylike attitude 

covered was beyond reckoning, but an indication of the miles when he was pursuing this pastime. The tally of cottontails 

he traveled may be obtained by an illustration. On one day was nearly as important a part of the census as was that of 

the distance traveled by the writer was conservatively esti- game birds and for this reason there was an advantage in 

mated at twenty miles. This dog worked constantly and ran using a dual purpose dog, especially as it was known that he 

at fast speed throughout the day, with only a few short inter- would drop such puppy work immediately upon scenting 

vals of rest in the car. When in the evening it was necessary pheasant or quail. Among the animals toward which he 

for his master to rest for a few minutes before making the showed particular interest were squirrels, rabbits and cats, 

last forty rods back to the car, Max Berry came up and and on several occasions he attracted the writer’s attention 

looked on in a doubtful way, whirled about, jumped a woven in a most amusing manner to skunks. A skunk was always 
wire fence, and went to the far corner of an oat stubble field. quite a treat for him. He seemed to consider it as some- 
Here he jumped a second fence and flushed his fifty-fourth thing amusing instead of something to chase, for he would 

bird for the day. This was after approximately twelve stand over a skunk with front legs spread apart, tongue out 

hours of almost constant work. Many dogs have hunted and ears up, his tail wagging happily. 

this long, but few so long at his speed over muddy ground. Considerable controversy has arisen regarding the time 

He was especially valuable during this day, as much of the and conditions conducive to the best reaction of the dog to 

area was low, drained marshland, cut by flooded ditches very game, and it has been especially interesting and instructive to 

difficult for a man to cross. The dog was repeatedly sent have the opportunity for continued observation on a dog’s 

over these ditches into cover that was quite inaccessible to reaction to changes in temperature and especially to his effi- 

one working alone. It is conservatively estimated that the ciency in locating birds during the spring mating and nesting 

efficiency of the day’s work was more than trebled through period. From February to May a tabulation was kept of 

the assistance he rendered. each bird located by the dog. This consisted of a record of 

Max Berry’s best day’s work from the standpoint of birds the time of day, weather conditions, locations and description 

flushed, was made during an attempt to determine of cover, number and sex of birds, when this 

the total population of game birds on a 2,000- i could be determined, and the activity of the 

acre tract. This work was done during ele aaa 'dog. During February a total of 351 

the fall when the temperature was ogee eh te ied birds were located in thirty-seven dif- 

high, but fortunately the area was gees Ce a ~~. Bud ni ferent groups. The dog made 

well watered, providing opportun- ee tee : z begs thirty-two points and held staunch 

ity for frequent dips and chances af $j Pe ee oe ee ic on thirty. He rushed in on three 

to quench his thirst. During the é Pa pe ak Piece: groups, and flushed three while 

brief period of about eight hours, vu yy Ri ingles > be a x; running and passed by one. 

accompanied by the pointer, 116 Se 4 Ps Baye Ni Y pie?” March gave a total of 190 birds 

birds were handled successfully. Te tae v sar ee e eaves , in forty-four different groups, 
The cover was exceedingly difficult, a ret us Wea Haat iy forty of which were pointed. The 

being a combination of cornfields, ; PLEA Mase dog held staunch on_ thirty-five, 

abandoned grass and weed fields Max Berry’s performance on this job flushed four while running but passed 

with an abundance of Canada thistle | Proved conclusively the value of a good none that flushed. 

and bramble, tangled sedge and grass Cos eta ita ie (a Sete survey: The first two weeks in April 

marshes and brushy cutover land were spent by the writer in an 

grown up to berry bushes. investigation to determine the various species of birds and 

In this particular investigation no man or group of men mammals taken by pole traps. ‘Thus only 104 birds were 

could have covered the area with the same efficiency, regard- _ located, during the last two weeks of the month. They were 

less of the time expended, for the cover was so perfect that it in thirty-seven groups. Max Berry made twelve points and 
is doubtful if man alone could have flushed fifty per cent of held staunch on all. He flushed twenty-two while running. 
the birds. During May he was not at all successful in locating or 

In order to obtain the full benefit of a dog’s assistance it handling birds, and so few birds were located that it was 
is necessary for the handler to study his reactions to every decided that May and June were very unsatisfactory months 
stimulus and the dog should be allowed to use his head freely. for making a game survey with a dog. By the latter part of 
For instance, in this particular work, good game cover could July he once more was back in excellent form and by Septem- 
not be chosen. We were obliged to take these areas “dedi- ber he could find birds with his usual ability. This indicates 
cated as refuges as they came. Many of them did not mating and possibly nesting, as frequently pheasants start 
possess a game bird and sometimes the dog hunted an entire their clutch early in April and perhaps before. 
day without locating a bird. Those who know bird dogs Mention should be made of one factor in the use of Max 
appreciate that a good dog readily determines the presence Berry for this investigation that every true dog lover will 
or absence of birds. Fortunately Max Berry’s master was keenly appreciate. He was companion second to none, al- 
not a “cut-and-dyed-in-the-wool” handler who will not toler- ways faithful, enthusiastic and friendly. e



166 Madison St., 
Adrian, Mich., 
July 27, 1934 

ir,Aldo Leopold 
In Charge,Game Research, 
Soils Building, : 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo: 

I Bave just had a letter from Dr. T,H.Frison, Chief 
of the Lllinois Natural History Survey, @aying that his 
recommendation of my appointment to a position with thé statf 
of the Survey had been sent to ee ein ce for final signatures. 
I feel reasonably well assured that) 1 be able to start 
work there in the nesr future. I met Dr.Frison at Ann Arbor 
a couple of weeks ago and talked with him about the position. 
This looks to me lixe an exceptionally fine opening,and | have 
you and Dean Dana to thank especially for getting me on track 
of this position. I am ltoking forward to renewing contacts 
with you on game matters, Thanks for your numerous favors in 
the past. Did the negative of the nesting Hun reach you in 

l time to use? 

| As ever, 

Se 
R Yoo 

WL 

) dl~ sel 
- : O}\; ‘att 
TCA OEE



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

June 21, 1935. 
a 

) \¥ 
Mo * 

3 i or 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

You will be glad to know that Yeatter has completed his 
dissertation and yesterday passed an excellent final examination 
for his doctorate. Since the doctor's degree is conferred only 
twice a year (at Commencement and in February), he will not 
formally receive the degree until next year, but has now com- 
pleted all of the requirements and is to all intents and 
purposes a Doctor of Philosophy, although without the legal 
right to use the title for a few months yet. All of the 
members of the committee, including particularly Gaige and 
Blanchard, expressed themselves as well satisfied with the work 
he has done and are confident that he will make an unusually 
good man in the field of game management. 

I am sending you a copy of his dissertation, which I 
hope you may have time to read carefully and return with com- 
ments and suggestions for its improvement. The next job is to 

put it in shape for publication, which we hope can be arranged 
within the next few months. 

In this connection, there is still a balance of $185.00 

in the grant from the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers 

Institute, even after using $200.00 for the Williamston project. 

We should like to use this to help finance the publication, if 

this is agreeable to you and to the members of the Institute. 

It seems like such an appropriate use of the fund that I doubt 

whether any formal action by the Institute is necessary, but 

shall, of course, be guided by your judgment as to this. As 

you probably know, the University's appropriation for next year 

has been cut nearly twenty five per cent, so that we shall be 

hard put to it to finance the publication without this help. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Dean. :
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PRESIDENT, ELLIOTT C. DILL VICE-PRESIDENT, EVANS MCCARTY SEC'Y-TREAS., C. STEWART COMEAUX 

(-Ju jaye ~ 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

103 PARK AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

; September 2nd, 1932 

MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE 
EXECUTIVE REPRESENTATIVES ON RESTORATION AND 

OF COMPANY MEMBERS PROTECTION OF GAME 

Messrs. S. H. Bingham, Jr. Messrs, E. C. Dill 
Paul North M. Hartley Dodge 
C. L. Horn T. E. Doremus 
Je T. Skelly W. D. Higgins 
S.J. Gilles Cc. W. Hymer 
L. Pe. Smith Je Me Olin 
W. F. Parker 
Geo. G. King 
Saunders Norvell 
W. Le Wright Our File: 
Evans Me Carty Game 
PF, W. Olin 
J» M.OLlin 

Gentlemen: 
University of Michigan Fellowship 

We have today received a letter from Mr. 
R. E. Yeatter who filled the Institute Fellowship at Michigan. In 
view of his report and expressions of opinion, we think you will 
find Mr. Yeatter's letter of interest, and therefore quote same 

below. 

Yours very truly, 

Y Te, art 
cSC:S fica ahd a 

Copy of letter from Mr. R. HE. Yeatter, dated August 30th; 

"at this time I,want to express my gratitude and sincerest thanks to 
the members of the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Institute for the 
favors shown me during the past three years, 
"Holding the Hungarian partridge fellowship has been an honor indeed 
I have eS tried and shall continue to try to justify the con- 
fidence placed in me. I am very grateful for the extension of the 
fellowship beyond the original contract period. The additional funds 
have been sufficient to cover the work of the present summer, and 
have allowed me to finish a number of phases of the work which I 
feel have an important part in the results of the investigations.” 
"During the next few months I will be working on reports of the in- 
vestigation and plan to publish the results in sporting magazines 

during the coming university year." 

Copy to Mr. Aldo a cas



SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

103 PARK AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

September 8th, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Our File: 
905 University Ave., Game 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

University of Michigan Fellowship 

" - Referring to your letter of July 20th 
to Mr. J. M. Olin, in which you state that by economy a 
balance of $250. had accumulated on the Institute's pay- 
ment for the Michigan Fellowship, and suggesting that 
this amount be applied to the Williamston project: 

I fave just received a letter from 
Mr. Olin, in which he explains the delay in answering this 
matter, ani then says - 

"I see no objection to the suggestion made by 
-Dean Dana concerning the application of the 
remaining $250.00 bal ance in Yeatter's Fellow- 
ship carrying forward the Williamston work. 
If you desire to consult General Dill on this, 
I suggest you do so promptly ani then write 
Leopold to tell Dean Dana that there is no 
objection." ; 

I have just talked with Generel Dill, 
and he sees no objection to this balance being applied to 
the Williamston project, so that you can take this as your 
authority to so advise Dean Dam. 

Yours very truly, 

CSC :HB Secretary
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_fugust 30, 1952, 

Mre Ce C OR 
; Sporting and Ammunition Manufacturers Institute, 

103 Park Avenue, 
New York, New York, 

Dear Mr. Comeaux: 

At this time I want to express my 
gratitude and sincerest thanks to the members of the 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Institute for the favors 
shown me during the past three years. 

Holding the Hungarian partridge fellow- 
ship has been an honor indeed, I have earnestly tried 
and shall continue to try to justify the confidence 
placed in me. I am very grateful for the extention of 
the saree ee beyond the original contract period. 
The additional funds have been sufficient to cover the 

: work of the present summer, and have allowed me to 
finish a number of phases of the work which I feel 
have an important part in the results of the investi- 
gations, 

During the next few months I will be 
working on reports of the investigation and plan to 
publish the results in sporting magazines during the 
coming university year. 

Yours very truly, 

R. E. Yeatter, 

Form 2914 6-31 25M
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 
ANN ARBOR 

February 20, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Avenue, 

Madison Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Probably you have a copy of Mr. Comeaux' letter to me of 

February 16 enclosing the Institute's check for $1500 for the 

support of Yeatter's fellowship. This came just in the nick of 

time since in a few days he would have had to pay tuition for the 

present semester if the fellowship were not to be continued. In 

addition to assuring the continuation of the work, it will mean a 

good deal to Yeatter who, of course, has not previously received 

any pay for his January work. I want you to know how much all 

of us here connected with the project appreciate your successful 

efforts to have the fellowship continued until next fall when we 

can arrange to take over Yeatter's salary. 

With best wishes, I am, 

Very sincerely yours, 

; ‘ 

Dean
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oy Be ack oh | Mighigan Fellowship Me Se ate 
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oi Yebruary 15, 1952. 

uit, C. Stewart Comeaux, Secretary, q ‘ . 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Mfrs. Inst., : 
103 Park Aves, : 
ew York, M. Yo Suess ae 

Dear lt. Comeaux: : 

Under date of January 4th I received a letter from 
Mire Leopold regerding the Michigan Fellowship in which he recommended 
that we make an additional and final payment of (1500.00 to cover the 
Fellowship from January, 1952, to September 1, 1952. 

: = preferred the matter to Mir. Olin under date of Jenuary 
Sth and am now in receipt of letter from him, dated February 15th, in : 
whieh he says: ‘ 

_E think ir. Leopold's recomendation that an additional pey- 
went of $1500.00 be made to the Michigan Fellowship is un- : i 
Queationably the best conclusion that can be arrived at upon ‘ : ‘ 

; “as I recall, this matter was left for you and me to decide, and 
if you are favorably disposed toward this same conclusion will you — 

: go notify lir. Comeaux so that he may in tura notify Dean Dana.” ¢ 
Lae OE eS Re ee a ae ee eee 

Ao Ta in ¢oneurrence with fir. Glin's view, it will be in a. 
order for you to handle the matter accordingly, =~ s i 

eat Yor your file, I am enclosing copy of Mr. Leopold's letter ae 
of January 4th; also originel letter from Dean 5, 7. Dane to Mr. Leopold, ( 
dntead Decenber 24, 1931. a Pa 

Wess Very truly yours, Le y 

eae ELLIOTT G, DILL” 
A President. ’ 

BOD Mit.



Copies to, Comeaux and Dana Michigan Tellow 

Jan. 4, 1932 

General %. C. Dill 
United States Cartridge Company 
111 Broadway 
New York City 

Dear General Dill: 

In further reference to my letter of December 10 to Mr. 
Gas eopy of which was sent you, concerning the Michican fellow- 

Dean Dana's letter of December 24 definitely comaits the 
University to carry Yeatter for the academic year 1932-33. 

Yeatter is willing to accept the reduction in stipend nece- 
ssary to make the former semi-anma] payment last for nine months 
instead of six, and to continue at the same reduced rate after the 
University takes him over. . 

In view of these substantial evidences of cooperation I 
recomend that the Institute, in accordance with the discretionary 
authority granted you at the last meeting of the Game Committee, 
make an additional and final payment of $1,500 to cover the 
fellowship from Jamary, 1932, to September 1, 1932. 

A extra copy of this letter is inclosed for Mr. Comeaux, 
in case you approve this recommendation. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ey nk 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION Ms “Ne 

ANN ARBOR 

December 19, 1931, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
404 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you for sending me a copy of your letter of 
December 10 to Mr. Olin. A meeting of the committee 
which has been handling Yeatter's work, and of which 
Dean Huber is chairman, has been arranged for next Monday. 
At that time I hope that the plan which we outlined will 
be approved and will, of course, let you know at once of 
the results. 

I note that in your letter to Mr. Olin you state 
that it will be possible for the School to carry Yeatter 
after Julyl, This, I take it, was a slip of the pen, since 
as I think we pointed out the instructorship funds which 
we expect to use will not be available until the beginning 
of the academic year, or October 1, The $1500 which I 
mentioned in my previous correspondence with Mr. Olin 
was intended to cover Yeatter's salary until the latter 
date at $100 per month, with the understanding that the 
remaining $600 would be used for expenses as long as it 
lasted, and that if thereafter additional funds were still 
needed we would do our best to find them from some other 
sources. 

I am glad that you were so favorably impressed with 
Yeatter's progress and hope very much that things will 
work out so that he can complete the project. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Dean, ‘
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: Copies to: Dana Michigan Fellow 
Grange / 

Dill 

: Dee. 10, 1933 

Mr. John H, Olin ; ‘ 
Western Cartridce Company ai 
Bast Alton, Tilincis m 

Dear Mr. OLing as 

I stopped over in Amn Arbor to lool: over the situation a 
with respeet to the Michigan fellowships, 

I was gratified to find that the Conservation School fp 
planning to carry Yeatter for a year after next July 1 by giving hin a 
one of the faculty positions as instructor. This will provide mf- a 
ficient time for him te finish his study of Hangariane and also pre- 2% 
pare the results for publication. ‘They are also prepared to finances eg 
the rer the only problem is to keep the work going until AS 

Under these eiroumstances I thought it beat to recommend ea 
a gix-months extension of the fellowship even though the money has to se 
come from the contingent fund on which my own future operations mst r 
be based. I told Dean Dana that I would make this recommendation, but 4 
would first like to be assured that the administrative anthorities cs 
at the University as well as himself were avare of our informal agree~ cg 

ment and in sympathy with it. As soon as I hear from Mean Dana to this i 
effect, I will make formal recommendation to you accordingly. ee 

‘Iwas further strengthened in this dectaton by the excellent oe 
quality and volume of Yeatter's work: during the past field season. ¢ 

Yours sincerd y, BS 

ALDO I:30P0nD a 
In Charge, Game. Survey 2S
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oo Dear Wry Olin: O ees ee . . a. ee as Ree eo ee - . ; 5 ee ae 

7 appreciate very mudh your cordial letter of November 25 
-. Pegarding the continuation of Mr. Yeatter's-work,and appreciate = = == 

fully the difficulty which you may find in providing for its con- 
-). tinuation, In connection with your suggestion that work of ‘this sort. = 

| shouldbe financed by wealthy sportsmen in this state, you probably = 
already know that Mr. Harry Ff. Harper, President of the Michigan = 

~ Division of the Izaak Walton League of America, is now supporting = = 
two fellowships at the University in the field of game management = 
anda number of additional fellowships in the field of fish culture. = | 

-. 9) le oan hardly ask him todo more, and none of the others who might) = =~ 
logically be expected to take an interest in work of this sort have = =~ 

; as yét shown any disposition to cooperate financially. Moreover, 
; aS you of course know, there is always difficulty in setting private =. 
--. > dndividuals to take over the responsibility fot financing a project =. 

_. «| Anitdated by another organization, I am afraid, therefore, that the ~~~ 
| ~ ehances of getting financial assistance from these sources gre pretty = 

i os Bl in De ORG PResent INBDRROG 6 er CU a Ol SNe eee 

oi Se Se NRT ee eNO cee see othe fact that the arms and ammunition ~~ 
“industry Carnot be expeoted to finance the necessary research and 

yo eovher aodivities eonneoted with gane management throughout the United = 
-, States, but nad hoped that arrangements could be worked out for its =~ 
. “eontinued ‘support in projects initiated by it. which are well under ©: ~ 

- “Sway but whigh ¢annot satisfactorily be brought to completion at once, ~~ 
«f° T shall Qe greatly intcrested to Hear from you again after the meeting’. — 
oss In New York on December 3, and am still hopeful. that some way can be 
ee POURS VO bring ‘the project to An acceptable “conclusion, : ae ae oo 

Tt would be a great pleasure to meet you and,more particularly, — 
7) to nave’ an opportunity to show you the work which we have under way. = 

here in Ann Arbor and on the Williamston Project, some fifty miles or es 
a ‘$0 from here, — Dee se Ue eRe ier Gas WOE a aaa ye oe Nana | ee 

a es, ae Ho Ce ee aoe, oe oe Very sincerely yours, ee tee Ses = : “ 
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f ee ee eS ONDITIONS UNAVOIDABLE OR GEYOND OUR CONTROL. fo hich. i Fidhowr 

ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. f 

ESTERN OARTRIDGE COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS 

WESTERN AMMUNITION 

gir, 

EAST ALTON, ULL. 

: November 25, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Room 404 University Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Please note copy of letter from Dean Dana of 

the University of Michigan dated November 17th and copy 

of my reply. I am also sending a copy to Mr. Comeaux 

and General Dill. : 

I assume you will be in New York attending the 

Annual Game Conference next week and shall look forward 

to an opportunity of discussion with you there of many 

matters of interest. 

At the meeting held in New York about ten days 

ago the Game Committee recomended to the Budget Committee 

an expenditure of $30,000.00 for next year. While no 

definite detail plans have been worked out for the 

expenditure of this money, it is expected that if satis- 

factory agreements can be entered into the American Game 

Association and Izaak Walton League will be supported, 

and it is also hoped that an arrangement can be worked 

out with you along the line we discussed in my office 

when you were here of the partial payment of your salary 

and a continuation of your work in game subjects. In 

addition to this, it was agreed by the Institute itself 

that the Iowa Survey could be supported to the extent of 

your salary for three months into 1932. I have not told 

the Iowa people this yet as I wanted to consult with you 

before making any definite statement. Obviously, if the 

work can be finished in one month or two months, it will 

be very desirable to do it. 

Please give thought to all I have written you and 

be prepared to discuss the matter in New York when we meet there. 

Yours sincerely, 

J.M.OLin:W hairman, 

Co ‘tee on Restoration 

@ Protection of Game
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November 25, 1933 

Dean S.°T. Dana + Page 2 

I hope that I may have the pleasure of meeting 

you a% some date not ton far distant ac I have been very 
waeh interested in the work whieh is being done under your 
direction and the ooneervation work being ecoomplished in 
your Stete, = 

Yours sincerely, 

Chairran, 
Gommittee on Restoration 
4nd Protestion of Geme 

7M. OhinsW : : : 

Copy, 
“Mr, Aldo Leopold: 

General By. C. Dill: 

Mr. C. Stewart, Comeaux: © (
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
F School of Forestry and Conservation 

Ann Arbor 
November 17, 1931. 

Mr. John M. Olin, 
Western Cartridge Company, 
East Alton, Illinois. 

Dear Mr. Olin: 

: You are familiar with. the Hungarian partridge investigation 
which the University of Michigan has been conducting for the past ~ 
two years with the financial support of the Sporting Arms & Ammunition 3 
Manufacturers" Institute. The original plans contemplated that three 
years would be required for the satisfactory completion of the 
project, but through an error the present agreement was drawn to 
expire January 1, 1932, and I understand that the Institute will not 
be able to underwrite the work after that date. The University would 
gladly finance the completion of the project if it were in a position 
to do so. Unfortunately all available funds have been previously 
allocated, and a shift to the Hungarian partridge study prior to next 
fall would necessitate a discontinuance of other equally important work. 
After that time we could take care of salary requirements for the 
ensuing academic year. In view of these facts, I am taking the liberty 
of bringing the situation to your attention in the hope that your 
Company, perhaps in cooperation with the Winchester Arms Company, 

may be sufficiently interested in the project to provide for its 
continuation, or that you may know of other sources from which support 
may be obtained. 

The enclosed statement summarizes the progress so far made 
by Mr. Yeatter and the items on which additional infomation is needed. 
As you will see, a surprisingly large amount of new and valuable in- 
formation has been obtained, but another season of field investigation 
and several months to analyze and prepare the data for publication 
are essential to round out the project satisfactorily. Mr. Yeatter 

himself is so anxious to complete the study that he is willing to 

continue at a considerable reduction in salary from the $2,300 a year 

which he has been receiving, in spite of the fact that he now has a 

tentative offer for his services at $3,000.00. This should make it 
ossible to warry the work until October 1, 1932, at a total cost of 

£7, 500.00 for both salary and expenses. 

Unless approximately this amount is available it will mean 

‘that the project will have to be discontinued in a half finished state 

and that full returns will not be secured for the $6,600 already spent. 

I believe that the expenditure of the relatively small sum necessary 

to complete the study would be a sound investment from every point of 

view, and am confident that it would result in the eventual publication 

of previously unkown facts of outstanding value to sportsmen and 

scientists alike. 

; Very sincerely yours, 

S. Ty DANE ’ ; 

d Dean Bec
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

November 17, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

This is a rather belated acknowledgement of your 
note of October 26 from Des Moines, which was greatly 
appreciated. In accordance with your permission to do 
anything we could to insure the continuation of Yeatter's 
project, I am taking the matter up with Mr. Olin. Copies 
of my letter to him and of the summary statement concern- 
ing the project are enclosed for your information. The 
latter strikes me as excellent evidence that Yeatter has 

been getting really worth while results and I should dis- 

like very much to have the project discontinued at this 
time. 

It is certainly a pity that the Institute fears 
that it will be unable to continue. I hope that things 

will eventually work out so that you can retain your 

connection with it even though the fellowships have to 

be discontinued. If you have any further light on the 

situation any time that would affect our activities, I 

hope you will be sure to let me know. 

With best wishes, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

: 5 j 

Dean. 

Encl. 

Ref, , TE)
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Summary of Present Status of Hungarian Partridge Study 

Under the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers Institute 
Fellowship at the University of Michigan. 

Facts Known at Beginning of Project 

; 1. That the Hungarian partridge was a bird of agricultural 

lands. 

2. That the birds were thriving in the corn-growing sections 

of the Middle Yest and in the wheat ssetions of the Northwest. 

3. That plantings had been successful in some sections and 

had failed in other apparently similar sections. 

Important Basic Facts Not Known at Outset of Project 

1. Habits and life history of the bird in America. Nesting, 

cover, and food requirements were practically unknown under American 

conditions, and the published information from Europe was inadequate 

for our needs. 

2. susceptibility of the bird to attack of predatory species. 

3. CGlimatic limitations of the species. 

4, Effects of various systems of farm practice upon the birds. 

5. Reaction of the Hungarian partridge to disease organisms 

and parasites under American conditions. 

6. Extent to which the birds were spreading out from centers 

where they had become established, and the factors influencing such 

spread,
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Facts Determined to Date 

Complete knowledge of the seasonal requirements, life history, 

and habits is essential to intellizent management. "A chain is no 

stronger than its weakest link." Likewise, an area on which we wish to 

establish the Hun may be perfect in every essential but one and due to 

a lack in this one respect establishment and multiplication may be 

impossible. ‘The following facts have been determined in the course of 

the present study and will be of great value in partridge management: 

l. Pairing usually takes place in early February. It is 

aécelerated by warm weather and retarded by cold at this period. 

a. Pairing off among members of the same covey is 

common. ? 

b. The majority of the pairs stay within or near the 

winter range for some weeks after pairing. 

@. During stormy periods the birds again band together. 

2. Nesting begins the last of April and continues into 

August. The height of the laying period comes in mid May and later 

nests are usually second attempts following the destruction of the first 

nest. Persistent attempts to nest again after failure of one nest is 

characteristic of many gallinaceous birds. 

3. Nests are constructed of grass, and prior to incubation are 

covered with grass when the female ie absent. They are located mostly 

in grainfields, roadsides, hayfields, and fenes rows. Dead atone and 

dead grass are used in early fence row and roadside nests, The relative 

success of the nests varied with cover types in the order named, because: 

a. In grainfields the nests @seaped predators and the 

@ggs hatched prior to harvest, thus escaping damage by farm
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machinery. 

be ‘Along roadsides the nests usually escaped damage by 

machinery but were frequently found by predators, 

Gc. In hayfields serious losses occurred, especially in 

alfalfa, due to mowing just prior to hatehing. Losses were 

not so serious in clover due to later mowing. 

a. In fence rows, which are the natural avenues of 

travel for animais in intensively farmed areas, more than 

half the nests were destroyed by predatory animals,- cats, 

dogs, opossums, skunks, and possibly minks. (These obser- 

vations suggest the possibility of managing areas to provide 

suitable nesting sites in places less frequented by animals 

than the fence row, and point» to roadside mowing or burning ‘ 

as belng undesirable practices.) 

@. Late clutehes are smaller than those laid early in 

spring. As a rule these represent second attempts following 

destruction of the first nest and eggs. 

f. Late clutches do not hatch as well as early clutches, 

probably because of injury from hot sunshine. 

@. Second nesting attempts ware often unsuccessful be- 

cause the nests were placed in hay or grainfields where they 

were broken up during haying and harvesting. (Thus any 

action which increases the number of successful first attempts 

will materially benefit these birds.) 

h. More than half of the nests in hay and grainfields 

lie within 30 feet of the fence. (This suggests the de- 

sirability of locating nests prior to haying, which would
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permit their being saved. his should be possible by flush- 

ing the sitting bird from the nest.) 

i. The female assumes complete respensibility for nest 

building and incubation and is therefore exposed to greater 

risks than the male. Five of 38 observed were killed or 

injured during nesting in 1931. This perhaps accounts for 

the apparent excess of males over females which we have 

observed. (The losses observed during nesting indicates 

that this is a very critical period for the birds.} 

_ 4 Juvenile Period. 

Like other gallinaceous birds, the young are active, run 

about with their mother, and collect their own food shortly after hatch- 

ing. They are not able to fly, however. 

a. “Mud-balling” of clay soil on the feet of newly 

hatched young causes serious losses during wet hatching 

seasons. 

b. They start making short flights at about two weeks 

of age. 

eo. They are approximately one fourth grown at four weeks, 

half grown at seven weeks, and three fourths grown at ten 

weeks. At 13 or 14 weeks they have full adult plumage but 

not full weight. 

a, Both cakenhe take part. in the care of the young. 

e. The broken wing ruse is employed by both parents and 

is often effective in leading manmal enemies away from the 

brood. 

tf. Combining of broods takes place in some instances.
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Between 25 per cent and 50 per cent of the broods combine 

during summer and early fall. 

@. Unmated birds and unsuccessful pairs join the coveys 

in late summer. 

(During the juvenile period both cover and food are usually 

abundant, especially in so far as the early broods are concerned, We 

should not expect to find many limiting factors during this period, 

aside from possible adverse weather, diseases, and possibly predatory 

animals.) 

5. Fall Period. 

a. The flocks roost in the small grain stubble and feed 

in the stubble during mornings and evenings, but spend the 

greater part of the day in the uncut cornfields. 

: b. Injury through flying into wire fences or telephone 

wires is frequent among young, and to a less extent smong 

old birds. (This might be obviated to some extent by grow- 

ing vines on the fences.) 

e. Birds retrieved from bird and mammal predators show 

a high percentage of flight injuries, which helps to sub- 

stantiate the contention that except at nesting time predatory 

animals exercise a selective influence and tend to weed out 

the weak and diseased, thus improving the remaining stock. 

ad. The early September population for the best southern 

Michigan range in 1951 was found to be approximately one bird 

to six acres. That this could be greatly increased by care-~ 

ful management seems practically certain.
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6. Winter Period. 

a. Winter coveys show only a slight tendency to combine 

with each other. 

b. The ranges of individual coveys in the winter of 

1930-31 varied from 60 to nearly 160 rods in diameter. 

¢. The range of the majority of ecoveys is limited to 

two fields, or about 20 acres. 

d. Winter lesses were relatively high in the winter of 

1950-31 in spite of mild weather. This loss was in part 

due to lack of protection from predators since, due to the 

short erop, all corn was removed from the fields in the fall. 

Winter cover, therefore, seems to be an important consider- 

ation even in the presence of an abundant food supply. 

7. Gover. 

a. Growing crops and stubble constitute the chief cover 

for the Hungarian partridge in the Middle West, hence it is 

able to thrive in sections too deficient in wild cover to 

support more than a scattered population of bobwhites or 

pheasants. 

bh. In southern Michigan the crops most important as 

cover at various seasons under present farming methods, are: 

{1) Spring ~ Old standing corn stubble (in early 

spring), grainfields, and hay fields. (It may be 

necessary to find some substitute for standing corn in 

areas from which corn must be closely harvested and 

plowed under as a protection against the European corn 

borer, or where dairying predominates, with the result
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that most of the corn is cut. This factor is at present 

limiting the spread of the birds into certain districts 

where they should otherwise succeed.) 

(2) Early summer - The adult birds and newly hatched 

young hide chiefly in uncut grainfields but also in 

hayfields. 

(3} Late sumer ~ After the grain is cut the flocks 

hide to a great extent in cornfields, but also find 

cover in smail grain stubble and hayfields. 

(4) Fall and winter ~ The most important fall and 

; winter cover is standing corn. During the fall and winter 

of 1930 when all corn was cut in southern Michigan the 

birds used chiefly the small grain stubble for cover. 

ce. Nonerop cover used when present. 

(1) Swales and weedy fields are used for cover in 

winter and early spring. The intentional establishment 

ef such cover patches may be desirable in localities where 

Hungarians are desired and may perhaps serve as a substi- 

tute for standing corn. 

(2) Hedges and thickets are used to some extent during 

all seasons for protection against enemies. This sover 

would undoubtedly be used to a greater extent if more 

generally present in the range. 

8. Pood Habits. 

The Hungarian partridge is largely insectivorous during 

the warm months, but largely gramnivorous during the cold months.
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a. Weed seeds, waste corn, and small grain furnish the 

bulk of the food when the ground is bare during the fall 

and winter. 

b. Standing and shocked corn furnish a highly impor tant 

supplementary food during deep snow, over most of the corn | 

belt range. . 

¢. Green food, grit, and probably other foods are 

secured during the winter by ‘digging-in" through several — 

inehes of snow. 

d. An analysis of 51 stomachs recently sompleted, when 

sompiled, will give additional data‘on food habits. 

; Food is usually sufficient even in winter except adetia 

those periods when it is covered by an ice sheet. Such periods resre- 

sent the most difficult times for the partridue ani may be the only 

times when artificial feeding will be nesessary. , 

9. Parasites and Diseases. 

a. The spiral proventriculus worm, Dispharynx spiralis, 

known to be a serious parasite in ruffed grouse, has been 

found in approximately 18 per cent of the specimens examined. 

It is not known to be fatal to the Hungarian. 

b. The Mungarian has been found to be susceptible to 

blackhead by Dr. BE. G. O'Hoke, who cooperated in examining 

the specimens, but the faet that this bird has lived for 

generations in close proximity to domestic fowls, which are 

generally infected with the causative orcanism of the disease, 

: without known oceurrence of epizoatic conditions, leads us _ 

to believe that this is not a serious disease of the ; 

Hungarian partridge.
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10, Range. 

a. The important range in the Middle West (except Ohio) 

is found in - 

(1) Sorn farming sections in southern Minnesota, 

northern Iowa, northeastern Illinois, northern Indiana, 

and southeastern Michigan (totalling about 4/5 of the 

range). 

(2) General farming sections in southeastern 

Wisconsin, and in parts of northern Indiana and south- 

eastern Michigan (totalling about 1/5 of the range). 

b. The Hungarian is spreading at varying rates of speed 

in Minnesota, Wisconsin, northern Illincis, northern Indiana, 

and Michigan. The range is stationary in east central 

. Indiana. 

¢. Good gains in spread are being made under fair winter 

food and fair cover conditions in the general farming country 

of Wisconsin. 

d. The most rapid gains have been made under good winter 

food and poor wild cover conditions as found in the corn belt. 

e. The availability of winter food, especially in the 

form of waste and unharvested grain, has been an important 

factor in the spread of the bird in the northern part of the 

corn belt. 

f. The factors involved in the suceess of the bird in the 

northern part of the Middle West range (Wisconsin) have not 

fully been determined, but results from plantings here show -
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(1) The ability of the bird to thrive at least in 

some sections outside of the strictly grain farming 

districts. ‘ 

(2) The possibility of stocking extended areas by 

establishing “spread centers” in favorable localities. 

(The Wiconsin plantings have been made in large numbers 

in a restricted locality, while most of the plantings in 

the Middle West have been made as plantings of a few 

birds in widely separated localities.) There is need for 

more data on the efficacy of various methods of releasing 

birds. 

il. Farm Practices Affecting the Hungarian. 

a. A high percentage of nests is broken up in alfalfa 

fields cut before June 20. 

b. Narrow fence rows invite destruction of nests because 

of concentration on ground travelled and hunted by predatory 

mammals. 

c. Burning of roadsides lessens their use for early 

nests because of removal of dead cover. 

d. In the fall small grain stubble provides cover, and 

later a supply of weeds above the snow forms cover and food. 

@. Ears missed when husking standing corn are readily 

found and used by the birds during winter, preventing star~- 

vation during periods of crusted snow. 

f. Unhusked sweet corn patches, or unhusked standing or 

shocked corn, attract birds during late fall and winter.
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@. The practise of spreading manure on the fields daily 

provides an important source of winter food in some diary 

sections. 

h. Feeding stock in open lots attracts Hungarian during 

periods of deep snow. : 

Uncomplete Portions of the Project 

Items of study under way, but which need additional data to 

» make the study of highest value include: 

* ‘1. The life history study should be checked through one more 

season under different weather conditions than those which have 

prevailed during the past two years. : 

‘ Qe Factors responsible for losses throughout the year need 

further invesvigation since the data to date are not sufficiently 

extensive to be conclusive. 

3. Range requirements and factors limiting spread have been 

studied but the facts to date are not sufficient to form the 

basis of final conclusions. 

4, Seasonal food habits, especially the variation of require- 

ments from season to season and from year to year should be given 

more complete study than has so far been possible. 

5. Relation of Hungarians to other gallinaceous birds as to 

food and range competition, and also as to dissemination of 

disease and parasitic organisms needs further study. 

8. History of Liberations, including a study of factors 

causing early losses of plantings is a phase of the study which
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has not yet been completed. a 

Although a study of this character can never be entirely con 

plated to the entire satisfaction of those concerned, it now appears 

that one more field season will provide the necessary information to 

round out the project in a fairly satisfactory manner. 

R. £. Yeatter.
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

We understand from Grange, who was here yesterday in con- 
nection with the meeting of the American Ornithologists Union, that 
Yeatter is likely to be offered the Iowa job and that the continu- 
ation of his Hungarian partridge work on Institute funds is unlikely 
after the close of this calendar year. As you know, we have all 
been hoping that things would eventually turn out so that the 
Institute would be able to carry him at least until the beginning 
of the next academic year and perhaps even longer, and I should 
appreciate it very much if you will let me know whether the pros- 
pect is really as gloomy as Grange apparently feels. If it is, 
Yeatter's best course may be to take the Iowa job if he has a 
chance, although I think that he would prefer to wind up the 

Hungarian project, and, of course, we are very anxious to have him 

do so. On the other hand, it is doubtful whether we can take over 

the financing of the project without serious interference with 

other work already under way. There is a possibility that we could 

offer him a junior instructorship of 1,000 for the next academic 

year, but I cannot be sure even of this until our next year's budget 

has been approved, which will probably not be for another couple 

of months. 

Meanwhile, we have been considering other possibilities 

for financing the work. Graham has talked with Mr. Schumacher, who 

is one of the commissioners for the Department of Conservation and 

who suggested that it might be possible to interest the Weston Arms 

Company in continuing the Hungarian project. I should like to know 

how this suggestion strikes you and whether you are in a position 

where you can approach the company in the matter. If not, would it 

be worth while for us to do so, and would this interfere in any way 

with your own plans? We should not, of course, want to take any 

steps in this direction without heing sure they meet with your 

full approval. Also, if it does seem wise to approach the company, 

what would you suggest as the best avenue? Finally, there is a 

bare possibility that some plan might be worked out with the Conser- 

vation Department for the completion of the project, but I fear thes 

cannot be counted on too heavily.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold - STD. October 22, 1981. 

I am sorry that you did not get over to the ornithologists’ 
meeting. There was quite a distinguished assemblage here yesterday, 
including a large representation from the Biological Survey and 
others from all over the United States and Canada. 

With best wishes, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

ee lediscs ‘ée 
Dean.
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Mr. BR. B. Yeatter © Sekt Oia ee Seas ad 
: Bitesfsield 8 es i Tit : igor 

I would sugeest that you go ahead with the map without tae ys ae 
regard for its ultimate form in the game management books I would | ~ 

: ¢ehoose the symbole and scale to: Sot purposéss I can readily - a 28 
: . alter the presentation, stale end s to £1t mine. oe : ates 

When reproduced in "Gane Managedent" the map will be Bbout. 
the size of the Game Sarvey. If you are publishing it th a sporting ; Sao 

» magazine, there is doubtless opportunity to have it at least twice oe 
-that large. -Aecordingly you can show a lot move detail than Team = 
It 1g thonghtful of you to take this matter up, Wut I would not try 

_ to Kil] these two partiqular birds with one stone, _ ‘ Ble as 

the copy of “Gane Management which was intends? for you a oh : 
Wight I have had to send temporarily to the publishers, but I will x 
get it to you, I think, sometime in September. i ns ; eae ee 

er do not yet Imow the publication date, ut it ishardly = 
as Likely that I will go to press before November. Pe ae were 

‘TY would appreciate your sending me the fungarian weights 
a as soon as they are available, since I am hanging. up thet chart a 

: in the hope of adding then. Bie ey ; pe oes ae 

: Yours sincerely, ae 

: - In Gharge, Game Survey ;
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Blissfield,Michigan, ap ; 
July 25,1931. 

Mr.Aldo Leopold, | 
In Charge,Game Survey, 
404 University Avenue Nat'l Bank Bld'g, : 
Madison,Wisconsin,. 

Dear Mr,Leopold: 

The need for published results from the fellowships 
is very apparent. The trouble has been in my case that 
because of attacking the work as distrbution problem I 
have spent a good deal of time surveying,the results 
of which have been indicative ratherthan conclusive evidence 

i of distribution factors. I imagine that King is experiencing 
this same difficulty,since his has been along the line of 
a broad problem which could not well be subdivided into 
smaller ones that could be worked out separately. 

This of course does not apply in my case as far as 
a progress report is concerned. Iam anxious to get my results 
as far as they are ready into print,which 1! want to do 
meet the criticism that you mentioned concerning lack of 
published results or reports. 

The Hun and pheasant map is on my schedule. I have not 
worked on it so far this summerbut have it down for attention as soon 
as I get to it. 

I am having more evidence of predator woek at nests this | 
surmer than last. Two females have been killed on the nest,and 
two more attacked but escaped. I have numerous hairs from 
the places,where they have been workedinto the grass,quite 
evidently during the struggle and devouring of the bird. I 
expect to send these into the Biological survey for identification. 

_ Very truly yours,



- iver Docs July 13th, 1932 y 

pons Dean S. T. Dana, Our File: 
: University of Michigan, Game 

School of Forestry, es 
: Ann Arbor, Michigan, cages 

Dear Sir: en 

ne ri Michigan University fellowship 
i “In accondence with agreement between 

. the University of Michigan and the Iustitute, we are 7 
- pleased to enslose herewith our check No. 499, for 

by"500,00, payable to the order of the Treasurer of ; : 
the University of Michigan. e es : ae . 

sh - This eheek covers advance payment for ye 
semi-annual period commencing duly ist, 1931. — di 8 

. Yours very truly, oe 

Copies to Messrs. J. M. Olin i re ji 
‘ , Be G5 Did , : 

: J ‘ Aldo Leopold : ae
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July 1, 1932 

Mr. Rs Ee Yeatter 

School of Forestry % Conservation 
Aun Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Ralph: : 

- ‘Twas glad to get a note from you. 

: I have not had any luck so far in getting the Institute 
to set up funds for the extension of your fellowship beyond the : 

-  ¢@ombract period. ‘here hag been no meoting, however, and. I 
think I can make a better case when talling the thing over with 
then personally. I thoucht for a while that T hed managed te 

. gwiteh part of my om game survey fimds to cover this, but they 
proved. to be insufficient. 3 

; It may not be clear to you end Deen Dama as to why the ; 
‘ Michigan contract was six months shorter than the others. ALT 

the Institate's present financial program is covered by pledges 
x expiring Jamary 1, 1932 from the companies. In the contracts 

for the original fellowships I was avle to cet approval for . 
covering the succeeding six months because he Damen’. for those 
six months fell due on Jamary 1. ‘The Michigan a ; Wes 

, originally submitted in the same way, but not approved. Thai to . 
: eat off the six months before I could get approvel. In other 

woris, the whole disparity may be ascribed to a risesl aceident. 

While my prediction 4s no better than anybody else's, T° 
think it probable that I aan get the Michigan fellowship carried 
to July 1,.1932. It 1s possible, bet not probable, that TI can 
get it carried to Jamary 1, 1933. It is harily in the cards to 
carry 1¢ through the spring of 1933, although I can of course 
appreciate your desire to make additional field studies that year, 
If I were you, I would start negotiations for some ini of local 
apport for some additional period of study. 

. It 4s extremely interesting to learn that the early fence- 
row nests were most broken wp. This observation, ag you will 

ae agree, is of great value in its bearing on hayfield 
mo’ ty. 3
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By the way, Game Warden Arthur Peterson of Racine has 
gone us one better, ani not only tested ont the rope-dragging idea 
but tuvented en attachient to the mowing machine whieh flushes hens 
from a strip of unewt hay so that (theoretically) all the nests in 
the entire field can be saved. This strikes me as a very valuable 
extension of your valuable thought. If Peterson has made a real ; 
trial of his idea, I would Like to have him report it at the Game 
Conference, tut I have not made any move until his report is forth- 
coming. 

The Wisconsin management project for Hungarian stock is 
definitely approved and Grimier would like your help in selecting 
and making planus for the management area. He told me he would write 
you direct about this. I warned him that you might not have time 
for an extended absence after school work begins in the fall. _ 

With best regaris to yourself and Mra. Yeatter, : 

Yours as ever,. : ,
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

June 30, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Geme Survey, 

,404 University Avenue,Nat'l Bank, 
Madison, Wis, 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

I have gone over your first report with Dean Dana,and have 
attended the meeting or the Fellowship Committee, whosereport 
you heve in Dean Huber's letter, All agree,including myself, 
that improved methods in interpreting and compiling are needed, 
I am now working on this phase. 

your report on the wame Fellowships arrived recently. I 
appreciate your recommendation that the Michigan Fellowship 
be extended beyond the contract period, I have sent it to Dean 
Huber and other members of the comhittee at aan Arbor,It will 
be sent on to Dean Dana and Dr. Graham. I am glad of the chance 

to see the report, 

In the intrest of meking the life history of the Hungarian 
as complete as possible, I feel I should count on the opportunity 
to check field studies in the spring of 1933,if this should prove 
necessary. Class work is bound to cut into my time for field 
work in the spring of 4932, I have already ment&oned this to 
Dean Dana, I do not want to hang onto the problem needlessly long, 
but I am anxious to have this phase well worked out, I am mention- 
ing this now from the standpoint of time when the study will be 
completed, rather than for funds, as I would be concerned chiefly 
with meeting expenses if this work should be necessary, 

Nesting is now well along. The early part of the summer 
work has not been so extensive as last summer due to getting 
a later start. Most of the early fence row nests were broken up 
by predators, The female in the corner of the wheat field,which 
hed two eggs when you were here escaped from a mammal,probably 
a cat, but was hurt 2nd scared away from the eggs. 

I am not discussing work and plans fully as | will probably 
have a chance to talk with both yourself and Grange this summer, 

Thanks for the Bradshaw Reports. 

Very truly yours, 

Reseaibhh Associate,
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REPORT OW THE MICHIGAN HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE FELLOWSHIP. 

a 
; 

A good deal of the winter period was devoted , 
to University course work with corresnondingly lessened 
opportunities for intensive field activities. However, 
Yeatter kent in touch with a good many coveys of Hun- 
garians last winter and secured some excelient data. 

Einter Mortality was found to be very low; less than 10% 
accordire to field observations. Yue to the mild winter 
and lack of snow the coveys came through in far better 
shape than had been anticipated. Had really severe weather | 
occurred following heavy snowfall it is certain the winter | 
mortality would have been mach grater. 

tet ee It was found that Hungarians ’ : 
ex a @ and stubble weed cover last winter often 
without acceés to thickets, hedgerows and other cover of 
‘the tyne generally considered necessary for unland game 
birds. A minimum cover requirement below that of any 
native American game bird is now rather definitely indi- 
eated for Hungarians. It is true, however, that the: F 
stubble and weed cover used last winter would hove been ' 
beneath the surface of the snow in ordinary winters. | 

pees, Wheat, ragweed and corn were items of | 
requ ani “7 occurrence in the Hungarian diet last , 

winter. Detailed examinations will be made by the Food 
Habits Division later on but the oreliminary examinations — 
add weight to the belief that Hungarians are very dependent. 
upon cultivated Co . and the wesds associated with grains. ; 
It is of interest to note Yeatter's finding that winter — 
~ is eaten regularly during the snow neriod as a green : : 

ms gr ovine hoe ae Efforts to eg and band Hungarians last 
winter met # no suecesgs. The birds did mt respond to — 

ee used as there was in most eases an abundance of oer 
o cock and hen wep ereeents) trapping was tried this aoe ng, 

mainly for lack of time. The opportunity to trap and band — j 
a large number of Hungarians is one of the wost significant q 
untouched lines which the Investigation might follow out. : 
Work in Ohio would be especially significant due to the 
Qhéo open mason on these birds, which would greatly increase 
returns. Yeatter and I have discussed the possibility of 
@ concentrated attack on this problem this winter and if 
at all possible I should like to snend two or more weeks
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in the field in a joint effort to overcome the trapping 
difficulties involved. 

Nest Jhalless The attention of the Fellowship at the 
present time is mainly on the nest et in which an 
attemt is pee made to = all possible information 
on nest mortality, habitat preferences, relation of nest- 
ing to ae practices, etc. i a initial 
euccess in the locating of Hungarian nests has been had, 
both in finding them in the field and in securing nest ; 
locations from farmers, A reward is offered for all nests 
reported. The season was just nicely under way at the — 3 
time of my visit and more nests were being resorted and 
found nearly every day. : 

; we for the remainder of the seagon include the foellow- 
ng uo of broods insofar as oreves feasible, continuation 

_ of the collecting work and posal ble observations in the 
Indiana Hungarian range. : d 

fey of the Work. Yeatter had in prevaration at the 
me of my visit an article summarizing some of the main 

features of the work to date. A preliminary @reft of the 
manusoript was read, in commany with Dr. Graham, Aldo Leo- 
pold and Yeatter. The material presented is of high auality; 
mach of it new. I had the feeling, “owever, that Yeatter 
was too conservative in his statements and thet he would be 
i“ in a more extended elaboration of many vointe. 
eatter has - very extended field notes containing data of 

very excellent quality which his manuscrirt did not in- 
corporate. It was the reeling of Dr... Graham, Aldo heovtld 
and myself, and Yeatter agreed, that a re-working of this 
Material would be worth while in order that the summary . 
really give as comlete a victure as possible of the work 
to date, 

ner In my opinion it eens nee pro- 
se te Setar Ae by the Michigan Fellowshin. The ten- : 
dency to round out the studies on each of the major life . 
history phases of the work is extremely coo oti I have 
few or no technical aaggestions to offer. The Fellowship « . 
appears to me to be following out productive lines and using 
sound methods. Yeatter is fortunate in his contacts with 
the men at the University. In fact, these might very well 
be further extended. vn 

Oe az? has etreeee seemed to me eens i in an 
attemt to be scientif eB) may tend to be too con- 
servative or to miningees own Aaerrctuane I should
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say, however, that, if anything, he is os in 
even greater confidence in his observations and might 

: Well elaborate. further in interpreting them and drawing 
conclusions. 

Signea —~ BBN 
: “. B. Grange 

Cooperative Agent mi 

dune 28, 1931.
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June 16, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In QGharge Game Survey 
4O4 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

The committee in charge of Mr. Yeatter's work had a meeting 
last week at which Mr. Yeatter was present, and at which the entire 
project was discussed in considerable detail. The committee ex- 
pressed its general approval of Dean Dana's letter of June 9 to 
you and indicated its full agreement with the view that prompt analysis 
and interpretation of the field data already available in important. 
It hardly seems either feasible or desirable in the middle of a 
field season to attempt preparation of a comprehensive or finished 
report, but rather to attempt to bring out the outstanding facts so 
far developed and to outline further field work in the light of these 
facts. Mr. Yeatter will accordingly undertake this task at once. 

With respect to the scope of the project, it is planned to 
concentrate the field work during the coming year on life history 
and local distribution, with special reference to emphasis on those 
points which the analysis of the existing data show to be particularly 
in need of attention. Of course full use will incidentally be made 
of any facts which Mr. Yeatter has or may obtain that throw any 
light on the question of regional or national distribution. Mr. 
Yeatter will also go ahead with the development of cooperative activ— 
ities, in connection with which the committee itself is anxious to 
assist in any way possible. 

The committee hopes that the cooperation between the Institute, 
the Biological Survey and the University may be continued, and re- 
commends the reappointment of Mr. Yeatter. While the latter has 
not done as well in his course work as is normally expected of 
graduate students, this may probably be attributed in large part to 
the very considerable extent of his field activities, which have 
necessarily absorbed much of his time and attention. His field work 
has been of such high calibre that we believe he can be counted on 
to pursue the project to a satisfactory conclusion, particularly with 
the emphasis that is hereafter to be placed on the analysis and 

interpretation of results. ‘ 
Very oe ee 

G. Carl Huber 
GCH:b Dean



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

June 16, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
404 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo:- 

The comnittee appointed to exercise general supervision 
over Yeatter's work met last Friday and proved to be greatly in- 
terested in the entire project. It seemed to be the unanimous 
opinion that the project is an important one which should yield 
valuable results. All were in thorough agreement with your 
suggestion that more attention be paid from now on to the analysis 
and interpretation of results, and we shall see that this is done. 

On Saturday a joint meeting was held of the project 
committee and the committee in charge of Yeatter's graduate work, 
at which his personal qualifications and his progress toward the 
doctorate were fully considered. Dean Huber is writing you 
officially as to the results of both meetings. I am writing 
this less farmal note to express my personal hope that Yeatter's 
appointment may be continued. Under the circumstances it does 
not seem to me surprising that his course work should not have 
been up to par; and while he will of course have to improve on 
that to obtain his doctor's degree, I do not believe that his 
record to date indicates any lack of ability to handle the pro- 
ject effectively. As I told you when you were here, he is 
particularly strong as a field man, but has somewhat more 
difficulty in the organization and presentation of his material. 
We can undoubtedly help him in these respects and shall do our 
best in that direction. Another improvement that will be made 
from now on is to center the supervision of his work in Graham's 
hands. Up to this time he has hardly known to whom he was re- 
sponsible, and that has doubtless had an unsettling influence. 
So altogether, I think we may expect the project to go forward 
in the future even better than it has in the past. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Dean. f
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June 9, 1931, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
404 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sorry to have been so long in answering your letter 
of May 21, which happened to come at a particularly busy time. 
This seems to be an opportune time to bring the present status 
of Yeatter's project to the attention of the committee which was 
organized when the fellowship was established, and a meeting of 
the committee is therefore being arranged for the latter part 
of the week, I will, of course, write you fully as to develop- 
ments as soon as possible thereafter, Meanwhile I might say 
that so far as I am concerned, your suggestions seem to be generally 

satisfactory. 

In the third paragraph of your letter I take it that your 
reference to the completion of Yeatter's thesis by January, 1932, 

is a typographical error for 1933, This would follow from the 

(C Preceding sentence to the effect that the thesis cannot be 

completed by a year from this July. It should, however, be possible 

to have it in practically final shape early in the winter of 1935, 

and for him to come up for his degree in the spring of that year. 

if All of us of course hope that arrangements may be made for the 

KG continuation of the present cooperative arrangement until the 

report is in final shape, 

I think that you are right in feeling that the field work 

has progressed more rapidly than compilation and interpretation 

of the field data, and we shall plan to emphasize the latter aspects 

of the project during the coming year, With respect to the 

scope of the project, I agree that emphasis from now on should 

be placed on determining the facts of life history and local 

distribution rather than on any attempt to solve the problem of 

distribution in its broader aspects, 
Very sincerely yours, 

Dean. ‘
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COOPERATORS IN NESTING STUDY. 

R. E. Yeatter- U. of M. School of Forestry and Conservation. 

Studies of nesting habits of the Hungarian Partridge in- 
dicate that more than half of the nests built in hayfields lie 
Within thirty feet from the edge of the field. 

METHOD FOR: LOCATING EDGE NESTS. 

A rope is carried by two cooperators around the outside 
of the field, and dragged over the uncut hay, covering a strip 
parallel to the fence, like the swath of a mower or binder. ‘The 
strip should be at least forty feet wide around the field. If 
possible, it is desirable to cvoer a strip two or three times as 
Wide as this. It is necessary to move the hay as much as possible 
without breaking it over, in order to frighten the female from 
the nest. The rope should be at least three fourths of an inch 
in diameter, or a smaller rope can be doubled and tied at inter- 
vals with twine. 

Nests found should be marked, and during mowing a patch 
of hay four or five feet in diameter left, or the mower bar may 
be raised, and at least a foot of stem left standing. Partridges 
often return and rear broods under these conditions. Dragging 
should be timed to precede alfalfa cutting in your locality. 
All fields dragged should be tallied below, whether nests are 
found or not. 

Field No. 

Date- 

Crop- 

Height of Vegetation- 

Width of Strip- 

Any Indications of Nesting- 

Distance Nest to Edge of Crop 

Distance to Nearest Corners 
Wee pe. a 

bid oar as Knife or 
Mow Around? 

Result of Nesting Attempt- 

Remarks-
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Z - Copies to Messrs. Grange cy ane 

: ( Olin oy ‘ fuer: Ke cae 

sae: Yeatter ‘ tr Oe oN oo 

oe pe Mey 21,2931 

: : “<5 a 

S. Te Dana, Dean yee Si. a 
_ School of Yorestry 4 Conservation — Re ae es ee oe 

| Emoiihd 1tke t6 ‘summarize the fapressions githere! ¢uring 
tay ‘Pegent visit in connection with the timenrian fellovship. ‘Those Ag eee 

‘Ss inpressions, 42 oonmrre’ in by the Biological Survey ani yourself, ; pets 
“gan then constitute the basis for recamending renewal on July 1. oes 

Mag Letter 1s supplementary to the roperte on the teehniel ae 
aspects of the vor: male by the Biolorical Survey during the pagt year. =~ Saha 

Bumtion of Emiact Th pomus tobe nereed by all tat the thesis 
% complete? by a year from this duly, due to Yeatter's class= ; < 

réen obligations this an? next year in covering subjects necessary oe 
for a Ph.D. degree. I take 1% that the thesis may be completed by a 

a nee nee ty fpresoton fe that very good progress has 
been 4n both the yon and quality of field data obtained, eh 
especially in conjunction with the life history study. I an meh oo’ 

. gratified by the field slcill which Yeatter has picized up, and inef- ees 
- dentally by his friendly relations with all cooperstoras oe 

Interanetation It 19 uy impression that chen jute’ by the highest i. 
ig the progress in compiling ani interpreting the ficid data ‘eta 

is less satisfactory than the progress in collecting thea. Tlins- oe 
trations ofthis were diseagsed with Yeatter on’ Orange in the field, ee 
ani also with Dr. Grahas in the office, i ae 

Thais proeess of interpretation is, of course, the second z % a 
. gtage of tho work, and 4£ it can be strengthens! at this time ahichly . =. | 

satisfactory final cuteome will, in my opinion, be asmred. I vould, oe 

however, not feel this assurance 1f the job of dicesting the field oy oem 
data were left until the very last. The reesons for this opinion vere 
@iseuesed, in the fore of specific examples. : ae



4 2 Dana . vee =e 
v 5 eons ee : ie 

° My owa position in reeoamending renewals will be strencthenea : 
to the extent that this weal place fn overcome. pi Nay PaaS spate 

-Seone of Project. when this fellowship ms first diecussed, it vas my 
thought that the fellow mizht determine not only the facts of local diz- 
tribution and life history, mt also the reasons for the pemiliar | 
nitional distribution which obtains in this species an! also in pheasants. 
I am now persuaded that the isolation of these reasons will involve 
specialiged controlled experimentation, possibly in several widely aig- : 
ferent fields. Accordingly ay alvice in to Limit our expectations as to vee 

_ the mbject matter of the fellowship to the fects of life history and ae 
; @istribution, an? to the interpretation of the former. aia ® 3 

—— Sogperation, 1 think Yeatter, Orance, ant myself are all permated that 
there is at least ao chanee of getting the cooperation of the game fam 
in malcing certain observations uxier confinement, ant also of getting 
scortemen, same wardens or farmers to try out certain management measures ~ 

f infifeated by Yeatter's ficld observations. In my opinion these oppor 
: tunities wuld be worth cultivating, since they broaden the scope of the 

work without aiding to Yeatter's personal load. - SS 

May I leave it to you to bring the appropriate parts of thie Pee 
report to the attention of the faculty committee? if 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Crange so that if the ee 
Biological Survey does mt fully concur in it, the matter can be threshed . 
out. . ee ten * y : : ie 

ee I am also sending » personal copy to Yeatter, an‘ a copy to the as 
chairman of the Game Gomaittee of the fnstitute, ~ Ba: 

/ Yours sincerely, . 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Gharee, Game Survey |
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ee eee At the request of ow i. Leopold 

3 we enclose herewith the Institute's cheek No. 439 
for $1,600.00, Sane es 

PS a eee thes sheds made up of $1,500.00 08 if 
.,  peguler payment due December Bist, 1980 on our an 

ee tle ee and an additions) $100.00 to Ng ap eee 
- plde@ towerds. the travel expense of your Yellow - “a 

Re to attend the 17th american Gam’ conference, New — e 
. _ Nowe city, on Bondsy ond Taesday, December lst. eis 

oo Soe ae  Plesee Belmowl edge receipt and oblige, = 

, “Yours very truly, peste wait oe 

: Uae Cac a - Secretary | hana tes 
nae ; POR ON - 

a Copies to Messrs. J. i. olin we 4 a 
as oe : ea “Be Gs DIL 4 : aah, 

ea SP Meo Tenpele en eae
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J) UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ' J 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION ow 

ANN ARBOR 

Oct .29,1930. 

Mr,Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, 
Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr.,Leopold; 

I am sending you the pheasant and Hun map to 
which I have added all the material from the rest of 

the letters I have received. I am ettehosing the letters ' 
and the pheasant map sent to you by Dr,Pirnie. The big map 
needs a lot of additions,some of which I hope can be 
obtained at the Game Conference. 

I am glad to hear fwom Wallace Grange that you 
are back on the job again. 

Very truly yours, 

KOT 
oh 

ety _ t= aneieees
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“4. The information. furnished on the maps by ‘the ‘states. 
veo) is transposed on the big pheasant map as follows: Sea 

a | Indichased on Leopoldas Report and Yeatter's works <2 

-... Maryland- Counties marked I for"slight increase"are @alled Indetehminate 
Sos. ot €ps showing O° for "no increase" are called Failure. 3: : 

ee tasspartstoeeing estimates not. used as stocking began 1927. : 
’ a ee : Be ae eee pay ae 

pean Nevads Douglas diyon,,Churchi lt: stocked 8-6.10 years called Established, 
eS others ndeterpinate.or Fialed, (sig) ye asco rad 

eae Wov gifesy catice Established-might be Indeterminate em account of oN) 
Rac . heavy annual stocking over 20,000-1950. Stocking began 1910. . : be te 

| North’ ¥ak, mi. All counties are reported as having Huns. I take 9 — 
= (Mb moeb of Enese are from the stocking of last year, 0 0 Rat 

wae ae Penn. M & called Eetablighed/. (L called Lighter: ss 0 os 
2 nee ec einen cS UMe | TBA Meta ea Fes Ce Pee a a gee 

South Dakota- H & M- Establisnea Ce ee | 
ab. ae eo ee es Ca So A CAG ITO BES cet ghae her et Ree en alana ; ad 

BEES CS SIC ae Me eae Ree TUNE OSA ena ee SE We Cay RO LE Lae 
ES aay Tyee pony as Sheridan stocked 12 years-Established; others. 28 fo 

stocked 2 years-Indetermin-te, is RU ie NOS Use Pes 
oS ee ee of 
| Utaligilo explanation is given as to length of time stockedwhole = 

ene Bieta ee Indeterminate, | I know that pheasants were numeras 
oat, Grand ‘Junction,colo ynear the east Sine in LORE oe es eee oh 
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Ringneck Pheasant 

If convenient will you use the following symbols to 
label on the map the counties (or areas) coming under the 
classes listed? : 

(4) eg 
(2) - Ss 
(Sieh 
(4) - M 
(5) eek 

(1) - Unsuccessful - counties which have proved unadapted 
to pheasants. 

42) - Scattering - widely separated colonies or covies. 
(3) - pight ~- fairly well distributed but lightly stocked. 
(4) = Medium to good stocking. 
(5) - Heavy - concentration areas. To what features of 

environment or circumstances do you attribute heavy populations 
in your state? 

Approximate dates of the first stocking of successful 
areas or anything else that will add to the comprehensiveness of 
the map will be very useful. 

Can you give me a brief history of pheasant planting and 
a record of present activities in your state or send me literature 
covering this? 

Hungarian Partridge 

(1) Can you give me any records of state or private 
plantings of Hungarian partridges in your state? 

(2) If the Hungarian partridge is established anywhere in 
your state can you give me the approximate range and the year of 
the first successful planting?
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; : August 24, 1930 : ? ea 

Mr. R. EB. Yeatter Se es as 
School of Forestry & Conservation ae Pee 
University of Michigan ace 
Ann Arbor, Michigan - ) 

Dear Yeatter: Se ee. 
# - x P 5 ee 

rs I am ever so mich obliged to you for the detailed and pains= 
Z . Baking material on Ohio, Michigan and Indiana. ee : : “38 

: é ap fae : i : : ee 
Reel Ivan of course not at all surprised that my very. rough dope ; oo 

oe% on Huns in Ohio is very considerably modified by your information. oo 

ee I am still puzzled, however, about the status of Huns in SB. 9. ae 
- Indiana. I have looked up my notes and find that my information for = 
Union and Vayette counties is quite specific and that. I got the same Sse ae 

: : impression independently from two separate parties in Richmond. One of ae 
them said the Huns were just moving into Union County. He does not eae 
claim they are abundant there, but.of course while I was working Indiana = 

| Iwas making no distinetion between degrees of abumlance in mapping Fun | 
range. I cannot find any justification for the extension of my line ar ae 
into Franklin County. : - Fee SS : a 

I think I had better plan to see you before revising my Hun map. acy 
There are many little points about interpretation of information that I See 
could get a clearer idea of in a personal conferencs.. I understand you . | 
are working over this way. King is to be here the first week of Sep- ig, a 
tember. When, if at all, do you expect to be in S:E. Wisconsin? _ iad Bie 

In accordance with your request I am attachins the names of the =. 5 : ; 
people who directly or by inference reported stragglers or non-breeders. ‘ na 
It is pretty hard to make fine interpretations of notes as old as my . a 

. Indiana notes. I know there are others, tut I do not seem able to find A 
them. i. : 

: : ‘ Yours sincerely, gata se 

e ALDO LEOPOLD sae 
: In Charge, Game Survey aS : he ee 

ss fed eae: aes Bees) 3
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN _ X 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION \ iN 

ANN ARBOR L 
‘ ae 

August 18,1930. 

Mr,Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge,Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
“adison,Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr.Leopold: 

I am sending the data I have on Hun densities and 
Hun and pheasant ratios. The ratios in Ohio are estimates 
based on the information gathered, I havenot been able : 
to give you anything based on what I have /sééni except in 
Fulton County,Ohio and Lenawee County,Mich, I hope to gather 
a sampling of different areas by going over areas with the dog 
while on the boundary line survey this summer and fall. I hope 

j the maps will be of some use to you in making up the charts, 
I will be glad to explain anyting I haven't made clear, 

I should like to knnw the names of the people in Indiana 
who gave you the reports of non-breeding birds and do all I 
can to get informaton on this point,although I may not be able to 
find much to-help in thettime I will have, I am expecting to get 
into Indiana the first of the coming week, Muncie,Indiana, . 
General Delivery will reach me until I let you know different 
address, 

Thanks for your congratulations on finding the 
young Huns with mud-balled feet. I can how this occurence 
would be serious in the heavy soil sections during extremely 
wet years, You spoke of the loss of toes possibly as the result 
of balling of feet some time ago. It is quite possible that 
the toes of some of the lager birds get so tightly bound with 
mud that the toes might lose circulation after a time, I found 
another young bird that was not yet dead and dug the mud off, 
It took considerable effort to get it loose. Will let you 
know if I find anything more sbout it, 

‘ery truly yours, 

WE Galen ai SP phir CK ) bocknpereg te Ks Gad 

Dy ee ne Lena 7 asses MO) ee 

pk
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f SR ESIORN:, 2 F. ene VICE-PRESIDENT, EVANS McCARTY SEC'Y-TREAS ,C. STEWART COMEAUX 

WichineToN,joRtAWang |” vere; NEWYORK NEWYORK, Tee 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE é 

103 PARK AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

June 28th, 1930 

Mr. J. C. Christensen, Our File: 
Assistant Secretary, Gane 
University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Dear Sir; : 

University of Michigan “ellowship 

Acknowledging yours of the 26th regard- 
ing the Institute’s contribution toward the expenses of 
the Michigan Fellowship: 

You are correct in saying that the July 
Ist payment for $1500.00 is to eover the six months 
period commencing July lst, 1930 and ending December 31st, 
1930. As a matter of fact, this check was sent you 
June 26th, and should be in your hands by now. Our idea 
was to have same reach you not later than July ist. 

Yours very truly, 

; ud (Opes & 

CSC:8 Seeretary 

Copy to Mr. 4ldo Leopold: 

: By the way, we have a signed copy of the 
if University of Minnesota agreement; an undated memorandum 

of the Michigan Agreement, but no data regarding the 
others. Would it not be well for us to have all of these 
agreements in one place, i.e. - the Institute files. 

C.S.65 : 

; He pe Pie 

BES! fa a a actag oe ae
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F UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
iv ANN ARBOR 

June 26, 1930 

Sporting Arms & Ammunition Manufacturers 
Institute, 

103 Park Avenue, 
New York, New York 

Attention: Mr. ¢. Stewart Comeaux 

Gentlemen: 

Dean dana of the School of Forestry and Conser- 
vation has advised us that we will receive $1500.00 from 
you on July 1 covering two additional quarterly install- 
ments for the Research work which involves a study of the 
Biology of Gallinaceous Birds. This indicates to us that 
you intend to continue this project beyond one year and 
we are pleased to know that you are satisfied with the 
results which have thus far been obtained. We are wonder- 
ing if the remittance of $1500.00 is intended to cover the 
quarter beginning July 1, 1930 and the one beginning 
October 1, 1930. We will appreciate this information so 
that we will have these data available in our records. 
As the fund in the hands of the University Treasurer for 

! this purpose is now nearly exhausted, in fact we lack 
about $70.00 for the payment of the salary of the Research 
Associate on this project for the month of June, we will 
very much appreciate receipt of the above remittance at 
your earliest convenience. May we again thank you for 
your kind cooperation in connection with this Research 
project. : 

Yours very truly, 

(signed) J. C. Christensen 

Assistant Secretary 

HPW:AG
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN (a 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

June 3, 19350. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I was glad to hear from your letter of May 22 - 
that the Institute has formally approved the renewal of 
the game research work for the coming year. It is entirely 
agreeable to us to regard the agreement effected last fall 
as automatically applying to the coming year. It will also 
be satisfactory if the July 1 remittance is made payable 
to the Treasurer of the University and sent in my care. 

Probably you have seen a copy of Stoddard's 
letter of May 22 to me, giving his impression of the present 
status of the project. On the chance that you have not, I 
am, however, enclosing a copy together with a copy of a 
brief memorandum which I am submitting to the members of 
the University committee in charge of the project. Naturally 
I am delighted that Stoddard’feels able to make so satis- 
factory a report on the progress to date. Yeatter has 
certainly been working hard and, I think, is getting real 
results, although, of course, it is a big field and a long- 
time job. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Lae 
Dean. 

Enel.



3 Mr. Leopold 

Tune 3, 1950. 

Memorandum to Professors Gaige 
Okkelberg 
Wight 

At the request of Dean Huber I am sending 
you the enclosed report by Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard 
of the Bureau of Biological Survey, Goncerning the 
study of the Hungarian partridge being conducted by 
the University of Michigan in cooperation with the 
Biological Survey and with the financial support 
of the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers 
Institute. You will also be interested to know 
that the Institute has formally approved the 
renewal of its support for the project to the 
extent of $5,000 for the year from July 1, 1930, 
to June 30, 1931. 

Dean.



! gory 

Bureau of Biological Survey, 
Washington, De Ges 

May 22, 1930. 
FHZ Game Birds. 

Dean S. T. Dana, 
School of Porestry and Conservation, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Dear Dean Dana: 

I had not forgotten my promise to write you in regard 
to progress of the Hungarian partridge investigations, but have 
been delayed in doing so since my return through pressure of 
accumulated work. 

I am very Ziad to be in a position to state without 
reservations that I consider that Mr. Yeatter is laying an ex- 
eelilent foundation upon which to build his investigation, and is 
making very satisfactory progress in every way. He works hard 
and cubeliieeatiy and gets along well with the farmers whose 
land he works over; a very important point. 

His work since October Ist has consisted very largely 
of an attempt to acquire a general picture of the present distri-~ 
bution and abundance of Hungarian partridges in Michigan and ad~ 
joining portions of Ohio, and particularly to ascertain accurately 
the present border lines, This has been accomplished both by 
personal observation and by interviewing landowners and sportsmen. 
He is also making a careful census of the breeding populations or 
summering birds on selected half sections of land, both in areas 
where the birds are abundant and well established, and near the 
Limits of their present range. This work will prove invaluable 
later in the study of population and distribution trends. While 
engaged in this general survey of the region, and intensive work 
in selected areas, he has made careful life history observations 
on the Hungarians, ringneck pheasants and quail, showing a rapidly 
increasing ability to read “signs", a vital matter in this sort 
of work. 

A few birds have been collected by Mr. Yeatter for 
purposes of the food study and examination for parasites, and 
additional examples secured from hunters in Ohio. In the study 
of parasites and diseases he is receiving excellent training 
under Dr. O'Roke,. 

In addition to his personal application, Mr. Yeatter 
has shown ability to interest others in his problems. The Division 
of Gonservation of Ohio now have two part time men in the field 
instructed to give all possible cooperation in the Hungarian study,
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and the game officials of Indiana have expressed the desire to 
help all they can. He is also receiving exeellent cooperation 
from his coeworkers in the University of Michigan and assistance 
from the State Gane Division. 

While the first plan considered called for a general 
preliminary survey of the southern limit of Hungarian partridge 
distribution from Michigan ani Ohio to the Dakotas this sumer, 
to give a general picture of the variety of conditions under 
which these birds live, this plan has been abandoned for the tine 
being due to inadequate travel expense funds, in favor of one 
ealling for intensive studies of the nesting, rearing and general 
life history to be carried on from some conveniently located field 
headquarters in southern Michigan or northern Ohio. I think that 
the knowledge gained of life history and cover and food preferences 
this summer is vitally important to the attempt later to determine 
the factors limiting distribution and increase, and the change of 
plan advantageous rather than otherwise. 

It is recognized that there is little established 
precedent to guide a study of this kind and that difficulties 
have to be overcome as Shey. arise. Any one of several eee 
to the problem might be made. I think that the present p. of 
maxing preliminary life history studies through one seasonal 
eycle the most logical approach. wr. Yeatter has a most difficult 
nut to erack and will need all the help and encouragement that can 
be given. We will assist as much as facilities will permit. 

Very sincerely yours, 

(signed) Herbert L. Stoddard 

Cooperative Agent.
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: ; File Mich, Fellow 

May 22, 1930 . 

& 
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Dean 8. T. Dana oa s 
School of Forestry & Conservation & 
Aun Arbor, Michigan ~ ' 

& 

ie The Syorting Arms and Ammmition Manufacturers’ é 1 
Institute approved on May 14 the renewal of the Game Research 
Fellowship for the year beginning July 1, 1930. 

» This renewal carries the same amount as last year, é 
namely $3,000, payable $1,500 on July 1 and $1,500 on January 1. 
If agreeable to you the agreement in effect during the past year 
will be considered as automatically extending for the coming 

year. : ; ‘ : 

I am requesting that the July 1 remittance payable : 
to the Treasurer of the University be sent in your eare by the 
Secretary of the Institute, 

¥ ‘ Yours sincerely, ‘ 

: Hel: In Chmrge, Game Survey
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; May 17,1930. 

Mr.Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge,Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison,Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr,Leopold: 

The maps arrived while I was away from Ann Arbor, 
They are going to be very satisfactory. I am putting in the 
bill and believe it will be taken care of soon. I have 
some @eological Survey maps and intend to get the large 
United States map of them. 

. The Missouri Report has not arrived, Ishavecbeenrr 
wondering if it has been sent out and failed to arrive. 
I remember you mentioned it last month. 

The Ohio men are getting along well with the 
Hun survey. Wickliff is planning to keep them on the job 
until the end of the year. He is thinking of closing the 
central and southern counties of the Ohio range where they 
are down in numbers at present. I spent a week in 
southern Indiana after “r,Stoddard and I went to Gndumbus. 
Eyfound a quite distanct fading out of Huns south of a 
line from neard indianapolis east to the Ohio line. The 
extension southward along the Ohio line into Union and Fayette 
counties seems to have died out several years ago except 
for a few isolated colonies,so that the lined is almost 
an east and west one, I have not get found any decided 
change in soil type along this line,except that in Wayne county 
they are»not found in the Ordivician area which extends north 
nearly to the north county line, On the north side of the 
Indiana range from Huntington to the Ohio line the 
line follows the glacial lines generally as given in your 
report. Soil type,drainage,and farming practices are all 
factors in this part of the range,I believe,on the 
evidence I have at present. 

I found the showing of pheasants poor along 
the eastern counties except close to the Ohio line in the 
northeast corner, From the results of the hatching of 

fda pheasant eggs I should say it will be doubtful if Indiana 
(oF > eey?, Will soon have much of a start. The contrast with the 

fre Wy, bonito counties where birds have been liberated is dnterestiing, 
pay ‘4S, of course difference in time the states have been working L- (6) aun 
Lh S Oras on it has to be taken into account. It appears that 
\ 1» 9  heevy pasturing of stream bottoms by hogs and cattle ammm 

\ Ofer P { may be an important fattor with pheasants hmmam@ east 
iY &£'4 of Indianapolis. Pheasants are abundant in the ep 

i. be by same latitude in Ohio,while the small stocking inIndiana 
wk ft. Be Tgptas decreased since 1925.26, 

ee pe PM A teh



The report is general in southern central(east) indiana 
that quails are increasing(where there is cover,) and there 
are also quite a g od many reports of increase in the 
northeast,and a few of decrease. 

local 
I have had several reports of reduction of numbers 

of Huns'because of the wet spring',which corresponds to the 
report of the Pabst birds in Wisconsin, While I think the 
reduction m-y be greater in the poorly drained areas I have 

little evidence on it yet. 

I am going into a nesting study for the next few weeks, 

and want to get more work done in Indiana as soon as I have 
time, I foetndvquestionaires to the Indiana wardens quite 
a good deal of assistance in getting an iddéa of the present 

distribution, 

ee
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x April 23, 1930. 4 

s 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, i 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 3 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- \ 

I am returning part of the copies of NX 
letters on pheasants in the south and will return x 
the others soon. These letters are giving a very 
interesting lot of information. The absence of N 
success certainly is impressive. 

Mr. Stoddard, Mr. Grange and I have just 
returned from three days field work. They leave | 
tomorrow morning for Arizona. 

Thanks for the telegram on their arrival. ; 4 oh ) 
Lt, Called rete, 7 GRR rn fererrel wrth ack bt 

Sincerely yours, 

HE l 5 
R. E.(Weatter, 
Research Associate. 

A Z a = 5 ie 

BI pe eo ae fom an re 
sel bee Of Bove ~ oy jem: Lamers 
a Goad. Oateegll eS bh cay mfr 9 tha tiy 

We Aaa,



t Copy to Mr. Yeatter "gee 

April, 28,1930 2S 

Mr. RS Hall ce . 
Rand MoNelly & Company ‘ v 

_ 536 South Clark St. om 
Chicege, Tlinois ot & 

Dear Mr. Hall: : ms . eae 

Please send to Mr, R. ZB, Yeatter, School of Forestry i 
and Conservation, inn Arbor, Michigan, one cloth-momted base ca 
map, plus two transparent overlays, for each of the following oe 
states: Mighigen, Ohio, Indiana, ind Tllinols. ; é 

ae Please s¢e that the overlays fit the bese in the. same a 
; mennér thet you srranged when I ordered the complete set. You aon 

may send the bill to me. : oe 

wih I will write Mr, Clow in a few days concerning the ‘ : 
quotation on the maps we discussed last Friday. if ge 

: a Youre sincerely, ie 

‘i In Charge, Game Survey r f



rf : 

April: 28,1930 

Ur. R. B, Yeatter : ; 
School of Forestry & Conservation : ts 
Ann Arbor, Michigan ; 

Dear Yeatter: nc 

; I am sorry that I overlooked ordering the maps. = 
I did not think of them until TI got your letter, i 

ot forgot what arranzement we made about the cost. 
If.4t 1 inconvenient for the school to stand this bill, T will 
take care of it. On the other hand, if you want me to forward r 
it to you, let me know, : , 

I would suggest you write Carlos Avery for the list 
of importers of Hungariens. : : : 

Rand MeNally sells a county outline map of the U. S. 
46x32", which costs about $3. I have recently located some governs 
ment maps, however, which may answer the same purpose at a lesser : 
cost. As soon as these are received I will write you further, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IZOPOLD hos 
ae _ In Charge, Game Survey snes
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March 22,1930, 

Mr-Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge,Game Survey, 
421 Chémistryi Building, 
Madison ,Wisconsin,. 

Dear Mr.Leopold: 

I am very gald you have taken up the matter of a local 
Hungarian study with Indiana and Illinois. I mentioned 
Wickliff's suggestion to Mr.Stoddard and should have written 
you about it. He mentioned being about to see you. It would 
be very desirable for one or both of these states to take up 
this work this summer and I hope they will see their way 

., Clear to do it», Hicks snd McCormick ame tackling a study of 
« 4 distribution daha the thinning out of Huns toward central Ohio 
ae and I predict some good results from their work, I expect to 
. spend about three weeks on boundary linesin Ohio and then 

\3 start in Indiana, 

\ Z am interested in seeing your Missouri report and learning 
\ L the method you have used of showing different densities of Hun 
~.,ge’ population. I imagine Hicks and McCormick will want to use it ; 
Xs if it fits their work, 

I wrote to a few of the southern pheasant breeders. Thought 
I might want to revise my list of questions on the basis of 
what I heard from them. I am enclosing a reply. I want to 
include the source of the food given the birds in any more 
letters sent out., If you have any suggestions I will be glad 
to hear them, before writing any more, 

The letters between yéurself and Mr.Austin bring up some 
interesting points. If glaciation reaily influences the 
distribution of subspecies it could certainly have a very important 
bearing in this problem. I have leanéd to the idea that the influen 

; of glaciation and other features of, topogr made jtsel Plea peat 
ye evident through the type of farming” OT eeet est daedt eee “a 

sv Xx * this is the case with the Huns in Michigan,at least that this 
SAN , is a highly important factor. I feel it is worth while to 
. study the effect of glaciation thoroughly here,anducertainly it 
We * will be farther south, 

I have been to Shiawassee County with Dr.Pirmie tarlier in 
the month looking over territory for the release of about 50 
pairs of Huns imported by the Conservation Dept.and Shiawassee 
sporfssmen. We urged them by 211 means to arrange to have 
winter food in form of small grain or standing com for the 
birds for the first winter at least. Wecwere given assurance that 
this would be done. From the standpoint of soil and crops Shigwessee



is much like Lenawee, but the snow is deeper and little grain 
left in the fields for winter food. It will be worthwhile 
to find out- whether they can survive if food is feft for 
them, 

I have not been able to secure much information on 
quail nesting,but am sending what I have. Perhaps I 
may be able to get some records from Iir.Norman Wood, later. 

Lawrence Hicks,Botany Dept, ,0.S.U.Columbus had these 
records for full séts. The dates seem late,but have been 
cheeked by Mr,Hicks quite carefully, The nests were found each year 
in“an old cemetary and represent thé! @atesof completion of 
clutch; in_this ptace: 

Ree lace ° ' 

/ Judy 22 = 23 + 8285 os a of Bese Tenge. —— Yor do 
v 4S 6/12/'26 16 ‘ ' 

Vv o 6/16/27 14-18 (two nests) " aq? uo 
v ee 6/16/28 14 ‘ 
: Robert McCormick,Columbus reports finding a nest with/32 eggs 

6/22/2 and a nest of young hatching 7/24/? —iacyperd Co. 
Jackson Co, 

Guy Fuller,minager of the Kennedy Shboting Preserve, Brooklyn 
Mich.reports finding two quail nests near his pheasant pens PSuio 

An April" before the grass started".He sgys these nests were robbed 
; 40% by crows, Mr.Fubler is a good observer of birds,but the record is 

J wit dy of course open to doubt, 4 Hm. = phate — oR I 

i N.A.Wood, Museum, University of Vichigan,reports quails 
$ ie hatching in September heariAnh-Arbare s2e26/45°.. 1 2 leo 

ents I shall be interested to know whether you and Mr,Stoddard 
foyh reached any conclusion as to the best way to attack the pheasant 

breeding problem. Your suggestion that the plants south of the 
established range (of Huns)&hould be watched is very much 
worthwhile. Isam hazy on the point of whether it hasbeen proved 

\ that there are birds that don't breed in the wild state south of 
their established range or whether it is an observation of 
sportsmen that has not been demonstrated,and would be touched upon 

in a breeding experiment. 

I am expecting to attend the Detroit meeting and will look 

forward toward seeing you. 

92 EW ee urs, 

shel Ge ata 

#
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ANN ARBOR 

March 15, 1950. 

Mr. J. Edwin Bunting, 
Box # 175, 
Wilmington, North Carolina. 

Dear Mr. Bunting:- 

o4 
I am making a survey of the ringnecked pheasant over 

several states {nh its northern range and am particularly 
anxious to have information from recognized breeders in the 
south on the success or failure of the bird in their sections. 
I will certainly appreciate hearing from you regarding the 
degree of success attained in raising the bird on your farm, 
and, also of the bird in the wild state anywhere in your sec- 
tion. 

I am also anxious to find out whether southern 
strains have been developed. Will you inform me on these 
points? 

1. When and where did you obtain your original 
breeding s tock? oa JA, fee ch egy hte 

2. Has northern blood since been introduced into 
your flock? If so, when and from what source? 220 larz, once 

S. Have you encountered any difficulty in breeding 
the birds, such as a high per cent of non-laying hens or 
sterile cocks? 74 a 

4. Is the ringnecked pheasant established in the : 2 
wild state anywhere in your locality?, If so, for how long? 

5. If the ringneck is not successful in the wild Ke 
state in your locality what do you consider the chief ee oe 
reasons? (search eer PD Pus 

I will appreciate it grea ly if you will infor me ‘t 
on as many of these points as you conveniently can, and for oe 
any other information you can give me, ~ 

Very truly yours, 

3h ey, R. Si 
LO fon) Research Associate.



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN we 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION Mi 

ANN ARBOR p 

February 17, 19350. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

In Charge, Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am sorry that I haven't any notes on the quail nesting 
season but will see what I can find for you by April 1. 

fe Dr. F. N. Blanchard of the Zoology Department here has 
en me this record on a ruffed grouse nest which he is willing 

we or you to use if of any good to you: 

April 26, 1925 
Nest of 10 eggs (Iosco Twp.) Lat. 42.5, 

‘ Livingston Co., Mich. 

You probably have this-en bobwhite from Dr. W. B. Barrow's 
J Michigan Bird Life (p.221) ".... young less than half grown are 

frequently seen in September and nests with fresh eggs have been 

s found occasionally in August and September. Ordinarily the eggs 
are laid from May 20 to June 10."4+223 » July 

George Hebden Corsan,writing in The Game Breeder for 
September 1927 (p. 139) mentions finding a quail nest with 13 eggs 
late in July near Battle Creek, Mich. 

The Conservation Department of Michigan imparted 108 Huns 
in January and the birds are still held at the game farm to be re- 
leased soon. Fourteen birds of the lot that died have been sent us. 
It is interesting and perhaps significant as to the mortality of 
the sexes that twelve have been females, one male and one intersex. | 
Causes of death are listed by Dr.ecO'Roke as pneumonia, aspergillosis, 

suffocation, starvation, and injuries. 

I will be very glad to look for any information you need for 
the report. I want to thank you for the notes on the Pabst Huns 
and the letter to Dr. F. C. Bishop, and for the other notes. 

Yours sincerely, 

Rea. ee 
Research Associate.



File Copies to Hymer nh 

4 Waller e 

Olin a 
‘2 Stoddard ee 

February 14, 1930 et 

: Wr. R, BD. Yeatter oa 
Sehool of Torestry & Conservation : ste 
Ann Arbor, Wichigan oy 

Dear Yoatter: i 

Tam very gled that you are classifying the Hun- : ies 
: gerian boundary ae to whether it is moving or stétionary, and res 

also mapping how the abundance fades out. In the Missouri re- eee 
ce ; port, which you will shortly receive, I have tried out some roe 

: new graphic methods of showing the density of population which es 
you might be able to use. ex 

hae Tt is good news that Ohio is putting on two men this ue 
o ewmer to study Hungarians. Do you think thet Wickliff should ions 

get in touch with Stodderd in planning their activities? This a 
may not be necessary if they will accept from you the necessary se a. 
ideas. Se 

. %. Bs Grange, director of game in Wisconsin, success- ae 
: fully trapped Hungeriens last winter. He would be gled to let co 

you have the benefit of his experience, . 
3 Peer 

Do you see any connection between the crippled feet a 
which you and O'Roke observed snd Maxwell's observation that in pe 
Bnglend on heavy 801] losses occur through the balling up of a 
mad on the feet of Hungarisne? ; ee 

j , : in 

Stoddard had told me about your proposed survey of ae 
soe boundary lines in other states, end I of course have favored aa 

this from the beginning. I will be writing my report during a 
the next couple of months and during this period I ean herdly ae 

ahs go with you. After that my plans are not yet set. We will prob- 35 
ably have a chance to est together before you actually start out. x 

I enclose Major Waller's letter of Feb. 11, giving a Be 
list of southerly game fams. TI have also received from Mr. ; 
Bymer a list of game breeders which includes farms in Talladega, a 

: Alabama, Wilmington, North Carolina, and San Antonio, Texas. | 4 
These are in response to my request that the Game Committee let oe 
us know about farms possibly heving stock which has survived in 
the South without the admixture of northern blood, he next move



; 2 Yeatter . 

would seem to be to circularize these farms to see what they a 
have in the way of unmixed southern stock. This raises the ig 
question of whebber you, ho are primarily studying Hungarians, oa 
shall go very far into this test case on pheasants, or whether ane 
we can get somebody else to do it. ae 

J wish you would talc this over with Wight, end if nee 
possible Lovejoy, to see whether they are in a position to try ue 
out the Halpin idea in connection with their pheasant study. aay 
This in turn raises the question of what consulting facilities ae 
on nutritional and genetic questions exist at Ann Arbor or in e 
Michigan, I am sending a copy of this to Stoddard, so that he ae 
can help ue think out this preliminary question of organization. ae 

TI have not arrived at an answer, { can simply eee that certain aoe 
controlled experiments under wire need to be done. Undoubtedly ees 
we should have a joint meeting with Stoddard as soon as we have = 
some ideas to thrash out. ; oee 

My hunch 4¢ thet the Halpin idea applies to both pheas- ca 
ants ané Hungtrians, but the phessant happens to be the only one a 

: adapted to testing under wire. 4n equally important field is to Ben 
watch the disapoesrance of plants on unsuccessful territory. Have a 
you. thought of writing the Hungarion importers to find out what re 
estates are making plants this year which are liable to foil? if tas 
new southerly plants are being made, it seems to me very desirable Pie 

; thet we ride herd on then, t see 

With best regards, “a 

Youre sincerely, a 

Fees ALD LEOPOLD e 
‘ In Charge, Game Survey ing 

“2 Si As dy ad ea et pee Che Mt ede ee 
fie. nad, 7 Tae are wth, ; sive 

t oe ye e sept Ah Adin arakit dq — ES 

: Kean oe ‘oats “yess a 

} rp. oy
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HERCULES POWDER COMPANY 
INCORPORATED. 

EXPLOSIVES CHEMICALS - NAVAL STORES 

“Wilmington Deleware, 
ExpLosives DEPARTMENT 

February 12, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Referring to your request for information 
in reference to Pheasants that have been raised south 
of central Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Iowa. 

Am enclosing leaflet which we send out to 

people who send in inquiries wanting to know where they 
can purchase different species of game, eggs, etc. 

You will note at Talladega, Alabama, there 
are two gentlemen who seem to be in the business of 
raising Ringnecked Pheasants also at Wilmington, North 
Carolina and San Antonio, Texas. 

Maybe you or Mr. Stoddard could get some 
valuable information from one of the above concerning 

: their success in raising Pheasants. 

Very Dy 

C Chas. W. eee 
MANAGE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION. 
CWH hmk 

CC-C. Stewart Comeaux, Secretary, 
103 Park Avenue, 

New York City.
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN a 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION Vv 

ANN ARBOR 

February 12,1930. 

Mr.Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge,Game Survey, 
421 chemistry Building, 
Madison,Wieconsin, 

Dear Mr.Leopold: 

I am very glad to have the information on 
Professor Haplin's statement regarding the delayed 
showing up of nutritional defects. It certainly sounds 
significant in thelight of the plants that die out 
in the south after a period of successful breeding. 

During the first week in January I worked 
through nine counties in western Ohio,going down as 
far as Troy. I found a thinning out of Huns after I 
got down to Ottawa about two and a half counties 
south of the Michigen line. Around Troy the game 
werden and others knew of only a few scattered flocks 
over the county. Pheasants had not started falling ore 
es far as I could tell,but seemed very abundant as far south 
as I went. I have not had your Ohio report,but I suppose 
you have found it about the same. I thought most 
strongly of disease as I observed the thinning out of 
Huns as the territory apparently grew more favorable 
toward the south. Food deficiency of some sort might, 
of course,be one of the causes,or the cause, You can bet 
I will be thinking about this lead and looking for Ways: to 
try it out. 

The call for winter-killed birds has not brought 
much so far, The Michigan Conservation Department took 
the material I gave them and worked it over and then 
Pirnie tells me through anslip failed to get it in the 
news,but promises it will go out the first of next week, 
This will make it late,but I hope not too late to get 
some results. Some of the Indiana wardens have answered my 
letter and promise cooperation, Dr.O'Roke is convinced 
of coccidiosis in a winter-killed quail picked up in 
a barnyard and sent in. He thinks the bird might have 
gotten it from the chickens, 

E.L.Wickliff,Chief of the Bureau of Scientific 
Research of the Ohio Conservation Division writes me he is 
to have two field ornithologists on a study of Hungarians 
and pheasants during the spring,summer and early fall. He 
is willing to cooperate with me and I am planning to go to 
Columbus within the next tvo weeks to get in touch with 

their work,



So far your predictions on the possibility of 
trapping Huns have been correct. In trying to bait them I 
am having a ¢hance to observe so the time is not wasted, 
They have passed up wheat,méxed scratch feed,corn and 
lettuce trimmings put on their regular feeding areas. Possibly 
it takes an icy time when their corn and weed seeds are covered 
up to turn them to bait. I am still trying it and 
hope I hit on some ways of baiting them yet. 

The Huns I am observing are all showing a decided 
‘ tendericy to eat a lot of green grass and wheat blades,the 

droppigs being nearly all colored greeninsh and showing 
lots of fibre of green leaves, They scratch and also 
dig with the beak through four inches or more of snow for 
grass and grit. Furrows in the snow where the flock has 
worked along for some distace are often seen on theyoung wheat, 
One flock that feeds in a sweet corn patch also goes 
down to the ground along the rows of stalks to pick up 
kernels and ears on the ground, This fiock seems very 
fond of the sweet corn. They are seldom out ofthe patch. 

An illusttation of the wariness of the bird came 
up reeently. I was observing from my car a flock of 
twelve digging down treugh the snow for clover leaves. 

(One had a bad foot and had some difficulty, It looked 
as though frozen,but O'Roke thinks it may be something else. 
I wes not able to collect this one. @One that I got 
from Ohio l=st fall had a stump foot and some of those that 
came in the Michigan importation of 53 pairs this winter 
also had partjof>othe toes gone.) I watched the birds, 
about 60 yards off through the glassés for some time,and 
then opened the door, They had been sitting in their 
depressions on the snow but halff of the body was visible, 
but immediately nothing was to be seen except a couple of backs 
that weren't quite sunk below the snow line. Heads 
went down and the birds flattened themselves in the — 
depressionsyalmost a perfect concealement, 

I am planning to make a preliminary survey of 
as much of the Hun territory innthe adjoining states 
and those west as I can this spring and summer in order 
to make contacts with sportsmen and others,and to outline 
the conditions on the boundary lines of the different 
areas. This has seemsed desimable thing to me. Mr. 
Stoddard susgested it and I presume he has discussed re 
you. Jaw Begs ee o/ en An A ond Af Gets Ga pe 

a The Michigan,Iowa,Minnesota report has gone to 
evryone I believe,and can be returned. I am glad to have it 
here if you don't need it now,but can return it anytime, 
The Wisconsin report has not been to Dr.Ruthven yet. I am 
still using the Illinois report. Many thanks for sending them. 
I copied the Hun map from the Ohio report,but will be glad to 
have it,if available, 

I appréviate cyour ‘sending ’thé notes dn “dSvelopment -©°and will always be glad to have to ee Wisheter you sare Hig suggest or criticize 

Very truly yours 

Wb Youle



From Major Waller . 

PHEASANT FARMS 3 

: Annual Production of 

Name Address Ringneck Pheasants 

A. B. Hawkins Midland City, Alabama 1000 ; 

0. 8. Landham Anniston, " 3500 | 

BE. Y. Black Stockton, California 350 | 

W. EB. Duzan Claremont Park, " 10,000 

gd. B. Hupyer los Angeles, * 300 

gw. F. West Santa Maria, " 3.500 

de Mille Pheasantry Little Tajunga Canyon, Cal. 500 : 

Country Club Pheasantry Stockton, California 3000 ‘ 

Chas, R. Boatright San frencisco, " 1(large) : 

Yountville State : 

Game Farm Yountville, * 8000 

Wim, Walton Fora Box 1225, Atlanta, Ga. 500-1000 : 

M. R. d@ Muth Pleona, Kansas 2000 a 

A. H. Foeltzer Hutchinson, * 500 : 

d. W. Sligh Rayville, Louisiana 100 

G. E. Norman Nevada, Mo. 200 o 

L. M. Eldridge Benson, N.C. (Plans for 5000, 200 es 
1930) : 

Ray Cox Asheboro, . ¢. 50 : 

N.C. Game Farm " " ? “ 

R. A. Martin Cold Springs, Okla. 200 

Shreves & Son Bartlesville, % (Rurzeys, dicks 900 
& pheasants) 

Grant Rothhammer Tulsa, ™ ? : ; 

* Farms all located south of 40th meridian. ;
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December Sist, 1929 : a : 

Dean 8. T. Dana, : Our File: eae 
“University of iichigan, Came se A 
Sehool of Forestry, i 
Amn Arbor, Michigan. : 5 

Dear Sir: ‘ fe o : 

Wee Michigan Game Fellowship ; Be ee 

you eS ap In ace drdance with agreement ae 
between the University of Michigan and the Insti- oa 

‘ tute, we are pleased to enclose herewith our ; 
: eheok. Now 331 for $1500.00, payable to the order — eee ae 

of the Treasurer of the. University of Wisconsin. ete 

ee: his cheek covers advance payment : 
ce period commeneing January ist, ; ‘® 

Xours very truly, ge me 

: $:S Seoretary eee 

! Enel. 5, OER! : ae 

: Copies to Messrs. J. M. Olin, H.C. Dill, Aldo Leopola os



ate ee ae | October sist, 1929 ae oe} 

Uo ee Sle ae uthyon son, Preaidont,; sour Files 
: University of Michigan, —* ee, AMM NS SON On Te 

et AOR MINA GBM. 6 CF Melicvan eam 

ee Oe ee ee | 

HE Oe ee is 2s tia Ay Lappela, whe ie sotducting = | 
the tnptitute's Game Survey,nes jas advised us thas =f 

5 the agreement covert ‘the Michigan University POLLOWR 3 ico Re 
po dp nee been ‘et iby eit interested. Weare 3 , h 
2 therefore enelesing the Institute's check for $750.00. a 

bras ‘ae the amount @ue for the period of October to Decem 8 =. 
Pgh tee ber inclusive. — Move Tamar d « f Pie eo ae a 

os We trust thet the results accomplished 
Ra ane ander this fellowship will be ol) that gould be desired, = * 
a kee % iG) and remain. oa 2 ¥ nee yi wi : ts La, a ce tt i e Worrrue Hy 

he ool oe dal aa wily PME Se AE 

gees eee ie OMIM cS STE ISP is 

rey oe Copies to Messre:.J.M. Olin - i MeO NER ch? BEES a eee sec te 

Chee TE 8 GY Ne ea ae 
; oa Bia pen cepay ar apa ks sade, capa cemmmcnee ae Mar ik Sha ua hala AUN Sa Ac



. ee * ey , i ie apse Ps le See a c Sa aa D (ae aa 1 i fe ‘a : : Copies to oar Th ops ie a 

i x R PO aa 

SA ee i pe {a 

eer : | Oetoder 30, 2929 ae 
ee \ ieee 

. i ars a ee 

A alee cra Ae we - 
ee Weston Cartridge Company = ' a 
ee Bast Alton, Illinois — e ae 

oes f t wet ‘ “he ; ; : : i) on s 

eh Dear Mr. Olin Dl eae ys ae : : a 

ths Sate Tn accordance with the recommendation in my letter u ae 
Ds to you of October 6, the following agreements have been signed a 

Sea and are now in my hands: Se os 

a (A) Between the University of Michigan and the U.8, ae 
5; i Biolagical Survey, signed Sept. 7 by Alexander a 

Rook i : am ; G. Ruthven for the University, Oct. 28 by ¥. C. ‘ ce Tae 

Pee od ie _ Renderson for the Biologics! Survey, and Oct. 2S a 
sie aig  . tr EW Allen for the Director of Seientific if Nees 

ee Work, U. 8. Department of Agriculture. : ae 
a | cans a ie 
oe (B) Setween the University of Michigan end this Institute, ue ee 

teense  ghened Sept. 7 by Alexander ¢. Ruthven for the Univ» a Le 
‘ergity of Michigan, Oct. 9 by yourself and Oot, 14 i ea 

a by Generel D111 for the Institute. oh 

In accordance with agreement B I wired you todsy as follows: ke é 

““ichigan fellorship sereemente aiened by s11 parties received here ; < 
today. Please wire Comeaux to mail check payable to treasurer ‘a 
University of Michigan for seven, hundred fifty dollars fer pertod ee 
October to December inclusive. Check should be mailed to 4. G, Ruthven, 
President University of Michigen, Ann Arbor. Tormal suthority to ie 
Comeaux, mailed you for your signature today, but hope complete or partial a 
remittance need not be delayed," i 

: Whe reasdn for wiring was. that Mr. B. B. Yeatter started Sone 
work Oct. 1 and the University cannot pay his stipend until the depdsit ne 
under the fellowship is received. i BS 

In order thet Mr. Comeaux may have form:l euthority for his: ee 
$i records for making this payment I request you approve this letter and’ ae 
ie end it to him. A copy is being seat General Dili for his cee pegs 
ae and Dean Dena for his information, together with his copies of the |. ie 

eee _ agreements, ’ A ee 

¥ é 3 hi aK % : 7 

ee 1D RR as



ees AL Ds aan fay cre rae, s ee fey eG Scag a 

pee a ees a ee a Cn eke ce ; a 

Soi es Menkerk Cartridge Compony Sea te ae 

Ae one re eS clo in iafias >, - 
Do he: yen of Oetodar 6, the following agreoments have been »: § De 

<a ay ane i se bpemity st eichlian ses the U.S i 
a Vee he for the Unive relty, Oot. 2S by We Oe ae 

ie So a Mendewgon for the Biological Survey, ani Cet. 28 
(arti ote ee i oS Allon for the Director of Selenvifie: -- aoe a 

SoS Gh 32 Oe eh, RONG, OE REPLIED OG ad 
Gay eboaan the tntvarsity of tendon ont Ente Tootttate, 

a Gt oasis os  glgnod Bert, 7 ty Mexander . Ruthven for the Unive tec 
Bo AU SO 8 epgety of Wenigan, Oot. 0 by yourself and Dot. 14 ey — 

ie oa ee 
ga agcondence with agreement BT wired you today nu follows: a 

_  Midehigan fellowship agreenen on seen by all Setter veeeirss bine 
oe oday, “Plosse wire Coméaux ta mail check payrble to treseuror ee ee 

(es  Udverelty of Michigan for ee es ae for pertoh cc ae 
oo Qehober to December inclusive, Check should be mailed to A. G, Ruthven. eu 
ce BT ae oh eerie tise wen of ver tains ewten, aes sausonertid Recess (Snake 
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> UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

October 8, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo? 

Your letter of September 24 was duly received and read with 
much interest by all interested in the wild life work here. The re- 
port which you have already forwarded is now going the rounds and we 
Shall bé glad to see the other whenever you can spare it. 

Your letter of October 1 was awaiting me on my return to the 
office yesterday after a trip to Wisconsin to take in the annual 
meeting of Zon's Advisory Council, ~Graham has already wired you 
that the proposed amendment in the two agreements is satisfactory 
to Ruthven and it ts, of course, equally so to me. While I have 
heard nothing from Redington, I can't imagine his having any ob- 
jections. Presumably there will be no difficulty in arranging to 
carry the work through three full years in spite of the fact that 
circumstances make it necessary to have the formal agreements now 
in process of signature terminate December $1, 1961. 

Stoddard was here for three days last week and spent most of 
his time in the field with Wight and Yeatter. I had to leave shortly 
after his arrival so did not hear his final verdict, but understand 
from both Graham and Wight that he was much pleased with Yeatter and 
quite willing to okay him. It is rather surprising that he did not 
wire you to that effect before leaving here, but I am sure there can 
be no question as to his position. As I wired you Saturday, he re- 
turned direct to Washington, so you can doubtless reach him there at 

any time. 

You will be interested to know that Dean Huber of the Graduate 

School has organized a committee for the direction of the work con- 

sisting of Gaige from the Museum, Okkelberg from jthe Zoology Department, 

and Wight from the School of Forestry and Conservation, with himself 

as ex officio chairman. At an organization meeting last week the 

Committee expressed its formal approval of Yeatter, who incidentally 

is sharing the office with O'Roke,so that all of the red tape now seems 

to be unwound except for the formal signing:of the agreement in behalf 

of the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers! Institute. Stoddard 

also had a chance to meet the entire committee, including Dean Huber, 

- at a luneheon at the Union last week, so that everyone now seems to be : 

¥
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Mr. Aldo Leopold - STD October 8, 1929. 

acquainted and the whole project moving smoothly. Yeatter is, of 
course, still studying the problem with a view to working out more 
definite plans for procedure and is spending much of his time in 
the field. 

Very sincerely yours, 

d: Me 

Dean. f 

SG Qb4 Sere
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

October 17, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Many thanks for your letters of October 11 and 12. 

I am glad to know that Mr. Olin has signed the agreement, and 

hope that all of the necessary red tape will soon be unwound 

so that a check may go forward in the near future. Yeatter 

can probably keep the wolf from the door if it arrives by the 

20th or shortly thereafter. 

Wight says that he will write you in regard to his 

technique in using decoy eggs and in using a bird dog to 

facilitate field work, and may already have done so. He is, 

of course, anxious to share with Errington any information of 

this kind that may be helpful. 

Very sincerely yours, 

A Baie ‘ ‘ f 

Dean
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ce Lae (ke <a [eeot: ao 

; ; pe aa : ge 
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_ UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY Te x = 

; NEW YORK OFFICE Mi a 

a cotober 14, 1929. 

Mir. Paul G. Refington, a 
Director, U. S. Biological Survey, coy 
Washington, D. ©. io 

Deer ltr. Redington: é 

ua Im ageordance with arrangements made by Mr. Leopold, a 4 
I em enclosing for your approval three copies of an agreement cover- oe 
ing the proposed fellowship at the University of Michizen. ‘These are oe 
dual agreements, one between the University and the Biological Survey ae 

: - and the other between the University and the Sporting Arms and a 
Ammunition Memfacturers' Institute. Both parte of the three sets i 
have been signed by Alexander G. Ruthven for the University and one xe 
part of each sot by Mr. J. M. Olin and me for the Sporting Arms and cs) 

--  Ragh get is mecompanied by @ copy of Mr. Leopold's mee 
letter of October 6th to Mr. J. M. Olin. : ae 

= In accordance with second paragraph of Mir. Leopold's ae 
letter, it is requested that after signature, you retain one copy ge 
and return the other two copies to hin. ee : 

Very truly yours, ; eee 

ELLIO?T Ge DIL oe 
: Vice-Chairman, Cammittee on Restoration ani ee 

ECD.M¥. : : woe ae 

Copies to Messrs: J. M. Olin, / ane 
Aldo Leopold, ae 
Ge Stewart Comenux. oe



Ye he ae 

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY if Cac ae 

is NEW YORK OFFICE bee eS 

- October 14, 1929. ee 

Mr. J. M. Oldn, Chairman, 
Committee on Restoration and Protection of Game,  —_—« tees 

Hast Alton, Ills. Fis 

hts will acknowledge receipt of your letter of October se 

10th, enclosing three copies of the dual agreement covering the pro- ; fe 

: posed fellowship at the University of Michigan. : 

Inasmuch as I am in entire agreement with your belief ee 
that we should teke care of this fellowship up to December Sl, 1931, LN 

( T have added my signature to yours and have forwarded the three sets 2 

$0 the Biological Survey, as per copy of letter to lir. Redington ee 

herewith enclosed. ‘ ; ey 

a Referring to the final paragraph of your letter: I. : 

assume that when Mr. Leopold receives the two sets from the Biological. 5 

Survey he will send one to the University of Michigan, as per his. ee 

: letter to you of October 6th, and that. the other will be sent to oe 

Mr. Comeaux for file. we : Bae 

z Very truly yours, ie 

: : - ELIOT? G, DILL ce 
j fa : e Vice-Chairman, Committee on Restoration and 

: eres Set Protection of Game. t we 

Copies to Messrs. Aldo Leopold, Ae 
GQ, Stewart Comeaux. — ,



Sok ae File ‘ 3 Copies to: Olin : races 
eo : yee ; a Stoddard a Oe 
) : ees : : : Biol. Survey ease ee 

xe j Comeaux Tee ie <i 

med ee 

here Ae ot, ea 4 

‘Behool of Porsstry & Conse wation oy a 

SN OG ae etre 8 : ae ie 
I peply to your wire of Ootober 10 unetng that the ons  telewship funds be made avaliable at the arlleot possible ae 

= || T dhepatehed the papers for signature last Sundey, oot. 6, ae 
; : tenbianeay atter the receipt of your wire that Steadard hed Ape ak 

o evel See T have etnce reeeived Stoddard'e formal report to i | the same effect, Ae you know, T had previbuely ironed out the ae 
mater of Se in reno a ld the <i @overed by the oe 
 pegeeement eo t ave signs promptly the remittance ought pee 5. HO De on Ate my by Detoner % ot the latest. cee ae 

ot am sending a cosy of this to Me. Olin and the Mological =~ a 
| Sutwey to remind them of your situation, end ales a copy to ir. Bc eo Bye ~~ Gomeaox, the Seeretary of the Inatitute in few York, so that he may =O 
ee -anringenents to dispatch the funds promtiy after the reveipt — aoe 

' of word from Hr. Olin that all the papers are comleted. 1 hove as 
_ gl reagy sent Yr, Goneaux s copy of the agrounent oo thot he knows | S 

En vhow of the unewoldahle delay in Steatnrd's recening — ow 
_ Ann Avbor, this is sbout es quick action aa I was able to arrange, ee 

Bae gled to leom from your letter of October s that a ‘aaa 
 gUpseyisoxy committee representing the verlows derortnente involved fi 
had been omgenized, I an Gepeoialiy glad that Yeotter wiil huve ae 
gach a goed chance for contact with Pr, O'Roke, whose work I regord st with o gret desi of confidence, 4 

\ Bgne Sine within the next six months ¥ would like to hove a 
| Rerplngtoa get In yernoanl contact with Wight's technique of using a 
decay ogee for various kinds of studies, sad also Wizht's method of Coa 

| aeing a Bind fog te feel tate field work, 16 de barely posrible | ee 

: a) a oe Sa
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URI 20 ae rina vada ce MA Sk OA Nr cee rad: Sei rae gh Setar ua Ree Fe sched aR p a ES. See Nasa leg ee 

BN Menten tM at SM aa Ore OHNE Ee Ar aie Res GRAS Acme aR pele ABA RM gm Oth ay OR i SAR Ea ai hy Oa a oh toe 

Pepa.) sdeante rt LOT os ol aay eh Megara na eran rt ANG ir ANT es hohe Semi Her OM amabe yr aE Ning a Dearest eee, Ge eee 
be EME Nore oe ne AS RRM p Ras ES EN Nein aie ASE EY gk eae aati ce revere aeos tages Meee hh Rae 2 

Ree Oe EL as Pons Mame Meee Vc UN o anh amet ere ON CRM) Sanur yas, ks aa ot 
ie ANS ER IOY DS eye oe faa pin ROL ck anh tM e my am fede ik es Der RS gC erieane BoE URES ARISEN. oh Sa 
Ra eee kg et ah oy sir aati an Rem RnR tly nah CRs SOU Ue CE Aan aN ace re mea oy ec 2 RvR a 
PE ae RMU Se MT ee co SO a ER NGO PRES GSN GES ag a Fe ge goky UR UL Ek ee a a 
BE eT Pats ae ge Borns MGI OARS Sa Sr ue Neer UME Se aR as AMA A ene al ech eae 
PM ROM ge aged et RCN RAM nee eas ie LN? PR IN See mor Cree Re tae FR eS ABS Me ce 8 re cele 
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ep RENN: nee dscianan) Olas, a Bebra PC Re re eC Sed Aan ales ee ee ae 
i Ae My AY kaa aS Miia tT ae cuales SR st Se aha Obs ek Re scl BRE ees Bate nb teacdla Saadeh Mapeae Pe iy * ran Wee a Pe Ped ST ae pdr: 

SORE oh Benn A eat ass ee INTER aad NP a i ARE LM aha) Ricca ukemi LU tie Se ae NPS Sih Shears oP Ma Ags Sees ke ME he eM LOSS se hae ae oy SENN Sodias thy aa nd Bd 2 aes 

Po he ge te ee as “Wight wou ae Atliée $4: axbend Aho Gnurten: sof ao pee 
Sg PORE SEGAL SAS Ma Ce eo ee OO WALsang Oo OXGUs Ve Coureesies OF 0 
ee eg e triste 40° nis University. Tn omder thot Stoddard Ce ea BARU eg oT en ee ee ne ee mr ee eRe MPO lan te ne eae , oT ae 
Sopa pied gee ge ori h thee heat 2 eee dee Ride nts ‘. Se eke Sy ia a 
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Siares AAP SasS 2s Ca ag ae ae ag be ie as eS a es at eee ee Ae Sete Tae Me Teche ayes ard he oe ag 4 es AER SIN eae ana et aah ee far USES S re ep tn Ge inl a tala uae at cg Oasis vy) Shakes ea pares Ns ae Be Be rriroinaiok comacoraptinca Mt iy ib Biers OME te tases Saat RN ee ee ze, Pe Mis CSRS IN Bes ba neta 2 

URNS ataiaerh Pe ALOR ie otie eth anal eer neem Se Ee tebe eae is ake EDR Ha yr ORO RT omer eT RIN | SONA S42 RS SA eae 
LSS faa His Waka Reaver a aaa ora a oti Mee creel ai ava ema Seb eaea tae Mey a Cee een hs NN Raye, Pi Kae ee aa 

Bee Ree Nery ak ata: shun Mane NO ea tea © 9.5. a ee aioe Uae WG apte yt ey NER On in Oe ay AMR RR riage ec 
RE Cie Cae Rs RDI NV emer aMe e. chi ea ay pea via aha BAe ge cite tae rts hit atrta tc ae Th ioe See ia 
Ae Bae e AR EN Ua Pn oee oy ee eer BB Neu er cat wren aside gina, Cola Sa 
spent ae By id oN ARO SOLERO eget GH Lo a Wa CRE a ‘ Gch te atk: eit he iba Bes oa aU ee Rie 
Le ena yy aaa, aka ey ate ar mea a oy St <p a Dore eae Oe ae bene creo. iis aie eh RRS Cray Se ee Ree 

gE oa aie Mae eee ee ed ne rer a mm ee Mn | Cae AT ge 
tice at eT Wake gion fan oS Pianees ee £ ia Cee ees, Pig aks a ree ses ea Ee, ie esl cg 

Se Kt TERRE Sh Sega eC Baerga nC 2 ea bial es ee Mestre: Sie ee MRS Gs ree SMUT S Loe ne 

Sivan Saghioe gs OR BEEN IAR Hh s CIEE ie SP Ramin eg MaRa Ge 9 gy US Gara a gear pare ee MeN ee A ae BOE a) ORR ee a hate era Bag EIS ee iia oe aoe ae ae a he ica ene A ee fT a Ae ea a 
Rite oh ener Ch asia nN HUG a a CRIUY SN igr Nag ee ee Moai : TO St aa 
ei alee eee eve on eee Shee See eon ed Mee Sy ee ony Raa 

as he re x ay a Seo nN Bae ORG ey he an te aa 
sett a Benue ae Cn Tk Aenean ess RN aS acs Ce i ei | a i eS ee ae 
ESS SS Gan Gas BAP EAT, Ct ah aN ND! ee Pai ee sillier rey. i, Alea tithes daoeadiylins lc mM Re SS REECE Ga aan 

ay Pere ee SOR, a aR a Urea ORM EM Mh aaa dy CS toed Oe ae 
BF Se SE eal tf eMart sah a os ie gb ne aes Ne is a ot oe ea 

re yea t eR ROR ORM MaMa SO a Ger ORC ae I ices Sans De ks CS SE Ne 
SE ena SS ick eRe TR acacia ree ee Re ine inns SG CRs ea gpraden rs RRR A aes IEE POS ow 

ak Gs CR rae ied Me cag ne epee ae te ee Demers ee pcre omen way og Senay 
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ae ee i Set ate hh GaRee nL ci Mater nets Ee MS a tage ae RO naa eae eS ee a 
Bee eh ae nee cetera) 2 ape ana apa as i oNass SoM mc thant ane RD eager nee Ren a BA ee reinl” Bok ee NEO ne aaa 

ee ae. yo ag Ps oe Se Sacer en ee Se ee Een TENS lk ho Pa eis : 

batits CUR We RT WORE CCL sneNRIIRTE RA <A ace weir ocel aa aL Une Ui Sgt at aaa eae ta ohn naa ap sna Sac 
Se ig Se AM ean Nine cinch oper baal Sy ANN yee ai GSE fo SRM ames th oe Mee NURS Haat, je ha ae 
Die ea ee ee ere a One Rete. ia Be ee REE Ba atc iia e's ee Tee a ae a a Eg PSG hoes Sieg ae mea ee Se ae Y pata cs SEE ea ener tee me Rc goa Sok ate Saeaae 

Hoe ahaa ete SR we es Ee reales es eee as Speer ethene ty Sr rigs 6 
SECC RU onl Sots Oe eg TOA, Coen mm orate Care E EME ks Meet cnet saute GMM geen putea M py eae aha Oat ck haere er a 
SAITO oetcan SG 0S ak GE eset er ar AGS lca Nae seni AU Se ae ag vatloagY) Pcee ats ORIN ile 

eke ae Sa AEG Gee GROG ge a eee Pa etna a Le Dem Cues eee ee 
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Peebn Lepet a Sete AC UCR ce ICRC sh MMC ta Ai Waea ae TORU Ni Eo aU ti Reg tian ye Savi | Cian ane, Matias SUC wedi «. Menuet Ser Mee 

Rare CUI OTR SAG its SOAS See Peo eT Rn is Sparse Sy ay od: Se ae 
RSA eG nas eu aye al ee o i ee nay eae ee ts aan aaa 
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She Oe ly heat Wau a a By es GEE AN Tis De eg Ne San, oes 
Be aaa ce INS RE GR ces hes tii eda Sas GPCI eee te) Sis ae ae 
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OURS SG gra ee a LEG ee NOEL Semeur hi caso mes Ng SE ee ee ane Sit ae Ree gry ay ete ha et a ane 
Hs haa ee as Se aaa ee ee Cease oa NPL ney NOR ie Rat INO ae ea BRO e al a ee a NM calvary os Gein 

GEE CORE Pe Ns RUM St i on conga t maa Oe oe Meco Aah vtaanua ate een hn enh Rupa RATES eat eel oh? oh taht am 
fs ea coe ME tes anche: ict arias FRAN get eno OAR Catia Neate ON Amott Pa Aeris: iat Misia s&h hy oa 
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Bh ee a OG ae Oe eC EE ee Neg Cee ae, en ig! ae 
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ia Wien Saat Bia) aa TNS IME ease ae amie dane nC RRR EAEE, Gh vs ee rm ORR Meena 2 Meter ia yo A ce aaa 
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we ad : ye ) oy. 

Copy, a ae 
= é, ees eer Ce . u - giv’ 

« Aldo Leopol 4: Roan : ee 
Ba gd ww as EE 

La bk 

, Getober 10, 1929 : eae 

cenerdl B,C, Dill, a ae ah oe 
Ue. S, Cartridge Company, ; 

lll Sreadway, ane 4 y s 
: New York, Me Ye : : pie ; : 3 

Dear Genercl pill: Vee & 
| WAth thas I hand you two copies of a” ae 

letter and memorandum of Agreement eo to the a 
. prgvesss, Rotioushiy at the University of Michigan. 

I have signed this decument. and ere also provided Se 
‘2 a space for you t sign es Vieo-Chairman, = Cees 

4h ‘ + © ©. -¥you will-hete that the Agveenent covers =i (s”~S 

1931. You have also received a copy of a letter ‘ ee 
fron lr, Comeaux to the writer, copy of which was also 4 

i sent to Mr. Henning, os the Institute's position 2 
upon funds fo the Game Committee. frrespective of 

‘ the fact that the Institute's fisoal year enis oOoteber 
site lst, 1% would seem to me that we can afer ey comm t i 

this amount of the Game Committee's,funds even though : 
the period runs to December Sl, i as the payment 
can be made prior to October 1, 1931, if necessary, ne 

oe It. was following this logic that I decided to sign 
s ; the document rather than go back to Mr. Leopold and i 
meres have a further change made. a agree with me in- as 

‘ my analysis of the situation, you please sign . 
; i and retum the pepers as requested in Mr. Leopold's 

ye. letter to the proper party. 

Instead of retaining the eopy sent to 
Ser wie for my files I am enclosing it so that you may send 

it te Mr. Comeaux for his recards, A copy of this 
letter has been sent to itr. Comeaux. 

Yours truly, : 

Ghai rman, 
Com ¥tee on Hestoration 

my Protection of Game 
: SoM. Olin: z



aaa 

ae October 12, 1999 eo 

Dean §. T. Dana ; Be 
School of Forestry & Conservation My ; pee 

a 4un Arbor, Michigan é aoe 

I veceived a letter from Mr. Olin stating that cae e 
_ he had signed the agreement and forwarded it to Vice+Chair~ em 

man General E. C, Dill of lew York, who will forward 1% a 
; eee to the Biological Survey. ‘ : Sm 

ny My. Olin having signed, I guess there is very a 
“ ‘little doubt as to the completion of the signatures. ian 

ce Yours sincerely, — aN a 

Ae es - ALDO LEOPOLD, ee 
eae In Charge, Goeme Survey. is 

a
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. : E S {9 RN 

LASS OF SERVICE 
kK | swe | DayLetter | This is a full-rate 4 , Pee aids ete Telegram or Cable rina ~| gram unless its char- * 

acter is indicated by ‘ eed Cc tee soe ie ae 
cur_| Cable Letter 

Received at 1358 UNIVERSITY AVE., MADISON, WIS. TEL. BADGER 4325 / a w 
itu 14 elie 

{| SNNARBOR MICH 11234 OCT 10 1929 : 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

421 CHEMISTRY BLDG UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

IMPORTANT THAT FUNDS YEATTERS STUDY BE AVAILABLE EARLIEST POSSIBLE 

MOMENT CAN YOU EXPEDITE MATTERS 3 

S T DANA 

11004



# PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING ITS SERVICE 1201-3 

*“CLASS-OF SERVICE S a. RN 

This is a full-rate 
ny ae es we 

ferred character is in- : 

ap § ieee | N I O N 
ing the eddie : 

a So 2 ae ee letters, and the time ar 3 Fe ae on all messages, is STANDARD TIME. 
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ALDO LEOPOLD= | 

421 CHEMISTRY BLDG MADISON WIS= 

DEAN DANA LEFT THIS OFFICE JUST BEFORE RECEIPT OF YOUR | 

SPECIAL DELIVERY LETTER TO BE ABSENT UNTIL SATURDAY DEAN | 

RUTHVEN IS AGREEABLE TO THE AMENDMENT AS STATED= 

F A GRAHAM. 

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE



at We gga atk an tor Olin 7 eb oa 
at ee is > f " Dill ‘ a a fed 

be SG McA aa Ua ee ee 

y ; Y2l Chemistry Building a 

Lo tie Be Be Ree hes ‘ ' — _ Dean, School of Forestry & Conservation ee 

eee ee tg Se atone of our Game Committe, has a 
galled my attention to the fact that the contributions from the Bek PSP NER ammunition industry, out of which the Inetitute fellowships are paid, a 

_ , MAPO Bade Top Ue Solentar yeare 1929, 2930, snd 1931, aad that heme | 
ip there ts no commitment of funds, or authority to commit funds, beyond” 

ee ‘December 31, 1931, except ae unexpended balances might accrue; ond 
# there would be even a technical doubt whether they would accrue withe 

gat epecial formal action to that effect by the Institute. a 

Phe proposed agreements Covering the Michigan fellowship cone | 
stitute a comnitment which does not end until October 1, 1932. of j a i 

Gah, Of courses, guess the source of this technical difficulty. It is 
simply that the date of the oviginel action and the date of the tn- eee 

3  eeption of the proposed fellowship are 10 months apart. oe ae 

pny amendment of the Institute's financial arrangenente would = 
_ ‘be Amposetble to procure until there ie « general meeting eorly in tee 

December, and even then it would be desirable to avoid the request if * 
possible, Are you and Dean Ruthven willing to amend the agreement as sts 
signed by him, as follows: ee 

(1) Agreement between the University of Michigan and the U. &. ae 
Biological Survey, paragraph 2 + "That the study shall begin October 1, ie 
1929, end shell be continued until December “1, 103) under such detail= = 
#d plane ae may be agréed upon from time to time, : : 4 

(2) Agreenent between the University of Wichigen ond the $.4.A.Mel., Ay 
paragraph 1 - "That the Institute will contribute to the University of ton 
Michigan not to exceed $3000.00 per year from October 1, 1929, to ecw 
enber 31,193) for the conduct of the study of ringnecked pheasant and « 
Hungarian pertridge Las emt? in the attached agreement between the a 
University and the U. 5. Biological Survey.® a 

I am eending a copy of this letter to Mr. Olin and also to Dr,



EN ge NR ae Piru eee eee De eee. 

Ras eniey sae the request that you and br. McAtee wire me as soon a6 ie 
— - popeible after the receipt whether thé proposed amendments are agreée 

aun > mble, If so I will change the original copies before sending them out, 
eee _ and after they have been signed by the other two parties will retumm 

all the egreements to you for initial of the change, ee 

coe tem gowry that I did not anticipate this technicality. Mr. oe 
Olin states that but for this one point he is entirely agreeable to. og 

gm awaiting with interest Stodéard's report of his intervien 

HR ao a ie Come ave ee 
Sa a Poe eel a ; 2 Pe ae ae Bs a cos, oe 

Sine tn Mey Meapela's buenas to ayeid delay, le 

DOR OOO ae Gwe Ce ee 1 ae



G He eee nT CONDITIONS UNAVGIDABLE OR GEYOND/OOR CONTROL, of 

“ft a ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. 
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MANUFACTURERS 
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EAST ALTON, ULILe 

September 28, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, (U. W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have noted the copy of your letter of September 
25rd to Dr. W. L. McAtee of the U. S. Biological Survey. 
The agreement seems to me to be in good shape and there 
is only one point that I wish to raise at this time. 

It is noted in the agreement between the University 
of Michigan and the U. S. Biological Survey, as well as 
the agreement between the University of Michigan and the 
Institute, that the period covered is for three years j 
from October 1, 1929. The commitment of the members of 
the Institute to the Game Restoration funds is in the 
amount of $100,000.00 per year for the years 1929, 1930 
and 1931. I think it well to raise the question at this 
time as to whether or not we are in a position to commit 
ourselves beyond December 51, 1931. This can undoubtedly 
be done if the residue remaining from each year's funds 
in the amount af $100,000.00 is applicable for commitments ; 
made during the period involved. By this I mean that 
this year we will have a surplus left at the end of the 
year of some amount and whether or not this can be carried 
over into 1930 and whether or not if there is any left in 
1930 it can be carried over to 1931, ete., is a question 
that I am raising. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to General 
Dill and to Secretary Comeaux for an expression of opinion 
from them. Mr. Comeaux can take the matter up further 

with Mr. Henning if necessary or advisable, but prior 
to a determination of this point I do not feel at liberty 
to commit the Game Restoration Committee to a three 
year program commencing October 1, 1929. I trust you



September 28, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold - Page 2 

will understand my reason for raising this objection. 

Yours sincerely, 

Chairman, 
Co ttee on Restoration 
and Protection of Game 

JM.Olin:W 

Copy, 
General EF. C. Dill: 
Mr. C. Stewart Comeaux:



; UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE | 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

x September 27, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: ; 

Your letter of September 23 with inclosed specimen 

copies of agreements relating to the proposed cooperative work 

in Michigan has been received. I have read over these agreements 

and have no suggestions as to modifications. I believe that the 

one involving the Biological Survey will be signed by the Chief 

or Acting Chief without change. 

Sincerely yours, 

G 
‘ LAD fe OU 

W. L. MeAtee 
In Charge 

Food Habits Research.
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2 File : Copies to: Ruthven & “Prack a 
ye Fa i Dana: ithaca i 

a Love joy -~ a 
Redington /- 

* Olin : 

421 Chemistry Building cel 

August 3, 1929 “4 

Prof. H. M. Wight 4 
School of Forestry and Conservation 3 

Ann Arbor, Michigan ' é 

Dear Wight: | ao 

Just to make sure that we all have the same idea ss to a 
conclusions reached, we are jotting down the following impressions Ns es 
of the conference on July 30 and 31 with Dean Ruthven, Lovejoy, and y 
Pirnie, ; ee : : 

prep tes Te Wisniens work which is under 
way or in view (and with which any proposed fellowship work should ie 
therefore dovetail) is as follows: 2 

ap en eee, Soe yourself and st ts for the Game Divis: at Division expense. Pre- ve 
liminary —, of whole state made in 1928, intensive study of several is 
yefuges begun 1929. 40 neste followed through, 1929. It is intended & 

“ to continue this project next year. 

(>) we a Stuar. Conducted by Delke (graduate student) es 
under your direction, at expense. Thies is just a start. ; 

(e) Sue Condveted by McMurray (Geography Dept. ) i 
for the Game Division at Division expense, with a 6-10 man crew now in Pi 
the field. This crew is mapping and classifying typical small game 
ranges. It is intended to continue this project next year, and to in- } 
clude Hungarian as well as pheasant ranges. 4 

ta) Agrisaitarel Rehab ions. of_Fussaane- To be conducted by 
the Agricultural College, prefera on the Kelloge tracts, which are 
endowed. This contemplates not only an expansion of (b), but also the 
study of pheasant food habits and damage under controlled conditions. 

: Mr. Stack of the Colleze and Mr. Cox of the Parm Bureau have this pro- 
ject in hand.



- ¢ ne 2 2 eR 

Wight eC 

What Remains to be Done. As to pheasants and Hungeriana, Michigan's : 
own program, as above outlined, already provides for a start on the principal — : 
needed research work except as follows: ; 

(e) Distribution Study. An interstate survey to answer the question: —__ 
On what ranges will pheasants and Hungarians thrive in a wild an 

; state, and why?" Probably to work from Dakota to Ohio. Bice 

; en 
f) Life History Study of Hungerisns, S (2) hi 4 

It is proposed to devote the Institute fellowship to these two vy 
questions, and for the present, mainly to question (e). (¢) will of its own ee 
accord ramify into (f) as the work proceeds. a4 

Proposed Fellowship. It is agreed to recommend the establishment ‘3 
of a fellowship at the University of Michigan, as soon as you have found a ene 
student acceptable to you and the Biological Survey, The broad terms of the ae 
agreement are outlined in the letter Dean Ruthven prepared for the Regents and = =~ 
reviewed with us verbally. If you can send each of us a copy of it, it will ae 

_ save repeating the terms here. ae z 
x i) 

Proposed Student. It was Dean Ruthven's advice, and all of us agreed : 
with him, that the student should have the academic status of a Research Associ~ 
ate, rather than that of a "fellow" in the narrow sense. His qualifications = 

ould include: ce 

(1) Ability to work alone at a distance (beceuse of the interstate 
nature of the study, and distance from supervision). a : 

(2) Personality to obtain information from farmers and sportsmen, as a 
well as by his own field work. i sia 

(3) Capacity to handle not only the extensive survey project (e), but 
the intensive life history study (f), as the one gradually sup- __ 
plants the other. ee 

4) Willingness to long field trips, especially during the dur- 
(4) ne? project te). - ny cee ¥ ~~ oe 

— 

(5) In addition to the obvious qualifications of a field ornithologist, © 
the student mst have (or know how to get and use) information = 
on soils, geology, botany, and entomology. i 

We all egreed that this work will require at least 3-5 years and that 

continuity is therefore especially important. Hence the University should be 9 

able to advance the stipend as the student develops, in order to have a better a



oe : rae 3 Wight ae 

chence of holding him. Should you pursue your original plan of taking on 2° a 
men instead of one (by throwing in sose University funds with the $3000 maxie 
mom), we would like some kind of assurance that you can advance the stipend = = 

when the need arises. On the other hand, if one man is taken on, there would = 
be a margin for promotion, at least up to $3000 total splary and expense. == a 

: We will be on the lookout for prospects, but it is understood that 9 
we will refer them to you rather than deel with them directly. CA ae 

 eopy of this is being sent Lovejoy and Redington, and copies are 
: inclosed for Dean Ruthven and Dean Dana, Peart ie a 

We have great hopes for this work, partly because it fits inso 
well with what Michigan already has under way, and partly because the partis = 
cular subject is new and full of possibilities, and partly because of its = = 

__ etrong bearing on the new “Shooting Preserve" statute. It was pleasing to = = = 
. learn how much action is already under way, f <p aie ee 

ws Yours sincerely, _ eae ae 

; te ie Fak, Ge By Biological Survey a 

; é ‘ A ‘ i



” f* 

, for “ Cp 

Dear Wight: : 

After we left you yesterday Stoddard and I found that our 
train did not leave until 11:40, so we spent the evening with Lee Dice. 

Naturally we asked him about prospects for the fellowship and he men- 

tioned the following: 

(1) A man named Hickey, now in the field with Murre of the Museum, ~ 
but soon to return to the M.A.C., where he is a graduate student. While 3 

Dice of course has not had the advantage of long and detailed discussion 

of the requirements of our project, he seemed to thing that Hickey was a 

: possibility. You might wish to look him up. 

(2) He also mentioned Robert Enders, a more mature type of man, 
now holding down an instructorship at the Missouri Valley College, Mar- : 
shall, Missouri. At the wor moment Enders cannot be seen because 

he is at BarroX.Island but will return by the opening of school. He_is 
getting about $2900. I cannot remember what degree Enders has, #ut the 

aa eee A \doctorate might make him availapile for the salary at 
our command, or he might be interested in any event. 

These names are sent you for such use as you care to make of them. 

oe Leopold. 
. Coho



Ie Duck fp Lewobag. Ue ‘ 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

June 20, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your letter of June 17. My plans for 

supervision of the gallinaceous bird study in general are to 

place it under Wight's immediate direction, with more general 

supervision from Graham, a new man whom we are expecting to 

get, and such members of the museum staff as may be interested. 

Presumably this means primarily Ruthven, Dice, and perhaps 

LaRue, in case the project should develop the need of any expert 

assistance in parasitology. ‘There is, I think, no possibility 

whatever of Dixon's joining us in the near future. Our last 

exchange of letters indicated that he has definitely made up 

his mind to stay in California (he is now on a special job for 

the National Park Service), and I think that it would be use- 

less for me to renew negotiations with him. We are, however, 

in communication with a Dr. HE. 0. O'Roke at the University of 

California who may, I hope, decide to join us. He has done 

work in economic zoology in South Dakota and elsewhere and 

has recently secured his Doctor's degree in California under 
: the direction of Dr. Kofoid who gives him an exceptionally 

strong recommendation. His Doctor's dissertation dealt with a 

new malarial disease of the quail. He has the rather unusual 

and desirable combination of being interested in protozoology 
and other phases of animal pathology as well as in ecology and 

wild life management. While a thorough scientist, he is evident- 
ly keenly interested in that work and in the practical application 

‘ of results on an economic basis, so that he would apparently fit 

in exceptionally well with what we are trying to do here. 

Dixon comments on him very favorably as practically the only man 

of whom he knows that he could recommend for our work. We shall 

probably know within the next few days whether or not he is 

coming.* If he does I expect to have him handle courses in the 

economic relation of wild life and in the pathology of forest 

animals, so that he would naturally fit in on the study. 

Whether he comes or not I do not think that you need 

worry at all about the supervision problem, since I am confident 

that Wight and Graham, between them, can handle it to everyone's 

* He Ore ocr lif
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satisfaction. You would, I think, be surprised to find how well 

Wight is taking hold of things since Whitney's departure. Dr. 

Dearborn, who is an excellent bird man, will also be available at 

any time for consultation and advice, although he probably will 

not participate so actively in the field work. I also have no 

fear in regard to securing Lovejoy's sympathetic mental cooperation. 

His lack of enthusiasm, as I interpret it, has to do primarily 

with eo rather than to any lack of interest in the project 

itself. 

My own worry is more as to finding students really 
competent to handle the work effectively. Kaylor was here 

yesterday and today and is an exceptionally energetic, enthusiastic, 

and, I should say, dependable individual but with a very limited 

kmowledge of zoology. Probably he is worth taking a chance on, 

however, since he will undoubtedly develop rapidly under the 

instruction of men in this School, in the Department of Zoology, 
and in the Moseun. Hicks would also be a good man if we can get 
him. His reply to my first letter seemed to indicate that he 

expected to remain at Columbus even though participating in a 

project centering here. This does not seem to me practicable and 

I have written him again to try to straighten him out on this 

point. He sounded interested but I am not sure whether he would 

be willing to move his headquarters at this time or not. If 

either or both of them should fall down’on us we should have to 

: look elsewhere, and I am afraid might have hard work in finding 

just the right man, although it ought to be possible to spot a man 

by fall. 

Unfortunately we shall be unable to get together this 

spring, since I am leaving Saturday for the West and shall not be 

in Ann Arbor again more than a day or two until about the opening 

of the fall semester. Wight will, however, be working out from 

Ann Arbor during the entire summer and I suggest that as soon as 

Stoddard is available you and he arrange to come here to go wer 

the entire proposition with Wight. We have discussed the matter 

many times and I am entirely willing to agree to any arrangement 

that you three and Ruthven, who will also be in town, may think 

advisable. I doubt whether it will be possible: to begin active 

field work until fall, although I have not the slightest 

objection to starting earlier if the necessary arrangements for 

personnel can be made. As to the division of labor, I should be 

inclined to let Dalke concentrate his attention on food as a 

factor in the distribution of the ring-necked pheasant and let 

Kaylor concentrate on climate, geology, and soil as factors in its 

distribution, while Hicks could devote himself primarily to the 

Hungarian partridge. Probably it would be well for Kaylor to 

spend the first year largely in this vicinity getting familiar 

# We 0 abasedg so tbety Ty 0-42 F- J gli Lindy.
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with the pheasant and its habits and getting a better foundation 

‘ in zoology and soils, with the prospect of extending his study 

to other states during the next summer (1950) and subsequent 

years. 

In order to leave as few loose ends as possible I am 

enclosing a draft of a letter which I have written Redington 

outlining the cooperation between the University and the Biologi- 

cal Survey in accordance with our previous discussion of the 

subject, and also a letter to you concerning the relation between 

the University and the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ 

Institute which perhaps can serve as a basis for a formal under- 

standing between us. Will not an exchange of letters of this 

sort be fully as effective and satisfactory as the execution of 

a much more formal and lengthy agreement? ‘The letter to Reding- 

ton will be held here for mailing until after hearing that it 

meets with your approval. If not, do not hesitate to say so 

and to indicate what changes you think should be made. 

I suggest that you address future correspondence to 

Wight, with copies for me so far as you think I would be 

interested in having them forwarded to me in the field. As I 

have already indicated, Wight is thoroughly familiar with the 

situation and has full authority to act for me. I hope very 

much that you, he, Stoddard, and Ruthven can get together here 

during the next few weeks and come to a complete understanding 

em: the whole project. I can doubtless get together with you in 

the fall should that seem necessary and, of course, can 

always be reached by wire at any time during the summer. 

Very sincerely yours, : 

we ee A++A ‘ 2 ; 

: . Dean
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April 24, 1929 ; 

Wr, 5. 7. Dana 
Forestry School 
Aon Arbor, Michigan : 

Dear Sam: 1 

The following names are gleaned from a mess of notes ee 
T have kept on possible students. 

see 325 West 10th Ave., Columbus, Ohio. Takes masters a 
degree this year in ecological botany under Transeau and very keen B 
on birds. I ate dinner with him and he struck me as modest, thors es 
ough, brainy, and full of quiet energy. He walked 900 miles alone 
this summer on a botanical survey of Ashtabula County and his com ( 
ments on game were very intelligent. on 

I told him to see R, C. Osburn about the quail fellowships, cca 
He strikes me as an ideal man a couple of years from now. The tat 
Biological Survey wants him, but Trensenu is evidently persuading es 
him to finish his training, The quail fellowships, of course, would cy 
not necessitate his leaving school. ee 

Bieta, Michigan State Agricultural College sophmore. Innched a 
th him. Strikes me as good as Hicks but still too young and une pay 

trained. Told him to let me know when he had his masters degree. at 

Qantiner Bump. Graduated from regular forestry course st Cornell in a 
925 and is continuing as graduate student (working for Ph.D.) in ae 

neture study and wild life conservation. Mow employed by the Cleve- 1c 
land Museum (or it might be Buffalo). i 

Phe Endorsed by RB. K. Nebours, Kansas Agricultural College, Oe 
ttan. Worked in Biological Survey, wants to return to do gradu} : 

ate work, Dr. Bell says capable but short on training, Married, ih 
Gets $1920. Rifleman. Good talker. a 

Gs Ha Gleason Jt, Oberlin. Recommended by Lynds Jones. Wants fellow. ae 
bp there or elsewhere, I met him. Looks much in earnest. i 

a 
Yours sincerely, 4 

ALDO IROPOLD, 4 
In Charge, Game Survey, ne
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WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS 

WESTERN AMMUNITION Md 

EAST ALTON, ULILe 
April 3, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building (U. W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am returning the papers attached 
to your letter of March 26th with respect to 
the Universtty of Michigan turning down the 
proposal of the Game Fellowship. It would be 
interesting to know why they took this action. 
It is disappointing to have this conclusion on 
their part. I should be interested in any 
further information you get on the subject. 

Yours truly, : 

Chairman, 
mmittee on Restoration 

and Protection of Game 
J.M.0lin:W
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oe UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN Aya" 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

March 22, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Please accept my apologies for not 
having written you long before this about the 
quail fellowship. I meant to have done so, but 
various things have conspired to prevent. 

On receipt of your letter of March 13, 
I took up the project with Dean Ruthven who, I 
find, feels that cooperation of the University 
with the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ 
Institute is not wise and that he would not care 
to have either the Museum or the Department of 
Zoology participate in the project. This I suppose 
means that the investigation is off so far as the 
University of Michigan is concerned, since I know 
that one of your main desires was to be assured 
that the entire University would participate. 

Wight will undoubtedly secure more 
or less information on quail during the coming 
summer in connection with his continued study 
of the private game refuges and you may find it 
worth while to keep in touch with this. We shall, 
of course, be glad to make available for your 
informal use any information of interest which 
he may secure. 

Very sincerely yours, 

the : 
Dean.
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN Apo’ gw 
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

March 22, 1929, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Please accept my apologies for not 
having written you long before this about the 
quail fellowship, I meant to have done so, but 

various things have conspired to prevent. 

On receipt of your letter of March 13, 
I took up the project with Dean Ruthven who, I 
find, feels that cooperation of the University 
with the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ 
Institute is not wise and that he would not care 
to have either the Museum or the Department of 
Zoology participate in the project. This I suppose 
means that the investigation is off so far as the 
University of Michigan is concerned, since I know 
that one of your main desires was to be assured 
that the entire University would participate. 

Wight will undoubtedly secure more 
or less information on quail during the coming 
summer in connection with his continued study 
of the private game refuges and you may find it 
worth while to keep in touch with this. We shall, 
of course, be glad to make available for your 
informal use any information of interest which 
he may secure. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Dean.
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42h University Farm Place 
‘ April 26, 1940 

oe, WALL dem Strunk 
State Conservation Commissioner i 
St. Paul, Minnesota | ; » 

Dear Dr, Strunk: e 

It has been @ satisfaction to hear of your 
appointment as Conservation Commissioner. A number of 
us in adjoining states have been watching with anxiety the é ‘ 
impending termination of Jaci Manweiler's work at Baudette, 

: Minnesota. I now hear that the Baudette area will be 
turned over to you in July. I am venturing, therefore, to 

4 4 express the hope that you will be able to find some way 
under Pittman-Robertson or otherwise to contime Manweiler 

a in that region. He has furnished practically all the steam 
on the recent attempt to save the caribou and he has done : 
lots of valuable work in banding that I am afraid will be 

: lost should he leave the region. Knowing your sympathetic 
attitude toward questions of that sort, I am laying the 
matter before you for your consideration, I have. no doubdt- 
you already have it in mind. ; : 

I hope there will be some early occasion when: we ; 
@an fenew our acquaintance. : 

; , ‘ ats Sincerely yours, 

ae oe Aldo Leopela 
Nate : Professor of Wildlife Management : 

cc Chase
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hol University Farm Place 4 
Mey 6, 1940 a 

oe Dr. William L. Strank : 
i _ Commissioner of Conservation ie ee 

3 2 eM St. Paul, Minnesota oes 

: Day Dr. Strunk: AS 

: sae I just wanted to be sure that you had become f A 
a acquainted with Manweiler and his work. I see that you | 

fully appre¢iate his value, and the rest I am glad to : 
! leave to you. . , : : ; ie 

ies “May I remark that I appreciate your courage ‘ 
eee in undertaking this administrative assignaent? I an : ie 

afraid that too many of our scientific crowd are shrink~ i 
Hee : ing violets when it comes to dealing with the publics in : f FS 

the raw. ‘ : : : , 

Hees Yes, I shall cali on you as acon aa I get to Hod one 
ete : St. Paul. Good luck to you. ; 

“.. Sineerely yours, : 

le Aldo Leopold oe 
Se ale ' Professor of Wildlife Management 

Strunk's letter, dated May 1, sent to Warren W. Chase, . rae 
together with copy. of this one. : a :
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

4650 North Port Washington Road 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

April 18, 190 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Division of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Some time ago I wrote to Gordon Fredine asking that he do 
everything he could to have Mr. Manweiler kept at Baudette, Minn- 
esota on a Pittmen-Robertson project for this coming year. As 
we are expecting that the LU project at Baudette will be turned 
over to the Minnesota Conservation Department on the first of July, 
we are afraid Mr. Manweiler will be furloughed and that the excel- 
jent work he has been doing at Baudette will be discontinued, We 
had hoped thet with Mr. William Strunk as new Conservation Comniss- 
ioner for Minnesota there might be a possibility of having a Pitt- 
man-Robertson project set up which would allow Manweiler to con- 
tinue his studies on big game, upland game birds, and furbearers, 
He has gathered a great deal of information and many of his pro- 
jects will probably stop unless he is there to continue them. We 
know that we will not be able to have funds to continue this work, 

I am writing with the hope that you may know Mr. Strunk or 
someone in Minnesota that you may be willing to contact in the be- 

: half of Mr. Manweiler and the unfinished work on his area, 

I have also discussed this with various members of the ; 
Biological Survey staff, including Albert Day and Clirk Salyer and 
they say that this would be a suitable project if the Stete of 
Minnesota would propose it. If Mr. Manweiler could be there after 
the State takes over the area it would also assist in continuing 
the work this Service has been responsble for during the past year 
and a half and would assist the State during the transition period, 
and we know that if they are going to continue management on that 
land they are going to have to have some assistance, From the point 
of view of the caribou alone it is almost imperative that Manweiler 
stay there during the next year, 

I am sorry to write you such a long letter on this matter,
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but I feel that it is of utmost importance and we are doing every~- 
thing we can to arrive at this solution to the problem in northern 
Minnesota. 

Sincerely yours, 

| ec We Chase 
Chief, Regional Biology Division
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1532 University Aveme 

April 27, 1937 

Dr, Henry Schmitz iM 
Department of Forestry 
University Farm . j 
St. Paul, Minnesota ( 

Dear Henry: ‘ 

The attached letter to Ralph King is perhaps self-explanatory. : 
I aid not send it to you when I first wrote it because I wanted to get 
straight on the facts, I now have Ralph's acknowledgment, which 
indicates that the facts are complicated and that I cannot hope for an 
immediate understanding of the whole thing, but I do not want any mre 
time to go by without conveying to you, and through you to Hansen, a 
statement of my attitude. 

Ralph tells me that there is no occasion for me to cancel the 
publication of what I said at St. louis, which was quite naturally a 
scrupulous attempt to stick within what I thought were the facts. The 
only thing additional that I want you to know now is that if I have mis- 
stated anything, I will mke such retraction as I can ag soon as the 
facts are cleared up, if such retraction seems called for, 

Will you please tell Hansen of my attitude? | 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo. Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management : 
encl
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University or MInnESOTA 

Department or AaricuLtuRE 

Unversity Farm, Sr. Paut 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY April Ti; 1937 

Dictated but not read 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am leaving St. Paul in about three hours. I can not take 
the time to write a lengthy letter in answer to your letter which I 

received yesterday. I can only say these two things. First, I am 
extremely sorry that any misunderstanding has developed and second, 
there is no reason at all for you to hold up the publication you 
presented at St. Louis and furthermore there is no reason for you to 
feel that you need make apologies to any one relative to your state- 
ments about the Cloquet work. There has been a serious misunderstanding 

‘arise but I can not see how you are in any way to blame, except that some 
people have insisted on misinterpreting and adding to your remarks. 
However, to straighten this matter out is going to require a very long 

letter and reference to certain published statements (published by other 
individuale) and I simply haven't time to go into that this morninge 
I have gone over this whole matter in detail with Dr. Hansen at Cloquet 
and Dr. Schmitz here and will write you, as soon as possible after arriv- 
ing at Syracuse, a detailed statement of the whole thing but I want you to 
know now that you needn't hold up the paper and that no one here accuses you, 
or has accused you of saying anything contrary to fact. I did not do it; 
no names were mentioned in the discussion where your students were present 
last week and I believe that everyone understood who was being referred to. 

T hope that thie will prove sufficient for a few days and you 
will hear from me again shortly. 

Very truly yours, 
a + 

RIK:K Instructor - Economic Zoology



April 14, 1937 

Mr. Ralph 7. King 
University farm f 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Ralph: ey 

‘Tam very much disturbed by a report, brought me by my students eS 
who visited you recently, that I had made an inaccurate criticism of the 
handling of the Cloquet area by the foresters. 

I would like to get to the bottom of this, because if I have — 
eriticized unjustly I have to make written apology to all concerned, and 

raped casipdhe Lego sip oek-we rede Reber tebe Ea gaara 
I am sending copy of this to Mort Palmer as tentat notice, 

My rewarke were based on my understanding of your verbal statement 
to me. I inferred that you wore moving your main research operations from 
Srey ds tee racertane eeertatT NT toe deat or toot ee 
Cloquet. Was this inference inco: mat per cent of Cloquet way actually 
debrushed? Did the debrushing include the drumming logs? Please give me 
these main facts, : 

Let me hasten te add that I positively gathered from you that you 
aia Bot Blane the foresters for giving priority to their own work, and please 
note + I made the same reservation at St. Louis. Also that the debrushing 
@lone had not spoiled the grouse range, but rather the loss of the logs. 

If I have overdrawn the picture, you may send copies of this to 
Hansen and Schmitz as evidence of my desire to set right any false impression 

I may have given. My own final opinion, however, mst await your reply as to 
questions I have asked above, 

r With best regards, 

Yours as ever,
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RESETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATION 
: Big Falls,Minnesota 

Mareh 5,1937 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Dear Prof.Leopold, 
Been going to write to you for some time,but been kind of 

busy.In fact I,shave not even written to Stark to congratulate him : 
on the wonderful scholarship-you and Mrs.Leopold must be awfully 
proud of him-he will go a long way in this old world of ours. 

I was going to senf& you a Spruce Grouse but it so happened 
that Jack Manweiler told me that he was sending you one-I hope it 
arrived safely;it is too bad that it is a hen-the cocks are so much 
more showy. 

I will tell you a little of what is going on here but of course 
it is only for yourself since all information and business core 
respondence must come through the office and Fladstol.Yes"there are » 
Hungarians up here and more than I thought.You must have a map of 6 F 
the area so I will tell you that there are at least these that I of 
am sure of.Five at Hay Creek,Five west of Hay Cfeek on highway 72. Huw 
and two near Waskish,The last two groups mentioned I have seen my=- 
self and the others are certainly present!Manweiler has had no luck 
in his Grouse traps so it kind of pleases me that up to last Sat. 
my boys have gotten three birds and retrapped one.This week will 
probably increase the catch.Unfortunately they have not sexed them 
but will do so from now onealso they have no scales but I will try 
to work out a system for estmating weights which will be better than 
nothing,(Again this information must come to you through the Project 
Office to be used-the rule is strick and out of the Regional Office), 

We have our deer trap at Popple Island and left it for ten days 
without setting it but having it baited;the deer stayed away.I took 

the boys out to watch it Wed,and they will camouflage it better. 
I got a call from them Wed.night at 8:15pm that they had a deer that 
was not normal so I got in my car,drove 80 miles,walked 2¢,tacced 
and examined the deer,slept from l-7am on a floor of the cabin, 
loaded the deer in a crate on a taboggan pulled her 2% miles,and 
took her to Baudette for examination,Her hind wuarters were paralized 
and no apparent cause-but she did seem to be in heat and a buck may 
have been too rough with her-although of course the eutting season 

is long past. 

Went out to Center Camp(25 miles)today to look at a Moose the 

erew has hocated and got 16 pictures of it,some at 20 yards or less, 
It is a bull(shed horns)about two years old and about 450 pounde; 
but so weak it can hardly get around and is very slow,I was undec- 
ided what to do-whether to kill it or crate it alive-so I returned 
and called Manweiler who is coming over now to look at it and he will 
in turn wire St.Paul for instructions. 

Been so busy running around that have had no time for Spruce 
Grouse and will be even busier with planting season approaching, but 
hope to find time to do something with them.Unfortunately and yet 
justly Resettlement will not let me make use of even the limited 
notes I have here in the office.Thanks again for the reprints and 
let me hear from you oftener if time permits-have you an extra copy 

| of your "killing teevfnique of the Weasel"?Would appreciate it.Also 
do you know af a good track illustration book?Need one.As Ever, 8 Q
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Soe gm mach pleased at the prospect of having = = 
or ene _ > @ eomplete bound copy of the reports. = beta is 

should have told you long age that won 
: Se iu sets gina! at melee oar Yast conference, To. 

ono So Sound. that the "budget" of the Institute, on the basis © = 4 
ae of which I suggested to you certain possible future BAI Re : 

ae "2 peedurses, existed only on paper, The funds are not aa Eee 
yet collected. Accordingly the alternatives which I ee a 

Cee Beg te oe spoke about are non-existent at the present, yee ee 

See eee oh SOU ake Lempeld <> See ee ie
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University or MINNESOTA 

Tur Mepicat Scuoor 

MINNEAPOLIS 

DEPARTMENT OF 

BACTERIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY June 23 > 1936 ; 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Agricultural Economics, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

As soon as the June report is issued, binding 
of the second volume of eighteen numbers will proceed at 
once. An index of the second volume will be a part of 
the June issue. The Washington office is at the present 

‘time having mimeographed a new issue of the index for the 

first volume. Arrangements have been made: to supply this 
to you, also. 

Dr. Shillinger of the Bureau of Biological Sur- 
vey hes just visited with me, and we have gone over the 

problem of shock disease in hares. In view of our most 
recent findings, I have advised Dr. Shillinger that the 
Bureau should throw an extra three thousand dollars into 
this work during the coming year to complete a study of 
this disease before low hare populations make continuance 
impossible, Dr. Shillinger believes that possibly the 
Bureau may be able to do this. 

We are just mailing in to-day the April report 

containing further studies on this new condition, which 
I am sure will interest you. . 

Very truly Se 

Robert G. Green. 

RGG:L
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; ; ca Dear Mr, Horn Sock ts eee ; . . : ; 

os 2 2 484 mot Pecetve the sod from Mr, Steel, — 
: _. although I appreciate your thinking of it. Most prairie ‘ 
cae a a species have roote anywhere from two to five feet deep, Y 
ene aoe $0 that not many of them ean be shipped in the form of. | ap 
BO "gods, We are, however, planting thousands of sods of 

: ' certain prairie species obtainable locally on the Univer=  _ 
i ‘ sity Arboretum and within six months will be able to tell ; * 

es you something about the success of the method, ° ‘ . 
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FG Weg Sly Na Came Bipalastons, 6 ey ng hy oe ‘Chae 

bee aga BP hawe mot seen the Avon report and Iam) 55 
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ae a " the opportunity of looking at yours, eee % 4 

Wg oe tes . ees Miao Leonola o 
e : é Hoe ‘ Professor of Game Management —__ :
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

MINNEAPOLIS, U.S.A. 

Charles L Horn, President 

June 18, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

A few years ago, Ibelieve I wrote to 
my friend Steel of Cherokee, Iowa, suggesting he 
either permit you or assist you in getting some of 

Q the original sod from their farm, which was prairie 

\ sod. I wonder if you ever got that material, and 

if the experiment was a success? I would like that 
information as soon as you can give it to mee 

Also, have you seen “Periodic Fluc- . 
tuations in British Game Population", by A. D. Middle- 

©) ton? I presume you have it, but if you have not, I \ P 
: call it to your attention. 

Also, did you get the third annual Avon 
\ report recently published in the British Isles? I 
pv have loaned my copy to the @ame and Fish Department, 

but as soon as it is returned I shall send it to youe 

Very truly yours, 

CLHorn:ba 

le"



1532 University Ave, 
May 18, 1936 

Dr, Raphael Zon, Director 
Lake States Forest Experiment Station 
University Fara : } 
St, Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Raphael: : 

IT am mach interested in your swamp project. It so happens that the 
Committee on Wildlife Studies of the National Research Council has recently 
broached to the National Resources Board a similar but nation-wide study of 
the drainage problem, so I need not say that I sympathize with your proposal. 

Your statement males it clear enough that the survey should be con- 
ducted with regard to all rather than any one possible function of swamps, 
To find a man intellectually capable of such an approach might not be so 
simple, His sympathies might be all right, but his technique, knowledge, 
and penetration might not, This is just another one of those land utilization 

problems which ate constantly arising nowadays and which demand a kind of 
human being that does not yet seem to exist, at least not in any numbers. 

That, however, is no reason for not trying. 

One incidental comment: Your prospectus does not mention the 

esthetic function of swamps as a habitat for rare and odd species, especially 

flowers and other plants. I have been particularly struck by the unconscious 
ruthlessness of foresters in relation to swamp trees like tamarack and white 

cedar, ‘the first is certainly being slowly exterminated in southern Wisconsin 

and the latter in northern Wisconsin, but this does not worry foresters bee 
cause they have no “economic” niche. A whole biotic community is, of course, 
going over the brink with these two trees. If there be any doubt as to the 

correctness of my contention, I suggest the doubter take a look in the 

forest nurseries of the lake States and see if either is present. Likewise 
; in the research programs to see if either is present, 5 

I plead guilty, of course, to being a crank on such questions, but ‘ 

you asked for a frank comment and I am giving it to you, I would enjoy dis- ie 

cussing the whole thing. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management ; 

Signed in ; 

Mr, Leopold's absence s



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO tuts UNIVERSITY FARM 
DIRECTOR St. PAUL, MINN. 

R-LS May 13, 1936 
M-2 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Many of us, especially as we grow older, 
develop particular hobbies. With me it is swamps. 
I am proposing to our Research Division in Washing- 
ton a swamp project, the scope of which you will 
glean from the enclosed memorandum. 

I shall be greatly indebted to you if you 
will tell me your reaction to this suggested study, 
especially if you could point out the weak and the 
good points in it, and of what interest such a 
study would be to the wild-life proponents--a field 
in which as you know I am very weak. 

Very sincerely yours, 

3 Director. 

Enclosure



R - LS 
Finance 
Appropriation Estimates Statement No. 4 
1938 

THE EFFECT OF SWAMPS AND SWAMP FORESTS ON STREAMFLOW, 
WILD LIFE, AND HUMAN WELFARE 

There are some 12 million acres of swamps and swamp for- 

ests in the northern part of the Lake States. Most of the open 

swamps and even many of the timbered ones are usually considered 

waste land. The Federal Government and the States are now carry- 

ing on studies of land use. The objective is to determine the 

character of the lands and what they are best suited for, and 

on the basis of these findings, to dedicate them definitely to 

the best use, What can be done with our vast acreage of peat 

swamps and where do the swamps fit in a program of planned land 

use? If they are waste land from a productive standpoint do they 

not have some other use or perform some useful function? 

Due to our wealth of coal, it does not seem likely that 

peat will be needed for fuel. The use of peat for fertilizer, 

stock bedding, in house construction, and in manufacturing is 

likewise limited. Sphagnum moss, a product of the swamps sim- 

ilarly has only limited commercial use. 

What about the use of peat swamps for agriculture or the 

growing of timber? Some 25 years ago many swamps were drained 

for agriculture but with the shrinking of agriculture the whole 

enterprise proved to be economically unsound and failed, leaving 

a heavy burden of debt. This drainage was done in a haphazard way 

often without consideration of the effect upon streamflow, wild 

life or the fire menace and a distinct reaction to all kinds of



drainage has set in with many advocating damming up all ditches. 

Timber growth in undrained swamps is very slow. Growth 

can be vastly increased by drainage, but an intensive network 

of ditches is necessary. This is costly and cannot at present 

be economically justified in the United States. 

There remains the consideration of swamps from the stand- 

point of their effect upon climate and maintenance of water 

levels and streamflow. It is generally believed that swamps are 

important in maintaining ground water levels, in stabilizing 

lake levels, in feeding streams, in acting as natural reservoirs 

for rivers like the Mississippi, St. Lawrence and their tributaries, 

which head in the swamps of Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan, 

The real function of these swamps in water conservation is, how- 

even, unknown. 

There is a distinct demand by State Conservation Commis- 

sioners, and members of the Izaak Walton League for information 

on what to do with swamp land. As earlier drainage was carried 

on without knowledge of the function of swamps, so the present 

movement to dam all ditches is also based on superficial obser- 

vation. The plans of improving the upper Mississippi, as well as 

the large public works now underway for maintaining lake levels 

in Minnesota and Wisconsin, are closely connected with a better 

knowledge of the function of swamps. 

The swamps in this Region play an important part in the 

preservation of wild life. For many species of game animals the 

swamps are the natural habitat at least during different seasons 

of the year. Swamps bordering lakes are the nesting grounds for 

many of our waterfowl and in winter deer and moose find a haven 

a



there. With wild life management now in the foreground the 

swamps acquire significance from the biological standpoint. 

Another point to be considered is the place of swamps 

from the standpoint of human health and hygiene. Are the swamps 

breeders of mosquitos and fever or are they, because of the 

acidity of the soils, preventive against propagation of pathogenic 

activity - a field hardly touched in this country, but which has 

received a great deal of attention in the Old Country. 

Briefly, the swamps deserve a thorough-going study from 

many angles. 

These swamps are practically all within the forested area 

of the Region. Many of them are covered with timber, chiefly 

spruce, the most valuable species for the pulp and paper industry, 

and other vegetation. The timber cover plays an important part 

in the functioning of the swamps, as a climatic and water reservoir 

factor through the agency of trees which use up excessive water, 

Many swampy areas when cut clean of timber become waste bog land. 

On the other hand many swamps if surrounded by interception 

ditches to prevent the inflow of water from outside can be con- 

verted into more productive forest land. 

In the study contemplated, the Station would undertake in 

cooperation with the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering and State 

Conservation Departments, the measurement of water fluctuation 

by means of gauges and wells in drained and undrained swamps with 

and without forest cover, On the basis of these studies a definite 

policy should be outlined whether there should be controlled drain- 

age of swamps or whether they should be left in their natural 

state for the beneficial effect of streamflow, timber growth, etc. 

An appropriation of $30,000 is requested to initiate this 

work, “tea
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1532 University Ave, Ve 
: ee : april 10, 1936 ; 

Mr, James F. Bell © 2 
- 200 Chamber of Commerce . ‘ Suet ne 

| Minneapolis, Minnesote eee 

: After receiving your letter and checl<ing over the available . 
-. timber here, it ocourred to me that a man highly trained in poultry husbandry — 

but with some Imowledge of game would fit your purpose better than a trained 
game man with a slight knowledge of physiology and feeding procedures, — 

at Ascordingly I sent your letter to Dr. Halpin, head of our Poultry Department, © 
i. and I note that he has suggested Mr, Hesidort, ; Bai ins coe 

a I have looked over Mr. Hestdorf and sibmit for your consideration ; 
the following description, — : : eae : 

-Me 49 23 years old, resident of Milwaukee, has worked his way a 
k _ through the #11 undergraduate poultry course and finishes in June. He is in 

- good health and seema to have a pleasing and cooperative disposition. His 
scholastic record is very good. aad Pei toe 

i fey * "Ag a means of earning his way through the course, he has worked a ag 
year in a COC camp, a half-year in a comercial chicken hatchery, a year as a 

_. Clerk in a commereial feed company, and throughout his time here has worked ~ 
on. the’ university ‘poultry fam as a means of partial support. ; 

He ggems to be attracted rather than repulsed by the prospect of 
/ 9 em Laolated, location, His hobbies are photography and fishing. ee : 

2a ! Unfortunately he has had 1ittle exertence and no university train- 
* ing in game management, He wanted to take my game course this year but a — arte 

conflicting schedule prevented. He is cood at writing (4t occurred to me 
: that you might» want your technical man to ultimately publish the results of 

your experiments), Hie training in the practical handling of birds is, of — 
course, extensive, but his theoretical training in physiology and in the 
chemistry of feeds is only that prescribed for undergreduate workers in 2 
poultry, I think it 1s sufficient, though, to enable him to use university 
facilities in getting advice on your chemical and rhyslological problema. 

Tam enclosing a snapshot. : RB ie 

Het . If T have made a bad guess as to your needs and you want a man . 
primarily. trained in game management rather than in keeping birds, let me 
Imow and IT will send you some names. ; é : 

; Ge ; Yours sincerely, :
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200 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA oY 

UYSt AR ye » 
JAMES F. BELL March 30, 1936 on cit al 

wv Ret 3 

A 9 oe 
2 Aldo Leopold, ke a Be ve a 

Y University of Wisconsin, Woes oth oi eee 
Madison, Wisconsin. Be a salvos on ih 

Dear Mr. Leopold; w : be ga 

ee. ae wy, 
I write you upon the recommendation of Dr. Merriam er 

of the Carnegie Institution. 

For a number of years I have been doing some very 
interesting breeding experiments with wild ducks 
at Delta, Leake Manitoba. We have bred in captivity 
almost every type of wild duck known in this 
country, including the diving ducks and puddle 
ducks, and have succeeded in getting the puddle 
ducks to breed two and three times a year. I have 
a@ very good practical man but I want to get in 
touch with someone, scientifically trained, who is 
willing to go to such an isolated spot as Delta and 
help carry on this work. 

It is, I think, a very worth while project. We can 
develop our birds into maturity very rapidly; the 
difficulty is to keep the feathers apace with the 
growth of the birds. If we can only discover the 
combination of diet or lighting that will do this 
we shall have found something of advantage not only 
to ducks but to domestic fowl as well. 

The thing has real promise, but the man has to be 
a real enthusiast in order to see the possibilities 
and work toward them. 

If you can give me any advice I shall appreciate it. 

Yours very truly, 

JFB B po
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April 7, 1926 * 4 
: “4 

200 Chamber of Commerce, a 
_ Minneapolis, Minnesota " 

Dear Mr. Bell; e ; < 

A ‘Dr. Leopold has asked me to write'you in to securing 2 
someone that might be interested in helping you to worl ‘our wild duck Ss 
breeding project at Delta, Lake May(} a ‘ " 

We have a senior in/ the Long Coubge in the College of Agrievl ture 5 
namee Arthur Heisdorf. 1 think that Hesidorf Ag the type of man that conld 4 

; develop this thing very x dehy fo: Aden. Heisdgrf is a splendid, clean cut 5 
young fellow with plenty of rate dat He jy had to work his way largely 
and you world find him woe able and genuinely keen. / 

‘Tf I can feof Shaetiels ‘s ipaceeds in any way T : 
; should be vory glad to/ Mave you “pte me. 

i Yours very truly, Ao 

| ? ? 7 : 
7. @ HALPIR . 

Joh My : Professor of Poultry Husbandry Pag
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Fort Snelling, Minnesota. 

March 31, 1936. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Doctor Leopold: 

I eam mailing a couple of papers that may interest you. 
From them you will gather some idea of our efforts along conser- 
vation lines. 

I wish thet you would drop in on us and give us some 
advice which, I know, will be of great help in furthering our 
sanctuary project. 

I am passing around, for perusal, to members of our con- 
servation commission your fine text on "Game Management". 

In today's mail lir. C. L. Horn, whom you doubtless know 

as President of the Federal Cartridge Corporation, sent me your 

booklet, "The Conservation Ethic", which I read with much interest. 

Won't you please put me on your mailing list when you 
have any literature on conservation that will help our commissioners, 
all of whom, like me, are amateur conservationists but we are 

anxious to learn and contribute something to the cause? 

Sincerely yours, 

= 

Ml Wilber — H. “HOBSON, 
Its COl<«, ore int, 

President of Ft. Snelling Conservation Com. F



HEADQUARTERS © 
Fort Snelling, Minnesota. : “iit : 

March 18, 1936. 
MEMORANDUM ) , 

sa ee CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES AT FORT SNELLING 
NO. eeee36 ) 

1. For the purpose of restoring and perpetuating the natural resources and 
wild life on this reservation, an organization is hereby established, to be known 
as the "Fort Snelling Conservation Commission". 

2. a. Officials of the organization: ¥ 
President: Lieut. Col, William H, Hobson, 3rd Infantry. 
Vice-Presidents: 

- Major Jack G,. Fuller, Veterinary Corps, 
Major.Robert V. Maraist, 14th F.A.,{Ex-officio, CO Btry D 14 FA) 

‘Major Philip B. Fryer, QC, ~ 
Capte Douglas H. Rubinstein, 3rd Inf, (Ex-officio, Provost 

; ‘ Marshal) Treasurer; 
'. Capt.s Norman C, Caum, 14th Brig. (Ex-officio, Post Adj) Secretary, 

Capt. John J, Dubbelde, Jre, 3rd Inf, 
Assistants: : 

Tech. Sgt. Oscar. E, Corey ; 
: Sgte Prentice By Rhodes ‘ 

ist Sgt. George B. Delaney . 
Sgt. Emil V. Gleave ‘ 
Mre He Knox (Civilian) — 
Sgt. Louis Zazette i 
Staff Sgt. Edward F, Miller ‘ 
Sgt. Frank Fait a Ms 
Cpl Edward Knuth : ; eae 
Pfe Joe Castelucio ei i 
Cpl Armus Hill ; ; 
Mr. Edward Neu (Civilian): 
Master Sgt. Robin Re Coleman 
Tech, Sgt. William B,. Walters 
Cpl. Harvey Re Kincaid ; i 

; Sgte Steve Mickey 

be, | Sub-committees for 1936-1937: : 

(1) Executive Sub-committee: , 2 
Lt. Col. William H. Hobson, Chairman co 

. Major Robert V. Maraist , d 
Capt. Douglas H. Rubinstein 

‘ Capt. Norman C, Caum , ‘ 

(2) Fish and Game Sub-committee: 
Major Robert V. Maraist, Chairman 
Captain Norman C, Caum, : ‘ ee 

(3) Post Beautification Sub-committee: 
Major Philip Be Fryer, Chairman ~ 
Captain Douglas H. Rubinstein _ 

(OVER)



(4) Educational Sub-committees 
Major Jack Fuller, Chairman: | 

_ Captain John J. Dubbelde, Jr. ie 

Any individual of the Commission may be made available for service 

with any sub-committee, the chairman‘of which applies te the President for such 

services. | f : as Pee et 

Ce Questions of policy will be decided by a majority vote of the offic- 

ials of the Commission. Minority réports on any controversial matters may be sub- 

mitted through the President to the ‘Commanding General for final action. 

de Formal meotings will ba. neld upon call by tho President. Routine 
business matters, pursuant to approved policies, will be transacted informally 

through the several sub-committoes listed in paragraph 2 ¢ abovay 

3. Tho mission of the Conservation Commission will be directed toward 
these ends: i 

ae Beautification of the post bys 
(1) Pre'sorvation and cultivation of troes, shrubs, flowers, lawns 

and other plant life. : 

(2) Improvement of tho habitat for wildlife through tho presorva- 

tion of dxisting cover, the planting of nooded natural foods, 

and the ereétion of artificial cover for winter protoction. 

(3) Provision for adoquate facilities for tha propagation of up- 
land game y fish and waterfowl, ospecially of wild ducks, both 

-in captivity and on the prosont natural brooding grounds. 

be Ustablishmont of contact with civilian agoncios, especially in this 

. community, with a view to-obtaining thoir sssist.nco in a scientific application of 
modern mothods of conservation and restoration of wildlifo in goneral, insofar as 
local conditions will pormit. : 

ce Formulation of an adogquntd workable conservation program which will 

assure a more or lass continuous policy from year to yonr, extending woll into the 
futuro. oe By Na LARA AG Ah f i i 

d. An oducttional program in conservetion which will. zrouso interest 

in and cooperation fromall porsonnol.of the post. * " ane 

8. The déevolopnent of awildfowl’ sanctuary on the Inrgo lnko on the ; 

post end the maintenance of s:exm form’ for brooding ind 6ducrtional purposos. — - 

fein goneral tho dovolopmant of an inviolate sinctuary on the rosore 
vation for 211 dosirnblo spucios of wildlifo indigenous. ta:tais part of the country. 

=* (gs Cooporation with Fodoral, Sst%te, and private conservation organiza- 
tions by making the Fort Snolling wildlifo sanctuary available to thom 2s an ox- 
perimontal laboratory in every practicablo way; in ordor to 2dvince the worthy 
cause of sciontific wildlifo manngemont. ‘ j " 

4e No Government funds will bo expended in connection with the operation 

of. the gommission. 

5. “Tho services of all monbors of ‘tho Commission will bein addition to 
norman routine officisl duties. rf) ” 

By Command of Brigadior Genoral STONES ( Ye. VU oe EAE QAM 

Ve Ga a NORMAN C. CAUM, 
Captoin, 14th Brigadoe, 

Ss Adjutant.



FORT SNELLING "ILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

i Called by 

Brigadier General David L. Stone, U.S.A. 

Commanding General, Fort Snelling 

MARCH 26, 1936 

8:30) PMs 

SESSIONS TO BE HELD IN OFFICERS' COUNTRY CLUB 

PROGRAM OF EVENTS 

Lt. Colonel Ym. H. Hobson, 3d Inf., President of The Fort Snelling 
Conservation Commission - - - -------+----- - -Chairman. 

1. Assembly of guests. 

2. Greetings by Brigadier General David L. Stone, Commanding Fort Snell- 

ing, Minnesota. 

3. "History of Past Development of the Fort Snelling Reservation as a 

wildlife Sanctuary" - Major Robert V. Maraist, F.A., Vice-President 

of The Fort Snelling Conservation Commission. 

4. "Present and Future Plans for the Development of the Fort Snelling 

Reservation as a Wildlife Sanctuary" - Lt. Colonel ‘%m. H. Hobson. 

5. "The State of Minnesota and Conservation" - Mr. V. H. Willard, State 

Conservation Commissioner. 

6. "The State University and Conservation" - Dr. Henry Schmitz, Forestry 

Dept., University Farm, 5t. Paul, Minn. 

7. "Private Conservation Organizations and Conservation" - Mr. 0. L. 

Kaupanger, Minnesota Department of Izaak Walton League. 

8. "Civic Organizations and Conservation" - Mr. Carl W%. Cummins, St.Paul 

Association of Commerce. 

9. "Junior Chambers of Commerce and Conservation" - Mr. Leonard Ramberg, 

Chr., Conservation Committee of the Minneapolis Junior Chamber of 

Commerce. i Fi 

10. ‘The Press and Conservation" by Mr. Cyril Plattes, Outdoor Editor of 

the Associated Press, St. Paul, Minn. 

1l. "The Svartsman and Conservation" - lfr. James E. Kelley, St. Paul, Minn. 

Supvper 

Moving Pictures 

Open discussion of conservation problems.



sate ss we re ; . sa ‘ ee . a: : : 1 i ‘ Ss ‘ ‘ 

‘ ¢ 1532 University Ave. - ; 
4 y Jamary 29, 1936 

Mr, Chas, L, Horn, President en 
.. Bederal Cartridge Corporation on , i 
_- Minneapolis, Minnesota. ee a Be Lak ane abe 

a Dear ME. Hort) 2.900 oe ee 

eee I think that the confusion in your mind is on a matter of. ay , 
dates. I did not recomend closure on waterfowl at any time that I : 

a was with ‘the Institute, although I did recommend the shell tax as a i 
, means of financing a refuge and restoration program, and as I renember i ) ‘ 

it, this was the isme on: which we disagreed. ees 

aoe I @4@ recommend closure on waterfowl last year at the Game ba aes 
: Conference. You will find this on page 50 of the 1935 Transactions. 8 

i nk I cannot remember where I gave the address which was quoted in Nature ss 
: . Magazine, but I remember giving it and the quotation: is correct. I : 

left the Institute in 1932, so there were three intervening years during aa 
: : which waterfowl conditions, as you know, grew steadily worse. Pats 

J gill think that 1935 conditions warranted clomre, but eee 
; I am somewhat encouraged by the reduction in the kill accomplished by  .- 

the restrictions which the Biological Survey adopted instead, If we J 
; . (ean retain and possibly extend ‘these restrictions,- I think it may be iy aes 

: , possible to avoid closure in the future. — oc : 

sf “You may be Asmred that Mr. Olin and the full menbership = —=™ 
CRS . \ ,@f the Institute were kept advised at all times of all statements by — : 

J me on questions of public policy during my connection with the Institute. | ; 

Yes, I received the letter from the ola man in Kansas and He on 
: read it with meh interest, Did you want this back? i : 

' a ee ee “Yours sincerely, Ros peter 

Oe : a es Aldo Leopold pte tee os es 2 
: Professor of Game Management ‘ v
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

MINNEAPOLIS,U.S.A. 

Charles L Horn, Resident 

; Jan. 22, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
New Soils Bldg. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Attached to this letter is an editorial article. 
I wrote Mr. Pack in Washington a letter on the 18th, in which I 
inquired of him the name of the expert who was hired by the Arms & 
Ammunition Manufacturers Institute and who had advised us to close 
the season. I don't recall, at any time, by letter, word of mouth, 
or any other form of speach of writing that you advised the Institute, 
while you were in any way connected with it, that we should clese 
the duck season. 

I wrote Mr. Pack and here is his reply. Will 
you, at your convenience, advise me when this statement was supposed 
to have taken place. Both of these articles, at least, were prepared 
by the Nature Society, and I am interesting in havingthe facts. They 
insinuate that you had definitely told us that the season must be 
closed. You told us lots of things, Mr. Leopold, but when was this 
statement made. I think these comments by naturalist, sentimentalists, 
Audubonist and others like Mrs. Edge do more harm than they ever do 
goode 

I frankly confess that you and I were not always 
in agreement in the Institute, but I never mew you were in disagree- 
ment with Mr. John Olin and other people, and no doubt, if you had 
felt the way you do, you would have told them. 

I am inclosing a self-addressed, stamped envelope 
for your convenience in reply. 

- continued -



= 2 A 

By the way, did you ever receive the copy of 

the letter from the old man in Kansas on early shooting in the 
State of Iowa, which I sent you. 

Yours very truly, 

FEDERAL DGE CORPORATION 

aL ° 

CLHorn:BG



Seay» Oopies to Gordon, Darling : E ; iy ‘ ee a t 

2 be eat ills a : os 
fue Biting cP ae Je oes 

FE tale Ab Brom your Lettor thet you would Like to qéteme te 

Fh daa etaes anit the porwlabion his come bask to tem, 
. Wat since the Survey negleated =a fonds from Congress to finance a 

_ | emre, I suppose it is now out of the qestion, Pa ee 

aE ae ee : Msther oF ne dloware 14, stieuptet, x tm certain that ti whale Fe aaa 
_ ayetem tq no longer tenable as a sitans for conducting open sennonn, Moo 

: ‘gatiafagtory, ‘thers rmot be added geome mechaniay for controlling the total 5 
Sei, and the only mechanieon I ean think of 4s a tag autem to go with the 
dei atoms, ee Pr eRe ae 

thie resolves Ateelf into a question of medhanies, that ie, what “at 
> Yehud. of tage could go with the duak stamps and still be light anf comact 

eniuch to be handled by mail, ont at the aome time nonereussble and identified = = 
vy wanber with the duck stamp anf the state disease: 7 migssebes ot te e 
‘Game Conference, and now repeat, that a comittes of Straters start = tt 
wrontling with thie questions = Ree eae eo 

BI A a et rely Medio ghodi ae eo 
i gedy ‘T would favor a season init of 2 birdes ges ae 

coi A a er Aldo Leopold ee sae 
i. : Ta Charge, Game Research - we
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

ADDRESS REPLY TO DIVISION OF GAME MANAGEMENT REGION No. 4 
REGIONAL DIRECTOR MINNESOTA 

AND REFER TO OFFICE OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR WISCONSIN 

Fi L. BUILDING, WINONA, MINNESOTA ao 

@-Rk ae MISSOURI 

July 3, 1955, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I had hoped to get over and see you before this and that accounts 
for my delay in writing. 

The meeting of the Minnesota Geme protective League at Gaylord, 
Minnesota, was so strongly in favor of a closed waterfowl season that 
there seemed to be no opportunity to suggest alternatives, since 
then I have been as far south as Kansas City, Jefferson City and 

St. Louis, There is strong sentiment dom in that country for an 
open season and I was surprised to hear sporting goods stores and 
elub hunters say that they would be satisfied with a bag limit of 

from five to eight birds, Many of them, in fact practically all 
of western Missouri, seem to favor the abolition of baiting but they 
would like to have a few live decoys, However, they seem to be in 
such a fear of what the closed seuson faction may bring about that 

they are willing to take most anything in the way of an open season, 

Opinions vary widely as to a proper seasonal bag limit any- 
where from 20 to 150 birds, Few people believe that it could be 

enforced, agent Barmeier at st. Louis offered a suggestion that 
if tags were issued during the short season the tags could not only 
bear the serial number of the hunter's duck stamp but could also 
bear the dates on which they were to be used, which would prevent 

much irregularity that might otherwise occur, 

The eight regional directors will meet in washington for 
their annual conference July 10 and we will have opportunity to 
discuss many of these subjects, I should be glad to take up 
further any suggestions or leads that you might wish to advance 
concerning proposed regulations, 

Very truly yours, cake tite yn 

iss Ce Wie 

George Tonkin, 
Regional Director,



Co " New Sole Building Py 
f Febriary 18, 1935 

Mr. L, W, Klefting : Poa 
: Gunflint Camp 9-5 : 4 

é ‘ Grand Marais, Minnesota fo ‘ ‘ (ae ee 

as Dear lr. Meftings oy Ps 
Y ee Your ‘specific questions are much easier to answer. te 

_ Muere axe three recent publications on the waitetail ta 
See which I would suggest you send for if you do not have then: ee 

? Townsend, M..T, and Smith, M. ¥, oe Bee ce 
pea of the Mlromiacks. Roonevelt Wild Life etin, a 

; : Vol. 6, M0, 2, October, 1933. Roosevelt Wild 
<“ TAte Forest Experiment Station, Syraguse Univer-~ 

( a sity, Syracuse, New York, ; ‘ 

Bartlett, Tle K, Live-Trping Wichicad thitetat, ma 
Deak Papers of the Michigan Acad, Science, Arts ; ee 

|. Marthett, The H, Dear Fouhation ta iichigan, te ) 
Sia Mich, Acad, Selence, Arts and Letters, Vol, XIX, 

fon 1933, Published 1934, es a aes ron 

: : ts We are entirely lacking, of course, any comprehensive : . 
be : work on whitetail deer or whitetail food habite. We need some= 

; _ thing corresponding to the following publication on mule deer: 

2 es Dixon, Joseph Sd 3 tudy oF the Life Histoxy and 
‘ i food Hab of Muie Deer in Ce Lifornia. Reprint 

ous from Cal nia Fish 4 Gane, Ju and October, Pe 

1934, Obtainable from California Fish’ & Gaue 
Commission for 25 cents, 

- On ruffed grouse the literature is piecemeal. I sug . 
; ntl: gest you send to Gardiner Bump, Conservation Department, Albany, ; 
4 : New York, for his publications on this species. Also ask Ralph 

fT, King, University Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota, for his forth- ; 
; coming publication. : i i :
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These suggestions do not, of course, exieaust the 
’ list of available literature, but I have cited the ones which 

are easiest to get. These will doubtless lead to still more , 
specific questions, and if you will write me about them, I 
will be glad to submit a further list. : ee 

Yours sincerely, ‘ 

Aldo. Leopold 
: In Charge, Game Research te 

vh : Vier : :
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G Gunflint Camp F-5 

Fish and Game Grand Marais, Minn 
Jan, 28, 1935. 

University Of Wisconsin 
Dept. of Fish and Game 

Madison, Visconsin 

Gentlemen: 

I would appreciate a list of available publications by yéuy department, 

also any free publications covering fish and game management. 

At present I am in charge of Fish and Game work on the Gunflint District, 

Superior National Forest. 

Thanking you kindly in advance for anything you may do for me. 

I remain: 
Sincerely Yours, 

+l?



dl Be oe ‘February 11, 1935 ee 

peels Bi Wotervey a mi : ee 
a. University Farm oe, hae : ; Wree 

St. Paul, Minnesota a ee 

|e _ Unfortme’ muataly ve hare se pot op prinbed 1iter: pS ae 
Aor uae ature on the Arboretum, and it would be quite a job to set. Se 

a Nara down the entire body of the plans, cme 4 aad 

cane “From the wild lige angle, you may get some licht 
ee from the mimeographed prelininary plan which I am sending = et a 

a oe you, ‘his was accompanied by maps, but there were hand~ ca ; ee ae drawn and I take it you do not need them, ; Sang aoe 

. ae Se 4 brief shtiosocttont gumory of the fdea we are ee 
: trying to follow here is contained in th> following refer- ce 

| OS Ae : Peace & Reereation, Vol, XVIII, No. 2, October, 1994— sarees 
| ee anes aa It. ts interesting news that you are contemplating = 

en arboretum in connection with the University of Minnesota. re ong 
Naturally we would be delighted to have you stop over some ee 

» time to tell over plang in more detail. Pe SR iy eee oe 

2 ees age ge pee



-». ¢ Se aes 

New Solle Building — Pees 
Jamary 30, 1935 : 

Mr, Cyril wy, Plattes ‘ : 2 

1678 Hague Avenue < 
St. Paul, Minnego ta 

: d Seesicalik x cnub Wek’ Lresotaies basin Pele ad zs 
for a joint organtzation of some kind, 1 repeatedly heard this same % 
voiced at the recent American Gawe Conference, I am ready to bask any move 
toward this end by any group approaching the problem in an independent : 
spirit, provided such move is duly tied in on a friendly basie with the 
Gome Conference, and provided the proposal is not set forth aa a panacea = “ 

rte from which unreasonable results are to be expected. ; ae 

In other words, I am for your idea provided we.do not fool our~ 
selves that the exeation of that idea ie going to solve all our problemas. — 

_* {i will we a atep ahead, and that is all we can expect of any single move 
no matter how meritorious, — : 

Pe I ghould also have added that any group initiating such a move ! 
should be in a position to actually do the work incident to carrying 1¢ 

: out, By work I mean not so mech finds as & few able men with enough time 
to keep the thing running. ‘Time is getting to be much searcer than funds 

anyhow. : : : : 

In my own field of wild life reasardh a certain degres of coordine = 
ation has so far been maintained among most of the north central states by = 
merely personal interchange between the research wrkers, I now for the a 
first time, however, begin to eo some slight signs of duplication, and I ae 
also. see some eae partioularly in the field of conservation 
economics, which t to be focused at some particular spot but for the 
wl timate use and benefit of the whole north central. croup of states, I d 
think Mr, Darling has also eensed this new need for research coorfination. 2 

Th respect to your question about Wisconsin organizations, our : 
_ only state-wide organization interested principally in wild life is the 

Wisconsin Chapter of the Izaak Walton League, Thore may be a question, a 
_ . though, as to how far related fields should be invited to participate. 

I have in mind, for exmple, the Wisconsin Friends of Our Native Landacape. 
I do not pretend to know the wisdom or unwisdom of widening the gate for 

an interested organization of this kind. My reason for this doubt is that 
; ‘within the several states the sportamen are still playing ball only with .
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1678 Hague Avenue 
St. P aul, Minn. 
January 27, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My Dear Mr. Leopold: 

As abrupt as this letter appears on the scene, so its context 
is of grave importance. It is written to get your unbiased 

opinion on a project refuting the adage "nothing new under 
the sun" by postulating a radically new idea in conservation 
organization. And furthermore it submits for your earnest 
erusal sketchy plans of a movement we will attempt to push 

. . = s 

to culmination this summer--barring unforeseen obstacles which 
are not at all improbable. 

Certain outstanding conservation officials of Minnesota state 
conservation organizations (and that excludes myself) such 
as Sam’G. Anderson and others have conceived the idea of ' 
a strictly midwest "organization of organizations." 

The concept was born last summer. Since, it has steadily 
drawn toward a head until now, armed with the tools of 
honorably acquired finances, these men are out to achieve 
a marked goal. 

OUR ACTIVITIES The nature of the Midwest Conservation Alliance 
1, Froduee more eeme end 4g) means vO fall a erying need. From the time 
2. Safeguard wild life and/wil@ Life conservation was a swaddling infant 
8 Mstablish) move | inviolate five decades ago to the present day when it shows 

« proviso more pie ht [Signs of maturing, the midwest states have re- 
ing and fishing grounds. |gejyed one type of treatment. It is generally, 

5. Develop public apprecia- i 
bron OF WG Mes oe strange to say, been one of disregard on nat- 

i S Clean Bp One aay ta Ae ional issues. And it has been one of lack of 
te e respe T Tl . x 

! “Ok landowners; encour. coordination among the states themselves. Pol- 
m 

game ee’ |itical wrangling--we have had that; for game 
8 Sto PD, emilee ase [Commissioners have held meetings. But the 

9, wind, Wastetal practices. | sportsmen are the untethered heard today as they 
10. Help develop state same were years ago, EXCEPT for one thing: they have 
11. Disseminate helpful infor: | measurably succeeded in organization by state 

12. Co-operate with other con- units 
servation agencies. e 

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE SECRETARY’S OFFICE.
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But these units accomplished, if anything, but one 
objective; they served to strike home to a number of 
sportsmen the fact their dominion of concern for wild 
life extended outside their little city, village or 
hamlet; they made him think in terms of the state; but 
they did nothing more. 

And so the midwest--its problems diametrically opposed to 
those of adjacent sections-~-has been pulling in opposite 
directions, tearing asunder the vocal chords of concerted 

. voice; wrecking almost beyond recapitulation the gem 
of cooperation essential to the success of any unified 
conservation program such as is now underway by the 
federal government. 

In short, we underwent a transitional period to the state 

units in the midwest. And now, it is averred, we are un- 
dergoing another transitional period fostered by economic 
disorder that gave men time to think. The results of that 
are bound to be unified GROUP action in the midwest for 
the conservation cause with its diversied components. 

Early last fall letters were dispatched as "balloons" to 
organizations in the nine midwest states of I owa, 
Wisconsin, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Minn- 
esota, Michigan Illinois and Indiana--armed to catch 
sentiment for a midwest unity. 

The results were surprising--exceeded our furtherest ex- 
pectations--apparently the stcege was set. The stage 
was set for an international midwest clearing house 
for problems netive to that district--for Canada, too, 
evinced enthusiasm. The midwest was in a position 
through an “organization of organizations" to sponsor 
an annual wild life conference that would speak in 
clear-cut precise language; it would speak in tones 
distinguishable to the Hast--it would give the midwest 
a ranking with the East, and thus brood for cooperation 
now decidedly displaced by fruitless antagonism between 
the two districts. 

Finances were our chief obstacle until just recently. low 
we have enough funds--"honorably" acquired. By that I 
insinuate the movement is absolutely independent--politically 
and commercially. Our hands are free, we have a marbel 
rock, the tools just arrived, and are at liberty to 
"carve out our angel." 

I have not time to touch details. A feature of the new 
organization would be its sincere effort to EVADE pol- 
itical pressure. To facilitate that objective, member- 
ship will be limited solely to STATE organizations con- 
cerned with the protection of wild life in any form;
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conservation officials and officials concerned with pro- 
tection of wild life in the several states would be 

; axiomatically barred. 

The Alliance would have no salaried officers; it would be 

a joint cooperative effort, with no top-heavy overhead. 
It would sponsor one annual wild life conference; it would 
stimulate mutual progress in state conservation work by 
members between meetings; it would issue bulletins outlin- 
ing methods by which state members could best cooperate 
in harmonizing their efforts with the federal programs now 

in process of formulation. 

In short, it would attempt to achieve what has been lacking 
in the past, and in the same breath build for the future. 

I have attempted, Mr. Leopold, to outline our program in 
few words. Obviously this is a brief sketch, far from 
comprehensive; but it should serve to give you an idea of 
our aims and the goals we have selected. 

It is not necessary to vouch for the sincerity of the present 
"backers". In facet, there will be no “backers”. We intend ‘ 
to build the organization as rapidly as possible witout 
delegating its sponsorship to any one club--by making it 
joint and cooperative from the beginning. A prodigous task-- 
yes; but we believe it is extremely plausible. 

If we are to whip this organization into a form that will 
make possible a meeting this summer for organization, we 
must work fast. To date we have received letters from 
Jay Darling, T. G Pearson, and others endorsing our : 
move; but we did not "request" these letters--a favorable 
reaction was NOT demanded, though we happily got it. 

In this spirit I am asking you to kindly consider and write 
me your views. Because we are pressed by time, your im- 
mediate cooperation will be much appreciated. Also, if 
you know of any organization state-wide in character in 
Wisconsin eligible for membership, we would be grateful 
to receive it; at present we have only the Walton League 
of that state. Because this organization is not binding, 
is not exclusive--we have been informed state Walton 
chapters will be eligible for membership. 

yril W. Plattes



BAS Copy to Dr. Green a 

a New Soils Building ; 
Jamary 15, 1935 ‘ 

Mr, Lawrence J. Burpee . ; 
Secretary of the Fellowship Board 
The Royal Society of Canada 
National Research Building ‘ 
Ottawa, Canada ' 

‘Dear Mr, Burpee: ee 

“Tt has come to my attention that Mr. BR, V. Boughton, at Bare 
the recommendation of Dr. R, ¢, Green of the University of Minnesota, 
has applied to you for a grant to assist in a study of parasition 
in the snowshoe rabbit. ce 

: In my opinion such a study 1s urgently needed by Canada 
and by tlie northern tier of lake states, ‘The allocation of the wrk . 
under Dr. Green would alse be advance guarantee of its competent : 
performance, The project would also fit in beautifully with two ; 
others which are under way in this university: (1) measurenent of : 
population ayeles in Wiseonsin, ani (2) a life history study of 
prairie chickens and sharptail grouse, Neither of these Wisconsin 

- projects are attempting to cover diseases, since we know thie work is 
already logically centered in the University of Minnesota, Cur 
ecological studies, however, together with the new project now pro- ey 
posed, wonld be umtually helpful, ‘The sane would, of course, also be a 
true of Dr. Green's work and the cycle observations in Canada being ; 

; made by the ituseum at Ottawa and by Oxford University through the 
Hudson Bay Company, : xe a ms 3h 

e ; ‘I recommend Mr, Boughton's project for your favorable con- 
sideration. : ‘ : ay 

abs é ae : _ Yours sincerely, FD oe Bes 

“- In Charge, Game Research



University or MInNESOTA 

Tue Mepicat Scuoou 

MrInneEarvoris 

DEPARTMENT OF BACTERIOLOGY 

AND IMMUNOLOGY 

December 28, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Research, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. R.V. Boughton is applying for a grant of re- 
search funds from the Royal Society of Canada. Mr. Boughton 
has already been doing advanced work on parasitology of wild 
life in Minnesota, and has dove-tailed his work in with our 
wildlife disease investigation to such an extent that his work 
is of much more than ordinary value. 

Mr. Boughton proposes to expand this parasitologi- 
cal investigation to include the snowshoe rabbit, which is the 
animal we are studying so intensively in our disease investiga- 
tion on cycles. It would be most valuable if Mr. Boughton could 
obtain these research funds and carry out this work on the snow- 
shoe rabbit in conjunction with our work. It would add to both 
lines of investigation. 

With this information, you may possibly desire to 
aid this work by recommending the project. This letter is ac- 
companied by one from Mr. Boughton giving some further details. 

Very truly yours, 

R. G. Green. ; 

Mr. Lawrence J. Burpee, Secy. of 

the Fellowship Board, 
The Royal Society of Canada, 
National Research Bldg., 

Ottawa, Can.



University oF MINNESOTA 
Corixce or Science, Literature, AND THE ARTS 

Miynearouis 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

4 dan. 10, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Research : e 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

At the suggestion of Dr. Green I am furnishing a 
very brief synopsis of the work I have been carrying on at the 
University of Minnesota during the last three years, with the 
hope that you may be able to recommend me for a research 
Fellowship from the Royal Society of Canada for the year 1935- 
36. &) Cavtnoe 

My work has consisted of a parasitological survey of the 
Ruffed and Sharp-tail Grouse in the state of Minnesota. Aut- 
opsies have been performed on over six, hundred birds, The re- 
sults show an increase in the total percentage of infestation 
from 32% in 1931-32 to 73% in 1933-34, and a drop in 1934-35 
to 61%. This drop in the percentage of infestation may be due 
to the particular locality from which the birds were obtained, 
or to a decrease in population which occumed during the past 
summer. 

In addition it has been found that the degree of infes- 
tation varies in different parts of the state, and this var- 
iation has been definitely correlated with the climatic con- 
ditions such as temperature, rainfall, soil and coverage. \ 

I undertook a similiar survey on the Snowshoe. Rabbit in 
the Province of Manitoba Canada during the years 1930-31, when 
420 rabbits were autopsied. A similiar correlation between : 
climatic conditions and degree of parasitic infestation was 
found.This work however was done over too short a period for an 
animal which fluctuates over a period of ten or eleven years. 

At present Dr. Green has on hand rabbit -viseéra collected 
each year since 1930, principally however from one locality. If 
I am ewarded this Fellowship I propose to work over the mater- 
ial already on hand, to make a parasitological survey for the 
whole of the state, and attempt to correlate the work with that 
which I have already done in Canada on the rabbit, and in Minn- 
esota on the Grouse. Further a it is possible that the dis- 
eases of wild life may be the cause of the fluctuations in the 

numbers of game birds, the pathogenicity of the parasites will 

be determined. Such a determination will be of great value to 

the work that is already being carried on at the University of 

Minnesota by Dr. Green.



ES 

University or MINNESOTA 
Cotiecr or Science, Lirerature, AND THE Arts 

MrxvNeapouis 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

All references mist be in the hands of the secretary of the 
Royal Society by February 1. Should you wish to recommend me, 
please write direct to the secretary, and have him file your 
recommendation with my application. } 

Yours truly 

Rex V. Boughton. 4 

Mr. Lawrence J. Burpee, ‘ 
Secy. of the Fellowship Board, 

The Royal Society of Canada, 

National Research Bldg., 

Ottawa, Can.



é New Soils Batlding 
: : Jamary il, 1935 

’ Mr, Ray 9, Steale 
U, 5, Biological Survey ; 3 
Federal Building 
Winona, Minnesota ; 

Dear Rays ; 

i am greatiy indebted to you for the photographs 
and also for the jimson weed seed, ‘This will be carefully . 
preserved in my collection, : 

i Schmidt tells me that he is in correspondence 
with Hell, so I am sure we have two good men turned Loose 

.; on this project and they will do everything that. con be done. 

_ Samat was trapping chickens in the central = 
counties during the Christmas holidays and managed to got 
gands on 40. He seems to mow how to get the birds sven 
though conditions may not be ideal, 

ii Ste : Aldo Leopold eee . 
x In Charge, Same Research



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

UPPER Mississippi! RIVER WILD LIFE AND FISH REFUGE 

FEDERAL BUILDING, WINONA, MINNESOTA 

ADDRESS REPLY TO SUPERINTENDENT 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER 

WILD Fe oe ee oe SAN 5 4936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, In Charge of Game Research, 

College of Agriculture, Univ. of Wisconsin, 
New Soils Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am pleased to inclose hérewith a set of photographs of the 

milo sorghum raised by us during the past season and hope they may 

pe of some interest to you. 

Hall tells me that he is not having very good success in 

baiting up the chickens. Both he and Lange have been working on 

the proposition, but the birds do not appear to be at all regular 

in visiting any given section nor do they appear to be present in 

normal winter numbers this season. I am hopeful that later on 

there will be a sufficient concentration to permit carrying on the 

banding work you hope to do. 

Under separate cover I am sending you a sample of the Jimson 

weed seed, also a seed pod. Since this matter first came to my 

attention I have been checking up on it further and find that both 

quail and ring-necks appear to show a decided preference for this 

food, at least there ig a preference under present weather condi- 

tions. I do not know whether they would prefer this as food were 

it not for the snow covering up other foods, mt certainly there is 

: every evidence that they are feeding quite extensively on the seed 

wherever it grows. I hope to obtain some good photographs of 

Jimson weed patches showing the effects of feeding birds on it, 

and if they turn out at all satisfactory I will send you a set of 

prints, 

Very truly yours, ee 

Ray 2 Lge ( 
Superintendent. 

Inclosures (3).



fixe * ; ‘ ¢, fe ‘ : 

toe New Soils Building ee ee 
Jamary 4, 1935 ee 

e Mr. Paul A, Glaeser Me 
nia Pioneer Telephone Company Soe : ; ae 

Waconia, Minnesota ~ Re a 

Dear Mr, Cleesert or 

q e Various states have tried various schemes for developing an : 
economic relationship between, farmers and sportsmen, _ : ‘ 

’ Some states, such as Nebraska, have tried to apply a uniform . a ee 
ma ay scheme to the whole state by edict of the Conservation Department, . - a 

-. «Nebraska, for exemple, developed an elaborate coupon system, of which gee 
ares I think you can get a deseription from the State Game Warden, I do Bh 

‘ not have any confidence in these state-wide schemes. <Any scheme to 3 ee 
age Wo be sound mist evolve, rather than be created by edict. Boag he 

Sea In Wisconsin we have simply tried to start various types ae 
4 of relationship on various areas and are counting on evolution to : 

weed out those which are faulty.. We make no attempt to regulate mh 
: rates, and my experience so far is that they regulate themselves, TI a 

= _ “have no printed matter describing the various systems which we are | ; i 
ae trying except one, which 1s described in the August, 1934, issue of — ae 

Field & Stream in an article entitled "Helping Ourselves," This itt : 
would not fit your conditions because you have no shooting preserve. ae 

/ ge On ‘ ee pgs prune Cae 

fe The other areas are werely making a charge per man per day Comets 
; CS or a charge per bird, or & Combination of the two, It is too early — bi ae 

to offer any comment as to which is the best. scheme because we have ee 
: been busy building up a stock and few of them have arrived at the ge 

stage of actually having something to sell. : a. 

‘A general déseription of the various alternatives involves = 
“fg given in the back of the "American Game Policy," which you can get ed 
ee . from the American Game Association, Washington, D, C. a 

| Come back at me for any details which I have neglected to 8 
give you and which you need. : é o 

: << Us Yours sincerely, So eee : : a 

Aldo Leopold. eae 
* : In Charge, Game Research - : ; oon



WACONIA, MINNESOTA 

December 15, 1934, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 

Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have been appointed chairman of a committee by the 
Minnesota Division of the Izaak Walton League to make a study of a possible 
plan whereby farmers and land owners would be compensated for the game killed 

on their premises. — 

Various states are experimenting with such a plan but I 
am not familiar with such plans nor do I know which of these states have had 

better success, I thought probably you would have first hand information 
about such matters and could advise me where I might be able to get more 
details, I would appreciate this information very much, 

Yours very truly, 

MUU 
7 

» PAG:AM



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Upper MississipP! RIVER WILD LIFE AND FISH REFUGE 

FEDERAL BUILDING, WINONA, MINNESOTA 

ADDRESS REPLY TO SUPERINTENDENT 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER 

WILD LIFE AND FISH REFUGE 

AND REFER TO nes 1 8 4934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In checking up on my photographs I find that on October 24 

the negatives for the wheatland milo sorghum pictures were sent the 

Washington office with the request that we be supplied with addi- 

tional prints. To date these have not been received, however I am 
writing them again today in hopes that they will forward them to us 

at an early date. Upon receipt of them I will be glad to supply 
you with a set. 

It also occurs to me that you might like to obtain the : 

xv Agricultural Experiment Station publication regarding wheatland milo 
sorghum. I find this publication was issued in March, 1933, cir- 
cular 170, by the Kansas State College of Agriculture and Applied 
Science, Manhattan, Kansas. 

The boys brought in an interesting report this morning re- 

garding ring-necks and quail. They found quite a large patch of 
pone weed which was overrun with both quail and ring-necks. The 
ring-necks were pulling the pods dowm and breaking them apaft for 

&e the seeds and I assume the quail were feeding on the seeds scattered 

about on the snow as the result of their being torn up by the ring- 

Q necks. While this seed is not common in the bottoms, there is a 
yoo? considerable amount of it and I was surprised at the amount of seed 

4 contained in a single pod. Undoubtedly this is an attractive and 

¢ A) splendid source of food for these two birds and probably others. 
v 

With best regards, I remain 

Sincerely yours, 

Sele 
Superintendent.



oie Hew Soils Building oy od 
Deceuber 20, 1934 

lr, Ray C, Steele, Superintendent Ces . 
: Upper Mississipol River Wild Life & Tish Refuge ; 

| Federal Building sae 
Winona, Minnesota bere aA Ss : : ; ae 

Dear Rey: ¢ eas . . ao 
| After my return from Winone I'mate only « hurried visit to ae 

the office and forgot to thank you for your very generous offer to take = 
: over the preparations for prairie chicken banding, I enclose a letter et ae 

which E send to Mr. Rice. A copy of it has gone to Ranger Hall, ‘ ; 

: oe a I am very appreciative of your ready. ‘cooperation in this matter, = ; 

Tope Ranger Hall will write direct to F. d. Schuldt, in care 
; ‘Of myself, New Soils Building, Madison, as to his. suecess in getting some : 

chickens baited up, ani aleo his choice of locatidu for the baiting, 1 on 
_ WHAT then leave it to Schmidt to go ont and do the trapping with Ranger 

ae Hall ag soon as they jointly think that the time if ripe, Sea nen , 

7 wag much interested 4n your observation about jimson seed 
os being eaten by pheasants and possibly quail, ‘This is a new one on me, ne 

Noe ae We have practically none of it here, but I know it grows along the river. — 
: Tf you happen to run into soue-in your travels, would. you mind sending me : 

o*.@ @mall sample for my collection? URS 5, ee a 

ae I have sent for the wheatland milo bulletins : ee 

ae Deas There 4s no hurry obout the pictures, I looked over the _ Bos 
patch across the river from LaCrosse and agree with you that it was planted . 
too thick to make a heavy yield. I have built a table summarizing ail tho — 

' é information gleaned from the Coon Valley experience and as soon as it is . 
in preliminary form I will ask Ernest Holt to send you a copy. I am sure : 
‘that he and I both would like to have your criticiams of our conclusions, = = 

_  Mhanies again for your generous helps , a 

= With best regards, : Pos 

Yours sincerely, . 

; Aldo Leopold ey 
In Charge, Game Research gellar, ates



t 

New Soils Building 
December 14, 1934 

Mr, day N. Darling, Chief 
Bareau of Biological Survey 
U. S&S, Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Jay: 

I thoroughly agree with your stipulation that Minne+ 
sota should contribute to the disease study. 

I think you have nothing to worry about as far as 
coordination betwoen Minnesota and Wisconsin is concerned, 
There is, to be sure, no formal set-up for securing it, but we 
have kept such close track of each other's progress that we 
automatically avoid duplication, Michigan's entry into the 
field is mch more recent, but I got acquainted with the Michigan 
man (Saunders) at the A.O.U, and I thine the same sort of rela~ 
tions will develop, 

This informal scheme does not, of course, provide for 
combining reports, and it had not occurred to me that this was 
necessary or even possible, 

There is more need of coordination between King and 
Green in Minnesota than between Wisconsin and Minnesota collec- 
tively. If you know how t bring that about, you know a great 
deal more than I do. It is the one thing which has entirely 

baffled me since I started game work in 1928, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 
Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO December 10, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Glad to have your viewpoint on the increased personnel 
in connection with Dr. Greene's work in Minnesota. 

Dr. Morley has been assigned to that job provided the 
State game commission will make an equal contribution to the 
research development in their State. Sending Morley to Minne-— 
sota is in line with our policy but we dg, hey e exact from 
the State conservation organization enough con ribution to 
insure their interest in the work done. 

One thing that puzzles me is how to coordinate the in- 
formation developed in the various fields on this same subject. 
Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin are doing work contributory 
to each other and their combined investigations should be is- 
sued under one comprehensive report. There seems to be no 
agency set up to accomplish it. 

Have you any plans in mind for coordinating these 
findings? 

Yours very ped ; 

SZ 
v 

or J. N. Darling 
Chief.



2257 Langford Ave. 
St. Paul, Minnesota 
Oetober 3, 1934 ay 

‘ Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge of Game Research 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wiseonsin:’ ” ; : 

Dear Mr, Leopold 98) aes 

‘ Please exctise,me for ry delay.in giving you this reference, 9” 

ae you will no doubt understand when Ihtell you. school started the cy 

first of October. bee. : : : 

a In looking over my material on Wild Turkey I find it to eee 

be of zoological nature like you stated. I find it valuable 

due to the bibliography “in the back of the Jeaflet. 

The Leaflet is called "Wh 1d, Turkey",’ By John Zimmer, 

(|| . Assistant Curatorsor Birds, -Zodlogica} leaflet No. 6. oe 

ee Published by’ the’Fiela@Iuseum of Netural Hietory, Chicado,111inois. 

a ; I am sorry to be unable to give you the: price of this publication, 

ib is not much, oe : 

I would also advise you to ask for the List and Prices of 

- Publieation issued by the Field Museum of Natural History. 

. . It is a pleasure to serve you 

Yours, sincerly,
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8 Fam talttng the IAberty of senting a ony of this letter to Mr, Darlings =
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eee Lae Ce New Soils Building = 
as i August 4, 1934 at eee 

| Ae, Being Swenson e ; pen see 
: Minnesota Gane Director ~ Fe in ; ae Ge ake 

sere State Office Building coe Eaves the ane ee 

<> Mrs Darling has reminded me to send you some names of competent 
>, tedhnieal game managers who might be available for your Department, 

ee The supply of extra good wen has been dwindling rapidly in the 
ae last month or two, I do mh shee Of ea Sy tvained and fully dom = | 

os petent men who are now without jobs, but I lmow of several who have = ot 
temporary jobs who might be interested if you could. offer them a permanent . 

a one. ‘The best man in this group is Philip F. Allan, Soil Erosion Service, oe 

: A moe mature wan who does not have a degree in game management = 
: but who has been ines lot of practical work for me this year is : 

Franklin 8, Henike, 4226 Waban Hill, Madieon, x Hee Oe ae 

Pig 8 : ‘Another man whe looleed good to me, lat whom T do mot Jaiow nearly es 
ae well ag the above two, was graduated from the University of Minnesota a 
game course & year or more ago and can now be reached at one of the CCC 

wie A camps, Hig neme is Leidlaw, tt. 1 do not have a record of his initials _ 
reas or his present address, Ralph T, King at the University Tari can tell you *, 

. of Mr, King at the University, I can give you the names of a mumber of fo ches 
fully trained men who: are simply short on research experience with game, 

on One of these ie Adrtar. C, Tox, State College Station, Pango, North Dakota, — - 

oy : Dam pending o copy of this letter to Mr, Darlin, 

omy oe Vee a OS teen eee cee eG, te be 

ED a i ee ae oe ; ee Aldo Leopold” fie : case eee
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. c. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, Thine dees ee SURVEY July 23, 1934, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Confirming our discussion of last Thursday, will 
you please send to Erling Swenson, Minnesota Game Director, 
State Office Building, St. Paul, Minnesota, your nomina- 
tions for his biological technician. 

Send me a copy of your letter to him so I can have 
record of the names and addresses. I have written Swenson 
that you would have some suggestions for him. 

Sinc 

¢ 

Soe sf 

sa J. N. Darling 
ae - Chief. 

”
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATIO
N 

, 

: MINNEAPOLIS
, 

U.S.A. 

Charles L Horn, Besident 

April 27, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold ; 
Soils Building 

Department of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am sending Imlay 's WESTERN TERRITORY. I suggest you 

get the Third Edition, the real one, published in London in 1797, with 

the mapse There are four maps. It is a wonderful book. I also refer 

you to VISIT TO SALT KE by Wn. Chandles, published 1857, which has 

a fine mp. aepo fecpt-shiid
 
<.— ’ 

I told you about the NORMAN CONQUEST by Freeman, in six 

volumes. If you can stand punishment, I think it is one of the best 

I have ever looked at. It was published in 1879. It contains numer- 

ous references to the forestry laws, forest conditions, forest assizes. 

the origin of forests, etce, so you see it has considerable material 

in it. the principle one is Volume V. I don't think you really need 

any other. This will give you the citations. If you get this volume, 

refer to Pages 457, 458, 124, 163, 248, 401, 455, 456, 681, and in 

Volume IV, I refer you to Pages 609 and 613 (with notes). and. in Volume 

III, Page 630. This will give you plenty of reading. Freeman has 

covered the situation very well. 

I referred you more particularly to Place, not Price. for a 
' treatise on population. There are a good many of them, so I 

going to refer you to all of them. The first man to work out’theories 

on population was Sussmilch. Also, as early as 1540. and afterward, 

: an Italien, Botero, was also working on population trends. I would also 

refer you to a rather interesting paragraph from one of Place's writings 

which gives you some idea of what I am getting at.



2 
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on neice 

I am afraid I will have to go through Mills and Malthius again to 
find out what I wanted. I thought I could find it last night, but 
was unsuccessful. Vin. Pettywrote some books referring to agriculture. 
He gives reports of the number of animals that might be sustained in 
any area. 

Here is an interesting thing. Place says. “There is a 
determined limit of saturation for population. All born beyond that 
number must die". This is also the idea of Malthius and this is 
about what we have concluded ourselves. 

I will get you some more references. In 1896 there was 
written, in England, a fine book on historical events on the Isle 
of Axholm and considerable space was given to former beautiful lakes 
and ponds destroyed by drainage. It referred back to William I. I 
have the original book here, and I shall be happy to show it to you. 
These references very pointedly bring to our attention the dangers 
of drainage. : 

: Yours very truly, 

ClHorn: GC



University or Minnesota 

Tue Mepicat Scuoou e 

Mr NEAPouis 

DEPARTMENT OF BACTERIOLOGY . 

AND IMMUNOLOGY 

April 3, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

New Soils Building 
University ofWisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sending you herewith the December report 
which has just been mimeographed. 

Your attention is called to the last section 
of the report entitled "Rabbit and Grouse Strains of 
Tularemia". I have a feeling that when tularemia is 
completely adapted to grouse, it will not kill guinea 
pigs and that we have been missing most of the tularemia 
in grouse. Arrangements for a supply of quail have been 
made, and we will begin this spring's operations by 
running duplicate injections from grouse into both guinea 
pigs and quail. There will be a continuation of this 
discussion in the January report. 

Yours very truly, 

Re G. Green 

RGG:BWE : 
Dec. report ) 
enclosed : i ] / 

f «1 a ) xy 

Y ms ‘ee . : 
va : : ten: 

¢ Xs ; 
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New Soils Building 
Mexch 9, 193 

Mr. Charles I, Horn, President 
Federal Cartridge Corporation 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr, Horns 

The Forest Service meeting was not confi~ 

dential. My understanding is that Mr. Tinker desired 

to keep down the total mumber so that there would be 2 

ene representative from each interested agency, Hence 

he held the meeting by invitation, That is why I was 

not at liberty to push the thing myself, Dr. Bagley, 

I think, can assure you thet 1t was a perfectly oben 

meeting and a very good one, 

Yours sincerely, 

. ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research, 

AL/vh
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION é 

MINNEAPOLIS ,U.S.A. 

Charles L Horn, Resident 

March 5, 1934 

Ur. Aldo Leopold 

Soils Building 
College of Agriculture 

University of Wisc. 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: j 

I have your letter of this date. Thank you for tipping 

me off. I did not know this was a confidential matter. I under- 

stood it was open to anybody. 

I understand my friend Bagley, the President of the Izaak 

Walton League was down there. 

I did not know the Forestry Department was running these 

confidential meetings and it was a surprise to me. I did not know 
that any meeting held by represontatives of the United States Gov- 
ernment was confidential, so you can understand my ignorance in this 

thing. 

Yours very truly, 

FEDERAL CARTRIDGE £QRYORATION 

resident 

CLHorn: GC
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University or MInnESoTA 

Tue Mepicat Scnoo. 

Min NEAPOLis 

DEPARTMENT OF Peon nines 

AND IMMUNOLOGY March 3, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

If you have had an opportunity to look over the outline of 
general ideas concerning wild-life disease research which I sent you last 
week, you probably noted my reference to a central system of permanent re- 
cords. The opportunity to develop an adequate system of records for our 
disease work here appears to be a possibility in the near future, if the 
present investigation can be held together. It is now five years since I 
drew up, with the assistance of Dr. H. L. Dunn, the beginnings of a general 
plan for handling wild-life disease data by punch-card machinery; and all 
our data since have been collected to make this possible. During the past 
several years, Dr. Dunn has been trying to develop the problem of a central 
bureau for medical and biological data, and now has arrived at what he be- 
lieves a general solution from the technical standpoint. He is putting into 
actual operation a central bureaufor medical statistics, attached to the 
University Hospital; and from duplicate records furnished him from various 
hospitals in Minnesota, he will each month draw off printed individual and 
collective analyses of these medical data. 

As I approach the problem of getting our data here transferred to 
a punch-card system, I see that such data should be organized as part of a 
plan involving a more general approach to wild-life problems. It seems to 

me that it is possible at the present time to build up the skeleton of a 
central plan for handling permanent records on wild life relating to problems 
for which data mst of necessity be gathered over large areas and for a long 
period of time. If such a skeleton plan could be drawn up, the investigation 
here could be tied into the plan from the start and be used to demonstrate 
the feasibility of a method of handling permanent data on wild-life problems. 
We are collecting a large mass of data which must of necessity go on punch 
cards, and Dr. Dunn is available with all of his ideas and statistical 
machinery. 

As getting our data into "machinery" analysis is a rather acute 
situation for us, I should greatly appreciate word from you as to your ideas 
along these lines. I know you mst be swamped with all the responsibilities 
being put upon you, but, after all, those interested in wild-life research 
mast look to you for general guidance. 

Yours ie traly, 

RGG:H



University or MInnEsora 

Tue Mepicat Scuoou 

Mryneapouis 

DEPARTMENT OF BACTERIOLOGY 

AND IMMUNOLOGY 

February 24, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 
New Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

I was pleased to find your letter of February 7 await- 
ing me when I returned from the South. As a matter of fact, I 

Was enxious to have you stay on the job in Washington, even though 
it meant that I did not see you, as I had some understanding of 
the situation. 

, The trip South I found a very valuable experience. I 
stayed several days with Stoddard and from him learned a great 
deal of the southern situation as regards my line of work. We col- 
lected some specimens there; then went into northern Florida for a 
few days; and then up into Alabama, where we collected the majority 
of our specimens. It is evident that there is a great difference 
in the occurrence of tick-borme disease in the South and in the 
North, as I found ticks of sufficient abundance on all specimens 
to maintain disease continuously. If my immunity studies this 
winter on the Lake Alexander Area show a loss of immunity to be 
real, we will have a significant fundamental difference between the 
North and the South with regard to the occurrence of disease. We 

have already isolated Pasteurella tularensis from one lot of ticks 
which I obtained from a cottontail rabbit, and we have another in- 

: fection going that appears to be spotted fever, obtained from cot- 
tontail tissue. 

Dr. Shillinger was at Minneapolis upon my return and 
we undertook the beginning of a plan for adequate wild-life disease 

investigation. I have thrown some of this mterial into readable 
form to send to Dr. Shillinger, and am furnishing you with a copy 
simply for your personal information. I am also sending you a 
copy of the Minnesota "November Report". 

Yours very truly, 

g G. Green. 

RGG:L 
Enc.2 
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New Soils Building 
March 5, 1934 

Dr. R, G. Green 

The Medical School ‘ ; 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Bobr 

Your logie in urging a central repository for came data 
so that it can be handled on punch cards, is irrefutable. ‘the two 
kinds of data which need it wret are food habits records of the kind 
maintained by Dr. lichtes, and disease records. In both cases the . 
Biologicel Survey is the logical aroney, A 

I am personally uneducated in the details of punch records, 
but I have contacted with them enough to imow the basic importance 
of starting right. This means, T think, that somebody in the Survey 
would have to take the initiative not only in putting steam behind 
the venture, but sicil1] in secing that the original specifications can 
be followed for a considerable period of years, With the present 
difficulties confronting the Survey, this might be herd to arrange, 
but it certainly needs to be done. 

Yours sincerely, ; 

ALDO LBOPOLD 
In Charge, Gane Research 

Al/ va
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4 Copy to Panl Redington, 

New Soils Building 
Madison, Waconain 
Pebruary 2, 1934 

| Mr, Ma. %. Cox 
1609 Portland Avenue 
8t, Penk, Minnesota ae 

Dear B41: 

T wish I could answer you question about the ‘ 
proposed set-up under the comittes, mt we have as yet 
been unable to reach an agreament on what Ihind of a 4 
set-up is needed, With your experience, however, it 
seens a certainty that there should be a place for you ; \ 

; somevhere, : 

I have been working, of course, to have this 
set~ap built uvon the foundations of the present Bio= ; 

: logical Survey, If I an able to carry through thie j 
‘ idea, you should have no trouble making a@ connection, xi 

If 2 om mot, it ta, of course, anybody's guess aa to i 
what the set-up will be, I would advise you to file 
application with the Survey, ’ 

the Wisconsin job is too complicated a matter a 
to cover in a letter, ‘the job is being so mich better 
handled under the present acting director than it ever 
was before, that 1t is a great relief to all who are , Ra 
obliged from the nature of thelr work to rub elbows ; pi 

‘ with the departments, I have no knowledge of their 
Plans, bot I am led to hope, from the recent develop- 
ments, that » really competent selection will be made, 

I om taking the liberty of sending a cory 4 
of thia letter to Paul Redington as advance notice of Bs 
your interest in the new progrem, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD
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: 1609 Portland Ave. 
§t.Paul,MinanwJan 18,1934. 

Mr.Aldo Leonold, 
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison,Wis,. 

Dear Leopold; - 
I want to congratulate you for being selected, 

a@s was very proper,to serve on the National Wild Life Comm- 
ittee. You and the other members of this Committee certainly 
have a big job ahead of you and a wonderful opportunity to 
formulate and vush along the right kind of a Refuge program 
and to work out a lot of other moves for the benefit of Wild 
life. 

The other day I had a brief talk with Mr.Darling 
and the nleasure of hearing his splendid address at the 
meeting of the Minn.Game Protective League. It occurs to me 
that your committee may want some assistance. The refuge 
program alone is going to be no easy task. You know something 
of what we were up against in buying up and organizing the 
Upper Miss.Wild Life oroject. You know too,I think,of the 
part I had in initiating wild life census work on the National 
Forests and bringing about a besinning of range management 

that would benefit big same. 
My familiarity with the marshes and the wild fowl 

conditions on the East Coast,the Gulf,the Mississinpi Valley, 
the Plains Country,the Rocky Mountains,the Pacific Coast and 
Western Canada,gained officially while working for the Forest 
Service and the Biological Survey and independently on hunting 
trips ought to be of use at this time. You will appreciate 
this. Fortunately if your committee is in a position to employ 
men to help get things going quickly I am also in a position i 
to lend a hand. My book on "The Forests and Wild Life of Brazil 
is nearing completion. I should be glad to work for you and 
your committee under any apnrovriate arrangement. But of 
course I know nothing of the powers or limitations of your 
committee. Kindly let me know the possibilities. 

‘ Most sincerely yours, 

deel in Cy 

Wm.T.Cox.
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Dear Aldo;- 
What is there to this conservation commissioner- 

shin in Wisconsin? Do they really want a conservationist or 
is it a politician they are looking for? 

Wisconsin would be a wonderful state in which to 
steer forestry and wild life activities if a fellow were 
given a fair chance to do so. But if the job is largely 
political in character I should certainly avoid it as I 
would a swamp! 

WET Cs



New Soils Building 7. 

Madison, Wisconsin \ 

Vebruary 2, 1934 tL Rae 

Dr, 2. 8, Jones 
Winona, Minnesota 4 va 

Dear Dr, Jamest : 

I have not yet boon able to personally check up . 

the present status of the Hungarian Partridge colonies in 

‘ western Wisconsin, I enclose a map giving the locations 

that I lmow of, but I cannot vouch for their still being 

there, nor can I say that this is the complete list. Others 

may have made their appearance, ‘The map may, however, give 

you something to work on, 

Yours sincerely, ; 

Ae “ AUDO LEOPOLD 
AL/ gm Game Manager 
Ene. as
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New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Jemvary 18, 1934 

Oe ee ee es F 

Minneapolis, Minnesota ‘ 

Dear Mr. Horn: : 

This is just a line to express my 
eee a caw eceninade ee tee 
question. It is a very z g for 
an enmnition men to assert that the matter is 
gpen to debate. 

I draw a distinction, of course, betwoon 
& pees Nite Sree oe tee cones Soe 
@ tacit acquiescence which is much leas common, 

With best regards, 

i Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/ga . Gane Manager
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January 6, 1934 

State Geme Department : 
State of Yashington, i 
403 Bell Street Terminal 
Seattle, Washington 

Gentlemen: 

I have been receivéng your Releases and I have noticed A 
from one particular Release that a very honorable gentleman in 
your city has been killing off all owls and hawks. 

I hope you will pardon me for intruding but killing of © 
predators often leads to the destruction of some of our most 
valuable birds, as far as mankind is concerned. It has been proven 
that with the exception of two species of havks and one of owls, 
they are absolutely desirable in the battle against insects and 
bugs and are of much greater benefit to conservation alive than 
dead. I have recently written to the states of Michigan and 
North Dakota on the same subject. ; 

I am beginning to wonder if any of the predators, 
except the eat, the crow and the wolf, are really dangerous. 
I am enclosing a copy of our last advertisement. 

Yours very truly, 

FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

President 
: CLiorn: 1G 

Orr Ne) atag-te opeaa
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

MINNEAPOLIS, U.S.A. 

Charles L Horn, Resident 

January 6, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Soils Building 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin or 

Madison, Wisconsin F 

\ 
My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I absolutely agree with you. This is one of the most 

damnable things I have ever scene I sent the article to you 

merely because I had already called attention to this thinge : 

I am writing to Washington today enclosing a copy of 

my last advertisement "The Vandals". They are absolutely shooting 
all the owls out there and most of them arevery good friends of 

mankind and wild life. You will notice from my advertising I 
only talk about two predators = the cat and the crow. 

Many good hawks have been killed because of the mis- 

guided energy and zeal of sane club. The Starling is another bird 

and I must be frank in saying I don't know just what to say about 

ite 

Yours very truly, 

FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

Pr nt 

CLHorn: IG



New foile Suilding 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 5, 1934 

Mr, EV. Willard 
State Commiesioner of Conservation ; 
St. Paul, Minnesote i 

Dear Mr. Willard: 3 

T am informed by 0. M. Aldous of the U. 6. 
Biological Survey that your Commlesion ie now disposed 
to make a serious effort to enforce and improve the Red 
lake Caribou Refuge, containing the only U. 8. pennant 
of this species. 

T am moved to say that I, and I think many i 
other conservationists who know the clroumstances, are 
watching Minnesota's attitude toward this remnant with ; 
both hope and anxiety. It is very clear that your ‘ se 
commission fs, in this instances, the custodian of what 
in every moral sense is a national property. Yo let it be dissipated 
watle hundreds of thousands of dollars are spent annually on 
the protection of other species in no wise threatened would be ) 
& permanent black mark against the whole conservation movement. : 
I welcome the news that you are now disposed to take care of these 
caribou. 

Yours respectfully, <h 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/ gem Gane Manscer 

Copies to Redington 
Aldous 
Errington 

Horn 

King 
McGuire 
Hornaday 
Gordon 

Locke



New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 3, 1934 

Mr. Charles L. Horn, Pres. 

Federal Cartridge Corporation 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

The Washington news item "Predators take Huge Prey 
of Game Birds" is one of the best samples I have seen for 

a long time for misguided headlining. It is further typical 
of the misguided popular thinking about predators in its 
use of the term "vicious marauders". These publicity 

writers in the State Game Department insist on assuming that 
one predator kills game because of its inherent depravity 
while another species does not do so because of its inherent 
virtue. ‘This helps perpetuate the erroneous public notion 
predation is a matter of animal morals rather than a matter 
of animal ability. 

I was also much interested in the Starling. This 
species is becoming quite abundant here and has recently 
found out how to enter food shelters and feed on hoppers. 

I am returning both clippings. Thanics for letting 
me see them. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL:GM Game Manager 
Ene. 2
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

MINNEAPOLIS ,U.S.A. 

Charles L Horn, Resident 

December 30, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Soils Building 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am sending you an article, "Predators take Huge Prey 
of Game Birds", from the State of Washington News Release. I 
thought you might be interested in this storye 

When you have looked this article over, kindly return 

it to me. I am enclosing a stamped and self-addressed envelope 

for your convenience. 

Yours very truly, 

FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

President 

CLHorn: IG 
ENCe



Soils Building + 
December 26, 1933 

Mr. Charles L. Horn, Pres. ‘ 
Federal Cartridge Corporation X 
Minneapolis, Minnesota \ 

\ 

Dear Mr. Horn: \ 

I much appreciate your interest in "The Conservation Ethic". 
I would not have guessed that this woul’ interest you # 
particularly, and I am glad to find that my guess was - 
wrong. 

I find myself unable to get excited about the question of 
3 where to put the Biological Survey. A strong personnel is, 

in my opinion, ever so much more important. The danger is 
that many people suppose that an improved organization 
chart is a remedy for anything. In my opinion the Biological 
Survey 1s alreaiy properly placed. What it needs is a 
radical overhauling of program and policies by radically 
strengthened personnel. 

Mr. Fox is mistaken about my book costing $15.00. I do 
not have his address but am sending you a circular which 
I wish you would send him, 

Thanks for letting me see the Clinton report which I have 
read with great interest, an’ am returning herewith. 

I have still been unable to get a cost figure from the 
Agricultural College office here. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL: GM Game Manager 

Ene. 2
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

MINNEAPOLIS ,U.S.A. 
Charles L Horn, Resident 

December 14, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Soils Building 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear M;,. Leopold: 

May I be such a beggar as to ask you to send me some additional 

copies of your "Sportsmen's Ethics"? I have only one copy. I don't know 

Ly: where I got it, but it was sent to me by some one. It is a wonderful thing 

#4-* and I would like to get ten copies. It is a re=print from the Forestry 

Magazine. 

I would like to ask you some questions - I am merely digging ; 

around for information. Don't you think it would be a good idea to switch 

the Biological Survey to the Forestry Department? If tne ylanorteg, chop — 

is to be a fact finding body, why shouldn't they also tak#up facts in re~ 

gard to water supply, disease, etc. in the United States? 

I was in Des Moines the other day and called at the office of 

the Successful Farming. They are starting a conservation movement. Mr. 

Fox asked me for a list of books and I told himI thought your Game Manuel 

was suitable for his library. He said it was too expensive, as it cost 

$15.00. I told him there must be some mistake. I have two copies - I purchased 

one myself and the other was given to me by Mr. Jeff Jones of The Journal. 

I told Mr. Fox that if he couldn't get a copy, I would loan him mine. Also, 

is your book available in the libraries? I have a lot of questions. What 

have you found out about sending boys to college? 

I spent the greater part of last Tuesday with Mr. Ding Darling 

of the Iowa Commission. He is a fine fellow. 

Yours very truly, 

FEDERAL CARTRIDGE GORPORA’ 

President : 
CLHorn:IG



New Soils Building 
December 6, 1933 

Mr. Chas. L. Horn, President 
Federal Cartridge Corporation 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Horns 

I didn't wire you Monday about the cost per student 
in the Agricultural College here because I was unable to get 
a figure which would correspond to the Clinton costs. 

The difficulty is that this is a research insti- 
tution and the faculty is only partly engaged in handling 
students. The rub lies in estimating what part. ‘he Dean's 
office ig trying to work up a figure, which I will send you 
when I get it. 

I would like very much to look at the Slade place 
with you. 

The correspondence is returned herewith. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO ZBOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 
Incl.
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

MINNEAPOLIS ,U.S.A. 

Charles L Horn, Resident 

December 1, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Soils Building 
Department of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I do not expect to bring you into a controversey, but 
More Game Birds in America pointed out to me this is the way to 
make money on game. 

They had me believing it was a Utopian idea - look it 
over. The more I see of this crowd the more skeptical I am of 
anything they have to offer. 

Yours very truly, 

FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORQORATION 

‘sident 

) 
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Mr. C. le Horn, President 
Vederal Cartridge Corporation 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Hora: 

I just received your letter relative to the Illinois chinch bug 
trouble. I am quite swamped with highly necessary official writing, so 
its quite out of the question for me to write an article for the Moline 
Dispatch. However, I can give you some information which might be of value. 

Dr. G. 0, Hendrickson of our department took notes at the Septexber 
8 joint meeting of Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, and Iowa entomologists held at 
Keolul, Towa, and Hamilton, Illinois. 

On the basis of Hendrickson's notes, I would say thet burning under 
ordinary conditions could result in the destruction of no more than 508 of 

_ the adult chinch bug (Dr. Drake here at 1.8.0. says only 25%). ‘the destruction 
of 50% as a maxiwum certainly doee not constitute satisfactory control, and I 
have guspicions thet the net effect of burning in holding chinch bugs in check 
way be in many areas Very much over-estimated. Climatic conditions seem to 
have the really significant influence in determining insect populations of this 
sort. 

fhe entomologists agreed generally that promiscuous burning did more 
damage than good; burning should be done only when the chinch bugs are hiber~ 
nating in god iand in great numbers. It was agreed that burning should be 

. @losely controlled and carried on ante in fell or very early in the spring, 
Flint of Illinois stated that burning should be largely confined to south and 
west sides of hedges and bunch-grass fencerows. 

At the meeting, general agreement and satisfaction with the Iowa 
game policies was expressed. I¢ was further agreed to incorporate in letters 
and memoranda to County Agents and farmers a paragraph advising brush piles 
and corn shocks for quail cover to replace natural cover destroyed where 
burning is done, 

Relative to birds capable of effectively combatting a chinch bug 
outbreak, I don't think there are any. Bobwhites, for example, feed upon 
chinch buge probably as wuch as any bird, but the absurdity of expecting two 
or three coveys of quail per quarter section to make any appreciable impression 
on a heavy infestation of chinch bugs should be evident. ‘The view ia prevalent 
among many ornithologists that chinch bugs are not palatable to bird life as



2 C. I. Horn 10/28/33 

a whole, though I doubt if this point has been carefully checked up. Very 
likely birds other than quail eat chinch bugs, too, but the mere fact that a 
bird preys upon an insect species doesn't have to mean that the insect is 
thereby Icept in check, 

As I see it, there isn't mich that we can do about the chinch bug 
except to encourage the public in some attitude of sanity. We can't expect 
too mech of the birds--certainly not when an insect population gets plainly 
out of control. ‘The best we can hope for through artificial measures is a par~ 
tial local control, which should not be carried on in such a way as to love 
sight of everything else. We as a species have always “burnt our barns to get 
rid of our rats," but that does not make extreme, short-sighted measures any 

more profitable. 

This letter contains material w hich would be dangerous in the 
extreme, if misquoted, so please use discretion. The topic is highly contro- 
versial and to be treated properly, would demand more time,and perhaps more 
ability, than I have. 

Sincerely, 

Paul L. Errington 
Assistant Professor 
In Charge, Wild Life Research 

PLE/vh
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MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. i 

Hutchinson, “innesota 

October 20, 1933 

ir. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Soils Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

This is to acknowledge your letter of the 18th inst. in reference to 
King's Ruffed grouse work. 

Thereare some peculiar angles here in Minnesota so that I don't 
know whether or not we are going to be able to continue the work. It 
is evident that the funds will have to come from private domors. I 
realize, as you do, the importance of the continuation of this 
work, particularly by reason of the fact that we are just entering 
into the next period of cyclical disease. 

The “innesota Game Protective League will hold its annual winter wild 
life conference at St. Paul in January. At that time the matter will 
be taken up and I am very much pleased to know that it will be possible 
for you to be with us. ‘the dates will be fixed shortly and when they 
are, I will notify you. 

PEE ys We have a tremendous lot of pheasants in Minnesota and 
ry ry Hat r 17 t Y rn “a f + 1 ssn GD IRR ENCANL Aaes will probably equal the million record of the kidl i 

ae IB ae last year and the year previous. Hungarians are doing 
“SND ITs MaBLTAT.. PE very nicely in Minnesota. I had a very good grouse 
“TATE WiLD-LIFE REFUG- shoot in Pine County last month, am going out with 
Pesan wien ate Hn eetiC two of my youngsters to hunt pheasants tomorrow and 
HUNTING AND FISHING expect to go next week up into the Thief Lake 

5. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRE- country to do a little shooting of grouse and possibly 
RO BCRACR Te EAt Gena. ducks. Considering the fact that I produce _more 
Pees Ce BEORTS- ducks every year than I shoot, I feel that 1 can 

7: PROMOTE t 5 4+} 2 n 4 ny va fow Ee op SNE shoot a little with a clear conscience. The waterfowl 
Ee situation is exceedingly serious. We are getting 

8 STOP | COMMERCIALIZED closer to the bottom every year. The so-called 

AND WASTEFUL PRACTIC- emergency of 1931 was not nearly as serious as present 
9. EXTEND WILD-LIFE RB- conditions. 

SEARCH. 

10. HELP DEVELOP STATE 72 41, 2 
GAME POLICIES. With best regards, I am 

11. DISSEMINATE HELPFUL IN- 
ee ae TO THE PUB- idl 

12. COOPERATE WITH OTHER tours try ly, 
CONSERVATION AGENCIES. 

SGA/MBT fu 
v
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MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. si 
Hutchinson, Minnesota 
November 9, 193% 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Soils Bldg. 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

The winter convention of the Minnesota Game Protective 
League will be held at the Ryan Hotel, St. Paul, on 
Monday, January 15 next. 

We would like to have you appear on the program and read 

a paper on the necessity of continuous research work in 
wild life conservation. This isn't intended to name your 
title but to point the way to the subject which I think 
needs thorough explanation at the convention. 

Assuming that you will accept, I wish you would let me 
know right away your title you want used. 

With best regards, I am 

OUR ACTIVITIES 

1, PRODUCE MORE GAME AND Yours truly, 
GAME FISH. 

2, SAFEGUARD WILD LIFE Cap Plernrern 
AND ITS HABITAT. 

3. ESTABLISH MORE _ INVIO- 
‘ eee WILD-LIFE REFUG- 

4. PROVIDE MORE PUBLIC sca/ MBT 
HUNTING AND FISHING 
GROUNDS. 

5. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRE- 
CIATION OF WILD LIFE. 

6. URGE UNIVERSAL PRAC- 
TICE OF CLEAN SPORTS- 
MANSHIP. 

7: PROMOTE RESPECT FOR 
RIGHTS OF LANDOWNERS; 
ENCOURAGE THEM TO IN- 
CREASE GAME. 

8 STOP COMMERCIALIZED 
SLAUGHTER, ILLICIT SALE 
ene WASTEFUL PRACTIC- 

9. EXTEND WILD-LIFE RE- 
SEARCH. 

10. HELP DEVELOP STATE 
GAME POLICIES. 

11. DISSEMINATE HELPFUL IN- 
pore TO THE PUB- f 

12. COOPERATE WITH OTHER 
CONSERVATION AGENCIES.
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Soils Building 
i November 13, 1933 

Mr. Sam G Anderson 
Hutchinson 
Minnesota 

Dear Sam: . 

I'm glad to have the date of the convention. 

I cannot accept any place on the program now, for the 
reason mentioned previously~-I have two classes daily all through 
Jamary. It would only be an emergency, such as a very definite 
prospect of keeping King's work going, that would justify me in 
breaking away, and even then I couldn't promise this far in 
advance. i 4 

-~Tfy a few weeks in advance of the date, you ean see 
a very definite chance for me to do something for King, let me 
Imow and I'll do my best to make some arrangement to take care 
of my classes. 

I'm sorry to have to leave it this way. You probably 
appreciate that I have no staff who can substitute for me. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh



,. , Popies to Mr. Errington 
ry Mr. Ball ‘ 

Soils Building 
October 18, 1933 

Mr. Sam Anderson ; 
Hatechinson 
Minnesota 

Dear Sam: 

“I am told that Ralph King's ruffed grouse project 
is about out of funds, and that you and Srrington have been 
exerting yourselves in an effort to keep 1¢ going. 

Sometines an outeider ean do the talicing for this 
sort of thing to better advantage than an insider. Is there 
any way in which you can use me to keep the ball rolling? 
Could you, for example, get me a hearin before the Commission, 
or before some group of well-to-do gportanen? I can come up 
almost any time except in Jamary, when I have a daily teach- 

i ing schedule. I could possible arranze to get away for not 
to exceed two days even in Jamary. 

ie Yours sincerely, — 

ALDO LEOPOLD ! 
! Game Manager 

AL/vh
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

MINNEAPOLIS, U.S.A. 

Charles L Horn, President 

February 23, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Soils Bldg. 

Department of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

From a report on John Ball. I learn he states that the cycle 

was beginning to hit Wisconsin on both grouse and prairie chickens. 
Have you any information on that subject? If so, I wish you would give 
it to me. 

Yours very truly, 

FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

i 

f 

ms President 

CLHorn: GC
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

MINNEAPOLIS,U.S.A. 

Charles L Porn, Resident 

February 26, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Soils Bldg. 
Department of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. Aldous tells me there will be a big meeting of the 
Forestry Department at Madison, March 2nd and 3rd. Please give me 
the information on this soon as possible. I want to attend, if 
possible. 

Yours very truly, 

FEDERAL CAR cE CORPORATION 

| President 

ClHorn:GC ee ao 
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' October 5, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Consulting Forester 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I want to thank you for your letter of September 
28th enclosing a copy of the Iowa handbook. 

You certainly did some great work in Iowa and a 
lot of good is going to come of it from all appearances. 

I wish that we might go ahead with something 
similar here in Minnesota. It is kind of you to say that we have 
the talent to write our own, but even with the help of Mr. King, 
Dr. Green, Sam Anderson and several others that I might name, it 
is doubtful is we shall be able to initiate and carry out a study 
quite comparable to that you made in Iowa. Personally I should 
like very much if we might avail ourselves of your services. This 
may be possible later on but not in the immediate future. 

If you are heading up this way any time soon, 
I would certainly appreciate your calling so that we might have 
a good chat. 

Sinoerely yours, 

prt 2) 

Commissioner of 
Conservation 

WIC/AH 

32> ©



ie ah “Copy to Mr. Olin ee ae o eee ‘ee ee : 

me : | Sept. 28, 1932 

es Mr. Wn. T. Cox Sine es ‘ene te 
Bs 5 Director of Conservation = = ; Rens eo ee 
a are St. Paul, Minnesota : yt HS ane 

c oe © Dear Bill: shee - gs ie Ge pepe es ai 

Paes : : By this tine you have doubtless seen ‘the Towa ‘ é a re ; 

Do you think a similar handbook for imesota would 

ey do aly good? If so, and. if you should need any additional help to 

2 execute it, I have hung out my shingle for that kind of work. Bend 

ee In my opinion you and King, with the help of eitizens 

Like Sam Anderson, could write your oim, if you have time. I would 

: : be glad to help to the extent of my ability, whether or no you have 

ae “any need for my formal assistance. ; : 

: Yours sincerely, 

eo. “+, SEDO IBOPOLD 

AL/vh 

®nal: : : ;
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August 16, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin Y 

Dear Sir: . 

Inclosed you will find a rough penciled 
sketch showing the dimensions of the Gopher 
Campfire Club flushing bar. I have no 
photographs at present available. Have 
sent some to Mr. Harrison of the American 
Game Association. It is my understanding 
that he is getting out some cuts. If you 
will write him, he probably will provide you 
with what you want. The handy thing about this 

flushing bar is that it is fastened ahead of 
the sickle bar and can be bent to any position 

desired. 

The upland game conditions here are first class. 
There is atremendous abundance of ringneck 
pheasants and a very satisfactory increase of 

: Hungarian partrigges. The latter. birds, 1 yf 
think, have gain“sufficient foothold here so 
that it will be unnecessary to make any more 
plantings. 

Hoping to see you up this way soon, I am 

Yours truly, 

NaC herder . 

SGA/MBT
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April 9, 1932 

: Mr. D. P.. TMerney 
Tierney-Wiggin Company 
Castle Rock, Minn. 

* Dear Tierney: 

I am glad to hear from you and to know that you have not for- 
gotten the opportunity which confronts nurserymen in pushing the 
matter of game cover and food plantings. ; 

I think this field holds out very great possibilities both : 
for nurserymen and game men, but it is not so simple as merely 

making a list of the needed stock and offering it to customers. I 
think that nmurserymen will have to “service” the customer, which 
means that they will have to acquire a working inowledce of gane 

: management so that their customers will not only be urged to make : 
desirable plantings, but urged not to make foolish ones. — 

i I do not recollect just how much of a student of game you 
= have been. In case you want to brush up on the subject, especially 

in its relation to plantings, I would recommend the followsing: 

1. Stodfard, H. L. Zhe Bobwhite Quail." Charles Seribnerts — 
Sons, New York. ~~ et : 

2. Leopold, Aldo. "Report on a Game Survey of the North 
Central States." (If yon do not have this, let me 
lmow and I will be glad to send you a copy.) i 

"3, Errington, P.L. "Corn on Cob Saves Wintering Quail.” 
; American Game, November-December, 1930. 

"Quail Winter Pood and Cover." American Game, 
July-December, 1931. (Reprints inclosed.) 

4. Hicks, 1.E. “Ohio Game and Song Birds in Winter." 
Bulletin of the Bureau of Scientific Research, 

: Division of Conservation, Columbus, Ohio. Jamary, 
1932, pp. 41-4. 

5. Pirnie, M.D. “Winter Feeding Stations and Toods for Ground 
Feeding Birds in Michigan." Michigan Department of 
Conservation, Lansing. Jamary, 1930.



2  ‘TMerney — 

6. Mehtee, Yl. “Local Bird Refuges." U.S.D.A. Farmers! 
: Bulletin No. 1644, March 1931. Washington, D.C. 

_ #Ppopagation of Upland Game Birds." U.3.D.A. Farmers’ 
Bulletin No. 1613, Washington, D. C. Jamary, 1930. 

6 I also recomend that in about 30 days you send to the Fish 
} and Game Comtission, Des Moines, Iowa, for the handbook of game 

management which I am how writing and which they will shortly publish. 

Then you feel in need of digeusstonz some particular question, 
look up Ralph T, King, University Tamm, St. Paul, who holds down the 

pk ruffed grouse fellowships financed by my outfit. : 

Bo When you have gone as far as this information will carry you, 
; come back at me since I am anxious to be of service to you in push< 

: ing the matter further, It seems to me that nurserymen in entering 
: this field might profit by a game management training camp in which 

. : food and cover plantings would be given the main emphasis. : 

ne I forgot to mention that Scribner's will publish this fall ay 
‘ text on game management, wiich will contain a chapter on food and cover 

; : with certain specific plants described from the planting standpoint. 

. Yours sincerely, :
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"FOREST ENGINEERING FOREST Thee NURSES 

r iene sabe Pore 
GAME AND WILD LIFE COVER PLANTING SERVICE 

TIERNEY-WIGGIN CO. Biel 
EVERGREENS 

Castle Rock, Minn. 

April 4,1932. 

Mr Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 
National Bank Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

In your work with the Sporting Arms & 

Ammunition Mtgrs. Institute it occurs to me that you must come in con- 

tact with a grea many organizations and individuals interested in pro- 

viding food and cover plantings on their lands,for game birds and other 

kinds of wild life. There is considerable interest in this state along 

this line and so I have been encouraged to spend some time in laying a 

foundation for future business. A 

Suitable stock of the size and species 
required for such planting jobs is,in general,not available from any of 
the established nurseries. A number of suitable species may be propagated 
in a nursery but the purpose ig for ornamental shrubbery at corresponding 
prices. So it seems to me that most of the stuff will have to be produced 
a@s @ special undertaking,and from a different viewpoint than that of the 
usual type of nurseryman. 

I would appreciate having your suggestions 
on the matter and particularily with respect to the idea of producing a 
moderate amount of well diversified stock useful for food and cover plant- 
ing. It is rather silly to sell ap a person the idea of doing work of 
this kind -improving cover for game birds,for example,and then tell him 
appropriate stock cannot be obtained. On the other hand,it becomes a 
speculation,if one goes ahead producing stock for planting without a 
reasonable chance that it will be salable,when ready. What would your 
answer be? 

Would like to see you if you ever get up 
this way.I remember the very pleasant chat we had in Des Moines 2 or 3 
years ago. 

a? OLE
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Hutchinson, Minnesota 
December 8, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wseconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

During one of the sessions of the late conference at New 
York, while I was sitting with a group of our Canadan 
brethren with whom I feel in closer fellowship than 
with a good many of the Americans, I heard them exchanging 
comments on the proceedings and Hoyes Lloyd remarked that 

it was not their conference. I think that attitude is rather 
unfortunate as it is as much the Canadians' conference as it 
is ours and that it might be well hereafter to term it the 
North American Game Conference. This term will be broad 
enough, too, to include Mexico when we finally conclude a 
treaty with that republic. 

Ime written a letter of thismme tenor to Seth Gordon. 

I enjoyed very much renewing acquaintance with you at the 
conference and wish that we might have had more time to 
visit and compare notes on the data that we are gathering 

through the years. 

OUR ACTIVITIES ‘ 

1. Propuce More came ano] With best regards, I am 
2. SAFEGUARD WILD LIFE AND 

ITS HABITAT. 

3. ESTABLISH MORE INVIOLATE Yours truly, 
WILD-LIFE REFUGES. 

+ ae eee 0 Ae ee 
5. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRECIA- 

TION OF WILD LIFE. 2 

mee emia en Oe) BR eee 
7. PROMOTE RESPECT FOR RIGHTS 

OF LANDOWNERS; ENCOUR- 

sine, EM TO INCREASE | Peoly 12/11: I think your suggestion about using the name "North 
o. srorucHreR, iiicrr eae | American Game Conference"is a very happy one. I am sending a copy 
. sao i es ne aad aaa of this to Seth Gordon to indicate my opinion. 

10. HELP DEVELOP STATE GAME Aldo Leopold 
POLICIES. 

11. DISSEMINATE HELPFUL INFOR- 
MATION TO THE PUBLIC. 

12. COOPERATE WITH OTHER CON- 
SERVATION AGENCIES.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, Ww 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

bear Mr, Leopold: 

Received your andwer to my letter in regard to a lecture 
here and wish to inform you that we will be pleased to 
have you come to Rochester at some future date which is 
convenient to you, 

Our regular Walton League meetings are held on the second 
Tuesday of each month, but if you can not arrange your 
time to meet with us on regular meeting nights any other 
time is agreeable with us if you will notify us three or 
four days in advance, so we can give due notice to our 
members, and others interested in biological matters, 

Mr. Leopold, you will find in Rochester a group of sports. 
men who are ready at all times to co-operate with you 
on biological matters, business, professional, and 
scientific men who will welcome the Opportunity to talk 
with you and hear your message so if possible just give 
us a few days advance notiice and 1 can assure you will 
have a very appreciative and attentive audience. 

Thanking you, I am 

Yours fraternally, 

é 2 a 

| 
; ae . 

Ser Y, 
i? el | f 

8 i Ue ES 

“ORC WY ky J 
Ss to tee” = -
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Department of Conservation 

— Game and Fish Department 
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OLD CAPITOL 

‘SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA 
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dunev 175) 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

' This will acknowledge your letter 
of June 4th, asking for information relative to 
licenses sold and game killed. 

I am enclosing herewith two reports 
which I believe will be self explanatory which cover 

small game. We have on file reports of similar 
nature covering big game which we will be glad to 
forward to you if they will be of interest to you. 

Trusting this will give you the 
desired information, I remain, 

Very truly yours, 

FINS THSRS & FUR 

By 
JN.
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STATEMENT OF SMALL GAME HUNTING LICENSES 
ISSUED FROM 1901 to 1930 INC. : 

Resident Non-Resident Geme reported killed 

Year Wo. of licenses. s 

: 1901 . 8,173 9% 
je 1902 9,899.° : . 3 

: 1903 Not eompiled 5 : Pe Weg 

: 1904 a * 193 ce 

1905 15, 495 Bad : A 
: 1906 15,238 1,830 

: 1907 19,185 202 : ; i 

fee 1908 19, 451 207 
1909 19,607 246 ‘ se 

. 1910 21,456 a96.. : 

1911 34,530 286 * 
i 1912 16,241 nm 

1913 / 19,418 : 403 i 

: 1914 20,858 - 456 : 

“ie LS (60,384 $31 ; t : 

1916 49,693 S37 dae 

1917 $2,758 527 : : 

; “1918 » §1,034 oe iS ea : 

1919 75,846 580 2,129,350. (est. ) ae 

i 1920 71,382 962 8,033,991 " 

1921 113,661 782 1,394,013 * 

t 1922 114,243 — 580 2,088,759 °°" 

1923 87,373 963 1,980,735 = ‘ 

19284 139,000 580 aS OES 1,942,383 * ; 

‘ 1925 131,592 605 %, 008 , 582 . ; é 

1926 126,676 368 2,925,549 ® 

1937 117,016 233 766,263 ** 

ar 71938 139,156 331 ‘ 960,822, ** : 

19389 110,536 364 cw ceninee 

1930 187., 567 258 882,406 .** 

* ‘hese totals undoubtedly include both resident end fmon- 

revident licenses sold. 

** Actual number of snimals reported killed.
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REPORT ON NUMBER OF AQUATIC AND UPLAND BIRDS KILLED. 

1985 

- Dueks = Geese ~guail Prairie Chicken Grouse Doves Woodcock Pheacants 

hs 888,283 2,328 Wo.Ses. 186,858...  --- 5,233 887 anise 

ff pleenees #o14-----131 693 " Licenses reported on 74,003 

es y Ducks Geese Quail Prairie Chicken Grouse Doves Woodcock Pheasants 

|. 8)568,556°3,517 No. Sea. ---- 219. 8,827 1,588 40,023 

hs Nisa. Mirae OM OR Pe le 

oe 1,991 oe ne Me 

_ bicenses s0ld----126,676 Licenses reported on---63.682 

2 Ducks Geese Quail Prairie Chicken Grouse Doves Woodcock Pheasants 

a 45,970 2,162 13,259 Leen | Wo. Sea. 7,087 .e---. < pa, 

Liogitee’. 6014--—-117,018 | : Licenses reported on--~50,433 

bucks § Geese quail Prairie Chicken Grouse Doves Woodcock Pheasants 
ry cose 1,019 6,341 48,130 : } Bo Sea. 2,850 --- 1,549. 

wise.’ ‘Birds. ae Jor 
: o . 

Licenses gol d----139,156 Licenses reported on—--55,600 

Ducks Geese guail Prairie Chicken Grouse Doves Woodcock Pheasants 

slg 7 21304014 3,488 = “---+ ee --- ---- --- 

Pratl Licenses sold ----110,536 hidensee réported on------ 

Ducks Geese Quail Prairie Chicken Grouse Doves Hoodcock Pheasants 

Miogneee eold=-—-18d.s67 Liconses Fepssted onae-deeag 
- Cael ee es * “ %



AVERAGE BAG RATIOS, MINNESOTA 

——7Emall 1 Waterfowl: Cock Pheasant + Ruffed Grouse : Prairie Chicken 
:Game $ :Per 3 3Per 3 :Per z :Per 

Year :Licenses: Killed :Hunter : Killed :Hunter : Killed :Hunter : Killed :Hunter 

1919 : $1,805,000 : ' x : ‘ closed : x ' : 

1920 : £1,415, 000 : 1 : ! 501,500: : 

1921 : $1,042,000 : Ue ts aoe 176, 700: 

1922 : £1, 355,000 ‘ i x : ’ sb. 0001 : closed x 

1923 : $1,335,000 : C ley Pierees4 ¥ x 328, 900: 

1924 : £1,348, 000 : : : : 550 200: | cloned : 

1925 : 11,322,000 : : : : ivelest 2 x 412, 000: 

1926 :126,903 :2,189,000 : : 4o, 023 : 0.3 : 200: closed : x 

1927 125,520 : : Peis x talent oe : 

1926 111,097 : : :161,881 : 1.1: 

1929 110,900 21,471,512 : ee x: ; : 10, 547 

1930 : 12,362,639 : 1268, 340 : : : : :



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ” Ae 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY r . 

LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

UNIVERSITY FARM, ST. PAUL, MINN. 

Junes9¢.° 1952, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

Upon my return to the office after four weeks in the 
field, I found your blueprint and graphrsheets waiting along 
with my other mail. I want to take this opportunity of ex- 
pressing my appreciation to you for your kindness in sup- 
plying me these two sources of information relative to 
raboit cycles as they have occured in the past. 

I was in Cass Lake long enough to get my rabbit breeding 
and obgervation pens constructed and had enough animals caught 
to stock one of the pens. I hope to get up there for a week 
in the near future so that I can catch enough rabbits to fill 
all the pens. My galvanized iron box traps surely do the work 
and the snowshoes do not seem to be afraid of them, I use 
some cabbage leaves as bait. 

I just came from the Superior National forest where I 
accompanied one of the forest guards on a canoe trip over the 
Kawishiwi-Isabella route. Along this line of travel, it is 
a sad sight to note the large number of deserted beaver 
houses, vacant because of illegal intensive trapping. We 
saw many more deserted houses than we did the live ones, 
Deer were quite numerous but only saw a few moose tracks, 

Thanking you egain for your kindness, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

MG Biologist.
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April 8, 1931, 

€ LL 

Fe ayo 5X 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, ee 
Game Survey, Que 
404 University Ave., 
National Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

In compliance with your request 
of March 20, I am enclosing magazines containing 
articles on farmer-sportsmen's relationships. My 
delay in acknowledging your letter being caused by 
shortage of office copies. 

If at any time you are in St. Paul 
and find it convenient to look me up, I would be very 
pleased to talk over this matter of farmer-sportsmen's 
co-operation, 

Very truly yours, 

C 

LIM:CO Director of Publicity
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| How About That Game Crop? 
‘ 

Sportsmen’s Organizations Assert Willingness to Work with Farmers 
to Solve Hunting Questions 

By LELAND J. MELROSE 

OULD $300,000,000 in addi- save that of a filled game bag. One farmer. Not only that, it would mean 
W tional income help the farmer figured out through some a fine, new food supply, some excel- 

farmer out of the financial sort of statistics that five per cent of lent sport and preservation of game 
morass into which the last ten years his corn had been knocked to the birds. Mr. Knapp and others who 
have plunged him? This question is ground by pheasant hunters. An- feel as he does have already moved to 
raised by one propounded in the other asserted that one of his work put the plan into operation, the 
January issue of the Bureau Farmer horses would have fifty per cent bet- “Nation’s Business” says. 
in the article, “Profits From Pheas- ter eyesight had not a pheasant Mr. Knapp, with a number of 
ants? Why Not?” The article set forth hunter shot out one of his eyes. other wealthy men, decided that 
the theory that the pheasant might From the reports the writer has re- something must be done to stop the 
become a cash crop for those farmers ceived, both oral and written, deduc- rapid extermination of American 
who live in the pheasant country— tion is made that the sportsman’s game birds, and the attendant econo- 
that through the charging of fees and _ mic waste. So they formed the More 
through the providing by housewives 5 Speen wera Game Birds in America Foundation 
of board and room for hunters from and endowed it with $1,000,000. 
the city, some little cash income might 2 They are not starting out on an un- 
be raised that would reimburse the Don’t Send Exchange Items charted course, Mr. Knapp explained, 
farmer for any damage the pheasants to Bureau Farmer as game birds have been raised under 
might have done to his crop, and for ON’T APPLY TO the BUREAU the plan they propose for many years 
any damage the hunter might do on D FARMER for free advertising in European countries, 
his wanderings. abla plese ene “The Game Act of Great Britain, 

Since publication of the above- Farm Bureau after a number of mem- passed in 1831, has been the basic 

mentioned article there has been || Publication im the magasine, as kas || game law of that people for a cen- 
brought to the attention of the been explained on numerous occasions, tury. In all that time only minor de- 
writer another article, in which the Fee aon tanosee: ee tails have been amended. Since the 
statement is made that the game of advertising in the FARM BUREAU Act was passed, partridges have in- 
birds of America offer the farmer a Re eg ee nee one cea creased more than 200 per cent and 
potential cash crop of $300,000,000. the BUREAU FARMER magazine. pheasants more than 1,000 per cent. 
But more about that later. : Fee eee arteieite a Game birds are killed in enormous 

One of the reactions the writer did office. All requests for advertisements numbers every year during the long 
not expect to receive from the article eae Te nee theeer cone open seasons. They know how to 
in the January issue was that of as- direct to the state office will in all have their cake and eat it too. They 
sent from hunters. He assumed that cates be senna eee ha See have a wonderful game reproduc- 
the hunter, the man who would be to see whether his dues are paid. tion and a thorough replacement sys- 
asked to pay for his privilege, would tem,” Mr. Knapp writes, going on 
kick like a bay steer. Such has not to explain how British game prac- 
been the case, however, as a number = ———— tically disappeared during the war, 

of sportsmen have expressed their pleasure is becoming the farmer’s when gamekeepers were in the army 
hearty accord with a program that poison, and that the farmer dreads and the game birds went without the 
would guarantee them a welcome to the bi-annual invasion of the hunts- protection the keepers originally had 
good shooting grounds. man’s hoards as the Egyptians of afforded. But within six years the 

: From one scource came a commu- old dreaded the seventh-year visita- birds had been brought back to nor- 
nication that the farmers in that tions of the locust. mal numbers, and shooting is now 

area regarded the pheasant as a Not all farmers have this antip- as good in England and Scotland as 
scourge, and that they shot pheasants athy, of course, as not all hunters, it ever has been. 
in season and out. Whether or not by a long shot, are disregardful of Continuing with Mr. Knapp’s ar- 
the pheasant deserved this declara- the land owner’s rights. Many a_ ticle we reach a discussion that is of 
tion of war to the death the corre- farmer has good friends in the city, particular interest to farmers, 
spondent did not say. He merely re- whom he welcomes to his fields and “They (the British) believe that 

ported the fact that the birds had to his home. But the fact remains game birds were meant for man. 

been condemned to slaughter because that a large number of farmers do. When a shooting party kills 1,000 
of their eating of young corn, and not want hunters wandering over birds or so they can’t eat them all, 
that like the Volstead Act, the game their land,-as is proven by the hun- of course. So they send them to mar- 
laws as they relate to the pheasant dreds of posted farms throughout ket, at poultry prices. In Scotland 
cannot be enforced in that particular the state. alone ten million dollars is paid to 
locality. To get back to the subject of the landlords every year for shooting 

The correspondent indicated, how- “Profits From Pheasants? Why Not?” privileges. In addition to that sum, 
ever, his belief that were some in- Not long after the article on the hunters who go to Scotland for 

come to accrue to the farmer from above topic had been published the grouse must spend ten times that 

the pheasant shooting, the people in writer received a copy of the maga- amount there annually. Think what 
his particular section of the state zine, “Nation’s Business,” the official such funds would mean to our farm- a 
would have a change of heart, and magazine of the United States Cham- ers. Some people have estimated that 

would protect instead of attempt to ber of Commerce. Occupying a prom- it would produce 300 million dollars 

exterminate the lordly ring neck. inent place in this journal was an a year in shooting privileges alone. 

Another farmer objected vigorously illustrated article entitled, “LetGame Personally, I think a shooting indus- 

to the unsportsmanlike tactics of a Birds End Farm Depression,” writ- try can be built up totalling a half- 

certain type of hunter, the sort of ten by Joseph P. Knapp, chairman billion a year.” 

fellow who blazes away at wild duck of the executive committee of the From other sources, such as sports- 

and tame, pheasant and turkey, deer Crowell Publishing Company. Mr. men’s magazines, the writer has 

and milk cow, jack rabbit and farm Knapp suggested a plan which, he learned that sportsmen are taking 

hand, with no regard for where the says, would mean 300 million dollars, the initiative in putting bird hunting 

flying shot may land, and no concern a year in new business for the on a business basis, and are express-
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+ ing their willingness to pay the land fall they would be glad to even try 
owner for shooting privileges, pro- to raise them. If they could sell them 
viding the farmer can guarantee that Use Your County Agent for fifty or seventy-five cents each, 

. there will be birds to shoot at. They eos a yan Forest called at they could afford to raise them, for 
say that this guarantee can be given foaising! the tlie otidany eearkedeic they are not subject to disease and 
by the man who will pay just a little “If you are not too busy, I want to are well qualified to protect them- 
attention to the game birds on his aA eb napster aide aula selves against every known enemy 
farm, by leaving a few shocks of too busy to give information. He except the spring-time hunters. 
grain or corn in the fields for food Shen perce tea ee ieptacins “Why not have a game law that 
and winter protection and by doing coekle burrs?” ae would make every farmer his own 
what they can to keep down the BNay Gn woop ttinenss oar eee: game warden. Let him post his farm 
ravages of owls, hawks, weasels and poultry flock?” and keep the poacher and reckless 
other carnivora that take such a SG Attae tain eee hase city hunter out. Let him sell his 
heavy toll of the game. “What can I do for an alkali spot?” hunting privileges to the real sports- 

A communication showing that the ra padl etna tales apie eab ue eer man.. Let him take out a license, per- 
better type of sportsmen are inter- corn?” mitting him to make interstate ship- 
ested in the farmer’s side of the ques- ee nne Cans A Et tener e0bu aed. ments of pheasants. Make it possible 
tion as well as their own was re- casas a new farm account book.” and profitable and he will raise 
ceived by the writer from Sam G. ae man Lieu tets saeean enough pheasants to supply everyone. 
Anderson, of Hutchinson, president cons, learned how to use his Farm “T think this is the tinse to discuss 
of the Minnesota Game Protective wie epee oe ae the problem that is of equal interest 
League, excerpts from which follow: money’s worth out of his five-dollar to city and town men alike. Give the 

“T have read the Bureau Farmer’s Ce farmer a square deal and he will be 
excellent article on pheasant hunting the sportsman’s best friend. Our 
and am in full accord with your present game laws prohibit nothing 
views. I am profoundly sympathetie “———————— _ but the propagation of game. 
with the idea that everyone should of his vicinity toward the pheasant “T hope I have given you an idea 
have the opportunity to hunt and a and the pheasant hunter: or two regarding the pheasant situa- 
place to hunt, but the idea will not “I have talked to a number of tion in this part of the state and I 
work out in actual practice. The farmers in this county and their hope you will keep the subject before 
best we can do is to provide on our opinions as to the damage done by farmers and sportsmen,” Mr. Storm 
wilderness and cheap land areas as pheasants vary considerably. They concluded. z 
many public hunting grounds as con- all agree that he (the pheasant) does The above statements indicate that 
ditions will warrant. some damage but some say that he is many sportsmen are willing to con- 

“In the thickly settled farming blamed for every missing hull of cede that the farmer is entitled to 
areas the perpetuation of upland corn, of course, which is not true, for some pay for the trouble he is caused 
game depends upon the shelter and many times he will pull up a hull of by game and by game hunters. The 
food provided by the land owner and corn and leave it on the ground, the next step is that of bringing to- 
unless his rights are protected and kernels as well as the stalk. In cases gether the farmers of some particular 
he is given some financial return, the like this he is after the cutworm location, say a township, with some 
game will vanish from hislands. This whch would get the corn if the group of hunters, probably through 
is so self-evident that it is surprising pheasant did not get the worm. ‘some unit of the several good sports- 
there is any argument about it. “Most farmers would like to have men’s organizations that are operat- 

“Hoodlum hunters have made the the pheasants around if they knew of, ing in Minnesota. What township in 
way hard for the sportsman. There an inexpensive way of keeping them good pheasant country would be in- 

is so much vandalism and rowdyism from damaging their crops in the terested in offering its exclusive 

on the part of a small proportion of spring and a system that would keep shooting privileges to some group of 
hunters that the landowner has nat- the hunters from damaging crops sportsmen, for a consideration? 
urally become distrustful, if not and fences and endangering their The writer can promise nothing, of 

actually hostile, to every gunner he lives and the lives of their livestock course, but he believes that the way 

does not personally know. Thefarmer in the fall. It is a year-around battle to start a new movement is to start 
has the natural right to control en- with them. it, and discussion of the matter at 

trance upon his lands and the sooner “Now, then, a number of these some township Farm Bureau meeting 

this right is recognized, the better it farmers say that if they could save might bring out some good ideas that : 

will be for all concerned,” Mr. An- their crops by some feeding system could be transmitted to the members 
derson said. in the spring and could make a little of some sportsmen’s club for the con- 

From Seth Gordon, president of the money out of the pheasants in the sideration of its members. 

American Game Protective Associa- 
tion, came the following statement re- 

garding the views set forth in the Jan- 
uary issue on the pheasant question. / rn a | Ae or Ag of 

“This is one of the best resumes of b | @ Mf ylds 
the situation I have seen in a long < a iN ) iN iN a 
time. In addition to selling the idea ee Salo. 
of game as a secondary farm crop to \ e f i wi ) 
the farmers in thickly populated lo- \ SAFE and SURE y i } ) ) 
calities, it would be wise for your t DY yy 
state to consider the adoption of the Q A HOG WORMER h b 
tag system for hunters, similar to ZZ 
that in use in Maryland and Pennsyl- en Santonin gets the worms | Ye = 
vania at this time. Also to establish AG, every time. It is nature’s ) | 
by law as absolute refuges to wild QONG 3 } remedy. It protects hog ( | 
life all property within 150 or 200 NSA profits. It is simple to { 

yards of occupied buildings and to ae dose with. REMEMBER, Liver of wormy hog, case of Dr. Alleux 
revoke the licenses of persons who r Z neglect is dangerous and there is no sub- 

destroy private property witile nate Qe stitute for Santonin. Obtain Santonin 
ing. Please keep us advised of de- a pe g f d Bde ca ae 
velopments and rest assured that we BENT come Our ani sn Sie 
will assist you in every manner pos- RS yi at once for valuable let on worming. 

sible,’ Mr. Gordon writes. Tae 
Van M. Storm, agricultural agent Er: AMTORG TRADING CORP. 

of Faribault county, sent the follow- | Pru): DEPT. 205 261 FIFTH AVENUE 
ing communication to the writer, rela- S SQ, 
tive to the attitude of the farmers | SS - NEWYORK cl Ne 

When writing ApvERTISERS on this page please mention Bureau Farmer, 
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‘Re, Snap Shots at Timely Targets 

‘ By L. J. MELROSE 

ec he re ee cee re ee 

4 RR that great farm fine market for Mountain State been stolen work on the whelps 
leader of other days, continues Brand blackberry jam, also many with her rolling pin. 

to grow and expand. Remember other home products, which they oe re 
way back when Townley was out sell through their co-operative or- “THERE is plenty of room for 
to save the farmer? Now he is’ ganization, Mountain States: Home improvement in marketing 
widening his field to embrace all Industries Shop, Inc. This organi- when it costs more to get a small 
classes of people, if news dis- zation has brought thousands of package of fruit from the railroad 
patches from Minot, N. D., are cor- dollars to the women of the state. car in Chicago to the consumer’s 
rect. They say out around Minot Among other things, it helps them table than the entire cost of pro- 
that Townley is now selling a mud to cater to a very profitable tourist ducing, packing and hauling it over 
of wonderful DpOberties, good oe business. a distance of 2,000 miles to town,” 
what ails you. We know lots o: fe ae 3 said Alexander Legge, chairman of 
folks who sling mud just for the A| WHILE back we bet a cookie the Farm Board, in a recent ad- 
fun of it, but we’ll bet a cookie ,on Townley. We'll bet the mate dress in Chicago. 
Townley can make it pay. to it on the farm women of Min- er 

* & ® nesota as cooks and hostesses. It’s PETE LENDERSCARN worked 
WELL, now that the pheasant 4 cinch that hunters from the city out a real thief trap, and has a 

season is over and you corn Would just as soon put up at a wooden leg to prove it. Pete was 
pickers have picked out the last of comfortable farm house, with its pestered by thieves who broke into 
the stray shot from the wounds fine, home-cooked food, as to spend his cabin while he was away sail- 
you received during the bombard- the night in a hotel in town and jing the bounding main as skipper 
ment, what do you think of it? Is then have to drive miles to the ona packet. When he returned to 
the pheasant a curse or a blessing? same fields, and eat a cold lunch his cottage in New York state af- 
We see by the papers that Red- at noon. If you are interested, ter a winter’s absence the thief 
field and Huron, South Dakota, drop us a line. Maybe we can start trap was all set for him, even 
look on the pheasant season as one Something of benefit both to the though he had forgotten all about 

| of their best industries, that the hunter and the farm home keeper. it. The set gun he had placed in- 
| Redfield Chamber of Commerce is = Rta eet side his door did a thorough job 
| boosting the municipality as the "THERE are still quite a few of blasting off his leg. It may be 
| “pheasant city” and is catering to .~  mealy-mouthed misfits, parad- well to keep Pete’s accident in 

the hunting trade. Huron boosters ing as farm leaders, who say the mind when laying snares for poul- 
j laud that city’s location “in the only thing wrong with farming is try raiders. 

heart of hunters’ paradise.” that farmers know too much, that Fe Bi 
rey they are too efficient in their pro- "THE gangster era affects every- 

J[?_OCCURRED to the old Buck- duction of butterfat, and eggs, and one, not merely the people held 
shot Shooter that maybe some corn. That the colleges, gol durn up and robbed at the muzzle of 

day Minnesota farmers might be ‘em, have shown farmers how to machine guns. Grape growers in 
able to cash in a little on the raise two pounds of pork for the California charge that approxi- 

pheasant business, The president old cost of one. That being the mately $4,500,000 has been exacted 
of the Pennsylvania board of game case, why not get rid of some of from them this year as tribute to 
commissioners said at the seven- the surplus eggs and termatters, gangsters and racketeers operating 
teenth American Game conference, the next time you hear one of in eastern markets. In Chicago re- 

| held in New York on December 1, these disciples. of destruction ceivers were compelled to pay $30 
| that “there are any number of sounding off? That is, providing a car to the representatives of the : 
| farmers in Pennsylvania who make your aim is good. racket before the door of any car 
| more money out of game than they + 808 of juice grapes could be opened. 
| do out of their crops.” And the re- "T‘HESE burrowers into the move- Refusal to pay resulted in disap- 
| search director of Texas game said ment for a sound, self-respect- pearance of truckmen or their mis- 
| that Texas land owners make ing, profitable agriculture are treatment, it wos charged. And 
| money under a law which provides either stupid or dishonest, prob- the federal government, without 
| that a farmer may charge up to ably both. Let them direct their batting an eye, continues to take 
| $4 a day for hunting privileges on attention to tearing down land rec- tax money for “administering” the 
| his land. lamation projects, if they must !aws of the land. 
} Se ae destroy. Their talents might be Serene 
| GEORGE W. McCULLOUGH, put to some good use here. Chuckle. WHILE California farmers are 
i Minnesota commissioner of fish headed operation of any business, being forced to pay tribute to 

: | and game, is against any payment either farm or factory, never paid the gunmen of Chicago and New 

| to farmers for hunting privileges and never will. We believe the York, Minnesota poultrymen and 
| or to induce them to raise more farmer who can raise a ton of their fellows throughout the coun- 

| game. Hunters should pay for the pork from one sow is considerably try are paying blackmail to work- 
i restoration of game through their better off than the man who raises ers of an egg racket. A little 
| hunting license fees, he said, ton from three. And the woman Rooseveltian diplomacy would. be 
' and farmers should share their who has a flock of 200-egg hens is_ in order right now. This is a prob- 

| part of the conservation burden be-  q lot better off at the end of the lem that could be arbitrated pretty 
| cause game destroys injurious in- year than the woman who has Well with shotguns. 
| sects. What do you think about been fussing around with a lot of See 
\ this? The Buckshot Shooter, 312 old clucks that forgot how to lay OF COURSE, the feds are get- 

Old Capitol building, St. Paul, years ago. ting the situation pretty well 
would like to hear from you. oa eee in hand. They are talking some of 

KS NEws item from Easton, Mary- sending up a racketeer for falsify- 
‘W OMEN of the West Virginia land: “Because thefts of tur- ing his income tax returns. It 

Farm Bureau are cashing in keys and chickens have been in- seems that one Jack Guzik has 
on the “wild life” of the hills, it creasing with the approach of evaded a total of $229,000 on an 
was learned at the annual con- Turkey day, the county grand jury alleged income of $650,000 during” 
vention of the American Farm Bu- has urged that the legislature de- the last three years. Maybe Jack 
reau, held in Boston starting De- cree the whipping post for poultry could be coaxed into telling Min- 
cember 8. The “wild life” in this thieves.”—The Buckshot Shooter nesota farmers how to duck some 
instance is blackberries. The West proposes an amendment. Let the of their 33-per-cent-of-income taxes 
Virginia women have worked up a farm wife whose pin money has _befores he goes to the big house.
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” Profits f Ph > Why ? - Profits from Pheasants: Not? | 
By LELAND J. MELROSE 

HE pesky, danged critters such “New York, Missouri, Michigan, the minds of the townsfolk, merely 
: | as deer, bear, rabbits, pheas- Pennsylvania and other states lead- because he has pheasants to shoot at 

ants and other items of the ing in the refuge field have not only or deer to stalk. He will not be re- 
chase cause some farmers consider- provided systems of this nature, but garded as a fuzzy-faced old crab, who 
able loss from time to time, in their employ gamekeepers to guard them builds fences that must be climbed 
consumption of crops that should be from poachers and to control preda- over or raises chickens to be potted 
turned into pig meat or mutton. tory animals and birds of prey, dis- when they stray too far afield. If the 
These suffering farmers might not covered to be the greatest enemies. time should come when game is recog- 
at first glance be particularly inter- “Refuge systems effect better hunt- nized as a product of the land on 
ested in that big organization, the ing in all surrounding territories.” which it is produced, and it is recog- 
American Game Protective Associa- The day will come, sure as death nized that the farmer has been put 

* tion. There is strong probability, and taxes, when the farmer is going to some inconvenience or expense in 
though, that this federation of sports- to cash in on the game he raises on raising this game, and is allowed 
men may do considerably more good his land. The common attitude at thereby to ask some return for the 
to the farmer than the game has done present is that the game belongs to birds or beasts he has sheltered, the 
harm. This promise of good is seen the state, that the farmer has no farmer may regain in some measure 
in the game sanctuary program of more right to it than the tax-free, the prestige his grandsires enjoyed. 
the association, land-free hunter from the city. Many There is danger, of course, in at- 

Officials of the sportsmen’s group a farmer shares in this idea, and per- tempting to do too much along this 
are working for a nation-wide pro- haps feels a little surge of pride in line before some thought and time 
gram of game refuges, and against the fact that he can serve as host to has been spent in surveying possibili- 
land reclamation projects that include the hunter from the city. Of course, ties. The farmer’s very definite sense 
the draining out of swamps and lake this attitude is not nearly so preva- of fair play would revolt at the 
bottoms. This program is right down lent as it once was, due to the swinish thought of taking the hunting privi- 
the farmer’s alley, to borrow a bowl- tactics of the despicable type of urban lege away from the poor man, and 
ing expression. There is now alto- game hog, who shoots chickens and making it available only to the 

gether too much farm land for the turkeys, ducks and horses, tears down wealthy. This is a free country, the — 

good of the farmer, too many acres fences and sets fire to hayfields. We farmer will tell you. One of its 
producing crops for which there is noted on a hunting trip to Lyon attractive features is the right of any 
no market. Were the poorer lands county during the recent open season citizen to bear arms, and to use them. 
taken from the uses of agriculture on pheasants, that in some localities Although Hank Smith, who has hard 
and turned into public recreation every farm was posted. And we times in paying the $250 yearly tax 
grounds, there would be fewer bank- didn’t blame the farmers a bit, even on his quarter-section, would never 
rupt farmers in these less-favored though we were keen to line up the think of turning down a chance to 

, areas, and a considerably smaller to- sights of the old pump gun on one realize a few dollars for shooting 
tal production of farm crops. of those beautiful cock pheasants. rights on his tax-ridden meadows, he 
-Here’s what a recent communica- However, we found plenty of ‘places would view the system in the abstract 

tion from the association has to say to hunt—the Farm Bureau tag on the with disfavor, and feel sorry for the 
about sanctuaries and land reclama- . radiator seemed to identify us as be- city’s motorman or clerk who must 
tion: ing “O. K.” as soon as we entered needs stay at home because he could 

“Qld Mother Nature and the great a farmer’s yard to ask permission to not afford lease-rights on meadow or 

god- of progress playing a frantic hunt. (Of course, the fact that Lou forest. Smith would think to him- 

game of chess across the face of Kelehan, one of the most popular self, “It’s no more than fair that I 

America with land as their stakes, of Minnesota’s former county agents, should get 50 cents for every pheas- 
is the picture presented by officials headed the party, may have had a ant raised and shot on my land, but 
of the American Game Protective As- lot to do with our welcome.) I hate like tarnation to turn away 
sociation in a report on the nation- Every time we knocked over a bird, that young feller with the single 
wide purchasing of wild life refuges. which wasn’t too often, we felt as barrel that’s been scrimping away at 

“And after a long and losing battle, though we were taking something his drug store clerkship in order to 
Mother Nature is now rallying with from the farmer, something he had get in a few shots at the birds.” 
rapid jumps. Though the march of raised on his land. Needless to say, Well, there is a way of providing 
agriculture and spread of drainage we were grateful to our hosts, and shooting for all who wish it, a sort 
are still cutting disastrous swaths in felt that a real favor had been ex- of exclusive shooting for those who 
the habitats and breeding grounds of tended to us when the hunting per- are willing to pay for it, and free 
every species of wildfowl, bird and mission was granted. This rather and open shooting for those who 
game, the setting aside of millions of definite sense of the value of the haven’t any cash to spare. The way 
acres of forests, water areas and game we killed is probably shared by is opened through the system of pub- 
waste lands as permanent game ref- many sportsmen, and can be cashed lic shooting grounds that is being 
uges is going far toward offsetting in on. worked out on a large scale in some 
this inevitable encroachment. History tells us that many years states. 

“These refuges already amount ago the landowner was the most im- Each state has a lot of land that 
to many millions of acres under state portant man in his community. He should not be used for farm purposes. 
and federal supervision, and further was looked up to in feudal days in Too many farmers are wasting their 
purchases of large tracts come totheir European countries, when knighthood lives away on hard-scrabble and 

attention every week. For the most was in flower and pants were made swamp. The individual raises little 
part such acreage is of little com- of sheet iron. He alone had the right enough, but in the aggregate, these 
mercial value but ideal for game. to hunt, and the fact that he could occupants of marginal land add much 

“Every state except Mississippi has strike down the stag or take the to the already depressing crop sur- 

formed or is now forming a carefully waterfowl or grouse marked him high plus. Many of these people cannot 
supervised system of game refuges, in the social scale. He guarded his be really classed as farmers—they are 
composed of a growing network of game rights jealously, and lost noth- laborers who live in the country, who 
sanctuaries and game-rearing farms. ing in prestige thereby. When aman work on the roads or in the woods : 
Mississippi is the only state remain- envies you, he is unconsciously paying for the main source of their income, 
ing without a state department for you respect. and have a little natch of land to 

conservation work, but is now seek- The time may yet come in America work in between tives. Their lives 

ing establishment of such a division. when the farmer will.be elevated in (Continued on Page 20) 
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era New Agents Nam a? 

Leer Praise at % Two new Minnesota county agents 

oh ite y Fe af : ALL i SN a Be have been appointed to begin work in «* 
| UTUAL ROOMY : i December. Elmer W. Rieke succeeds ” 

wee eee Oe C. C. Hickman in Pipestone county, 
BSA ep ete esl Ul while Elgar M. Nelson takes the 

or eo place of R. A. Fischer in Nicollet 
z county. 

Writes CYCLONE INSURANCE ON FARM PROPERTY Both of the new agents are gradu- 

HAIL INSURANCE ON GROWING CROPS ates of the Minnesota College of Ag- 
e riculture. Mr. Rieke finished his 

Five-Year Policy; One Membership; Full Coverage Hail Premium Note course in 1928, and has been a teacher 
reinsured against any extra assessment. of agriculture for two years in the 

Cyclone reinsurea against extra assessment. Hinckley and Renville high schools. 

Reinsurance Contract backed by over a Million-Dollar Reserve Fund. He aie ne eae Te at Penn- 

One of the RUTLEDGE GROUP. Oy HERS Te ee ee 
Some territory open for Agents. We want good Farmers to represent us. i Mr. Nelson was graduated this fall 

| one : at University Farm, and was sched- | Write: E. E. RUTLEDGE, Waseca, Minnesota. led to hepinemericateet. Bee anie: 

ESS cember 15. Mr. Nelson was raised on 
a farm near Grand Meadow, and had 
three years of experience as an ac- 

; ‘ : ; ; countant before entering college. 
Profits from Pheasants? woe eee mladly ghey Abe neve During his vacations he also worked 

Why Not? The writer of this article doesn’t is See Cee for the 
‘i i own a speck of farm land—he likes ih cede ht Sait LURES IAS 

(Continueditrom! Mem eget) his shooting and is proud of the fact Was 4 member of the college general 
are hard, cruelly hard. They would that any American citizen can go livestock judging team at Chicago 
be better off had they never been a-shooting when the Red Gods call. 2nd also of the dairy judging team 
tempted into the cut-over areas by the The privilege of free hunting for all Which represented Minnesota at the 
too rosy pictures painted by overly has done more to make the country Waterloo and St. Louis dairy shows 

- aggressive real estate agents. They great than many people realize; it this fall. ; 
oe vee eonaions ‘bad ae ony has made marksmen of the masses. a ee 
or themselves but bad also for the It gave to the country in its early 

farmer who has a $15,000 or $25,000 days its border-broadening frontiers- Tax Burden Must Be 
oe Be ermen ye protect. be man; to the nation in the dangerous . Shifted 

ese stingy, forsaken areas might days of ’61 and ’17 millions of men ‘ : 
well be turned over to the public for BE needed little more than squad Cn om Page 18) 

shooting grounds. They could be _ drill to make them equal to the flower made aeCsupporing Cough wary Of Baropen sedi. ae ermarae ak (2) 6 ae on ele 
ioniitia Satie esheets But times are changing. A low  yetail sales only, and, (4) a selective 
while, to those who wished shooting type of city man has brought about  <ajes tax One: Aa mete West Vir- 

a little more exclusive, but probably the posting of land, that the farmer ginia has ex: ented Svs aheon 
no better than that offered by the might protect his own from vandal- E cs oe ‘ Pens 

: ‘ . eral sales tax a sufficient length of 
public grounds, the fields of the ism. Economie pressure has made it ime to afford any guide as to the 
farmer would be open, at a price. necessary that the farmer wring the .uocess of the pee nis oR taR Gey 

The idea is not revolutionary or last penny possible from his acres. jy oducing an pigeanee tela UGE about 
new. In some eastern states hunters The answer to the problem may be $4 000 ion but Re eo ne ident 
of their own free will have offered to the closing of farm land to all but 2+’ ints amount is eaeea ae re 

pay the farmers 25 cents for each financially and morally responsible ase tivatinduseries., Séveral stat 

quail shot on their land. In Texas people, and the setting aside of lands }, Ne eea. ted: with limit fe = 

a law has been passed that permits not fit for farming to the pleasures ue ata a it ie ae pe 
the landowner to charge up to $4 a of the public at large. No hardship i ae See Stee ces Sie 
day for shooting rights. The game would be worked on anyone, and a Pea E 

experts say that a farm will produce double-barreled benefits would result Another matter that might well 
a quail crop of one per acre a year. to the farmer thereby. be considered by this organization 

Not much, you say, but still that If readers of the Bureau Farmer 8 the question of increasing public 
would be a revenue of $40 a year to aye sufficiently interested in the mat- Tevenues from sources already taxed 
the farmer who owns a quarter- er, the writer will tell in a later imadequately compared with the tax 
section. If a quail is worth 25 cents, article how farmers in eastern states Purden on other property, such as 
a fine lordly cock pheasant should be aye letting game birds carry some of railroads and telephone companies. 

worth several times that figure. We the burden of the farm. Then, too, the wisdom of increasing 

paraphrase the statement of the old the rate on money and credits from 
prospector who said, “Thar’s gold in a : three mills to four mills or even five 

them thar hills,’ to “Thar’s tax Cross Crossings Cautiously mills should be carefully considered. 

money in them thar pheasants,” if ee “But in considering new sources 

some fair way can be worked out of Here’s a sure way to avoid being of public revenues, or in increasing 

collecting it. The system would re- killed at some railroad crossing. It is the rate on present sources, it is es- 

quire some extra effort on the part offered by Director O. W. Sandberg sential that the new revenues must 

of the farmer to take care of his game of the A. F. B. F. transportation de- be replacement revenues, that is, 

over winter, the leaving of an uncut partment. they must not be used as additions 

strip of oats or buckwheat, perhaps, The average’ train requires only to present expenditures, but shall be 

along the swamp edge, or the donat- seven seconds to pass a given point, used solely for the reduction of the 

ing of a few rows or shocks of corn he says, and crossings on the average present heavy tax burden on farms 
as shelter and food during the long have an unobstructed view either way. and homes and other tangible prop- 

winter. It would probably mean the “A person can therefore be safe by erty. Any scheme of taxation revi- 

scattering of some of that 41-cent the expenditure of 30 seconds of sion, while having in view the more 
wheat along the fence rows in bliz- time,” says Mr. Sandberg. “The half equitable distribution of the tax bur- 
zardy weather, but it would be well minute won’t be wasted, and you will den, must have as its main purpose 
worth while. Some farmers do that find it.one of the best accident insur- the reduction in the burden on tangi- 
now, with no thought of gain. Many ance policies you ever invested in.” ble property.” 

When writing ApverTismrs on this page please mention Bureau Farmer. 

.
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hot University Aveme National 

Pia Madison, Wisconsin : 
Jamory 31, 1931 

‘ My. Pe Ke Whipple, Asdociate Editor 
Outdoor Life : 
1s2 Curtis Street ade 
Denver, Colorade ‘ ; 

Dear Mr. Whipple: ; ; a : 

2 I would like to sugzest for the present committes on the = 
Outdoor Life award that they consider Dr. Panl Hagen ef Crookston, oe 
Minnesota. s : : ; : ‘ 

‘ Dr. Hegen first conceived the idea of restoring Thief and thu : 
‘Tekes In. County, Minnesota, and has hammered the idea so 
persistently and skillfully that the dem for restoring Thief Lake 

_ fs now uniter construction at the expense of the state, while the | : 
: land has been ‘acquired as a public shooting ground vith a game LOSE Se ‘ 

: wefuge in the center. At this moment Dr. Hagen is trying to per- 
_ guade the Biological Survey to handle Mud Ieke, which lies nearby, ee: 

under the Morbeck-indreson Bill. _ i ns 

' ‘The Thief lake restoration 4s already practically accomplished — 
and will ereate 7,500 acres of marsh and will cost $75,000. the 
total area usable by ducks a3 a result of the réstoretion will be ; : 
23,500 acres. . oe ss ee fs b : i ‘ 

"In accomplishing this now slnost finished task, Dr. agen had 
to becin by re-writing the drainage laws (Chapter 319, laws of 1929). 

_ After hearing him speak at. the recent meeting of the Minnesota Game : 
Ss Protective League, I am entirely convineed that he is the kind of % 

3 a person, ani is accomplishment fs the kind of a job, that. the : 
¥ : Outdoor Life award was originally intended for. He has had no per= \ 

: /. sonal axe to grind, and. am'net avare of his having antagonized _ ee 
; _ anybody entitled to respect in the course of the ficht which he has eee 

| Showld this preliminary brief deseription interest the committee, 
_ I suggest that they write my friend San G. Anierson, Mutehinson, : 5 

: ' Mimnesota, president of the Minnesota Game Protective League, for his = 8 

: - -E heavtaly appreciate the energetic and effective manner in which 
ue _» you acted on my suggestion about the Arizona situation. — Res : le : 

3, Bee oa! ‘Yours sincerely, — Se Poe,
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State of Minnesota 

Department of Conserbation 

ot. ee 
Game and Fish Bepartment C98 w 

- ,¥e 
GEORGE W. McCULLOUGH, COMMISSIONER | 

OLD CAPITOL 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA 

January 15, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

: I have your letter of January 10th, which 
has come to my attention only this morning. I am sorry 

that the delay has occurred. 

I have read your letter with interest and 
in order that we might give you the proper data dealing with 
game birds in which you are interested, I am offering the 
following suggestion. 

I note what you have to say relative to the 
collection of the data and such as has been furnished by the 
various states. For that reason, knowing what you are in- 
terested in, I am sending you just the cases involving the 
violations in the taking of small game for the year 1930. 

Arrests Number Percentage Number Convictions - 
of of Per 

Convictions Counties _County geo’ 

vio 650 91 87 7.47 

Yours very truly, : 

Commissioner. 

GWM: JLV
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SS es ee Winona, Minnesota. 
- MEE Ree oe aa Mh pe Bec, 3ist., 1930, 
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GSO 
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DIRECTORS 

KENNETH M. WRIGHT, ST. PAUL Mr, Aldo Leopold, RF. S. JAMES, WINONA ea I 
DR. E. H. GOERING, DULUTH Madison 
GEO. ROBINSON, HIBBING 2 
DR. E. E. GILTNER, WASECA Wisconsin, 
A. J. GOULD, STAPLES DR. PAUL HAGEN, CROOKSTON 
DR. WELCOME, SLEEPY EVE 
HM. JOHNSON, BRICELYN Dear Sir:- On account of the serious illness of my partner 
HIRAM PIXLEY, CLOGUET Dr. Gallagher I have delayed in making my report. I am 

CHAS. KOONZE, LONG PRAIRIE enclosing two which were all I coudd obtain. 
GEO. PACKER, ANNANDALE 
0. L. KAUPANGER, LAPORTE . x 1A: ROSSMAN, GRAND Rams | Quail conditions were very much improved this vear. We 
HARRY THOMPSON, ST. PAUL found large coveys and matured birds, found them plentiful 
SHERWOOD HOUGH, WHITE BEAR LAKE every time we were out, CHAS. 0. GREEN, WATERVILLE 
H. E. STEARNS, JACKSON DR. 0. W. POLLOGK, ROCHESTER Tf 
Am. scucrensonpan | | / I also wish to report that our survey on Rungar jan Partrid, 
BH. MC GARRY, WALKER / Was very encouraging but not as complete as I had wished, e 
TA. LENDE, corronwooo placed my reports in the hands of the Commissioner and with 

the reports from the Wardens we obtained enough information 
to show us that in many locaities they were increasing rap- 
idly. 

I took my Ring Neck Pheasant hunt in the territory around 
Wy Farimont & Jackson and in four days while Hunting Pheasants 
ae we count ed sixteen comies of Huns, Mr. McCullough inforne 

\ ff" me another party from Minneapolis reported fifteen cevies. 
aye’ There are several sections of the State where they are in- 
\ | creasing satisfactorily, If you come this way will be glad 

to talk over the situation with you personally. 

Very sincerely yours, 

FgJ: AM 

HELP WALTONISM MAKE MINNESOTA AMERICA’S OUTDOOR PLAYGROUND
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JOSEPH BRICKNER 
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Bepartment of Conserfation al yw 

he 

Game and Fish Department a eas 
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GEORGE W. McCULLOUGH, COMMISSIONER \ 

OLD CAPITOL 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA - 

November 10 1930. 

Mr Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr Leopold: 

At Commissioner McCullough's request I have 

collected the data on the pheasant kill and distribution 

and distribution of Hungarian Partridge in Minnesota, un- 

fortunately our records are not as complete as they should 

be and the survey is not complete. 

We have no figures available as yet on the per capita 

cost of pheasant production on the new farm. 

Your impression was correct - there were no state plants 

of Hungarians previous to 1929 and no prévate plants pre- 

vious to 1926. 

The biennial reports that you now have are the only ones 

available which carry information relative to the subject 

in which you are interested. : 

Yours sincerely, 

Se B Swenson.



r _ Pheasant Distribution in Minnesota. 

Year Birds Eges 

1919 1067 1992 

1920 836 3144 

1921 1189 3348 

1922 2248 4826 

1923 1270 5715 ) wk 

1924 1874 6386 

1925 : 
No figures available for 

1926 these three years. 

1927 | 

1928 none 8000 

1929 700 9253 

1930 (to Nov 1st) 3451 5861 

Pheasant Kill in Minnesota. 

The only figures available on the pheasant kill in 

Minnesota since their introduction are for the years 

1926 and 1928. 

1926 Estimated Kill 40,023 (Cock birds) 

1928 PA a 161,881 "4"



; Hungarian Partridge Plantings in Minnesota. 

1926 and 1927 4094 Birds 

1928 847 a 

1929 Solon <8 / 

1930 3000 " purchased but to be held 
at game farm until spring



F RINGNECK PHEASANTS PLANTED IN NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

(Private plants are underlined. 25% of eggs are added to birds releases ( 
ein J to get total birds released. Yes = plants made but mumber unknown) 
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GAME SURVEY 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD ¥ 

421 CHEMISTRY BLDG. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

August 21,1930 

Mr. Alfred Peterson 
Pipestone 
Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Peterson: 

Attached is a preliminary print of my Hungar- 
ian map. It occurs to me that by this time some of the 
drift from Dakota may have entered Minnesota. If so, 
can you tell me where, when, and how much? 

I would appreciate any corrections you can 
make in the established range on the Iowa-Minnesota 
boundary of the map. ; 

I have not heard from you for a long time, 
but I still remember gratefully the excellent help you 
gave me. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

—___ : 
ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl. ; 

a
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s GAME SURVEY Ww 

SPORTING ARMS AND RR MUNTON MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE \\' 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

421 CHEMISTRY BLDG. os Wy 

MADISON, WISCONSIN ¥ 

August 21,1930 

: Mr. Ralph T. King 
. University Farm 

St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear King: 

Here is a preliminary photo of the predator map. 
As you see, I have hardly anything for Minnesota. Can you give me 

a lift on the following points: 

(1) Gray Fox Range. I would like to indicate roughly . 
by hatching counties what is the counterpart of the Wisconsin range 
shown on the map. This need not. be complete as long as it is cor- 
rect as far as it goes. 

(2) Crow Roosts. Do you happen to Imow of any crow 
roosts (probably fall or spring only) in excess of 1,000 birds? 
If so, kindly add them. Incidentally, do you happen to lmow about 
what is the north limit at which crows winter in any number in 
Minnesota? ; 

——_—_—_—_{3)_ Goshen: Breeding Range. If _you-haopen-to-have 
specific in d you mind 

county? I - 

I would appreciate any other additions which suggest 
themselves to you mind and which do not involve too much trouble. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl. map g
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ee eS dle Sy 2930 

Aare Te: dia tenant : ey : 
Lakes States Forest Experiment Station : : 

: St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Witohelle ee ae 3 

With your map and letter of duly 22 I have now puzzled 
over the Minnesota type map ani decided to extend the eak type meh 
further north in accordance with your suggestion, I have, however, 

: left a strip of so-called transition betwoen it and. the northern 
forest because, ae originally explained in the text, this map attempts 

- to veflect agriqulture and other cultural conditions. ‘ 

The text wateh I sont you with the original me says : 
"Parts of northeastern Iowa and southeastern Minnesota which are not ‘ % 
really driftless are included in this type." ‘this explains the appar 
ent discrepancy about the fet area. I am looking for a better 
name to call the upper Mississipol type shown fn pink. If you can 
think of one I would appreciate having your megestions. . 

The text also mies clear that there was a lange inter eee 
spersion of prairie in both the so-called driftless area and river ; 

I notice that your bountary between the prairie and the = 
: ceeds centeien 9e So Be ee Seite een ee ek 

_ . Minnesota and not to that contained in the @etailed type map of 
Minnesots drawn for your station Sheedy pcs of Agrieiltural Econ 

; omics. I have assumed the latter to be the more aceurate. If I am 
wrong in this I would be glad to have you let me Imow 

“honking you very mich for your help, — ae 

. In Gharge, Game Survey
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

LAKES STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

DIRECTOR . Unive ncraant 
AND REFER TO Bos ST. PAUL, MINN 

RSZ 

July 30, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

I regret very much that the map which should have 

accompanied Mr. Zon's letter of July 22 was inadvertently 

omitted. It is being sent herewith. 

Very sincerely yours, 

RAPHAEL ZON, Director 

st |] GZ iff ii 
i Acting 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 10". wet 

FOREST SERVICE 7 Su \ oe 
LAKES STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION \ ye 

ew W~ OCR ae MEDLEY Ye. UNIVERSITY FARM, 
Tse ST. PAUL, MINN 

RSZ 
: July 22, 1930. 

Mr. ‘Aldo Leopold, 
Geme Survey, . 

421 Chemistry Building; 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear -Aldo;: : 

Reference is made to your letter of July 8. 

We have been interested in examining the map and the 
descriptive text. It seems, however, that the difference 
in point of view in your own work is probably responsible 
for differences in the different types of country which 
you distinguish and the boundaries between them. 

Specifically the "driftless area" which you show in 
pink, covers in Minnesota much more than the area that was 
not occupied by the ice sheet. The enclosed map shows in 
broken cross-hatching the approximate boundary of the ace 
tual driftless area according to the @eological Survey. 
We should be inclined to think that a considerable part 
of the area west of this driftless area which you have 
shown in pink, should actually be in yellow representing 
the prairie belt. 

The boundary which you use and about which you ask, 
between the driftless area and the gray ‘transition type, is 
one which we have not recognized in Minnesota. In other 
words we have not distinguished between the oak: woods in the 
southeastern part of the state and those in the central 
part. At the present time aspen and conifers form a very 
small and almost negligible proportion of the forest cover 
in your transition area in Minnesota. That area is eccupied, 
in so far as the forest is concerned, by oaks, either jack 
oak or bur oak, or mixtures of jack, white, and red oak 
and extends north to the aspen-conifer boundary. On the 
basis of our observations, we should be inclined to believe 
that the quail and cottontail are more characteristic of the transition region than are the grouse. Of course, our work has been limited in the oak region of the state and for that 
Peason we are perhaps not well informed. When it comes to suggesting a boundary between the transition type and the driftless area, we are-at a loss unless you cared to use



| Mr. A. Le 
A 

either the @bological boundary of the driftless area or the 
southern boundary of the oak woods as shown on our sketch 
map attached. 

It seems also that your gray erea in Wisconsin in- 
cludes more characteristically northern forest cover of 
jack pine, white pine, and sugar maple than is the case 
with the supposedly similar transition areas in Minnesota 
and Michigan. Perhaps you have had the same question since 
the pencil symbols, "1(b)" on the Wisconsin part of the 
map are identical for the northern blue portion and for 
at least a part of the gray portion. In northwestern 
Minnesota, the strip of transition which, further south, 
is characteristically occupied by oak, becomes largely 
scrubby aspen cover interspersed with brush prairie with 

. very little oak represented. You will notice that on that 
account we do not extend our oak region into northwestern 
Minnesota but attempt to place the line between the aspen 
forest country and the prairie. 

Very sincerely yours, 

( a 

; f- 
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION Adore 2 Hew”. 
Y , 8 : 

MINNEAPOLIS , U.S.A. Cet ee nolo 
Charles Lorn, Pesident Ce f ph : fo e) 

Sho’ Lee ce swt 
Se de 4b he 

Aldo Leopold phew * 
Game Survey 
421 Chemistry 5ldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: i 

I am writing you on a peculiar subject to ask you 
if you know of any scholarships open in the United States 
this year which have to do with Economic Entomology. The 

reason I have asked you this is because 1 have a young friend 

who is a Forestor for the province of Brno in the country of 
Czechoslovakia. His name is J. M. Kasek. 

Mr. Kasek is in the United States studying at the 
University of Minnesota. He came here under a scholarship, 

and is working in the Department of Economic Entomology under 

Mir. Chapman. He is very anxious to stay here another year 

if possible and take further work. After that he wants to go 

back to Czechoslovakia, or if possible procure a position in 

the United States. 

i have met Mr. Kasek, he is really doing remarkable 

work and as you are a Forestor you have probably read some of 

his articles. He is preparing an article for me on Economic 

Entomology, particularly the pheasant food, which I am tying 

to distribute around North and South Dakota and furnish to all 

people who say pheasants are of no value. 

If there is anything you know of in the way of a scholar- 

ship to keep this man in the United States another year I would 

esteem it a favor if you wrote me. 

Yours very trpl : 

CLHorn/#A FEDEMAL Cabistige COb . 

OD Mee 

rresident 
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; May 23, 1930 

Mr. Charles L. Horn, President 
Federal Cartridge Corporation 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

I have had a talk with Dr. H. F. Wilson, professor of 
economic entomology here at the University. He says the University 
heve has four or five fellowships financed by the University itself 
and they range from $700 to $1,500 per year. However, all the 
appointments for next year were made in March, and there are no 
openings at the present time, 

Another difficulty sbout making any special arrangements 
at this time is thet the non-resident tuition is remitted in such 
cases, and it is now too late to do this for next year, since it ree 
quires Regent action and such action was taken in March, 

It is barely possible that if Mr. Rasek would present 
his qualifications and the recommendation of Dr, Chapman to Prof. 
Wilson, that he would be able to think of something which wuld 
meet your requirements. are 

I asked Prof. Wilson what other universities had the 
largest facilities along this line, and he mentioned the following: 

Cornell - Dr. James G. Needham 
California + Prof. W. B. Herms 
Towa State + Prof. C. J, Drake 
Ohio State + Herbert Osborn 

This letter is not intended to cut this matter off, If 
you will come back at me with your suggestions, I will be glad to 
do anything within my power. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOmD
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. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

. BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY : 

IN REPLY REFER = ie” Mareh 8th 4 1930. 

ti le 
i University Farm, 

Ft ie St. Paul, Minn. 
N 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
In. charge, Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just returned from a field trip to Superior 
National Forest and I find your letter of February 28 
awaiting me. 

Concerning my work distribution of birds and rela- 
: tion to Pleistocene glaciation I have published nothing 

as yet although I read a paper on this ‘subject at the ; 
last A.O.U. meeting in Philadelphia. I expect to pub- 
lish on the subject early next year but have with-held 

publication to date awaiting the finishing of my doctor's 
thesis which will contain most of my data, : 

My thesis deals with the distribution of the verte-= 

brate life in northeastern Labrador and I have made three 
sumner trips to that region gathering my material. In 
going over the literature on the region I stumbled onto 
the importance of glaciation to present distribution in . 
the works of Professor M.L. Fernald of Harvard on the 
plant life of northeastern North America. If you have 
not seen any of this work I would be glad to forward you 

a list of titles, Suffice be it that Professor Fernald 
has shown a remarkable correlation between the glaciation 
or the lack of slaciation of the ranges of certain ende- 
mic plants. He has shown several regions in northeastern 
North America to be absolutely unglaciated on the basis 
of his plant data. Several of these regions had hitherto 

been considered by geologists as glaciated, but subsequent 

geological examinations proved Professor Fernald to be 

correct, I naturally Looked for some evidences in the 

vertebrate field corroborating Fernald's findings and I 
found several things of interest, both geolcgically ami 

zoologically. In the first place the present conception 

of Pleistocene glaciation in Hortheastern Labrador is in 

a mach muddled state. ‘That the region received one 

thorough scouring there can be no doubt. ‘This thorough 
scouring, from my findings, was early in the Pleistocene
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and not in the last part of it as is senerally believed by 
geologists, The later glaciers affected Labrador but lcoeal- 
ly in certain river valleys. Several islands lying far off 
the coast were probably untouched,though there is no geolo- 
gical evidence to date. The only bird I found whose present 
distribution could be tied in with glaciation,is the Canada 
Jay. I believe that the distribution of its sub-species can 
be correlated very nicely with the successive advances and 
retreats of the ice. I have all the material relative to 
the Canada Jay in manuscript form awaiting publication with 

‘my thesis, am you will probably find it of interest. 

I have tried to tie up the present distribution of tle 
Aleidae with glaciation with less success. That the glacial 
factor enters into their choice of breeding sites there can 
be little doubt, especially in such forms as the Razor-billed 
Auk, Murre and the Puffin, but I have been unable to tie 
this up satisfactorily. I have one other case which has 
just recently gone by the Board, ani that was of the Gannet. 
Practically all of the known nesting sites of this bird have 
been on unglaciated areas and all of the sites cited by 
Gurney in his monograph on the subject are, as far as I can; 
determine, on unglaciated areas, and I had hoped to bring 
out this fact in my thesis. The Gannet is a comparatively 
old species and had doubtless evolved to its present state 
long before the advances of the Pleistocene ice, hence it 
probably occupied its present nesting sites during the gla- 
cial advances, at least we have no evidence showing it did 
not am there is ample evidence showings that it orcbably 
did. Its sedentary characteristics, its tendency to breed 
on the same island without spreading out, have recently 
been blasted by Harriso Lewis' discovery of the recent 
establishment of a breeding colony of Gannets in southern 
labrador, This is about all I have of importance on the 
subject at present. 

Since assuming my duties out here I have heard much 
of you and your excellent work on the game birds though 
I. have seen nome of your publications. We evidently have 
much in common in cur work and I am looking forward to 
meeting you and having the opportunity to discuss personal- 
ly with you some of the local problems that are engaging 
our attention. fhe problem of distribution with regard to 
glaciation is one that is very near my heart, ani I am 
sure we both have ideas on the subject, an exchange of 
which will prove to our mutual advantage. 

I would appreciate hearing from you concerning your 
work on glaciation, more than that, I hope a meeting can 

£ be arranged in the near future. It is unlikely that I 
shall get to Madison for sometime, probably not until 

es



, Mr. 4.L. 

late summer ani I hope that you will get to 5t. Paul much 
before that time. 

Sincerely yours, 

Assistant Biologist. 

—o=
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Mareh 11,1930 

Mr. 0. L. Austin, Jr. . 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
University Farm 
St.Paul, Minnesota 4 : 

Deer Ur. Austin; 3 

Thenk you for taking the pains to outline your 
findings on glaciation so thoroughly, The field you have covered 
is all entirely new to me, and the authorities you cite are une : 
doubtedly the ones that were alluded to as connected with the 
Smithsonian. 

My own work is unpublished and is concerned with the 
apparent correlation between the survival of exotics like ringnecked 
pheasant and Hungarien partridge, and the glaciation boundery. In 
a number of states I found these species to survive only within the 
boundary of the Fisconsin glacier or along its outwesh rivers, and : 
I thought I was on the track of something new until last summer I : 
discovered a volunteer establishment of Hungarians doing finely in 
the driftless area of Wisconsin. This apparently necéssitates drop- 
ping the original hypothesis wmless this colony should play out, in 
which event it would strengthen it. 

Ihave one lead on possible causation, and that deals 
with nutritional deficiencies. I am very anxious to talk the whole ; 
thing over with you, and I will value your opinion and advice on Pee 
how to interpret the evidence. I have no immediate prospect of get- 
ting to St.Paul but may do so, in which event I will certainly look 

you up. : : | 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Mr. Aldo Leppold ws 
421 Chemistry Bldg. Yo 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Mr. Anderson is now in New York and will not return until 
about the 13th, so he cannot personally attend to the 
collecting of the cards which were sent out. However, I 
will write Charles W. Henke, Secretary of the Minnesota 
Game Protective League, the man to whom Mr. Anderson sent 
the cards for distribution, and will have him gather up 
the cards as soon as he can. 

If you care to write to Mr. Henke, his address is 2511 Lyndale 
Avenue South, Minneapolis. 

: Yours truly, 

Secretary
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Mr. Aldo Leopold . 
421 Chemistry Building : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Pursuant to your letter of the 22nd ultimo I have 
placed your quail questionairres in the quail areas 
through our secretary Mr. Henke, secretary of the 
Minnesota Game Protective League. 

The quail areas, of which I have first hand knowledge, 
have passed out of the picture by reason of the des- 
truction of natural cover. In making this statement 
I refer to the hard wood areas of McLeod and Meeker 
counties and the Minnesota river valley south of us. 
The bringing back of the quail depends almost 100% upon 
restoration of cover, at least so it appears to me. 

In the old days of thick underbrush in this section we 
had good quail shooting except following savagely severe 
winters. Following these, though, the quail always came 
back until the cover was destroyed. 

Our refuges are better this year than ever before. There 
aren't quite as many birds in Bear Lake, but more on the 
south refuge,that you and I tramped over, than there have 
been since I was a youngster. Eagle Lake, the prairie 
lake that you visited with me, has a tremendous number of 
birds. They appear to have become thoroughly convinced 
that that area is sanctuary. Generally speaking, I do not 
believe there have been as many ducks and geese in Minnesota 
as last year, but the refuges, where they are properly 
policed, are proving their worth. 

Hoping to see you at the game conference at New York next 
month, I am 

Yours truly, 

SGA: EB
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pe October 30, 1929 : 

Bet : Dr, F. S. James : 
Choate Building ~ ; 
Winona, Mianesote : 

: Dear Drs James; ‘ 

; Tam delighted to hear. thet you are making a 
‘ systematic inventory of the results of the Minnesota plant- 

ings, and since I hope to publish my report on the north 
central group of state, including Minnesota, sometime this 
winter I would greatly appreciate receiving from you a copy 
of ‘your findings, Thanks also for the letter from Mr, Rea 
which I am returning. ro 

; "<vante you for your willingness to distribute the 
: : quail cards, i 

The colony of Hungarians which ain came from 
your plantings and drifted into Wisconsin is logated in 
Vernon County, 4 miles southwest of Viroqua, on’ the Ole 
Hulderson Farm, These birds were first noticed by Mr. Hule 
derson in August, 1928, and in November, 192%, Game Warden 
Scott Curtis of Viroqua identified them as Mungariens. In- 

i Jaly 1929 Curtis made a count and found they numbered 40 birds, 
| including this year's young. They are located on a ridge —. 

ne prairie and seem to be in a thriving condition, It remains 
“uncertain as to whether they arise from a pair which drifted 

Pe in there previous to the nesting season of 1928, or whether 
‘ a larger number of birds moved in there after the nesting 

Stone ‘season of 1928, ; : 

f You of course Imow of the additional colony of birds 
| re at the mouth of the Trempeleau River, I learned just recently 

of a colony of drift birds reported by R, L. Herd of River 
: Falls, Wisconsin, These may have originated from your red 

cs wing plant. I am verifying the facts and these also will be he 
< : reported in my Wisconsin report. © s a ce 

, : : Yours sincerely, 4 \ 

ee ee Alto OPM 
; : Tn Charge, Game Survey, a :
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Copy : 

; Aug. 29, 1929 ; 

Dr. F. S. James, 

Winona, Minnesota | ‘ 

Dear Doctor: In response to our talk in the Post Office regarding Hungarian : 
Partridze I have made inquiry of a number of farmers and can give the following 

report. Have located 21 covies and two places where birds have been seen but 
no young in sight. The average estimate seems to run around 12 to 15 to the : 
covey. Wm. Gulickson reports oneo6f 16 and another of 18 young birds on his - 

place. 

1 
Have not been able to get a bunch of fellows out and go over it as we 

: should, most of these were listed from my inquiry and are scattered in all 
directions from town, mostly within five miles. I am sure that if.a thorough 

survey were made up to 10 or 12 miles around here this number would ve increased 
many times. Around 125 pairs have been liberated. : 

Chickens are very scarce here, Lots of pheasants and a good hatch of 
local ducks, better than for several years. 

Yours, : 

N.B.REA, Tracy, Minnesota . 

Ye: 

. : Meh: 

} e Cue ae
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421 Chemistry Building 

3 | May 20, 1929 

thie AL tved D, Stedman 
Hee St. Paul Pioneer Press 

ae St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Stednans 
Con Thank you very much for sending me your editorials on 

se the game question. Of course I thoroughly agree with you, end I 

gon think you are performing a valuable service in the real thinking 

you are devoting to this subject. 

oe. hope that if you are not already acquainted with Dr, 
o “Royal H Chapman, who has charge of our fellowshipest the Univer- 

sity, that you will make it a point to become go. The undertaking 

whieh he and Stoddard are beginning, 19, in my mind, one the most 
important and fundamental projects ever undertaken in connection 

with game conservation, 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IBOFOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey,
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THE SPORTSMAN’S STAKE. 

Some Twin Cities leaders of sportsmen’s organi- 

gations have been persuaded that the Department 

of Conservation bill is an inquitous measure. They 

object to the bill’s fundamental purpose, which is 

to provide unified supervision of separated State 

conservation bureaus. Presumably they fear that 

this coherence under unified direction would ham- 

per game and fish conservation work. 

It is difficult to see a reasonable basis for these 

fears. On the contrary, Minnesota history seems 

plainly to show that the state has suffered griev- 

ously from scattering of conservation activities and 

that game and fish protection in particular has 

been hampered. 

Minnesota’s experience with drainage provides 

an excellent example. For years the state has had 

a Department of Game and Fish and another De- 

partment of Drainage and Waters, functioning sep- 

arately under different heads. Lakes have been 

drained which were of immense value as breeding’ 

grounds for ducks and geese but worthless for agri- 

cultural purposes. Priceless fishing grounds have 

been destroyed. 

The state apparently has proceeded on the the- 

ory that drainage was unrelated to game and fish 

propagation. But had the two state bureaus been 

included in one important conservation department 

of the government, any game and fish expert could 

have convinced the department head that the state 

was making costly drainage blunders. The state's 

drainage policies would have been shaped to give 

proper weight to valuable game and fish resources, 
Under divided authority, Minnesota timber 

lands also have been cleared with little thought 

about damage done to fishing. Even state-owned 

lands have been lumbered to the water's edge. 

Shade for brooks and their adjacent lands has been 

destroyed, warming waters so as to exterminate 

trout in once famous streams. Deforestation of 

steep hillsides has caused erosion, silting and mud- 

dying clear brooks. The quick run-off of rainfall’ 

from barren, cutover lands, transforms once uni- 

formly flowing rivers into torrents in wet season 

and dry water courses in time of drouth. But a 

consistent conservation policy, with unified super- 

vision of timber and waters, would encourage for- 

est management having some regard for stream 

flow. 

Minnesota's forests have been handled as if their 

bird and animal inhabitants were of small impor- 

tance. Trees sheltering deer yards have been lum- 

bered off. Upland cover and spring nesting grounds 

for game fowl have been swept by ruinous fires, due 

largely to careless lumbering. Successive state 

Auditors have sold for agricultural purposes lands 

which, with enactment of the Red Lake Game 

Refuge bill, the Minnesota Legislature now formal- 

ly acknowledges were fit only for game and timber 
propagation. The Legislature has just authorized 

an expenditure of $2,500,000 to buy back these arti- | 

ficially drained lands, and to put them to proper 

‘uses. 

These and other costly blunders are precisely 

what unified supervision of game, fish, forestry, 

waters, drainage, timber and lands bureaus is de- | 

signed to prevent, All these various separated 

conservation activities are inter-related and only 

a consistent conservation policy under unified su- 

pervision can give proper weight to the different 

values involved. 

Game and fish protection can either be in- 

tegrated into the state’s comprehensive conserva- 

tion policy or it can be left outside the scope of the 

Department of Conservation bill. As the Senate 

once has voted, the game and fish bureau can re- 

tain its separate identity, going its own way. The 

rank and file of Minnesota sportsmen may con- 

sider this decidedly unfortunate and unwise. But 

at any rate they can scarcely wish to defeat the 

conservation policy as it relates to other resources 

and other bureaus. One purpose of the Depart- 

ment of Conservation bill is to provide forestry 

management of state-owned timber lands now un- 

der direction of the Auditor. All conservationists 

at least should be fighting to salvage Minnesota's 

own public timber lands. 

One of the reasons why Einstein sought seclu- 

sion on his fiftieth birthday must have been to fig- 

ure out with vectors and capital sigmas and every- 

thing just why the public should pester a mathe- | 

matician to death.—New York Sun, eo
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Mr. Aldo Leopold ¥ 

421 Chemistry Buildin e 

Madison, Wisconsin MAR 29 1929 e 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of the 19th instant enclosing copy of your Minnesota 

report received. I spent all last evening examining it; and I 

wish to congratulate you upon your most excellent, painstaking, 

and informative effort. This is the kind of service that is 

going to point the way to constructive conservation effort. I 

hope that it will be published in such a way that it will be 

possible to place a copy in the hands of every official of our 

department of conservation and the officers of the various 

conservation clubs. 

I wish, too to thank you for the tery complimentary reference 

made to the local efforts here. I like, too, your impartial 

criticism of weaknesses in the organized conservation effort 

in Minnesota. 

Stedman's article about my refuge was, as yOu say, extra well 

done. Wea cengnt as few do,the significance of the general 

effort and results around Hutchinson. 

I have recently added a pair of Bernicle geese to my cbllection; 

and have laid plans so that I expect to have some Emperor geese 

pefore Fall. 

You may be interested in knowing that my son, Sam, still has his 

pocket gopher, which came through the winter in excellent condi- 

tion and apparently looking forward enthusiastically to resuming 

his digging exhibition for the summer visitors to Anderson Hill. 

I wish that you would let me know as soon as your report is released; 

as I want to, at that time, hand to the local newspapers your 

references to the Gopher Campfire @lub. It will have a tendency 

+o stimulate local pride and activity. 

With best regards, I am 

bos Bed deree 

SGA EB mer Meeting Hackensack, Minnesota, June 28th and 29th.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE hs 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY ; F 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO ao = a 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FHR-B : 

Quail November 6, 1928. 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, i 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: / 

Mr. McAtee and I have examined with great interest your reports 
on the game surveys of the States of Michigan, Iowa and Minnesota and 
you are to be heartily commended in connection therewith. The re- 
ports clearly indicate that much close observation, understanding, and 
hard work has been put into them. The only criticism of a general 

~ nature I can make is that sometimes single observations or the testi- 
mony of one or a few people have been used as the basis for a single 
point or principle. Where this occurs there might be a tendency to 
impart a theoretical character to the report. 

We understand that publicity for any part of the manuscript is 
not desirable and shall guard the copies we have. 

I want to thank you for the maps showing the distribution of 
game birds. These will be of value to us in connection with the maps 
of ranges of ring-necked pheasants and Hungarian partridges to accom- 

pany Mr. McAtee's report. - 

I em interested in your reference to the mmuscript on geme 

management prepared by you and Messrs. Ligon and Pettit. When this 
is published we should very much like to receive a copy. 

I wish to make the following comments on certain items in your 

geme-survey reports: : 

Minnesota Report. 

( Page 22. You state that the extent to which the Minnesota 

lakes have been surveyed by aquatic botanists was not determined. 

\ You may not be aware that the Biological Survey's work planned in 

oe Minnesota is about 90 per cent completed and that we have surveys of 

hundreds of lakes in the State which have been made during the past 

j seven years. Work on the Upper Mississippi River Wild Life Refuge 

} has been completed and a complete report upon it can be rendered 

eS during the fiscal year.
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Page 29. Referring to the restoration of some of the drained 
lakes which formerly were valuable wild-fowl resorts, you suggest that 
the Federal Government should in some way help bear the cost of 
restoration. In this connection you will be interested to know that 
some of the most important drained lakes in Minnesota as well as in 
other States are already on our Federal migratory bird refuge program. 

Pages 43-44. In concluding your sketch of the Upper Mississippi 

River Wild Life Refuge you say that "Aside from the national forests, 
which are primarily dedicated to timber production, it is undoubtedly 
the largest and most important venture of its kind ever undertaken 
anywhere." We hope that our administration of this area may commend 
itself to the conservationists and sportsmen of the country. 

Michigan Report. 

Page 5. You suggest that the Biological Survey should direct 

and coordinate an investigation of the economic relations of the ring- 
necked pheasant. We have already studied this matter as opportwmity 

occurred and we have promised to do stomach-examination work bearing 

on the problem for the States of Washington and Wisconson. We will 
gladly do more when the capacity of the force permits. 

Page 13. ".. . the process of fact-finding should precede 

rather than follow the development of crises." Shortage of funds for j 
printing has frequently prevented the timely publication of important 

reports. 

Page 17. “Practical field men of the Stoddard type seem to 
be scarcer than scientific men." It is not altogether the scarcity 
of such men but the fact that they are already engaged in something 
from which they can not readily be diverted that makes it hard to get 
them when needed. I believe that Kalmbach, Sperry, or Uhler, of our 
Division of Food Habits Research, if placed on the quail-investigation 
job, would have made good at it, and I also think this is true of 
some other men who have had experience with us. Mr. Stoddard is an 

A-1 man, and we were fortunate to get him, but I do not think the idea 
is justified that there is only one man in the United States who is 
capable of doing this kind of work. 

Page 27. Following one or two other remarks of similar import, 
you say that "in any move made by the Institute to create more or 
petter-trained men for game administration or game research, one of 

the qualifications of candidates should be a personal interest and 

skill in sportsmanship." It is a fact, however, that years of work 

with animals usually takes away the desire to kill them, and the ex- 

perience gained in these years certainly is worth more to an investi- 

gator than any sporting attitude that the individual might have.
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There are managers or proprietors of game farms who formerly were 

ardent sportsmen who have said they had lost all taste for hunting. 

Sincerely yours, 

by, ied. 
[fuel Redingt 

Chief.
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

1 DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
3 OFFICE OF 

ALBERT C. KLANCKE GEO. W. McCULLOUGH, Commissioner GEO. WEAVER, supr. 

FRANK D. BLAIR. SUPERINTENDENT OLD CAPITOL THADDEUS ‘SURBER, SUPERINTENDENT 
MARCUS 1 MCELLISTREM Sr. Paut, Minn. JOSEPH BRICKNER 

Sept. 18, 1928, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
% Forest Products Lab., 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Sir: 3 

This will acknowledge receipt of your 
favor which has just been handed to me for 
attention, You inouire as to Hungarian plants 
and this I have referred to Commissioner McCullough 
for attention, 

However, secondly, I am sending under 
separate cover the totals of birds killed in this 
state for years 1924, 1925 and 1926, The tabulation 
for 1927 is not complete, 

Our state game farm is located at Mound, 
Minnesota. There are no additions to the Hamilton : 
Aquatic Farms at Detroit Lakes. It appears that 
Mr. Hamilton is the only person who is operating an 
aquatic farm, 

Yours very truly, 

Lettres a, Ita he 
ACK :0K Asst. Commissioner, 
ined,
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(ste S STATE OF MINNESOTA 

i oe _ \) DEPARTMENT OF N 

rt ee + M OFFICE OF 

INDI COMMISSIONER OF FORESTRY AND FIRE PREVENTION 
VINE So OLD STATE CAPITOL 

G.M. SONZET ST. PAUL 

/ September 6, 1928 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

As I promised you, I am inclosing 
under separate cover Mr. Surber's book on Fishes 
and Fish-Like Vertebrates of Minnesota; also, 

J,\ os Scientific Investigations of Lakes and Streams. : 
\)e I hope that these booklets will be of interest 

to you. 

From the apparent conditions our 
fall fire season is not going to start as soon 
as we expected and we are taking advantage of 
the delay in completing our field work. 

You may be interested to know that 
we have two men working under the direction of 
Grant assembling information on wild life in and 
around the burned areas in the north part of the 
State. Grant has been working two summers on 
this work and has some very useful information 
assembled. We are trying to derive some definite 
value on game and game cover for use in our fire 
damage estimating reports. If you are interested 

e ( in Grant's accumulations, as soon as the report 
X has been completed we will send you a copy of it. 

APs This will possibly not be until next spring. 

ut) With kindest personal oo am 

Yours very since Sy? \ > 2 

Assistant in Fire 
AEP*A Prevention 

§ Seal. 2%. 

see." 

PREVENT FOREST FIRES—IT PAYS
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STATE OF MINNESOTA \ ww’ 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION \ 

OFFICE OF 

COMMISSIONER OF GAME AND FISH 

ALBERT C. KLANCKE JAMES F. Sees GEO. WEAVER, supr. 

FRANK D. BLAIR, SuPcRINTENDENT OLD CAPITOL THADDEUS SURBER,  surcRiNTENDENT 
MARCUS 1, McELLISTREM St. Pau, MINN. JOSEPH BRICKNER 

August 2nd, 1928. 

Mr. Alde Leopold, 
% Forest Products Lab. 
Winona, Minnesota. 
WMnedicon~ Line 

Dear Sir: 

Replying to yor request of the 27th, 

I give here below the following information. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF GAME BIRDS KILLED. 
Ducks, Geese, Jack Snipe, Quail 

1921-1 ,041, 245 2,198 22,327 7,482 

1922-1,355376 2,282 14,440 4,324 

1923-1, 334,868 2,784 10,245 92105 

1924-1,348, 315 2,900 11,270 9,169 

1925-1,321,924 2,328 12,331 No season 

1926-2 ,188,826 5,517 $5,210 5 

1927— Not compiled 

Ruffled Grouse Prairie Chicken 

1921- 176,673 

1922- 555,042 

1923 $28,914 

1924 332,204 

1925 411,971 

1926 210 

1927 Not compiled. 
® 

Very truly Oe Pe 

ief Warden.
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@ EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
wa ae Cuainman—HASKELL NOYES, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

y y FRANK J. BRADY JUDGE FRANK B. BURFORD CHARLES K. FOSTER HARRY C. GOODWIN 
c zg “ . ATKINSON, NEBRASKA OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS: ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

e \ DR. WM. H. MOORE H. A. SAVAGE J. QUINCY WARD FRANK M. WARREN 
ri \ PHILADELPHIA, PA. SAGINAW, MICH. CYNTHIANA, KY. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
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Iyaak Walton? eannios : INCORPORATED 

SETH E, GORDON 541-555 WEST RANDOLPH STREET 

CONSERVATION DIRECTOR p hit g my 

NATIONAL DIRECTORS 
Tiios. AMBROSE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS July 12, 1928 
CLIFFORD BABCOCK, TACOMA, WASH. 
E. S. BAYARD, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 
‘OR. P. R. BLODGETT, CHICAGO HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS 
L. G. BRADFORD, SOUTH BEND, INDIANA. 

DRL FERDINAND BROWN, SIOUX FALLS, S. D : 
SHERMAN BROWN, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, ir. Aldo Leopold 
JUDGE FRANK B. BURFORD, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 2 s 
IRVIN COBB, OSSINING, NEW YORK c/o Mrs Pes. Lovej oy 

5. CUNNINGHAM, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI i ROBERT H.On¥is NEW YOR, NEW TORK Conservation Department 
1 6. G, DELFS, y NEBRASKA ‘ reas 

HARRY J. DENNEY, DULUTH, MINNESOTA Lansing, Michigan 
DALL DeWEESE, CANON CITY, COLORADO 
R. M, EASTMAN, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

HAL. EVARTS, HUTCHINSON, KANSAS 
FRED C. FLETCHER, TOLEDO, OH10. Dear Aldo: 
JUDGE ESCAR FLOYD, DALLAS, TEXAS 
CHARLES W. FOLDS, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS « 

Red, GILLESPIE, FLINT, MICHIGAN D ‘ ee ee ee a ee :  WISCONSI ; i : 
©. §. GRAHAM, JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA herewith a letter addressed to Waltonians which I trust 

GLENN GRISWOLD, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. will serve your purpo If this isn’ ,  ILLINO! . 
oe Woe are Lo Nii. T. HUXTABLE, DEADWOOD, SOUTH DAKOTA so and I'll do my best to help you. 

€. C. KEMPER, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
STAFFORD KING, ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA. 

DR. 6, €- LAWS, FORT SMITH, ARKANSAS With ref it i ians ee aba ex wren i reference to prominent Waltonians whom you should see : 
INI ). LOCKWOOD, NEWARK, N. J. 7 as 4 3 4 PRE EAI ML Soe eeeoietl in Minnesota, I am listing the following: 

A. ©. MALLOY, HUTCHINSON, KANSAS 
J. T. MATSON, JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK 

SACK MINER, KINGSVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA V ir. 0 ; i i Dr, WL Moone: FHILAGELEh Arf r. O. L. Kaupanger, Executive Vice President, 
HASKELL NOYES, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN. Minnesota Division, Station F, Rk. 1, Minneapolis 
BEN G. O’NEAL, WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS, 
FRED N, PEET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 

W, fi, POLING, HUTCHINSON, KANSAS V Ss Wi 
emetic mr 4 ge Bs acalbeoacdge : ; i . j ’ ; ee maa - out Ur. H. J. Denney, 605 Wolvin Building, Duluth 

NORFOLK, NEBRASKA : Pp oe th SAVAGE, SASINA ICMGAN Dr. G. Mi. Palmer, Bemidgi 
: W. SCHOLES, PEORIA, ILLINOIS MoE : See i ettcuasta ts Mr. z . Me Hughes . Belle Plaine : 

SE anes me ie oS. W. AU STRONG, BOISE CITY, OKLAHOMA Mr. C. W. Klapmeier, Mora 
J.B Thompson, CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE Mr. Joe trom, Kerkh 3 4 mowradh etc Lane hon Sanorn re Egerstrom, Kerkhoven 
ok "HEN aALOwin Wan, URBANA, ILLINOIS Dr. E. E. Giltner, Wauseka 

5 y IANA, KENTUCKY Le ot ‘W, é ; in antenna amen Y Mr. Frank MH. Warren, 1224 First National Soo Line Bldg i 

Di THOMAS WINECOFE: SCRANTON, PA. Minneapolis 
JUDGE GEORGE W. WOOD, WATERLOO, IOWA 

J. M. DICKINSON, Jn., CHICAGO 
Semone neat Let me know how I can assist you further. 

Sincerely yours, 

A 
aa ¢ 

e a Conservation Director



a St. Paul Dispatch 

St. Paul Pioneer Press 
ST. PAUL. MINNESOTA 

May 9, 1918, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 

U.S.Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison,Wisconsine 

Dear Mr. Leopold: - 

The Du Pont people sent me a copy of the article you wrote 

for the Xwm Iowa Forestry eclub,and it was so pat as advice to Minnesota 

sportsmen that I could not resist passing it on to them. You see the 

organized sportsmen here fought our Department of Conservation bill, 

which would have permitted dovetailing of forestry and game conservation 

in a manner not now possible, They helped materially to bring about 

final defeat of the measures 

I am also enclosing an editorial I wrote for the Dispatch of 

April 22,when the fight was hottest,gwhich bears upon this general subject. 

You may be interested,as I was in reading your article,to learn how 

much alike we seem to be thinking along these lines. 

Very Truly LA. Labor 

BEA fb Els — 
Editorial Department
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IMENT OF CONSERY 

1005-6 Commerce Building 

St. PAUL 1, MINN. 

August 20, 1951 

Dr. Joseph J. Hickey 
The University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Department of Wildlife Management 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Hickey: 

Your letter of August 13, 1951, addressed to 
Mr. Chester S. Wilson, Commissioner of Conservation, has 
been referred to me for reply. 

I have enclosed a series of tables which contains 
most of the information you want on state-wide kill statistics 
for ruffed grouse, pheasant, snowshoe hare, and cottontail 
rabbit. 

As you will note, the kill statistics for the 
cottontail and snowshoe rabbit are not broken down by species 
prior to 1944. 

If there is any other information you need, or if 
that contained in the tables is not clear, we shall be glad to 
furnish you with whatever material we have. 

Very truly yours, 

Lleual B tifa 
Arnold B. Erickson, Project Leader 

ABE: er Pittman-Robertson Research Unit 

Enc. 

* a 

a ADEE a



Table 2 ~ Upland Game Birds and Mammals, Estimated Kill, 1950. 

Estimated Per cent of 
SPECIES Kill Total Bag 

Pheasants 890,837 4594 

Ruffed Grouse 936,351 48 .29 

Sharp-tailed and * 82,726 427 
Pinnated Grouse 

Hungarian Partridge 215735 1.12 

Quail 7,425 0.38 

TOTALS 1,939,074 100 .00 

Gray Squirrel 282,825 40.08 

Fox Squirrel 148,998 21.11 

Cottontail 136,452 19.34 

Snowshoe Hare “70,064 9.93 

Jack Rabbit 67,073 9.51 

Red Fox 218 0.03 

Raccoon 29 0.004 

TOTALS 705,659 --:100.004 

* This figure includes an estimated kill of 
9,846 pinnated grouse (prairie chickens) 
shot my mistake. There was no open season 
on pinnated grouse. 

6



STATE OF MINNESOTA 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

DIVISION OF CAME & Tr 
PITTMAN: ROGERI SUN UN 

The number of duck stamps sold in 1949 was 143,496 
as compared with 162,300 in 1948. This decrease in the number 
of duck stamps sold is possibly related to the increase in price 
of the stamps, from one to two dollars. 

An average season bag, 15.8 waterfowl per hunter, was 
obtained from the data of 12,926 hunters who reported 204,149 
waterfowl taken. 

Table 58 - Statistics of upland game kill, 1949. ‘ 

Per cent No. Taken No. Taken 
Upland Game Birds of kill 1949 1948 

Pheasants* ST 42 Telershoe 668 331 

Ruffed grouse 40 37 885 5309 353 ,840 
Sharp-tailed grouse** 7.01 153 5637 13 ,687 
Hungarian partridge 1.26 25393 8,679 
Quail 0.05 1,102 ES 2t1 

100 .01 25193 5193 1,045,748 

*Average bag per pheasant hunter was 5.46 pheasants. 
**This calculation is based on a reported kill of 

10,477 sharp-tailed and 946 pinnated grouse. 

Mammals *** 1949 Estimate Per cent of Total 

Gray squirrel 95018. 39 0.77 
Fox squirrel 140,908 23 36 
Cottontail 98,711 16.36 
Snowshoe 81,516 135k 
Raccoon 466 208 
Jack rabbit 41,503 6.88 
Red fox 239 004 

603 256 100 .00 

#**Does not include those taken by trappers, nor 
those taken on private land where damage is done. 

The kill of upland game birds, except quail, increased 
substantially over the 1948 kill, Table 58. The kill of pheasants, 
1,127,752, for example, almost doubled, and the ruffed grouse kill, 
885,309, was the largest ever recorded for this species. In 1948, 
the ruffed grouse kill was 353,840 and in 1941, 384,000, the previous 
record, In 1948, the sharp-tailed grouse kill was 13,687. It 
mushroomed to a recérd kill of 153,637 in 1949. These kill figures 
suggest that the present cyclic upswing in populations of the two 

species of grouse is of an unusual magnitude. 

-113-



Table 59 shows the calculated take and value of fur 
animals for 1949 and 1948. 

Table 59 - Numbers and values of fur animals 
taken in 1948 and 1 b 

1948 1949 

Estimated Value Estimated Value 

SPECIES Catch __ per pelt Total Value. Catch __ per pelt Total Value 

Badger 1038" 265.015 $ 778 .50 805 $$ .40 $ 322.00 
Bear -- 542 not valued : 
Beaver 10,274 19 .00 194 5693 .00 10,895 17.00 185,215.00 
Bobcat, 1,225 1.50 1,837.50 1,866 1.00 1,866.00 
Civet cat 1,587 od TLL 1,006 260 603 .60 
Gray fox 7,803 050 3,901 .50 6,635 035 2 5322.25 
Red fox 20,263 88 17,831.44 2 E5933 °70 12,553 .10 
Snowshoe hare 45671 004 186.84 10,399 04 415.96 
lynx 24 25.00 600 .00 38 14 .00 532.00 
Mink 66,270 215 1,573 ,912.50 61,797 28 .00 1,730,316 .00 
Maskrat 5125344 1.43 732,651 92 364,824 1.05 383,065 .20 
Opos sum 190 40 76.00 294 030 88.20 
Cottontail 10,377 002 207 54 7,890 602 157.80 
Jack rabbit 2,636 10 263.60 3,368 pale) 336.80 
Raccoon 20,298 3 63 73,681.74 22,803 Zoo 62,708 .25 
Skunk 17,895 88 15,747 .60 195799 075 105499 .25 
Gray squirrel 6,354 not valued 9,059 not valued 
Fox squirrel 3,547 not valued 4,243 not valued 
Weasel 47,719 1.43 68,238.17 109 ,851 1.00 109,851 .00 
Brush wolf 1,659 1.00 1,659 .00 25593 1.00 2,593 .00 
Timber wolf 400 2200) 800 .00 658 3 .00 1,974 .00 

736,574 $2,687,781 .00 651,498 $2,505,419 .41 

Submitted; Approved: 

Division of Game and Fish 
Name §/ Arnold B. Erickson Minnesota Department of Conservation 

Arnold B. Erickson (Official title of game department) 

Project Leader 

Title Game Biologist By S/ Frank D. Blair 
Frank D. Blair 

Approved: Title Director, Division of Game & Fish 

Name S/ Richard J. Dorer 
Richard J. Dorer 

Title Game Projects Coordinator 

Si7—



Table 57 - Numbers and values of fur animals taken in 1947 and 1948. 

DOA? sous aims foe gh Oe 
Estimated Value per Estimated Value Total 

SPECIES Catch Pelt Total Value Catch Per Pelt Value 

Badger Tl $55... $ '.391.05 1,038 $75 $. 78.50 
Beaver dite 30.00 123,360.00 10,274 19.00 194,693.00 
Bobcat 1,294; SOR 187630 «1,225. G0 1,837.50 
Civet cat 2,703 +50 1,351.50 1,587 045 714.15 
Gray fox 4,735 65 3,110.25 75005 -50 3,901.50 
Red fox 18,057 teo0 28,891.20 20,263 88 17,831.44 
Snowshoe hare 55133 +03 153.99 4,671 04, 186,34 
Lynx 64 .. 40.00 2,560.00 24 25600 600.00 
Mink 43,239 37.00 1,599,843.00- 66,270 23.975 1,579, cieeoe 
Muskrat 404,310 AON. x 909,967.50 512,344 1.43 732,651.92 
Oppossum a3 «35 46.55 190 -40 76.00 
Cottontail rabbit 19,345 +04 773,00. 10,377 -02 . 201aL 
Jack rabbit 4155 62D 15098575 2,636 10 263.60 
Raccoon 155572 3575 58,395.00 20,293 3.63 73,681.74 
Skunk 20,094 -80 16,075.20 17,895 38 15,747.60 
Gray squirrel 6,086 not valued 6,354 not valued 
Fox squirrel 3,973 not valued 3,547 not valued 
Weasel 345994 1.00 34,994.00 47,719 1.43 68, 238.17 
Brush wolf Toe > Sle an) 2,433.00 1,659 ~ 1.00 1,659.00 
(coyote) 2 
Timber wolf 491 215 564.65 4,00 2.00 $00.00 

TOTALS 590,378 $2,785, 595.74 730,974 $2,637, 781.00 

Submitted: ~- Approved: 

Division of Game and Fish 
Name___/s/_ Arnold B, Erickson _____. Minnesota Department of Conservation 

: Arnold B, Erickson (Official title of game department) 

Project Leader 73/2. 
Title_Geme Biologist III sis 

é By__/s/ Frank D. Blair 
Approved: Frank D, Blair 

Neme_/s/_ Richard J. Dorer by D.B.V. Title_Director, Division of Game and Fish 
Richard J. Dorer 

Title_ Game Projects Coordinator _ Date_ July 28, 1949 
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Table 56 -- Kill of upland game birds_and.memnais. 

Percent | No. Taken _ No, Taken 
Upland Game of Kill 1948 1947 

Pheasants 63.9 668, 331 No Season 
Ruffed grouse Bo .8 353,840 No Season 
Sharptail grouse od 13,687 No Season 
Hungarian partridge 8 8,679 No Season 
Quail — yall . Ly 200 

ae 1,045,748 si 

Cake Memmaiis* : ; 

- +s. Gray squirrel - - Baa 209, 794 91,088 
Fox squirrel 1957 125,040 52,254 
Cottontail 22.3 TA1, 386 . 1037735 
Snowshoe 3 10k 65,973 ee 29,263 i 
Jack rabbit 6.5 44,210 : 18,151 
Raccoon 2 4 2,772 22,500: 
Red fox BAT 29,903 12,476 

Seeamens Nast OR gore Led ae 7,056 we Ley 383 : 

_ ° +. Woodchuck de 1 6,968 6,268 
Brush wolf eo 2,036 eases 
Timber wolf oe 724 3 
Bobcat --- 212 100 
Bear --- 150 50 

: cr eee fe oe 

*Does not include those taken by trappers nor =. = | Ee 
those taken on private land where damage is done. 
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Game Breeder & Sportsman, April, 1940, p. 57 

Field N d Not 

Minnesota Reports “The Facts” = *<? flight OLWie Pucks p Heading North 
° The biggest migration of wild 

On Her Propagation Work ducks and geese in six years is head- 
ing for Canadian breeding grounds 

Fig ; ie : this spring, according to a summary 
Frank D. Blair, Supt. Game Propagation and Refuges, Division of Game & Fish. 4 reports from state game depart- 

ments and private observers in a 

I read with interest your editorial years new Mongolian stock has been nation-wide survey by Ducks Un- 

iu the February issue on “Let’s Have crossed with breeding birds reared on limited, Inc. = 

the Facts,” so here are some from the farm. ss The SHEVEY 5 covering the 25 oe 
‘Wanccate eThe frstibpen. season was in: three important species found in the United 

We started pheasant propagation ceunties only in 1924. We have no ae: paste winies brought 2709 

work in Minnesota in 1915. During ‘ecord of the kill for that year. The sane Cen osT es gcomnarey 
the early years of the work we ex- following is the Minnesota bag since wi a pe y is Pe 

perimented with release of matured 1926 when 54 counties were opened : Spo an io change. e Pe 

pheasants in the spring also with eggs 1926, cock birds only .. 27,246 \ ° ee es tee : . M mes q 
and day-old chicks to sportsmen’s clubs 1928, cock birds only .. 167,992 } Ne : he eters d Sates ae 

and farmers. The results from release 1930, cock birds only .. 531,201 She Sikeeey UNCEe | CEOU SD a 
of matured birds in the spring were 1931, 2 cock birds 1 hen 1,018,593 Righty 
not as good as expected evidently be- 1932, cle Wirderonly "90.248 = ee ee — Peete de- 

cause such birds were not able to 1933, 2 cock birds 1 hen 1,261,304 ep i Teche meh e ae aah 

adapt themselves to the changed en- 1934, cock birds only .. 903,638 Ue eat 2 Fda a : : 7 44 

yenonreene where they had to look out 1935, 2 cock birds Then 1,377,624 pian S ee ig tee 
for themselves. 1936, 2 cock birds 1 hen 1,324,000 | Hunting ‘season dates were too early 

The result from eggs given to farm- 1937, 2 cock birds 1 hen 586,124 ty coincide with the main migration 

ers was better than either the release 1938, cock birds only .. 500,000* period, officials stated. 
of matured pheasants or distribution 1939, cock birds only .. 1,000,000*, While estimates of the wildfowl in- 
ot day-old chicks to sportsmen’s clubs. ——— _—— crease range from 10 to 50 per cent 

This. was primarily due, we believe, * Estimated count not completed. ducks now on nuptial flights face ie 
to the pheasants hatched under hens It will be noticed that there was a critical situation in sections of the 
on farms haying had free range after terrific drop in the kill from the peak great prairie Bredmetacene ot aN ani. 
the first or second week. It was no- in 1935 to 1938. This. was due to a Gackatchewean Lana Athenee: 
ticed that these birds started to roost three successive open seasons on hens, Winter snowfall, principal source of 

away from foster mothers at about increase or spread of grey foxes over moisture, has an the lowest Sama 

six weeks old and thereafter ranged most of the pheasant territory and two decade in these areas. Unless abnormal 

further away each week. These birds bad hatching seasons. Control of spring rains intervene heavy brood 
maturing in the wild state quickly natural enemies, increased restocking losses from drought ae be expected 

learned about natural enemies and of depleted areas and open season on next summer, biologists of Ducks Un- 
in hunting for food. They also cock birds only. in 1938 and 1939 has Jimited’s Canadian field staff predict. 
learned about weather conditions and brought the number of pheasants in The organization has appropriated 
when the snow was as much as two Minnesota back to as many or more $225,000 during the past two years 
feet deep, they would dig the snow than we had in the spring of 1935. for establishment of aver. 650.000 
away and get down to weeds, grasses If weather conditions at hatching acres of permanently-watered projects 
and roots upon which they fed. time is good this year, the season next nd other duck restoration work in 

It took three years for us to learn fall will be again open on hens and the provinces. Canada has provided 
the simple answer as to the best time the 1940 bag will no doubt exceed Jands without cost, while wildfowlers 
fcr release of birds, or when the that of 1935. throughout this Rotates have raised 
birds no longer desired to be hovered We can now restock burned, shot funds required through membership 
by their mother. From these early 1 frozen out areas in the State in contributions. Plans contemplate 3,- 

experiments we learned that six to one year where previous to 1933 it (000,000 acres of the duck oases. 

seven week-old birds gave the best would have required from seven to 2. Toe tes 

results. Since the early twenties, this ten years to obtain the same results. Game Birds Can Take It 

type of bird was used to stock Minne- This is due to increased artificial : z 
sota and the results speak for them- production and birds free from disease. During = heavy storm in Pennsyl- 
aoe "The tingneck: pheasant“was respon: Yan! recently thirty pheasants and 

The type of pheasant used to stock sible more than anything else for the two Gambel’s quail, on the Hershey 
Minnesota has been a hybrid of increase in small game hunting Game Farm at Hershey, were first 

Chinese ringneck, English blackneck licenses in Minnesota from 126,676 frozen to the pens when the tempera- 

and Mongolian. Every three or four in 1926 to 216,440 in 1935. (Please turn to page 61) 

; of



File: Quail 
Minn.\/ 

3/29/39 

Mr. James F. Bell says that when he came to the Twin Cities in 1892 

quail were numerous and furnished good shooting for a mumber of years. 

This was true in the entire region around the Twin Cities. They then A 

became scarce. Date of beginning of scarcity unknown. 

ALL.



Department of Zoology ; 
University of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma 

August 27, 1937 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
School of Agriculture : 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin , 

_ Dear Dr. Leopold: 

It has been nearly a year since I wrote you about some data 
which my father has in regard to rabbit populations. In accordance with 
your letter in answer, I submitted your questions to him, but his answers 
were not as complete as is desirable so they were returned to him with my 
Criticisms. Due to an extended illness I was unable to give mch attention 
to the matter throughout the greater part of last winter, but I am working 

; on the data now and will forward them to you within a month or two. 

While reading an early Smithsonian Annual report I came upon a 
statement which I have not seen in the recent literature. It is moted 
below in hopes that you may find it useful in your future work. 

Minth Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution. 33d Congress, 2d session, Senate, Misc. Doc, No. 24. 
For 1854, issued 1855. 

Head, J, F.. Some remarks of the natural history about Fort 
Ripley, Minnesota, pp. 291-293. 

"In the autumn ef 1548 the varying hare (lepus americanus) 
valgo “white rabbit", was very abundant, but during the following year 
(the winter of which was not unusually severe) they almost completely 
disappeared from a region for many miles around this point. Many of the 
Indians, who depend mach on these animals for subsistence during the 
winter, were consequently reduced to actual starvation." 

This seems to definitely date a low in the cycle--thus carrying 

the Minnesota evidence 30 years previous to that which you cite for King,* 

Sincerely yours, 

Albert H. Trowbridge 
"Game Management, p. 61.. 

Copies for Snowshoe : 
Minnesota .— ; 

Cycle: 

Grange



‘Filet Hungarian 
‘ Minnesota ‘- 

Extract from letter from Bunker Schlatter, Resettlement Administration, 
Big Falls, Minnesota, March 5, 1937? 

"....¥es, there are Hungarians up here and more than I thought. You mst 
have a map of the area so I will tell you that there are at least these that — 
I am sure of, Five at Hay Creek, five west of Hay Creek on Highway 72, 
&@nd two near Waskish. ‘The last two groups mentioned I have seen myself and 
the others are certainly present.”
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[ OPEN SEASON— 
By John J. Tessari AY Eee 

Project Supervisor of Conservation, 

National Youth Administration 

HE duck hunters of the 1936 season were re- that year and preparing charts and graphs to clearly 
stricted by regulations which, in effect, were a express the information, they also made a similar 
conservation compromise. Legislative strang- survey of the reports for the preceding 16 years. 

ling of the shooting privilege was considered neces- Much of the a = this article was taken from 
sary to perpetuate the birds and the sport. Thebetter- the results of their work. 
informed sportsmen, who participated in this year’s After all of the limitations of Minnesota’s system 
shoot, knew that these retractions and modifications of checking the annual game kill are recognized, the 
of their former liberties were designed to reduce the fact remains—no other figures are available. That 
annual kill. Whether or not the desired ends were these figures are reasonably accurate is indicated by 
accomplished, we have, as yet, no certain way of the uniformity of fluctuation in the reported kill of 
knowing. various species of game over a period of years. Evi- 

Verbal reports of hunters from various parts of dence of this is clearly expressed in the accompany- 

the state help little in forming even a guess as to ing graphs. ; : 
conditions during 1936. Few sportsmen agree on the An inescapable observation is the alarming de- 

phate sranuily or hae ig ducks. ee crease in the ae kill. Pie a is eee 
many hunted almost side by side, their accounts of consistent in all species. e charts do not tel e 

conditions differ greatly. whole story as they cannot show here 
at adequate rease i - 

measures are ne- ber of hunters, the 
cessary to prevent Yo ce oe [oem ara perfection of inex- 
further reduction pensive guns and 
in our duck popu- “Tl SHowiNG ANNUAL KILL Set Pa nee 550,000 ammunition, and 
lation is an estab- MALLARDS & CANVASBACKS \ os the development of 

sota is ono of the | | \[bummoraceorenss IT TPT LT | don 10 all toe oe 2.000 Pere [ese [orem ce [amen A Lesa.o0e : for- 
few states that at- 5 \ merly inaccessible 

rice earns 2 elt MET OILIN | pee: of te siete 
iary of each hunt- oug ey ha 

ing season. The ge A LT IN | 350.000 all the advantages 

Son oes OT A aed en ee 
ee ea 

eee ICCHCH EC cy) mei present duck situa- eg g agged less than 
tion. Whether a re- E 22.0001 150,000 2 one-third as many 

recat acwon i FT | iene the solution to the eee aac ares trast indicates a 
problem can best be el eee aes definite scarcity of 
judged by review- a " re waterfowl. 
rae the known eee ; ee 
acts. g EEE ya EE nternational Wil 
Records of the = = ae Duck Census taken 

kill of all species of by the More Game 
game in Minnesota Birds in America 
are available for each year since 1919. This data is Foundation during the summer of 1935, Minnesota 
compiled from individual reports made to the Depart- harbored no more than 650,000 ducks of all kinds. 
ment of Conservation by sportsmen at the end of The actual count of this number of birds was the re- 
each hunting season. The number of each kind of sult of a comprehensive survey of the state by hun- 
game taken by the hunter during the year is indicated dreds of local cooperators. According to the report 
on the blank which is attached to the license when it of the association the purpose of the survey was “to 
is issued. Of course, all of the reports are not sent in; find the facts in the only places where fact-finding of 
however, a sufficient number are returned, so that this nature is practical—on the breeding grounds.” 
after the figures have been compiled, a reasonable This live duck count for the state is intensely in- 
estimate of the total kill by all the hunters in the teresting because it is the only estimate we have of 
state can be made. the wild duck population. At the close of the shooting 

Last year, the tabulation of more than 50,000 re- season which followed this live count, we have a re- 
ports was completed by workers under the National port of 504,000 dead ducks. Of course, any attempt 
Youth Administration. A group of twenty NYA at direct comparison of these figures is immediately 
youths, working on a third-time basis, spent more disqualified by the fact that we do not shoot only our 
than three months assembling the figures for the own ducks. 
1935 season. In addition to tabulating the data for By estimation, 80 per cent of the ducks shot in
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Minnesota are Canadian-born. However, the margin species been charted, they too would follow the same 
between the number of ducks we raise and the num-_ general pattern. Bluebills would follow closely the 
ber of ducks we shoot is dangerously narrow. Were line representing Mallards, while the figures on both 
this ratio generally the same throughout the country, species of Teal would fall about midway between the 

your ducks would have no greater chance of survival Mallards and Canvasbacks shown. The exact figures 
than a flock of turkeys in the middle of November. on Bluebills would woe we a ae in at e Cn 

_A situation approximating this was suggested by _ birds, and would decline gradually to a total o , 
W. C. Henderson, Associate Chief of the U.S. Bureau for 1935. Green-Winged Teal and Blue-Winged Teal 
of Biological Survey, in a speech before the Inter- show a peak of 137,644 and 233,927 respectively for 
national Association of Game and Fish Commissioners 1920, which dropped to 43,029 and 34,081 in 1935. 
in 1934, when he said: “More birds were killed last The remaining species not shown would fall below the 
year than were produced.” In any event, if in Minne- line representing Canvasbacks. The surprising de- 
sota we continue to shoot within 20 per cent of allthe crease in the kill of all ducks in 1931 is explained by 
ducks we have in our state we cannot reasonably ex- the ee as was the is ae ee epee 
pect the sport to continue indefinitely. regulation, verse weather Conditions also . 

If these figures are reliable, there can be no mistak- tributed to the reduction of the kill for that year. 

ing the real cause of waterfowl scarcity. Although One of the accompanying graphs illustrates the 
the drainage of ponds and marshes, the depredations annual kill of two species of ducks: the one representa- 
of predatory animals and birds, bottulism, lead poison-_ tive of the kind still abundant, and the other repre- 
ing, and even the sentative of the 
long series of kind that has be- 
droughts must ae SS a oe eo ee S| 1 Taree come so scarce as 
surely have taken ENSRD Gn GonnL to demand absolute 
their toll; all of ot +H A re 2000 protection. The 
these derogatory Bt Sprcinsior Ducks second graph re- 

een | tL LT Ly peer mes T| Settee of ducks sibly make such in- ee i ae 
roads on the duck a the annual kill of poamtomers oa TAT CEU ETATT TTT) Spaaiigeta 
single open season. 9 of Canvasback an ee ee iReo o 
reasona for our TIER VAT [| [ind mame the't present shortage of 2 F V 3 graphs suggests 

Seti ms [ap NVA LL LAA iam Sta as Yeas ova given its proper aaeel WA BA A oe species were in the 
lace. ie 3 same predicament 

P The survey of 5 ae A Le { Vt TS | aoeo? as Canvashatle 
the 1985 season i : d Redheads, it = LER 4 ate at gar [wey LL es LT Atm | uate tat mei | AAS) ee 
the largest portion Z ann e given the protec- 

% We yo aa) 2 vy A i = as des Re a ee a Genta 
Green-Winged Teal It can be argued 
were next in order that even though a 
of abundance. The remaining species were not so well certain species is not taken in great numbers in this 
represented. The total annual kill figured in per- state, it may not necessarily follow that the species D: : es 
zentage showed that 43 per cent of all the ducks were is becoming scarce. The popular migration route may 
Mallards, and 27 per cent were Bluebills. The remain- follow one of the three flyways that does not cross 
ing 30 per cent included eleven other species. The Minnesota. This argument may have been influential is = 
season bag of each species of ducks was further in determining which birds were to be protected dur- 
oroken down to show exactly how many hunters re- ing the 1936 season. However, granting that the 
ported kills ranging from one through 50. It was number taken during any one year may have little 
found that the majority of hunters who reported tak- bearing as to the relative scarcity or abundance of 
ing Mallards or Bluebills succeeded in bagging 10 for this kind of duck, nevertheless—the relative kill over 
she year. The most common season bag for each of a period of years does carry weighty significance. The 
the other species was only two birds. annual to of oe oo species oo a pened of 17 

i : tly, it is The two graphs reproduced here clearly represent YTS Sows a decided decrease. Consequently, 
the close relationship between the kill of all species ee cores - es oo should have 
of ducks throughout the 17 year period. Unfortu- Te°e!ved the same kind ot consideration. 
nately, it was not possible to include all 14 varieties From the reports on the 12 species of ducks that 
pn which figures are available. Had the kill of these 9 =====""=————— (continued on page 28) "OO
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‘Open Season—A Paradox 
(Continued from page 15) \ 

are still included in the open season, there * 

appears to be only four kinds (Mallards, 

Bluebills, Green-Winged Teal, and Blue- BOTSFORD LUMBER COMPANY 

Winged Teal) whose numbers warrant 

shooting of them. Evidently, too much at- RETAIL YARDS 

tention was centered on these ducks when 

a. e Aan Lumber, Building Materials, Fuel and Paint 

of unprotected birds suffered from lack of 

hdirect consideration. QUALITY 

re eee have long realized that 2 BOTSFORD 

species of game, reduced beyond a certain eaice 

lépoint in numbers will not survive. This is 

Ntrue because the natural forces which 

H operate against the species are given an General Office 

qunequal advantage. Consequently, they WINONA, MINN. 

goon overcome the remaining few. There 
nis ample evidence to prove this contention. 

w Lhe Passenger Pigeon was not completely 
exterminated by man. Man reduced its 

| below the safety level; natural Yards in Forty-five Minnesota Communities 
forces accomplished the rest. The same is 

true of the Heath Hen, once so common 
Xalong the Atlantic coast. Therefore, it is 

questionable whether the remaining small 

Ofocks representing the five species of S, B. FOOTE H. A. ROGERS Co. 

igucks which have been given protection, Gupplias/ for 

and some . those which have not will ever TANNING CO. ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS AND ARTISTS 
come back. 911 Marquette Avenue Atlantic 2247 

h An open season with ducks needing pro- Oe eee MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

fOtection on a restricted list may be sound 

tein theory. Practically, it means ite Per =~ ~~ ad 

'Ohaps an illustration may make the point | 4 A | 

"Sclear. A few years ago, at a meeting of the f mah f 

UW American Game Conference, the subject . ‘ , Pi } 

_ of duck protection was debated at length. ee |e ae 

INTo prove a point in the heat of the argu- Te si ed age 

leiment, Mr. John H. Baker, Executive Di- ‘of \ 

afrector of the Audubon Society, had P ; 4 x 

sUmounted specimens of common species of < . A a 
ly waterfowl brought into the room. He then . p) bat 

b tcalled upon the assembly to identify the f Cy , SRN 
la’birds. The marks scored in that impromptu F RRA Wa 5 

examination were appalling. Here was a € i P WA Ra at 
rtgroup of conservation experts forced to 4 _ f A j 

admit that they could not identify all of Pd s lid i 

J the ducks with the specimens right before ; - ‘a aN ie ee 

egthem. Then, what chance has an ordinary F ~; Lo) ee ‘Yad 
g hunter, sitting in a duck blind on a “good : x ee ik 

pyduck day,” of knowing at what he is me re = PY s 

egshooting by just the glance he gets before pa - 
opening fire? There is a good possi- 1 Se Bas 

cobility that he wouldn't ow whith) T_T 
jyshot even after it was retrieved. 

fo. A case in point concerns a city hunter R es t A ssure d eters 

who last year went out for the first time 

lafter ducks. With his new gun wrapped 
fay in a baby blanket, and his dog K E L Vv I N A T 0 R 

re(still a pup) at his heels, he slipped hope- 

ofully into his blind. The day was warm Equipped with below-zero compartment 
qand still. Few ducks were in the air. After : $ u 

niseveral hours of alternate napping and Keeps Game and Fish indefinitely 
jjwatching, he returned to the lodge to join 

alithe rest of the party. A friend, noticing 
withat he carried a small duck in his hand, NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY 

(Concluded on page 24) ———
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remarked that at least he had had some 

luck. 
“Yes,” replied the novice, “I shot this 

coot. There were a lot more of them 

around, and I could have shot more, but 
2 “eoot” C. M. YOUMANS LUMBER COMPANY | ®t wants to shoot coot?” the “coo 

proved to be a Blue-Winged Teal. 

RETAIL LUMBER AND COAL YARDS Although this incident may seem far- 

fetched, nevertheless, it is true and quite 
typical in that many hunters do not know 

what they have shot. Practically all of our 

sportsmen will admit that they cannot 

GENERAL OFFICE: WINONA, MINN. identify the birds in flight, except perhaps 

the Mallard and Bluebill. Even a trained 

ornithologist will hesitate to name a duck 

R. D. CONE COMPANY Granville 4782 in flight unless he has had ample time to 

A i th a glass. WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE EGLER & ANDERSON, INC. observe it throug! : 

66-70 East Second Street ioe preter eriarei Although the season was closed in 1936 
lneeiaee RCA Victor Radios on five species of ducks which unquestion- 

WINONA MINNESOTA ReUee7\Grnfenl Ave, Minnespelin Mins | oY ToicU protection aelually (here wes 
no closed season on anything. This was 

true because the law necessitated positive 
identification of all ducks, even in flight. 

SCHMIDT’S CITY CLUB To ask the average hunter to do what even 
Always Uniform a trained ornithologist cannot do is ex- 

pecting too much. 

EI If a bird comes the hunter’s way and he 
R CHERT BOTTLING WORKS sees it gets out of range, the impulse is to 

shoot. And shoot he will. Perhaps he dis- 

Manufacturers of Carbonated Beverages covers later that he has killed a protected 

“THIRST JOY” BRAND bird. He cannot keep it; and it doesn’t 
keep him from shooting until he has the 

RED WING, MINNESOTA limit of lawful birds. Had the hunter hesi- 
316-322 Bluff Street Phone 690-J tated long enough to identify the bird at 

which he was about to take aim, the chance 
for a shot would have been lost. Yet this 

is exactly what the law expected him to 

do. It follows, then, that if all sportsmen 

had lived up to the letter of the law last 
year, they would scarcely have fired a 

shell. It was, paradoxically enough, an 

lA4oe. open season with no hunting allowed. 

eS RK q 
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° = INNESOTA, once a veritable waterfowl Val- The author surveys the Minnesota water- 

2 . M fe ae a er fowl situation as established by the 1935 

5 ee present-day imagination, today has declined to the ition Wi 
= © status of a relatively important producer of but two 

2 species and its duck population during the 1935 

bea] breeding season was probably not more than four By RAY BENSON 

times as great as the total number bagged by Min- 
oe hunters in 1934. 

innesota’s waterfowl resources have declined to “ . : The low point, so far as the total numerical abun- 
such an extent that the state no longer produces gance of all ducks lumped together is concerned, was 
enough ducks to sustain its own demands and now no doubt in 1934, although the year 1933 is given 

es ae aaa ees ne the oe as even lower in a few localities. In 1935 there has 
a ee ieee a deg f c ae hee oth been a numerical increase estimated at from 10 to 
ever ere a sai e ae Ee oo oe ee 25 per cent in the total numbers of breedings ducks 
an licteased supply Of waver in a number ot 0-42 in Minnesota, but this increase is almost entirely of 
ties, the 350 volunteer investigators who covered 15 mallards and blue-winged teal. There has been no 

of ee es oo Saar’ = prt oa increase in the numerical abundance of almost all 

fig, - 2B wee ei Dee eae aotuer species, with the possible exception of pintails, 

pene » Dee cee ‘ = wood ducks and black ducks,” Mr. Grange concluded 

These general facts, developed in compiling re- after consolidating census returns from all sections. 
sults of the International Wild Duck Census in Min- Loss of suitable nesting environment has been, in 

nesota, are but a few of the conclusions that may the main, responsible for the decline of Minnesota’s 
be drawn ‘from the first comprehensive inventory of prairie nesting species. First, drainage, which be- 

the waterfowl situation throughout.the great mid- came epidemic well before the recent decline of the 
continental nesting area. Were it not for the much  gtate’s waterfowl resources, and then long continued 

more optimistic findings in the Canadian nesting grought, have combined with agriculture to eliminate 
areas, the Minnesota summation would present a the cream of nesting areas. 

drab picture indeed. A drying up process has been under way in Min- 
The great hordes of migrating waterfowl moving nesota for many years. The recent drouth years 

northward in the spring once spread out from the are merely an accentuation of the long-time drouth 

Mississippi flyway over the Land O’Lakes in mil- condition which has had a devastating effect upon 
lions. the southern portions of the great mid-continental 

Green-winged teal are more and more confined to duck nesting territory. A total of 514 surveyed 

the extreme northern part of the state. Gadwalls lakes, amounting in all to 101,411 acres, were dry or 

are infrequently found in any considerable numbers, drained prior to 1928. Figures are not available 

and widgeons and baldpates are definitely rare. for the period since 1928, but the drying-up process 

Wood ducks, mergansers, black ducks, golden-eyes has gained momentum since then. Canvasbacks 

and ring-necked ducks are still found in some local found nesting conditions to their liking in the south- 

abundance in the eastern and northern sections. ern and western counties. Redheads patronized the 
more open sections of the on 

aes OS SUM Ee ec z , A f along with pintails and shove ers. 

Tid 4 — ee : a ee = 12 fe as Gadwalls were plentiful, with bald- 

asf OS Dd  _ a \), aN pates and widgeons fairly well 
SH ad if lL US Ue (Far represented. Lesser scaups and 
ev i, [ff 2 A “if rm Tae Y | ‘1 green-winged teal found almost 
| MY [se 7 o) se Se me «2 @) 2444 ideal conditions on the northern 

“WM af 4 BSI Poy 7 oh | AS “lakes along with buffleheads, scot- 
FAT A 64 es 4 CLAVE 4 i j a “yk, ers, ringnecked ducks and rarer 

a AY ~— Lp MA YA 2 species. 
De 1b Loe o wan eo at Black ducks favored eastern 

Z Ck ‘ a lL ES LN i ae and northeastern Minnesota and 

Ae bes A\g Pte \ barn | at pa ; ies aig ni in localized areas were wood 
ay LA ee) Nee | yess * wie aN i ducks, mergansers, golden-eyes 

Mi i sig aN Ba Silaae’s and some Canada geese. Mallards 
"bf ey 4 eas on Se, ¢ * 4 Mee ‘and blue-winged teal were numer- 
é y | S 7 nN Se #7 ous in all sections of the state, but 
| ex P So iN yy / || were probably found in lesser 
| i ps » »\ 2B ae 1 Stigma ssN Sf) 4 numbers in the heavily-timbered 

K i vf, fos . : Eo , ao imme /}/ Pine areas of the north. Minne- 

Re \ iy e Pa. “ ma {| , sota provided a diversity of 
cm L~ “£4. ff a eee ae £ aquatic environment attractive to 

_ “a : oe ny <a ce wa | a re a wide diversity of species and 

eco: oe meer fee ee mor — ) ‘anvasbacks have 
ae —— gS - age pil Nei ee 

ie | ——— oO i a oS ee a oe : as a breeding species.
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gi ee iN 
the annual duck “crop” once | “ & BA t 
totalled several millions. be 1S NY 

“The most conspicuous change =, 4, © aS 
with respect to Minnesota water- a hes ‘ SNS 
fowl in the last twenty-five or j: PO Ge ie Fay 
thirty years is the continued and f/f, ‘i Ke MeHg EG po : atte. | 
progressive decline of the more i a babies tihh Ieee, titi - ie 
valuable and rarer species,” Wal- / i bus ae ne idl Ve ag Bulge 4 is 
lace Grange, who directed the (\\\\)77)) (= me Sa EA eee ah 
census work in Minnesota, reports. PE as oe a a rien cence fg a “Minnesota today is primarily a Pa\ lo Se aN De J1\ N 
producer of two species—the blue- ne ‘_ oN SS Ll ee i} 
winged teal and the mallard— ‘Us NV Nigel ee oN a \ ) 
which together make up 86 per fl st oe an Festi: em Sa =o = Ne 
cent of the entire duck population. “f 4 Le ea 4 
Pintails are third and lesser scaups qe af aa Yi Pe By 
Joie pee ie pea not oS a pei, ie “a ENR pe 

anvasbacks have virtually been , SO Sen NT gal ig SR Fon 
eliminated as a breeding species ox oo a Se a 
in Minnesota, although still pres- *) Re a a 
ent as stragglers throughout a ga Po Rea eee 
part of their former range. Red- RQ? 3 eee aaa 
heads persist in small numbers, 
but rarely do they constitute more than one or two Becker and Crow Wing Counties appear to be Min- ' 
per cent of the duck population, even where found. nesota’s best duck producers, according to the data 
The ruddy duck is now largely limited, as a species gathered. Figures on the duck populations of some _ 
of any importance, to the northwest, although a * of the leading counties follow: ' 
continue to breed throughout the prairie country. 
Shovelers, although widely found in the south and eecien ea Bee a So Digao b 
the western sections, are very thinly distributed. (Ctowe Win E882 fics i. ccs So De as, te 

Loss of environment and loss of breeding stock, in DOUBIAATS Cir centr oat ce me ee et ee 
the light of data gathered in the Duck Census, com- PS ce ages aries ae 
bine to explain the shrinkage of the Minnesota duck Miahnonieny 2.6 35.0. ./5 ceca sone ae 
population. Of the two, the environmental upset is MleARWAleI eh. 5. cantiec? a) ce ee ee 
by far the more fundamental. Environments, once Enpberd eee eer ee |, 
destroyed, are seldom restored except at great ex- EEE GO rene eee cg 7 te 
pense. But, granted that they can be restored in a While an appraisal of duck populations was an 
considerable number of localities, the restoration of important purpose of the Duck Census work, the 
breeding stock is relatively simple and is largely an gathering of first-hand data on the causes of duck 
administrative problem. mortality on the breeding grounds was equally im- 

While we cannot, like Nature, bring down glaciers portant. A total of 296 reports on various factors 
to scoop out new lakes and ponds, nor control the destructive to eggs, ducklings or mature birds was 
rainfall, nor halt the advance of a dry cycle, we do received. They are listed according to the number of 
have it within our poniee to here mepiate the _ reports received as follows: 
fall we do receive, and to turn vast resources 0: 
wasted water to the creation and maintenance of CAUSES OF DUCK MORTALITY asm 
suitable waterfowl environment. Hundreds of spe- G@rows mate tas ok ee ee 
cific sites for this kind of work are known in Min- Mireles) co. bab cower cee ee enemas nie te ee 
Heaate Hawks 6 0c igy eg nee eat te ee 

According to a compilation of reports received Machinery 200222023 
from the nearly 400 voluntary cooperators, the total Shanks: \:c ee ee ee oars 
number of ducks in Minnesota during the past breed- OMe ee ae oe ee eS 
ing season was approximately 625,000 birds. This pon oR aig ee ae ir eg Nee oer ae 1 

figures out at an average of roughly seven ducks per GRt tle 2:5 ge See ails ieee we Ave 
square mile. APG oe is. oclepteeens acts Siow. e Se eRe: See 

Segregation of the counts of various species pro- Flood ... 2.10.1. e cece ee eee eee eeeeeeeee es 10 
vides interesting figures on their relative abundance. or iii ae ea a 
Following is the census compilation: Hight (ee ee lly o-oo. ee 

COS OU Ca ke te nn ein as Gere oe 
ABUNDANCE OF SPECIES Ear Gen ROKGS) (05 Sree Sook oe ae eee 2 

Mallucda: ie eon ee nea 896 i Other miscellaneous causes of duck mortality were 
Peaks 90... cee ears ah OATS 8s: reported to be: disease, hunting, squirrels, muskrats, 
Pintail 05 tere eee eas ag, 8: coons, loons, ete. 
Seon sei ia) Rae adhe) aaa - The relatively large number of reports on the de- 

iol ae aan Te 6 8 : : struction of ducks by turtles is one of the surprising 
The balance of the duck population, comprised, in facts brought out by the investigation of causes of 

their respective order of abundance, the following: duck mortality. The widespread destruction of duck 
Black duck, golden-eye, wood duck, mergansers, ring- eggs by crows, which received a greater number of 
necked duck, gadwall, ruddy duck, canvasback, red- mentions than any other single factor, was not un- 
head, baldpate, scoter, widegon and bufflehead. (Continued on Page 24)
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‘The C fF Big G 
a 

M inneso t a By DR. THADDEUS SURBER 
B88 @ 

NE of the duties of the Game and Fish kA 
Q Division is to take a sort of annual inventory : \ EN 

of its game and fish resources, not the least ie i Pe hak 
important of which is its big game. ¢ cee whe { Wy Na ea a 

At one time in the early history of the state, many Qyiale road-building apes sp 1 \ of bX K f 
species of big game animals were abundant, but activities may force Weyer ask hE Rhee 
with the settlement of the country, with the removal eae tf {1 Aen 
of its forests by lumbering and fire, and other moose across Can- fas ed) { | \ Mi | LV AN 
causes, tremendous changes have taken place. adian border, deer, Veeabh Jick OU AST AN 

Sixty or seventy years ago the ancestors of the 5 ie ae oe Ea bok iy 
present generation of Minnesotans had already pro- with reasonable Wig ies ) Wa jeu 
vided themselves with their winter supply of buf- protection, will sur: ate , Wit ph 
falo meat, venison of the elk, and a liberal supply Ee Pe i 
of bear fat for various household and culinary pur- vive indefinitely, Dr. Hy Ee ee Ps / j 
poses at this season of the year. They had no game Heliow i a , i 
laws and no markets from which to purchase many Surber believes ; 
of the necessities of life which we enjoy at this 
time. a 

/ Buffalo roamed over the entire southern half of Sh. ; 
| the state and down the Red River Valley across our : ( VW ef 
| borders into Canada, being most abundant, of course, We have seen a gradual : —— ren 

in the prairie regions of the state. It early became northward extension of : j eee an 
the target for explorers and settlers, not only as an the deer habitat Gi ae ; : 

% easily secured food supply but its removal from the / : ies a 
ae . prairie regions was necessary before any extensive gan aoe oN \ less 

fe S Q~ farming operations could be carried on. Its prac- 
\o* \\ | tical extermination, therefore, was accomplished be- 

: fore the Civil War, though stragglers still came 
across our western border from the Dakotas to a 

{ much later date. Its final extinction as a Minnesota 
| animal in the wild state occurred in southern Min- 
| nesota in 1879 and in Norman County during the 
* summer of 1880. ae * 

x Antelope apparently occurred very sparingly sop 
Xe, | along our extreme western border, but there is a ae 

tot! ys’ | record of its last having been seen about June 1, iC 
o* | 1885, not far from Lake Shetek, Murray County. ha 

The so-called “elk” or more properly the wapiti, ee 
occurred in enormous numbers in the hardwood tim- 4 ia * ‘ ae 

7 } bered area as well as across the prairie section of ) baa ry ¥ 2 : 
, the state from the southeastern to the extreme eo Ne ae: i , - 

@ Vv northwestern confines, but on account of its size fe *| f y 2 ee ARE yu \ ! 
| and desirability for food, its extermination rapidly cama a Ro Sy NAR ae CN ‘AA 
| (Continued on Page 20) opera i Np ee bith S57 i ee N Yi 

Ny : Be > i SAA et ai 

Moose do not crave human / 

relationship and move 
when civilization closes 

} RS aE i ae
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choicest little pin spruces for our winter 

Plumbing Fixtures For window boxes at home and those beauti- 
ful hillocks of hard green moss smooth 

Soldiers’ Home Hospital Building and rounded on top and looking for all 
: the world like green velvet pin-cushions 

Furnished By the fairies had made. 

A. Y. McDONALD MFG. CO. One day we came across one nestled 

822 3rd St. So Mi li at the base of a towering spruce, that 

5 3 Inneapolis was big as a dishpan, like a great green 
velvet cushion. Smaller ones fitted into 

our home rock gardens nicely and one 

of mine grew for three years. To see the 

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE rays of sunlight filtering down through 

. the stately evergreens, playing on the 

All Sales Are Subject to carpets of ground pine, the bunchberries 

Approval of the Court huddled at the roots of spruces, the love- 

S ly clintonia with its deep blue berries in 

Department of Banking winter, the scarlet pigeon-berries, the 

STATE OFFICE BUILDING trailing ground pine, called by some 

St. Paul, Minn. “deer’s tongue” in gardens such as these, 

bis ae ee sia ST ee | it is indeedh easy to loiter ahdaminiciamay 

an entire afternoon in what seems to be 

ko oS aS ae but a few moments. Only the slanting 

rays of the sun remind us that nightfall 

is coming and we’d better get out the 

e compasses to retrace our steps and be on 

cur way back to camp. 

CompLeTE Banking Service Long before we reach the tote road 

t t fi al near camp we can hear the sound of 

0 ee your every nancila. Harry’s ax. He is hungry and will have 

requirement. : : : : a nice hot fire for those venison chops 
we are to have for dinner. Nowhere else 

@ does vension taste so good as in the 

woods—and in those days game was 

plentiful. The first deer brought in sup- 

NORTHWE STE RN NATI ONAL BAN K plied our table with meat. Often a woods- 

AND TRUST COMPANY man coming through—perhaps a game 

MINNEAPOLIS warden making his rounds—stopped at 

our camp and had a meal or at least cof- 

fee. Delightful friendships are made in 

the woods for there is a kinship amongst 

true sportsmen such as one finds nowhere 

else. 
The hunt over, the driver arrived to 

take us back to civilization—plus five 

nice deer. 

MATTSON ae 
THE COURSE OF BIG GAME 

WIRE & MFG. CO. IN MINNESOTA 
(Continued from Page 9) 

Nee |ssoni that of the buffalo. Vague 

records of its existence in the northwest- 

ern section of the state as late as 1917 

SNOW FENCE | is believed to be an error, it having un- 
\ doubtedly been confused with the moose 

CORN CRIBS SILOS | inasmuch as natives transplanted from 

|the Scandinavian Peninsula into northern 

ORNAMENTAL PICKET FENCE / Minnesota where the moose is termed 
“ele” would very naturally report its 

age presence. There is, however, an authen- 

tic record of the existence of a small herd 

of these animals in Roseau County as 

: 673 Raymond Avenue Lee 
In the early days, the black tailed, or 

7 mule deer, also existed in the extreme 

, ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA northwestern part of the state, but the 
last record of the killing of any of this 

particular deer was in Kittson County 

in 1887. 

Ce yr’ jo 

mvs
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At the time of the final disappearance 

of the buffalo from the rapidly settling 

part of the state, caribou were still P R O av E C ad O N 

abundant in the northern heavily timber- 

ed sections as well as in the endless a 

muskegs north of Upper Red Lake. i | ara. iM 

Straggling caribou even came as far eee ‘ : J ee. 

south as central Cass County in the west NATURE iH ‘ oe y ot A 

and to northern Pine County in the east. protects her chil- |i? amar fea] was , THE 

At that time moose were not so abundant dren against their ee finy , ‘ yi _ ; KELVINATOR 

but were widely scattered over the same common enemies. ; Ba. | 4 ie ch te \ A 
area. In summer the id Pi “4 a ry provides you year 

Extensive lumbering operations in all jack rabbit wears — AS Bs Ce he T @eX 4 round controlled 

of these parts of the timbered area of a coat of grey Be ees ~ a5: Chi, 4 KY protection for 
the state immediately following the Civil like the dead eae Ni “iy YN your food against 
War gradually drove the caribou back grass. In winter ows? é sy os. 
nearer and nearer the Canadian boun- this coat turns es! Le = " / .* a aa 
dary. It is those which survived the white like the Ame | N y, spoilage. 
rifles of the men employed to supply the snow. Be a Be , je 

logging camps with fresh meat that re- oa A © ey = _ ‘ 

main to us now. For many years past, amen ay ge ae r. 
the only caribou in continental United ste Mi Phe 
States has been a pitiful remnant in the ss A é 

impassable muskegs north and east of Electrical Refrigeration is Found at it’s Best in 
Upper Red Lake, and it is feared at this 
time that they are nearing extermination. THE 

At the time the caribou were most KELVINA TOR 
abundant, moose were not at all num- 

erous in the country in which they have 

existed for many years past, but came (ross) 
on in increasing numbers upon the dis- RN pusuc // 

appearance of the caribou. Deer, which NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY 

is now so abundant in the northern part 4 

of the state, did not inhabit the country 

now occupied by the moose or the caribou 

up to 1860, but their northern range at 

that time was approximately what their 

southern range is today. This is easily : 

explained by the fact that in the heavy " : : Wate 
evergreen forests covering the state at i a el : . | oe 

that period, food did not occur in suf- ee ae. a : on, os 

ficient abundance to permit its occupa- eo =, 2 Le es.  ——. «+ : nal a 
tion by the deer, but after the destruction mt. f lee ss ES oo ae a as a ee | 

of the forests by the lumbermen, follow- es Pe a i” <a Se tue e a i Se 

ed by destructive forest fires, and this in eee) eS Re een Be ee ; 
turn by an entirely new growth of hard- Bd ts fe Pek ae. Stes =. re dts pe Saks Seen mae a 2 

wood, and even forage plants suitable batted Pe pt a Pi Loa 5 OS a vs i 
i deer, ne Seer alae to epee et aed ee x oe = we ne 

em permitted a rapid increase of deer pet a Bilis NY lias al Aa A 

population in this new area. oS a ae 3 —— dy My Py 
We have seen a gradual northward ex- as ee a 

tension of the deer habitat ever since Soest a ii -| 4 % aes” 
that time until it now has passed beyond DR = | i a es 

a : SA Soe bd 
northern Minnesota far into Ontario. ee a ” 
Whitetailed deer have a peculiar adapt- Retammmnatie ne Vises ee as TE 
ability to withstand the nearness of 

civilization so long as they are afforded 

some measure of protection. On the FARM ERS AND SETTLERS 
other hand, moose do not like human re- i Rone 
leGonchin audiveceryenm irom ere with wood lots in Northeastern Minnesota, have a market for their forest 
Ginelthat the unusual sctiiteeeie onde products at Cloquet. Nearly every kind of tree that grows is used by the 

building and other enterprises in the various Industries in this town. It behooves every settler and wood lot owner 

limits) of G60) orecent xanzel erelaommetto to see that fires are kept out and that the young trees are conserved so that he 

‘ force Gf back across the Border neat will have a cash crop of wood to sell each year. The Northwest Paper Company 
Adana Here uteri bellcce oneeer scent pays cash for each truck load of wood as it is hauled in. 

for all time. 

As an example, one instance can be 

: cited to show what is going on. North- THE NORTHWEST PAPER COMPANY 

ern Light Lake, about eighteen or twenty 

miles north of Grand Marais in Cook
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County, has for many years past been brought about, in the belief of the writer, 

INSURANCE the summer home for a large group of through the location of a Conservation 

in all its branches moose where hundreds of tourists were Camp approximately two miles from the 

afforded an opportunity from a vantage lake. The presence of so many men in 

Joseph H. Schanfeld Co. ground near the lake to observe them at and around that section roadbuilding, 

Agents—National Bldg. most anytime of the day feeding in its fishing, shooting rabbits, and other activi- 

ATlantic 1256 Minneapolis waters. During the summer of 1932, the ties have accomplished what we have 

writer on four trips to this lake observed been fearing, and inasmuch as this is 

forty-nine moose. During the summer of going on through the greater part of the 

1933, forty-five moose, mostly bulls, were national forests and the state game 

yy. LT seen during the course of the summer. refuges and far beyond its confines in 
ee Both of these seasons, it was not unusual moose territory, it can have but one end- 
DOV TTGeh (273 to see seven to nine moose, from one ob-_ ing if such a course is persisted in and 

servation point, in the water at the same that is the practical exclusion of the 
Peas I A im 4 time. During the summer of 1934, the moose from its natural range in Minne- 

Gacy usual four trips were made to this lake, sota to the benefit of our Canadian 
Nu one the latter part of May, one in June, neighbors. 

Above All! another early in July, and again in the In 1929 (See Fins, Feathers and Fur, 
N brackishness. No bitterness. latter part of August, each time parts of No. 70, February, 1929) attention was 

Because Carey-ized, flavor- two days and an entire night being spent called to the number of moose existing 
weakening impurities are removed on the lake_as had been the custom dur- in the state at that time where the esti- 
ce % lgis SALTY aboveall ing the previous seasons, Not a single mate of the national forest authorities 

and this sa moose was observed in its waters, and a in the Superior alone gave it as 1,850. 
CA RE ae IZED careful survey of the lake on all four A careful estimate based on observations 

trips did not indicate that they had been made throughout their range placed the 
TABLE SALT there at any time during the summer, number of moose in Minnesota at that 

. . only one fresh track being observed. time as somewhere between 3,000 and 
Plain or Iodized Moose had been attracted to this lake 4,000 animals. While some are concen- 

[SEE SP ERE by a superabundance of their favorite trated at the present time in the country 
food, aquatic plants. The growth of east of the Gunflint Trail and others in 

these plants was so heavy during the the country north of Upper Red Lake, 
TH EY DESERVE summer of 1934 that one could scarcely over all other areas there are only scat- 

push a canoe through certain areas. The tered individuals. Some have died of 
DU S T R E L | E e disappearance of the moose has been disease, it is true. Others have been 

Bosies eorertn yin’ —_—_—_—_—_—_————— 
to motorists and residents, 

living along dirt and gravel FIVE STARRED 
roads, than constant clouds 

of road dust. Every passing fe 

car makes the condition ; tali j 
almost unbearable. Y / 

A sure means of elimin- 

anne a et THE TASTE YOU ANTICIPATE! 
roads with Columbia e i Beer served in the home must be mellow 
cium Chloride. The mois- . .. must be a continuous delight to all. 
ture it draws from the air TEENIE DRESS 

keeps roads compact and i . lo after regrets. 
dustless. It is clean, has 

no odor and does not track MATURED 
or stain. A reason for its distinguished flavor. 

Test out this treatment BREWED FOR BOTTLING 

on some of your traffic These three words tell in a single 
bound roads. It will prove pes Aer of “bottled” Grain 

itself. Write for our folder ~ 
“Dust Control.” SNOW WHITE PURITY 

J. R. BUSH souls deate 
FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE 

Detroit Lakes, Minn. y THE FIRST » 

THE COLUMBIA ALKALI ee eee , HOSPITALITY .. . GRAIN 
CORPORATION Have a case of Grain ELT ' 

Belt on hand at home. : BEER 
BARBERTON, OHIO a
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LANDS FOR HUNTING LODGES—PRIVATE GAME PRESERVES i 
ING AND TRUCK GROWING php ae Hogstad Fish Co. 

ow Prices asy Terms 
Land D D.& LR.R.R.CO DULUTH, MINNESOTA 

and Department : .R.R. R. i 
110 Wolvin Building Duluth, Minnesota Producers and Wholesalers of 

: All Kinds of Fresh, Salt and 
killed apparently purely for the sake of Smoked Fish 

This Card Is BAIT Used in Our killing, seven ited been eee ee 

summer in a limited area north o: LUTEFISH IN SEASON 

HUNTING AND oe Hoe Duluth, but it is doubtful if, all told, 

BUSINESS more than 1,000 animals at this time Sales Agents i f 
EF J MORSE exist, where possibly four times that North Superior Co-operative Fisheries 

enger number existed four or five years ago, 

and their decrease has occured within a 

& Company period of the last two years. 
Grove and John Sts., St. Paul, Minn. On the other hand, with any reason- ARMCO PAVED 

BUILDING MATERIALS able protection whatever, the deer will 

survive indefinitely, barring unforeseen RMCy 

PAIN Ae RNISH, ROOVING diseases, but it is going to be only v7; INVERT PIPE 

through the activities of true sportsmen 

that this will be accomplished. Enormous Sea h asphalt pave- 

TEETH numbers of deer are killed annually of enh = the! bottemian 

which we have no record. This is a suf- ARMCO Purellronlcul 

NORTHWESTS LARGEST PLATE MAKERS ficient drain upon the deer supply with- vert pipe 

Ones ae ee Patients out the necessity of additional killing . 

six saat cists TO SERVE YOU without regard to sex or season. Meat Extra protection in the 

Credit Cheerfully Extended hunters kill without any regard to sex bottom where wear is 
° ene but the true sportsman who has the per- hardest. 

- Nicollet aa petuation of the deer herds in mind, will 
A «ot his kill : \° 

4 DENTISTS AND NURSES restrict his killing to the adult buck, for Lyle Culvert & P: ipe Company 
Second Floor, Medical Block the preservation of any species depends 171 27th Ave. S. E. 
608 NICOLLET AVE. upon the care which is exercised in pre- MINNEAPOLIS :: MINNESOTA 

Over Grant’s—Opp. Donaldson’s serving the female. 
Deer thrive in close proximity to 

civilization because of their rapid re- 

for Full ae Tes sponse to protection. An open alternate ie 
os iS season does not serve to protect the #) 

Ve Send FURS direct to animals such as an annual open season \ 
would because the closed season in which iS 

Ne MANUFACTURER no shooting is done has a tendency to epee 
¥ e Get Bigger Profits! reduce the natural timidity of the deer Serr 
ay ATTENTION, THE EEES AND and make them far easier to destroy at | fin Qo 

Kost We need ae cee ee or fac- the opening of a shooting season. An- eae 

- tories, and can pay higher prices © other thing which must be taken into ys \ 
ue You are invited to visit our plant consideration in the selection of bucks fj a 
es ang: timesaBbip now | Get ae as a target of the present day big game { J 
Cap BW WARRIG MFG_CO. ‘hunter is that it necessarily entails more ——,, 
i er Park aauare: St. Paul, Minn. care in hunting, and this is exactly what CA 

is required at the present time. Human 71s a 
' lives are precious. Accidents in the Cp, Re ag 

Toncan Copper Molybdenum hunting field are frequent, many of them o wd H 
IRON CULVERTS unavoidable. Others can be avoided by FE 

the exercise of forethought in the hunt- pe 
oi eRa aoe mp ing field, and this object can be attained Prat ah Py He pe Z 

‘ er a ee ene only through training in the hunting Qe” 
Railroads and for Federal Aid Work. . 2 : = 
Will outlast any other culvert mate- field with the thought uppermost in mind e 

rial andere gem ieondigons te that an animal must be clearly seen and t at 1s popu ar 

it: determined, if , before i ; 
years. ae rae gece yy oe Oke Discriminating and discerning 
THIS REMARKABLE IRON ALLOY i he i. people choose Schmidt’s. They 

WILL RESIST RUST Our last big game animal to be con- sense quickly the quality made 

Mo-lyb-d 1 sakes our cul sidered is the black bear. Bear are still possible By She aeaait i 
o-lyb-den-um also Ss re = 4 ; ; ; rewing. so the results ob- | verts one-third stronger than PURE Bony plentiful in certain areas. The tained ciesuen Gade of the finest 

IRON. area inhabited by bear is dependable up- imported and domestic hops, the 

Our REINFORCED END is known as on food supply as they shift about from best barley malt, and purest ar- 

, the FINEST MADE. one section of the northern forest to the tesian well water. 
: H. V. Johnst Cul tC other for great distances. Ordinarily Jacob Schmidt Brewing Co. 

° i ns “ - ver o. the fall hunting season provided under St. Paul, Minnesota 

ace ee the statutes for the taking of bear opens
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at such a late date that they have gone 
es into hibernation and, therefore, are sel- C LA S S IFIE D 

: =GOHP dom taken by the casual deer hunter un- 

less he devotes his attention entirely to Classified Advertisements 7c a word—payable 
C U : V E R T S the taking of bear. fave tyance, 

* * %* * * 

TANNING DEER SKINS 
NO GOHT Corrusated Pipe ontlast the CONSERVATION AND NATURE Chrome Tan Glove and Mitten Leather 75e to 
roads they’re laid under. Such economy EDUCATION 0s ee tae 
is only one of twelve savings—twelve (Continued from Page 11) Give 4 oh eeane Ube Taine Co. 
ree ay eee ee acer tory and cause of disasters resulting Owatonna, Minn. 

TOR te pe RANE from the destruction of such forest cover. 

a gis aie ies hd Among the notable ones of recent years 

- “"N. V. LUX, Pres.” z are those of the Mississippi Valley, the SPEAK to SPEAKES 
recent Connecticut River rampage in pee . 

Vermont and New Hampshire, the dis- Building Materials and Coal 

astrous floods in China and the great Griggs and Fuller Streets 
FOOD GUILD damages wrought all over the world by Nestor 7171 ST. PAUL 

Solleetosion. Shifting satd dunes: in) (Wo =e ee 
Quality’ T Northwestern Indiana have been stopped 

o ame ~—|h by planting shrubs and using them as a 
forerre ver ee . ed “mother crop” to protect the trees DEPENDABLE 

4 ae Ss yo - = | planted later. Along the Baltic province FUEL 
J 7, a y, of Prussia, sand dunes were a menace C SERVICE 

—d GF, Ze to farms for generations until Frederick 
wr NES MY ay the Great, ordered them to be planted to 

re ra Tl { fir. The dunes were controlled and the 4, VN eS ce sha a ST tte i Yy eS lands have ever since been growing Don’t hunt x 
OFF EE forest products. 

Too much stress can scarcely be placed any further @ 
Sold by Grocers , upon the importance of forestry in the for your coal F, 

Who Give You Service study of conservation. Trees and shrubs 
produce and hold the humus in place. 
This in turn holds the moisture from . 

S bseri tion Combination rapid run-off, permitting a proper share Carnegie Dock & Fuel Co. 
ui! p of it to sink into the soil. A moist soil cee a Ce a eS REeor 

American Game Association, furnishes trees with moisture that they © _————______ 
Investment Building, give gack to the air. The forest and : 
Washington, D. C. thicket affords cover for birds, animals, Announcing! 

Herewith find remittance of $2.00 plants and flowers, all these incidental to e 
for membership in the American Game | providing man with fuel, timber, shelter Fines t 
Association, including subscription to and recreation. 

” Through elementary studies in schools, WINES 
“AMERICAN GAME the need for maintaining the fertility 

AND of the soil for the production of food, AND 
“THE MINNESOTA may be clearly fixed in the minds of the 
CONSERVATIONIST” children. To protect these growing crops LIQUORS 

from insects, the value of our song birds 
Membership in citical Combination must be shown. In turn these little Whatever You Need, at 
ican Game Association Price feathered creatures must be protected Whatever Price You Want 
and subscription to . from the predatory cat and other vermin to Pay 
AMERICAN GAMEand $2 .00 and provided with shelter for their nests. 
THE MINNESOTA And again the growth and maintenance WE HAVE IT! 
CONSERVATIONIST of suitable cover for the song and game 

If you are already a subscriber to birds calls for the growth of trees and Whatever You went 
“THE MINNESOTA CONSERVA-| timber. The lakes and streams must be We'll Get It for You! 
TIONIST” and wish to renew for one kept clean so that the waters may re- OFFICES—115 N. E. 5th St. 
year from the expiration of your sub- main wholesome and fit use for all living MINNEAPOLIS 
scription, please mention that fact. things. . 

Add $1.00 for Canadian postage; The full importance of all phases of ee a 
$2.00 for foreign postage. conservation of our natural resources in ? 2 

all its possible aspects, must be instilled 
Name .. Se Nie LT I ee a oe into the minds of the young during the L P. d I 

formative period of their lives, so that a ompa our, nc. 
Address eae eee eee eee ee when they become men and women the This advertisement is not intended to offer 

lessons of youth will become a part of | slephelit Beverages for sale or delivery in any CREya i ree eee a states their make-up. They will then compre- | sale or use thereof is unlawful. Neither is it , 
s z intended to convey the impression that we sell A 

BOMB 2a es ain parte St TT ee ee [ee a es cae ee 
Dae oes les saat Se ciee to make the Restate ot all things. Bitnmcsote License Bederevacense 

*
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Lake Winnibigoshish... A'Tragedy 
By H. E. Wotre 

Editor of Deer River News 

@ Lake Winnibigoshish will soon be but a memory unless something is done 

quickly to save it. The damage is not irreparable, but it soon will be @ 

AKE Winnibigoshish, the fourth larg- / Ter ee Gane we naam : | 
te lake in Minnesota, lies in the ae 

course of the upper Mississippi river. : ae ; 
It is a government reservoir, and is con- ‘ z 
trolled at its mouth by a government dam te - 
operated under authority of the U. S. War : 
Department. The lake is full at a stage of ‘. 
14.2 feet, and empty at a stage of 00.00 ris i 
feet. At high water mark the lake has an ak 
area of 161 square miles and has a capacity 
of holding 43,992,000,000 cubic feet of 
water, nearly half of the total capacity of 
93,237,100,000 cubic feet for the five reser- F 
voir lakes of northern Minnesota, the others fs 
being Leach, Pokegama, Sandy and Pine : - : : 
River. At low water mark, Winnibigoshish a. 
has an area of 117 square miles. The at : 
Winnibigoshish reservoir is above that at = ‘ b 
Pokegama, and releases at the former have % Pe ? 
no significance to water supply at any point a 
on the Mississippi below the Pokegama . 
dam. — ‘ 

Administration of the reservoirs was ki x bi 4 
prescribed under authority of the River Dire eli ; n age 
and Harbor Act of Congress under date of pies. 4 ‘ae fs eee, , 
August 11, 1888. Rules for control of vif AOS eh ae ss Ps e a ae 
reservoir dams were prescribed under date ; : < Fig . , 
of February 21, 1889, which rules were in ~ de kee Ce) MOI Rt a EE LP - 

— full force for nearly 42 years, until Feb- a e oe ee “| hy S rt hen one co} 
ruary 11, 1931, when they were revoked by an pee, . er ke ore - See ar ed 
new rules of that date. ep yo a wi aot ha, bso" oe ele oa 

Under the old rules, all northern Minne- i ay - 2 ey Ws ae. oe 
cs reservoirs were operated by the War PU vm pete onda Td ON de 

lepartment solely in the interests of navi- : : 

gation, a peculiar myth which never has Rice beds are now high and dry 
been consummated or even adequately ex- 
plained. As far back as September 10, 1919, March 31, 1930, and built up slowly to a posed by a score or more. The proceedings 
George W. Freeman, district engineer at St. stage of 3.64 feet on June 30 of that year. were recorded, and minutes are on file in 
Paul, answering vigorous protests from citi- During the 1930 season, conservationists the War Department at Washington, D. C. 
zens of Deer River, Minnesota, to the flood- of northern Minnesota began to see a Subsequent developments proved the ac- 
ing of lands and destruction of hay crops, double menace in the War Department’s tion was none too soon. The devastation 
blindly and brutally asserted, “Navigation attitude. To the damage by flooding was was continued. Winnibigoshish, which 
interests are the only ones I can consider.” added the menace of total destruction of through restricted discharges during May 
For more than ten years later, this single the reservoir lakes. From Colonel Wildurr and June had been built up to a stage of 
policy was maintained. Willing, district engineer at St. Paul, came 3.64 feet on June 30, was, through increased 

For years previous to 1931, it was the the usual notice that the dams would be discharges running as high as 2,000 cubic 
policy of the War Department to open the opened “on or about July 23.” Vigorous feet per second by August 10, lowered to 
flood gates at Winnibigoshish and Leech Protest was made at once, asking post- a stage of 0.48 on August 31, the last read- 
dams about July 20. The heavy discharges | Ponement in the interests of crops. It was ing made public before the Brainerd meet- 
made at these two dams, usually greatly pointed out that Pokegama dam, with a ing. But there was no let-up. The old policy 
exceeded the discharge at Pokegama, and Stage of 10.44 feet on July 10, almost full, of considering “only navigation” was con- 
the excess held back flooded areas for more Should be drained three or four feet before tinued. The District Engineer’s office at St. 
than twenty miles up the river, nearly or Winnibigoshish and Leech were opened to Paul gave the following later reports: 
quite to the mouth of Leech river. In this furnish a fresh supply, and thus reduce the Date Stage Discharge 
region hundreds of thousands of acres danger of crop destruction by flooding. A Sept. 10 —0.15 900 c.f. s. 
were flooded, and the waters left to the partial concession was made, Colonel Will- Sept. 20 —0.30 550 c.f.s. 
heat of July and August, causing tremen- ing agreeing to postponement until August 1. Sept. 30 —0.85 700 c. f.s. 
dous loss through evaporation. Hay crops, This reviving of the annual quarrel Oct. 10 —1.05 640 c. f.s. 
about ready for cutting, were totally de- proved to be the initiation of a new tem- Oct. 20 —0.30 640 c. f. s. 
stroyed, farms were partially inundated. pest which rocked northern Minnesota for Oct. 31 —0.51 470 c.f.s. 

and protests were brazenly denied on the six months. Innocent appearing newspaper The devastation was complete. Winnibi- 
grounds that “navigation” must be served, reports from the Twin Cities, quoting offi- goshish went into winter less than empty. 
that the government held title to the flooded cials of the Inland Waterways Corporation, Its stage of 3.64 on June 30 had been low- 
areas, and the settlers must look out for revealed the threat of destruction of the ered to —0.51, a total of 4.15 feet, by Oc- 
themselves. reservoirs. This storm resulted in a meet- tober 31. Billions of cubic feet of water 

These conditions prevailed for years up ing held at Brainerd on September 11, 1930, had been worse than wasted. Fish life was 
to 1930, including that year. Then there attended by approximately 350 conserva- damaged beyond estimation. Rice fields, 
was new cause for alarm. The wet cycle tionists from ten counties of northeastern havens for ducks, had been drained and left 
of 1927-28-29 had lost its power. Winni- Minnesota. It was a bitter session. high and dry to grow up to weeds. The 
bigoshish, with a stage of 4.82 feet on Prevailing practices were defended prin- Leech lake reservoir suffered a similar fate. 
August 31, 1929, was drained to a stage of cipally by W. W. Morse of Minneap- Its high stage of 142 feet on May 31, was 
140 feet on October 20, 1929. It opened lis, head of the barge line, and Colonel lowered to 0.06 by August 31, and to —1.08, 
the next season with a stage of 2.53 feet on George C. Lambert. They were bitterly op- | which was 0.58 feet below low water mark,
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by October 31. On that date, these two On the same dates given above, the water and allowing ample time for these dis- 

reservoirs, which have approximately 83 levels were as follows: charges to reach St. Paul, the District En- 

per cent of the total volume of the five res- Winni- Poke- St. gineer reported the following official stages 
ervoirs in Minnesota, had been drained to Date bigoshish Leech gama Paul t that point: 

the last drop. Nor was the water stored at April 10th 255 Feo e565 30) Sept. 10, 120 Oct. 10, —1.40 
Pokegama. A high stage there of 11.16 April 20th 2.57 88 6.62 -10 Sept. 20, —1.20 Oct. 20, —2.20 
feet on Mey 31, cay oe fee ea igh April 30th 2.50 946 Sept. 30, —1.10 Oct. 31, —2.10 
water mark, was lowered to 7.70 on August Ma: I 2: 103. 380 110 a A 
31, and to 4.96 feet, only 0.46 feet above May ae ae a8 11.00 3'40 Where then, were the billions of cubic 

“empty,” on October 31. May 30th Bcot, AOU Tieden vee eles Cec areca aroum Nernst Had these discharges accomplished any June 10th 353 126 10.04 149 om ASAT to “aid navigation” below St. 
good, they might have been somewhat ex- June 20th 360 128 10.62 20 Paul? They were in thousands of old lake 

cusable. But a careful study of discharges June 30th 3.64 133 10.50 20 beds, lagoons, potholes, and swamps, where 
from northern Minnesota reservoirs and July 10th 343 114 10.44 ‘io they could do nothing but breed mosquitoes 
the stage at St. Paul, only proves the folly. July 20th 319 68 10.22 170 the next season, or landlock fish to die 
The following figures, covering the July 30th 306 ‘'B 980 ‘00 later when the water evaporated. The of- 
months of April, May and July, 1930, are ficial government reading reveals that in- 

all taken from the government reports Not even the proverbial “Philadelphia creased discharges had practically no effect 
made on the 10th, 20th and 30th of each Lawyer” could establish any relation what- Upon the stage of the river at Aitkin, bare- 
month. The tabulation below gives the ever between the release at Lake Winnibi- ly 2 couple of days run below Pokegama. 
number of cubic feet released per second goshish and the level at St. Paul. From What happened at Winnibigoshish during 
at the three main dams for each month, as_ April 20 to June 20, the release at Pokega- these months of 1930, can adequately be 
follows: ma remained fixed at 400. Allowing ade- judged by examining the pictures here 

Winni- Poke- quate time for the water to reach St. Paul, shown. The one picture shows the condi- 
Date bigoshish Leech gama the levels there varied greatly from May 20 _ tions at almost any time before June, 1930. 

April 10th 500 200 1009 to July 20. The other was taken in November, 1930. 

April 20th 500 200 400 And yet on July 27, Twin City newspa. Generally speaking, the conditions shown 
April 30th 600 800 400 pers quoted Mr. W. W. Morse, operating i this picture have prevailed ever since it 
May 10th 150 100 400 manager of the barge line from St. Paul to W4S taken. i 
May 20th 70 15 400. St. Louis, as saying that the stage below St. At the Brainerd meeting, the Minnesota 
May 30th 55 ll 400 Paul was adequate, due to the releases Lake Levels Association was formed. | It 
June 10th 60 11 400 from the Winnibigoshish region. immediately started a vigorous campaign. 
June 20th 200 100 400 Study the official government readings. Among demands were new minimum levels, 
June 30th 600 500 800 They furnish proof of our contention. ™éx!mum discharges, and control of all 
July 10th 600 500 775 Subsequent to the last date of these read- flooding. With the opening of Congress in 

July 20th 600 500 1000 ings, in spite of the enormous discharges December, 1930, Honorable Harold Knutson 
July 30th 600 500 1500 at Winnibigoshish, Leech and Pokegama, introduced a bill to accomplish these pur- 

poses. The War Department refused to 
: . sent approve the bill, but enough pressure was 

: exerted so that the Department framed a 
2 : . — new set of regulations. They are an im- 

 —rt—‘“_O_ oe i e ... . provement, but inadequate for the situation. 
——rrrrr—™a‘_—teN. Discharges are still too high, and at Win- 

spat eens =—- al eo oe ee a ee nibigoshish during the three and one-half 
: years since, it has been kept at an average 

o : » of within a few feet of the 150 cubic feet 
a ee ee tee ak - per second maximum allowance in the new 
i ee - — : ee ie Sy a, 8 regulations. This is wholly inadequate to 

oe ve ay build up the lake. 
Fe ee ge geen Se During 1931 Winnibigoshish gained but 

. Ce 2 Bee Beh mee ee p= little. During the early spring months this 
 #§3§37373727272727«7«7«7Cst es aa am ua.  * was partly due to the retaining of waters 

— —rrr—r—”——“ _OCCiCSsSCSCrsse : a to fill Cass lake and its environs back of 
—r—”r——“=EE : = = —rrti‘“_ : aa the Knutson dam at the mouth of the lake 

= ,r—“—~—r—~—~—~—~—~—~”—~— oe That year Winnibigoshish had a stage of 
— r—~—~—~—r—~—~—”—~—~—“NOCidsCS aC es ie 0.29 feet on April 20. Its highest reading 
_rr—=—— — 3 was 0.49 on June 20. From August 10 to 

—  rr—“‘i‘‘®RRCON =e : October 31, it had “minus” readings, the 
ee ee ere lowest stage being —0.69 on October 20. 

i . i a ae a ous Se During 1932 there was a slight improve- 
i ce a ce | ment over 1931. Eight out of seventeen 

| ill en ; cen oe 5 § readings were below one foot. The lowest 

: it ™ es SE (Continued on Page 14) 

These pictures) contrast con- om scsi? _— .., 

ditions at Winnibigoshish a ena ee cao 
Dam. Above isa photo taken os oS eae “poe pe eaee a gts oe 

at Sewell’s Camp, looking to- _ ~~ c ie a 

ward the government build- oe lee na Zc... a | _ oS 
ings, when a reasonable stage cae et i nw P ye 
of water was maintained. a ee a So -~ a. 
Right is a picture of present o et ee _ a ey Pee Se FU 7 

conditions at the same area, i oe - : 2 a ae | 4a 
no lake, just a shallow stream. CC oo ¥ ime 0 6©6=—Cho Ck 

: oo | — i” oa te 

Photos by H. E. Wolfe -—. Um SS .DhmUmU | . . i's eg 

ee ae” hk es -
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Lake Winnibigoshish . . . AN APPEAL TO ALL SPORTSMEN 
A Tragedy : : ; : aa 

T HE hunting season is now on in full swing, and many of us are wondering if, 
(Continued from Page 5) and how, we will get our bag limit. We do not stop and wonder.... “Will 

we have enough birds next year to get our bag limit”? Now is the time to stop and 
stage was 0.15 on March 31, and the high- think. As you go through the fields this fall and you see there will be no feed or 
est 1.77 on June 20. An improvement of | cover for our birds this winter, we hope that you will see the necessity to build 
approximately one foot on the average, was some kind of cover to help our birds through, which we believe will be the most 
produced in 1933, a mark of 2.92 being the | severe winter we have ever had, due to the fact that we do not have the feed or 
high point. Thus far in the present year cover, as we have had during years past. Any shelter which you may be able to 
there has been an apparent loss from 1933 build, may be the saving of a covey for you to hunt next fall. 
figures. The last reading of 1933 was 1.43 Our upland game does not belong to any one individual... . It belong to the 
feet. On April 10, 1934, it was 1.61. The people of Minnesota; therefore, it is necessary that each and every one of us take 
highest reading this year was 1.94 on June an active part in helping to supply feed and cover for the birds this winter. | 
10, and the lowest, the last announced read- It is not a question of how many birds a hunting license will bring you... . rather, ' 
ing of 1.44 on August 10. how many birds will a dollar save. 

GE erect eee iainh fa tian cic 
charge at Lake Winnibigoshish is too 

great. It can not be adequately measured probably destroying millions of pike fry de- | Winnibigoshish-Leech lake region still faces 
in any certain cubic feet per second, but posited from the Cut Foot Sioux state the threat of disaster it faced four years 
should be more scientifically measured in hatchery each year. ago. Conditions have grown _ steadily 
terms of enough to properly maintain fish This list might be long continued, but worse. We are blind and dumb, if we do 
life in waters below the dam, and no more. enough has been cited here to convince any not see and act. The damage is not ir- 
At certain times, when small feeder streams conservationist. Other damages are self- reparable, but it soon will be. 
are emptying heavily into the Mississippi, evident. rover. 
the discharge at Winnibigoshish could be Radical changes should be made at once. MANY TREES LOST 
reduced eighty per cent and the surplus These government dams should be oper- IN TRANSPLANTING 
used to build up the lake. But we are still ated almost solely in the interests of game 
working under the wrong premises. and fish life and the development of fores- In the spring and fall of each year many 

No proper estimate of the damages done try. They have outlived their usefulness to home owners decide to plant a few trees 
by lowering this lake level can even be im- the logging industry, can not be made to on their property. They go to the woods 
agined. The wonderful fishing of the years aid navigation on the lower Mississippi, and or swamps with a grub hoe or shovel and 
previous to 1930, has not been found since. should be kept from the control of the uproot a few specimens, usually evergreens, 
Thousands of wild ducks which used to power interests. dig a hole and plant them. 
nest in this region, come back no more. Discharges should be governed entirely They have visions of noble trees cast- 
However, a few tangible results can be by the needs of fish life below the dams. ing shade on lawn or driveway and giving 
measured with sufficient accuracy to estab- and game life and forestry above. This pleasure to future generations. However, 
lish them properly. control should be on a scientific, not a hap- this is seldom the case for not more than 

Approximately 56 square miles of land hazard basis. one out of ten of these trees lives. Each 
which might be covered by this lake, the Thousands of conservationists in Minne- season hundreds are sacrificed to the ignor- 
difference between high and low water  sota are glad to learn that the Minnesota ance or carelessness of amateur planters of 
areas, are high and dry and added to thc Division of the Izaak_Walton—_League—has— future shade. Observance of a few simple 

~ fire menace of the Chippewa National For- requested President Roosevelt to transfer rules will greatly increase the chances of 
est. Forest life has suffered greatly by jurisdiction and control of the dams from _ success in transplanting trees. 
draining areas formerly submerged. the War Department to the Department of Cedar makes an excellent hedge, but if 

Rice beds have been drained and haye Agriculture. For certainly, if the War De- your property is high and dry and of sandy 
grown up into weeds, thousands of acres partment will not change its point of view, soil you will do well to choose upland ce- 
of them. This wild rice crop had a large in managing so largely on a navigation dars and not those growing with their feet 
purely commercial value, as well as its basis, the control of these dams should be in water or muck. 
value as duck food. Land upon which duck transferred by Congress, or Executive Or- If you choose a fine specimen of ever- 
potatoes were planted by sportsmen, are der in the emergency, to the Department of | green from a swamp or damp river bottom 
now high and dry and the crop lost. Agriculture and be placed under the super- and plant it on dry, sandy soil it will be 

The lake is so low that dozens of smaller vision of the Division of Forestry. The in- sure to die before the first hot season is 
streams are closed at their mouths to the terests which these reservoirs can now best past. While spruce, balsam and tamarack 
approach of pike which would go up these serve, are agriculture, wild life and fores- are beautiful trees they are a poor choice 
streams to spawn. try, all centered in the Department of Agri- unless one has soil adapted to their growth. 

Formerly these submerged areas were a culture. The Chippewa National Forest 
protection from the larger fish and from management has announced that an exten- 
the sun’s rays, to millions of pike fry, sive program of reforestation can be under- Help the Izaak Walton League make 
through the growths upon them. Now these taken when there is adequate assurance that Minnesota the Outdoor Paradise of the 
are gone, and the baby pike must fight it proper lake levels will be maintained. world. Be a member—start a chapter—get 
out in the open waters, with their high Something must be done quickly. The new members. 
shore lines and little vegetation. This is 

MESSAGES FROM TREES 

By Mary Steezer WHITE 

Have you ever with a tree held tryst, 
In the early morning’s dew and mist? 

Wi Have you ever seen the sun’s first rays 
/ Burst in brilliance between apple-blossom sprays? 

X wt Have you ever scurried in the noonday heat . , 
5 . 7 To the nearest, dearest darkness of a maple’s cool retreat? 

When in Minneapolis Have you ever drank deep drafts of color and Slaee ae 
e yin} n ying green and azure light’ IT’S THE CURTIS From the brilliant wings and swaying gree 2! 

wnere the guests ‘ule overthe army of Have you ever seen the ghastly aspen shiver, 
courteous, efficient people who anticl- As the mingling, melting moonbeams quiver? 

pate their every wish. Refined yet gay, Did i a oy is 
lmiclosesipraximilrito the tines id it ever seem to be a dreamland tree, 

houses, the shops and the theatres... Where waved dreams that might have been for you and me? 
Perfection of service at moderate rates. 

Have you ever fled from cities’ wild alarms, 
The CURTIS HOTEL To the snow-clad wood’s strong arms? 
MEEGNON SE ACP SO Lt Ss Have you ever found God’s peace out there, 

Where His woodland temples banish doubt and care?
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THE AUTOMOBILE ASA FOREST SERVICE SEEKS Z 
DESTROYER OF WILD LIFE DEER DISEASE DATA S W, 

"THE toll of wild life taken by the auto- The U. S. Forest Service is seeking in- 00 " AT 
mobile on our public highways is far formation regarding a new disease among LS L 25 

greater than one would naturally estimate, deer, at present found in Montana, which nN (4) 

according to William H. Davis of Amherst, Seriously affects the feet of the animals. & 4" 7, 

Massachusetts. Last summer, while re- _In a communication to various conserva- ° bon Zt 

turning to Massachusetts from a motor trip tion heads, J. M. Walley, U. S. Forest 6 o 

to Iowa, Mr. Davis made records of the Supervisor at Cass Lake, requests all hun- & x bar a a) Ss 

wild life lying dead in the highway. ters in Minnesota to examine the feet of dy z 

“The summer was exceptionally humid, any deer killed during the hunting season a P- 4 fp ~ = 

and many animals, more especially turtles, this fall. If cases of diseased feet are ob- Z. >) o 

were searching for water. More dead ani- served, he requests a full report on the yp ce & 

mals were observed in the highway on the findings. | S ~. @? iY oe 

trip out than on the return, since rain had The disease, which has been termed a > <y yy 

fallen in the interim. On a highway ex- foot-worm disease, is an infection of the e. ay 

tending 100 miles in Ohio, there was an feet by a thread-like, white, nematode worm IMEMBER| S 

average of one dead rabbit recorded for known as the onchocera flexuosa. EE J 

every mile traveled by auto. Near one riv- These parasites, which may reach a Coane = 

er, I counted 18 dead turtles on 60 running length of 10 inches, are found extended in 

feet of paved automobile road. the subcutaneous tissues, and coiled in cysts iy z 

“4 list of animals seen by the driver and near the surface. (The cyst stage is the pC at alco hea iar Cte 

listed by an occupant of an automobile advanced stage, but both stages may be 

which traveled about 500 miles in two days found together, the findings reveal. How- 

follows: ever, i ie cyst stage they are likely to e 

have formed open sores.) tt t 

UIDs ie ee ned er ncectens  2 _ Feet of deer thus infected are usually en ion 

Birds (unidentified) .................... 34 inflamed and swollen and often there is 

Gata pte eta es nD mated em and the hoofs may be e ' 

(Chipmuniccnees es ne oosened. Lame deer have been observed t 

Deg 2 in Montana for several years and the lame- a onian Ss. 

Poxes (ced) 2 te I ness has Been attributed to foot-rot_dis- 

Tole eae ne ee ee ease contracted from domestic sheep. How- be 

Dolce te ee Ee ever, it now appears that this was not the You are now able, through the Soe ee 

ers eg case. tion of the North Minneapolis Chapter 

Pheasants. ed of the Izaak Walton League, to obtain 

Rabbits oe eee CANISTEO WALTONIANS an attractive windshield emblem at small 

Ae eae caaiue Ss sSNA OLS GT io PLANT WILD RICE cost. Use it in your car—wherever you 

oi 2 Members of the Canisteo Chapter, Col- go carry this insignia of true sportsman- 

Smakies rnin ff ergine, were Kept busy last month gathering ship and make yourself known to other 
Squirrels (fox) 5 wild rice for planting in Trout lake. Over  Wrajtonians 

Squirrels a 1 a ton of rice was obtained. ae 

to. At its first fall meeting the chapter went 

Ponds nner Hf gn record opposing an, open deer season this 
mio. 8 year, and also passed a resolution urging 

Ww foe ea OOD. that the control of water levels in the Up- 

a 2 nee be transferred from the BOOST Your Izaak 

‘ ; Foe acs Roe . S. War Department to the Department 

eS a ee of Agriculture. Walton League 

“Considering the vast mileage of high- ———S i : 

ways throughout each state and the num- CANBY DUCK POND The North Minneapolis Chapter origi- 

bee oe the total a destiuction A SUCCESS nated and designed this windshield em- 

ot te ic oe ee Canby Wetenaiens eens mien 
if a good portion of these colossal trag- success with their duck pond established Chapters of the League. It is a pure 

edies could not be prevented by modern, this spring. Several hundred birds are now _ paint and spar varnish transfer sign rich- 

eucatit ee if the etter Were put porte ee on the lake built last year by the Jy colored in gold, black and green, of a 

owever, as far as the writer knows, little i ; 4 

effort is being put forth to prevent auto- cualiey oe ee ee an ee 

mobiles from destroying countless numbers CHISAGO LAKE CHAIN YEBtS tne life of your car. Display it 

of our wild life when crossing the high- WATER PLAN STUDIED on your windshield or place it on your 

Wee Yet, pesos any eu ort is put ine Survey of the Chisago lake chain project, office door. This emblem offers a digni- 

ponees eae eel se Cee preparatory to charting a water diversion fied and attractive way to advertise your 

tates ea bicolor where mag ap the aid plan to stabilize water levels is underway. affiliation with the Izaak Walton League 

i a suanye ¢ wild The project is sponsored by the Center City . 
aquatics and semi-aquatics migrate might Chapter. of America. 

lessen this toll considerably. Through these : 

culverts turtles, muskrats and other aquat- e 

ics might find a safe means of migration. Plan now to attend the annual meeting 

Furthermore, some of the predators feed of the Minnesota Division I. W. L. A. to be Price: 10¢ Each—Immediate Delivery 

on animals which in turn are searching for held at the Curtis Hotel, Minneapolis, De- 

their food on the highways. The toad loves cember 13-14. Minimum billing of $3.00 to each chapter. Kindly 

to hop over the pavement and, under bright [Raa Nad Include 15¢ 6 

lights, in the early evening, obtain as his NEW STATE HEADQUARTERS include 15c for postage. 

pabulum tiny morsels of insect life. Per- ESTABLISHED e 

haps the removal of bright lights to mar- Ss ¢ 

gins of the highway through cities and Division a eek toe hapless Omcers acc urge to Oe 
t Id vent this sl : 4 : 2 : AVE ; i ' 
cnne rene per ee mane been established at 215 Curtis Hotel, Min- NOW. Send remittance with order to: 

ed fields and natural waterways seem to neapolis, by O. L. Kaupanger, state secre- 

take the greatest toll of our wild life. In ae eee a urged a visit the He = 

one stretchvoh wooded road extending) two Cuccneu mare: Lnzelt cy quarters when : . mie 

miles, 200 dead animals were counted. Fur- ™ the Twin Cities. North Minneapolis Chapter IWLA 

ther data will bring to light the practicabil- — Minneapolis, Minnesota 

ity of ‘animal crossroads’ over automobile Has your chapter started its membership 

highways. drive? G. M. LAING, Secretary 4347 Webber Parkway
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er ee } ee iG Tip Sportsmen played a leading part in bringing the 

that’s what this bird BES W4]> “Hun” to this state. “Doubting Thomases” no 
ie cone are an fer Fis i bp, longer have doubts as to success of undertaking 

a eee Be nies Ye Gi ‘e Pa) VY 

ie doesn't reauine Pi"! See any much cover, but si bee ae ie aie 

Beier ses toners Wek eee oma the years 1927 and 1928. A total of $10,385 was 
See ape (fae ae Sr! contributed by forty Izaak Walton League chapters. 

WK 4 “The Hennepin County Sportsmen’s Club was as- 
Yi oW/ sisted by the Ramsey County Club and the Minne- 

. apolis Outers Club in raising their funds. They 
contributed $1,000 and $1,250 respectively, and the 

N writing up the history of the introduction of total amount raised by the three clubs was about 

I the Hungarian partridge into Minnesota for “The $15,000, making a grand total of $25,385 for the 
Minnesota Conservationist” I find that for the entire state. We have liberated to date about 6,000 

early history I can quote from an article that I wrote _ birds.” 
for “Outdoor America,” published in the June, 1929 From these experimental plantings we found that 

issue. The article was written upon the request of the “Huns’” best habitat was in the prairie sections 
Seth Gordon, then Conservation Director of the of the state, and, as we were looking for the bird to 

Izaak Walton League of America, now president of replace the prairie chicken, the results were very 
the American Game Association. At Mr. Gordon’s gratifying. 

suggestion, it was titled “A Successful $25,000 Through the courtesy of Miss Lillian Rassig, sec- 

Experiment.” retary to Director Erling Swenson, of the Division 
Briefly, the reasons given in this article for the of Game and Fish, I am able to give the number of 

introduction of the “Hun” were that in 1924 our birds and money spent by the Game and Fish Divi- 
ruffed grouse had become severely. depleted by dis- sion since the pioneer efforts of the sportsmen... 

ease, that the encroachment of the plow on the Under Commissioner George W. McCullough, the 
natural nesting places of our prairie chicken and following purchases were made from the fall of 1928 

other causes had reduced them to a very low ebb. to the spring of 1931: 8,540 birds at a cost of 

Though the ringneck pheasant had been introduced $44,033.12. 
to augment our native upland game birds, and were ~ Under Director W. D. Stewart, from the fall of 
becoming well established, to those sportsmen who 1931 to the spring of 1933, 6,700 birds were pur- 

. loved to see the work of a high-class bird-dog, there chased at a cost of $23,270; the total number of 
was something lacking in the ringneck as a substi- birds purchased by the State being 15,240 at a cost 

tute for a prairie chicken. Quoting from a former of $67,303.12. This amount, added to the amount 
article: contributed by the sportsmen of $31,010 for 6,000 

George W. McCullough (then Game and Fish Com-_ birds, makes a grand total of 21,240 birds at a cost 
missioner), realizing this fact, made a thorough of $98,313.12 spent in the state for Hungarian 
study of the introduction of the Hungarian or Euro- partridge. 
pean gray partridge in Washington and Alberta and We received much criticism. Why spend so much 
became convinced that this bird would answer as money for imported birds? Why not raise them at 
near as it is physically possible all the requisites as the game farm, etc.? 
a substitute for the prairie chicken. This had been tried in Washington and Oregon for 

“Tn 1925 Mr. McCullough reported the facts of his several years with only partial success. We pre- 
survey to the Hennepin County Sportsmen’s Club ferred to take the word of Gene M. Simpson of Ore- 
through E. L. Eyler, its president, with the result gon, the outstanding authority on the propagation of 
that they agreed to raise a fund equal to the amount the “Hun” in captivity. “It is cheaper to buy the 
subscribed by all other sportsmen’s organizations in imported birds than to raise them in captivity.” 
the state for the purchase of the ‘Hun.’ It would have been impossible to raise 21,240 

“The writer was appointed chairman of the Game __ birds in eight years in captivity. We wanted to stock 
Bird Committee of the Minnesota Division of the the state in the shortest possible time. I maintain 
Izaak Walton League in 1926, and the above offer that an average of $8,412.91 a year spent by the 
was placed before the various chapters of the state. Division of Game and Fish is not a large amount for 
About fifteen clubs responded, one-half of which a state the size of Minnesota. Up to that time a 
were Walton chapters. Fifteen hundred birds were large percent of the hunters’ license money had been 
purchased this year at a cost of $5,625. In 1927 spent for other purposes than the improvement of 
Mr. McCullough (representing the Minnesota Game game conditions. 
Protective League) and the writer (representing the In the main, all these plantings were made in 
Izaak Walton League) were appointed a joint com- localities where the birds were thriving. In the win- 
mittee to make a statewide campaign for funds for ter of 1928 and 1929 the writer sent out a question-



the H ian Partridge In Mi t 
naire on every species of game bird in the state to are thriving and spreading over a large area. There 
each Izaak Walton League chapter. The reason pri- is every reason to believe that they have found fav- * 
marily was to obtain information as to the progress orable habitat in this section, and that they are so 
made in our plantings of the “Hun” as to increase well established that no more plantings will be 
and spread. All the replies were favorable except needed.” 
Duluth and Belle Plaine. At Canby, “Huns” are spreading rapidly and sat- 

The sending of the questionnaire to every Izaak isfactorily.. Dr. Broaders of Rochester reports at 
Walton League chapter, whether they had liberated least twenty coveys averaging fifteen birds within a 
“Huns” or not, brought out some very interesting radius of twenty miles. I personally had a report of 
information as to spread. For instance, three col- two coveys of “Huns” at Troy, which either came 
onies were reported south of Sleepy Eye. The near- from the Rochester or Winona plantings. 
est points of liberation were Tracy fifty and Redwood Tracy had made a check over an area of fifteen 
Falls forty miles away. Colonies were also reported miles in every direction and reports birds very 
at Sanborn which probably came from the same numerous. They estimate 3,000 birds from their 
sources. Currie reported several hundred “Huns” in plantings. I believe their estimate is very conserva- 
the northern half of Murray County, which prob- tive, as my survey showed a spread as far as Sleepy 
ably came from the Marshall and Tracy plantings. Eye and Sanborn and into Murray County in the 
At Fulda, in the southeast corner of the same county, south. : 
birds were reported as working into the southern Dr. W. W. Wold of Jackson writes: “In talking 
part of the county from the south. Murray County with our two game wardens and with others that 
had not liberated a bird, but was becoming stocked drive a great deal about the county, and from my 
by our imported birds from the north and the own observations, I would say that we have from 
“Huns” coming up from Iowa on the south. two to three times as many “Huns” as we have ring- 

From a planting in the eastern part of Anoka necks and we have slathers of long tails.” 
County, “Huns” were reported thirty-five miles west Three years ago, while hunting ringnecks between 
in an adjacent county. A covey was reported at Jackson and Fairmount, I personally counted sixteen 
Moose Lake which came from the Duluth planting coveys of “Huns” in two days. Dr. Wold says that 
fifty miles north. Martin County has as many “Huns” as Jackson; 

Prof. Aldo Leopold personally reported colonies to Rock and Nobles Counties have about as many. 
me in Wisconsin which probably came from our The report of Dr. Paul Hagen and Game Warden 
plantings in Winona County. W. D. Miller of Crookston is very complete, with 

To bring this report up to date, I sent out several maps showing the definite location of coveys. They 
letters to different sections of the state. The favor- estimate from 5,000 to 6,000 birds in the county. 
able reports received were beyond my expectations. As Prof. Leopold had told me personally of several 
I wish these letters could be published; but all I can coveys of “Huns” in Wisconsin that came from our 
do is to make a few comments and quotations. plantings, I asked him for a report. He sent me a 

I purposely selected Fergus Falls for one of my map showing me the location of the “Huns” that he 
letters of inquiry, as I knew that they had excep- knew of, but stated that there might be more. He 
tionally bad luck trying to hold their birds during reported “Huns” in the following counties: St. Croix, 
severe winter weather, losing twenty- Pierce, Buffalo, Monroe, 
eight out of fifty-four birds. Jack or ea Vernon, Richland and La- 
M. Peterson reports the “Huns” do- on a | fayette. “Huns” have been 
ing well and rapidly increasing. i i reported to me in Trem- 

Dave Egerstrom of Kerkhoven §& - pealeau County. 
writes: “We are glad to report a §& \ While some of our birds 
very fine increase in this wonderful fis) . have escaped into Wiscon- 
game bird in this section. I find i} ‘ NY" sin, Iowa has contributed 
that they stand the winters just as 5 to the southern part of the 
well, if not better, than the pheas- | y pe state many more than we 
ants. Hunting ringnecks last fall | LY e r » have lost. 
was double the sport that it used to - ; << : Game Warden Miller 
be kecause of the pleasure of seeing es ‘ (Continued on Page 17) 
so many ‘Huns.’ ” i * 

Madelia reports farmers are see- ieee The Hungarian Partrlage 
ing many flocks of from twenty-five , : 4 5 . appeals to the sportsman 
to fifty birds. Sleepy Eye (where no : Reged ® Z who loves to see the work 
birds were liberated) reports “Huns” Pe Wy , of a \ngh-clars) bird dor 
becoming quite plentiful. Appleton e b s. Ph tae ‘ 
reports “Huns” in every direction Me 4 ke osg 5 E 3 
from town from fifteen to twenty : noe a Va p88 

miles. yea ry 2 » i / 
Sam Anderson of Hutchinson | @ (3 \ \ Ps Pi: : 

writes: “The first “Huns” were lib- S be . , gf m4 
erated seven years ago; three plant- Bed 7 jj t #) , ‘ 
ings have been made since. The birds [i i a taced vt ’ ' i Os a 

ahd ws # y . i 

ag 7 wR ‘aah SS 

| Yeon A 
, cn a | SA ee
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legged pests swooped down Epon eo LANDS FOR HUNTING LODGES—PRIVATE GAME PRESERVES 
ley with the potential possibility of de- DIVERSIFIED FARMING AND TRUCK GROWING 
stroying every green thing within sight. Law wHiecs aay Terns 

That was a serious plague, that grass- 
hopper plague of 1931, and should noth- Land Department D. & I. R. R. R. CO. 
ing have been done about it, this tale 410 Wolvin Building Duluth, Minnesota 
would not have been written. 

Farmers and agricultural experts do 

not hesitate to say that it was the swift 

and effective work of R. A. Trovatten, of 

the Minnesota Department of Agricul- 

ture, that saved the day for the 1934 

boom crop in the valley, for by this time nd all 
the hoppers would have increased to ! 
such alarming numbers there would be 

little wheat to sell for $1.10 a bushel and at no extra cost to you. 
little oats to exchange for 45 cents. At (We are speaking of Grain Belt Beer) 
that time Commissioner Trovatten 

brought to the front the entire resources 

of the State Department of Agriculture, 
further aided by federal funds which he Just as truly as there is a 
personally secured from Washington. difference in the “values” 
The commissioner took the field, rolled . | er 4 
up his sleeves and directed the work, ui) Moe So eee Bo 
practically eradicating the pests, termed superior grade of premium 
by the nation’s leading agricultural barley, malt and hops... 
authorities as one of the country’s out- coupled with scrupulous 
standing agricultural feats. brewing supervision that is 

Such is the tale of the Red River Val- answerable for the fine full 
ley. It is quite a different story from fl (her [bet d 
the one portrayed by Mr. Markey. It is Beer Oe ee ao ance 
the story of the old Glacial Lake Agas- richness of bottled 
siz brought up to the year 1934. It . GRAIN BELT 

tinges with prosperity, the authority for we He Beoe 
much of which is based upon cracker-box Sometimes seeing 
conversation. Yet, if one talks prosper- is believing < GRAIN BELT = 
ity while sitting on a cracker-box, there » eg 
must be a semblance of prosperity some- 
where nearby. 

* * * * * Cc 

THE INTRODUCTION OF THE MINNEAPOLIS BREWING (©), 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE ———$_$§$____! 
(Continued from Page 3) 

makes the following statement in his re- 
port that is very interesting to me. It The 
shows what a wonderful bird the Hun- 

garian partridge is. 

“T find that the birds are migrating 

from Canada. I came to this conclusion 

from the fact that the birds are more 

numerous in Marshall and Kittson Coun- 

ties. In Roseau and Lake Counties, birds 

are very numerous where they have 

never been released.” 

About twenty years ago Alberta lib- 

erated fifteen hundred pairs of Hungar- e e 
ian partridges. One or two plantings i i S 

were made later. These birds have spread 

across the Province of Saskatchewan and SS eek EN 
into Manitoba. Saskatchewan has never ~~. 
spent a dollar for “Huns”; but they have fC 4 a 9 4 ys . 4 

increased so rapidly that they now have ad Lf BR - | 

an open season on “Huns” from Septem- , r fg 
ber 15 to October 15, while on the native . * Ls Sf 
sharptail grouse it is from October 1 to LL ——_ 
October 15. ~ 

T. W. Jones, a dog trainer from Cor- 

inth, Mississippi, who trains hunting S U M M E R W ] N T E R 

dogs at Pierson, Manitoba (three miles eee 

from the Saskatchewan line) told me
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that when he began training at that 

here are the facts point several years ago that there were 
no “Huns.” Last year there were about 

q as many “Huns” as sharptails. These re- 

You be the Judge ports show that we are being invaded by 

the “Huns” from Manitoba on the north 

Hlanareds of scial tents prov tHIs 6 POUND Acrrrgetememmciontes RAW. | HORMEL as well as from Iowa on the south. 

don’ttake ourword forthem.Order Merde! UNEATABLE PARTS USS Cee Re pegine 
a Flavor-Sealed Ham today. Com- /\ ||_ skin sews and surples fat 21z | Oz “Huns” became very plentiful in one sec- 

pare it with hams you buy to cook (A | BONE Hz Ox tion, they were trapped and distributed 

—in cost—in flavor—and in time ee ioe sanmace) 2247 |) Ox ” Ss ee aoe es 

and trouble. Then, Sag Ae that this plan could now be followed in 

by anycomparison, HORMEL oar JUICE ts Graney” OF | a2 Minnesota. I believe that the time is 

you be the judge. Flavor CD = j) TOTAL UNE ROBLES 54: i 4 fast approaching when we can have an 

Aoaaled AW ecge7|_—EATABLE MEAT AS EE ROIe open season on these birds. 
HAMS ry y hi Pa \Saerre disapeue aq erin ah In closing I think that the sportsmen, 

be 7 l who gave so generously of their time and 
SE money to introduce the Hungarian part- 

SS ridge into Minnesota, can now say to 
those “doubting Thomases,” who went so 

far as to distribute propaganda against 

THE PLAYGROUND OF A NATION the “Hun,” that we have now positive 
proof that our investigations and conten- 

Well named is that section of the Arrowhead Country lying north of | tions were right and theirs were wrong. 
Duluth known as “The Pl ion.” 
ee a THE NEED FOR CONSERVA- 

Here in addition to the usual vacation activities such as boating and TION EDUCATION 
fishing will be found something unique in outdoor recreation—long canoe : _ 

trips over the lakes, rivers and portages of the Superior National Forest OUTIETS Yue TELLE, 13) 
Z a If all these organizations and educa- 

The Missabe operates daily passenger service between Duluth and tional forces coordinate their work and 
such points as Tower, Ely and Winton, and sells tickets based on rate of effort, there is no reason why conserva- 

2c per mile. Spend your next vacation in the “Playground of a Nation.” tion education cannot go forward in Min- 

nesota. 

DULUTH, MISSABE & NORTHERN RAILWAY | comparing tne work in atinnesots 
wi at of other states which pride 

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT themselves on their progress in conser- 

512 Wolvin Building Duluth, Minn. vation education, we believe that Minne- 
sota is ready to take her place in the 

front ranks. 
Se ————————————————— a We must not fail our younger genera- 

ne: hho et) mma” (un Snn Inna | tion. It is imperative that we prevent 

them from repeating the errors of the 
N E P T U N E —J 0 H N S 0 N past, that posterity may be given the 

rightful heritage of those things which 

belong to all the people. 
OUTBOARD MOTORS While we are occupied in instilling con- 

servation philosophy in the minds of the 

young people, let us not be unmindful 
NEPTUNE =e JOHNSON that we must continue in a patient effort 

— ca] to bring light to those of our own gener- 

$69.50 Se $87.25 ation, that they too may know the mean- 
89.50 Eee we 107.75 ing of conservation in its highest sense, 

r SPs * that they may realize that it touches life 

99.50 Wii 142.75 at many points, and that dependent upon 
and up eS and up it in great measure is our economic, 

Aatlowlas a4 Only social, and SEE ee ee 

$F 00 Po $1400 WALKING 
a A (Continued from Page 8) 

500 A.At ] — never had seen; not a very important 

~*~ ( event, perhaps, but it gives one the same 

Down Weekly sort of a thrill as a touchdown or a hole 

in one. 
9 Discovery, however, is only one of the 

delights of walking. There is a constant 

pleasure in familiar things—in the com- 

SPORTING GOODS—Main Floor mon birds and flowers along the road, 

the lacework of branches against the 

Marquette at Fifth—Minneapolis sky, the rabbit scampering through the 
brush, the sunlight on the hillsides, and
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OaAGMS- 07 ANeS zn the uperior 
By Stc Orson 

S INCE ths carly tee the puperioy Na- All Conservationists should get P Our Hele bhon tg fe ao oer 
1onal Forest together wi ie rest of rovincia. ark of ntario, polices its 

_ the country, has been undergoing an era Behind the Movement to Block 6,000,000 acres of lake and forest country 
of road building. Conservationist organiza- entirely by plane, and inasmuch as the 
tions, such as the Izaak Walton League and Further Proposed Road Exten- Superior is an identical area from a topo- 
others interested in preserving a remnant graphical standpoint, there is no reason why 
of the old Sperior as a wilderness area, sions in the Superior Forest this highly efficient means of protection 
have fought constantly the steady encroach- could not be used advantageously here. In 
ment of trails, but in every case it has been (Photos by Shenitay a country with as many possible landing 
a losing battle. In spite of the ever grow- a places as the many lakes here afford, it is 
ing appreciation by the populations of the ae as Grae possible in practically all cases to approach 
middle west of the value of the Superior Since then, however, the Gunflint Trail has closely enough to a fire with a Slane Gate 
as a primitive type of recreational area, been constructed trom Grand Maraise to ing men and pumps, to control it very 
roads have been planned and built and at >48anaga, opening the eastern half of the quickly and easily. I have many times 
the present time even more extensive de- forest, the Echo T rail from Ely to Buyke, seen a Canadian plane spot a fire and with- 
velopmental projects are being considered, ©Pening up the western half of the forest, in a few minutes drop to within a few hun- 

Until 1924, there were no roads of any the Fernberg trail to the Kawishowa River  qreq yards of it, in a number of cases 
kind in the Superior proper and all travel @"d innumerable, lateral branch roads, cose enough to reach with a single length 
was by the time honored method of pack shore eerie private, to adjacent lake OF hose. Usually, the plane is on the job 
and canoe. It was then practically all wil- S70re properties. before the fire has gotten under way and 
derness, accessible only by the ee trails. Past experience has proven that all roads ( Connausa on Page 14) i 

5 designated by the Forest Service as truck 
and wagon roads, in spite of the fact that 

par en eee . = they were originally intended for fire pro- Sey mae 
- a iis a hy’ j tection purposes only, eventually in the ~ 5 — aka : a 
L _ oie 3 course of time, become well graded public “ a ce 060mm, 

: Po ee oe Ng g = highways receiving annual maintenance not : al al eS a 
a ne i ee) A oonlly from the Federal Government, but in agua .. (ooh 

iL a re some cases from the counties they traverse. “ heal oS — > 
‘ . ~_ st oO When the I. W. L. A. protested the build- ‘ fs Ya ee —_ . 

% o A er ee ing of the Fernberg Road to the Kawisho- : ne te bo  # 
- : re a ee wa River and also the building of the 54 eae _ = 
Fowre’y ~~ od ot. 2 miles of the Echo Trail, they were told that Pe ad . — 

! 2 ae” S tie =~ these projects would merely befor the 2 re. oe 
r 2 « of MM purpose of fire protection and that the se Lone 

a — ae | Po gg trails in question would never become suit- Te 2 ws : . 
* , ae: ge bo able as public highways. The League ac- [7am .% “a e.. 

meg Oe [. wee cepted this interpretation in good faith, [ggg itse Co ed ‘rahe te 
5 ere el 7’ trusting implicitly that the Forest Service { Bo ed ers 
ae me a bs would stand by its agreement and keep the in — 

— We Te | Ba fire protection trails always within that eye. bo —s me 
ee 4 Si ae eee - * category. The last few years, however, Be cay ig 

ey * e Pes a have shown us that these so-called fire pro- (eae. 3 i 1 as 
Le en eS a F< tection roads have slowly graduated from jaieaam ER ew os my 
ee oS, Rr aes ay . a that lowly status to well graded, and ay . Pie, _ 
oe “i eee oy nA smoothly surfaced highways over which tu wee me as es 
a Read yee ea ol AS automobiles can travel with safety and com- “4 ee a ae Se ttiees 

a eee | 3 fort. Some of these former fire fighting ae let ek 
ac a Regs bay trails are swiftly becoming first class high- a . a — ’ “ 
a hs skh | G3 ways and at the present rate of improve- 7 = * ns aS . +“ 
ee sae cee ae e d development, will within a short yg ck} es - 
te ok fee ment an Dee : | Sle, | a al + wh 5 See time approach the classification of arterials. jaa & ed 

I o * 4 ~ s @ = Such is the inevitable evolution of a fire bd " Fy a Be 
— 0 Meee fea protection trail in the Superior. What is 2 y oy, he 
ay ee. lke more, as soon as these trails have assumed — é - ae Se 
Sie) Se ee | BE the character of fairly well travelled roads, [a - SE gd Oo 

fad eR private individuals invariably construct, Ce ewe 1 Lo 
id 4 a ed ee oe oii ae the aid of Ue counties, ° be : 4 ve 

ge ee eee lateral branches into private holdings o lc Pe ceed iae= 
eg Rink I © lake shore property or, timber. When this [Re | ae o = Si i! Dall 
a eae ee ae o. en & Ry = begins to happen, ‘the country immediately cS ad hs y yp we | ; 
ea week. ee re adjacent to any mair trail becomes a net- ee in se, a | 

q i a oh page Ae work and the former ‘wilderness is a thing hen Ee ie 
mn Ge eee fe f of the past. oe Lo. : 

ee Te os a ts Pf Granted that there is a certain use for i Pee Be ae 
ieee aaron 4 | : oe roads for purposes of fire protection, still # fig. <a 
Set ae ee 7 5 <%= when we consider the enormous annual toll | @-_——/— LL 
Gy erage 1 zig (eee of fires which they inevitably bring in their | —_—_ A : 

4 os | oe Be | eee =o wake, we begin to wonder if after all they | ie ae iy ¢ 
atcha Ss 7 ee ee are accomplishing their purpose. If the es ae < we 
ie kat Ds aS ae roads in question could be kept as purely Soe Mg ue 8 gi Oe a 

Meg re Sra ea Ne jee § fire protection trails, utilized only by the ree Pill eens 
ae ee Og Forest Service for the transportation of a aia 

biecnsl Aes mae NCR eS men and equipment during an emergency, gg 00 sem ee 
Cee. Bo Brad geegee pss they might be justified, but the instant they ———— — 

ge tte) begin to vary from their original primary == eel 
Pe, = purpose, the ultimate fire hazard more than femggsseggaescdegdlld as 

es jase 2 counterbalances any good that might ensue 2 imap teeta 
SE Raniah Sa OAL “i §=from their construction. . ,
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Roads or Planes the hiring and use of private ships for this Our Increasing 
: 5 purpose. ° 
in the Superior Leisure 

ae In addition to the added efficiency of 
(Continued from Page 8) airplane patrol, in the last analysis, the most (Continued from Page 3) 

: . % ee as important factor is whether we want the , 

puting out then is ap gees ferent Saeror eat by countless fre prorestion em city docs pt seem to have heen con 
perdays later * trails. Here is the last great wilderness templated as the habitat of man. His way 

. lake region on the continent, an area in- of life would seem to have been plotted 
It is true that there are a few isolated ¢reasingly important from a recreational along the forest trail rather than along the 

areas in-which lakes and possible landing standpoint, and one which depends chiefly paved street of a modern city. But for- 
places are not numerous enough to permit for its charm on the very fact that as yet tunately man has a wonderful faculty of 
of this type of control, places in which much of it is undeveloped wilderness. adaptation to and control of environment— 
roads would be the only efficient means of | Every road which is put in robs it of greater than that of any other creature. 
entry for men and equipment, but there are Some of its appeal. If roads were the only ‘The aéronaut may live in the hostile en- 
many other areas, particularly those which Possible means of fire control, there would vironment of the stratosphere, but to do so 
make up the very choicest of the canoe be little argument, but the fact that we are he imports with him his oxygen. If man 
areas in the Superior, where the only overlooking a form of protection infinitely  Su*vive in the artificial and hostile environ- 
logical means of fire control is by use of |More satisfactory and instituting in its place ment of modern city life he must. import 
planes. Contrast the speed of the two sys- @ method that not only does not prevent or With him the health and vigor gained by 
tems. On the American side a fire is Control fires, but also detracts immeasur- his contact with nature. kad 
spotted by the lookouts and word tele- ably from the esthetic value of the country, Aristotle says that nature does nothing in 
phoned in to headquarters. Trucks and a should make us pause and take stock of vain. If so, it would seem that there must 
crew of men must be rounded up, tents, Ur present policy. have been a purpose in creating the beauty 
canoes, equipment and food supplies, must ang chau of ae dorests, oan Tas oe 
be gotten ready and trucked to the nearest streams, Sea mous ange falls, endl te 
point to the fire in question. Then comes TE the present rate of road building and Resvene. be cunsuing and ¢ bee ae 
the unloading and the slow work of pad- improvement goes on, it is safe to pre- signed that thee influence should enter into dling and portaging to the scene of the dict that in ten years, there will be no part ae form a part of the fabric of our lives 
blaze. When it is finally reached after of the Superior which cannot be reached and characters. If in greater or less degree 
many hours of delay and perhaps several hy artomobile and though the country will’ Gur lives and our characters are the agere- 
days, the fire has usually spread toa broad pe filled with resorts and private homes, gate response to environment, if ico 
front, necessitating weeks of work and the — its present charm will be gone, for it will in any measure the synthesis. of environ- loss of thousands of acres of timber. A no longer be a wilderness, merely another mental influences, or the fabric into which 
plane could have been there in a fraction of many vacation lands. Now it is differ- tho i" influcneestare interwoven! asdts war 
of the time that it took to even get started. ent and has an individuality all its own. Be cee tien sie! racihere Scan ie 
Compare the enormous fire damage of last Open it up with a road to every lake and Biendane contact with ee abundant ex- year in the Superior and its environs with  puilding site and it will be just like all the posure to the free play of all those influ- 
the low fire record of the Quetico for rest of the country. ences, to equip us for a well-rounded life. 1933 and it is not hard to be convinced of : Contact a ture has inspired some of the superiority of their type of control. During the past ten years, the populations tl os ate ie Re NaORe te ae ee 2] fa re With the splendid example of plane effici- of the middle west have looked increasingly Tt host = ere rae f sie na rhe me 
ency continually hefore us, it seems little to the Superior for their recreation, for in ues 2 a oon ie = Penis ae 
short of ridiculous to still adhere to old addition to being unique in its character pee Bsn ey 
time cumbersome methods still in use in of primitiveness, it is also more centrally ‘0 S87— 
our forest. located and accessible than any other vaca- eee ‘ See 

i ; ; tion area in North America. Without I will lift up mine eyes to the hills from 

It is true that at times private planes doubt, in a short time, the recreational pos- am Whence cometh my strength. _ 
have been pressed into service on bad fires sibilities of the region will far outbalance The heavens declare the glory of God and 
in the Superior for patrol work and for any other resource. According to Ernest the firmament sheweth his handiwork. 
freighting in of supplies and equipment, but Qberholtzer, head of the Quetico Superior Day unto day uttereth speech, and night 
this use has never been resorted to until Council, “No other lakeland of America, unto night sheweth knowledge. 
fires have gotten beyond control. The very however lovely, has such riches, both in 
fact that they have nee nate use els in associations and natural endowments as the It has inspired the poet to say— 
great emergencies is proof that their effici- Superior National Forest. When we con- Theseus a nleacare i Say as 
ency is recognized by Forest Service offi- cider the fact, that the tourist industry of Abst e : Nea a ihe palliless needs: 
cials. However, if planes were continually the state runs close to $75,000,000 annually There ie eee Sey oie 
on hand to cooperate with the lookouts and and that no small part of this revenue B el See 2 4 enone nue au 
to locate definitely small blazes which are comes from the forests of the north, we SO 
continually springing up, half the battle hegin to realize that here is a resource —— : 
would be won. The other half would be that cannot be regarded lightly.” In view In Grecian mythology there was a certain 
won when we have reached a state of ef- of that alone, we should think twice before Snt@eus, a mighty wrestler, who, so long 
ficiency where a plane could he shot into a continuing with a policy for the Superior 8 he could keep his fect on the ground, 
fire within the hour of its discov ery, be- which ultimately will be of detriment, not in other words—and that is the teaching ot 

fore it had a chance to get under way. only to the forest, but to the people of the the myth—so long as he could keep in con- 
Anyone knows that the secret of fire con- entire middle west. And the constant build- ‘ct with nature, he was invincible. He was trol is to srot a smoke carly and kill it be- ing of roads comes under this tconn only overcome when, lifted from the earth, 

fore it had a chance to spread. A small ‘The T. W. L. A. can be of inestimable serv. B¢ Was crushed in the arms of Hercules. 
fire can be casily put out by a coxple of ice if it gets solidly behind this movement Our Lord and Master, in peepee aay 
men with a hose and pump or even with to block for all time further proposed road his matchless ministry to mankind, so- 
axes and grubhoes, but let it cover a half extensions, built under the false guise of journed for forty days and forty nights in 
mile front in a wind and nothing short of fire protection. Unless public opinion is the wildezness. Nature has in all ages min- 
a miracle and hundreds of men can stop it. roused to the point where it will demand a istered fe the body, rain and soul of man. 

Th - ns change of policy, the steady encroachment =\°YST fave we tne ce cede nature jere is no question but that the effici- aE traile willl eo on. aud now unden ihe 6 o> Dow his age has been indicted as ma- 
ency of air plane control of fire has been 01 ‘Tats ee -e raridly, t¢flalistic and has been termed the era of fi - new appropriations, more and more rapidly, Ls. 7 wane . a : " 
well demonstrated on both sides of the until the old Sucerior which we have come {he machine. We have builded a mighty 
border'and that the Porest Service is cog- 44 now and love, will he gone forever. Frankenstein—a_ wonderful thing—but it 
nizant of it. However, the fact remains , 8 . threatens to destroy us. If we are to save 
that only in great emergencies has the eae ourselves we must turn to nature. If, in the 
plane been resorted to on the American seismic changes through which we are pass- 
side. Although there may be something to MORTON PLANS CROW SHOOT ing, we forever lose our contact with na- 
the explanation of certain Forest Service ture, that loss will ke the world’s greatest 
men that the interpretation cf the federal Morton Ikes plan to busy themselves tragedy. 
statutes controlling the activities of the For- between April 15 and May 15 on a drive to Fortunately, along with our growing con- 
est Service, prohibits the ownership of eliminate a part of the large crow popula- gestion of population and increasing wealth, 
planes as a departmental function, never- tion in that locality. The chapter has been and serving partly as their cause, we have 
theless, there can be no valid objection to divided into two teams. our improved means of transit—the rail-
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Cross Reference 

"Recollections of the Prairie Chicken and the Sharptailed Grouse in 

Northwestern Minnesota," by Charles Eugene Johnson. The Wilson 

Bulletin, Yol. XLVI, No. 1, March, 1934, pp. 3-17.
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Jackrabbits 

Jackrabbits died with spotted livers at Lacquiparle Co. in western 

Minnesota in the spring of 1931. They are now (1/13/34) fairly scarce 

in this region,
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Memo for Files. 

Mr. Marshall, formerly Supervisor of the 

Minnesota National Forest, says there were no gray ; 

squirrels near Cass Lake until about 1910, After 

this they vere very abundent for two years. They 

then again disappeared, At about this time, he says, 

there were mumerons reports of squirrels swimming 

rivers. Presumably, therefore, this mes on influx 

by migration. ‘ 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Jamary 2, 1934 
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1. Rep Lake Witp Lire Rervee 2. Rep Lake Game Preserve 
3. Roseau County Game Preserve 4. Matinomen County Game Preserve 

An order issued by W. T. Cox, State Commissioner of Conservation, effective November 
1, 1932, created the Red Lake Wild Life Refuge or Sanctuary. The district is posted with 

hunting and trapping prohibited. The establishment of the game preserves was by act of 

legislature, primarily for relief purposes, also opening the way for more definite action by the 
Conservation Commissioner when such action is warranted.
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1932 Big G Kill 

LL records were smashed last fall according with reports from county auditors practically com- 

to a tabulation of reports covering the 1932 plete. License reports were received from 24,323 

big game season. The report prepared by hunters to date, making the percentage of reports a 

the Division of Game and Fish shows that 39,594 trifle less than 50 per cent. 

deer were taken as compared to an estimated kill Kak ees osu ig- determined (by tha er 

for 1930 of 27,810 deer. The new high merk vin- fe nt saeco zee a ees oy, ne a 

dicates pre-season predictions of executives of the Hae i fact that mae ie ta - gee ae 
division that deer were more numerous in the northern peunles in pout Ca = d Peis ey I a 

woods than for a period of 40 years. A total of 256 totals were 21012 ma) es anc Cs: ee ee 
béar iar - Tah Baad fawns taken total 4,894 males as compared to 2,844 pear is reported for last season. i b ; 

females. Itasca county is the only county in Minne- 

St. Louis county was way out in front in the sota where the “one-buck”’ ordinance is in effect. 

estimated number of hunters with 10,376 nimrods . z = 

reporting. Other favored counties were Pine with an 8 a aa ne ae ae fag dal; iy Rt Be 

estimated 3,598 hunters, Koochiching with 2,954, pre ear ead ia , ae eee 
Itasca 2,900 and Aitkin 2,600. n spite of the large number of deer kille: uring 

the last season, we are able to report a very satis- 
Other counties which were open to deer hunting factory deer herd for breeding purposes remaining 

last fall were Becker, Beltrami, Carlton, Cass, Clear- within the confines of our state. Game wardens have 

water, Cook, Crow Wing, Hubbard, Kanabec, Kitt- reported that our deer population is encouraging 
son, Lake, Lake of the Woods, Mahnomen, Marshall, for even better open seasons in the very near future.’ 

Mille Lacs, Pennington, Red Lake, Roseau. a F : 5 
7 The table on page nine gives a detailed report 

A total of 49,000 big game licenses were sold by county: 
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Report of Bi ame Taken p f Big G Taken, 1932 
County In Total Reported 

Which Game Licenses ‘No Game —Adult— —Fawn— Total 
Was Taken Reported Taken” Male Female Male Female Deer Bear 

| AITKIN . sto es 25300) 54 608 365 154 117 1,244 13 

BECKER..............- 450 106 159 109 41 35 344 ah 

BELTRAMI............ 800 97 346 204 96 57 703 1 

CARLTON.............- 650 90 290 156 67 47 560 3 

CASS Ste eee 850 88 370 226 100 64 760 5 

CLEARWATER......... 650 38 258 219 85 49 611 1 

COOK ire see eee 600 33 311 165 67 24 567 8 

CROW WING@e sacstnce 150 3 76 36 22 13 147 J 

HUBBARD 3: 2 i seceos 800 66 325 241 106 61 733 2 

TPASCAG a: - 1,450 103 1,345 ee as ee 1,345 18 

KANABEC, «0. cc s255 278 4 124 74 45 31 274 5 

KITTSON ce a. erence 79 1 48 17 8 5 78 1 

KOOCHICHING ..cc2.0. 1477 49 626 494 190 96 1,406 3 

DAKE, t. coisamen ater oe “15029 55 525 297 105 46 973 10 

LAKE OF THE WOODS 206 1 117 46 26 15 204 4 

| MAHNOMEN.......... 46 woke 25 15 4 2 46 ze 

MARSHALL.... an 160 1 76 45 22 15 158 1 

MILLE LACS........... 371 53 150 91 48 29 318 2 

PENNINGTON. . ee 29 3 14 a 3 2 26 h 

PINE... ie ee 1,799 138 760 491 266 144 1,661 5 

RED LAKE. 25. eee 67 1 29 18 11 8 66 Bu 

ROSHEAU cx. he oe eee ees 294 8 154 71 36 23 284 4 

ST: BOUIS! 34 je sceees: «SSS: 443 2,435 1,379 576 344 4,734 26 

TOTAL... aioe 18,723 1,435 9,171 4,766 2,078 1,227 17,242 “1B 

Counties Not Named..... 5,600 3,043 1,335 656 369 195 2,555 15 

GRAND TOTAL.... 24,323 4,478 10,506 5,422 2,447 1,422 19,797 128
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Food Plants for Birds and 
Animal nimals... 

HE spring planting season By CLARENCE PROUT fruit long after it has matured. 
will soon be here and . in Publi . The Cherry is an example of 

many of us have been a un ublic Relations, this type. On other trees and 

poring over Nursery catalogues nt orestry Division, shrubs the fruit is persistant— 
planning on beautifying our Minnesota Department of i. e., the fruit clings to the 

home grounds. Many of the Conservation branches for a long time after 

readers are contemplating addi- it has matured. The highbush 

tional shrubbery and trees while others may want cranberry is an example of this type. 
flowers, either annuals or perennials. When shrubs are selected in this way a con- 

There are a number of shrubs that can well be tinual food supply is furnished the birds until late 

planted around any home that not only improve the in the fall and there will still be food left for those 
aesthetic values of the home grounds but serve as birds that winter in the north. 

food plants for birds and animals. Many of the The following list is a guide to a few of the shrubs 

shrubs now planted for home beautification do not and trees that are recommended for planting in 

furnish food for the native birds while there are a Minnesota for bird food and landscaping. These 
number of shrubs that are very beautiful that furnish shrubs and trees can be obtained at most of the 

an abundance of food. nurseries in this state: 
In planting shrubbery and trees for the dual 

purpose of supplying food for birds and for home Bittersweet Raspberry 

beautification, it is well to use plants that fruit at Smooth Sumac Highbush Cranberry 

different times of the year. Certain shrubs mature Hazelnut Mountain Ash 
their fruit early in the summer while others mature American Elder Honeysuckle 

in the early fall and still others may mature in the Cut Leaf Elder Buffalo Berry 

late fall. Many shrubs and trees do not hold their Service Berry Wild Grape 

a 
Coe WR oa 

Spee Cae Co UH oe a Bs ea i OU 

ee 
oe 
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SO i ee 

OUR GAME BIRDS 
Are Dependent on Shrubs and Herbs for Considerable of their Food.
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| Pheasant Season Open Only 
j \ 

‘| in Counti d for Period Listed 
DATES: From 12 o’clock noon, October RUFFED GROUSE SEASON OPEN ONLY 

15th to Sunset, October 18th, both dates IN COUNTIES AND FOR PERIOD 

inclusive, in the following counties only: LISTED 

LeSueur, Rice, Goodhue, Wabasha, Waseca, DATES: From 12 o’clock noon, October 

Steele, Dodge, Olmsted, Winona, Freeborn, 15th to sunset, O-tober 19th, both dates 
ae inclusive, in the following counties only: 

Mower, Fillmore, and Houston. 
Roseau, Lake of the Woods, Beltrami, Hub- 

DATES: From 12 o’clock noon, October bard, Cass, Crow Wing, Mille Lacs, Kanabec, 
15th to sunset, October 19th, both dates Pine, Carlton, Clearwater, Aitkin, Itasca, 
inclusive, in the following counties only: Koochiching, St. Louis, Lake and Cook. 

Becker, Crow Wing, Wadena, Ottertail, Wilkin, aid Partridges or peu’ feu mB, be 
rn igi Mi iia ‘ang fl taken at any time during the year 1¢ in Todd, Morrison, Mille Lacs, Kanabee, Pine, RaaaGh ihe vothen ooanties!rthel State ouninnes 

that part of Clay County lying south of Sota 

Highway No. 2, that part of Cass County 
lying south of Township 139 (an east and ne LN bi aes 4 

west line drawn approximately through the our Hes in any One Gay. 

village of Backus), and that part of Aitkin Hight (8) birds) Inkpossessioniac any, one 

County lying south of Highway No. 2. 
REGULATIONS RELATING TO THE 

DATES: From 12 o’clock noon, October TAKING OF MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS 

15th to sunset, October 24th, both dates IN MINNESOTA DURING 1932 
inclusive, in the following counties only: a \ 

. . It is ordered that a person may take in one 
Faribault, Martin, Jackson, Nobles, Rock, day, during the open season, which is from 

Pipestone, Murray, Cottonwood, Watonwan, noon, October Ist to sunset, November 
Blue Earth, Nicollet, Brown, Redwood, Lyon, 30th, both dates inclusive, not to exceed 12 of 

ineol Zellow Medici: s Sit any one or 12 in the aggregate of the following 
Lincoln, Yellow } edicine, Renville, Sibley, kinds of birds: 
Scott, Dakota, Washington, Hennepin, Car- 
ver, McLeod, Lac qui Parle, Chippewa, Mallards, Pintails, Baldpates, Mergansers, 

Kandiyohi, Meeker, Wright, Isanti, Sher- Coots and Widgeons; 
burne, Stearns, Pope, Swift, Stevens, Big and not to exceed 10 of any one of the follow- 
Stone, Traverse, Grant, Douglas, Benton, and ing kinds or 10 in the aggregate of: 
Anoka County, except that part lying east r 2 7 | 
of Highway No. 5 and north of Main Street Bluebills, Green Wing Teal, Blue Wing 
C . 1 and Hiehway No. 6% Teal, Cinnamon Teal, Canvasback, Red- 
ounty Road and Highway No. 63. head, Ringneck, Shoveler and Gadwalls; | 

No Chinese Ringneck or English Pheasants and may not take in any one day a mixed bag 
may be taken at any time during the year of more than 12 ducks and coots, or have in 

1932, in any of the other counties of the State his possession a mixed bag of more than 20 
z ducks and coots of all species. 

of Minnesota. 

The taking of Wood Duck, Ruddy, Buffle- | 
BAG LIMIT: head, Eider Duck and Swans, during the year 

Three (3) male birds in any one day. 1932, is prohibited. ) 
Six (6) male birds in possession at any DIVISION OF GAME AND FISH, 

one time. DepartMent or ConseRVATION, | 
Eighteen (18) male birds for the season. Srare or MINNEsora. 

| 

’
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Sportsmen Damming for Ducks 
Discover Impounded Water Raises Water Tables for Farmers 

By °Gene Harrison 

TRIDES that conservation is making ARE Sp ately by numerous farmers to put in dams 

toward restoration of all desirable is.) = | Rl Se adjacent to their lands and give them the 

species of wild life to abundance ieee ae Ps RR ae ie ee benefit of higher water tables. They volun- 

commensurate with the carrying capacity hoy sie Pe sees WX Pages = teered equipment, labor and easement upon 

of lands and waters of their habitat is illus- fae a PAY dpe cae their lands. The chapter, according to 
trated in some measure by examples found — Ragaeiage ag Bets Pay ee ee officials, will attempt to put in as many 

in the duck-breeding areas of Minnesota, § = . = Ee See ~~ dams as feasible along the river for the 

North and South Dakota this summer. . benefit of the farmers and the ducks. 

With the launching of the United States Ducks at restored Thief Lake Plans are being discussed for making 

Bureau of Biological Survey’s campaign  ]jttle water will raise the water table in the and adjacent to the flooded areas into 

to restore and create small areas of water country for miles surrounding impounded ame and fish refuges. These are to take 
for the nesting ducks, three representatives waters. in upland game as well as waterfowl. 

of the American Game Association met This revelation is regarded in the west- Although this dam on the Pipestem was 
upon the breeding grounds in Minnesota erp states as a godsend. started late in the spring, some two to 300 

and proceeded to shape the part the asso- It also serves to unite sportsmen and ducks were reported nesting on and around 
ciation will play in cooperating with the farmers in a common bond. And here’s that area through June and July. A num- 
biological survey, wild-life organizations, }ow it came about. ber of them, principally the drakes, were 

sportsmen’s clubs, Boy Scouts, American The Jamestown Chapter petitioned the to be seen feeding upon the sago pond weed 
Legionnaires, farmers, engineers and other —Jandowners along the reaches of the Pipe- that grows naturally in this river. Other 

individuals, as well as state fish and game stem to allow them to put in a dam for the Wild fowl feeds are to be planted if neces- 
departments throughout the breeding area qucks and back up water some 4 miles near Saty. This is an example of what a few 
in the northern tier of states west of Lake Jamestown. The farmers granted ease- Sportsmen can do. And they built the dam 

Michigan. ments upon the land to be flooded, volun- pppoe — 
teered teams and trucks and their personal fe ie 

labor. The Waltonians rolled up their pore isc ad 

— oe casual es sleeves, joined the farmers and in three aes 

ee ees = - St =e sa mornings the group managed to build a " EE ee 

i eo. (Oa . boulder and earthen dam across the Pipe- gage Boa ae i eer esy Seal pe iA 
wosal i Aon cree aera oT stem. Manure was used as a binder. Ss ath ge a ter (A gs: A Tacs 

a ~ e ese 4 ay The stream, about 50 feet wide at ordi Yeah aS gS a> Axles 

a ee eee 3 ee pee nary stages of water, was raised five feet at n <— ine eT “ a? 

Bape ©7- Fx, ans nr sel the dam. The water backed up the Pipee 42 #y~ 49 RA)  _.. 

MU! 2S AA ne stem nearly 4 miles and spread out 100 : : aol ; 
Boulder dam on Pipe. Sram yards or so within three weeks, when the Newspaper publisher raises *em 

Souther intivest@e tl : water started pouring over the dam. at practically no expense; for the ingredi- 

ea erie ee es Yeast Raises Water Level! ents of the thirst quencher for the laborers 

pee cost only $2.80. The accomplishment is 
and east, assisted by field men of E. I. du The total cost of building the dam was Pare Gel Withiorde Lytle coors d 

Pont de Nemours and Company in the far four cans of malt, 14 pounds of sugar, and Pena H eR eke. are ate amie tric eat 
their fellow townsmen, who have become 

west and New England states, are carry- two yeast cakes. The yeast, of course, was Parcrested Gh tle cdenian lotrel ies 

ing on a campaign to interest, advise and used to raise the water level! assistance for building other dams. 

assist in the creation of refuges, feeding Before the dam was put in growth along 

and resting grounds along the flyways and _ the river banks was stunted and of a brown- Reclaim and Create Lakes 
in the wintering grounds. ish hue, giving the impression of semi- The damming ofthe Pipestem. however 

Se : aridity. ithi ks ° ; ; 
Two Significant Points ; ee dane outside of its revealing significance, is a 

During the tour of the breeding grounds The areas for halt a mile from the lower “20E accomplishment of the Jamestown 

and inauguration of the campaign through- river bank turned to lush vegetation of rich, Chapter. It reclaimed Arrowwood Lake by 

out the north central states, two significant dak = 1 dite k and Putting ina dam in the James River chan- 
i i ark green hue, and it grew rank an : : : 

points were brought to light. One, that zapidly nel in 1931. This dam is of concrete and 

sportsmen in Minnesota and the two Da- . raised the water level in the lake seven feet 

kotas are some several years ahead of the : at the dam. It created an artificial lake 

recently launched campaign. Of a number tod sx 14 miles long and 3 miles wide. It cost 

of breeding-ground refuges visited, only | _ ry \ 4 i. ae > approximately $2,400. The chapter se- 

one has been put in this year. This was on a ‘ re ih: ¥vs : _# cured easements upon all adjacent land, 

the Pipestem River near Jamestown, N. Nk as Re ay Ja - 4. and worked in cooperation with the North 

Dak. Members of the Jamestown Chapter a es ~ haat ret - > Dakota Game and Fish Department, which 
of the Izaak Walton League and farmers #& ae ovf Ware 2 es supplied the funds and superintended the 

who own the land to be partially flooded, ri TS EES Bt IOs job. It is estimated that several thousand 

put in a dam there in May. Waltonian Refuge at Coleraine ducks of many varieties will nest in and 

It is coincident that this latest effort of around this area. There were a large num- 

the sportsmen to aid the ducks led unknow- News of this almost Aladdinlike change ber nesting there this spring. . 

ingly to the revelation of the second major traveled up and down the river, far and Following the same plan, the chapter 

point of significance, that comparatively wide. The chapter was petitioned immedi- and the game and fish department put in
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another dam in this river, creating what phere. This resulted in less volume and The river bed was excavated one foot 

they term “Jim Lake,” backing up the less frequency of rainfall. and the bottom row of concrete sections 
: The ducks have suffered with the farmer. laid with the crown or rounded side up- 

PE ena ee ee ‘ Literally millions of baby ducks died on stream. The other sections were pyramided 
ka de < ae pe. their nesting grounds last year for want of and the hollows of the sections filled in 

eae wie 3 ae a - water and aquatic foods, upon which they with dirt. 
i pay “eo — subsist to a great measure, while the farm- The dam held through last winter when 

& ‘ = ae = ers’ crops “burned up” for want of the same _ ice piled all over it. The cost of the dam is 

ae ———— precious moisture. : approximately $500, the two main items 

SS And now it seems that their common suf- being the gathering of the concrete sections 
Ee tS, Pies a Se fering will forge a chain between them, from all over the county and the excavating 

SS ES with the sportsmen serving as the middle of the river bed and the laying of the con- 

— ee link, carrying on to restore water for them crete sections. The filling with dirt was 
Anderson’s brood of honkers both. done by Mr. Kittel and two neighboring 

Sportsmen themselves often make the farmers, each of them furnishing two men 

water in the river for 44 miles and several mistake of not thinking of the farmer as a and two teams with scrapers. 
hundred yards in width. This dam is also sportsman, too. Figures recently an- . 

of concrete and cost $2,100. A large num- pounced by the Sporting Arms and Ammu- Control Environment 

ber of ducks are nesting in this area. nition Manufacturers’ Institute show that The dam comes only 3 feet above the bed 

One has but to review the situation of approximately half of their output is con- of the stream, but as Maple River has a 
developing aridity in the west within the 

past few years to appreciate what the rais- 3 Si ER Ri Se, 
ing of the water tables means to the west- ocak pao eas ee 5 

erner and, through him, the entire country. ea eee. gaat SAY Se 
The west has been increasingly alarmed EA 2 ie an oe ‘ fe NE git. ey <i se 
by the falling underground water levels. eat dct. fat pao i: bY ei LE aa eA 0, i> § 

Subterranean water is absolutely necessary PRESS ewe eh oe ball Be ve ity ee 2 \ i = 

to grow wholesome crops, to forestry, to . i Seige 8 Bi pa ee Me Ae aaa gg a P 

water supply and, through these, to the ‘a4 Peet ae CT, amon = " by hy s ae rapa 
general prosperity of communities, states, ae Se cd yt a — <p Rai ae om 

cities, and the nation. bf oS ee see . vet a 

ae a A > ee eee: Rk AN 
Water Table Falling ‘= ip est » Ate AC mr aye ann ‘ 

eo aT Ra ake VI) TAA es 
In Minnesota and North and South Da- = fe " aN aN eS sn Re ane ce 

kota it is estimated that water levels in es WE To one ‘ ’ aba Se wees HL NS et aN SY : 
various areas have dropped within the last ea Pde wis eg ail aap ee Ni a eR NPR Sey: at 

three years from 3 to 19 feet below normal. emia gaa Ndr sees —s w heen ae SE Re eee SE ES 
It is generally conceded that the water level RE Se Ne eg a : 7 + 4, al ‘ Wh maa AR i 
has fallen appreciably throughout the en- ae Fe ae be ns FEB Rt ‘Ue ae RG Pt 

tire west. Reports from all over the United eS ae mas er" i Me ed Nav ae 
States show that subterranean water levels ts VG —~ ¥ Om h ns PS Pea a 

are sinking, too. 
Many thousands of farmers have had to Gopher Campfire Club Refuge is ideal nesting ground 

dig wells deeper or else sink pipes with sumed by Farmers and others in small town very gradual fall the water is backed up 7 
suckers attached in the bottom of formerly and rural districts. Just how many farm- miles. The upper reaches of the back 

abundantly flowing wells. The drought ers are duck hunters is impossible to say, water are unpastured and are excellent for 

ee doubt had a great deal to do with the hut it is believed if the figures were known duck breeding. Ordinarily most of this 7 
recession of these water levels. The cut- their numbers would be large. miles of water now above the dam is - = = Ss ge. S e the dam is com 
ting of forests and the depletion of small : re 

e av pletely dry by midsummer. Virtually all 
wooded areas was another contributing Farmers Build Dam Afile avatere aliove Die dam ligaikin a 

cause. It is estimated that the average tree . . 

of 18 inches through the butt will aspirate Farmers themselves under the leadership St@te_ game refuge, comprised jaf! six sec: 

many barrels of water every 24 hours. It of Mr. Martin G. Kittel, manager of the tions of land, 3,840 acres. 
releases this water into the air where it is Frank Lynch Farms of 3,000 acres, and = 

condensed and returned to the land in rain- ™odern to the last word, put in a dam on i ate Fs, | 
fall, thereby helping to keep a cycle of Maple River in Cass County, N. Dak., 5 % ch | Wi 
moisture and maintain steady water tables Miles southeast of Casselton, in October, ds z aly 
underground. 1931. For the first time in many years ge re 

. ; . ducks by the hundreds nested this spring eo aa + ates =" 

Drainage is Major Cause around the water area created by backing a eee pa = 1 
7 . up the river for 7 miles. ee 

Drainage, however has been charged with The dam was built of standard concrete — a an o 
being the major cause for the gradual de- culvert sections that had been thrown out = === Ke ae oe 
pletion of water throughout the United by the county road commission as unsuit- jag —s aeeretey ete see 

States. Some 66 million acres of swamp, able for road construction but perfectly < f SE Oe ee 

slough, lakes and potholes have been good for dam building. The county do- 

drained to make way for agriculture. An- pated the 130 sections used in this dam. Sam Anderson and his refuge 

other 11 million acres have been partially The dam site selected is on the old Brown- 

drained within the last few years, depriving Jee farm at the end of the upper reaches of Mr. Kittel and his sons keep a watchful 
not only the lands of subterranean water, water backed up by a dam put in by the eye on predators. They killed more than 
but depleting the moisture of the atmos- Northern Pacific Railroad. (Continued on page 64)
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ing caution, however, was: Before contemplat- ited it to help conserve and restore wild amming for Ducks — caution, h p 
. | ing building a dam or spending any effort fowl. The records show that many refuges 

(Continued from page 56) or money, that the interested parties should took their inspiration from Anderson Hill. 

70 crows this spring and summer. Anum: first consult an engineer familiar with the The Gopher Camp Fire Club, a national 
: ' in ; : area where a dam might be contemplated. organization of conservationists, unique in ber of farmers up the Maple River are I ‘ 

watching this dam and its effect upon the In most cases the state engineer should that it has no dues or monetary outlay, 
lands well Menthe ducka, have this information and be able to advise established a refuge on Crow River, half a 

Téthe dam holds this wintértoowas Mr. Correctly: mile or so from Anderson Hill. The wild 

Kittel is sure it will, then undoubtedly, he jf, : fowl that have become resident at Ander- actors to Consider F 
said, more dams will be put in farther up EOD Hill decoy hundreds of ducks every 

the stream as an aid to farmers as well as It was pointed out that many factors SPiN. They play around ae the lake at 
the ducks. enter into the problem of raising the water Anderson Hill until the mating call. Pair 

Three years ago pheasants started com- table. The character of the soil on the area by pair they steal away and go down to the 

ing into Cass County, and Mr. Kittel en- is a major one. Porous soil will allow the Gopher Camp Fire Refuge on the river, 

; water to travel easily underground. Hard 

2 eae : clay soils will retard its travel, if not arrest 

ee ge oS eee Sb re tl entirely. 
i 5s Ec ss fe i Nat »! : . : <a 
2 ea Pe ae = ae (2m Another major factor is what might be Rer A 
RBS a Seema eee es aT ck: a 3 5 gh 
ta a ee is y % termed “the direction of the water-table oy Baan aa ee 2 

; es a oe y we flow.” Usually the water-table flow is up- SEES a : > 

sq A pt ee ward from the bed of the stream, following es = eee 
letter, eo oe as : . 2 7 i Si Se Oy oe S| more or less the contour of the land surface. ye 

a4 Ti gee Magee a However, the flow of many water tables is oe 

ee yO Ni oe toe in a downward curve from the bottom of ee ee | 
HiesS ee Ms Sa ae stre; i S i 3 fee  dige Ba J eee ae , the stream. In this case engineers declare Type of dam used for larger streams— 
eee a ee ee ch 2 it would be useless to dam a stream with James River Dam 

; - the expectancy of raising the water table. act I : abe fi thei 

Dirt fill for small stream They point out further that the water would = ae DAG pros BaD CUS aCe Ct 

did hi “uh Thi be lost and therefore wasted. That cer- FOOGE, 

couraged them, as did his neighbors. This tainly it would not be of any benefit to Hospitality Brings Em Back 
last winter he fed between 750 and 1,000 a oriculture F Fi Hard Et a 

at ainteredi i ‘ 5} 4 requently some mallard susie who has pheasants that wintered in a single brushy sacks here ane . eae 
coulee on his farm ij fi : some eed ne the Bernas enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. Anderson’s 

3 actors are favorable the water table can i ‘ 
Another very valuable feature of Mr. sean i epee. al li lake brings her small brood from the eone y ‘ : be raised above the previous normal line (Gopher Camp Fire Refuge and demands 

Kittel’s Maple River dam is the enjoyment duc * : P D 5 = ae : : and give moisture direct to the roots of admittance to Anderson Hill lake 
it gives the boys and girls of the neighbor- ; ; . : : Fa = s 3 oe £ plants and trees that heretofore had not ‘ThinelalcasiaulanGederierilliverinineproot 

hood. Every NS they gather at the enjoyed this nourishment from the normal wire. And it is not an unusual si te to 
dam for a swim, coming from distances all |gye] . 7 . ae 

around the countryside. Mr. Kittel said see one of Mr. fodkrenns ae ae 

that this feature alone is worth more than ane. " aa |O gate so that the proud, wa ing mot er 

tlie price of the dam: i. ype ed. eee “may lead her brood of fluffy ducklings into , 
pe an : Ca Soke WO Ke eee ay : he sanctuary where she met her mate 

As additional dividends, there will be fish- OE ee ae a ee . Le z 
ing some time soon as it is contemplated ee a BS et co acai a these ducks laze away Ede summer 
planting compatible game fish species in eee meme neiis tape = ANC TCar their broods to maturaty separ 
theese: waters ae 3 taking of the generous food given them 

re : Ee REA OT Oe SOE twice a day by the stocky little man, be- 
DAP ETD Bin SR SN EB a Look Before You Dam ie eR cere {loved of all nature lovers throughout the 
Sm A ont SP Niae AS ph phaos insta g Get ey eas Ta Se tN en BUR TEM OUNS RY Sa United States. 

Although these dams are successful, ate ae ig Peary ss pate tcauee : 
‘ RES oni on LS ig a I RP ER Though many mothers take their broods 

there are a number of cautions that should Wi gag a Se Wt ee PaaS é 3 See Ne Ea ee RRO os eg to Anderson Hill, the greater number re- 
be taken into consideration before attempt- PE TARTS Did LOAN TR Oe ae main at the Gopher Camp Fire Refuge and 5 fees g 
ang 10 pa dams — ve ce Grazed land outside fence of Gopher rear their broods there under the protec- 

nT TENSE Mel TS AT Cu ec Campfire Refuge tion of visiting game wardens and club 
area, whether it be in the nesting grounds rmembers, resident in HutcHinson, who pas 

or not, will be of benefit to the ducks as Wherever it is feasible and advised by tro] the * SutSliHS of thé beauntil duck 
resting and feeding grounds. an engineer, the creation of one or more yeagrine environment and keep predatory 

3 tes 7 a s 
This association prefers to lean over large ponds on a farm will assist in the life within control. 

backward and understate facts rather than raising of the subterranean water level. Wild duck foods were planted along the 
let optimism cause it to state anything that . . . oni 

might be misleading. The experience of Salute to Anderson ee oe ee eS 

the Jamestown Chapter was related to an Among the individual sportsmen who are gown fn hick sirubhen and verduré 
: : : : g > 

official of the Underground Water Re- already serving as the middle link between forming perfect cover for the nesting birds. 

sources Branch of the U. S. Department of | waterfowl restoration and the farmer’s 

the Interior. This official said that it was water-scarcity problems is Sam G. Ander- Variety of Inspiration 
reasonable to expect in the character of the son, of Hutchinson. Minn., a conseryation- The character of the inspiration received 

soil, with which he was familiar, along the — ist of national stature, who needs no intro- from Anderson Hill is indeed varied. The 
Pipestem that the underground water level duction to the sportsmen of America. records show wild-fowl refuges already in 

would travel back for several miles on Mr. Anderson some few years ago estab- existence and ducks and geese nesting ¥! 
the lower side of this river. lished a wild-life refuge on his place, An- upon them as follows: 

He stated further that doubtless water derson Hill, near Hutchinson, Minn. His Round Lake Refuge, established and ad- 
° < . 

tables could be raised in many areas waterfowl refuge has proven an inspiration ministered by the city of St. Paul, Minn. 
throughout the United States. His first to thousands of individuals who have vis- Here literally hundreds of ducks and geese g y
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are nesting within the heart of this thriving Probably secondary in importance to the _ however, is not satisfied with the practical 

city of the middle west. In the fall they smaller projects is that of state engineered completion of this big restoration. It 

will fly out and join the migrations along and administered refuges. Among one of reaches further. He has designs on Mud 
_ the greatest of these is the restoration of Lake, another large drained area a few 

— Thief Lake in northern Minnesota, by the miles north of Thief Lake. It is his hope 
Division of Game and Fish of that state. to begin restoration work on Mud Lake the 

Many years ago some 283.000 acres in the early part of 1933. 

Thief Lake district were drained. The bot- It is also his desire to keep Thief Lake 
Just one finger of Arrow Wood Lake tom of the lake and adjacent lands were closed from hunting throughout the coming 

the fiyways. to the\southern’ wintering sold to farmers. : season and give the nesting birds and their 

mons Unlike many other drained lake beds, broods a feeling of security so that they 

~ Another of the inspired refuges is that of that produced nothing but MOTE RBCS and will return naturally to the lake next Nar: 
Mr. Fred E. Murphy, publisher of the subsequent bankruptcy, the soil of Thief It is estimated by the Game and Fish 

a Sen opie ” Lake would grow anything, according to Division that some 300,000 wild ducks will 
Minneapolis Tribune, one of the largest . - > " 2 

. = the statement of those who farmed it. The fly south from Thief Lake this fall. 
metropolitan newspapers of the United : . : . - 

: trouble was that whenever there was a A beautiful thread of sentiment is woven 
States. Mr. Murphy has established a ref- heavy rainfall the land was reflooded and he fabric of thi d 
uge near Battle Lake, Minn. Environmental ihe exe 3 awere drowned a aie ae ee ran ons ee a 
control is practiced on three lakes on his BS . al a a Son. ‘ de HOD Ws ber 

place, which comprises some 700 acres. In Forder Brings Ducks Back ee v - y ech a ae me a ane 

addition Mr. Murphy is raising now 1,200 A | li f livi game wah be : Il ue ‘e & F - ae . iz , mrallerden her edict escster midi iacls e mong ie ene armers living ing on ah iu oe ae per cae 
procured from Mr. Anderson. These ducks, me was 4 oe a Ha a er, a pees 7 ae ie a ea ne restoration o: nie 

too, will fly out in the fall and join the 22 ‘over of wild Ale. our or hve years Make tor wile row’ 
imipration ago, when he was nearly eighty years old, 

ip , : he decided to attempt to restore some water ee eee 
Raising Ducks to Music 

Another of the Anderson inspired refuges = a Game Bills Pending 
has been established by the sportsmen and Mee =H i iB : a s 
Martin County officials, at Fairmont, Minn. y ee i (Continued from page 58) 
Here, too, hundreds of ducks are nesting SS -* ese al ea dearly in tt ' 
in the wild areas provided for them. One R ‘ should be passed early in the next session. 

. edeemer of the thief % 
mallard hatched her brood under a band- It will be if you do your share! 

stand in an adjoining amusement park and for the ducks that returned every spring to 5. OIL IN NAVIGABLE WATERS (H. 

is bringing them up on popcorn! They live their former nesting grounds, found them R. 163): This bill, introduced by Con- 

around the popcorn popper where visitors dry and moved on north. gressman Crail of California, to prevent 
feed them, much to the delight of the con- i é nthe north side the dumping of oil and oil wastes into any meet He put in a small dam on t ping 
cessionaire who does a thriving business of the old lake. It caught and held the navigable waters, remained in the House 

and protects his promoters. rainfall. This dam restored about 800 acres Committee on Merchant Marine and Fish- 
The Izaak Walton League Chapter at of water. In the spring when the ducks ries. A favorable report can no doubt 

Coleraine, Minn., after looking over Mr. yeturned they alighted upon it joyously be obtained by proper effort next De- ; 4 y alig pi joyously 
Anderson’s refuge at Anderson Hill, and and remained. Before vegetation came up, cember. 
under his direction, has established awild- the ducks had scant food. This aged man 6. EROSION STUDIES (H. R. 4608) : 

fowl refuge on a lake in the edge of that walked 4 miles every day carrying sacks This bill, sponsored by Congressman 

city. a of shelled corn on his back and fed the Leavitt of Montana, proposes to amend the 
Another refuge inspired by Mr. Ander- ducks. McSweeney-McNary Research Act and 

son’s has been established by a business Having demonstrated that the ducks authorize forest and range experiment sta- 
man in Duluth. Another by sportsmen at could be brought back, sportsmen and the tions to conduct studies to determine the 
New London. Minnesota Department of Conservation effective use of forest, chaparral and grass 

And ‘so UE BOGS: Doubtless many more _ jnjtiated and carried through plans for the cover to regulate stream flow, control ero- 
refuges ee eee eee today through the yestoration of Thief Lake. There are ap- sion, prevent floods, etc. Remains in the 
inspiration of Anderson Hill. _Undoubtedly proximately 8,000 acres of surface water hands of the House Committee on Agri- 
other refuges will take their inspiration there now. A splendid concrete dam was culture. 

from these just mentioned, It merely goes put across the main drainage ditch recently 7, SHELL TAX BILL (H. R. 10604 & 
to show what an individual sportsman can ditches si d Tt is th 2 parent as and other ditches stopped up. It is the . . . 

i i H. R. 12602): These two bills were intro 
do. Mr. Anderson, himself, raises hun- ett level i eatel 2 plan to raise the water level immediately duced by (Consvessman’ McCormack «of 
dreds more ducks every year than he shoots. to include 9,000 acres. cuced. DY oe e 

. ONC AES 2) y Massachusetts, to impose a tax of 25¢ per 
Thief Lake Leads Stewart Working Miracles box on all shotgun shells for the purpose of 

Emphasis has been placed upon the in- 8 : financing both Federal and State game 
dividual and smaller projects in the resto- Mr. W. D. Stewart, director of the Divi- restoration work. The first bill was so 
ration moyement because conservationists sion of Game and Fish of the conservation bitterly opposed before the Senate Com- 

believe that in the aggregate many small department, caused 450 mallards to be mittee waterfowl hearings in April that 

water areas will be of far more value than trapped and used as decoys this spring to its sponsors had it introduced in revised 

a few large ones. Too, the plans of the bring in wild ducks. They responded by form. Both bills remain in the hands of 

Biological Survey, operating under the di- the thousands. Feeding was carried on in the House Committee on Ways and Means. 
rection of the Norbeck-Andresen Act, are the early spring. It is estimated that hun- Widespread opposition seems to preclude 

to take care of the large area phase of the dreds of thousands of ducks are nesting at its favorable consideration by the Com- 

work as monies are secured under authori- Thief Lake and environs. mittee. 
zations of the bill. It provides for the ex- There is a plentiful natural food supply Further information concerning all 

penditure of $8,000,000 within ten years. of various vegetable and aquatic plants in measures may be obtained from this As- 

This bill became effective in 1929. the lake. The ambition of Mr. Stewart, — sociation.
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Fur R f Mi t 
HAT Minnesota’s Economie _ conditions 

7 fur resources bring have lowered fur prices to 
no little cash into an extent unknown for 

many coffers is revealed - _— years, and these same 
by £ pecentagomplletion ae — cong bens have intensi- 
made from the reports of we a trapping operations, 
licensed trappers. Minne- ¥ aa A ‘* as many Raderdaals who 
sota trapping laws require = eZ sy >. would have been other- 
the taking out of a license, - 4 = 2 2 wise employed, have re- 
and this license must be ae UF * 4 sorted to trapping to help 
returned at the close of ee . aes a out in the present crisis. 
the year, with a report as - P ms . Minnesota prone the 
to the kind and number of ra trapping of fur-bearing 
pelts taken, and the ap- . = animals by non-residents, 
proximate price received. a 2 = and has very few of the 
As no license is required ," 2 5 : so - called professional 
for trapping on land own- 4 trappers. The great maj- 
ed and occupied by the cs e ority of Minnesota furs 
trapper, there must be a j # are trapped by farmer 
considerable number of a — boys Shee uEDoUe the sae: 
various pelts taken of = . who are thereby provided 
which no accounting is Siuvee: Babcmr—A’ Varuaste BUn-REARER with a cash income which 
made. is greatly appreciated. 

The compilation is based on an estimate of the While on the subject of fur-bearers, it would not 
number of licenses issued, the number reported, be amiss to mention the most valuable of them all, 
and the average of each report; a fair percentage of the beaver. In former years, the pelt of this animal 
trappers make the required report, and even if some brought thousands of dollars into the state, and it 
of the unreported licencees obtain no pelts or less became almost extinct. For a number of years it 
than the average, this difference should be compensated _ has been given absolute protection, and has increased 
for by the unreported pelts taken on the trapper’s rapidly. This increase is desi an aid to the 
own homestead. preservation of o1 ern forests arid~an_ added 

In ordinary years, the zeal with which the various attraction to. wild-life. = 
fur animals are trapped depends largely on the strength Following is the complete estimate of the fur 
of the market for the various species. In some years,  resot s of Minnesota as estimated for the year of 
fashion decrees that one fur should be the favorite; 1934: 
with increased demand comes increased prices, and Number Average 
increased prices spur the trapper on to more diligent of Value of 
efforts as far as that particular pelt is concerned. Animals Value Pelts 
In one way, ie Tencis texorely toward the generaY Mink... 20,749 $ 89,220.70 $ 4.30 
conservation of our fur-bearing animals—it ma; I 
depreciate the numbers of one particular species but. Weasel... 69,875 34,937.50 50 ; 
while so doing, it takes the load off the remaining Skunk......00000.... 41,184 54,774.72 1.33 

. species, and gives them an opportunity to re-establish Badger... 1,501 11,602.73 7.73 

a ady it’s the type , and not the species of Hincec on get me 20LbT Oe a2 
fur that will be in demand; for the past few years, Bob Cats... 416 1,302.08 3.18 
long-haired furs were in demand, including fox, Gray Boxe sn 853 2,217.80 2.60 
badger, wolf. In other years the short-haired furs Red Fox...........2........ 1,021 8,168.00 8.00 
may be the favorite, such as otter and mink. Muskrat (Grogs Fox...............- 88 1,425.60 16.20 
remains fairly constant, as “Husdon Seal” is a more Silver F 31 "048 00 8.00 
or less staple fur in the world market. EN OO ON a eascores ia : 

During 1931, mink led the field in the total amount LyX.------------------------ 93 744.00 8.00 
of money returned to the trappers; the estimate reveals Timber Wolf.............. 280 2,506.00 8.95 
that 20,749 mink were worth $89,220.70.. an average Coyote—Brush 
price of $4.30. Next in total value was the old standby Wolf... 1,426 15,686.00 11.00 
of the farmer’s boy, the skunk. Pelts of this animal Fox Souirrel: 2.548 O54. 80 10 
to the number of 41,184 were marketed for a total of Oza 2 : ‘ 
$54,774.72, an average of $1.33. Third in total value Gray Squirrels... 4,697 469.70 10 
was the raccoon—9,747 were sold at an average of Rabbits... 30,636 3,063.60 10 

| $4.12, totalling $40,157.64. seein Bade SE 
As far as the value of individual species is con- Totals........ . 185,145 $266,778.87 

: cerned, the few specimens of cross fox that were 
trapped brought the largest individual returns. An _—_———_ 
estimated number of 88 animals averaged $16.20. 
Next in individual value was, strange to say, the ANOTHER MINNESOTA OPOSSUM 
coyote, bringing an average of $11.00. Three species 
tied for third place with an average of $8.00—red From Ghent, in Lyon County, comes the report 
fox, lynx and silver fox. This low average for silver of the capture of an opossum by Ed Wyffels, who 
fox would indicate an error in identification by the farms south of that town. Ordinarily the habitat 
trapper—unquestionably some grey foxes must have of this animal is located much farther south than 
been included in this group to bring the average down Minnesota, but occasionally a specimen strays across 
so low. our borders from Iowa.
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The G Bird Kill of 1931 
ioe we become should be a stupen- 

over - exultant, d » f pheasants wea ane READ THEM AND WEEP! eters ee 
call that the number . . : 
of hunters was nearly A COMPARATIVE ESTIMATE BY SPECIES should be somewhat 
doubled, and that the reassuring to  thou- 

drouth dried up thou- 1929 1930 — 1931 sands of Minnesota 
sands of pools and Mallard............ 398,555 563,306 164,028 Beraradaiehoteecalictie 
small lakes, causing Bluebill ziseses~ 826,502 747,183 97,256 
a concentration of Green-wing Teal.... 111,045 192,633 76,711 hope for a very suc- 
numbers on the larger Blve-wing Teal...... 172,517 268,519 86,853 cessful duck season. 
and more accessible fanvasback........ 60,952 64,211 14,397 Prairie chick d 
waters. It is more Redhead... sc. ¢.2:+ 57,255 72,967 13,187 Pee ay one ae 
than possible that “Other” Ducks..... 29,238 49,618 11,398 bel is 
we will pay for this Pintails............ 40,210 55,455 15,196 an estimated number 
one fat year with a Shoveler........... 35,788 58,562 10,307 of 14,125 were killed 
few very lean years Bufflehead.......... 11,733 17,512 3,148 in a rath tricted 
to come. A great | Ringbill............ 6.770 8756 «Bigg |B Mur MSNcw 
deal of our water- Baldpate........... 10,178 14,593 3,941 area; ereme 10 
fowl game is locally Black Duck........ 9,863 11,675 3,716 reports and observa- 
bred and if we de- Huddy Duck: ea, 5,805 5,837 1,249 tions these splendid 
pleted our breeding BOWalkacoccun ses 8,567 13,426 3,449 birds are show- 
stock last year Merganser.......... 7,845 10,799 2'677 Pere et aera 
under extraordinar- Golden-eye......... 5,862 8,756 2,185 8 Siepy Iereare: 
ily hunting condi- Coots.............. 172,827 198,471 71,718 over the state where 
tions, we must pay Se ) SS ae they are to be found 
for it the coming Total..........1,471,512 2,362,639 589,605 at all. 
season.”’ i Several favorable The above paca — : 
graph is taken es winters have given 

the April, 1931 issue of FINS, FEATHERS and FUR, our quail an opportunity to increase considerably; in 
andes reference to the Unusually, large anes water- 1929 the estimate was 2,700, in 1930 the estimate 
owl the previous year, } e prophecy was , : a be Heres fulfilled—as very patently evidenced by the com- 2,090, but in 1931 the estimated kill had increased 

purse report presented on this page. We cannot to 11,024. 

vane brood stock and still expect to have good Very few wild geese were killed the past season; 

Less than one-fourth the number of ducks were actually reported were only 252 Canada geese, 66 

filled ast yer a8 compared with the rear belts, and  white-fronted geese, 44 snow geese and 101 blue 
yet there are those who still complain of the shortness few i ari ith fe : 
of the season and the fact that a few ducks got by Se alana seed seckol aaee 
to sojourn over the winter in the south. Rabbits are evidently still on the increase phase 

" a analysis of the ce of the different species of their cyclic behavior; 227,163 were estimated 
and charts showing the breeding areas contraste . A . F : 
with the drouth areas shows quite clearly that those leilled im’ 1929, 330,417 ans 980 jand 375,731 a LE 
species which bred largely in the drouth stricken The hunters did not fare so well on squirrels as in 

ee Ue Sued ne the greatest extent. re previous years; the 1929 estimate was 229,082, in 
ately after the close cf the duck season the writer 1931 it 238,635, and in 1931 it dr d 2, 
stated that he believed that the kill of Green-winged we ee ae cropped te 182,775, 
eal would exceed raat Pe the Blue winged ee Even the lowly jack-snipe showed a decline. 
notwithstanding the fact that in former years only . ag - 
about two out of three teal ducks were of the Green- Which was Wo Be eapected with the loss of ° much 
winged variety. This prediction was based on the marshland; in 1929 the estimate was 13,475, in 1930 

fact that the breeding area of the Blue-winged was it was 17,512, and in 1931 it dropped to 9,547. 
very nearly co-incidental with the drouth area, where- 
as the Green-winged bred much farther north. As All in all, the year of 1931 was a most disap- 
may be seen by the report, although the kill of the pointing one to the waterfowl hunter, and although 
latter was smaller, the difference was so small that , t iti RanbAdoat i‘ tt thi 
the writer’s contention was fairly well proven. ESRC CAINE OS VAD SCRYERS UDO a eon Ee 

In 1930 the estimated kill of pheasants was year, it will take more than one year to bring our 

eee mle in ee the ectual zepatted kill was waterfowl back to even a semblance of their former 
16,573. sing the same basis of estimating as bers. Th ra f light f h 

used in 1930, the estimated kill for 1931 would be cs ie mS i pa - oan a : oe ah sto 
over one million birds, to be exact, 1,018,593. This <8 Dunting Is the fac 2 ETE Bee BD oy 
figure seems almost unbelievable, especially in view 8 here to stay and evidently to increase to the point 

of the fact that many reports have been received where a reasonably long open season will be justified. 

from various aecuons of the state fo the eftect that This bird is not only numerous in the southern sec- 
re usly * ‘ 

affected by the last open season. Due to the splen- tion of the state, but has even made a good increase 

did response to the suggestion of winter feeding, and in northern areas where formerly it was doubtful as 
with a favorable breeding season this spring, there to its ability to exist and increase.
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Waterfowl Season of 1931 
HE waterfowl season of 1931 is past and gone— __ of Fertile, another keen observer, answered the ques— 

| but not the reverberations. There are still tion in the negative, but with this explanation. “In 
individuals who believe that shortening of the 1930 I found mallards and teal that had perished on 

season was unwarranted, that we saved the ducks account of drouth in early summer. ‘The reason 
for the southerners to slaughter, that there were was we had quite a bit of rain in early spring awhich 
as many ducks the past year as the year before! filled pot-holes just before breeding season. By 
The contenders may be sincere in their statements, the time the young appeared these places were dry 
but the fact remains that almost invariably their and some young did not reach water. Rice beds 
opinion is based on observations made in one parti- and lakes lowered considerably in the fall of 1930 
cular area only. and we had practically no snow and very little rain 

In order that a truer picture might be had of the in the spring of 1931. Therefore no pot-holes appeared 
entire state, William D. Stewart, Director of the prior to the breeding season of 1931 which prevented 
Game and Fish Division, sent out questionnaires the ducks from breeding any considerable distance 
to the entire field foree of game wardens, covering from larger or permanent bodies of water. There was 
every phase of waterfowl conditions in their respective so little water in the rice beds just prior to the breeding 
territories. | Out of the returned replies, an even season that 50% of the species that nest in such 
hundred were picked out, covering every county places passed them up which accounts for the decrease 
in the state, and avoiding duplication where there in local nesting of mallards, teal and pintail.’” Dis- 
were several wardens in a specific area. Some of trict Chief Warden J. O. Watters, of Alexandria, 
the replies indicated a most thorough survey and some reported that the shallow lakes where the ducks 
of the additional comment was very enlightening. bred dried up before the young were big enough to 

After designating the name, address, territory fly; as they dried, the lake bed cracked open around 

covered and listing the major duck-breeding or hunt- the edges and when the young ducks attempted to 
ing lakes included in their report, the wardens were reach the water beyond, they fell into the crevices i : 

asked to estimate the number of ducks raised locally 29d were unable to come out—Mr. Watters reports 
as compared with last year’s crop. Ninetcen reported finding many such dead in lakes south of Osakis. 
a 100% crop, two a 200% crop, two a 150% crop of Warden Beatty of Cook reports an entirely different 

locally raised mallards; even with these favorable Teason for loss of nests—too much water. He says, 
returns, the average for the hundred replies indicated “The shortage of local ducks was not caused by the 
that for the state as a whole, there were only 65%  drouth but by excessive high water. Early in June 
of the mallards raised during 1931 as compared with We had a sudden raise of water which in my judgment 
1930. The tabulation on the blue-winged teal in- destroyed not part but all of the nests. This sudden 

dicated only a 64% crop, that of the shoveler a 57% — Tse of water was more noticable in the small pot- 

crop, that of the red-head a 44% crop, of the pintail holes and in the flowage of beaver ponds, the natural 
a 52% crop, with only a 61% crop in the group in- nesting plaecs for ducks rather than the larger lakes. 
cluding all other species. The next question asked was very pertinent to 

The next query was “Were many ducks hatched the welfare of our ducks—‘“What percentage of water 

but not raised to maturity due to drouth and if so, rea last year was dried up this year?” The general 

what species’? impression seemed to be that the drouth was quite 
To this question 23 answered in the affirmative, €xtensive over the entire state but an analysis of 

and 72 in the negative, 5 making no comment. Of the replies would indicate that there was little drouth 

the affirmative replies, most of them indicated that in the northeastern corner, the northern border 
mallards and blue-winged teal suffered mostly, with Counties up to the Lake of the Woods, and what was 
a few pintails and some wood-ducks. In this con- Téther surprising, a belt about fifty miles wide ex- 
nection it will be interesting to our readers to hear tending northwestward from northern Pine County 

the comment from several of the wardens. Paul through Carleton, Aitkin, Crow Wing, Cass, Hub- 
S. Goodell, of Herman says, ‘A great many marshes bard, Becker and Ottertail counties. This latter 

and sloughs and several lakes in my territory went 2rea produces a fair supply of ducks, and brought 
entirely dry when the young ducks were small and the average up considerably for the balance of the 
unable to travel to places where there was water. state. There were 24 replies which indicated that 
There is no question in my mind but what most of there had been no appreciable loss of water area; 

these young ducks perished.” Martin K. Nelson, (Continued on Page 14) 

ie Gat te lt Lame ar er ts al ae te ta Sei aD sipecty ma os 

Ducks On Concenrration Area Near Barrier LaKe
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e time given by those stating that there had been 
WATERFOWL SEASON OF 1931 Seated stom = November Ist to November 

. , with the dates November 15th to 22nd quoted 
(Continued from Page 11) mast frequently, This was approximately the time 

excluding these, we find that during 1931, Minnesota WH? & severe freeze covered the entire state, and 
lost approximately 38% of its duck breeding and drove ne ducks concentrated on the larger lakes 

ing ach Sa cova go of 7255 oF ore, "TNs there a hey “north Sigh” sold a ralldr 7907 
of the heavy losses were from the southern and western aus ad He seus ae uireuge gradually? oe 
prairie slough region, where a big percentage of our affine i Se ane ye aah ae 12 replied in the 
local ducks is bred. Tabulating all replies, the favor- th ea High a oF ing that there had been no “nor- 
able with the unfavorable, we find that our state ‘ Tie eee a tee latter, 65 answered that they 
lost about 28% of its waterfowl area through the Delevec the ducks had filtered through gradually, 
efecte of the drouth, some that there had been no flight at all, and one 

When the first suggestion was made to postpone a we that A poet Heb had gone through in a few 
the opening date until October Ist, there were a fiekt nah d Pe a sed ghore bad been a heavy 
number of complaints made that by so doing we 1g The ae ee ee hae wees an Hoverber P 
would lose practically all our blue-wing teal shooting, | ieq ae as to the percentage of each species 
the contention being that this species would have a a age pe peter answered ae the tabulation of 
left Minnesota by this date. In order to get some Terenas Hoe Ss) OW Id like way, ee completed. 
data on this subject the following question was asked; ~ 1 the fou et we would like to make a prophecy 
“Have you any actual reason to believe that any the ue 1s) that nae Rigen vel very ales 
large amount of locally bred mallards or blue-wing ne ae eer the ee avaney ee ae io unary 
teal left your territory the last two weeks in September, ae que TUn ema pOU ree blue-wing to two green- 
and if so, what percentage?” Of 99 replies made, - = : oss 
26 answered in the afirinative, and 73 a the nega~ te ou gue ion concerning expressions of opinion 
tive. Of those answering in the affirmative, the average oae eee Hoth of season peered & variance of 
estimate was that 60% had left the territory, mostly eaeAhEe f ug) if See haheged h cleans 30 
blue-winged teal. It is a generally accepted belief 90. ¢ should ba eee ne Died a ooye tl an 60 
that blue-winged teal will start moving southward yee th t th pou cance SW LOT WALCeL 
with the first real frost spell. As often happens, eee ie t we at should have been closed 
this premature cold spell is followed by an “Indian Sey ae oa eT Oe ee we sould hays had ber 
Summer” period, during which time the moving 15th—f eg hat iit pper Titi o) ase ee, 
blue-wings will retard their migration. Naturally, | é ea sil u ad SE Ie me year 
the further north the area, the sooner the teal will uke oes b Ne ce Reeaiey 25 Bao eale 
start moving southward. In general there seemed ae (ee ded ee Id he ‘iy be nideeed aa 
to be little complaint voiced about delaying the season {oT of 1 1 cow hi ar i le considere ee 
opening two weeks on this score, particularly as many es eve: a ope eee et Pe la cuecsuion BBL 

. y i 7 2 nti, a ve 

SOO ta realized” Vay the years sproduction “of September, close season for several weeks, then open 

ethetnes tiguery brought a more even division— until freeze-up. In other words, this man wanted 
“During October, was there any large concentration mere a ehance to a all our local ducks, rest awhile, 
of ducks on any lake in your territory, and if so, ang ee ee the Canadian birds on their way 
what lake or lakes?” In the affirmative, there were . ‘ « eas . z 
44, in the negative, 56. The question was further t Homie ot) the oper 38 worthy of erenetn eel 
divided as to what species, the cause, if known, and 10 OU Te ‘t rs and we here present some persona 

the question was also asked if there were any ducks Hea and 0 pservations of wardens in different sections 
on other lakes in the concentration areas. . ee 5 " MF 

There have been many criticisms directed at 4, ud aaa New London: pee ie Inet 
the Game and Fish Division and the Bureau of C2YS © Roc sere Was Sue ttle i H Bi ce 
Biological Survey on account of the shortened season, No chber 16th ae Pe: seen on Cot an te 
by individuals who have written statements to the  ¢ 2 ° ol 

2 eee eae eae 5 came down from the north to mention, most of the 
core ee ee aueh a eke there ve oe buniers seemed satisfied that the duck crop was short 

shortage of ducks. Invariably, such statements 7 V#pada. 5 i : . 
is have been based on observations of one lake only, Frank A. Hill Glenwood: Personally I thing the 

and it meant but one thing, and that was that the Be season, all't ac pong dered was about as fair 
few ducks in a large area were concentrated in one lake, ioe eT Haao he Bins es Tee neues bodies 

ane os one iverquestion one e gee of water the war has receded from the rushes entirely 
‘ied 4 é lea’ and ducks will not nest under such conditions— plied that there were none or very few ducks in lakes . wees Mae 
other than the one where a heavy concentration was Ce penne nS Wacona’ Mod of the duck noticed, only five replied that there were ducks in aie Se ih : Wiles : 
any quantity other than on the concentration area. ute Bor eee nee wong ie ieee dues is 
To the question as to what, in their judgment, caused ne aoe z 2 c : e the ducks a chance to spread and not congre- 
this concentration, the wardens replied mostly that  S!V!PS ‘i * c S 
feed conditions and protection was largely responsible, 88t® ie SENECA ORS eae Uae 

aan “ati A. G. . : ry 
Ae pour berg tenouied staat the concentration that with only a 30 day season, taking everything 

“ “Was Reraitarien Conniee flight after October ito consideration, we will hit it better with the season 

3st? If so, what species and when?”, was the next Sit was than trying to change itany, 
question asked. Out of the returns, 58 denied that a T heard coat he senon ras than ti 
there had been any appreciable flight after the close RE SEALOnS, eard relative to the season was that the 
of the season, while 40 answered in the affirmative: %2502 closed just when the ducks could be expected. ason, a 2 ; 
blue-bills and mallards were mentioned mostly, with (Continued on Page 23)



A MINNESOTA SURVEY OF THE 
WATERFOWL SEASON OF 1931 

(Continued from Page 14) 

Later, when the ducks proved to be scarce, nearly 
all expressed themselves as satisfied that the season 
curtailing was justified, and that it would no doubt 
have been a good thing if it had been closed entirely 
this year. 

Sheridan Greig, Pine County: Increase of beaver 
in this area has added many ponds now being used 
as breeding spots by ducks. 

Ed J. Watts; Crosby: The twelve o’clock open- 
ing is a good idea. 

Paul S. Goodell, Herman: A great many of 
the sportsmen who enjoy duck hunting and who are 
not interested in killing a bag limit every day were in 
favor of having the season closed entirely, and thought 
it should be closed all over the United States and 
Canada so as to give the ducks a chance to increase— 
all duck hunters seemed satisfied with the later opening. 

J. D. DeChaney, Annandale: Had very poor 
shooting this fall—personally did not even shoot at a 
single duck, and do not feel badly about it either. 

C. H. Dethmers, Edgerton: The very_ best 
hunters were of the opinion that the season should 
have been closed until 1932. 

A. M. Holt, Bagley: After October 31st I visited 
lake after lake and did not see a single duck. 

George F. Huber, Owatonna: Many comments 
were to the effect that the ducks had taken a gamble 
with the hunters and had won, due to weather con- 
ditions; if the usual cold weather had come in October 
the ducks would have lost. 

Minnesota duck hunters can draw their own 
conclusions from the summarization of the above 
reports; these facts at least are evident, that there 
was a shortage of both local and northern ducks, 
that there is a shortage of Minnesota breeding areas, 
and that something drastic must be accomplished 
soon if we are to continue enjoying the sport of duck 
hunting.
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CANOE COUNTRY 
As an Artist Sees the Primitive Wildernesses Still Existing 

Along the International Boundary Between Lake 

Superior and Lake of the Woods 

By FRANCIS L. JAQUES 
Assistant in Preparation, American Museum 

ANOEF country reaches from the and his sons first used the ancient canoe 
C arctic tundra of the barren grounds route of the Indians, beginning at the 

northwest of Hudson’s Bay, south- Grand Portage on Lake Superior, and 
ward to the International Boundary, established a fort far to the west on Lac 
between Lake Superior and Lake of the la Pluie, or Rainy Lake, we have the first 
Woods, and dipping into Minnesota. recorded use by the white man of what are 
These enormous areas in Canada, rich in now the international boundary waters. 
lakes and water courses, have been  Verendrye carried his explorations far to 
reached only by the canoe and paddle, the west, and claimed to have seen the 
except for the recent flights of the air- summits of the Rockies from the plains. 
plane. With the founding of the Northwest. 

A true wilderness area, unmarred by Company in 1783, this waterway was 
civilization, still exists along the interna- used more and more until 1798, when a 
tional boundary waters, contained within new route was found, north of the old, 
the area drained by the Rainy Lake. leaving Lake Superior at what is now Fort 
This Quetico-Superior region is particu- William. This was to avoid the necessity 
larly interesting not, only because of its of using the Grand Portage to the Pigeon 
rugged topography and its unmolested River, for throughout its entire course of 
animal life, but also because it is within nine miles, it lay in United States terri- 
the range of the white and Norway pines _ tory. 
and the white cedar, as well as trees of The new route joined the old at Rainy 
more northern latitudes, and because its Lake, and it also passed through the 
borders are easily accessible. country which is the subject of this article. 

When, in 1731, Sieur de la Verendrye Over these same portages, landing on the
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very rocks used today, the hardy men of _ heavily forested shore. Virgin stands of 

the Northwest Company maintained, by both Norway and white pine still exist. 

their canoes, the only communication Little change can have taken place since 

with posts as far west as Saskatchewan Verendrye first set foot on these same 

and the Yellowstone, and explored the portages two hundred years ago. The 

Mackenzie and Frazer rivers. names of the lakes are a curious mixture 

Finally, when the Webster-Ashburton of French, Scotch, and Indian,— 

treaty was passed in 1842, it stipulated Kahnipiminanikok, for example, Lac la 

that the route “‘as now actually used, shall Croix, MeNiece Lake, and Poo Bah. 

be free and open to the use of the citizens Except for its forest products, which are of 

and subjects of both countries.” This very slow growth due to the rocky nature 

treaty is still in effect. Of about forty of the surface, the region is only useful as a 

portages between Lake Superior and Rainy wilderness area,—a real museum of the 

Lake, only the Grand Portage has fallen past, a “university of the wilderness.’ 

into disuse. In at least one place, Bottle Never a region of teeming animal life, 

Portage, the International Boundary as were the plains, this primitive country 

follows the portage trail. I have used it is still inhabited by its savage creatures. 

many times. Conditions are almost unchanged. Moose 

The Rainy Lake watershed drains this are much less abundant than they were 

region, the water finding an outlet through _ fifteen years ago, but who can say that 

the Lake of the Woods, the Winnipeg they were always numerous here? The 

River, and eventually the Nelson River to caribou are no longer found, but they 

Hudson’s Bay. It is as large as Massa- probably were never numerous. The 

chusetts, Connecticut, and i 

Rhode Island, and no man will —E\ 
3 a  SS\\ 

ever know how many lakes it SS 

contains until the region is E ‘@ Ny _ 

mapped by airplane. The Su- SSA Wp) ——_—. . 

perior National Forest, in Ww \\ Ail 2 == 

Minnesota, and the Quetico WW We <SS SX 
Provincial Park, in Ontario, lie ~ ‘ih WR R35 Se 
within the area, and in these wr Muy RES oe, SS 

: : SA Th = Se Ot yo oS ~ 
latter fire-arms are not jj —— = ~ 

The entire region is of an- < GaSe — Sa S S 

cient granite, heavily scored in SS Voss == AY 
several directions by the former Se = = 

ice cap, resulting in numerous Oey: AS Nis : => 
depressions filled with deep, © 3 WARS) SS 

§ RS SENN 
cool lakes of clear water. Lakes < SA Ws ~ 

ay from the main water- SS SSX =u SS z SW SS SSA - 
courses sometimes are unbe- SS Sh SS i 

lievably clear, so that one has SS Ss RA : 

the weird impression that one’s SS SS = \ ibe 

canoe is floating through the air. NGS , THEIR WEIRD CALLS ONCE 
Waterfalls and rapids are SS a — Ere Wildeneeee vere 

numerous, and beautiful bits SS 1S re a 
of sandy beach hide along the =
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Hace SF as MS ||)! ||!) || (| i i 3 have been ERT ST ES |||\|)||)||||||_ migrations of the sturgeon : 

G cm Nr dey | | | | WH | stopped by the power dam at the ae 
SE ak ROR A |) | = a awerinersaceds & ‘ee iE AAV ||| of Rainy Lake. Deer have incr 

SU lee pee |) )||/ Otherwise animal life must be muc he 

an Nee SS) same as it was before America was dis- CNB E ge 2 Sean ANY | y re 
ee » a ON | covered. Indian paintings of unknown GIVE Sh. teed |. AB | ; I ; 

S Oe na a i a Me age, done in red pigment on some of the 

SN oe eee ims) cliffs at Crooked Lake, Lac la Croix, and 
. al a ee Se) Dark-water Lake, show, with the single 

eo Se & \ VF ce | exception of the caribou, the same animal 

Ce wes ey = a ie ye. life now found in the region. 
Sef i oA a oes ! : ; . 

az f ae es j 3 ie Indians occupy reservations in gies 

YX ea ee | parts of this region, and are its only 
A eat a ie , permanent inhabitants. The portage 

wes be ' ek Us signs of the rangers are the only evidences 
eS ae ' | ¥) fa uh wr 4 of the passage of time. 
Wf ae i Wa Ny te Of the creatures of the lakes, the great 

ae |! | Wy ‘oun ie northern diver, or loon, is most character- 

EA TR Sa ye istic. Voiceless on our coasts in winter, 

PAA } i) | ) a his weird call, once heard in this northern 

SAT AIA TTHHT AN “NS j Gil wilderness, can never be forgotten. Mak- 

| IH | WITH ea / a A ing camp in the evening, you may be 

IK i HHI (ih ees | a serenaded by several curious loons, or on 

&, itl i ge CC se, quiet mornings you may see and hear 

ay pi) | le Tr | a Ue them far overhead. A great line of spray 

iam ¢u/ a | <A. ‘Ne suddenly disturbs the still water. A 

aN Me Side Pot <<< loon, so distant as to be invisible, is Cire ig om: 
gee) fare © es Us Bécaa  alighting in a long slide on the quiet sur- 
ey / 1 Sage gy) rm} face. Or aseries of small geysers suddenly 

oie wee spring into view. It is a great, heavy- 

eC as ES By SUG es Ny bodied bird running over the surface to 

eee Lt | ae ne a Vs gain sufficient speed for a successful 

cae Fe aS ge tight. 
ens YA T. vio Great blue herons are found in the 

Cig A cia Ty i ee ae shallows, and herring gulls breed in 
ae ae er oy , 4 single pairs or small colonies on the lesser 

wae pelea ‘ae IHN A 2 Wi Lay ae islands. In August fleets of grown but 

~ op Net y ae Or, J THIN ‘y)] still flightless mergansers swim about in 

Pe iin MAN i) I, , 
ee TE iy a ae a i sea || pe 44) 4 a ‘All i lige 2 
———_— S ge Tone A Mag Mi wot Anis : He Nat ui aera 

mI linn 
innit WAL {yy Hii. oe. 

a Lu N Himmel NM ‘ny mm i, Himnri : “ermal {11 Anau 
“Tmt UT ese UL inte, 

copens On GROWN SUREHEL i Hn HATO ii On iy 
FLIGHTLESS MERGANSERS i! HINA HI | i Wadi i 

“UATE TEE
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@. a = pee Re 
(TIT 2 acme = wi mec : Ss TCT M i FHMUNCUITIITTHTM 

| | mae OMNI |(iiiiiijiiiiiitiiiinninc, i} HA |e LANA oe || aH MA i HHA 

| (Mae | A Hie A til UNA AW | | Hil | | i AAAI LALA MINA AL AIVIUAVUUNb i Autinritiii | 
long lines, or if alarmed, race toward the ee i, inna 
center of the lake in a shower of spray. 1) ag Sema mL) 

Bald eagles, and occasionally a golden i | Oy i de of 
eagle may be seen, and ospreys nest in eee ae |), Sie 
the tall, dead pines, or you may find on | Le i 1 Nae 

the clifis the nest of that greatest of mi * a 
feathered sportsmen, the duck hawk, a Mee 1 ae iH 4 

bird which kills swiftly and surely, but es t Be Leet 
according to a definite set of rules. all  eadp 4 Ney Wit | J ih 

The moose bird, or Canada jay, Waa ae S A Ne i] i 
€ r tre r _ Bee iy | Vee men THA En author of a number of strange and un aie py NaS ||| i i 
associated sounds, will visit your camp kaa ii Wyk Ne he Wi tH 
and steal anything he can get, though LO ZGf" PH | UN I! iI li 
quite, as his big, friendly eyes will attest, fe HM oi he i i 

without any knowledge that he is a rob- Say te 1 Hit a Mi Mt 

ber. Ruffed grouse and Canada grouse #7 “f/ | rT a si \y ni 
may be seen in greatly varying numbers ‘ag ; JAIN << uM || | 

from year to year. ve eK | Aah Mi 
Beaver are numerous and have become — ve a | ny * iil i 

quite a nuisance in places, flooding port- bee hae Hi we Wilt A 
age trails and throwing dams across A aN) es Ma) Ni, *, 

watercourses. Have you ever tried to vA YG pel: Wi pe oe 
break a beaver dam? It’s a tough struc- cy, < y ee 
ture! Once a beaver kept us awake an yy py ots. » ee 

entire night by slapping his tail at ag yf ji gg 
regular intervals as a protest against the Say ee 
presence of the strange creatures in a oS a 
white tent. Soil? oe (fh on ezine 

Bears are usually well behaved and (Wo % ites ey e 
dignified, as becomes a bear, though we i Sy ae IZ, 

saw one who, when he thought he was Messy ey Ms 
invisible to us, made a frightened speed Z ay { a a \ 

that was amazing! If you are lucky you SARL GZ YY 
may hear the thrilling wail of the timber Sd eB 

wolf. Deer are increasing in number, as I Se All seuee® 

have said. But the greatest prize, not ~Ns 

seen as frequently as in former years, is to aes 

find a great, slow-witted moose in the _wié 

Se a aw 3 Tue Porrace Tram 
The voracious great northern pike is 4 save winpewass AREA, UNMARRED RY CIVILIZATION
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AY \ 
cose! 3 NY 2 \" 2 

enon ye A, Whe Ree 
Ne NORD Dy I in 

: Pee VBE 

UN A i} Ag ea eager SS 

TA LN ne LE 
SG OF SNAP WO, Ee 
me TE a ig ht 

SS en | ee ee a ee 
SS LG ca 

the most abundant fish, together with the immediately changes, and one lives close 

wall-eyed pike perch. Large-mouthed to the source of things. In the bottom 

black bass may be found in some of the of the canoe there should be a compass 

smaller lakes and in certain bays of the and a map,—beyond lie hundreds of 

larger ones, while lake trout, in summer, clear wilderness lakes through which to 

are deep down in the clear lakes, and re- choose one’s way in wandering. Truly, 

quire special tackle. mild adventure offers no more alluring 

With these creatures you are, if you prospect! 

are ona canoe trip, almost one. The canoe Keep the load, including the personnel, 

offers, in the opinion of the writer, at low in the canoe. Stay in camp if the 

once the most primitive, satisfying, and water is too rough, and don’t take chances 

intimate way of living in touch with the in the fast water. Portages have been 

wilderness and its denizens. In it you provided in all doubtful places by the 

may travel as inexpensively, as safely, and rangers. For comfort, keep dry. Water- 

as comfortably as you wish. proof clothing can be carried in the ends of 

There are only a few simple rules that the canoe, where it is instantly available, 

may be wisely observed in order to insure and a canoe which keeps water out from 

the maximum amount of safety; for in- underneath will keep it out from above. 

stance, the canoe of the Indians was, and if it is inverted and the duffle placed 

still is, the birch bark. While it was beneath it on the shore. Storms give 

adopted by the early traders and used for — sufficient warning so that you have time 

many years, even the great birch bark — to reach land. 

canoe for use on Lake Superior, it has Be careful of fire. On a hot, windy 

given way to the more practical canvas- day a fire can be started even a few hours 

covered canoe. The writer hasone ofthe after a heavy rain. Put your camp fires 

latter, weighing but slightly more than out thoroughly. Nothing disturbs your 

fifty pounds, yet it will carry two persons, peace of mind so much on a dry and 

a complete camp outfit, and food enough windy day as the thought that you may 

for a month. have left a burned-out camp fire un- 

Since canoe and outfit must be carried drenched that morning. 

over many portages, the weight must be Weather, largely overlooked in the city, 

reduced to a minimum. One’s outlook becomes of vital importance. The direc-
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tion and velocity of the wind determine water varying amounts from five to eighty- 

the route you take, or whether you travel two feet with the resulting destruction of 

at all. You scan the map anxiously for present shore lines, and a rise and fall of 

long reaches of open water, and try to water which leaves an encircling fringe of 

avoid them. You come to feel a relation- dead trees, examples of which may be 

ship between cloud shadows and gusts of found in many places through the north. 

wind. You treasure the rare days when A determined group of men, represented 

the water is like glass, showing the in- by the Quetico-Superior Council, 1218 

verted image of the sky, and the lakes Flour Exchange, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 

seem full to overflowing,—truly a setting is working against odds to preserve this 

to inspire the lover of the outdoors. area in its original state. They have 
The writer wishes that this article secured the passage by Congress of the 

might end here. It is not pleasant to say Shipstead-Newton-Nolan act, restricting 

that this wilderness is threatened. Com- further alteration of water levels on the 

mercial interests have proposed that at all American side, but much still remains to 

the larger boundary lakes dams be con- be done. A treaty must be secured with 

structed to permit the storage of water, Canada adequately to protect the region. 

ostensibly to help navigation, and for Let us hope that the lakes of Verendrye 

power purposes, at International Falls and the first route to the Northwest may 
and Fort Francis and on the Winnipeg remain intact and unchanged for the 

River. The proposal is to raise the people of the future! 
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From the U. S. Department of Agriculture we quote:- 
yer r p o* 2 Phtn 

(3 PLANTING SUCCESSFUL anal © 
Ma ON UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVHR 

"The attempts recently made to stock the upper Mississippi 

River Wild Life and Fish Refuge with beaver colonies are begin- 

ning to show good results. The superintendent of the refuge, in 

@ recent report to the Bureau of Biological Survey, United States 

Department of Agriculture, which administers the new reservation, 

states that the beavers captured in northern Wisconsin last spring 

and liberated on the flats near Wabasha, Minn., are apparently do- 

ing well. Reservation rangers of the bureau recently discovered 

two fine new lodges constructed by the animals on a small slough 

‘i near the place they were liberated. After seeing these, the super- 

intendent stated that from the quantity of winter food collected by 

the beavers and submerged in front of the new lodges and from the 

extent the animals have cut the aspen and willow growth along the 

Slough, there hes been some increase from the pairs liberated. 

The fact that the beavers are remaining and building their lodges 
in the bottomland instead of following up some of the streams com- 

ing in from the hills, confirms the early opinion of the superin- 

tendent that the bottomlands are admirably adapted to beaver colo- 

nization. He considers it desirable to stock the bottomlands with 

beavers at various points along the three-hundred miles over which 

the refuge extends." 

L. W. ©. WALLER, JR. 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR. 
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Reflooding of Thief Lake | 

starts Minnesota’s march 

down the hill from disas- 

trous diteh eraze that left 

a desert 

How this program materialized and who 

stood back of the tremendous plan has 

been told by Dr. Paul Hagan, of Crookston, ie 

who, as the determined leader in the enter- ooo ii — ciaiaiede il i 

prise, can be looked upon as the authority. "33 sm singe 7 p Bettie a ed 
“Beginning in 1927, conservationists, Jie - is ae eye el a 7 = ae : 

sportsmen, Izaak Walton League chapters “4 ie ; i ae pi i ss ia 
and the Minnesota Game Protective League #™agiee ler ‘ + haa oes tals fin te ino 
began the agitation to have such lands as Rg Be 3 ae Re eg. ae pitaae 2 he 
those in the Thief Lake area and similar # = 2 rs oe a a ame 7 a Bh : * 5 ; 
areas throughout the state returned to ay o@ iA i , Pre ae é Gv ¢ re ee 

their natural condition as a habitat for Ree e: ' P 4 7 8 as ye ee Da wim’ 
a = « CS At ee ¢ Bhs se) ii ; oe es 

wild life. It was pointed out that the lands 3 J se it ( rie ‘gs We Pes eng Bi 
as reclaimed by drainage are more or less () = = (pm hs Bee +! fab Be eZ, eS Me of. ae 
worthless. It is a mistake to try to culti- + gggeuaes ee we ” ig ones’ Sages fa & a 
vate them. Food production does not need pile 8) Teo Mn AY Garo a Pe a A Ra ‘ 
the acreage, tax delinquency as a result of | tp@7 ie Wp yg’ # el . b ox a ney i ‘uty, § 
trying to farm the lands has become a great “®, “3 ye ety alia aaa oT eo “ eee Eger a aga test vA 
problem. The welfare of the country in wee onl tet SRS o se Be Fe 3 Ss eae 

many ways would be enhanced, it was be- “fy, % ye ee ipa ee oS ses 4 ye ry Becton) ihe 3 
lieved, by returning the lands to their § ‘ aa ye ag e. ae oy oad are: Ba Y Ps LE oe ge — =] 

original state so that they could once more k tae Beat OR ag f Fos wi ed pee 
become a breeding place for wild game x2 ee eae peers Se Sok Spee ae eee i 

and a conserver of soil moisture. (Fee be Pee ae sal : et i 

“Since 1916 there has been only one /yipgi iu : 
crop raised on the lake bottom and that in ‘x : | ae > a 

1918. The 1919 crop was flooded and de- sia Sy e He eee: me = 
stroyed and since then not a single kernel —- age bi a ait 

has been raised on the over 7,500 acres of ® eer oe fa eae ae Pe 

the bottoms. It is grown to cat-tails and A —— —— , . . . en ad 

wire grass and certainly has been a com- sagt ead ee a 

plete failure as a drainage proposition. ai P a fi eros one i 

The subsoil water levels have been lowered if ue rl vfs bil (irae nee 
in this area 14 feet, investigations have dis- . ae —————————— 
closed. Precipitation reports show that the Beyond the main drainage ditch is desert-like Thief Lake area. 

rainfall has been lowered on an average of 

about 6 inches in the last two 10-year pe- sportsmen, in two weeks he had thousands — ture in Minnesota. The bill was tacked on 

riods. Frost has appeared earlier each of ducks back in the former lake. He had to the Omnibus Game and Fish Bill but on 

year. Over $1,000,000 of the people’s only flooded about one-third or even less account of certain other objectional fea- 

money was spent to do this work of destruc- of the lake. tures of the bill the whole bill was vetoed 
tion! “This experiment spurred the writer and our pet bill was lost. 

“In 1926 Milton Forder, then more than and the Crookston Chapter of the Izaak “Undismayed, we carried the battle to 
80 years old, a former shore owner, be- Walton League to find ways and means to the 1929 legislature. This time we saw to 
moaned the fact that the game was gone _ have the restoration of the whole of Thief it that it was not tacked upon any other 

and the lake bed a waste area. He con- Lake done according to law. We were con- measure. We wanted it to go through or 
ceived the idea of leasing a part of the lake vinced that all that was necessary was to fail on its own merits. The billwaschanged 
bed and, by damming the openings through get water back in the lake and the rest 17 times. Even petitions had to be circu- 
the ditch bank into the main ditch, flood- | would take care of itself. lated in the districts where the representa- 
ing a part of the former lake bed. He was “The stumbling block of the whole mat- tives and senators lived to show that the 

confident that if the water could be brought — ter was the fact that the drainage laws of people wanted this legislation. But the 

back the ducks would be sure to find it. Minnesota were such that when a judicial bill weathered the storm, thanks to the 

His neighbors ridiculed the idea. ditch system was once established there untiring work of Senator John Hougen, of 

“Why,” they said, ‘the ducks have been was no procedure whereby the water levels | Crookston, who deserves the gratitude of 
gone so long they would never find it could be interfered with by building dams all red-blooded sportsmen for his work on 

again.’ But our good friend Milton Ford- or dikes. Accordingly legal advice had to this matter. The bill met the signature of 
er—now gone to his reward, by the way— be secured. W. E. Rowe, an attorney of _ the governor, so since 1929 we have had 

bought sacks and sacks of barley and corn Crookston, took up the matter and after the _ the right to interfere with the water levels 

and spread same in the 12 to 16 inches of — studying of the laws of Pennsylvania and of judicial ditch systems, and it is under 

water he had secured. To his satisfaction its game refuge system, a proper bill was this law the state proceeded to restore 

and the satisfaction of all good red-blooded framed and presented to the 1927 legisla- Thief Lake.
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How Shocking! “We desire to improve the methods of young hopefuls. It goes without saying 

aquiculture along the same lines, and to that grossly polluted waters are a menace 

OCIAL moralists suffered another jolt the same extent that has given agriculture _ to the fish and a reproach to the fisherman. 
S when ’Gene M. Simpson, superintend- its present problem of overproduction,” Probably the greatest stake in clean water 
ent of the State Game Farms of Oregon, in Mr. O’Malley stated. “However, if the is public health, but the interests of the 

a paper delivered before the American present attitude of my anglingfriendsisany angler are secondary only to the public 

Game Conference, declared that “the pre- criterion, the possibility of an overproduc- health feature,’ Mr. O’Malley concluded. 

vailing conception of all Hungarian part- tion of game fish is extremely remote.” 

ridges as paragons of marital constancy “The millennium of the angler is still Heath Hen Gone? 
will have to be modified. around the same corner behind which pros- 

According to Mr. Simpson, these birds _ perity must be lurking, and all the advances ane LAST heath hen on earth has 
brought with them from Europe a halo of not been seen since May 9 and there 

tradition which held that once they wooed is strong probability that this once numer- 
and wed they were mated for life, and only ee ous species has finally gone to absolute ex- 

death could them part. : tinction,” Prof. Alfred O. Gross, of Bowdoin 
“This may have been true of the part- . College, who for a number of years has 

ridge in the wild state in its native land,” y issued all official reports on the heath hen, 
he said; “but it certainly is not true of , announced at the annual American Game 
partridges in captivity in Oregon. Last fall pa , Conference. 

we banded the legs of mated pairs, allow- ¥ er) PR) Di Gross eaidithat never heforelhas so 
ing all to run together during the winter. ¥ ey much time elapsed without the bird’s being 

While some pairs were constant in their é glimpsed by attendants on Martha’s Vine- 
affections, our records proved that the fees yard Island, Massachusetts, where final ef- 

matrimonial fidelity of the partridge has N Sel a forts were made to save the heath hen race 
been greatly exaggerated.” af ‘ and where for nearly four years the last 

Ten years ago Mr. Simpson was the survivor existed alone. 

first to set about refuting the accepted { If the scientist’s fears are correct, metal 

theory that Hungarian partridges could leg bands which he placed on the bird dur- 
never be raised in captivity. “Oregon’s \ ing his survey in May should help investi- 
game farms have not only succeeded in | - ‘, gators learn how the heath hen cock met 

rearing the birds,” he said, but in reveal- 2. * its fate. 

ing a talent which they possess to a discon- f sy 3 Dr. Gross described the heath hen as “the 
certing degree, “for making a liar out of oN i outstanding wild-life martyr of all time.” 
any otherwise truthful game breeder.” e He said that the wide publicity given the 

This talent was first disclosed, he re- 2 “last bird” has fired the imagination and lve, when pen of extra “mals” com Professor Alfred 0. Gross, biologist of Bow- aroused public interest in conservation as 
nized as an indication that a brown horse- 49!” College, Maine, active same research “The woing of the heatl hen has awake. 

shoe on the breast, by which game men had worker who spoke before the American Game Pale vorismon to We fack that other game 

always distinguished the male from the Conference, admitted that he fears: the last bi Seat snda aflwe ee as 
< ee re Lee a ee ¥ heath hen may be dead. It was last seen on birds Wl ge In Ganger if we continue as we 

female, mee ine cutie A Breas ae May 9 have in the past. Because of this awaken- 

rely on a slight difference in the markings ing game research has splendid support in 
of a few feathers of the wing. Se 

However, the claim that among Hun- made by the Federal Government and by america today, M 
. . s z a 7 “Had we known 50 years ago what we 

garian partridges the females do all the the state will fail unless the sportsmen - natn d aa 

courting is very obviously true—‘embar- themselves enter into the picture,” he de- enous cay augut Seas ium pares 
tassingly. sof” Mi. Simpson added) “since clared. methods of rearing grouse in captivity and 

several female partridges have persisted in “There is a considerable lag between the Vatious important facts concerning the bi- 

courting their human caretakers, until com- planting of a fish from a Federal or state ology of the grouse, the heath hen would 

pelled to accept mere partridge husbands.” hatchery and the catching of this fish as a undoubtedly have been saved from extine- 

But the partridge husband has his day egal trophy. Sportsmen can short circuit "0n.” he said. “As ite, the heath hen has 
when the young birds appear. He insists this gap by taking upon themselves the re- passed on, but in going has saved other 

upon being chief nursemaid, and often sponsibility of taking small immature fish Species.” 

takes full charge of guiding the destiny of and rearing them to legal size. 

his offspring. “The fish nurseries, whereby sportsmen’s Cover 

groups operate rearing pools for trout and 
Can’t Be Too Many other varieties, is well established under The cocky young ruffed grouse strutting 

is both the Federal and state auspices. This on the cover of this issue has reason to 

VERPRODUCTION of game fish isthe system is, at the present time, taking care — show off his pretty fan and ruff. He is one 

O objective of the Bureau of Fisheries of only a relatively small proportion of the — of the 101 grouse that Dr. Arthur A. Allen, 

of the Department of Commerce of the total hatchery output. And if all fishermen professor of ornithology at Cornell Uni- 
United States, Henry O’Malley, commis- want all of their fish distributed at frying versity and chairman of the research group 

sioner of the Bureau, told the American pan size, they themselves must accept the — of the Conference, succeeded in raising this 

Game Conference. responsibility of providing rations and pro- year—ten times as many as have ever been 

In contrast to other Government agen- tection which makes big ones out of small reared in captivity before. This bird has 

cies, whose aim is to prevent overproduc- _ ones. never had its feet on the ground. Dr. 

tion, the Federal and state agencies will “Even after the sportsmen’s organiza-  Allen’s report on the progress of research 

attempt to so improve their hatcheries and tions have accomplished this purpose, there will be featured in the next AMERICAN 
fish nurseries that the most avaricious _ is still something lacking if the streams are Game. He tells how scientists are solving 
angler will be satisfied. not kept in decent condition to receive the _ wild-life mysteries.
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A §$295.000 LESSON 
to insure a continual and sufficient supply nearly a third of a million dollars for the 

of water in brooks and streams, to conserve march up the hill and down again in the 
ee re, a the plant and animal life; and in addition, Thief Lake drainage district. The sum 

Ey Nez \ ah P in ponds, swamps, lakes and rivers to in- represents only a visible cash outlay. There 

le mb crease the quantity available for water is yet to be told the story of the destruction 
me oi] power, and for navigation after the water of the wild life which teemed in terms of 

| | a | has served those biologic functions which millions in the wet marshes and shallow 

fi i jt are now widely becoming inhibited by lakes as left by nature; the destroying of 

om Mf i r dios drainage and pollution. In brief, to con- _ the natural habitat for ducks, geese, beaver, 

“4 - serve in every practical way the economic moose and deer; the carrying away of the 

5 i use of run-off water by turning it first of | subsoil moisture over miles and miles of 

all into the production of plants, from for- area; the drying up of lakes and streams; 

ests to algae, diatom and bacteria, and into the fire-swept barrens; the blasted hopes 
animal life, from swans to catfish, and of settlers who located on the reclaimed 

moose to muskrats—so that man, instead of _ lands only to find after bitter losses that the 

diverting the water, so often exclusively — soil is not adapted to farming. 

and prematurely, to unwarranted uses, into “The ditches did their work well, aston- 

wealth only, might convert it rather into ishingly well. Within eight years after the 
This dam across the main drainage ditch both wealth and life.” completion of the ditches, thousands of 

cost $14,000. It will restore Thief Lake No more striking example of what Dr. square miles of country had been drained 
to its former level. In the center of the — Field has written could be found than the into Hudson Bay by way of the Red River 

Sinn, De vant Hagen, of Crookiton, situation in Minnesota. of the North, which river became the outlet 

Rupert Haugen and, night, E. W. Young- Thief Lake, in Marshall County, Minne- for the vast system that reached to nearly 
dale, the engineer. sota, once was a part of one of the most every lake, stream, pond and swamp. 

famous waterfowl nesting areas in the Lakes, some of them seven and eight miles 
HERE is a foreword which might United States. For 15 years this area has long, the rivers, creeks and wet marshes, 

| well be branded across the reader’s lain bone dry, officially characterized as the all drained away. The precious water is 
mind before he goes into a story of worst mistake of the “ditch craze” which now up in northern Canada. The lake 

how the State of Minnesota is now spend- started sweeping the country in 1904. beds and streams are mostly dry and baked 
ing thousands of dollars to destroy ditches The $187,000 ditch system that drained hard in the sun. The marshes are fire- 
completed less than 15 years ago at a cost Thief Lake has just been completely de- swept.” 
of hundreds of thousands of dollars. This  stroyed at a cost of $108,000. Financed by Minnesota is the first state to adopt legis- 
foreword is a reminder that the following the Game and Fish Department out of the _ lation permitting the game and fish depart- 
article is not published merely as the story sportsmen’s license fund, this is expected ment to take over and reflood drained areas 
of a complete reversal of policy at Thief to repair a small part of the damage result- when it is apparent the reclaimed lands are 
Lake, though that alone is of national im- ing from reclamation enterprises in that not suitable for farm purposes. Reflood- 
portance in the duck situation. It is a re- state between 1904 and 1916, when an ex- ing projects have been completed, however, 
minder that Thief Lake represents only one _penditure of $13,000,000 left water and in California, Wisconsin, Michigan and 
error in a nation-wide mistake. swamp areas over hundreds of square miles other states. But it is doubtful whether re- 

Read this excerpt from a report sub- baked hard, fire-swept and dry to a depth flooding, at great expense, is keeping 
mitted to the Massachusetts Fish and Game _ of 14 feet underground. abreast of overdraining, done at even 
Association by that quietly hard-working The Thief Lake project now awaits only greater expense. 
biologist, Dr. George W. Field, of Washing- the melting snows and rains of spring to According to a statement of Seth Gordon, 
ton, whose laboratory is a nation, whose flood the area into a lake seven miles long. _ in an article for Field and Stream: “Recla- 
test tubes are its myriads of streams, lakes Although motivated and financed by sports- mation has run hog wild in this country. 
and rivers. men as a waterfowl restoration move of Instead of retarding it, our own Federal 

“Proper measures to restore or provide national importance, the project will bene- service has sped it up. We would likely 
barriers against the too rapid run-off of fit farmers for miles around, who are wait- all be just as well off if there had never 
water, such as those once supplied by for- ing eagerly for the return of moisture to been a Reclamation Service. 
ests, swamps, lakes, ponds and meandering _ their lands. “There are dozens of economically sound 
streams, would within a few years check The Minneapolis Journal, on the occa- irrigated and drained farm areas where 
effectively the existing annual loss of two sion of the completion of the last dam, re- people are prosperous and happy. But in 
billion dollars from erosion of soils. There marked: “Lone groups of farm buildings, the far West men who know, and are in- 
is an annual charge to state and Federal unoccupied and falling to ruin, school- dependently situated so they may speak 
business ‘overhead’ from flood damage and houses locked up and abandoned and a__ their mind, say that from 65 to 75 per cent 
from construction and repairs of river general air of desolation, are typical of the of the original occupants of reclaimed 
channels, ditches, dikes and levees of more area and accent the mistake of unwise land lands, both drained and irrigated, have 
than one billion dollars. And the annual reclamation.” long since been compelled to abandon 
loss to the nation in terms of potential value The Journal added: “It has cost $295,000 their holdings. In the majority of cases 

of fish, wild fowl and other birds and in this comparatively small area to find out they have lost everything.” 

mammals can not be less than another bil- that reclaimed swamp land is not always The Thief Lake project is the first to be 
lion dollars.” adapted to agriculture; that swamps have completed under the authority of Minne- 

Which totals $4,000,000,000 lost yearly. a value as swamps; that nature in her wis-  sota’s new legislation. That state is the 
“Such measures,” he continued, “would dom has arranged certain balances, and first in the Union to adopt such legislation 

help to stabilize the climate; to provide that when man disturbs these balances and to begin a program which within the 
feeding, breeding and rearing places for penalties follow. next decade should operate to make the 
fish and wild fowl, and for other species of “As a matter of fact,” the Journal con- state one of the greatest duck-breeding 

wild life, and for growing food for these; tinued, “it has really cost more than this areas on the continent.
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innesota Ducks for Minnesota Hunters 
sf THIEF Lake is the They saw northern Min- 

Lr name—“Stolen” Lake In the past few years, when Minnesota nesota — thousands upon 
_ would be more ap- duck-breeding conditions have not been thousands of acres of poten- 

propriate. The lake did not favorable, with consequent poor duck- tial farm land, level and fair 
do the stealing, rather the hunting forthe local duck hunter: hehas to look upon. To be sure, 
lake was stolen. The theft shrugged his shoulders and said, “Oh, most of it was damp, to say 
was not malicious, in all good we'll get some shooting when the mariner the least, but drainage would 
faith the deed was done in the flight comes down.” But the shooting remedy that. It had in 
hope that it would make didn’t materialize—the ducks didn’t come southern sections—there was 
available thousands of acres down from the north in darkening clouds no apparent reason why 
of fertile farm land. It made as of yore. At first the hunter was re- drainage would not cure this 
vast areas of land available, signed to his fate=-either Meta anteater t one fault of this vast pros- 
but not fertile farm land; south through North Dakota or through pective farming area. 
after the water was gone, Wisconsin.” a Drainage was the open 

only an arid peat bog re- But by comparing notes, the sportsmen sesame to prosperity. Vast 
mained, an unproductive fire of the northwest discovered that the con- ditching projects were in- 

hazard. | Yq (Inet dition was general and not local. Cana- stigated and completed in 
Back in the 1900’s, “drain- dian authorities revealed the fact that northern counties; bonds 

age” was a word to conjure handrcds vor thousands ohlactes: @hich were issued to pay. for these 
with—it was to prove the formerly raised hordes of ducks were now operations in the firm belief 
means of making available dry enough to raise wheat, and you can- that agricultural expansion 
acres upon acres of rich not raise wheat and ducks on the same and consequent increased tax 
farming land. It had in the acre of land receipts would enable prompt 
past—witness the fertile The drouth of the past year was the redemption of these bonds at 
farms of western and south- culminating _ blow. mI through thie maturity. 
ern Minnesota, made possible portent ctatestand! Canadian Potnoas Their belief was justified 
by extensive drainage of ihe Mew crcinnining Mnarah eee mene some instances—but not en- 
surface waters. No one could eactionlly dnied aS. eiilien aoa hedrain- tirely. In some areas nice, 
foresee the disastrous effects D) y Pr eeneae level, easily ploughed land 

5 age or drouth, or a combination of both. : 
of a drouth period such as has iT heralcant bel but one remed i restora= was hopefully cultivated,— 
been experienced the past Hone iWiunnesota bist che feat Pirate but something was wrong. 
few years. Water was a de- 1, ~ : The crops didn’t grow, but 

* * apply this remedy in a large measure and ; . terrent—it made travel dif- this is the story of the nual sect weeds did, most luxuriantly. 
ficult for a good portion of the s y PEOIEe Ys Fires were accidently started; 
year; it delayed ploughing in not only did the dry weeds 
the spring, it drowned out burn with a consuming flame 
crops, it rendered useless vast areas of valuable hay but also the farm land itself. Composed, as it was, 
land—it made a pair of hip boots a necessary part of of vegetable debris accumulated through centuries of 
the farmer’s equipment. existence, thoroughly dried, and lacking the necessary 

Drainage would remedy these problems, and it mineral body of good soil, when once fired, it burned. 
did. The lot of the farmer in central and western There was no question about its burning—once ignited 
Minnesota was made easier, and he prospered. It it smouldered and burned through rain and snow 
was an era of expansion, and farm land was in demand. down to the sterile base of rock and sand, and there 
When prices rose to prohibitive heights, those con- was no more tillable farm-land, the residue wouldn’t 
cerned in the trade of farm-lands began to look even grow weeds. 
around. This condition was general throughout a good 
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ins. 4 firr ' 4 fins. feathers and 
part of the northern drainage area, but as far as this Sh : 
article is concerend, we are interested only in that 
section of northeastern Marshall County which was ‘i : 

included in the Thief Lake drainage area. The re- : 
resultant condition was similar to that of other northern ‘ y : 
drainage projects; the pertinent fact was the effect & 
upon one of the most important waterfowl breeding 4 
areas in the state. 

Thief Lake was a large body of marshy waters z 
lying in the northeastern section of Marshall County, = ‘ 
in the northwestern corner of Minnesota. In 1904 
drainage operations were started in this area in the z 7 ‘ 

usual hope of reclaiming the land for agricultural Dae | 
purposes; until 1916 these operations were continued. i ia i 
The operation was a success, but the patient died. ee anand ee 
At the start, the project looked very good. Much ¥ ’ sh tai of sire ca 
level, good appearing land was exposed when the a a 
water drained off, and hopeful settlers moved onto 4 i 
this new land, with visions of easily cultivated farms E 
to be had for the fencing. No tedious clearing of , 
brush and forest, no back-breaking tussle with stones. 

They tried—but couldn’t make a go of it. They ve ae He 
built homes, farm buildings, schools. They had 3 ee St lee 2 ee 
faith, but one by one the settlers drifted out—man M1 ts are, eae Ta oe aca 
must eat to live and this land could not produce a ies aN Ge Yes ay te 
living. They did not give up without a struggle; Cees bse Bess cae Pee i siac ne 
covering this area now would reveal derelict shells ah PERSE ‘ RORY s on 

of what was once a home, a barn or a school-house. oo ee amie F = aig oe 
Gnarled and stunted fruit trees, a staggering row of P ae aga 8 as ae 
decrepit trees, a shrub or flower plant patently of Pd Se el 
foreign origin—all indications of blasted hopes. Pen peti a 

A weatherbeaten school-house, to the imaginative, a Se 
echoing from the past the trudge of childish feet on ae eM il ate 
their way to be fitted for the dominion of a prosperous a ee a wat 
farm community. as 

Approximately $187,000 was spent in ditching seen 
projects in the Thief Lake area in 12 years; the State oe atte 
of Minnesota has recently spent more than $100,000 c i 
in the restoration of this area to what is hoped will 
be its former status. . OverLookING Former Laxe Brp From 

Before its destructive reclamation, Thief Lake enosal Coane aneaane Dimon 
had had a reputation of its own—it was a marvelous ~ ~ a ° 
shooting ground. Millions of waterfowl, geese, 
ducks and shorebirds bred and fed on this marshy drainage projects, and pertinently asked why, if 
waste, and it was the Mecca of the market-hunter. they were agriculturally unsuccessful, they could not 
Carloads of game were shipped out to sate the palates be restored to their former condition, and thereby 
of urban epicures; there was such a multitude of game _jncrease the waterfowl resources. 
that no one could visualize a famine in the future. The idea gained momentum, and in 1927 the 
Mink, muskrats, beaver and other valuable fur- State Legislature enacted a law permitting the ac- 
bearers swarmed over the area—in the dryer fringes quisition of such areas by the game and fish depart- 
moose and deer had their habitat. It literally teemed ment. Authorization was given to destroy or dam 

with wild life, and when the water disappeared, so up the ditches and to purchase flooded areas where 
did the wild life. The ducks went elsewhere, so did the land concerend in such projects was obviously 
the fur-bearers. not suited for agriculture. 

In 1927, the fact began to dawn upon some people The restoration of Thief Lake was the first project 
that this reclaimed area was useless as an agricultural undertaken by virtue of this authorization, and the 
section, and it began to be evident to others that mechanical work is practically finished—nature must 
duck-hunting had receded to the point where the do the rest. Rains and snow must fill the emptied 
market hunter wasn’t even tolerated. Conservation reservoir, and the depleted breeding stock of waterfowl 
orgainzations began to scrutinize some of these defunct carefully nurtured until the area teems again with 

millions of birds. 
More than 19,500 acres is included in the project; 

27 small dams and one large one have been built to 
hold back the necessary water. If sufficient rain falls 

z= a next spring, authorities en pect io see a gee Ot 
: ST : six miles long and two to three miles wide in the be 
a = a Lal | of the former lake, which was a trifle larger. About 

des nk ge ee rel b 7,500 acres will be flooded now, but the main dam is 
fj Bee ai % so constructed that enough water can be held back to 

— 3 3 sd agubls eo sorcabe! Ae 
| Ree: Although the cost of ditching was paid by taxation, 

St Aces ii ed the restoration will not be. It will be paid directly 
ee ae ee" out of the funds of the game and fish division, which 

Reo uk of ig in turn are supplied by the sportsmen themselves; 
/ in the future, when this and similar contemplated 

Larce Dam Partiatty CompLeTep projects are completed and functioning, the average 

: 
:
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. Gins. athers and fir 5 
hunter will not feel that he is paying a dollar for the ‘ 
privilege of “hunting for a place to hunt”. One third 
of such areas will be waterfowl breeding preserves, be : 
the balance, public shooting grounds. Similar pro- ’ 
jects are contemplated in other states, but Minnesota 
is the first state to complete one of this magnitude. > 
Entire credit for this project cannot be taken by the ERP isis wait 0. 
Game and Fish Division—unceasing labor by in- > Pe ae ip NO ios 
dividuals and organizations for years past furnished . LE ok RLU «BS 
the impetus necessary for realization. In passing, ay tee ea Ps ee 2 
it is only fair to note that the Crookston Chapter 2 es Oe RR eee i 
of the Izaak Walton League, under the leadership of go ee Bee ae sa ee as 
Dr. Paul Hagen, has been most actively identified Cees ee ee es ic ae ao. 
in the prosecution of this outstanding step in the Eee ea ee gs) Pe, 
conservation of waterfowl. Speen ees a eke * me 

At this time, when the entire conservation group er is ie stale irige 0 Bt Ver a 
of the United States is most deeply concerned about Pee ae Gare 0 et ae 
the future of our waterfowl, it is gratifying to note po ; (eee PR Pi 
that for years a small group of far-sighted Minnesotans Fe ee ae ee. Snag ee ea 
have been laying the foundation for the first concrete Pinas Se eas ‘ 
move to avert the threatened extinction of waterfowl. ia ee 
Lest the casual reader charge these men with selfish ce 
motives in the pursuit of this project, it must be stated oe et 
that the restoration of this area will not only bring ao 
back edible ducks for the hunter, but also many Mee ae 
non-game birds to delight the eye of the bird student— oe 
the rarer waterfowl and shorebirds now threatened os =a - 
with extinction. It will bring back the fur-bearing Tur Depru or tap Mary Ditcu 
animals, it will bring back the subsoil moisture to _ f . . 
adjacent farming lands and diminish fire hazards. lives, recreation and business is too great to be any 

Never again will this area be drained—it will longer economically tolerated.” - 
be kept inviolate as a public trust to posterity, a Dr. Field blamed a large part of this loss upon 
place where the dwindling ranks of water-loving birds ‘‘unwise drainage, which contributes to the defective 
may splash and dabble as in days of long ago. distribution of water and consequent floods and 

es droughts in many regions.” . 
UNWISE DRAINAGE COSTING es “There must be a change of national and aoe 

NATION $4,000,000,000 legislative and engineering policies relative to floo 
apmenenias control,” he declared, “so that the major object will 

Dr. George W. Field, Biologist and foremost be flood prevention. 
advocate of rainfall conservation, in a statement to “Proper measures to restore or provide checks 
officials of the American Game Association, sees against the too rapid run-off of water, such as those 
the damming of drainage ditches in a part of the once once supplied by forests, swamps, lakes, ponds and 
famous swamp land area of Minnesota as “outstanding meandering streams, would within a few years check 
evidence that the people are awakening to the existence effectively the existing annual loss of $2,000,000,000 
of a nation-wide waste of run-off water which is costing from erosion of soils—to keep the figure at the lowest 
the country an annual sum conservatively estimated possible estimate. There is an annual charge to state 
at $4,000,000,000.”” and federal business ‘overhead’ from flood damage 

He said he believes that agitation against over- and from construction and repairs of river channels, 
drainage and for the re-flooding of areas that formerly _ ditches, dikes and levees of more than $1,000,000,000. 
furnished natural reservoirs, ‘‘while at present being And the annual loss to the nation in terms of potential 
pushed mainly by sportsmen, must eventually receive value of fish, wild fowl and other birds and mammals 
the backing of the whole public; the toll taken of cannot be less than another $1,000,000,000.” 
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UNA SBE RE AL ASR Yrs ee NE * ‘ u 
NONE Ske ee By Dr. Robert G. Green, University of Minnesota 

(NAS SA Cae See 2 

T “Game cycles have usually 
HE decimination of ruffed grouse eee 1 ly, we may anticipate that with a 

and snowshoe rabbits that occurred in CARO TE ROL Fer Or cere favorable season, both of these game 

Minnesota about 1925 must be inter- year periods, therefore we may species will be abundant, or close to 

preted as the destructive period of a expect a decimation of our abundant, in another year. To this 

regular cycle involving the whole north- extent we may consider our conser- 

ern part of the American continent. small game supply to occur vation measures of the past seven years 

For many years it has been recognized as early as 1933.” as very successful. 

that the populations of certain animals However, it seems that we must con- 

and resident game birds show pe tiodic  podents and, in the north, the lemming clude that the rapidly increasing num- 
fluctuation. General observation of 204 the white fox bers of rabbits and grouse is part of 

this phenomenon has been so common oe a regular cycle, and that the same in- 

that many sportsmen and woodsmen _The great importance of the recog- crease in numbers is occuring in other 

have attempted to state a definite ition of cycles of abundance and. regions of the continent where con- 

period for the cycle. The period most scarcity of grouse and rabbits is the ditions are similar to those in Minne- 

frequently postulated is probably that significance of this periodic fluctuation ota. Further, we may expect that the 

of seven years, although periods of 1 relation to our present great move- developing abundance of grouse and 

from five to ten years have been sug- ment in the conservation of wild life. yabbits will be short-lived; and that, 

gested. We have provided protected places for as the game cycle swings into its des- 

O eke nee the development of large numbers of  tructive phase, we shall again be con- 

in ae ic he 1 4d a po ganean eae eee ithe Ee ates and animals We ae fronted by a decimation such as started 

past year has been the establishment hewn es Se ee geo oo these cycles bale 
he M Canteen 4 unting of these species to prevent a usually occured in nine, ten, or eleven- 

at the I oe o e one ° . decline in numbers. We have not, year periods, we may expect a decima- 

concerning eld a ee i e confer- however, taken into consideration that tion of our small game supply to occur 

ence was held at the fishing station every decade may be expected to bring as early as 1933, or as late as 1935. 
of Mr. Copley Amory, at Matamek with it a period of widespread decima- O 
River, Labrador. Here scientists re- tion, reducing the numbers of many UR information concerning wild 

presenting North America, England, wild life species to uncommon occur- animal cycles is meagre. We have at 

and continental Europe convened and rence or scarcity. It will be remembered _ best an inaccurate picture of the course 

studied information concerning bio- that the ruffed grouse season was open of these changes, and know practically 

logical cycles. in Minnesota during 1924, and that the nothing definite concerning their 

i : year 1925 was closed because of the course. Our present information on 

From the deliberations of the Con- alternate-year law. In 1926 the season the cycle including rabbits and grouse 

ference, it aay, be considered establish- was closed by order of the Governor, indicates that following the period of 

ed that violent fluctuations occur in because of the marked scarcity of ruff- rapid decimation, a slow decrease in 

pose resident species of animal and ed grouse. We may, therefore, date numbers continues for an additional 

bird in the north temperate zone jhe last ruffed grouse decimation in year or two. About five years are 

and the arctic region. o cycle of ap- Minnesota as of 1925. then required for these species to in- 

proximately ten years involves various crease in numbers to common occur- 
species of rabbit and hare, species of . The completeness of the decimation rence; and, with favorable seasons, 

grouse, and some of the larger fur- is evident from failure of the bird to abundant populations develop in 

bearing animals, such as the red fox recover in numbers during the seven another POP’ Th ea fe 
; : i : year or two. e period o: 

and the Canadian lynx. Since 1800 following years of continuously closed abundance is relatively short. Only 

this cycle has occured regularly, with season. It has been evident to anyone uring a small part of the cycle will 

a period of from nine to eleven years. living intimately with wilderness areas yumbers be sufficient to support 

The shorter period has been the most that both ruffed grouse and rabbits iodern hunting 
constant, so that the average since 1800 have remained scarce until the past two ‘ 
appears to be about nine and seven- years, when they have been of common We do not know the case of the 

tenths years. It has become evident occurrence. Snowshoe rabbits, especial- disappearance of cyclic species. What 

that there is also a shorter cycle of ly, have increased remarkably in num- information has thus far been gather- 

about four years, which involves small bers during the past summer. Certain- (Continued on page 15)
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The Useful serulness of easants to 
By J. M. Rasek re 

In THE year 1921, we became very riculture 

much interested in our country in the 
relationship of game birds, especially 
the pheasants (Phasianus colchicus L.) — — : ———— Lo. 

and the partridges (Perdrix) to Ag- Ue) Ft eae eats ae 1921, when a great calamity in sugar- 
ticultuce, The result was an | ine Lae asian RY eee beet fields was caused by the cater- 

tense study of the feeding habits and Retry, Nomen teae mm” * iy tended pillars of beet-webworm, (Loxostege 
nourishment of these birds, carried | Riemer oS} cS, spate (Phlyctaenodes) sticticalis L.). This 
through a most detailed examination |i aiaas esi ed ay A ee sugar-beet industry is one of the big- 

of crop and stomach contents. cei Ha se ME oe gest in our country so it is natural, 

Because in this country some similar amen’ ae errs) ae danger Promoted aay cree 
seidicel age been ccarted and have ati |i a ae OMe a acaae deal of public interest. A great con- 

tracted a great deal of attention Rae AS Seay ae aa) trolling Sem PUen ves ee 
in the agricultural and huntsman [ff : es me fee) steat appropriations of money pro- 
circles, it might be of interest to the | iNMuEHREy vided for it. All possible technical 
workers doing this research to have a a eater f 7 and chemical means had been used in 
short report on some of the most  |,iaMmaNramtee , 4 this great fight, but with no great 
important results of the mentioned Ke a bs ij F success. The human power is too 
Ma ioeiGE eee: ie See ¥ ra ‘ s weak against nature if we allow it to 

In the beginning, it must be stated | \ | waa. 1 Tete our ponmoling measures. In 
: : ; j e entomological studies of this in- 

that on the basis of the mentioned | @gMAM) : . Sect Ged ai bets 
studies and experiences, we become /AMMMa\ im LE Ld ma ae fork a ee eae aes a 
convinced, that the pheasant is a quiet |}jamr a aii Pape ae Bee oe ce edly 
useful game bird, despite some partial - Veer Pg a Dec see 4d a Per ee 
damage he might do sometimes to the pee i Ae oe ES 2 i ei ne al See he EX: 

crop, and therefore, he fully deserves |i a yaw met = t fonad © tee Crops rane stoma we 
: 2? 2 ee " “i ound plenty of beet-webworm cater- 

to be protected by the practical farmer, |S0: | QQaMieteae® SP Mme fea ill hh The bird a hi 

which means his population has to be [isa A Sah Rea Pe eh feld £ bs move hee € 

kept in certain normal or permissable infested | o s step by step, co ecting 

ie toe ee 1M, Rae pase ea ale 2 at ms . > 
Attention is called to the photo- p ee ae oy fae a S M. have not been enough of them to be 

gtaph, (Fig. No. 1.) which tells Eno 4 1 oe, 2 OM ry in the state able to stop this increased population 
ig é 5 mological service in aravia (Czecho- 7 

the whole story best. This picture is (/,,,, ia) of insects, but yet, they gave us good 
taken from a great series of scientific Mu Ruck Pa renbe moe (rennanent help. 

chaminavens of pheasants’ nourish- international committee for applied Zoology. The opening of the shooting season. 
ment which have been done in our : PP coe) ening . S , Sets : tea He is also member of the International however, was approaching and we knew 
eee sian apie of Committee for Bird Protection and a Scien- very well what it would mean to these 

watch will De given later in this article. tific worker in the institute for applied birds. Hundreds and thousands of 
It will be useful for the purpose of Orithology of Academy Maravia, Czecho- them were killed, because this hunting 

this article to give a short historical lovakia. is very popular in our country. But 
outline of the ideas which lead us to Work reported in this article promoted a we, entomologists being on the job of 
this kind of study in the Plant-protec- great deal of interest in scientific and ag- controlling the pest of beet-webworm, 
tion work. ricultural circles and was rewarded with didn’t want to lose a single one of 

GrethorlovaialisWecitempreminent en gold ede and honorary ee caw helpers and therefore, 
in huseneehinoandida 1 plomas by nationa and international we ask ed the government, to close the 

IZ on prety scientific institutions. shooting season for th hol: 
Game Preservation; it was a noted Mos Risck . aes e fc cat eee) co 
Runting’plice fori Buco peatiimonarchis r. Rasek spent a year of study under in the interest o: Agriculture. After 

Fs - the Research Fellowship in the University many conferences and hot discussions 
in pre-war time. In Forestry Colleges of Minnesot y the G d 
and Graduate Schools, there are spec- ani oe eee) aero ee ae 
ial professorships for-Gameceeping = i od fae ee a ae Ne 
and Game-protection. It is natural, World War it was impossible to do eee 
therefore, that the standard of hunts- much toward law enforcement and the B : e 499 Le 
manship and Game-keeping is a very result was, that in some parts of the UT this was a “casus belli” with all 
high one, certainly one of the best in country the game population was con- hunters; they had been waiting for 
Europe. Game is protected by a very siderably diminished. Very soon we the opening of the shooting season 
ancient, but a still very good law, fully started to feel the results of it, namely the whole year with a great deal of 
enforced, the main idea of which is an increased population of injurious anticipation and now—no shooting 
to maintain a “normal” population of insects in the fields, which was favored this year, because of an insect. Who 

game throughout the country. Un- by some climatical conditions. The was to blame? That was the question. 
fortunately in the last years of the worst came in the summer of the year Of course, it was the entomologist who
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moved this motion. Immediately, a showing the worst enemies of agricul- value of pheasants can be drawn only 
great campaign in the daily press start- ture like: Snout-Beetles (Curculionio- from these quantitative data as it may 
ed against us and all possible reasons tae), May-Beetles (Melolontha), be shown later on. Recently there have 
had been gathered to weaken our Grasshoppers (Locustidae), Corn been published some articles on Food 
position. We had to have big guns in Ground Beetles (Zabrus tenebroides), Habits of the Ring-neck Pheasants, 
this fight—facts—scientific facts which Click-Beetles (Elaters—Wireworms), but unfortunately they didn’t follow 
couldn’t be questioned. This gave a Leaf-Beetles (Chrysomelidae), Flea- the quantitative way of examination 
start to the systematic study of birds’ Beetles (Haltica), March-flies (Bibion- and therefore, their results did not 
nourishment in our Institute, and idae), all kinds of caterpillars, and give anything new, facts which had 
special attention was given to the role snails, being eaten by the hundreds been known long before in European 

—— = ©«COF pheasants, literature on this subject. 
In the next chapter are given details 

CIM SLE Lyotderd BEN; about some individual cases from Tuts work has been organized in 
: NEPQS2C4 C(I hws eK ue hundreds of examinations giving a such a way, that in short intervals 

. (SGU) fa s (oleeayyte scientific proof to our idea, that the during the whole year pheasants have 
<a CAIERFOLSS) Jace pheasant has to be considered as a been killed and sent to the Institute 
)d> > O? Q)y {pdou bird useful to agriculture. for examination. Thus a continuous 

? Vi This work _ was based upon the picture of the pheasants’ nourishment 
(Cl (ec (Qs CO) a modern requirements of biological jin a given locality throughout the year 
c«) f rw Ne \ 50 research, which means it was carried was obtained. In the Report to the 

; oF through in a quantitative way. By International Ornithological Congress 
SACUMCECU Gs ——————————————_ ‘in Euxemburg, 1924, (“Congres In- 
£00) ) y)p\) {o(cre@e - ternational pour l’etude et la protection 

t ) des oiseaux”) Mr. Farsky from our 
(LECCE CCAYY (DG A (C( (\ Q ) (> ) 4 Institute gave some detailed figures 

about the results of these stomach 
CROP Nees ¢ ¢ ( t( C(¢(CC( ¢ ¢ a analyses; some of them are given here: 

(Phasianus colchicus L.) — ( o ( / qk ESE ee 

Hist ior l Photes a MeRsscl CCC c((¢ (2 (O¢ oe i 
Shotradi Raiirads\Goechosliovakin Neves : ae sCCiseeccCOMlp) MTDC) 0 Analyzed by Mr. O. Farsky. ot Re si “ 
The picture shows 250 speciments of an yy Y) (9>))5)>)J2 : >) )) | 

injurious insect the March-Fly (Bibio ' a R 4 x ((¢ 0) 

of partridges and pheasants in main- ICceee ELC I) ¢ Se ee : ?))) \ 
taining the biological equilibrium of ¢& SNQ SDI ¢ et ))>))) ) ))) 4 
insect life in the fields. ae dag o : »)» 

One of the most scientific insti: | CROP CONTENT OF RING-NECK Wy ) ) ) 
tutions, “Academy Masaryk,” recog- PHEASANT y) ume dk | (\>>a3 
nizing the far-reaching scientific and (Phasianus colchicus L.) Dy, . 
economic value of this work, appro- Se Eee nots ip M. Rasek. : >?) ~ a } 273} @ 

: : ot at Rajhrad, November 11, 1924. a ‘ : ’ 
priated a financial Support and created Analyzed by LO: Farsky, as tJ cr CG 

a special institute for this study, called Resale of Gop and lstomiach analysis: 
“Institute for Applied Ornithology at = Found. 130 larvae of Bibio marci 
Academy Masaryk.” It is located in (March-flies); remains of the bodies of the CROP CONTENT OF RING-NECK 
the city of Brno, capital of Moravia. Coleopter larvae of Zabrus gibbus tene- PHEASANT 

In this institute all the work mention- broides a( Corn Ground Beste) co coe (Phasianus Colchicus L.) 2 griotes spec. (Click-beetles). : : 
ed below has been carried through and Blenty of ceeds 2nd the ceproductive pares Fig. No. 3.—Orig. Photo: J. M. Rasek 
the number of bird stomachs examined of the plant Robinia (Locust tree) and Analyzed by Mr. O. Farsky. 
reached over 10,000. The author of Cornus (Dogwood). . F H 

I is ‘ : Killed near Rajhrad, Moravia September 
this article started this work of stomach Some Gane of core and some parts of 10, 1924. 

examination in the year 1921, during various field crop plants. 2 : Ta thi p and. st hy content there: 

the previously mentioned pheasant and fie eae inl ymslexurssced an. voleat meyers (an (is OOM neve! Pini Metactl 
partridge discussion in order to sup- [ions fe (March-flies) iy entree end Desides this 
Port olir suggestions to the govern-  GUSl sais ADEE E .eat many shin particles o fthese larvae. 
ment: The stomach analytical work Corn) 2) ee 1053 £:  cinbus tencbroides' (Corn Ground Beetle) 
was afterwards systematically done by Little stones and sand._._____4.714 8. and of larvae of Agriotes tree), Oxalis 
a former member of this Ornithol©§£<—======S—— _ acetosella (common Wood Sorrel), Sisym- 
ogical Institution, Dr. O. Farsky. Many this requirement the work , became poet Ee 
photographs have been made showing quite difficult and slow, but its great (Parsley Family). Besides the remains 
some striking results of this work. advantage was that on the basis of there have been many particles of the plants 
Some of them are attached to this large numbers of specimens examined, mentioned. Among crop plants only the 
publication. Unfortunately, there are it is possible to draw not only qualita. ‘emains of corn grains were found. 
available here for this article only a_ tive, but also quantitative judgment of Result of analysis of dry matter by weight: 
few of these photographs concerning pheasants’ nourishment and the pro- ae (SSG 

: i: : : mall’ Seeds, = S489! ge 
a particular case. The rest of this portions between insect and plant food. Corn BOGOR 71642 5. 
material is kept in the Institute in Brno. Besides this some very important de- Stones and sand 1.923 g. 
Among them are many photographs, ductions and conclusions about the "(Continued on page 15)
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The duck season is ended for the year. The Sportsmen who said “I told you so, 

no ducks” are voicing their approval of the shortened season and talking of duck 

scarcity. 

The Biological Survey continues to prate about the migratory bird treaty, the 

Constitutionality of which has never been tested. The impartial Sportsman who 

has had no shooting because of the mildest of falls and improperly fixed shooting 

period is not convinced that the duck matter was handled either satisfactorily or 

fairly. Canadian provinces with one exception continue to shoot migratory birds 

and seem to have had a fairly successful shooting year. 

We, the makers of shells, are as vitally interested in the migratory bird as the 

most Ardent Shooter, the Sentimentalist, and Facts Finding Biological Survey. 

What we recommend will be considered by many as a selfish solution, but it’s the 

opinion of this Company that more satisfactory arrangements and regulations can 

and should be made. Why not fix FORTY-FIVE days as an open season and 

leave the selection of the shooting period to the respective states? This would 

give the Sportsman and Sentimentalist equal satisfaction. As a further relief, 

Waltonians and Sportsmen should get behind Dr. Hagen and the Crookston 

chapter and other straight thinking Sportsmen and demand that the Slumbering 

Department of Agriculture purchase and turn into a sanctuary the Mud Lake 

projects. With more water we will have more ducks. 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

Ask your dealer for the Sportsman's Load 

Hi-Power Shot Shells 

NEW ITEM - We call your attention to our 
new X L-Xcess Speed 22 caliber cartridges. 
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The Useful setulness of easants to 
By J. M. Rasek 

(Continued from the November Issue) o l 

From the few cases given in the er1icu ture 
former chapter, which are only rep- 

pe eee pee eee pick up the following list of the most Jamineae (Grass Family) 

Beat ncneaGone eeletet pheasants dangerous insects and weeds. One of the most important conclus- 

in the modern agriculture. We have to INSECTS: ions to be drawn from the stomach and 

consider the philosophy of figures, Bibio marci (March-Flies) crop analyses is the one from the 
given in quantitative results of single Agriotes (Click-Beetles) quantitative data. It shows the special 
analysis, make comparisons between Zabrus gibbus tenebroides (Corn ability of pheasants to eat a very great 
them and combine in order to obtain Ground Beetle) number of the same injurious insects at 
a correct conclusion. Elateridae (Elators—wireworms) the same time. The philosophical con- 

IPRA TeeRERCU RTC hmetreeriasnie Bothynoderes punctiventris (Curcu- clusion of this established fact is a 

that the disagreeable weeds and the 
worst insect enemies of agriculture, 
fruit culture and forestry are the most 
frequent and most abundant food of 
pheasants. Let’s make a calculation 
from the previous results. A pheasant 
is eating such great quantities of in- 
sects several times during the day, 
through whole weeks and many i , 
months. Therefore, we have to mul- 
tiply the figures obtained and thus 
we will obtain for a period of a year, 
figures almost astronomical. This is for i 4 
a single individual; for a whole group oy 
of pheasants it has to be multiplied 4 « ee 
again. In this course of thinking we SS: Se Ne ine . 
can well appreciate the value of ‘ \ pe eS \ % 
pheasants and calculate what expense / ent AY ; es oe tee RL 
it would cost us to destroy the same Sa oy — yer ; ; eR i YS SOAS 
number of injurious insects by some A FO Vif f “Wes SS Ch 
technical means. PP / f vie } . 4 \/ \\ SS Wo se 

By a closer consideration we can 2 AN id asi AAW VALE MS 
notice that insects destroyed by pheas- OFM OREME nee Stet Caurtery Minneapolis Journal 
ants in great quantities are of that 
kind which is so extremely difficult to . . 
control by our present technical and lio, or Snout Beetle) statement that pheasants are especially 
chemical emeanssattoriinccncemcue Melolontha (May-Beetle) fit to check a dangerous multiplication 
worms, wireworms, grasshoppers, et Chrysomelidae (Leaf-Beetle) of an insect in the case where the en- 
cetra. Great emphasis must be put on Galeruca tanaceti (Leaf-Beetle) vironment resistance of this insect be- 
this particular fact in judging the use- Haltica (Flea-Beetle) comes temporarily low (mostly by cli- 
fulness of pheasants. Coleoptera (Beetles) in general and matical influence) and there is a pos- 

Caterpillars of different kinds. sibility of a sudden increase of insect 
As a result of this stomach analysis, WEEDS: population. 

we draw the conclusion from establish- . Th ee 
ed facts that the greatest value of phea- Cuscuta europea _(Dodder) € quantitative data and the attach- 
sants to agriculture is that they are a Sambucus nigra (Eloter) ed photographs show clearly that the 
very reliable factor in maintaining biol- Sparganium erectum (Burr-reed) pheasant does not become tired of eat 

ogical equilibrium in injurious insect Cornus sanguinea (Dogwood) ae S ae quantity of the same kind 
population, permanently year by year. Rosa canina (Dog Rose) ° ae ae = alia the case with 
The same is true about partridges also. Robinia (Locust tree) some otner Kings of birds: 
If we consider the usually very great Lamium (Dead Nettle) As mentioned before, the recent 
biotic potential of these dangerous in- Aretium lappa (Great Burdock) publications on pheasant food did not 
sects supported further by diminished Chenopodium (Goosefoot-Pigweed) follow very closely this quantitative 

environmental resistance (especially in Rumex (Dock-Sorrel) method, even if it is an important re- 
newly introduced species), we will Carex (Sedge) quirement of today’s biological work. 
understand at once what a far-reach- Oxalis acetosella (Common Wood Yet, there is hardly a more important 
ing importance is based upon this fact. Sorrel) ; conclusion in this study than this quan- 

Sisymibrium (Hedge Mustard) titative one. It simply proves that the 
In those few cases of stomach analy- Polygonum (Knotweed) pheasant is able to check even an in- 

sis given in the previous chapter we Umbelliferae (Parsley Family) creased insect population—a calamity!
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‘Tuts KIND of service is what to- It is only over-emphasized by some un- The relationship between the vege- 
day’s extensive agriculture needs very informed individuals and in most cases table and insect food of pheasants can 
badly and this service is of an extra- is based on observation from places be expressed on the basis of examin- 
ordinary value, because it is so extreme- where there was an over concentration ations of some hundreds of individuals 
ly difficult to check a starting calamity of pheasants. Of course, where such and the following diagram: 
by our technical or chemical means. over-population takes place, the dam- 20e| 
Usually one does not notice this critic: age becomes very apparent and quite 
al point when an insect population is intensive. But those conditions are not is 
just about ready to increase; in most normal and not desirable in normal 
cases, we are surprised when the calam- agriculture. In such pheasant over- ne Vegetabie | anime 

ity is here in full sway. This critical populated spots even the normally 
moment of starting is where the pheas- small damage mutiplied by great num- - 
ants’ service has its greatest value and bers of individuals becomes apparent 
this service is done, year by year, and considerable. 

| aa economically, permanently We have in Europe quite a few of Food found in individuals. 
and automatically by the pheasants. these places, where pheasants are raised But in the vegetable food a great 

There is another biological detail 1 great quantities to be ame for mass proportion is only grass, parts of 
which counts in this protective service. shooting hunts for enthusiastic hunt- leaves, plenty of seeds of weeds and 

Pheasants move in a certain area by er, usually from the class of nobility. 16+ of cultivated plants, or forest seeds; 
walking or flying and if there is a place In Czechoslovakia there are two such jh, amount of grain and cultivated 

where a good food supply is available places of ee fame oon g hunters; plants, which is the critical point in the 
(a spot with increased insect popula- © 8+ Konopiste in Bohemia on the for- general judgment of pheasant nourish- 
tion), they stay around and gather it mer estate of the well-known Austrian ment, is relatively small as it is shown 
in thousands. That means that the Archduke Ferdinand d’Este, where the 5 ihe diagram below: 
pheasants go after insects, whenever in® German Kaiser Wilhelm was very often pi 
avpatticular year the-insects appear in) 
a great abundance. This is another co 
feature which makes the pheasants es- Mr. Rasek is a member of the Inter- ak leapt 

pecially useful to agriculture, This jy a4ional Committee for Bird Pro- ey one 
service of pheasants might well be com- : - A . se ease — Grain’ eeage 

pared with a police drive which covers tection and a Scientific worker in 
the given area; examines every suspi' the institute for applied Orinth- Food found int tndividualey 
cious place; takes dangerous individ- 1 Acad M : 
uals along thus preventing their nefar- ology of cademy aravid, This damage takes place only in 

ious activity and spread of crime. Czechoslovakia some short parts of the vegetation sea- 
eee son, namely, in spring (pulling youn 

Careful eee study of pheas- Sasa MLA asin Eas SoM TTE SCL corn) and a the Pall ce the eae 

ants’ nourishment gave eae sce hunti d in Zidlochovi and corn kernels). Of course there 
ing result which is an entirely new fact 2? 2unting guest,, atic) i Zadlochovice 5 € bi 

: g Gere bas b in Moravia, used mostly by the govern- are many other kinds o birds and 
Me ecey a fours ples aie reed es t for hunti tertai f animals, which are doing the same 
scientifically studied and discussed. Ir eRe *OF nunting entertainment tor . : rominent guests, ambassadors and Kind of damage and it must be deter: 
is the fact about the role of pheasants feeiale mined in each case, who is responsible 
in interrupting the development cycles high state officials. k / uy P i 
of the serious agricultural pest, the In these places the damage of the Against this relatively small damage, 
liver fluke of sheep and cattle (Fasciola pheasants is taken into account and is there is the meat value of these game 
hepatica—Distomum hepaticum) by balanced by the amusement of hunting. birds as human food. This value is 
eating snails. If considerable damage is done on the Europe is highly estimated and the 

is is i devel neighboring farm land the estate must Pheasant meat is considered as a sort 
dejis| known that some (developmen mean helowncraon tha land an equiva- of luxury in the European diet. There 

stages of this fluke are in the body of P y : 4 Ure Slencot aecioes fone prepara: 
sischts nus Limnaeus (Limuaea ent compensation. The degree of are plenty c B BELEP: 

Saas? eC Sens ou macds a damage and the amount of compen- tion of this meat so that it is the 
peregra). It is the stage of miracidium mee h is d 5 +b Ligh spot of a goed dinner 
(ciliated embryo) which enters the pul- sation in such a case is determined by BOTS g' s 

monary chambers of the snails and pee: Summarrzinc the position of 
transforms here into sporocysts, the In normal farm land, of course, the pheasants in European agriculture, we 

stage of rediae in the liver and other population of pheasants must be kept oon Ree ihae the pheasanets considered 

organs of the snail and the product, in certain normal limits, which can a luxurious game for hunting pleas- 

the cercariae, which leave the body of be easily established according to local ures, giving a luxurious food, so that 
snail, settle on the vegetation and cause constitutions. If such a normal popu- thedeparualipdatiasen co) herewithabals 
the infestation of grazing sheep. lation is maintained the eventual dam- enced © Bue in addinon to thisithiere ce 

In the nourishment of pheasants, age is not considerable and the. pheas- the great economic value in holding in- 
; ants great usefulness remains as «).. : ne 

there have been found many differ- deseribedoin detail bet The b. jurious insects and vermines in check, 
ent snails and slugs and thus, this new oe foe Serpe ciphinune ia Mee as it was described in this article. 

fact about their ones an limits is to organize a systematic hunt- The cultivation of pheasants re- 
Se agriculture is brought into ing in the fall; they can be very easily quires expert care, if the population is 

: trapped too, especially in winter. This to be maintained at a certain limit. 

In comparison with this great service is done in Europe automatically The pheasant is a sensitive game bird; 

given to agriculture, the damage done through many years, so that there is therefore, especially in winter, some 

by pheasants appears to be of a much not much trouble with farmers because care is important in northern countries. 
less value than is generally considered. of the pheasants damage. (Continued on page 13)
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* ’ es of a great number of individuals it 
Murdo Gibson’s Letter was proved: Ask for ee 

i Na 
(Continued from page 8) a ve great part of oe snes NORTHERN 

doubtful if any written description can {00° © Preasants Consists oe eee TISSUE : i 
give one, who has never seen such injurious insects in agriculture. W Gent2ezal 

electrically rapid movements, an ade- 2. Seeds and leaves of weeds and of at your i” oneoss f 

quate idea of their astonishing speed. uncultivated plants form another con- BormeRN paren sa & 
Being faster than human thought, siderable part of pheasants’ nourish- gtocers 

some of these performances are incom- ment. a 4 
prehensible, even to the beholder. 3. The actual amount of grains and |o595 sTeRILIZED BATHROOM PAPER 

Wiheusao dhe cams fee Ghote aime cultivated plants, in considering the 
apweatever he cause for tele Behe nourishment during the whole year, 
pet mabbite since the week after the takes ae oa eae of phese ee 

3 7 ~ ants’ food and only in some parts o 
owls sen Wild Saree by we the vegetation seanone dete, the FISHERMEN— 

mean nothing ole ae caly fe usefulness is greater than the damage. ‘He Never Wendt Without One’ 

close association has revealed a crea- 4. Considerable damage in agricul- es The Wend: auto- 

ture’s distinctive “personality” that I ture takes place only in pheasant-over- ad mane el une: late 

begin to feel sentimental toward it. populated places. Those conditions aie) board motor run 
By stow eno © 

As a matter of fact, it is by their ac- are not normal and the game has to ate catching wm then “bie 
tions, not by their appearance, I iden- be checked by systematic hunting, un- * ei ef ones". Made for 

tify most of my pets. less this concentration is welcomed by a oy a es ere 

EF (eitceerene riluitae the landowner for some special hunting ee Sly rustic Ereaulres ing 
rom early September until late |) . Seem, is ee 

October, deer were in the clearin pleasure ‘ . a] fs Bis) Zp M Outboard Mor > s oY paises | eee | ea een 5. The finding of snails (genus Z i . on Manutactirers. 
y nig ee Y¥. C@Y: Limnaeus) in the food of pheasants ey oN” See your dealer, 

Often, they came within twenty feet of : a YY if he does not 
fee centiandl momeciicas murh (closer me DrOves that they are checking the i Ose carty stock, write 

Hector iimell went eatidel Lex ected spread of liver-fluke in sheep (Fasciola- S, coh the 

to ie one or more, either a the Distomum-hepatice). . WENDT & SON MFG. CO. 
garden or among the brush piles in 6. The quantitative analysis shows 205 First St. N. E. Little Falls, Minn. 
the “chopping.” But, during the last that the pheasant is able to check even = 

two weeks, I have seen none at all, 47 increased population of insects and PP SRE TEE — 
and very few fresh tracks. Last year, thus help in the control of an insect as me gl poe é a ne 

they left here about the same time. calamity at its beginning. Ae Ea i. “4 Be ee 

In my diary for Nov. 5th, ore : As a result of these scientific studies | SRMtMMmutamaR 0 ee = 2 504 ou Oe 
wrote: “Have neither seen nor heard the American agriculturalist might be | FP - | Pe es Seog i 
a deer for more than a week.” At this advised with great emphasis to put all | (imam Se ail 
season, they are socially inclined, so it farm land, orchards and forests under 1 ; ; A t 
is likely they are grouped elsewhere on the effective and permanent biological | Faesgee es RED, can em 
the island, or on the adjoining main- protection of partridges and pheas- | MMB tere ea 
land. Hunters at French Narrows ants. ’ 
Camps (a mile from here) report: Henderson’s Compound 
“Plenty of deer.” for calking 

on ede KINDLY DUCKS BOATS, LOG CABINS & AQUARIUMS 
! Now, folks: it is after midnight and : : A Trial Proves Its Worth 

I am very sleepy. The forgoing ,. While walking on the bents at Col- WEATHERPROOF CALKING CO. 
trivialties answer the questions most lie ston one J uae day, I disturbed om | 727 Nashinaton Ave. N. Minneapolis, Minn. 
frequently asked me, although I have Cider duck taking her brood of mime QJ J ___________ 
not mentioned half of the things that own to the sea for the first time. She | om tract GameBi GF 
deligh: a Dari h : immediately scuttled off into the water, | Gaanee Ss au = 
elight me here. uring the coming jos ving the littl Nabe S SHRUBS FOR gine 

erineceTierpeeelrs (erttacipy cnliers mou cae ute) Oee co follow as best A BIRDS we. 

sonal correspondence; so those of you they could. Six managed all right but Pe EeGeananraes bee , LS 
Who are lacking for a [ee ee three got lost among the slippery i By} cies, interesting birds oN 
RecitenaeE eT lh stones. After a little delay I caught Ey WZ Blane) ase. aurube 
See oe eo OM tae nope: them and put them into the water. By | kX he) and Vines tat) feed Cas 

Fair winds and Happy landings to this time their mother had got out of Py : Neel apetisliy Two 72 LN 
you all. = sight, and they, feeling all alone in the | 7 Fragrant Hage Mindow: Rese, 2°: 

: \. world, swam straight out to two ducks 2 Va. Creepers, 3°5 $3 f.0.,b. Oshkosh. "One 
. Useful f Ph scenes o — a al Complate st Cee eee B with April orders. 

f sefulness istance from the shore. ad. to | font ‘tres. 
; eS easants use glasses to see what was happening.) TEREELL'S NURSERIES ; 

(Continued from page 5) The little ones must have explained [7°° WB Oe 
But discussion of this matter is not in ™atters for the two old ducks formed | 

li Rietics arccle. up, one on each side, turned round, . 
oe cae and guided the strayed ones back to S ae SEES EE ARES | 79 

ae their mother. All this took some time iS Sony ent Cea: 

CONCLUSIONS and, although in a hurry, i had to eh Postgeid anywhere! Tien 
On the basis of a scientific study of wait and see the happy reunion, which aay THONARDS 

the feeding habits and nourishment of WS pacar ates! amid many excited oe 391 Wabash St. 
pheasants by stomach and crop analys- quackings! —Deeside Field Se
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Ue aL B/S ae co ag 
Weiss. aca Counties Onl 
NI) SRS eae SERS SSSR a Ge t- SSE ee : 

5 amc 2 DLE ew, an om J Hy 

Traverse, Grant, Big Stone, Stevens, Swift, Chippewa, Lac qui Parle, 
Yellow Medicine, Lincoln, Lyon, Redwood, Pipestone, Murray, Cottonwood, 
Rock, Nobles, Jackson, Brown, Watonwan, Martin, Faribault, Freeborn, 
Mower, Dodge, Steele, Waseca, Blue Earth, Le Sueur, Rice, Scott, Pope, 
Kandiyohi, Renville, Meeker, McLeod, Sibley, Nicollet, Wright, Carver, 
Hennepin, Anoka, Washington, Dakota, Goodhue, Olmsted, Winona, Fillmore 
and Houston. 

All counties not listed above are closed. 

Season TWELVE o’clock NOON October 17th 
To SUNSET October 26th, 1931 

Bag Limits: Chinese ringneck or English pheasants:—Not to exceed 
three per day, one of which may be a female; not to exceed twelve birds in 
possession at any one time, and not to exceed eighteen birds for the season. 
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Official conservation magazine of the Game and Fish Departinent, published 

monthly, Old Capitol building, St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Gentlemen: 

Please send me FINS, FEATHERS AND FUR for....................-years at 

50 cents per year. 
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CROSS REFERENCE d 

‘ Department of Interior ‘news release on moose and caribou 

on Isle Royale filed in caribou folder ' 
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MINNESOTA FARM BUREAU 
“HELP US HELP YOUR ; Oe 
FARM NEIGHBORS” Z : 
OLD CAPITOL . Release Tuesday, April 21 _ 
ST. PAUL : a) ; aD / Pheasant May Be an we 

, Revenue Source, pe 
: Says Farm Bureau 

: peat le SShrerence Of Sportsmen With Farm Bureau 
; News Editor Promise Returns 

From Hunt ing 

Is the pheasant the friend or enemy of the farmer? When, consid-— 
: 

ering this debatable question, farmers will do well to give heed to 

the changing viewpoint of sportsmen, who are turning to the idea that 

tne farmer should be reimbursed for the hunting privileges he extends 

to huntsmen, says Leland J. Melrose, editor of the Farm Bureau News, 

In past years many pheasants have been shot during the spring because 

of the feeling that they were harmful to corn fields. Some farmers 

have expressed a wish that this game bird be exterminated. 

The unwisdom of wiping out a game bird that holds potential 

profit for those on whose land it lives is pointed out by the Farm : 4 

Bureau News editor, who in a number of conferences with officers of 

sportsmen's organizations has learned that they are ready and willing 

to enter into plans whereby cash returns can ‘be realized by those 

farmers who have plentiful supplies of pheasants on their farms. _ : 

d An experiment is now under way in a Southern Minnesota township, 

with good prospects in view that the Farm Bureau members working in j i 

co-operation with an organization of sportsmen, will receive substan- - 

tial returns from the sale of shooting privileges, The farmers in that 

particular locality are going to do all they can this spring to induce 
: { ; ? 

: the propagation of pheasants, rather thanto retard their increase, it eee 

is asserted, - die 

_..._ Among the sportsments organizations that-have tmrormed thea farm Bureau that they favor the idea of the farmer receiving returns a 
for the propagation of game and the issuance of hunting privileges © eee 
are the American Game Protective League, the Minnesota Game Protective ne 
League, the Minnesota chapter of the Izaak Walton League, the Minn- e 
csota Outers club and the Ramsey County Sportsmen's association. ; 

Z With the sportsmen expressing a willingness to make some return —- 
to the farmer for hunting privileges, and with. many farmers éxpress— 
ing a willingness to deal with groups of organized sportsmen, the 
farm Bureau is hopeful of fostering agreements that.in years to come 

: may mean a substantial source of new income for Minnesota farmers. d 
Meanwhile, it is urged, give the pheasant the benéfit of the doubt 
chat has been raiscd by his corn field excursions. He may mean money 
to you in the near future, Mr. Melrose saySe 

The Minnesota Farm Bureau Federation’s newspaper, the Farm Bureau News, co-operates ee ain lestie ose by refusing to carry a 

SaaS ede abu wal RPE Sad tee ety‘ Tame ye Tor ines agin Wyo at oat SO bees 
teal The Parmuburma Novem © taniscos aeuuce tom cies Ainntaa Pale | wenncatin eo tataad Tae Matioee) Gate
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sota, carries the summer work of the freshman students The worth of Itasca Park is duplicated, to a 
up to Itasca Park. A group of buildings consistmmg smaller extent, in each of the State Parks and Forests 
of the bunk house, library, dining hall and cabins which have been set aside. The citizens of today are 
for the staff of professors is located about a mile much too close to the pioneer conditions to fully 
south of the camp grounds on the shore of the lake. realize and appreciate the value of conservation of 
A small tree nursery for experimental purposes is natural resources. They have, however, made a splen- 

maintained. did start, and within the next few decades much greater 
As a game refuge and a recreational area the progress will be made than has been possible in the past. 

timber value of the forests is small in comparison. Conservation means good management and use, 
The worth of the forests to look at, as an attraction and it is most splendidly exemplified in Itasca Park. 
which draws visitors from all over the country cannot With the increasing understanding and support of 
be estimated in dollars and cents. The forests as a the citizens, the greatest possibilities fae results 
home for game, furnishing food and protection, can of conservation will be realized: 
be calculated only by knowing the costs of re-estab- SS 
lishment. The area as a public monument for the SPAWNING AREAS DEFINED ON 
source of the Mississippi River has a significance BIGSTONE LAKE 
which extends far beyond the legal borders of the state. Several areas on the Minnesota side of Bigstone 
That the future generations, measured in periods of . Lake have been set aside by order of Commissioner 
hundreds of years will have an opportunity to see Stewart as protected spawning areas for the nest- 
the area almost as the Indian centuries ago, has the building fishes. This action was at the request of 
worth of an heritage more valuable than anything sportsmen and resort-owners who realize the necess- 
money could buy. ity for such restricted areas. 
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: “The magic beauty of nature 
Legend of the Mantrap Valley Was roliseted in the form of her face, 

; She was lithe as the deer in the forest. 
and Itasca Park Region With an Indian Maid’s charming grace. 

By HELEN HURD, Dorset, Minn. “Then there came to the Indian’s country 
aa A white man named Lone Bill. 

From the Historical Mantrap Valley, _ He came as a hunter and trapper 
Where the Chippewa battled the Sioux, In quest of adventure and thrill. 

There comes to us a legend, 

And the Indian tells us it’s true. He loved the Indian maid Wauboose 
nt . When he first saw her in her canoe, 

For this is the Chippewa’s country But Wacebe was enraged and jealous, 
It is here that they fought and bled. For Wacebe loved Wauboose too. 

This is the land they struggled to save, 
And here’s where they buried their dead. “The Indian vowed that the pale-face 

i . With the price of his life would pay. 
It is here that they sought the big fish He pursued him across the country : 

In the lakes of the Mantrap chain: Till Lone Bill lost his way. 
In Bad Axe, and Mantrap and Bottle, . 

Emma, Sand, Ida, Loon and Belle Tain. “To the tent of Lone Bill crept Wacebe 
. When the moon was high in the sky. 

They traveled o’er hills and gulches He stole the bear traps and set them 
The gamey trout to seek, By the tent where the grass grew high. 

King of the rushing waters, 

At Kabekona Creek. “Then up rose the white man, Lone Bill, 
Before the break of day. 

They went to Long Lake, and Boulder, — But alas, the redskin had trapped him, 
And eight lakes of the Crow Wing chain; And there the white man would stay. 

Bad Medicine, Lost Lake, and Lake George, 
For the fish these lakes contain. “He was trapped in the midst of the forest, 

eS fe And the price of his life he paid; 
And they fished in Rice, Fish Hook and Boot Lake, Trapped by the land and the lover, 

For the White Fish, with spear and with seine, And the heart of the Indian Maid. 
In Potato and Eagle and Island, 

Lakes of the Fish Hook chain. “And since the fate of Lone Bill 
. This country has been known far and wide 

They journeyed to Lake Itasca As the land of the Mantrap Valley, 
Where the Mississippi flows, Where Ketonga lived and died.” 

The source of the Father of Waters, 
Land that the Indian knows. a een 

It is here that they fished and hunted, ITASCA DEER FRIENDLY 
It is here the big game was found, 

Just as the white man finds it today From Itasca County sources come several stories 
A “Happy Hunting Ground.” recently about the trusting habits of the deer, now 

that the hunting season is well in the past. Three 
You ask why the country’s called Mantrap, deer called on Mrs. H. W. Baxter and her children 

And how the name arose? in Arbo township; one was a tame deer from Bass 
It originated from a legend Lake but the other two were evidently strangers 

Of how long ago no one knows. who followed the fearless leader. They permitted 
the children to pet them, and even attempted to 

As it was told here at Indian Pow Wows enter the house. 
In the days of long ago, Another doe made an afternoon call at Grand 

Now it’s told around the camp-fires Rapids recently, walking unconcernedly through town 
To our tourists that they may know. and stopping to taste various dainties in the gardens 

along the way. 
In this “Land of Laughing Waters,” 

Of lakes and rivers and creeks, =e a 
We bid you hearken closely, 

For an Indian Spirit speaks— FOOT-LOOSE CATS AND DOGS 

ee 2 . This is the time of the year when owners of cats 
Her once lived the Chieftan Ketonga, and ranging dogs should keep them under control 

ig Turtle as he’s called by whites, as much as possible. The young of song and game Amid nature’s own virgin beauty . i * S & Andalndian <S) int birds suffer enough handicaps without the perse- 
pan Sumer Beate: cution of cats and some dogs. All cats should be 

a" . confined at night and not permitted to roam the coun- “In this land of scenic beauty tryside; there are a few renegade dogs that also have 
There was born a tiny papoose acquired the habit of chasing young birds—they 

To the Indian Chieftan Ketonga, should be disciplined when caught disturbing birds, 
And they named her Little Wauboose: young or old. 

It is annoying, to say the least, to spend effort 
“This Indian princess Wauboose and money in encouraging birds to nest around your 

Was a maiden of beauty rare. home, only to have the neighbor’s cat gobble up the 
Black were the eyes of Wauboose, young birds, not urged by hunger, but the innate 

Like the raven’s wing her hair. desire to kill which is inherent in every cat, bar none.
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Mi t ll innesota Game Kill in 1930 
HE law requires that every licensee under our pools and small lakes, causing a concentration of 

| hunting and trapping laws make a report of numbers on the larger and more accessible waters. 
the game killed under that license at the end It is more than possible that we will pay for this one 

of the season, and provides that each hunter or trap- fat year with a few very lean years to come. A great 
per do so under the penalty of being denied a similar deal of our waterfowl game is locally bred and if we 
license the following year. Notwithstanding this depleted our breeding stock last year under extraor- 
provision and penalty, many sportsmen fail to make  dinarily favorable hunting conditions, we must pay 
this report. Possibly some reason that they do not for it the coming season. 
get a sufficient amount to make any difference in 
the count, and some underestimate the importance A COMPARATIVE ESTIMATE BY SPECIES 
of having this count as nearly accurate as possible. 1929 1930 

All should report, whether any game is obtained Mallard....................... 398,555 563,306 
or not, so that we may know what percentage of Bluebill....................... 326,502 747,183 
hunters are getting a return on their invested dollar. Coots......................... 172,827 198,471 
All should report, so that we may know whether Green-winged Teal............. 111,045 192,633 
certain species are on the increase or decrease, whether Blue-winged Teal............... 172,517 268,519 
certain species should have further protection, and Canvasback................... 60,952 64,211 
that we might have some fairly accurate knowledge Red-heads..................... 57,255 72,967 
as to the value of our wild life resources. “Other” Ducks... 3: cs so o.ce., 29;238 49,618 

This much we do know about the past small  Pintails....................... 40,210 55,455 
game season of 1930—there were in excess of 50,000 Spoonbill, or Shoveler........... 35,788 58,562 
more hunters in the field than in the previous year, Butterball..................... 11,733 17,512 
and that the kill of waterfowl was correspondingly Ringbill....................... 6,770 8,756 
higher than in 1929. Baldpate.............. fee LOTS 14,593 

The estimates on the number of cock pheasants Black Mallard................. 9,863 11,675 
killed during the past three open seasons prove con- Ruddy Duck.................. 5,805 5,837 
clusively that this bird is well established in Minne- Grey Duck (Gadwall)........... 8,567 13,426 
sota. The estimate for 1926 was 40,023; for 1928, Merganser (Sawbill)............ 7,845 10,799 
161,881; and for 1930, a conservative estimate would ~Golden-eye (Whistler).......... 5,862 8,756 
place the number bagged at 268,340—an increase ——_ _ —— 
which should appeal greatly to the sportsman who Total Number of Ducks Killed...1,471,512 2,362,639 
notes He Bereta decrease of our native upland aaa 
game birds. e all miss our native prairie chicken 
but no hunter can rue the fact that the ring-neck NUL Se oro MINNESOTA 
can more than hold its own where the native bird 
cannot survive changing conditions of habitat. The annual business session of the Minnesota 

In 1929 there was an estimated kill of 229,082 Division of the Izaak Walton League of America was 
squirrels; in 1930 an increased number of hunters held at the Curtis Hotel in Minneapolis on March 12th. 
only increased the estimated kill to 238,635. _Evi- The convention went on record as opposing an 
dently the squirrel is also affected by continued open season on moose or beaver, approved the work 
development of uncultivated territory. In contrast, of the committee in the legislature on following out 
the estimate of 227,163 rabbits killed in 1929 as com- the league’s stand on a metropolitan sewage com- 
pared with 330,417 in 1930 might indicate that the mission, and urged that remedial measures should be 
cottontail and jack are on a cyclic increase. made mandatory and not. permissive. 

Quail are evidently on the decrease; in 1929 the A conservation commission of five or more mem- 
estimate was 2,700, in 1930 the estimate would be _ bers to be appointed by the governor, was also recom- 
about 2,090. This bird is so dependent on favorable mended. 
wintering conditions that an unusually large crop A committee was appointed to investigate the 
would be almost entirely wiped out by a few weeks effect on wild life in the upper Mississippi refuge of 
of severe weather and storms. Intensive agricultural the construction of a nine-foot channel and a recom- 
development also hinders the natural increase of this mendation was made that the legislature grant at 
normally prolific game bird. least $25,000 to the State Board of Health to carry 

Fewer mourning doves were shot this season on eradication of state-wide pollution. 
than in the one preceding; the average Minnesota Deitrich Lange, St. Paul, was named honorary 
hunter rarely bothers to hunt this bird, hardly con- president, and Judson L. Wicks, Minneapolis, was 
sidering it a game bird; the same might be said of the re-elected president. August Bluhm, Austin, and 

gallinule. O. N. Franta, Wabasso, were named new vice-presi- 
The estimated kill of wild geese, the White- dents. Vice-presidents re-elected included Harry J. 

fronted, the Snow and the Blue goose, was much Denny, Duluth; E. W. Klapmeier, Mora; Dr. Paul 
lower than in 1929. The Canada goose barely held Hagen, Crookston; Harry V. Teegarden, Winona; 
its own. Since practically none of these birds breed Bafford S. Lewellen, Minneapolis; M. M. McGrew, 
within the borders of Minnesota, we can only hope Red Wing; M. E. Chambers, Meerthoven, and Dr. G. 
for a better outlook for the future. M. Palmer, Bemidji. O. L. Kaupanger, Minneapolis, 

The only shore-bird which could legally be killed was re-elected secretary-treasurer. 
last year, the Wilson, or Jacksnipe showed only a New members of the board of directors are 
slight estimated increase over the kill for 1929, 17,512 Otto Schumann, Mantorville; Oliver Holcombe, 
to 13,475. Kelly Lake; A. C. Knutson, Detroit Lakes, and O. 

The wild ducks, according to the estimates, P. Lofquist, Morton. Members re-elected included 
brought figures which would indicate a satisfying R. E. Wyer, Minneapolis; Dr. William R. Bagley, 
increase. Lest we become over-exultant, we must Duluth; A. M. Schaefer, Jordan; A. W. Wempner, 
also recall that the number of hunters was nearly Plainview; H. W. Dart, Proctor, and H. A. Fenske, 
doubled, and that the drouth dried up thousands of New Ulm.
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STATE OF MINNESOTA atic conditions and elements of control, may change 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION pie eats from that of a beneficial to one of a harmful 

G. M. CONZET, Chairman RBUUTE: 
WILLIAM D. STEWART, Secretary The English sparrow in America, the muskrat in 
STAFFORD KING, State Auditor Bohemia, the jack-rabbit in Australia, the mongoose 

—————————— in Jamaica, and the carp in America, are all good 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE GAME AND examples of well-meaning but disastrous introductions 

FISH DEPARTMENT of foreign species. All have deviated from native 
WILLIAM D. STEWART, Commissioner characteristics under changed climatic, geographic 

LOUIS ENSTROM, Assistant Commissioner and biological conditions and are now quite harmful 
E. H. FARRINGTON, Business Manager in their respective adopted lands. 

A. G. ‘“Doc’’ RUTLEDGE, Field Representative Only recently Michigan introduced into state 
Ee orca waters the smelt, with the idea that it would furnish 
Foe eee oe era oet arene eh good teed tor lake trout and whitefish. Whether the 
—— se latter fishes failed to develop a taste for the intro- 

SIDEL B. SWENSON, Editor duced smelt, or whether the propagation of the smelts 
————————————————————————————————————— ____ was too successful for assimilation is unknown; the 
No. 96 EEI>>@ APRIL, 1931 fact remains, however, that the smelt developed a 
—————————————————————————— taste for the eggs of trout and whitefish, and now 

Michigan is conironted with the problem of getting 
rid of the smelt. 

LOUIS ENSTROM _ Some years ago the introduction of smelts into 
Minnesota waters was broached by some enthusiast 

z but wiser counsel prevailed; as a consequence, we 
ey profit by the misfortunes of Michigan and have only 

va the eradication of the carp as a major problem caused 
a ! by te injudicious introduction of a foreign species 
Es pe of fish. 

a . “a ; 

€. Big, Game Records Wanted 
: . “Records of North American Heads and Horns” 

P i is a comprehensive compilation of records of extraor- 
* $i dinary game heads which will be published the latter 

> part of this year. The editor is Prentiss N. Grey, 
GY 183rd Street and Southern Boulevard, Bronx, New 

b York City, and he is very auxious to get data on 
an record heads that might be in the possession of 
Minnesota sportsmen. 

: . _ Any Minnesota sportsman who has such a head 
It gives us pleasure to introduce to our readers igs requested to apply to Mr. Grey at the above ad- 

the Assistant Commissioner of Game and Fish, Louis dress for detailed measurement chart and blank on 

Enstrom, who hails from Roseau County on the which to make this report. This will be an authentic 
extreme northern border of the state, a territory of compilation and warrants co-operation from al 
which most of us have only a hazy knowledge, and Minnesota sportsmen 
comparatively few have ever seen. 

For forty-two years has Mr. Enstrom covered REA RR 
Site tera: north and south, east and west. Most 
of his observations have been made afoot, giving ww 
Bin oy intimate knowledge of this country and its Dr. c. ° Stoufer 
wild life which should prove invaluable to the De- ; : , 
partment in contemplated projects which involve N the death of Dr. C. W. Stoufer the Minneapolis 
the preservation of large areas of the northwoods. chapter of the Izaak Walton League lost one of 

. Tn addict. hig’ wellfounded ienowledee vob its most active members. Some years ago, when 
northern Minnceote Nie ee aioe ae to President Hoover first suggested the general estab- 

the Department his valuable experience as a member ee tie Gone Ln 

of the Legislative Game and Fish Committee during gftorts the first Hennepin County bass pond was 
the six past sessions of the Legislature, giving him established. It has been successful ever since its 
also a comprehensive idea of wild life conditions in inception, and the results will prove a lasting monu- 
other sections of the state, as revealed by the per- Det . . 2 E . oe ! ment to Dr. Stoufer’s intense interest in the con - 
tinent mass of material studied by this committee . E during these Jesislative years ° servation of the black bass. 

. oa % fi] Dr. Stoufer was a charter member of the Minne- 
a apolis Chapter of the Izaak Walton League; he was 
B ae vey auch anuerested in archery and through 

: is efforts a local archery club was established. In 
oomerangs addition to these activities he also took an active 

' The introduction of foreign species of fish, ani- ae in Boy a a A 
mals and birds does not always prove the boon that Surviving him are his widow, two daughters, 
the enthusiastic introducer hopes that it will be. A three sisters, two brothers and a “host of personal 
species that may be entirely beneficial under natural _ friends Ane will miss his active leadership in the 
conditions in its native habitat may develop some cause of conservation. 

surprisingly ‘unnatural traits when introduced into 
a foreign habitat; traits, which under changed clim- Paracas Cea]
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The Mammals of Minnesota 
By SIDEL B. SWENSON 

INNESOTA is particularly rich in wild-life The Moose prefers marshy areas, muskegs and 
M resources. Lying as it does, in three different cedar swamps, where succulent aquatic growth is 

life-zones, the Transition which covers most available in the summer and thick brushy vegetation 
of the state, the Carolinian, which brings us the sustains life during the winter. When the snow is 
more exotic species from the south, and the Canadian, deep they yard up as do the deer, trampling down 
which brings the far North into our border, we have _ the snow over brushy areas in a maze of paths, giving 
more than our share of birds and animals. eee to food and protection from wolves. wath 

In the listing of these species of mammals, we fe ooting a moose can render a good account o! 
are not following aeientifie lnseifentionn, The animals Bunselt ca wolves, ue im deep S20W he is lost. 
have been divided into groups according to their CeO 8 natural element, the moose is an 

paver w 2 g pe Maen ungainly creature, with long fore-legs, narrow shanks, economic importance, using three major groups j.6,4 ding fest and oddly shaped ale EAC 
designated as game animals, fur animals and that Kona Pe ae lows el ye ape ee = ti 
group which, for want of a better name, might be ome, ae ong ONE Seu GL jen eae varie non: 

: : . of reach for his winter food of brushy twigs; in the called the drones, in that they eat but contribute * * * . . summer, he spraddles them and with the aid of his 
nothing particularly useful to man. Some of the 1 Tana a 1 ‘titi 
animals may easily fall into either one of the two re aon Bn eee a Prorat L lees ae “His 
groups, where such is the case, they have been placed Be ae 'y dine Poe cl ron eae fly we oo i. 
in that group where they are of greatest economic ee EPTEAGINE | Teel, Carly Din eaely aad | Surely 
importance: through muskegs, his narrow shanks making progress 

easy through the thick brush. Strange as it may 
The game animal group is the smallest and to seem the wide-spread, shovel-like antlers do not 

the sportsman, it is naturally the most important. impede his dash through thickets of brush. It seems 
In this group may be included the Moose, Wapiti all the more unbelievable to the sportsman who has 
(commonly called Elk), Deer, Black Bear and strange attempted to pack out a set of moose antlers. 
as it may seem, the Cotton-tail Rabbit, the Varying The adult moose in winter time varies from 
Hare, Jack Rabbit and Gray and Fox Squirrel. brownish black to black in color, shading to lighter 
Among the extinct animals in this class may be men- on underparts; the summer pelage is lighter, with 
tioned the Prong-horned Antelope, formerly abundant tawny gray shadings. The young are unspotted, 
in the western tier of counties and the American reddish brown in color, either one or two in number 
Bison, at one time common in the prairie sections. and very seldom a cow moose has been observed 

with three young. 
THE MOOSE (True Elk) The moose is to be found in the northern tier 

of counties in Minnesota, occasionally wandering 
Monarch of them all in stature and dignity, farther south where and when conditions are satis- 

the moose, or true elk, has maintained his numbers factory to its exacting nature. Protection of a long 
only through the help of a number of years of closed closed season has considerably increased the numbers 
seasons. His choice of habitat is not such as to tempt of Minnesota moose, and added to the attractiveness 
the tenderfoot hunter, but his spread of antlers is a of our northern waters. Many a summer visitor 
worthy prize to the head-hunting sportsman and the — reels well repaid for labor and money expended by 
continued closed season has undoubtedly saved the sight of this magnificent animal in his native 
this species from extinction in many parts of the state. _ setting. 
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THE WAPITI, (commonly called ‘“Etk’’) 
Formerly ranging over nearly the entire state, : 

as evidenced by the finding of ancient horns in many 
sections of Minnesota, the Wapiti is now reduced 
to the few imported specimens in Itasca State Park. 
Their day is past, and it would probably take much 
restocking in carefully guarded areas to bring them 
back to a reproductive point. 

Fortunately they are not particularly averse 
to confinement and municipal and private zoos may , 

be counted on to keep specimens for our observation Pre 

for years to come. Lae aes 

The Wapiti is much larger than the White-tailed nan Nee 

Deer with widely branching rounded antlers, usually yy al sf 

well spiked. Head and neck dark brown; sides and re, ut “ai } 

back brownish gray, a large light-colored patch on war a pe 

rump; underparts blackish. if boa 
“Wapiti” is of Indian origin and should be used | Wt i P ae 

to designate this animal rather than “Elk”. ° The ie Hy VaR A, fee 

true elk is the European mammal corresponding al Pa Ae : : 

to our “Moose”. Pan 3 ea eee 
atest Sea ea PE es ol 

THE WOODLAND CARIBOU dz core eee iene aes 
The Woodland Caribou is the reindeer of the oe 2 Wipe Re xo 

far north and closely related to the reindeer of Europe. ae: ss a aa sae 

One surviving band of this interesting animal still ie tg : von iA 

remains in Minnesota and it is to be hoped that aa Fe om? { 

every precaution be taken to preserve this vanishing 27) 
species in our state. As the name indicates its pre- 
ferred habitat is woodland, birch, poplar and conifer The White-tailed Deer, adult, is of reddish 

forests. : " color in summer and grayish in winter; the fawns 
5 The band observed in Minnesota has been seen are red, with white spots. The coloring and shape 
in various sections north and east of Red Lake, of horns varies with individuals, sometimes giving 

possibly the most inaccessible region in the state. rise to hunters’ classifications which have no scientific 

The caribou is inclined to be rather stupid in com- basis. Fawns are usually born in twins, and before 

parison with deer and moose and only absolute having the fear of man instilled in them, are very 
observance of a closed season will keep the caribou trusting of mankind. This trait, has, at times, 

in our list of native mammals. . caused the Department some difficulties. Some 

Both sexes are horned; the slightly palmate, individual, finding a fawn in the woods, has fondled 

long, slender, closely-set horns being quite distinctive. it and immediately been adopted by the fawn, who 

Usually the first two tines parallel the line of the follows this person home. The individual reports 

head profile, giving a deformed appearance to one the finding of a “‘lost’’ fawn and asks permission 
used to the carriage of the White-tailed Deer horns: to retain it as a pet. The fawn is not lost, and if 

possibly these odd tines have a useful purpose in unmolested, will remain in the spot where it was 

scraping snow from the lichens, moss and grass, left by the doe. If touched or handled, it will become 

which in addition to brush, furnishes the bulk of the lost; even if cared for by the finder, it will eventually 
Caribou’s food. F . grow up into a deer, and as such, is capable of creating 

_._ The general color is reddish brown, marked quite a problem around a homestead, especially if it 

with yellowish white on neck, belly, tail-patch and  developes into a buck deer with pugnacious tendencies. 

band ‘around feet; the young have faint spotted Jf you should be fortunate enough to find a fawn 
markings. _ 7 hidden in the woods, look your fill but do not touch it. 

WHITE-TAILED DEER In the settlement of America, the deer filled 

This is the reigning game animal of our state. no minor part. Venison was the meat-larder standby 

Every other year an increasing number of hunters and buckskin a favorite material for clothing. It 

hie into the north woods in pursuit of deer. In 1928, may seem remarkable, but as civilization progressed, 

some 52,000 hunters reported approximately 27,000 the number of deer increased. The habitat preferred 

deer killed; this season, although only approximate by deer is second-growth brushland, and millions 

figures are available, about 60,000 hunters have of acres of such land was produced by lumbering 

taken 32,000 deer. The weather during the 1928 operations in the past century, when primeval 

season was not conductive to a big kill, and although stands of timber were cut down. As these cut-over 

the season in 1930 was delayed five days,°this season areas filled with brush, the deer followed, and with 

was also poor, due to lack of snow and heavy rains the increased food supply, their numbers increased. 

over nearly the entire deer territory. Oceasional damage is done by deer to such crops 

Even so, the reported figures speak well for the as cabbages, rutabagas and other root crops and to 

deer protection policies of Minnesota; the alternate stands of alfalfa and other hay crops, particularly 

season and wolf-eradication measures. An increasing in isolated fields surrounded by more or less wild 

number of hunters getting an increasing number land. 

of deer would indicate that a proper proportion of The wolf is the deer’s most formidable natural 

increase was being maintained. Legally, deer may enemy; with good footing, a deer can run away from 

be taken only in the daytime, with shotgun, rifle, the wolf but in deep crusted snow and on ice it has 

pistol, or bow and arrow—no artificial lights, set’ no chance against the sure-footed killer, and many 

guns, snares or traps may be used nor can they be deer are lost each winter this way. Intensive trapping 

taken with the aid of dogs. Hunting is permitted for bounty and fur value has reduced this hazzard 

in practically all of the northern half of the state; to a great extent, and with the reduction in numbers 

some of the marginal counties in the deer range being of wolves, our deer herd will maintain itself for many 

closed at the request of residents of these sections. years to come.
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BLACK-TAILED DEER ioe consider the day well spent when the game bag 

= . : A F olds several rabbits. 
Pen Spe ene ok this Species have been taken No description of the cottontail is necessary— in brushy areas in the northwestern section of the . = e i ainesota 7 5 : . eo rs - ~ two forms are present in Minnesota, the Mearns, state. It is quite similar to the White-tailed Deer, hich iver Abunda rer ol eater. part of thi 
but is of a little heavier build, has larger ears, is more Which 18 very abundant over the greater part of the > sy ee ce al iS 2 state; and the Nebraska Cottontail, smaller and paler, brown than red in summer pelage and has a darker ike pravich) (aillcandi fi 1) onky Gu. th ti 
winter coat; the tip of the tail is black, instead of Wit) srayish eal | 2 OUn COU ye tee sexireme white , %, we part of theletate ‘1 i . : ” 

i £ tha ie Cottontail requires is a brushy, 

THE BLACK BEAR briary patch of woodland, and even with a multitude 
The Black Bear may be taken during the open of enemies thirsting for his blood, he will hold his 

season for deer or between April 15th and May 15th own, quite frequently setting up house-keeping 
following an open deer season. Usually the only within metropolitan areas. He doens’t fear civili- 
bears killed are those which are accidently encountered zation, but his habit of pruning ornamental shrubs 
in deer hunting. Due to a perverted fondness for and barking orchard trees make him most unwelcome 
mutton, individual sheep-killing bears must oc- where the raising of such nursery stock is the objective 
casionally be killed or trapped, but as a rule the of the landowner. The deep snows of winter do not 
avercge bear has no particular fondness for civilization concern the rabbit, it merely gives him an oppor- 
and stays away from man and his machinations. tunity to eat higher up on the shrub than he could 

The Black Bear is a most wary animal, more if the snow were less deep. 
often seeing man than being seen by him. The bear The Varying Hare, or Snowshoe Rabbit, well 
does not seek trouble, preferring to run, except when deserves both names. ‘The first appellation is derived 
wounded or when its cubs are threatened with danger. from his habit of changing the grayish brown pelage 
Cub bears found in the woods are best left alone,— of summer to the snowy white of winter. This latter 
a squeal will bring outraged mother-hood crashing characteristic renders him nearly indistinguishable 
through the brush in the cubs’ defense. Cub bears while at rest on the snow and saves him from many 
are the clowns of the wilderness and highly amusing of his natural enemies. The second name comes 
as pets; but like other animals, they will grow up from the extraordinary padding of the hind leg, 
into full sized bears, and become rather a nuisance which enables him to traverse deep snow with speed. 
and, worse yet, a liability. The Varying Hare is found in greatest numbers 

For no specific reason, two color phases occur— in the northern part of the state, preferring wooded 
black and brown—although most of the Minnesota swamps. Hunters do not seek him to the extent 
bears are black in color. Two tiny cubs are usually they do Cottontails; his greatest economic importance 
born early in the spring; they are very small and is in furnishing food for the more valuable furbearers 
helpless in comparison with the mother bear. and in so doing, acting as shock troops to the benefit 

Although large and powerful, the Black Bear of our upland game birds, which would otherwise 
exists on a rather dainty fare, considering its size. suffer to a greater extent. 
Berries, larvae dug from rotten trees, grass, fruit, The White-tailed Jack Rabbit prefers wide 
honey, mice, small birds, all help to fill his stomach. open spaces and with the gradual development of 
The bear is a good fisherman. In the spring, when our forested areas into fields, has extended his range 
the streams are alive with spawning suckers, he from the western prairies until it is now found as 
picks out a shallow spot and with rapid slaps beaches far east as the twin cities. 
enough of the struggling fish to gorge himself. He 
does not disdain carrion, nor summer-resort garbage 
when available. As mentioned before, an occasional rs as 
pervert will acquire a taste for sheep, pigs, poultry : i 
or calves and when he does, death alone will break act a : Pe 
this habit. ss Ae a 

On the approach of winter, the bear gorges . “ue, 
himself at every opportunity until he is well-layered Pe ge | 3 
with fat; when winter comes for certain he curls b Pe 
up in a cave or windfall and hibernates through ta 
the winter’s cold. Hibernation might be called 3 LS 
suspended animation; organic functioning is reduced be " ie 4 
to a minimum, and the store of fat is gradually con- ae . Pie ¢ 
sumed in maintaining life. When spring arrives, oe a. 
the bear°is gaunt and hungry, and immediately starts Pe ae = ad 
in building up again for another winter. ye a Bae ae 

COTTONTAIL, VARYING HARE AND . : : 
JACK RABBIT ase ash : Be ey 

To the big game hunter it may seem like blas- ee : 
phemy to include rabbits in the category of game | i 
animals, but nevertheless the pursuit of the elusive | ‘ y 
cottontail furnishes sport to more hunters than the | N oe : : / 
regal members of the deer family. His bobbing bet 34 : 
tail furnishes a tricky target for the embryo hunter, 1s \\ \ re tee 
and often the veteran; when other game is scarce PAN a. eS | 
he saves the day for the week-end hunter who is | ~\ PLS > 
unable to travel any distance for his sport, and likes 2 Pe a era de : 
to have some wild meat to show for his expenditure ip alae Blu tin Ee ee A 
of labor and ammunition. rm <, Se ae ae 

As a matter of fact several eastern states aze Ea = aS ae eS - | 
importing rabbits for restocking their coverts and ———— 
the sportsmen of these states are pleased at the op- 
portunity to hunt the lowly cottontail and jack rabbit, Varyine Hare
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The Jack Rabbit is large in comparison with Sirver BapGEr 

the Cottontail and where it meets severe winter 
weather, changes its grayish summer pelage to snowy 
white, with black tipped ears. Its long hind legs 
carry it over the ground in seemingly effortless bounds 
of from twelve to fifteen feet at a jump. ae 

The hunting of all rabbits suffered a set-back — « 
recently when they were discovered to be carriers : } s a 
of tularemia, an infectious febrile disease. Trans- a a * 
mittal to humans occured when the dressing of infected a 4 e .7 
carcasses was done by individuals with open cuts on S 4 ‘ E 
hands. The infection was demonstrated by the - f a 4 
presence of white spots on the rabbits’ liver; the 4 E . 4 ‘ 
use of rubber gloves in dressing obviates any pos- . . aS 
sibility of infection, as cooking destroys the germs. . = S kT 
A characteristic of the infected animal was torpidity. 3 Z : + 
The hunter who took his rabbit on the go rather ‘ 2 es ‘ 
than on the set was not likely to bring home an ae oo Se 
infected animal. ae 

= = 
Cs 

GRAY AND FOX SQUIRREL > 

The least of our game animals are the two squir- 7 ALUA TUR- 
rels, Gray and Fox. They are protected eon A Valu Apia Rus snaRee 
for an open season from October 15th to January 
Ist, and may not be hunted within the corporate THE MUSKRAT 
limits of any city or cillage or within one-quarter I A . 
mile thereof. Like most small mammals, they respond t may come as a surprise to most Minnesotans 
to kindness and are easily tamed, especially in cities, to be told that the lowly muskrat, taken on the average, 
where they soon learn to depend on human bene- fe our most valuable fur animal. It is our staple 
factors for their daily provender. They are poor ur, suffering least from price fluctuations, and forming 
dodgers, however, and many are crushed in heavy the bulk of our fur catch. There is hardly a farmer’s 

traffic along our parkways and tree-lined streets, >0Y in the state who has not the opportunity to 
Our laws give absolute protection to the Black trap this little animal. It is to be found in every 

Squirrel, which is only a melanistic phase of the section of the state where there is water, lakes, streams, 

gray squirrel and occasionally found in a colony, ey aAtses: che muskrat adapts himself to pre- 
just as pure white albinos sometimes appear. vailing conditions and raises a good-sized family, 

The Fox Squirrel differs from the Gray in a often more than once a year. ; . 
reddish coloration of flanks and tail as compared .The fur of the muskrat varies slightly with the 
with the solid grizzled gray of the latter; it is also Section of the state where found. The best pelts, 
a trifle larger than the gray and is found more com- _ large, heavily furred and dark, come from the south- 
monly in the southern part of the state. eastern section of the state and are graded “as “Wis- 

constr aus next best specimens come om the 
innesota River Valley territory. Those from the 

THE FUR ANIMALS poner Pate ei ube sate, fe a rule, are smaller, 

Minnesota’s fur crop is one of the most important though heavily furred an of dark coloration. 
resources of the state. Bradreidiailse no one trapper ACES Ee the Weeeta part tend ‘ovate ths reddish 
makes 2 fortune during any one -season, but. col- loration of the Dakota rat. All depend on fresh 
lectively, the sum total realized from the sale of water and plenty of aquatic food for best development. 

furs gives amazing returns. Our state is not noted  ,, The muskrat pelt, sheared and dyed, is the 
particularly for its professional trappers, but every Hudson Seal’ of commerce,—one reason why the 
farmer’s boy in the state makes a little money for demand for muskrat is less subject to fluctuation 
himself by trapping fur in the winter time. than other pelts. The fur is prime in late winter and 

Our laws require that every trapper must have early spring. The open season in Minnesota is re- 

a resident trapping license, costing one dollar, except stricted to not more than thirty days between March 
when he desires to trap on land owned and occupied 1st and April 30th and the setting of the dates in 
by himself. No trapping licenses are issued to non- the various counties is left to the discretion of the 
residents. Commissioner. No person may set or use more 

Among the fur animals formerly found in Minne- _ than fifty traps for muskrats at any one time; traps 
sota, but now possibly extinct, may be mentioned ™ay not be set or visited between the hours of eight 
the Wolverine and the Marten. There may possibly P- ™.. and six a. m.; and dogs may not be used in 
be a few specimens of either or both in the northwest Pursuit of same. Traps may be set in muskrat houses, 
angle, that primitive part of our state lying northward 28 long as the house is not damaged, but traps may 
of Lake of the Woods, or in the wild country north 20t be set under the ice near houses nor in channels 

of Red Lake. The. panther or cougar has also been OF Tuns used by rats. 
observed in Minnesota in years gone by. 

The fur animals of Minnesota, listed according THE SKUNK 
to approximate economic importance include the 
muskrat, skunk, weasel, mink, raccoon, red fox, Next to the muskrat in importance is that beast 
brush and timber wolf, fisher, bob-cat and Canada of odorous disrepute, the skunk. It is of even more 
lynx, badger, gray fox and oppossum. Beaver and widely spread distribution than the muskrat. Every 
otter, the most valuable furs, are given absolute farmer’s boy and dog has his first, and usually last, 
protection in this state, although the Game and  long-remembered conflict with the black and white 
Fish Department has authority to license the trapping ‘‘woods pussy”. Civilization does not bother him. 
of these, as well as all other animals and birds, when His only enemies are the trapper, the horned owl 
the same are doing damage to personal property. and an occasional unwise dog.
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The skunk pelt is classed by fur buyers as being The fur is dark brown, nearly black in some 
black, short-stripe, narrow-stripe and broad-stripe, specimens, fine, thick and glossy and quite durable. 
depending upon the amount of white fur in the other- The throat is white, with occasional white patches 
wise black pelage. The white part cannot by dyed underneath. In some specimens the white is entirely 
successfully, it must be cut out and the natural black lacking. An occasional freak reaches the market 
sewed together—naturally the less white in a pelt, known as “cotton” mink. In these specimens the 
the higher it grades. The fur is glossy black, fine, inner fur is grayish white in place of the usual brown, 
soft and long and is used extensively for the trimming rendering the fur practically valueless. 

of coats. Formerly, when names meant little in the Mink are not conceded any protection under 
retail fur trade, it was called “American Marten”, our laws. They have a reputation of being game 
now it wears and looks as well under its true name. pird, rabbit and muskrat killers, thereby earning 

The small spotted skunk, called “civet cat” the dislike of both hunter and trapper. 
by the fur trade, is found in the southern part of the 
state, having extended its range recently from nor- THE RACCOON 
thern Iowa. Its fur value is small, the white spotting 
necessitating its use in its natural condition. From a general point of view, the raccoon is 

rn enT perhaps our nose an teresting fur bearer. The pelt 
iT EASE maintains a fair value to the trapper; the tsman 

Three forms of this wicked little Killer are found M08 hunting the “coon” with hounds; a. tame 
in Minnesota, the Common Weasel, the Long-tailed hice a fine Toe auneuing rascal and many people 
Weasel and the Least Weasel. The Long-tailed is Oy Jesus meaty | A 
more common in the southern; and the Common The raccoon is a fairly large animal, about the 
Weasel in the northern parts of the state; and the size of a small dog, quite at home on land, in the 
Least Weasel is found in the northern half of the water or amongst the tree tops. His menu is also 
state, and in addition to its diminuitive size, lacks varied: mice, frogs, fish, mollusks, fruit ,birds and 
the black tipped tail distinetive of the other two Vegetables helping to build uprthe layers of fat which 
in winter pelage. The Common Weasel is approxi- sustain life during the most bitter weather of winter, 
mately twelve inches in length; the Long-tailed when he ensconces himself in a hollow tree and waits 
Weasel eighteen inches and the Least six inches. for warmer and happier days. | 
In summer the weasels are brown above, light colored Two widely known characteristics are his habit 
below; in winter, white entirely with black tipped of washing his food, when water is available and his 

tail, exe pring ihe Least, which is white including curiosity. aoe last brat frequently proves his un- 
the tip of the tail. doing—a shiny piece of tin or mirror fastened on 

_ The weasel is the ermine of the fur trade. In the pan of a trap will frequently cause his capture. 
times of prosperity the market is good, when times In captivity they are playful and amusing and 
are hard, the market declines. Due to its destructive- will adapt themselves to man’s environment and 

ness of bird life, the weasel enjoys no protection food quite readily. A “coon” is more than a match 
in our laws, although it has some value in the large for the average dog, using teeth and claws indis- 

numbers of mice that form most of its food supply.  criminately and effectively—in water he will vanquish 
any dog eh enough to stay with him. His preferred 

THE MINK home is in hardwood forest areas near running water. 
The Mink in habits, size and summer pelage The color is a grizzled brown, gray and black with 

SIZ , rs : 
resembles a large weasel, being larger, it is also able short, black ringed tail, and black mask BELO (CyEs: 
to catch and kill larger mammals and birds than The open season for raccoon in Minnesota is 
the weasel. Its range is the entire state, preferring between October 20th and November 20th, inclusive, 
the vicinity of water, where delicacies such as fish, and dogs may be used except in territory inhabited 
frogs and muskrats are available. The Mink is a by deer. Water sets cannot be used nor is it permis- 
wide ranger, often covering many miles in a days sable to molest raccoons while denned up, nor to 
travel, which is usually along water courses. cut down any tree inhabited or occupied by a raccoon. 

Being rather hard to trap and never very plentiful 
the price of mink pelts has maintained a fairly good THE RED FOX 
average, although somewhat subject to variations a f f the Red F eeundl lg 
on¥account of fashion’s fancies. 2 W0) TOFmS Ol ene sed Ox are ound —1n) our 

a state, the Prairie Red Fox, larger than the Eastern 
Red Fox, the latter being darker and smaller in size. 

pe = z ms The cross fox and the black or silver are merely 
— SS SS SS accidental color phases of the red fox and may occur 
eee YS ‘ gf ee in any section of the state where red foxes are to be 

Ed in Pe ai.. i found. fad Ss ie far . : . 
ie cee oe CL: The beautiful, long, soft, silky fur of the red - * = gt 4 se ee ree Z 

bows: an aps a 4 % fox has always maintained a fair market, but being 
tee ae - oot sad i sly and difficult to trap, has not attained the volume 
ire v4 2 il £t. in fur sales that the pelts of some of the more stupid 
a 42 al animals have totaled. In color it varies from golden 
i / ps As 4 yellow to white below, white tipped tail and black- 
we af eae paned ears, and more or less black on the feet and 
Peat ee A legs. 

| ae 3 wer 3 The Red Fox lives principally on mice and rabbits, 
i= Ty te itp ae: Eng varying the diet with fruit, berries and birds oc- 

Ge ote aor =x ee 8 casionally. His preferred habitat is rolling country 
roy 42k Seka ag ae with both fields and forests, although he is to be 

Na ODA ay ea ¥. found in all sections of the state. The game laws 
L aS Aare OO pets ffer hi tection and he requires little. The ot waa =. 54 Dante oa  * offer him no protection and he requ y 

naan — law does prohibit the exportation of fox cubs dug 
A Minnesota Minx in the wild state, however.
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THE TIMBER WOLF THE BRUSH WOLF 

The Timber Wolf is our largest predator, and The Brush Wolf or Coyote is a small edition 
the damage he can do and does to our game and of the Timber Wolf, with a more extensive range. 
fur resources is not to be ignored. Fortunately the Nearly every winter at least one is shot or trapped 
Timber Woilf is confined to the northern tier of in the Minnesota River Valley near the Twin Cities. 
counties; here, in times of heavy snowfall, our deer Their cunning and speed is such that they can exist 
herd suffers great losses from the depredations of even in the suburban areas of the Twin Cities. 
wolf packs. The sum total of damage done to wild game 

When rabbits are plentiful the wolves subsist and domestic stock by the Brush Wolf is much greater 
mainly on them—in times of the cyclical decrease than that which can be laid to the Timber Wolf, 
of rabbits the packs are forced to turn to other game, their numbers being greater and range much more 
such as birds, deer and domestic stock. cree Poultry and small domestic stock suffer 

To control this pest the state offers a bounty 0" their depredations, as well as upland game 
of $15.00 on each aduls wolf, and several counties birds, weakened by the insufficient food supply of 

offer additional bounties. No license is required wines mae the imb olf, ‘the fur value ¥ 
to hunt or trap wolves, but poison can be used only - “ti Wd diet ividh 1 ‘i ee ure a Mite 

by permission of and under rules prescribed by the hae bee to ae ane ee ae ae m That ve ts che 

Game and Fish Commissioner. The hand of man Fox eing nearly as soft and fine as that of a Red 
is ever against him, but his sagacity saves him from OR: 
extermination. THE FISHER 

je a eats ees The Fisher is one of the larger members of the 
| + i ae = sal weasel family and is found in the forested areas of 

WA t 4 Ne he! | northern Minnesota, although never plentiful at 
oe a CN BZ ol re any time: “ It-is about the size of a large cat, very 
er Rs iA Cae Bower and agile, Bunn ibe urges tops as well 

- ee as the ground for small mammals and birds. 
>. Tile te Bhs od The fur is beautiful; when fashionable rising 
ee. eee tact i | to a good price for the smaller pelts. In color it, is 

| Pit : i ti ine. dark brown, nearly black, tail tapering from a wide 
| Pg. Mea 2: | cieoriae base, the head and neck frequently grizzled to a 
| i Pee 1 ee es beautiful silver gray. 

k i Wide ¢ i It is one of the few animals which will attack 
i and eat the porcupine, turning it over with a killing 

| pe iH ij wader aureke which avoids the quilled area of hack 
es H and sides. 

| wy LF i BAY LYNX OR BOBCAT AND CANADA LYNX 
: a oe es ae 

| 7 _ x YE ae | These two represent the cat tribe in our list of 
Sa Ta gee tee mammals. Years ago the Cougar, or eastern Panther mites oe H 

| 4 a Eo reh was ap a native but has been extinct for many 
f . oe | lecades. 

- a my? | These two cats are quite similar in appearance 
at \ and habits; forested areas are their habitat and rab- 

Faz Ze F as | Dita thelr mata article ot food, Supplemented with 

(ee 7 ad | small mammals, birds and an occasional fawn. 

a i if oie ae In size they are approximately the same; in 
ete i» color the Bobeat is inclined toward tawny and red- 
| L dish shadings while the Lynx is more grayish. The 

| latter has prominent ear tufts and larger well-padded 
| | feet. One very definite distinguishing mark is the 

| tip of the short tail, In the Bay Lynx, it is black 
above and white below, and in the Canada Lynx, 

| Ee up is blaais all around: ave ep i 
| e fur, althoug! ne and soft, varies in value 

r | as fashion dictates. In some years it is in heavy 
demand and in others, the price is low, considering 

| its relative scarcity. Both animals are rather stupid 
“sacra pangs =I] A m= LES SU and easily trapped and therefore have been well 

Dane Kivtup sy Worvns thinned out. ne: are afforded any protection 
= yy our game laws. 

The ferocity of these cats has been largely exag- 

Our timber wolves grow to good size, frequently gerated. They are nocturnal in habit and very shy 
exceeding six feet in length. _The color is usually of mankind, rarely being observed even where rela- 
light grizzly gray, although individuals may vary tively plentiful. One caged specimen exhibited by 

from nearly white to nearly black. In winter they the Department for several years at the State Fair 
congregate in packs, hunting together and doing enjoyed the petting of attendants, who entered his 
particular damage to deer in heavy snow or when CA8e, PurTing like any fireside kitten. 
caught on frozen lakes. 

When long haired furs are in demand, wolf pelts THE BADGER i 

bring a fair price, according to the individual pelt. For years the Badger was only considered a 

Some are silky-haired and light in color and bring _ pest. When pelts. were sent to the market, the hair 

a good price, others are coarse and gray and are only was used, réainly in the manufacture of soft 

worth much less than the former. brushes.



‘ 

® eo fins. eathers and fur 9 
A few years ago, when long silky soft haired frequently disregards man’s improvements, and often 

furs enjoyed sudden popularity in the fur trade, dams are constructed in such a‘way as to damage 
the furriers were quick to popularize a certain grade roads, railways and cultivated areas. Under such 
of badger. This was the long, silky, silver tipped conditions the Game and Fish Commissioner is em- 
fur which was characteristic of some badgers. Only powered to permit the trapping of beavers doing 
a small percentage of badger pelts attained the grade such damage, but such permission is granted only 
of “silver” badger, the majority falling into the after investigation and under strict regulations and 
classification of “hair” badger, lacking the soft under supervision. 
fur characteristic of the “silver” badger. This fur The Beaver is a large squat rodent, with flat, 
is beautiful and durable, and no doubt will remain paddle-like tail and strong gnawing teeth; awkward 
as a more or less staple fur. on land but very adept in water. The beaver’s home 

The owner of this prized pelt is a surly, powerful, is a dome-like mass of mud, and sticks from which he 
low-hung member of the weasel tribe—a powerful has eaten the bark, the bulk of his food. The en- 
digger and living mainly on rodents which he digs trance is from below and it is to maintain a sufficient 
out of their burrows. He also feeds on any young and even head of water around the entrance that 
birds which he can find, thereby incurring the enmity the dams are constructed. Occasionally the dens 
of the sportsman. The common badger is ordinarily are placed in the banks of streams. . 
a grizzled, brownish gray, squat and flat, short- The Beaver is particularly fond of poplar bark, 
tailed, with short legs well equipped with long claws sometimes cutting down trees two feet in diameter 
for digging. The head is white patched on black to obtain the tender branches of the upper tree. 
with rounded ears. Never very plentiful in Minne- These branches are stored in the water around the 
sota, nor particularly destructive, the badger is not lodge for a winter food supply. In the summer other 
mentioned in our game laws. pescieton is eaten, Rae bulk of the food is the 

ark of .trees and shrubs. 

The Gray Tee a EOF one with the _,, Outside of «man, the beaver has few enemies 
Red Fox for several reasons. It is an entirely dif- wath Hh . poripio PxceD ton of the wolf, and in the 
ferent species, its fur value is not at all comparable dato oe a bee Seon of the larger pre- 
with the Red Fox and it is much more of a predator as Cehennian = i ve d areas, the damage they do 
as far as the sportsman is concerned, than the latter. Oo uariber 1s megigiole: E Pe ee ee Two different kinds of fur make up the beaver 

The range of the Gray Fox is confined to about lt=the fi f A P 
the southeast quarter of the state, being more at Delt; the Ane, noth, velvety inner tur and the cour, 
home in hilly, forested areas. It kills more birds outst guard hairs. Beaver pelts are always “plucked” than dhe Bedi Bors eapecnlly upland) same. irda: in the fur Hees the coarse guard hairs being removed, 

It is very active, frequently climbing low trees in caving only, the extremely fine inner fur.: The guard pursuit ofsfoadsor tox dodee pursuers, hairs are brownish to black, the inner fur grayish 

The pelt is grizzled gray and black above, yel- pun ae pelt, like other aquatic animals, is 
lowish white below with tawny shadings on flanks, pieme) to) Weta winter, and, carly Spnog 
sides of neck and legs and around ears. The coloring ; di Reports received at the Department. would 
is good but the fur itself is coarse and stiff and never indicate that the beaver is now quite rapidly in- 
brings more than a couple of dollars at the most. thes ke in numbers, especially in sections where 

As mentioned before, it is quite destructive to i ey ave been entirely gone for many years; in 
bird life and for that reason is accorded no protection ee ea ‘Cities, i eee eet fey os ieour fis clawe: . Besides their fur value, they 

render valuable assistance in maintaming water 
a ee ipa Or OssuM oor cs SrreD waste such operations ilectere with 

r ion e average roads and agriculture. 
Minnesotan thinks of plantations and the anny = 
southland; as a matter of fact, several opossums Th oEOUIER . 
have been observed in the extreme southeast corner ; The Otter thas’ also enjoyed: absolute peau 
of the state, although our winters are rather severe in Minnesota for a number of years, due to rapidly 
for this exotic species. decreasing numbers. It, like the beaver, is aquatic 

The Opossum is our one: representative of the in peti but unlike the beaver, is carnivorous in 

marsupials, carrying the young in an external pouch ee ae mostly on fish and crustaceans, varied 
similar to the kangaroo of Australia. They have with birds and small mammals, and is said to be 
long prehensile naked tails, large pointed ears, sharp quiee destructive to muskrats. . 
pointed nose, soft grayish fur with long grizzled t is a long, slender weasel type, with strong 
guard hairs and are equally at home in the trees webbed feet, tapering tail and able to catch the 
or on the ground. They are omnivorous feeders— swiftest fish in its native element. Although aquatic 

one fault being the habit of robbing bird’s nests of Ee Hoel pagauen good distances over land in 
eggs and young. : ees e Fe ae 
8g The “Onoseam Rill ieverse become aeninerong _ Undisturbed in its wild state, and in captivity, 

in any section of the state and it is to be hoped that Aue Baer, pleytul animal, building mud slides, which 
the few who will take a chance on our winters will it uses wit great abandon and evident pleasure. 
be unmolested by hunters and trappers. It is an Tamed, the surly distrust usually found in members 

odd and very interesting stranger within our gates of this family is entirely absent and it makes an 
and his fortitude deserves consideration In eresuDe Dele 

i The fur is one of the very best, being used either 
THE BEAVER natural or plucked. Like the beaver, the under 

Formerly the leading article of the fur trade, fur is very soft, thick and velvety, unlike the beaver, 
the Beaver, through intensive trapping, was brought the guard coat is smooth and short, making the fur 
nearly to the point of extinction. For a good number usable either way. It is the most durable of all furs, 
of years the trapping of beaver has been prohibited other furs being graded on the basis of 100 per cent 
in Minnesota and under this protection the Beaver for the otter. In color it varies from brown to nearly 
has now increased to the point where his workings black, sometimes with grayish cast underneath and 
may be viewed by any tourist in the northern part around head. For some years the market for otter 
of the state. _ ‘ has been low, and pelts have sold at a price far below 

In his home-building operations the Beaver its real worth in comparison with other furs.
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THE DRONES the state; the northern in the upper part. Both 

Those animals which eat, but contribute little, are reddish brown above, white or ashy below; the 
if anything, to man’s profit or pleasure. flying apparatus is merely a fold of loose skin be- 

in this group may be classed those ae oreo pnd back legs, wach serves as a parachute 
which help to build up nature’s eternal balance, ping from branch to branch. 
insignificant individuals themselves, but all a part The Red Squirrel has an unsavory reputation 
of the present scheme of life. as being overly fond of the eggs and young of song- 

They may be grouped as moles, shrews, bats, hirds and for that reason alone is accorded no pro- 
woodchucks, ground squirrels, chipmunks, squirrels, tection by the game laws. 
gophers, mice, rats, lemmings and porcupines. Most 
of them are pests, but many of them help to feed POCKET GOPHER 
the more valuable larger fur bearers, and thereby a 
hold down undue depletion of game birds and animals, The small dome-like mounds of earth seen all 
and smaller fur bearers. over the state are the excavations of the reddish 

No attempt will be made to adhere to a strictly brown Pocket Gopher, so called from the two pouches 
scientific listing, generalities are sufficient for the 0m the side of the head, in which he packs his food 
purpose of this article. irom field to PEE eurely a pest, his dislike for 

@ open air saves him from many enemies save 
MOLES the badger and weasel. 

At least three species of these little known un- MICE 
derground diggers are found in Minnesota; one of 
them being the miscreant that raises ridges on the We have myriads of these and many species, 
surface of well kept lawns. They are insect eaters among them the deer mouse, a white-footed little 
and aside from the damage to lawns, beneficial. beast; the Grasshopper Mouse, insectivorous by 
The mole fur of commerce is from a European species; choice; a number of species of meadow mice and 
ours have little commercial value, notwithstanding field mice; the bog mouse or lemming; the kangaroo- 
the soft velvety, silver gray sheen. ine jumping mee aud CO nest of Pee the mnporied 

jouse mouse. ost of these are detrimental to 
SHREWS agriculture. 

Some five species of this little mammal are found 
an iste They are tiny mouse-like creatures RATS 
and valient hunters, often attacking and killing Outside of the muskrat, we have but one rat 
mice twice their size, although their food is mainly and that is more than plenty; that is the house rat, 
insectivorous. In general shrews are brownish gray imported from Europe and causing millions of dollars 
above and lighter below with sharp _pointed nose, worth of damage to crops and stores every year. 
one species being quite aquatic in habit. _ 

PORCUPINE 
BATS 

e P A P Last on the list, but not least in point of interest About six species of this flying mammal are is the slothf-1i porcupine. He does aot need to hurry, to be found in Minnesota, ranging from a nine inch knowing that no one cares to push him. His barbed 
spread of wings to a fifteen inch spread, and in color ills aa ample torolection a & mest ai 
ranging from red to dark brown. They live on flying nae pe» OR ee y : * enemies save a few who have learned to thrust sharp insects entirely, hunting at dusk or dark and sleeping glaws from below, where thére are no. protechn 
during the day. They little deserve their disrepute, nailia , r protechng 
tending strictly to business, which is the destruction que 
of insect pests. He does some damage by girdling trees for his 

favorite food and for that reason is disliked by the 
WOODCHUCK lm pern Outede of ius pad habit he adds a 

The common Ground Hog has no value to man- touch of life to the otherwise deserted air of the 
kind, occasionally becoming a pest in cultivated deep woods winter. 
areas. As a rule, poweven their holes are to ps found 
in waste areas, where they merely add to the inter- A 
esting wild life. The grizzled brownish gray fur is A Snow-nounp Wooptanp Stream 
hairy and of no value; neither is his reputed wisdom bs Flas Yo eS SE at RE 
as a forecaster of spring. yh, ae aN Ppreny WP teh 

een eee 8a OO a | ” 

GROUND SQUIRRELS a Ban Bt pleas WR | SOS 
The striped ground squirrel is the common Renu. Sho a cin NI 4 Bee 

Gopher, the Franklin Ground Squirrel, the Gray Ree haa Ve eS See Be qa 
Gopher; the latter not as common as formerly. Both RNR i SY age rrr 
are agricultural pests and furnish food for many Re Ra Mea Se a d Tae 
predatory animals and birds. PR \ Rea! 2 Rey Pee a 

wey ei . RS Bea 
CHIPMUNKS NV ae | ae + NY 

Two species, the Gray and Long-tailed, add a : . £ sca SS oo 4 WR Ny 
bright touch to wood life with their striped backs Bee K SS Ka 
and trusting ways. Never numerous enough to Pee eee : WN . 
become a pest. S tie : - \ sA f 

SQUIRRELS : Rese] \s oe aes 
Outside of the Gray and Fox Squirrel, which . 4a ine Js 

have been discussed previously, Minnesota has two ty LP i we 
forms of the Flying Squirrel, in addition to that a aN = x ja 
noisy little nuisance, the Red Squirrel. The southern ~ os ae i 
Flying Squirrel is found in the southeast corner of Favorite Hunting Grounp or THE Mink
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STATE FOREST FOR Jackrabbits To Help DROUGHT REDUCES. Retaining Tags Save DIRECTORS ADOPT 

SJ, LOUIS GOUNTY ||_ Morton Raise Funds || FQQD SUPPLY FOR || TroubleForHunters}| PERMANENT STATE = ' 

When jackrabbits become so numer- There are provisions of the game 
ous that they are considered a pest, laws which sportsmen will do well to 
it means money for the chapter treas- keep in mind. One of these provi- 

Orr Chanter Asks Creation of State] 'y, om Morton way, The Waltonans |v, , potgial Survey Unges Sports| ane fat intinng Act Ruse! League Conservation Program 
ee U Recion ies 16 to SH until career oon Bee men t078 cn Le Upland Hexccareety once aes If you have Framed by i. 

cause the jacks are too plentiful an lucks, venison or furs in your pos- 

A movement to get a state forest the chapter treasury is about petered Because the 1930 drought has in| session after the close of the season (Program on Page 3) 

created in the wild cut-over regions out after having eet the oie many regions greatly reduced food | in which such game may be taken re- A eeaceuk GET 

lying south of Kabetogama and Name-| Nity more good enter’ ainment during | supplies for quail, grouse, pheasants, taining tags are necessary to avoid hi pe men a if eee] program, 

kan lakes in northwestern St. Louis|the past year than the town has seen| and other upland game birds, the Bio- | the possibility of seizure and arrest. | which covers and involves legislation 

county has been started by the newly |!” any. five years heretofore. The Ikes| logical Survey of the U. S. Depart- | These tags may be obtained from any|of many kinds necessary for the 
formed chapter at Orr. are also going to stage a home talent | ment of Agriculture urges farmers,|@ame warden. The tags must be at- conservation of wild life, its habi- 

This unsettled wilderness, directly play and from the proceeds of both| sportsmen, hunters, and bird lovers of tached to the game or furs on or be-| tat, and beauties and recreational ap- 

west of the Superior National Forest, activities hope to raise enough money | the country to put out feed for the | fore five days after the close of the | peal of outdoor Minnesota, was for- 

covers an area of approximately|to make 1931 the greatest Walton | hirds during the coming winter. Con-|Season; that is by November 25th mally adopted by the directors of the 

twenty townships and is the same| year in the history of the chapter. ditions this winter may be the most | for coon; November 30th for venison, Minnesota Division of the Izaak Wal- 

section in which the chapter has been ee eee critical for the birds in many years, | and December 31st for ducks. ton League at a meeting held at Min- 

fighting proposed public road projects say bureau officials, who ask that a SES aS neapolis, Friday, December 5. 

during the past year. It is rough and NEW LONDON REAPS State game commissions, game war- Unwise commercial exploitation of 

rocky and settled only along the main : dens, sportsmen, and game-protective cED AR RIVER FREED our natural resources, the unfortunate 

highways with farm improvements ENORMOUS FISH CROP organizations co-operate with farmers manner in which our forests are not 

few and far between. Logging opera- in providing feed, labor, and funds, OF P. ACKING W. ASTE only burned but in which we allow de- 

tions and bad fires during the past especially during the latter part of nuded forest lands to lie idle, the in- 

twenty years have removed most all| Chapter Pond Produces 100,000 Bass | the winter. creasing pollution of our lakes and 

of the virgin timber, but there is now and Sunfish Farmers invariably are interested in| Hormel System Solves Huge Waste | streams, and the general lack of fa- 

an excellent growth of young pines The N 4 feeding the ordinary number of game Matter Problem cilities to educate our citizenry in the 

and softwoods covering the scars of|, .7¢ New London Chapter is cer-| birds on their properties, but in case . 2 necessity of conservation, are matters 

yesteryear. The region abounds with tainly doing more than its share to|of unusual numbers, the Biological] No longer does the industrial waste | which are given special consideration 

wild game, there being abundant food peed fishing in Minnesota. For| Survey suggests that game commis-| of the Hormel Packing Company pol-|in the program framed by the State 
ennlenven, our years that chapter has annually sions, sportsmen’s clubs, or humane lute the beautiful Cedar river, the Program and Legislation Committee 

It is the opinion of the chapter that been rearing and transplanting a large | societies assist in feeding the birds. | Stream that flows through the heart| which has been at work constructing 

the territory cannot be saved from ex- number of bass and sunfish, but this!" 4 mimeographed leaflet just issued | of Austin. After years of study and | it since the Duluth convention in 1929. 

ploitation unless the state takes it | YC@™S output, numbering 100,000, | hy the Biological Survey calls atten-| experimentation, this company has| pr. G. M. Palmer, Bemidji, served 

over. The proposed state forest, in breaks all previous records. And this| tion to this emergency and recom-| solved the problem of clarification of | as chairman of the committee. Other 

addition to its possibilities as a tim-| 15 story on fish that can be proven,|mends several effective methods of industrial waste from packing houses, | members were: H. V.Teegarden, Wi- 
ber producer for future uses, will pro- according to O. A, Nelson, one of the feeding upland game birds in_winter. solved in such a manner that the com- nona; Dr. Paul Hagen, Crookston; 

vide suitable areas for game refuges sparkplugs of this wonderful chapter. | These include the following: Leaving | pany loses no money by the process,} Warren Mendenhall, Duluth; H. WwW. 

and public shooting grounds. At the Let's have him tell you how they do it.| standing and shocked corn in the| but makes money. Dart, Proctor; Arthur Cipra, Austin; 

present time there are a number of ‘We really have two ponds, the mill| fields, providing grain in the sheaf, Every day the waters from the | Dr, H. F. Porter, Willmar; M. M. Mc- 

lake shore promotion schemes under pond and the pond which we built four | opening straw stacks regularly, plant flows into this newly devised Grew, Red Wing; D. C: Jolly, Anoka; 

way by private owners, who are en- years ago. This pond, which is about | spreading manure in the fields daily system, and every day the pumps re-|Dr, A, §. Cole, Chisholm; G. R. B. 

deavoring to have public roads built 200 feet long and 50 feet wide, was | and scattering threshed grain with it, | turn to the plant better than eighty | Eliott, Mrs. James S. Thurston, How- 

along the south shores of the lakes. the town dump. It is. directly across | placing wheat and other grains in| per cent of what was suspended mat- | ard Selover, Mel R. Nyman, Frank M. 

The chapter contends that once such the road from the mill pond and is| sheltered feeding places, and feeding | ters, and the purified waters flow into | Warren, Judson L. Wicks and O. L. 

roads are legalized, it will mean that | fed water from that pond. Each year|ear corn. These methods are fully de- | the river. ‘ : Kaupanger, all of Minneapolis. 
this wilderness area will be opened up | W° take off the intake screen during | scribed in the leaflet, copies of which The Cedar river which has for years! The program adopted clearly indi- 

to increaded fire hazards and*further the latter part of the season and al-| may be obtained free from the Bureau been but little better than an open| cates that the League realizes indus- 

game poaching. low the sunfish from the mill pond to] of Biological Survey, Washington, | sewer of industrial waste is showing | try cannot be left out of the problem 

‘Already there is approximately fif- | Come into the smaller pond. This year] D. C. i : the result of the clarification of the|and that a conservation program to 

teen per cent of the area under state we succeeded in getting 174 cans of] As starvation of game birds is usu-| waters at the plant. Each week shows | be a constructive one, must take into 

ownership, while most of the land has bass and sunfish for distribution in, ally the result of short rations over the river clearing of its pollution. | consideration the practical and eco- 

been tax delinquent for a number of | lakes, which at 600 fish per can, | long periods rather than for a few The chemicals used at the plant still | nomic utilization of our resources; that 

years, so that there should not be and this is a conservative figure, | days, the situation will not be relieved | impregnate the waters that flow into | our industrial development be not un- 

much expense involved on the part of | means that we transplanted over 100,-|much unless the birds are fed for a| the stream. The same chemical action | necessarily curtailed; but that recre- 

the state to acquire the entire acre- 000 fish, of which approximately 3,000| long time. Scattering shelled grain|is taking place, but much slower in| ational features be also retained for 

age. were black bass, from airplanes is not recommended, the river than at the plant. The bot-| this and coming generations. The 

“Tt is my firm opinion that Zorestry “As you know the old dam was n-| because grains eoread in this way | tom of the river can be seen where it| League is very insistent that indus- 

in Minnesota, that is forestry in fact, dermined during the past summer and | sink rapidly into loose snow or are| has not been seen for a score of years. | trialists on the other hand be made to 

will not be attained until solid state the pond was saved for this year only | soon covered hy drift or fresh snow. The accumulations of the years are | realize the seriousness of the problem 

forests are created over the entire| through a lot of very hard work on —————_ being acted upon by the chemicals. | and to co-operate in its solution. 

forest pnsng lange northern Min, | He Pa of he members, A Tene] SUCCESSFUL BASS YEAR | cet seh Ac aS ob ive | mint eet gates penal 
nesota,” declares L. R, Beatty, forest) 51 expense of $300, which we consider| The Willmar Chapter, which oper- ees of a century ago. ee iuafenticn ao Pana Mite ‘conan = nee 
tanger for the Orr district and treas- quite an accomplishment for a town | ates two bass ponds, had another suc-| The solid matter rescued from the | sion of th us selabare the Lea: ie has 
urer of the chapter. “There should | o+ jess than 500 population. A good| cessful year propagating the pisca-| waste contains 45 per cent of protein | high ho ad of etting most of le rec- 
be a forest in each present ranger dis-| soature of the new dam is the pig | torial, king. Approximately 10,000] matter making tia rich feeding ra- pmimetidadone cess ted by that bod: 
trict where there are any tracts | --rcen at its outlet. The old dam had|nserlings, from 3 to 5 inches long,| tion for animals. It makes valuatia Especial effort will be mace to get A 
adaptable for timber growth under] ti.” screen and the outlet the same|Were taken from the Nelson pond,|tankage material. It is not putrid like|early approval of the non-political 

strict forest management. The Prop-| «i7. “and gave a lot of trouble for north of Florida lake, and trans-| that which has flowed into the river eared lan, the adoption of 

er management of timber production | 1. screen clogged so easil planted in the several lakes of the! t. decompose. In the Hormel system | which is eee necessar, nates of 

and protection under present condi-) “wwe are trying to get a port for |county wherein spawning beds have | tpi. eohidaue tes is back inti ie lant | th aa + that the qakeseetl carryin 

pons 48 impossible. The cost of ae the building of a duck and Saas feed- been set aside. This fine crop Was} the same day it cam aaah Ne eal oat Tat f the League pro: eaals 

ing care of the widely scattered tracts ing pen in the mill pond The migra- reared by only 19 brood bass, which that bi t the “artifiei 1 f srtilizer i favdey endent z on pro: fe Sdnttietrae 

would be far in excess of production. tory fowl have Bex ve ara were placed in the pond last spring. which it is combin a has y a n = tion, othe took For its adoption is 

Under the present policy, there is no in the pond this Esceena for the No count was attempted at the other the aifeneYvcianiell en ea very ho eful as Floyd B. ite the 

or aes a eee first time public opinion has been so eT ee The Hormel Company is to be con- ouenicealeets in his "pre-election 

within "a still forest aren, where |s70ns Sal no one dazed to molest th | ne'coming trappers, he ngeriings | Rrayalaed gn keying ye Ce erent | ecrdiied that be would tee 
such improvements were likely to en- 3 és at this pond were all turned into] f. Ata oe 2 * * * : 

danger the Torest fo Hires and trespaas,| fess decoys Would no deubt ring| Green ike Soe seated 2 Naot ease at as 
et ee poy SoS ape er to make a fine sight. In conjunction Re ertea dno out the state and nation will do as| Chapter officers and members are 

lands which were partially settled or with the bass pond it would help im-| DULUTH WALTONIANS HEAR | the Hormels have done—clean-up. urged to interview their representa- 
improved. There are too many other mensely Ae ee some rvs lesson of BYRD LECTURE ae yes in the legislature aud expla pe 

areas not suitable for farming and un- | Conservation and would be an inspira-| | Admiral Richard E. Byrd, noted eague’s program. et them 

settled to establish such tapes. Help | #07 for all to enjoy.” polar explorer, appeared at Duluth Constant Water Level pieces Poe SuLpor ee nee oe 

oe — oe Lene araeee FEAST ON VENISON a owas pe eae a pa Necessary For Refuge the eran Padauted ne the combi 
‘o establish and maintain woodlots for , fe 7 

heir own personal use and benefit, Venison constituted the main dish| scription of Arctic life and told of the] “If prope hod in| Session. You can ask this pledge in 
t oyn D © 2 $ iviti i ; proper methods are employed in| 54oq conscience, knowing you are do- 
but the future timber supply will have | at the annual Keewatin Chapter ban- | activities and hardships of his crew of | constructing the nine-foot channel, it fe eomothine te ee Aitanenota’a 

to come from state or national forests | quet held on the evening of November | forty-two men as they planned and | will have no destructive effects on the 2 Caahi aa entice eyieeniaee 
where such management is not re-|25- The year’s largest turnout was prepared their epoch making flight to] Upper Mississippi wild life refuge, ress S ¢ Tl . and’ tut oo 

stricted by other activities.” on hand to “take on the calories” and| the South Pole. He also exhibited] but the roller type dam, the one prac- 2 gales or all present and tutu 
discuss plans for the new year. The| several reels of films taken near the | tically selected by the war department ee ae 
chapter has petitioned the town board| pole. The chapter realized the tidy | engineers for the river, according to Gia ae 

MESABA NATIONAL for a road to Welcome lake, where a| sum of $700 after paying expat ee General Lyle Brown, and Colonel Wil- ; 
chapter tourist camp and outdoor! which soared over the $1,400 dollar | dur Willing, would be very destructive BIG GAME SEASON 

FOREST ASSURED meeting place is planned. mark, te wild a Ray ©. Steele, superin- POOREST IN YEARS 

ere ee 0 e refuge, told members 
: : of the Minneapolis Chapter at their 

Negotiation for Tract in St. Louis |Duluthian Proposes Huntsmen Sign Honor Pledge} tecaiar meeting at. the Curtis Hotel, 
County Authorized « November 30. “What we need in the | Unusual Weather Results in Smaller 

The lack of observance of our ish@———————————————— f : tant ees lavel ‘d Kill of Deer 

The national forestry service is an-|@nd game laws on the part of well : 7 Poe ne cone re eee ae otiom 
7 ane J , y ane | a of example to their own children, I| this can be maintained only by a ; ti 

ticipating establishment of a third informed, well educated citizens of mpose: that hints fish? scvive of permanent a With a larger number of fatalities 

national forest in Minnesota and nego- | Minnesota—our so-called ‘best people’ hi P Pe ~ dea unting or fishing “The rollin Era sa d in| @mong hunters and a smaller kill of 
tiations for the purchase of 171,000 | is ee Spealnnge prea Bas anti he Reece ete pecan the fall San Sek Ee Gate doen a deer a in several years past, Min- 

acres in the Mesaba tract in St. Louis | at - Northup, prominent member | ; ; 5 i i «| nesota’s big game season closed No- 
county have been authorized by the|of the Duluth Chapter. “There may ne gone ey as follows: el fer es cab poud be left in| vember 25. The season’s death toll 
forest reservation commission, accord- | be some excuse for the uneducated or “‘I am familiar with the fish ie deseo Pe) much i Maen ais of hunters numbered fifteen. 
ing to Grover M. Conzet, state com- | the backwoodsmen if occasionally they and game laws of the State of ‘ vers Ss Baas * 

missioner of forestry. , exceed the limit, but for the class first Minnesota and I pledge on my et git ony or ange od tg 5 open ti ae 
The authorization of the new fed-| mentioned, absolutely none. Some- honor as a_ gentleman and y the winter freezing, and make it| younger animals, deputy game wee 

c v ars very destructive to the refuge. dens reported, the larger deer remain- 
eral forest area is very Risa to ae they. ae to pa that ey are cporteman cae mill, cunerye ote ge ee ing deep in the woods. Many of the 

Minnesota Waltonians, especially to| above this law and that it does not jaws in all respects.’ ane 

the Range chapters which have been| apply to them. They actually boast} “I think that many now violating jdt ee ae oar ge learn Sakon chon token Ft gente had 
striving very hard to get it created. |of getting more fish or ducks than|these laws would not break their| that application for chapter charter|a chance to break up. The weather 

Cost of the land will range from|they know full well the law allows.| pledged word and I think that some| has been received from Baudette with} was much too warm ‘and there was 

about 50 cents to $3 an acre. The|I have known of cases of fathers tak-| others who hold their word rather | 13 members as a starter. too much rain. Many of the deer 
tract includes about 10 per cent state-| ing their boys out with them and ex-| lightly would more or less be deterred = probably died in the woods from 
owned land and the remainder is|ceeding the legal limit—boys old] by a sense of false pride. They would CHAPTER OFFICERS wounds, the hunters being unable to 
largely cut-over land, some of which | enough to know about it. In all other|}not want to be known as men who! Just as the life and success of the| track them because of lack of snow. 
is tax delinquent. Some of the land | respects these men are not only de-|had broken such a signed promise.| League depends on the number and} Just how many deer were killed 
is held by lumber companies, specula-|cent but often leaders in church,| Everyone interested would soon know| power of its chapter units, so does| it would be hard to estimate until all 
tors and farmers. i society and business in their respec-| that a person had to break his word| the life and success of each individual | reports of the licensees are received 

When the government has acquired tive communities. f in order to exceed the limit. chapter largely depend upon its of-| by the state game and fish depart- 
the tract, Mr. Conzet said, it will put It has occurred to me that in most No added expense to the state|ficers and the quality of leadership| ment. Every hunter is required to 
reforestation into effect. If state|cases the trouble with these other-| would be involved as such a state-| which they give to the chapters. The| send in his report to the department 
plans materialize a state forest of| wise very decent men is that they] ment could be printed on the stub| importance, therefore, of electing| whether or not he bagged his game. 
approximately 75,000 acres will be es-| simply do not take the thing seriously |from which the license is detached | energetic and influential leaders as of-| Failure to do so will make it impossi- 
tablished west of the new national} and, to the end that they do take it|and the applicant could sign it in a ficers and Board of Directors is read-| ble for him to procure a Minnesota 
forest. more seriously and set the right kind! few seconds when getting his license.” ily apparent. ° big game license two years hence.



PAGE TWO THE MINNESOTA WALTONIAN 

THE MINNESOTA WALTONIAN Poles and trees that have bird houses placed on them, or feeding platforms, | ton League will soon be protecting 
should be protected against the feline bird killer. Tin shields tacked around | ducks in order that a favored few may 

Ss eee | the base of the tree or pole, that are about three or more feet high, tend to | have good shooting.” 
eatin, ee as See cosas = ba aes ae ee ee eliminate the chances of the cat climbing to the birds. Feeding platforms} This matter of duck passes is not 

1s! mont on \e ach mon’ inn , Izaa i “, 

‘Waleed Laacdé Ob Amactica: « Minneacta cocporation. which ie tue owner aad publeasectalacest hung from wires also help to keep the cats away. nee OEE eit — pee Eas 
Office of Publication: Oxboro, Minn. i i 

Office of the State Secretary, Station F, Route 1, Minneapolis, Minn. RUFFED GROUSE ARE COMING BACK pea ape vo eons ce be 50 ae 
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, 60e YEAR The ruffed grouse, those popular upland game birds, which were so! make an honest endeavor to find a so- 

aes: —_________ | abundant in Minnesota’s wooded and brush country until six years ago when | jytion for this evil, through the enact- 
EDITORIAL COUNCIL their numbers were seriously depleted by disease and natural causes, are | ment of laws thakcull f arate faith 

Judson L, Wicks Frank M. Warren 0. L. Kaupanger coming back. Their comeback has been slow, but deer hunters report that and for the benefit of all nea: 
ci sttee ie ot SoD RAR ee OMG and Mannan) 5 So a Kaugaives Water and Manasec ; 3 wets nae Rese ee ah ee arenes ay GANT in many nee unee Birds were It is perhaps true that better hunt- 

Sen eI ee ee ees 5 oon a ‘auiietanti y tecreae ere Stel in th aie aie: bird years | ing and fishing is the prime mover 
Dy ac 5 a. se was noted in others where the birds were) that spurs most of us on to give just 

lee 4 This bird is typically North American, beautiful in plumage, harmless pects ioe a pee pie enero: He 
bP BS in habits, and interesting in many ways. Like all our birds it has its natural | sume that we are aati interested 
mt >} enemies and diseases, but seems able to make a go of it provided it does not | in more game Pade Ae a aaaaals 
A. vy have a eend the Bee petacentions of the gun toters. with ever so little spare time, we can 

e hope its comeback will be lasting—if only for the sake of the kids. e : : = 
Defender of W Wate d Wild Lif There is no better way to teach them to love the woods and its wild life than Me ere :. Teak Gaps 

ender of Woods, Waters and Wild Life b give them an Sper uty to see Hae bara aire in the woods, strutting or | strong enough to handle bass ponds 
Sa ee en Oe FL | ming, or_guarding \its-young. ertainly the mere gratification of kill- Sait : : = 
one eee ee ere DIVISION, IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF ee | ing eomen ita? a pens fot ae to be contared with the thrill that it affords and. te ee ee 

. joveeesssssecesensenerscseserasedsers nossennaseosoessesonsncoaesenssses senceestesenessesersennesbO be a i i i 

Minish de Winkie Peeident ee se ee DOlN |e ee ee ee ee fall on the state and national organ- 

iNew tebe ee aun Le le ee eee 
Dr. Paul Hagen, 8rd Vice-President... non, vmssnsstovnevesonsnneseeenGrookston THE WALTON LEAGUERS numbers, we lack the space to here 
Harry V. Teegarden, 4th Vice-President... none. Winona A chance remark about the Izaak Walton League overheard the other | discuss the great need for a large 
te ee ee “Minneapolis | day showed that at least one person has a complete misapprehension of the membership as well as the duties that 
M, E, Chambers, 7th, Viee-President.. 0 kenenoven | @8Pirations of that lively body of enthusiastic men. eer pon te site. on natianal body: 
Dr. G. M. Palmer, 8th, Vice-President....ccsccsscsssssssssssseenessesneesnsssenneeneseesnseeuemensesenesneee BEMISi This man thought that the league is busy trying to preserve game and|_ Let us see then what we can do as 
1 P. Dag. ath Vioe: Pretiden 6 sesenntnentnetnsennetssinettetnnsnsesonmneinceneeene eckson | fish for its own benefit. individuals. The State Game and Fish 

O. E. Kaupanser, Secretary. Treasurer, Baccullve’ Vice Preddent-."---n-neMinneapols | ,1, Now whet this man thought is of small consequence, because there is | Department has adopted a plan where- 
always the type of mind which, seeing others in the mirror of its own or money 1s made 

ee ee ee EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Sea Sasi gts com Coreen poe =} pet and selfish motives to anybody. ayeuable geek year for tie aa 

Reina Wile eke ee ee ee eee, by in) fase: there are others ‘like him, .ipemay_be well to-seay thaG-that | eee ee ae Seat aoc eee 
Po A. Glaser ICU Waconia | is anything but a description of the aims of the league. game farm is being built up and en- 
Be We nee ee het oe ee ee eye.) eee Minneapolis We know some of the most enthusiastic fish conservationists among its | larged, from which birds will be dis- 

Re hinder ee ee ee | members syho do not own a rod and never fish, and zealous game conserva- pubuted e coun bere le: ee 
Rit hep eck co Se eee plate ar Been MEE oe tionists who own no gun and never hunt. They are working to preserve game is is all well and good. But the 

Ne = oe and fish for the benefit of future generations as well as this one E field is not crowded by any means, and 
Tekan en Minneiet Me dein But they want a great deal more than to keep up the supply of game | Tight here is the gap that we as in- 

w. F. Hall Dr. F. 8. James W. G. Hodge and fish. They want to keep the great outdoors as clean and sightly and | dividuals can fill. Many of us are in 
Fae fn Winona Pine City desirable as nature made it. They want to keep high ideas of sportsman- | Position to assist by rearing suitable 
Meee Dei ee EAeHY ee ene ship. They want to preserve and increase the forests. They want to safe- | ame birds for restocking after hunt- 

Paul’ Ginsar W. Neteon Geos Robinson guard the beauty spots against thoughtless commercialism. ing season, or any time for that mat- 
a en peer Hibbing They want, in short, what we all ought to want, and the difference be-| ter. Pheasants especially are easy to 
ase ty ae ee oe nee a tween them and most of the rest of us is that they not only want these things, | "@ise_in captivity, the writer has 

Warren Mendenhall A.M. Schaefer James Olson but are willing to work for them.—Duluth Herald. raised hundreds of them, but would 
x Duluth a Jere ccheim patstin agp oe not advise the inexperienced to at- 
“uaa ee SB ktes BIG ONES HITTING AT LONG (2?) LAKE Le hin 
Ne aoe RA ae ag Re You have a real job to try to locate the right lake when someone tells | money until ways have ae faandhy 
Ros. Gold H. W. Dart Dr. R. K. Dixon you the fish are hitting extraordinarily well in Minnesota at Long Lake for game breeding experts to success- 
Staples Proctor Rochester there are 99 lakes in the state with that name. There are also 91 called | fy]] te th The ph 
A.C. Borgeson HA. Fenske Dr. HF. Porter Mud, 76 Rice, 43 Bass, 40 Twin, 39 Round, 36 Clear, 32 Sand, Sand Ae eee Ghee te eile Ors i , , » , , , , Chisholm ‘New Ulm Willmar C vr, ani andy OF|is a “game bird” in spite of claims 

Sands, 25 Pine and 25 Cedar. And to tell a fellow that you know of a won-| to the contrary, his popularity was 
DECEMBER, 1930 derful “hole” at Horseshoe lake is by no means letting him in on the secret | clearly in evidence during the recent 

. place for there are lakes with that name scattered all over the state. The| open season. In our wanderings we 
= | Same goes for Spring, Turtle, Fish, Duck, Grass, Island, Silver and Goose. | ran across people on crutches, carry- 

7, NON POLITICAL CONSERVATION COMMISSION NEEDED yore than a nnndeee names repeat 5 or more times. It is quite evident that | ing Winchesters in a sling ver the 

A. The citizens of Minnesota in passing the Forestry Amendment in 1926 BariesOle OUR, Daye ake Naming: eck: shoulder, and while this may have ap- 
very clearly expressed their determination that the forests of this state Se eceg, os ‘ peared like a war of extermination, 
should be brought back—that the trees should be given an opportunity to A number of states now stock only lands set aside as refuges, lands | with every man, woman and child and 
grow up instead of burn up. owned by the public, and privately-owned lands which the owners agree to| even cripples drafted for the battle— 

And still we have no forestry policy in this state! let open to hunting. _ Unfortunately Minnesota supplies game regardless of | still we are satisfied that it was ad- 
We have heard some very interesting discussions on how reforestation the conditions where it is to be stocked. This induces all kinds of abuses and | miration for Mr. Pheasant’s sterling 

shall be brought about, but as yet we Bell seen to have a mighty deficient | @ncoUrages land posting. qualities for sport and food that 
pudetstandings not only of the size of the undertaking, but of good organ- ee BTOnB LS all these people on the war 
ization methods. Make it your business to know the game warden of district. bene 

In fact, the greatest confusion about it all seems to be in trying to| will do his site if he dares, and he will Ae if he hata publi sentiment ve Another reason that the rearing of 
pers out just who is to tell us what to do in order to bring back our} hind him—yours and the other fellow’s. Gains PES ee oe 
orests. in different localities, will improve 

Let us compare Minnesota to a corporation owning 15,000,000 f : conditions generally is the fact that idle forest land. Who would the corporation turn to ya aavine as Sole The true Waltonian fights not for the dollar, not for a name in the hall | so many people come in closer contact 
to do to reforest those acres? Surely, there can be but one answer: They of fame, nor for the glory of man or state—but for the millions to come; the | with the game, they get the “saving 
would hire a skilled executive and expect him to lay a plan before the board | tomorrow of our boys and girls. idea,” which tends to awaken con- 
of directors. They would certainly not expect the stockholders (citizens) eet sciousness and regard for hunting 

“to come forward with a plan, nor would the board of directors (legislature) It took China 5,000 years to destroy her forests and we think them a very | /@ws and regulations. They come to 
presume to build a plan for themselves. Yet we are not at all sure but what | improvident people—but we have practically destroyed a far greater one in| 7e4lize what their brother sportsman 
some of our members are expecting this League to write a forest policy for | less than seventy years. is trying to do, and thereby overcome 
ms nae and it was pretty evident that some citizens expected the legisla- the feo lne fan wif I don’t get him ure to do so, = ee ee eT eomsoneceise wall 

Our job as citizens, and the legislature’s job as legislators, is to create ¢ $ The state could well afford to amend 
conditions in our state government which will get a forest policy written by Waltonians Can Accomplish Much the Game Breeders’ license law so that 
eee men hired a pao e arene as would be possible under the conservation I h R . f e eee pine Zot eerie for sale 
plan now proposed by the Minnesota division of the League and elsewhere or monetary profit, would be exempt 
set forth in this issue. To create these conditions is job enough. We do not n the earing O Upland Birds from the $3.00 license fee. 
have these conditions now, due to our own lack of skill in organizing our cor- | -—-—-—"_- i= . = . Propagating game, as well as fish, 
poration. We say to conservation officers under our present system that we | ———————————--—| Raising a Few Birds Will Afford More| is a direct method of tackling the 
want them to run our conservation business. We tell them that whether they GIVE HIM A JUNIOR Kick” Than Trying to Shoot problem. A good many of us are so 
make good or not, they will probably be fired at the next change in adminis- MEMBERSHIP Limit situated that we can arrange to raise 
tration. For a man who has initiative and skill we pay the same salary as for - B ; a few birds without interfering with 
a man who has not, and it is an excessively small salary at that. Any corpo- Where is the boy who would not Presi y 0. P. Lofquist our regular duties. Try it next 
er Sronid Jenen at eS methods we now use in organizing our conservation ro aes ee the resident of Morton Chapter spring, you will find it recreational as 
usiness, e blame for the present condition should attach strictly to the || ° , . Beet: Wi well as interesting, and before you 

citizens, who have failed to realize that conservation is a Gaohnical gerne ior friend a Junior Membership in and ee ee ayelian Eeeaue know it you will get far more “kick” 
requiring high grade technical leadership with long tenure of office, ample ythe Izaak Walton League of Amer- majority of people look upon us a out of that than you ever experienced 

Saas powers, adequate salary, and generous funds to work with. 2 Chilstanan is approaching and || 2" Creameation of hunters and fish- |” trying to kill your limit. eae AK ws 1 ermen, whose sole object is to secure aA a me bak \ PRIVATE FEEDING GROUNDS FOR VERMIN AA wanlering what to give the boo, || and improve hunting and fishing in|OPEN SEASONS OF SAVAGERY 
_ “The name, game refuge, should be applied only to areas where game is|] You can answer that question ||°¥", Own particular localities. No| Five minutes examination should 

given special protection against natural enemies, against fires, and against || easily and very satisfactorily by ||oubt there is plenty of evidence | be enough to convince any intelligent 
poachers so that it has a real chance to produce a maximum increase and || giving him a Junior Membership in || tending to justify this assumption.|and humane man that the existing 
benefit the sportsmen as well as maintain the breeding stock,” says Seth E.|] the League. If he is your son, the |! We notice in the press quite often|quarter-year open seasons on the 
Gordon, the League’s conservation director. gift will cost you only 50c, inas- |; Where the I. W. L. A. is given credit | slaughter of ducks and geese through- 

According to that clear-cut definition, it is possible to say that we have || much as you are already receiving | for bass ponds, saving of fish, plant-|out the United States are brutally 
no game refuges in Minnesota. Outdoor America and therefore it || ing.of game birds and similar under- savage, wickedly wasteful of bird life, 

It is true we have set aside several vast stretches of lands and called || Will not be necessary for your son takings of a worthy nature. and intolerable. 
them refuges, but these areas are not being administered effectively. In fact,|] to receive the magazine with his It is not so generally known or| They were fixed by amateurs, to 
many of them are not well posted or marked; all of them are practically || ™embership. However, if you have || understood by a great number of please the killers of waterfowl—self- 
unguarded. This means they are simply closed areas, refuges in name only, |} 4nether boy in mind, to make the || people that the League devotes a elected lords of the bird-world, each 
respected by law-abiding sportsmen. The predators and the cheaters get all || gift all the more acceptable, why || large share of its efforts towards va- of whom demands and receives the 
the benefit. In effect these so-called refuges are of mighty little benefit to || Ot give him a membership in the || rious other outdoor activities, such as | legal privilege to shoot over an en- 
the game, and practically none to the sportsmen. League that carries with it a year’s || planting of trees, sponsoring public| tire state for three months or more, 

: oe would be more appropriate to term them, “Private Feeding Grounds Suck Cmealarian oul a ae oe pol ph ge ae py scout sue cree puntuanimnens Roeneeiee-ot 
‘or Vermin. aes ? “ » ne con at 

When an area is set aside in this state as a refuge it should have within $1.50 and it will he the best $1.50 || tests, reforestation and the much dis- We Sempnd that Congress shall 
its confines a game-keeper whose job it should be to guard the refuge—to || °U ©Ver spent. cussed removal of pollution from our| next winter reduce the size of this 
feed the game when necessary and to protect it against the predators, and You could not find a better, more || waters, the last named perhaps the | Outrage on waterfowl to eight weeks 
that includes vermin of the human kind. : pnolceone, a more. interesting: |) most ue eon eRe ey Th a Sate ete aes * eine magazine for the growing boy than || co-operate with the various state de- ere is no time for any haggling 

Outdoor America. It is full of life || partments in obtaining the enactment | over it. The need is perfectly obvious 
: GAME BIRD DESTROYER in the open, but it does not deal || of proper laws that will benefit the | and it has been so for quite ten years. 

_ Every time a hunter kills a wild cat he can easily figure that he has saved || with outdoor sport alone; it will || majority, is a matter of the greatest| The defenders of game-hogs may 
his daily bag limit of bobwhite quail, according to Claude Hunt, game farm || make the lad think of the impor- || importance. write and declaim all they please 
inspector for the Missouri Game and Fish Department, who urges that sports- || tance of wisely using what we have Having this last item in view, and| about academic reforms in “wild life 
men do their part in curbing the depredations caused by the common house || in the way of outdoor resources, so || also speaking of the credit given us| protection” without touching the sa- 
cats permitted to run wild. Cats get more birds each year than do the|| there will be plenty left in years || by the press, we would like to men-| cred guns; but after all that has been 
hunters, many nature students believe. ‘i to come. tion an article a short time ago in the | said, the fact remains that the first 

A check-up of the results of the co-operative pheasant egg hatch spon- In the complex problems of our || Benson Monitor, later reprinted by | place to effect reforms for the saving 
sored by the Missouri officials during the past summer shows that after the || present civilization there is too lit- |, Other country editors. The heading| of game and decent sport is at the 
26,000 eggs had hatched cats caused more deaths of young pheasants than || tle contact between man and boy. || iS “Propagate ducks for rich men’s| muzzles of the automatic and pump 
died of natural cause. The toll taken by predatory animals and hawks was || A membership in the League will || Passes,” and gives the I. W. L. A.| guns. 
very meager in comparison to the toll taken by cats reports filed by 1,600 || give the boy what is most needed || credit, in glowing terms, for saving| This is another case for Congress. 
persons who received eggs revealed. : in the way of wholesome contact. the ducks as well as all wild life. We|It should be settled at once, and 

Farmers who permit cats to roam on their places are keeping away|| Membership in the League will || Will quote a of this article and then | settled right. There is nothing re- 
birds which aid materially in destroying insect pests. City dwellers must be || bring contact with men of mature || You may draw your own conclusions. | quiring argument, nor any “investi- 
content with only empty bird houses if they keep cats, bird authorities point || years and judgment, will give the || “Now with the best duck passes being | gation” whatever. The showing on 
out, as feeding places, houses and baths are not sufficient incentive for birds |} boy something to think about and || leased by a few hunters, the League | the map of open seasons of waterfowl] 
when their greatest natural enemy, the cat, is about. tend to develop early in life ideals, || Stands a chance of re-enacting the cat.| is quite enough—The Plain Truth. 

Hundreds of chapters of the Izaak Walton League of America sponsor || and a love of the open that can be || The cat, it will be recalled, pulled the ee 
bird house building contests each year and also feeding campaigns during the || expected to mature the highest || chestnuts out of the fire, burning its| We need 250 new chapters and 5,000 
winter months. In many sections they also keep a watchful eye on the preda- || type of manhood. paws in so doing. The monkey sat|new members in Minnesota. Will you 
tory animal situation and the half-wild house cat does not escape their gaze. by and ate the nuts. The Izaak Wal-! help?
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awk and owl, the fangs of the fox| hunters. We are not so cocksure of | keep the meat from spoiling, and fur-| pendence of generations of people, of | of hay, with tender brush shoots for 

and plunge of the mink, rat and| our own opinion as we were once upon | Mish another alibi why shooting gets | the civic responsibilities of one gen-| feed and the thick timber provides a - 
weasel, but that he loses resistance} 4 time, but when we get expert testi-| Poorer. But of the 50,000 hunters | eration to another. good shelter for the animals. The 
rapidly when failing in his constant mony, we are inclined to listen. It| Which crash through the brush, some To secure appreciation of what pre- | original herd of eight has been added 
battle for food, and that the food| does not matter what we or others | of them are not as good hunters as| ceding generations have done for us. |to by this spring’s young and although 
which gives him greatest strength is| may think, but the vital statistics of | ourself. Some of the blame fools will ‘ evi the exact number cannot be stated, 
corn—corn on the cob, or otherwise. | the q tavnilee 4 ho gtat shoot at any moving thing. They come To teach Conservation as a civic re- | #1" ned cee ae 
_Paul Errington, chief of the inves-| pennsylvania and Vermont, pioneers | to the woods having within them the | SPonsibility to future generations. pe clash ar peal ore 

tigation, carefully watched 13 covies| jn the one buck law, do matter, Facts | suppressed spirit of savagery of man-|. To idealize Conservation thus mak-| «The fact that thee hee withstood 
of quail, aggregating 400 birds, widely | are facts. Under a one buck law, in| kind which followed the chase for mil- | ™ sure of permanent attitudes. and| the last winter proves that there is 
Seperated in Dane, Sauk and Colum-| the most populous area of the United | lions of years until civilization stifled enthusiasms that the future conduct | 15 danger to be expected to them from 

ia ponnees cr 106 corn feeding | States, deer HAVE INCREASED, but | their sport. Hunting to them is not of people be governed thereby. the weather or natural enemies, but 
a rniia eontition Benen ener ie deer HAVE NOT increased in states | @ reality unless buck fever is a real- the real danger is during the deer 
ing quailvgneuwas Idlled. hee horned where the one buck law has not been ity. They revert back ten thousand NEW FORESTATION hunting seasons when they might be 
Bele he eres he the Seas peoeia tit force. : ‘ zeae, except that instead of bring- A young married woman was tell- | Mistaken for deer. There is no reason 

se eollantetical tia) ieraie conedered In today’s papers we see that in| ing ¢ ubs and rocks, they tote danger- ing her friends of her first quarrel why the herd should not multiply 
poe é spite of 50,000 hunters, the largest | ous; high powered rifles. Everything | with her husband and how, after mak- rapidly and prove an added _attrac- 

Ske worst danger ig hanger,” he| number that ever went aftr deer in| that moves, and even old stumps, t0| ing up, they had wanted a tree in re-| om t0 this part of the state.” “ . : , . : 

tem gg AR ray ond panier’ than in former years. The alibi is How are you going to control that maa inc ia ae wate ak my Pmyedars: ce ee 
corn. Corn in the shock, tied around | ,P0°r hunting weather.” Two years | Savas Berd re La DLV OYaL LOM ”? shi a D. tumine to kee | Prior to the opening of the last d o . bi i , Tas aad rath ‘del ae from now there will be another alibi, | is to emphasize the necessity of look. pest Reo pesen? ne to her season requestin; ti 1 nd visiting 
the b ann ie oe we etd Spread at) and two years later there will be an- ing for horns. usband., “Wasn't it, Tom? hunters o be ¢ ¥ ful ia ae 
ata S aa Yell Pe teed fo ete other. Every year there will be a|, It is hard to tell the difference be-| | Another of the party, also a mar-| the elk eo 
eae SEG: cretbaa ae yet ne reduction in the state bag of game, |tween a buck and a doe except under | ried woman, turned to her husband. i 
Phage Gedtorabl should bs left at the and every few years another county | favorable conditions. We know it.| “I do wish we had done that, George,” |———____________ 
Socih Sardeca ot prushy woodlots.” | Will be added to those where deer That fact is of greatest value. Any| she said. “What a wonderful avenue he 

Only one predator was found to re- have Been Ss yoemuna ee eee those SE ee ane of trees we should have had by now!” Saf, 3B apg 
s ; states where the on ‘ $525 FS Sok = Nn Ae : 

cue ie let ae Fle ta obic force, and where rant ech vere i a man for a rabbit. The hunter who} Every member get a member every <i = i p}. it 
bluish goshawk, Mr. Errington said permitted, continue every year to|¢omes under heavy expense from a| month. ( Sa 4 4! 

“Healthy Bobwhites can and should | Show an increase. There is our proof. ee to Soke baee a deer, > eS - Bees = 
take care of themselves. Farmers and| We are proud to say that Itasca Bete re teat Metin aanietoet . SARE 8 ee | county has had the one buck law in| how they get them, so they don’t get Ne See 8 

pin Soa ts Norns he Fg ened Porte tor several vanaee This Seats, caught. But any man in his right Deer Hunting y g Sg gl ay ad > - 
idii@nearariin which the ate i occupies a bad position for big game | ™ind would rather miss ten thousand EB 1 PWS “Ae Se,! 
seek te own safety, and by roviding because ot ths) god ardads, extensive ae pclae sted 12,000 hunt aie es toa a ns 3 eae! : , jeultural devel : s ere were reporte: ,000 hunters in Sp SS aT ti 

the, foo hich enables, he" gume,to | aricltralfeslonment and the) teaca "count ths, Hunting season, RIFLES ie eee 
ewnot juded. ‘bo: the hunter. A. deer Han Stile] +188 Save changed since snere ‘were CARTRIDGES i cae Pa 

Berea chance here, yet we have the best | My a few hunters in the woods. We CLOTHING See. ee 
os deer hunting in the state. pany hunt as is me old ate even SHOES Nes a? 

‘eed the birds. It is a difficult matter for one| though we would like to. No matter x 6 Oye 
i county to enforce the one buck law. | how selfish we are—how greedy to > 

zest has Dears question whether Bet thing that Rumnae teee St aeons Kennedy Bros. 
_— the state could legally, after giving c . = F . j 

ATTENTION, WALTONIANS out nee bagi ater ae is impossible yBHS Wma ae odgecer uae 326 Nicollet Sonisae Goods 
Send in photo: hs of your || to prove that a doe loaded on a car Ap PS . ‘ ‘ or 

chapter activities mee Gublicadion in || was not shot outside the county, for derers, there will be no does or men Minneapolis, Minn. Fall and Wint 
The Waltonian. A well illustrated || the highways are free to travel and Pani an ethe ee phot wantonly, SE 
article tells your story more effec- || doe with a license tag is a legal America is suffering a complex at Wholesale and Retail 
tively and adds to the appearance || Possession. These questions have pre-| this time that makes it nigh impos- . 
of this publication. panied me eetarcesnee. Neverthe- | sible to seman any hag This on THE Catalog mailed upon request 

less our deer have held their own. in our thinking must be corrected. 
We are not one to question the America must have laws which must 

be enforced or woe is her future. God I 1 0 i * : ¢ 
pity our beloved country if she is un- RTIS ¥ KOO v 

MINNESOTA DIVISION able to enforce any of the many SPORTSMENS OUTFITTERS 
s worthy laws that they tell us cannot 

IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA be entoteed. They tell us that Amer- I LOTEL SAINT PAUL, MINN. 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS ica a ene lost 8 Bone, it - See 

3 m, and sometimes ii 
1. Upper Mississippi Refuge seems that this ma INNEAPOLIS y be true. How- Lat 

__ Assisted National Organization in campaign started in 1923 resulting || ever we still believe in America and MORE PEED one 
in setting aside the Upper Mississippi Wild Life and Fish Refuge, an || its ideals and the possibility of law Headquarters Hotel DUCKS 
area 300 miles long between Rock Island, Illinois, and Lake Pepin, Min- ||©nforcement, even to the one buck If you restock with Natural 
nesota, containing 300,000 acres devoted to the preservation of wild life law. . : = for the Aquatic Plants Gathered, Stored 
and to recreation. We do not question the affidavit of Mi lis Chapt and Packed to insure growth. 

2. International Playgrounds the Wisconsin party about the does mpesne prer Order Wild Rice Seed for fall 
i d killed. Th In the fall of 1924 the Minnesota Division led a successful movement aoe ae pom She 7 We have Izaak Walton League planting now. We also have Wild 

to prevent road building into the wilderness area of the SUPERIOR NA- || 2” eit oe eee ve h “t rps Celery, Sago Pond Plant, Wapato, 
TIONAL FOREST, a lakeland region in Northern Minnesota. In 1927 || ™°? tke ital os : Sree SRG. Duck Potato and other attractions 
the League and the Quetico-Superior Council, associated with the League, hee be a convicted eee shoctin WEEKLY LUNCHEONS for waterfowl, fish and muskrats. 
peveloped a pin to maintain natural water levels and protect shoreline cepa “and wiodRe ae have Meee, Also parched wild rice for table 
timber on all public lands in that area, with the hope that ultimately an || \i)1cq with no convictions. Should we and for the Annual State use. Write for literature. Box 
international wilderness recreational area might be developed in that Seti ; ° 125. 
region. Largely instrumental in securing passage by congress of Ship- Ener aay the obec penis’ Convention | Geo. D. Hamilton’s Aquatic Farms 

Leanne breakers? We should not. Our duty De Lake, Benes 
. Forestry Amendment is to see that the law is more effi- 

sere cate te Gen Comme Sane at couberyanen ciently enforced, and we build sone PS. ha bts ats a Pate ai it even anes eareet One or Meena eaT j 
? e “wide action to ge ate blie sentiment in favor, and not 

Forestry Amendment passed in order to make reforestation of cut-over (eoatnst it. But let us go back to our 7 

lande possible, Langu sent out over 50000 writen appeals urging eit- |'oFiginal quay, "We dare make the|| red innesovans fea 5 sed 1 5 statement that more deer will be left 
* e 

4. Twin City Pollution Survey in the woods from snap shooters than Th Mi t Wi lt ° 

Started agitation and sponsored bill in 1927 session of State Legisla- were will be:does under the one buck e imneso a a ontian 

site creating Metropolitan Drainage Commission to study and survey We question the statement that 
ote eager re ae area. Commission to || there is a natural surplus of bucks, ; owe WALTONIAN goes to every member 

4 : There is a surplus soon after the|| 0 e Minnesota Division of the Izaak Walton Lea, 
5. State Pollution Problems hunter arrives for the does are more i i iti nee _ oe) i America. It goes into scores of towns, cities and communities 

Promoted legislation in 1927 session of State Legislature which || easily shot than the smarter buck. throughout th tat It t ; h 
places all pollution problems under jurisdiction of State Board of Health, Can anyone say that the hunter is en0y a BEAUes goes to real honest-to-goodness 
Assisted Board to secure funds for survey work. a good sportsman? In history they oo “ men - are in the market not only for rods 

* o.5-5 : have never conserved anything. Those and reels and guns—but for insurance, real estate. ~ 

_ Took sdhittcl coe USs  eaeect pote hesldost Puaking Ser ern tloan Click then tae thenea {fee for homes and cabin sites—for all’ manner of es ‘that 
License Law. TaoDrainive ant they eg wipe out ees Oo like men need. 

ee i f they did the buffalo. It is high time 
_ The League has carried on a vigorous campaign against useless that legislation for conservation be ADVERTISE IN THE MINNESOTA WALTONIAN— 

drainage projects, and in 1929 sponsored the enactment of the Haugen taken out of the hands of this greedy IT PAYS 
Bill, which makes judicial correction of past drainage mistakes possible. class and put Be the hands of peo- 

8. Game Refuges and Public Shooting Grounds ple RDO, Rave eee teee genet Write to The Minnesota Waltonian Advertising 
The League played an outstanding part in the passage of the Red Lake ss Department for Informatio: 

Game aiuee se ea peo ane: Sovunds Bill in 1929, establishing a EVERY CHAPTER SHOULD HAVE P ce 
game refuge and public shooting grounds consisting of a million and ildi i i i 
one-half acres, the largest game refuge in the pond A CONSERVATION PROGRAM Gg Face Dulane, Minnenpalig, Benreagty 

9. H > ° inorder -to* moecmben «tie niet. TES ok = te oy ae i a ae es eT) +), ek 
: . ungarian Partridges 5 ey tives of the Izaak Walton League, it 

. oe ee for the purchase of Hungarian partridges distributed is most essential that all chapters 
in state in : i make conservation activities their LASSIFIED 

10. Education primary purpose. Conservation pro- 7 S Bore oe Ree * ‘ 
The League and the Minnesota Federation of Women’s Clubs con- || grams which directly benefit the com- Classified advertisements from reputable people will be inserted for 

dueted joint state-wide conservation essay contest in 1928, in which over || munity have the widest appeal always, || five cents a word per insertion, payable with order. All copy, accom- 
400 state high schools and 50,000 boys and girls took part. The League || and the chapter should build its pro-|| Panied by check, money order or cash, must be received by us not later 
has also carried on a continual publicity campaign to sell conservation ||gtam of activities and develop its|| than the fifth of the month. Address all box numbers to 512 Palace 
ideal. i iti membership strength with this con-|| Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota, care of The Minnesota Waltonian. leals to Minnesota citizens. nom ers pe 3 gt 

stantly in mind.



 "Kldo Leopold 
July 10,1930 

Partial Digest of 

"Birds of Minnecota" 
(First report of State Zoolocist) _ 

Dr. P. L. Hatch 

Publ. by Geol. & Nat. Hist. Survey-dune, 1892 

pe155 BOBWHITZ. “Following up the progress of agriculture steadily, but 
is nowhere yet abundant. After a series of mild winters it hag several 
times. . . greatly increased . .to be again decimated by an exception- 
ally vigorous one." 

Harliest nesting, May 5. 

Alleged Planting. "Rev. Mr. Gear. . an army chaplain . . (saya) that 
there were no quails here (Minn.) until imported . . by sportsmen amongst 
the army officials on different occasions. . Want of food . . prevented 
their material increase . . until the advent of general farming.” 

Now (1902) seen at Red Lake Falls & latitude of Ottertail. 

p-159 CANADA GROUSE. "Wag disappointed in hot meeting with it at Mille lees. . 
E. 0. Garrison (of Mille lacs) . . said that See the 
Spruce Partridce was quite comuon about the » « » Since then, however, 
they seen to have been exterminated in that locality." 

p-160. BURIED GROUSE. “less abundant in those portions of the state that are 
' occupied by Canada Grouse" according to 7. L. Washburn's "Red River 

Valley, Thief River, & Mille lacs Report." (King: look up this repert?) 

"Bude of ironwood (Ostrya virginica) . . constitute almost their 
, exclusive food in winter here." 

p-162 PRAIRTS HON. “When the white man first came to Minnesota these birds 
were Rian means common. Rey. E. @. Gear . . (Fort Snelling & Fort 
Ripley) . . stated that prairie hens were seldom seen at first but 
after (settlenent) increased . . from year to year. Blackfoot Grouse 
(Sharptail) were the dominant grouse . . but were never found on the 
open uncultivated prairies." 

PRAIRI® SHARPTAIL. “Thirty years ago (1870?) distribted over nearly 
the entire state. . . withdraws before agriculture . . Dr. Coues.. 

' traced the southern lines of distribution . . in 1873." (eines might : 
be cycle evidence in Coues "Birds of the Northwest" pp. 407-119). 

& 

WILD TURKEY. "33 years ago (about 18657) . . not a rare bird in H.W. : 
Towa & S.W. Minn. . . Seen as ste ag 1871 in Mim. Now (1891) 
totally disappeared." 

— ee 
Copies: King, Minnesota, Bobwhite, Ruffed Grouse, Prairie Chicken, Desk Book



Taken from the Minneapolis Journal, May 24, 1930. abe Mim 00, 
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é 1,983,124 BIRDS KILLED IN STATE | b 

\) wa | 

Mallards and Bluebills Lead Bags of Hunters in 1929 Season f- 

"Nearly two million game birds were killed in Minnesota by 

sportsmen in the open season of 1929, according to records from 

office of the state game and fish commission. Mallards and blue- 

bills led all others in the number killed, with 398,555 and 
326,502 respectively. Hunting licenses totaled 110,536 in the 

season. The following figures show the complete kill, as taken 

from the postcard report attached to all hunting licenses: 

Total 
Estimated of 

Taken ed “ 
Mallands) igs ee) eSe8 155 398 555 30 

= Bluebills..................... 326,502 326,502 25 

COOUSR Cori ir eres vel eeeen cin mle Geun -_ 

Green winged teal............. 111,045 lows 4 
Blue winged teal............... 172,517 In2,517 13 
Canvas pack). ssc G0 S52 eo%s2 5 

& Redheads..............00..0+.. 57,255 $7,255 4 
Squirnelsc. deco ee neo OSe 50 Tie a 

Prairie chickens.............- 10,547 \) Si fear 3 
Other ducks................0-. 29,208 ' 
Pintails.cce sss: soeeee eee: | 40,210 yo20 3 
Spoonbills.................... 35,788 35,788 3 

é Jacksnipesic.. 20) sae 6 6° 13,475 

Butterballs................... 1,733 733 | 
Ringbills.................000. 6,770 a 
RabbpLtUs..5 2 o  meciea are Leclloo 118 t 

Baldpate..........eecveecse++. 10,178 a 
Black mallard................. 9,863 ste y 
Ruddy ducks. ..<0.eceeeeeeeeee 5,805 5605 ee 
Grey ducks.~1...............0. 8,567 . 
Mengansenin 2. fe eres 7,845 5Xoz No 

Goldeneye.................04.. 5,862 nn 

CWE gn occconsowedeno gus bene 2,700 $665 103 
DOVecce aye ee ees eG eee 4,608 124 $979 

SHG, oococcoocpanmtaoccno vacm 297 ) 
Gallinule. .2..cacoee neces senes RAT 

Canada FOOSE esse eae 2,005 

White fronted goose........... 395 GX 

SnowseoOse rey eee ee: 718 ile Se 
Ba 370 ia 

e TOUBL, «spice nesss-ssuy, 1, 0Ge. ded
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Th inistrati m kV ly e Administration of the Game andor.) & 
. 

Fish Department 
GEORGE W. McCULLOUGH, Commissioner \ \ \ 

HE prime purpose for which the Game and F F ' 
‘i Fish Department of the State of Minnesota 

was originated was that of game protection t. ‘i 1 
and, in fact, until just recent years this continued r ie 
to be the main function of this Department. With . ae | vb ¢ 
the increase of population and the growth of interest . 4 me eo 
in wild life the State found itself confronted with an Sey ana | 
entirely new condition. The supply of game being es og a i a 4 
greatly reduced, the conservationists—and by the ai iy Ses ae] Ps aes 
term conservationists I mean all persons interested in + es a OS Cap nant td 
hunting and fishing, as well as those who are simply a = nd Bs iG *; iy 2 RR ‘ 
interested in maintaining an abundance of game # re a eae ia AS ay 
and fish due to their interest in wild life—realized ihe eee a 
they were facing a rather devastating situation. Ref Angst pas “os te es ene 
This created in the minds of those interested in wild rece rie oe Zorg t BOR a Sia 
life a desire not only to protect, as had been the main Vices, | mee totaee 4 i er AR, 
function of the Department, but to propagate, where- See Beier | MR AWE Na Age 

ever possible, all species of game and fish in order ata RS ey Mca . ae” 

that a complete depletion of our supply of wild life ah ox~ ATS Naas ane. 

might not occur. eae fe . : | 
. : QS RE 

The Department became engaged in restoration eye eee! 8, ‘i'n ig BP oe 
work but only in a minor way, and necessarily so, —— = £< ! 
for sufficient funds were not available. Later this Minnesota’s Derr Herp 1s Houpine Its Own 
was adjusted. Then we found ourselves confronted ‘ : Ratniy WELi ve es ‘ 
with the problem of formulating a program of a i i 
lasting, as well as a constructive nature. 

Toniae the act hey ‘ nr BIG GAME PUBLIC SHOOTING GROUNDS 

a Wg Une es -vwo) Years athe 2 eparumeny 238 In order to start our program properly we con- 
outlined a program in which has been embodied sidered first of all what aa be the STOBEE fet ntion 
improvements in every division of activity in which fo) such a program. Knowing that the habitat of 

we are engaged. The Legislators of the 1929 Session wild life was being greatly encroached upon, we 
placed at the disposal of the Commissioner all moneys appealed to the Executive Council to reserve from 
derived from the Department's activities, except State lands such areas as would furnish a proper 
he fines, this. money being divided between the habitat, furnishing winter and summer range and 
County in which such fines are assessed and the feeding grounds. In accordance with this thought 
State General Revenue Fund. This is as we think and our wish, the Executive Council set aside two 
it should be. Our state administration must be large areas, one in Koochiching County, comprising 
maintained and the Counties in which our cases 4}! the area bounded on the east by the Little Fork 
are tried must be reimbursed for the expenses at- River, on the south by the Sturgeon River, on the 
tendant to prosecution and imprisonment of game west by the original eastern boundary of the Red 

law violators. Lake Indian Reservation and the Black River, and 
on the north by the Black River and the Minnesota, . 

MOOSE WERE ONCE ABUNDANT Dakota and Western Railroad, consisting of 186,500 
acres, within which there is still to be acquired small 

=i wre = I am tracts of land held by individuals; and in St. Louis 

ge ! a County, the area known as Township 65 N. ,R. 20 W. 
- ee | Ais of the 4th P. M., and east 14 of Township 65 N., i 

g a eg R. 21 W., consisting of 34,000 acres. These two 

if me le eee areas have been improved by cutting a brush line 

| Pilate aman ae? around the borders, 6 ft. in width. Such lands are 
if es Di a are to be utilized as public shooting ground projects, 
j ore ee a within which will be established a game sanctuary. 

e re ble ‘ : It must be borne in mind that it will be necessary 

] a ee to add to the St. Louis County project in order that it 

é i ‘ con | - will function properly as a public shooting grounds 

bree. Ue ens je | and as a sanctuary combined. Moneys have been 

T Fa a a ee, | set aside for this purpose by Legislative Act, directing 

" my < ae that one-half of all hunting license fees be used for 

bee ‘eens Pet ae this purpose. The allocation of these fees, as desig- 

fp r [i nated, makes it incumbent upon the head of this 

ae ey a oe ead oa Department to expand this project. 
“ f baa Oe 

hee oe Q Poe " be | RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION 

, Realizing the necessity of expansion we have 

One Sutpment or Moose To St. Paur in Years turned our attention to Pine County where a survey 

Gonz By has been completed which has included an investi-



2 
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gation not only of the topography of the area but patronized and the birds thus obtained liberated in 
also of the type and kind of game cover to be found proper cover and in locations to which the public 
in several of the more favorable townships, which will have access. We strongly advocate expanding 
can be used not only for public shooting grounds _ in this particular as much as possible. The sportsmen 
but reforestation as well. purchase licenses and, therefore, are entitled to good 

By this investigation, while we have but made a shooting and a goodly amount of the money received 
superficial study of the soil surface, we have deter- from the hunters’ licenses should be used for this 
mined the feasibility of securing a large portion of purpose. , . 
several townships for public shooting grounds. This Several thousand Hungarian partridges have 
is adjacent to or rather bordering the Pine County been imported from Czecho Slovakia. The proper 
game refuge, which also should be acquired in time, term to be applied to this bird is European Gray 
if moneys are available, in order that it may be re- Partridge. This bird has become well established 
moved from agricultural pursuits. We are of the in this State and an effort should be put forth year 
opinion that the County can be reimbursed for all after year to add additional birds to our present 
of its lost taxes if the Forestry Department can stock. The Hungarian partridge, thus far, has not 
eliminate forest fires and a moderate amount of submitted itself very readily to artificial propagation, 
reforestation is carried on. In this way we serve aS chas been the case with the ringneck pheasant. 
two purposes at one time, as well as furnishing a This also is true of our native species of birds and 
public hunting ground for our constituents. while it is to be regretted, nevertheless greater progress 

We have proposed Pine County as a sort of has been made through the introduction of the foreign 
laboratory to test out a program which can be adopted —_- Species of exotic birds than through the efforts to 
for most of the northern counties in which we find propagate our native species. The prairie chickens 
our coniferous forests. Pine County contains not have dwindled now to a comparative few and there 
alone big game in apparent abundance but contains 18 but a remnant of native quail left in the State. 
upland game birds as well. We, find, at this time, To the quail population could be added the imported 
the ruffed grouse returning in goodly numbers, also birds from Mexico, although this is not as satisfactory, 

the sharp-tailed grouse as well as a limited number of from a financial standpoint at least, as the intro- z 
pinnated grouse. Some of the finest trout streams duction of the ringneck pheasant or the Hungarian 

in our State traverse this County and if properly partridge. . . . 
improved, through the erection of dams, dikes and _ We have an area lying north of the Fifth Prin- 
weirs, as well as stream covers, such as alders, willows cipal Meridian and running northwest from the 
and other types of growth which will furnish shade St. Croix River, in which the foreign species of birds 
and insect life, there is no reason why trout fishing do not seem to thrive. There is hope, however, of 
in Pine County cannot excel that of former days. finding in the Reeves pheasant a bird which will 

Beaver are somewhat abundant in this County, as fill up this gap between the coniferous forest area 
well as other types of fur bearing animals. There and the area south of the Fifth Principal Meridian, 

are several small-mouthed bass streams which, like- pe the ringneck and the Hungarian partridge 
wise, need improvement. With the operation of the : : 
small-mouth bass pond now being constructed at MS ORY Oy EUG 
Hinckley there should be no need to worry over the , . : . UNDS . 
propagation of small-mouth bass, for this sixty-seven The next step in this program embodies the 
acre pond should supply an abundance of stock for restoration of marsh areas, many of which have 
all the waters of that and adjoining areas. 

UPLAND GAME \ . 
The upland game problem in this State has been / % va : 

solved, through the introduction of ringneck pheasants ; oY a ‘ 
and Hungarian partridges. The abandonment. of ‘ : a4 
the old game farm at Mound and the establishing : : 
of the new one, consisting of 160 acres of land near : 
Madelia, under the able management of Mr. George ‘ | 
Packer, resulted in lessening the cost of producing 4 4 
ringneck pheasants. This farm, when completed, yA \ 
will equal, if not surpass, any game-farm in the United 
States. AS % \ 

The public institutions, such as our alms houses, 4 
asylums, and other penal instutitions furnish a won- y i 
derful opportunity, as do the agricultural schools, . * 
for an additional supply of game birds. Our conten- > : 
tion in this matter will be borne out by the results 4 x 4 
obtained by the Northwest School and Station of os 
the University of Minnesota, located at Crookston, ri 
where 288 ringneck pheasants were hatched from 4 | 
400 eggs supplied by the Department of Game and ne 
Fish, and 191 young birds liberated at a cost to the ; er 
school of 314 cents per bird. This not only creates 
an additional game bird supply but, too, it serves k oo 
another purpose. In the case of educational insti- s . > 
tutions it creates an interest and furnishes additional \ p 
education for the students engaged in this activity. \ } 
In our penal institutions it holds the possibility of \ * ‘ i 
creating a better outlook on life for those thus con- a \ ia 
fined. If money is available those engaged in the 
commercial raising of ringneck pheasants should be Tue Rurrep Grouse 1s Cominc Back
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been drained in order that additional land may be If concurrent jurisdiction with the Federal 
acquired for agricultural purposes. Little need be Water Power Commission were granted to the proper 
said concerning the fallacy attending the drainage authorized Body of this State, to establish and main- 
of these marsh areas for this information has become tain a minimum water level on all reservoirs, a great 
very common knowledge. Neither do we wish to _ loss of fish life would be prevented. 
leave the reader under the impression that the De- 
partment of Game and Fish should encroach upon POLLUTION 
the rights of the agriculturists nor are we intending Pollution is a matter which I think is well handled 
to criticize. Good draining, like good medicine, y the Department of Health and while it concerns 
if applied properly is a good thing and may I add _ health as well as fish propagation, it is, nevertheless, 
that never before has the public in general had a of vital importance to the Department of. Game 
clearer conception of the truth of the above statement. and Fish. Therefore, the Department should expend 

This year we have undertaken the reclamation of , reasonable amount of money in pollution survey 
Thief Lake, with the intention of creating a migratory work and, to say the least, no game fish should be 
waterfowl sanctuary, around which will be estab- planted in waters that are polluted. 
lished a public shooting ground. While recommen- 
dations may not be entirely in order, yet we feel FISH PROPAGATION 
obligated to advocate, when the proper time arrives During this last year we have built three bass 

and money is available, the erection of a dam on ponds, located at Hutchinson in McLeod County. 
Roseau Lake, as well as the creation of a National Windom in Cottonwood County and Hinckley in 
inviolate sanctuary on Mud Lake, the latter to be Pine County. The value of thee ponds cantrendiy 

taken care of by the Federal Government. This 6 determined by a study of the production of bass 
recommendation has already been made by the at the Hoover bass pond on the Minnesota River 
Governor and your Commissioner, in accordance  \ here approximately 90/000: bass of from. four to 
with the Federal law. Roseau Lake lies in the north- coven inches in length are harvested’ cathe Pall 
central portion of Roseau County and Thief and “When one considera that at least 90% areas 
Mud Lakes lie wholly within Marshall County. people who buy anglers’ licenses fish for either pickerel, 
This, in years gone by, has been the fly-way of migra-  wall-eyed pike or the nest building fishes, it is not 
tory waterfowl which have nested in the adjoining hard to understand why we so strongly advocate 
Canadian Province and the Northwest Angle. Many greater production of these fish. Bass, crappies and 
of these waterfowl found their way inland as far as sunfish are much in demand and since hey iat We aO. 

east as Leech Lake but, for the most part, have readily propagated a greater number of rearing ponds 
confined their travel to the extreme western side should be established 

of the State through Becker, Ottertail and Douglas Tt has been stated that there is some doubt as to 
Counties and down the Red River Valley through the successful operation of bass ponds north of the 
Traverse and Big Stone Counties. It must be borne Twin Cities, using the experience had at the Glen- 
in mind that due to the recession of the waters, which ood Hatchery, and more especially the Detroit 
can be attributed to the lack of precipitation, over fakes Hatchery, as a criterion. When one makes 

25% of the feeding area of Ontario has disappeared. 4° study of the conditions surrounding the two pro- 
Agricultural pursuits in that district, and more es- jects if is not hard to determine the cause of failure 
pecially grazing, have reduced their nesting area, jn the reproduction of the nest building fishes in 
hence it is quite essential, if Minnesota is to have 
better migratory waterfowl shooting, that we prepare : 
a place for our wild fowl to nest and feed. . 

We have included in our program the reclamation 
of Four-Legged Lake in Clearwater County and a 
similar project to be undertaken through the erection 
of a dam on the Platte River near Little Falls, in ' 
Morrison County. 

Walnut Lake located in Faribault County has 
been improved by the erection of a dam, and through 
the acquiring of an easement on the adjoining property 
we have established another public shooting ground i 
for migratory waterfowl. i ’ * _ 

We strongly advocate the acquiring of lands i ty i fe 
which contain good duck passes, especially those f ha ie fee? é 
not now under control or owned by private shooting ee ‘| Be ed el aaa fF 
clubs. Private shooting clubs cannot be condemned ‘ : P BiB t) Lay bhi i 
because of the lack of foresight on the part of the i i ti ABEL ES Ba aia A 
State in failing to live up to its obligation but, on é Hh Oy YM aus Ai 
the other hand, to the lack of a program can be at- eae i) ee |) ees ae i 
tributed the failure on the part of the State to engage 7 be ORE Ek cae Hi a 
in this enterprise. €F.'a a eed SL 

As I see it, the whole scheme of affairs needs % . es 
intensive study, more efficient management, and et z is 
foresight. Cte ions sco 

WATER LEVELS x 

Many improvements have been made during the \ 
last two years, coming under the heading of fish 
lakes improvements. The erection of dams and 
steel weirs has made it possible for us to maintain : : 
more uniform water levels. This has improved the : 
lakes from the standpoint of fishing, and wherever 
necessary and possible, such improvements should Duck Hunting Requires WaTeR—MAINTENANCE 
be made, or Lake Levers Witt Born Save anp Restore
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such ponds. We recognize the fact that. atmospheric from County Auditors and Justices of the Peace 
conditions have considerable effect on the reproduc- who had sold licenses and assessed and collected 
tion of the nest building fish, yet if ponds are properly __ fines, but also from individuals who had sold licenses 
constructed, allowing sufficient depth of water and of various kinds prior to the change in the law which 
covering a large enough area, there is no reason why turned over to the County Auditors the sale of 
success could not be obtained in proportion to the licenses on a ten percent commission basis. 
success had at Straight Lake in Becker County. It required several months for me to ascertain 

To say that a thing cannot be done and content the actual financial condition of this Department 
one’s self with not attempting to carry out proper and to make a determination of the difficulties at- 
and reasonable experiments, can be taken as an  tendant to the collection of the delinquent funds, 
indication of the lack of proper initiative. The one which amounted to more than $60,000.00. 
thing that has been woefully lacking in our Depart- At the beginning of my incumbency the Depart- 
ment is initiative and it must be introduced if this ment had in its employ a collector who was without 
Department is to meet the needs of the coming proper ey puibonty to force collections. After 

generation. learning this I appealed to the Department of Ad- 
ministration and Finance for assistance. After 

Trout ; i ; ao A considerable delay, necessitated through having to 
While the Department has been actively engaged aati ¥ aan 

in the rearing of sporting trout, spending an enormous perenne Seber would Be ine proper prose ae 
amount of money in the past in conducting this Was attached to our Department. Through the 

institution as compared to the moneys spent for gynexation of this new agent from the Public Ex- 
other types of fish propagation, I would not advocate miner's Force payment of delinquent accounts was 
a reduction is these expenditures but do strongly very readily secured. This, however, was not ac- 

advocate the establishing of more rearing ponds, complished without some misfortune on the part of 
an orien to hold cue Beheunal ency a4 of euncient those delinquent. Three persons, not attached to 

se to wap them being, Uber in gue tot oun Departent, have Dah set rao rth 
smaller production if larger trout were obtained Re Oe aoe of and ee und. 

a net manner. Aan 2s oem additional eT of the delinquent accounts have been settled, although 
would be incurred, as compared to the sum total, there still remains approximately $10,000.00 owing 
in holding these trout in rearing ponds. I would he oDenar by sndividuals awk 5 
advocate, too, that these ponds be placed not neces- ere See change Bude eS uee ha Si ead 

sarily adjacent to the hatcheries but distributed at the liceuens do the County Auditors: Nan ne 
points near the streams in which such fish are to be accounts are o esllactable, PAaOR which a ld ee 
planted. The question of acclimation, as well as } 04 ‘ J ere eee 

= : is me * been collected had proper precaution been taken 
transportation, are two controlling factors in this when the law was changed 

operation: “The Public Examiner’s Force has been checkin : Ss 

Wall-Eyed Pike eur Deparemen sings (Bepieme: He and by the 

While wall-eyed pike are being developed by first. of the year should have completed their work. 
the millions ae showing cousiderabls inotease a Their report will be interesting and, without doubt, 

various lakes, we have not overcome the loss caused will contain considerable criticism of the manner in 

by persistent fishing on the part of the fishing public. waich ane De s ee have been Pele 
Tf this is the case, and figures would thus indicate, _ Most ot our ils, ans elleve the Public ix- 

then some experimental work should be conducted. ®#miner will agree with us, can be attributed to the 
mgly adv the establishing of pike inefficient system formerly installed in this Depart- I strongly ‘ocate ishing of pike : nee 

ponds near such waters as are inhabited by this et as welt ny ie oes ae in ule the 
species of fish. Such ponds should be barren of all system was handled. new system 1s being pre- 
fish life other than that placed therein for the purpose pared by the Examiner and, when finished and in- 

of furnishing food for the growing pike. stalled, will give us a more accurate control and 

The question of transportation of these fish is assure us of better accounting of not alone the dis- 

a thing which must be reckoned with but I wonder, tribution of licenses but a more accurate accounting 

if success is obtained, it would not be better to plant of receipts and the disposition thereof. 
in the waters of our State six million six inch wall- While, to the best of our knowledge, no shortage 

d pike in lieu of six hundred million wall-eyed has as yet occured in our funds, yet it must be ad- 
ve & as mitted that our Department has been .woefull: ike fry. € a 2 s ED. 3. y! 
2 These remarks are not intended to be critical, negligent for several years and was in dire-need of a 
necessarily, nevertheless they express a view which, thorough examination by the Public Examiner. 
due to discouragement and the lack of initiative, 
has not been given serious enough thought. Manage- COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES 

ment of this, as well as all other sub-departments We have had the pleasure of contacting the 
coming under the scope of the activities of the Game — Asricultural Department: of the University of Minne- 
and Fish Commissioner, will require the closest sofa and have received from that institution the 

f th bent, if re t ke th 5 scrutiny o! : c Pearl ae pag) ae Ip finest kind of cooperation. Dr. R. G. Green has 
most use of our wonderful endowment, and only furnished us with some valuable information relative 
through such type of management and the use of {6 the effects of parasitic life and special mention 
foresight, can the State of Minnesota reasonably — should be made or his work in connection with the 
po perae hold its rank as a foremost State in con- disease known as “tularemia”, among our native 

2 species of game. 
Dr. Wm. A. Riley of the Department of Zoology 

THE DEPARTMENT'S ACCOUNTING has rendered very valuable service, accepting for 

Admitting the accounts handled by the Game and _ examination ringneck pheasants which were furnished 

Fish Department are quite numerous, yet I cannot by this Department, taken from our fields and sent 

understand why they became so deranged. We to his Department weekly for the purpose of de- 

found a large sum of money on the delinquent list termining the type and kind of food on which these 

in the beginning of 1929, which was due not only birds subsist. Then, too, he has rendered valuable
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assistance in connection with}jthe operation of our we might state that without the assistance which 
came Farm, through the examination of many we received from the Attorney General’s Department 
different birds which have been sent to his Department many of our undertakings would have been greatly 
for the purpose of determining the cause of their retarded. 
ailments. We feel greatly indebted to Dr. Riley and ‘ A . Q. 3 ee y ape ae é The Courts of the State, including our Supreme 
feat such assistance as they have rendered Court, have been exceedingly good to us and, last 

ni 4 Tans ay . . but not least, the retiring Governor has followed a ; The State Forestry Department has rendered policy of non-interference, has advised and consoled 
valuable assistance and we, in turn, have endeavored gee 5 Sree net . ho furnisle hem with every bil of asdistance possible but never dictated, and it is with the deepest sin- 

. weeps = y. Heelsha Poss cerity that we express to him our gratitude for the 
during their critical fire periods. | 7 kindness he has shown this Department 

The Commissioner of Drainage and Waters, “i ae ee ~~ . 
the State Auditor, the State Treasurer and the Secre’ Through Legislative Acts, particularly those of 
tary of State have also exhibited a good cooperative the last Session, this Department has been placed 
spirit. on a new plane, elevating it from obscurity to a 

We have received the finest kind of treatment position of popularity and I feel that we would be 
from the Department or Administration and Finance remiss in our obligations if we failed to commend 
who have, at all times, stood ready to help us in this honorable body for the enactment of such laws 
periods of distress. as have made it possible for this Department to 

The Attorney General’s office has expended both progress in a way whereby a greater number of people 
time and money in rendering legal assistance and have been highly benefited. 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES IN TRANSIT 
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In the introduction of the Hungarian Partridge the Game and Fish Department hopes to repeat 

the success attendant with that of the Ring-necked Pheasant. The above picture portrays a recent ship- 

ment of these birds to Willmar, from which point they were re-shipped to various towns for release in 

appropriate localities.
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. Report of the Department Engineer 
E. W. YOUNGDALE 

EREWITH is submitted a summarized report | PUBLIC SHOOTING GROUNDS: County 
H of the construction and developement activities Lake Traverse....050<s0cedssseececcises+e---- Traverse 

coming under the supervision of the Depart- Platte Rivet xo. s.0 sseiics saeicieeuisviea’s's vielaee'es Morrison, | ment Engineer during the past year. Twin Lake... 0.6.0.0... cece ceca ee eee ssMahnomen ae : . Roseau Lake soci... .oenreonssenneesernnes so Rodeau 
Following is a list of the projects completed Four Legged Lake........................+... Clearwater 

or now under construction with their approximate Mud Taken! Gn ka nens auch oes Traverse 
CoRt FISH LAKES IMPROVEMENT: 

: Project Location Cost Lake Wagonga..............0...00.00.00....+Kandiyohi 
BASS POND: Little Kandiyohi............................., Kandiyohi 

Windom Bass Pond..........Windom $11,300 te cee a eee ee Hutchinson Bass Pond.’ |. |! Hutchinson 17,000 : Pecileiy ORG ra) ee) x BODE) Grindstone River Bass Pond. . Hinckley 17,000 Lake Shamineau...........................+++Morrison 
Grindstone River Bass Pond. . (additional work) Fish Trap Lake..............0... 0000.00.44... Morrison 

Lake Emily.... Vigisinieseip aie sin eine nieialecejeiatstareies:s OLOW WADE 
County Acres Take Wauknauborscuuiccis es -cenrca- so...) ALBIN 

PUBLIC SHOOTING GROUNDS: Wotan Dake... ic mvnawariae aire anresouen aac 3 CASS 

Public Shooting Grounds No. 1..Koochiching 186,000 $ 1,500 Pelican Lake... 01... 0.0... sss see, St. Louis 
Public Shooting Grounds No. 2. .St. Louis 33,000. 700 Vermillion Lake....................22........8t. Louis Walnut Lake..............-... Faribault 1,200 _ 2,800 Black Duck Lake.............-....-.......,_, Beltrami Thief Lake Restoration. .......: Marshall 14,000 78,000 FPN Cee aot ec Geo ecme  S 

Rive TAK. «00 nnramewsqmnsaweaicn meet cisy eens Douglas 
GAME REFUGE: Sargent Lake.................................Mahnomen 

Kabetogama Game Refuge......St. Louis 53,000 600 Height of Land Lakes... ..-....+)..0.0++.++++4Becker 
The Mantrap Chain of Lakes................... Hubbard 
Minnesota Lake...........................+..Blue Earth RISH LAKES IMEROVEMENT: SEW, LR anit crsieemnen se eeiomyen pares Ribteom 

Clear Water Lake..............Clearwater $19,000 Turtle Lake................0 0.0 eeee eevee ess Polk 
Fish Lake.....................Kanabee 2,900 Cross: Lakers \ionseiisdence ge yee yeni earn on Ole 
Bene Ghote ce ysceeae zen o-7-< Murray 2008) Lexington Lake.....0006000 vee ecsee sess... De Sueur 
ake Trayerse..0..0........... Traverse 250 Big Birches cre cc tey eiyi tess ones cage Todd’ 
Tena 2 eee a Minnesota Lake. ..................0.......... Le Sueur 
Be estimated: aan In connection with game breeding projects 
Bagle Lake...............1.1) [Sherburne “too and wild fowl refuges, a number of marshes may be Basse a oe E000 men toned ae faneble of Sen eee are 

DAE A arias iyje siaunietecaie siti epy . largely in the Northwestern part of the State lyin, Tateioerien 8 onan 860 within Roseau, Kittson, Lake of the Woods, Beltrami Bigstone Lake.................Bigstone ae Eonar Counties. The approximate estimate 
of 5 t_ and acreage included within these areas is In addition to the projects already under way, Very diffi 1 coe A . hee : y difficult to determine; as a rough estimate, 

there is a large number of ee as well as major it is quite likely that 75,000 acres could eventually projet contemplation, these numbering approxi- be developed for this purpose. 
mately sixty. The boundaries of the Kabetogama Game Refuge 

Among the smaller projects are a number of Were posted during last summer. Tlie combined 
steel fish screens to be erected in scattered portions Shooting grounds and game refuges known as the 
of the State, especially the Southern part to control! Koochiching Public Shooting Grounds and the St. the migration of fish, principally carp. Several of Louis Public Shooting Grounds were posted during 
these are in the vicinity of Faribault and Waterville, the latter part of the winter of 1929 and 1930. Some at least a half dozen screens being considered for Work still remains to be done in clearing out or brush- 
this locality. All these are intended for the control ig out the outside boundaries of both of these projects, of carp. These will average approximately $200 2nd final cost will approximate $4,000, including 
each in cost. They may be specifically mentioned Tefuge keeper’s cabin. : F 
in connection with Roberts Lake, Shields Lake, In summing up the various developments, it 
Hunts Lake, Lake Mazaska, Lake Dora and perhaps ™ay be well to mention that only a small part of 
one or two on the Cannon River. Other places where this development work has been initiated. It is 
such screens have heen requested and are being . Well to bear in mind that the future development, 
considered are Long Lake in Murray County and Will be many times the magnitude of the projects 
Lake Christine in Douglas County; also some of the mentioned in this report. . 
drainage ditches leading into Upper Red Lake and __ The Pine County Survey, now nearing comple- one in the Platte River near Royalton. One has tion, contains only such information as will be of 
already been completed at the outiet of Lake Sarah Value in connection with the proposed public shooting 
in Hennepin County, and bids have been called grounds; a. complete survey, as contemplated, will 
for screens in connection with the Lake Shetek Dam. Tequire a full year’s time. — 
This latter is one of our largest installations and aS oo oe eae ante 

i i 2. i a M ports 2 rea ZA03 is & rt " ion: 
Will perhaps) approximate! $2,000 jin coat for additional areas and lakes to be developed; it is 

A large number of Lake controls have been safe to assume that we have entered on a very small 
requested in different, parts of the State and a brief beginning of what the future will demand along 

; summary of their distribution follows: this line. 
F 

y
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wor Our Game Farm m9 
HE new State Game fence which is attached 
Farm has been es- y to steel posts. The 
tablished near = Va C8 1 eee | holding pens, covering 

Madelia, Watonwan 4 “a ol ae several acres of land, are 
County, consisting of 160 ky i 4 also. constructed of gal- 
acres. This farm was | || 7 fof ~=~—S|SCanized wire and sup- 
purchased in August, moos 5 os is a eee a ported by steel posts. 
1929, and we have erected a ws i ee ‘These cover yards are so 
on this farm three homes, % a aa! 7 ie ee arranged as to permit 
one for the superintendent 4 a A ioe E plowing of the soil and, 
and two for his assistants. ae al | eo s in this manner, fouling 
A new barn and a poultry cae a) | (|e ' oe of the ground is elimina- 
house have been con- Z re UC Re = ted. It is most important 

structed and the old build- ee Fs Pe that the fouling of the 
ings which were used by on i. L 4 eee grounds be avoided as 
the former occupant have ee we ee, ce i this is the source of the 
been utilized for storage a | - ba oe “\ ‘ Lim | greatest loss of game 
buildings, field station, Pa? at <a ‘ [a birds on any game farm. 
pump house, garage and ae eae LE i q In addition to this there 
sleeping quarters for the a e ey 4 are one hundred laying 
extra help. a = ] q pens, which are also con- 

This farm is a square co oe structed of steel. There 
quarter section, located ‘ : will be enough additional 
on State Highway No. 16, equipment added to care 
and is traversed on_the for the production of 
east by the County High- approximately 10,000 
way. We have concrete ringneck pheasants an- 
roads from our farm to nually. 
trackage, which is quite The farm is being wel] 
an asset in that it facili- managed and is equipped 
tates matters when ship- i . with modern farm 
ping our game birds by ; The control of vermin is one of the chief machinery. This season 

rail. 3 difficulties of the successful game farmer; we produced  approxi- 

euuteos pony pe been predatory birds and animals which are usually rely, oat eousend 
; = ‘ ij rou; trical devices as are not particularly harmful become a serious fee Senelias 7 conga d 

necessary and we are problem on account of the concentration of ONC URE aT Watheche 

securing our electric young birds. George Packer, Superintendent exception of special feeds 
oa of the Game Farm, is shown with a weasel rent ae ‘ale birds, 

. A A which incidentally repre- 
The farm is completely rendered innocuous with a load of sixes. sents a minor cost, the 

surrounded by a 9 foot farm will be self-support- 
galvanized woven wire ing in practically every 

7. ae ES rR. > Cy 

ee en ee ee Pe 
Rr le RR ae ete .. 3 a SMe eae ee a se 

eo pene Wp, oe 
1 Pe ee eee a 
a ee, oe en 
oY al eT ea po ee Fg Sa ye ERE oe Be ee. an) 15 

pcr ee me RE ad Ue eae 2 2a 
oO a Sa a a Sa 

ie a ad 2 aes a ahs let 
eed Se ee 

gh eg Son a ae gala 4 
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es) SE CE PONE Bis _ eS 
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Biennial io lati G d Fish Cash iennial Report of Appropriations, Receipts and Expenditures ame and Fish Cas 
FISCAL YEAR 1928-1929 ——__—_——FISCAL YEAR 1929-1939——_———— R : t 1929 

Balances Appropriations Re-appropriated Expenditures Cancelled Balances Balances eceip S, 
July 1, 1928 1928-1929 Receipts Transfers 1928-29 Balances July 1, 1929 Transfers Receipts Expenditures July 1, 1930 Gi 

Licenses 
Game and Fish Fund...................+.-+- $255,294.70 @ Meine aie $616,455.85, $ 381.37 $479,132.96 $116,233.76 $276,002.46 $197,238.00— $598,145.90 $480,959.07 $195,951.29 Item Sold 

Fish Lakes Improvement... ............0.005 136,786.92 ene 90,700.03 gpifnce stn: te ace 59,134.16 eee 168,352.79 125.00 74,223.43 35,700.68 207,000.54 1. Non-resident Fishing...............$161,789.80 57,733 
os cae po irae ee Ph ets ote -- maréi : ee 2. Family Fishing.................... 103,684.19 115,204 

State Fish Revolving................00.00005 27,333.93 Sree reece 87,116.18 a wewiararees 77,813.16 wire ses eee 36,636.95 Ce sea ours 8,155.44 10,297.03 34,495.36, $.. Individual Fishing. ...... - oo ... 100,944.64 224,320 oN 

Fins, Feathers and Fur. .j.000.400600000000s 1,782.59 Gy Renee 3,139.70 Sir ae aoe 2,765.16 aa aiviesaecaie 2,157.13 3,025.00 6,407.22 11,576.14 13.21 4. Resident Small Game............. 99,482.34 110,536 \\o9? 

es a moran ( . ie BA — 5. Trapping..................0..+.2. 27,612.00 30,680 Ze 
Predatory Animal Control................005 339.21 RG we SOR 152.00 eee en eran ee Penn twlaleteiare ain /alerstiniaa aa i 491.21 14,508.79, 96.00 3,325.67 11,770.33 6. Resident Big Game (1928).......... 18,729.60 10,453 4% v 

Public Shooting Grounds. sic cscs ccwsswaseas seweinveane spate ceateova wieteaiatetavere's eid sel acgieorais Peer Dink ain (ela Hea Wisersns 32,354.21 11,126.20 20,461.60 23,018.81 7. Resident Big Game Seals (1928)..... 2,607.01 10,453, 9 

‘ ee . ee ne ae . _ . a 8. Non-resident Small Game........... 8,192.50 364 gS Game Propagation—Salaries............0.0.. 315.00 $ 6,960.00 Sees yatta 1,712.50 5,562.50 ieee 12,000.00 eases 11,873.10 126.90 9. N.R. Big Game Licenses (1928)..... 1,215.00 27 i104 

Maintenanee:s)5i 630 i6s. kc ceuicicaos Sas 973.43 3,832.00 173.20 CGM kale $29.39 4,149.24 Reece eae er eee se eng e nae cease eee ae aes 10. N. R. Big Game Seals (1928)....... 6.75, 27 ~ 

; 11. Fishhouse Licenses................. 7,136.40 7,136 Rental of Farm...............0.0.020e05 cee eee 2,108.00 ee yer Soc eth sxectenaneteie 2,108.00 WB Gide Pee eye ode need eee eh {5 Witshoh NetiRe Liens Zane 40 Las 

St. Paul Hatchery—Salaries................6.0 cece ee eee 6,150.00 Seiiarnieri eae 2,975.00 3,175.00 apeppeiemacen 14,150.00 see ees is 9,698.53, 4,451.42 13. Game Breeder's Permits............ 10,367.20 2,964 
: - - 14, Tags and Animals (Game Breeders).. 5,027.00 Maintenance..............0.0e0e0e eens 4,491.17 5,000.00 11.00 aa 3,365.50 6,136.67 ivnneays Pe aen Siseeniseas fener nge eee ests if) Gtabeetp aorh Ome me oee'00 nee 

Water Supply .3.s.00sjsiean bays ceases wars oe 263.61 Sane niaVerne Eee rena eee ere erate seen eee ee 263.61 Weeaieaee Fe Sean ase Wi aia ateiacee acini naa a ora Seniatssn 16. Interstate Fishing Licenses.......... 947.00 160 

4 . . 17. Interstate Fishing Tags............. 58.25 233 
Mish Pond Repay ::0siicaccsss ssa cuir 2,209.59 i acaieeinces Se Seanieiese le Sp aan dedetecees 2,209.59 hens sca Meenas iy Diente Molaial eye) 6 aiaeae waa 18. Miss. and Minn \Divenses.. 2 396.50 116 

GROONNE Gc coi cisaig se iinge essa eee ues 99.56 Deanna eieeaieaicais Or sie seeeusee 99.56 euesalen Weer cee Grnconence Oncaea Seem Stas 19. Beaver Trapping........ aie g 31.00 31 

saa i S01) Beaver Mage, esas ena 203.00 135 
State Hatchery Road..................-+ 10,000.00 ee aisiaie dens Wests Ts, Tacs tae’ 9,821.48 178.52 Phiecsceeeee wear Way sien cae teens a see patties usta Oi; Locel and Whol. Res. Par Buyers... 484.00 484 

Glenwood Hatchery—Salaries............6.6. 0 ce eeeesoes 3,750.00 or scipseroraceaimie: Kes eurlewacse 1,875.00 1,875.00 Aer nieces: 13,500.00 2.88 11,750.74 1,752.14 22. R. and N. R. Traveler’s Fur. Lic. .. 3,018.00 217 

: aA | 23. Mussel Fishing.................... 575.00 115 Maintenance. ...........20.0.0000e eee 3,665.42 5,000.00 ein ae Pecan 3,236.82 5,428.60 eer ee Feet fas: Cees eee oe een Sd) Tina Heme ing tea00 io 

Detroit Hatchery—Salaries.......0.0...0.0.0.0 veces evens 3,750.00 Pee ee 1,875.00 1,875.00 ees eee 8,000.00 26.63 7,761.31 235.32 2b: Tip-up Licensees... aes 275.00 275 
; a . 26. Resident Bear Licenses......... 9.00 5 Maintenances). voictonpanuorenee sate 2,858.81 3,000.00 Pie komt Treen 757.96 5,100.85 Peres Sentiment ORCS ae Eee oie oy ku Daywatienes + 50.00 13 

French River Hatchery—Salaries......0.0.0..0 cece esses 6,150.00 59.00 arene 2,911.40 3,288.60 Wresecsee 10,959.00 oa 10,863.94 86.03 28. Fish Peddler’s Licenses............. 30.00 6 
, wes i me ee . 29. Private Fish Hatchery............. 20.00 4 Maintenance’ tines ewes ner Umea se 1,878.72 3,500.00 76.39 eee 3,317.97 2,137.14 ie seaes eee ee Sars cieae eRe ae ene SOME LRT OTTAI Tei Lite 1 peries mm es eanico rac 

Auxiliary Pump Plant..........0.0.00005 37.45 aed Seeesents Beet Rear 37.45 Feycaene er aaieoeee ees eee 31. Refund (Wardens’ Costs)........... 7,586.95 
82. Seisure Fund. sc. sossnsiecssocseens 20,002.98 ea 5 é z ; Fish Ponds...........0..0ce0eeeeeeeeees 751.87 neh reer eee ee 8 Pe 751.87 BerNerete re ee ae, toe bits. ees 33° Salo GeStatel Owned Property. Tiods 

Southern Minnesota Hatchery—Salaries....... 637.20 3,750.00 canceled re ee 1,495.80 2,801.40 Searles 11,090.00 ee re, 10,458.20 541.80 34. Auditor’s Overpayments.......... 543.10 
* . 35. Gen. Rev. from Seizure Fund....... 4,500.00 Maintenance. ........2.....000e0ee evens 1,427.60 3,000.00 1.10 Pea ares 2,290.90 2,137.80 et ateee Peas Sees Seeger. eines St iice oe hee) ek esuine 

Lanesboro Hatchery—Salaries...........0.006 0 ce eeeee eee 3,900.00 Awineayneniss Serge since Sater 1,875.00 2,025.00 arsine gaara 13,100.00 aca erates 12,367.23 732.77 37. Revenue from Interstate Waters..... 543.74 

n pau 38. Refund St. Paul Hatchery.......... 5.50 Maintenances2.y)/3./enanaturnriatete 276.76 3,000.00 SU Anca Eee eee 2,260.59 1,016.17 ReSeaioe Ree cenee niet Silaueradey Morais 30. Refunds to French River Hatchery... nae 

? Dykes and Pondsics2 0230 tscavevsllnele 11,106.23 Sertemareceee Di Merowaiins teeone nese 8,276.11 2,830.12 Seen ealeee Reves aereitiecs TE Wa Re ewe sea e eres to wieioiseele 40. Refunds to Jenkins Field Station. ... 30.05 

: 41. Refunds to Bemidji Station......... 5.10 : fe Roads and Bridges............-000000000 1,840.50 epee re SRE Pare t as 1,531.74 308.76 Bee MF reat eT ese ues Relea lee tts uae oem ee er cs ce 

Tigh-Plant-- heehee ee 1,000.00 Sie oe oe eae 1,000.00 Beene Nas Dee Mene eA: eran eee 43. Gen. Rev. from Sale State Prop...... 45.00 
a ee ae F 44. Fins, Feathers and Fur............. 6,621.99 Additions to Buildings.........0......0250 seve eeeeee 10,000.00 381.37 et aoe 10,349.97 31.40 Nie Acre as gee eee ‘Sous paid ree Obs 

Tower Field Station .:...../65 6 ccecescewsae nee 526.22 2,000.00 eran ewe ani Hie voeseusnnerate 300.00 2,226.22 three ere ee 3,000.00, Eure acararele 2,329.10 670.90 46. Minn. Fish Revolving. aaa tae con 5,924.21 
{ peers, 

Ranier Field Station. 1,907.12 2,000.00 3.40 3,903.72 2,625.00 2,560.91 64.09 Total... .0.0.0c0e000+++-.$757,533.81 

Bemidji Wield Stavionteci 2k esmerceeaaee 930.72 2,500.00 are eee Tegeeeaiy Tess eer 3,430.72 Jeoseccess 3,000.00 Ue 1,959.86 1,040.14 

Park Rapids Field Station. .................. 1,081.40 2,000.00 Bee UeSsuenee eae 3,081.40 Pare sans 3,000.00 eee 2,043.54 956.46 

Jenkins Wield: Station... cos-coss cesses 1,075.06 2,000.00 6.25 Lee Seti 3,081.31 Pere cists 3,000.00 ieee 1,541.01 1,458.99 RECAPITULATION 

Cut Foot Sioux Field Station................5 267.04 2,000.00 Pee se eee 51.50 2,215.54 Fittest 2,500.00 eee 2,022.37 477.63 1929 

Salaries) Supplies, Expenses and|Propagation of ‘Gamevand:Miahawy hata es enlae ete se ohare 74 $000,471 08) 
Game and Fish... .......0...e0ee0se.e04 160,738.97 152,000.00 ae Se eta tins Ml. as casera 312,738.97 We nicene race Oe yak Perlenensie Peneeee Fish Lakes Improvement ..............0+++++0+++++ 101,561.57 
aon as State Fish Revolving...........0.000000e0eceeeeee+ 5,924.21 Surveys and Investigations................... 771.33 eee Sere eiee Teles u Seer seen 771.33 Teer lor Beets Emenee oe Perens eeeaae Pee eens ne RE cag 

Bish Caters gn ejc. sia. rueeage rae 405.58 Basar heme anaes Beene tie Bere espe 405.58 Pees Caer Peers Tani Renee Public Shooting Grounds.......6.0.0.40000000e0eee 
i z Predatory Animal Control.............0.020e0e0e0+ Bish yRrys cerca costae none aaa eee 1,495.40 seiegeteee Sees REO Tae 1,495.40 neon ee Renee es Peeves eae eee Cnaee 7 reo AMEE oro 

Meld Stationas ose Gnseue env ascuens 4,090.22 Pace eee Soneene BEGG Eaeterece 4,090.22 ee eens eas eae ace ane se 

Westie W Orcs ciara isaac afeye ores tener crests 3,161.46 heed octets eaten ey A eee Sepcnapaeew mete 3,161.46 Pee eae Rees ce mie, Gere civeon ele in een res eee eee Bee eee ee ec eo Cloud 

Game Licenses and Auditors’ Commissions. . .. . 86.40 eee athe ae oe. 86.40 re Sugeest rt ees \ cere 

TODA re mses terete $621 007-19) $237,350.00 $798,263.07 $ 381.37 $680,958.47 $512,539.88 $483,640.54 $ 47,400.00 $698,183.70 $649,550.08 $484,874.16
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FIVE DAY OPEN SEASON ON PHEASANTS—Oct. 15 to 19 
inclusive 

V Anoka “ Goodhue ¥ Fillmore 
v Washington v Olmsted © Houston 
Y Dakota v Winona 

TWELVE DAY OPEN SEASON ON PHEASANTS—Oct. 15 to 26 
inclusive 

v Traverse v Kandiyohi uw Carver 
V Grant Vv Nicollet v Sibley 

v Bigstone v Renville V Scott 
Stevens v Meeker v Hennepin Vv 

Vv Swift Wright v Le Sueur 
v Chippewa ¥ McLeod v Rice 
V Pope 

EIGHTEEN DAY OPEN SEASON ON PHEASANTS—Oct. 15 
to Nov. 1 inclusive 

v Lac Qui Parle v Noble Vv Faribault 
v Yellow Medicine v Jackson v Blue Earth 
v Lincoln v Cottonwood “Mower 
“ Lyon ¥ Redwood “Freeborn 

, Pipestone v Brown “Dodge 
v Murray v Watonwan Vv Steele 

v Rock « Martin Waseca 

The restrictions in the counties which are to be open for the taking of ringneck pheasants 
have been placed wholly for the purpose of advancing the cause of better shooting. After having 
had a thorough investigation made, the Department has asked the Governor to sign an order, 
which is the Department’s recommendation, placing restrictions in those Counties in which 
there are fewer birds than are found in the Counties which will remain open for the full 18 days. 

Such regulations have been issued in the hope of having a short open season annually rather 
than having an alternate season on ringneck pheasants. 

The law permits the taking of three male ringneck pheasants in one day and prohibits the 
taking of hen pheasants. One may have twelve such birds in their possession and are limited 
to the killing of fifteen such birds during the entire season. 

There will be no shooting this season on native partridge or ruffed grouse and there is no 
open season provided for prairie chicken or sharp tailed grouse. There is no open season on 
Hungarian Partridge. 

Special Notice to Hunters:—There will be no reason for mistaking any of the above birds 
for ringneck pheasants as there is very little, if any, similarity between the birds. 
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International Convention of Game, CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 
‘ 7 Advertisements will be accepted from responsible 

Fish and Conservation firms, sud “persans for insertion under this heading at 

N dverti: ent for less th $1.00. Cash with 

Commissioners Meets in Toronto ode “ 

The Twenty-fourth annual convention of the FOR SALE: Live decoy ducks, mallard and Eng- 
International Association of Game, Fish and Con- lish Callers $2.25 per pair. Two six months old 
servation Commissioners opened on Monday, August water spaniel dogs $7.50 each. Melrose Fox Farm, 
25th, in Toronto, Ontario, Mr. Hoyes Lloyd pre- Melrose, Minn. 
siding in his usual efficient manner and Mr. R. P. 
Holland presiding as Secretary and Treasurer. FOR SALE—Forty-six acre tract. Ideal acreage 

__ Many papers were presented, all of which con- proposition on one of the best duck lakes in 
tained consid ore le valupbla ar lors tion and the Northern Minnesota. Write H. A. Hamilton, care 
discussions which followed each paper were of a ‘ton’: tic Farms. Détroi 
constructive character, many States and Provinces Care oan Ler D Sag UCASE Tine age OL 
exchanging ideas and comparing results. Through : i" 
this manner of handling the program each indivi- 7 . ; 
dual was in a position to analyze for himself the worth FOR SALE—150 River raised wild Mallard decoys 
of the many different systems advocated in the rear- guaranteed good callers. $1.00 and $1.50 each 
ing of game birds, planting and distribution of the Leo M. Reed, Wabasha, Minn. 
same, and the management of the other types of 
game, as well as the questions of protection, winter FOR SALE—One Canadian moose head, spread 
feeding and_ habitats. forty-eight inches. One Minnesota  movse head, 

With the exception of one event it was one of spread twenty-five inches. Mrs. Mary Kooyer, 
the most harmonious meetings that the writer has Box 594, Glenwood, Minn. 
been privileged to attend and to our colleagues of - 
the Ganeties Provinces we wish to voice our dis- FOR SALE—Live Decoys, crossed part Mallard and 
appointment in the action of one member of our English Caller, great decoys. Pair $3.00. Trio $4.00. 
Association, who displayed considerable discourtesy. Write or call J. F. Kampa, Claremont, Minn. 

Commissioner Llewellyn Legge of New York ra ee 
State was elected President for the ensuing year FOR SALE—One male Springer Spaniel, 11, months 
and our friend Mr. R. P. Holland, who has become 14- Black and white color, partly trimmed. Price 
somewhat of a necessary fixture, was re-elected Sec- $50.00. Guaranteed retriever. J. L. Kampa, Clare- 
retary and sLreseUreE ey The Committee on Time ™ont, Minn. 
and Place, in which this Department had a voice, ~ 
recommended that the 1931 Convention be held GIANT WILD RICE SEED—for Ducks, Muskrats 
at Hot Springs, Arkansas, on September 24th and and Fish. Write for special price for prompt 
25th. This will be preceded by the meeting of the delivery. | MeGregor-Dennerly, Aitkin, Minn. 
American TisheriesSociety,—which—wittbeheld at 
the same-place on September 21st, 22nd, and 230 aaa aan 

ie oo \ 

ve 
if HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES PURCHASED \ 

\ 
7 The Department has purchased 3,000 Hun- \ SUBSCRIPTION COMBINATION 

garian Partridges, 2,000 being purchased from Julius Dae ive Assoniatl 
Loewith, Inc., New York City, and 1,000 from Mr. ee eee ne patie 
W. J. Mackensen, Yardley, Pa. The birds are being New York City, N. Y i 
imported from Czecho Slovakia. They will arrive i gouma ys 
between November 15th and December Ist. Pre- _ Herewith find remittance of $1.50 for membership 
parations are being made at the Game Farm, through io be amociatign including Ne eA THERS 
the building of additional covered yards, to care AND FUR.” 
for these birds until spring, when plantings will be binati 
made in areas where the Hungarian Partridge has Combingtion 
succeeded in establishing itself. Membership in Am. Game Pro. Assn. $1.50 

: a 5 ; M : 
No further experiments will be made with trial Subscription ERS AND FURS 2 t 

plantings. The data we have at hand has proven . nis 
conclusively in what areas these birds will do best. TER ONe CNT ee paubsciben aoa Ge 

From these points, without doubt, the birds will one year from the expiration of your subscription 
spread to such portions of adjoining territory as please mention that fact. 
will serve as a natural habitat and where they can Add 50 cents for Canadian postage; 1.00 for 
find a sufficient amount of food. Many reports foreign postage. 
are being received indicating that the birds are be- 
coming well established, therefore, we are appeal- TN rite eae oa ie uc aT Os eteTorosioncizule ere 
ing to the gunner to be careful not to mistake Hun- 
garian Partridges when shooting Ringneck Pheasants. dates Ean 
‘We must keep in mind that these birds cost the peo- RE ala 
ple of the State in excess of $6.00 each and it is not 
necessary for us to state that it is illegal to shoot Dates site nsa ciate 
them. If they are protected for a few years all will 
have an opportunity to enjoy equal privileges.
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1 i November 15 to 25 Inclusive 
LICENSE REQUIREMENTS: 

Every hunter must have license, whether hunting on own land or not. 
No license issued to persons under 14 years of age. 
Resident license $2.00, plus 25 cents for metal seal. 
Non-resident. license $50.00, plus 25 cents for metal seal. 
Resident license must be procured in the county in which hunter resides. 
Aliens may hunt only under non-resident. license. 

TRANSPORTATION: 
Each hunter may ship by common carrier, one deer to any point in the county in which 

he resides. 
No person may have more than one deer in his individual possession; in other 
words, no hunter driving a vehicle may carry another hunter’s deer in addition to his own, 
unless accompanied by that hunter. The hunter must accompany his deer except when 
it is being transported by a common carrier. 

LIMIT: 
Each hunter may take one deer, of either sex. 

METHOD OF TAKING: 
Deer may be taken only in the daytime, with a shot-gun, not larger than a ten gauge, 
with rifle, pistol or bow and arrow. 
No artificial lights of any kind, set gun, swivel gun, trap, snare or any other device may be 
used in the taking of deer. 
No artificial seaffold higher than six feet in the air may be used in the taking of deer. 
Dogs may not be used in the taking of deer—it is illegal to bring a dog of any kind into 
a deer hunting camp. 

TAGS: 
Immediately on killing deer, hunter must attach metal locking seal and Section “B” of 
license to carcass. 
Section “C” is to be attached to hide for transportation; Section “‘D” is to be attached to 
head for transportation. 
For transportation by common earrier, Section “A’’ must be properly filled out and signed 
in presence of agent of carrier, detached from license and forwarded to the Game and Fish 
Department by agent of carrier. 

RETENTION: 
Properly tagged, a deer may be retained for a period of five days after the close of the 
season; if it is desired to retain same longer, application must be made to the Game and 
Fish Department for a retaining tag, or to any Game Warden. When properly tagged 
with retaining tag, such deer or parts thereof may be retained until the last day of Feb- 
ruary immediately following; but no such tagged deer may be transported. 

PENALTIES: 
For unlawful taking of deer—$50.00 fine, or not less than 60 days in jail. 
For sale, purchase, or taking with artificial lights, set gun or swivel gun—Fine of not less 
than $100 nor more than $1000, or imprisonment in county jail of not less than 30 days or 
more than one year, or both fine and imprisonment. 

HUNTING OF DEER PROHIBITED BY GOVERNOR’S ORDER IN THE FOLLOWING 
COUNTIES: 

Morrison Douglas Todd 
Redwood Renville Clay 
Yellow Medicine Houston Winona 
Wabasha Benton Stearns 
Olmsted Isanti Pope 
Chisago Ottertail 
Polk (Woodside Township only) 
Mille Lacs (that part of the county lying west of state trunk highway No. 18 and north 

i of the Willmar and Milaca branch of the Great Northern Railway) 

Becker (all of the Townships known as Lake Park, Cormorant, and Lake Eunice, and 
also Township 141 North, Ranges 39 West and 40 West.) 

MAKE YOUR REPORT AS REQUIRED BY LAW! 
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MINNESOTA CREATING [haw 
VAST WILD LIFE RE- ( 

SERVE FROM DRAIN- 
AGE PROJECT 

| It is heartening to the sportsmen to 

hear, ever so often, that some drainage 

project gone blooey is being reclaimed 

as a reserve for wild life. And it has 

remained for Wisconsin to show us all. 

A million and a half acres is quite some 

area to be designated as a sanctuary 

for game, and certain parts of it as 

shooting grounds. But that tells the 

story of the vast tract in the northern 

portion of that state which a few years 

ago was spoiled for man and wild life 

as well by drainage. 

This great area in the flat, marshy 

country between Red Lake and the Ca- 

nadian boundary was traversed in all 

directions by ditches during the period 

of drainage exploitation some years ago 

| and bonds of the counties were issued to 

cover the cost, the amount being taxed 

to the lands in the expectation that 

farmers would occupy them and that 

the country would develop into a great 

agricultural region. 

As an agricultural development project 

it was a complete failure. 

The area is of vast extent and is in- 

habited by great numbers of moose, 

deer, grouse, fur-bearing animals and 

: other wild creatures, even some small 

bands of caribou. It has so-called 

islands distributed over it where there 

is a considerable growth of pine and 

spruce timber. The timber, however, 

over most of the area is small and 

sparse. The chief value of the area - 

is for game and the establishment of 

this great tract as a state game preserve 

and shooting grounds is a notable ac- 

complishment in wild life management 

in this country. 
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PARTRIDGES COMING BACK 

Good news has reached this office from many 
quarters from our field men as well as the sportsmen 
The following statement received from conservation 
officer Custer L. Smith of Park Rapids, compares 
favorably with that of ther reports received = 

‘Partridges are coming back again in this terri- e 

tory in a very satisfactory manner. I have seen 
no less than ten covey of fine ‘ge partridge during 
the last two weeks. The farmers tell me there are’ 
more in my territory than have appeared for several a ‘ 
years past.’ : 

i We trust that nothing will occur that might 
cause a loss such as we sustained in 1925. i 
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| Game Li Completed Reports of Smal ame |Lacenses (_omplete 

When a small game license is sold to the Canada Goose ........:.ssssesseeeeseeeserneeseresene ees a8 

hunter, he signs an affidavit wherein, among Snow’ Goose s-csssnseesscsnceeeeccccccce 
other things, he makes the statement that he has Bine Goose .........ccsseeseessesseeeeseecscsssesseeseees, 870 
reported his kill for the previous year. This bag — 
is reported on a post card which is attached to E8187 
the license and is supposed to be torn off, filled REPORT OF ANIMALS TRAPPED IN 1929 
in, and mailed to the Commissioner of Game and Number of licenses sold 30,680 
Fish. A great many hunters consider this an ete 
unnecessary and useless procedure. However, it Taken 
is only from the compilation of these reports Boar ..:........-....-.ssesensceresescacdocscesrsercncones 36 
that any definite data may be had upon the num- ee eee anv 

ber of ducks and’ other small game taken during Pox, Oross .....ssssssssssevesscevssecsvcesecsscescesece 1,564 
the previous year. Fox, Red (...022.seeteccsseceeeescncsrcoteceroceseecsese 1,456 

In 1929 the Department of Game and Fish Box, Silvery camcee teat ne namnamta ems tes u 
sold 110,536 small game licenses and the com- Marten 110... ago 
pilation of the returns now being complete give Mink ...........ceccececscesctcceceeneteceesecssscseceens, 40,670 
us some interesting figures on the kill of last Rabbit .........:::sssseeeseeteseecceseeseneereerceeeneees 46,764 

year. As usual, mallards led the list with a total Wal rons MERE Rene ad 
of 398,555 being taken. The figures on prairie Wolf) Brush, or Ooyote ....c....scssscccceceeeeeeee 4,084 
chickens is a sad commentary upon the condition Fisher ..........ccsscsssssssscsscccececssssecsececceecces 452 
and numbers of that marvelous game bird. Al- Raccoon Ilr ic HRBnT CHa CAAT SP EBC MEN CHocoda ae anenrras 13,802 

though but a limited number of counties were fox Squirrels .......ssssssssssssesscscesseescsecseese, 81088 
open 10,547 birds were reported taken. Twenty Grey Squirrels .........scsceseeesececedeeesseenssseseees 11,406 

| years ago this number would have been but a Muskrats ......:.ssccssesessceseeeesseseererreessees) TBATA 
very small fraction of the total number of prairie 
chickens taken in an open season. S * 

Canadian geese to the number of 2,005, and Another Flying Fish 
1,473 white fronted gese, snow geese, and’ blue Sometime ago we published a story on “Hook- 
geese were taken. ing a Hoot Owl”; it brought to the mind of 

A prominent sportsman and authority upon Mr. H. E. Soule, of Minneapolis, an experience 
waterfowl, after perusing the 1929 reports, makes that occurred to him while fishing in Florida 
the comment that it appears that at least 75 some years ago. The story as told by Mr. Soule 
per cent of the ducks shot in Minnesota during is as follows: 
the last season were so-called locals. The north- “TI was casting off what was known as the 
ern flight was a distinct disappointment and the Fish-house Dock on St. Andrews Bay, for sea 

best shooting was had on opening day. He fur- trout, using as a bait a small fish, as I recalled 
ther comments that Minnesota with its vast it named “Chaufer,” when all at once a large 

acreage of water, if sufficient food and refuges pelican, many of which hovered around the dock 
were established, should be able to supply wa- jn search of fish offal, swooped down and seized 
terfowl for many years to come. The 1929 small my bait, becoming securely hooked through the 
game license report is given below together with pill. 
the report from the trapping licenses for the “I finally succeeded in bringing the pelican 

same year: ea =~ alongside of the dock and landing it, removed the 
hook from its bill, and the bird flew up in the 

SMALL GAME REPORTED TAKEN—SEASON 1929 \ air. Re-baiting, I made another cast, and the fool 
Number of licenses sold 110,536 total bird promptly dove and snapped up a second bait, 

Estimated again becoming hooked, and I had to repeat the 
Taken landing and unhooking process. This time he 

Mallards ......ssesesseseeseesseeesseseeeesereesecsseess 308,555 flew away. : 
BIGGRIN ceeau eres ee nen sch eaten! suena eee. ecu, 826 002 ie 
Conte esetessscc-ccsetsarasrootncancenssnssscetcatsrers:.- = 122807. I fully realize that this reads like one of the 
Oroensayy incedl a Teal Reinet esubepr custiecosacsee tee cues Trees FISHY stories we so often hear about, but can 

ie inj ‘ef nent eee e eee ee rece tenes eeeeeeeneneaee e ” 

Canvas Back Reece eens scat Anas ene eae 0.953 poe ug ea cceue generac. 

eect eee eee Supreme Court Affirms Conviction 

Other Ducks s...iiisiieeneieeiccnccetincccesn 30,238 of “Dud” Brady’s Assailant 
Spoonbills ....-.---ceeeeeeserecereeerveveceneeseereceres 85,788 Two years ago this spring District Chief D. 
dpckanl pes sete seteeieeienerere es ctr TESTE b) Brady, was shot while apprehending some 
Ringbills ..li.s.scsssssssssstsesssssssesssssss. 6779  netters operating at Rush Lake. Although he was 
Rabbits ....ssecseesereeeeeeccsesccenecsseeecssesseeesess 227,163 alone at the time and had no witnesses to the 
peop Rr aiger cele yea uicas cage nt centers eos ee shooting, undercover work by Wardens Otto Myer 

Ruddy Ducks .00IIIIENEUNUIUIII sigs and John Hultgren, sent down for that purpose, 
Grey Ducks ...csscsscssessceeceeceeceeeercrsesssseseee, 8,667 revealed enough clues to cause the arrest of one 
Merganser ...-sseseeseeeeseeresereeserseeesessesesssseeee 7845 Arley Farmer, of Rush Lake, Minnesota. 
gorreneys. SANs egy eee as aeons Ue Farmer was convicted in District court after 
Quail ......cicussssssssssiecsssssseeees 3700 @ long, bitter legal battle. He appealed his case 
DOVe ...cssseveeesscsseececssveecreescsssrsvessersssseees 4,608 and during the past week the Supreme Court of 

ore sersecssersssareeaserarenaccsnserseecsscisesesseseces 297 Minnesota upheld the conviction and hence Farm- LLIN @icctss .cntewsereceeeraceccneetsaey cts eer se eei tot 7 ; 
OVEN sca soos saesessausesnccoouusemnsscnaeoite enc oue 50 er must serve his sentence.
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ALFRED L. NELSON, State Forest Service 

. When a natural resource has been exhausted Game Refuge which was established by the last 
or comes close to the danger line of extinction session of the legislature. How much damage 
it has been found that a “closed season” has the these fires have done is yet to be determined, 
desired beneficial results. but it is certain that those 75,000 acres will be 

There are many middle aged men today who’ worthless for some years to come as a game pro- 
can recall startling examples within their life- ducing area. 
time. Pennsylvania perhaps furnishes the most The fall of 1929 was dry and the amount of 
striking example of the rehabilitation of a natu- snow this winter has been below the average, 
ral resource. By a system of strictly enforced so that unless there is an abundance of late 
“closed seasons” the propagation and protection spring rains the north woods will be dry and 
of game has resulted in supply of game which there will be a dangerous fire hazard. 
compares favorably with the pioneer days. These A “closed season” on fires is a necessity. 
examples can be duplicated elsewhere all over We have already lost too much of the capital 
the country, showing that if given encourage- stock. The remainder must be protected and 

ment nature will re- 
plenish the depleted i zz a GE en 

supply of game. SS a ae ae eS 
If a closed season i tL eed a ads gd TO Rees Aaa Ge Rn 

works so well with one NG (i oe pleas eee 4 Sheed A eae 
natural resource it ae eR cA es oR A came ns, ORR cial 
would work with an- pe es be ae ae ee a | 
other of the same char- ES ere we a ae ae rea ey | 
acter. The forests, like sree nese Ree A Rs i aa SOLS leah oe a p RRR SeERTS Ree eds vanes REGION. game can be perpetu- 4 BES. ENG Tig ae “s po GIG h eS ei 
ated indefinitely so long ces ies a 4 Aap es Perce emer nen Se 
as the capital stock is es i OOS : PS Hh SAL 
maintained and only §|: - Ee Fh Oo eeecnch et at 
the annual increase and Vow Sons Tea ae ee Seta 3 een 

N ee _ 1) Peer ype ee | oe cea dia cary 3 growth is taken. ete. 19 JOLIE CO gee ein ae ‘ 
Game is taken by : ey ie fe PES meat. te mee | 

the rod and line and by it ce ae RE Oh Ob ea | 
gun. Forests are har- ae mee Ly Fre | 
vested by the wood cut- |, te jy Rea: DELO oe i be - 
ters. This is a legiti- ‘| oes’ 0] 5a seo ES aS ae aa 
mate harvest that | (gg 4G on WOOD ms 
should be made in the |. Ne a Rie Gr HARD 0 D ee a eae | 
best interests of the fu. |  “esgom; Guay ee Netra eee hae ie. | 
ture. The problem is to ( ) eet Be eit | 
determine the amount ee ee ON on | 
that can be taken with- 3 Ee PRS Ew MRR Ee rca a REG 1ON- oye | 
out impairing the capi- |  - FN eee ae ee ean 
tal stock. The manner Rohe Se EE ee merece re heey nee oe St See 
of doing this, especial- 
ly with game, has been by trial and error, and nature given a chance to start rebuilding. Such 
the present systems are not perfect. The closed a “closed season” will in no way hinder a com- 
seasons are ordered to allow a restocking. plete enjoyment of a camping trip, or hunting 

There is one drain on forests and game that VF fishing. In fact, it should make it more enjoy- 
is not generally considered nor recognized. That ble. The complete assurance that the splendid 
is the forest fire. It has been estimated that more Scenery will be there next year to enjoy again, 
timber has been destroyed and more game and the fact that the trout stream will not be im- 
game cover burned by forest fires each year than Paired by debris and wood ashes from a forest 
is taken by the lumbermen or sportsmen. In other fire, and that the game will have their feeding 
words, if we could do away with the annual 4nd breeding grounds year after year should add 

destruction twice as much forest products and uch to the pleasure of every true sportsman. 
game could be harvested. Will you not join us in making 1930 a “closed 

It is time we tried a “closed season” on for- Season” on forest fires, so that when the reports 
est fires. More than 90 per cent of the fires are re compiled next year there will be a definite 
caused by carelessness, a large percent of which decrease in the number of fires, the area burned 
are started by the’ careless hunter, fisherman Ver, and the damage done? G 
and camper. It seems a queer trait of human When you hear of a forest fire next summer 

nature that they would carelessly endanger the ‘emember it is not only the land owner who 
future of their sport by destroying the forests loses—it is a loss to you and’ your friends and 
which make it possible. neighbors. 

1929 was a particularly bad year. About 2,400 zee ONT Ta CIEARG ES 10 ¥ 
fires were set, which burned over 380,500 acres The voices of Youth at a campfire add much 
of land. About 75,000 acres were in the Red Lake to the Nocturne of Nature.
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“We Want More Ducks” 
ve oes Note: ont inceseant ae of the. aversre No man is worthy of the term sportsman or 

a v ribe foregath- i ers; that it is not a forlorn hope is suggested by Me, ‘eserves the right to shoot a bird who is not 
Sam G. Anderson, of Gopher Campfire fame, in the fol. Conscious of his duty to respect both the letter 
lowing contribution. That Mr. Anderson’s ideas are not and the spirit of the game laws and is not 
merely idle theory, is evidenced by the proof in his willing to make some sacrifices in the cause of own farmyard, proof personally witnessed by many of us 
fortunate enough to have visited Mr. Anderson’s home Same restoration. 
during ¢ither the spring or fall waterfowl migration. The keystone of waterfowl restoration is 

—— refuges providing both food and sanctuary. Na- 

By SAM G, ANDERSON ture provided both more abundantly in Minne- 
N the September issue of Fins, Feathers and  socta than in any other state in the union. Human 

La: Mr. George H. Hamilton speaks pessi- settlement of the wilderness has destroyed both 
mistically of the outlook for waterfowl, and over a goodly portion of Minnesota. 

he is right. He states that there is not one duck When I say that we who hunt must pay for 

now where formerly there were thousands, and it, I do not mean the private leasing and control 
he knows whereof he speaks. of shooting grounds. I deplore, as any fair minded 

man must, the gradual passing of our best fowl- 
Oe ter ae / ot as ing areas into the hands of exclusive clubs. 

lh 7 : Mf, Site me é a What I mean by paying for our shooting is that 
2 gigs Seah Tent eee ee we must pay by being moderate in our kill, 

: : ie ae that we must actively co-operate at all times 
| with the game and fish department in its service 

. bagi to the state, that we must cheerfully yield some 
i ‘ ¢ of our shooting grounds for refuges and heartily 

: " i co-operate with the wardens in seeing that they 
= are protected and kept inviolate. 

Canadian, Snow and Blue Geese on Farm of Author at With this spirit and this effort the birds can 
Hutchinson, Minnesota be brought back in sufficient numbers for mod- 

erate shooting. I know what I am talking about, 
In many portions of Minnesota where former- for as I sit writing this article in my farm house 

ly there were ducks and geese in countless num- on the outskirts of Hutchinson, I am cheered 
bers there are none except during the late migra- by the quacking of hundreds of mallards resting 
tions and few then. on my pond almost within. gunshot of my desk. 

The unthinking, particularly the soft, chair They gather there unafraid where for a’ period 
warming, radiator hugging sentimentalists blame of over 20 years no ducks dared light. Mingling 
it all to the hunters. They claim the birds have with them are pintails now and then, occasional 
been killed off by gunners. That there has been wood ducks, teal aplenty, yesterday some hooded 
too much killing is true, but the other factors mergansers and now, (Oct. 14), we of the farm 

of destruction must not be lost sight of. are waiting for the return of the geese that pause 
Extensive drainage of natural breeding areas to feed on the pond and the fields of the farm. 

has seriously limited reproduction. Destruction of Down the valley south of the city, our lower 
natural cover by the grazing of domestic animals refuge lying on the Crow River bottoms has 
has been another factor in that limitation. The more ducks than at any time during the past 
spread of carp with their destruction of aquatic 30 years. The new upper refuge lying west and 
plant life must be considered in fixing the blame rth of the city is beginning to be known to 
for our waning supply of waterfowl. The gunner the birds. Bear Lake, six miles north of the city, 
has done his full share, but the non-hunting sen- covering nearly a section of land, is covered like 
timentalist, as well as the sportsman, must con- 
sider all the factors of destruction and seek a a” ee es 
remedy if our waterfowl are to be preserved in qe " ae fF See ‘oa 
sufficient numbers for hunting. oe wird Ru > ve 

This much we must all accept; there never he Pe ag x sees 
again will be a return of the old abundance. . Ae een le: 
From now on if we are going to preserve the a E 3 vans io a 
sport of wild fowling, we who hunt must do so ‘ ee , ee 4 bd F 

in moderation. The bag must be small and the A bar a ce 
season short. The idea that every man must r | ae : 
have the opportunity to hunt and get birds is Pres os NE 4 ‘3.3 of 
a beautiful theory, but it will not work out in ¢ 4g eas 
practice. There isn’t room for all to hunt any- > g oe 
more than there is room for everyone to play > ~~ ay SD a 

golf. 7 a Pe” tities, 
The sooner we all realize that free hunting Bia” ae ll Fis - 

in its literal sense is gone and awaken to the = a J ee oa oe i Bake a 
fact that we who do hunt must pay for it, the ie Cig ve a a 
quicker we will restore conditions as much as Rags ee ee Re aes 
they can be restored under conditions created by ea 4 ti SS ¢ e Se Pee | 
the peopling and settlement of our wilderness = = = 

areas. A A Honker.on Guard at Anderson’s Farm. 2
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a great blanket by ducks of all the northern and Hutchinson. 
varieties. Much the same conditions exist on I am hopeful for the future. My wide con- 
Eagle Lake, a refuge lying five miles south of tacts with sportsmen throughout Minnesota have 
the city and covering nearly two sections of impressed me with faith in the ever growing in- 
Jand. To the west of us about eight miles, Phares terest in restoration of game and the disposition 
Lake, covering an area of less than 200 acres, is to unselfishly serve in the cause. 
fairly alive with ducks. ‘ es 

In this area the ducks and geese are back : o : oe 
among us. Each year more of them are tarrying Maintenance of Fish Life and Fishing 

5 through the breeding season; and judging from in Minnesota Waters, 1929 
local conditions alone, one might think the wa- (Continued from page 316) 
terfowl are on the increase, but they are not. aitention will have to be paid, however, in the 

Our abundance is largely fugitives that have near future to the reservation of natural spawn- 
found sanctuary. They have abandoned the sham- ing beds for these species because of the tre- 
bles and starvation areas where there needs to mendous drain upon our natural resources. So 
be an awakening to the urgent needs of the wa- fay as the cultivation of these two fishes is 
terfowl situation. concerned it is practically nothing because we 
_, jf some of the areas around Detroit Lakes, nave found that the introduction of a few adults 
if just a trifle of the magnificent wilderness in suitable waters and the prevention of over- 
swamp areas of that charming region could be ening for a period of two or three years follow- 
set aside as refuges, George Hamilton would take ing always meets with success. 

cheer and the same thing is true in every coun- That our trout hatcheries are in good healthy 
ty in Minnesota. — condition at the present time is clearly demon- , | 

They are doing it at Fairmont under the trated by the fact that whereas five years ago 
leadership of the Martin County Game, Fish and ye were purchasing outside the state about eight 
Bird Club. By intelligent effort and generous serv- oy ten million brook trout and brown trout eggs 
ice the members of that club are bringing great annually, at the present time we are maintaining 
flocks of ducks and geese upon waters within sufficient brood stock in good health condition 
their city. limits. to produce fully two-thirds of the eggs required 

The Ramsey County Branch of the Minnesota for hatching and stocking the thousands of 
Game Protective League is doing the same work <ctreams which we stock annually. 
at Round Lake just outside the limits of the While exact figures are not available, and 
city of St. Paul. will not be for three or four months, the distri- 

The Kerkhoven Chapter of the Isaac Walton bution during the calendar year 1929 is approxi 
League as its first major effort established a maiely as follows: 
waterfowl refuge and the first year of its estab- 
lishment brought ducks into their reserve in Small-mouthed bass........... 7,500 
such tremendous numbers that sightseers came Large-mouthed bass........... _ 120,000* 
great distances just to see the birds in their old Pickerel (Northern pike)..... 1,401,397 
time abundance. Olseaes Neeser ns cet 6 es 200,000 

Litchfield with her Lake Ripley refuge has Uake trouts..5. cet. cos ccs, 2,940,240) 

wrought wondrous results. Brook Brown and Rainbow ~ 
The Gopher Campfire Club’s twenty years of trOUt .seeeee sees eeeeeeseess 4,435,913 

constructive effort has brought national fame to Whitefish ..........+++..+++.- 86,660,350 
that veteran organization and to the city of Wall-eyed pike...............-595,843,400 
Hutchinson as the guardian and home of wild Sa 
waterfowl. 692,907,800 

In fact wherever these refuges have been (*Does not include 54,400 reared and dis- 
established, honestly handled, and strictly pro- tributed for the Minneapolis Chapter of 
tected, the result has been the same. It is strange the Izaak Walton League.) 

and at times trying to the patience, to meet so In the operation of the hatcheries and field 
much oppesttion to newaretaee Urcjects) stations and the distribution of fish, the division 

The great breeding areas in Canada upon of propagation has constantly employed 33 regu- 
which we depend for most of our waterfowl, are jar employees; in addition to which each spring 
rapidly shrinking. The wheat belt is constantly for a period of six or eight weeks during the pike 
moving northward. Great reindeer herds, rapidly operations 52 temporary employees are required. 

increasing, are spreading over much of the best Notwithstanding the immensely increasing out- 
breeding grounds of upper northwestern Canada put of the hatcheries during the year 1929 the 
and their grazing will destroy cover just as our approximate expenditures for fish propagation 

cattle have in southern Minnesota. and distribution during this period will be 
At no time in our history were our waterfowl $106,530.00, an increase of approximately $6,000.00 

in as great peril as today. We must move fast over the preceding year, which in my estimation 
if we are to save them. The first step in the speaks well for the loyalty of every employee 
movement is the increase and wide distribution engaged in the work. - 
of our refuges. These sanctuaries must not only ——————— 
be thoroughly policed, they must have the sup- Game wardens are law enforcers, not law en- 
port of a wholesome local sentiment that makes actors; if some particular law meets with your 
for law observance, carp. control, planting of disapproval, don’t blame the warden. 
natural feed, and wherever practicable, the main- a 
tenance of small areas for the keeping of a stock Fur farming is like any other farming—with 
of decoy birds maintained and fed to attract the hard. work you may expect a reasonable return 
migrants as is being done at St. Paul, Fairmont, on your investment. 

,
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f Concentration of Wild Ducks Near Wabasha, Minn.--Deputy Ranger Ed. O'Riley, Jr., of 

The Upper Mississippi River Refuge, reports that for about two weeks early in November there 

was a concentration of wild ducks on Lake Pepin that he carefully estimated as numbering 

| about 50U,000 birds. On the morning of November 13, Mr. O'Riley observed a flight three 

| miles below the lake that lasted from about eight o'clock in the morning until one o'clock 

| in the afternoon. He reports that the whole sky was literally darkened with migrating 

| birds, mostly bluebills. About half the ducks were flying low while the remainder were 

| flying high, which indicated, in his opinion, that another migration had come down from the 

| north, and after resting on Lake Pepin during the night, were joined by the ducks that had 

‘been on the lake. On the basis of this, Mr. O'Riley estimated that there must have been at { 

least a million birds migrating on that day over Wabasha, and old residents stated that it 

was the greatest migration of waterfowl they had ever seen in that locality. Mr. O'Riley 

also reports that there were more wild geese migrating through the upper portion of the 

refuge this year than he has noticed in many years. 

Returns to Office after Illness.--Dr. T. S. Palmer returned to the office on December 

14 after an illness of approximately four weeks. 

importation Inspector Appointed.--Lee S. Crandall, of the New York Zoological Park, 

was appointed inspector of foreign birds and mammals at the port of New York, N. Y., effec- 

tive December 1, to fill the vacancy caused by the death of W. DeW. Miller. Mr. Crandall 

has been connected with the New York Zoological Park for approximately 24 years and has held 

The POSL tion Of Curator: Of. bata ei Oe ee eee ae
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cedar Swany, How that food did disappear! And Hancock Waltonians Release 

Then the trail again. It was past one o’clock o - 
by this time. New Year’s Day on the trail. Snow Hungarian Partridges 
was beginning to fall more heavily. In an hour Another red letter day in the young life of 
more we would be in. Let ’er snow! What a _ the local chapter was rung up recently when 
glorious adventure! Boy, those beans were good! we received a crate of 56 Hungarian partridges 
“Gus!” “Huh?” That was good tea, too, Gus; through the courtesy of the State Game and Fish 
good and strong. “Gee, Nanook! Gee!” Department headed by our able commissioner, 

ra George W. McCullough. These birds were shipped 
. direct to Kerkhoven from Czecho-Slovakia. From 

Fins, Feathers and Fur to Judge there they were brought via auto by Lloyd Sun- 
co b deen, who patrols the Kerkhoven vicinity for 

Essays on Bird Life game or fish violators. 
These birds were taken to the home farm 

This publication has been asked to act as of Leuty Brothers where Mr. Sundeen supervised 
judge in a contest instigated by Warden Klett, their liberation. It was a rather raw day, but the 
of Spring Lake. It is a rather unusual contest Huns took kindly to their new home, one of force 
in several ways; the prizes are to be awarded rather than by adoption. 
both on ability to write on the birds observed Plans were made with the boys pertaining 
and the success of bird-houses to be made and to the care and feeding of the birds, which, by 
placed by the contestants. One of the rules of the way, is getting to be their hobby, as many 
the contest is that no contestant may enter who pheasants are seen every day on their large 
has more than one cat about the home premises. acreage. The boys feel now that they have a 

Fifty points will be given for the story, real game farm. 
which will be judged on the facts and observa- The local chapter I. W. L. A. does not assume 
tions noted—spelling, penmanship and composi- any credit for getting these birds at this time, 
tion will not be considered. Fifty points will be but wishes to pass that on to the State Game 
given on bird-house work, taking into considera- and Fish Department. 
tion the work on the houses, the number erected Mr. McCullough, in his administration, has 
and the number of bird families raised in them. sought to give back to the lovers of the outdoors ° 

This project has our most sincere commen- something for the money they pay in the form 

dation and we will be willing to read and judge of game or fish licenses. Millions of fish fry of 
all the essays submitted to us on this subject, all varieties favorable to ‘Minnesota waters are 
whether in connection with this contest or any released every year by hatcheries of this state. 
other similar contest in the state. It is our hope In recent years, upland game, especially 
that other wardens throughout the state will un- pheasants and partridge, have been introduced. 
dertake similar contests in their respective ter- The fact that we already have pheasants in con- 
ritories—the more the merrier, and the more will siderable numbers in many parts of the state is 
our youth appreciate the beauties and attractions ample evidence in favor of the department’s 
of our bird’ life. plans. The only criticism we would make is that 

Three Montgomery sportsmen recently inau- our license fee is so low that enough money is 
curated an essay contest in the local high school; not available for this great work. Lovers of the 
each contributed five dollars to the prize money, great outdoors will gladly supply the means when 
which was divided among five pupils writing the once they see the soundness of the proposition. 
best essays. The subject was “Conservation,” and The local chapter will make an earnest effort 
there were 57 entries which were judged by offi- to protect the partridge that have come from 
cials of the high school in a neighboring town. the department, not only because of their ini- 

The three sportsmen felt well repaid for tial cost but if we are ever able to hunt them, 
the money they invested in this project; the our foundation stock must be taken care of in 
contestants had to familiarize themselves with order to insure a numerical strength to warrant 
the principles of conservation as a starter, and an open season. 
through the efforts of these same sportsmen, the Too many reports are coming in about the 
prize winning essays are being published, one shooting of pheasants and our hunch is that any 
each week, in the local paper; this itself being one that has a red drop of real sportsmen’s blood 
rather a nice reward for work well done in him will see the erorr of his ways. We are 

ss — becoming indignant and if you are pinched, 
Bird refuges, game laws and other protective blame no one but yourself. 

measures for wild life are not merely measures Join the local chapter and help feed and 
for the protection of sport or for the esthetic protect all the game in closed season so that 
interest of wild birds and animals. Their preser- posterity may enjoy some of the thrills that lure 
vation is an economic gain... . The cost to the men into the broad open spaces. — Hancock 
states in protection of game is inconsiderable Record. 
compared with the savings and contributions of oo 
the birds and game to the communities. Hence The gray squirrels which enliven some of 
the claims of the wild life of America for con- our public streets are poor traffic dodgers. When 
sideration are not those of mendicants but of you approach one in the street while driving, 
nature’s. capitalists and industrial workers, says give it a chance to get out of harm’s way. 
the Washington Post. Many a man does not count as 
as much economically for his state as the bird The only snake to be feared in Minnesota is 
that flies over his head. the rattler, found in very few localities, and 

Sa ee es usually very prompt in notifying trespassers of 
A bird on the land is worth hundreds in hand. his presence.
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a HE QO) 2 i YOUTH YOUTH 
BEING A REPOSITORY OF THE TREASURES OF YOUTH 

Pl A A i On I 

is co) ° d gi 1 Eber iret yes as oe The Cry of the Tree 
Theor, EB Rety ening. ot yom oma wih By Scout ROBERT WAPPES, Cloquet, Minn. 
Feathers, and Fur,” Old Capitol, St. Paul, Minnesota, and I have a body and soul— 
if you have any good pictures of wild life send them also. Denn Aline a yours ieee wretched coal? 

Then why destroy, with never a dream 

The Rose-Breasted Grosbeak Of how this world without trees would seem? 

By IRIS GOLDAVES, Minneapolis Centuries have I done my best, 

Some morning early in May, you may meet Stood duty bound, endured the test 
the rose-breasted grosbeak, just returning from a That must in time reach every tree 
winter’s sojourn in South America. Perhaps his be aaa “ Si 
fame will have preceded’ him, when you will, in Destroying life’s soul, its liberty. 
a measure, be prepared for his charm of song Men have gained while I have lost 
and plumage, and so miss the keener pleasure Hyer a victim dn Wate’s Watids tossed 

. of surprise. = en Ss 
: On May tenth of last year, I was agreeably And when I’m gone you'll clearly see 

surprised by the coming of this beautiful bird How infinitely beautiful is a tree. 
to our back yard in the city. I was sitting in my 
arbor; all around violets of blue, yellow and Now I ask what will you do 
white perfumed the air, ferns unrolled their deco- When trees are small and in number few 
rative leaves and amidst these, yellow bells, When there will be no stately pines 
(bell wort), nodded their six petalled, twisted p dae toto’ inted ii a 
blossoms. I happened to glance upward, and ee epee moeec ny Dane Se 
there, on a telephone wire, sat a beautiful male Rise up—'tis not too late 
rose-breasted grosbeak, and in a tree a few feet . * % 
away was a fat female. My! but she was proud 10 lessen vhe “tension of “my. fate; 
of him! She had right reason to be, too. How You can at least extend my life, 
bright his colors; such a glossy black coat, snowy A precious thing in this world of strife. 
white breast, and throat of rosy richness. 

It was easy to see that the head of the 
family was the handsome husband, the plainly 
colored bird following closely in flight when her 
mate slipped from tree to tree. It was evident . 
that the birds were searching for a nesting place. C4 cd 

Later in the season, about July sixth, the v1 ~"s 1 
birds, followed by four young, breakfasted on € eae a » 
bread which had been placed for the robins. It ter i 
was amusing to watch a young bird eat the f at Yes ‘ee 
bread. It was his first taste of this food and | == fo a 2a n°" 
he took an immediate liking to it—‘‘Welcome! bee: = a as sy : 
Come again to my meal of bread, grosbeaks!” | ee ra 

As I sat watching and admiring the grace-  , . 
ful movements of these birds, I thought how much [ce ae eee i ee 
more of the world they had seen than I. How eG ‘ 
far had they been since I last saw a grosbedk tek ‘ _ « 
in the far north? If only I had the language to “One ee ne 
talk to the birds what wonderful tales couldn’t — a 
they unfold to me! Will man, who has conquered Bc ae 
so many wonders, some day be able to converse 
with the birds? At the present day we worship pe 
in silent wonder. age & ee 

grees SURES Whe ana ES fe 3 hae 

A rolling stone gathers no moss, but certain- R a e 
ly acquires a high polish when erosion of de- Rey: be 

nuded forest areas is under way. Ls z 

Dams built to maintain water levels should 
not be confused with dams built to utilize the 
last thin drop of water in a lake. 

The City of Happiness is in the State of Mind. Trees. and the Silvering Moon
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EALIZING the necessity of replenishing the 

R stock of Minnesota upland game birds the direct and obvious? ‘The fact that nearly every 
Game and Fish Department has purchased state game department now operates one or more 

a large farm near St. James for the rearing of game farms, or at least buys game for restock- 
Ringneck Pheasants and Hungarian Partridges. ing, shows that sportsmen generally appreciate 

The deal involved the purchase of 160 acres the necessity of raising and liberating game to 
of land, every foot of which will be available for restock their covers. 
the propagation of game. The former farm, “There are still many who labor under the de- 
which the state had only rented was not adapted lusion that having paid their license fee, joined 
for the purpose, there being too much waste land some organization and contributed a few dollars 
and too much vermin. The land at the new site to the cause, their obligation is ended and bet- 
is producing good crops and at present is in al- ter hunting and fishing will result. Doubtless 
falfa and timothy. There is not a lake or slough it will in a very general way but the effect of 
on the farm, whereas the old farm had several the few dollars so expended won’t be noticeable 
sloughs and a lake. The purchase price of the in the covers where you do most of your hunt- 
land was about $16,000. ing. A license fee of $3.00 for example would 

Funds for the acquisition of the property and buy only one bird even if it could be spent wholly 
equipment are available in 
the state game and fish bud- ce _ Bae 
or j ¢ PSO Sa ae MRS Op ae) ee Rye 5 est and the project nae teen iV <= eS oe gap \ Wy 
pproved by Governor Theo: Lean % q eiony 4 ) < ‘, 

dore Christianson and the qs As ene, mali : Yeh i * 
commissioner of administra- Shes ~ J { *, taf Y 
tion and finance. Construc- i. ‘i ‘ J PA A 
tion of a nine-foot fence “ a AN ey ui @ 
around the farm, covered 4 ref * od ae Oo Bs 
yards for the parent stock e- rer pfs Te ik Ae 
and buildings for the attend- ee eS % fh BAY 3 a 

ants, is to be started shortly. ee er. | a @ Lee 
The territory in which the | SDE Cs ae 4 

new game farm is situated is { " a eT "iB! i 
exceptionally free from ver- 5 fs or net le ie cd ‘ 
min. There are no woods in Eat = fe outa need aa i seat aaa 
which the winged enemies of Oy hth deesstltarete eee ; 2 Sey 
young game birds may nest, ee ye & i eas 
no brush in which mink, | setae fe 
weasels, civet cats, skunks : A : z 
and domestic cats may lurk | . Cie 
ready to prey upon the luck- | - 

less pheasants. . aes 

All new parent stock will a 
be purchased for the farm, Pheasant Rearing Pens 
the old stock at Mound hav- 
ing been liberated when operations were suspend- for that purpose, which it canmot. Your contri- 
ed last year. It is hoped that between 4000 and bution to the cause won’t affect your own sport 

| 5000 birds will be liberated next year and that materially. The point is that having discharged 
within two or three years a production of 10,000 these obligations as you see them or as required 

| birds a year will be reached. At the old farm by law you still have your own interest to look 
it cost about 88,00 to raise a pheasant whereas out for. Every dollar which you spend in improy- 
at the new location it is expected that they will ing conditions in your home covers under your 
be produced for about $2.00 each. Pheasant supervision will return a direct benefit to you of 

| eggs are to be purchased from private game many times its original value. You are not par- 
| farms in Washington and Illinois. ticularly interested in the conditions in some dis- 

' oe tant place. A certain amount of philanthropy is 
Ee Fi ih R . Sh l i laudable, but after all if you will work and spend 

ame-is estoration oula some money to improve conditions in your local- 
- ity, and if the sportsmen in every other locality 

Begin at Home mould do the same, each one acting as the game 
The so-called game restoration program advo- breeder and game-keeper for some favorite cover, 

cated by Arthur L. Clark in the “National Sports- the whole problem would be solved and lots of 

man” contains a vast amount of practical advice. waste effort would be avoided.” 
The following reported in the American Game al 
Protective Association news service, is a fair When driving through northern Minnesota, it 

sample: is better to give a deer or moose the right-of-way; 

“If you want more game, the very quickest collecting damages from the state is a tedious and 
way to get it is to raise it. What could be mare technica] procedure.
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Carlos Avery to Speak at Sum- Try This on Your Cabin Stove 

a Last month we printed a recipe for serving 

pc Meeting of Gopher pike that was copied in a great number of local 

Campfire Club and out of the state papers. In fact we sat at 

a dinner one evening when the hostess served 

Carlos Avery, President of the American Game us with pike prepared in this manner not know- 

Protective Association and former commissioner ng its origin other than it was taken from a 

of game and fish magazine. When asked what magazine she took 

Pia for Minnesota a copy of Fins, Feathers andi Fur from off the 

will be the princi- top of the kitchen range——Chickens do sometimes 
pal speaker at the come home to roost. 

Ses 19th annual sum- During the so-called dog days, when bass seem 

ee mer meeting of to have no interest in bassorenos, frogs or any 

F page eg the Gopher Camp- of the common lures, when pike are said to be 
| a fire Club to be sharpening their teeth on the rocks on the bot- 
5 ae held at Belle tom of the lake, then occasionally a big lunker 

a “> Lake, near Hut-  pickerel will be taken. Lots of people will not 
% Oy . i chinson, Aug. 19 eat pickerel or northern pike taken during the 

L Ce a and 20. hot weather. They object to the “fishy” taste 
~ mag Se Dr. Preston and number of bones. Well here is a recipe that 

5 Bradley, one of conquers both and leaves a desire for more. Try 
the founders of it. 

b the Izaak Walton Cut your fish into pieces weighing about a 
League and na- pound. Wrap each piece up in cheese cloth, 

” | tionally known _ tying the cloth securely so that it does not be- 

f orator has volun- come loosened. Place the pieces in a kettle, cov- 

PLSD ANE | teered to speak er the fish with water and then iadd one-half 

and his presence a cup of vinegar and one-half a cup of sugar to 

CARLOS AVERY it is assured will three pounds of fish. Boil slowly for one hour 

President of American Game draw a large or more if the pieces are large. Drain off the 

Protective Association number of visit- liquid. Place the fish, still wrapped in the ice- 

ors. Governor box and allow to cool. Then unwrap and serve 
Bulow of South Dakota and Commissioner of cold with Thousand Island or similar dressing 
Game O. H. Johnsn of the same state are also and you have fish “what is fish.” It tastes like 
listed among the speakers. Congressman Andre- lobster. 
sen, one of the authors of the Federal Game Ref- ee 
uge Bill, will explain the operation of this new } 
legislation. George W. McCullough, Commission- Dead Male Pheasant Costs | 
er of Game and Fish will speak on the problems Tourist $100 
of his department. 

Jeffers Review: Pheasant is pretty good eat- 

eon : ing, but one male pheasant at one hundred dol- 

Visitor Not Used to Seeing lars is pretty high, in the opinion of Roy Loman 
of Kansas City, Mo. Loman and his wife and 

So Much Water a gentleman friend were driving north on No. 4 

George Norby, of the L. J. Norby company, Thursday morning of last week when they spied 

tells an amusing story of an encounter which he a pretty pheasant rooster strolling along the road. 

had with a summer visitor at the lakeshore on Loman had a Browning automatic shot gun handy 

Sunday. in his car and as he was an experienced hunter 

The visitor was of the affable type and volun- it was no trick to drop the bird. 

teered the information that he was from the But his shot could hardly be termed “lucky” 

cowland about Jackson Hole, Wyoming, enroute for Warden D. P. Brady was traveling along the 

to Chicago to see the stockyards and learn where same road and saw the whole affair. The pres- 

. all the cattle went that were shipped to that ence of Warden Brady is always unlucky for 

point. law violators. He pulled his car broadside across 

He inquired if there were any other lakes in the road and stopped the Missouri tourists, bring- 

this section, and gasped in amazement when told ing them to Windom to view the scenery about 

that there were 412 within a 25-mile radius of Justice Churchill’s office. Warden Brady remind- 

this city. ed them that they could be held on four counts: 

He gazed at the boats out on the lakes and shooting without a license, shooting pheasants 

the people in bathing and then remarked: “You out of season, shooting on a public highway and 

couldn’t get me out on the lake in one of those carrying a gun uncased. He said he would pre- 

boats for anything. I just wouldn’t go out for a_ fer only the one charge, shooting pheasants out 

thousand dollars!” of season, on condition that the maximum fine 

“However,” he said, “I guess I got to let the be imposed. To this Loman assented and the 

kids co in swimming.” Whereupon he procured a_ fine of $100 and costs of $7.20 was imposed. He 

couple of lariats from his automobile and teth- also lost the pheasant and the expensive Brown- 

ered the kiddies so they could go only a few feet ing automatic shotgun, which were confiscated by 

out in the water. Still they enjoyed it—as did the state. After payment of the fine the party 

the curly poodle pup which apparently was the went on their way to Rainy Lake district where 

family pet.—Detroit Record. they were vacationing.—Citizen.
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The Quetico-Superior Council 

The QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL is an international organization associated with the 
Izaak Walton League of America for the sole purpose of obtaining, with the consent of the Prov- 
ince of Ontario, a treaty between Canada and the United States to protect and expand the rare 

public values in the Rainy Lake watershed, which forms part of the international boundary between 
Ontario and Minnesota. 

It arises out of the need of co-ordinating the activities of all individuals and societies interested 
in this task and is limited in duration to the achievement of its present purposes. 

It has no commercial interests and no class, racial, or political affiliations. It is to have but one 

paid officer, who will devote his whole time to its affairs. 

The Council derives its name and original inspiration from the two neighboring tracts set aside 
in this region as public preserves in 1909—the Quetico Provincial Park in Ontario and the Superior 
National Forest in Minnesota. It considers that the precedent set at that time recognized the para- 
mount public character of the region and pointed the way toward proper utilization of natural re- 

sources. 

° It holds: . 

That the 14,500 square mile area drained by Rainy Lake, containing as it does the last 
considerable pine forest of the middle west and other unique public values of flora and fauna, 

health, beauty, and historical interest, is too vital and precious to the economic and cultural life 

of the two nations to be sacrificed to private exploitation. 

That these values are at present in grave danger of total destruction through fires, flood- 
ing, game slaughter, and logging of such indiscriminate nature as to increase fire hazard, ignore 

scenic qualities, and prevent natural forest reproduction. 

That owing to the unsuitability of most of the region for agriculture, its wild, unsettled state 

and its accessible location, it affords the best opportunity left in mid-continent for the practice 
on a large scale of modern forest principles and for the establishment of a wilderness sanctuary 
commensurate with the present and future requirements of both countries. 

That local needs for industry and national needs for recreation, instead of conflicting, are 

both based upon the indispensable forest and can best be served by public administration to 

insure maximum and permanent production of all forest values. 

That to realize these ends all local and private interests must be duly considered and that 

the co-operation of the several State, Provincial, and Federal governments must be enlisted in 

order to evolve a uniform and comprehensive policy of development in conformity with the 

geographic, historical, and economic unity of the region. 

This Council therefore proposes for the Rainy Lake watershed and certain contiguous similar 

tracts a treaty for all time between the United States and Canada, providing for the following main 
e objectives: :



@ 
1. THAT PARK-LIKE CONDITIONS, FREE FROM LOGGING, FLOODING, DRAIN- 

ING, AND ALL OTHER FORMS OF EXPLOITATION BE ESTABLISHED AND MAIN- 
TAINED ON ALL VISIBLE SHORES OF LAKES, RIVERS, AND ISLANDS UNDER PUB- 
LIC CONTROL. jes : : / : 

2. THAT ALL THE HINTERLANDS, NOT VISIBLE FROM THE WATERWAYS, BE 
ADMINISTERED UNDER. MODERN FOREST PRACTICES FOR THE CONTINUOUS 

PRODUCTION OF A MAXIMUM TIMBER SUPPLY. : 

3. THAT ALL GAME, FISH, FUR-BEARERS AND OTHER WILD LIFE BE DEVEL- 
OPED FOR MAXIMUM PRODUCTION AND USE. 

4. THAT THESE ENDS BE PURSUED UNDER THE GUIDANCE AND DIRECTION 
OF AN INTERNATIONAL BOARD, REPRESENTING FOREST, PARK, AND BIOLOGI- 
CAL AUTHORITIES FROM BOTH COUNTRIES. 

In pursuit of these main objects it is contemplated that the United States and Canada should 

do these things: 

1. Recognize the scenic, recreational, and inspirational values present within the entire Rainy 

Lake watershed and make proper provision for their preservation and co-ordinated use. 

2. Recognize the community of interest created by the international character of the Rainy 

Lake drainage area and co-operate in giving the entire area a reasonably uniform management. 

3. Co-operate in the creation of an international advisory committee whose function will be e 

to study the needs of the Rainy Lake watershed as a unit and to recommend appropriate prin- 

ciples and methods under which each country can realize the full potentialities of the part of the 
area within its boundaries. 

4. Where necessary, extend public ownership to lands now privately owned within the area, 
subject to mineral and agricultural possibilities and to the limitations under which each country 

must work in carrying out its acquisition program. 

5. Agree that within the area there shall be no further material changes in natural water 
levels or other modifications of the natural conditions of stream-flow and that any present artificial 
levels shall be regulated in the general public interest. 

6. Preserve intact the stands of timber immediately contiguous to the shores of the lakes and 
rivers and supplement such stands by additional natural or artificial reforestation where necessary. 

7. Allow the fullest utilization of timber resources consistent with sound principles of silvi- 

cultural management and with the betterment and permanence of the forest cover. 

8. Preserve and augment the wild life resources within the area, including the restoration of 

species once indigenous and now absent, and manage such resources with a view to their maximum 

public usefulness, preserving all species in reasonable numbers but permitting the utilization of 
natural increases not necessary to build up adequate reserves. 

9. Regulate the occupancy of public lands for resort and residential purposes so that reason- 
able use for such purposes may be allowed but without impairment or destruction of the area or the 
unnecessary invasion of areas most useful if maintained permanently in a state of undevelopment. v



e The QUETICO-SUPERIOR COUNCIL believes that it has a two-fold opportunity and a two- 
fold duty to perform for Canada and the United States. First, what it proposes is a new form of ‘ 
co-ordinated conservation—a self-respecting and self-sustaining husbanding of resources, which is 
likely in time to yield forest and wild-life products on a scale hitherto not even approximated. The 

area will be virtually a vast park but with none of the obstacles to lumbering or other economic 

objections applying to ordinary parks. Secondly, the plan involves a significant experiment in inter- 

national relations—a practical work of peace and a new bond of friendship between two great na- i‘ 

tions. 

In preserving intact one of the most historical regions in North America, a portion of the con- 
tinent as it originally was with its forest, its game, its lakes, its waterfalls, and its richly romantic 

past, we shall earn the blessings of our children for evermore. 

This Council will receive into its membership all other associations, societies, and individuals, 

who are in sympathy with its plan and purposes. 

6 

9
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

April 4 (calendar day, April 5), 1928 

Mr. Shipstead introduced the following bill; which was read twice and 
referred to the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry 

A BILL | 
To promote the better protection and highest public use of lands 

of the United States and adjacent lands and waters in north- 

e ern Minnesota for the production of forest products, and for 

other purposes. 

Whereas the fourteen thousand five hundred square miles covered 

by the Rainy Lake watershed, lying in Ontario and Minne- 

sota, and the immediately adjacent lands and waters con- 

stitute the only remaining vast wilderness area in the central 

part of North America; and 

Whereas this region contains the only remaining extensive conif- . 

erous forests in the Middle West with unusual potentialities 

for the development of a future continuous supply of forest 

products; and 

Whereas this region is blessed with precious international historic 

values, rare scenic qualities and unique recreational facilities 

within easy reach of one hundred million residents of both 

a Canada and the United States; and



Whereas this area affords an unusual opportunity to preserve, 

perpetuate, restock, and increase various species of wild life ° 

of invaluable economic and esthetic importance to both 

nations; and 

Whereas within this region two neighboring areas with similar 

public purposes were set aside by the respective Governments 

in 1909 and designated respectively as the Quetico Provincial 

Park and the Superior National Forest; and 

Whereas citizens of the friendly Province of Ontario have invited 

the co-operation of our people in protecting and augmenting 

the public values of this forested lakeland region; and 

Whereas legislation seeking to develop a uniform plan of treat- 

ment and protection for this entire region will be of inestima- 

ble value to both Canada and the United States and will ex- 

pedite the fruition of ideals and plans which the Webster- e 

Ashburton treaty solemnly affirmed and for which the 

Quetico Provincial Park and the Superior National Forest 

were set aside; and 

Whereas pending final and definite word as to the wishes of the , 

_ Province of Ontario and subsequent negotiations, with the 

consent of the Province, of a treaty between the Dominion 

: of Canada and the United States providing for uniform treat- 

ment of the entire region, and pending further studies and 

final determination of desirable boundaries for the Superior 

National Forest and its future uses, immediate steps should 

be taken to extend and better protect the Superior National 

Forest and to protect the lands and waters in and adjacent 

to that portion of the area herein designated, lying within 

or contiguous to the United States, for the several purposes 

hereinbefore enumerated: Therefore e



1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa- 

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 That all public lands of the United States situated north of 

4 township 60 north in the counties of Cook, Lake, and Saint 

5 Louis, in the State of Minnesota, including the natural shore 

6 lines of Lake Superior and of the lakes and streams forming 

7 the international boundary so far as they lie within this area, 

8 are hereby withdrawn from all forms of entry or appropria- 

9 tion under the public land laws of the United States, subject 

10 to prior existing legal rights initiated under the public land 

11 laws, so long as such claims are maintained as required by 

12 the applicable law or laws. 

e 13 Sec. 2. That the principle of conserving the natural 

14 beauty of shore lines for recreational use shall apply to all 

15 Federal lands which border upon any boundary lake or 

16 stream contiguous to this area, or any lake or stream within 

17 this area, and that for the purpose of carrying out this 

18 principle logging of all such shores to a depth of four hundred 

19 feet from the natural water line is hereby forbidden, except 

20 as the Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture may 

21 see fit in particular instances to vary the distance for 

22 practical reasons: Provided, That in no case shall logging 

23 of any timber other than diseased, insect infested, or dead 

24 be permitted closer to the natural shore line than two 

e 25 hundred feet.



il Sec. 3. That in order to preserve the shore lines, rapids, 

2 waterfalls, beaches, and other natural features of the region * 

3 in an unmodified state of nature, no further alteration of the 

4 natural water level of any lake or stream within or bordering 

5 upon the designated area shall be authorized by any permit, 

6 license, lease, or other authorization granted by any official 

7 or commission of the United States, which will result in flood- 

8 ing lands of the United States within or immediately adjacent 

9 to the Superior National Forest, unless and until specific 

10 authority for granting such permit, license, lease, or other 

11 authorization shall have first been obtained by special 

i2 Act from the Congress of the United States covering each 

13 such project: Provided, That with the written approval and e 

14 consent of the Forest Service of the Department of Agri- 

15 culture, reservoirs not exceeding one hundred acres in area 

16 may be constructed and maintained for the transportation 

17 of logs or in connection with authorized recreational uses of 

18 national-forest lands. 

(Copy of original bill) 5 

e
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Northern Minnesota Dams Would 
e 

e Destroy Fish and Game 
By Carlos Avery 

7S dam and reservoir system contemplated by mal would be equally fatal. A raise in level would 
the Backus proposal to the International Joint flood their homes and drown them, while a lowering 

Commission could not fail to have a very detrimental of levels would render their homes uninhabitable 
effect on the game and fish. from freezing and result in starvation. 

There can be but one reason for the construction The same results, affecting nesting water fowl, 
of such a series of dams along this chain of lakes in Would invariably follow. Their nests would be 
Northern Minnesota and Southern Ontario and that flooded by any marked raise in water and their 
is to control the flow of water for commercial uses. eggs be destroyed. Most of these birds select their 

In other words, to store water during the wet nesting sites in close proximity to water for the 
periods and release it as required during the dry very good reason that water is the element in which 
periods. This would result in a stage of water very most of their food is found, and that the young 
much above the natural level in wet seasons and a may be better able to escape their enemies. The 
low water mark much below the normal in the dry receding of the shore lines following lowering of the 
periods. The variation between high water mark water would leave their nests and young exposed to 
and low water mark would thus be artificially great- unnatural hazards, including fires. . 
ly increased, rendering extensive areas now clothed In fact, it is difficult to conceive of any circum- 
more or less with forest growth subject to alternate stance that might be favorable to mammals, birds or 
periodic flooding and drying up. fish as the result of this proposed system of dams. 

The effect on fish of such drastic changes in Even the moose, the largest of the wild animals of 
water levels would be extremely unfavorable. The our wilderness and which we have tried so hard to 

spawning beds of all nest-building fishes would be retain in the Minnesota forests, seeks its early sum- 
destroyed by material increase in the depth of water mer food in the succulent grasses, water lily roots 
covering them, as well as by exposing them to heat and other tender vegetation in the shallow bays of 
and other unfavorable influences when the water is ©ur northern lakes. Any change in conditions which 

e lowered or drawn off. The spawn of pike (pick- would destroy such vegetation would drive the 
erel) would be lost when deposited in shallow water, ™0ose out of the district affected. If we would keep 
as such fish invariably do, if followed by a marked the moose we must not molest their summer feeding 
change in levels before the young fish are able to grounds. ee 
accommodate themselves to the change. Wall-eyed There is yet another danger to wild life that would 
pike (pike-perch), the most important species of be caused by this proposed interference with natural 
that region, have for ages sought certain in-flowing water levels, and that is the increase in the fire 
streams in early spring to spawn. These spawning hazard. The areas proposed to be flooded are ex- 
grounds would be obliterated, and the selection of tensive and reach for many miles back from the 
other favorable spawning places by the fish would natural lake shores in many instances. These flats, 
be problematical. now clothed with live timber and other vegetable 

Fluctuation in water levels would destroy the growth, are the habitat of grouse and other animal 
growth of plant life in normally shallow water in and bird life. They would become veritable fire 
which the young fish must find protection and their ‘taps, after flooding, as all vegetation would be 
food. The effect on fish fry would be to subject killed, and, if exposed by drawing down the water 

them to starvation and destruction by their carnivor- 1 Summer, would burn like tinder. Fires so started 
ous enemies. It is also a well-known fact among would spread to the green timber and might, in dry 
fish culturists that any interference with fish during times, do incalculable damage. 
the natural spawning period which tends to inter. _ Hf any great public need existed for such a vast 
rupt or delay their natural functions often results mterference with natural conditions as proposed by 
in failure to spawn at all during that season, and this gigantic scheme, we might be reconciled to the 
sometimes results in the death of the female fish. oss of our game and fish and the mutilation of the 

A further detrimental effect on fish of the flooding natural beauty of the region, but no such need ap- 
of lands covered with vegetation is by release of ears. This is a matter which concerns the whole 
acids and other chemical poisons from submerged People of two great nations, not merely the local 
vegetation, which either kills the fish or drives them ‘mhabitants, and the welfare of the people of a con- 
a apitnomtielocaliiieam tected: tinent must not be permitted to be submerged by the 

The effect of such changes in water levels would ¢S¢lusive profit of a single commercial interest. 
be equally detrimental to fur-bearing animals such ~— —~—”~—~—,—~—CS;7«7;3SDP:*;té~:«;<CS;S”S!”!STTT 
as beaver and muskrat, which inhabit the marshy Reprinted from the April issue of 

e areas, shore lines and streams flowing into the lakes. SPARKS—N. W. Motor Digest 
A practically stable condition of water levels is for the 
necessary to these animals in winter. Any consid- IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
erable change to a higher or a lower level than nor- Minnesota Division
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What the proposed International Park will do 
for Ontario, for Minnesota, and for America. 

A® THE people of this continent By ERNEST C. OBERHOLTZER 2!! hope of natural reforestation. While 
growing yearly more like the original mills go up, the forests come down. In pro- 

Indian inhabitants? Are climate and topo- President, Quetico-Superior Council portion as the mills prosper, more and more 
graphy after all so potent that they shape lands are removed from production. Private 
the minds and bodies of men, whose fore- y Copyright, 1928. Reproduction permitted only ‘t lands, denuded of all that gave them value, 

fathers originated overseas? Some authori- where full credit is given. are thrown back for taxes. As a result, 
ties say so. I do not know. I only know the tax problem in northern Minnesota is 
that our people are becoming conspicuous, great accessible wilderness between the Atlan- acute and fast approaching a crisis, We have 
like the Indian, for their love of life in thetic and the Rockies—these waters and port- industry, but industry at any price. It is 
open. Many of them toil the year round ages that were so solemnly dedicated for all the industry that consumes but does not re- 
with the hope of spending a few weeks in time to public use in 1842 by the Webster- place, the kind that too often bankrupts the 
the original America of their dreams, the Ashburton treaty between Great Britain and territory in which it operates. 

America that exists now almost nowhere but the United States—all this is threatened with The dominant commercial interests of the 
in story-books and the movie. In less than private domination and desolation. northern border, representing the Backus 
a quarter century a vast publishing busi- . . companies, already operate huge lumber, pulp. 
ness has grown up solely in response to INDUSTRY AT ANY PRICE and paper mills at Kenora, Ontario, near 

this ardent love of nature. ‘Two master- The great trouble with the unregulated the outlet of the Lake of the Woods, and 
pieces of Indian ingenuity—the canoe and private development of the region, which at the twin towns of Fort Frances, Ontario, 
the snow-shoe—have become the basis of has prevailed in the past and which is pro- and International Falls, Minnesota, on Rainy 
new manufactures unlike any others in the posed for the future, is that it looks only River below the outlet of Rainy Lake. The 
world. Indeed the canoe may be considered to its own immediate advantage. It ignores same interests develop large water powers at 
the distinctive symbol of our American out- the fundamental economic problems. It ap- both these points and at three points to the 
door freedom. parently sees but two resources in the re- east on the Seine River in Ontario, one of 

Just at present no less than a million gion—timber and water-power—and these it the largest tributaries of Rainy Lake. They 
pairs of eyes, it’s safe to say, are focused seeks to capture for its own exclusive ex- already occupy the strategic power sites of 

on the lakes and streams forming the bound- ploitation, regardless of the needs of other the larger streams and are now asking that 
ary between Ontario and Minnesota. Why? interests, public and private, and of the ulti- their control be extended over the upper 

Because this international lakeland, in which mate effect upon the abundance of these very lakes for the storage of water, with the 
are concentrated all the healthful stimula- resources. The productive capacity of the ultimate purpose, it is announced, of re- 
tion, the adventure, the beauty, and the ro- region is being rapidly drained by logging  gulating artificially the levels of all lakes and 

mance of our beloved continent—this last of such wasteful character that it destroys streams in the area.
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A KINGDOM AT STAKE producing any crop but timber. It is too too. There are few more historic spots on 
The region in which these companies op- rocky for any other purpose. Destroy its the continent than the hamlet of Grand 

erate or contemplate operating, almost with- ¢@Pacity for forest growth, either through Portage on the shore of Lake Superior at 
out competition, is known as the Lake of fire or short-sighted logging methods, and the threshold of this region. It may well 
the Woods watershed. Beginning at North YOU remove it from all economic usefulness. be called the Plymouth Rock of the 
Lake, a few miles west of Lake Superior, The great local problem therefore is how to Northwest, for most of the | exploration 
its waters drain west to Rainy Lake, thence keep these strictly forest lands yielding tim- of western Canada began at this point and 
down Rainy River to the Lake of the Woods, ber. The mills at Fort Frances, Internation- followed the immemorial canoe routes of the 
and then wholly in Canadian territory down! Falls, and Kenora, which are now the chief Indians. It became the center of a lucrative 
the Winnipeg River to Lake Winnipeg on industrial support of the region, are strictly fur business, a rendezvous for all the hardy 

their way to Hudson Bay. It comprises most dependent upon this supply of timber. When traders, who penetrated to the remotest ends 

of the boundary between Ontario and Min- the by-no-means inexhaustible supply gives of Canada and who finally precipitated with 

nesota and together with tributaries has an out, they will be obliged to close for good. the Hudson’s Bay Company a trade war, 
area of 26,000 square miles—practically the The only hope for permanency is in the Which is one of the most colorful pages 
same in extent as the Province of New Bruns- production of an endless succession of tim- 10 history. Fort Frances, Koochiching, Rat 
wick and nearly one third as large as the ber crops. Even for uniform and dependable Portage—these are some of the local names 
State of Minnesota. power resources the best guarantee is ade- eloquent of this romantic past. 

In determining any policy for a region so quate forest cover in the headwaters. It I have traveled these border waterways 
large, it would seem myself for upwards of 
important to consider _ twenty years. I have 
all interests, present i ears : been in and out of 
and future. It should Co : : i a 4 this closely spun web 

not be forgotten, for : : | of lakes and streams, 
instance, that the fer- ie as : Hse a ania ce nue oe ie thousands of 

ile 80 mi th Of |i ce me o : ia ee ee | ules “by “canoean 
hea es as bck. ee - ne ee me’ SS cee snow-shoe. It has been 
connecting Rainy Lake ee ean : . | ™Y Dusiness to know 
and the Lake of the |/ 95 1 3 oo” ¥ % ee the border wilderness 
Woods, is potentially | 2939) 93 = 3 SES -} and its vanishing wild 

one of the richest dairy | © | fe. Highly as 1 re- 
If the power now go- | = | Fore, development, I ing to waste in the |= _ = = ~~ __|| do not hesitate to say, 
ree of this region eo | “SE RR especially of Ontario, 
in Rainy River were |7 m — that not all the pow- 
to be developed and a | cr and timber resourc- 
distributed cheaply be mt | cs combined can com- 
among the Ontario a me ae : pare in value to these 
and uk innesotss fanme 2) a ea ee a a gen ee Me| lakes left in a state of 

ers of this valley, it [0 0 a | ator. 
would serve an imme- | ee “a ~ oe 2S hens Fame and Fortune diate public use and |) ee ll at Hand 
would make these |. me Se ee : i 
farms among the most The infant industry 
desirable on the con- Copyright, E. C. Oberholtzer ; | P . of the region and the 
tinent. This power A remarkable close-up of a moose, taken in the Superior-Quetico region. hope of its future is 

could be developed Note the swarm of flies over the hump. the tourist trade. The 
without additional attractions are there in 
storage of water and without serious dam- cannot be emphasized too strongly that the unique and superlative form; whole sections 
age to lands: but there is at’present no plan one supreme problem of this border country of Europe derive their chief livelihood from 
or prospect for its development. So far as from the point of view of industry, taxa- advantages not half so great. Outside popu- 
present power requirements are concerned, it tion, or water-power is the perpetuation of lar interest is already aroused as no amount 
would appear that what is needed, if any- natural forest growth. of paid advertising could ever arouse it. 
thing, is not additional private water storage Not the least of the advantages of the Looked at from a local commercial point 
at points remote from settlers but the utiliza- forest is its appeal to the lover of the silent of view, it would seem to be a colossal blun- 
tion of existing sites in settled districts for places of the north. Clothed in natural der not to capitalize these rare advantages 
distribution of cheap power to the public, es- vegetation, this region_is one of the most 294 Opportunities. afte - 
pecially to struggling new industries. Of these pealthful and beautiful in the world. Trav- Rainy Lake lies almost in the geographi- 
today, farming in the Rainy River valley and : e cal center of the continent. A radius of 

a 1g Vass) y elers from earliest times onward have sung B00 ails tikes in neatly twenty Ave 
at nearby points, such as the villages of Ray its praises. There is nowhere else so charm. *O.7? ms ithi y f ae 24 
and Ericsburg in Minnesota, holds most ing a blend of rocks and woods and water. mo people valli watainiia comfortable’? 
Promise. For intimate contact with unspoiled nature poureaence by. Han. Twice that radius 

= = = or thereabouts includes three times as many 
FOREST INDISPENSABLE these canoe waters, endlessly varied and in- people. In 50 years, at the present rate of 

tricate, are the heart of all that was loveliest increase, there will be 150 million people 

The chief concern of the region, how- in primeval America. within a thousand miles. And meantime 
ever, is its forests. Originally, this entire A WILD WONDERLAND year by year they are being brought closer 
boundary country was heavily wooded. This by modern roads, speedier cars, swifter 
is the same superb pine forest that once Few people realize the wealth of attrac- transportation of every sort. It takes no 
extended far south into Minnesota and Wis- tion in this forested lakeland of the north. Mother Shipton to prophesy the over- 
consin, In the Rainy River valley itself, as The tonic freshness; the soft, pure air and whelming need of these city-worn and dust- 
in many other older parts of America, the water; Archean rocks; pines, balsams and laden people for the peace and beauty that 
loss of the forest is not necessarily fatal birches; meandering streams; torrential tap- this border lakeland can administer. 
to commerce; for, when lumbering ceases ids and falls; ancient Indian paintings on Looking at the region as a whole, is 
and the lumber mills move on to new con- the rocks; curving beaches: thousands of is- there not some way of serving the best 
quests, farming takes its place. Over the lands (each one a home for a Crusoe); wild interests of all legitimate existing industries 
greater part of the Lake of the Woods water- creatures of ‘woods and water from the and yet of protecting for all time these price- 
shed, however, there is no such consolation, tiniest crustaceans to the mightiest moose: less and irreplaceable recreational values, 
The whole area, with the exception of the the primitive Ojibway Indians themselves— which promise fame and fortune beyond that 
fertile valley already mentioned and a few all these are but a small part of the story. of any similiar area on the continent? It 
other restricted farm lands, is incapable of Not only has nature been lavish, but history was this question in all its intricate aspects
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‘ and fish and game cannot be continually har- 
3 vested without also being produced and that 

" , the easiest way to produce them is to safe- 
guard nature in her own processes. It sees 
in shore lines what every speculator sees—an 
immense and growing value—and reserves 

that value for the good ofall against heed- 
less destruction. It looks to the future as 
well as to the present and acknowledges that 
we are living in a fool’s paradise. It does 

m— -., &§ gh not go from the one extreme of squandering 
De Eee —... . -_ , » | - —rti‘“_O_ our birthright to the other of locking it up 

Po ee ee a See ee 5 in an outdoor museum; it seeks rather, by 

ehh CL ne ee ee working with nature instead of against her, 
OE aa de) ere mes jee Oe eee to turn the scales from the side of depletion 
oe eee ee Spe geen to the side of abundance. While aiming to 
ee Se See ee ae be fair and constructive to all interests, it 
ee i eee ce a insists upon the preponderant public view. 
ee ee a ee fo In short, it substitutes ordinary forethought 
a ae oe ee i ae : for tragic waste in a great problem of “‘prac- 

—————— : = 7 = = ; tical sociology.” 

On Lac La Croix The real significance of the plan has not 

yet been grasped even by its sponsors. Here 
we have something new in parks; not a 

that engaged for many months some of the poses the Dominion of Canada and the Uni- pear a ap er pee 
best minds in Canada and the United States; ted States, with the consent of the Province Bopealitol the (outside, oublic he tens 
and the answer, the profound significance of Ontario, will be asked to adopt a treaty of the tea will em fees te distinctive 
of which has hardly yet reached public con- founded upon these general principles and aalit T will be ae tease font Ge 
sciousness, may be summed up in the new appointing an advisory board of the best es an Mellewse National Park 4 
name, THE QUETICO-SUPERIOR IN- park, forest, and biological authorities from ane me Ceo ene 2 one Fats an 
TERNATIONAL PARK. both eocnten erefore by far the largest on the continent 

and the first international area of its sort, 

PRICELESS VALUES TO BE SAVED ALL INTERESTS PROTECTED so far as known, anywhere in the world. 
The name is derived from the Quetico The plan contemplates no disturbance of Nueeat oe Cee acs te 

Provincial Park and the Superior National present vested rights. Due allowance will be j;;, S OEAbI than’ pe Smee OES ad 
Forest set aside respectively in 1909 by On- made for all mining, agricultural, railroad, fal tee Va the Pee ees 
tario and the United States. That portion and othe indestrial reauirements, The inner eed he plan be leaderstor Babi épin- 

of the border lakeland in which they lie, lakes will be kept a wilderness sanctuary, °° oa : 
extending east from Fort Frances oat In- free from any form of private ownership or lenin both counties anidicates chat this. pub: 
ternational Falls almost to Lake Superior, is evidence of civilized activities; but the outer Ups OF eee One 
known as the Rainy Lake watershed. Here lakes, such as Rainy, Kapatogama, Sand 

is an area of 14,500 square miles, contain- Point, Vermilion, and others, already in 
ing all that is most precious of the remain- contact with roads and railways and partly irae * La a E Z 
ing wilderness. Unlike the Rainy and the in private hands, will be open to private 4 ; a beans ss 3 
Winnipeg rivers and the really great streams enterprise conforming to the main purposes Ge ee i 
of the continent, its countless waterfalls and of the region. There will be no curtailment ad : ‘ee 
rapids are comparatively small and can only Of water-powers already developed; but lakes ~ 
be turned into power or storage for power like Rainy and Namakan, which have already £ i, Sie =<} 
at a sacrifice out of all proportion to the been dammed, will be strictly regulated with Tibco os i] 

economic benefits. To be convinced of that, @ View to the best interests not only of the Pa ae + Ex . ; 
one has only to witness the miles of devasta- mill owners but of the public as well. Uni- ee 4 ps ye Cag 
tion on the Seine River, where the Backus formity of flow, needs of navigation, scenic Pal) eee wing Peed a 

companies have recently installed a whole <ffects, rights of owners will all be considered. ae er ee : 
series of dams. Throughout a great part No private manipulation of lake levels will 74 7 eta cd 
of its length, all that gave character to this b¢ permitted. ES a Na ees eS 
superb stream, which for—centuries has been It_is recognized at the outset that any ey 4 pak ee 23 
the home of Ontario’s worthiest Indians, plan, which protects the tributaries of Rainy San ye ea ae oe Ms has been obliterated. Lake and not Rainy Lake itself or which & oN y eae ie | 

What is contemplated by the park plan Protects Rainy Lake and not the tributaries, | Se Mager > S ee ey is that the public lands and waters of the Would fail of its purpose. All these lakes |igagm Sw Pa 4 Agee iP ak 
Rainy Lake watershed Iying in both Ontario %¢ closely bound together as a single unit a eee 2 Se BS 
and Minnesota shall be withdrawn from un- 2"d must be administered under a single <— ee oe 
regulated private exploitation and adminis- ‘O™prehensive plan. TThe outer lakes are |i -* ee EG ie 
tered for all time under a uniform policy properly residence lakes; the inner lakes oe x a em 

of conservation for the benefit of the peo- ‘ising lakes. Those, who come to Rainy af ae ee . 
ple. All visible shore lines of lakes, streams, Of any of the other residence lakes, do so asf ere 
and islands are to be kept inviolate and park- largely because of the attraction of the great ra ee x 

like. All Jakes and streams, still in a state Wilderness beyond, in which they can lose Fg sre % t a md of nature, are to be left as they are with themselves for weeks at a time and enjoy | ig@amytS oS diem sas eae 
all their natural features. Throughout the ‘he abundant wild life of the northland. v7 anv as| \) be Re, 9 
region timber will be grown to be marketed yA POR | Agee > ay 
when mature but eink the utmost care FORETHOUGHT OR TRAGIC WASTE ry Em Epes 7 | oh Cig 
against fire and under strict government re- The plan is founded on common sense. It ee re 7s 
gulation to protect shore lines and to insure takes a broad survey of the whole area, ask- a oe Pop Meee | gl 
speedy natural reforestation. The whole ing where are the really important power ————— 
area is to be devoted to the maximum con- resources, where the agricultural, where the 
tinuous production of all its natural forest mineral, where the strictly forest lands, and Hocio iy, tobn Hondvere, (me tate 
and wild life resources, including fish and where the recreational opportunities, and ‘‘/t is the children that are the inspiration for 
game and fur-bearers. For these great pur- gives to each its due. It realizes that forests the Quetico-Superior International Park.”
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WIDESPREAD BENEFITS reached by auto road, such as Ely, Tower, others. New forms of interest and friend- 
Suppose we consider some of the chief ee oe es ship are binding them together. 

Big bab lem Rens ue ecy nantes dying ior coast but even the stations on the Canad- SCENIC ROADS TO NEW DOMAIN 
i ian National and the Canadian Pacific rail- Act d oat 

1. Lumber and related industries will be ways west of Port Arthur, may be expected Winnipeg has ray Sue peal a K 

placed on a sounder and more permanent to feel the stimulation of this trade, The '© Kenora. Another is bong built to Ker, 
basis through a government policy of for- Ontario communities particularly should gain ne from ort ime a Eee ake a 
estry, which will help insure a perpetual prominence, because they are the terminus pee roa ee <P . : 

i i round trip by motor car from Minneapolis 
supply of timber. The more enlightened of the movement and because they have the i Winni K di ‘Bort Erances. 
companies have recognized the need of just greater natural attractions to offer. Some a aCe ie “1 “a Barer 
such a policy for years. The mills at Clo- idea of the possibilities may be gained from py buch} wulll cover aslake 2ndhwoo) ite ee 
quet, Virginia, Ely, International Falls, Fort the statement of the Ten Thousand Lakes 2” pesthout tiyal east of the Rockies. Wit 

Frances, and other points may all be ex- Association that in the year 1927 the tourist og new international park ae stiee ae 
pected to profit. Labor will be assured of industry, still admittedly in its infancy, Uaction @ network of roads aN nee e fe 
more dependable and lasting employment brought into the State of Minnesota the sum the "wilderness Det net oan. hh ee 
and the opportunity to establish permanent of eighty-two million dollars. From the and) motar/ boatiwill there supplant the! ity 
homes. poor man, who seeks those most economical °™ 

2. The finances of the north-east coun- Of all forms of recreation—camping and As the park plan becomes better under- 
ties of Minnesota will be strengthened canoeing—to the wealthy summer resident, stood, the probability is that the people of 
through receipt from the government of 25 who maintains an elaborate camp and a Ontario and Minnesota will ask for a larger 
per cent of all revenues derived from refor- yacht of his own, all alike “find delight in rather than a smaller area, until all adjoining 

ested federal lands. This is an established the northland. And home markets of every public lands of like nature are included. Very 
rule of the Forest Service. These revenues Stt—both for labor and commodities—share likely Kenora will request that the park be 

from lands at present unproductive will re their_good fortune, * - oto extended..from the northern tributaries of 

duce and equalize the heavy burden of taxes 6. All-land:values-will be favorably af- Rainy Lake. to the north _ portion Or 
now falling chiefly upon a class of people, fected——not only lake-shore lands’ for sim- Lake of the Woods which is already» famed 
mill-workers, homesteaders, small farmers mer purposes but town and farm property 3% 7 Summer resort. 
and tradesmen, who are least able to bear as well. Many of the tourists themselves If only adequate protection is given to the 
them. are farmers and. quick to appreciate such* fish, the game, and the beauty of this his- 

3. The really important water-powers ©PPortunities as are presented, for instance, torical wonderland, if its wilderness char- 

of the region—those in the Rainy and the in the Rainy River valley. Likewise, the acter above all can be preserved, we may ex- 

Winnipeg rivers—will all profit both in de- choice summer camp sites offered by the On- pect such a northward flow of visitors as 
pendability and uniformity of flow through © tario government on Rainy Lake are likely has never been dreamed of before. Only 
forest protection for their water supply at to be among the first to be taken. last October Mr. “Arthur Hawkes: of Tor- 
its source in the head-waters. The Province onto made his~historic suggestion for the 
of New Brunswick has already adopted the TIDE OF TOURISTS. ~ complete protection of this region through 
same wise measures for its own water re- : treaty agreement between the two countries. 

SOUICES: . ‘The benefits are by no means ccnfined to There-canstie: no question Of the enthusiastic 
4. A vast increase in fish, game, and. the local towns or to the Arrowhead coun- eee Ha. ne United Site, ep nets 

fur-bearers will result. Under proper ad- tty. . The tide of tourists will flow into’ a eee COC RD I EL ex Det Ce eee ose 
ministration there is no doubt that the out- Ontario through the length and breadth of ofethert vomne lakes ant) forests ito ppewa with 

put of these products can be enormously ex- Minnesota and from alf outlying points. ee ee ae mene thee ean 
panded. The fur crop alone should carry Even the towns of Wisconsin will. feel ‘its ean SSpCCla ye Watcneete oe ae one 

the entire administrative expenses of the area. ‘nfluence. Every man, woman, and child in = ane ota ee ee far Hee an 
There will be large additional returns from Ontario and Minnesota may justly thrill with Race ashi Eee ase et If re nae 
fish and game licenses and from commercial. Pride at thought of this new park of theirs, Be ae ee en b apy OP ORs tr oe 
fishing in the larger outer lakes. Every ¢XPressing a wholly new idea in conserva- PDE cto DEM CREA OD AD Yea Dasa ea uluet ests: i 

settler will benefit by the overflow of game tion and international relations. re Bee ee the a pat inxolses ie fone 

into surrounding territory. The experience If we draw a triangle from Winnipeg to of aunts ne Ceneag of mane ee tesk 
of the: Reo so eee Ror! Artbur and Fort William, thence via forward instead to a time, when the prin- 
Bene ee eo eae Shes eee a up 2 Si Fat! and Minneapolis, and cipal. summer camps of a crowded continent 
ction ae falibe Guile Ge Demeieee then back to Winnipeg, we shall include a will be clustered round the border of this 

led 3 a territory with an entirely new community wilderness playground, when our children’s 
within 100 miles of New York City than of interest. The frontier towns are being — children will be.drawing health and inspira- 
in any State of the Union. 4 brought sintg, the orbit. of. the larger-cities. tign.from-the beauty -of their undiminished 

5. A vast migration of tourists, in need Alf will feel the vivifying effects of this new- inheritance and when two: contented peoples 
of what the northern lakes can give and current of life. More-and more it is be- will be sharing the enjoyment of a great 
attracted by the size and character of this ginning to be recognized that, regardless of vision fulfilled. The hope of mankind is 

new international park, will bring a wholly boundaries, which are after all man-made and_ its children. It is the children after all that 
new revenue into the region. Every point arbitrary, one section of this great triangle are the inspiration for the QUETICO-SU- 
of entry to the park, not only the towns cannot prosper without the prosperity of the PERIOR INTERNATIONAL PARK. 
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March 22, 192, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building (U. W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I thought you might be interested in 

the attached photostat of the Legislative Re- 

commendations of the Minnesota Game Protective 

Association, which were sent to me py Mr. Horn 

of the Federal Cartridge Corporation. 

Note particularly the second page 

where reference is made to the Survey being 

conducted by the Institute. This is very 

encouraging. 

Yours truly, 

ae 
ie} ttee on Restoration 

and Protection of Game 

J.M.Olin:W
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LEGISLATIVE REGOMIENDATIONS OF MINNESOTA GAME PROTECTIV= LEACUP, a 
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2 efonl Rig-\o MM oh Male eX MN m ob Let Lelie mae rchol smack ciokeviag 2-1 msbamiettac | 2 od oats 
mid-winter conference, Jamary 31, 1925, thot: thestollowing matters 
are, recommenddd to the Minnescta State Legislature for aporopeiggc 

action. Gis 
1. <A law making it unlawful t) k#1]1, or to attempt to kill, “any 

big game within one-quarter mile of any state maintained highway. 

2. That the use of dogs in coon hunting be permitted. q 

3. That an annual open season on cock pheasants be allowed, sud— 

ject to the existing authority of the Governor to close or curtail 

the season in any county upon recommendation of the Game & Fish 

Commissioner. ac 

4. That the season on prairie chickens be closed pbstoCcnmeem Cte) 8 % 
5. That bear be placed on the protected list, with an open sea=) 

son from October 15 to December 31, subject to the existing authority 
of the Governor to close or curtail the season in any. county upon 

recommendation of the Game and Fish Commissioner. 

6. That the skunk be placed upon the unprotected list 
7. That present fines for game law violations be doubled. 

8. That all fines for game law violations be divided equally 

between the state and the county in which the offense is committed. 

9. That the spearing of fish in the spring be prohibited. : 

10. That hunters must accompany their big game while in transit : 

and that the issuance of big game hunting licenses be stopped ten j 

days before the ovening of the season. Z 
11. That the sale or purchase of game be made a gross misdemsanor, . 
12. That the harvesting of wild rice by machinery be prohibited. 

13. That the action of the game and fish department in establish—== 

ing bass breeding ponds throughout the state is commendable and shou- 

id be encouraged. 
14. That the action of the game and fish department in locating, 

marking and closing the spawning beds of bass and other nest build-~©* 
ing fish in lakes throughout the state is commendaodle and should be 
encouraged. 

15. That the length limit on all species of fish caught by angl- 

= ing or spearing should be abolished. 

16. That an annual open season on buck deer be allowed, sudject to 
the existing authority of the Governor to close or curtail the sea- 
son in any county upon recommendation of the game and fish commissim er. 

17. That the renting of any boat which has not been inspected and 

passed as seaworthy by the Department of Conservation be prohibited. 

18. That the state bounty on wolves be $20.00 

i9. That legislation curtailing the right of citizens to keep and 
use pistols,rifles and shotguns is hostile to safe sport and to sound 

public policy. 

20. That general effect of all changes in game and fish laws should 
tend toward greater simplicity and wider discretion by Game and Fish 
Department in opening or closing the season according to existing 

local conditions. 8 
3 ye CD teal eX eer: Wes money collected for huntins cocoa ay heme otc) tL 

( i devoted to game and fish conservation thru the Game and Fish Department 

We
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Be it resolved by the Minnesota Gam®’Protective League,assembled ; 

in its midwinter conference, at St. Paul, January 31, 1929: 

1. That the practice of airplane pilots wno intentionally fright : 

en and disturb wild fowl is condemned as unsportsmanlike. 

2. That the Game and Fish Department is commended for its 
activity in the establishment of new game refuges. 

3. That the establishment of water fowl tourist camps by sports- 

men in St. Paul, Fairmont, Winona, Bemidji and Albert Lea is commended 
and recommended for duplication by other clubs in this organization. 

4. That the cooperation received from non-affiliated sportsmen's F 

organizations through the state is appreciated. x ee 

5. That the action of the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manu- 

facturers' Institute in inaugurating and financing a complete survey 

of the game resources of the United States in order to obtain the facts 

upon which an effective program of game restoration can be based is ) 

commended as valuable and public spirited and merits the active coop- , 

eration of all members of this organization. 

6. That Congress is urged speedily to enact the Norbeck BSC ate 

ia geal 

7. That the management of the Ryan Hotel is thanked for the 

courtesies extended to this organization on this and former occasions. 

8. That, in the untimely death of George Mannheimer of St.Paul, 

the cause of conservation in Minnesota has lost an able and loyal cham- 

pien and the sportsmen of Minnesota a well-loved comrade. 

9. That we thank and commend James F. Gould for his excellent 

public service in the office of game and fish commissioner and extent 

to his succes-or, George W. McCullough, the assurance of our best 

wishes and the promise of our cordial co-operation. 

The Committee on Resolutions, to which was referred the follow- 

ing resolution by Herbert F. Kester of Faribault, reports the same 

out without recommendation because it came in too late for consider- 

ation by the entire committee and sugzests that it be explained by 

its author on the floor: 

"We favor that in the matter of removing carp in the lakes of 

Minnesota, that the awarding of contracts on a competitive basis to 

the highest bidder be eliminated and that as a conservation measure 

the contracts be made on a basis of efficiency so that thisnwork shall 

be done for the greatest good of the lakes which may eventually 

greatly reduce or eliminate the carp evil, and that a copy of this 

resolution be sent to Governor Theodore Christianson, Commissioners 

of Administration and Finance and the Game and Fish Commissioner. 

On motion by H. E. Kester of Faribault, seconded by Chas.Grill 

of Sherburn, the above resolution was unanimously adopted. 

7 ee Sead
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10 

Let’s Buy No Pig in a Poke | 

Minnesota is now asked to acquire thirteen 

SMirttera-e Mea ctottcr bits mrauss mod land in Beltrami and | 

SP CMTC Cot aC Amo cer baa 

Sarria) Merb esalrc mbm etd shoot- | 

ing grounds, comprising two and a half million 

EiGaa 
Minnesota is asked to pay for this land by 

PE ea PAC RCMB TMC re Ermer ied | 
.the two Counties. 

From the viewpoint of the citizens of Bal- 

trami and Lake of the Woods Counties, the plan 

is a dandy. But is it a dandy Siaey nem G 

point of the rest of the State? That is a ques- 

tion that should be studied well, PUN iat hes 

thoroughly and answered accurately, before Bat} 

Legislature approves the deal. | 

The project is so immense, it involves rom 

PVR Ne eTe ce ace-DeKe Lae RO MmELeLOLy great importance, : 

that the proposal should be neither accepted nor 

Panes Mmrtitel masta ore Lan ae dead sure of its 

CCS nm mrt cele tame MaMa Ce. 

whole, For it is the State as a whole that will 

have to pay the bill. . 

Aca Came MmeesberTcMb acs AITec Mo MESON mE CQUME tc 

size as that proposed can be adequately pro-— 

Pree Mb ace Me teCooe aac) Me bcm LC MbeaO ey de- 

structive vermin, except at prohibitive expense, 

Fema CME Km COCR MECC mma LS 

found. 
Whether permanent removal of such a great 

acreage from the tax rolls of the two Counties 

San Octcma Macon chat meme cic Tapers 

as bad as the one that now vexes them, is 

another. 

Diao aC Cen M Cecio ane CRS Eh mom hg 

land which, under the present law relating to | 

delinquent taxes, would eventually fall into the 

State’s hands without purchase, is still another. 

But more important still, is the purely Bays 

ness question: Will this proposed State enter- 

Se cm sr nae LIEN aes 

Peace meat mn VATU e Tm Latur cog 

its of reforestation of part of this land under 

State auspices, plus revenues from fees that may 

be charged for the privilege of hunting in the 

area, offset the interest and sinking fund re- 

quirements involved in the deal? 

The point is, that Minnesota should not go 

blindly into this project, but should make a full 

PRGMc besa ecretevrhaty Mom CR Lom mp ett cA8 en 

possibly by an interim commission. 
For going into big things blindly is a lola bg 

business. It was going blindly into large scale 

drainage years ago that brought about the pres- 

ent tax plight of Beltrami and Lake of the Woods 

Counties. This vast area, which the State is 

now asked to buy, was drained, because men 

thought it would make good farm land. This 

huge debt which the State is now asked to as- 

sume was incurred, because men thought these 

swamps would make good farm land. 
Viola rtemcnycebbeh icin (crucmmebacbbaCcis lm beCo naa did 

not make good farm land. The trouble would 

never have come, had men first found out for 

sure. In the matter of this proposed game 

refuge, Minnesota should first find out for sure. 

Only in Mother Goose is it profitable to jump out 

of one bramble bush into another one.
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Supplement to Report of 

Minnesota Game Survey 9/27/28. 

l3a. Hungarian Partridge. 

The Hungarian stock of Minnesota originates from 

two sources: (1) Drift from Iowa (2) Plantings beginning 

in 1926 by sportsmens organizations, 

The Game Department has so far confined its : 

plantings to pheasants and turkey, which are produced on 

its game farm at Mound. For next year it has set up 

$5,006. for Hungarians. 

According to Peterson the South Dakota plant- 

ings have not yet reached Minnesota, the few birds in 

the southwest corner being Iowa drift moving from the 

southeast. 

The attached map, furnished by Game Commissioner 

Geo. E. McCullough, shows the location of plantings from 

1926 - 8 and also the establishment of the Iowa drift. 

Over 4000 birds have been planted to date, as follows: ; 

1926 --- 1500 birds 
1927 --— only a few 
1928 --~ 2600 

It is as yet impossible to call the plantings established, 

because it is never possible to tell whether birds seen ; 

represent established stock or stock recently turned 

down. Nevertheless there is a strong probability that ; 

many of the plantings are successful. 

-2la-
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The present trend is toward repeated large plant- 

ings and away from intermittent small ones. 

Stocking. No census data were obtained. It is 

‘gafe to say, however, that the stocking has not yet reached 

the stage where open seasons would be safe. Gould says 

the heaviest stocking is in Olmstead, Winona, and McCloud 

counties. 

nat is Hungarian Range? There is clearly a trend 

toward failure in the extreme northern plants. The follow- 

ing are instences: 

~ Place Gounty Year Result 
Hackensack Cass 50 birds,1927 Not seen,1928 
Rosy Itasca 12 birds, No tracks seen 

: June 1927. in winter. 
Gone 1928. 

Duluth Carlton 114 birds,1927 Not yet seen, 
1928. 

) MeGullough ascribes these failures to lack of open 

land rather than severity of climate. He sets the northern 

Limit at Latitude 46 (see mp). 

That Hungarians may thrive in the transition belt 

as well as the prairie is indicated by their seeming success 

at Hutchinson, which cleared transition hardwoods still 

interspersed with woodlots. There have been plantings here 

since 27 pairs were turned down in the spring 1926. A brood 

of young were found 2 miles east of Hutchinson in 1928, and 

ca 6 were fed all winter in 1927 - 8 at the Hutchinson Cemetery. 

(These birds were flushed out of coniferous trees by Eheim 

and Anderson. This is quite remarkable and indicates the 

value of coniferous shelterbelts as winter cover for 

Hungarians as well as ruffed grouse and quaib.) A pees
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Whether Hungarians will thrive on the driftless 

area is an important but unanswered question,- they may 

show the same preference for drift soils as pheasants. : 

Some of the heaviest plantings have been on the driftless 

area at Winona. These birds have nested, as evidenced by 

setting hens beheaded by mowers. However, the plantings 

have continued each year, thus raising the question of 

whether the nestings were new or old stock. 

These slender indications as to what is Hun- 

garien range may be summarized as follows: They will 

probably thrive in the southern prairies of Minnesota, 

and (ith the possible exception of the driftless area) 

in the agricultural parts of the transition belt. 

Need for Research. Practically nothing certain 

is known about (1) The natural enemies of Hungarians. 

(2) The best foods and coverts. 

(3) Whether shbobing retards or increases 
rate of spread. 

(4) Relations to pheasants, if any. . 

(5) Technique of winter-feeding. 

A joint research project, sponsored by an inter- 

state organization like the Izaak Walton League, and 

executed in a coordinated way by the Research Institutions 

of Iowa, Minnesota, and South Dakota, would be good 

insurance on the large sums being spent on thisbird. As 

mentioned in the Iowa feport, Morningside College at 

Sioux City has made a start toward such a study.
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: “oe by Elliott Cues BoE 

U.S. Geologicsl Survey Mis. Pub. Sao 3 
No. 3, Washington, 187%. : iz , 

pe WO, Sherptatl. Audubon says tn 1838 "aeoldental in N. Tlinoiee® = 
‘ First pimated killed at Fort Ripley, iim. 1873. Nething mot bes ace ee 

" by sharptail since 1853. Some sharptail left 12 miles N. St. Paul , rs 
= now, 1374 (7). hence dividing line runs 5.¥. toward Yantctoa, : 

: "T, cunidg (pinnated) appears to replace the other (suarptail) 
» - ag the wheat-field advance." : : ee 

aS _ 2 ga reliably informed of ite (sharstatl's) occurrence with = 
a oe cate (pinnated), in the northwestern vortion of Iowa.” . : . 

; Dividing line now (1874) is between Fort Rantella and Yankton 
; ; "fae Cupidones are unquestionably creeping wo the Missouri; — ‘ 

: gust as the miail have alreaty done, although they have not - : ree 
* - apparently as yet » sea quite so far." (Thin implies the a 

| quatl bousdary tu 187h was chove: tekton,} Fe = 

= - Wyoeeeding now nearly due south, vo find the line. . 
: . fives the greater portion of Nebraska to this species, and passes “ 

oe pearly through the middle of Taneas to . . Fort. Hayes.” s z 

WO Pamated. “Fertile priairie country . . especially Tlinis, = 
2 Jowa, Missouri, eastern half of Minnesota, $.2. Dakota, middle ; 

| 2 and %. Kansas, and Nebrasia, Arkansas, ant %. Texas, Var. Be 
eas pallidicinetus from ¥. Texas." (This 4e the rance in 1874. Hayden 

: ees ; says it occurs nea? Council Bluffs “in myriads." "Nir. Allen notes Nis 
its westward spread from middle Kansas, bat I have no record of ite 

poe _ Feaghing, as yet, either Colorado or Vyoming." =~ ole ut. 

phe, Ruifol Grouse. “] never caw it in the Wigsourt (River) recon, 
sds % apparently odeurs only toward. the mouth of the river, I have : 
oe seen no Nebraskan recort. In Kansas Mr. Snow says 1t is “very 

‘ _.. Tare,” and it-is,no doubt, confine@t to the eastern part of the ; 
: : —gtate, It ie given as abuntent in southern Iowa by Mr. Trippe, —_ : 

te ree pnd oceurs in various parte of i4¢souri.* — 

p. UI. Bobwhite. "Up the Missouri to "hite River (layden." 
: "Along the Wissourl itis atunient up te Fort Rantall." "In ‘ 

sh Minnesota it 49 abuniant in the southern portiona of the state, 
: : and apoears tobe spreading with the advance of the settlements, : 

like the pinnated grousé." None on Red River,.or anywhere in’ =. 

eee northern Dakote. = ae oe ia eae 

we 39Le Wild Borkey. “ur. Hayden does not include the wild turkey in ®. : ae 
Be dos his revert, apparently not having met with {t in the Miasourt | ween Se 

pe ee fee ge : : i ae : vs > A
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; region. Its oocurrence, hovevor, is sufficiently attested as ine 
far up the Miscourl River as Yankton, if not somewhat beyond-- - os 

: ; . -- T Rave observed but one Minnesotan record. .. . both the ane 

: -¢. Kengas authorities witness tts comon occurrence in the timbered —__ ae 
°° @ietriets of that state, ag Mr. Trippe does in southern Iowa,< 

~~ « the northern. line. . appears to have contracted of late = |, 
<— .years. It is scarcely now found in any part of Minnesota, but — Sees 

"Dre Head tells me that some 30 years ago, at old Fort Atkinson, a. 
: few miles west of Prairie du Chien, 4t was frequently killed, Soe 

Boe 3 - though its present northern limit cannot be far from the southern os 
border of Nimnesota.* : : é e.



Minn. 

Excerpt from "Fine, Feathers, and Fur," No. 77, Sept. 1929 

VAGRANE HOUSE CARS 

“The greatest destroyers of birds are our housecats. They 

destroy our most valuable birds, those that were created for our benefit 

to destroy noxious weed seeds and ali kinds of harmful insects that are a 

menace to livestock and necessary vegetation," 

. Warden Klet's reference to the house cat's destruction of game 

virds recalls an instance rtelated by Warden Sheridan Greig, of Pine County. 

His children being pleased with a large black cat that strayed into his 

place one winter's dey several years ago, he let it remain, ageinst his 

better judgment. Several mornings later the cat was missing and seeing the 

trail led in the direction which he intended to patrol that day, he followed 

it to see what the cat would do. Within the first mile that cat had caught 

and partially eaten two grown partridges. Needless to say, Warden Greig 

snowshoed that trail until the cat was eliminated; and the trail was seven. 

miles long before the demise. took plade. i
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Extracts from "The Grouse and Wild Turkeys of the United States, and Their 

e 

P. 10 : 

(ympanuchus americanus. ) 

The prairie hen, or ‘prairie chicken,' inhabits the western prairies 
from Manitoba to southern Texas and Iouisiana and from Ohio to Nebraska. 
fhe birds of southern Texas and Louisiana are smaller and darker than the 
common bird. : ; : 

In summer prairie hens roost on the ground in a family covey, as does 
the bobwhite, but in winter, in many sections, they roost in trees. In the ; 
fall several coveys congregate in a pack, after the fashion of ptarmigans and ne 
erested quail. Prof. F. B. L. Beal informs the writer that at Ames, Iowa, dur- 
ing the early eighties, he frequently found packs numbering as many as a thous- 
and birds, and that they habitually roosted in the long grass beside sloughs. : 
The prairie hen is migratory in the northern part of its range, and to a certain -— 
extent farther south also. The well-known authority on migration, Prof. ¥. ¥. eS 
Cooke, says! : oy 

In November and December large flocks of prairie chickens come from north- 3 
etn Iowa and southern Minnesota to settle for the winter in northern Miss- 

_—* ouri and southern Iowa. This migration veries in bulk with the severity of 
; the winter, 

The estimation in which the bird is held may be realized from the fact 
that in 1902 the supply at from $3 to $5 a brace nowhere met the demand. : 

Pe il $e 

“So reluctant occasionally is it to fly that it can hardly be put up, and 
Professor Cooke informs the writer that several times while hunting in northern 

—~ Minnesota he saw a pointing dog jump and catch @ three-fourths grow prairie hen . 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the prairie hen was extremely 
abundant throvghtout Ohio and Kentucky. It is now rare in both states. A part 
of the ground it has lost in the Bast it has gained by a westward and northward 

* movement. It has followed the grain fields of the pioneers of the plains, and 
with the extension of grain culture into Minnesota and Manitoba it ha» become 

> plentiful there. According to Dr. Hatch, it was by no means common when the
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| Extracts from "Grouse & ¥ild Turkeys of the U.S" 

FP. 12 : 

white man first came to Minnesota, and he says that in Illinois as late as 1936 
ae a hunter was extremely lucky if he could bag a dozen in a day. Some years later, 

ee with much less effort, one could have shot 50 in a day, and there yere records of 
& 100 to a single gun. é SRF : 

She former status of the bird in the East is well indicated by Audubon's 
classic observations at Henderson, Ky., in 1610. Audubon says 

In those days during the winter the Grous would enter the farm- 
yard and feed with the poultry, alight én the houses, or walk in the 
very streets of the villages. I recollect having caught several in i 
a stable at Henderson, shere they had followed some Wild Turkeys. In ile 
the course of the same winter, a friend of mine, who was fond if prac- 
ticing rifle shooting, killed upwards of forty in oné morning, but. ‘ 
picked none of them up, so satiated with Grous was he, as well as every 
member of his family. My own servants preferred the fattest flitch of 
vacon to their flesh, and not unfrequently laid them aside as unfit for 
Cooking. * * ®™ They could not have been sold at more than one cent 
apiece. * * * So rare have they become in the markets of Philadelphia, 
Wew York, and Boston, thet they sell at from five to ten dollars the pair. 

So far as the sportsman is concerned, the prairie hen is now extinct in 

J Kentucky. — 

Through its operation the sale of the prairie hen was virtually stopped 
in 1902 and 1903 in all the large cities of the East. 

B13 

EB. W. Nelson informs the writer thet in the early seventies in northwestern - 
Tllinois the farmere in many places burned the prairies in spring after the 
prairie hens nested, and often gathered for household use large numbers of the 
egee thus exposed. 

The prairie hen has the advantage, however, of yielding more readily to 
domestication then the bobwhite, and strong efforts should be made to establish 
preserves of domesticated birds for restocking country where the species is ex-. 
tinct. Suecessful enterprises of this kind would be profitable. That such 
domestication is possible and even feasible, the appended quotation from Audubon 
implies: : 

The Pinnated Grous is easily tamed, and easil kept. It also breeds in 
Confinement, and I have often felt surprised that it has not been fairly 
domesticated, While at Henderson, I purchased sixty alive, that were ex- 
pressly caught for me within twelve miles of that village, and brought in a 
bag laid seross the back of a horse. I cut the tips of their wings, and 
turned them loose in a garden and orchard about four acres in extent. Within
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 Betrecte from "Grouse & Wild Turkey of the U.S." Pes 

ke ae : e 

a week they became tame enough to allow me to approach them without 
their being frightened. * * * In the course of the winter they e 
pecame so gentle a2 to feed from the nad of my wife, and walked about ; 

4 the garden like so many tame fowls, mingling occasionally with the ' ‘ 
domestic poultry. * * ® When spring returned they strutted, ‘tooted,! = =. 
ané fought, as if in the wilds where they had received their birth. : 
Many laid eges, and a good number of young ones made their appenrance. 

P. 15 
: VEGETABIC FOOD. ; 

From October to April, inclusive, the preirie hen takes little 
but vegetable food. This element amounts to 85.99 per cent for the 
year. Fruit constitutes 11.79 percent; leaves, flowers, and shoots, 
25.09 percent; seeds, 14.87 percent; grain, 31.06 percent, and miscell- — 
aneous vegetable material, 3.03 ‘percent. pees 

Hh The prairie hen ests @ much emaller proportion of seeds, with the 
: exeeption of grsin, than the bobwhite, and in this respect is less i 

-gseful than the latter bird. It is, however, a better weeder than any 
ether grouse, and ite services in this particular are worthy of consid- 
‘eration. : 

: iS eX 

fhe stomacks and crops examined in the investigation contained 31.06 
percent of grain. The bobwiite, another busy stubble feeder, takes only © 
17.38 percent. EN ae : 5 : 

pas 
LEAVES FLOWERS AND SHOOTS. Ge ae 

Naturally the prairie hen is uuch less iven to budding then the | 
ruffed grouse, but it has been known to pluck buds of rh élm, pine, 

: apole, dward biren (Betula glandulosa), and black birch (B. lenta). 
"T have counted more than 50 on a single apple tree,” writes Audubon, oe 
"the bude of which they entirely destroyed in a few hours. * * * 

: They were, in fact, looked upon with more ebhorrence than the crows are 
at. present in Massachusetts and Meine, on account of the mischief they 
committed among the fruit trees of the orchards during winter, when they 

fed on their buds, or while in the spring months, they picked up the grain 

in the fields." :



Extracts from "Grouse and Wild Turkey of the U. 5." : 

Pr. 19 
THE HEATH HEN 

{Tympanuchus cupido.) | 
William Brewster in 1290 ascertained that, all told, there were probably 

only sbout 209 heath hens, and that they were confined to about 40 square miles 
of the island of Marthas Vineyard. 

THE INSSER PRAIRIE HEN 

: (fympanuchus pallidicinetus. ) 

H. C, Oberholser, of the Biological Survey, found them common in August, — 
1901, in Wheeler County, Tex. é
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Mr, Ralph 7, King” cae ao ee ee ee. 
, University Farm. aid, ee i ote ee go St. Paul, Minnesota. e ee eo ee eS pees 

ie, | | Piugeested to Sig Olson that he not count to strongly | 
: on 8 Yorest Service appointment because I had information from Ag eS 

: other sources that he was persona non grata with themoon’ © = 0 |e | 
ee saccount of some controversy over forest policy on the Superior © ice 

: i Forest, -1 simply did not want him td waste his time on somée- ; br 
thing which might be vetoed. I could not tell him the reason 8 

e “but I do not hesitate to tell it to you. I hope Iam wrong, = 8 : 
- since I think Sig Olson is exactly the man they need. Possibly ea : 

it would have béen wiser for me to just keep still, ee 

x -  E think the Forest Service is going right chead with = 
: their game program and the chances sre excellent that they will «=. =. 

take on several men, — a . its : 4 Be cele i 

ETT SES oe Oe expect to visit Coon Valley in about ten days but : ee 
‘ ea cannot fix an exact date because I mst first finish my plantings. =~ 

2 on the demonstration areas. It would be fine to meet you there, = 

ees qth best regards, POSE ESE Oy eee ae 

; oes ano mOROLD



Unrverstty or MINNESOTA 

DepartTMENT or AGRICULTURE 

Universiry Farm, St. Pavt 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY April 23 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thanks for the references you included in your letter of 
April 24, Some of them I had seen but some are new to me and I 
will be glad to look them up as soon as I have an opportunity to 

do so. 

You perhaps kmow that Chase has begun work for Holt and 
there seems to be good prospects that Laidlaw will be taken on 
later, I have talked with Sig Olsen a couple of times in the last 
month and from one or two things that he has said I have gained 

the impression that you were not too enthusiastic about the pros- 
pects for game management in the Forest Service, I may be all 
wrong about this but I would very much appreciate kmowing just 
how you do feel, This information would be strictly confidential 
of course. There are so many apparent possibilities and probable 
openinss right now and so many demands on one's time that I would 
prefer to avoid devoting too much time to something that holds 

little prospect of ever amounting to anything. I think you can 
gather my meaning and will appreciate how I feel about it. I 
expect to drop down to Holt's area within the next two or three 
weeks for a couple of days visit, probably over some weekend. I 
wish it would be possible for you to be there at the same time, 

The work at Cloquet is going along beautifully and we 

have every prospect of cleaning up some very questionable points 

by the first of July. I will tell you about it in more detail when 
we meet again and I hope this will be soon. 

: Sincerely yours 

RIK=-s Instructor - Economic Zoology



University or MINNESOTA 

DeparTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Unrvenrsiry Farm, Sr. Pavt 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY March 17 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

As you perhaps guessed, I had not received your letter of March 
lst before I went to Milwaukee. I think the suggestion relative to the 

effect of increasing mean age and declining clutch is decidedly important. 
I must admit that I had not thought of this connection and I assure you 
it will receive careful consideration from now on. You may be interested 
to know that our trapping this fall has shown less than 5% birds of last 
year caught this winter. I haven't the complete records but it appears 
that the greatest mortality during the last year occurred in birds of the 
year. Our returns on last year's birds now equal 29% of the total banded 

/ last year and of two years ago we have so far return records on 64, 

f The book that I mentioned to you in Milwaukee is "Partridge 

: : Disease and its Causes," by Portal and Collinage, published by Country 
pe Life LTD, London. It is a 96 page book describing in detail two methods 

~~ of partridge production, gives some interesting information on life history 
gs and discusses parasites and diseases at considerable length. I do not be- 

lieve it can be purchased in this country. 

I have had no word from either the Regional Forester's Office 
or from Mr. Holt, except a request for recommendations of men whom they 
might employ on their contemplated projects. I have supplied them with 
the names of such men as I feel are qualified for this work and I have 
suggested that inasmuch as they may probably hire away my best trained 
men, they might return the favor by giving temporary employment during 

the summer to some of the younger men in order to provide them with actual 
field experience. I could place a dozen or so young fellows, juniors and 
senior, on temporary jobs, from June lst to October 1st and they would be 
willing to work for very small vay, if the work included experience in 
wild life management. These men have all had three or more years training 

in forestry and in such game management and wild life work as I give in 
my courses here, I will appreciate it if you will keep these fellows in 
mind and let me know of any possible openings. They are not yet looking 

for permanent jobs, All of them want to complete their University work, 

I hope you are going to find it possible to get up here during 

the spring quarter and I sincerely hope you will be able to spend a few
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days with us at the Cloquet Station. Please let me know when you are 

coming and several days in advance of your arrival, if possible. 

Sincerely yours 

: RIK-s Instructor - Economic adh



New Soils Building 
March 1, 1934 

Mr. Ralph T, King 
University Tarn 
8t, Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Ralph: 

Iwas telling my class the other day about your dis- 
covery of declining clutch in ruffed crouse as they approach 
the peals of the cycle. One of my students made a sugcestion 
which had never occurred to me. z 

He asked whether the declining average clutch misht 
be the result of the increasing mean aze of the population. In 
support of the supposition that advancing mean age might depress 
the reproductive rate, he cites the prevalent belief in Europe 
that old cocks are undesirable, 

If you have not thought of this possibility, you may 
want to do so, I would suggest thet the criterion lies in the 
amount of spread above and below the mean that you get at the 
peak of the cycle, lTven at this time some of the individuals 
are of course still young, If age were responsible for the 
phenomenon, there should be a big spread. If it is something 
else, the spread would be no greater than at the trough of the 
eycle, 

I hand this to you for what it my be worth. ‘the 
suggestion comes from Mr. Carl Bunde. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Geme Research 

AL/vh



Universtry or MrInnesora 

DeparTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

University Farm, St. Paun 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY October 10 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am sorry I haven't answered your letter sooner but I have been laid 

up for two weeks and this is my first day back at the office. I believe con- 
gratulations are in order for I understand you now occupy the chair of Conserva- 

tionist at the University of Wisconsin. Personally, I think the University and 
the State of Wiconsin are the ones most deserving of congratulations, 

I would like very much to receive an outline of your setup and some 
knowledge of your future plans, when you have time to write them. The work here 
is going along splendidly, except for the continual worry over finance. Paul in= 
forms me in a letter just received that word is being circulated to the effect that 

the State Conservation Department is now financing our work, This is absolutely 
untrue. The State Conservation Department is contributing nothing, not even en- 
couragement, to our program. Every cent we have is contributed either from private 
sources or extracted from much reduced budget within our own department. However, 
the work is sill going on and much is being accomplished, I will not take time to 
outline it here. My intention is to publish in detail the results of the first 
4 1/2 years' work by January 1st. I would prefer, however, that this matter of in- 

tended publication not be announced publicly. As for the evidence on fluctuations 
and reproductive rate I will be glad to send you a summary. You can appreciate that 
I do not care to have this released at the present time, although I believe it is 
one of our most important findings. I have been working on a paper that embodies 
this particular phase of our work and had hoped to submit it for publication this 
week, However, my illness has held up work on this paper and it apparently will 
be held up further,for I am informed that I will spend the next two or three weeks 
in the hospital. McAtee has asked for the same data with permission to quote it, 
I presume there will be no danger in supplying him with this, although I would dis- 
like very much to have anyone beat me to publication. I will either send you this 
summary or a copy of the manuscript, in which the data are included, within a day 
or two. I hope it will be possible for you to get up here sometime during the 
year, not only to fill a lecture date or two, but in order that we may talk over 
a great many things that have transpired since we last saw each other. 

Needless to say, I think your book "Game Management" is a knockout. 
It marks an epoch in wild life conservation, I am using it for a text in my ow 
class and take some pride in the fact that I have assisted in the sale of probably 
three dozen copies outside of the University. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours 

Kaul. 1. Hug 
RIK-s Instructor - Economi¢ Zoology



New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin | 
Jamary 4, 1934 \ 

Mr. Ralph King 
Administration Building 
University Fara 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Ralph: 

I think I sent you a copy of my recent 
letter to Margaret Nice concerning your impending 
publication on Decline in Clutch of Ruffer Grouse. 

She has kindly responded with what looks 
like a very valuable list of references which I 
am gending you should you have opnortunity to use 
them. Kindly return her letter. x 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
AL:GM Game Manager 
Rnce



Soils Building 
October 13, 1933 

My. Ralph T. King ; : 
University Farm 

University of Minnesota : 
= St. Paul, Minnesota 

a Dear Ralph: _ 

; When I asked you for an outline of your new find- 
ings on declining reproductive rate, I had in mind sending 
it to the National Research Council with a request for funds. 

Zz ; On sober afterthought, however, I doubt whether they would 
lmow what we are talking about. I heartily agree that 
you should exercise great caution in releasing this at all, 

A even to McAtee, and certainly not for quotation previous 
“to your own publication. f : : 

; The next time I am in northwestern Wisconsin I sual 
run over to see you.. eae 

“I gather from your letter that your work is in no 
immediate danger of disruption, which is the main thing I 
wanted to know. 

Yours sincerely, : g 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 
: : Game Manager : 

 AL/vh : :
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: University or MInNESOTA 

DepartMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Universiry Farm, Sr. Pavr 

ey ee eae ae December 7 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. Cox tells me he saw you in New York but I haven't yet had an 
opportunity to talk with him about the meetings or to learn if he Had any 

lengthy conversation with you. 

I had hoped to write both you and the Institute long before this 

and report in detail on the status of the work here and our plans for the 

future but I have kept postponing it believing each week would see the com= 
pletion of certain arrangements, I am finally convinced that certainty and 

any considerable degree of definitenew is too mach to hope for, so I will 
make my report this month. 

This short letter is written primarily to obtain answers to .two 
questions: Will your Game Management text be available for use by January 

10th, and is the report of the Matamek Conference in August of last year 
off the press? 

I am giving a course in Game Management next quarter and want to 

use your book as a text. If it isn't available in printed form will it be 

possible to borrow one of the manuscript copies? 

I am anxious to see the report of the Matamek Conference if it 
is now available but have heard nothing of it since I last saw you. 

Details of the work done during the past year and that now being 
done will be covered in the report to be mailed you this month so I will 

not include them in this letter, 

Hoping we will again have the pleasure of a long visit sometime, 

I am 

Sincerely yours 

(i @ Tage 
RIK=s Instructor - Economic Zoology
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Dec. 29, 1932 

Mr. Ralph T. King 
University Farm 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. King: 

Your wire has just been received. ‘he delay in replying to both 
it and your letter of December 7 is due to the fact that both Mr. : 
Leopold and I have been absent from the office. Mr. Leopold is at 
present in Missouri, so I am taking the liberty of writing you. 

Mr. Leopold's game management text will not be available by 
Jamary 9--probably not until late in the. winter. Mr. Leopold is 

i still reading proof on it. I had thought that we had one extra 
mamiscript copy, mt on looking in the files I find that we have 
not. Mr. Ieopold may lmow some way out of this difficulty and 
you will undoubtedly hear from him as soon as he returns about 

Jamuary 2. 5 

We have never received a full report of the Matamek Confer- 

enee. In case you would like to inqire further about it, you 

might write to Mr. Copley Amory, 1811 Q Street, “eshington, D. C. 
Mr. Amory was in charge of the conference. 

Yours sincerely, 

: Secretary to Mr. Leopold 

Hg [a3- Copy jee poet Aud Aerute haw. 7
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’ University oF MINNESOTA 
DepartMENtT ofr AGRICULTURE 

Unversity Farm, Sr. Pavr 

; August 12, 1932 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have put off writing since June lst in the hope that each day 
would see the status ofthe work here settled. It has taken just two months to arrive 
at any certain conclusions, finel decisions were finally made day before yesterday. 
Briefly the arrangements now are as follows; 

I am engaged as biologist in the Division ot Game and Fish during the 
summer, July 1 to October 1, with the understanding that I devote part of my time to 
their work during the school year. From October 1 to July 1, I will be on the University 
staft as instructor in economic zoology. Both appointments are now approved so there is 
little doubt about what I will do for the next year. 

No permanent arrangement for the grouse work has been made. The 
University is carrying it until October lst and the work is going on as usual. As 
practically all of my time is taken up with work in the department I am not doing any of 
the field work but it is being done by one ot my graduate students so there will be no 

gap in the records. I am hoping that some funds will be made available by fall $0 we can 
continue it. I can manage the time if we can raise the necessary money. 

It isn't possible to tell you in a letter of all the trouble we have 
; had here during the last two months. Everything pertaining to conservation has been in 

an uproar since some time in May and growing rapidly worse. It finally came to a head 

last week in the attempted discharge of Cox. They weren't able to bring this about so a. 
settlement on another basis was agreed upon. The smoke of battle is now clearing away 
and as a number of points were cleared up we will probably make considerable progress with 

a@ conservation program during the next few months. 

I have some rather pretentious plans relative to my own work in the 
department and I would give a lot to be able to discuss them with you, However, such a 
discussion could not be carried on by correspondence. I am acting on the principle that 
we had better find out first what we have to begin with before making too many plans as 

to future procedure, By the end of the week I will have completed an analysis of our 
refuge system as far as the office records are concerned, I hope to begin immediately on 

a field survey of the refuges. In this connection I am also preparing a series of maps 
showing the distribution by townships of all our fur and game species for the state. 

The census work will now be carried on over the entire state, and I 
hope over the three lake states. In this connection I would very much appreciate your 
opinion of the method, I believe I sent you a full account of what we do and how we do it 

as far as the ruffed grouse census is concerned, I wonder what you think of it. Our
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intention was to develop a method that could be used by wardens and other interested 
parties and one that would give accurate information. 

I am anxious to see your new book an "Game Management." I had 

hoped to go over the manuscript copy, but Dr. Green kept it all the time it was here 

except for one afternoon and I upderstand he has returned it to you now. 

I am sorry but I have no adea where my stuff is going to be 

published. I haven't yet submitted it. It has seemed best to hold it up during all this 
uncertainty, If the work is to come to a definite close in September I can publish a 
final report, if arrangements are made for continuing it, then the report would be only 

a progress report. 

I am enclosing a copy of the results of the March and April Census 
for comparison with the Northeastern Iowa figures. I am surprised at the large numbers 
of ruffed grouse shown in this Iowa census. These figures cannot, however, be compared 
directly with mine, at least, I think they shouldn't be. You see our figures were ob- 
tained by the method described in the account I sent you last winter, All our lines 
are straight lines, run with a compass on type mapped areas and the first consideration 
in taking the census is to take a fair and representative sample of the whole area, 
The lines go through both good and bad grouse cover, some always fall in open meadow and 
across open fields where there is little liklihood of flashing grouse but such lines 
must be included if we are determining the numbers of birds on the entire area. I am 
inclined to believe that where the lines are run more or less haphazard as they were in 
the Iowa work that the census-taker would naturally follow the best grouse cover and 
avoid those areas that were obviously not eee cover. This seems to be indicated in 

that case where 62 grouse were seen on one/mile trip, this is an average of ahmost 9 
birds per mile, whereas out highest record taken in our best covers at a comparable time 

of year show an average of only 2 1/6 birds. Censuses taken on the Cloquet area last 
September and October shay a total of 51 birds seen in walking out 39 miles of line in 
September when there were 533 birds on the area (anaverage of 1.56 birds per mile), and 
99 bitds seen in walking ott 48 miles in October when there were 518 birds present 
(an average of 2 1/16 birds per mile). 

I am holding up the publication of one paper in the hope that the 
proceedings of the Matamek Conference will soon be available as the inclusion of 

material from these proceedings would bring the subject matter up to date. 

If would sure be fine to see you again and talk over the many interesting 
things that have developed since you were last here. I hope you will not postpone 
writing again as long as I did this time. Please remember I am always glad to supply 
whatever information I can. Give my regards to Mrs. Leopold, and Mrs. King asked to be 

remembered to yous. : 

Yours sincerely, 

RIK:K In ‘Charge of Ruffed Grouse Investigations,
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Percentage of present 
abundance as compared Miles Birds actually Total area Acres Grouse 
with the last peak year County Walked seen censused per per 

in acres erouse Sq. mile 

Los Pine 61.6 64 5440 10.99 58.23 

20-25% Lake 4g 18 5760 30.80 20.78 

40% Aitkin 49,25 92 307 7.83 81.73 

4o% Pennington 78 52 5760 18.34 34.89 

hos Carlton 36.25 19 2964 9,23 69.34
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905 University Aveme 
Madison, Wisconsin 

April 19, 1932 

Mr. Ralph T. King 
University Farm 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Ralph: : 

ur. W. E. Albert, Jr. of the Iowa Fish and Gane 
Commission has volunteered to get me some quantitative evidence 
as to the present abundance of ruffed crouse in southern Towe, 
I am inclosing his report and map, ani aleo copy of a table g 
which I derived from these. Kindly return the report and man, 

I think you will agree that the number of roffed 
grouse per day and per mile is unexpectedly high, I think you 
and I have both always thought of the populations of north- 

: : eastern Iowa and southeastern Minnesota as quite thin. Hither 
: the high of the cyele has resulted in a peak or else the mild 

winters or other enviromental conditions have produced an 
extraordinary mumber of birds. 

You may want to use the summary table, since it may — 
serve as a fair sample of southeastern Mimesota. I would 
like to get some figures to make a rough comparison between 
the abundance as indicated by Allamakee County and the aban- 
dance in your best territory. : 

There is no hurry about this. 

: Yours sincerely,



March 28,1932 we 

Mr. Ralph T. King fie Ss rs 
~ University Fara : i: 

; St. Paul, Mannesota eee es 

; S Dear Ralph: ee : 

T have just seen your letter of March 10 on my return = i (st 
j from Iowa, and I am glad that there iz at least something - 

started toward a Minnesota position. fet : : 

: eee Considering the handteaps of the internal situation 
: at the University, the direct connection with the Game Depart- ; 

ment might not be so bad as it would appear to be at first sight. 
I for one would rather work for Bill Cox than for a bunch. of. 
warring departments. é a : : : 8 

I am delighted that you have carried the erase census Ee 
developments so far. I am seeing Crimmer today and will be : 
interested to learn whether he is cooperating. : cm 

I have not had time to write you very often but you = 
may be assured that I have your situation constantly in mind. 
I hope you will keep me posted. ‘ ; 

Yours sincerely, 

 ALDO IMOPOLD = 
In Charge, Game Survey 2
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A Se or Minnesora 

: i DepartMent or AGRICULTURE 

j Unrvensrry Farm, St. Pavi 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY March 10 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I can at last give you some information relative to my prospects 
here but it isn't yet as definite as I would like it. Professor Ruggles 

(Acting Chief of this Division in Dr. Riley's absence) and Dr. Boss are 

trying to arrange for a combination appointment between the University 
and the conservation commission whereby. I would be appointed assistant pro- 
fessor in charge of Economic Zoology in the University and consulting zoolo- 

gist or State Economic Zoologist in the Conservation Department, devoting 
' half-time to each with headquarters at University Farm. But Mr. Cox seems 

to prefer my full time appointment in the Conservation Department in charge 
of wild life research, the Conservation Department to pay my full salary 

but allow me to devote about twenty-five per cent of my time to teaching 

at the University. 

I have no idea what the final arrangement wil? be. I must admit 
that I would hate terribly to sever my connections with the University. 

I am listed for three courses next year, one junior college and two senior 

college. They. are Economic Vertebrate Zoology, Vertebrate Taxonomy and 

Methods in Field Zoology. Bach quarter there are a few students registered 
for Vertebrate Problems and Introduction to Research, and there are now 

es seven graduate students in the work. In addition, we are workinz now on 

a four year program in game breeding and rearing for those interested. 

Apparently those interested want me to stay on and develop the 

work here, the difficulty is in raising the necessary funds. The two 
things I want to be assured of are continued development of the work in 
the University, and a continuation of the field research. I believe my 

real opportunity lies in the development of methods, certainly that is 
where my interest lies. This can be done successfully only.with a number 

of research assistants and time and money for field work. I am wondering 

if you would care to write a letter to Mr. Cox and Professor Rugsles 

stating your view of the opvortunities here and the need for continuing 

the work. I believe that both of them are fully convinced of these needs 

but they might be able to use such a letter in convincing others. 

The enclosed manuscript is self-explanatory, as is also the copy 

of the letter to Mr. Ruhl, the.same letter was sent to Grimmer of Wiscon- 

sin and the arranzements were made direct with Cox and Stewart for the 
work here. I hope that between the 20th and 27th of this month at least



Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- March 10 1932 

six three to five thousand acre aréas in each of the three states will be cen- 

sused. In addition to the six areas done by the wardens in. this state we will 
make the regular census. at Cloquet and a 5000 acre census in.Itasca State Park. 
One of the warden censuses will be on am adjacent and similar area just out- 

side the park, these two areas differing. only in that one will be open to hunt- 

ing during any open season, the other is permanently closed. 

Apparently Kay is at last on the road to recovery but we still speak 

of it with our fingers crossed. Believe me, her Mother and I haven't yet recover 

ed from those. days and nights we wanted in the hospital hoping the doctors were 
wrong., They do!'t understand her recovery any more than they did her relapse. 

I will let you know as soon as I have anything definite from them here. 
Will you remember my fellows in connection with any temporary summer appointments 
you may hear about? We would all appreciate it. 

As ever, 

Re 

; S.A.AMI. Fellow 
RIK-s-b University of Minnesota. 

: : 0 : 4 "22 
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University or Minnesota : 
DerartMent OF AGRICULTURE 

’ Univesity Farm, Sr. Paur 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY March 7 1932 ¢ 

Mr. William F. Grimmer 
Superintendent of Game : 
Wisconsin Conservation Commission 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Grimmer: : 

You may recall that Mr. #7 B. Grange »f_the \Bureau of 
Biological Survey talked with you las atT-about \the posbibility of con- 
ducting a ruffed grouse census upon@ne pr mode areas in your\state, similar 

'- gensuses to be conducted at the same\time in WichJgan and Winpesota. 

Further use-of the tensks metod here in connection with 
the Minnesota Ruffed Gro nvestigailion \bas“convinced me of its practic- re 
ability and value. hy efcloded mags bnd ménuscript will, I believe, make 

: clear the method of tAkifg the Yensuk and Andicate the manner in which the 
results can be utilized. ef ‘ : 

I jrealize that) thig giyés you a rather short period of time x 
in which #o/fmake the\ necdssary arraygements. I had hoped to get this material 
to you aonths agd but \serioys Yllness, quarantine and hospitalization have 
all intérffred to delay thew here. j 

: I Bope the census can be taken this month in at least six 
differqnt three to five thousand acre areas in each of the three states. If 
the method ik appliAd/in exactly the same way on all of the areas the results 
will be Wrectly-Comfarable. Unless the method is applied as outlined the 

effort willsardry be worthwhile. The whole thing hinges, of course, on the 
selection of observers who understand and will follow the instructions and ; 
whose reports can be relied upon for accuracy. 

; I have a number of graduate students who are entirely 
familiar with the use of this method and who would be glad to supervise its 
application for no cost other than their expenses. These men will be avail- 

; able from the 19th to the 26th of this month if you care to have one of them 
assist you. 

I will be glad to answer any questions you care to ask 
relative to this work. Needless to say I am extremely anxious to see this a 

z proposal carried out and will gladly give every assistance I can. I would 
appreciate the opportunity of going over the field notes from each state and 

checking the calculations. We would, of course, return all data sent to us.



a Mr. William F. Grimmer -2- March 7 1932 : 

No results will be published without your approval and permission. 

Commissioner ¥. T. Cox is making the arrangements for the work : 
in this state and is writing you concerning these matters at this time. : 

: : Very truly yours : : 

: @ hits Sa 
RPE-b :. Minn. Ruffed Grouse Investigation : 
Ene. os



One of the principal things #o have tried te Ge in the Mianesste Puffed 

Grouse Investigation in tv develop an ancurste and practicable method of deter 

wining ruffed grouse populations. I believe we have sucevedsd im dolag this. 

we now have a aethed that bas bees used every month sizce leat Jone on 

the Gloguet Forest, s 3000-aere ares wade up of thirteen different caviroausatel 

types. Thie sethod ie explained ond ite application deeeribed in the following 

pages. its use has suppiied us with dats on the masbor of troods present and 

the average mortality per brood api the anmuol imerense and the monthly aertality 

iu the adelt stock. {in wéditien it hee given us information on the dally end 

ecanandl shikes.00-contiensenh anh See etheub of thu Gaiiy'ank gricteal tongs 00 

this epecies. 

Our results by this eethed heave checked se clesely wath efter aonth, and 

have eleo checked #ith the figures obtaised by the use of various other and more 

@laberate wethode so that we are maw coavineed of its acwurscy and practicability. 

I waggeet the use of thie wethod in the Lake States at thie tine for the 

following reasons: 

it ig Ddelleved by sous that the high concentration of ruffed grouse ocour- 

wing when this apeeies is at or mar ite peak is largely reeponsitle for trinring 

abest the factors regultiag im ite deciaation. It hag bees suggueted that such 

deciantions aight be either postponed or their seriguanese greatly lessened by 

preventing these concentrations through shooting. tn experiment to deteraine the 

feasibility of this procedure would be difficult te esrry cut on a scale wuffleientiy 

large to provide reliable data. 

There te, however, o asturei set-up now available that in ueay ways meets 

the reqeirements of thie experiuent. Yinnessta hee hod a closed esanua on ralfed 

grouse for seven years. The season #111 te open this fall. In certain perte of 

tiebigan the seaeou has been open the last two years. In fiseousia it was open 

last poar. Pere than, iv the lake Gtates, where the grouse range ie continuess 

and where environsentel, clisetie and eniteral conditions ore prastioally the sane
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throughout . fe hove regions where the grouse season has bees closed for seven 

Fears, where it hes been open for tye youre and for one your. A determiauticn of 

the grouse populations in like aress ia thees three etetes this winter or epring 

whould cupply pertinent data oa the affect of shouting in controlling grouse con« 

eentrations. uch population determinations continued each year on through te the 

time wien the decimation scours might very probably prove or disprove the value of 

shooting in controlling grouse coasentrations and the effect of ouch control on 

the cyclic behevier of this apecios. 

thie present matural set-up provides an exceliont opportunity for tnvestigatioa 

af the abeve mentioned factors aod is one that ie not apt Yo recor ia the near 

. future. 1 believe we will be failing te mike the moet of « valuable and fortunate 

eppertuaity if we de not askew the ayet of these present elroametonces. 

The applieatien of thie census sethod will, in addition, supply inforaation 

on the relative abundense of grouse in different parts of their range and in dif~ 

ferent envircamente. If the census was taken epring amd fall, that ic, just before 

the breeding seacon and Just after the young have become adult, it would aappiy 

date on the anminl inerease, ond if taken before and after the hunting seagen it 

would indicate nat only the wicker of birds takes during the seaven, bub vould 

give gach isforaation on the ‘seattering effect" of bunting end the part that 

shooting plays in driving the birds into ér out of various typos of cover. This 

inforsation might be ef velue is seciding on which areas should be open te shooting 

ana which ones closed, and im detersining om the advisability of opened ond closed 

Sasuons. 

if wach « census ie taken ¢ ehowld Be dene aot later then april ist. say 

game warden fomiliar with his territory could eceneus 1200 te 1500 acres per day, 

depending on the type of country and the weather, If ten or teelve wardens in 

@itfereat gerte of the grouse range in ench of the three etates could devote three 

er four daye esch to this work it sould eupply abundant data. fhe tige spent in 

Sebing the census vould not necesaarily have te be token entirely frow their other
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Gubies, it could very enelly be wade to TLE in with certain of their dubles. 

Y believe the foliowl sg deserigtion of the aethed will sske clear the 

manner of ite epplication. the first three pages are given over to a description 

of the Cloquet Forest where this eethod bas Been developed and tested. This de- 

eeription and the tyye map are inciuded oniy beewase of thelr explanatery value. 

E% leo't seseseary te chooses arene like this ane for cenaus parpoete. The method 

will work on omy type of ruffed grouse ronge. ; 

The following pointe ure the important ones ae far as the ceusua be 

concerned: 

1. The following out of arbitrarily plaged etraicht lines. These may : 

De either marked Lines or compass Lines. 

The fellowiag of straight Lines carries the observer throagh every type 

of gover smi doeg met allow bis te either chooses or avoid a preponderance of 

one type. It enables bim to deteraine accurately how mony allen of iliac be hes 

severed, thio cannot de dese when one hee sluply wandered through the woods. 

Sueh wanderings eomnet be scourstely weasured, some arene are covered tee or 

more times and others are set severed at oll, and mauy of the Lines fall go 

close together as to greatly inerense the chenees for duplieatioa. The only 

tesl value of thie new wethed io that it supplants estignter: of the sunder 

of birds by on actusl aed aearate eount of their nuubere, Accuracy Gan never 

be obtained io the finsl figures if any part ef the esneup ie based on ostixates. 

He aust know the length of the line traversed ead thet line shoul 4 provide a 

fair sauple of the ares censused. > 

2. The distance each bird flushes from the observer must be measured. 

if the obeerver ia socustomed te pacing thie aethed of asasuring will be satie- 

fsetery. It iv importent that the flushing dlatasce be determined soqurately 

for each dire flushed ap an error of ons yard ia the average flusbieg distance 

Will eke a tronendous differsnes in tha finel figures. ‘The direation of the 

bird from the observer wakee mo difference, the distenes te the flushing point 

should be seagured in @ straight line regurdlees of whether that poiat is ta
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front of the obeerver, at the aide, or at any polat inbetween, 

These are the two important considerations and the information they supply 

forag the baaie of the ceswus. The other poluts mentioned, namely, time, location, 

forest type, ground cover, color of bird and the dietaage the bird flies are «ii 

secontery. They should be kept io wind ead noted when possible because of their 

Value in determining other sattern of interest but they are not essential te the 

congas . 

fhe lices weed should not be run dows epen roads or wellemarked traiia or 

4k of the obeervations on any ome area should be meade under ee nearly com 

parable conditions as possible. For instance, & part of the Line should set be 

ran by two obeervers working together and conversing ae they go, and then the re- 

mainder run by @ single obaerver going quietly.



; A METHOD FOR DETERMINING RUFFED GROUSE POPULATIONS 

fhis method can be best explained by describing its application on the area 

where it was developed and has been tested for the past eleven months. 

Field headquarters of the Minnesota Ruffed Grouse Investigation are main- 

tained on the Cloquet Forest, the site of the University's forestry experiment station, 

located in Carlton County, twenty-four miles southwest of Duluth. The Station forest 

comprises 2964 acres and contains almost every type of forest commonly found in the 

northern part of the state. A type map of the area is appended. ‘This map shows the 

dimensions and divisions of the area as well as the forest types occurring on the 

area. The extent and age classes of the various types are as follows: 

Mixed hardwood - conifer 884 acres 5 age classes 

Jack Pine : 665 8 age classes 

Spruce 560 * 4 age classes 

Tamarack 219 acres 2 age classes 

Aspen 181 =6* 2 age classes 

Norway Pine 16, C* 2 age classes 

Swamp Hardwood = conifer 73 «= 

Balsam fir wo 1 age class 

Open 6s 8 

Meadow 66 «8 

lowland brush 6 * 

Muskeg $6..." 

Upland brush 2 

These types, as shown on the map, are not continuous, but occur in patches 

of various sizes from several hundred acres to less than one acre. 

Professor T. S. Hansen, Superintendent in charge of the Forest has very kindly 

supplied the following information on topography and forest types. 

The topography is, in general, gently rolling with only one pronounced eleva- 

tion, a "hog-back" some sixty feet high and three-eighths of a mile long. These rolling
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uplands make up something over 1,900 acres of the area. The remainder, a little more 

than 1000 acres, is peat swamp of one kind or another. 

The mixed hardwood-conifer type is a mixture of aspen and birch with jack, 

Norway and white pine on the lighter soils, and with spruce and balsam on the heavier 

soils. The conifers make up from 20% to 60% of the stand. Where the stand is dense 

the ground cover is usually confined to the smaller plants such as asters, grasses, 

honeysuckle and dogwood, in the more open parts it may be infected with a dense growth 

of hazel or alder, 

The jack pine 4s called a pure stand where this species makes up at least 

80% of the stand. A large part of the jack pine stand is of this character. In the 

younger age classes of this type the growth is so dense that they seldom contain any 

other species and no large brush. The older age classes are more open and other species, 

especially Norway pine and black spruce, come in as an understory. The ground cover 

consists chiefly of sweetfern, blueberry and wintergreen. In the thinner stands where 

there is sufficient moisture hazel, pin cherry, and tag alder are found in varying de- 

grees of density. 

The spruce type oceurrs in pure stands in the swamp, and in mixture with 

balsam and with jack pine on the highlands. In the more open stands the peat is apt 

to be covered with a dense stand of brush. Alder forms dense thickets in the larger 

openings. The smaller openings are filled with Labrador tes, leatherleaf and swamp 

laurel. 

The tamarack type occurs mostly in dense stands in peat swamps, but a part 

of this type contains from 1% to 20% of balsam and black spruce, the balsam usually 

coming in on the shallow peat near the edges of the swamp. 

The aspen type is practically a pure stand, all less than Ko years old, with 

only a small admixture of white birch. The ground cover usually consists of herbaceous 

plants only, such as various grasses, clintonia, aster, etc. Hazel and alder are sel= 

dom present outside of the openings.
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The Norway pine type is a pure stand, four-fifths of which is a remnant of 

the virgin stand left by the loggers, the other 20 acres are mostly from one to twenty 

years old. The underbrush in this type is made up of hazel, blueberry and honeysuckle 

om the highlands, and alder on the mister locations. The ground cover is largely winter- 

green and grasses. ‘ 

The gvamp herdwood-cosifer type varies so little from the balsam type that it 

should osehena be included with this type. Like the balsam it is a border swamp type. 

It is composed of a mixture of balsam, black spruce, and white and yellow birch, It 

differs from the balsam type only in the proportion of the species. 

The balsam fir type is confined to the moist ground immediately surrounding 

swamps, or other umusually wet areas, only occasionally invading the shallower peat 

swamps. 

The open land listed includes those areas cleared for murseries and forage 

fields. ; 

The meadow listed includes the grass-grown pot-holes and the meadows border- 

ing the creek. The pot-holes usually carry a dense growth of sedge, while the creek 

meadow, which is by far the larger area, is grown up to grasses usually classed as 

wita tok. 

The lowland brush occurs in the swamps and is mostly dense alder. 

fhe meskes type is open peat swamp with a heavy growth of leather leaf, 

dotted here and there with stunted black spruce and tamarack trees. 

The upland brush areas bear less than 300 trees to the acre and the ground 

is completely occupied by a stand of hazel brush so dense that no tree seedlings can 

obtain a foothold. 

The entire station is divided into 40-acre compartments and each of these 

compartments is bounded by 40-lines. Although some of these lixes are brushed-out 

this has not changed their aspect to a degree that would modify the reactions of the 

birds. They do not have the appearance of trails, and in some cases can be followed 

only by the aid of a compass.
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* In addition to these lines there are a number of old roads, some of which 

have not been used for years and are now grown up to brush and trees and are in no 

way different from the bordering woods except that the grade is visible and enables 

one to follow With certainty its original course. 

Once each month, sometime between the 20th and 30th, all of these 40-lines 

and some of these brush grown roads (only those lying at least 175 yards from the 

nearest 40-line) are walked out, The following table gives the number of acres of 

each forest type and the per cent of the total area occupied by that type. It also 

gives the number of miles of line running through each type and the per cent of the 

total amount of line lying in each type; 

Forest type Acres Gin acres miles % in miles 

Hardwood-conifer 88h 29.8 10.90 31.75 

Jack pine 665 22.4 8.62 25.10 

Spruce 560 18.9 6.81 19.82 

Tamarack 219 74 1.19 3.45 

Aspen 181 6.1 1.79 5.22 

Norway pine 101 3.4 1.20 3.50 

Swamp hardwood-conifer 73 2.5 0.94 2.74 

Open 6s 2.3 0.53 1.54 

Meadow 66 2.2 0.65 1.90 

Lowland brush 6 2.2 0.74 2.14 

Muskeg 58 1.9 0.67 1.97 

Balsam 4 0.5 0.28 0.81 

Upland brush sack eb oe ak 
2957 99.7 #4432 99-94 

In walking out these 40-lines and old grades the following listed points are noted in 

the case of all ruffed grouse flushed:
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: 1. Time. 

‘2. Exact location (spotted on the map). 

3. Forest type. 

4, Ground cover. 

5. Color of bird (red or gray phase). 

6. Distance bird flushed from observer (paced out). 

7. Distance bird flew before alighting (estimated). 

When all of the 40-lines and old grades have been thus covered the infor- 

mation on all of the flushes is tabulated. Aili of the flushing distances are added 

together and divided by the mumber of birds flushed, this figure is accepted as the 

average flushing distance. Inasmuch as birds are flushed on both sides of the ob- 

server the figure for the average flushing distance is muitiplied by two to obtain 

the width of the strip on which presumably all of the birds were flushed. 

Knowing the width of the strip and the number of miles walked; i.e., the 

length of the strip, it is simply a matter of arithmetic to determine what per cent- 

age of the area was covered. Granting that the following out of the 40-lines and 

the old grades provide a fair sample of the area, it is logical to assume that the 

ratio thus obtained holds for the entire area. 

faking the Jamary, 1932, census as an example: 

36.25 miles of 40-line and old crades were covered. 

79 grouse were flushed. 

26.52 yards was the average flushing distance. 

This means, presumably, that all of the grouse were flushed on a strip 

53.04 yards wide and 36.25 miles long. 

Such a strip is actually 704.45 acres, or 23.77 per cent of the entire 

station. 

If the number of grouse on this 23.77 per cent of the station is fairly 

representative of conditions on the Station as a whole, then 23.77 divided into 73 

(the mumber of grouse actually flushed) will give the number of grouse on each one
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§ per cent of the Station, this figure is 3.32, and this multiplied by 100 gives the 

number of grouse on the entire station, that is, 332 grouse. 

A simpler way of making this calculation is to use the following formla: 

PeA_2 where 
A 

P = total population of the area censused. 

4 = total area included in the census (expressed in square yards) 

X = the distance actually covered (expressed yards) 

Y = width of the strip (twice the average flushing distance) 

2 = mumber of grouse actually seen, 

In the above example the values would be as follows: 

A = 2964 acres or 14,335,760 square yards. 

X= 36.25 miles or 63,800 yards 

Y= 53.04 yards 

Z= 79 grouse 

Pel, at x79 or 1,132,525,050 
32600 x 53. 3,383,952 

P = 334.67, or @ population of 335 crouse. 

(The disparity of 3 between this figure and that given in the preceding ex 

ample is due to the fact that the calculation in which the formmla is employed is more 

accurate in that it takes all the fractions into account). 

There are a number of questions that arise in connection with the use of 

this method, some of these are: 

1. The determination of the width of the strip covered. 

2. Variation in behavior of birds due to time of day. 

3. Fair sampling of the area, 

4. Duplication in counting. 

fhe width of the strip varies with the time of year but is determined for each 

census by the behavior of the birds. For example the average flushing distance as deter-
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, mined on the Cloquet Forest each month since last July has varied as follows: 

July 12.00 yards 

August 11.08 ® 

September 11.95 * 

October 16.21 * 

November 16.85 * 

December 19.37. -% 

January 26.52 8 

The following out of the arbitrarily placed 40-lines and old grades gives 

a fair sample of the area, certainly personal choice in either choosing or avoiding 

good cover is lel out. 

Duplication may occasionally occur at the intersections of the lines but 

here the color of the bird in many cases enables the observer to tell if it was 

flushed at this point previously. 

Variation in the behavior of the birds due to time of day is an important 

factor. The observations should begin about the same time each morning, and should 

be concluded at about the same time each evening. The census once started should 

be carried on to completion without undue delay; that is, in any one area there 

should not be several days delay between beginning and concluding the observations 

on which the census is to be based. Much traveled roads or trails should not be 

used, in fact it is best to avoid the use of any unnatural open or cleared spaces. 

It was only after this method had checked for several months that we 

began to believe it practicable. The number of adults on the Cloquet Forest as 

determined by this method in June, July and August of last year varied less than 

3%. The number of broods as determined during these three mnths by the same method 

was 86, 87, and 85. The number of drumning birds during April, May and June as de- 

termined by an actual count of all the drummers was 87. ‘The number of young per 

brood according to the August census was 3.5. A calculation made at this time and 

based on the August figures, 85 broods of 3.5 young each or a total of 298 young plus 

250 adults as shown by the same cenus, gave a total of 548 grouse which we might
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* have expected to find in September not allowing for any loss. The broods broke up 

the first part of September and the census taken the latter third of that month 

showed 534 birds on the area. . 

Since that time the monthly figures have continued to check just as closely. 

It is my belief that this method can be applied on any area by anyone with 

a knowledge of the location of the section and half section markers and the ability 

to use 2 compass. It is, of course, essential to the success of the method that the 

observer actually and accurately pace out the distance that each bird flushed from 

him,. that he keep his lines for enough apart to avoid duplication, and that he follow 

the lines irregardless of where they lead, fair samplingof the area is of first im 

portance. 

This description of our method is given with the understanding that it will 

not be published. We have one more check we wish to apply and one more refinement we 

wish to incorporate. If this refinement works out as we expect it will the method will 

then be mech easier of application and supply still other data relative te grouse popu- 

lations. However, we will not be in a position to report on these newer developments 

before April let, maybe not until May ist.
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‘ i DepartTMENT oF AGRICULTURE 

-- Uaversrry Farm, Sr. Pavi 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY February 10 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Avenue 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The news that Grange is leaving the Survey was a surprise 
to me. I know no more about it than was mentioned in your letter except 
that in a brief letter I had from him he said he doubted very much that he 

would be up here again. 

I appreciate your considering me for the Ames appointment. 
I had hoped that by this time I would know definitely what I could figure 
on here, but for over two weeks now J have been in quarantine for scarlet 
fever and haven't been able to find out anything. Such things have to be 
pushed by the interested party and you can't do much pushing by remote con= 
trol. We will be out of quarantine by the 17th unless there are new com- 

plications. I hope to force a decision soon after. Professor Taylor has 
informed me that their appropriation didn't come through in Utah. I have 
been trying to find out what my chances are for the position Locke left 

vacant at Ogden, but haven't had any reply yet. I'll let you know as soon 

as I find out anything definite. 

In case I do stay here at the University and you are avail- 
able as a consultant, I will insist on an arrangement that will bring you 

here regularly. 

: The man Strunk that you wrote me about some time ago has 

not been in St. Paul to my kmowledge. Dr. Riley is on leave in China this 
year so I was not able to get his estimate of this man. Is the man he 
mentions as working on "territory" in ruffed grouse a student of Van Tyne's 
or Wright's? I have heard nothing about this work except what is mentioned 

in your letter and the one you sent me of Strunk's. 

Elton did not send me a reprint of his article on "he 

Study of Epidemic Disease Among Wild Animals" but Dr. Fitch of Veterinary 
Medicine called my attention to it and let me use his copy. By the way, I 

sent Mr. Stoddard your copy of Elton's "Animal Bcology." 

I am enclosing the data I have on Nest Mortality in Ruffed 

Grouse and that on nesting habits. I am also enclosing the map showing
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pinnated grouse and bobwhite range. I cannot make any corrections in the 
prairie chicken boundary as shown. I do not know of any quail eruptions 

other than the one at Hinckley. 

Dr. Green still has the copy of "Game Management." I had it for 
a day or two during the fall to get some information for use in my class. 

He asked me to return it and told me about three weeks ago that he wasn't 

yet through it. If I ever get hold of a copy I will be glad to write you 

my reactions. 

I believe this answers the questions in most of your letters. 
I will write you again as soon as I know anything definite about my prospects 

here. 

Yours sincerely eee 

Ratg 4 tg 
S. A. A. M. I. Fellow 

RIK-b 
Ene
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Feb. 23, 1932 

Mr. Ralph T. King 

University Tara 
St. Paul, Minnesota : 

Dear Ralph: 

Il have not replied sooner to your letter of February 10 
because I have been in Iowa and out of reach. 

The Ames opening has been definitely offered to Errington 
: and he has accepted. 

I wish you would give me a little more insight into what 
has happened in Minnesota. I take it that they have simply neg- 
lected te give you any tangible assurance that you would be retained g 
after the expiration of the fellowship. Please informa me promptly a 
if Minnesota makes any move toward retaining you, because in the << 
meantime I shall want to be brushing arouni for chances to place you 
in some other state. 

I a only here for a day, so I will have to defer going 
over your grouse data and the material for the book, Thank you 
very mich for getting this up for me. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LHOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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University oF MINNESOTA 

; DepartMENT oF AGRICULTURE 

Unrversiry Farm, Sr. Paui 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY January 11 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Avenue 
National Bank Building 

Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

As usual I mst begin by asking your forgiveness for 
letting your letters go unanswered so long. I am going to answer them 

all this week but this letter is to let you know that I am still alive 

and to inform you of the present status of the work. As I have just 
written Wallace a lengthy account of conditions here I am going to save 

time by including a copy ofit with this. 

When are you going to be up this way again? There are : 

sO many things to discuss and so much to show you that letters can hardly 

be made to suffice. Nevertheless if you aren't going to be here soon 
there is a great deal that must be decided by letter. I would like to go 

over all of the points mentioned in my letter to Wallace with you and 

several others as well. 

Please do not think my reference to a position with the 

Survey is in any way indicative of a desire to leave here. If you knew 

how well everything is going here you would readily see that I do not 
want to leave. However, you can also see, I believe, that I can not wait 

until I am without a position and salary before investigating the possibilities 
of work somewhere else. 

I am, of course, not figuring on any extension of time from 
the Institute. I am somewhat worried about my report to them. If I stay on 

here and am allowed to continue the work as University research (and that has 
an important bearing) I wonder if a progress report would suffice at this 

time. Of course, if the work is not continued a complete report will have to 
be made. 

I will not trouble you with any more details in this letter. 

The enclosed copy will make clear what we are now doing I think, and I will 

write you again within a few days. 

With kindest personal regards to you and Mrs. Leopold from 
both Lillian and myself, I am 

Ral Tt j 

BIK-b S.A.A. ty oh Meng, of Minn.
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University or MINNESOTA : : 

Fs ‘ DerartMentT oF AGRICULTURE 

Untversrry Farm, Sr. Pav. ; 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY January 11 1932 : 

Ur. Wallace B. Grange 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Pashington De S. 

‘Dear Yallace: 

: Fs I am ashamed to think back to when I wrote you ipgt. It seems 
months ago and probably was, but the delay has nét_been tues tp /forgetfulness 

j for I have thought of you a good many times and wished you Were here. Thanks 
: for the Christmas card you and Mrs. Grang fent us. Your failwre to receive - 

one from us was due only to the fact tha nt. ndne at alll this Christmas. 

as Mrs. King sends her regsriis bot# and T am esd to be able 
to write that we are all well and have \beey ‘wifter. 

The work is geime splendidly. \/ pélieve it ie no exaggeration to 

y, say that we accomplished/fylly twice mch“in the last six months of the year 
: as we did in the first iy. I'1l\not bo to write a detailed account of our. : 

activities in this letter |for I silncer}1; ge that you will be here again soon 
and we can they <6 \pvdr everything) on fhe\erpand. : 

fhe most \impo\tant ngé accomplished as far as the ruffed grouse 
work is egncprned are: : 

1. A success: <pping method (now in operation and producing 
results Baily). os 

\ R. & sucgeksful marking method used in connection with the banding ; 
-operationy thabenabYey’us to identify positively individuals at 70 and 40 yards 
and is giving us ‘ 

ae Gurate information on daily range ee 

%. Accurate information on flight distances _ 
ce. A practically perfect check on our census methods 
ad. (we have every reason to believe) a certain means of 

: determining the truth about the mating relations of . 
this species. . : e 

3. Simplification and refinement df our census methods that are now 
supplying us with information on a number of species with less difficulty and 
greater accuracy than we had at first thought possible. 

: 4. A method of presentation and comparison of accumulated data oe 
_ that saves weeks of time, reduces the cost by more than 90% and provides a 
ready means of summarization and filing in addition to allowing for a perfect 
comparison of any amount or kind of data.  .-— 3 

: 5. Very probably the secret to grouse distribution (at least on o
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: pe The trapping method is successful, as-is also the marking method. 

"These two procedures plus banding are going ahead steadily. The cénsus methods 4 
continue to check each month and I believe that within another month we will ; 

‘ have proven a method of taking such « census on an even larger area in one- 
me fifth the time. The method of presentation and comparison of data is proven — 

_, and in use... The grouse distribution work will require another month or so to 
: finish as it has meant practically an entire remapping of a large part of the © ® 

_ Station, The collection of specimens is going on each month. We just sent 31. 
. tore crops and stomachs to the Survey last week. os i ee 

i I have not forgotten your Letter and our conversations relative to. soa 
é a grouse census in Michigan end Yisconsin. Such a census, if it is to be taken, 

, should be carried out in either February or March. “ith the recent developments 
se in the census work here I em still more anxious to see {t.done-and more confident 

ies of its worthwhileness. However, if you are going to be here sometime during ‘ 
_ this month or the first half of February, I believe further negotiations can be 

aa safely postroned until then. I would like to go over the work in detail with Y 

you before going ahead if that is possible, If it.isn't we will have to com- “ 
= plete arrangements by letter. t : 

.. @here are three other points on which I would like your advice. One © se 
ite is relative to a problem in which one of our graduate students is very auch 

|) Amterested. This man, Don Campbell, graduated in Forestry last month and is ~ 
ne Tt just beginning his graduate work. He expects to get practically all of his sige 

_ Fequired course work out of the way before spring and then devote the entire : 
coming school year to field sork ‘to apply on his thesis. Whether or not he : 
worke on the problem I have suggested depends on the view the Survey and the Game 
Commission take of it. The problem as outlined now ig a study of the food habits 
of two or three different species on an area of approximately. 2000 acres where 
‘She all of the food plants, their relative abundance, distribution in relation 
to cover, seasonal availability anc persistence are known. Incidentally something 

t would be learned about palatability, that is species and seaconal preferences as. ~ 
well ag yield and dependability, I would not have suggested thie problem if it ‘ 
were not for the data we are now accumulating on species range, distribution and 

_s population densities. As it is, if he undertakes this work, he will simply be . 
: carfying farther investigations on species now being carried on by the other 

: five graduate students doing game work in this department. 3 

: Campbell is a well trained forestry student with considerable field i 
: experience and has special training in plant taxonomy and mapping. He will be 

_ able to devote practically all of. his time from October 1 to June 1 next to a 
; "the field’work. However, before he undertakes the work I would like to kmow- 0 

: what both you and Dr. MeAtee think of it. Would the food Habits Research 
Divieion do the food analysis? You see f sm figuring thet Campbell's job : 
would be that of systematic collecting and a daily determination of conditions ‘ 

eta on this area, Even though you are in favor of the problem we have yet to learn - 
whetber the food analysis work can be done in your, division and whether the 

= Game Commission here will permit such extensive collecting. _ : 

pe ae The second point on which I would like some advice from the Survey — : 
is one pertaining to either:temporary or permanent employment in the Survey = 
for some of our fellows here. We now have five graduate students in this ~~ 9 =° .'
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Division carrying on work on wild life investigations and game problems. All 
of them intend to contime as far at least as their M.A. degrees, and some 
contemplate going on for their Ph.D. degrees. In any case none of them will 
have completed his work here before the next school year. It is, therefore, 
perhaps too early to do much about permanent employwent at this time, but I 

z want the Survey td know that we have these men, all of them intensely interested 
i in this work and anxious for positions in the Survey or in closely related work, 

preferably in. the Survey, Each of these fellows is a graduate in forestry and 
: has, in addition, special training in the Zoological and Botanical sciences. 

I have taught them all I know; that isn't meh but it's @ lot more than I knew 
when I started my own investigations. I am wondering if there in any possibility 

-of temporary employjent during the summer for any of these fellows. ‘They have 
all had two or more years experience in summer work with the Federal or State 
Forestry Service, and all of them can go back to that type of work this summer, 
but they would rather accept less pay in work such as the Survey is doing in 
order to obtain additional experience. Any advice or suggestions you can ‘ 
offer along this line will be greatly appreciated by all of us. 

: Phe third point is relative to my own future prospects. You can well 
imagine how I would hate leaving here with the graduate and undergraduate work 

: going as it is, with the field work in its present satisfactory stage, and the . 
various other projects we have under way or in prospect. Wevertheless I cannot 
continve up to June 1 (when the Fellowship expires) in complete ignorance of 
what I am going to-do thereafter. So far I have been unable to find out any- 
thing about future possibilities for myself here. In case I do not stay here I 
wonder what my chances are of securing an appointment in the Survey. I under- 

stand there is an investigative position open in Utah with headquarters at Ogden. 
: >I believe you know how Lillian and I feel about living in Utah. ‘hers ie no. 

place on earth we would rather be than in %¢den. I can safely say that I know 
‘ the State of Utah and its wild life, both plant and animal, as well as its 

geography and geology better than I know any other state not even excluding 
Minnesota. : 

If I should have to leave here there ie no place I would like so well 
é as Utah, and I believe there {s no place where I could use my tnowledce to better 

advantage. I believe I could furnish references from men both here and there. 
My graduate work will be completed to the point by June 1 so that I could take 
my degree next year even though I was not in residence at the University here. 

: In fact it will all be done but the passing of one language examination and the 
: writing of my thesis. 

I would very much appreciate your opinion on these matters and any 
suggestions you can offer. If you think I should write other members of the 
Survey on any of the points I have mentioned pleane let me know. I am sending 
Mr. Leopold a copy of this letter. Let me say again that I sincerely hope I 
will see you and and him shortly. I hope you can both be here sometime within 
the next two monthe. : ; s 

Sincerely yours : 

: Q.4. Jt. : 
i RIK-b S.A.A.M.I. Fellow - Univ. of Minn. :
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Jan. 12, 1932 

Mr. Ralph T. King 
University Farm 

St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Ralph: 

You may have heard by this time that Grange 1s leaving the 
Biological Survey. ‘the Survey has made a tentative offer of his 

position to Errington. I had previously planned to recommend 
Errington to take charge of the proposed game research program at 
Ames. However, should he accept the Biological Survey offer, I 
would be delighted to recommend you for the Ames position. I 
would like to know about your possible availability within the 
next month in order that I may be guided accordingly in talking 

with the Iowa people. 

The Utah Agricultural College people have been bombarding 
me with mail for a year, asking me to recommend a man, and you 

may be sure that I would recommend you most heartily in the event 

you are available. I am writing Professor Taylor to find out 

whether they actually have the money, and if so I will suegest 

that he communicate with you direct. 

Dr. W. C. Curtis of the University of Missouri was also 
looking for a man, but according to my latest information his 

appropriation had failed. ‘The next time I write him I will find 

out for sure. 

Yours as ever, 

* (s) Aldo Leopold
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Jan. 12, 1932 

EERSONAL 

My. Ralph T. King 
University Farm 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

peas Ralpht 

I think you are doing exactly the right thing in asking 
the University to fish or cut bait. In addition to the strategy 
of the situation, I mean every word of the attached letter. : 

I aw delighted to hear that things are going so well. 
It will probably take every bit of my time until the termination 
of my q@aployment with the Institute on April 1 to finish up 
Iowa. ‘This will mean that I will regretfully have to forego 
another trip to Minnesota. 

I am trying to tie wp with the National Research Council, 
but that is merely a possibility. More probably I will hang 
out my shingle and be in line for work in a consulting capacity 
with various states. With you and B411 Cox both in Minnesota, 
I would like very much to be a consultant to Minnesota, although 
I cannot say that the state would need my services very badly 
as long as you are there. You might, however, keep this in mind. 
It would provide an opportunity for us to get together occasionally. 
The work would include lectures or other contacts with univer- 
sities. This might fit im in conjunction with your university 
plans. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours as ever,
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Professor R. N. chapman, i So (ine ites os 
: University of Minnesota, . — oC Se. ie : * 

; University Farm, — : : Hh 
3 : : ot. Paul, Yinnesota. =. : , be 

; bein Givi Ye GS on ee aioe ee o 

ee ~ oe Minnesota Fellowships eS ess ee 

athe In accoréance with agreement between 
the University of Minnesotaand the Inetitute, we are 

2 pleased to emlose herewith our check No. $46, for ‘ 
£1,500.0C, payable to the order of the Tressurer of . e 

' the University of Vinnesote. Ve ; 2 need 

Bee his cheek covers advance parent of. 
semi-annual period commencing January lst, 1932, and 

: is the final payment on the agreement now in effect. 
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Ae Copies to Messrs. J. M, Olin oe soe : : os 
S 20 Ss re. Sure ae s 

i sles Aldo Leopold os ee
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Sept. 15, 1931 : ; 

Mr. Ralph T. King 
University Fam : : 
St. Paul, Mimesota 

Dear King: 

I remember borrowing one of Elton's books from either you 
or Dr. Chapman and having been so impressed with its value that I ; 
thereupon ordered both of his books for myself. ‘The copies now 
in my library both contain my name, and I assume I would not have 
written my name in them unless I had bought then myself. 

I renenber loaning some of Elton's books to Errington, but 
this was quite recent and I think I renewber clearly that they 
were the copies now marked with my name. I am sending Errington 

a copy of this letter so that when he returns I can let you Imow 
whether by any chance your copy is with hin. 

In order that you may have a copy to work with, I am loan- 
ing you mine. I have no immediate need for it. 

Yours sincerely, : 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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: Mir. Ralph T. King se Ge oe: 
University Yara eae: 

i ; St. Paul, Winnesota ee g pias é 

‘Dear Ralph: fae Y 

a I do not at all agree with you thet Elton'g work for 
the tudson Bay Company has done anything but magnify the imor- 
tance of your historical study. If you really think that, f a 

; ees mst say that Tam a little disappointed, e 

s . He has, for instance, né data on lag, which I still : ’ 
think may turn out to have a higher diagnostic value than data = =. 
on the cycle itself. His evidence on the varying intensity or 
violence ofthe cycle in time and space is at best cirem- 

: -  \o» gtantial,- and this also may prove to have higher diaznoatic — : 
‘ value than the average or most frequent condition. [astly, he - 

; has no érouse data at all. oe ‘ : 

- . © TD have just heard that the proceedings will be issued . 
at a nominal charge, so when they are ready we can get as. 

: . \« Many copies as we want. I will see that you are notified, : 
S since I have already ordered one copy for each fellow. a 

Your brief allusion to plans with Green sound very ; 
interesting... tgp hfe eg eg i 

: : In Charge, Game Survey — s .



4 : University or MInNESOTA 
¢ DepartTMENT oF AGRICULTURE 

University Farm, Sr. Paut 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY August 18 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Ou University Avenue 
National Bank Building 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

I must get your several letters of the past week answered 

before I leave for Cloquet.today. Paul has been here since Friday and 

is going to spend two or three days with me on the Cloquet area. I 

will complete my August check-up there in the next ten days, 

I saw John at Hutchinson yesterday, Many new things have 

come up since Dr. Green returned from the conference, We are either 

building for remarkable future developments here or riding for a tremen- 

dous fall, However, it's too much to tell about in a letter. John 

and Paul can give you first hand accounts, I would have given a lot if 

you could have been with ps yesterday, 

We are going beyond your suggested plens as to change of 

working areas. It is time we had a permanent and fully equipped field 

laboratory under our own control, I think we will get it. 

I did not know of the index of ornithological matter in 'Field 

and Stream’ and will greatly appreciate the opportunity to use your 

copy if you obtain one. 

Thanks a lot for sending me your notes on the Matamek Confer- 

ence, I am returning them today although I would like to have a copy 

made for my files. Whatever the arrmgements for publishing the pro~- 

ceedings, please see that I get two copies will you, or let me lmow to 

whom I should send my order. It rather looks as though Elton's work 

has trasformed whatever results we get from the historical study into 

supplementary data. There can't be any doubt but that the conference 

accomplished remarkable results and put this matter of research on 

cyclic species on the basis it deserves, 

: I am going to write you soon about the possibilities of a 

conference here at the University Farm sometime this fall. John will 

probably mention it to you, ; 

Sincerely yours, 

filpeh o. ae 

$.A.A.M,I.Fellow, University of Minn, 
RIK:k 
enc,
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Copy to Dr. Gross ye “yun” , f : 

: Sng. 13,1931 Mi 

Mr. Ralph T. King : : 
University Farm % 
St, Paul, Minnesota Pe 

: Dear Ralpht a 

Dr. Groas told me at Matamek that he and Dr. Allen, anid 
pete I think Gardiner Bump-tntend to. cocbine the report of their researches 

on grouse in a single volume, more or less equivalent to Stoddard's 
. “Bobwhite, * to be issued in 1935 or 1936. aes 

We disqugsed whether or not your findings could be. appro- 
priately included in such » volume. I told him that you would 
probably wind up your immediate project in 1932 and would have to pub- 
lish a report at that time. I mentioned the possibility, however, 
that you might continue in grouse worl: in Minnesota, in which event 
you might be interested in joining such a venture at a later date. 
If the volume were not issued till 1936, there would ‘be three or four 
years additional vork ready for reporting. : 

I am laying this matter before you for your personal information 
and. I am sending a copy of it to Dr. Gross to meke sure thet I have 
correctly represented what he told me, : ; 

: oe Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOED 
; in Charge, Game Survey 

AL/vh



Copy to Mr. Grange fe ; : : Ss s en 

: ae eas image T, 1932 : 

Ur. Rolph Ning hee. Safe Sy ee 

St. Paul, Mimesota = a = ee 

Attached is a self-explanatory letter to Prank Walters, 
: I au wontering vthether in your work on the Yorest and Stream files 

you were avare of this index, It is not only an infex, but actually 
',- @ontains 2 one-line synopsis of each article, so that articles per- : 

taining to your histericsl study could be picked ont from the index 
SoS alone without even reading then, ; i 

: In the evant I can get this covy, and if you do not have Zz 
access to one, I woul be elad to shere it with you, ; S 

So ; _ 1414 not mention tn my other letter shat hardly needa aoe 
mentioning: your histeriesl study of ercles is now sbaolutely — : 

; needed for the followup work of the cycle conference. I think you = - : 
ané I cam take some satisfaction from this situation. since practi- sie 

: cally everybody else doubted the ultimate practical value of this” # 
part of your wrk, It may seve a dozen men a couple of years 1f a 
the compiled results of your study either corroborates or refutes 
the cycle hypothesis which resulted. from the Natamel conference. 

ee an ale.
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s University or MINNESOTA 

Department or AGRICULTURE 

Unniversrry Farm, Sr. Paut 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY August 4 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Room 4O4 
University Avenue National Bank Building 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am sorry I did not get your letter of July 9 sooner. When I re- 
turned to town late on the night of July 18 I found it here too late to get an 
answer to you before you left for Quebec. I am sorry you were not able to at- 

tend the conference here on July 20, but I hardly expected either you or Wallace 
to make it, however, I did not want to postpone the start any longer. All of 
the others were here. You will no doubt see John soon and he can give a more 
complete report verbally than I can write you. Dean Coffey asked me for a writ- 
ten account of the meeting and I am enclosing a copy with this letter. Please 

| return it as it is the only one I have. Everyone present expressed themselves 
as being well pleased with the progress made in this conference. It may lead 
to something. 

Aldous and I spent an enjoyable three days with Dr. Green at Lake Alex- 
ander during the week of July 12. We went pretty well over the Station during 
this visit and made a number of plans for future cooperation. Probably our first 

cooperative job will be the making of a detailed map of the area. It may be pos- 
sible for my students to do a considerable part of this work. 

Aldous and I spent July 16, 17 and 18 on the Cloquet area. The morning 
of July 18 we flushed a hen and six young. One of the chicks was wmable to fly 
and was easily caught. It was obviously sick. We placed it in a cage in the 
cabin and at three o'clock it was still worse so I brought it down to the Univer- 
sity in order to cet it examined before decomposition set in. It died sometime 
that night. Early the next morning, Sunday, I called Dr. Green and although he 
was leaving for Quebec that evening he spent the entire day working on this bird. 

He inoculated rabbits, guinea pigs and young chickens with liver, spleen 
and muscle and with the 300 yome ticks taken from the bird. The carcass was then 
examined for parasites. Dr. Green made arrangements before he left for his assist— 

ants to come to Cloquet and bring back any birds I found sick or dead. The inocu- 
lations, however, were negative, as were also the cultures. The parasitolozical 
examination showed besides the 300 ticks, two species of tapeworms present in con- 
siderable numbers, one species of ascarid and Coccidea. This parasitism was suf- 
ficient to account for its death. 

You have had an opportunity to talk with Dr. Green during your Quebec 

trip so it isn't necessary to go into any detail relative to our newly established 

relations. I hope that Dr. Green is as well pleased with the present situation as 

I am. You will be pleased to know that only this week when certain circumstances
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arose on this campus which again threatened amicable relations between Dr. Green 
and myself that Professor Ruggles, Dean Coffey and Professor Boss took immediate 
action to forestall it. Even going so far as to seriously upset the plans of cer- 
tain men on this campus. 

The reaction on the part of Major Waller and Mr. Comeaux to John's report 
is gratifying. 

The copy of your letter to Mr. Baldwin is most interesting. You realize, 

of course, that such work as this will do a great deal to awaken the interest of 
University Zoologists and Ecologists. Their interest and approval will make the 
development of the game research program mich easier and more rapid. In addition, 
it is setting down to fundamentals and this must eventually be the basis of the 

whole program. As nearly as I can tell this type of work is what we had in mind 
during our discussion one evening at Cloquet. Our field ecology should not be 
allowed to crow away from fundamental physiology and physiological chemistry. 

These are the basis of all real ecology. 

You will be interested to know that we have done quite a bit of work 

here on the effects of oscillating temperatures on insect eggs and have found, 
as you suggest in your letter, that such temperatures do constitute an optimum. 

As far as I am able to tell now I will be in the office from August 1 
to 12, and again from the 20th to the 25th. I will be glad to go over a copy of 
your manuscript although I do not feel that my opinions can add anything of value 

to the manuscript. 

I am just completing arrangements to take over two acres of ground here 
on the farm campus to be fenced, covered, and landscaped. One acre is timbered. 
This will provide excellent facilities for keeping captive birds for our food and 
physiological studies. I am attempting to outline now a series of short experi- 
ments to be carried on here during the fall and winter quarters on food preferences, 
amount of various foods and gravel eaten, the effects of different foods on the con- 

dition and activities of the birds, etc. 

I am enclosing in this letter a brief outline of last month's work on 
the Cloquet area. You may find it of interest. The two things about it that 
worry me most are, first, why is the number of young per brood so small this early 
in the season and, second, what is the meaning, if any, of the six pairs of birds 

flushed at this season. There were no other sick birds found aside from the one 
described above. There is one additional point, namely, if our figures for the 

number of adult birds on the Station is anywhere near correct why are there so 

few breeding birds? 

The surprising and cratifying thing about the July records is that they 
check so close with those for April, May and June. Have we developed a method for 
taking a grouse census or is this purely coincidence? Of course, only continued 
monthly check-ups for two or three years will give us the answer unless we should 
have the good fortune to band all of the birds on the station this winter. 

I will be interested in your opinion of the methods employed. Are they 
too academic or is it good field zoology? If it does prove to be an acceptable 
method there is no reason why any individual couldn't easily take a census of the 
grouse in any area in a week or ten days. Naturally we will continue the use of
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the method through each month for the information on the numbers of birds present 
is only a small part of the data it provides. In addition a census is being taken 
on all the roads on the Station by car one evening each week beginning August lst. 

Mrs. King and the girls have never been better than they are this summer 
in spite of heat. Lillian sends her regards. 

Sincerely yours 

A tas 

RIK-s Minn. Ruffed Grouse Investigation 

Enc.
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Se Mr. Ralph 1, King a Eee ge : 

: + St. Paul, Minnesota. Pe. i = sate * 

Dear Ralpht “> ae 

I appreciate your taling the paing to seni me the account 
of the St. Paul meeting ati also your notes on the strip cenae at 5 
Cloquet. : ES 

’ John Bali had also told me about the St. Paul meeting, and 
I think you managed the thing wisely ani are off to a sound start. Z 

sae T am not surprised thet the strip census seems to work. 
What interests me imaonsely is the apparent larce proportion of non- . ‘ 
breeding grousé. Ur. Green will tell you that one of the greatest 
vatant spots in our chain of information on eyelie species as reveled 
by. the Natamek Conferenes is the shasnce of figures on the proportion . : 
of breeding birds ani’ the total absence of informetion.on variations 

“ in bree@ing potential. 

3 _ Bither one of these might be an important part of the 
mechanian of fluctuation. One way to take o wild shot st the latter 

: would be to attempt to correlate the hishs anf lows ae revealed by 
your historical study with the recorded information on clutehes. 
This would: offer a chance for your high-powered mathematics if you 
sould get enough cluteh records. TI fear, though, that you will find 
what we usually find: no date attached te observations. . 

A Of the two I consider the fomer the more probable, ant ee) 
your recent results lean guspicioucly in this direction. If your 
strip censug should establish fluctmation in the proportion of breed- 
ing birds, it would of course be a brand new contribution to biology. 
Hobody has ever conceived of such a thing. : ae 

. _ Mo doubt Dr. Greem has seen you by this time eoncerning 
possible changes in and enlargements of his plana, including the 
possibility of moving his operations to Cloquet, I encouraced him 
fn this, in feet I sugcested it, for treo reasons: (1) 1+ might serve 
to brea: down finally the breach between his department anid the : : 

Agrioulturel College, (2) the prospect of a controlled environment . 
at Cloquet would be an enomnous afvantace to his future research, and 

vies versa. :



There aan be no doubt about the fact that Green's disease _ : 
theory was the outstamling contrilation to the Uatamel conference. a a 

oe Make him tale the time to explain it to you in detail, — 

ge tomned a strong frlentship with Green at Matemek, and , 
: you ean heartily appreciate wist a relief it. is to have your relations : 

with hka again on an entirely friendly basis. ; ee 

gn aglighted that the fanfly ts well ani wish you vould | 

otkie I aa returning the report of the St. Poul mosting, but 
‘gm aesuming that I may keep the census revort. If you need it, however, 
Let me tenow and Iwill send it back clone 0 atm 3
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July 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28 were spent on the Cloquet 

Forestry Experiment. During these nine days I walked a total of 75.5 miles. Most 

of this walking was done along blazed or brushed-out 40-lines. However, as I 

returned to Headquarters twice da ly, each noon and evening, there were a number 

of trails and 40-lines near Headquarters that were covered two or more times. Count. 

ing only the distance covered once gives a total distance of 5%.5 miles. 

During these nine days I flushed 14 hens with broods of young, and 31 

adults without young either alone or in pairs. In each ease I stopped as soon as 

the bird or birds flushed and measured the distance from me to the point here they 

flushed. This gives an average distance for the hene with broods of 7} yards, and 

for the adults without broods 12 yards. Inasmuch as there were more than twice as 

many flushes for adults without broods as there were for hens with broods I have 

taken the distance for the lone adult flushes, i. e., 12 yards, as the average dis- 

tance for all flushes. 

If one assumes then that one saw all the birds within 12 yards on each 

side of the distance covered that means that for every yard walked one saw all the 

birds on 24 square yards. There are 4840 square yards in an acre, this divided by 

24 equals 201.6, that is, each 201.6 yards walked is equivalent to covering one acre. 

1760 yards equal 1 mile end 1760 divided by 201.6 equals 8.73, or each 

mile walked is equivalent to covering 8.73 acres. 

The actual distance covered was 54.5 miles. Figuring on the above basis 

this gives an actual area of 175.6 acres, or 16,%% of the Station (approximstely : 

2900 acres). 

There were 14 broods flushed and 45 adults counting the hens with the. 

broods. However, in three instances lone aiults were flushed so close to points 

where previous flushes had been made that it is safest to count these three as 

éuplications. This gives a total of 1} broods and 42 adults flushed on 16.4% of 

the Station. No attemct was made to either pick or avoid good cover, it was hoped
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‘ to make the sampling absolutely impartial. 

If it is assumed that the birds occur in the same proportion on those 

areas of the Station not covered this would give a total of 85.4 broods and 256 

adults for the entire Station. 

These figures are close to those for April, May and June which gave 88 

drumming logs on the area, 88 nests and broods of young, and between 225 and 250 

adults. 

: It is too early to say if this is a satisfactory method of taking a 

grouse census. The work will be continued through each month of the year, and 

we hope through several years. 

In the case of all the broods flushed every effort was made to determine 

as nearly as possible the number of young. It was impossible to absolutely make 

certain of the count except in a few instances. In those cases preceded by a 

question mari (?) the count is only approximate, 

duly 17 ? 1. Hen and 3 young. 
17 ? 2. Hen and 2 or 3 young. 

18 e Hen and 6 young (1 died that night) 
18 ? « Hen and 4 young. 
22 5. Hen and 1 young. 
23 6. Hen and 1 young. 
23 7 7. Hen and 2 young. 
23 8. Hen and 2 young. 
z 9. Hen and 7 or § young. 

? 10, Hen and 4 young. 
rs5) 11. Hen and 3 young. 
25 ? 12. Hen and 6 or 7 young. 
27 ? 13. Hen and 1 young. 
28 ? 14. Hen and 2 or 3 young. 

This gives an average of approximately 3 young birds ver brood « a sure 
prisingly low number for this early in the season, and yet for all we know a per- 
fectly normal condition. 

In addition to the information on numbers of adults and young present, 

the survey as conducted during the summer monthe shows the distribution of birds 

in the various types of environments, their activities at various times during 

the day, their choice of dusting sites, and gives numerous other leads. 

Notes were taken on location, exposure and type of soil of all recently 

used dusting scrapes. 14 of these were located, birds flushed from 2 of them.
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A recently used dusting scrape is one in which the loose soil has not remained packed 

down since the last rain and in which grouse feathers and droppings are plainly visible. 

Recent work has give rise to four new questions, vis: : 

1. Why are the broods so small at this season? 

2, Why are so many adults flushed in pairs at this season? 

3. Why were no birds flushed from raspberry patches? 

4, Why, if our figures for birds present on the Station are anywhere near correct, 

are there so few breeding birds?
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professor R. Kk. Cha pan, Our File; 
University of Minnesota, Game 
University Farm, 
St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Dear Sir: : 

Minnesota University Fellowship 

in accordance with agreement between 
the Univerai ty of Minnesota and the Institute, we 
are pleased to enclose herewith our cheek No. 500 
payable to the Treasurer of the University of Min- 
nesota, for $1,500.00. 

This check covers advance payment 
for the semi~annusl period commencing July Ist, 1981. 

Yours very truly, 

: $:38 Secretary i : : 

» Bele ‘ 

Copies to Messrs. J. M. Olin 
Be.0. DIL 
Aldo Leopold



6 . enna ny CONDITIONS UNAVOIDABLE OR BEVOND OUR CONTROL. 

e. E ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. - 

- = are : a , wa a - WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS 

WESTERN AMMUNITION ce 

EAST ALTON, ELL. 
daly 33, ° 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Room 404 University Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

: I have received your letter of July 
8th to which is attached a letter from Mr. King 

dated July 6th. 

I am glad indeed that this matter is 
so satisfactorily disposed of. 

Mr. King's letter is returned herewith 
and I hope nothing further will occur to inter- 

fere with the work. 

Yours sincerely, 

TUNAn~ 
Af 

// Chairman, 
Cdufnittee on Restoration 
and Protection of Game 

J.M.O1lin:W
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DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY July 6; 1931 ; 

' 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 3 

Room You an 

University Avenue National Bank Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: j 

I can think of nothing in connection with the work here 

that could give me greater pleasure than the writing of this letter 

to inform you that every misunderstanding between Dr. Green and 

myself has been cleared up and every difficulty in the way of our 

complete cooperation has been removed at last. 

Purely as a matter of record I want to review briefly the 

points giving rise to the difficulties here and the manner in which 

they have finally been cleared up. 

It will be evident to you from Wallace's letter of June 11, 

that there were two major points about mhich I had no knowledge. 

These are (1) that one of the major reasons for locating the Greuse 

Fellowship at Minnesota was Dr. Green's work on Tularemia, and (2) 

that Dr. Green was promised that the work of the Fellowship was to 

tie in with his work. | 

T aia not know that Dre Green's work had anything to do -~ =~ poe 

with the choice of Minnesota for the Grause work. I did not even 

‘mow that Dr. Green kmew anything about or had any interest in the 

Fellowship until sometime after its establishment. Neither did I 

kmow that Dr. Green had any right to expect any cooperation from 

the Fellowship, or even any right to expect information relative to 

the progress of the work. Both of these things I kerned for the 

first time from Wallace on the night of June 10. 

You will recall that on numerous occasions I told you 

that it was apparently impossible for you and me to see alike on the 

proposition here, and that there were undoubtedly things bearing 

on the situation thich I @id not kmow. I made these same remarks to 

Wellace and Mr. Stoddard, the only two members of the Survey with 

whom I had had any contact. This new kmowledge clears up both those 

points, and puts an entirely different face on the situation. 

tessa 
r a ee ee ee pe
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It is perfectly obvious to me now that Dr. Green's 
efforts for the past two years most of which I have viewed with 

suspicion and at some of which I have taken offense, have been 
directed toward enabling me to live up to these agreements. I F 
am surprised at the patience he has shown in dealing with me. 

Friday afternoon, July 3, Dr.Green and I went over 

this whole matter and, I am confident, arrived at a complete and 
satisfactory understanding. He, as usual, was willing to come 
more than half way. We went over the whole affair in detail, 

discussing even the personalities that. have entered in to our 

relations with each other. We are agreed that as far as we are 

concerned there is now nothing standing in the way of our complete 

cooperation and the fullest confidence in each other's work, 

After the conference between Dr. Green and myself we 
met with Mr. Aldous and began formulating plans for our future 
work. Mr. Aldous and I are to spend Thursday, Friday and Saturday 

of this week with Dr. Green on his station at Lake Alexander 

where end vhen these plans will be completed insofar as it is 

possible to complete them at this time. 

I sincerely trust that the clearing up of this affair 

will meet with the approval of the Institute and the Survey. ‘ 

It wuld, however, be unfair to you and others if the 

Institute, the Survey and the University were not made aware of 

the manner in which this clearing up was accomplished. Although you 

have skillfully camouflaged your own part we all kmow that your 

efforts to bring about an understanding and reconciliation have 

; been untiring and invaluable. Furthermore, it is practically a e 

certainty that thése difficulties would not have been straightened 

out at this time, and perhaps would never have been entirely cleared 

up without the offices of Mr. Grange. His efforts to acquaint 

himself with every angle of the work and his willingness to go over 

it point by point on innumerable occasions have made possible these 

last and most important steps. And finally there is Dr. Green's 

own part to consider. I am afraid there are not many men who would 

act as he has acted. He has shown unlimited patience throughout 

and has willingly made concession after concession, none of which 

could rightfully be expected of him. His willingness to wipe the 

slate clean and start anew at this date is ample proof, if such was 

necessary, that he is not to blame for the conditions as they 

: d ee oe ‘ En i i
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existed. In addition, I want to add that Mr. C. M. Aldous of the 
Survey has also assisted in no unimportant manner in bringing 

about this new status. 

I am sending copies of this letter to Mr. W. B. Grange, 
Mr. H. S. Stoddard, Dr. R. S. Green and Professor Andrew Boss. 

Very sincerely yours, 

§. A. A. M.. I Fellow 
University of Minnesota 

RIk-ss 
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ayunne SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE s : 

103 PARK AVENUE = 

NEW YORK erT 

July 3rd, 1931 ert 

Messrs. C. R. Babson ) f 
Eu €. Dill ) 
M. Hartley Dodge ) Members, Committee on 
W. D. Higgins ) 
C. W. Hymer ) Restoration and Pro- 
J. M. Olin ) 
La W.. T. Waller, drs) tection of Game. 

Our File: 
Gentlemen: Game 

University of Minnesota 
Fellowship 

The following letter has just been re- 
eeived from Major Waller: 

"I am attaching hereto copy of a report sent on by John 
Ball concerning the University of Minnesota Fellowship, 
which to me at least was most interesting. 

"You will note from this that King is not only doing good 
technical work with his life history study on grouse, but 
that he also has been doing some organizing work and that 
this work is about to bear fruit by having the University 
of Minnesota take up game conservation seriously on their 
own initiative. 

"This.waS so interesting to me that I believe it would be 
an excellent thing to circularize the Game Committee of 
the Institute with Ball's report, and I am therefore send- 
ing it to you with that end in view." 

However, we are going beyond Major 
. Waller's suggestion and are sending this not only to the members 

of the Game Committee, but also to the Executive Representatives 
of our Company Members. We are sure they too will find the re- 
port of interest. 

Yours very truly, 

cs¢e:s Secretary 
Enel. _—_—_— 

Copies to Executive Representatives 
of Company Members.
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June 14, 1931. 

Memorandum to Major L.W.T.Waller, Jr. 

. Concerning University of Minnesota Fellowship: 

Ralph King, grouse research fellow at the University of Minnesota, 
has set up a new experimental area on which to study the ruffed 
grouse. This area is the forestry school experimental station con- 
sisting of 3,000 acres of woodland on which the most up to date meth- 
ods of forestry practice are in use. The station is located at 
Cloquet, Mim. 

This area has many advantages among which are already existing cover 
maps, forest type maps showing types and age of timber, fire lines, 
permanentcy, enabling the studying of the effect of forestry prac- 
tice on grouse populations and modifications that would be benefic+ 
ial in grouse management, a student body working on the area record- 
ing all observations in cooperation with King and at the same time 
becoming game conscious along with their forestry work. In short, 
this is an ideal area for such a study. 

King has located six nests on the area and had them under observa- 
tion. He has definitely located fifty-two drumming areas in which 
he has Seen birds drum and believes there are at least 77 drumming 
birds on the station. Each drummer seems to have two or three logs 
within a small area any one of which may be used for drumming. 

The nests were kept under observation and when it was about time 
for the eggs to hatch, a low hardware cloth fence was placed around 
the nest in order to keep the young from escaping, yet the mother 
could come and go at will. This fence seemed not to bother the 
mother as she would return to.the nest within an hour or two after 
the fence had been placed around the nest. The average number of 
eggs in eight nests observed was twelve. Two nests near St. Croix 
contained 13 eggs each and hatched 100% altho the young were not 
banded. 

We observed three nests hatch and banded the young birds by means of 
german silver bands numbered ami clipped to the fleshy loose skin 
on the forepart of the wing where it joins the body. This is an 
experimental method of banding as the regular leg bands camot be 
used on the small legs. The scheme apparently works very well. The 
only question is whether or not the bands will remain on the wing 
or get torn off. The mother bird was found killed at one nest ap- 
parently by a cat, just after the eggs had hatched. This was a 
nest that had not been fenced so we could not find the young. 

King observed that every once in a while an egg will disappear from 
a nest but the others will be undisturbed. He believes these eggs 
are rolled out by chipmonks, as they were observed apparently play- 
ing marbles with two eggs. The nests seem to show a high percen- 
tage of hatch. 

A complete set of pictures was taken showing the nest with the eggs, 
the nesting bird, the birds hatching, the indignant mother when the 
nest was disturbed, ami the remains of the mother and nest destroyed 
by vermin.
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All nests amd drumming logs as well as spots where birds are flushed 

are carefully mapped. This is possible because the area is divided 

into 40 aere plots. So far 14 birds have been found killed by pre- 

dators. 

King's future plans are to observe the birds to see where they are 

each month, follow the young broods as long as possible, put out 

feeding stations am trap in October, band trapped birds, try some 

management experiments consisting of planting clover in the fire 

lanes, planting mountain ash and thorne apple. He also expects to 

try some artificial rearing. 

It was observed that the birds would flush at about 15 to 18 yards 

before nesting season. When the nesting season began one could ap- 

proach within 2 to 5 yards ami then the birds would run instead of 

flushing. One third of the drummers were observed to be red-tails 

and two thirds, gray-tails. 

One of the most gratifying parts of the trip was the interest the 

faculty and students took in King's work. Twenty-five out of the 

thirty students cooperated with him and made and reported observa- 

tions to him. They hunted nests am seemed very much interested. 
Many of the students have already signed up for the field course 
which King expects to give in game management in the fall. There are 

already more students registered for the course than King feels he 

ean properly handje. 

: We had a long talk with Dean Coffey and Dr. Schmitz of the forestry 

school. They wanted to kmow what could be done with the experimental 

area from a game management standpoint. They want to start some long 

term management work that can be carried on for years and are willing 

to modify the forestry practices in order to make this possible. We 

: suggested planting sweet clover in the fire lanes and a few mountain 

ash and thorn apple. The suggestion was immediately taken up and 

Dr. Schmitz said he would plant a few thousam mountain ash on the 

station. They were intensely interested in King's work and from the 

conversation I believe they are just waiting for King to get his de- 

gree before a real course in conservation is installed at the Umiv- 

ersity of Minnesota. 

Practically all of this interest is due to King's selling the faculty 
and they all seem well sold on the idea now. 

I believe we will have a long term ruffed grouse management project 

in operation on this Cloquet area. 

A boy by the name of Hunt who graduated this June is planning to 

come back in the fall and do game research for his master's degree. 

His work will be on census and banding methods as his major 

and the relation of the snowshoe to sylviculture ss his minor prob- 

lem. He will be working with King at Cloquet. 

JOHN N. BALL.
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REPORT OM THE MINN CSOTA AUSF ED GROUSE FELLO* SHIP " 
uns, 1931 . 

Very Papid progress has been made by the 
Fellowship in the last six or eight months, both in-he 
field and in the historical study. Gumalative results : 
ané tangible evidences. of successful work are now in 
evidence, with a very bright outlook for future progress 
in the several lines of the investigation. 

Transter of Piel Headauartera. The Cloquet Forest tr 
‘ per: = 8be' {) aM area of .epvroximately.2900 acres. Sa a 

“of mixed forest lads about 3 miles from Cloquet, Cerlton 
County, Minnesota (22 miles from Muluth), owned and over= 
ated as an experimental forest and forest school demon- 
str tion grounds by the University, was finally. selected 
as the area for intensive work by the Fellowshiv. it 
will be recalled that the original erea in Pine County 
Wag made unavailable, after selection, by power development ? 
plans. A seeond Fine County ares, tentatively selected, was 
finally “etme on the grounds that Gloquet offered 
more facilities... The Pine Gounty area, however, wil _be 
kent under vasual observation. ~ 

The Gloquet station runs more to conifers and 
. P less to hardwoods than the Pine County country, but there 

is more or less intersocrsion of forest tynes over the 2 
é property. Jeeck Pine, Norway Pine, White Pine, Black Spruce, 

: Gedear, Assen and Bifch, all ocour. The station is distinetly 
nearer the Canadian Zone in its affinities than the Pine 
County region, which was more nearly Transition Zone. 

; The following outstanding advantages of the Cloquet 
: _area weze imoortamt in King's final decision; ~. . oe 

; (1) —- Bermanence. The Station ig onerated under a 
es policy looking toward perpetuation of ; 

des forest types a hundred and mots years 
in the future. Wo other area yet considered : 
could offer this very desirable feature. ; 

(2) Opportunity to hook the investigation uo rith age 
: peer gs pee ergs ee This feature is Lange 

ticularly imsortan’ m the grouse managemen’ 
angle. so administration of the exnerimental ; 
forest is on a Very sound and practical basis, 
with ea very careful agcounting for every nossible 
by-oraduct of the forest. if grouse can be :
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gee made an additional and profitable by- ‘ 

product the foresters are more than dis- 
posed to take méasures leading toward their” 

; inerease; if grouse cannot be made a profit- 

able by-product of forestry this should 
be a good place to determine. that fact. 

(9) RESIS P REAP PB" Grtas, cngece hance : the mile) show a ‘orest tyres, — 

: diameters of trees, working plans for the 

experimental forest end the significant 

: ; Sgro of the rent excellent mamer. 
‘fhe ground cover will have to be mapped and. 5 
inserted on the present mans, oF separately, 3 

: but this ie a relatively easy task. In addi- 

tion to the mans, field work on the area is 

. much simlified by the fact that many of the 
oy lines have been brushed out, making it 
possible to locate any given point with great 

accuracy. : 

(4%) The general facilities of the Station, inélude 
- poard and losying: a good library, sontact with 
@en in related lines, cooperstion from students 

: working over the forest and many other advan- 

tages. The Stotion staff is not only cooperative 
but enthusiastic. — oe 

Having selected the area, zing determined to put 

in all possible time actually in the field and has been in 

the field at the Setion almost constantly since March 24. 

He has concentrated on the following projects: 

By intensive work over the whole 

area simhty odd “druwming areas" have been located, mapped 

: and marked. By a drteming, atea ig meamt the aporoximate: =~ 
drumming territory of one bird, so nearly as can be Aeter- 

mined in the field without banding. In some Gases the area 

ineluées three or more seoar-te drumming logs. In one case 

a single log has been observed to be frequented by two in- 

_ @ividuals (one gray, the other brown) but shether or not 

both were cocks an? what significance the point has awaits 

further information.  -— : . 

A separate wee of @umming log areas is kest. Each 

area, and each 10g in the area, is given a symbol or number 

and entered in a drunming log book. The log or area is also 

marked in the field by lettered metal etrins fastened on 
nearby trees. é
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The significance of the drumming log has not yet 
heen worked out. Tre imortant point is that stens are being 
taken to throw light on the on ye If the trapning and 
banding contemplated for the other seasons of the year 
is suecessful it is probable the tae on study 
will be much soeeded. ae ee work experientally 

: with colored 108. bands, colored feathers and other consnic- 
uous field identification marks designed to facilitate 
observetions on individual birds. : 

: ‘I have suggested the great desirability of using 
@ modified cock and hen trap, vatterned after Stodiard's 

. @aail trap, inean attemoted capture of drumming grouse. 
. Allen's movies. of captive grouse would indicate the srin- ~ se 

-@iple will work.. I feel certain that this method lends it- 
‘ self to wholesale use, particularly as the cock birds are 

é localized in such way as to vermit Slanting the traos in 
- @bvious sites. _ 

Bes at 9 neste were located this season (up to . 
ire cies T Tee), of which 6 were on the area, 1 nearby and 2 
yemote from the region of intensive work. One of the - 
inowbating birds was killed and eaten at the nest just 
at or after hatching time and before the young had left. 

- Ho trace of the young could be found but the egg-shelle 
: in the nest indicated normal hatching. All other nests 

apparently hatched successfully and with satisfactory 
percentages, es slight loss of eggs was noted. — 

: Careful data as to location of the nests and other pere 
tinent details have been secured. 

ie Stud fae The broods have been kept under observa- 
on immediately following oe but of course this : 

becomes more and more difficult with increased age of the 
3 p S yous Information is. being eS range of 

ds, habitate oreferred, ent- as. possible causes at 
of juvehile mortality... : . : ? ; EER aed 

While I was at Cloquet a hen grouse with only. 
one chick thet we cou'd discover was found. A very 

/ eareful search failed to show up any other menibers of the 
iq brood. Shortly thereafter we discovered a deat ae 
\y «rouse of the game age »¢ the one live shiek found, lying j 

,. along an old logging road. This became even more sig- 
© mificant when a second dead grouse of the same age was 3 
4% found in the woods, both young birds Fithin a stone's throw. 

ef the old hem and her one findable chick... Theses two 
: snecimens were ee and gent in at once to the / 

“© University for parasitologioal an? bacteriological exam
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inations. The only report availeble at this time in- 
dicates negative results as to parasites an¢ no etidence 

te of injury by predators or from accidental causes. 

: Sank 5A Of great roo ng age is — Shes chine a 
abou ¥ grouse to é, with 2 ance for more 
broods Mannie eased during the remainder of the season. 
Nunbered metal wing bands ( engraved elgeeont gling) 
ate fastened on the loose skin of the wing, close un to : 
the young bird's body where the danger of vulling out or 
tearing is least. The tag verforates the skin. How long 
‘the bands will remain as slaced will meod be determined = 2.» 
by experience but the ayétem anvetrs nrsdtical and very a . 
much worth while. Leg bands are, of course, imracticable 

for very young — Already several cases have come 
to light where it has been possible to say definitely that 
a brood. encountered in the field was pate brood hatehed - 

-in a nearby nest, etc., ete. The method gives vromise of 
very simizicant results in the study of juvenile grouse 
hebits. If the trapoing and banding of 1t grouse : 

works out it may be possible to leg-band some of these 
same young sat maturity, 2 method which would throw Light . 

“gn longevity, ¢eruising radius, plumage develooment and ; 
other questions. leg bands have the advantage of being 

._ more conssicuous and consequently are more ant to be 
: returned if birds are nicked up by strangers. The com 

z bination of methods can be expected to open uo entirely new 
fields in game research. ; ee 

geult tb legonds, - keeos a record of every phate 
ned, as tO habitat and other pertiment details. He 

ened has accumilated a SS a of these kind of 
ata and willbe prepared to handle statistically any which 

: prove suseeptible to such treatment. 

: : Gucte on Biaionie x) lee The accumilation of historical 
: ‘ date has been pushed with vigor 86 that ay is now avout 

oe Yeady to reduce the facts secured from the literature and 
: from corressondents te an oxgeniped stotement. It is too 

early to state what the data will indicate but it can be 
: said that it appears to be of surprisingly fo quality. eo 

fhe number of definite oublikhed recorde indicating the : 
degree of. abundance of ome. is ee than one migit - : : 
imagine. There are difficulties the handling of this. 
_tyoe of material. - ring: however, has am excellent founda- 
tion for exactly this kind of work an¢ will so doubt be able 
to derive some valuable facts from this study. 

Plane. King’s olen for the remainder of the summer is to
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devote about two thirds tite to the historical study ani 
one third time to actual’ field work on the Cloquet Station. 
From fall on — the winter and uo to the drumming 
season he intends to devote a part of practically every 
week to field work, vrobably mostly on week-ends and with 
the aid of students who ars studying under him at the 
University. In this eonnection, King now has a very 

. likely-looking young man by the name of Hunt studying 
; under him and whose problem is "Census methods for ver- 
} ‘tebrates, with particular reference to the Ruffed Grouse", 
y; and as a minor study a problem on forest tree survival ; 
{ in Snowshoe Rabbit areas. While Hunt's problem as now 

stated is rather comrehensive it can be exnected to narrow 
: down. King is fortunate in having this co-worker. ; 

General ona iek BE University relationshivs in 
connection wit @ Fellowshio annear to be *orking out Cie 
satisfactorily, giving promise of develoning a very keen 3 
aos interest —— management and other. conservation ; 
fields. ing's perso ambition is to heln build up 
interest in snd facilities for the handling of local game 
problems at the University, not necessarily by the establish- 
ment of Separate divisions and new agencies but insofar as 
possible by eeneerae*Ss existing university agencies to 

_ become interésted in lines related to their oresent. fields. 
This seems to me to be a very sound attitude. em Tome 
unquestioned ability as a teacher combined with en iasm 
of a tyne which can well be exnected to gore the kind j 
of coonerstion needed in further develoning the university's 
part in state conservation work. Furthermore his fealow- 
faculty members are interested in conservation in more than 
an academic way. 

IT have the best feeling regarding the Fellowshiv 
a than at any time since I came in contact with it. Very ; 
») @efinite results are being secured, most of the past diffi- 
t culties anvear to be cleared u» and the rate of nrogress now 
\ — maintained is exceptional. I believe King is showing ! 

excellent i in handling some very exasnerating 
*«« field difficulties ond that his attitude is such as is con- 

ducive to maximum progress. i : 

Signed 
“Goonérative Agent. 

June 26, 1931.
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: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE “/¥“" |, 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

: WASHINGTON, D. c. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FH-Z 

Game Birds 
St. Paul, Minn. 
June 12, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
The Geme Survey 
University Avenue Nat'l, Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

At the risk of going too far I re-opened the Green 
matter with King the evening before I left Cloquet and 
discovered some very surprising facts, the most important 

of which was his opinion (held for almost two years) that 

Dr. Green had deliberately butted in; that Dr. Green had 
no right to do so; that Dr. Green had no connection with 
the Fellowship until after the first incidents had occurred. 

I went over in detail, and as frankly as I knew how, 
just what my understanding of the preliminaries leading 
up to the Minnesota Fellowshtpa based on correspondence 
in the Washington files and on conversations I recall in 
the last year, Upon this statement King immediately re- 
quested me to write him a letter stating the main points I 
had just covered and made the statement that the whole 

situation had cleared up in his mind; that Dr. Green's actions 

: could no longer be interpreted in the mamer in which he had 

been interpreting them; that Stoddard's and my own attitude 
were now understandable and that he could plainly see how 

everyone concerned had done the best they could. 

King asked me to send you a copy of my letter and asked 
that the men in The Survey be shown a copy. He stated that 
he intended writing you a long letter asking for your OKay 
to his going direct to Green and explaining the situation 
and to work out future plans whereby the two studies can be 
tied in satisfactorily. I told him I had no doubt you would 
OKay it from your standpoint; I hope this was not presuming 
too much. King asked me not to send a copy of the letter to
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Dr. Green as he wished to take the letter with him and talk 

it over in person. King had some apprehension about Dr. Riley's 
attitude but stated he was determined to go through with the 
thing regardless; that he had always wanted to get the thing out 
in the open and settled. 

It is significant that all these suggestions for a course 

of action were original with King. He thought the matter over 
again the next morning and felt even more convinced of his choice. 
In the whole night's discussions everything was friendly and 
cheerful; In fact, I have not had as good a talk with King in 
ages. I am convinced that the whole situation has changed and 
that there is more than an even chance for active cooperation 
between Dr, Green and King in the future. If this can be 
accomplished it will have been by direct negotiation between 
the two parties concerned and will lack any flavor of coercion. 

I realige that this may be “playing with dynamite" and 
that if things go wrong now it may well be 2 real "blow-up". 
I am willing to take the responsibility for re-opening the 
thing and I do not feel in the least hesitant about so doing, 
I hope you will reply to King's letter, when it reaches you, 
and urge him to go ahead, or, if you do not-agree, that you 
have no objections to trying it. For my part I would very much 
like to see the open-end-direct-diplomacy method tried out, 
particularly as I am satisfied this thing will bob up again in 
a most unwelcome matmer if just allowed to ride. I hope you 
will find it possible to agree with the course King and I have 

; mapped out. If the attempt does not succeed the issue ig clear-cut 
and there will be no question of which way the wind blows or why. 

I shall be very mich interested to learn of developments; 
you may hear before I do. 

Sincerely, 

Cooperative Agent 

Reply: I think you and Ralph have made an important advance in 
untangling the Green matter. I thoroughly approve 
Ralph's proposed course of action, and he does not need 
to write me about it. I am sending him a copy of this. 

AL. 

June 15, 1931
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Gone Brde Cloquet, Minnesota 

dane 11, 1983 

Me, Ralph ?, King 
Gededsel, Pellow 

Untverelty Turn 
St, Poul, Winnesota 

Dear Realghs 

In the course of cur conversation last evening I was 
sorpriced to learn thet you had newer been made fomi lier 
wath the hietoxy of the Minnesota Baffed Grouse Fellowship 
and the preliminary overtures and diewussions which 
preceded ite esteblichoent. I can now resdlly umlerstend thet 
the Jack of perspective which ignorance of the historical 
sepects of the Pellowship entadled gave elise to seversi of the 
perplesing eltmetions of the pact monthe. Unquestionably you 
should have been informed of the preliminaries which lead up 
to the placing of the Fellowship at Mirmesota, then I undor~ 
took my present position I seaumed thet you were oo informed, 

Sats. Mbting She ant 40 be thd cane f Oem tov sendiie eamtine 
ny wulerstanding of dint took place, 

% the beet of my knoeledge the original iden wee to 
inengurete « sortee of Gell Pollowshipa, At that tine I do 
mot beliove Mimnecsote wae seriously considered: ‘hat other 
states more in the heart of the Gundl belt were thought sore 
eulited, Later the iden brontened to Inclute covers] species 
of upland game birds, and at thet tine the Inffod Grouse problen 
suate ine aatnenes iat ee Eee se eee 
gtaten were conekdered tut the iepertance of on 
examinations of grouse, particularly if hooked wp with a field 
inveatigetion, appeared to be of major conseqmenee, Br. %, G, 
Szeen'n presence at Bho University of Minnesota made Mimerota 
the logleal place for a Fellowship from the bacteriologioal 
otemipoint, end the excellent personel of the University in 
other ficlds made Minnesota outstanding for such work, I think



we 

there is no doubt that one of the major reasons for locating the 
Fellowship at Minnesota was Dr. Green's work on Talaremia, and 
furthermore that the hope was very definitely entertained by The 
Institute end the Blologieal Survey thet the two studied would 
maintain very close cooperation as a matter of course, In other 
words, as I understand it, Dr. Green was virtually promised that 
the Fellowship we to tie in more or less definitely with his 
work, although the Fellowship was to be an independent study with 
emphasis on field aspects. I have no doubt that Inter, when 
De, Green was requested to serve on the Fellowship Committee, he 
had this in mind, and thet he accepted this appointment in the 
belief that euch relationship was expected. 

I merely wish to point out these facts, which, not having 
been known to you previously, mst have tended te complicate 
the situation as it existed. In my opinion the whole matter iz 
one for you end Dr. Green to work out ae individuals, I share 

oe teases culties iia ae ne oat dale 
into productive wild life fields, end I feel that 
De. Groen shares my high opinion of you personally and the work 
you are doing, I have no desire to go farther than to express 
my hearty confidence in both of these fundamental studies end to 

‘ oxpress a hope, the basis of the misunderstending having 
apparently disappeared, that events will work cat so that effective 
working eontact can be esteblished without the loss of independence 
to elther study, 

Sincerely, 

Cooperative Agent 

Ce Leopold 
Stoddard.
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May 20,1931 

Mr. Ralph 7. King 

Cloquet Forestry Station : 
Cloquet, Minnesota 

Dear Ralph: 

; I have been in the field in Michigan, which accounts 
for the delayed reply to your letter of May 12. . ~ 

Your proposed course of action is not entirely clear to : 
me, but I gather that you read into my letter some things which I did 

not intend to put there. I did not, for instance, have in mind any 

apologies to Dr. Green by youe I told him that in my opinion you 
should not have discussed grouse with Stewart. I felt our position 
on this point not altogether defensible, and that my admitting it 
might avoid the necessity of further discussing it at all. 

The only action which my letter intended to propose was 
that if you receive overtures from Dr. Green you do not turn him down 
cold. Even this I did not urge on you, but simply suggested it as the 
only way apparently open to avoid a breach. 

As to detailed working arrangements for division of game 

warden material, etc., I have no suggestions. No matter what arrange- 
ments were made, they could hardly be serious dampers on either your 
work or his, whereas an open breach would very likely prove a future 
injury to your plans. All I had in mind throughout all the negotia- 
tions was to bring about an outcome that would not involve the aban- 
donment of your future plans. 

No doubt we each feel the difficulty in ‘keeping track of 
the other's thoughts by correspondence. I still have hopes of find- 
ing time for a field trip during the nesting season, but I cannot 
be sure of any dates at this moment. You can be sure that I greatly 
wish to make such a trip. 

Yours as ever,
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"Mi. Ralph T. King’ oy gee oe ees 

5t. Paul, Minnesota é Dee ae ce Se 

< Dear Ralpht 7 ; coe es : 
I did not rum up to Cloquet to sec you beesuse I have promised — 3 

: to go to Michigan next week, so we couldn't heve made an adequate field : 
i trip... In the university matter it was not clear to me that a talk with 4s 

you was any great sdvantage at thie tine, as will appear below : 

fo T talked the university matter over with Dr. Riley, Dean Coffey, = 
. Dr. Boss, Dr. Green, Mr. Henierson, ani Mr. Kilgore in some detail, and — : 

more superficially with Dr. Zon and Dr. Smitz of the Comaittes. ee oe 

= Dean Coffey told me that due to Dr. Riley's intended absence, 
: : it was proposed to throw the supervision of the fellowship to Dr. Boss. |. : 

I assume this had been taken up with you. (Incidentally I heartily 
; appreciate Dr. Riley's sportsmanship in assenting to this change.) oe 

: - Tt sounded good to me, as it is clearer than ever to my mind thet a 
large part of Dr. Green's antagoniem is against the department, rather -- 

: than you personally. I also learned it was proposed to revive the Ie: 
Wild Life Research Comittee, which I gathered would remove one more a 
sore spot from Green's mind. : ee 

. Accordingly, when I went to see Dr. Green and Mr, Henierson, 
: I said I did not propose to make any attempt to understand all the - 

; details of what had transpired, but wanted to Imow whether in their Go 
- yiew it would be a step in the right direction to transfer the fellow 

_ ‘ship to the Experiment Stetion, and to leave the matter of working out = 
future relationships to Dr. Boss with such help as he saw fit to re- 

om quest from the Comittee. oo 3 he : 

Dr. Green said yes, and Henderson concurred. 

I also said that I had not geen you, and could not speak for fas 
you or say what would be acceptable to you, but that Iassumed you : 

: felt hurt, not so auch because Dr. Green had questioned your actions, = = 

ag that he had questioned your good faith in such actions, and that 
to a third party. Dr. Green then explained that he had been asked ee



. the question of good faith he had reieed had not pertained to you ; 
personally, tut rather to the departient, which he inferred had exerted 4 
pressure to prevent vour carrying gui the proposed cooperative plan. Eg 

. : Thls was as near to a retraction or apology as I felt able 
to obtain. Accordingly I adked whether I were at liverty to convey 
this statement to you fn a purely personal capacity. Dr. Green said 

‘yes, and I promised to do so. He said he intented to write ym a letter ~~ 
Ss aging you to drop tn an® talk over future plane (not, I take it, the 

unfortunate joint plan, bet simply current procedure on the old basis). 

ori I think I mate tt perfectly clear that I 414 not accept any- 
: > thing for you, but only for myself 1f satisfectory to you. 

‘ : ue 244 not @iseuss Dr. Green's explanation or my conveying it 
; = $o you with anybody else except Kilgore, since I regerted that part as 

Mow, Ralph, this may not be o very good modus viventi, but it — 
is the best I Juiged {t possible to cet. Iam not urcing you to poceot 

‘it. How far you can go toward a peaceful adjustuent is a personal — Ss 
“matter for you personally to decide. If you can accent it, I would c oe 

; _-. “guggest your telling Or. Boss right away, so he will not be working os 
ae in the dark. If you cannot, let me imow. ‘The only thing I would urge 

ae ig that you let the thing cool off in your mini before making a decision. — 

Sgt me now give you some additional Backeroun! to mke perfectly 
: ee ee 

: 5 Die Bete 25 Be) 

4 E told Green ant Henderson that it would be great disappoint- 
es ment to me if the fellowship shoulé have to work apart from sae 

: 24 I tried to avoid all afvenseion of detailed history with : 
oy - everybody, bat afmitted to Dr. Green on his repsatedly - ee 

Soak bringing the matter up that in my opinion you should not 
: : have allowed the gubject of crouse to come up with Stewart, 

= .< @ven though it had nothing to do with the orevious agreezent. cs 
: ; oss. -Ai the same tise I said he should not have aired his feelings — ‘ 
5 about an inferred grievance to othere without first taliing “ 

oa tO. you. ‘ oe rae Se > 

«Ba T toké Dean Goffey ant Dr. Boss that an open breach with = 
Dr. Grean would make it harder for me to keep the Institute 3 

: EON eer satisfied with their expenditure, and would in my opinion | 
: : batly injure the Universtty's chance to tiild up game work. Beas 

h, I told Dr. Riley that I would tell Redington that inay = 
- . @pinion he ig making a mistske in ignoring all tet one” =~ oe 

departaent at the University, especially In imoring the :



a 5. I told Kilgore (personal) that in-my opinion an open ; es 
eS >». Beach with Green would badly handicap your aiming tommrd . | 

ee '- @ faculty position at Minnesota, and hence that your heavy us 
a Ae: ani effective investment of time in building up university = = = = = 

- and public interest in game would, if you moved elsewhere, 
; have to be written off the books as a loss because there — Peace 

: would be nobody to bring it to fruition. Also that it was : e 
| my hunch that if-a present breach could be prevented, that . : 

: Dr. Green would, unfer the new set-up, be easier to get i 
.. \>. along with. That 4¢ was my guess that Dr. Green, while. nee 

Pe . inflexible in hia conviction that the department has worked : 
acy against hia, is inwardly sorry about the breach with you. 

Lastly let me say to you that I made a mistake in not letting : 
well enough alone when I was up there before. It is my present belief _ ; 
“that Dr. Green is an individuel worker by nature, ani that the wise <ee 
policy is (if you can under present circumstances get back to it) to e 
give him cooperation and credit but not expect mich in return except to 
be let alone, plus, of course, the benefit of his research output to ate, 

- Mais is a personal letter and I am not sending copies of it é 

: : Yours as ever, : ‘ : ere
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BACTERIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY April 16, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

421 Chemistry Bldg, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I understand from Mr. Redington that he has made you acquainted 

with certain developments which have followed the proposal of cooperation 
on wild life studies at this institution. When I was in Washington, the 
question was raised concerning the correlating of the Bureau's activities 
in Minnesota, and it was necessary for me to explain the difficulties 
which I was meeting with relation to such cooperation. I was very much 

disappointed to have Mr. King proceed with definite arrangements with the 
new Game and Fish Commissioner without joining our requests as we had 

i ae That you may understand what has transpired, I am sending you a 
copy of the letter which I received from Mr. King and a copy of my reply. 

I have not proceeded with further negotiations with Mr. King. 

There is no doubt that some such cooperation as planned mst 

eventually be put into operation. I feel that Mr. Redington's suggestion 

that you come to Minneapolis to aid in building up a cooperative plan is 

a very good one. Such a procedure would be very satisfactory to me and 
I feel it will also be very agreeable to Mr. King. If you would be will- 

ing to visit us and if you will let me know when you are coming, I shall be 
pleased to arrange the meeting with Mr. King. At the present time I have 
classes on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons from 1:00 to 3:00 and leave 

Friday afternoonsfor Station-on-Alexander. I can, however, arrange to 
meet you at any time except during the lecture hours mentioned above. 

Very sincerely yours, 

; R. G. Green 

rggir 
a
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Feburary 19, 1931 

Mr. RT. King 
Dept. of Entomology ; 

Farm Campus : 

Dear Mr. King: 

I find that I mst make an immediate trip East. 
This makes it necessary to delay our meeting as planned for the 

end of this week or the first part of next. I will call you 
as soon after my return as I can. 

I have carefully noted what you say in your letter 
regarding dead grouse. If Mr. Stewart is willing to have all 
geme wardens send in specimens, that is fine. However, I must 
confess that I do not see how the arrangements which you have 

made will work to the advantage of either one of us. Mutilated 
birds from obvious accidental death will have little value as 
far as weights and measurements are concerned, and all those not 
matilated obviously should be investigated for disease. In the 

present increasing status of ruffed grouse, I see no reason why 
you should not be allowed to collect all the normal specimens 
that may be necessary for your work, 

Yours very truly, 

(Signed) R. G. Green 
e 

rggil
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Department of Agriculture 
University Farm, St. Paul 

Division of Entomology and Economic Zoology 

February 18, 1931 

Dr. R. G. Green 
Millard Hall 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

Dear Dr. Green: 

I have recently asked Mr. W. D. Stewart, Commissioner of Game and Fish, 

to authorize the District Chief Game Wardens in the Northern and Central part of ’ 
the state to assist in the collection of ruffed grouse specimens for use in Grouse 
Investigation. He very obligingly granted this request and has written them to so 

assist. 

In response to his letter, I have just recently received a partridge 

picked up dead on the road by Chief Warden, Joseph Brickner: of Hibbing. Mr. 
Brickner stated in his letter that he had previously sent such specimens to you. 
I do not want to interfere in any way with your plans or to sidetrack any specimens 
you can use in your bacteriological work. The disease angle of the grouse work 
is, I believe, the most important phase of the work. In this connection I wonder 
if it isn't practicable for us to carry out the program we discussed earlier this 
winter. Inasmuch as many of the birds picked up have been killed by accident and 
show no evidence of disease, I could make the routine weighings and measurements 
here in connection with the food studies and send on to you all those specimens in 
which the weights or superficial examinations indicated a possible disease condi- 
tion. By this arrangement we would be making the fullest use of each specimen 
and should also avoid confusion among the cooperators. 

I am sending Mu Brickner a copy of this letter. 

Sincerely yours, : 

Ralph T. King 

Instructor in Economic Zoology 

rtk:s i
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
4ol University Ave. Nat!1 Bank Building 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

My delay in returning the papers is due to my absence in the field. 

Since March 23, I have been in town only two days until this last trip in. Both 
papers are excellent. Your digest of the British report is thorough-going and ju- 

dicious, and a most worthwhile contribution to American Game Management. Your 

statement that the American species of grouse are "probably promiscuous" will 
stir up some comment and probably meet with some contradiction. I, however, be- 

lieve you are right. I have more and more reason to believe that in the case of 
ruffed grouse the presence of old males is a factor of considerable importance 

and one that we must eventually give some attention. I am inclined to think that 
losses of extremely young birds are high and will prove to be the most difficult 

factor to modify. 

There are two things that strike me in the "cycle" paper: first, the 

recoveries in the red grouse records seem altogether too rapid to be accounted 

for by natural reproduction. I am not nearly so familiar with these data as you 
are and I should not presume to criticize them, but in several instances both the 

curves and the text indicate highs, the year following lows. 

My collected records on snowshoes in this state are beginning to indi- 
cate such erratic and locally different behavior in this species as to preclude 

the drawing of any general conclusions for an extensive area, 

The second point in the "cycle" paver is contained in the third paragraph 
of your conclusions - "There is no significant synchronism between British and Ameri- 

can (species), the periods being different. (This would seem to refute the theory 
that cycles are basically due to fluctuations in solar radiation or sun-spots).!# 
There can be no doubt that there is no synchronism, you have clearly proven that 

there isn't. But does this lack of synchronism refute the theory mentioned? If 

solar radiation plays any important part in the economy of these gallinaceous species 
it must act largely through their chief foods, i. e., vegetation. Isn't it possible 
that British crouse management, which is directed almost entirely toward heather 

control and rotation, may have modified the effects of solar radiation acting through 

this agency by changing the age class of available or preferred heather? 

I am afraid I haven't clearly expressed this point, but I have a sort of 
half-formed idea that if solar radiation is important, and if it acts through vege- 

tation, and if in the one case the vegetation is modified only as natural succession
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affects it and in the other case it is systematized according to a rigidly enforced 

and widespread rotation scheme giving rise to definite age classes some of which 

are preferred above others by the birds, then the results in the two cases are found 
to be different than they would be if controlled rotation wasn't practiced. (What 

a horrible sentence? It is a relatively unimportant point anyway). 

I am returning various letters you have forwarded to me. Thanks for 
the opportunity to get these records. I am also enclosing a copy of some corres-— 
pondence relative to vheasant flights thet you may be interested in. 

The field work is going beautifully. I wish you could spend a day or two 

on the area with me sometime between now and June 1. Will Mr. Ball be able to come 
up for a few days in the field? If he could come during the nesting season I be- 
lieve he would find it enjoyable. I have never had field work as well organized 

or as promising of results as I have this spring. It would be a real pleasure to 
have him with me. 

The last few grouse examined have provided some very interesting para- 

sitological material, perhaps one new species of a grouse parasite. I wish this 
other matter was settled. As it now stands I am getting no bacteriological data 
at all. It is a shame to have to discard these specimens only half examined. WNeed- 
less to say, Dr. Green has not kept his promise to get in touch with me as soon as 
he returned from the Hast. I have heard nothing from him since his return.. I hope 
some settlement of this mess will be accomplished soon. 

With best regards, I am 

Very truly yours 

RIK-s : Ruffed Grouse Investigations
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March 9, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

404 University Avenue Bank Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

We have recently had an opportunity to confer personally with 
Dr. Green, of the University of Minnesota, who, as you know, has 
taken the lead in a cooperative project which we have in the study 
of the diseases of foxes and other forms of wild life. There seems 
to be a misunderstanding between Dr. Green and Mr. King and the cir- 
cumstances as related to us are as follows: 

Dr. Green states that about January 26 you and Mr. King called 
on him and asked him to plan our wild-life disease investigation so 
as to include as far as possible the activities of Mr. King in his 
grouse investigation. To this Dr. Green was pleased to agree. It 
was arranged that Mr. King would present to Dr. Green details of his 
requirements so that procedures of the disease study could be planned 
to yield information valuable to Mr. King and also that Mr. King's 
studies might aid the disease investigation. 

In view of a new game and fish administration it was agreed 
to present to the new commissioner a cooperative request, embodying 
the requirements of both Dr. Green and the grouse fellow. This;. 2 
understand, was suggested by you and agreed to by Dr. Green and 
Mr. King. Dr. Green pointed out the necessity of immediate procedure 
from the nature of his work and suggested that he and Mr. King work 
out the cooperative plan that afternoon. Mr. King set the time as 
Friday or Saturday of that week at the latest, and on leaving he 
assured Dr. Green he would return before the end of the week. Dr. 
Green waited that week and the next, and during the third week began 
to suspect that the assignment had not been made in good faith. He 
therefore visited the new commissioner and found the commissioner some- 
what acquainted with his plans. No definite plans were presented 
to the commissioner by Dr. Green. The next day Mr. King called on 
Dr. Green. Dr. Green explained he had seen the commissioner the day 
before. Mr. King stated he had also seen him, as the commissioner 
had wanted to see some results on the food of pheasants. Mr. King 
did not bring with him the plans as promised, but agreed to at a later 
date. The following day Mr. King informed Dr. Green by letter that 
he (Mr. King) had arranged some time before with the new commissioner
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to have all dead and sick grouse found by wardens sént to him (Mr. King). 
Dr. Green states that he has received such grouse during the previous 
administration——that such grouse are essential to our cooperative 
work. Mr. King's offer to send Dr. Green such specimens as he would 
choose is net a satisfactory arrangement as a routine procedure in 
our investigations as tularemia in birds does not show typical lesions, 
loss in weight, or other grossly recognizable features. 

It is evident from the above that while Dr. Green delayed our 
: procedures in the interest of cooperating with the grouse fellow, 

Mr. King presented his own plans to the commissioner and arrived at 
definite arrangements, not divulging these to Dr. Green even when 
visiting him subsequently. Dr. Green points out that the original 
plans for the grouse fellow presented to him by yourself were modified 
and later abandoned, with no reason given, and that he was then placed 

-on an advisory committee to the grouse fellow, a committee that has 

never functioned to his knowledge. 

Apparently it is true that the presence of Dr. Green at the 
University of Minnesota and the knowledge that he had done important 
work on the diseases of game birds were potent factors in the choice 
of the University of Minnesota as a desirable place to locate one of 
the fellowships. I understand that during preliminary negotiations 
promises of Dr. Green's cooperation were eagerly sought and generously 
given; but since that time Dr. Green's part in the investigation seems 
to have been restricted due to the rivalry between the Experiment 
Station and the University. 

It is hard for me to understand why Mr. King saw the commis-— 
sioner alone without notifying Dr. Green. I understand that Mr. 
King has made arrangements through the new commissioner, Mr. Stewart, 

to secure all dead and sick grouse found by the wardens. I under- 
stand that this agency--namely, the game werden service--is the only 
source where such material can be obtained, and it has previously been 
sent to Dr. Green. The material certainly can be used by Dr. Green 
and afterwards be of service to the other branches of the investiga- 
tion, but it can not be used for his (Dr. Green's) bacteriological 
work after it has been dissected or otherwise contaminated in the 
course of other investigations. 

If a harmonious plan of cooperation can not be restored, the 
investigation stands to lose the services of the best qualified man 
we know of on diseases of the ruffed grouse. Therefore, I want to 

urge you to go into this matter thoroughly and see if arrangements : 
can not be made to accord with what you originally proposed to 
Dr. Green. It is the belief of all of us here that Dr. Green knows 
more about the diseases of wild life than anyone else we are co- 
operating with. To lose his services in connection with the study
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would be a great blow to us. I feel sure he can be retained if a 
joint conference can be held by you with Dr. Green, Mr. King, and 
Commissioner Stewart. I hope your engagements will permit you to 
go into this matter thoroughly in the very near future. 

Very sincerely yours, 

7 hd: 
Paul G. Redingtog, 

Chief. _
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By RALPH T. KING 
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numbers and have © Pigg BP a x “a familiar with condi- 
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These characteris- iy ae a e + find persons with 
tic fluctuations in i aaa aha ee \ r A written records of 
ruffed grouse popu- oy meee saan oo: [e068 the numbers. of 
lations are commonly _ E aaaaaaaasaaaa anne uae rests “sq grouse or rabbits in 
spoken of as cyclic Sin a articular localities 
behavior. The same ier given years. Un- 
more or less regular ups and downs are shown by fortunately, few such records have been kept. But 
pinnated, sharptailed, spruce and blue grouse, ptarmi- we do believe that many interested individuals can 
gan and cottontail and snowshoe rabbits. In all the recall for localities they are familiar with any ex- 
gpenes mentioned, as well as a number of others, ceptional occurrence of game in the recent past. 
these periods of increase followed by a sudden fall- In order that those individuals who possess 
off are known to occur. As a consequence hunting information of this kind be given an opportunity to 
of the affected species has been permitted for only record it where it will be available to all interested 
short periods in one or two years, with each open workers we have prepared a simple printed form for 
season followed by a closed season of several years their use. This form lists ruffed grouse, spruce grouse, 
duration. In some instances the open season and prairie chickens (both sharptails and pinnated) and 
the maximum abundance of game have not fallen rabbits. Under each of these four groups the years 
in the same year. from 1896 to 1930 are given. We have chosen the 

Knowing that this large number of game species terms—very abundant, abundant, fairly numerous, 
is affected and that the condition recurs periodically, scarce and very scarce, to indicate the numbers of 
we are, of course, interested in determining the cause each of these species for each of the years listed. All 
or causes. Several theories have been advanced to that is necessary to fill out one of these forms is to 
explain the. dying off of the species mentioned. Some place an X-mark in the square under the year and 
of these theories are backed by fairly conclusive opposite the term that indicates the numbers of the 
evidence. We cannot, in this short paper discuss species listed for that year, and to write at the top 
these various theories other than to say that as yet of the form the county and township to which the 
none of them has been proven. There are now in information applies. 
the United States and Canada a number of investi- The value of these records depends, first, on the 
gators devoting their full time to an attempt to dis- conscious effort of the observer to give his honest 
cover the cause of these disappearances. The species opinion of the numerical status of the species for the 
mentioned are being studied in the field and in the year in question; and second, on the pinning of each 
laboratory, at all seasons and under all conditions. record to a definite locality, either a small group of 
Every detail of their lives is being investigated. The counties, a single county, or a part of a county. One 
foods they eat, the diseases and parasites affecting authentic date and estimate is valuable, a dozen 
them, the enemies that prey upon them, the effects guesses are just twelve times worse than no informa- 
of the weather, and their choice of range, all are tion at all. 
being scrutinized with the greatest care and with the Our problem now is to get these forms into the 
aid of every assistance that science can provide. A hands of men possessing the kind of information we 
great deal has been learned and more is being dis- need. We do not intend to send them out broadcast, 
covered each season. but we want to get one to every person who is willing 

We will not have made a complete study of the to cooperate in this work. All such individuals are 
problem, however, if we fail to investigate this matter urged to write for one of these forms, to fill it in with 
of the cycles. Cyclic behavior seems to be a most such information as they possess, and to return it to 
important and fundamental rule of the very exist- us. Stamped self-addressed envelopes are enclosed 
ence of these species. It is certainly a most marked with each form. 
characteristic and of vital importance in any con- This is an opportunity for every sportsman and 
sideration of management or administration. The conservationist familiar with conditions in any lo-
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cality to give real help to the cause of conservation IN DAYS GONE BY 
at little trouble aid no expense to himself. All it Quite frequently newspapers from the southern 
requires is a postal card requesting one of the forms and central part of Minnesota report the finding of 
and afew minutes time to fill it out when received. huge elk horns in their vicinity. Nearly always 
Are ‘you sufficiently interested in the welfare of our these finds are made in drained swamps or lakes—it 
native™ game species to cooperate to this extent? seems to be necessary that these horns be covered 
If so, please mail your request for one of, the forms re a rere see preseryeon: 
to the following address: these horns had been shed naturally on up- 

. land they would not have been preserved today; 
MINNESOTA RUFFED GROUSE they would have been eaten by various rodents and 

INVESTIGATION cistntee nee by, ae chemical paneey of ue Sanous 
oes elements. eer and moose she eir horns eac! 

Division of Entomology and year and yet it is very seldom that a shed horn of 
Economic Zoology either is found in comparison with the numbers that 

University Farm, use ve Aen a the. for Hood peee Ona one is 
St. Paul, Minn. found and invariably it is well chewed up by porcupines. 

SES Ee Se ak Deduction would indicate that a set of elk horns 
found on a aces lake pouom Deis belonged 

MERRY WOODTICK MAKES HIS BOW to an animal who was attacked and eaten by woives 
while crossing the frozen lake; the antlers left on the 
ice dropping to the lake bed in spring where they 

Sweet Harbinger of Gentle Spring Begins to have been Pee for a century or more. Many 
Nibble On the Folks of these elk horns have been found in sections where 

z even the oldest settler had no recollection of the 
Maybe when you see a robin it is a grosbeak occurence of this magnificent game animal, now 

perhaps the bluebird you glimpsed was a bluejay extinct in a wild state in Minnesota. 
and maybe the crow you saw was a bug crawling —______—_ 
across your glasses, but when you unscrew a wood- TRAP-SHOOT RECORDS 
tick from your shoulder blade you know it’s a wood- The following is a record of the birds shot at, 
tick, and not an optical illusion of any kind. While broken, and percentages of perfect scores of members 
the woodtick resembles in his general outline the of the Twin City Shooting Association. This rep- 
bedbug, he has none of the latter’s retiring disposi- resents all single targets shot at on club grounds 
tion. He doesn’t sneak up on his victim in the night, from April 1st to December 31st, 1930, inclusive. 
but lays for him in the woods. When spring arrives Singles 
he is waiting for you on the tip of every branch. He  ¢,, N@me. SEE eS ore nanos 
is waiting for you right now, and hence we say it is GW. MeCullough...|||. 1276 1214 19514 
spring. We don’t care how low the mercury goes or Capt. W. H, Faweett..... 1226 1159 +9461 
how much it snows, it’s spring. Even the young tHatleDonahue.......... 1876 Nes eee 
man’s fancy, lightly turning to thoughts of love, is $B. Dickey. c..1..), 2901 2058 "9350 
no more reliable an indication of spring than the H.C. Russell............ 1750 1636 9348 
watchful woodtick, as he sits on the end of a branch Ww. vee oe tBok ae eae 
and meditatively whets the gimlet with which he Maer Ray 8. Miller...) 550 504 "9163 
pierces the human hide. Jae, Bi Belley soa 1201 1188 -a181 

. M. Stevens..........- 7 $ 
One of our grandsons, whose idea of fun is to H.A.Boomer..........._ 676 612 - 9053 

wander around in the woods all day, came in last en re oOre ae oo 
night and removed a couple of woodticks from his Roy Novotny........... 100 88 "$800 
person, at the same time making a few remarks we GH. Otness seb 2-2 180 655 8733 
didn’t know he knew how to make. Now we know me H. Harris... ......... 600 oe Bay 
ras Jarl W. Cummins....... 1426 1239 28688 
it’s time to tap the maples. Soon clouds of steam .P.Bend............. 550 474 8618 
will begin to pour from the boiling pans, while the J.C. Famechon.......... 1325 1141 8611 
fireman shoves wood into the furnace, pasuing ever aye amar nine yen Paps ae es Bate) 
and anon to remove a woodtick. Ta TWD Bred eaee ne 557 "8368 

While the old idea, that the woodtick burrowed led Bren 005) 123 toi “3530 
into the body of his victim has been disproven, he is Wm. Tschida............ 150 128 - 8533 
not what we would call a desirable companion. A BU Oy ea oe a coe : a c BU Millers. nitnen scosnecs87D 570 8444 
woodtick a quarter of an inch long and as thin as a Bid Rests coe ABO. 211 "8440 
calling card will attach himself to a man or other W.C.Brimmer.......... 826 697 +8438 
animal and draw blood until he is the size and shape a Sa area ne aes chores 
of an acord, when he drops off and curls Be and croaks. AM. Hoover........... 680 545 : 8384 
It is estimated by Dr. Einstein and other scientists C.W.Norton........... 500 407 8140 
that if all the woodticks in Minnesota were fastened fy By Otmess--..--..---. 300 ony oa 
to all the people in Minnesota and left undisturbed for Frederic Crosby......... 50. 40 "3000 
one hour they would be in possession of all the human Miss D. Van Liew........ 1200 954 -7950 
blood in the state. It is said that the only regret SO as ous eae 
John Rockefeller harbors, in his old age, is that he L.N.Sickles............ 300 234 7800 
never succeeded in training woodticks to work for W.4J.Kennedy.......... 450 351 7800 
the Standard Oil Co. He has done fairly well, but Bie Biaae na ee: eee oo oe = ross 

some of us still bleed when punctured. E, J.Grimeb. ss. .csuce 780 551 7346 

Still the woodtick has his good points. It’s DG Beeaearn el. 0 ie -b800 
fun to see a fat woman try to remove one from the R. W. Goodell........... 850 564 -6635 
middle of her back without attracting attention, and Ne ese reese Gen ee <fPep 
they divert the attention of dogs from fleas. Be- Dr. F. J. Van Drasek..... 175 83 (4742 
yond this they are of little benefit. x wer Biedel a 50 15 -3000 

But they are here, and that means it’s spring. }World Professional Champion © CARROLL BROWN, 
—Mille Lacs Messenger. State Amateur Champion Secretary.



4 CYCLES IN GAME PRODUCTION - A STUDY OF METHOD. ow 

The Ruffed Grouse or Partridge has always held high rank among American 

sportsmen, It would be difficult, if not impossible, to name a species with more 

interesting habits or greater sporting qualities. These attributes together with 

its wide distribution have operated to keep sportsmen and ornithologists throughout 

the country intensely interested in the status of the bird. It is, therefore, not 

surprising that these interested parties should manifest actual alarm when the species, 

a few years back, became so scarce over practically its entire range es to appear on 

the very verge of extinction. This almost total disappearance of the grouse was not 

by any means a development. new to the species. Their numbers had been greatly re- 

duced on previous occasions, but this last scarcity involved the loss of a greater 

portion of the birds and their recovery has been slower. 

i Quoting from Dr, Alfred 0. Gross of the New England Ruffed Grouse Investi- 

gation:= "It has long been mown that there are periodic fluctuations in the numbers 

of grouse. The numbers gradually increase over a definite period of years until they 

seem abundant in every locality favorable for their existence. Then suddenly and un- 

expectedly the numbers drop in certain localities until comparatively few birds are 

to be found. There has usually been a full recovery from these adverse conditions 

and in time the birds assmbe-eamee hess beet rine 

becca deemeemensnhit oeeendnie tieeetheeeete-were back to normal numbers. In recent 

' oars, however, the decrease has been so great and the recovery in mamy places so in- 

complete that it is causing considerable concern to ornithologists and sportsmen thra- 

out the country. There is no immediate danger for the Ruffed Grouse, but we wish to 

secure an abundance of material with the hope that we may assist in preventing periods 

of scarcity. Many theories and guesses have been advanced to explain the cause of the 

depletions in the numbers of the Ruffed Grouse but up to the present no comprehensive 

scientific study of conditions in America has been made to explain the Phenomena," 

This statement was written five years ago, shortly after the first of the 

grouse investigations got under way. Prior to this time not a great deal had been
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: done in the way of an intensive study of this species. 

This brief introduction must serve to indicate a type of wild-life be- 

havior most typically illustrated by ruffed grouse, namely periodic fluctuations in 

numbers, or, as it is more commonly referred to, cyclic pehapior. There is nothing 

to be gained by opening up the old discussion at this time as to just what constitutes 

cyclic behavior. Some investigators insist that only regular and vitae fluctuations 

are entitled to inclusion under the term, whereas others would include any type of 

fluctuation no matter how irregular. 

Although ruffed grouse exhibit more or less regular fluctuations perhaps 

better than does any other game species, snowshoe rabbits rum them a close second in 

this respect. Cottontail rabbits and jack-rabbits are known to show the same type of 

behavior to a marked degree as do also ee sharptailed grouse and spruce 

grouse. Both Seton and Hewitt have pointed out the lerge number of fur and game 

species either primarily or secondarily affected by these so-called cycles in Sanada. 

Blton is now carrying on investigations of these same phenomena in Canade and the far 

north, while Middleton has recently pointed out indications of beginning cyclic be- 

havior in the introduced American Gray squirrel in Englend. This same behavior has 

long been kmom to characterise lemming and mouse populations in various parts of 

the world, and it may be pointed out 4% this time thet the very interesting papers 

presented by Mr. Hoyes Lloyd at this and other conferences deal with a closely re- 

lated phase of this same general problem. 

It is obvious that any investigation of the ruffed grouse mst take into 

account this marked characteristic of the species' population behavior. In fact, it 

seems that any study of these various species might well be built up eround what 

appears to be a most important and a fundamental rule of their existence. 

If this is true the first problem confronting us is one of method. How can 

we most quickly obtain the greatest amount of knowledge relative to these fluctuations} 

The question as to what we will do with the information when we have finally compiled 

it can be postponed for the moment. 14 is @ifficult if not impossible to plan the use
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. of material before the nature of that material is know. 

If we are to begin our study of cycles in 1930 and carry our investigations : 

forward, making observations and collecting data only ae the future behavior of these 

species permits, we will not be in a position to draw sound conclusions for at least | 

another generation. Game cyeles in the various species and in different parts of the | 

country seem to vary in length from six to ten or more years. Accepting even the 

lowest of these figures and carrying out future investigations on that basis it would 

require a period of thirty years to compile data on five peaks and five depressions. 

Even though sufficient deta could be obtained in this short period it would remove 

the solution of our problem to 1960. 

It would seem that any method promising earlier solution, or even temporary 

aid while awaiting future developments, is well worth trying out. 

The Minnesota Ruffed Grouse Investigation as well as others of a similar 

nature hos demonstrated conclusively that one of the most valuablé contributions 

to the work in conservation and game management can be made through a collection of 

data bearing on the past occurrence and behavior of the species in question. Mr. 

P. A, Taverner's gtatement in the Canadian FPield-Naturalist is of interest in this con- 

nection; he says: "Of late, considerable interest has been ES in the periodic : 

fluctuation in numbers of rodents and grouse and I have received several requests 

for information on the subject. It is being realized that these cyclic variations 

are more then local and have a deep bearing upon important economic questions. The 

data upon past variations are scattered and fragmentary and difficuit to gather to- 

gether for correlation. Much of them ere unpublished and exist only in old note- 

books or in fading memories, unattainable to the research student. It would be well 

if all who can add to the history of such events would publish them,....." 

It is obvious that any etudy of a given species will require years to 

collect and record a mass of data regarding that species that will equal in amount 

and scope the number of observations alfeady made bat unrecorded. This is true 

because, first, few if any game species now occtr in as large numbers or over as
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* great an area as they did formerly. Consequently opportunities for making observations 

are more limited now then formerly. Second, certain species are cyclic, that is, in- 

dividuals of such species are present in large numbere for one or more years and then 

for an even longer period they occur in only limited numbers. Work on such species is 

held up to a considerable extent during these low periods for lack of matericel to work 

on. Third, the number of observations made in any one year or short period of years 

cannot possibly equal the number of observations made by all the interested parties 

for years past. Fourth, various species were formerly present in localities and under 

conditions where they no longer exist. There are undoubtedly data bearing on their 

occurrence and behavior in such places and under such conditions which cannot now be 

duplicated. Fifth, there are men, trained woodsmen, with a keen interest in the 

problems under discussion, who claim no scientific training and no kmowledge of 

technical methods whose ability to observe and interpret field conditions are the 

despair of the technically trained naturalist. If we fail to make use of the vast 

fund of information stored in the memories of these men through a lifetime association 

with the actual conditions we are overlooking one of the very best sources of know- 

ledge and delaying our work accordingly. Incidentally most of this information is 

not recorded and unless we get it into the literature soon it will be gone forever. 

In this connection Hilton in his “Animal Bcology" has very aptly said: "It 

should always be remembered that the professional ecologist has to rely, and always 

will have to rely, for a great many of his data, upon the observations of men like 

fishermen, game keepers, local naturalists,‘and in fact, all manner of people who 

are not professional scientists at all. The life, habits, and distribution of 

animals are often such difficult things to ascertain and go variable from time to 

time, that it will always be absolutely essential to use the unique mowledge.of 

men who have been studying animals in one place for 2 good many years. [It is a 

comparatively simple matter to make « preliminary biological survey end accumulate 

lists of the animals in different communities. This preliminary work requires, of 

course, great energy and perseverance, and e skilled acquaintance with the ways of 

animals; but it is when one penetrates into the more intimate problems of animal
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. life, and attempts to construct the food-cyeles that the immensity of the task begins 

to appear and the difficulty of obtaining the right class of data is discovered, It 

is therefore worth emphasizing the vital importance of keeping in touch with all 

practical men who spend amch of their lives among wild animals.------ The writer has 

learned a far greater nunber of interesting and invaluable ecological facts about 

the social organization of animals from gamekeepers and private naturalists, and from 

the writings of men like ¥. H, Hudson, than from trained zoologists. There is some~- 

thing to be seid for the view of an anonymous writer in Nature, who wrote: *fhe notion 

that the truth can be sought in books is still widely prevalent and the present 

dearth of illiterate men constitutes a serious menace to the ahtnaounnn’ of know- 

ledge'". (Italics my own). 

fhe commonly accepted sayings, Coming events cast their shadows before 

them, and History repeats itself, in a way express the idea this paper attempts to 

develop, fe believe that if we mew more about past conditions we could not only 

tell with a greater degree of certainty what will occur in the future but we could 

also more quickly discover the reseons why certain phenomena do occur and perhaps, 

to some extent, succeed in diminishing our losses and increasing our productivity 

of game, 

It is here, then, in the accumulation of data bearing on the past that 

every interested sportsman and conservationist cen help. The nature of the informa- 

tion necessary for the completion of this plen is, briefly, the occurrence of game: 

species in definite localities with definite dates. Did they occur in large numbers, 

in only moderate numbers, or in very small numbers? ‘When their numbers decreased 

was the decrease gradual or sudden? Over how longa period did the "low and the 

"high" extend? At what seasons of the year were the changes in numbers most marked? 

And any other information relative to changes in their environment and their re- 

sponses to such changes. 

It is, of course, impossible to determine the actual number of birds or 

snall mammals present in any area at a given time. Furthermore, only an occasional 

observer has kept written records of his observations on the abundance or scarcity
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; of game from year to year. But most observers can, if a conscious effort is made, 

recall the more marked fluctuations of the more important species a the locality 

with which they are most familiar. The value of these records depends, first, on 

the conscious effort of the observer to record his honest opinion of the status of 

the species for the year in question; and second, on the pinning of this record to 

a definite locality, either a small group of counties, a single county, or a part 

of a county. One authentic date and estimate is valuable, a dozen guesses are just 

twelve times worse then no information at all. 

These are only a few of the more important things we must find out in 

order to make a complete historical treatment of the geme cycle situation in any 

region. 

Ideally only the method of personal interview showld be used in collecting 

this information. In that way there is much less liklihood of overlooking any of 

the minor points and = auch greater liklihood of each one understanding the other. 

There is, however, one point on which correspondence should always be welcomed. 

We must kmow where to go for this information. If anyone can supply data of the kind 

desired or if they kmow of anyone who has such data this information should be 

supplied in order that we mey more quickly and efficiently cover the ground. The 

sooner we have the sources of information listed the more rapidly will the work be 

prosecuted and the results made available and applied. 

: The sources of this information are old diaries, shooting journals, field 

notes, old newspaper files, in some cases county and mimicipal records, recollections 

of old settlers, hunters, naturalists and outdoor enthusiasts, historical records, 

taxidermists records , the records and recollections of market hunters and game buyers 

of the old days, records of railroad shipments of gane, and articles and letters pub- 

lished in old sporteman's magazines, local natural history societies publications 

and various scientific periodicals. It is surprising to learn how much information 

of this sort is still existent and available if one will only go to the trouble of 

digging it out. 
3 

You, of course, are wondering about the value of auch of the information
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> that will be thue acquired, It is true that some of 1t will be valueless and much of 

it imcomplete. There will, however, be a considerable part of great value. Not 

every forkful that goes into the threshing machine is all wheat. It is the machine's 

part to Néjarete the wheat from the chaff. There are methods of determining the per-~ 

centage of error in just such masses of deta as we are attempting to accumulate. 

Those methods will be applied in this case and we are convinced that much of value 

will result. 

4s for the value of this information, we will have to make one illustration 

suffice. The various grouse investigation committees have discovered epproximately 

twenty-five different diseases and parasites to which the ruffed grouse is subject. 

It is not known how important these are in relation to the fluctuations of ruffed 

grouse, but it becomes increasingly wore probable that one or more of them are of 

decided importance. It is also quite probable that a pathologist could take the 

results of our game cycle study picturing the ups and downs of this species and by 

a& process of elimination rule out ten, fifteen, twenty, or even more of these 

diseases as being incapable of producing the behavior illustrated in the picture. 

This would leave the bacteriologist or parasitologist free to devote all of his ae 

time to investigating the most possible causes. 

There are a great many correlations that can be made once this data is 

compiled, Weather data, changing agricultural and forestry conditions and practices, 

increasing industrial occupation, development of transportation facilities, modifica- 

tion of legislation and changing public sentiment are all a matter of record for years 

back. A record of changing game conditions would allow for the establishing of 

whatever correlation ex ists between these various factors and the response on the 

part of wild-life. 

Such a cycle study wight conceivably be of value as a basis for regulating 

the hunting of these fluctuating species. Certainly such a study will indicate some 

things of value to be expected or applied in future work with the species. Perhaps 

the greatest value of the study lies in what it will demonstrate - whether or not :
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Ht such a study can produce worthwhile information. If the method shows positive re- 

turns the value of a new method in game research will have been demonstrated, if the 

results are negative no time will be wasted in the future on such investigations. 

There is one further point that must be considered, It is vitally import- 

ant in this work that we distinguish between facts and opinions. Students of wild 

life have for generations been observing facts but in altogether too many instances 

publishing and discussing opinions. It is true that each man is entitled to his 

own opinion, but it is equally true that an opinion formed on the basis of a thousand 

observations is of more value than one formed on the basis of a single observation. 

The cycle study is simply an attempt to get together all the available facts that 

may prove of value in providing a sound basis for drawing conclusions. he 

It is now time to collect and evaluate these facts derived from every 

source (many of which will soon be no longer available) and make such deductions as 

are warranted. Conclusions drawn by different individuals differ in value. Facts, 

however, are of only two types - complete and incomplete. Even incomplete facts, 

when there is a chance of completing them, are better than none at all. 

It doesn't matter to us at this stage who will draw the conclusions from 

the collected facts. Every science develops its Darwin, its one great generalizer . 

Such a man will appear, if he is not already present, among conservationists when 

the time is ripe. Our duty is to record these data now before they are gone forever. 

The carpenter cennot built without building materials. We must supply the materials, 

in this case the data asked for. Neither can the carpenter work without tools. ‘The 

student of cyclic behavior is presumed to possess the tools necessary for shaping 

the materials in workable units, that is to say, recording, classifying and evelu- 

atine the data. Who will be the man to use the completed structure for our benefit 

we can safely leave for the future to determine. No valuable and substantially con- 

structed building remains vacent for long. Our structure will produce if and when 

it is completed.
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REPORT ON MINNESOTA FELLOWSHIP 

I spent January 23 to 27 inspecting the Minnesota fellowship. 

History of Cycles. Six months ago the subject matter of the Minnesota 

fellowship was, by mutual consent, narrowed down, with primary present 

emphasis on a study of the history of game cycles in Minnesota and the 

immediately adjacent states. : 

Since July 1 King has collected and arranged in a special index 

file 3,500 observations from the literature bearing on the status of 

grouse and rabbits in this region. He has covered the period 1870-1886. 

Most of these references were obtained from periodicals. Rail- 

road shipments and books of game dealers have been tried, but so far 

without any particular success. 

The material gathered is in my opinion of excellent quality and 

represents a very satisfactory accomplishment for the time spent on it. 

The prospective utility of the historical study has been ques- 

tioned. It may therefore be well to repeat that only a limited period 

is to be devoted to it, and that it was, and is, considered by me to be 

a necessary foundation for the work of the five other men now studying 

grouse in this country. Just what clues it will yiela cannot of course 

be ascertained until the work of compilation and analysis is completed. 

I stand by my original opinion that the historical study was 

the strategic first move for the Minnesota mek; 

Course in Game Management. The University, with the consent of the 

Institute, asked King to give a course entitled "Field Methods in
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Vertebrate Zoology" during the fall quarter. This fell through at the 

last moment due to a fiscal technicality. 

In place of it King is giving, during the winter term, a course 

entitled "Economic Vertebrate Zoology" consisting of three lectures per 

week from Jamary 5 to March 18. In spite of the fact that this course 

is elective, and in spite of the absence of any formal announcement in 

last fall's curriculum, 23 students are enrolled, 6 of whom are graduates 

auditing the course without graduate credit. This very satisfactory 

response, and the hearty interest shown by the students, has given rise 

to the suggestion that the course be given the status of a graduate seminar 

next year. 

The course is virtually an orientation course in game management 

for juniors and seniors in forestry and agriculture. Several of the 

students, however, wish to take up game as a profession. 

Next year the course will be given in the field as first intended, 

instead of indoors. 

The prompt success of this venture must be principally attributed 

to King's effective work both among students and faculty. 

General Status of Game Work. Dr. Green has turned over a great deal of 

new ground in his study of tularemia, and is now considering joining with 

King in a request for financial help from the State Conservation Department. 

I gave a lecture on game research, which was arranged by King, and 

which was attended by 75 members of the faculty and graduate schools. 

There is an unmistakable increase of interest in the university's conser- 

vation program. At least a part of this must be ascribed to the contacts 

developed by King through the fellowship.
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Summary of Plans. Based on the accomplishments to date and the possible 

rates of performance learned through experience, King estimates that by 

July 1, 1932, the fellowship will have completed the following jobs: 

1. Collection and complete examination of 100 grouse scattered 

throughout the year, including both young and old birds, their 

food, parasites, bacteria, weights, etc. (UO birds have been 

thus handled so far.) 

2. Historical study completed and compiled. (This will be King's 

thesis for his Ph.D. degree.) 

3. Three seasons! experience in developing shelters and feeding 

methods. 

4. Six types of traps and three types of snares developed and tested 

as a means of taking birds for banding or other purposes. 

5. Two years of complete history of all factors on the special 

experimental area, including the following of broods in 

fenced inclosures for two seasons. 

“6. Development of a variety of census methods suitable to the 

species, 

Ue digtolf 
Aldo Leopold
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COOPERATIVE OBSERVERS REPORT ON FLUCTUATING SPECIES. 

Information of the type indicated on the enclosed forms is essential to 

the carrying out of the Minnesota Ruffed Grouse Investigation. This investiga- 
tion is a cooperative project carried on by the State University under the 
direction of the Bureau of Biological Survey. Results thus far obtained have 
rendered obvious the importance of a more complete knowledge of the behavior 
of our fluctuating game species. These species are the ones mentioned in the 
questionnaire, namely, the four species of grouse native to the state, and 
Tabbits. 

It is, of course, impossible to determine the actual number of birds or 
rabbits present in any area at a given time. We have, therefore, chosen the = 
five terms, very abundant, abundant, fairly numerous, scarce and very scarce 

as indicative of their numerical status. Only an occasional observer has kept 
written records of his observations,on the abundance or scarcity of game from 

year to year. But most observers can, if a conscious effort is made, recall 
the more marked fluctuations of the more important species in the locality with 
with they are most familiar. 

The value of this record depends, first, on the conscious effort of the ob- 
server to mark that square that will record his honest opinion of the status of 
the species for the year in question; and second, on the pinning of this record 
to a definite locality, either a small group of counties, a single county, or 
a part of a county. 

Mark the record with a single locality in mind. Do not enter information 
on one sheet for two separate localities. If you are familiar with conditions 
in more than one locality, please advise us and we will gladly supply additional 
sheets. Always indicate clearly in connection with each svecies what locality 
the data applies to. 

Do not enter any records except those you are positive of. One authentic 
date and estimate is valuable, a dozen guesses are just twelve times worse than 
no information at all. It is not exvected that any one individual can recall 
conditions for each year for even a half of the period listed, but if each 
observer will supply that information he possesses, the gaps will be few and 
small. 

Any information for years not listed, and any information of any kind 
relative to the species listed will be very much appreciated and can be written 
on the backs of the sheets. 

We hope to get information from at least five observers in each county. 

If you cannot supply any of the information asked for please return the forms 
as this will materially assist us in completing the work for your county and 
hasten the completion of the program. 

And finally, we want to emphasize again the fact that one or two correct 
dates for a definite locality are of great value. Of course, the more informa- 
tion you can supply the better, but correct information for a single year for 
your locality will be gratefully received. 

5 Minnesota Ruffed Grouse Investigation 

University Farm 
500 St. Paul 
December 17, 1930 Minnesota s — 
RIK-b \
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PRESIDENT, c. |. B. HENNING VICE-PRESIDENT, EVANS ee SEC'Y-TREAS., C. STEWART COMEAUX 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 4 

103 PARK AVENUE oe 

NEW YORK iv 

November 26th, 1930 Z Ho 
ad 
a? 

oo 
ae Mr. Aldo Leopold, Our File: 
Bd 421 Chemistry Building, Game 
Po Madison, Wisconsin. 

a8 
ag Dear Mr. Leopold: 

g = Fellowships B ———S 

3k Acknowledging yours of the 22nd: 

— : We note correspondence regarding the 
hee changes that you recommend in the amounts to be paid account 

gas of the four University Fellowships. The additional $100.00 in 
aa the case of Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota has already been 

aso approved, since these amounts were to be applied towards expense 
= ae of their Fellows to attend the December Conference. The $500.00 
a ec travel expense for Wisconsin, of course, is another thing, altho 
ee it should be recalled that the original discussion of the amount 
Hoo of the Fellowships centered around the figure of $3,000.00 per 
cee fe annum. However, in order that the matter may be thoroughly 
Aas understood, it probably will be just as well for you to explain 
a - a this situation at the Game Committee meeting next Wednesday. 

aa S In connection with the Fellowships, please 2° 5 
opd note that we have just received the following telegram from 
oab Cc. E. Griswold, Assistant Comptroller of the University of Min- 

nesota — 

"Appropriation R. Tf. King Fellow Fifteen Hundred Exhausted. 
To Meet Expenses will have to have Balance of Appropriation 
of Fifteen Hundred Dollars. Letter Follows." 

We presume that this gentleman means that he wants us to anti- 
eipate the December 31st paymet on this Fellowship, which of 
course, if you approve, we can do. We are mking no acknow- 
ledgment of the telegram and no doubt will have your approval 
by the time the confirming letter of Mr. Griswold is received. 

Yours very oe 

esce:s Secretary 

Copies to Messrs. J. M. Olin 
E. ¢. Dill 

: C. I. B. Henning
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November 26th, 1930 

Professor R. N. cho pman, Cur File; | 
University of Minnesots, Game 
University Farm, 
St. Paul, Minn. 

Dear Sir: : 

Finnesote University Fellowship : 

Referring to telegram dseted November 
25th from c. FE. Griswold, Assistant Comptroller of 
the. University of Minnesota asking for ddvance pay- : 
ment of semi-annual payment due December 3ist: — 

, We are pleased to enclose herewith the 
; Institute's check No. 450 in the amount of $1,600.00, 

which covers payment for semi-amual period commenc- 
ing Jamary lst, 1930, 88 well es $100.00 addi tional 
appropristion towards the expense of your Fellow in 
eonnection with his attendance at the 17th American 
Game Conference. bie 

: Yours very truly, . 
; \ PoP 

CSc :3 Seeretary ; 

Enel. ce ‘ 

Gopies to wessrs. J. M. Olin 
Ba.-6. Dall an 
Aldo Leopold He



Mr. Ralph T. King es Seas ee Fo 
eS : University Tarm . eee ieee gor 

3 St. Paul, Minnesota gate : ne 

: Dear Kings s ae es oe : 

Lee Mr. Comeaux has informed me that he received a wire eo 
: ‘ direct from Mr. Griswold, the Comptroller of the University, to 

the effect thatthe fellowship fond was exhausted and requesting —S 
that the Jamiary 1 payment be advanced. : ¢ : en 

bs oe Ho doubt Mr. Griswold took this action on his own initi- ey 
Bean Gh ative. Ordinarily I would prefer that. these matters be taken up - 

: far enough in advance to come through me, since Mr. Comeaux is : ee 
‘mot responsible for the administration of the fellowships and = é 

- 4) ordinarily looks to me to 0.%. adjustments of this sort. Under : ae 
-. 8) {the e¢ireumstances, however, he mate the remittance, including the 4 oe 
: @ $100 due for your lew York trip, méking a total of $1,600. Ee 

at your convenience I wish you would take up with Dr. cee. 
pe “= Riley whether it would be agreeable to the University to place . : 

a . < the whole fellowship on a project basis, that is, the Institute BE 
es would remit $3,000 per year and the University to take the res- Es 

2 -ponsibility of so spending the funds or adding to them as to i 
Z . | @arry out the project. Michigan was organized on this basis : Soe 
eee a ‘from the outset, and I think it is more satisfactory for both : § 

ee parties. I will take this up formally later, probably during a _ Oa : 
avin nek _ personal visit. So ee a os : : ae 

: a e : Yours sincerely, ee a : 

: oe 2. ARNO LROPOLD fe es 

* Daetated by.Wr. Teopold.- = * 
: but signed in his absence. = tee Pong S
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Li ak a ai ae a a hs 

St. Foul, Miamesot Pine Pes el Ore 

ate your ei me 2 Ligh dneofar ag ym can without specie expenditure 
t ec a eA BRS ea 

. (2) auath deatattona sins ext oar sates tet ru now of 3 in Minnesota, sni-clso locations of etrageling eovies on the boundary of = 
\3 ke Penge. “Second-han® infornation is good enough tf you know the ob= 

eS server and have ehecked to gee that he ia telling about costly tall ine ee aR Ee 
67 noymal recent F ammo In my dope on covies ol] were converted at 15.binie 

. each, wiloss observer had a more exact. amity ts og: eae a 

Ly ag aaal®) Stat tame, Ras it emacs osedy weisten ‘2 EAR Ee erancen en Se 
3 Beas dmte date, Sinfly £412 it tn ag Seen = . en eee ae 

oy ° he Gebtral States Porect Syperinent Station at Columns hag just 
S issued a very excellent mimeoeiaphed map. showlng,.up to the north boundary — ee 
3 “|. of Towa and Iniinote (a) counties din wilh o let 99 of lend isin 3 
Ne faras, Spi senntiee th Sitch fame weote: set stocke! with more than one | 

x | os mona Like Yory sich to oxiond Bite taivsanitoa tats utongshn pak 
* . | of the University Tam of efther (a) or (b) or both for Mimesota, I would - : 

Ro}. 2 would algo Like to have for thie map a north bountary for the eee 

ee Hane Tf yu have on partioular information om *trruptivet ee 

SS ee eee eee 
¢ would not advine, hovever, spending any speciel time on this pointe =
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$ University or MINNESOTA an® 
DeparTMENT oF AGRICULTURE \\ 

Unrversiry Farm, St. Pact : 

Shee “ A phe} 
(eee I 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY August 19. 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

421. Chemistry Building 
‘ University of Wisconsin 

Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing the answer to your question about the dat@é of 

Rev. Gear's arrival at Fort Snelling and some additional information 

that you may find interesting if you don't already have it.» I can 

find no dates for either Steeles introduction of cuail or Steven's 2 

; observations. Have siven what dates I could find. 

Stevens came to St. Paul in April, 1849. 

Steele filed on a claim near Fort Snelling in 1848. From 

the text of Steven's book I judse that Steele's introduction of quail 

falls somewhere between those two dates. 

I will arrive in Medison on Seotember 2 unless I notify you 

to the contrary. 

Yery sincerely yours, 

RIK-s Ruffed Grouse Investigation.



: GAME SURVEY 

MADISON, Wieesaan 

ae 
¢ 

7 : 

I am preparing a book on "Game Management," and also a 
report on the "Game Survey of the North Central States." 

5 I am lacking the information specified below and would 
appreciate your filling in the reply blank in so far as you are able, 
Please return to me in the enclosed envelope, Thanks for your cooper- 

ation. 

= Yours sincerely, 
A Rt 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

- 5 

Subject: od ba Ot Fo? S nellius (See Hatch, ) 

Question: Cuu yyw L out Ab eebert about what 
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¢ Age A 
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A) : eS “af hb v f\ a A & 

Reply: __ (\ 0. CrpSend S. Wont Goan ~ Cann ok on 

evs ig drow feed 1689 f 158 Es 
; 3)



ie Rev. Ezekial Gilbert Gear, Chaplain at Fort Snelline, from April 1839 to 1858. = 

Notes from - Personal Recollections of Minnesota and Its paoite and Barly : 
: History of Minneapolis. 1890. z 

: , John H. Stevens. © Mr. Stevens arrived in St. Paul, April 24, 1slio. : 

Pi 14-- "At ‘the time of my first visit to the Falls (St.-Anthony) I 5 4 

learned from unquestionable authority that Franklin Steele made the first Lon 

permanent claim in St. Anthony that was recognized in 1838. At that time he 

was sutler at Fort Snelling." M = 

Pp. 49-50 = "Game was plenty in those early times in Minnesota. Tndians ; 

were plenty too; but some way the more Indians the more game. At the proper ~.. spats 

season of the year elk, buffalo and bearsteaks, could be obtained at very 

reasonable rates, while there seemed no end of wild geese and ducks in the / 

fall and spring. Prairie-chickens were’ abundant but there were few quails. 

Bo - MY. Steele tried the experiment of introducing quails into the country. He aS 

ak had a larse numbér. lat them bebuaht UD, the river inthe fall. They were Saker 7 

out to Morgan's Bluff, some two miles from the Fort and given their liberty. ; 

At the same time he deposited wheat, See: and) corn in the immediate vicinity 

so that they’ would not suffer for the want of foot’. The birds seemed to zo : 

< through the first winter in 00d condition but in the spring of the second 

year there were none left; they all perished during the extreme cold winter 

months. As there was no grain raised in the country it was thought by many ae 

that they starved to death; but it was evidentle too cold for them.. Probably ——s 

if there had been srain-stacks or fields of cornstalks in the neighborhood for 

. them to winter in - which would have afforded not only protection, but food = j 

the result sagt have been different. Yet since the comtry has become so 

- thickly settled and every protection has been afforded ‘them, quails have never ‘ # 

ee become plenty. The Indians claimed they never would become numerous because : : 4 

of the extreme cold." :
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SUMMARY AND PLANS OF WORK UNDERTAKEN IN THE uriiasoea ‘ 400 

RUFFED GROUSE INVESTIGATION, te - 

The agreement between the Sporting Arms and eniibitin daliabicbedies! 

Institute, the Bureau of Biological Survey of the United, States Department of 

Agriculture, and the Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Minn- 

esota (hereinafter referred to as the Minnesota Ruffed Grouse Investigation) 

states:- "The object of this agreement is to promote useful lmowledge by conduct- 

ing an investigation into the life history and ecology of ruffed grouse, and 

the other birds or animals found to be involved in game popylation cycles". 

fhe investigation was started June lst, 1929, by the writer and plans 

for a three year program were drawn up on the basis of the Sporting Arms and 

Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute's agreement "to contribute not to exceed 

$3000 per year for a period of three years for the salary and expense of a 

fellow". This report is an account of the work undertaken to date and that 

Planned for the future, under this fellowship. 

&t the beginning of the work I purposely refrained from making any 

definite plans as to the method of conducting the investigation until I had had 

an opportunity to study, to some extent, the conditions in the field, and to 

familiarize myself with the literature bearing on the ruffed grouse and the 

work already done on this species by the New England and the New York investi- 

gations. The first five months of my time on the fellowship were spent in 

making a preliminary survey of that portion of the state included in the range 

of the reffed grouse and in gathering together the literature bearing on the 

ruffed grouse problem. 

On August 6th and 7th, 1929, Mr. H. L. Stoddard of the Bureau of 

Biological Survey, end Mr, Aldo Leopold of the Sporting Arms and Ammunition 

Menufacturers' Institute were in St, Paul to confer with Dr. R. N. Chapman and
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aged on (ant petgrees ona. pleke of the davkctigatiin. 40 thet Hee a maber of 

suggestions were made by each of the four as to what should be undertaken in the 

investigation. The suggestions were as follows: 

: Mr. H. Ll. Stoddard, adviser, Bureau of Biological survey - 

1, A study of baits, i.e., food studies and experiments planned to 

determine what foods and other nutritional requirements could be used to best 

advantage at the various seasons as attractants to draw the birds to definite 

feeding areas for counts and into traps for examination and banding. 

2. Trapping experiments ~ the devising of traps to be used for 

capturing the birds in numbers and wainjured for banding. 

3. Grouse and predator relations. This involves finding out what 

birds, mammals and reptiles prey on grouse in this region, what stages in the 

development of the grouse are taken by these various predators, and to what ex- 

tent grouse constitute their prey. 

4, A study of nesting habitats and cover preferences. Involves locating 

nests oat @ comparison of the various types of habitats chosen for nest locations 

and & seasonal study of cover selected by the birds. 

5. Food analysis, especially for seasons other than the hunting season. 

Involves the year around collecting of birds of various ages and the identifica- 

tion of the materials contained in the crop and gizzard, 

6. A study of parasites and diseases. The thorough examination of 

every specimen taken for gross and microscopic, internal end external parasites, 

for any other pathological conditions due to bacterial infection, injuries, etc. 

Mr. Alde Leopold, representative of the Sporting Arms end Ammunition 

Menufecturers' Institute - 

7. A Game Gyele Chart for Minnesota. A collection and evaluation 

of data bearing on the fluctuations in abundance of game species in Minnesota 

in the pest and a history of those changes that have occurred which affect game 

and their responses to Sosie changes,
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s 8. “Island” occurrence of ruffed grouse in Southwestern Minnesota. 

Aa investigation into the present occurrence of ruffed grouse in isolated wood- 

lets in thet discontinuous part of their range in the south and western parts of 

this state. 

Dr. R. N. Chapman, supervisor, Division of Entomology and Economic 

Zoology, University Farm, St. Paul. 

9. Island occurrence on Isle Royale, Lake Michigan. To determine if 

ruffed grouse occur on this islend and if they do, a comparison of their behavior 

there with the behavior of the seme species on the adjacent mainland. 

Ralph T, King, fellow, Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufecturers' 

Institute Fellowship. 

10, A preliminary survey of the distribution of ruffed grouse in 

Minnesota. 

11. Review of the literature pertaining te ruffed grouse and the 

activities and results of the other ruffed grouse investigations. 

12, A series of outline maps of the state illustrating the extent, 

intensity and changing conditions of various physical and biological factors 

affecting ruffed grouse with the distribution of the grouse indicated. 

13. Weather data for the nesting and rearing season over a sufficient- 

ly long enough period of years to include at least two "highs" and two “lows” 

with their attendant increase and decrease in population. 

14. Predator data. A collection of records bearing on the fluctua- 

tions of grouse predafors, both winged and ground species. ‘These to be obtained . 

from Ornithological publications, local naturalists and taxidermists, fur sales 

and trappers reports to the State Fish and Game Commission. 

From the date of this conference it was attempted to develop the work 

along the lines embodied in these fourteen suggestions. However, as the work 

progressed it became increasingly obvious that ne one investigator could 

accomplish a great deal if his efforts were spread over such a large field,



Purther, increased knowledge of the literature showed that certain phases of the 

work planned had been covered by other investigators and that recent work had 

rendered others of the proposed problems either valueless or of minor importance. 

As a result the work of this investigation came to fall within narrower limits. 

Yor instance, investigation of the Isle Royale proposition showed 

that there were no records of ruffed grouse ever having occurred on this island. 

4gain, the work on the outline maps of the state hed been undertaken with the idea 

that perhaps the increase of agriculture in the state or changes in Agricul tural 

practices might in some way account for the scarcity of grouse or even be con- 

nected in some manner with their fluctuations. However, Dr. 4. O. Gross’ find- 

ings in Labrador last summer indicate the fluctuations of this species are more 

warked in this wilderness area than they are through the United States and 

fenada. If this is true, contact with civilization is practically ruled out 

as a factor contributing to their cyclic behavior, 

Although work on certain of the proposals #as abandoned and work on 

others was postponed indefinitely, it was recognized. that there was necessity 

for one addition to the original list, namely, an intensive ecological study 

of some definite and well delimited area. ‘The plans for this piece of work 

involved the selection of an area in some good grouse territory where con- 

tinuous investigation could be carried on over a period of years ( at least four 

years) without danger of serious change in the original condition of the area. 

It meant also that the area had to be acceSsible at all seasons, close enough 

to the University to permit of numerous visits at not too great cost, ani proé 

visions for living anid laboratory work either present or easily crvetiah. The 

preliminary survey had shown that areas possessed the types necessary for this 

: work and after some further investigation in Pine, Kenabec, Morrison, Anoka, 

Aitkin, Mille lacs and Itasca counties, it was decided that Pine County afforded 

the best possibilities. the factors influencing the decision in favor of Pine 

; County weres-
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3 1, It contains a grest amount of typical ruffed grouse country. 

2. The birds occurred there abundantly in the past. 

3. There is evidence of a strong "come-back" now, 

4, The presence of a state game refuge of six townships. 

Farther investigation within the county showed the best ruffed grouse 

country to be located within the refuge. Parts of section 29, 30, 31 and 32 in 

Ogema Township were selected as the area to be studied for the following reasons:- 

1. These 2000 acres contained nine distinctly different types of environment, 

2. They contained excellent grouse cover and an abundance of grouse food for 

all seasons. 

3. It had been known as good grouse shooting ground before the establishment 

of the refuge. 

4, There was a fair number of birds present in the area last fall. 

5. ‘The area had good natural protection from fire. 

6. There were no settlers present in the area. 

7. Two good roads ran near the area from the Cities. 

&. It possessed excellent natural boundaries. 

9. It was only six miles from the game warden's home where living and lebora- 

tory quarters are available. f 

10, Although the erea is 110 miles from St. Paul there was none of a like na- 

ture any closer. 

The plans were to study the daily and seasonal distribution of the birds, 

their food and cover preferences, predator activities, various census methods, 

breeding behavior, activities, losses and behavior of the young and inter- and intra= 

brood relations. In addition to these studies we hoped to have very definite know- 

ledge of all conditions affecting the grouse on this area and of the area itself 

in readiness for the next "low", 

It was planned to map the entire area by actually chaining out compass
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lines every ten chains (660 feet) tnd permanently marking a tree every ten chains. 

fhis would have broken the 2000 acres into 10 acre plots with compass lines bound- 

ing each plot and a permanently marked tree at each intersection of the lines, i. e 

it woald mean that you could at no time be more than 141 paces from a marked tree. 

The various types of forest and ground cover were to be mapped, the plants identi- 

fied and in representative areas tenth acre plots were to be laid out on which the . 

numbers of each species of tree was to be determined, their diameters taken and : 

their ages determined in an attempt to discover if the distribution of grouse was 

in any way influenced by age or density of growth. All grouse nests, dusting 

"“serepes," drumming logs, roosting areas and feeding areas were to be located on 

the map. All predator nests, dens and kills were to be located also. In fact, 

every attempt was to be made to cover the ground monthly and note every factor that 

might in any way bear on the welfare of the grouse. 

It is only by carefully mepping such an area that one can be sure the 

ground is thoroughly covered on each monthly trip and it is only by definitely lo- 

eating each factor that one can hope te correlate the various influences at work 

in such an area. In addition, the knowledge acquired of conditions on the area 

and of the area itself would be of the greatest value in determining just what 

happens to the birds when the next "fall-off occurs. 

The work was well under way by June lst this year. A 1929 property own- 

ership map of the region showed that practically all of the land within and ad- 

joining the area was privately owned. During Jume of this year an attempt was 

made to find out how much logging in the area might be expected during the next 

few winters. This investigation revealed that practically all of the land had 

been bought up by the Northern States Power Company and that they were planning 

to construct a dam on the St. Croix River below the area which will result in the 

flooding of practically the entire area and the destruction of all the grouse cover. 

Construction of this dem must begin before March 31, 1932 and the plent must be 

in operation by July 31, 193%. Inasmuch as all the timber of any size must be
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: d taken off before flooding occurs thet leaves less than three years, possibly 

less than two, before the area will be ruined as grouse cover. Our work on 

the area was stopped in June as it is not advisable to carry out the project 

when it will be available for study for not more than two years. 

During the past winter experiments with verious types of traps and 

baits were carried out but none was successful. However, something was learned 

of the birds responses to the traps and baits used. No trapping experiments 

were carried on during themsting season. Some date relative to fall, winter 

and spring distribution and cover preferences were acquired. Only three nests 

were located last spring and five this spring. Some data for the Minnesota 

Cycle chart was collected, and the preliminary survey work was carried into the 

southwestern part of the state to check on island occurrence there, Work on 

the literature relating to the various problems has made fair headway and the pre- 

dator records and materials for the outline maps has been added to as the field 

work permitted. 

The change in plans necessitated by the loss of the mapped area in Pine 

County involves still other changes and this seems a good time to not only sum- 

marize what has been done but to formulate definitely plans for the future work. 

Future work may be outlined under seven headings. Although there is 

overlapping such as to preclude the consideration of these as seven separate pro- 

jects it will make for convenience and facilitate discussion to so regard them in 

this progrem. Neither can they be listed in the order of their importance for 

certain of them are dependent upon the prosecution of others, however, that con- 

sideration has no doubt influenced the order in the following list:- 

I. Historical study. 

II. Trapping. 

III. Comparison of unlike types. 

IV. Penning of birds under natural conditions. 

V. Collecting.
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VI, Mapping of a definite area. 

VII, Census methods. 

I, Historical study. This is the suggestion made originally by Mr. 

Leopold for a Game Cycle Chart for Minnesota. It involves, as stated, the col- 

lection, evaluation and tabulation of data bearing on the fluctuations in abund- 

ance of game species in Minnesota in the past and e history of those changes which 

have occurred that affect these game species. This study is being mde in the 

belief that one of the most valuable contributions to the work can be made through 

en accumulation of such data. It is obvious that any study of a given species 

will require years to collect and record a mass of data regarding that species 

that will equal in amount and scope the number of observations already made but 

unrecorded. The sources of this information are diaries, shooting journals, 

field notes, old newspaper files, in some cases county end municiapl records, 

recollections of old settlers, hunters, naturalists and outdoor enthusiasts, his- 

torical records, taxidermists records, the records or recollections of old wee 

ket hunters and game buyers of the old days and records of railroad shipments of 

game. It is surprising to learn how much accurate information of this sort i 

still existent and available if one will only go to the trouble of digging it out. 

It is of course necessary in this work to distinguish between facts and 

opinions. Students of wild life have for generations been observing facts but 

in altogether too many instances publishing and discussing opinions. This is sim- 

ply an attempt to get together all the available facts that may prove of value in 

providing a sound basis for drawing conclusions. Many of these data will soon be 

no longer available. It is true that some of the material collected will be value- 

less and much of it incomplete, There is, however, a considerable part of great 

value. There are methods of determining the percentage of truth and error in just 

such masses of data as we are attempting to accumulate. Those methods will be 

applied in this case. Perhaps the greatest value of this pase of the investigation
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: lies in what the study will demonstrate - whether or not such a study can pro- : 

duce worthwhile information. If the method shows positive returns the value 

of a new method in game research will have been demonstrated, if the results 

are negative no time will be wasted in the future on such Lanieniiaebinks 

II. Trapping. The banding of the birds in numbers is absolutely ese 

sential for any complete life-history or ecological study. Banding will give 

information on flight limits, on extent of feeding range, on seasonal migration, 

brood mixing, length and direction of "“erazy" flight, inter- ani intra-brood rela- 

tions, breeding relations, extent and type of area necessary for maintenance of 

broods, mortality in broods, age characters, and other questions of a like nature 

on none of which we have any definite information at present. But banding opera=- 

tions are absolutely dependent upon the develomment of a successful trapping method. 

No such method is known. Seven types of traps ere being experimented with at pre= 

sent. Some of these types have long been in use but have sever been tried before 

for raffed grouse; others of them were developed during the course of this investi- 

gation. A collection of natural foods is being made and these along with some new 

and some ertificial baits will be used this fall and winter. Arrangements have 

been made with two old and experienced animal trappers to cooperate in this work, 

III. Comparison of unlike types. Although the natural home of the ruffed 

grouse in this state is in the Canadian Zone they also occur locally throughout the 

Transition Zone where food and cover are available. Their range through the Cana- 

dian is in a large measure continuous and unbroken whereas in the Transition it is 

dis-continuous, the birds, for the most part, occurring in isolated wood-lots. 

There is evidence to indicate that the species fluctuates much less violently if 

at all in the southern and discontinuous portion of its range. Minnesota conditions 

are peculiarly adapted for determining the relative intensity of the fluctuations 

in these different types of range. In addition the Transition in this state shows 

_ a marked difference in development and type of agriculture from south to north. For 

these reasons three well-marked and widely separated areas have been selected for
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: observation and comparison. One ares in the Canadian in Pine County, anciher in 

the northern part of the Transition in North Anoka County where farmed land con- 

ss gtttutes approximately fifty per cent of the region and a third area on the 

Gannon River in Goodhue County also in the Transition bt in a region consisting 

of over ninety per cent fermed land; here the ruffed grouse range is much broken 

up end the birds are confined to isolated and unconnected wooded areas. 

A study and comparison of these three areas should show to what extent 

agriculture enters into the birds economy, what are the size limits of an ares 

ruffed grouse ean successfully occupy, and most important of all, how much does 

the intensity of the fluctuations vary from north to south. 

IV, Penning of birds under natural conditions, All of the investigators - 

working on ruffed grouse are agreed that wali the most important period in 

the life of the birds is the first ten days after hatching, certainly we know 

less about Inte period of their development than any other, Both Dr. Gross of 

the New England investigation and Dr, Allen of the New York investigation have i 

tried to follow the young broods in the wild through this period and both report 

no success. They have also tried the building of low pens around nests before 

the eggs heteh in the hope of retaining the young birds under observation during 

this pertodl while permitting the parent bird free range a8 she could easily fly f 

over the siles of the pen. This has also proven unsuccessful, The pen so dis= 

tracted both young and old with the parent free to come and go and the young cone 

fined that their behavior was far from natural, Quite frequently the partial de- 

sertion by the parent resulted inthe chilling and death of the young, they were 

also exposed to the inereased danger of attack by predators except during the ‘ 

time the observer was present. They have stated that no sound conclusions can be 

drawn from observations made under these conditions. 

fhe plan outlined here may overcome most of the difficulties thus fer 

experienced in attempting to follow up and study young broods, and if successful 

will most certainly provide information on the condition end behavior of the birds
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during the next "fall-off" that could not be obtained in any other manner. The 

plan, briefly, is to surround one or two nests in their natural location with one- 

inch mesh woven wire fence six feet high enclosing an area not more than fifteen 

feet wide and at least 660 feet long. ‘This pen to be se constructed that it will 

pryent the entrance of ground predators and covered over to exclude winged pre- 

dators. It will be large enough to include a sufficient amount of natural range 

so that the birds would not lack for those fectors normal to their en¥ironment 

and yet sufficiently narrow to permit observation of their habits and development, 

This method seems to approach as closely natural conditions as it will be possible 

to attain and yet afford an @portunity to dudy the birds. It will also, if suc- 

cessful, allow us to check accurately the condition and behavior of broods when the 

next "fall-off" occurs, 

V. Collecting. Inasmuch as the other investigations have at the present 

time records on well over 2000 specimens it has not seemed necessary or advisable 

to do extensive collecting in Minnesota. It is, however, desirable to collect a 

sufficient number of specimens to enable us to check against the findings in the 

Bast. It is planned to take four to six birds per month through the next two years 

or longer. This number, we believe, will provide o sufficient check and at the 

same time allow for the fullest use being made of the material collected. The pro- 

cedure of the New England investigation will be followed in the use of the specimens. 

Each specimen will be weighed, verious measurements taken, the skin made up for 

Plumage study and record, the contents of the digestive tract saved for food study, 

@ thorough examination for parasites will be made, and materials saved for bac- : 

teriologics1 study. Particular attention will be given to the collection of young 

birds of known age and to the taking of specimens at seasons other than the hunting 

season, 

VI. Mapping, A new area in Pine County has been selected and will be 

mapped as was the area thet had to be abandoned there. This new area differs from
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the old not only in location but in forest types. It also is within the Game 

Refuge and so far as I am able to learn will remain unchanged indefinitely. it 

is easy of access, under daily observation by the resident warden, close to living 

and laboratory facilities, well protected from fire and contains a larger percentage 

of good grouse cover than the old area. It lacks the diversity of types of the 

other area and consequently does not possess the same ecological interest, bat it 

. perhaps makes up for this in that it includes a larger amount of grouse cover. 

It is planned to carry on the work here as outlined for the old area, i. 

e,, chain through compass lines every 660 feet, permanently mark trees at the 

intersections of all lines, map the distribution end extent of forest types, ground 

cover, trails, roads ani streams. Locate all grouse nests, drumming logs, dusting 

“serapes", roosting and feeding ereas; also all predator nests, dens and kille and 

tocarry on the work to determine if there is any correlation between the daily 

and seasonal distribution of the birds and type, age and density of forest growth. 

This, also, is one of the three areas to be used in the comparative study. Much 

of the trapping and banding will be carried on here, and some of the collecting. 

This also is the logical place for establishing the pens for a study of broods. 

VII. Gensus Methods. Three different methods for determing the relative 

abundance of ruffed grouse in different places and at different times are being 

tried out now and other methods are planned for trial this fall and winter. We 

are now using the drumming log count, an actual count of birds flashed on each 

trip, and a count of birds along old clover lined wood roads, going over the same 

piece of road at the sare time of day and year. If the travping operations are 

successful that will provide a fourth method. A fifth method for which arrangements 

are being made will be tried this fall and winter. This involves an agreement 

between land owners and the investigator for the establishment and maintenance of 

permanent feeding stations where experiments in the feeding of the birds can be car- 

ried on. This ought to prove most successful in the gouthern wood-lot area where
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a limited number of birds occur in certain wood-lots and supposedly confine their 

life's activities to a particular wood-lot. If successful counts can be made 

in this region they should show very definitely what the intensity of the fluc- 

tuations are in this discontinuous part of the birds range. These counts should 

also give us information on seasonal mortality, extent of feeding range and size 

of wooded areas necessary to maintain a brood. 

Under section V, page 3, of the agreement first mentioned in this report 

the plans of the investigation are stated as follows:t- "It is agreed that the : i 

researc’ fellow will investigate the life history and the fundamental phases of 

the ecology of the ruffed grouse, The object of the research is to determine the 

potential rate of reproduction of the grouse in the naturel state and to determine 

and evaluate the various environmental factors which tend to reduce the population 

of the ruffed grouse, under the conditions in Nature." 

After fourteen months actual work on the problem in the field, laboratory 

and library, after considerable correspondence with numerous interested and informed - 

individuals and after consultation with every leader in ruffed grouse investigations 

in this country, these are the recomvendations and plans that seem to the writer 

to promise the best returns.
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Conducting State 
Grouse Research 

By Ralph T. King 
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(This is important. What can you 
do to help? Address your communi- 
cation to Ralph T. King, Ruffed 
Grouse Investigation, University 
Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota.) 

The Ruffed Grouse investigation in 

Minnesota has been under way for a 
little more than one year. Progress 

has been slow but we at least know 
very definitely which problems we 
must solve first in order to attack 
more logically the major problem. 
The two things that stand in the way 
of more rapid prosecution of the work 
are, first, lack of knowledge about 
past conditions and behavior of the 
birds and, second, lack of knowledge 
about the daily and seasonal range 
of the birds, their relation to the 
coverts, covy relationships, and the 
like. The second of these problems is yee 5 
purely a field problem and must be why certain phenomena do occur and {six trips for two interviews on each. 
solved on the ground by the individ- perhaps, to some extent, succeed in] The sources of information are 
uals carrying on the work. This we| diminishing our losses and increasing | diaries, journals, old newspaper files, 
are attempting to do with, lately, fair | Our productivity of game. in some cases county and municipal 
promise of success. The first of the It is here, then, in the accumulation | records, recollections of old settlers, 
problems mentioned is an extremely | of data bearing on the past that every | hunters, naturalists and outdoor en- 
important phase of the work and can interested sportsman and conserva-|thusiasts, historical records, taxider- 
be solved only by the co-operation of | tionist can help. The nature of the| mists records, and the records or 
all interested parties. This article is|imformation necessary for the com-| recollections of oid market hunters 
written in the hope of enlisting your pletion of this plan is, briefly, that}and game buyers of the old days. 
support and in an attempt to make|Tegarding the occurrence of game] Many of you, no doubt, will know of 
plain the nature of the aid you can| Species and their predators and other | other sources. Any suggestions will 
render. enemies in definite localities with| be gratefully received. 

This investigation as well as others | definite dates. Did they occur in You, of course, are wondering 
of a similar nature has demonstrated | large numbers, in only moderate num-| about the value of much of the in- ° 
conclusively that one of the most bers, or in very small numbers? When | formation that will be thus acquired. 
valuable contributions to the work in| their numbers decreased was the de-|It is true that some of it will be 
conservation and game management | crease gradual or sudden? Over valueless and much of it incomplete. 
can be made through a collection of how long a period did the low and the | There will, however, be a considerable 
data bearing on the past occurrence high extend? At what seasons of the} part of great value. Not every fork- 
and behavior of the species in ques-| year were the changes in numbers} ful that goes into the threshing ma- 
tion. It is obvious that any study of | most marked? Were any sick, dead, | chine is all wheat. It is the machine’s 
a given species will require years to| Parasitized or injured individuals| part to separate the wheat from the 
collect and record a mass of data re-| noted, if so, at what seasons and inj chaff. There are methods of deter- 

garding that species that will equal‘ what numbers? Were there any] mining the percentage of error in just S 
in amount and scope the number of noticeable changes in their foodj|such masses of data as we are at- 
observations all ready made but un- | habits, covert choices or relations be-| tempting to accumulate. Those 
recorded. This is true because, first, | tween individuals? Were there any]| methods will be applied in this case 
few if any game species now occur in differences in the behavior, responses] and we are convinced that much of 

as large numbers or over as great an|0r occurrence of the sexes? Have | value will result. 
area as they did formerly. Conse- there been any changes in the locali- There is one further point that 
quently opportunities for making ob-| ties with which you are familiar as|must be considered. It is vitally 
servations are more limited now than regards fires, lumbering, increase of] necessary in this work that we dis- 
formerly. Second, certain species are | grazing or cultivation, introduction or | tinguish between facts and opinions. 
cyclic, that is, individuals of such| extinction of certain important | Students of wild life have for genera- 
species are present in large numbers | Plants, increase of predators or para-|tions been observing facts but in al- 7 
for one or more years and then for an | Sites? Have there been any winter-| together too many instances publish- 
even longer period they occur in only | killing, cold wet rearing seasons, dry|ing and discussing opinions. It is 
very limited numbers. Work on such | summers, etc., that _have affected the | true that each man is entitled to his 
species is held up to a considerable | Species? Have there been any in-|own opinion, but it is equally true an 
extent during these low periods by|trocution or establishment through] opinion formed on the basis of a 
lack of material to work on. Ruffed | any means of new species or total dis-| thousand observations is of more 
Grouse are one of the most typically | appearance of a species once present? | value than one formed on the basis 
cyclic species. Third, the number of | Have there been any changes in local | of a single observation. Ce 
observations made in any one year or |laws or sentiment that affect any It is now time to collect and evalu- 
short period of years cannot possibly | Species? These questions are in-|ate these facts derived from every 
equal the number of observations | tended to apply to all species of game| source (many of which will soon be 
made by all the interested parties for | and so-called vermin. no longer available) and make such 
years past. Fourth, various species|_ These are only a few of the more| deductions as are warranted, Con- 
were formerly present in localities|important things we must find out | clusions drawn by different individuals 
and under conditions where they no | in order to make a complete historical | differ in value. Facts, however, are 
longer exist. There are undoubtedly | treatment of the game cycle situa-|of only two types—complete and in- 
data bearing on their occurrence and | tion in this region. We have not at-| complete. Even incomplete facts— — 
behavior in such places and under| tempted to prepare a questionnaire. | when there is the chance of completing 
such conditions which cannot now be| That, we believe, is not the proper | them—are better than none at all. eat) 
duplicated. Fifth, there are men,| method of going at this. The above It doesn’t matter to us at this stage fa 
trained woodsmen, with a keen inter- | suggestions are given merely to in-| who will draw the conclusions from oO 
est in the problems under discussion, | dicate to you the type of data we are|the collected facts. Every science 
who claim no scientific training and|after, and to set you thinking in the | develop its Darwin, its one great gen- 
no knowledge of technical methods, | hope that you will recall observations |eralizers. Such a man will appear, if 
whose ability to observe and interpret | long since apparently forgotten. he is not already present, among con- 
field conditions are the despair of the| We hope to use the method of per-|servationists when the time is ripe. 
technically trained naturalist. If we|sonal interview exclusively in col-| Our duty is to record these data now 
fail to make use of the vast fund of | lecting this information. In that way | before they are gone forever. The 
information, stored in the memories | there is much less likelihood of over-| carpenter cannot build without build- 
of these men through a life-time as- looking any of the minor points and a} ing materials. We must supply the 
sociation with the actual conditions | much greater likelihood of each one | materials, in this case the data asked 
we are overlooking one of the very | understanding the other. There is, | for. Neither ¢an the carpenter work . 
best sources of knowledge and delay | however, one point on which corre-| without tools. The writer is pre- 
ing our work accordingly. Incidental- | spondence will be welcome, we must |Sumed to possess the tools necessary 
ly most of this information is not re-| know where to go for this informa-|for shaping the materials into work- 
corded and unless we get it into the|tion. If you can give us data of the| able units, that is to say, recording, 
literature soon it will be gone for-| kind desired or if you know of any | ‘classifying and evaluating the data. 
ever. one who has such data please write | Who will be the man to use the com- 

The commonly accepted sayings—| us that information in order that we| pleted structure for our benefit we 
Coming events cast their shadows be- | may more quickly and efficiently cov-| can safely leave for the future to 
fore them, and History repeats itself,|er the ground. The sooner we have| determine. No valuable and sub- 
in a way express the idea this article | our sources of information listed the | stantially constructed plant remains 
attempts to develep. We believe that | more rapidly will the work be prose-| unused for long. Our structure will 
if we knew more about past condi-|cuted and the results made available | produce if and when it is completed. 
tions we could not only tell with a|and applied. It is obvious that time, 
greater degree of certainty what will | money and effort will be saved if we! — ee 
occur in the future but we could also|can visit twelve sources in Kittson 
more quickly discover the reasons! County on one trip instead of making |
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Pauly 25,1930 

Mr. Ralph %. King : Due 
University Farm . 

St. Peul, Minnesota : 

I have gotten together the very meagre stuff Ihave 
as to ruffed grouse on islands and am sending you a copy. : 

I cannot find the letter from somebody who said there otc 
were no grouse on Isle Royale. Did I-send it to you? If I re- : 
member right, it was from Dice. : 

Lovejoy is starting to find owt about Grand Island, 
end when I hear frem him I will let you Imow. 

IZ you think thig line of inquiry is worth following ‘ 
up you might let me lmow from time to time where you are getting 
with it. I would like to say something about it in the chapter 
on ¢ycles in the North Central Report. 

Yours sincerely, . . 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl. 

(Table filed under ruffed grouse)
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duly 24th, 1930 s 

Mr. Ralph T. King, Cur File: 
University of Minnesota, Came 

. University Farm, 5 
St. Paul, Minn. ; 

Dear Mre King: : 

Game Survey Fellowship 

Supplementing our letter of the 21st 
* dnstant, we are pleased to enclose herewith copy 

of letter received fram one of our members + Mre 
Charles lL. Horn of the Federal Cartridge Corpora- 
tion - giving another source of information regard- : 
ing commission houses ami sales of same, in the : 

past. : 

Yours very truly, s : = 

Ob i) Cue . 
ate . Secretary 
Encl. : 

Copy to Mr. Aldo Leopold. aS :
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¢ FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION { 
0 . 

sf MINNEAPOLIS, U.«S «As 

July 22, 1930 

Mr. Stewart Comeaux, 
% Sporting Arms Mfrs. Institute, 
103 Park aveme, New York City. 

Dear Mr, Comeaux: Re: King Minn. Fellowship 

Answering your letter of recent date, 

i have at last located a man who I am sure 
Gan give you information, His name is Sumner Johnson residing at 
1328 South 8th Street, Minneapolis. 

Mr, Johnson in answer to one of my ine 
quiries, came in to see me, and I was surprised to learn he was one 
of the group who first started shooting in this territory 35 years 
ago. Mr. Johnson is a well informed man and will be able to give 
you the information desired, 

I was almost dumfounded when he told me 
that at one time he shot as many as 10,000 birds a year for the 
market, and that in the early days he and nineteen other hunters 
at one time shipped in two days 7% tons of wild birds, It took the 
express train twenty five minutes to load on the cars this one kill, 

My, Johnson is not very proud of that record 
now and does not like to speak of it, but if you want to know some~ 
thing about the early market shooting of sharp tail grouse, he will 
be glad to give you this information. é 

I haven't Mr, King's address, but if you 
wiLil communicate with him in regard to this gentleman, I am sure you 
will find him a most willing man in the matter of giving information, 

Yours very tmly, 

FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

(signed) C. L, Horn 

CGIiforn:DW President.
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Jaly 8.1930 

‘Mp. Ralgh %. King 
University Fam 
St. Poul, Minnesota 

Dear Kings 

: t ws to have your letter of July 3 and appreei- 
ss 20r Aiguing te te way beanie teenie. a 

Carlos Avery thoucht it wise to asl MeOullouch for 
the rofage map. IT have accordingly done so, as per letter attached, 

Im response to my question as to old comission houses 
which might have recorts, he sugsested one Wigemnenger and Joseph 
Friedman, both of the Twin Cities anid both now in the meat tusiness 
but fomoerly propristors of commission houses. Being Germans they 

might have old records. 

It alee occurred to you that there might be such a 
thing as recorts of rallway shinments desienating game shipped to ‘ 
marist by species. 

‘Mit Avery suggested that see Hancke of the 
Solinek tellniten Guowe te Wane on te a as Pa tn , 
general, it was Mr. Avery's opinion that most market shipments from 

ee cet ee ee ee ee Cones 
and other firme. If you can find out what the Chicago firms wore i 
might pay to look there later. 

I have so fay not been able to foresee any specific 
period of time when I will be worlcing on cyclic game, and hence when 
it would be advantageous for you to come down. Furthermore, since 
Stoddard is now hore and will be coming up your way, we had better 
defer ection until later. 2 

It ogeurs to me that some of the ficld men of the 
various companies in the Institute might be able to + how to 
lay hands on old records. Fan wpittng teas cbeenttncie. 

My cycle charts are being further delayed by the 
a@rafteman. I hope, however, te get then toe you within a week. 

Yours si neerely,



University or MINNESOTA 
Department oF AcRrIcULTURE 

Unrversiry Farm, Sr. Pact ye \ 

col qu 
DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY July 3 1930 4 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have reserved today for letter writing and yours is among 
the first I want to get off. Let me tell you again how much we enjoyed 
your visit and we look forward to seeing you again, oftener than once 

a year in the future, I hope. 

Dr. Chanman left yesterday, but he will be back for a few 

days this fall when his family goes. Until then he will remain head 
of my committee. JI had a long talk with him Monday and he and Mrs. 

Chapman were so kind as to spend Monday evening at our home (my birth- 

day). He is quite enthusiastic about the sugzested thesis work and ; 

took the matter up with both the Dean and Dr. Riley before leaving. 

I am enclosing the letter from Dr. Allen that you sent me. 

I have retained a covy. 

The address of the second hand book dealer from whom we pur- 

chased D. G. Blliot's "Game Birds of North America" is G. Schmidt, 

Scientific Books and Periodicals, 415 Woodland Avenue, Leonie, New 

Jersey. The price to us a month ago was five dollars. The book was 

published in 1897. 

I am enclosing a cooy of what I have on the introduction of - 

Ruffed Grouse onto Martha's Vineyard in 1859. I am also sending a note 

on sex differences in mortality of Ruffed Grouse that you may find of 

interest and one on "The Destruction of Birds by Telegraph Wires" but 

I do not believe any same birds were mentioned in this article. I am 

writing to Mr. Dadisman about the West Virginia record on sex differences 

but as that data is now over eleven years old he may be dead. You per- 

haps kmow that the Southern N. Y. Fish and Game Association of Westchester 

County, New York, imported and stocked Ruffed Grouse sometime within 

the past year. That is too recent, of course, to judge by. 

Tell Mr. Stoddard and Mr. Grange that I will keep the time 

from July 15 on open for them and will be glad to see them here again.
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AL #2 

I haven't been able to get at the Game Refuge Map of the 

state yet but will soon. Have already got names of two Minneapolis 

Game buyers of the old days and will write to Mr. MerdSon today 
about others that he may Imow of. .I will send you soon a copy of 

the outline on game cycles as I see it. 

Mrs. King joins me in sendins best wishes to you. 

Sincerely yours, 

RIZ-s Ruffed Grouse Investigations.
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Cones, Dr. Elliott 1907 

The destruction of Birds by Telegraph Wires. The American 

Naturalist, Vol. 10, No. 12, Dec. 1876, pp. 734-736. 

States "that many hundred thousand birds are yearly killed 
by the telegraph". Gives an account of a trip by horse-back trom 

Denver to Cheyenne and observations on birds killed along the telegraph 
wires. 

Dadisman, A. J. (Morgantown, W. Va.) 1919 
Ruffed Grouse Scarce in West Virginia. Bird-lore, Vol. 21, 

No. 1, Jan.-Feb. 1919, p.77. 

ge" 
a Pei "But a few years ago the Ruffed Grouse was fairly common 

we throughout the hill region of West Virginia. Why it has become so very 
Pa scarce in the last year or two is a mystery, but, nevertheless, it is 

Vv true". 

orl ve ‘ WwW wwe i "A party of 3, hunting squirrels for 3 days in the Mountainous 
\ ta part of Tucker County in September reports seeing but 2 grouse. Another 
a oy party of 3, hunting in the Mountains of Webster and Randolph Counties, 

6 days in November, reports seeing 31 grouse. In both places there is 

4, Qik an abundance of wild grapes, gum berries, beech nuts and other food for 
the birds. A few years ago grouse were plentiful in these same areas. 
Some hunters killed a few grouse and it was noticed that all the birds 
killed were males. One hunter reported that he had killed his quota of 
grouse this year. Among the 25 birds was but one female. He had 
hunted over several counties and noticed that there were very few birds 

thisyear, whereas he had found them plentiful last year. It was also 
noticed that practically all the birds killed were old birds. There : 
seems to be a possibility that a large number of grouse froze to death 
last winter. The female birds might have perished in this way thus 
accounting for more males than females as well as the few young birds 

this year". 

Field, Dr. George W. 1907 
The Heath Hen - A Sketch of a Bird now on the Verge of 

Extinction. Bird-lore, Vol. 9, No. 6, Nov.-Dec. 1907 pp. 249-255. 
3 photos. 

"This Grouse (called 'Hethen' by the natives) has been a 
well-known and characteristic bird of the island (Martha's Vineyard) 

as far back as memory or local tradition extends. Opinions are widely 

held that from time to time western Pinnated Grouse or Prairie Hens 
have been liberated on the island. Careful inquiries indicate that the 
facts are as follows: (1) In 1859 Dr. Fisher liberated Ruffed Grouse 

\ Ph Lf : 
sae ey » nolo Dadenuole \
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and Quail on the island, but no western prairie chickens; (2) In 1902 
specimens of the Western Prairie Chicken (Tympanichus americanus), which 
had survived the sportsmen's show at Boston, were liberated on Martha's 
Vineyard, but no subsequent indications of their presence are known". 

"In 1877, foxes and coons were introduced for sport and later 
liberated from spite, but it is probable that these have now been 
exterminated..."
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: 49 

. Fane 26,1930 

Teelahe testator dinieny 
Beat Aiton tilieate 

Dear Mr, OLine 

When I recomnented the renewal of the fellowships I : ‘ 
stated that I had not yet personally looked over the recent work in 
Minnesota, bat would do so ami send you a report. 

I have just roturned from a very interesting trip mde 
for the wuroce of earring out this pronone Drs 2 He Chapa So 
whom King reports, 49 adeapting a pos! Howat in July, 

of going up at this time war to get the atventese of conmilt- 
Tee ci far Gepams babe he take : 

Ring has by thie time cemplete? a tentative exloration of 
neay ancien of tha eikjok of ried grse sot ce eye He has 
mate a very complete survey of the Be has also mapped out 
a semple area on witch te contuct intensive studies, bat unfortunately, 
through no famlt of hie, @ power company bought out thie area and 

of tis lant vos stable before he Jos in any sor on it, ant ite oo- 
tion power purposes me, I gather, a surprise 

Pecscems tenok Uae tae ot ade or eb ok as an oe 
hard Iudk. ‘the time is by no means ¢ pie eee Te ee 

: oe Ee oes See i a 
&% runs one grouse per 100 acres. ia one of the firat re 
liable meamrenents of how low grouse cot. 

has male of the methods of renin tthe Prete erase atta, oo Se sot 
them yielded any vomits. He has invented a uew trap which consists 
essentially of the opring from a steel trap operating a not when the 
bird steps won o pate 

5 dee boo eens ieeaeen kin tae eae at Gute 
oe on es Seeey at Senene Ges Se ee ting banat te, 
dissatisfied with his showing on angle of the job, ant I am com 
vines? that it is entirely due to o case of sickness in his fanfly which :



temporarily prevented hie getting into field on trips long enough 
Wie owes Be ti aie sats eioeatte to domene Oie teittains 

The most fawertant subject which came w during my vieit was 
the of what particular angle of the problen of and cycles 
a See caer eoetrncas cae she emetaeion 

Seats oF sacha sak waar ab eyele was the most muitable. 

I hott very satistnototy dismeston with King as to the 

tuostion chore Xi uiare carer oe watt ag the wore imnetate, | 
co hove tho tarogsion tat be han core ality con orem ger On 

oe is tt cae eoent 6 ade oad with resserch ability. ie 
aim io to work: toward a faculty position as coordinator of game research 

Paap neg He alse wishes to ao Se 

Mons the Uatversity tomtlte ashes if T could chjech to hie tlon. eee Soe ne een aes ee See? 
course in applied seclesy _——— winter. Sinoo thie 
sees Sp te see ety sm Tees alma, I stated I would hove 

tar Ge aes pinose or Mine's o¥tcining its tacts “thin 

also of course is gibjoct te 0.2%. by Stoddart and Grange, 

: In general, te that the Mimesota fellowship, 
asiur ahemmatioer tur melas teak Wade, ae tae nee ete 
p penty Bah ag aplene forgo Phs So cts pa ly Penne capac 

tian on rages ppg fm 
. ing, ont Sueiieek anaes aakee Oe bate eee 

j Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPORD 
In Charge, Game Survey



p - File Minn.’ Fellow : 

May 22, 1930 

Dr. 8. MW. Chapman. 
University Farm 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Dr, Chapman: 

The Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ . 
Institute approved on Mey 14 the renewal of the Game Research 
Fellowship for the year beginning July 1, 1930. 

: This renewal carries the same amount as last year, 
namely $3,000, payable $1,500 on July 1 and $1,500 on January 1. 
If agreeable to you the agreement in effect during the paet year 
will be conaidered es automatically extending for the coming 
year. 

I am requesting that the July 1 remittance payable 3 
to the Treasurer of the University be sent in your care by the 
Seeretary of the Institute, : 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LSOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey



ee 
. Vs w aw 

A els 

December Sist , 1929 

Professor R. HW. Chapman, Our File; 
Vniversity of Minnesota, Came 
University Farm, 
St. Paul, Minn. 

Dear Sir: 

Minnesota University Fellowship 

In accordance with agreement between 
the University of Minnesota and the Institute, we 
are pleased to enelose herewith our check No. 332, 
payable to the Treasurer of the University of Min- 
nesota, for $1500.00. 

This cheek covers advance payment for 
semi-annual period commeneing Januery 1st, 1930. 

(a very truly, 

Ch G@ 
et a Rpts pe eEN ets : : 

SST LAAN OLE: 

3:8 Secretary 

Enel. 

Copies to Messrs. J.M. Olin, H.C. Dill, Aldo Leopold.



SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

103 PARK AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

4 Vy 

December 12th, 1929 \ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Our File: 
421 Chemistry Bldg., Game 
Madison, Wisconsin. : 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Minnesota Fellowship 

Thanks for your kind favor of the 9th 
instant regarding the University of Minnesota's re- 
quest for payment which was not exactly due. 

We assumed the case to be just as you 
explained, and you need not worry about any reaction 
it has had on this office. In fact, as you know, I 
have already asked the Game Committee Chairman and 
Vice-Chairman. to, as a matter of record, direct us 
to make payments as of December 31st, on all of the 
Fellowships. 

With kind regards and all good wishes 
for the Holiday Season, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Ce es 

cse:S Secretary



ee a fee November 0th, 1929 aoe bE * S Riana : 

Mr. 0.8. Grigwold, See pee eae Sas 
Assistant comptroller, : Lane eee ae ae Our File: i 

: University of Minnesota, sae SY Game. os 
Ninneapojis, Minnesota. Bit o : 

eo dear i. Oriswokd: = 4 eee a 
a Sado ee Te ‘ Minnesota Fellowship — ee en 

acknowledging yours of the 27th, in which 
you refer to the first installment of (500.00 and an unpaid 

~ Dalance of 61000.00 on the first semi-annual installment of 
our University of Minnesota Fellowship: : 

aes . te We feel that you must ‘be in error in re- 2 ‘ 
ferring to an unpaid balanée on the first installment. cur : 
records indicate the payment of the first $500.00, and in 

~ addition to this, we find that on august ord, the Institute's é 
; eheck for $1000.00 was sent to br. Chapman and deposited with 

: the Northwestern National Bank, Minneapolis on sugust 9th, 
bearing the endorsement of the University of Minnesota, Gen- 

: eral Keceipts .ecount, Comrad Seitu, Burser, ‘ 

-. However, while our records indicate that 
the agreement establishing the Fellowship was of July ist, Sees 
‘Ma. Leopold has just advised that work actually commenced 
on dune ist. © aot Ses 

: For thig reasén, and as it seems desir- eae 
able that payments on the Minnesota Fellowship coincide with 

i other Institute nayments on Jamary lst and July lat, we are 
enclosing the Institute's cheek for $250.00 te cover the 

'- month of Decenter 1929. . Sueh future: ee as may de 
made will then be sent on January and July lst. : en 

trusting the above will meet with your ee 
convenience, we are : f - a 

CSCyHB 22 ier Lite Crm Pes 

Copies to Messrs, JM. Olin, H.C. Dill, Aldo Leopold. 5s



oe Pile Copies to Dill & Olin Seah a 

oe December 9, 1929 - Se 

| Me, 6, Stewart Comoaux : ge 
Sporting Arms & Ammunition Manufacturers Institute ue 

.. 103 Park Avenue sh ; Se 
Mew York City > 

2 Dear Mr, Comsauxy : @ 

: 1 am somewhat surprised that the University of Minnesota 
should have asked you for e payment whieh was not due, I want to 
@all your attention to the fact, however, that Mr, Griswold, who 
wrote you the letter, hae no connection with Dr. 2. H. Chapman, eee 
who is in charge of the fellowship, and also to the fact that Dr. 
Chapman has ‘been in Hawaii for several months, which probably 
accounts for this wistake slipping through. 

‘I would not Like to have you get the impressions that 
any of the faculty mewbers actually responsible for this project 
had made this kind of an error, 

With best regards, : 

gee Yours sincerely, 

aa oe ALDO LEOPOLD, 
é In Charge, Game Survey.
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BLP lege 7 Be bpfiden ieee ne te ares Oa, 

a gt @ Letter dated Noyesber 25th fron irs enrol. ea es) 

J Pertaining to the Mimesota Fellowhip, 8 © 2 a : es ‘ oes ates ~Saslacas oz Seth ae z = Z Sanne ean ORT at ase Sr 

ee “agartionad mun, of” #256400 v0 be acek Se eecentey ay ae 

oo you phease sien ae Vieo-Chalmmn and forward to re Ona 

a  neaplttee on Restoration ee 
Cee MME Ne MN, SOROO RRM OE GOR ne ce Me
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: 421 Chemistry Building 

September 23, 1929 
CONBIDENTIAL 

: Dr. Re . Chapman ‘ ‘ 
 £ University Pam 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Dr, Chapnant ; 

You will rementber that during the early stages of the 

negotiation about the fellowship we talked over the future advisi+ 
: bility of an "Advisory Committees" of some kind through which other 

interested parties, both within the University and without, could 

ve given a hand in the gencral guidance of the project. 

I have not been at St. Poul recently, tut I have reason 

to believe that some parties at the University are displeased be- \ 
cause this advisory committee has not becn established and, I assume, \ 
because they have not been offered a place-on it, I am not’ trying \ 
to defend this attitude but I am very anxious to keep as Close to x i 
internal harmony as possible, and I know you are, too. Accordingly i 
I would like to suggest that wiless you have objection it might be ‘ 
well to start the framework of such a committee and give it a sort 

: of “acting in charge" status daring your absence. I am assuming aco 
that it would not make any difference at all as far as King's actual’ 
activities are concerned, and I would not take the liberty of suggest- d 
ing it at this long distance but for the fact that the idea seemed to 
meet with your approval at the time. I therefore assume that you are 
still willing to put the idea into practice, : ‘ 

. In my talks with Dr. Green I once mentioned that the. idea 
; was to have releted activities like his own represented on that com | 

: , mittee, so that vossibly you could see you way clear to putting him 
on it. -You would probably not went to put any othere on 4+ at thie — ; 
time, pending a more deliberate consideration after you return. i 

‘ You of course are a better judge than I am of whether thip — 
would tend to promote harmonious relations. if it would not, do not 
hesitate to reject my suggestion, which I realize relates to 2 subs 
ject on which I have very little knowledge and on which you’ mst have 
a great deal, I @lso want to make it perfectly clear that this is — 
merely a personal end confidential communication and not at ali in | 

\
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W2l Chemistry Building Ae 

| : Angust'5, 19290 

Mr, Ralph 7. King — - 
4 Dr. RN. Chapman os 
University Farm : a om : ‘ 
St. Paul, Minnesota : eee 

: ; In disposing of my notes on the recent trip I find the 
: following, which bears on’a cycle chart for Minnesota. Since it. s 

seemed probable that you and Stoddard would decide to start such a ‘ 
‘ -\ ¢hart I am sending the material to you. : . ae 

“Guttes Grouse. (Chapman) In 1909 wore everywhere near 
rand Rapids and south of Grand Rapids. é eat 

In 1913 there were many near Pine City and in the 
Superior National Forest. 

Also high in the Superior National Forest in 1919, 
dropping off in 1920, : 

prairie Chicken, Said to show 4 considerable comeback 4273 
in Sherburn Co. in 1929." s 

I know you will not forget the exceptional opportunity offered 
by Dr. Roberts! early journals as to high and low points on ruffed grouse 
in the early years of his Minnesota work. ‘ 

When I reach northwestern @isconsin and if by that time there _ 
appear to be any exceptionally interesting ‘problems to look up in that 
region I will let you know my schedule so that you can join me for a while 
if you so desire. I will have plenty of room in my car for us to trip 
around together, Possibly some of the ways of getting cycle chart data 
could be gone over togethsr in the course of such a trip. I know I would ; 
value your criticism of the methods I have been using and in addition, of . 
course, would enjoy being out with you. s 

With best regards, — : : ; 

ai é >... Yours sincerely, ; ‘ ae s 

, In Charge, Game Survey, ae os



SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

103 PARK AVENUE . 

NEW YORK y 

| 3 (J 

August 3, 1929. : 

Dr. Re N. Chapman, 
University of Minnesota, 
University Farm, Our File: 
St. Paul, Minnesota. Game 

Dear Doctor: 5 

Game Survey Fellowships 

Pursuant to arrangements in effect 
between the University of Minmsota and the INSTITUTE, 
as agreed to between yourself and our Mr. Leopold: 

We are enclosing the INSTITUTE'S check 
for $1,000 which together with our first cheek for $500 
completes payment of the first semi-annual installment 
of $1500 covering the fellowship sponsored by this organi- 
zation. Will you please acknowledge receipt and oblige. 

Very truly yours, 

CSC3AS Secretary. 

Copy to Messrs. J. M. Olin, Ch&@irman, General B. 9< Dia, 
Vice-Chairman, and Aldo Leopold 

csc



ALL AGREEMENTS ARE CONTINGENT UPON STRIKES. FIRE, FLOOD, ACCIDENTS,OR OTHER 

+ CONDITIONS UNAVOIDABLE OR BEYOND OUR CONTROL. 

: ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. 

s ARTRIDGE COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS 

WESTERN AMMUNITION 

A > SE ar 

p Roe cae 
¥] 

EAST ALTON, ILL. v 

August 3, 1929, 

Mr. Aydo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, (U.W.), e 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of August 1st regarding 

letter from Dr. Royal N. Chapman of the University 

of Minnesota. : 

I had already written Mr. Comeaux asking 

him to release the balance of the first semi- 

annual payment. Please let me know if it is 

received. 

Yours truly, 

d e * 

Chairman, 
@ofmittee on Restoration 
and Protection of Game 

J.M.Olin:W



Mrs C. Stewart Comeaux, Secretary, ay oe < 
ee a Per ves Arie te Amand thon: : rere: 

i Matufacturers* Tnastitute,. ear Ses 
; Z : 103 Park Aveme, — : : ares 

: New York, Ne Yo hos : ae ao 

: Dear Bry Comeauxr = sf et ee 

tT am enclosing eopy of letter from Dr. : Oe 
Royal Ns» Chepmen of the University of Minnesota. =~ ie 
together with the signed eopy of Memorandum of * fe 

: : Agreexnent between the University, the Biolocical 
: Survey and the Institute, — : : AE RSS 

Soe = on 45 tan your files and for be fd te ae rere 
purpose of having you forwerd the appropriation. —- 

made by the Institute to the University Minnesota. eS ae 
: in accordance with the terms of the contract. - Les | 

Céphittee on Restoration ite 

Sn Be ee a ee : 
; : vesers, By Oe Dally | Sate fort ae a Fe oe eas 

Aldo Leopold: : eg 

oo a Sem cca as eer NS



- = : : F nS a 3 ; e ef by SL oe # § ns ' 

i as si Sia Set oli Age siete ce pees acs “a Z eS ste i Stat . a si st a the = uae Aes PS Sie i aca Sat! 

" 055 Dig Raye We Chepmany on 
ghief of the Division of Entomology ar 

Beonomic Zoology, be eS sik = 
: .. University of Minnesote, “ace ae ee 

: 2 ity Farm, St, Pauly Minn, — 

+ : : Dear Dre Chapman ¢ z : ee ~ % é ih ; 

: gh aie a acknowledge receipt of your eer 
oe eg lgtver of July 89th to whien is attached a sopy : Ces 

s f agreenent ietees tween the Sporting Arme & Ammmmition : 
‘Mamfecturers’ Institute, Bureau of Biological es 
Survey and the University of Minnesota, 

ane I am forwarding this to Wr. fs ee 
; _..  Gomenux the Secretary of the Institute with the e 

‘request that he meke the deposit in atcordanee - mS - 
: « with the contract, ee 

‘Tours truly, Se wets 

ye Je ~ “Chadrman,- a eS 
. & a --- Qgmmtttee on Restoration : : 

2 : oo amd Protection of Gane Ce 

ss Pel, Olin POE ie a oF == 
: Copy, Re % : ; Paks: = H 

Mr. A;do Leopold: ; : ae 
: Mr. ¢. Stewart Comeaux: : fost 

‘ : : ha oi os



oo oe COPY oe 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

: St. Paul, Minn. : 

July 29, 1929, r 

Mr, Js M. Olin, i 
Western Cartridge Company, : 

_East Alton, T1lks 

= Dear Mr, Olin: . : “ 

I am enclosing the copy of the agreement be-- ae 
tween the Sporting Arms & Ammunition Institute, the 

. Bureau of Biological Survey and the University of : 
Minnesotas You will notice that this agreement was 

: signed on the 18th of July. It.was my understanding 
: with the President's office that they would send the 

copy directly to you as soon as it was signed by the c 
President. Fer some reason, for which I have no ex~ 
planation, the copy of the agreement was sent over to- 
me and just arrived today. I an sending it on at 
once in order that the matter may be closed up as soon 

3 as possible. : 5 : 

I hope that this. makes everything satisfactory : 
and that you will be able to deposit the remainder of 

‘. the money as per agreement, 

: 2 Very truly your sy 

2 ROYAL Ns. CHAPMAN 

a Pas, “Chief of the Division 

¥ a een o ee: ee serene:
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June 18, 1929 

Night Letter to 

Mr. Paul G. Redington 
Bureau of Biological Survey 

Washington, D. C. 

The following amendment to Section VI of agreement on 

Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers! Institute Fellowship 

; is proposed. Add "It is agreed that the initiative as to the 
publication of results of the research shall rest with the University 

and that in all publications due credit shall be given to the Bureau 
of Biological Survey for its cooperation. The Bureau of Biological 

Survey shall have the right, subject to the approval of the University, 
to publish any or all results of the research done under this fellow- 

ship, it being agreed that proper credit will be given to the University 
in such publications. The initiative as to publication with respect to 

this fellowship in relation to other activities of the Bureau of 
Biological Survey shall rest with that Bureau". This is in accordance 

with the spirit of the original statement. Wire Leopold if acceptable. 

Royal N. Chapman



Untverstry or MInnEsora y\ po 
DeprartTMent or AGRICULTURE 

University Farm, Sr. Pavt . i i 

™% 
DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY May 25; 1929 

Thea LT. dik mot 
Sete, Lek The At oh E 

KH. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I think all of the details on the Fellowship have been 

cleared up and the matter has been presented to the President's office 

and approved. It will be acted on by the Board of Regents on the 28th 
of May withthe idea that the agreement may become operative on June lst. 

With regard to starting during the month of June which is the last month 

of this fiscal year, I find that there is really no block at all. How- 

ever, the Dean, I noticed, in referring this to the Board of Regents 

suggested that they might ask that the Sporting Arms and Ammunition 

Manufacturers’ put’ up the sum for seven months first to cover the month 

of June and the first six months of the next fiscal year, and then for 

six months for the next period. There is no real necessity for this 

however, as. I find that a number of industrial fellowships start at 
various times of the year. However, I should like to have a statement 

from you before the meeting of the Board of Regents if possible, as to 

whether such arrangements could be made. The request is then that a 
sum of money for seven months instead of six months be put up at this 
time. If I could have a definite reply before the Board of Regents 

meet it would probably obviate holding up the plan due to any 
technicalities. I have also sent in an appointment blank for Mr. King 

to be effective beginning the first of June, It seems, therefore, that 

the agreement will be all finished up and Mr. King will get started on - ‘ 

June ist. 

Very truly as 

Chief of Division 

RNC-b 

ZA Willie ae 
(As. Dre ©f-2z fr 2 Seg Cad 

printfa tite 7 nit a“ ong, J 

Ae, 2



. UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY aut ae 
5 5 : ee es tele ESS 

NEW YORK OFFICE Aes oe al a 

May 2, 192. oe 

Mrs Soha li. Glin, Cheimaan, : 3 
Committee on Restoration end Protection of Game, : 
East Alton, Ilias eS 

Dear lire Olin: ee 

I am in receipt of your letter of May 18th, enclosing copy of oo 
Wire Leopold's letter of Mey 14th end a revised draft of menorandum of agreo- Se 
ment covering the proposed Fellowship at the University of Minnesota, I find : 
that asige from eliminating mention by name of Dr. Chapman as the Supervisor e 
fraa the University and Mr. Stoddard as advisor fron the Department of <i 
Agriculture and a provision for semi-annual payments of cur contributions, : | 
there are no material changes in the redraft. Bs # 

4 I wrote you April 26rd, the memorandum of agreenent foliows the a 
general line which we have hed in mind in our discussion of Peliowship affairs — 
ané appears te cover the essential pointe. After all, as I look at it, this 
egreenent merely serves to start the research work toward e certain objective ; 
and no one is in position at this time to forecast what it will develop. ee 

bet if I see the Fellowship im ite true form the research whieh may uucover OSs 
the presence of tulerenia in upland geme will st the same time develop methods See 
for its control or ¢limination. [If this is sound reasoning, it de apparent  _—«<‘(‘é;# 
that no reports should be published till methods of control or elimination = === —— 
have been thoroughly worked out. ‘While I am not familier with the usual 
reutine in regard to publication of what might be temsed progress reporta, I. 
think we could count on reasonable assurances that findings in regard to — eee 
disease would be withheld till a method of cure was worked out. So ae 

As you say, the data developed ané conclusions reached my or may — 
net be applicable to other species of upland game but it would seem likely = 
that they would tie in with similer work being done by other fellows. ss 

I am Ganfident that we may count upon lir. Leopold's close associ- = 
ation with the Universities and the Biological Survey to avoid prexature pub~ : 
lication which might neeilessly elem the general public. : 

In eonelusion, speaking for myself, I regard the memorandum of 
egreement as satisfactory and would recommend your signing same. : : 

48 I hear from mebers of the sub-comlttes, I will report their 
opinions to yOtis i ; 

2 Very truly yours, - : 

BULIOTT O. DILL . : om 
Vice-Chairman, Committee on Reetoration and =. g- = 

BOD.L@. en as Ae ee ee 

-_ Copies to Nesers. Dodge, Waller, Baboon and Lepdlte 
<< Pe ae Naseer a a ee ee OES a Ee =
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Mrs Js Me Olin, _Cheizman, : : . SS 

_. - Gomaittee on Restoration and Protestion of Gane, 

Dear Mire him: a fu ee 

: I m today in reveipt of letter fron Major Weller which refere to your letter of - 
May 18th regarding the proposed Fellowship at the University of Minnesota. lajor - 

"In acoordance with the request contained in Glin's letter of May Pee 
; -* 38th, transsitting a copy of Leopold*s agreesent with the University 

of Minnesota, I delieve thie to be satiafastory. a 

“In this conneetion, it appears to me that the soteup for this per- 
; .. thewler fellowship is unusually good. I mean the cooperation evail-. ? : 

able with the several sowees as outiined in Leopold's letter to 
_ OMim ef Ney 16th, and I sincerely hope that this fellowship will = 

“Of course, there is a Qifficulty that a purely sciestific investi- es 

side while they may have no imuedicte bearing on ge resterstion = 
en@ it might be that the University of Mimnesota would be Willing &. 

: their findings prior to the complete findings on disease or other Bene oes 
‘ Selentific matters, which conseivably might require additional in- 

: “progress reports of this character would be probably the subject j : 
of publicity, particularly if they eovered points which could be ed, 
put inte operation by loval sportamene : Sey 2 

: °T believe that both Leopold and Stoddard ere prectieal and may in- 
: : fluence the University along this lines" A: aes 

Spe ; ‘BLLIOP G. DILL : os 

ECD Mite nd Protestion of Gene. a 

Ss ; ot eens = Le We Te Vailer,y Ire, 3 a : 

Z : Ce Re Badgon, f : 5 : . es
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4 COPY TO: MR. ALDO LEOPOLD lL VA? 

ESTABLISHED 1802 421 Chemistry Building (U. Ww.) \ 

i Madison, Wisconsin 
E.l.bu PONT DE NEMouRS & COMPANY 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE May 21, 1929 

SPORT ASH S PAL BY'G2" pi1i, 
U. 8, Cartridge Co. 
111 Broadway, 
New York,/N,. Y. 

My dear General:- 

In accordance with the request contained in 
Olin's letter of May 18th, transmitting a copy of Leopold's 
agreement with the University of Minnesota, I believe this 
to be satisfactory. 

In this connection, it appears to me that the 
set-up for this particular fellowship, is unusually good. 
I mean the cooperation available with the several sources 
as outlined in Leopold's letter to Olin of May 14th, and 
I sincerely hope that this fellowship will produce results, 

Of course, there is a difficulty that a purely 
scientific investigation will over-stress certain points, te. 
+e valuable from the scientific side,while they may have no 
immediate bearing on game restoration ,and it might be that the 
University of Minnesota would be willing to make progress re- 
ports covering the énvironmental features of their findings 
prior to the complete findings on disease or other scientific 
matters which coneecivably might require additional investi- 
gation, 

Progress reports of this character would be 
probably the subject of publicity, particularly if they covered 
points which could be put into operation by local sportsmen. 

I believe that both Leopold and Stoddard are 
practical and may influence the University along this line. 

I am attaching, hereto, a carbon copy of an 
article appearing in our Promotion News Bulletin on June 6th. 
This may cause a certain amount of riot, but I believe if the 
underlying idea could be gotten across to the bulk of the sports- 
men, they would be in a mood to listen to the continual chat- 
ter of some of the older, and I might say, disturbing element in 
conservation, 

; urs very Y> 

L. W. T. WALLER, JR. SST, DIRECTOR 
LWTW: MHS
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RO. 36 PROMOTION NEWS BULLETIN dune 6, 1929 

in the — issue of American Game, appeare an editorial, 
“Finding the Facts" which is quoted below;- 

*, great industrial executive, who has wade a phenomenal 
success of a vast and complicated business organization, 
declares that the basic principle of his system ie expressed 
in these three words: 

'Get the Facte.' 
‘But,’ he adds, ‘facts are not of much use unless they 

are dealt with by an open mind.’ 
Conservationiste can afford to sit at the feet of the 

mighty and learn wisdom, 
foo long has game protection and development been deait 

with by the cut-and-try method or rule of thumb. 
We have approached toe close to the narrow pret poe of 

extinction to depend any longer on the haphazard devices of un- 
informed amateurs. We should apply the same principles and 
methods to our problem that have brought euccese to the great 
commercial and industrial enterprisee of modern times. 

The basic principle underlying all great industrial under- 
takings is regsearch-fact-finding. After that, interpreting of 
the facts, and their application to the problems of the enterprise, 

Research in geme problems is a comparatively new idea. 
Seientific investigation often involves much time and expense. 
Results are not always orn oF apparent to the layman. it is 
never epectucular or thrilling. It involves patience and skill. 
But it discloses facte. 

The greatest need of game conservation at present ie more 
knowledge of life histories, biclogy, environmental influences, 
diseases, and other factors affecting all species. All thie can be 
acquired by no one agency. The federal government can end does 
contribute much, and should be financed and equipped to do more. 
The state conservation departments are not engaged in many extensive 

é inquiries, but some important research is under way under state 
auspices. State universities and other institutions of learning 
are best equipped for sueh work and are weet in a number of ‘ 

important research undertakings, but have not been encouraged or 

asked te do as much as they might. Private enterprise is supporting 
some of the moat important and productive research projects. é 

Following are some of the current research undertakings ; 
affecting game."
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* Bere the editorial lists the work being done by: The Quail Investiga- 
_ tion, The Grouse Investigation, The Waterfowl Survey, The Game oer, 
MeSweeney Forest Research, Studies by Wild Fowlers, Statistics of Game 
Kill, Predatory Species, Stream Surveys and Federal fisheries Research as 
@xamples of what is being done. 

The “Great Industrial Z,ecutive’ referred to in the editorial who 
hae “made a phenominal success" is Alfred P. Slogn,, Jr., and the “business 

eee The General Motors Corporation. Certainly the success of 
this organization is such as to lead one to believe their policy sound, 

The complete policy on which thie editorial is based, taken from a 
epeech By Mr. Sloan is: 

fa} "Get the facts; 
(o) Recognise the equities of all concerned; 
(¢). Realize the neceesity of doing a better job every day; 
< An open mind; and, : : 

@) Hard work." 
fhe American Game editorial drawa a lesson for conservation from (se) 

and (d).. Leasons qeet as potent can be drawn from the other three items 
of General Motors Folicy. 

(b) If we consider as "equities" the se of any man to have and 

express his own opinion, it is to be feared the ‘equities of all concerned" 

are not ‘recognized.“ An expreased opinion has, in the past, too often been 

taken as a signal to impugn the motives of the one who dares so to express 

himeelf - not in agreement with some one elae - and a verbal box barrage, 

pate containing the poison gas of personalities, laid down to prevent any 

retreat. 
The avowed intention of both parties to such a controversy may have 

been ‘Game Restoration,* but it is to be doubted if any “Game on the hoof" 

has ever been, or will ever be, procured by thie method. 
(c) This might lead us te consider the item of “doing a better job 

every day," Take as an example the "Migratory Bird Conservation Act 
recently passed by i ons 

Some years ago, e exact time is of no moment, this matter was first 

made the subject of legislation. The original bill met opposition, was 

defeated - enter here the poison gas of personalities, which caused a 

ere lasting for years: during which time, incidentally, wild fowl number- 

ing literally millions, died. To further digress for a moment, it would be 

interesting to know, for those statistically inclined, how many ducks 

per word of controversy died during this verbal barrage. 

Finally, working eilently, without the blare of trumpets, and 

"realising the necessity of doing @ better job every day;* conservationists 

met, “Recognized the equities of ali concerned, * smoothed out their differen- 

ces by personal conversations and the passage of the Norbeck-Andresen 

pill resuited. 
Still the “necessity of doing a better job every day“ is not 

realized, No sooner had the bill passed than the public print became 

cluttered with past history in the form of articles, many laying claim to 

- the credit for the passage of the bill; if not outright claims, at ieast 

by inference. Actually the credit for the bills! passage rests with the 

man whe conceived and engineered the getting together of the "Wild Life 

Legislative Gommittes" and saw to it that it was born with the silver spoon 

of pad in its mouth. It is doubtful if you could name him, or ever 

wil able to name him - he is not interested in claiming oredit but is 

interested in wild fowl, although he is known to some.
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’ The day of the passage of the Migratory Bird act wae YESTERDAY. 
General Motors did not succeed on any policy of Senet and conserva- 
Vionists should realize eset is water over the - To-day ic the 

; day for doing a better job, t must be done to-day for to-morrow will 
goon be here and have the right of way. 

(s) This brings consideration to the last item of the policy we 
should strive to emilate. “Hard work," will take care of itself, if 
todays tasks are cleaned up so to-morrows* can grow and thrive. What is 
more - there will be game in the coverts, and on the ponds for your sons, 
and = not be able to point the finger of scorn at you and say 
"You talked our game to death."
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respecting the acceptance and use of extra University funds. 
for the prosecution of research in the Minnesota Agricultural 
Experiment Station, 5 

1) The general principle should be kept in mind by all members of 
the Agricultural Experiment Stetion staff that negotiations 

respecting such funds are essentially institutional. Outlines 
of proposals for such support of research shall be presented to 
the Director together with a statement of the scope of the 
projects before agreements are consummsted, 

2) Research thus financed, so far as feasible, shall become an integral 

part of the Agricultural Experiment Station program, and be brought 
under an appropriate approved project or sub-project. 

3) In the instance of projects thus supported, provision shall be made 

for the expense of materials and equipment as well as the salary of 

the Fellow or Fellows. Terms of agreements shall set forth clearly 

the uses to which the funds thus provided shall be put. It shall 
also be understood that the supply budgets set up under these fellow- 

ships shell be administered in the same manner as the other University 
budgets, and that equipment purchased with these funds shall be 
regarded as the property of the University. This shall not interfere 

with or modify the present <policy of accepting the loan of special 

equipment which may be advantageously used in such researches, and 

which continues to be the property of the donors of the research funds. 

4) It shall be recognized thet while the Agricultural Experiment Station 

will endeavor to arrange for the publication of the results of such 
researches, it will not assume an obligation to finance the publica- 
tion of manuscripts as Agricultural experiment Station Bulletins. 
Agreements shall be effected that all manuscripts based upon such 
researches must be approved by the Director prior to their publica- 
tion in any manner. In the event that the Agricultural Experiment 

Station does not provide for the publication of such manuscripts, 
arrangements may be made for their publication by the donors of the 
research iunds in a-form that is approved by the Director of the 
Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station. 

5) Research fellows whose salary income is derived from sources * wholly 

without the University of Minnesota, and whose researches are re- 

lated to Agricultural Experiment Station projects shall be extended 

the same privileges of publication as regular member of the staff, 

: Respectfully, 

C. H. Bailey, Chairman 

*Reference is made here to fellowships supported by the National Research 
Council, International Education Board, and like boards or institutions.
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Cee 
foe EAST ALTON, IEE. : oS ic 

May 18, 2929. oy 

Ss Mesers, General i Gs DLL, Cs . Le 
: Le We Te Weller, aleg : : i , - 

CE LES POONA | CS ee SE a ee 
~~" =" Weuberd of Sub-committee, se ‘ — 

. Gamo Cowal theo, Gs Ae & he Tie Deg a eg BT eee oe — ; 

Gentlenen en , 

Agvached hereto you will. find a copy of s letter 
arenes to me dated May 14th fron — ele oe oct 

eeerere, Se ree. eovering the proposed wehip a 
the versity of Minnesota, Po ee 

ees i wish upon receipt of these doouments end thorough © 
consideration by you, you would advise Genaral bill, who is hue 
Chairmen of the sub-Cormi thee, of your action on this natter, : 

; so that I may be guided by the judgment of the Sub-Committee ; 
With respeet to the signature or the proposed agreement, . ag 

: Thore ere a few points in connection with this subject 
ay en that oscur to me at von sen tat ‘Tn re ees casien-s 1 ; 

undep paragraph, Seasmna for Feld. “Ho. di, the ones 2S 
_eyelie fluctuations is stressed, Item 2 mentione ruffed crouse : 

as the most importent and typical of these species, Tha = ~~ 
as cgveauont practically confines tho. fellewmnip io ruffed. grouses 

fhe data developed end conclusions reached may or may not be 
; applicable to other specios.of upland gaiice Unious cally Gly TAG oo ie 

technique developed oan be used as a basie for furthar investiga- - 
tion work in connection with other species of uplend ae 

_ -Whet Iam endeavoring to bring out in thet as i view this. aoe 
Vollowmts 58 56 9 setcet grouse Fellowship and wo can proceed . ms 

. et thie ¢ with the hope thet the teelmique and data Revel opel. =. 
oer Se egplicnble te other species, but thie is 1t neans ae 

ew se raee Seee Pee tr ics eee be no nis- 
couseption of the plan which is be undertaken. =~ - 

- “snother point which 1 wish to bring to the attention . 
of tito newhera of the Gub-camittes is that tuleronta will be z 

pope oe ten ony Ag thag ley tag Meg a gerer ripe 9 2 C RON, Leopold at th: : a et 
Comnittes to the offect that apparently « woll defined cane cf
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WESTERN CartTrinGEe COMPANY 
ah WESTERN “AMMUNITION 

en 

EAST ALTON, ILMe ¥ 

May 18, 1989 

Page ~ & . 

__ Wiloronia in quaid had boon ostablishods I on Just o little tarcul 
we the pups Oh OF POBULW oY WAL Ysa DOA twuiiivas powyie 

who miy.seloct only the startling or spostecular portions of such 

& research. What I have in mind specifically is that the issuaice 

of information from the Biological Survey with respect to the existence 

of tulevenia in rabbits has reduced the consumption of our product 

very materially for rabbit shooting on account of the reduction in 

the hunting of rebbits. If a statement should be made in the public 

press that tuleremia has been discovered in quail, I om fearful of 

the reaction. Tuleremia is not prevalent in quails in fact, 1 have 

sean atetenents, as I reeall, thet queil ecomed to be alnost immune 

from insects. 

<i ama by no means suggesting thet we endeavor to suppress 

information which has to do with the public welfare but on the other 

hand I en sugeesting cention about fecraen ® vesults which mey 

ve improperly presented to the publie thraigh the public press and 

have a very serious effect upon the present status of bunting. 

Yours very truly, 

ow" : 
Ghai 

on Restomtion 
Protection of Cane 

J oMeGLini® 

i ee Tenning? 
tite Mido Leopolds: 

are
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Chapman 
King 
Stoddard : 
Comeaux 

; May 14, 1929 

Wr. John M. Olin, Chairman : 
Game Committee, S.A.A.M.I. 
East Alton, Tllinois 

Dear Mr. Olin: — 

I enclose for approval by the Game Committee an agreement 
é covering the proposed fellowship at the University of Minnesota. 

There are gj copies . Five copies are for the members of the 
sub-committee and Mr. Henning. If the committee approves, the other 

; 3 are to be signed and forwarded to the Biological Survey for signature, 
thence to be sent direct to Dr. Royal N. Chapman, University Farm, — 
St. Paul, for presentation to the Board of Regents. After they have 
approved, he will keep one signed copy and return the others to me and 
to the Biological Survey. 

I am sending Dr. Chapman a copy of this letter and agreement. 

I am also sending a copy to Stoddard so that he ean advise 
. Mr. Redington whether the text meets with his approval, and one to Mr. 

: Comeaux so that he will know about dates. 

“fhe Regents mect late in May, If no objection is raised to 
the text, I hope the signed agreenent can be placed before them at that 

time. Dr. Chapman is anxious to start work not later then July 1, and 
sooner if possible, in order to take advantage of the end of the nesting 
s@ason. 

Ralph T. King, who as you knoW has already been designated as 

the fellow and has conferred with Stoddard and myself, is available at 
any time after June i. 

Terss of Agreement. This follows the form customary in in- 
dustrial fellowships at Minnesota. .The deposit has been changed to 
s@mi-annual in order to be wiifoma with Wisconsin. ‘The total is $3000 
per year, The first semi-annual installment is $1500. 

Stinend and Qualificetions of Fellow. You have already seen 
the record of King's education, experience, and references. I will 
summarize this by saying thet his training has been exceptionally broad, 
his scholastic standing high, and his experience varied. He holds a gold 
medal as the best all-around student at Uteh Agricultural College. He 

has completed about half his work toward a doctor's degree at Minnesota, 
and is now head of the Biology Department of St. Thomas College, where
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Olin ; . 

he is receiving $266 per month and ws offered $333 if he woulda stay. The 
proposed stipend of $180 per month is therefore about half his present earn~ 
ings. 

Reasons for Vellowship. It seems appropriate to summarize my 
i reasons for recommending this project. ‘They are as follows: 

1. Over half of our upland game species are subject to cyclic fluctu- 
 @tions in abundance, seemingly due to disease or parasites. The cause and 
its mechanien, are, however, as yet not understood. 

2. Ruffed Grouse is the most importent end typical of these species, 

3. Successful conservation or menegement of these species is, of 
eourse, impossible until the cause of their fluctuations, and its relation 
to other environmental conditions, is made clear. 

4. Dr. Chapman is in my opinion the leading investigator of population 
.. gy@les. Stoddard, who whll be advisor to the work, is the leading investi- 

gator of environmental conditions. 
Dr. Greene, at Minnesota, has organized a special study of upland game 

diseases (financed mostly by the Minnesota Game Department). Dr. Zon at ~~ 
Minnesota is organizing a special study of the snowshoe rabbit, a probable 
host of the same parasites and diseases which affect grouse (MeSweeney Bill, 
in co-operation with Biological Survey). ‘ 

The mobilization of these independent attacks upon the same problem 
at the same time and place offers obvious advantages to each, 

Yor these reasons I regerd this fellowship as e¢o-operating in the 
ultimate unravelling of one of the most fundamental {and perhaps the most 
complex) unsolved problem in American game management. 

Dr. John Tf. Phillips and Carlos Avery assure me of co-operation : 
with the existing Ruffed Grouse Investigation sponsored by the American 
G. FP. A. This investigation has opened the way by a valuable study of — 
grouse parasites, : 

Dr. Alfred 0. Gross, who is to conduet a prairie chicken survey 
for Wisconsin this summer, assures me of eo-cperation. This is liable to 

. preve a problem paralleling Ruffed Grouse. 

ae Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

Inc. :
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| MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION 
f MANUFACTURERS! INSTITUTE, THE BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERI- 
MENT STATION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA. 

I. OBJECT: 

The object oY this agreement is to promote useful knowledge by conduct- 
! 

ing an investigation into the life history and ecology of (certain game diras.) 

Il. FINANCIAL SUPPORT AND COOPERATION: 

The Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute agrees to con- 

tribute (2 inaximun of) $3000 per year for a period of three years for the salary 

and etdrort ef this research, the University of Minnesota is to furnish labora- 

tory facilities and such usual equipment as is required st the carrying out of 

this research, and also will contribute the time of, the difector of research, 

who shall be the major advisor of the fellow.’ The United States Bureau of 

Biological Survey of the United States Department of Agriculture will contribute 

the time of (e Supervisor who shall confer with the fellow and his directors, 

from time to time, as to the progress of the research. 

III. USE AND DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS: ; 

It is understood that upon approval of this agreement by the representa- 

tive of the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers! Institute, the University 

of Minnesota and the Bureau of Biological Survey, the sum of money covering the 

salary for. one year of the research fellow and the annual fund for the supply r 

budget, will i. deposited with the University of Minnesota by the Sporting Arms 

and Ammunition Manufacturers! Institute. This salary of the research fellow, 

(at the pai eee a month wid then be paid by the University on warrants, 

according to the usual practices of the University in paying salaries of its 

employees. The expenses covering travel and incidental materials which are 

required in pursuit of the research, shall be paid out of the expense fund by 

_ the University in accordance with its usual practice. 

iv. dala sine OF THE RESEARCH FELLOW AND THE SUPTRVISION OF THE RESEARCHES: 

It is understood that the fellowship thus created will be known as the
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"Sporting Arms and Ammunitidn Institute Fellowship". Recommendations (et the 

zoologist who has wil elaine in ecology.) for appointment to this fellowship 

will be made tr (copdeditives of )the Division of Entomology and Economic 

Zoology. These recommendations will be transmitted to the administrative offices 

at the University as in the instance of appointment of the University employees. 

It is understood that the nominee will also confer with the Bureau of Biological 

Survey before the confirmation of appointment. after the approval of this appoint- 

ment, which will be for a period covered by the funds on hand, the fellowship 

will begin researches under the direction of designated representatives of the 

Division of ea Economic Zoology. It is understood that the Bureau 

of Biological Survey will provide supe ¥ilon and) consultation ‘in oe ea 

with the carrying out of the research. It is also understood that the work shall 

be co-ordinated with that carried on in similar fields through the various 

agencies of the United States Department of Agriculture, at the University of 

Minnesota. : 

¥. PLANS OF INVESTIGATION: 

It is agreed that the research fellow will undertake investigation of the 

life history and the fundamental phases of the ecology of the raft Yea grouse. 

The object of the research béing to determine the potential rate of reproduction © 

of the grouse in the natural state, and to determine and evatunte the var ious 

environmental factors which tend to reduce the population of the ruttYes grouse, 

under the conditions in nature. 

WI. REPORT OF PROGRESS AND PUBLICATION OF RESULTS: 

It is agreed that the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers! Institute 

will be advised periodically concerning the progress of the work, through the 

Bureau of Biological Survey and by the University of Minnesota. Representatives 

of the Sporting Arms Ammunition Manufactuterd' Institute may consult with the 

resdarch fellow and his advisors at appropriate times. It is understood that 

reports based upon investigations conducted by the research fellow in the
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laboratories of the Division of Entonology and Economic Zoology, will not be 

published in whole or in part, without the approval of the director of the Agri- 

cultural Experiment Station. The Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station re- 

serves the privilege of publishing the results of this investigation conducted 

under the terms of this agreement as in the instance of all regular University 

employees.
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WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS 

WESTERN AMMUNITION 

EAST ALTON, ILL. 

April 27, 1929, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building (U. W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

With reference to the correspondence con- 

cerning the University of Minnesota fellowship as 

well as agreement between the University, the 

Institute and the Biological Survey, I have now 

received replies from Messrs. Dill, Henning and 

Comeaux expressing an opinion that the Game Com- 

mittee has been authorized to approve this 

expenditure and therefore as Chairman of the Committee 

I can say you are authorized to complete the 

negotiations between the University of Minnesota 

and the Institute in accordance with the plan out- : 

lined in the tentative agreement. 

: No objection is raised to the payment of 

$3,000.00 to the University of Minnesota as con- 

templated in the agreement. 

General Dill has called attention to 

a typographical error in paragraph 2 Section III, 

covered by his letter a copy of which I am enclosing. 

I am also sending you a copy of Mr. 

Comeauxts letter of April 24th. 

Yours truly, 

Chairman, 

CG ittee on Restoration 
and Protection of Game 

J.M.Olin:W
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UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY 

: Aprid- 25-1989 , 

z a Mr. J. My. Olin, Vice President; = 
Shapleigh Hardware Company, ee 
Hast Alton, Ili. 

: Dear Mr, Olin: ; ae 

° Iam in receipt of correspondence concerning 
the University of Minnesota Fellowship, including copy ‘ 

of the agreement between the University, the Institute 5 
and the Biological Survey; also Mr. Gomeaux's letter of 
April 22nd regarding Institute finances. 

As the Institute has gone on record as approv- : 
ing the Fellowship plan and we have made allowance for 
expenses of same in our tentative budget, I. see no 
reason why. you should not “authorize payment of $5000.00 
to the University of Minnesota. e ; 

: The memorandum of agreement follows the general ; 
line which we have had in mind in our discussion of the 
Fellowship plans and appears to cover the essential points. 
I am wondering, however, if there is not a typographical 
error in paragraph 2 of Section III. wherein the statement 
is made that "the expense budget for the first year will 
be 3940.00"... As. section II provides that the. institute 
agrees to contribute not to exceed $5000.00 per year for 
salary and expenses, I am inclined to think that the 
figures mentioned should be $840.00 instead of $940.00. 

Yours very truly, 

ELLIOTT C, DITL 
General Manager 

Copy, Sor 
Messrs ¢.. 1. °B.. Hennings => 

Cc. S, Comeaux:
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Tae -.° SPORTING ARMS & “AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS * INSTITUTE. = = = 

: ; 105° Park Avenue, Coe ae 

ie yo ZS ae New York City,. ie eet es ‘ ia 

~ Me. J, I. Olin, Chairman, — 8 By ee Be tae 
= E Committee on Restoration : = sa SS LEGS 

and Protectiom of Game. <=" =~ 3 See 
a Sie ce = : ——— 

.<* Beferring to your letter of the 17th inst., end my 4 = = 
reply thereto, and letter to General Dill with copy to President Nees 
Heiining.or the: 2end= inst s+ ; : Soe 

; : Ihave just. received copy of General Dill's letter : i Za 
to. you-of the 25rd, to the effect that he sees no reason why : z 

a .. you should not authorize the immediate payment of 0,000,900 ; ae 

: to the University of Minnesota on the Fellowship to be established = 

at that Institution. : Ase 

=s Lettér. has aiso been received from President Henning, 7a 
copy.of which is quoted below, which indicates that as Chairman ee 
of the Committee on Restoration and Protection of Game, you are EE 
now in position-to authorize the necessary payment on: account oe 2 

ef this fellowship. : a - pe a 

: Yours very truly, ee 

os 3 : acct C. Stewart.Comeaux.- oe Bois Pees 
eens lg be Seecs Kee Secretary NS 

Y : Letter from Pressident “Henning to Secretary, dated April 26, 1929. an 

& 3 "TJ -am-in receipt of copy of your letter of April 22nd to General ae 
E. G. Dill, Vice Chairman, Committee on Restoration and. Protection 
of Game, together with your memorandum of expenses to be paid out. er 

— of income for. the first. half of 1929, - Hees 

"Insofar as I°am able to judge, you are’ correct in your analysis ~ e E 
of the Institute's finances, and accordingly, ‘your letter of April eas 
22nd to Mr. J. M. Olin, Chairman of the Committee, seems appropriate. a 

- Insofar as the writer is’ concerned, the expenditure has approval, §.. ==. 
‘ assuming that similar approval is received from Messrs. Olin and ~- Sas 

See! Dida ees, Sf eee E ee ee
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421 Chemistry Building 

s April 15, 1929 

dr. Re M, Chapman : ; : 
University Fara 
St. Paul, Himnessta = ; 

Dear Doctor Chapnans : 

Stoddard has sent me a copy of his letter to you of April 7 
giving his approval of Zing. I have also paid his expense account so 
that that step toward the proposed fellowship is apparently complete, 

As to the agreeement I have not had such good luck. I had 
eent it down to Stoddard end was in the field when I got a telegraphic : 
Gall to Hew York to attend the Institute meeting. Since I did not 
have the agreement with me I could not get it approved although the 
Game Committee of the Institute had previously indicated their desire 

to begin ectual work on a few selected fellowships es soon as poesible, 
I am wondering whether the lack of a fomnal m goes will embarrass 
King in laying his plans. The next meeting the Institute is early in 
June. In the meanwhile, however, I hope to get informal approval from 

ae the chairman of the Game Committee and I hope this will suffice to give 
Ur, King the requisite ozsurance, 

Ag I wrote you before the general tenor of the agreement is ae 
entirely setisfactory to me. om taking the liberty, however, of send~ \ 
ing you a sowevhat revised text, aiming to make it a Little clearer to \ 

: the members of the Game Comnittee, especial3y with reference to deposits \ 
and renewals of funds. All of the chenges are underlined. Do you see . \ 
any objections to any of then? : : 

Dr. Cole telle me your lecture here has been set for May 7. i 
I will try to be beck here at thet time in order to go over any ree ‘ 
meining details with you in person, ani also, of course, to heer your 

address. t 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

AlnO INOPOLD, 
: In Change, Game Survey. 

PS. I om sending copies of this letter to Stoddard and to Mr. John M. 

Olin, the chairman of the Game Committee. :
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421 Chemistry Building 

‘ March 26, 1929 

Mr. H. L. Stoddard, fs i 
Beachtan, Georgia, 

Dear Stoddard: : : 

I have just wired you as follows: : 

"Chapman has nominated Ralph King for Minnesota fellow- ‘ 
ship. Can leave only during Bester vacation. wire Chapman whether it 
you can teke him on some time as Errington." e fox 

I sent you a cony of my letters to Chapman outlining the \ 
Winnesota proposition as it now stands. This I think will give you oe 
the background and in addition I am sending you for return to me . 
(1) Chapann's letter of March 21, giving the statemont of King's 
qualifications, (2) Chapman's menotandus of agreenent covering the 

: fellowship. . ; 

Whe Latter 4s made out in aecomdemce with the regular _ wy 
form used at the University of Minnesota, which I have no doubt \ 
wili be good anough for our purposes. I would, nowever, like any aa 
Comments on it which you may care to submit. This is just informal, 
sinee I will later subnit it for fonaal ratification by the Institute 
and by Redington. : 

I an leaving now to work in Illimois, but you can reach me 
&. Dr. Henry B. ¥ard, University of Tilinoia, Urbana, furing the next 

few @ayse. After that, however, my addregs will be uncertain. 

I have written Dr. Chapman authorizing King's expenses 
in the event that it is convenient for you to sce him, 

With best wishes, yours sincerely, 

AINO IZOPOLD : 
In Charge, Game Survey 

P.S I forgot to say that I met King while recently in St.Paul ond hada 
very favorable impression. He suite me if he does you, 1 would, of course, 
not bother you with an inspection unless I had reason to believe that he 
was good material, :



‘ University of Minnesota 
: Bepartment of Agriculture 

Uninersity Farm, St. Paul 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY 

March 21, 1929. 

Mr. Adolpho Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am inclosing a statement which Mr. King has given me 

in regard to his preparation and experience. His qualifi- 

cation for this work, I believe, is even better than I had thought 

at the time I was talking to you. 

I have a tentative of agreement drawn up, but it is not 

quite ready. I shall probably send it out to you tomorrow, 
together with additional information on the subject. 

Very truly yours, 

Chief ahi 3 

RNC/FS ;
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Nah, Chemistry Building 

March 16, 1929 

De. R. B. Chapman ‘ 
University Form ; 

St. Paul, Minn. ; ie 

Dear Dr. Chapnan: pues | 

This is to try and swomrize the conclusions reached yester- j 
day, about a fellowship at the University of Minnesota, : ; 

Enpieets The fellowship fe to undertake a life history study of y 
‘ed Grouse, with special reference to the broader study of saviroa- 

mental yelations in which you are already engaged. ‘ 

‘This work is to de paralleled by the Aisease study already 
i orgenized by Dr. 8.C. Green, for which the University, with the cooper 

ation of Mr. MeCullough, of the State Game Department, is providing a i 
special ares, — sy 

The work is also to be paralleled by the snowshoe rabbit 
study which Dr, Yon and the Biological Survey propoee to undertake f 
under the MeSweeney-Meary Bill, provided thet subject ie finally ape j 
proved, i 

Accordingly, while the fellowship is for a study of Ruffed : 
Grouse along the lines of the Georgia Quail Investigation and the Pros- 
pectus already sent you, it is, in = broader sense, part of a J~sided : 
attack upon the unsolved problem of wild life populetion eyeles in the 
Lake States, ; ‘ 

Soontiasbions It is agreed that the three attacks on this problem 
to be Coordinated, but that the machinery for coordination should 

be ac gimple ag possible. At the outset this machinery will consist 
simply of the three agencies concerned sitting as a joint comnittee. 
If experience proves this to be insufficient, i.e. if the three agen- 
cles find themselves unable te agree, they will seek an impartial 
chairman of somo other meane of reaching decisions. 

ee Since no other Ruffed Grouse fellowship is likely to be allotted 
o the Iske States, the work need not de confined to Minnesota alone,



% : . : ; : ; 2 ¢ : s 

Ei ae Pee If the work can start before July 1 the fellow selected - 
z \ the University should arrange to go to Beachlan, Georgia, for an ine — 2. 

| herview with Ur. Stoddord, This Inatitute will pay the expenses of this on 
- \ trip. The work may stort enytime after April 1, As soon ae the fellow = 
| de selected the necessary etipend and expenses should de decided upsn, ‘ : 

ana I had # fevorshle tipresvian of Ne. King. If you should select ~ 
| Wi. Grant, {t might be possible to place Mr, King elsdvhere. sea Ea 

mae Tonga Acreensat- I hope we can complete this at the time of your visit 
te ison eround May 1. Will you send me one of the reguler blaixs used - i 

\og the University? ees ae) ae 

After the agreesent is Gramm, it will require finel approval by 
the Gene Committee of the Institute. — eee. ee se 

: D enelose copies of this for the information of De. Greva and ~~ . 
Dr. Yon if you find that it ix in accordance with our understanding. I ae 
am ®lno sending copies to liz. Olin, chairmen of thé Gene Comaiites, and : 
Me, Stoddart. Le eg er pes 

‘ - Taank you for the courtesies extended during ay visit, a ee 

. Tm Charge, Gene Surviy if 

: Res ae : ‘
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Memorandum of Conference with Dr. Greene, 

Bacteriology, Medical School, \ 

University of Minnesota, 

Dr. Greene stopped in Madison on January 30 to discuss the 
project on game populations and diseases first presented to the Institute 
through the American G. P. A. at the December meeting, ‘ 

: Status. The proposed area includes 4 sections and lies between 
3 lakes in central Minnesota between the forest and transition types. 
The State Game Department has put up enough money for fencing it, install- 
ing a building, and carrying a warden, 

The University and the State Board of Health have put up enough 
funds to carry Dr. and Mrs. Greene and one assistant. 

The project is thus able to make a small start without further 
funds, but additional funds will be necessary before it can get anywhere, 
Dr. Greene is inclined to make a start in any event about May 1. 

Plans. The basic idee is to thoroughly anelyze' the existing 
population of rabbits, ruffed grouse, etc., before the beginning of the 
next shortage, I thoroughly agree with Dr. Greene that this is a correct 
approach and that the intensive study of a fixed area is of national 
importance in unraveling the mechanism of game cycles, 

As aids to the analysis or inventory it is planned to construct 
a network of trails or lanes to facilitate counts. My original doubts 
about the sampling of grouse populations by trapping have been satisfactorily 

answered, , 

Discussion of Plans. I told Dr. Greene that my only basic doubt 
about the soundness of the proposal was that this project should not repeat 
the error which I think was made by the ruffed grouse investigation of 
attempting to unravel this problem from the standpoint of any one special- 
ized scientific field. It is my impression that the grouse investigation / 

approached the problem from the standpoint of the parasitologist, oaly qimg 

limited attention to protozoology,; and practically no attention until very 
recently to bacteriology. The general life history approach was of course 
not neglected, except cy Gar an underémphasis on history of past cycles, 

Dr. Greene,on the other hand, is a specialized bacteriologist. He 
has shown splendid initiative in this field which was, according to my 
belief, neglected by the grouse investigation. It would be repeating an 
error, however, to omit due representation.to prota zoology, parasitology, 
and ecology in the organization and conduct of this proposed project. In 

other words, it should be ti@gh in in some way with the existing grouse 

investigation to the extent that that project is continued, and should 

include these other specialties in whatever directive agency is set up to : 
é control its work ahd policies, : 

oe Lo : :



Dr.. Greene told me he thoroughly agreed with this view and 
principle. We both agreed that the gist of the present problem is to 
figure out a logical way to put it into practice, 

; Accessory Projects. I told Dr. Greene that we had been in touch 
de with Dr. R. N. Chapman with a view to the establishment of a quail fellow- 

ship; that the recent drift had been to make this a pheasant fellowship 
instead of quail; that in the event his project were undertaken it might 
be well to consider making it a ruffed grouse fellowship and delegating to 
the fellow the life history end of his project under the supervision of 
Chapman and Stoddard, I suggested that this in effect would be adding 
a member to the Staff without entailing any exception to the present 
financial plans of the Institute. 

I also pointed out that the present appropriation bill under 
the McNary-McSweeney Act carried funds for a biologist to be stationed st 
the Lake States Forest Experiment Station for somé research project. lying 
between forestry and game. I told him that I had long advocated two 
projects: (1) Snow shoe rabbit, and (2) Deer Foods; that the former 
would be in direct line with his project; that Mr. Reddington and Dr. Zon 
might be willing to consider this McSweeney bill work with his project. 
This would in effect add a part of the time of another man to the staff. 

I also suggested that a coordinating Committee of three, includ- 
ing Dr. Greene, Dr, Chapman, and a third member with some knowledge of 
forestry, might be acceptable to him and acceptable to the Institute as 
a means of coordinating the various branches of the work and overcoming 

the doubts about lopsidedness previously expressed, 

Action. I told Dr. Greene that in view of his recent conference 
: with Mr..Olin he and I would be in a position to discuss this in New York 

next week, end that in addition I would want to discuss plans with Chapman 

and Stoddard before arriving at any final recommendations, 

Copies of this memo are being sent to the Game Sub-Committee of 
the Institute, to Stoddard, Reddington, and Dr. Greene. 

At. 

ALDO IZOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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421 Cheaistry Building 

Decesiber 11, 1923. 

Dr. Royal 3. Chapasa, 

‘University of Minnesota, ae 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. ; Se 

Dear Dr. Chapmant 

I om now able to send you the report which Stoddard and 
I mede on our trip, duly approved by both the Biclogital Survey 
and the Institute. If the repert is not self-explanatory on ahy 
point, please write ze. : 

I would Like to add, siaply as a matter of personal 
exchange of inforsation, thet in spite of the fact that Stoddard 
was very optomistic about the region of St. Faul 2s a quail ground, 
I have recently swung to a little more conservative attitude because 
of the absolutely impelling necessity for me to have every one of 
the early fellowshipe an entire muccess, In other words, I can sce 
shead boundless opportunities to extend the fellowship system 
provided the first triale work out entirely favorably. I want at 
least one of the quail fellowships to be in the northerly location 
but the doubt with which I am now wrestling is shether Madison and 
Asa Arbor is not northerly sacugh. 

on tedhowner head, I have no doubt whatsoever as to my 
desire of establishing working relations with the University of 
Minnesota. In order to allow ® little more leeway to mest these 
circumstences, I abtained a from the Institute at ite 
last meeting to convert, necessary, not te execed two of the 
five queil fellowships to ringnecked phoasents and Hungarian 

; partridges. The University of Minnesota would undoubtedly be an 
especially advantageous place to start a ringaecked pheasant study, 

: and Stoddard's services would, I think, be available for such a 
study in the same way as for quail, — 

T am mentioning oll thie in hopes that it will aot cloud 
the issue but rather cive you a wider field for the exercise of : 
your own judgment. ‘The next steps are to select a student snd to 
indicate the willingness of the University to lease same lend, and 
this step will be the same whatever species is tackled. At your 
convenience please let me know how the new thought about a change



off Royal N. Chapnan = 2 = Dec. 11, 1928, 

of species strikes you. Should you have any opportunity to drop in 
at Madison, please give me advance notice since I am anxious to see 
you and to talk over the many things that I heve thoveht out in the 
matter of geme research since last seeing you. 

With kindest regards, 

Youre sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

Copies sent Olin’and Redington (show it to Stoddard)
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